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UPPED BUDGETS

Vidpixers Ask:

Cashing In

F
Miami

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

Miami Beach may have a new
Impetus of some new and fresh
faces in the area will hypo trade
sufficiently so that payoffs may be
the super brackets.
.Offers have already been going
put of Copa City, of which Canadian mining tycoon Lou Chester is
the owner. Chester is unleashing
a loaded bankroll for names. He
is said to have offered Bob Hope
$40,000 a we'Ok; Marlene Dietrich,
$35,000 weekly;*Eddie Cantor, $35,-

Christine's

Dane Dates

But Not for

THAT Reason

Christine Jorgensen is set to go
back to Copenhagen this summer.
She’s
But not for that reason.
couple of dates in
going to play
the Country whose shrgeons are
noted for tampering with U.S.

Hollywood, July

6.

Hollywood, in a concerted pitch
for the world’s business as well
as to set up fresh standards for

domestic -audiences, will hit near
the $400,000,000 production mark
during the next 12 months, according to a check of plans now set by
majors and indies both old and
new.
males.
Figure hits an all-time high, with
She’s been set by her agent,
Charles V. Yates, for a couple of spectacular coin going into indi-

one-niters there, and she’ll also vidual pictures.
Allowing* for padding of anDonald O’Connor, $22,000, and play Norway and Sweden. Her sole
Tony Martin $12,500. Prices in full week will be a vaude stand nouncements insofar as upcoming
some cases are higher than that in Manchester, England, starting production investment is- con000;

„

which these performers obtained Aug.
in Las Vegas, but Chester seems
determined to reestablish the prestige of this spot and get the maxi-

mum

business into Copa City.
Trade figures that Chester feels
that since it takes $80,000 a year
to maintain Copa City whether it’s
open or not, he might as well go
all the way in trying to run the
’place as it was originally meant
$ 0 be run. Spot was ‘designed by

•

•

.

’54

cerned,
greater

10.

(Continued on page 10)

Borscht Belt Heading

Okay Despite Weather
Bad weather failed to hamper
.talent employment in the N. Y.
State mountain resort belt.

Rains
on Saturday and Sunday caused no
cancellation of shows, nor did any
of the patronage leave because of
the inclement weather.
•’
The attendance at most of the
hotels was fairly heavy, indicating
a big summer.

•

The big

spots

To Sock

Start

Drive-in season, now in full
swing, sees the ozoners packing
’em in and doing business that’s
variously estimated at from 10%
to 20% over last year.

After a slow start caused by inclement weather, particularly in
the east, the outdoorers have made

For Big Summer; 4th

•

were

completely sold out, and the lesser
inns had various degrees of occupancy ranging from good to capacity. Business, it’s reported, was
slightly better than the holiday
last year.

However, the holiday

spirit

are on the- rise in studios’ efforts
to turn out entertainment which
will provide sock lure at the box-

An illustration of the new type
of thinking, backed by actual expenditures, is Y. Frank Freeman’s
recent statement that Paramount
in 1954 would spend $5,000,000
more on 19 pictures than studio
put out for its entire program of
28 films in 1946.
The appearanee of new production companies will tend to expand
coin outlay during the coming year,
as well as upped schedules on the
part of majors and indies. In the

31 Film

Houses

Set for Opera;

<

(Continued on page 16)

Terms: 70-39
Metropolitan

Opera

opening

Mambo Now Beats
$5,000,001)

Disk Biz

—

ain’t pesos.

(Continued on page 56)

Once

TINT CONVERTERS

WITHIN 10 WEEKS?
Washington, July 6.
Converters to enable existing
blatek and white receivers to pick
up color television broadcasts may
be on the market within 10 weeks,
A
it was learned here last week.
contract between Airtronic Research, Inc., Bethesda, Md., developers of the converter, it was understood, was entered into with a
large electronic equipment manufacturer to produce the device.
Plans call for production of a 16inch picture. Retail price will be
around $100.
The converter is the invention
of Robert Benjamin, a 25-year-old
engineer at the Airtronic labora(

Continued on page 63)

limited to

communities,

ing

of

the borscht belt was dampened by
an accident last week on Route 17,
the main traffic artery which
feeds the Catskill area from N. Y.
Four were killed when a bus and
an auto collided.
The accident is the latest in a
series of tragedies that have occurred on this highway, and the
mountain hotel ops will again petition the State to improve conditions on the highway.
Several
years ago, N, Y. talent bookers took
out ads in the Liberty, N. Y., papers
calling Route 17 “a kilter.”
It’s
expected that the new Thruway
will drain off some traffic,
but not
enough to clean up the -numerous
tieups that occur. The innkeepers
feel that with better
traffic conditions, sellouts during
the summer
would be the usual condition in
that area.

that

night (Nov. 8) is currently contracted by Theatre Network Teleup for lost time. There are now
vision to 31 theatres'.
Included
slightly more than 4,000 of thefh,
in the lineup are units in the
according to distrib records. OutStanley Warner and Loew’s chains,
standing new thing appears to be
several Fabian theatres, and a
that many of them have dropped
number of independents.
the frills and are now concentratWhile not all the terms have
ing on just giving their patrons the
been
finalized,
many theatres
kind of show they want.
signed memorandums agreeing to
‘‘The process of the public gainThose mambo fans are not only carry the TNT production, with
ing confidence in the drive-ins is shaking their hips, they’re shelling, specific details to be worked out
still going on,” said one drive-in
Unlike the closed-circuit
out substantial coin for disks. It’s later.
exhib^last week by way of explainchampionship
of
the
estimated that the market for La- telecasts
ing upped attendance. He said that,
tin American disks is now well fights, TNT prexy Nate Halpern it,
coincident with this development,
over $5,000,000 annually and that
(Continued on page 16)
ozoners could afford to do away

.

•

remains

Guy Named Joe

Washington, July 6.
Latest tune inspired by the
career of the controversial junior
senator from Wisconsin, Joe McCarthy, is “Don’t Tell Joe,” musical brainchild of hillbilly songstress-composer Hank Fort. Tune
was unveiled past week at the inauguration
ceremonies
of
the
Women’s National Press Club.
A native Tennesseean, Miss Fort,
who wrote “Save Your Confederate Money, the South will Rise
Again,” has been living here and
writing songs about official Washington.
Gal recently scored with
“Protocol,” ribbing stuffy officialdom, at the Perle Mesta party. She
has become a regular on town’s
party circuit.

office.

Drive-Ins Off

'

Chester, with virtually an unlimited bankroll, has established him-

fact

sums now are being
dumped into programs than at any
time in the past, and budgets still

Season For

Norman Bel Geddes.

•

the

Inspiration Is Just

A

Spanish-speakthe
sales
of

mambo, rhumba, samba, etc., platters have now spread into communities

where Latin

is

really Latin

SPECULATE ANEW ON
N.Y.

BOTH ASTOR SITE

except for their rhythms. Among
The Hotel Astor, long a N.Y.
the Latin population, Latin disks Times Square landmark, is in the
are sold by the bandleader and/or realty spotlight again, with no consinger’s personality. Others, how- firmations, although it is figured
ever, just ask for any platter with that competition- alone,- from the
the type of tempo they want.
hotelier’s viewpoint, may force a
There has been a corollary decision for the Muschenheim
disks
packto
switch from single
family’s property. Hotel is aimost
50 years old and while refurbished
(Continued on page 48)
it is by no means in the “modern”
idiom physically.
The dope on the Astor’s future
Turk Murphy’s Drive
runs the gamut from' a new skyscraper, with possibly upstairs theaSan Francisco, July 6,
i

Turk Murphy, Whose

dixie-

land jazz records are real big
sellers in Africa, says he’s cutting a new disk for the Gold
Coast trade.
Title: “Last of the Red Hot

Mau Mau.”

We Start

On Those Residuals?’

.Beach, July 6.

get of headliners this winter season. Operators are hoping that the

'

"When Do

With the telepix syndication business growing of age, many producer-distributors are faced with
an increasingly perplexing problem. This $64 question is simply
when to cut off production on a
successful series and start to bring
in profits on the residuals. Truth
of the matter is that even the most
successful shows rarely turn in a
profit the first time around ^.and
the distrib has to bank on reruns
for the gravy yet he’s got a debt
to his advertisers to turn out new
pix in a particular series so they
can retain their identity with the
property, hold on to their time

—

franchises, etc.

Perhaps the outstanding example
a producer-distributor faced
with this problem is Ziv, which of
all its shows cut off production on
only two, “Boston Blackie” (on
which shooting will soon be resumed) and “The Unexpected.”
“Cisco Kid” has five years of reruflS still on the shelf; “Favorite
Story" is in its second year; and
“I Led Three Lives” just went into
production on the second cycle. Ziv
prexy John Sinn frankly admits
he doesn’t know when he’ll stop
production on any of them, and
points out that even in the case of
“Three Lives," with 137 markets
this yeai*, Ziv didn’t make a profit
on the series.
of

Sinn says that

in these days, a

13-episode or 26-episode series just
won’t suffice to serve the adver( Continued on page 40)

U.S. Info Probably Giving

Radio $18,000,000 To
Film Share of $3,250,009
Washington, July 6.
U. S. Information Agency will
probably take another month to
determine how much of its newly
voted funds for the fiscal year commencing July 1 will go to motion
pictures and how much to the
Voice of America radio program.
As of now, it looks like something under $18,000,000 for radio
and about $3,250,000 'for motion
a

pictures,

USIA

spokesman

guessed. The final decision may not
be made until early August, when

Theodore Streibert, USIA director,
returns from the European trip
on which he leaves July 9.
The appropriations bill which
finally

passed

Wednesday

(30),

Congress
last
gave the agency

$77,114,000. This was a
$75,814,000
between

compromise
originally

voted by the House and $83,814,000
first approved by the Senate.
Original Senate recommendation
was more than $18,000,000 for
Voice, of which about $500,000 is
New York
tre, and/or television studio facili- required to move the
portion of the operation to Washties, to an out-and-out video center.
The Loew interests at one time were ington by the end of this Novemreported interested in the site. A ber. Senate had okayed $3,931,000
new Hotel Astor has been reported for overseas motion pictures, exslated for the 52d-53d St. block actly $1,000,000 over the House
front on the west side of Park Ave. approved figure.

'

W«Jnwdgy,

Mr

1,.

1954

Mexico City, July

Fitr Eckstine,

Berlin, July 6..

But for the last-minute announcement that separate prizes
were to be awarded for features
and feature-length documentaries,
"The
the Walt Disney contender,
V Toronto, July 6.
Living Desert,” would have walked
Ray Lewis, veteran publisher
the
at
prize
away with the first
of the Canadian Moving.
Berlin Film Festival, which wound and editor
Digest, film tradepaper,
up here last Tuesday (3). ,,On the Picture

Glasgow, June

.,

'

.

.

points system introduced for .the
the
first time this year, it topped
entire list of entries, securing 3.94
four.
marks out of a possible
The points system was calculated on the basis of four marks
for “excellent,” three for "good,’
two for “medium” and one for
Bunnerup to the Disney
“bad.”
entry was the Swedish docu-

mentary, “The Great Adventure,”

.with a rating of 3.8* Topping the
the feature-film class
in
poll

the British-made “Hobson's
Choice,” with 3.74 rating, followed
by the Italian entry, .“Bread Lov’s

was

died yesterday

Joshua
had a background in show biz before estab-

A

gradlishing the Digest in 1915,
uate of Harbord College, the Conservatory of Music, Toronto, arid
the School of Languages, London,
she had been a Shakespearean actress and lecturer In addition to
editor and publisher.
She also had career as a film importer and theatreowner, having
brought foreign language films into
Canada and owning several theatres
She opened the Alliin Toronto.

of the
10 places, getting sixth, poseventh
and
sition with “Julietta”

first

with “Wild Fruit.” Italy also had
three winners, including “Great
Hope” (fifth) and “Neapolitan
Two of -the
Carousel” (ninth).
other winning films came from
Austria.
from
Germany and one
“Hope” also got the nod for two

New

York.

Editor, Variety:

(Continued on page 63)

•

!

;
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Our administrators, while professing to do all they can to make
a Mecca for visitors, do,
however, all they are able to discourage people from visiting with

New York

us.

Certainly a city sales tax does
Hollywood, July 6.
Theatrical film version of Brian not encourage people to come to
New
York, while at home they pay
titled
Donievy’s television series,
London,” no such impository tax. This gim“Dangerous Mission
mick
must inevitably react to the
B.
Will be packaged by William
general detriment of all businesses.
White, with Donlevy starring.
without
a
Film will be made
Why do people come to New
release. White expects to round up York?
the rest of the cast to start shootTo buy merchandise: This is a
ing Sept. 15 in Europe.
Mecca for shoppers: So we put a
tax on our merchandise so- that
people may buy cheaper at home.
‘Gents Marry Brunettes’
To see famous sports events: So
Set for Jane Russell we tax tickets and encourage them
Deal is about wrapped up for to stay in their own communities
the picturization of Anita LooS’ where they may ^ee the events on
“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes” in television, which television shows
tieup involving United Artists, pro- are often barred in New York City.
ducer Robert Bassler, Jane Russell
To see shows in the cultural cenand others. Pic, slated to roll in ter of American show business: So
September, will be lensed in Hol- instead of encouraging them to
lywood, London and Paris.
come here we tax them.
Bassler will- be exec producer,
To see the Giants, Yankees,
Richard Sale will direct from Miss
Dodgers play: Here again we imLoos’ script, Sale and Robert
pose
a tax to witness a sport you
Waterfield will be associate profree on your television
ducers and Miss Russell will star in may see
instead
of encouraging
screen,
the UA release^ Two other starto New York to see
ring roles have yet to be cast. Miss people -to come
three of the best advertising meRussell and Waterfield, her husever had.
band, are pards in Russfield Pro? diums any city
The amusement tax- applies to
ductions, which has a commitment
to make six films for UA.
(Continued on page 53)
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Life Behind

was condemned toy crix, who j. H. McIntyre, OM veepee in
showed sympathy towards the olSi- charge of sales, head this organizatime act of Sanders,
tion, first of its kind and initial
Paradox is that Scott Sanders, time that American residents in
though an English comedian in Mexico have so acted to aid the
The plan has
style, was actually born in Mary- Mexican economy.
;

hill*

the nod of President Adolfo Ruiz
Cortines; Angel Carbajo, secretary
of the Interior, top government department, and Gustavo Ortiz Hernari;
chief of the government’s
Tourist Department. They assured
the Americans that- their program
fits in perfectly with what the government wants— big upswing in
tourist trade.

Glasgow.

1

Hit of Granada

Rhuberry and McIntyre

Mexico’s prosperity and they are
convinced that tohrism is a prime
prop for that; Airlines told the
.

Granada, [Spain, July 6.
government that the, 30% fare hike
About lQO.OOO tourists, foreign allowed them on routes to Tiajuana
and Spanish, are thronging Gra- and Acapulco, classified as tourist
Interthe
nada this fortnight for
trails, have cut their biz 35%.
national Festival of Music and Companies
suggest restoration of
Darice.

.

. .

State

at

a

premium

Majestic Hotel ballroom, the plush al
Chapel.
Musical
celebrities
ballroom, the Lido, the from all over the world concertizGiro’s
(Continued on page 53)
ing here include the Stuttgart
Chamber Music ensemble with
flautist Jean Pierre Rampal; the
Loewnguth Quartet from Germany.
Finnish Film Executive
The French Wind Quintet had an
auto accident near Granada and
Is
Doing
Denies Helsinki
their trumpet Gilbert Coursier was
badly hurt; the Spanish Jose MarRuss Pix Appeasement tinez substituted and their con'

Any

Berlin, July 6.
Olavi Linnus, foreign sales manager of Oy. Suomen Filmiteollisus
of Helsinki, is doing a bum at the
report in Variety (June 16) of an
interview with Irja Jensen, at
which the thesp asserted that Finland is bending over backwards to
avoid, a conflict with Russia. Linnus, in Berlin to represent his
company at the film festival,
categorically refutes many of the
statement made by Miss Jensen.
He challenges the statement that
her first American picture will not
be shown in Finland because of
anti-Russian political flavor.
its
That, he avers, will be decided by
the film censorship board in due
course, but “it seems to me that
the odds are that it will be shown.”
Of the operation of the censorship board, Linnus declares that it
doesn’t only consider the art merits
of a picture, but also determines
(Continued on page 56)

AND

BESS' FILM?

.tyjiJUe

the old tariffs.

MARTIN-LEWIS SHINDIG

FOR ATLANTIC CITY
Paramount

certs were not cancelled. The Spanish Symphonic Orch, conducted by
with
played
Argerita,
Atajulfo
guitarist Narciso Yepes and Pianist

Wilhelm Kempff as soloists. Tony
Rosado sang under the baton of
Eduardo Toldfa. The Chamber
Choir of Pamplona (15) was directed by Luis Morando.
Greatest triumph, however, was
Margot Fonteyn and dancers from
the London Sadler’s Wells Co. Hit
novelty was a new solo by Fonteyn, “Entry of Madame Butterwith English ballerina in a
Japanese kimono by Christian
Dior. Crix didn’t like Cesar Frank’s
choreographed
by
“Variations,”
Frederick Ashton, costumes by
Sophie Fedorovitch. Other dancers
irom the Wells, like Michael
Somes, Ariny Linden, Pauline Clayden, April Olrich, Brian Shaw,
Alexander Grant, Michael Boulton
fly,”

got

6hare of the .applause
memorable
contributed
to

act.

Participants will converge" on
A. C. early on July 15 and with
L will get the red carpet

M &

welcome

One
Canada and Foreign

—

$1 Additional

per Year

P^K/Efr Inc.
154 West 4AHi Street
*

New

York 36. N. Y.

from

treatment

brass and the
merce. Just to

local

Chamber of Commake their arrival

official,

M & L will meet the special

junket

train

eight

come

A. C. and

in

miles out
with the

of
re-

porters, etc.

This is to be followed by a motorcade to the Trayniore Hotel for
lunch, a fashion show, whatever
last minute items are added to the
agenda, dinner and then the trek
via roller chairs to the Warner
Theatre for the film’s unveiling.
In addition to ceremonies outside
& L will give a stage
the house,
performance. Janet Leigh, starred
with them in the pic, also will be
on hand.
Night will be capped with a private party at the 500 Club where

M

M &

L started their dueting.
They’ll offer a preview of a new
“Hangact they’ve whipped up.
over Breakfast” begins the second
& L hi
day, followed by some
jinks on the local golf links. Then

M

home.
Martin

'

-

are being
given a rare opportunity to engage

and

Lewis

(Continued on page 63)

their

and

evening*’. The Spanish Ballet of
Pilar Lopez, with Roberto Xlmfnes

and Manolo Vargas, gave two
„

re-

BEERY-DRESSLER TRADITION
Try Dizzy Dean and

British Her-

jniorie Glngold. a?,a..Fibn

Team

'Hollywood, July
Brit. Co. To Make Color TV Tubes
,A new talent team for a series
of films, on the.,style of ..thecal*
London, June 29.
A British television company is lace Beery-Marie Dresslpr .comeBilly
to go into early production of dies has been put together by
colored tv tubes following the suc- Grady and he’s currently hunting
out
cessful outcome of recent negotia- suitable properties to round
the package. His stars are Dizzy
tions in America.
Jules Thorn, chairman of Thorn Dean and Hermipne Gingold, Brit;

Hpliywdod, July 6,
Plans for filming^ George Gershwin's “Porgy Arid Be$s” are Under
discussion here by Ira Gershwin
and Robert Breen, director and coproducer of the stage musical.
Play opens here July 12 at the
Philharmonic Auditorium on the BleCtrieal Industries, makers 6f the ish musicomedy star who became a
Ailast lap of its current transconti- Ferguson tv receivers, returned Broadway hit last season in
nental tour. It would be filmed dur- last week from N. Y., having com- manac/*
Grady’s son, Billy Grady Jt’-»
ing the show’s European tour, pleted a partnership deal with
opening Sept. 26 in Venice.
would produce the series.
Sylvania Electrical Products.
.

Regular Subscription Rotes
Year—$10.00
Two Years—$18.00

»,

Live Troupe

ToursFprope

Zone.

Rooms are

and every bed available in town
and surrounding district has been
let to visitors. Americans, Germans, South American tourists rub
shoulders with VIPs from Madrid,
Lisbon, Paris and Rome. Local authorities are busy and happy; the
Festival is bringing into the town

is set with plans to
reps
the equivalent of about $500,000 junket 100 press,, radio and tv
to a two-day romp with Dean MarHunting Ground for American mu- a day.
City,
Atlantic
tin
Jerry
Lewis in
and
sicians and show people. Pay was
Festival has included concerts
good, living-conditions satisfactory in the Royal Palace of Carlos V, tying, in the preem of the team’s
and the life in general an easy one. the gardens of the Alhanibra, fan- new Par pic, “Living It Up,” and
Such once-famous nite spots as the tastically illuminated, and the Roy- their eighth anniversary as a combo

Slay Be Shot

4

stressed

that their business' depends upon

citals,

S

1

1

lives

the city, observing conditions, conversing with various persons. Then
for five days arid nights I holed
up in the home of a Chinese friend
of pre-Pearl Harbor days, while
the Red authorities conducted a
frantic search for me and Red
radios hourly predicted my early
apprehension.
After five days in hiding and
much bickering, bargaining and
conniving, I got out of Shanghai
with four other foreigners on a
junk, bound for Horigkong.
Old Shanghai was once a Happy

'PORGY

Nium)

hefty price hikes, the cheaper-peso
does allow dollared-visitors more
for their coins: then tWe old beso.
The sagging toituation caused by

to see the next act, Billy 'teckstine, hiked passenger rates’ by airlines
at the Empire vaudery here. Per- may hurt top spots such as Acapulformer, doing an “Old Actor” im- co (may hit a new low for years)
but a big hypo looms.
personation, carried valiantly On,
Top Americans living and doing
and finished his act. Final Indig- business in Mexico- and
such U. S.
nity was when he had, as skedded,
organizations as the American Sostar
singing
to introduce the U.S.
ciety, the Ahierican Chamber of
to the. bobbysoxers.
Commerce and the Mexico' post of
Sanders was met by such cries the American Legion have comas “Awa’ hame” and “Get off.” He bined to invest $10,000 monthly to
was reduced to near-tears. Exhibi- sell Mexico as the idtial’ ’hbliday
tion, one of worst displays of bad land for Tankees. Fraine B. Rh 11 manners by a Scot 'vaude^audience, berry, Ford general manager, and

and liberty
of certain anti-Reds who aided me.
I roamed
nights
days
six
and
For

prizes, firstly as best representing the ideals of world freedom, and later as the choice of the
International Catholic Film Bureau:
Without any explanation, but at
the request of the producer, the
Japs withdrew “The Gate to Hell”
as' a festival contender although it

Please send

On

would endanger

more

SERIES FOR THEATRES

WALTER PLANT

&

placed in the first 10.
France collared three

DONLEVY’S TELEVISION

HORACE HEIDT
Currently On Tour
Under Personal Management

ance Film Exchange in 1940 and
was a partner affiliate of Famous
F
Players Theatre Corp. and B
Theatres Circuit. She was a member of the Women’s Music Club of
By. HAL P. MILLSToronto, on the women’s commit( Former Variety correspondent
tee of the Toronto Symphony, on
of the at Shanghai; editor and, publisher
of trustees
the board
Canadian Motion Picture Pioneers of two Chinese daily newspapers,
benevolent fund, and on the board who recently paid a secret visit
behind the Bamboo Curtain in
of directors of the Pioneers.
Shanghai.)
Just how I managed to penetrate the Bamboo Curtain cannot
be told at this time because it

and Phantasy” (3.71), and the
Renegade"
“The
pic,
French
(3.64). None of the five Hollywood
two
included
which
offerings,
C’Scopers—“Garden of Evil” and
(M-G>—
Table”
“Knights of Round

vate interests which had counted
upon the 8c "peso- to' bring visitors
in by the carload. Despite some

.

(Mori.).
Mrs.
life

In private
Smith, Miss Lewis

29,

Scott Sanders, 64-year-pld. English character comedian,.^ who has
been in vaude Since he was six
years old, was hissed and Jeered
by a teenage audience, impatient

.

g.

Tourist trade, particularly American, although bejtqrtbkn had been
ekpectEd.’dEVty
<u sap .
pointing the government and pri-

1

.

MCTU1HH

—

125-145 degree
CinemaScope Not frozen At It
Canrfera Angles Foreseen
,

The end is not yet in the development of CinemaScope and 20thFox engineers are continually,
work on further improvements in
the medium, Spyros P. Skouras,
20 th prexy, said last week.
He pointed to the advances made
and demonstrated yia 20th’s mammoth C’Sqope preview trailer,
which has been shown to the trade
and Which is due for public exhibition in edited form, and hinted
at some Surprise developments still
in store fo^

’‘Whatever

iTRED:

Affectionate Adjective?
Differences in international

has
prompted
United Artists to change the
title of a J. Arthur Rank film
which 'UA is releasing in the
sensitivities

U.S.
Pic; under its original name,
Kidnappers,”
clocked
good business in England and
on the Continent. However,
UA feels there’s such a Yankee
aversion to kidnapping that,
the nomenclature is being
switched to “The Little Kid-

“The

v

"

C’Scope,

we

will do,

it frill still

CinemaScope/’ he said, “of
you can be sure.” Among the
coming up are
improvements
lenses permitting camera angles of
125 and 145 degrees, a far cry
from the early Chretien C’Scope
taking prism that had an angle of

'

be

nappers.”

that

V

pi^

Indie Importers* 'qnd distribs are
becoming increasingly vexed with
:

is the “double
standard” maintained by Hollywood’s. Production Code.
Their
beef is* that the Code seal is her
ing withheld from foreign films at
a time, when there are mounting

that Code authorities
adopting a broader and m.ore
lenient interpretation of the Code.
-While the indies are practically
unanimous in agreeing that the
Code isn’t “fair” to their product, there is a wide divergence of
opinion of how much the seal does
or doesn’t mean, in actual distribu-

indications
are.

One grbup

holds that, under the
system, the seal is a
“must” if imports are ever to go

existing
into

only 45 degrees. The new. lenses
ate capable of ...taking pix at 90-

any significant

these

TV Due

men who

.

circulation. It’s
feel particularly

for Testing
much more com-

bitter over the treatment meted
out to them by the Code people
Improved and.
is continually working on improvewho, it’s charged, are super-crititv
theatje
color
Eidophor
pact
ments.
cal any timp a film is In a forSkouras confirmed. Coast reports system, developed under 20th-Fox
eign language. Prominently cited
that attempts were tinder way to sponsorship by American and Swiss
is the case of “M. Ripois,” the
work out an arrangement under technicians has reached the point
Paul Graetz picture, which hasn’t
which “Oklahoma” might be shot where demonstrations of it will be
able to obtain a Seal even
been
in C’Scope as well as in the Todd- held within the next feyr weeks.
Some industryites say they’ve though some Breen office emAO widescreen process. *4We are
ployees
apparently expressed a
working on that,” he said. Such a already had a peak at the new
personal liking of the .film.
unit’s performance at a New Jersey
(Continued on page 22)
Argument
is
made that “M.
warehouse and that the results are
Ripois” has been booked over the
excellent.
circuit
in
ABC
Britain
and that it’s
According to 20th execs, they’re
(Continued on page 11)
now working on the commercial
prototypes of the Eidophor which
continues to -use the color wheel
bpt is adaptable to the wide screen.
Optical parts of the system were
developed in Switzerland with General Electric providing the elec-

& Lomb

degree angles, and Bausch

.

•

•

.

‘

Fellows to Seek

tronic components. Prolonged GE
strike at Schenectady delayed work
on the Eidophor. However, this
came at a time when 20th was pre,

Indicative of the successful cooperation between the Italian and
French film industries, a total of
21 Italo-French coproductions have

gone before the cameras during
the
ian

first five

months

of .1954, Ital-

occupied anyway with the launching of CinemaScope.
According to Earl I, Sponable,
20th research topper, the new
Eidophor models take up no more
space than a standard projector
and can therefore easily fit into
the booth. If 20tb execs have gone
beyond the technical considera-

Films Export reported last
week.
These joint- productions also
have done well a't the b.o. IFE sta- tions and have begun to worry
tistics show that of the 18 features about
programs for theatre tv
that grossed more than 50,000,000 shows, they’re keeping mum about
francs in Paris firstruns, six were
joint
Italo-French;
productions.
Four were strictly French and the
rest came from .other countries but
included one Franco-Mexican pro-

it.

duction.

ESCAPE FROM HOME?
‘STORY
'

IN

OF A CHEAT’
KRAMER’S FOLIO

There’s a remake of an oldie
French pic in Stanley Kramer’s
production future.
,
The indie filmmaker, now releas-

Bettered Deal

With Warners
Robert Fellows, who is partnered
with John Wayne in Batjac Productions,
formerly
known
as
Wayne-Fellows Productions, said
in New York Thursday (1) that the
indie company, which is currently
associated with Warner Bros., intends to improve its deal at the
conclusion of the present agreement in March, 1955. He told * a
tradepress confab that
had already opened discussions relating
to a new deal.
“When we first made our deal,"
- (Continued on page
20)

WB

PEOPLE MUST ALWAYS
Minneapolis, July 6.
North Central Allied in its current bulletin opines that, even

though

tv

“pay

as

you

“A Star

Is Born,”

Warner

Bros.

Judy Garland starrer which has
been more than a year in the making, will be treated as a “special”
both in the U.S. and abroad. This,
as translated by exhibitors* means
larger percentage terms and the
resultant tilted admission price.
Although WB hasn’t started to
peddle the picture yet, sales staffs
* rs both here
and abroad have
b/'en informed that “Star” will get
le V.I.P. treatment.
The picture
is pencilled
in for national release
'

V ®vwill
,

Oct. 16.

However,

there
.probably..be pre-release
engagements late ill August,' with
the Radio City Music Hall a possibility in

H.Y.

The picture

is

now

in

its

last

to

It was only a question of
time before someone came up
with that certain title tying in
with the current headlines.
Producer Frank Melford,
who operates at Allied Artists,, is at the tape with; “Se-

officials that Allied may
unless the
resign from
film companies lower their prices

develops in such a way that piccan be projected in color

tures

life-size in sitting

*

By Majors Bnt Timidity
Rules Out Deals—Tilton
Indie shorts producer Roger Tilton, who might be described as
plenty upbeat on the offbeat even
though it involves a calculated risk,
is currently mulling the problems
as he
pf. life in an industry that
sees it has to be highpressured
into change.
Tilton is the producer-director of
“Jazz Dance,” an imaginative and
unusual double reel short recording an actual jam session at the
Central Plaza Dance Hall In N. Y.
Subject, which cost $10,000 and is
in black-and-white, ir a natural
lor the arties and can count on
swoon reviews from the artier crix.
Only Tilton is thinking in considerably more expansive terms.

—

—

“I’ve produced something here
that’s different and I know it,” he
mused last week in N. Y„ where

the short has been booked into the
Paris Theatre with the Italian
“Bread, Love and Dreams." “I’ve
taken this picture to a couple of
the majors. They've looked at it
and pne in particular liked it very
much. But they’re all afraid of it.

And

that

means

they’ll shy away from it until I’ve
succeeded in creating a demand
for it.” Actually, he claims, he
isn’t a bit.* sorry about the distribs'
attitude since he stands to net
more on his own.
Because he believes that exhibs
can be sold on shorts that have
merit and “Jazz Dance” undoubtedly is unique-—Tilton plans to
personally beat the bushes with

sible for theat remen and the distribs to “sit in the same room”
because of their vast differences on
how much should be paid for product. Allied, carrying this further,
might find the incompatibility extending to the point where it might
feel as untenable its position alongside the distribs under the
umbrella, according to the threat.
Allied hasn’t made any moves
toward the exit sign other than
this hint. It was communicated to
Al Lichtman, 20th-Fox distribution
director and member of COMPO’*
three-man board of governors.
,

COMPO

New champ

the

at

wickets

Mutiny” (Col) which is
managing to take the biggest
amount of coin although just out
It is being
in seven key cities.
closely pursued currently by “High
(WB),
which
is
and Mighty”

LATINS DUE IN N.Y.

spotted in 14 locations covered by
Variety.
Third position goes to “Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th), which,
was first last week. “Cinerama”!

Warners’ Reps In Cuba, Mexico
And Brazil To Confer
Bros’. Latin America supervisors are due ih New York op
July 12. for confabs with international chief Wolfe Cohen. Talks
will center on WB’s upcoming release slate for the below-the-border

Warner

two weeks of shooting. Edith Bar- market.
slow, choreographer of the
Staffers due in are Peter Colli,
Dave
oarroway tv show, winged to the Havana, supervisor of the Caribj-'Oast over the
weekend to assist bean area; Armando Trucios, Mexner brother, Richard,
who is cho- ico, supervisor Pacific division; and
re°g ra phj n the
g
picture, in wind- Ary Lima, Brazil*;. supervisor Atn & up the final
dance sequences.
lantic division.

is

1

tlridie) is finishing fourth’, playing;

in 12
listed

round,

keY'* Hides' this

as

by Variety.
1

his picture. He’s off this summer
for a trek westwards, to screen
“Jazz” for exhibs and, in his own
words, “get it set to play with the
(Continued on page 16)

showing in

five keys.

“Gone With

Zero”

newie,

(Col), a

is

Film Problem:

There’s an exhibitor who’s bigworry at the moment is
standees and how to take care of
all the customers who want to
gest

come

to the theatre.
He is Teddy Lim, manager of
the Universal Theatre in Manila,
the Philippines, and he related his

(Continued on page 16)
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National

place.
“Knock on Wood”
which has been ranked high

(Par),
in pre-

vious weeks,

money

is

taking 11th

as a result of several new playdates.
“Man With Million” (UA),
just starting out in release and
mostly in smaller houses, rounds

Top 12 list,.
“Long Wait” (UA) and “Tangan-

out the

yika” (U) are the runner-up films.
“Apache”
(UA),
which v was
preemed in several keys this session, has the makings of a smash
boxoffice
winner, based on its
.

showings

currently.

It

is

estab-

new record in Chi, looms
huge in Detroit, very big in Pitt
and great in Frisco. Pic is topping
“High Noon” in most keys.
“Silver Lode” (RKO), also new,
is okay in D. C. and solid iri Philly.
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) is rated
good in N. Y. and L. A. “Arrow in
Dust” (AA) looms nice in Chi.
“Johnny Guitar” (Rep), which
has finished most of its big city
lishing a

eral holdover dates.

N.Y

36.

9-1141
4

Press
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STerllng 3-5443
Chicago 11
613 No Michigan Ave.

DElaware 7-4984
London WC3
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St.
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SUBSCRIPTION

taking 10th

‘Adventures Robinson Crusoe”
is landing
(UA) is rated lively in Boston.
“Johnny
eighth money with good to robust- “Genevieve” (U) is big in K. C.
trade. “Coins '‘in Fountain” (20th), and Portland.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
high on the list for many weeks,
Pages 8 and 9)
“Hell Below
is finishing up ninth.
(reissue)
Dark” (U)

COMPO’*

Manila s Only

Temple Bar

‘“Student Prince ’ .(M-G) is wind-;
third spot]
ing up fifth
a week ago’" '^Garden of Evil”?
around, is first-run dates, still managed to
(20th),
just x getting
showing enough to cop sixth place, rack up sjzeable coin on sev-

Wind” (M-G)

imme-

are

with

(Continued on page 10)

—

Weekend Boosts trade; ‘Caine’ First, ‘High’
2d, ‘Demetrius’ 3d, ‘Cinerama,’ ‘Student’ Next

“Caine

who

Industry execs
diately concerned

July 4

lobby, but we’ll always be there to
entertain them in some fashion,”
says the bulletin. “Exhibitors who
are wide awake will have a piece
of whatever form entertainment
takes. Others will fumble and allow someone else to recover.”

COMPO

Point made by the Allied spokesman was that it’s become impos-

‘Jazz Dance’ Short Liked

different.

COMPO
on pix.

curity Risk.”

It’s

Council of Motion Picture Oris being hinted as the
instrument with which exhibitors
will seek to force eased rental
terms in deals with the dlstrihp
utors. Specifically, a top source at
told
States ,Assn.
has
Allied
ganizations

Be

watch”

'

•

Had

National Boxoffice Survey

rooms and current releases become available to
The long July 4 weekend is givvideo, theatres still aren’t doomed. ing first-run film business a nice
to consider any production details.
Bulletin declares that there’ll al- hypo, this stanza.
In some keys,
ways be a theatre or entertainment overcast skies or rain also slowed
center in every town of any size down the usual exodus to the outJUDY PIC A 'SPECIAL'
because “folks have to get out oc- doors, being that much more help
”
to pix houses.
Batch of new,
Barstows Putting Finishing Touches casionally and ‘blow the stink off.’
“We may be giving away coffee strong fare also contributed to the
On ‘Star Is Born’
and advice to the lovelorn in the upbeat.
ing through United Artists, has
the rights to Sascha Guitry’s “A
Story of a Cheat.”
He has yet

-

1

tion.
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^The/West German maA^fTs the most ImpbrtanHd RiSie to
the British producer and, bn average, rettirps something like 10%
of the production cost.
This was stated here last week by Sir

'

Michael Balcon, who arrived in the German capital to receive the
Selznick Golden Laurel medal as the European producer with the
most consistent record, Sir- Michael is .the Ealing Studios topper
/ Although* it cost as >ttch>.mooo marks ,($a^^O®to iahhih
a picture in the German market.Mncluding duWlhirmtv a top
grosser can earn as much as 2,000,000 marks ($500,000), Balson
said. His own studio had had a number of major successes in the
market and- through, the Rank* Organization. they had their own

With the French and

Italo film
finally out Qf the way,

agreements

~No Bums?

the British pact remains aS, the
only major deal to be .hurdled by
the Motion Picture Export Assn.
Feeling is that while 1954 may not
topple the 1953 remittance record,
it 'still shapes as one of the best
years in terms of foreign business

and coin

Hollywood, July 6.
is doing a mag-

Paramount

Tavalcade’ for

nificent job in retitlinK “The
alBastaf44'I
JMagnificient
though the Anal decisfbn is
to be made.
Registered thus far at the

Actual 1953 dollars-in-New York
receipts rah around $180,000,00,0.

MPAA

title bureau are: “Magnificent Devils,” ‘‘Magnificent

wind•Raiders,” “Magnificent Rasfalls as the Brazilian and French
cals” and Magnificent Scouncoin, which had accumulated over
drels.”
a period of years and which MPEA
managed to unthaw. In addition,
i^ere were a couple of big comDespite Film Shortage
pensation deals.
Impression gained is that, despite the continuing - shortage of
dollars, the pressure has eased
Versus Imports Remains
somewhat. In % several important
markets the American companies
Minneapolis, July 6.
stand to get out most of their coin
While beefing loudly about what
in some way op another. According North
Central Allied calls “a
to MPEA, things do look brighter tragic shortage of topdrawer pic4,
but it’ll continue to be a tough tures” which they say is “murderjob to squeeze out all the dollars i n g” the boxoffice, Twin Cities
nu'in?
nn4 riiKcnnuonf
n linncac
owing ns."
us
houses
subsequent ru
run
first and
The only real setback this year still continue to. fight shy of the
has been the Japanese reduction Numerous available foreign rein the number of import licenses. leases,
films,
British
including
Where MPEA companies last year with a few exceptions, mainly the
could bring in 120 (out of 150 air- Alec Guinness opuses.
located to the dollar area), they’ve
They’re refusing to ’date the forbut cut to 102 for the current year, eign pictures, regardless of the
which runs April to April. Total latter’s artistic merits, because
1954-55 dollar area allocation is they claim these films can’t deliver
121
That goes, too,
at the boxoffice.
Rosy Spots
for all but an occasional British reHowever, there are many bright lease, they declare.,,
spots, such as Britain, for instance.
Exhibitors here aver that even
A recent report from MPEA in such outstanding British pictures
London shows a balance of only as “The Holly and the Ivy,” “Murleft there of the N. Y. credits der Will Out," “Crash of Silence”
2
over a five and a half year period (formerly titled “Story of Mandy”),
stretching from June, 1948, to Jan- “Folly to Be Wise” and “Turn the

However,

this included such

i

i

.

%

uary, 1954. In effect this means
that the American outfits had a
i

Key
j

Continued on page 20)

EXHIBITOR AND ACTOR
TO PRODUCE FILMS

Italian
Softly”
and
and
French prize winners like “Forbidden Games,” “Fan Fan, the Tulip”
and “Two Cents Worth of Hope,”
for example, which are boff boxoffice

New

in

York,

brody

Brandon said last week' that,
while on the continent, he plans to
pick up a number of new Italian,.
French and Swedish productions
for a newly formed syndicate organized for that purpose. Incorporation papers are now in the
processing stage.
Idea of the Cavalcade is to provide the arties with a steady supply of outstanding pix of the past
to round out their program of current foreign-language attractions.
Pix will be sold as a package.
Brandon said he had two N. Y.
theatres already lined up to launch
his series. He goes to Europe Aug.
3 and plans to stay six weeks.
While there he intends to acquire for his Cavalvade such films
as the German “Metropolis,” “Siegfried” and “Kriemhilde’s Revenge”;
the French “Love of Jeanne Ney”
and the Pagnol trilogy as well as
“Antoine & Antoinette” and others.
Some of these reissues, /i.e.,
“Visiteurs due Soir” and others,
have already been tested in N. Y.
.

.

arties.

Brandon said that while in Venhe would present there the

ice

winners of the recent non-theatriVenice
cal film fest in Chicago.
competish has a special category
for this type pic.

AA SKEDS

JOR

15 FILMS

LAST HALF OF ’54

counsel.

by Claude Heilman, formerly with
Fox West Coast, and Charles L.
King 3d, former actor. Heilman
will produce and King will direct

sions when the regular loop and
Bagdad,” “Target Earth,” “Ketchitop neighborhood theatres have
kan” and “The Annapolis Story.’’
taken a chance with any of them,
Others
include
“The
Black
the boxoffice results have been
Prince,” “Wichita,” “Legionnaire,”
“disastrous.”
“John Brown’s Raiders,” “Gun
One of the three local “fine arts” Point,” “Dreamland,” “Hold Back
to be shot in Japan. Third, still
untitled, will be made in; Oregon. theatres is Sol Fisher’s Campus,
the Night,” “Singapore East” and
catering to U. of Minnesota clienthree more still to be named.
tele.
It’s undoubtedly as “successful” as the other two, but Fisher
Screen Directors Guild
declares “We’re working -mostly
for the distributors, the printers, Pamphlet’s Title Basis
Has 78 Employment the projectionists and the newsSuit Vs. 20th-Fox
papers.”
Hollywood, July 6.
Los Angeles, July 0.
Screen Directors Guild of AmerArthur Curtis, writer, filed a
ica today has an all-time high emWalter
‘Drive*
plagiarism suit in Superior Court,
ployment mark, with 78% of its
Walter Reade circuit has sked- charging 20th-Fox with lifting a
meggers working, and its financial ded a “President’s
drive” Aug. 5 title that belonged to him.
condition has virtually tripled over
to Sept. 8. It’s billed as an emPlaintiff
claims he wrote a
the past three years. In short, from
ployees’ salute to prexy Walter pamphlet titled “Mack, You’re in
a standpoint both of jobs and Reade.
the
Navy Now.” Later, he declares,
moola, SDG was never in better
Managers and others will split the studio produced a film tagged
shape.
“You’re in the Navy Now.”
SDG prexy George Sidney, serv- $2,500 in prize coin.
ing his third term as head of the
guild, reported these facts in a
progress report on what’s happened
to the directors during the past
three years. Illustrative of the
healthy condition of the guild is
the fact SDG paid $70,000 cash for Direct
to Actor’s

the

films.

First of the trio will be “The
Furnace Within.” to be filmed next
month on the Mojave Desert. Second will be “Forever and Ever,”

%

On

Reade

a

lot

new

for' Its

Argument

office

building,
and will pay two-thirds of the
$400,000 for the structure in cash.
When Sidney and exec secretary
Joseph Yourigerman moved into
the guild picture three years ago,
only 37% of its members were
working, as the industry was beset
with boxoffice ills and a widespread
fear of the effects of tv. There
was $67,000 in assets, $33,000 of;
that being in cash. Today assets
total $238,000, $155,000 of which
ls in cash.

‘Loyalty’ to

This

!

of sex.”

And by way of explanation
he added: “Sex is a very important quality In pictures!”

Any arguments?
.
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Wa yne and

Robert Fellows. Batac which biases through. Warner
l
Bros., has as its current entry “The
High and the Mighty,” a picture
iexhibs claim is being sold at too
stiff percentage terms.
’

,

!f
K n iih Pri is currently
Krushen
lining up
campaigns for “Apache.” “Bare-! As the basis for the
direct apnte SSa
era Cruz ” approach,
especially
pointed
at
Y,
D°
i
Ai
^The Purple
Plain.
Wayne, exhibitors will argue that
-

,

j

Wayne appeared

i.

—

position re, such agreements and
to explain “whether they are in
line with the general, economic and
foreign policies of the govern-

ment.”
Request, embodied in a fourpage letter to Secretary of 'State
John Foster Dulles, spelled out
.

the

Society’s

objections

to

deals

such as the one negotiated by the
Motion Picture Export Assn, in
France. It also contained the following charges:
1. Such grants (as provided in

Pattern;

the

MPEA’s French

deal)

neces-

Same

—

•

Gene Barry
Lloyd Bridges

4

N. Y. to Europe

v

Alex Alstone
Lemuel Ayers
Mrs. Martin Beck

Leonard Crainford
Xavier Cugat
Peter Cusicks
Charles K. Feldman
Fred W. Friendly

Howard Dietz
Brian Donlevy
Jose Ferrer

Bob Hope
'

Hill

Gary Merrill
Charles Moskowit*

Don Porter
Gene Riaymond

Don Loper

Nicholas M. Schenck

Joseph Mankiewicz
Maynard Morris
Bernard Pf ackter
Dario Soria
Leonard Splgelgass

Richard Skinner

Gary Stevens
Jonie Taps

EurG^eitdiNJ Y;

Mike Todd
Joseph R. Vogel
:

L'oU Walters

•

William Zimmerman

John Ireland
Marvin Kaplan
Otto Kruger
Jerry Lewis

Mitchell Leisen

and
were largely responsible for mak-

'

Ross Hunter

Abbe Lane

in

Dell

Armand Deutsch

David Marshall Holtzmann
Jean Kerr
Walter F. Kerr

‘

Cubby Broccoli
Timothy Carey
Rosemary Clooney
Gary Cooper

Myma

S. N. Behrman
Henry Berman
Ted Cott

Norm

sult of these playdates, it will be
further argued, set/; tbe stage for.
the actor to enteri/the top money'
bracket.and eventually to enter in-,
dependent production*
Ekhibs then wilt pojnt out that
those
directly
responsible
for
Wayne’s success are now deprived
of his pictures since they can not
pay the terms demanded biP Warners. In a like manner, it will be
noted, the fans that “made” him
will not get a chance to see his
most recent films.

-

Reacting sharply to the reported
subsidy provision in the .new
French film pact, Ellis Arhall, Society of Independents Motion Picture Producers prexy, has formally
asked the State Dept, to' state its

sarily restrain the export trade of
domestic competitors jof MPEA in
the doing of business in France.
2. They enable the French to
In Widely Separated Lands
obtain funds from MPEA “to use
Badgered as they are with mount- in an unrestricted fashion for the
ing labor demands in Latin Amer- production, exploitatioh, advertisement or even the exhibition of
ica, impression is growing among
French pictures in the U. S. as well
the companies in N. Y. that the as in other countries in competiunrest is organized rather than tion with pictures of American
spontaneous.
producers who are not members of
It’s recognized that the inflation
the MREA to their injury and
that has hit many of these coun- detriment.”
tries produces cries for higher
3. The effect of the
so-called
wages—-and that ‘some adjustments agreement amounts to a purchase
probably have to be made but of certain economic privileges from
execs are struck by the similarity the French government by MPEA.
of the unions’ terms in widely sep- These privileges, Arnall claimed,
arated areas.
are denied to American competiRobert Corkery, Motion Picture tors of MPEA who may desire to
Export Assn, supervisor for Latin do business in France.
America, reported yesterday (Tues.)
Implication
that agreement on>a new contract
Arnall's letter contained: the imhad been reached in Argentina. plied question of whether MPEA
Involved is a 15% across-the-board prexy Eric Johnston, due to his
raise and adoption of a sliding capacity as special Presidential enscale to determine the minimum voy and State Dept, rep, was negowage. Corkery also said he had tiating film deals with the autonoted the uniformity of union de- matic approval of the Department.
mands for contract revisions not “It Is Tery vital to the Society of
only as applied to wages but also Independent Motion Picture Proto fringe benefits.
ducers that we be advised whether
The companies are faced with such subsidy agreements have the
(Continued on page 16)
labor demands in Brazil, Lima,
•
Santiago, Bogota, Mexico City, etc.
Corkery observed that inevitable
result will be to raise operational
L. A. to N. Y.
costs in the entire area.
John Baragrey

Demands

ing the actor a national personalwhich performers have an inter- ity. Wayne’s popularity as a re-

The first move in this direction,;
as Planned by Allied States Assn.,
,
will be directed at Batjae Producai l0n chief lions, the company
owned by John

MORI KKU5HEN
KRLKMFM TO
to roAcr
muKi
COAST
d

’
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Yanks Wonder About Pay

Say Latent Release Overpriced

westerns

a Discovery?

.

Smallies—

it is the smalltown houses that are
responsible for the exhalted position the thesp now enjoys. These
theatres, it will be claimed, were
the largest ouLlets for the many

Is

No question about it, sex is
here to stay-—at least as far
as Here McIntyre, Universal’s
South Pacific supervisor, is
~
concerned.
Said he in reporting on U
pix he’d seen on the Coast:
“We’ve got two films out there
that really capture the impact

.

A direct appeal to indie producers who release through the major
distribs will be the next step in the
exhibitors' fight against high film
rentals.
The theatremen, particularly
those operating smalltovv n art<1 nab e houses, will aim
their pitch at indie companies in

Based on grosses, the thbst successful Ealing |>ix had been adventure yarns like “Where No Vultures Fly” and “Saraband for
Dead Lovers.” He was confident there would also be hefty coin
returning frqm the presentation of “The Cruel Sea,” one of
Ealing’s top grossers in the United Kingdom.

his Cavalcade of international film
hits in N. Y. in the >11.

Hollywood, July 6,
Production program at Allied
“So what chance would Artists for the second half of 1954
they have in the houses that don’t calls for 15 pictures, one of which
cater to the so-called carriage will be in Cinemascope and three
trade or longhairs?” he asks.
In in Technicolor.
fact, he asserts, on the few occaJuly starters are “Bowery to

new company formed

-

fete, Thomas Brandon
Brandon Films plans to launch

Venice film
of

in

Minneapolis.
It’s
only a comparatively few
that
score creditably grosswise
even for three local and one St.
Hollywood, July 6.
Production program of three pic- Paul “fine arts” theatres, accordtures is set by Heilman-King Pro- ing to S. D: Kane, NCA executive
ductions, a

distribution.

Following a trip fo Europe to acquire features and to represent the
Film Council of America at the

still

transfers.

Fall;

or

,

Barney BalabauBetsy Drake
V
Eva Gabor, ,.
Joops .Geesink
Max Gordon
Cary Grant
Josephine Houston
.

N. Y. to L. A.
A. E. Bollengier
Richard Conte

Truman Gibson
Henry Gross

•

.

Eric Johnston

Grace Kelly

Robert E. Kintner
Mori Krushem

Claire Booth Luce
James Stewart
Benjamin Thau

Joe Robertr

Spencer Tracy

.

.

•

v

Former Silent Film Actor Now Using His Family
Name of Brest for Business Purposes

—
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Film biz’s slogan of “Join Hollywood and See the World” is being given added impetus by. a
whole slew of current and forthcoming pix shot partially ,or

Arthur, the silent
'ROOGIE'S RUMP
carving out * hew
career as a producer^uf. short sub- Brooklyn Dodgers Film Made Two
Self-Styling himself as a
jects.
Years Ago To Be Shown
‘midget producer," Arthur, ..who

K.

George

gcreen star,

1

is

-

A

.wholly abroad. Number of foreign
locationers, bemoaned by Holly-,
has dropped his theatrical name
“Roogie’s Rump,” leased on loand is now operating under his cation at Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, wood unions, is on the increase
producers explaining that
real moniker of George Brest, is a couple of years ago, finally Is set with
they’re just giving in to the demoving Into a field which he feels for theatre dating.
mands of the big screen.
the niajor producers are neglect-

U

’

Pic, made .under the John Bash
Productions
banner,
has
been
picked up for release by Republic.
Brest is turning out a series of Story centers on a youngster who
is
and
preshorts
20-minute
18 to
wins a spot on the Brooklyn
senting a new concept on how Dodgers. Many of the team’s regshorts should be sold. He is by- ulars appear in
the footage.
passing the major distribs and is
concluding tailor-made individual
deals on his own., He is pushing a
package plan, successfully tried in Government-Protected Film
Europe, but slow in making headway in the U. S.,
Industry Muffs on Quality;
Brest feels that shorts should
not be sold on an indiscriminate
30 Argentine Pix in Cans
basis whereby they can earn only
Buenos Aires, June 29.
$5 or $10 for the distrib for each
playdale. He advocates tying a
Although Argentine motion-picshort with a feature film and sell- ture producers persist in announcing them both as a package. For ing grandiose plans, mainly conexample, in Europe, his “Stranger nected with the signing of Mexican
Left No Card” was sold as a pack- or European stars, the industry is
age with “Moulin Rouge." Under in about as bad a spot as it has
this arrangement, Brest received ever faced, both economically and
a flat $15,000 rental for his two-, qualitative^.
reeler. For another short, packaged
Not only has the native product
with David O. Selznick’s “Duel in
failed to gain ground in foreign
the Sun,” he received $4,500.
markets, but it has lost what marr
In the U. S., he has made similar
kets it ever had and is fast losing,
deals on a local basis. “Martin and
terrain at home, since even local
Gaston” is being sold with “Genehick audiences have grown more
vieve,” but the package applies to
partial to Italian or French matea single N. Y. circuit only. Brest
rial now
coming in in greater
said he had received offers; for
abundance, and which is in a lingo
national package deals, but had
they can equally well understand.
turned them down because he did
The more observant sections of
not think the shorts would go right
the industry frankly blamfe protecwith the pictures offered.
Brest, who has completed six tionism for the decline in quality
shorts, one of which has hit “Omni- of local efforts, since most producbus” twice, leaves for England on ers ceased striving after quality, reJuly 28 to begin production on a lying on the State to assure them
a new one, “12th Day of Christ- every advantage in playing time
mas,” starring Wendy Toye.
He and -finance. The chief defect in
shoots his films at the Kensington the protection laws is that they

Argument

'

ing,

As head of Meteor Films,

a pic

Inc.,

1

Reflecting the widening scope of
his responsibilities, Universal’s Alfred E. Daff has quietly dropped
his title as director of world sales
and now. gets executive v.p. billing
exclusively.

that, eyeri if

—

Head No Longer Uses His
Of World Sales’ Tag

—

locale to catph the right atmosphere. It's pointed out that, with
the coming of CinemaScope, it’s
no longer as easy to fake scenery.
Quite apart from that, the companies aren’t unmindful of the
fact that there’s nothing quite
like a Cook’s tour of some foreign
country when presented with the
asset of the wide screen.- B.o. allure of 20th-F6x'.s “Three Coins in
the Fountain,” in which C’Scope
explores Roma and its fountains
with impressive results, is a reminder
of
what
travel-happy

Daff, who rose through the ranks
U starting in Australia, became
director of world sales in 1951,
Position was then—-and still is—
unique in the industry.

America,; likes.
Ironic aspect of this is that, only
a very few years ago,* foreign countries were begging Hollywood to
include -some footage of their
scenic attractions in pix by way
of recruiting prospective tourists.
Now their wish has been more

Amusement Shares Serene

production planning as weir" as
sales. He’s now spending half his
time on the Coast, giving U the
closest possible coordination between production and sales.
.

Before Long Weekend;

Broadcast Issues Lead
By MIKE WEAR
Great

activity
in
theatre
shares and RCA and CBS issues attracted much attention
In yesterday’s (Tues.) stock
market. Radio Corp. of America common opened, up nearly
a point higher, reaching a new
1954 mark of 32 s4, for a gain
of l-Vs points on the day. Both
CBS issues hit new peaks for
the year, “A” shares being up
^sths of a point and ”B” stock
a full point on the day. RKO
Theatres soared to a new high
of 8Vs, gaining a point in the
day’s trading. National Theatres hit a new (54) peak of
TV-i, and, like ABC-Paramount,
was a quarter of a -point higher on the day..
Despite the fact that the stock
market had a sell-off last week,
especially
in
the
high-priced
shares,
traders
in
amusement
issues wdre encouraged by the relative stability of film and theatre
stocks, radio shares and affiliated
issues. Most radio stocks were un-

,

.

]

Hot Todd-y Reports
Mike Todd’s personal connecTodd-AO, the wide-

tion with

screen process to be used for.
the first time in the "Oklalensing, is due to undergo. a change. Todd was huddling with liis lawyers in N.Y.
yesterday (Tues.) to work out
details, but refused to elabor-

homa”

New development
doesn’t affect the
atre Corp. setup.

reportedly

Magna TheTodd

speci-

\

.

*

'

^

.

>

J

‘

;

]

.
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The temper of exhibs on the film
rental question is close to the boiling point. Bitter charges are being hurled at the major companies
by leaders of three exhibitor organizations Allied, Theatre Owners of America^ and the. Southern
California Theatre Owners Assn.
The main beef is that distribs are
siphoning off the relief obtained
via the reduction in the federal
admission tax. This contention,
therefore, is cited as the reason
for seeking aid from government
authorities who, it’s claimed, granted the tax relief to help the hardpressed exhibitors and not the distributors.
It’s pointed out that
since the tax cut, ll pictures haye
been presented to exhibs at terms
of 509o as compared to the asking
pvice of 359b to 409b for simitar
v
pictures in the past,

A five-man Allied strategy committee convened in Washington
last week to map out the exhib
org’s next move. The committee is
pointing toward a meeting this
month with the sales toppers of
the major companies. If the distribs agree to this session, the
(Continued on page 22)

TWO BALTO HOUSES
JOIN ARTIE

.

-

ate.

level* will be held
other avenues of dithe distribs are

—

Exec v.p. js in line with Da*ff’s
expanded activities which take in

than fulfilled.
Other factors enter also: Making films abroad, or even just doing location footage, is a good way
(Continued on page 16)

discrimination between
good and bad product.
Recommendations now center around
amendments arranging to withhold
protection from producers who
waste valuable raw stock and State
loans on making artistically medi-

so

rect appeal
closed.

*

make no

more

off until all

at

fically denied (1) that he was
out of Magna and (2) that
than any ocre pictures.
“Oklahoma” filming was snafAt the present time the native
other film to date, RKO*s “French
ued. Full Todd-AO Story is exLine” is getting an intentional industry has nearly 30 pictures
pected to break today (Wed.)
first-run play in drive-in theatres. awaiting release, representing an
or Thursday when Todd exMost companies usually * prefer investment of about $3,000,000.
pects to go to Europe.
(Continued on page 16)
launching a new film in a convenSome industry spokesmen advotional, walled-in house so as not cate
forming a Latin-American
to upset the distribution playoff bloc to create a common market
pattern in various areas.
There for all Spanish-speaking pictures in
have .been instances where the Iberian language countries, via triozoner takes the first-run engage- angular co-production pacts bement but these are not too fre- tween Argentina, Spain and Mexquent.
ico, which would take in inters
Film Execs Dismiss Martindell’s Blast at ‘Lack of
In the case of “Line,” RKO change of talent, directors, scriptfound that first-run regular out- writers, etc.
Statesmanship’ in Film Industry
lets operated by the major circuits
Meanwhile “Tren Internacional”
were not out as customers for the
(International Train), the first picfilm. Major chains as a matter of
Add the American Institute of 'managed to survive abnormal hardture turned out by the Big Five
policy are persisting in their nix
unit put together under govern- Management to film execs’ per- ships and is now gaining remarkon any pix which, like “Line,”
able Strength.'**,
( Continued/ on page 10)
sona non grata list. AIM was at
have been denied Production Code
“What can these people possibly
hand over the past week with a know about the film business?” a
approval. Consequently, “Line,” is
staying in the outdoors in an unseverely critical report on the pic- distributor wanted to know.
Pie
Stocks
Studios
Good
If
usually high number of situations.
While Martindell and AIM were
ture industry that hit a vital organ:
Partial list of territories where
“The motion picture strangers to the film execs, some
Avoid Pix for Idiots’ management.
the film teed off in .ozoners Inindustry may possess showman- recognized persons listed as board
cludes Minneapolis, Albuquerque,
Hollywood, July 6.
ship, but it lacks statesmanship members. These included Wheeler
Fort Wayne, New Haven, BurlingInvestment in motion picture and perspective, two qualities re- Sammons, publisher of Who’s Who
ton, Omaha, Augusta; Chattanooga,
studio stocks is a good idea If garded as essential for managerial in America, and Ordway Tead, ediUes Moines, Phoenix, Little Ytock,
Hollywood continues tq turn out excellences by the AIM,” said the tor and director of Harper &
Tuscon,
Meriiphis
and Shreve- high grade product and- does not organization’s president, Jackson Brothers, and until recently head
port and Winston-Salem.
of New York City’s Board
Of
relapse Into “grinding out sce- Martindell.
He charged the industry with Higher Education.
narios "written for the amusement
AIM, it was explained** is a nonof idiots.”
That is the opinion of “extravagance, inefficiency, poor
profit Organization which publishes
Charles T. Jawetz, of the broker- teamwork and lack of foresight.”
Quo Vadis’ on Screen,
Apprised of these accusations, ah annual tome, “Manual pf Excelage firm of Daniel Reeces & Co,,
in an optimistic new market let-, film officials asked (1) who's Mar- lent Managements.” This offers a
Fire in Houston House ter.
tindell?, (2) what's the American comparative study of some 4,000
Citing such films as “Executive Institute of Management?, and (3) Americarrand Canadian companies
Houston,* July 6.
Quo Vadis,”, a pic with ’a Colos- Suite,”
“The
High
and
the getting back to Martindell, wliat’s in all fields. AIM claims 13,000
sal fire scene,
was interrupted for Mighty,” “The Caine. Mutiny,” he tryihg to promote, for himself? “members,” presumably meaning
almost an hour herfe^by a small “Prince Valiant” and “Three Coins
“A report of this kind is irre- subscribers.
blaze.
According to Martindell, the abThe fire broke OUt in elec- in the Fountain” as examples of sponsible; and simply should, be
tric wiring in
the ceiling of the recent improvement In production. ignored because it can only mean sence of any film companies from
Delman Theatre. It was discovered Jawetz declared the novelty of someone is trying to draw atten- the list of 4,000 prompted some
by Mrs. Aline McIntosh, assistant television has worn off.
tion to himself,” said a major film inquiries. Thus his report.
The AIM analysis was said to
These pictures, he added, “have company v.p.
tke house was
slight^'
“All nonsense,” commented a. reveal “no outstanding board of
displayed
good judgment and
'300 patrons were in
although the Institute is
directors,
president.
distribution
production
of
appreciation
that
the knowledge
n,
a the time and left in or- have been conspicuous by their He added: “It’s a poison pen let- watching some developments here
i
derly fashion.
interest,”
with
has
industry
that
ter against an
absence for many years.”

Probably

governmental

.
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FIRST ON 'FRENCH LINE’

made

.

*

DRIVE-INS CONTINUE

is

wholly made abroad

sion

’Director

and actually few are it’s now imperative to do a good deal of
background footage in the foreign

-

Studios.

isn’t

grass roots campaign, simitar
waged for the admistax ' reduction,
is
being
weighed by Allied States Assn, in
its fight against distribs’ film rental charges. This pitch, directed at
local and national legislators in
hope of achieving relief on the
to the drive

DAFF'S EXEC VEEPCY

-

Two new

RANKS

Baltimore, July 6.
first-run pix houses

are set to open later this summer.
I. M. Rappaport who operates the

Town, Hippodrome, and

Little

atres has leased the Centre

Thefrom

Morris Mechanic. The latter owns

and manages the

New

plus

two

legit houses.
Rappaport will exhibit foreign and art films, a policy which has proved successful at
the Little. The new enterprise will

be known as the Cinema Centre
and is set to kick off Aug. 1 with
Walt Disney’s “Vanishing Prairie.”
Schwaber chain, holders of five
nabe houses and the first-run
Playhouse, will add another foreign and art house locally, repeating the policy that resulted in the*
Playhouse. They will convert the
currently second rUn Linden into
a first’ run outlet similar to the
Playhouse which was formerly the
Homewood. After extensive remodeling, operation will get underway July 16 with “Seven Deadly
Sins.”

Amend

Complaint In Suit

Over Release of Pix

TV

to
Los Angeles, July 6.
Consolidated suit by several film

producers, fighting television release of their films via sale of

Eagle Lion Classics, was resumed
in Superior Court today (Tues.)
with an amended complaint. Defendants are Chesapeake, Eagle
Pictorial
United
Artists,
Lion,
Films and others.
Complaint is that United Artists’
purchase of Eagle Lion Classics
consisted merely of pictures, made
by the plaintiffs for Eagle Lion
various
that
distribution,
and
rights were sold by Chesapeake,
the Eagle Lion parent company,
without proper notification. Plaintiffs therefore ask a share of the
$500,000 sale price. Another charge
that the purchase included a
is
deal whereby the Chesapeake laboratory would get all UA's business
over a period of ten years. Complainants also want a share of that.
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HEM

BEVIEWS
jUog JRJetardL and the *««!• SmtmB
>

CroMii«rf
cl##il<V

Walter
Talisman/ five* film
treatment In Cinemascope. Good cast, stout
Scott’#

Sir

the WAflS
|

familUriy •loiif'Tather easily
tlcipatedllntf.

Amusing tntrgln JJV
mule’ series; too! b.o, e#4~

(C'SCOPE—COLOR)
«The

spectacle
b.o.

Mr 7.1SS4

v

cruelty Imppcedu
Wl barous
by the white boss whoto*

dhomlcldal
“If but ai.
Taylor play# t ruggedAwerican their midst, they could have
without trace. Brie angle
»W%wht
Wfc to wreck
who a*r«*to help orated..•Bttfctty
*nd the
Miss Parker, married to Thompson, ig unpalatable and there U- no
Hollywood, July!.
amelioration
through
4hfc
peaallMy maritog* -of
Carkv a. iiri
Pharaoh,
Universal t^leasa of T*d Richmond pro- search forlhe tombof the
O’Connor, Julia 7’
that of insanity which could Well have he fancies, to John Bromfleld a
Donald
prove
star* mill.
auction,
T
aii. 1,1
**^.**.4.^
IIaMN Ra-hobep. She want* to
• 1*
s
Dors*
Van.
fahr
Drill
implied,
Mamie
mother
being
been,
jeslous
aeriallst.
Wills,
Hi#
Adams,
successful
father was right In believLynn Bari. ZaSu Pilts; features Joan her late
using a drunken old
shown «s ultra eccentric..
^ sabotage,
Snawlee, Allison H toss. Mam Conlay, ing the tomb will prove hi# theory
Jeanne 'Crain play# the hard to ctowv'ghinett
a# the tool,
Karen Kadler. Elsie Hobnes. Directed by about Joseph Ip Egypt, Glues turn]
FreeDsvery
Arthur" Lubin. Screenplay,
has get herojne wftfr q>mmend#|)le keeps the elKhr sSmd up and
man, James B. AUardieei *tory,Herb«rt up indicating the tomb already
himbeen robbed; and., a j mysterious courage -end Dana Andrews a# the
_
Baker; baaed on the character *Fr«ncla
doubly pursuing pursuer registers self (badly) and hi# cop friend
created by d»vw stern; earners,
gaiigi seemingly headed *by sinister
clearcut characterization. David Jack Stang/to smoke out the mysa
the
to
puUehstacles
Kuaiii.
Kurt
jK?*’
sS“
Farrar does his best in the think- tery. Climak ha# McClory killed by
Running time, ft min#.
way of. the search before it is re- less
*'*'*'*-"
role of the* brutal defrauder. a giant tiger he had loosed to kill
Tf
vealed Thompson I# the man be^^JuiS
raSStoHSSlar
V
5&i wuS hind the Crooked goings-on. He and Excellent support is given in small- others.
GSerai 5?sye
Coir. Bunky HUstrom^. Mamie yan^Doren Taylor battle it OUt atop the tomb. er parts by Mary Merrall, Charles
The circus footage is real, and
Major Louise Simpson.. .... ..Lynn Bari
Widow GoWner, Wilfrid Hyde ~ White, good, especially the lion and tiger
Lt7 Valerie Humpert ........ ZaSu Pitts Thompson is killed and his
Joan Shawlee is free to have her new hero. After George Coulouris and Patrick Barr. act .staged by Beatty. These are
Sergeant Kipp.
Lt v Dickson .............. AHijJon^Hayesi^^ the pair goes on to uncover Camerawork, particularly in the the best such .scenes yef filmed for
Kate
African sequences, is on a high a regular feature, and the CinemaKaren Ka«uir Ra-hotep and the theory’s proof.
Cleln.
Elsie Holme*
Bessie
Scope lehs helps ’ to make them
Plot period is 1600 and ageless 'eveL
Olan Soule
Capt. Crsavy
so. Aerial footage, too, has its
Anthony Radeckl wonders of the land of the Nile fit
Alda
thrills.
perfectly. Viewers are treated to
Francis, the Talking Mule
day and night scenes of great
(Aspect ratio: *2-1)
The Robert M. Fellows' producMonsters
beauty as the cameras pick up the
tion set up Its cameras with the
Sphinx and- Pyramids, historic
loquahis
Donald O’Connor and
Beatty show to film the authentic
Below
Par
bread-and-butter
Mount Sinai, the Red Sea and the
circus, flavor. It is to be regretted
cious friend, Francis, the Talking
entry.
Cairo
that this and other attempts to
Mule, are back for another laugh Suez Canal, the vast desert,
streets and buildings, Mena House,
bring off a somewhat different mosession in this .Universal release.
Hollywood, June 30.
The boxpffice outlook is good, a famous hotel near the Pyramids
Allied Artists release of a Ben Scbwalb tion picture were negated by a
landmarks.
other
and
reduction. Stars Leo Gorcey,-Hunt* Hall; slipshod Script and poorer direcsince the same type of amusing
Miss Parker and Taylor are a £features Bernard Goreey; Lloyd Corrigan, tion. Some attempt to salvage and
screwball comedy that has characEUen Corby, John Dehner, Laura Mason,
team for the drama, but Paul
Wexler. David Condon, Bennie Bart- bolster the picture was made by
erized the series is put forth slick- good lead
Thompson comes off only fair. lett. Directed by Edward Bernds, Screen- re-shooting some scenes and adding
in
this
one.
y
Kurt Kasznar, Leon Askin, Victor lay, EUwood Ullman, Bernds; camera, others after- the original lensing
tarry Neumann; editors, Lester A. SonA clerical error puts bank clerk Jory, doing native menaces of vary som.
Austin;
music.
Marlin but this has only added to the hotand ex-G. I. O’Connor back into tog degree, are excellent in color- Skiles. William
At 'Orpheum, L.A., June 30, *04. and-cold feel and stilL leaves the
service, but in a WAC unit. His ful parts, and Aldo Silvan!
accept Running time 43 MINS.
Leo Goreey grossing possibilities up to the
talking sidekick goes along to make ably plays Father Anthimos from Slip
Sach
Huntz Hall good ballyhoo values. Fred Maccertain that- no chuckles will be St. Catherine’s Monastery on Sinai. Louie
Bernard Goreey Dowell edited and
Edwin DuPar
overlooked in the bits of business Sarnia Gamal is in for a very brief Anton
Lloyd Corrigan
Amelia
EUen
Corby did the WarnerColor lensing.
direcLubin’s
by
Arthur
concocted
navel expose during a cafe scene. Derek
John Pehner
Brog.
tion and by the script written by
Laura Mason
The script was suggested By his- Franclne
Paul Wexler f
P^err Freeman and J«n«B. - torlcal data fa "God£, Grave's and Grissom
Chuck
David Condon
lardice from a story by Herbert Scholars”
c-hni.r.- by
hv C.
r W. r.»m
Ceram. The Butch
Bennie Bartlett
Ever
After
Baker.
(Aspect** ratio: 1.85-1)
very good camera work was con(BRITISH*—COLOR)
Hokum gets an added assist .In tributed by Robert Surtees. Miklos.
this latest series entry by having Rozsa’s background score is an aide
'’The Bowery Boys Meet the
Sparkling Irish village comedy
Chill Wills, thq voice of Francis, to tbe film’s mood and settings; Monsters” goes overbpard on the
starring David Niven, Yvohne
also playing a visible role for the Other technical supports are okay. inalaproprisins
which generally
de Carlo, Barry Fitzgerald;
first time. It sets up a number of
give, zest to series in this latest
Broy.
should have widespread b.o.
funny complications. So does the
release of Allied Artists’ breadappeal.
assignment of O’Connor to the
and-butter
program.
The Ben
Duel in the Jungle
WAC unit commanded by Lynn
Schwalb production is on the weak
London, July 6.
Bari and her aide, Julia Adams.
(BRITISH-COLOR)
j^ide, not up to the usual standard,
Associated
Britlsh-Patho
release
of
The gals see It as an attempt by
with appeal even for followers of Mario Zampl production. .Stars David
Niven, Yvonne de Carlo, Barry Fitzgerald;
Wills,
commanding general, to
Topheavy drama starring Jeanthe series apt to be limited.
features George Cole. Robert Urquhart,
satotage the WAC’s work in camouThis time, Leo Goreey and Huntz A. E. Mattnewa. Directed by Mario Zampi.
ne Grain, Dana Andrews and
flage, but with the help of Francis,
Hall, in their familiar zany charac- Screenplay, JafefeDaviaa. Michael Per twee;
David Farrar with authentic
camera, Stanley Pavey; editor, Kathleen
O’Connor is able to out-masterters, get involved in a household Connors: music. Stanley Black with numAfrican settings. Overlong and
-
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look.

archaeologist
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.
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Hollywood. July

6,

proa. relsszsofHsnryBlanks
reduction. Star* Sax Harrlaon. Virginia
Harvey;
£[ayo. Georce Sander*. Laurence
feature* Robert Douglas. Michael Pate,
^

Paula Raymond. Leater Matthewa. Antony
Eustrel. Directed by David Butler. Screenplay, John Twist; from Sir Walter Scott’*
"The Talisman"; camera (WarnerColor).
J. Peverell Marley; editor. Irene Morra;

Max Steiner; , son*. "Dream.
Dream.” by John Twist and Ray Heindorf. Previewed June 30, ’54. Running
MINS.
113
time.
Emir nderim
Bex Harrison
Sultan Saladln
Virginia Mayo
Lady Edith
George Sanders
King Richard I
Uarvey
Laurence
....... .
ShrlCenneth
music.

.

.

.

Robert Douglas
> Michael Pate
Marquis Montferrat
Michael Pate
^
Queen Berengarla ....... Paula Raymond
Archbishop of Tyre.,... Lester Matthews
Sir Giles

Amaury

Antony Eustrel
Baron de Vaux
King Philip of Prance. ...Henry Corden

Wilton Graff
Duke Leopold of Austria
Nejla Ates
A' Dance Specialty
Nick Cravat
Nectobanus
Castelalne Captain ....... Leslie Bradley
1st Castelalne ............ Bruce Lester
Mark Dana
2nd Castelain
« ...... Petet Ortiz
3rd Castelain
(Aspect ratio; 2.55-1)
. . . .

.

Talisman,”
Scott’s classic about
sade, gets the full
spectacle treatment
office entry from
'‘The

Walter
Sir
the third cru-

Cinemascope
in

box-

this

Warner Bros,
“King Richard and the Cru-

saders.” It has a good cast of familiar names enacting the period
escapism and- the grossing prospects are stout.
As for the title, the Henry
Blanke production could just as
easily tbe called “The Saracen and
the Crusaders,” so thoroughly does

Rex Harrison walk off with performance honors as Saladin, the
sultan whose Moslem forces are
pitted against the invading Christians from Europe. However, Virginia Mayo, George Sanders and
Laurence Harvey (British player
making his Hollywood debut) plus
Robert Douglas and Michael Pate,

come up with swashbuckling char

w

,

‘

aSK

;

,

;

marshalled

I

,

The Bowery Boys Meet
The

*

;

M

.

The latter reminds of his sock
deliniation in "Anna and the King
of Siam” of some years back in the
interpretation he gives the wily
Saracen. He even has a song to
sing, a charming little melody tag
ged "Dream, Dream” by Twist and
Ray Heindorf, that is used as a
courting air when he tries to convince Miss Mayo, the lovely Lady
Edith, cousin of the king, that she
should be the bride of the sultan
so that the bloody crusade could
be concluded. Miss Mayo becomes
the period costume# of a lady
caught in the -desert with the crusaders. Sanders’ King Richard has
its merits,, as does the villainy offered by Douglas, as the ambitious
.

Sir' Giles Amaury, and Pate, as
the crafty, evil Marquis of Montferrat. There’s considerable bluster of Harvey’s Sir Kenneth, the
Scot who serves Richard.the man,
not the king, but it goes with this
type of role acceptably.
J.
Peverell Marley uses the

Cinemascope cameras and Warner-Color to advantage in dressing up the broad movements of
the picture. Anamorphic processing is an excellent treatment for
this type of subject, but is so
keen-eyed it- shows up the falseness of scenes done 4>efore process screens. A rousing score by
Max Steiner supports the action,
but also sometimes competes with
Brog.
1L

Happy

.

.

madmen
human heads
of

contrived situations.

London, June 30.

Associated BritiQi-Pathe release o£ Marcel HeUmsn production starrlnx Jeanne
Crain, Dana Andrews. David Farrar with
Patrick Bkur. Mary Merrall. Charles
by
again in the screwy nurse role she Goldner, Georte Coulouris. Directed
Gcorxe -Marshall; screenplay, Sam Marx,
created for the first Francis film, T. J. Morrison from original story by
plus the other casters all deliver IS. K. Kennedy; camera, Edwin HUlier;
slickly to point the Ted Richmond editor,. E. B. Jarvis: music. Mlscha

Adams, Ban, Mamie Van Doren
and ZaSu Pitts, the latter seen

under

ly good in its dialog, particularly
that handed to Harrison.

. . .

w

I

must contend with the sinister
bitions of some of his entourage
and these rivalries almost doom

-

.

,

the leadership of England’s King.
production for a favorable
Richard, to gain the Holy. Grail
the ticket buyers.
from the Mohammedans. In addi- from
Technical departments
tion to the fighting wiles of the
pert, although footage is
crafty
Moslems, King Richard
am- longer than necessary at

the crusade.
Blanke’s
production supervision of the excellent John Twist
script has all of the showmanly
touches needed to make the picture attractive to almost any age
group among viewers. Butler’s direction manages to keep a long
show nearly always moving at a
fast clip. Especially attractive to
the action-minded will be the
jousting sequences, either those
showing training or those in dead
ly seriousness, and the bold battling is mostly concerned with
combat between the forces of good
and evil among* the crusaders
themselves. The script is especial-

*

•

I

give the novel renewed reading
terest among the younger filmgo
ers who may not yet have tasted of
its romantic adventures detailing
the efforts of Christian nations

Europe,

tom

.

acterizations that also sustain the
minutes of sweeping acmind Wills and the femmes so that
tion under David Butler’s vigorous
the latter wins out In the wat
direction...
games being played.
Filming of the Scott classic may
O’Connor, Wills, the Misses
in-

film’s 113'

from

w

,

Warner

titled

'

utes.

Spollansky with lyric "The Night Belongs
to Mo” by Norman Newell: color by
Technicolor. At Warner Theatre. London,
June 30 *54. Running time. 105 MINS.
Scott Walters
Dana Andrews

reaction

are exa mite
94 min*
Brog.

Marian
Perry and Arthur

Henderson
Roberts
Capt. Malburn

MarteU
Pitt ........
Mrs.. Henderson

Valley of the Kings

Lady

(COLOR)

Vincent
Clerk

Jeanne Crain

David Farrar
Patrick Barr
George Coulouris
Charles Goldner
Wilfrid Hyde White
Mary MerraU
Heather Thatcher
Michael- Mataka
Paul Carpenter

Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker
in Egyptian-lensed suspense

This melodramatic story of
trek through the jungle to unearth
a' sadistic swindler has brought the
Hollywood, July 0.
reaction that the overseas showing
Metro release (no producer credit).
such a situation would do harm
Stars Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker, of
Carlos Thompson; feature* Kurt Kasznar, to Britain’s prestige at the present
Victor Jory, Leon Askin, Aldo Sihranl, time. There is plenty of scope for
Sarnia GamaL Directed by Robert Pirosh.
Written by Pirosh and Karl Tunberg; an entertaining story in the basic
suggested by historical data In "Gods, idea, but this present treatment
Graves and Scholars,” by C. W. Ceram; and trite dialog prove a waste
o:
camera (EastmanColor), Robert Surtees;
editor. Harold F. Kress; music. Miklos much that is good and of the im
Rozsa. Previewed Juno<*3, '34. Running portation
of Jeanne Crain and
Andrews for two of the leadTaylor
Ann Mercedes
Eleanor Parker (tog roles. Presumed appeal will be
Philip Mercedes
'Carlos -Thompson to sensation seekers and those not
Homed Bachkour
Kurt Kasznar already
satiated with longshots o
Taureg Chief ..T,'....,,
Victor Jory
Valentine Arko
Leon Aaldn wild animal life and death lurking
Father Anthimos
^ldo Silvan! in the forest.
Dancer
Samia Gamal
Dana Andrews plays an Ameri(Aspect ratio: 1.75-1)
can insurance agent visiting London to protest at the danger risks
Spectators are given a tour of
being run by an explorer-diamond
the land of the Nile in this suspense drama, and the backgrounds broker for whom his company
holds a million dollar life policy.
offer more freshness to the film
than does the routine story. The The firm’s assurance that their
chief will cease his current deep
color cameras show off settings
never before lensed for a Holly- sea diving activities off Africa is
wood-produced picture and provide followed by the news that he has
some exploitation excitement that been drowned. Sensing there is
something phoney in the setup the
will help the payoff chances.
The familiar names of Robert investigator planes out in the wake
of
the dead man’s secretary whom
Taylor and Eleanor Parker team to
topline the cast. Also starred is he has tried to make before learning
she is engaged to her boss:
newcomer Carlos Thompson, who
has yet to be seen to any particular She repudiates his suggestion the
advantage in a domestic produc- death report is false and claims
tion. The story is one dealing with she is going to Visit her fiance’s
robbers of the tombs of .the mother. 'He tags along on safari
Pharaohs in Egypt, with a side an- with death lurking through lfohs,
gle having to do with the^ estab- snakes, leopards* crocs and other
lishment that Old Testament ac- jungle tonpediraftrta' until they
counts of Joseph in Egypt are lit- reach joumey's eritf and tbe /musing man. He ttpfefiiy boaSts of his
erally true.
Some good suspense actlhn and successful fraud ^claiming his fiSn
thrills
are whipped up in the' needed the fiaugh to itrtoeed with
screenplay by Robert Pirosh and costly undersea prbbing for diaKarl Tunberg on the robber score monds. He tries to kill the investiduring the first 70 minutes of foot- gator on a lion hunt and in a
age. The side angle to the plot is terrific fight, culminating in a cawrapped up in the concluding 15 noe chase over the rapids which
minutes and, while quite Interest- brings the native police to round
ing, is anti-climactic to the main up the cornered man.
story interest. Pirosh also directed,
Apart from improbabilities in
and gives satisfactory pacing and, the story and dialog^ one of the
feature.

.

'
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experiments.

ber, "*My Heart Is Irish.” by Michael
Carr; color by Technicolor. At Ritz, London, June 29, ’54. Running time, S7 MINS.
Jasper O'Leary
David Niven
Serena McGlUsky ..... Yvonne de Carlo
Thady O* Hexgarty ..... Barry Fitzgerald
George Cole
Terence

seeking;
to obtain
for their scientific

One wants a

brain
with a low I.Q. for transference to
the skull of a giant ape, another
a head to attach to an electronic
robot, Controlled by a microphone.
Edward Bernds’ direction of his
and Ellwood Ullman’s screenplay
matches the slapstick qualities of
the thin story line, but film is
badly in need of editing to eliminate duplication of action. ^
The two stars acquit themselves
in their usual style, and have the
benefit of top support. John Dehner and Lloyd Corrigan are the
two. scientists; Ellen Corby their

.

.

A. E. Matthews
General O'Leary
Kathy McGlusky ....... Noetic Middleton
Robert Urquhart
Dr. Flynn
Michael Shepley
Major McGlusky
Dooley
Joseph Tomelty
Lannigan ................ Eddie Byrne

comedy
starts off with, the advantage of
having three Hollywood, names to
This

hilarious

Irish

bolster a thin story. It is dependent for most of Its laughs on situations.
In addition, there is magnificent background scenery and
sister, who wants Goreey to feedf
local color to provide all
to her pet, a man-eating tree; and plenty of
brogue and the
Laura Mason is the niece, a vam- associated with the
blarney. It Is- a. natural b.o. win.

Bernard Goreey is in for his
here and its nationalistic apcustomary role of Louie, the sweet- ner
real response in
shop owner, and Paul Wexler is the peal should find
tbe U. S.
butler.
The
town
hall
and local pub
did
On technical side, Harry Neuare the pivots of activity in a tiny
mann’s photography is standard.
hamlet,
with
typical
rustics and
Whit.
gentry fulfilling the old traditions.
The local Hunt has been kept goBing of Fear
ing by the old^sauire who, despite
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
his 80 years, still insists on leading off the meet by jumping the
Exploitable melodrama with
customary 10-foot wall. The old
circus background. Marred by
boy literally takes the plunge,
mediocre scripting.
landing to the ditch and passing
out with his hoots on and a twinkly
Hollywood. July 2.
eye and -a bottle of grog.
Warner Bros .release o£ Wayne-Fellows
This provides the framework for
production, produced by Robert M. Felc,yde ®featty.
O'Brien. David" Niven’s* arrival from EngMickey Spillane; features Sean McClory,
to Inherit the estate and
Mfcrain Carr, John Bromfleld. Directed land
by James Edward Grant, Written by Paul smilingly terminate all kindly cus-

pire.

,

_

Philip MacDonald, James Edward toms and concessions.
He claims
Grant; camera
(WarnerColor),
Edwin
DuPan editor, Fred MacDoweli; music, unpaid debts verbally cancelled by
Emil Newman, Arthur Lange. Previewed his uncle, finds his tippling butler
June ?2. '34. Running time, 43 MINS.
and evicts an old tenant whose
Himself
Clyde .Baattx
had
grsuk Wailac*
Pat Obrien minute rent the old squire
Mickey SplUane scorned to collect. Poaching, which
ub
S* 811 McC*
Sean
McClory had been genially accepted and
S
. 4?
Valerie St. Denis
... Marian Carr
Armbnd St. Denis
John Bromfleld fairly apportioned, is now taboo
Gonzalez .........
Gonzalcz-Gonzalez and everyone seethes with revolt.
Twitchy
Emmett Lynn Lo(s are drawn as to who shall rub
Paul Martin
Jack Strang
Shreveport
Kenneth Tobey out the , tyrant and every contnv-

Fix,

. . .

.

.

Suzette

:

Kathy Cline

.

ance

(Aspect ratio: 2.55-1)

is

rigged up and Independent-

ly operated.
Gunshot, homemade
bombs, steel wire traps and ghostly
manifestations all react on the

An assortment of good, commercial exploitation values should pull perpetrators rather than their in’’Ring of Fear” through to profit- tended victim.
When a new will
able grosses in most general mar- turns up disinheriting the newket dates.
Chances would have comers, the. village relaxes ' back
been more assured had the sales into its carefree -normalcy.
factors been backed with a more
Through all this upheaval, two
worthwhile story. Best prospects love-stories, are faintly threaded.
dnc ®
are in the action-exploitation
Carlo, ^ .who
;

sifri-

f

.

Liam Redmond

Regan

!

While Clyde Beatty, Pat O'Briefi
and 'Mickey Spillane are Starred,
and -the presence of Beatty and
Spillane are among the ballyhoo
factors, there’s only one performance in the footage and that by
Sean
McClory,
Irish-brogued
heavy of the piece. Had James
‘

Yvonne,

'd®.

,

ditched the young’ doctor* .returns
as flji' Sttr^mUve wiqow and again
queers her stster!s chances, with
jhfe dashing lord of the
hint,
manor looks a far better catch so
the siren transfers her wiles ana
and
sticks despite his unpopular^
loss of inheritance.

Some,

may regret

,

.

the unpleasant
oy

so well depicted
direction,' and the character
peiscreen sl;ory he wrote with Paul Niven as alien to his usual
(Conttoued on page 22)
Fix and Philip MacDonald, been

Edward Grant's
,

-

.

fftJute.

'
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(N.Y. Stock Exchange)

Minneapolis, July 6/
its current bulletin Ndtth\Ccntral Allied charges the Amerbody
the
parent
of
all municipalities’ state
Municipalities
Assn.,
icau
leagues, with “unmitigated gall” for declaring that Congress’ reareason
for
President’s
signing the admispassing
and
the
son fof
sion tax relief bill was to turn over this field to the-municipalities.
Calling attention td what has occurred in New York City and
pointing out that the Minnesota league is taking the same approach,
the. bulletin asserts that “nothing could be further from the truth”
than the American Municipalities Assn.’s contention,
“The record is replete with irrefutable evidence that Congress'
sole purpose was to give help to our distressed industry,” says
the bulletin. “It even passed this legislation knowing that exhibitors, for the most part, were going to keep the tax savings for
themselves and not pass them on to the public.”
Warning that the state leagues are potential forces in the legislatures, the bulletin points out that municipality officials “are
hungry for new revenue sources and regard the admission tax
as a natural.”
Asking exhibitors to start immediately pinning down and getting firm commitments from the legislature candidates, the bulletin asserts the legislature’s forthcoming session will find theatreowners faced with tlier battle of their lives if such enabling legislation is to be defeated.

For Week Ending Tuesday (6)

,

N*$

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
inlOOs
High
Low

1954

High

Low

17%

141/2

•

Am Br-par Th

125
24

1634
8034

CBS, “B” ... 13
9
Col, Pic.
Decca ....... 59
Eastman Kdk. 346
203
Loew’s

60%

525
32
Paramount
164
...
Philco
1558
RCA v-

7%

6034

41%- CBS, "A"

60%
25%

4114
lp34
914
4634
1314
61s
261s
28
2214

1034
6314
15 3 4

7%
3314
35 3 6
3234
-7

27/s

8%
5 rs

12%
17%
22%

'4%.
3

.

.

;

Nat. Thea.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

•

•

RKO
RKO

Piets.

9^9
743
285
9
330

.

.

Thea. ...
Republic ...

10%

Rep., pfd.

11

Stanley War.
20th-Fox .... 119
39
Univ. Pix. ...

%

.

.

.

'+

60%
60%
23%

9%

323/8

35%

33%

3234

2976

34%
32%

634
434

5%

11%
16%

,11%
17%
20%

2314
7034

1834
1814
6334

163 s
733s

133 s

Univ., pfd..'.
Warner Bros.

27

69
165&

63%

Zenith

32

*711/4

676
756
'

'

,

— 14
+ %
—
34

23
69,

16%

+ %

7014

-

—

American Stock Exchange

3%

6

Allied Artists

1134

Du Mont

14%

Technicolor

91s
1134
334 „ 234

.

Trans-Lux

.

.
.

3%

4

38
166
14
15

1234

3%

1216
3

3

Over-the-Coiinler Securities
Bid
.

Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod. ..........
Color Corp. of Amer.
King Bros.

i

...

Ask

9%
8%
2C4
1%

Allied Artists, pfd
Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries
......
........

—

936

9%
3%

216

2%

1%

1%

38%

40%

•

Polaroid

%

+ 16
—

— 1/16

—
+
—

11
12%
...
L\ A. Theatres
....... 10%
1174
Walt Disney
* Actual Volume.
'
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

+

14.

are government-run).

Cuba

HAZARD RAP

Minneapolis, July 6,
Twentieth - Fox’s - “Advancing
Techniques of’ C’Scope” with its
partial previews of impending releases received, an enthusiastic
exhibitor response at the Radio
theatre invitation showing
here and drew, among others, the
comment that the-development and
its immediate promises “will shoot
more heeded new life, into exhibi-

-City,
.

.

tory's

United Paramount

circuit;

William Volk, head of a local chain
that includes the newest and finest
suburban theatre here, the Ter
race; and Reno Wilk, general manager of an ozoner chain that’s al
ready presenting C’Scope in one of
its stands, tossed out kudoes.
They said they were inspired to
confidence in exhibition’s future
by the showing. A feeling yr&s expressed that there’ll be no doubt
about that future if “a few more”
companies take a leaf from the
20th book and also furnish such

~

mg

missioners

for

Hollywood, July 6.
Following Hal R. Makelim's appearance at the Theatre Owners of
American convention,, three more
TO A members accepted his plan of
supplying; 12 features a year. They
were JohnrRowiey of Dallas, with
110 .houses; -ChaMes- Gllrtiour of
Denver; with? 46' 4i<mses,r arid* the
J. J.RosenflehL Circuit of Spbjkane
’Contract^' previously signed un
,
der the
Vsre. with

telecast of the fight between Rocky
Marciano and Ezzard Charles. He
was warned that he will be prosecuted if it happens again.

Witnesses testified that the customers overflowed into the aisles
of the 3,000-seater and blocked the

N

AT

’ROBE’ FIRST-RUNS

MINOT, N.

D.,

DRIVE-IN

Minneapolis, July

week

larger extent.

6.

deals, the exchange
a hefty estimated
from the only two
rentals
in
area first-run in a drive-in theatre, $4,500
of the territory’s 150 outdoor thethe Minot, at Minot, :N. D.
It’ll
C’Scope so far,
present
preem in the town of 24,000 this atres to
the Minot at Minot, N, D.. and the
month.
C’Scope to
Introducing
7-Hi here.
Minot had been without C’Scope Minot witt* “How to Marry a Miluntil" the Minot Outdoor Theatre lionaire,” the Minot grossed $4,300
installed its one track optical sound for the week, netting Fox $1,720 as
version, opening June 24 with its share.
The 7-Hi played “The
“How to Marry a Millionaire” as Robe” on the same terms after the
the initial C’Scope attraction be- picture has been shown in 12 local
it

was refused “The Robe” neighborhood houses on various
runs as well as downtown on the
eight-day run hit an estimated
$7,000, the Fox end being $2,800.
But it has remained for RKO

Picture ran a full week at 85c
admission, 25c more than the regu-.
lar scale, to an estimated boff
$4,500 gross. Reno Wilk, its circuit’s general manager, says he’ll
book all the C’Scope first runs obtainable, r# "hough the ozoner’s policy has been second runs and reissues, except for a few first runs
at last season’s tag end.
Neither of the two Minot contheatres _ have .. been
ventional
->v.
equipped for C’Scope..
: ‘
...
*

.-

‘

.

'

/

"
'

Ed Aaronoff Joins

v

and Rube Shore’s
.

Tri-

State Circuit of Cincinnati, with 48.

Ed

i

(27)

Projectionists’

On 40%
For the first time anywhere,
“The Robe”- will have its town and grabbed off

cause

Toronto, July

!

.

‘

I)

^arorioff, film and Andie.
the Video Circuit, Oklahoma 'City, 4 press rep for 19 years, has joined
with 85 theatres; Howard’s Affili- Universal’s publicity department
ated Theatres; Boston, with 90 under Philip Gerard, eastern pubtheatres; the Dickenson Circuit of licity manager. He replaces Burt
Kansas, City, with 48; the Jeffer- Hirschfield who has resigned.
son Circuit of Dallas, With 21; DolAaronoff is currently serving as
hnger’s Theatres of New Jersey, public relations director of the

^ith 43,

HAS CANADIAN GRIEF

five
„

NW

overcrowding the

1

.

only
10)’

6.

by the motion Picture
Union (AFL) here.
But Pat Travers, the union busi
ness agent said that if Variety Theatre here, which has it booked, inMusic to
Distribs sists on running the film, nothing
in the union contract will allow
Minneapolis, July 6.
them to refuse to work.
Surprisingly large grosses being
“If a theatre wants to run it,
chalked up by some of the terriguess they’ve kind of got us,” he
tory’s drive-in theatres on percentsaid, and explained his cancelling
age deals have been proving a
the press show: “There’s been so
source of considerable unexpected,
much, controversy about it in the
but welcome, additional income
U. S., we wanted to do the right
for distributors here.
hing.” The local executive board
As a result of the company’s
was expected to discuss it l?ter in
yielding on C'Scope to allow one
the week.
track optical sound presentations
Herman Shawn, Variety Theatre
in the ozoners, the local 2Qth-Fox
manager, called the cancellation
branch already has started to cash
control” and said he
“thought
in and indications are that it will
would show the feature despite any
tap the till to an increasingly
action by the union, which, he said,

Downtown Paramount during the

causing a fire hazard.

OF EARTH’

here to hit the ozoner jackpot with

“The French Line” which it sold to
the 100 Twins outdoor theatre for

Twin Cities first?run on a 50%
split after all other conventional
houses and ozoners refused to book
a

it, "It’s now in its fourth week after skyrocketing to an estimated
,.\
$12,000 It'S, initii stanza.
:
All fhfee .driyeln theatres boost*
gd their prfce&Afqr. the aforemenVtioned at^asJ&nsv Their regular
ppllciea hsve; been subsequent runs

'qndiireissMes^'jBfeCAuse

C’Scope pic?

iures deals areipercentage and’ -they
refused to buy any release except
on flat terms, the Minnesota Enter-

tainment Enterprises’ five Twin
Cities’ areas elaborate ozoners and
the vast bulk of other outdoor theatres are refraining from going
even for the comparatively inexpensive one track optical sound

“Miss Universe 1954 Beauty Con| brand.
test and Pageant.”

:

minimizing

not
of

the

the

Roy M. Brewer

control of the

International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees, there is a strong defor

slate

gree of confidence among the supporters of incumbent prexy 'Richard F. Walsh. The opposing forces
are following diametrically opposite

“Salt of the Earth” was denied a
private screening for the press last

Paramount Theatres, was reprimanded by the Board of Fire Com-

.

*

six tv sta-

it’s

at that time.

boxoffice vitamins.

’’

Now

While
strength

’

.

one time had

(Continued on page

What apparently most impressed
the large audience of exhibitors,
including many from out-of-town,
was the C’Scope product that’s enroute. Such top exhibitors as^ Harry
B. French, president ctf this terri-

NOW

Los Angeles, July 6.
Drive-Ins’ Percentage
Jerry Zigmond, manager of the
West. Coast Division of. United
Contracts Prove Sweet

exits,

tion.”

at

tions operating.

'Warn Jerry Zigmond On Overcrowding For Marciano

Iiiduces Cheers

DRIVE-INS

a*

one, sets are few and
and they are mighty expensive. For receive today.
another, programs are poor (something whffch Americans ascribe to
the fact that most of these stations
‘SALT

16

.

FIRE

NEW TO

week. And he added: “We’re
bit ^worried about it.”
’Gone With Wind’ Played* Only
Teddy Lim, manager of the UniOne Ozoner During ’49 Round
versal Theatre, Manila, said one tv
station was operating there now
First drive-in date on the east
and a second one was in the off- coast for “Gone With the Wind”
ing. He, too, maintained that it will
be at Walter Readc’s Lawrence
didn’t, affect his business any.
Drive-in, just north of Trenton,
In s Venezuela, on the other hand, N. J., where the picture begins a
where tv has just begun, the com- 10-day engagement on July 13.
petition is felt. Stores have inThe date marks only the second
stalled tv sets in their windows
and crowds assemble to watch this time that “GWTW” has played in
an open air theatre. On its fourth
novelty.
Foreign execs explain that the release in 1949 it played, accordweak impact of tv abroad is due to ing to Metro, in one ozoner in the
midwest. Ozoners, at that time, had
a number of circumstances. For
gained the acceptance they
far between not
not

'+ 16

Vs

.

and

.

4-

134

here

that,

last

—
+ %
—
%
— 36

4

ii%

10%
12%

11%

.

—
— 16

11%

conceded

there, when tv first starts up in a
country, theatre business may be
hurt. But it’s a strictly temporary
condition and tv barely dents foreign theatre b.o. The occasional
exception may be certain nights
when nationally popular sports
events are telecast.
Even though tv is gradually
spreading over the globe, film men
are taking it in their stride! “It’s
coming to Australia in two years,”
Here McIntyre, Universal’s South
Pacific supervisor, reported in N. Y.
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industry’s

film

sleepless nights abroad.
In, fact,
they’re" apt to shrug it off as very
minor competition.
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No. 1 bugaboo in the U. S., isn't!
causing motion^ picture execs any
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campaign

practices.

is waging a
wide open drive, quickly announcing the name of each delegate
pledged to support the Brewer

The Brewer team

candidacy. On the face of it. as a
result, the Brewer contingent appears to be gaining strength, since
the Walsh forces have been operating on the q.t. and behind-theThe Walsh camp has not
scenes.
made a single announcement relating to the acquisition of a delegate favoring the present prexy’s
slate, although there have been
.many.
The IA chief’s supporters are
following the policy laid down by
Walsh, i.e., this is a. “family affair”
and that the dispute between the
two top candidates should riot be
aired openly but left to the decision of delegates at the Cincinnati convention Aug. 9-13.

'Unlike the national conventions
of the two major political parties
of the U. S, where the delegates

from each

state openly announce
choices, the IA delegates
their officers via a secret
ballot.
While, a delegate may be
sent to convention with instructions from his Local on how to
vote, he is free to make his own
choice on the secret ballot.

their

name

can’t set itself up as censor.”
“Salt of the Earth,” produced in
Mexico by Herbert Biberman for
the allegedly Communist-led International Union of Mill, Mine and
The IA, in recent years, has been
Smelter Workers, has run into a attempting to cut down the num-

stone wall so far in Chicago, be- ber of delegates attending the ancause of IATSE’s refusal to allow nual confabs since the conducting
its men to project it.
of the business of the meeting has
become unwieldly with so many
present.
The IA meetings have
Perspecta in License Deal been attended by more delegates
appear at a full American
With Altec Lansing Corp. than
Federation of Labor annual sesLicensing deal has been set be- sion. Suggestions have been made
tween Perspecta Sound, Inc., and that a Local, entitled to five deleAltec Lansing Corp, for the latter gates, for example, send only one
to manufacturer Perspecta stereo- armed with five votes.
phonic sound integrator units.
Some progress lias been made
The integrator unit is the only
on this score, for at last year’s conpiece of special equipment revention
1,138 delegates recorded
quired in the theatre booth for
1,173 votes. A total of 955 Locals
the standard optical track stereorepresented.
A simple mawere
phonic sound system which has
jority is necessary for election.
been adopted by Metro, Paraand Brewer are
Walsh
While
mount and Warner Bros.
offering full tickets, the delegates
Altec joins Fairchild Recording
are permitted to split their votes.
Equipment Co. and other licencees
throughout the world, in manufacturing the integrator units.

Epaulets for Solow
Holly wood, July
Score ' Cinerama Holiday'
New veepee of Republic Pictures
Music scoring was completed
who has been funcSolow,
this week on “Cinerama Holiday,” is Sid
1942 as general mansecond Cinerama entry, with Jack tioning since
Film IndusConsolidated
75-piece ager of
a
batoning
Shaindlin
subsidiary.
symphony. Morton Gould com- tries, a Republic
Consoliwith
been
has
Solow
posed the score for the Louis de
dated for 22 years, starting in Fort
Rochemont production.
_
to
moving
later
and
Recording, in streophonic sound, Lee, N.J.,
He will continue to
.took place in Cinerama’s Oyster Hollywood.
6.

(

'

[Bay, Long Island, studios.

1

manage the

lab.
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Hollywood, July
Universal reUhs**f T*d Richmond proStars Donald O'Connor, Julia Ra-hotep. She wants to prove that
Adams/ Chill Wills, Mamie Van Dw*6,
her late father was right In hellevLynn Bari. ZaSu Pittw f^wro* Joan
ing the tomb will prove hi* theory
Snawleo. Allison

by
Karen Kadler, Bale Holmea. Dlracted
Arthur" Lubin. Bcraenplay, Devery Freeman, Janies B. Allardioe] etory<llerbert
Eater; h»«d on^hT chirtcter panels'*
created by David Stern; eamera,. Irving
feature* Robert Douflaa. HlchselPate, Glassberg; editor, Ted
Kent, RusseU
Paula Raymonds Lester Matthews, Antony Sdhoengarth. Pravlewed June 30, 54.
EiistreL Directed by David Butler. Screen* Running time, f4 MIN9.
play; John TwUt; irom Sir Walter Scott a
O 0™**?
D^nsW
Stirling
Peter
**The Talisman"; camera <WarnerColor), Captain Parker
Julia Adam;

n

™bbA^Bd

bLk

Dream.
Max Steiner; son*.
Dream," by John Twist and Ray Hein-,
dorf. Previewed June 30, '54. Running
time. 113 MINS.
Emir llderim
_
,Rex Harrison
Sultan Saladln
Virginia Mayo
Lady Edith
George Sanders
King Richard I
Laurence Harvey
SirKenneth
'

•

Robert Douglas
Michael Pate
~
Michael Pate
Queen Berengarla ....... Paula Rayjn°nd
Lester Matthews
Archbishop of Tyre

Amaury

.... .v

.

Antony Eustrel
Baron de Vaux
King Philip of Prance ... Henry Corden
Duke Leopold of Austria.... Wilton Graff
A' Dance Specialty ..... . . . . Nejla Atcs
Nick Cravat
Nectobahua
.

Caatelaine Captain ....... Leslie Bradley
Bruce Lester
1st Castelaine
Mark Dana
2nd Castelaln
Peter Ortiz
3rd Castelaln

x

2.55-1)
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.
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*;hw«ilcWal

malfrabig but

,1.

«>a th»

jgj

tjjfiohtftTO f^JjWWwty npHiriMHfe -of iMHflfli Cart, a- girl
he fancies, to John Bromfield a
* elDg jealous airhoist
His suepessful
sabotage, using a drunken old
.

wrf

keeps the oirewr stirred up and
brings’
himself (badly) and his cop friend
Jack Stang, to smoke out the myg.’
tcry. Climax has McCIory killed by
a giant tiger he bad loosed to kill
others,
The circus footage is real, and
good, especially the lion and tiger
act staged by £eatty. These are
the best such scenes yet' filmed for
a regular feature, ana the CinemaScope lens helps "to make them
so. Aerial footage, too, has its

p^

‘wJtt

ISroemffigly h.«a*a-by

sinister

obstacles in the a clearcut characterization. David
Keartfr fceforalt Is re- Farrar does his heat In the think**
role of the.brtitel defrauder,
vlSed
JrtlW ro»n be- less
Exceltent supwri is slven in.wnmi*
.ChiU Wills hlndttie crooked<oinga-on,He and
General JCaye
er
by Mary Merrall, Charles
Parts
Doren
Van
.Mamie
tomb.
Httstrom.
the
Hunky
atop
TavloV
battle
it
out
Corp.
Major Louise Simpson
___
^5n li!5l Thomnsoti Ik Wiled and hta widow GoWner, Wilfrid Hyde White,
After
joan"shawieB
hero.
have
new
to
her
free
is
s^'rae^KiS^fff?.
"
]
4
Lt. Dickson .. ............
on to uncover Camerawork, particularly In the
Mara Corday this, the pair goes
Kate
African sequences* is on a high
Karen Kadler Ra-hotep and the theory’s proof.
Marge
Clem,
Holmes
Elsie
period is 1900 and ageless level,
Bessie
N Plot
Olan Soule
Capt. Creavy
fit
Nile
the
the
land
of
wonders
of
Radecld
Anthony
Aide
to
thrills.
treated
are
Viewers'
perfectly.
Francis, the Talking Mult
day and night scenes of great
(Aspect ratio: *2-1)
The Robert M. Fellows’ producbeauty as the cameras pick up the
tion set up its cameras with the
show to film the authentic
Beatty
Donald O'Connor and his loqua- Sphinx and* Pyramids, historic
Below Par bread-and-butter
Mount Sinai, the Red Sea and the
circus flavor. It is to be regretted
cious friend, Francis, the talking
entry.
Suez Canal, the vast desert, Cairo
that this and - ather attempts to
Mule, are back for another laugh
streets and buildings, Mena House,
bring off a somewhat different mosession in this Universal release.
Hollywood, June 3(h
famous hotel near the Pyramids
Allied Artists release of « Ben Schwalb tion picture were negated by a
The boxoffice outlook is good, -aand
other landmarks.
Leo
Hall; slipshod script and poorer direcproduction.
Stars
Gorcey.-Huntz
amusing
type
of
same
since the
Miss Parker and Taylor are a eaturea Bernard Gorcey, Lloyd Corrigan,
screwball comedy that has charac- tfnnii lonri tofim fnr tho rirnma hut Zllen Corby, John Dehner, Laura Mason, tion. Some attempt to salvage and
good lead team ior ine arama, dui Paul Weitler David Condon. Bennie Bart. bolster the picture was made by
terized the series is put forth slickcomes Off only fair. lett. Directed by Edward_Bernds. Screen- re-shooting some scenes and adding
Thompson
ly in this one, lay, EUwood uumi
ullman, Bernds; eamera,
Kurt Kasznar, Leon Askin, Victor pi«y.
[any Neumann; editors, Lester A. Son- others after, the original lensing
A clerical error puts bank clerk Jory, doing native menaces of vary- Ssom,
William Austin; music. Marlin but this has only added to the
and ex-G. I. O’Connor back into ing degree, are excellent in color- Sklles. At Orpheum. L. A., June .30, '54. and-cold feel and stilL leaves hotthe
Leo Gorcey grossing possibilities up to the
Huntz Hall good ballyhoo values. Fred MacBernard Gorcey Dowell edited and Edwin DuPar
>yd Corrigan
Ellen Corby did the WamerColor lensing.
^btn.d^ee7
7*
i, a
•
.
John Dehner
v uay^i cApuov uiuuig a tme gvvuv* | i/crcjl
, , “ ,Brog.
|
tion andby the script written by. 1
Francino
Laura Mason
The script was suggested by hism
Devery Freeman and James B Al; t
:
, d
to ~ Gods . Grave* and
nSSS ZSlZ
" *
tod!ce from a story by Herbert Scholws» by C. W. Ceram, The E
Butch
After
Bennie Bartlett

Kurt Kasenar, puts

.

Marley; editor. Irene Morra;

Aspect ratio

#t,whfro

in* been

&S S«S»2L

duction,

Hollywood, July 0.
Warner Proa. rtUMe^ofHenryBlaftke
production. Stars Rsm Harrison, Vlrjdnia
Mayo, Georte 6*n0 era, Laurence Harvey;

(

hih*

WSUnc Q»PiCT»Uwi ;*t

Mlu Parker, matried ta Tlwottpsoa,
search forthe tomb of the WiatBob,

1.

b^o.

Marquis Montferrat

nuto w«»taeu**

look.

Walter Scott's elude,
‘The Talisman/" given film
spectacle treatment In Cinemascope, Good cast* atout

Sir Giles

*“

'tafltinr

mule* series; fool b.#»

Sir

music,

snfcMS

tt

„

n

-

(C’SCOPE—€0LOB)

J. Peverell

t to th. mrte-
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aboS.
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The Bowery Boys Meet
The Monsters

,

,

Walter
Sir
Talisman,”
•*The
Scott's classic about the third crusade, gets the full Cinemascope

names

roUlar

cn.S

peHoi

estapism and the grossing prospects are stout.
As for the title, the Henry
Blanke production could lust as
easily be called “The Saracen and
the Crusaders,” so thoroughly does
Rex Harrison walk off with performance honors as Saladin, the
sultan whose. Moslem, forces are
pitted against the invading Christians from Europe. However, Vir-

c-ooted^
Baker.

~

,

^

-

nS

Wills,

the

give zest to series in this latest
release of Allied Artists’ bread
and-butter program.
The Ben
Schwalb production is on the weak
ide. not up to the usual standard,
with appeal even for followers of
the series apt to be limited.
This time, Leo Gorcey and Huntz
Hall, in their familiar zany characters, get involved, in a household
of madmen seeking to obtain

(BRITISH-COLOR)
Topheavy drama starring Jeanne Crain, Dana Andrews and
David Farrar with authentic
African settings. Overlong and
contrived situations.

|

London, June 30.

Dm

again in the screwy nurse role she
created for the first Francis film,
AihAw
«n AaiiwAF

Sparkling Irish village comedy
stirring David Niven, Yvohne

de

Carlo,

Barry

Fitzgerald;

-

should have widespread

b.o.

appeal.

London, July
Associated

.BrUisk-Pathe

6.

.release

of

Zampl production. .Stars David
Niven, Yvonne de Carlo, Barry Fitzgerald;
features George Cole. Robert Urquhart,

Mario

A. E. Matthowa. Directed by Mario Zampl.
Screenplay. JadcuDgvles. Michael Pertwee;
camera. Stanley Pavey; editor. Kathleen
Connors: music; Stanley Black with number. **My Heart la Irish." by Michael
color by Technicolor. At Rltz, Lonhuman heads for their scientific Carr;
don, June 29, *54. Running time, 17 MINS.
experiments. One wants, a brain Jasper O'Leary .........
David Niven
Yvonne de Carlo
with a low I.Q. for transference to Serena McGluaky
Thady O' Heggaxty ..... Barry Fitzgerald
the. skull
of a giant ape,
George Cole
- v. another Terence
.
.
.
Head, to attach to an electronic General O’Leary ........ A. E. Matthews
I a
.

Associated Brltlah-Pathe release o£ Mareel Hallman production starring Jeanne
Andrews. David Farrar with
Crain,
Patrick Bhrr. Mary MerralL Charles
Goldner, Geone Coulooris, Directed by
Georje -Marshall; screenplay, Sam Mara.
T. J. Morrison from original story by
camera, Edwin Hulier;
Mlacha
Jarvis; mtulc,

Misses

Adams, Bari, Mamie Van Doren
and ZaSu Pitts, the latter seen

1

.

(BRITISH—COLOR)

1.85-1)

Bowery Boys Meet the

Monsters” goes overbpard on the
malaproprisms
which generally

Bnel In the Jangle

.

S

(Aspects ratio:

“The

j

1

J

Happy Ever

very good camera work was con-

.

funny complications. So does the
assignment of O’Connor to the

O’Connor,

‘

SSS

Hokum gets an added assist .in tributed by Robert Surtees. Miklos
this latest series entry by having Rozsa’s background score is an aide
Chill Wills, thq voice of Francis, to tbe film’s mood and settings.
also playing a visible role for the Other technical supports are okay.
first time. It sets up a number of
Brog.

WAC unit commanded by Lynn
ginia Mayo. George Sanders and
Bari and her aide, Julia Adams.
Laurence Harvey (British player The gals see it as an attempt by
making his Hollywood debut) plus Wills, commanding .general, to
Robert ‘Douglas and Michael Pate, satotage the WAC’s work in camoucome up with swashbuckling char- flage, but with the help of Francis,
acterizations that also sustain the
O’Connor is able to out-masterfilm’s 113 minutes of sweeping acmind Wills and the femmes so that
tion under David Bqtler’s vigorous
the latter wins out in the wal
direction.
games being played.
Filming of the Scott classic may
give the novel renewed reading interest among the younger filmgoers who ‘may not yet have tasted of
its romantic adventures detailing
the efforts of Clinstlon nsuons

^

.

.

i

robot, Controlled

by a microphone. Kathy McGluaky

....... Noelle Middleton

Robert Urquhart
Michael Shepley
Joseph Tomelty
Eddie Byrne

Flynn
Edward Bernds’ direction of his Dr.
Major McGhuky
and EUwood Ullman’s screenplay Doolep

matches the slapstick quaUties of
lyric "The Night Belongs
Norman Newen; color by the thin story line, but film is
Technicolor. At Warner Theatre, London; badly in need of editing to elimifrom the ticket buyers.
June 30 *54. Running tithe, 105 MINS.
nate duplication of action. ^
Technical departments are ex- Scott Walters
............. Dana Andrews
The two stars acquit themselves
Jeanne Crain
pert, although footage is a mite Marian
in their usual style, and have the
longer than necessary at 94 min- Perry and Arthur
David Farrar benefit of top support. John DehHenderson
Brog.
utes.
Patrick. Barr
Roberta
George couiouris ncr and Lloyd Corrigan arc the
Capt. Maiburn
charUa Goidnwr two scientists; Ellen Corby their
uarteu

Tjnni|n^

.

Liam Redmond

Regan

_

from

the Mohammedans. In addito the fighting wiles of the

tion
crafty

Moslems, King Richard
must contend with the sinister ambitions of

some of

his entourage

almost doom

and these rivalries
the crusade.
superviproduction
Blanke’s
sion of the excellent John Twist
script has all of the showmanly
touches needed to make the picture attractive to almost any age
group among viewers. Butler’s direction manages to keep a long
show nearly always moving at a
fast clip. Especially attractive to
the action-minded will be the
jousting sequences, either those
showing training or those in deadly seriousness, and the bold battling is mostly concerned with
combat between the forces of good
and evil among* the crusaders
themselves. The script is especial-

Gjwjrt,

Validj of the Kings

Heather Thatcher
Michael Mataka
Paul Carpenter

Lady

(COLOR)

Vincent
Clerk

Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker
In Eryptian-lenaed suspense

wants
feetf
«*«»*£.
to her pet, a man-eating tree; and
Laura Mason is the niece, a vampire. Bernard Gorcey is in for his
customary role of Louie, the sweet-

This melodramatic story of a shop owner, and Paul Wexler is the
trek through the jungle to unearth butler.
a sadistic swindler has brought the
On technical side, Harry NeuHollywood, July 6
reaction that the overseas showing
Metro release (no producer credit!. of such a situation would do harm mann’s photography is standard.'
Whit.
Stars Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker.
at the present
_
Carlos. Thompson; feature* Kurt Kasznar. to Britain’s prestige
victor Jory, Leon As|dn, Aido stivani, j time. There is plenty of scope for
*
PamI. TIamaaI
TVImaaIaA by
Lm Robert
llAkAai Pirosh.
DiMoh
...
Sarnia
GamaL Directed
of
Written by Pirosh and Karl Tunberg; an entertaining story in the basic
(C’SCOPE-COLOR)
suggested by historical data in "Gods. idea, but this present treatment
Graves and Scholars." by C. W. Ceram; land trite dialog prove a waste of
-j
camera (EastmanColor). Robert Surtees;
.
j
Exploitable melodrama with
editor, Harold F. Kress; music, Miklos much that is good and Of the imcircus background. Marred by
Rozsa. Pravlewed June* 3, '54. Running portation
of Jeanne Crain and
mediocre scripting.
n Ah»rt T»vi nr Dana Andrews for two of the lead7-’ Eleanor Parker ihg roles. Presumed appeal will be
ly good in its dialog, particularly Ann Mercedes . J’.*.’
Philip Mercedes
Carlos Thompson to sensation seekers and those not
Hollywood, July 2.
that handed to Harrison.
Warner Bros .release o£ Wiyne-FeUows
sat t i
of
^YictS'^ wild animal
Production, produced by Robert M. FelThe latter reminds of his sock valentine
I
1 l
life and death lurking Iowa. Stars Clyde Beatty, Pat O'Brien.
Leon AsUn
Arko
deliniation in ’’Anna and the King Father Anthimos
Silvanl
<Aldo
Mickey Spillane: features Sean McCIory.
in the forest.
of Siam” of some years back in the Dancer -.^........^.^.... Santia Gamai
Mbrain Carr, John Bromfield. Directed
ana Andrews plays an Ameri- by
James Edward Grant. Written by Paul
{Aspect ratio . 1 . 15- 1 )
interpretation he gives the wily
can
agent vlsitll,g
Fix, Philip MacDonald. James EdWard
Saracen. He even has a song to
Grant; camera
(tfarnerColor),
Edwin
sing, a charming little melody tagSpectators are given a tour of
HuPan editor, Fred MacDowell; music.
Eihil Newman, Arthur Lange. Previewed
ged ’’Dream, Dream” by Twist and the land of the Nile in this susu
r
June 22. '54. Running time. 91 MINS.
Heindorf,
as
Ray
that is used
a pense drama, and the backgrounds v n?Tf _
*1
1;
1 .>
rf
P
courting air when he tries to con- offer more freshness to the film The 8
::::::
S' ¥htt «S!S^
eir Hlnuelf
Mickey Sptllane
vince Miss Mayo, the lovely Lady than does the routine story. The ??itf vliS
puOUn
Se™ McCIory
Edith, cousin of the king, that she color cameras show off settings
Valerie St., Denis ........ MarUn Carr
ArmOnd St. Denis ...... John Bromfield
should <be the bride of the sultan never before lensed for a Hollyw
e
Gonzalez
Gonzalez-Gonzalez
so that the bloody crusade could wood-produced picture and provide 'wS SliiS *A
Emmett Lynn
t er0 8 Twitchy
be concluded. Miss Mayo becomes some exploitation excitement that
Paul Martin
Jack Strang
*
4 »?
sorncthip^ phoney In the setup
the
Shreveport :
the period costumes of a lady will lidn the Dflvoff ch Ances
Kenneth Tobey
an
Suzette
s
out
the wake
Kathy Cline
caught in the -desert with the cruThe Tamilii^n^M of Robert
?
( Aspect
ratio: 2.55-1
8 secretary whom
saders. Sanders’ King Richard has Taylor and Eleanor Parker team to
Y1 *
ef®rc 1 arn '
its merits, as does the villainy of- topline the cast.
Also starred is
?
i s*
An assortment of good, commerfered by Douglas, as the ambitious newcomer Carlos Thompson, who S® Sl«.*iS;«*eng lSed
^??
suggestion the cial exploitation values should pull
Sir' Giles Amaury, and Pate, as has yet to be seen to any particular
claims ’’Ring of Fear” through to profitthe crafty, evil Marquis of Mont- advantage in a domestic produc- iSf0}- FSP?1* ia fal?«
her
able grosses in most general marferrat. There’s considerable blus- tion. The story is one dealing with
e
ter of Harvey’s Sir Kenneth, the robbers of the tombs of ;the I!}St,heii
Chances would have
on safari ket dates.
Q
**?S5
^ough .lions, been more assured hri the sales
Scot who serves Richard, the man, Pharaohs in Egypt, with a side annot the king, but it goes with this gle having to do with the estab-'
a
Pther factors becln backed with a more
?5
type of role acceptably.
worthwhile story. Best prospectc
lishment that Old Testament acare in the action-exploitation situ?,
J.
Peverell Marley uses the counts of Joseph Jn Egypt are lit- F®*ch Joiiniey^' entf'and the,
h*)? 'Wan, ‘He openly- boasts’ of his
"vCinemascope cameras and War- erally true.
While Clyde Beatty, pat G’Brieii
Some good suspense actlbn and ^^^sftul fr^udficliif’fhlng hfs’ firm
ner-Color to advantage in dressing up the broad movements of thrills are whipped up in the needed rthe dough^tq proceed with and 'Mickey Spillane m*e Starred,
the picture. Anamorphic process- screenplay by Robert Pirosh and costly undersea prbbing for dia- and the presence of Beatty and
tries to. kill the investi- Spillane are among the ballyhoo
ing is an excellent treatment for Karl Tunberg on the robber score
this type of subject, but is so during the first 70 minutes of foot- Aator on a lion hunt and in a factors/there’s only one performterrific
fight,
culminating in a ca- ance in the footage and that by
keen-eyed it shows up the false- age. The side angle to the plot is
McCIory,
Irish-brogued
ness of scenes done ^before pro- wrapped up in the concluding 15 noe chase over the rapids which Sean
brings
the
native
minutes
police to round heavy, of the piece. Had James
and,
while
cess screens.
rousing score by
quite interestEdward Grant’s direction, ‘and the
Max Steiner supports the action, ing, is anti-climactiq to the main UP the cornered man.
Apart from improbabilities in screen si}ory he wrote with Paul
but also sometimes competes with story interest. Pirosh also directed.
and gives satisfactory pacing and the story and dialog^ one .of the Fix and Philip MacDonald, been
Brog.
it
feature.

comedy
starts off with, the advantage of
having three Hollywood, names to
This

Irish

hilarious

bolster a thlb story, lt is dependent for most of its laughs on situations.
In addition, there is mag-

background scenery and
plenty of local color to provide all
associated with the brogue and the
blarney. It Is- a. natural b.o. win-

nificent

...
.

ner here and its nationalistic appeal should find real response in
the U. S.
The old town hall and local pub
are the pivots of activity in a tiny
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hamlet, with typical rustics and
gentry fulfilling the old traditions.
The local Hunt has been kept going by the old'sauire who, despite
his 80 years, still insists on leading off the meet by jumping the

customary 10-foot wall. The old
boy literally takes the plunge,
landing in the ditch and passing
out with his boots on and atwinkly
eye and a bottle of grog.
This provides the framework for
David* Niven’s* arrival from England to Inherit the estate and
,

smilingly terminate

all

kindly cus-

toms and concessions. He claims
unpaid debts verbally cancelled by
his uncle, finds his tippling butler
and evicts an old tenant whose
minute rent the old squire had
scorned to collect. Poaching, which

had been genially accepted and
fairly

apportioned,

now

is

taboo

and everyone seethes with revolt.
Lofs are drawn as to who shall rub
out the. tyrant and every contrivance is rigged up and independentGunshot, .-homemade
ly operated.
bombs, steel wire traps and ghostly
manifestations all react on the
perpetrators rather than their in-

tended victim.

When

a

will

new

turps up disinheriting the newcomers, the village relaxes ttacK
into its earefree 'normalcy.
Through all this upheaval, two
‘

:

love, stories are faintly, threaded.
Yynnnei *de (brio, -v;Wbo once
dljtSSed thq yopngs doctor, .returns
and again
as >ir Attraorive
queers her sister’s .chances, with
The dashing lord of- the
hint.
so
manor looks a far better catchana
the siren transfers her wiles
'

-

w$qw

s

sticks despite his unpopularity
los.fbf inheritance.

ana

regret the unnleasant
oy
character so well depicted
Niven as alien to his usual P^'

Some may

1

(Continued on page 22)
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nCTURES
'

'*

Stock Exchange

•

Net
Weekly. Vol. Weekly Weekly
in 100s
High
Low
125
1634
1534
5836
6034
41%- CBS, “A” ... 24
13
60V4
5814
41V*" CBS, “B”
9
23
1934 Col. Pic.
23V*
59
10
Decca
91/4
93*
63
5934
4634 Eastman Kdk. 346
.... 203
1476
143*
13V4 Loew’s
525
71/2
634
6% Nat. Thea.
32
3236
3134
26 V* Paramount
164
Philco
3536
28
3376
L558
3234
2976
22V* RCA
6 1/6
Sfc9
7
21% RKO Piets.
743
634816
4V* RKO Thea.
Republic ... 285
-434
5V6
3
9
1176
113*
10V* Rep., pfd.
171/2
330
16%
111* Stanley War.
20
20V*
1834 20th-Fox .... 119
39
Univ. Pix.
2$ 1/4
181/2
2134
69
69
6334 Cniv., pfd..
163*
133* Warner Bros. 27
1534
32
711/4
6816
6376 Zenith ......

Toes.
Close
163*
603*
6QV4

1954

High LOW/

6<m
6014
25i/a

10^4
631/4

1534
7v*
3314
353a
3234
7

AmBr-Par Th

14 V*

•

.

.

.

,-

12i a

173*

22%
2314
7034
163a
733a

7%

.

-

476

.

.

,

1

69,

—
— V*
—%
+ 76
—
34

16%
70%

+—

115*
173*

•

.

201/4

23

.

,

.

American Stock Exchange
6
1134
141*
334

3%

Allied Artists

DuMont

91*
1144
. 234

....

Technicolor.

Trans-Lux

.

38
166
14
15

4
1136
12**
3V*

4

376
103*

111.4

12%

12 V*
3

%•

+ 3*
—134
+ %
+ 3*
—
/4
+ 5*
+ 134
+ 34
+ 34
+ V6

3

.

•

Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries
Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod.

hurt.

.

King Bros. ......

.

.

...

'•

'

+

V4

3%

I 14

134

+ V6
—

25*

'+

%

11

1076
* Actual

Volume.
< Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

&

it's

a strictly

up

in a

may

be

temporary

week. And he added: “We're
bit worried about it.”
Teddy Lim, manager of the Universal Theatre, Manila, said one tv
station was operating there now
and a second one was in the offing. He, too, maintained that it
didn't affect his business any.
In. Venezuela, on the other hand,
where tv has just begun, the competition is felt. Stores have in-

—

93*
914

38V*

But

and

here

tv first starts

condition and tv barely dents foreign theatre b.o. The occasional
exception may be certain nights'
when nationally popular sports
events are telecast.
Even though tv is gradually
spreading over the globe, film men
are taking it in their stride, “It’s
coming to Australia in two years,”
Here McIntyre, Universal’s South
Pacific supervisor, reported in N. Y.

not

—
+ V*
—
%
— 3*

76
1»6
40V*
1214
1176

when

NEW TO

last

234

'

industry's

.

.3*

9%
8%

2%
3*
1%

Color Corp. of Araer.

minor competition.
conceded that,
It’s
there,

1

Ask

filra

country, theatre business

Over-the-counter Securities
Bid

the

-Television,

No. 1 bugaboo in the U. S., isn’t
causing motion, picture execs any
sleepless nights abroad.
In fact,
they’re' apt to shrug it off as very

a

32
34V*
32V4
676

.

.

+i

—

7%

.

.

36

-UV6

61
1434

'

51a

+

.10

.

.

.

8%

Change
week

for

231/4

;

.

p

Minneapolis, July 6:
In its current bulletin North \Central Allied charges the AmerIcair Municipalities Assn,, the parent body of all municipalities’ state
leagues, with “unmitigated gall” for declaring that Congress’ reason for passing and the President’s reason for signing the admission tax relief bill was to turn over this field to the, municipalities.
Calling attention to what has occurred in New York City and
pointing out that the Minnesota league is taking the same approach,
the. bulletin asserts that “nothing could be further from the truth”
than the American Municipalities Assn.’s contention.
“The record is replete with irrefutable evidence that Congress'
sole purpose was to give help to our distressed industry,” says
the bulletin. “It even passed this legislation knowing that exhibitors, for the most part,, were going to keep the tax savings for
themselves and not pass them onto the public.”
Warning that the state leagues are potential forces in the legislatures, the bulletin points out that municipality officials “are
hungry for new revenue, sources and regard the admission tax
as a natural.”
Asking exhibitors to start immediately pinning down and getting firm commitments from the legislature candidates, the bulletin asserts the legislature’s forthcoming session will find theatreowners faced with the- battle of their lives if such enabling legislation is to be defeated.

For Week Ending Tuesday (6

1714

11

—1/16

—

+ %
+ %

a*

First drive-in date on the east
coast for “Gone With the Wind”

at Walter Readc’s Lawrence
While
minimizing
the
not
just north of Trenton,
where the picture begins a strength of the Roy M, Brewer
10-day engagement on July 13.
slate for control of the InternaThe, date marks only the second tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
stalled tv sets in their windows
in
has
time
“GWTW”
played
that
and crowds assemble to watch this
an open air theatre. On its fourth Employees, there is a strong denovelty.

will

be

Drive-in,

N.J.,

gree of confidence among the supForeign execs explain that the release in 1949 it played, accordweak impact of tv abroad is due to ing to Metro, in one ozoner in the porters of incumbent prexy Richmidwest.
Ozoners,
at that time, had
ard F; Walsh. The opposing forces
a number of circumstances. For
one, sets are few and far between not gained the acceptance they are following diametrically opporeceive
today.
and they are mighty expensive. For
site campaign practices.
another, programs are poor (something whffch Americans ascribe, to
the fact that most of these stations
are government-run).

Co.)

DRIVE-INS

With Wind' Play ed* Only
One Ozoner During '49 Round

'Gone

The Brewer team is waging a
wide open drive, quickly announc-

NOW ‘SALT OF EARTH’

Cuba

HAZARD RAF

at

one time had six tv

Now it’s only
(Continued on page 10)

tions operating.

'Warn Jerry ZigmondOn Overcrowding For Marciano

stafive

pledged

HAS CANADIAN GRIEF
Toronto, July

6!.

I

“Salt of the Earth” was denied a
private screening for the press last
w eek (27) by the motion Picture
Drive-Ins’ Percentage
Projectionists’ Union (AFL) here.
But Pat Travers, the union busi- made a single announcement reContracts Prove
ness agent said, that if Variety The- lating to the acquisition of a deleatre here, which has it booked, in- gate favoring the present prexy’s
Music to
Distribs sists on running the film, nothing slate, although there have been
in the union contract will allow many.
Minneapolis, July 6.
The IA chief’s supporters are
them to refuse to work.
Surprisingly large grosses being
“If a theatre wants to run it, I following the policy laid down by
chalked up by some of the terriguess
kind
of got us,” he Walsh, i.e., this is a “family affair”
they’ve
tory’s drive-in theatres on percentsaid, and explained his cancelling and that the dispute between the
age deals have been proving a
the press show: ‘There’s been so two top candidates should not be
source of considerable unexpected,
much, controversy about it in the aired openly but left to the debut welcome, additional income
U.
S., we wanted, to do the right cision of delegates at the Cincinfor distributors here.
thing.” The local executive board nati convention Aug. 9-13.
As a result of the company’s
was
expected to discuss it l?ter in
-'Unlike the national conventions
yielding on C’Scope to allow one
the week.
of the two major political parties
track optical sound presentations
Variety Theatre of the U. S. where the delegates
Herman
Shawn,
in the ozoners, the local 20th-Fox
manager, called the cancellation from each state openly announce
branch already has started to cash
“thought control” and said he their choices, the IA delegates
in and indications are that it will
would show the feature despite any name their officers via a secret
tap the till to an increasingly
While a delegate may be
action by the union, which, he said, ballot.
larger extent.
set itself up as censor."
sent to convention with instrucOn 40% deals, the exchange can't
“Salt of the Earth,” produced in tions from his Local on how to
grabbed off a hefty estimated
Mexico by Herbert Biberman for vote, he is free to make his own
$4,500 in rentals from the only two
the allegedly Communist-led Inter- choice on the secret ballot.
of the territory’s 150 outdoor thenational Union of Mill, Mine and
The IA, in recent years, has been
atres to present C’Scope so far,
Smelter Workers, has run into a attempting to cut down the numthe Minot at Minot, N. D., and the
stone wall so far in Chicago, be- ber of delegates attending the an7-Hi here. Introducing C’S.cope to
cause of iATSE’s refusal to allow nual confabs since the conducting
Minot with “How to Marry a Mil- its men to project it.
of the business of the meeting has
lionaire,” the Minot grossed $4,300
become unwieldly with so many
for the week, netting Fox $1,720 as
The IA meetings have
present.
“The
7-Hi
The
played
share.
its
Perspecta in License Deal been attended by more delegates
Robe” on the same terms after the
than appear at a full American
Corp.
Lansing
Altec
in
12
local
shown
been,
has
picture
Federation .of Labor annual sesneighborhood houses on various
Licensing deal has been set be- sion. Suggestions have been made
runs as well as downtown on the tween Perspecta Sound, Inc., and
that a Local, entitled to five deleeight-day run hit an estimated Altec Lansing Corp. for the latter
gates, for example, send only one
$7,000, the fox end being $2,800.
to manufacturer Perspecta stereoarmed with five Votes.
But it has remained for
phonic sound integrator units.
Some progress has been made
with
jackpot
ozoner
here to hit the
The integrator unit is the only
“The French Line” which it sold to piece of. special equipment re- on this score, for at last year’s con1,138 delegates recorded
vention
theatre
for
the 100 Twins outdoor
quired in the theatre booth for
total of 955 Locals
votes.
a Twin Cities first-run on a 50% the standard optical track stereo- 1,173
represented.
were
A simple maconventional
split after all other
phonic sound system which has
jority is necessary for election.
houses and ozoners refused to book been adopted by Metro, Paraand
Brewer are
While
Walsh
week
afit.
It’s now in its fourth
mount and Warner Bros.
offering full tickets, the delegates
ter skyrocketing to an estimated
Altec joins Fairchild Recording
permitted
to split their votes.
are
/
Equipment Co. and other licencees
$12,000 i'ts.initial stanza. ,
All thfep, driyein theatres boost* throughout the world, in manufac£d their 'prfees/fpr. the aforemen- turing the integrator units.
tioned at^ft)hs w ‘Tbeir regular
Epaulets for Solow
r

Minneapolis. July 6.
44
Advancing
Twentieth - Fox’s >
Techniques of C’Scope” with its
reimpending
partial previews of
enthusiastic
leases received, an
exhibitor response at the Radio
City theatre invitation showing
here and drew, among others, the
. comment that th&rdevelopment and
its immediate promises “will shoot
more needed new life into exhibi-

•

.

tion.'*

Los Angeles, July 6.
Jerry Zigmond, manager of the
West. Coast Division of. United

Paramount Theatres, was reprimanded by the Board of Fire Commissioners

for

overcrowding

the
the

Downtown Paramount during
telecast of the fight

between Rocky

Marciano and Ezzard Charles. He
was warned that he will be prosecuted if it happens again.
Witnesses testified that the customers overflowed into the aisles
of the 3,000-seater and blocked the
exits, causing a fire hazard,

What apparently most impressed
the large audience of exhibitors,
including many from out-of-town,
was the C’Scope product, that’s enroute. Such top exhibitors as, Harry
B. French, president of this territory’s

United Paramount

William Volk, head of
that includes the
'

*

a-

MINOT, N. D, DRIVE-IN
Minneapolis, July

circuit;

local chain

newest and finest

suburban theatre here, the Terand Reno Wilk, general manager of an ozoner chain that’s already presenting C’Scope in one of
its stands, tossed out kudoes.
They said they were inspired to

race;

confidence in exhibition’s future
by the showing. A feeling was expressed that there’ll be no doubt
about that future if *'a few more”
companies take a leaf from the
20th book and also furnish such
boxoffice vitamins.

AT

‘ROBE’ FIRST-RUNS

6.

For the first time anywhere,
“The Robe”- will have its town and
area first-run in a drive-in theatre,
the Minot, at Minot, N. D. It’ll
in the town of 24,000 this

preem

month.
Minot had been without C’Scope
Minot Outdoor Theatre
installed its one track optical sound
version, opening June 24 with
until- the

the name of each delegate
to support the Brewer
candidacy. On the ’face of it. as a
result, the Brewer contingent appears to be gaining strength, since
the Walsh forces have been operating on the q.t. and behind-thescenes.; The Walsh camp has not

ing

.

FIRE

Sweet

NW

.

“How

to Marry a Millionaire” as
the initial C’Scope attraction beWith
cause it was refused “The Robe”
at that time.
Picture ran a full week at 85c
admission, 25c more than the reguRKO
lar scale, to an estimated boff
Buying
$4,500 gross. Reno Wilk, Its circuit’s general manager, says he’ll
i’s 12-Pic Package book all the C’Scbpe first runs obtainable, r# ’.hough the ozoner’s poliHollywood, July 6.
Following Hal R. Makelim’s ap- ’cy has been second runs and repearance at the Theatre Owners of issues, except for a few first runs
American convention, three more at last season’s tag end.
TOA members accepted his plan of
Neither of the two Minot con
supplying. 12 ifektures a year. They' ventiQnal
have V, bpen
theatres
were John “Rowley of Dallas, With' equipped for C’Scope., '/
./*y*
*10- "houses; .-ChaVles’’ Gilxhour of.
Denver r With; 46'+oU$es; arid the I
J. J. Rdsenffehf
ppllcies_iiave:been subsequent Tuns
Circuit of Spojcane!
jfcore /Cinerama Holiday’
Ed Aaronoff Joins
randLlreissMeS*ii'jBftcause C’Scope pic^
’^pnttfaet^ previously' signed un.
scoring was completed
iyiusic
.«•* the ;Mkkeli|iV:Ph»n..- w5re >ith
Ed /jLaroripff, film,’ and indie lures deals are percentage and they this week on “Cinerama Holiday,”
the 'Videb Circuit; Oklahoma’ 'City; press rep for 19 years, 'has joined refused',to buy any release except
entry, with Jack
Cinerama
second
85 theatres; Howard’s Affili- Universal’s publicity department on flat terms, the Minnesota Enter75-piece
a
batoning
ated Theatres, Boston, with 90 under Philip Gerard; eastern pub- tainment Enterprises’ five Twin Shaindlin
Gould comMorton
symphony.
theatres; the Dickenson Circuit of licity manager. He replaces Burt Cities’ areas elaborate ozoners and
for the Louis de
the vast bulk of other outdoor the- posed the score
Kansas City, with 48; the Jeffer- Hirschfield who has resigned.
Rochemont production.
son Circuit of Dallas, With 21; DolAaronoff is currently serving as atres are refraining from going
Recording, in streophonic sound,
linger’s Theatres of New- Jersey, public relations director of the even for the comparatively inexplace in Cinerama’s Oyster
Sjth 43, and Rube Shore's Tri- “Miss Universe 1954 Beauty Con- pensive one track optical sound took
Long Island, studios.
[.Bay,
State Circuit of Cincinnati, with 48.- test and Pageant."
brand.

TOA Members
.
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.
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Hollywood, July 6.
veepee of Republic Pictures
who has been funcSolow,
Sid
is
tioning since 1942 as general manager of Consolidated Film Industries, a Republic subsidiary.
Solow has been with Consolidated for 22 years, starting in Fort
Lee, N.J., and later moving to
Hollywood. He will continue to
manage the lab.

New
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PICTURE CROSSES

8

r»

‘HIGH’

TviT Sockeroo

HANDSOME

14G,

$42,

9

<(

*

jwy

*+

4

9

9

’7G

9

Omaha, July 0
Holiday weekend failed to come
off as good as hoped for despite
the weathermen being co-opera.

.

,

HelT Modest

Terrific competition from the
AJc-Sar-Ben horse races. National
Sports Car races at Offutt Air
Force Base and Omaha Gardinals
ball team now in the pennant race,
tossed a big crimp into some b.o.

“4

tive.

,‘N8e’Sli
holiday weekend gave im-

Long

•

first-runs but'

provement to local

spotty biz for some newcomers prevented a great biz upbeat. Best of
new pix is “Garden of Evil,” socko
$42,000 In thrqe situations. A good
$9,Q00 is seen for showcasing
“About Mrs. Leslie" at small Four

figures.

Broadway Grosses
'''

:

;

;

•

.

in

$19,000

added coin in

three

nine*

i

j

wppIrpTIfl-

Week

(4

week,

$20,000 or

“Pinocchio”

(RKO)

(reissue) and “Outlaw Stallion” (Col) (2d wk-5 days), $18,800.
Los Angeles, Ritz, Loyola (FWC)
$1-$1.50>—
(2,097;
1,363;
1,248;

“Garden of Evil”

Stout
$42,000. Last week, L. A. with Uptown, Loyola, “River No Return”
(20th) and “3 Girls From Rome”
(Indie) (2d wk), $19,100, holds at
Uptown; Ritz “Sunderin’’ (Indie)
(5th wk), $2,800.
(20th).

Loew’s State, Hawaii (UATC-G&
S) <2,404; 1,106; 70-$1.10)—“Princess of Nile” (20th) and “Rocket

Man”

(20th). Light $10,000. Last
week, “Men Fighting Lady” (MG)
and “Paid to Kill” (Lip), $10,000.
Warner Downtown, Wiltern, Hol-

lywood

(SW-FWC)

—

(1,757;

2,344;

“Johnny Dark” (U)
and “Black Horse Canyon” (U).

756; 70-$1.10)

Medium

$19,000. Last week, “Silver Lode” (RKO) and “Mr. Potts

Goes Moscow” (AA-2d run),

$14,-

000
Chinese (FWC)

(1,905; $1-$1.80)
(20th) (3d wk). Good

$15,000. Last week, $20,900.
Fine Arts (FWC) 631; 80-$1.50)
—“Hobson’s Choice” (U) (3d wk).
Neat $3,300. Last week, $3,100.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90$1.50)— "Dial M” (WB) (3d wk).
Fine $10,000. Last week, $12,000.

Egyptian,

Los

Angeles

mount (UATC-ABPT)

Night”

(M-G)

and

“Canyon

City” (M-G), $7,000.

is

Para-

(1,538; 3,200;

(6th wk Egyptian, 1st L.A. Par).
Fancy $30,000 although BPOE convention being held at LA. Par is
hurting biz there. Last week, Egyp-

Hub; 'Crusoe’

tian, $17,400.

Wilshire

Smooth

(FWC

$10,000.

X2.296; $1-$1.50)
X20th) (6th wk).

Lively 16G, High’ Rousing $30j

Last week. $13,-

400.

(UA) end “Capt. Kidd

Boston, July 6.
Considering the long holiday
(Indie )
<62d wk). Into 62d week on July weekend, biz is holding well here.
4 after hefty $32,500 last week.
“Caine Mutiny,” preceded by hefty
press & radio campaign, opened
sock at the Astor and appears in
for a longrun. “High and Mighty”
D.C. Fancy; ‘Evil’ Fast
at the Met also looks big. “Adventures of Robinson Crusoe” at Para$23,000, ‘High’ Loud 16G, mount and Fenway, looms good.
“Apache” opened at the State and

Warner Hollywood (SW)

$1.20-$2.65) — “Cinerama”

(1,364;

‘Fighting’ Slick at
Washington, July

13G
6,

Orpheum Saturday

(3).

Estimates

This

foir

Estimates for This

V

—

U1U IV1I1U UVUy

St.

Loo;

'Hell’

$1-$1.25)-—- “High and Mighty’1
(WB). Tall $35,000. Last week,
“Johnny Dark” <U) and “Black
Horse Cany9fiM <U') (2d wk), $10,-

KG

080.

opposition during
current prolonged heat spell. “Hell
1

of out-of-towners here
currently, with a big total at Am“Red Garters” looms
bassador.
hotsy in two small houses while
“High Noon” is rated nice at Or-

number

—

“Demetrius and Gladiais good in third round

still

Ambassador (Indie)
“Cinerama”

$2.40)

—

wk).

Big

$16,000.

Week

(1,400; $1.20(Indie) (21st

Last

Solid

week,

Adams

—“Student Prince” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-69)— “Ele- Nice $14,500. Last week, $15,400.
phant Walk” (Par) and. “Rocket
Music Hall. (Cinerama Produc“CineMan” (Par), Opened today (Tues.), tions) <1,194; $1.40-$2.65)
Last week, “Hell Below Zero” rama” (Indie) (68th wk). Stout
(Col) and “Nebraskan” (Col), good $19,000. Last week, $20,000.

—

.

$16,000.

Loew’s (Loew’s)

(3,172;

“Gone with Wind” (M-G)

.

75-$l)—

‘EnT Socko at $14,000,

(reissue).

Last week, “Student Prince” (M-G) (2d wk), $10,-

Terrific $35,000.

Cincy; ‘High’ Hotsy 18G,

500.

—“High Noon” (UA)
Orpheum

(Loew’s) (1,500; 50-75)

Wow 32G, 3d

‘Cinerama’

and

(reissue)

“TheMen” (UA). Fine $8,500. Last
week, “Men Fighting Lady” (M-G)

Cincinnati, July

6.

extended
CinemaScope
and
and “Gypsy Colt” (M-G) (2d wk), weekend -holiday are boosting film
$6,000.
biz this stanza. “High and Mighty”
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; looms lofty at the big Albee. But
82)—“Red Garters” (Par). Hot standout is “Garden of Evil,”
$3,500. Last week, ‘living Desert” smash at the Palace. Another new
(Disney) (5th wk), $2,000.
bill, “Act of Love,” is causing no
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000- complaint at the Grand.'
“Cine69)—“Gladiators' (20th) (3d wk). rama” is heading for the peak of
Good $9,000. Last week, $10,500. its three-week tenancy at the CapiShadbF Oak (St. L. Amus) (800; tol, a wow $32,000 at this 1,37882)—“Red Garters” (Par). Fancy seater. Holdover of “Demetrius and
$4,000. Last week, “Living Desert” Gladiators” Is keeping Keith’s in
(Disney) (5th wk), $3,000.

clover.

Knock’ Lively $10,000,
Denver; ‘Dark’ Hep 1

HG
i

Denver. July

0.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)—
“High and Mighty” (WB). Lofty
$18,000. Last week, “Hell Below
Zero” (Col), at 50c-84q scale, $10,000
.

Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.)
$140-$2.65)
“Cinerama”
ing nice showings for themselves. (Indie) (3d wk). Addition of a 15th
“Evil” is big in second week at performance this week points to
Centre. “Knock on Wood” looks a great $32,000. Last week, $29,500.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-84)—
nice at Denham while “Johnny
Dark” looms fancy at Paramount. “Act of Love” (Col) and “Geral"Man With Million” chapes neat dine” (Col). Good $7,000. Last
week, “Them" (WB) (m.o.), $6,000.
at Aladdin.
Estimates for This Week
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)— “Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th)
“Man With Million” (UA). Last (3d wk). Okay $6,000 after $8,300
week, on reissues.
second round.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-90)—
85)
“Men of Fighting Lady” “Garden of Evil” 420th). Rousing
(M-G) (2d wk). Fair $6,500. Last $14,009. Last week, “Sins of Rome”
week, $8,000.
(RKO), at 50c-84c scale, $7,500.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)
“Garden of Evil” (20th) (2d Wk).
Fine $14,000. Holding. Last week, ‘CAINE’
$37,000,

“Garden of Evil” stUl is pacing
city but some newcomers are mak-

—

<1,378;

VOW

$17,000.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)—
“Long Wait” (UA) and “Paris

FRISCO ‘APACHE’ 21G

Playboys” (AA).
Good $12,000.
San Francisco, July 6.
Last week, “Demetrius and GladiaHoliday tourist trade is boosting
tors” (20th) (2d Wk), $9,000.
general biz here currently with
Esquire (Fox) (742;
50-85)— sock total coming up for “Caine
—“Apache” (UA) and “Lone Gun” “Greatest Love” (IFE) and “White Mutiny” at the St, Francis.
(UA) opened great Saturday (3). Hell Pitz Palu” (IFE). Poor $1,000. “Apache” at United Artists also is
Last Week, “Men of Fighting Lady” Last week, “Demetrius and Gladia- terrific. “Men of Fighting Lady’*
(M-G) and “Iron Glove ” (Col), $12,- tors” (20th), $2,000.
looks nice at Warfield.
000.'
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)
Estimates for This Week
i.
Paramount
4^,700; ;50-90) “Sins of Rome” (RKO). and “FortyGolden Gate - (RKO) (2,850; 65'‘AdventiirCaBRobinson Criisoe” Niners” (AA). Sad $5,000. Last 95)
(RKO) and
“Pinocchio’?
(UA) and “Capfc Kid#?; OJA). Good week,*. “Silver Lode” (RKO) and “Storing (RKO)H2d *wte-4? days).
$12400; Or Defer.* tLafthveek, “Southr “blackout” (Lip), $7,000.
Justi$7,OO0for
rim. Last
popscale
»'
•.'*
west: Passage!' -rfUA^and' ‘^Scarlet * "Paramount
.i»
(Wdlfberg)
(2,200; week, fds.oooi^
,

•

•
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(Balaban) (1,700; 95-$1.25)

$18,000.

(2d wk), $17,000.
Orpheum (Loew’s)' (3,000; 50-90)

—

1

(20th) (2d wk).
after $21,000 first

week.
Metropolitan (NET) <4,367; 60$1.25)—“High and Mighty” (WB).
Big $30,000 shapes. Last week,
“Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th)

Week

overs still predominate,. “Garden
Boston (Cinerama Productions)
of Evil” at Loew’s Capitol shapes (1,354;
$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama”
as one of best bets. Standout prom- (Indie) (27th wk). Still fine
at $14,ises to be “High and Mighty,” 000. Last week,
"j
$14,500.
smash at Met. “Silver Lode” is
Beacon
Hill
(Beacon Hill) (800;
okay at RKO Keith's. “Men of
5Q-$1)—"Man With a Million” (UA)
Fighting Lady” shapes slick at the
opened strong at $10,000 or near.
Columbia.
Last week, sub-runs.
Estimates for This Week
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)—
“Garden of Evil” (20th). Fast $23,- “Pickwick Papers” (Indie) (4th wk).
000. Last week, “Student Prince” Fine $4,500 following $5,000 for
third week.
(M-G) (3d wk), $10,000.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1474; 60-80)1
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—
(Continued on page 18)
“Adventures of Robinson Crusoe”
j

$16,500

.

,

at the St. Louis.

Estimates for This

<AA). (2d wk), $16,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50)
(Col).
Giant
$40,000. Last Week, “Johnny Guiandf “Sun
tar”
(Rep)
Shines
Bright” (Rep) (3d wk), $8,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
“Witness to Murder”
$1-$1.25)
(UA) plus Lionel Hampton band
onstage.
Bouncy $28,000. Last
week, “Silver Lode” (RKO) and
“Pride of Blue Grass” (Indie),
$ 8 000
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 80$1)—“Gorilla at Large” (20th) and
“Turn Key Softly” (AA). Slow
Last week, '“Man with
$11,000.
Million” (UA) (2d wk), $7,000.

—“Caine Mutiny”

Below Zero” wound up last week
at the *Fox with a good total.
“Cinerama” is cashing in on the

pheum.

D—

Palms (UP) (2,961; 80-$
“Apache” (UA) and “Capt. Kidd
and Slave Girl” (Col). Terrific $27,000. Last week, “Them” (WB) and
“Bowery Boys Meet Monsters”

battle * outdoor

tors”

Week

Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $ 1.“Demetrius and Gladia$1.25)
tors” (20th) plus fight pix (3d wk).
Good $27,000. Last week, $28,500.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

—

Slave

“Garden of Evil”

'

;

&

Oke $4,000;
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$l)—

Girl” (UA).

1

Long holiday weekend, with
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)
upped admissions, gave mainstem '‘Caine Mutiny” (Col). Smash $35,biz a shot in the arm this stanza. 000
looms.
Last week, “Hans
There are more than the usual Christian Andersen” (RKO) (2d
number of newcomers, hut hold- wk), $3,000.
**

.

.$2,533400
and 205

ttieatresJ

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 60St. Louis* July 6.
80)—“High and Mighty” (WB).
Kansas City, July 0.
“Gone With Wind,” playing at
Last week,
Big biz on several fronts to make Handsome $14,000.
three-day holiday
and
upped
scale
(20th)
it a nice holiday week here'. “Deme- “Demetrius and Gladiators”
to boost it, looms as outstanding
trius’’ in four Fox Midwest first (2d wk), $7,500.
this round as the 'first-runs here

$1-$1.50)—“High and Mighty” (WB)

—“Three Coins”

Week

. .

cities

M

.

—“Demetrius”

by

Ace

M

days), $1,000.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,60-$l)—“Hell Below
2,812;
Zero” (Col) and “Operation Diplo-

752;

Last

K.C.

Whopping

—

less.

Last Year ...
( Based on 22
,

Okay $7,000
“He Walked

socko and looks, set for sevState (Goldberg) (875; 50-80)
weeks. Missouri is in the “Men of Fighting Lady" (M-G) and
chips with “High and Mighty” as “Gypsy Colt” (M-G) (2d wk). Modits first CinemaScope production,
est $3,50(1 after $5,000 opening
likewise due for extra playing stanza.
time* “Long' Wait” in the Paramount holdover is okay as is newcomer “Black Horse Canyon” at
the Roxy. Weather continues hot,
one of longest heat waves on rec- ’Dial’
ord this early in season.
Estimates for This Week Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 6585)-—“Johnny Guitar” (Rep) 'and
"Make Haste To Live” (Rep)
Toronto, July 0.
(m.o.’s). Good $2,200. Last week,
“Three Coins in the Fountain”
Biz is on the upbeat here cur(20th) (2d wk) (m.o.), $3,000.
for Murder” shapes
rently. “Dial
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)— to sock at Shea’s. “Royal Tour”
“Genevieve” (U) (12th wk). Big also is smash at the University.
$2,000 With holiday trade, and con- Looms okay. “Student Prince” in
tinues. Last week $1,800.
third stanza shows little change
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-85) in hefty take “Three Coins in the
-—“Student Prince” (M-G). Solo at Fountain” is wham on fourth frame
increased prices, but only fair $9,- and away up over preceding week.
000 looms. 'Last week, “Men of
Estimates for This Week
Fighting Lady” (M-G) and “Iron
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
Glove” (Col), $8,000.
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 694; 698;
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 75-$l)— 40-70)—“Riding
Shotgun” (WB)
“High and Mighty” (WB). First and “Killers from Space” (RKO).
C’Scoper at this house. Whopping Big $15,000. Last week, “Duffy of
$16,000, and will hold. Last week. San Quentin” (WB) and “Tennes“Silver Lode” (RKO) and “House see Champ” (M-G), $10,500.
of Blackmail” (Indie), $5,500 at
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)—
50c-80c scale.
“Three Coins In Fountain” (20th)
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; (4th wk). Wham pickup to $15,500.
60-80)— “Long Wait” (UA) (2d wk).
Last week, $12,000.
Satisfactory $6,000.
Last week,
Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 65-80)—'
$9,000.
“Student Prince” (M-G) (3d wk).
Roxy (Diirwood) (879; 65-85)
Hefty $15,000. Last week, $15,500.
“Black Horse Canyon” (U). Okay
Odeon (Rank) (2,318; 50-85)—
$4,500. Last week, “Secret of* the
“You Know What Sailors Are”
Incas” (Par) (3d wk), $3,500.
Light $9,000. Last week,
(Rank).
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; “Long' Wait” (UA) (2d wk), .sarae.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 50-85)—“Dial
700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Demetrius and
Gladiators” (20th). Rousing $30,for Murder” (WB). Smash $16,000 at regular prices. Will stay. 000. Last week, “Them" (WB) (2d
Last week, “Johnny Guitar” (Rep) wk), $6,000 for five days.
and "Make Haste To Live” (Rep),
University (FP) (1,558; 50-80)—
fancy $18,000.
“Royal Tour” (20th). Sock $12,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)
Last week, “Make Haste to Live”
“Member of Wedding” (UA) and (Rep), $4,000 in 5 days.
"Clouded Yellow” (Indie) (2d wk).
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 65-80)
Okay $1,800, nice for filins in sec- “Prisoner of War” (M-G).* Okay
ond time at house. Last week, $11,000. Last week, “Witness to
same.
Murder” (UA), $8,500.

Four Star (UATC) (900; 90-$1.50)
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par). Good
$9,000. Last week, “Queen’s World
Tour” (Indie) (4th wk) and “For-

Lukewarm

Across River” (U) and

eral

$13,000.

(Indie).

,

runs

Orpheum, Hollywood Paramount
(Metropolitan-F&M) (2,213; 1,430;
G0-$1.25)—“Knock On Wood” (Par)
with “Bowery Boys Meet Monster"
(AA) (at Orpheum only); Okay $22,000. Last week, Orpheum and Fox,
“Outcast” (Rep) and “Laughing
Anne” (Rep), $11,200; Hollywood,
Los Angeles Paramounts, "Them”
(WB), with “White Hell Pitz-Palu”
(Indie) (L. A. Par only) (2d wk).

mat”

(Tristates) (2,000; 50-75)

“Paris Express” (U).
or near. Last week,

“Princess bf Nile” is heading for
only $10,000 in two houses. Most
extended-runs, while good, did not
pick up appreciably over holiday!

bidden Games” (Indie) (3d wk)

Based on 22

(Col), $5,000.

—Omaha
“Drums

'Demetrius’ Sock

nabes and ozon-

Estimates for This

(

stage at the BroadwaytCapitol is
upping “Witness to; Murder” to a
big total. “High and Mighty” is
riding very high at, the Michigan.
“Apache” shapes huge at the
Palms. “Student Prince” looms
fine in second round at the Adams.

$2,872,206

eluding N. 7.)
Total Gross Sams

plus

sites

Week

This

looks okay at the Omaha.
Estimates for This Week

Braudels (RKO) XI, 100; 50-75)—
“Sins of Rome” (RKO) and “House
of Blackmail” (Indie). Mild $4,500.
Last week, “Indiscretion American
Wife” (Col) and “Fangs of Wild”

.

.

6.

making a loud noise at the Madison.
Lionel Hampton hand on-

Estimated Total Groat
cities, and 203
theatres, chiefly jtrsr runit in-

.

I

“Knock on Wood,” is only okay
$22,000 in two first-runs plus nice
$45,000 in one babe and four driveins. Mild $20,000 or under is seen
for “Hell Below Zero” in two
sites. “Johnny Dark" looks medi-

best

is

’

Estimated Total Gross
... $665,800
This Week
(Based on 23 theatres
........ $628,500
Last Year
(Based on 23 theatres
.

“High and Mighty”

Detroit, July

The big blockbuster this holiday
week Is *Ciin* Mutiny” which is

of lot with. «. handsome take at the
Orpheum, ’“Drums Across River

•>:

;

Star.

um

9G

.“Mrs. Leslie’

•

rEpea^’ XUAl^lfySQOi
$0-85)—“Jofyripy ..Dark” (U> 'fend
;
Pilgrim jtATCbHMOO? 6<M)5>i- “Scarlet SpfearV (UA). Fancy $11,“Tanganyika? 1 <U) and “Jungle $00. Last week, “Them” (WB) and
Man-Eaters” (Col) (2d wk). Good “Outlaw Stallion” (Coi) (2d wk),
$7,000 following fine $11,000 first $7,000 in 4 days.
week.
Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-90)—
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)
“Final Test” (Indie). Fair $1,500.
Apache” (UA) and “Lone Gun” Last week, “Beauties of Night”
(UA). Opened big Saturday (3). (UA), $2,000.
Last week. “Men of Fighting Lady”
Denham (CockrUl) (1,750; BO(M-G) and “Iron Glove” (Col), $7,* 85)
“Knock on Wood” (Par).
000.
Lively $10,000. Holding,
i

.

‘

—

*

Fox (FWC): vr (4,6Mt $1^$1.50)—

“Deitetrius fend^Gladiators” (20th)
(3d wk).
Steady $18,000. Last

week, $19,500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,056; 05-85)
of Fighting Lady” (M-G).
Nice $15,00Q.
Last week, ‘‘Gone

—“Men

With Wind” (M-G)
wk). $10,000.

(reissue)

(5th

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-90)—
“Hell Below Zero” (Col) and “Mad
(Continued on page 18)

—
-
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Demetrius’ Beff $22,000,
L’yiUe; ‘Flame’ Cold

8G
•mf

Louisville, July 6.

9

Parched town experienced some
relief Saturday (3) from showers,
but

hot

temperatures

returned

Film boxoffice is spotty.
"Demetrius"
at
Rialto
shapes
standout with sock biz. "Secret of
Long Fourth of July weekend "The Outcast" (Hep) and vaudeIncas" at the Kentucky is; mild,
plus rainy weather Sunday (4) and ville. Soaring to big $26,000 in
"Flame. and Flesh" coupled with Monday (5) and a batch of
new week ending tomorrow (Thurs.),
"Stadia” at the
quickly.

Chicago. July

Incoming

.toiirisC

tmfic

6.

for
con-

Estimate*

Fourth Of Julyj weekend and
tinued hot weather are helping Aim
biz here this round. Four hew bills
were brpught.itt, with "Caine
Mutiny" grabbing a great $92.0<Hr
at State-Lake to lead field. There
were sidewalk holdouts rabst of
week.
World preem of "Apache” at
Roosevelt is aounding out a terrific
Loop Theatre* playing
$34,000.
first-run of "Julius Caesar,* views
nifty $17,000 at regular prices.
World has reissue combo of "Anna"
and "Bitter Rice" at bright 84,300.
.

Are Net

State is moderate.
Estimates ter This Week
Kentucky (Swltow) (1,000; 50-75)
—"Secret of Incas" (Par) and
"Missing Passenger" (Par). Mild
$5,000, Last week "Long Wait"
"Massacre
Canyon"
(UA) and

Film gross estimates as repotted herewith from tho various key cities, are net; L e.,
without usual tax. Distributors share on net tike, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

'

,

tax.

and Gladiators,"

this session at out-of-towners going for stage laytheatres. Total out.- Last week, "Johnny Dark"
take for 22 theatres looks to hit (U> and 8 acts of vaude, $22,000.
$665,800 as against $628,500 for 23
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 70houses last year. Rain Sunday $1.75)—"High and Mighty" (WB)
prompted many to visit Times (2d wk). Roared ahead to very big
Square rather than hit for open $62,000 in first frame ended last
] night (Tues.).
spaces.
In ahead, "Them"
"High and Mighty" shapes as ace (WB) (2d Wk), $32,000.
newcomer with a very big $62,000
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90at the Paramount. "Long Wait" is
"Hobson's Choice'' (UA)
$1.80)
heading for a fine $22,000 at the (4th wk). Third week ended
l

'

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,200;
"Them" (WB). Return engagement for this one, after one

50^75)

—

Week

hiatus.

week,

"Mad

Fair

$4,500.

Magician"

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
75-99)—“Demetrius and Gladia(20th). Sock $22,000. Last

week, “Pinocchio" (RKO) (reissue)
and “Stormy" (RKO), $19,000.
oldies, are in "the money at the
State (Loew's) (3,000; 50-75)— Holiday with a socko $23,000 likely
"Flame and Flesh" (M-G) and in first round. “Outcast" with usual
"Saadia" (M-G). Medium $8,000. vaudeville lineup shapes sturdy
Last week, "Witness to Murder" $26,000 at the Palace.
(UA) and “Prisoner of War” (M-G),
“Student Prince" with stagesame.
show continues money champ with

smash $163,000 in third round at
the Music Hall, Insuring- a fourth
and probably a fifth week.
“Caine Mutiny" still is sockefoo
in second session with a probable
$102,000 at the Capitol. “Demetrius
and Gladiators” looms good $49,000 in third stanza at the Roxy,
with “Garden of Evil" replacing
next Friday. (9).
a

•

Phffly; lligh’

40G

Estimates for This Week
Philadelphia," July 6.
Century (S-W) (1.140; $1.20Overcast July 4 cheered exhibi$2.65)—"Cinerama" (Indie) (12th tors here, with long weekend and
week,
Last
wk). Robust $17,000.
fresh, strong fare doing the rest at
the boxoffice. "Caine Mutiny" is
65- $18,500.

after roadshow date looks bright
$17,o0O. Last week, "Prisoner of

(2d wk). $9,600.

(1,484; $1.25-$3.40)

—“Cinerama" (Indie) (49th wk). $15,000.
RKO Orphenm (RKG) (2,890; 75Hangup $30,000. Last week, $32,000. $1)—
"High and Mighty" (WB).
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 50-98)—
CT Scope contribution best box"Apache” (UA) and "Stormy" (Dis- This
office bet at this house in weeks
ney). Record at $34,000. Last week,
by far. Sock $15,000, Last week,
"Thern'i- (WB) and: "Fort Algiers"
"Silver Lode" (RKO), $5,000 at 85c
(UA) (2d wk), $12,000.
top.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-75)—
"Caine Mutiny" (Col). "Overland
$1.80)
(UA) and "Man
Smash $92,000. Last week, "Stu- in Hiding" Pacific"
(UA). Poor $3,000. Last
dent Prince" (M-G) (4th. wk), $22,Week, "Them" (WB) (2d wk), $5,000
"Horse's

Mouth"

flrtdle)

(2d wk).

Tidy $3,500. Last week, $4,300.
United Artiste (B&K) (1,700; 98$1.25)
"Tanganyika" (U) and
"Black Horse Canyon" (U) (2d wk).
Great $13,500. Last week, $17,000.

—

700.

— "Indiscretion

American

Wife"

(3d wk). Neat $14,000, Last
week, $19,500.
World (Indie) (697; 98)—"Anna”
(IFE) and "Bitter Rice" <IFE> (reissues). Plump $4,300, Last week,
"Ana Ta Han" (Indie) (2d wk),
$2,800.
(Col)

‘Apache' Lusty 18G,
Pitt High'

Hep 15G

Pittsburg^, July 6.

‘

Estimates for This

-Fulton

(Shea)

Week

Cl ,700;

'*

65-$l)—

"Coins in Fountain" (20th) (6th
wk). Announced to wind up for
two weeks running but still hanging on. Should be the windup at
Second week of “Student Prince"' nice $7,000. Last week, $8,000.
at Music Hall looks great while
Harris (Karris) (2,100: 65-$1.25)
Demetrius and Gladiators" is big —"Demetrius
and
Gladiators"
in third Paramount round.
(20th) (3d wk). Looks good $6,500
.
Estimates for This Week
for final round. Last week, $8,000.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; $1Penn (Loew's) (3,300; 65-85)
Al*25)—"Mr. Potts To Moscow" “Apache^ (UA). Burt Lancaster
AA) Okay $4,000. Last week, "Dial name helping to smart $18,000.
M (WB) and "Laughing Annie" Last week, "Flame and- Flesh"
(

ttep (4th wk), $3,000.
(M-G), $9,500.
Coliseum (Evergreen)
65Squirrel Hill <SW> (900; 65-85)—
»0)— 'Hell Below Zero^' (1,829;
(Col)and "So Little Time" (Indie). Oke, $3,^
Rocket Man" (20th). Giant *12,WO, Last week, "Prioress, of, Nile" 000. Last week, second Of "Paris
Express" (Indie), $1,400.
(20th)
and "Gorilla
* at Large"
Stanley (SW) <3,800; 65-$1.10)—
120th). $7,800.
"High and Mighty" (WB). Solid
Ave
““
e < E ^«reen) (2,500;
ti
^K v
$15,000, and holdover. Last week,
r- Coins in Fountain" "Witness to Murder" (UA), $7,000.
(

^

ending

today

ingly sock, with tumaway biz helping nearby spots,

—Roxy
"Demetrius

(Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)

and

Gladiators"

Looks to finish cursession tomorrow (Thurs.)
a good $49,000 after only
$48,000 in second.
"Garden of
(20th) (3d wk).

rent
with

Evil" (20th) opens Friday (9).
State (Loew's) (3,450; 78-$1.75)

—“Gone With Wind"
sue). (6th wk).

(M-G) (reisStill rolling along,

with smash $46,000 likely in present round winding up Friday (9)
after $40,000 in 5th week, below
hopes, with heat blamed as with
many other spots.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Man With Million" (UA). Initial

frame ended Sunday

(4) hit Stout
$12,000. Holding. In ahead, "Genevieve" (U) (19th wk), $5,500 but
finishing off a great longrun here.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
$1-$1.50)—“Scotch on Rocks" (Indie) (4th wk). This frame ending
Friday (9) looks like fair $3,000 or
less after $4,500 for third week.
“Her 12 flten" (M-G) due next.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L)
Art (R&B) (599; 95-$l)—"Side $1-$1.50)—"Lili” (M-G) (70th (540;
wk).
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 89-$1.30)— Street Story" (Burstyn) (3d wk). The 69th round ended Monday (5)
"Executive Suite" (M-G) (7th wk). Held at great $6,000 in second pushed to sock $7,400 after $5,800
week ended last night (Tues.), same for 68th week.
Smart $8,500. Last week. $7,500.
Boyd (SW) (1,450; $1.25-$2.60)— as record first round.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50Little Carnegie
"Cinerama" (Indie) (39th wk). Stur(L. Carnegie) $1.75)_“ About Mrs. Leslie" (Par)
(550;
$1.25.-$1.80)
dy $11,500. Last week, $11,000.
“La Ronde" (2d wk). Initial stanza ended SunFox (20th) (2,250; 72-$ 1.40)— (Hakim) (17th wk). For 16th frame day (4) night, hit good $20,000,
"Coins in Fountain" (20th) (7th ended Monday (5) hit- nice $7,000 after special benefit preem Sunwk).
Huge $18,000. Last week, after $6,500 in 15. Stays on.
day (27) night. In ahead, “Secret
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$ 1.55) of Incas" (Par) (4th wk-9 days),
$17,000.
“Daughters of Destiny” (Indie).
_ Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 5099)—“Them" (WB) (3d wk). Okay Opened Monday (5). In ahead, $7,200.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
“Spell of Ireland" (Indie) (8th wk),
$10,000. Last week. $12,000.
“Cinerama" (Indie)
$1.20-$3.30)
Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; 75-$1.30) okay $3,400 after $3,800 in seventh. (57th Wk). Current week finishing
—"High and Mighty" (WB). TowCapitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20) tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit
ering $40,000. Last week, “Johnny “Caine Mutiny" (Col) (2d wk). First
great $40,000 after $37,500 for 56th
holdover session
Dark" (U). $13,000.
ending today round. Stays on indef.
Midtown (Goldman) (1.000; 74- (Wed.) held with giant $102,000,
$1.30)—"Princess of Nile" (20th) with holidays plus additional ads
(2d wk). Fair $4,0Q0 in last four and radio-tv plugs- apparently helpProv. Holds Oke;
ing. First week was $125,000. Stays
days. Lagt week. $7,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99- on indef.
>—
$9,000, ‘High’
Criterion (Moss) (1^700; 50-$lB5)
$1.80
“Caine Mutiny" (Col). Terrific $55,000.
Last week. “Witness —“Long Wait" (UA). First week
concluding tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
To Murder" (UA> (2d Wk), $9,000.
‘Student’ Passable
Stanley (SW) (2,932; 74-$1.30)— to hit nice $22,000. Holding. In
Providence, July 8.
“Hell Below Zero” (Col) (2d wk). ahead, “French Line" (RKO) (7th
summer weather for holiday
Real
wk), dipped to $9,000 but after
Chilly $9,500. Last week, $15,000.
weekend hurt b.o. but still no comStanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)— highly profitable longrun.
Fine Arte (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) plaints. Loew’s State is okay with
"Silver Lode" (RKO) and "Killers
at
from Space" (RKO). Paydirt at —“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday" (GBD) “The Student Prince." But topsand
"High
(4th
$11,000. or over. Last week, "Siege
wk). Third round ended last wickets are Majestic’s
On
“Knock
Strand’s
Mighty”
and
Red River" (20th) and "Racing night (Tues.) pushed to terrific
Albee is
Blood" (20th), $8,000.
$14,500 after $14,000 for second. Wood,” both fine.
still good in third round of “DemeTrans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50>— Continues indef.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) trius."
"Man With Million" (UA). Sock
Estimates for This Week
$10,000.
Last week, "Rhapsody" —“Hell Raiders" (Indie). First
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 70-90)—
(M-G) (9th wk), $3,700.
week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$lB0)— heading for mild $9,000. Holds. In “Demetrius and Gladiators" (20th)
"Student Prince" (M-G). Fast at ahead, “Royal Tour of Queen (3d wk). Hefty $6,500 after $9,500
in second.
Elizabeth"
(20th),
$ 20,000
got
sluggish
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-70)—
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99- $12,500 in 11 days despite preview
Nice
-“High and Mighty” (WB).
$1.50)—"French Line" (RKO) (4th on final day of “Raiders.”
Last week, “Them" (WB)
$9,0()0.
Guild
wk).
Fair $5,500.
(Guild)
Last week,
(450; $1-$1.80>—
(20th>,
Crusoe"
Robin
and
“Miss
“Unconquered” (Indie) (4th Wk).
$8 ,000 .
%
Third round ended last night $ 11 000 .
65-85)—
(3,200;
State (Loew)
(Tues.) was good $5,500 after $6,‘High’ Giant
Okay
Prince" (M-G).
.

!

Knock’

Same,

Load

Unusual for Golden Triangle to
have only two new pictures during
a holiday week. They're “High
and Mighty" at Stanley and
Seattle Fine; ‘Zero’Hpt
"Apache" .at Penn and both being
winners. "Three Coins in FounTight
‘Minion’
$12,000,
tain" was to have come out for
"Garden of Evil" at Fulton but got
8G, ‘Dark' Dandy 7G last-minute reprieve and a sixth
week when biz spurted nicely. Third
Seattle, July 6.
stanza of 'Demetrius
GlaWeekend weather break is boost- diators" will be goodandat the
Harris.
ing biz generally all over city for
"Cinerama" still is improving at
current session. Several stout new- Warner in 30th
week.
comers and ability of longruns to

still show big figures are contributing to the improved picture. "Hell
Below Zero" shapes smash at Coliseum while "Man With Million"
looms big at Music Box. "Johnny
Dark" shapes good at Liberty.

session

—

.

World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)—
"Living Desert” (Disney) (5th wk).
Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98-41-25) Great $3,000. Last week,- $4,000. —

current

(Wed.). Second week was $149,000.
Looks to stay at least five weeks
now. Sunday (4) trade was amaz-

—

000 at 65o-85c scale.

State (Par) (2,300; 65-85)—"Long
Wait" (UA). Modest $6,000. Last
week, "Secret of Incas" (Par). $5,-

'

(4)

—

—

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95) —

tial

getting top money with a terrific
session at the Randolph. "High and
Mighty" also is great at the larger
Mastbaum. Doing actually about
as well is VMan With Million,"
socko at the 500-seat Trans-Lux.
"Student Prince" looms smart at
the Viking, new 1,000-seater which
has joined the first-runs, despite
air-conditioner breakdown - which
disrupted the preem.
Estimates for This Week

—

.

“Indiscretion of Americah Wife"
heading for fine $16,000 on iniholdover frame at the, Astor.
“Gone With Wind" continues
wow in sixth round at the State
with $46,000 likely. ''Johnny Guitar" looks to its final (8th) week
with a fair $9,000 at the Mayfair.
“Apache” replaces on Friday (9).
Estimates for This Week)
Aster (City Inv.) (1,300; 50-$1.75)
—“Indiscretion of American. Wife"
(Col)
(2d wk). Initial holdover
roqnd winding tomorrow (Thurs.)
shapes nice $16,000 or near. First
week was $24,000. Continues.
is

-

McVickers (JL&S) (2,200;
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 65-85)
$1.25) "Arrow in Dust" (AA) and
(U). This pleasing
"Cow Country" (AA) (2d. wk). Nice "Johnny Dark"
pic
doing a better boxoffice job
$12,000 after $15,000 last week.
Monroe (Indie) (1.000; 87-$1.25) than any of its recent predecessors
Robust $5,000. Last week,
—"Man With Million" (UA) (2d here.
River" (U), $2 BOO.
wk). Fast $11,000 after $13,000 last "Drums Across
65-85)—
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000;
week
(Rep) (3d wk).
"Johnny
Guitar"
Oriental (Indie) 13,400/ 98-$1.25)
"Demetrius and Gladiators" Okay $3,000. Last week, $5,000.
Radio City (Par) <4,100; 85-$l)—
(20th) (2d wk). Sock '$37,000. Last
"Demetrius and Gladiators" (20th)
week, $55,000.
(2d wk). Good $10,000. Last week,
Palace (Eitel)

—

day

was smash $12,000 after
Third new entry, "About Mrs.
$14,000 for second round.
Leslie," wound up with good $20,Radio
City Musio Hall (Rocke000 at the Victoria "Hell Raiders,"
also new, looms mild $9,000 at the fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75>—"Student
Prince"
(M-G)
and stageshow (3d
Globe opening , stanza. .“Smart
Money”-“Roaring Twenties," two wk). Climbing to great $163,000 in

(Telem't) (600; BO-$1.25)—
"Julius Caesar" (M-G). First-run

War" (M-G)

Sun-

Criterion.

(Col),

tors"

all fine.

—

j
1

Last

$5,000.

'

Loop

speB rSncik biz
Broadway first-run
bills

(Indies $6,500.

•

"Caine" overflow apparently Is
helping some other locations. Second week of Johnny Dark* at Chicago is smash, with Earths Kitt
topping stageshow. Oriental is
stout With "Demetrius anct GladiaMcVickers
looks
good
tors."
enough with "Arrow in Dust** and
"Cow Country ” United Artists
looms sock with 'Tanganyika" and
Minneapolis, July 6.
"Black Horse Canyon."
Bain and cold which ushered in
Third frame of "Indiscretion of long weekend helped biz but hot
American Wife* is okay at Woods. weather that followed hurt. “High
"Cinerama" Is still fancy in 49th and Mighty" is terrific at the Orat Palace.
pheum. "The Long Wait" looks
Estimates for This Week
modest at State. Another arChicago (B&K) (3.90Q; 98-$1.25) rival,
"Johnny Dark," shapes
—“Johnny Dark" (U) with Eartha robust at the Gopher. Array of
Kitt and Dick Shawn onstage (2d holdovers includes “Living Desert,”
wk). Smash at $50,000. Last week, "Johnny Guitar” and "Demetrius
$58,000.

‘Came’ Wow 102G 2d

10G

RKO

.

,

$16,500
In Balto; ‘Knock’

16G

Baltimore, July 6.
Best grosses in recent weeks are
being racked up by new crop of
holiday product. "High And Mighty" Is rousing at the Stanley.
"Knock Ofi Wood" looks brisk at
,

Keith’s. "Student Prince" is stout
at the Centuryyj?HeH Below Zero”

000 for second. "Malta Story" (UA)
opens July 16.
Holiday (Rose) (950; 90-$l,65)—
“Smart Money" (WB) and “Roaring Twenties" (WB) (reissues). Initial week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks like sock $23,000. In ahead,
“Marco Polo" (Goldwyn) and “Port
of Wickedness" (Goldwyn)
(reissues), $7,500 in 8 days.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79$1.80) “Johnny
(Rep)
Guitar"
(6tjh-final wk). Current stanza winding up today (Wed.) looks like fair
$9,000 after $10,000 in fifth week.
Holds until “Apache" (UA) opens
Friday (9). "Guitar" gave house a
Strong extended-run.
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

—

shapes mild at the Hipp. “Tanganyika" is fair. at the Mayfair.
Estima tea for This Week '
;

Century (Dodvift^UA) (3,000; 2065h85)—“Stddcnt Prince" (M-G).
Stout $15,000. Last week, “Witness

"Student
$10,000.

Last week, “Gone With
(reissue) (3d wk), oke

Wind" (M-G)
$7,500.

Strand (Silverman)

(2,200; 50^70)

—“Knock On Wood”

(Par)

and

“Present For Bride” (Par). Fine
$9,000. Last week, “Greatest Show
On Earth" (Par) (reissue), $8,000.

Gouzenko Biopic Editing
Final

editing

and

scoring

on

United Artists' “Operation Manhunt" was completed Friday (2)
almost four months to the day the
picture went before the cameras.
It’ll be released as spon as the
print order is completed.

To Murder" (UA). $7,000.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
Filmed entirely on location in
“Hell Below Zero" tres) (592; 95-$1.80) “Le Plaisir"
Warner (SW) (1,200; $1.25-$2.65) 30-50-80)
"Manhunt" is based on
—“Cinerama" (Indie) (30th wk). JCol). Fairish $8,500. Last week, (Indie) (8th wk). Held at big $8,- Canada,
life in hiding of Igor Gouzenko,
the
(Evergreen) (1,656; 54“Miami
Story"
(Col),
$6,500.
000 in seventh week ended last
nice comeback on
6*uomS?r
Showing
/ohnny Dark" (U> and "I strength of smart promotion.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,400; 35- night (Tues.) as against $7,500 in the former Russian code clerk who
ReUeve In You" (U). Good
exposed an atom spy ring some
$7,000 Looks like great $12,000. Last 90)—"Knock on Wood" (Par). Po- sixth.
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 18)
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60>— nine years ago.
week, ^11,500.
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Minneapolis, July 6,
After operating the town’s only
film theatre for four losing years,
the nearby, municipality of Ellsworth., Wis., population 1,500, has
given UP the ghost.
showhouse
the
ordering
In
closed; the town board attributed
the poor business in large part to
tv. However, C'Scope competition
in nearby Red Wing, Minn., and
River Falls, Wis., also Was Warned,
Don Smith, the theatre’s manager* reported the nightly attend^

Mr %

1954

1

Seal-Less Trench’ Doing
Better product

WeD

of 4
trade put

arid, full effect

Memorial Day weekend
first-run' business back in stride
last month, with June grosses im-

12 Best

proving considerably over May,.,
This is reflected by the fact that
the first four pictures in the June
boxoffice sweepstakes -grossed better than $3,500,000. Big showing

.

in'

ance had dropped to an average of

“Johnny’ Guitar” (Rep).
For Murder” (WB),
“Dial
6 “Them” (WB).
Prince” (M-G).
“Student
7.
8, “Executive Suite” (M-G).
(UA).
Wait”
9. “Long
10 “French Line” (RKQ),
M-G).
Lady”
“Fighting
11
4.

despite
for the
unusually hot weather part of the
from
reports
month, according to
Variety correspondents in 24 rep-

about half the number needed to avoid loss.
The theatre had been a paying
proposition until 1951, he pointed
out. Its demise will leave Ellsworth
without a theatre for the first time

60, or

M

5.

month was made

.

resentative key cities.
‘‘Three Coins in Fountain’ (20th)
took first place at the June wickets

.

.

by a hefty margin. Boosted by

in

Fountain*.* (20th).
2. “Cinerama” (Indie).,
(20th).
“Demetrius”
3.

“Coins

I.

in 21 years.

<

.

12 . “Indiscretions” (Col),

its

launching in the i 1th key city,
Cincinnati* yr.here it is playing
regularly now, “Cinerama” (Indie)
'
took second place.
Gladiators’
and
“Demetrius
^

b.o. strides once
gets additional bookings.

on for further

it

Offsetting the Ellsworth casualty
in this territory is the reopening
of the Royal, Park Rapids, Minn.,
which has been shuttered for the
past year.

‘Wind* Shapes Big
“Gone With Wind” (M-G), out.
another C’Scoper, spurted ort reissue for fifth time and now
.

(20th),

^

position although out in
release only the latter part of the
as a sequel to “The
Plugged
month.
Robe” (20th), initial pic in Cinemawinner, did
third-place
this
Scope,
unusually well in its -firs# week.
“Johnny Guitar” (Rep), which
showed unusual strength week
after week, captured fourth position. Despite being treated unkindly by critics, the Joan Crawford starrer never fell below seventh spot until the final week of
to third

with, wide-screen arid special sound,

did remarkable trade on the first
string of playdates. It finished
sixth one week and in seventh
place another last month. Pic
shapes as a great moneymaker for
Metro this time around, and, obvi„•

ously

will

“Dial

M

for

Murder”

rank higher once in

(WB)

.

1

1th.

“Indiscretions % of

Wife” (Col) rounded out
the Top 12 list. “Elephant Walk”
Par), fifth in the previous months
No Return” (20th) secin May. and “Knock on Wood”
(Par), fourth in the preceding 31-

•

“River of

\

ond

day period, were the runner-up
films.

Several distributors rolled out
some bigger b.o. ammunition as the
month neared its conclusion or
were preparing to release some
better product. “Caine Mutiny”
•Col) shapes as standout new entry
.

based on

its terrific

showing open-

ing week at the N.Y. Capitol where
it got the second highest money
ever racked up by a straight-film
bill there. The great gross was
done despite preeming in tjie hottest N.Y. weather this summer.

MM COMPO

'

COMPO

:

non-paying member.

Minneapolis, July

6.

Alleged preferential treatment
by the local singly ’owned newspapers to tv is causing resentment
among exhibitors here and has resulted in some protests, but so far
the action has been individual instead of by any group, North Central Allied being still on the side-

‘

finishing
Airierican

-

4

Story” (RKO) also grossed some
extra coin. Not a sock grosser so
"Drums Across River” (U)
far,
wound up fifth although it started totals to wind up. in 10th place one
out second early in the month. Pic week and 12th for another. In like
fell back after tfte first two ses- category was “Secret of Incas”
sions. "Them ” another Warner (Par), which was eighth one session
lines.
winner, took sixth money although and 10th another.
Exhibitors are pointing out that
out in release only two weeks,
(RKO), still out
“Pinocchio”
“Student Prince” (M-G), not on reissue, did nicely v enough to the newspapers are devoting much
panning out as one of Metro’s cop 11th position one stanza. "Gen more free space to the listing of.
greater boxoffice biz-getters, fin evieve” (U) continued grabbing a tv and radio programs and pubished seventh although it started flock of strong playdates mainly licity and reading matter about
sock at the N.Y. Music Hall and in arty small-seaters, and finished various shows than to Dims, alheld that way into the second week. top runner-up on two different though the latter are the source of
by far the greater advertising
Metro’s “Executive Suite” which weeks;
revenue.
was No. 1 in May, finished eighth
(AA) was
Dust”
"Arrow
in
While the picture section of the
in June.
mostly uneven but did nice biz in only local Sunday, newspaper, the
‘Long Walt’ Cops Ninth
some localities. "Gorilla at Large” Tribune, has been increasingly
‘Long Wait” <UA), ballyhooed as (20tb) was viewed by a majority of curtailed as far as art layouts and
a sexy Mickey Spillane sleuth mel- exhibs as a major disappointment,
reading matter are concerned and
“French seldom catching on. In some spots, there is rarely any other space deler, copped ninth money.
Line” iRKO), seventh in May, took it was very lightweight.
voted to the films, excepting occa10th place, being among the top four,
"Witness to Burder” (UA, fol- sional Saturday night art layouts
in four different weeks, and further lowed its orignal pattern,- being
and infrequent stories,, tv and
enhancing RKQ coffers. Obviously slow in a majority of keys late in radio
get large space every day,
„the pic cashed in an refusal to give the month, “Hans Christian Ander- the exhibitors complain.
the film a code seal and the fact sen” (RKO), out on general release*
Exhibitors are especially irked
that it ran into censorship hurdles did. not fare too well arid far beabout the evening Star’s daily capin different locations.
hind hopes compared to first time suled prevue descriptions of vari“Men of Fighting Lady” (M-G), around.
ous-tv shows for the particular
after a wobbly start, managed to
night, appraising the programs and
get up among the lesser winners,

month.

Virtually/all Broadway first-run
theatres (some:, of the arty houses
excluded) have tilted tbelr admission scales, effective as of July 1;
.Continued from page *
to take into .account the fi% city,
admission tax. While many Of the
welfare expressed no great condeluxe houses averaged up the new
was
It
cern over the situation.
prices to eliminate the odd penny,
summed by one who said: ‘‘Allied either for or against the theatre,;
sotne spots used the odd-penny
can’t be serious.”
that exhibs are scale. Both the State ^mi Mayfair
It’s conceded
in this category, former 'Startare
becoming increasingly outspoken
ing out at 78c and Mayfair beginand vociferous in their blasts at
at'79c.
ning
the distributors' and might consider
However, many »ttieatres, such as
almost any course in their bids for
Hall and Paramount/
Music
rentals relief. Seen as militating the
bowout, though, evened off the* scale, taking the
against a
on some prices
is the fact that the industry organi- odd pennies, loss
zation has been, and likely will and adding it on in other instances.
the elimination
possible
continue to be, beneficial to exhib- This made
itors as well as production-distri- of odd-penny admittance prices,
bution, If Allied were to try to
Top price on Broadway for firstcripple COMPO, it would only hurt run is the reserved metzanirie seat
$2.75 for
itself, according to some exec rea- at the Music Hall which
soning.
Saturdays-Sundays and holidays.
Meanwhile, industryites in the New peak price for the Roxy is
including exhib elements, $2,46 for loge seats on Saturdayseast,
minimize 'the importance of the Sundaysy and holidays. In many inmembership ankling an- stances, the top general admission
nounced last week by Hollywood’s price is unchanged but the scale
Motion Picture Industry Council. all along the line was lifted someinto account the city,
Unlike Allied, MPIG hPd been a what to take
"

4

CQMPO

more general release.
“Flame and Flesh” (M-G), which
ranked eighth one week, added
some additional money, "Carnival

With july Starts 1% Tax

.

sales rap,

That the exhibitors were not exthat
believed
generally
MPIC and the studios will con-, aggerating when they told the city
with fathers they already were operating
their
cooperation
tinue.
COMPO as it is asked and eventu- near, the break-even point is atally. the path will clear for MPIC’s tested by the .neighborhood theatres’ new scales. Nearly oil of them
fold.
return to the
f.
have been forced to go for the oddIt’s

'

COMPO

penny admission scales. There is
hardly a N. Y. nabe that does not.

Argentine Duds

have such scales, these including
79c, 64c, 57c, 43c, etc. This is being
charged to reflect the actual new
ment auspices, is to be entered at tap going to the city, with the
This picture patron given every benefit if not
the Berlin festival.
was directed by Daniel Tiriayre, any actual break. Few houses
who also wrote the Script in col- would do this unless absolutelylaboration with Arturo S. Mom. necessary because, of the trouble
inconvenience
Mirtha Legrand (Mrs. Tiriayre) and and
by
caused
Alberto Closas are starred. Tin- handling odd-penny sales.
ayre’s next effort is to bo a Spanish'
The exhibitor figures he is unversion of Emile Zola’s "La Bete able to absorb, any part of. the 5%'
Hiimain,” with Ana Maria Lynch slash in revenue. The neighbor-,
(Mrs. Hugo del Carril) starred and hood .operators figured, like the
Massimo Girotta and Enrique Dios- Giant and Yankee baseball teams,
dado. signed in Spain for big role. that they have been forced to let
Diosdado left Argentina a couple the public absorb the 5% tax tap
of years ago after working exten
in full -if they are to continue
Continued from page

I

.

.

.

•

slvely in local pictures, as well as
.Aria Maria Lynch was stymied
in her efforts to’ sign Yves Montand
in Paris for her; producer-director

husband, as the French warbler de
rrianded $1,000 a day; she turned

recommending certain her attention to -Raff Vallone, but
ones.
The Morning Tribune in was forestalled by an independent
U.S. Adm. Figures Need
the
uie
space
above
uuuvc
-the large seuuuii
section producer who signed him for a. part
.•
iiuc
•
I*
||
I
to the tv rand radio log in “El Puente” (The Bridge) which
lnterDretatlOn
“ “ as USUSU devotedi
r
Italian director .Antonio >Leonviolai
what
it
lists
considers*
“today’s
:
T
is now
Washington, July
6,
features on rfidio and tv” without, will direct. Miss Lynch
Admissions tax collections for however, any comments.
Both angling for Mexico’s Emilio (El'lnih a
to
direct
her
Fernandez
dio)
the first eleven months of the papers,
however, have disconU. S. fiscal year which ended June tinued publishing the daily logs of picture.
airives
Armendariz
shortPedro
amounted to $271,997,000, all of the area’s tv stations.
30,
Paradoxically, perhaps, ..the two ly under contract to the Big Five
Bureau of Internal Revenue reported last week. Although business St Paul newspapers, also under an and will be teamed with Zully
has been better in some fields, individual ownership, devote much Moreno in "De Barro Humano” (Of
this is a drop from the $286,941,000 more space to films than to tv and Human Clay) .directed by Luis
for the corresponding 11 months of radio, although they have a large Cesar- Amador i. The latter has isthe preceding Year.
About, 60% financial interest in one of the sued a denial of rumors that' he
of the total estimated to come from leading Twin Cities* tv and radio planned taking over the shuttered
stations, whereas the Minneapolis Emelco studios at Martinez.
motion pictures.
The dip in total is misleading. sheets are outside the video and
Mainly it is due to the Revenue audio field.
Bureau changing its compulsory
Overseas
filing from a monthly to* quarterly
Rep Mans ‘Outpost’
basis, and to the reduction in adContinued from past 7
especially,

,

-

.

future grossing potentialities.
“Garden of Evil” (20th) looms
as a future big grosser, based on
showings in three bigger keys.
“Man With Million” (UA) did
nicely in Chicago but was just okay
jn Detroit, “Hell Below Zero” (Col),
also new, -likewise was uneven on
its launchings in four keys. “Silver
Lode’* (RKO) was somewhat disappointing On first batch of engagements. “Sins of Rome”' (RKO) was
rated good on one of its first dates

“Knock on Wood" (Mr),. which
added nice coin in June, is counted

Washington, June 30.
Editor, Variety:

Variety on June 23, 14)54, pul>lished a letter from Mr. Thomas.
Boal in. which he stated that tho
declaration ’appearing
“The
in
Caine Mutiny” film,* “There has
nevet been a mutiny in a ship of
the United States Navy” is not true.
'

He

cites the incident in the brig

.

TV

“High and Mighty” (WB), being
groomed for a string of playdates! missions taxes voted by Congress,
this month, continued smash hi which went into effect last April.
Similarly, the 1 1-month receipts
L.A. and Frisco. It opened big at
N.Y. Paramount at the end of the from the bite on night club checks
amounted to $37,841,000. This was
month.
“Johnny Dark” <U), which copped a decline from the $43;101,060 of
fifth position in weekly rating as the previous year.
Again the two
the month closed, also shapes very two. changes make most of the dif
promising, and likely will be heard ference.
from additionally. “Adventures of
Robinson Crusoe” (UA) did excellent biz in such keys as Houston
and Cleveland. “Tanganyika” (U),
which hit 12th' spot one week, hints
’

profitable operations.

legit.

Hollywood, July 6.
Republic assigned Rod Cameron, and yet another transmitter is due
Joan Leslie and John Russell to to fade out. At the start, theatre
top reles in “Hell’s Outpost,” which business plunged, but it didn’t take
long for it to revive; Exhibs abroad,"
goes before the cameras this week
with John Inman Kane directing. thoroughly shaken some years back
by reports from the vast U. S.
Picture, screenplayed by Kenneth Garnet, is based on the Luke slump traceable to tv, have now
learned
their lesson with their
Short novel, “Silver Rock.”
American confreres—that tv hurts
as long as it’s a novelty, but that
it doesn’t take long before it be
comes just another household appliance that plays second fiddle to
people’s natural
gregarious instincts.
.V
Minneapolis,'. July 6^
On the Continent, tv is no comNorth Central Allied is advising ozoners that %h& j internal rev-,
petitive factor. It’s barely on the
eriue office is readying to investigate a number of fne te 1T^tory' 8
map; in Frande and. Italy; and Britdrive-in theatres which it silspects are evading adid^sUm taxes on
ish exhibs, while slightly more con“Buck Nights” or “Family Nights” when an entire’, apto load is
..
cerned
than their European breth
admitted at a specified price.
*
ren, find BBC programs nothing to
NCA advises that if a carload is advertised for $1 the tax is 9c
get too worried about. However,
for the entire party, but if the ad reads "an entire carload admitted
British showmen are taking a very
for two adult tickets at 56c each” there's no tax.
determined attitude vs. the release
However, NCA points out that 'two 50c tickets must be sold to
of theatrical .product to ty, and a
the occupants of each .car and a rub is that If a single person
comes along in a car he must buy two adult tickets at 50c each.
picture that has gone on the air
over BBC is going to be hard put
The alleged evasions of the tax are occuririg in the latter situations, it’s asserted.
to find many theatrical bookings,
J

'

'

-

Somers in 1844 as a case in point
As technical adviser for “Tho
Caine Mutiny” I long ago studied
the official ‘documents of tho
Somers case and also sought legal
counsel for an interpretation. Tho
facts are that three men were
hanged for endangering the ship
1

through plotting a mutiny.

How;

ever, by Navy legal rules, “To complete ..the offense (of riiutiny) an
overt act of mutiny must occur.”

According to Navy- 'Regulations
such ah overt act would be to
usurp,

override

dis-

authority,

obey orders* fail in duty or create,
any violence or disturbance.” None
of the three men did any of these,
things. Simple Intent and plot to
commit murder do not constitute
murder.
Same for mutiny. In
retrospect: there is even doubt as
to whether serious intent or plot
existed in the Somers.

The Somers
widespread

incident

publicity,,

received

both for

its

controversial .nature /arid the fact
that one of the banged pi^ri/was a
ar.
son of the then,'. Secretary of
The, word "mutiny’*, .Was .tossed
press*
t^e
around extravagantly by
the kibitzers anti the' partie.s tp ,the
incident alike/ HowCver, mutiny it
was not. Examples of teal mutinies are the Czarist Fleet’s defection in the Russian Revolution*
the German Fleet uprising at the
close of World War I, and the

W

,

'

notorious Bounty affair.
Cdr. James C. Shaw, USN
(Dept, of the Navy,
Office of Information).
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naoylei under new tittes** Jigs made
«The bwtaef* ol
St; Baud XM^Ndch film editor-critic, hot under, the

Bill Dielil,

^IiTatf artkte rwrylhd • five-column headline and prompted by

the fact that toe Rivle** Theatre was to present the reissued
for Comedy” and “Force of Arms” under
twin hill of "No Time
4,
With a Grin” and "A Girl for Jpe,” JMehl r
the new titles of ;
denouncing
the action and blasting Warner
minced no Wordi in
Bros., the distributor responsible for. it.
title
changing of old pictures "smacks/
Diehl charged tnat such
of hoodwinking, trickery, deception and anything but honesty and
proper representation.

GW

hy

> “Most of us huy
flams” wrote Diehl, “and if we buy a- cast
of beef we don't warit tp get home and find peas inside the container, Similarly, wo don’t want to plunk down our moola tor a'

Smalltown and nabe theatres, Seas*'* ark well-known oldfes exwhich have
been particularly tending back to 1941 and 1935 rebruised by the product shortage,, spectively.
“Kid” stars Robert
-will receive s flood of reissues to Taylor and Brian Donlevy and
maintain their frequent change-of- “Seas” stars Clark Gable and Jean
bill policy, The industry is embark- Harlow. “Abjnftlt Jungle," a 1950
ing on the biggest reissue splurge' picture in whifih Marilyn Monroe
in recent history, with every major had a small featured part, will be
studio and the indies combing their reissued .with Miss Monroe getting
.

vaults, for suitable re-play films.
~ There are presently approxi-

the top billing.

New

Columbia to reissue six Gene Autrys and 'an equal number of
Charles Starretts in an effort to
keep both series going. In addition,
Col is giving an extra push to

eight additional oldies.
Among
these is “Miss Grant Takes Richmond,’’ starring Lucille Ball, in an
effort to lake advantage of Miss
prCssbooks Ball’s current tv popularity.

and advertising are being readied

United Artists has available two
Kramer hits. “Champion”
and “Home of the Brave” plus a
serious consideration for another year scored an unexpected success Charles Boyer starrer, “Algiers.”

movie that sounds like a itew one or a picture we missed somehow, and then, -get settled in the darkness only to discover it’a
the flicker we walked out on 12 years ago.”

inately 100 “oldies” in circulation,: for the Metro reissue slate.
Warner Bros., which earlier this
scheduled for re-release, or under

GRAB RESIDENCE FOR TAXES
Internal ..Revenue to Auction
Sam Spiegel's Domicile

nationwide whirl. In the selection with a pair of vintage gangster
of the films for re-release, the dis- films, “Little Caesar” and “Public
tribs are not following a distinct Enemy” (starring Edward G. Robpattern. Some of the pix selected inson and James Cagney), is out to
are accepted classics of the indus- learn if lightning strikes the same
try, some are designed to cash in place twice. The company is bringon the renewed popularity of a ing back “Smart Money” (Robin-?
particular personality, some have son and Cagney) and “Roaring
nostalgic value or deal with sub- Twenties” (Cagney and Humphrey
jects that bave some connection Bogart). If these pix match the
with present-day happenings, some returns of “Caesar” and “Enemy,”
will have to thank Michael
are frankly pulled out of the hat
to serve as fillers and ‘possible new Rose, operator of the Holiday Theatre, N> Y. Stuck without a prorevenue sources.
for the July 4th weekend.
A noticeable trend this year has gram
Rose induced Warners to make

Beverly Hills,. July 6.
Film producer Samuel Spiegel’s
12-room home here Was seized by
Internal Revenue agents for '$13,372.57 in unpaid income taxes.
Robert A. Riddell, District Director of Internal Revenue anPhiladelphia, July 9.
nounced that the house will be pdf
Parking Magnate Harry Sley’s up for auction within 20 days to
been to. give certain “big” pix of these pix available.
new Viking Theatre, which opened satisfy debts going back to 1946.
yesteryear the “A” treatment durJuly 1, has muddled the first-run
Mike Rose’s Rationale
ing their holiday from the vaults.
by
Philadelphia
in
situation
Rose, whose house is on BroadThis not only includes new pressfurnishing a sixth entrant in the
way, claims he is shut out of top
books, advertising, accessories, and
hassle for new# product.
first-run product. Rather than gamBias
publicity, but also extends to rePresent set-up is a far cry from
ble with new “B” pictures “that
Continued from pace 3
issue World preems. The pictures,
the strangle-hold Stanley Warner
will be neighborhood second feain short, are handled exactly as an
circuit had on town a half dozen ridiculous to hold that the Ameritures in two weeks,” Rose says he’d
years ago, when chain operated six can public is any different from important new release.
rather chance a formerly-popular
Pitch for 1st Runs
first-runs with 20th*s Fox Theatre the British public when it comes
old picture. It was on the basis
as only major opposition. William to pix.
There are some other
Example of pictures in this cate- of the business chalked up at Rose’s
breached
the films made abroad—at least one gory are Samuel Goidwyn’s “Best house for “Caesar” and. “Enemy”
first
Goldman
monopoly with the construction with American money—which face Years of Our Lives” (RKO), Para- that prompted .WB to pet the pix
modern houses the a showdown with the Breen of- mount^ *£The Greatest Show on in general re-release. Originally
three
of
Goldman, Midtown and Randolph, fice.
Earth,” David O. Selznick’s “Gone booked for a week, they played
with a total seating capacity of
On the other side there are those With the Wind” (Metro)* Walt Dis- five weeks and racked up $100,000,
4,700.
who attach relatively little im- ney’s “Pinocchio” (RKO), and Uni- according to Rose. The Holiday
Brandt interests added two more portance ^to the Code seal or, tor versal’s “The Egg and I.” Unlike will also serve .as the testing
contestants
by converting the that matter, to the Legion of De- the reissues aimed primarily for ground for “Money” and “TwenTransLux newsreel theatre into a cency ratings. Their position is the. smalltown and nabe house, ties.”
showcase and then adding the that, almost regardless of its coin these pictures are aggressively
Other
packages currently
World, former art film house, to tents, foreign films are. limited in pitched at the prime first-run situ- available are “Guy With a Grin”
the first-run scramble. The second- the U. S. market; that It’s a waste ations before they are sold to the (formerly “No Time for Comedy")
run Arcadia became another con- of time and effort to try and ob- subsequents.
and “Guy for Joe” (formerly
sumer of top product,., and the tain Code approval, and that, unIn addition to “Gone With the “Force of Arms” ) ; ‘The Big Sleep”
house has been playing extended der present' conditions, a great Wind,” currently in re-release, and “Kid Galahad” and “Mildred
runs of choice 'films profitably for many exhibs are perfectly willing Metro is propping for July, Au- Pierce4 and “Dark Victory.”
more than- two yean.
to play a film without a seal pro- gust* and September a series of
RKO, since February of this
Stanley-Warner now operates vided It has b.o. merit.
dual package reissues, feeing off year, has been reissuing two or
only the Stanley, Mastbaum and
a month. This
pictures
Indie ops report that, when their with test engagements this month three
Stanton, plus the Boyd* which has pix do business, there are quite a of two Judy Garland films “Meet month’s package Is “Gunga Din”
“Cinerama.’*
Goldman and the few circuits that will “sneak in” a Me in St. Louis” and' “Easter Pa- and “Lost Patrol” and set for
S-W circuit have sought to hold non-Code production. They add rade,” latter also starring Fred August is “Every Girl Should Be
down the bidding Situation by. that, when it comes to foreign Astaire. These will be followed by Married” and “The Window,” The
working on^a “split” of product. films, the importance of the cir- “Billy* the Kid” and “China Seas” pictures released earlier, of course,
Sley’s entrance into the race for cuits Is sometimes overemphasized. as a package and “Asphalt Jungle” are still available to exhibitors.
big price may well upset the deli- “If the circuit won’t take it, the and ’They Gave Him a Gun” as
Westerns, Too
cate balance.'
Cutdown in the production of
Independents will—if it shows box- another dual entry.
“Billy the Kid” and “China specialized westerns has prompted
Goldman outbid Sley for “Caine office potential,” was one comMutiny,’.’ but the parking mogul ment
It’s emphasized, however,
managed to snag “Student Prince’* that it is of course preferable to
Siey’s have a seal.
for his initial attraction.
8 20th Since 1946, Dailey
Q.T.
acquisition of the Viking, formerThere is an undercurrent of
Stays That
Sept 14
ly the Stanley-Wariier Aldine, was feeling that, with the battle against
ANTITRUSTS VS.
Hollywood, July 6.
a conversation piece in the local, censorship gradually being won,
Dan Dailey, under contract to
film colony for weAks when the the next big bout ahead for indies
Chicago, July 6.
deal was negotiated last year.
Eight antitrust suits against B&K 20th-Fox since 1946, was handed a
may be with the Code. Producers
new exclusive pact, dispelling
Sley originally „ purchased the abroad are frequently at a loss to and the majbr distribs here, all
rumors that he would freelance.
Aldine for $325,000 for the purpose understand the Breen Office’s at- longstanding on the dockets, were
Seven-year, deal starts Sept. 14.
o! converting it into a parkade. titude and there is mounting anger settled out of court last week for
Actor is set for a co-star role
Plaintiffs in
Deal was okay with Stanley-Warner particularly in France over the re- undisclosed sums.
in “It’s Always Fair Weather” on
group at that price ainc$ .parking jections.
There has even been each case were repped by attorney
a loanout deal with Metro where
lot would have been- of service to murmur of the possibility of a Seymour Simon.
he will team with Gene Kelly.
patrons of both their Boyd and court case against the Motion PicChicago theatres involved were
Stanley
However, ture Assn, of America, but in Lindy, owned by Elmer Bemesch;
Theatres.
Chestnut St Business Assn, mixed view of the completely voluntary Bertha owned by Ida Lasker; Mid
Sley’s plan for a parking garage nature of the Code’s structure
Town by Bernard Malits; Music Brackett Re-Elected
on that thoroughfare, and he then exhibs can’t, be forced to abide by Box by Milton Levy; and Oakley by
decided to renovate the theatre. its ratings—it’s doubtful that it Benjamin mid Albert Bartlestein.
Acad Prexy for 6 th Year
There were plenty red faces follow- will come to pass.
Latter was destroyed in an exploHollywood, July 6.
ing this announcement, since apRealistic attempt to deal with sion several months ago.
Other
For the sixth consecutive year
parently sale had been made- with- the situation is- being made in houses were John J. McFarland’s
Brackett
was elected presCharles
out inclusion of the customary Italy where the producers have set Sycamore in Sycamore, 111,; Phyllis
Academy of Motion
proscription^ against the ^building’s up a committee to screen scripts Seymour’s Glen Theatre in Glen ident of the
Sciences. MarArts
and
Picture
re-use as film house.
Talk along for taste and morality. Reasoning Ellyn, and James Butcher’s Mars
garet Herrick was returned to ofVine St. was that Sy Fabian of- in part is that the rising produc- Theatre in Wilmington,
and Loyd
executive
director
as
fice
fered Sley a fast $100,900' profit for tion investments ip French and
Wright retained as counsel. Other
the return of the Aldine, but was Italo pix require some sort of safeJohnny
were
candidates
successful
turned down.
guard since these films depend on
ALLIED AS 'CRITIC'
Green and Samuel G. Engel, veeViking
sit,
in
Rittenhouse the American take.
secretary;
B.
Powell,
Edward
pees;
Square section, was, once occupied
While this works out in theory, Its Capsules Continue Tart and
Hal Elias, assistant secretary; John
by the marble mansion of Dr. David there is comment that the overNot Always Barometric
O. Aalberg, treasurer, and Hal
Jayne, manufacturer of the patent anxious attitude on the part of
Moir, assistant treasurer.
medicine known as “Jayne’s Ex- these producers might well, affect
Minneapolis, July 6.
In addition to the officers, the
pectorant.’*
Current North Central Allied’s
the b.o. pull of their attractions by
consists of William
synthethizing the very elements bulletin “owq x^yiewing stand,” new board
Frank
that appeal " to U. S. audiences.

WB

Sea Breen

-

—

Stanley

UA

is also weighing the re-release
of “Destination Moon” and “The
Sundowners,” two properties acquired from the defunct Eagle
Lion, and the Laurence Olivier
‘
“E[enry V.”

Success of Universal’s
“The
Glenn Miller Story” caused 20th^ox to bring back a couple of pix
ieaturing the late orchestra leader
“Orchestra Wives” and “Sun
Valley Serenade.”
In addition,
20th is giving exhibs “Forever

—

Amb^r.”

“Scudda
Hoo-Scudda
Hay,” “Street With No Name” and

Valley” in a widescreen version.
In addition to the majors, GoldSelznick have been the
most active of the indies making
re-releases
available,
poth are

wyn and

.

working through states rights distribs on the oldies.
Goldwyn expects to reissue eight films, seven
of which have been selected. These
include “The Westerner” “Dead
End,” “Come and Get It” f retitled
“Roaring
Timber”).,
“Barbary
Coast” ( reitled “Port of Wickedness”), “Nana.” and “Adventures of

Marco Polo.” Selznick is teeing off
with “Duel in the Sun” and then
move into other, films on his

will

backlog slate.
Republic for a long time has
been reissuing a whole batch of
oldies, all retitled and many rescored and cut down. The retitling
gimmick seems to be gaining in
popularity. Purpose, of course, is
to give the property an aspect of
newness, although the advertising,
under Federal Trade Commission
rules, must list the original title.
Latter, however, is in small letters
and not every patron is a careful

’
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Flctiifre that in a recent italo release that tor tts Msual wispflr^g., ....
Says;.the ,reyiewin^.'^tarid': “you
Assn. ;$rexy> returned to the consequently flppped at the box*
U. S, Sunday (4)
Won’t' get iihy .DPXo^fic^ RHAPa,Edropea“ office.
and
ejfr ^EhsPtOlfc TSJ
Notion, advanced by some* that
l
combihe/d filnrhiz V^th ’ms auiit
r S, special seal tantdmpunV to a$
as President
EiseriHb'wSrSi Special “Sdult” rating should be issued by past and gone—liot dding well as a
envoy.
“No swee't boxoffice
the Breen office, is rejected as un- reissue.”

Eric ‘/Johbstd^^.Motibh
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title

switch also

is

punch up the original
hoped will be a more
commercial tagging.
is

Biz in Finland
Helsinki, June 29.
Cinemascope’s Finnish bow has.
proved to be a solid, if not a spec-

I

[

I

tacular
'

success.

Cathoart

neld
fe

Gray, John

^

Steve (is!/ Jacob H. Karp, Fred L.
Metzfer, Francis D. Lyon, William.
’A.Vtiopi'Sol C. Siegel, Teet Carle,
Satfr Israel, Harry Tytle, Gordon
Sawyer and George Seaton.

“The

Robe”

wound up to fire weeks in the big
Metropol in Helsinki, and 20th'a
second ’Scoper “How to Marry a
Millionaire” scored four weeks in
mild days. The critics
reasonably helpful without
any- “raves.” Warners’ “The Command” coining up.
Two other cities of Finland have
Cinemascope, too, and the capital
will get its second 'Scoped theatre
before September.
It
will be.
Aloha, biggest in town.
3-D here is dead and buried. It
never even really got started. All
three 3-D pix that were released
Helsinki
were considerable
in
flops, and the rest of the originally
stereo-lensed
films
which have
reached Finnish screens have been
shown as flatties.
spite of first

were

.

There was a striking instance ,q£

The

observer.
aimed to

with what

Way

B&K

Eric Johnston in N.Y.

.

“Cry of the City.” Two reissues
are down for this month, but they
haven’t been announced as yet.
Company is also Weighing the rerelease of “How Green Was My

WB

’

Moclair

With

Head Man at Roxy
House Mgr.

Miller as

William J. Moclair, long an asmanager at the N.Y. Roxy
Theatre, was appointed managing
director last week by Charles P.
Skouras, National Theatres prexy.
At the same time, another vet assistant at the house, William L.

sistant

Latter hold music With JOHNNY GUITAR.”
due to report today practical by others.
Miller, was promoted to house
(wed.) to the
O’Donnell’s English Quickie
board on the that the only way such a system “The public may want
manager under Moclair.
Dallas, July 6.
results of his Italian' and French could be effective would be via FACES, but it is not acting as
J
Moclair has been at the Roxy
R. J. O’Donnell, veepee and gennegotiations. In Rome, he signed legislation to enforce the adult though it does.”
for more than 16 years. He had
a new film
Interstate
the
Re “Johnny Gultat,” the picture eral manager of
accord. In Paris, he tied character of audiences going to see
* loos ends of the French ac- such pix. Exhib reaction to hav- is in its third week here and second Theatre Circuit planed on Wednes- been named acting managing di5
rector after Dick Dickson resigned
coi a and
discussed the threatened ing “adult” tags \ hasn’t been too in St. Paul after chalking up good day (30) to England on a biz trip.
a couple of months ago.
turnover tax.
He will fly back in 10 days.
Cities.
1 grosses in both of the Twin
favorable.^
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London! June 29*
Tfie First Int&nattantll Festival
Films wilt be held
Advertising
of
in .Venice September 25-28 during
there. Function
ad
conference
an
is being organized by the recently
.

y
London;' July <5.
Sir David Griffiths, Cinematograph Renters Society 'prexyV hAs
agreed to go to the Board Of Trade
with the CiAematograpH Exhibitors
Assn., for an answer to the breakfigure dispute. f.
;
i
Replying to a proposer by John
Davis, J. Arthur Rank topper, at
the recent CEA general meeting
Griffiths said the' KRS already had
offered, hut the' CEA v had not
accepted the suggestion to go to
the'BOT together He quotes in
support a report of the four asso-

formed International Screen Advertising Services^ Although I$AS
cob-,
Franco-German .Distrib •
A
Mexico’s Cimex Pays
limits membership- to one advertistrol the activities of nonprofitmaking
film maker in each country, the.
Outlet Set For' Paris
$638,000 for 51 Films
ing companies was talked out in
fete will be open to air producers.
Paris.June.29^
Mexico Gity, June 29,
Emulating other, international
the House of Commons on June 2
A* Franco-German film distribuBiggest recent buy of Mexican junkets, the ad film-makers fest
been
after Tennent Productions, Ltd., plx, that of $638,000 for 51 films
set up here in
has
outlet
tion
will award a prize for the best film
the French distnh
H. M. Tennent, Ltd., and Hugh from Manuel Espinosa Iglesias,
with trophies for spec- a deal between
Beaumont, who runs both organiza- who with his brother, Ernesto, oper- submitted,
(Union General CinematoU.GtC.
ified categories.
tions, had been mentioned in con- ates a large cinema chain-distributhe German Real
The U. S, company in the ISAS graphlque) and
nection with suggestions of a the- tion exchange here and in many
Film of Hamburg. -U. G. C, is the
is the Alexander- Film Corp.
"racket.”
atrical entertainments tax
offshoot of the early UFA French
parts of Mexico, was decided upon
support,
government
Refusing
outlet which became Continental
by the board of Cimex, which the
John Boyd-Carpenter, Financial government recently organized to
Film during the Occupation. It was
Secretary* to the Treasury, prom- distribute Mexican product in the
a partly governmental and privateised to watch the working Of tax U. S. and in. Canada, Alaska,
ly run' company after tlie war.
concessions to. non-profitmakin r Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia.
New organization will be called
companies and that action would Deal brings the total number of
Connexfilm and will headquarter
be taken if serious abuses arose. films Cimex now controls to 73.
It will be run by
in ‘Hamburg.
Woodrow Wyatt, Labor M.P.; who
Payment will be made in twb
'Holiday’
Richard Ehrt, formerly of Pallasasked, for a second reading for a equal annual installments. It will
Production
Film in Frankfurt,
bill to curb Beaumont’s activities be by the trade’s own bank and the
Tokyo, June 29.
also will probably be a part. of this
(by preventing him from running government's fiscal agency* the
’‘Roman Holiday” (Par), sensa- setup, with more Franco-German
both firms), said theatrical per- Nacional Financiera.
tional grosser in roadshows here coproductions in the offing.
sonalities, which included mem(it broke the all-time house record
bers from the Society of West End
at Tokyo’s Hibiya with a May total
Theatre Managers, who supported
of over $100,000), has moved into
the bill, had asked that their
second-runs throughout the counnames be kept secret. Stating Beautry. It got off to an unusual pubmont had built up "what is probwhen masses were
licity break
ably t’ o greatest theatrical emheld in a Kokura, Kyushu, temple
London, July
private member’s bill to
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Prod. Assn. Asks

pire seen in London during this
century.” Wyatt stated cases had
attention
his
been, brought *to
where actors and actresses who
had fallen foul of the companies
had been told they would not get

for

other West End parts, which they
had subsequently found difficult
because "agents were afraid to
deal with them.” Under the 1946
non-prof itmaking
Act,
Finance
theatrical companies, with a partmight be
purpose,
educational
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entertainmen

-

exempted from
TAAnont Productions,
DmHnnhnnc
Tennent
under this heading^
Tennent, Ltd.,

is
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repose

of

the

“tortured

Deadline on Eady
London, July’ 6.
Trade has set an
end of July dateliri* for an industry settlement on the future of the
If no agreement is
Eady levy.
reached by July, it will Introduce

The Board

(

tion

,

concern.

as

^he principal

medium

In View of the Parliamentary redue at the end of the month,
the statutory scheme would not
come into effect for some weeks. In
consequence, the Board of Trade
would expect the industry to con
tinue the levy on a voluntary

of so honored.

communication

and

mass

British Actors Equity letter for
June, stating there are many in
the profession who are not clear, their power to free international
about the present position of ‘‘this trade in films by reducing and
most powerful section of the Brit- eventually removing fiscal and Soviet Countries Send
ish theatre,” gives a summary of quota restrictions on the importathe origins of these producing tion -and distribution of foreign
Pix to Locarno Fete;
companies.
pix, This would be urged where
this can be done without injury
Yank Entries Yet
to the essential economic interests
Sound Projection In
of the countries concerned.
Zurich, June 29.„
At the Locarno confab, the
This year’s eighth Locarno Film
Federation also will be asked to Festival, July 1-11, will include
Theatres to Cost
oppose the creation or mainten- selections
from Czechoslovakia,
ance of any barrier to the free Hungary, Poland, the Eastern Zone
$1,260,000; Net Ups negotiation,
collective or otherwise, of Germany and as the Soviet
London, June 29.
distributors Union.
between producers,
The following pix from
distribution these countries have been anexhibitors
of
Associated British Picture Corp. and
charges, film rentals and all other nounced: “In the Forest of the Kois to transfer $1,260,000 to a deconstructual conditions concerned bez Falcons” (documentary) and
velopment reserve in connection
with the exploitation of films.
"Lieutenant of Rakoczi” (Hunwith the expenditure for equiping
gary), both in color; "There’s Danc-

basis.

3 Yank

Films, 1 French

Pic

Amsterdam

profit

at
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Wessely starrer, "The. Light of here first-run at the Flora
tiations
between the
owners and the Assn, of Cine Tech- Love”; Spain by "Cabaret”; West- eight at the Rialto. The boxoffice
to
ern Germany by "A Woman of To- results for Holland as a Whole
return
nicians, ’following the
work after the recent lab shut day,” starring Luise Ullrich, among were phenomenal.
the
others, "and Mexico will send "ReBut
down, has been concluded.
"Roman Holiday” takes a second
major issue of increased wages is porta je” by Emilio Fernandez and pi acB w i t h five weeks at the
“T.a
T1 nc rwn Viaja
Vioia An
Hu
i-i
a
i
a
arbitration.
La Ilusion
Tran via” by
en Trontria**
to be referred to
Tuschinski, Amsterdam, a rare exAgreement already reached pro- Luis Bunuel.
ception. "The Glenh Miller Story”
livvides that the present cost of
No definite entries are an- got three weeks in the Amsterdam
ing bonus of $4.30 weekly is to be nounced yet from the U. S., Italy, Tuschinski and was switched over
consolidated with the basic rate. Great Britain and India. Inciden- to the Roxy where it has passed it's
This will give night workers a pay tally, the Locarno Fete recently seventh week.
hike of just over $2 weekly. It will was recognized as official by the
There were, however, also sevalso affect overtime rates. Lab em- Swiss Federal Government, a dis- eral
disappointments from
the
ployees with 10 or more years tinction it has been denied in pre- American point-of-view.
The reservice will get three weeks annual viOus years.
lease of “Quo Vadis” (M-G) did not
holiday instead of two. Transport
come up to hopes. Pictures like
drivers, who have ,te eat in public
"Houdini” (Par), "Beat the Devil”
OLDEST THEATRE IN WORLD
restaurants
because their work
(UA), "Great Caruso” (M-G) and
takes them too far away from their
"Prisoner of Zenda” (M-G) were
canteens, are to be given food al- House Opened in 1791 on Danube not much above normal level.
Still in Operation
laboratory
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Army Show, Nearing
j

4-Year Mark, to Close

j

London, June

29.

army comedy,

skedded to
fold July 24 at the Whitehall Theatre after a run of four weeks
short of four years. That will jtist
eclipse the mark set by its Naval
contemporary, "Seagulls Over Sor-

from

the reference to
arbitration of the wage demands,
the tribunal also will act on. a
union claim for a 40-hour working

week. Both sides have agreed to

j

"Reluctant Heroes,” Colin Morris*

ciations

were committed.

VistaVision lauded

CEA

By

Expert as Basis

Fur Future Standards
Harrogate, Eng., June

29.

Dr. Leslie Knopp, technical ex-

jority of cinemas, not only in Great
Britain but also abroad* could accept it quite easily. Secondly, the
scope of the picture was far and
above superior to any system.

Knopp said he could see no future whatever for -the four-track
magnetic sound, "which as far as
I can gather hks no public appeal
*
Whatever. I do not see why the
expenditure
of
thousands
of
and pounds is called for in the altera-

lowances.

Brit.

.

.2

•

1

*,,1,

1

{

for

in 1953.

Thirdly, it did not fall upon the
Amsterdam, June 29.
exhib to make any substantial capFour pictures have been out- ital expenditure.

j

Trading

committee meeting

He challenges Davis to" bring
evidence^ supporting his statement
that "certain members of the KRS
were attempting to get the CEA
into the position of being the people who stopped the Eady scheme
from operating.” He also asks how
some members, of the KRS could
attempt maneuvering the CEA into
the position of breaking their
signed agreement With the government, particularly since, he says,
the four trade associations last
November signed guarantees to the
government regarding a three-year
continuance of the Eady fund, upon
Which guarantee, the BOT prez
rescinded his plan of asking Parliament for a statutory scheme for
the British film production fund.
KRS topper said he supported
those members of the CEA who
believed the break-figure problem
to be an industrial problem between the KRS and CEA, and not
tied to the continuance of the production fund to which all four asso-

pert of the British Cinematograph

'

ing

Lab Owners, ACT Make

made when revealed the company
intends to recommend a final divi-

ahead of last year’s
$407,502
Interest
$5,789,772.
figure
of
on fixed charges was $311,788
as against $327,200 a year ago. Net
providing for all
profit,
after
charges, was $1,582,795 as com
pared with $1,394,616 for the previous year*
The statement reveals that as
a result of further progress towards. the settlement of deferred
repairs and the excess purchase
tax liabilities, a further sum of
$700,000 has been released from
the provisions for taxation.

clations

last four
Warsaw” (Poland) and a standing grossers in the ones
and
u., months, three American
P PP P
5
8
-(20th)
Robe"
“The
one
French
pic.
tw t™JL
Jiri
lrnxa.
(Par), "Glenn
Holiday”
"Roman
Labor
Row
Progress in
France will .be represented by Miller Story” (U) and "Les ComIlA mitM
A AM rth AMfl ^ m
C A«F
Dames
and "The SavGet Along”
London, June 29.
pagnes de la Nuit” were the b.o
First stage of the resumed nego- age Fruits”; Austria by the Paula winners.
"Robe” last .1.2 Weeks

new projection and
sound systems. Announcement was

theatres with

as last year.

.

.

-

ABPC

same

..

.

The four major trade associa- Exhibitors Assn,, told exhibs in
due to meet in London conference here that’ it was his
tomorrow (Wed.), having already "considered opinion” that the
had two other sessions in the past VistaVision system of presentation
week. A concerted effort will be would form the basis of future
made to move towards a settlement standards. He based his claims on
and thus avert the threat of more three things. First, the screen asgovernment legislation.
pect ratio was such that the ma-

.

dend of 129© on common stock at
the annual meeting July 28. With
the interim divvy already paid, this
makes a total distribution of 209c,
for the year ended March 31 or the

'

tions are

No

New

*

.

cess,

"Holiday” grossed nearly $40,entertainment. The member bodies 000 on roadshow dates throughout
will be urged to do everything in the country.

mass

of

a draft plan for a statutory levy
which will take into account the
extra coin coming to the 'industry
via the recent entertainment tax
concession.

.

i

g

the

locks” which have been shorn
from the heads of Nipponese misses
London, June 29.
The International Federation of in emulation of the shaggy Audrey
Film Producers Assns. will be Hepburn hair-do.
It is a custom in Japan to hold
urged, at its annual session in
Locarno next month, to intensify Buddhist memorial services for the
efforts to abolish unnecessary re- rest of the souls of. all animate
strictions on international trade in an inanimate things which have
films. Decision was taken by the had to" be sacrificed for the happiadministrative council at a meet ness of mankind. Services are frequently held for flies that have
ing in Stockholm.
«
swatted, needles that are
to
VU been
V* 111 be
MC advised
au V
The
1I1C ACUCTLaVlUll
federation will
which
will insure broken and fish and livestock that
ursue
policy
a
^
p
T.
eaten, but this is the first
has
been
maximum development
throughout the world of produc- time that locks of hair have been

:

•

acce P* th e arbitration findings,

is

*
j

Must

Kill’

Liked But

I

Dubious London Entry

tion of straightforward optical re-

cording.”

Asked

give

advice

smaller exhibitor.

Knopp

to'

to

the

said: "I

have so far preached caution because I don't desire to be responsible for the recommendation of any
expenditure on individual equip-

ment or the
expenditure
basis.

like unless the capital
is

made on longterm

As the technical

stage of
the industry is developing, it seems
to me that a picture of 1.85 : 1 will
be the maximum for any small
hall, and “the producers are so
framing that picture that it can he
cut to less than that 1.65:l-^-without unduly cropping the interest
portion of the picture.

—

"To present a. picture of that
calls upon the exhibitor to

ratio

Elstree Studios Back
Vienna, June 29.
The small town Grein on the
To Pix With ‘Dorothy’
Danube claims to be operating the
London, June 29.
oldest theatre in- the world. It Is
The national studios of Elstree,
located in what is today a part of
which were leased by Qpuglas Faircity hall. The building was erected
banks Jr. for the past year for

make no more

capital expenditure!

than the provision, of a suitable
screen for jjiis hall, with perhaps
new arc lamps and rectifiers if he
cannot light it properly No further expenditure of anamorphic
pro- lenses is called for or justified.”

and opened with a thriller, duction of his telepix
series
"The Orphan in the Count’s Cof- NBC, are to revert to normal for
picfin,” Jan. 13, 1791. The still existture film-making at the end of
ing program does not mention the
June.
in 1790

author, mercljP stating that/' the;
London, July 6.
rento.”
Dulde Gray and Michaei Deni- audience will witness in horror
From its London presentation sbn star in the new comedy-thriller, what this poor, orphan had to go
and provincial tours, play netted We Must Kill Toni,” by Ian Stuart through.
"Sperr Sitze” (locker seats), for
$1,188,292, plus $840,000 from the Black, which tried out at the Westfilm version. At the Whitehall, the minster last week (29). Directed by regular subscribers, are still in
play was seen by 823,444 people, Norman Marshall, play is amusing use. Present owners have the same,
and $140,000 was paid out in en- to a point, but unsatisfactory in keys their forefathers used over
160 years ago.
tertainment tax. This is a triumph development.
for Brian Rix,. Britain's youngest
Although warmly received, it is
The management points out that
producer, and the author, who unlikely to prove a ‘/slayer” during Paula Wessely, Austrian film star,
wrote the. opus while a soldier.
the summer season.
began her career in Grein. ~
;

’

:
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Lenslng starts June 28 ona screen
version of
Roger MacDoqgall’s
stage hit, "To Dorothy a Son,” with
Shelley Winters in the starring role
created in legit by Yolande Donlan.
Production is sponsored by
Welberik Films; a Sydney Box company, with Reter .Rogers as pro-

1

.

Bowden

to Reorganize
Williamson U.S. Setup

«
Sydney, June 29.
Harold Bowden, general manager
C. Willia“nison major legit loop,
has planed to New York to reorganize the N.Y. office, following
the .death of Dorothy Stewart, Williamson’s longtime U.S. rep.
.

J.

Rowdeh also will looksee the
ducer, iVturlel Box will direct and
his
co-starring roics will be, played bY legit and concept, fields during
stay
for talent buys for his Down
Peggy Cummins arid John GregUnder legit chain in 1955.
son.
&

-

$

*VAJMtTY'i LONDON; OFF 1C

INTERNATIONAL

Trafalgar Square

ft.-Mt rtf***
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Polite Chileans
Santiago, Chile, June 29;

•

French

pic,.
"The* RespectfuP
is on a run at. the Rex,
former 'Paramount distrib Benito del Villar. Foreword
on this Spanish subtitled version
of the Sartre opus states film was
not intended “to offend a friendly
country,” meaning the U.S.
To further attempt to take the
sting out tof the lynching angle/was

Prostitute,”

owned

toy

•

V

Park, June 29.,
V'London, July 8.
Although 50% of their pro*
Actor-manager setup is becom•
Paris
legit
for
comes
from overducers’
return
policy
pop
a
ing
Supplanting Old
170 Cinemas in Brit
seas markets* the earnings of Brithouses, and nett season will see
star
under
pictures
in
United
conish
the
States
theatres
more
two
News With live’ Shows the statement that the original
< Set for VistaVision are
“more than disappointing.”
trol. Elvire Popesco has Athenee,
frdeath
until
his
This
is
Viewpoint
June
the
of
John
home,
London,
29,
July
6.
Jouvet's
London.
Louis
play played oh Broadway” for two
To improve the service, the BBC years.
Davis*, managing director of the J.
in 1951, and has. already played
Following the announcement last
earlier
is
Tele
Organization,
shutting
down
its
Arthur
Rank
„in
banner
Newsreel
an
own
her
under
there
week that" all J. Arthur Rank pro- article entitled “Efficiency and
this year, when she moved her hit Friday (2), replacing it with the
ductions made after; August will Economy in Films,” published in
revival of Jacques Deval’s “Tovar- new “live’'' programs operating
be in the new VistaVision process. the Financial Times’ annual review
ich” in tq finish its run under her from Monday (5), Preparations for
the $140,000 “News in Vision,”
of British industry.
v
Own roof.
it is revealed that between 160-170
After expressing the opinion
picture houses in this group alAthenee is currently tenanting which is Under the personal super
Vision
BBC
Sir
of
Director-General
that* basically films are internavehicle,
the
ready have been equipped for
Robert Lamoureux star
new medium. Earl St. John, exec tional and have to compete on
“Hard Way," new click by Deval Ian Jacob, have been going on for
producer „for the organization, equal terms with their competitors,
which will, continue Into 1954*55 some weeks.
that
Tahu Hole, New Zealand editor
When it exits, Pope$co
states by the end of the year it is the Rank executive argued
season.
expected that the changeover will because of American domination it
comes in with the Henri JCanson of the sound news service, will toe
was found that, to^ open up the
be 100%.
adaptation of “Man Who <?ame to in charge of the new program,
screens to British pictures, investwhich will run for one hour nightly
Dinner.”
First two /subjects selected for
;
ments in overseas theatres were a
lensing In the Paramount process
Other house due for performer from 7:30-8:30. It will include mag
Paris,
July
6.
necessity. Large investments had
are “Passage Home,” the third
direction is the Bouffes-Parisiens, azihe shots and flashbacks illustratbeen made in the major Commonproduction
French
pic
of
Current
ing
the
day.
Instead
of
the
news
and
“As
co-manage
starrer,
will
Wisdom
Norman
which Jean Marais
big rise' in color Long as They’re Happy,” the Ray- wealth countries of Australia, New
with Albert Willemetz.. Marais is the usual dubbed commentary, an- plans reyeal a
Zealand, South Africa, Canada and
is
There
films.
costume
specs
and
will
It
is
hoped
nouncers
be
used.
figis
It
he
production.
rep
which
Stross
In
mond
now readying a
to build the service to take in also a swing to the public domain, ured that Par’s “White Christmas” Malaya. The present achievement
will star at the theatre beginning
daily events In Paris, Rome and with many old Gallic novels, plays will be the first in the new system of 50% returns from overseas had
in October. First item will he a
not been reached before in the his*
of
crop
the
new
stories
set
for
and
to be released here.
revival of the Jean Cocteau 1934 New York. Previously the newsreel
tory of the British industry.
Was a day late and films of current pix being planned for next season.
play, “Infernal Machine,” which he
Commenting on the earnings of
fair
boff
a
to
of
film
is
events, even in the London area, This type
is now touring in North Africa.
British films in America, John
here, but hasn’t been good
grosser
were
confined
lensed
to
those
beMoliere’s “Misanthrope” and a new
Davis
asserted that they were told
market.
U.S.
in the
i
modem play as yet unselected will fore 4:30 p.irf.
that the subject matter was not
The French have plans for an
be added to the program later.
acceptable
to the American peooffice in N.Y. In the future for
Number of Paris houses manple and they were told that the acpublicizing French pix '’since there
aged by actors is high. Yvonne
of British artists were not
cents
still is a good backlog of acceptaPrintemps has the Michpdiere,
understood. Yet a recent analysis
ble arty pix for U.S. dates, Most
where she is now starring with her
Which he made of major Hollywood
of the French costumers are not
husband, Pierre Fresnay, in “Void
films showed the extent to which
June
22,
Aires,
Buenos
not
thus
acand
to
American,
up
comedy
by
Le Jour,” nfew dramatic
Hollywood*"
was calling upon the
ceptable fare. There also will be
There is a tight difficult release services of
Jean Lasserre. Marguerite Jamois
the same British actors
the offbeater and more original situation currently confronting the
Montparnasse-Gaston
Baty;
has
and
actresses who had played in
productions this season. This type
Germaine Roger the operetta
local exhibitors, stemming from British films.
London, July 6.
of fare goes well in the U.S. as
house, Gaite-Lyrique, where she
‘When the film Is produced In
Henry StrWuss, Board of Trade well 'as the naughtier pix able to Prolonged holdovers and the takeoften stars; Mafie Morgan the
aa American studio, although the
Parliamentary
Secretary,'
refused
censors.
past
the
get
over of five deluxe, first-runs by
Saint-Georges, Mireille Perrey the
artists tell me they have had no
Comedie Wagram, Parisys the The- in the House of Commons tonight.
Cropping up again here are such legit, Cinemascope and 3-D, The special voice training, there apatre Michel and Francoise Chris- (Tues.) to sack Sam Eckman Jr., pix as “The Hunchback," an old
1,013-seat pears to be no difficulty in finding
2,300-seat Opera and
toph e the Comedie des Champs- from the Films Council because romantic play, .made previously in
public acceptability for the films in
Elysees.
Two playwrights who of his Eady levy blast. Declining 1943; “Notre Dame De Paris,” “Le Metropolitan are featuring the the American
market. I find it difmanage houses are Max Regnier, to forecast who would foe invited Courrier De Lyons,” (“Nobody’s .“Folies Bergere” and Cuevas Ballet
ficult to believe,” he added, “that
the
serve
bn
council
next
year,
to
who has the Porte Saint-Martin,
“La Tour De Nesle,”
companies from Paris. The 1,134- the tastes of the American people
Boy”.
the
BOT prexy swashbuckler; and “Le Yicomte De seat Premier has played the 3-D’er, are so'different from those in other
and Jean de Letraz, who has the Strauss said
wouldn’t regard the industry sec- Bragleonne, further adventures of
Palais-Royal.
which enjoy both British
tional
representative
unsuitable the Three Musketeers. Most of “House of Wax," while the 1,720- countries
and American films.”
solely Because he had criticized these will be expensive films, co- seat Broadway ran “Tl\e Robe.”
1,059the
Now
weeks.
ran
10
Each
another section
productions In most cases, with the
O’Brien Would Restrict
seat LuxOr (Coll, Caveri & Gatti)
Minister nixed the suggestion use of the top technical and theshas signed with Italsud to show
that the council should comprise pian -names here. Pierre Brasseur
Yank Fix Import Unless only. British subjects, adding that will play in “Nesle,” Maurice Che- Italian pictures exclusively until Film Affairs in France
the middle of 1955. This results
the constitution called for repre- valier is to be in “Nobody’s Boy,”
Minister As
Under
from a split between the partners
U.S, Unions Back
sentatives "from every section of Dawn Addams -in “Bragelonne”
of that, circuit.
the industry.
and Jean Marais in “Courrier,”
London, July 6.
Old Cabinet Moves Out
This situation has forced AmerEckman, Metro topper in BritA warning that he might, be
Many other bidies will get re- ican distributors to book into
Paris, July 6.
forced to persuade the government ain and doyen of the U.S. colony, ;ewed in this latest trend. Marais
minor, less centrally located secRecent cabinet, changes have
to restrict the importation of U„ S. recently had administered a sharp has just finished another “Count of
ond-run or moveover houses, even brought new men into ministerial
“QarolinC
Monte
Cristo.”
Cherie”
films was contained in a cable sent rebuke to Sir Henry L. French,
for the release of their better ma- posts, with new officers taking over
last Wed, (30) by Tom O’Brien, director general. "-of the British -gets a thira sequel iq_“Son of Carterial. “Botany Bay,” for instance, several official film chores here.
MJP. and general secretary of the Film Producers Assn., because of oline Cherie.” It doesn’t have the
had to be released by Paramount Cinema is still under the sway of
National Assn, of Theatrical and the BFPA claim for extra coin for pulchritude of Martine Carol this
day-date at the lJL50-seat Renaci- the Ministry of Industry and ComKihe Employees, to Delph Thomas, the Eady subsidy. Eckman’s blast, time because she has graduated to miento
and the 600-seaters, Paris
Hollywood AFL films Council particularly his summation that big time costumers as “Lucrecia and Dllecto. Last two are far from, merce, with Maurice Bourges-Manoury replacing Jean-Marie Louvel
chairman.
“in other words, American films Borgia/* “Madame Du Barry” and being top houses. This is detrias head here. He has not yet apO’Brien said the council’s policy make Eady possible, pay heavily “Nana.”
mental to grosses.
pointed a successor for Ambeise
would compel his union to adopt for the privilege and face only the
Sacha Guitry has begun his bigDespite all this, local producers Roux, who was the 'chief liaison
severq retaliatory measures -If U. S, prospect of losses as Eady gains budgeted “Napoleon.” There “are
film interests. Radio and telcontend
distributors
with
that
foreign
labor boycotts British-made tele- ground,” brought sharp replies also remakes of “The Thousand
also come under his
pix. Also that British projectionists from BFPA and John Davis, m.d. And One Nights,” “Michael Strog- are grabbing the playing time from evision may
pressured
aegis
them.
They
the
as well as possibly censorship
have
might refuse to show American tv of the J. Arthur Rank Organiza- off” of Jules Verne, Alphone Dauand feature films which ‘‘will re- tion. However, Eckman merely det’s (“Letters From My Mill,”) Entertainment Board recently into and newsreels, which heretofore
slowing up issue of release permits, have been under the Ministry of
sult in widespread unemployment reiterated
his points, clarifying adapted and directed by Marcel
not only on American, but on all State in the Information Departamong film workers in Hollywood his views so that his opposition Pagnol.
foreign films.
ment.
and could easily lead to European would know where he stood.
Color pix based on the Gay Paree
Bourges-Manoury is a 40-yearAbout % 20 native pictures are
antagonisms against you.”
of the ’90’s include such films as
old minister who has had a long
probiit
the
awaiting
release,
now
stating that he appreciates and
“La Belle Orterfo ” “C’Est La Vie ducers are really hanging back political background, serving variunderstands the council’s appre- HILTON
Parisienne
“Mademoiselle Pig- (while ostensibly grumbling) in ex- ous branches of government from
hension “tout deplores the methods
alle,” “Folies-Bergere” “Les Femimproved grosses finance to budget. This is expected
pectation
of
adopted to solving the problem,
mes Pirates.”
once the effects of the recent in- to give him a clear industrial viewO’Brien adds he intends to visit
point of film difficulties here. No
Dublin, June 29.
dustrial strikes have worn off.
Hollywood in August and is ready
It is also pointed out that the future policyatoas been Outlined as
Hilton Edwards has announced
to meet’ the council for frank disLONGHAIR FILM FETE
public
amply demonstrated an yet. Jacques Flaud still stays on
cussions.
In the meantime, he that he will produce the latest play
Ability and willingness to pay more ah head of the government-conasked that the campaign be sus- by Abbey playwright Lennox Rob(AUSSIE) for special attractions. C’Scope trolled Centre National Du Cinpended and threats withdrawn in
inson, “Tne Demon Lover,” but
and 3-D grosses ^are proof of this ema.
the
“interests
of
international
Sydney, June 29.
Henri Frenay, a former minister,
since at a scale of $2, they have
not at the Abbey which has conamity.”
This Aussie city, rated the “New grossed around $500,000. between has accepted the job of head of
sistently produced Robinson plays York of the Pacific,” is currently
Syndicat of Film Producers
The
them in 8 weeks.
since 1908. Production will be at holding its first film festival. Feshere. This indicates that this SynSouth
tival*
sponsored
by
the
New
has undergone a transformadicat
which
does
not
usually
preGaiety,
Soble Wants Wallace’s
tion since its break with the other
sent what are classed here as “Ab- Wales state government, the City Belgium Nitery Dates
of Sydney and the Sydney Univerfilms setup under the Confedera‘Frog’ for H’wood Bowl bey plays.” Robinson, a former sity, provides a treat for the local
tion of Cinema. Another appointNext on Eckstine Tour ment is that of Joseph Lanet as
producer and manager of the Ab- longhairs over a three-day span
London, June 29.
.Lee Soble is reported to have bey, remains on the Abbey Thea- with a $3 top. Committee now
Edinburgh, J uly 6;
head of Technical Information unoffered $19,600 plus transportation
annual
Billy Eckstine, skedded for nitery der the State Department. Lanet
tre board; and no reason was given plans to make the show an
and accommodations for the reevent.
dates in Belgium July 24 and 25. is an old hand on the film scene
cent society production of the Ed- for the production of his play at
from planes back to the U.S. about July and his new job will give him
obtained
Product,
gar Wallace thriller, “The Frog,” another theatrepowers.
ev.ery .market, with foreign fare 28. He opens a two-week stint at greater
adapted for tfm .stage by Ian. Hay,
However, the Abbey has .heavy predominating^ Many pix never .the Mapes Hotel, Reno, Nevada,
anch presented* at the’ Invalid Chil- backlog of plays by new writers
4 f
wi,U,go intp,regular cinema release 'JJNijg. .12, prior to a three-week run
Eagle Escapes, Work
.oreps’ Assp. benefit, ;Prin<jess Mar-- listed for production and the. Gal;
at the Fairmoutit Hotpl, San Franherj?.
garet
c6iStredt6F ‘of the ven- ety was known to, be “open” fo'r’
cisco.
Vienna Pic Halted
ture (Which wasi staged for three .about three weeks this summer;
Singer is inked for three weeks
Vienna, June 29.
at Fest
Byron *
Performances at* the Fortune Thea- hence, importation of the Robinson
in
Vegas
at the Sands Hotel, Las
Because “Wip.” the tamed eagle
tre last month. It netted
Glasgow, June 22.
$28,000 play pleases everybody. The Aboff on a being used, escaped, work on the
then
tees
October,
and
despite general panning by the bey is temporarily, shuttered for
Gateway Theatre Co., EdinlO-w^ek concert tour of the U.S. film, “Hubertus,” had to be stopped
cnx,
^
the holidays, reopening July 5 with burgh, will produce the little- in November. A return trek to
temporarily. Producer hopes that
hopes to put the show on one week of Jack McCann’s “Twen- known lyric drama, “Cain,” by
Europe is likely in 1955.
the bird will return after the
at the Hollywood
forthcoming
at
the
Byron,
Lord
moving
Bowl and donate ty Years A’Wooing” before
juve
mating season.
strong
With exceptionally
oceeds to the same Charity. on to the new tragedy by J. M. Edinburgh International Festival,
Ai? ?!'
Pic relates the adventures Of a
interest, Eckstine played to top
11
de P en ds an whether he Dpody, “Knpcknavain,” and com- with John Young directing.
I/
hunter in the Styrian woods, and
Glas
could get the complete top register edy by Bryan Guinness (Lord
Piece will be played in St. biz a,t the Empire theatres in
the.*eagle plays an important part.
Edinburgh.
gow
and
Cathedral*
Giles
>
Moyne).
'
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'

.

,

.
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EDWARDS’ NEW
PLAY NOT FOR ABBEY

FOR SYDNEY
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PICTURES

From Last

Paris Film Grosses Dip

in Provinces

Year But Beaucoup
June

Paris,,

29.

A general survey of film grosses
here for the^urrejit 1953-54 fiscal
season shows that receipts are off
slightly

from 1952-53 Paris

Order Disney Foe Pat

take,

but are higher in provincial key
four
cities, Of the six toppers,

Up

Call Off Suit

65G Bond or

Los Angeles, July 6.
which slightly
Clement J. Melancon was oru
security
dents that old adage about a good dered to post a $65,000
French film always outgrossing a bond by July 13 if he intends to
suit
stockholder
s
his
continue
fi0 od foreign pic.
However it is true that the U.S.* against Walt Disney Productions
Suit, protestspecial j n Superior Court.
hit? crossers were rather
Cin- i n g the amount of Walt Disney and
cases which benefited from
emaScone and word-of-mouth, demanding an accounting, was
Breakdown has 18 pix topping the originally filed last June
the^better
Judge Arnold Praegqr originally
$150,000 take. Six are in
ordered Melancon to post the bond
than $300,000 category while
were in the $150,000 to $300,000 as December, ruling that there
classification. In the provinces, 15 was n0 reasonable probability that
mark. pr0 secution of the suit would benepix hit the more than $45,000
U.S.‘ pictures

were

,

^

j

j.

high)
In Paris topper (an all-time

execs say that they have an understanding with the French that the
funds wouldn't be applied to such
a purpose.
As for the deal affecting the indies in France, MPEA denies the
charge, maintaining that most of
the indie product is handled by
the majors anyway and that remittance concessions granted by the
French apply equally to all.
Said Arnall’s letter: “We strongly feel that if the theory of subsidy
payments spreads, as it inevitably,
will if approved by 'the Dept, of
State, American nationals doing
motion picture business in foreign
countries will be restricted and
restrained, and will be required to
pay a* price for permission to engage in foreign trade and comWe have long -felt that
merce.
such a program is antagonistic to
the enunciated policies Of the Dept,
of State. We have always believed
that our State Dept, is ready and
willing to use its great influence
in behalf of American business so
that it will receive fair and just
treatment in export trade and hot
be forced to pay tribute for the

jjj.
the company or the stockholdGuitry costume^ ers
In a separate action in the
business
Told
of- doing
Were
Versailles
gta t e Supreme Courts Melancon privilege
tinter, “If
contended that the security statute •abroad.”
To Me.” It hit socko $822,000 in 24It
houses.
while
that,
three
overtold
in
was
but
was
Dulles
waS unconstitutional,
weeks first fun
other ruled>
had in the past agreed with
then held first-run status at
eventuwill
undesirability
Pic
the
SIMPP regarding
important houses.
gross in
ally hit a nearly $2,000,000
of subsidies, the Assn, had informed ATnall some months ago
France alone. Next was the Robe
big
Script
(20th), which on the heels of a
that monetary payments Would be
publicity selling of “Scope,” had
made to' the French “solely ‘as a
Continued from page S
a
SIMPP
matter of expediency.”
the added advantage of its being
weeks
14
"In
coin;
forand
0 f using up frozen
French invention.
said it had been able to secure a
two houses it did $486,000. Next e ig n production costs are still copy of the' French agreement.
SIMPP has been outspoken in it*
was “Here To Eternity” * Col) with cheaper, taking into account that
18 weeks at three houses and $411,- this eliminates the need for build opposition to MPEA’s Italian deals
true
ing expensive props. It's also
000.
inasmuch as they included subsidy
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) was next that production facilities abroad payments to the Italo industry. The
for
houses
three
in
Labs
are improving all the time.
with 21 weeks
rtew Italo agreement executed by
pic, capable of handling color rushes,
Johnston drops the subsidy provihefty $393,000. John Huston
considered
(UA),
“Moulin Rouge”
etc ^ aiso are increasing
Arnall has been active in
sions.
with
a British quota pic, was sixth
He
are a couple of the films protesting the Italian Films Export
Com$354,000.
shot (or to be lensed) wholly or setup with the Federal Trade
Of the next batch of 12 grossers partially abroad: 20th— “Untamed” mission.
or
French
were
nine
in Pans,
‘‘Garden of Evil
Africa)
Africd
(g
French coproductions. Three U.o.

was the

Sacha

,

MPEA

s

Foreign

’

•

4

:

M

.

^

grossers in this batch were “Roman
Holiday” (Par) which in 28 weeks
at five houses garnered a neat
(RKO),
“Peter- Pan”
$246,000;
which in six weeks at two houses
pulled a neat $195,000 and Sangaree” (Par), as first widescreen
3-D'er, made a 10-week run at two
bouses for $162,000.
Of the French pix, some seven
rs weje ,®oof the nine top
productions which belies
^
alamag^nst
of
cry
recent
Flaud s
n
this type of P r °
or
characters
national and grossing

^°^

^^

tics of pix.

,

.

below the $150,000 category includ
17”
ing “Shane” (Par), “Stalag
(Par), “Genevieve” (U), “Madame
”, “Night Companions,” “La
De
Route Napoleon” and “Salome”
.

.

(Col). Latter did not reach expectstions.

(Mexico), “The Racers” (Italy)
River of No Return” (Canada)
“Alexander the Great” (India)
(Holland)
“Betrayed”
Metro
Valley of the Kings” (Egypt)

—

$400,000,000 Splunge
Continued from page 1

'

The Paris Story” (France). War

—

case of

some companies, production

Troy” coin output will be nearly double
'Italy),
“Land of the Pharaohs” that of last year. In nearly every
(Britain); instance programs will cost more.
(Egypt), “Moby Dick
At no period in the history o
Paramount "To Catch a Thief”
(France)
The Ten Command- the screen have so many high-cost
ments (Egypt), “Secret of the In- films been in work, with the average, of course, now larger due to
(Peruvian And'
cas”
Artists_“BlajCk p r i nC e” (Britain). increased costs. Warners, for in
And the indies via United Artists stance, has announced it is spend
_.*Man with a Million” (Brit ing $6,000,000 on “Helen of Troy.”
Paramount’s production outlay
ain).
(Italy),
“Vera
“Othello”
will be „ in the neighborhodtl 0;
“^S'of
SSi"
(France),
“The Purple Plain” $35,000,000, with this figure pos“Barefoot
Contessa” sibly upped. Example of how the
( Ceylon )
(Italy). Columbia
“Joseph & His tide here is turning is Pine-Thomas
Brethren”
(Egypt),
“Prize
of alone embarking upon a $6,000,000
Gold”
(Germany), “Fire Over program of four pictures this sum
Morocco), mer, approximately double the cos
of its annual program formerly.
‘Cockleshell Heroes”
Frajioe )
United Artists, which is leaning
more and more toward big-name
pictures, will have a program of
films amounting to between $30,Arnall Charges
000,000 and $35,000,000 during the
next year, company announced.

ner

Bros.

“Helen

—

of.

?'

LAWRENCE WATERS
DOOMING 3 THEATRES
Ottawa, July

The
power

St.

6.

££

<=),

—

,

the river banks for 16 miles in the
international rapids section be

tween Cornwall and Prescott, Ont.,
and Massena and Ogdensburg,
N.Y., will drown out at least three
filmers: at Morrisburg and CardiOnt., and Waddington, N.Y.
Also to go is the old Music Hall at
Morrisburg, used only as a banquet
hall in recent years but for nearly
half a century a busy legiter,
nal,

Civic

officials

in

towns to be

Continued from page 4

:

Lawrence seaway and

project, scheduled to flood

;

approbation and approval of the

Department of State and whether
they are in line with the general

economic and foreign policies of
our government.”

SIMPP’s

make

letter asked the Dept,

thorough study of the
subsidy question and it asked that
“if it be found that the so-called
French-MPEA film agreement is
violative of the policy or law of
the" United States, it should be
abrogated and set aside.”’ Arnall
offered to come to Washington to
discuss the matter with Dulles or
to

a

ayected by ooding are currently
mulling prospects of future mu- Dept, officials,
The French agreement, signed
including
developments,
nicipal
setting up of a single community recently in Paris by Johnston after
composed of a number of places hanging fire for some eight months,
to be wiped out by the develop- reportedly provides for the turn
ment. The new town will include a ing over to the French of about
good-sized theatre in its plans, it $250,000, the coin being earmarked
for the promotion of French pix
is expected.
Meantime, with actual demoli abroad. Money is part of a $750,not 000 reserve fund set up by the
of
the
communities
tion
planned for at least five years, Americans in France under the last
theatres in five towns are looking French deal which expired June
forward to upped business through 31, 1953.
Denials Made
influx of workers and hangers-on.
MPEA in N. Y. insists the arAt the moment plans call for 15,000 people to be employed on the rangement doesn’t constitute a
project expected to tak^ nearly 10 subsidy, the coin going to the
Fre/ich government and not—as
years to complete.

was the case in prior Italian deals
the French industry.
Thus

—to

Academy’s Shorts Comm.
Hollywood, July 6.
Academy of Motion Picture 'Arts
and Sciences has new executive
committee for the Short Subjects
branch, with Hal Elias as chairman.
Other committee members are
John Burton, William Garity,
Cedric Francis and Harry Tytle.

•

known

MPEA

sees it as a settlement of a
debt.
It’s ascertained that
didnt’ consult the State Dept, before making the French arrange-

MPEA

ments.
It’s understood further that there
is no written clause in the agree-

ment

to

ing the

keep the French from us-

money

films in the U.

to
S’.

distribute

However,

the

MPEA

quantity, since

START SOUND TRACK

no films have

.

.

ture in the Todd-AO. process is
highest rentals I can get.”
to start bn location near
Film, featuring such jazz vets as slated
Nogales on July 14,
McPartJimmy
Russell,
Pee Wee
land, George Wattling, Pops Foster, Jimmy Atchey and Willie “The
Lion” Smith along with 500 “regulars” of the Plaza Dancd Hall and
Continued from page 3
Harvest Moon Ball winners Leon
James and A1 Minns, was shot in “problems” in N, Y. last- week with
all of three hours. It’s too long
a big smile on his face. It doesn’t
and there’s too much repetition in even fade when he mentions teleit, but it’s not difficult to undervision, which hasn|t affected his
stand Tilton’s reluctance to elimibusiness’* at all,
nate footage. Short rocks to hot
The Universal, a super-modern
rhythm and the blues and offers
outstanding’ lensing by Richard house seating I76OO and playing U
the year ’round, is one of
product
Leacock and Robert M. Campbell.
eight first-runs in Manila playing
If at times its tob consciously arty
Hollywood
pix. Of these, the Ideal
in its angles, much of it throbs
with excitement. Lack of staging is tied up With Metro and the
20th-Fox. In addition,
Ever
plays
is expressed in the ease of the ftepfirst-runs devoting
cats who. seem oblivious of the Manila has four
exclusively to native
themselves
cameras as they react to the
rhythms. This is plenty different pix, which are being turned out
and should be a joy to teenagers by a quartet of leading producers
and a couple of minor ones. Some
and jazz fans alike.
150 such films come on the market
Tilton, who admits that tv wasn’t
every year, Lim said, and a few
far from his ftiind when he made
of them get exported.
“Jazz Dance,” said, he hoped to
Because films are. virtually the
recoup his investment as soon as
possible So he can start on his pro- only low-priced entertainment in
Manila
the average js. 60c in the
gram of four other pix, all of them
theatres are doing a
dealing with dramatic aspects of first-runs
business and Sven with
landslide
American life. He’s done tv film
work before he also teaches at 12 first-runs in the .city, no one is
Columbia and Cooper Union—but worried about over-seating. In fact,
“Jazz” was his first major venture. said Lim, two new houses are conWhat does it feel like? “I’ve templated.
The standee problem becomes
learned a lot of things making this
"
film,” Tilton commented, “but the acute only when the authorities
to take seriously a law which
begin
biggest lesson of them all was this:
When an independent producer says there can be no patrons in
finishes his film, he isn’t through the theatres without seats. “We
put up a sign saying, ‘Sold
at all* In fact, it seems to me that always
Out, 1 but they keep coming anyhis job has only started.”
Hi/t.
way. What can we do? People in•

.

.

——

—

,

'

sist

Copa City
Continued from page

1-

monthly apartment recently vacated by Marianne

self in the $1,500

Reynolds, divorced wife of a tobacco heir, and- plans to run
Copa City along the same lush
lines. Fronting the spot is Murray
Weinger, under whose direction
the spot was built originally.
The new faces in Florida idea
has also been advanced somewhat
by Lou Walters, operator of the
Latin Quarter, Miami Beach, as
well as the similarly named spot
in New York. He has signed George
-

,

Jessel as his contribution. Jessel
hasn’t appeared in a Miami Beach
nitery in some years. He has also
Universal-International, with a 34- signed Myron Cohen, Joe E. Lewis,
picture slate, will put about $30,- Johnnie Ray and Mitzi Green,
000,000 into the schedule, virtu- among others.
ally the same amount as last year.
Whether Chesler’s and Walters’
Allied Artists Doubling
buying will spur a new talent war
Allied Artists, on the other hand,'
is yet to be determined. There’s
will nearly double last year’s prostill a bit of apprehension among
duction costs, in raising its sights
Florida
bonifaces
that
Florida
for entry into big-time. With its
nightclub economics cannot supentire program expanded, with the
port a price war of these dimenexception of four in the “Bowery
sions.
Boys”, and two in the “Bomba” series AA’s outlay during the next
12 months will be close to $19,000,000. Signing of John Huston gives
company new stature. Additionally,
Continued from page 1
deals with Billy Wilder and William Wyler are. reported near the
not asking a guarantee but is
closing stage.
seeking a straight percentage arHal R. Makelim has a production
rangement.
Discussions relating
schedule of 12 pictures for the
to terms revolve around a 70-30
coming year, to be turned out for
deal, with the top percentage gobetween $400,000 and $500,000
ing to TNT.
However, some exapiece, and Edward Small recently
announced plans for an expansion hibs are seeking a 50-50 arrangement on the basis of $2.50 per
of his program, which may hit the
-

,

Opera

seat.

mark. The new AmalMetropolitan Opera Guild Is
formed by William F, Rodgers, Jack Sjirball, lining up local charities to sponsor
the
opening night telecast in maCliff Work and Sam Dembow
anSince thb exhibs in
nounced unit would make, a mini- jor cities.
those
cities will have > the charity
mum of three pictures annually, at
not less than $750,000 per picture. groups selling the tickets for them,
Rodgers-Hammerstcin very like- they’re willing to gamble on the
ly will spend $3,0p0,000 on “Okla- event. Halpern to date has aphoma,” first picture to use the proached only those circuits and
where the opera
nfew Todd-AO process, and the independents
King Bros, may break $1,500,000 Guild has completed plans with
on their product for coming year. charity groups.
Filmakers also is likely to reach
Since" last January, a special
this figure with their product, and TNT
technical crew has been
Lippert pictures’ program should working closely with the Metopeta
exceed it.
in the planning of camera posiAdditionally, a large number of tions, stage blocking and tv lightother indie films will be turned ing for the four operas from which
out, such as Sam Blschoff’s Jean excerpts will be telecast,.
$5,000, oOO

FORFILM ‘OKLAHOMA’

been announced other than the
Hollywood, July 6.
$6,000,000 “Conqueror,” and BenePre-recording pf the score for
dict Bogeaus’ upcoming “Cattle
6c
the
Rodgers
Hammerstein musiQueen of Montana,” which probcal, “Oklahoma,” got under way
ably will h® brought in between
Metro
yesterday;
with Gordon
at
$750,0007880,000.
MacRae and Shirley Jones singing
two numbers under. Fred Zinnedirection.
Songs were
mai\n‘s
“People Will Say We’re In Love”
‘Jazz fiance’
and “The Surrey With the Fringe
^
Continued from page 9
on Top.”
Actual shooting of the first piclongest-running features at the

>,

(

ST.

JIarlow biopic, a high-budgeter,
and others less costly. RKO, -which
has no definite program, is an un-

—

gamated Pictures

—

'

on coming in and we don’t

Lim
offend* them,”
to
want
shrugged, innocent-like.
The Universal, with huge 25x50
ft. screen, has the distinction of
being the first house in the, world
to Be built with the requirements
of wideserben and other innovations in miqd. Lim said the wide
screen \yas a definite attraction
and by now a feature of all Manila
first-runs. He leaves for Chicago
and the Coast on July 12 and returns home in August,

Amusement Shares
Continued from page 5

usually strong while

jpix

and cinema issues held
their peaks

Amusement group
diversified interests

company

at.

for this year.

or near
.

Stocks- with

were standout.

This was particularly true of Paramount Pictures and General Pre'

cision

mon

Equipment.

The

GpE

pom-

soared more than five points

new high

47%, and Was up
four points on the week, The GPE
to a

of

preferred roared eight ^points to
93, a new 1954 peak. Paramount
held about even around 32, where
it was only a point away from the
year's best price,
.

RKO

Pictures,

wrapped up

in

machinations behind the scenes for
control, pushed up to a neyy high
this year of 6% for a gain of threequarters of a point for the week.
RKO Theatres stock held near the
year’s best quotation of 7V6.
20th-Fox wound ujp aroun.d 20,
apparently not reflecting anything
much higher than the current 25c.
quarterly dividend. This followed,
however the brisk advance of the

previous week, and rated a good
showing.
National Theatres, on
the other hand, climbed being up
a quarter on the week and only a
small fraction away from the year’s
nest of 7^, Bullishness apparently stems from reports’ that the biz
of this vast theatre setup was showing excellent bvO. strides in recent

weeks.

Launching of “Cinerama” in the
12th key city, Dallas, was enough
to keep the Stanley Warner shares
at 17%, recently established high,
most of the week. Stock closed
unchanged on the week, just a fraction away from the peak price.
-
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MORE RE JACKSON PARK
New Acton For Aniltnut Danugc*

Picture Grosses

Dismissed In Chicago

Chicago, July

WASHINGTON

—

Slick $13,000 for smallseater

Last week, “Long Wait

stays.

(372; 65-$l)-—
(Indie) (7th

.

“Johnny Dark”

week,

Last

.

!

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 60-80)
—"High and Mighty” (WB). Great
$16,000 or over. Last week, ‘Hell
Below Zero” (Col.), $9,000.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 65-95)~
“Three Coins in Fountain" (20thV
Sock $13,000 for
(5th-final wk).
second week in row.
Playhouse Lopert) (435; 55-$ 1)—
“Knock On Wood” (Par) (12th wk).
Holiday hypoing this to fine $6,000
after $5,500 last week. Stays.

CHICAGO

BENEFIT

(1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
(Indie) (34tH wk).
Bright $14,000 after $13;500 last
week. Holds on.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$1.25)
“French Line” (RKO) (8th wk>.
Fine $4,500, thanks to holiday,
after $4,000 last week. Holds again.

Warner (SW)

—-“Cinerama”

_

—

WILL TV OR

\

DERIVE

FROM

—

‘Wind’ Gusty $25,000,

—

—

smash hit to lead town, with “High “Trent's Lrist Case” (Indie), Dull
and Mighty,” at Indiana, also great. $7,500. Last week, “Appointment
Estimates for This Week
(Par) (reissue) and
~
With
„, v .. Danger”
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 5080 >—“Secret of Incas” (Par) and
“Laughing Anne” (Rep). Nice $9.000. Last week, “Arrow In Dust”
(AA) and “Pride of Blue Grass”
(AA), $7,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-95)

—

j

;

|
!

’

SEATTLE

Gladiators” (20th) (2d wk), $8,500.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 60-951—
(Continued from page 9)
“Living Desert” (Disney) (2d wkl.
Last week, “Them”
Dandy $6,000 after $10,000 opener. or near looms.
and “Fangs of Wild** (Lip)
(WB)
70-90)—
(2,427;
(Loew’s)
Loew's
$3,700 at $1 top.
days),
wk-6
(3d
“Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reissue).
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; $1Sizzling $25,000. Last week, “Flame
Million” (UA).
With
“Man
$1.25)
and, Flesh” <M-G> and “Dragon’s ,
^ onAn
080 -,, Last week; “Witness
A Big
(Indie), (C-D) $9,000.

—

^K

.

Gold”

(UA) and fight pix,
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 35-70 )— "He To Murder
Walked By Night” (EL) and “Canon $3,600.
, nn
City” (EL) (reissues). Fair $5,000.
£1
(M-G).
“Them” (WB) and. $1.25)— Student Pnnce
Last week
week,
For Ransom” (AA) (m.o.). (2 d wk)- Great $10,000. Last
:

;

•

.

j

!
!

.

“World
Eame

.

:

$1

palomar (Sterhng) (1,400; 75)—
“Pinocchio” (RKO) (reissue) and
“Three Young Texans” (RKO) (2d
wk). Good $6,000. Last week, $7,-

‘
|

mpicpa
SAN r KAN^I^L»U
r<n i

> mt

(Continued from page 8)
Okay 808
Magician” (Col) (2d wk).
$14,000. Last week. $20,000.
$1
Francis (Par) (1,400;
St.
J?
“Caine Mutiny” (Col). Sock w ^*
SI. 50)
$37,000. Last week, “Miami Story”
River”;
(Col) and “Battle Rogue
-

;

!

—

.

(Evergreen)

/o aoq.
,

,039

$9,000. Last week, $9,500,

j

Promoting long Gray Line’

(Col), $11,000.

Orpheum

(Cinerama

Calif.) U,458;

d

Theatre,
$1.75-$2.65)—“Ciner7

7 Mos. Before Release

Blg $26

Columbia has

set a record for
releasing
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.207; ltself J? long-distance
already has penCompany
plans.
70-$i. —“Apache” (UA). Wow $21.on its
ciled in “Long Gray Line
000. Last week. “Johnny Guitar
lineup for distribution next Feb(Rep) ~(3d wk-6 days), $7,000.
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; 85-$1.35)— ruary, which is seven months away.
Col intends a sustained ad
“Immortal City” (Indie) (3d wk).
[campaign over the entire period,
Tall $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
beginning at the present time. Abe
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)
“Fanfan” <UA) (reissue) (2d wk). Montague, distribution v.p., started
Okay $2,000. Last week, $2,200.
the bally rolling over the past
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1) weekend with a letter to key ex—“Two Cents Worth of Hope” (In- hibitors around the country which
Last week, calls attention to the pic. He calls
Fast $3,000.
die).
“Golden Coach” (Indie) (3d wk). it, er, “one of the greatest, pictures
•008 1$
ever to come out of Hollywood.”
"Line” was. produced by Robert
Arthur on location at the U.S_ MiliAcademy, West Point, N. Y.
tary
(Continued from^age 9)

OOef Last

week $29

500'

’

!

i

i

BALTIMORE

tent $16,000 or near. Last week,

“Couldn’t Say No” (RKO>, $5,000.
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)

“Conquest of Everest” (UA). PleasLast week, “Julius
ing $ 4 800
Caesar” (M-G) (8th wk), $2,000.
Mayfa'r (Hicte)
,

*r

(TT)

$2 500

I

!

;

‘

“Coins
wk).

^9

•

•

•

.

;

,

,

Sackrider was named' manager.
With sale of Frank Newman and
Associates interests in Evergreen
Ainus. Co., to National Theatres, a
streamlined policy was* announced.
New setup for.' Seattle tails for
each first-run theatre , manager to
do his own advertising stint. This
eliminates the ad manager job,
Theatre
long held by Vic Gauntlett, dean

Armitage

PHILADELPHIA
Ben Harris, prexy of American
Film, celebrating 40th year in the
-

industry.

of theatre ad men, in the
Frank Christie, with
since 1932, contiriues as
and “booker for Portland
.*?;
Seattle areas.

Evergreen
film buyer
as well as

BOSTON

i

Burglars who broke into Devon
Theatre, North Philly nabe, failed
to open safe and made off with $47
from vending machines.
James P. Clark’s Highway Extional, who is in town for confer- press Lines will separate film diviences with major studio executives. sion from freight line when company moves from midtown location
All Loew theatres in the U.S.,
to new South Philadelphia site.
he said, have installed, or are InGoldman’s Randolph
William
stalling Perspecta, owned jointly Theatre closed
June 28-29 for
Fine
by Metro International and
opening of “Caine Mutiny.”
Sound Corp. Metro houses abroad,
Hal Forde, 77-year-old actor now
he disclosed* are currently operat- in Forrest Home, a member of
ing with Perspecta while 300 ABC original
company of “Student
circuit theatres in England have Prince”
on Broadway in 1924,
guest at preem of film version of
started installing it.
“Prince,” which opened new Vik
ing Theatre^July 1.

northwest.

Robert Francis and
in town for a couple of
days making the rounds of ra^io,
tv and press confabs for. “Came
Mutiny” which opened at the Astor
July 1. Pic received terrific buildup here with Columbia’s field rep,
John Markle, setting up allout
campaign.
Martin F. Mullin, and John J.
Filmsters

May Wynn,

Dervin

named

Honorary

Life

Trustees of the- Children’s Cancer
Research Foundation. Each are
former prexys Of the organization
and Chief Barkers of the Variety
Club, whose annual “Jimmy Fund”
drive underwrites the- Foundation.

RKO

publicist

turned to his

.

Joe

Hub

Longo

re*

headquarters

George L. McKenna named man- following 7,500-mile trek ballyhooager of the theatre and industrial ing “Pinocchio.” His trip lasted
marketing department of Radio six weeks and., took in 33 cities in
Barney Balaban, president of Corp. of America, Camden, N. J., U. S. and Canada.
Board of Censors here decreed
Paramount, was back in N.Y. yes- succeeds Barton Kreutzer, who
director of prodfic.ts that Jane Russell's solo terping in
terday (Tues.) following a three- advances to
“The French Line” must.be elimiweek swing of England -and the planning.
Ray Schwartz reopened Walton nated for local showings. Terming
Continent.
Theatre, after completely renovat- the dance “objectionable,” the
The prez attended demonstra- ing this Germantown nabe.
mayor okayed balance of the film
tions of the Par-backed VistaBill Whyte, recently returned stating “the picture is beautifully
Vision widescreen process in Lon- from Florida, resigned as super- photographed, and costumes and
don, Paris, Rome and Frankfurt, visor of Neil Heilman drive-ins, scenery are a delight t,o the eye.’*
huddled with industry leaders to lease Jack Greenberg’s Star,
Michael Redstone Is adding six
abroad and visited southern France Camden, N. J., ozoner, starting full ramps to his Revere Drive-in
to onceover “To Catch a Thief,” July 1.
and four ramps for his Neponset
which Alfred Hitchcock locationed
Variety Club Post No. 13, Ameri- ozoner.
can Legion, elected the following
in V’Vision.

Barney Balaban Returns
From European Biz Trip

.

Alfred Matter, commanEdward Rudolph and Harry

officers:

der;

ALBANY

vice-commanders; Bernard
The Delaware, Stanley Warner
Blum, adjutant; Edward Chernoff, arty house, will close Friday (9)
officer; Robert Davis, chap- for two weeks.
finance
Reason given is
James R. Grainger, RKO presilain, and Louis Cohen and Albert “employees vacations,” but darkdent, will discuss the ‘company’s
Bensen, sergeants-at-arms.
is
reported
due to biz dip
ening
product plans at a two-day meeting
since warm weather arrived. House
of eastern and Canadian sales reps
is not air-conditioned.
which opened In N. Y. yesterdr /
cir-

Grainger Explaining

RKO

Miller,

.

DALLAS

/

(Tues.). Charles Boasberg, general
sales manager, will preside.
Screening of “Susan Slept Here
was part of yesterday’s agenda.
Another two-day sales session
opens in San Francisco next Mon•

Matinee
adults

for
scale
at Interstate's

admission

was reduced

Forest here, 10c reduction going
into effect every day of week until
5 p.m.
S. H. Fabian, prez of Stanley

Stanley Warner Lincoln,
No. 2 theatre in Troy, relighted Friday (2) after being shuttered two weeks.
cuit’s

WASHINGTON

day (12), with western and Rocky Warner; Sam Rosen and Nat LapRKO Keith’s Is •undergoing $125Mountain area district and branch kin, veepees; Harry M. Kalmine, 000 facelifting to prep for July 7
managers and other personnel at- general manager of SW Theatres, preem of “Caine Mutiny.” The 40John Ford directed and Tyrone tending.
and Harry Goldberg, company’s year-old house, whose background
Power and Maureen O'Hara costar,
publicity director, as well as Lester is steeped in capital history, is beB. Isaac, director of national ex- ing renovated at breakneck pace
Theatres Still Plums!
hibition for "Cinerama,” Were here nightly after midnight. The boxes,
Minneapolis, Jiily 6..
for the debut July 1 at the Melba from which the late President
A company headed by Bob Theatre, making Dallas the 12th Woodrow Wilson watched the
r.ti., «
Rochester, N.Y,, July
6
Karatz arid the Minnesota Enter- city to present Cinerama.
weekly vaude bill, and which have
George M. Watson, city manager been occupied by other national
Enterprises is battling
m k fhe^ntenhUl of the'bTrtlTof tainment
for a drive-in theatre permit at of the Interstate in San Antonio, celebs, have been knocked down.
local suburban Bloomington where announced that the circuit will not In addition, the entire house .is beedn
photography.
Ann! date,
the M. E. E. already operates one renew the lease on the Empire in ing painted, and a complete new
wJlich is July 12, will be celebrated
Theatre, a
its five Tyvin Cities’- ozone is. A September. It is currently only op- front and lobby installed.
witli
soecial ceremony
ccrembnv at 'wAiiK.
with
Vlin a special
SDec,al
Roeh- oi
capital landmark, switched from
local :ordinatfte prohibiting juate erating weekends.
ester’s Eastman Theatre.
policy 25
cinema
to
straight
vaude
;
every
On that date also, the U.S. Post ihan;0 ne ouroo»X/faeatTe^or
years ago.
10,009 population can he intermanager
Office Dept will release a comST.
Cousins/acting
Arthur
memorative stamp bearing East- preted as.allpfflifigithe issuance of
Joe Brooks has relighted his of Village Theatre, Loufc Bernan additional permit.
man’s likeness.
Della Theatre in Creal Springs, heimer nabe, is credited with
A.new$3^0^0(FVnifed Parklttount
averting panic by keeping patrons
111., dark since last Jan. 18.
four-wall theatre is 'nearing comFrislna, film buyer for unaware of a four-alarm fire raging
Nick Schenck Back Ea$t pletion at Minot, N. D., and new theJimmy
Cousins
Frisina Amus. Co., Springfiled, a short distance away.
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew’s ozoners are being built at Willmar, 111., snared his third 'lllinois ama- turned off the air-conditioning s y sj
prexy, returned to New York from International Fails, Dawson and teur golf title. He copped the lat- tern to keep out the smoke, ana
Spicer, Minn.
the Coast on Friday (2),
kept the show going while ne reest trophy at Urbana June 26.
The Loew’s topper had been at
Also two competing groups are
by mained alert to possible spread oi
Theatres, headed
Cluster
Stubholders knew nothing
for
new
Globe,
fire.
battling
single
fourits
studio
for
several
weeks
the
the
Loren Cluster, shuttered
in rescreening new product and confer- wall theatre license that can be 500-seat Salem, 111., house for about one of the worst fires
until they left theatre.
months
opercent
also
Company
Tioga,
summer.
ring with studio execs.
town
N.
D.
the
issued by the
of
.

£

.

«

qaa.
rt
T
il
n
cn
(Mechanic)
(1,800, 35-$l)
in Fountain” (20th) <6th
Oke $5,500 after $5,000 in

New

likely Will go with lpcal;ticket
agencies. Final stint
manager
University
of the Egyptian 4h
Joe FurtaioV takes his
district.
place, moving^ over, from manager
at Neptune, where John' streiio
.
succeeds.
With reopening of the Palomar
Lby Sterling Theatres on intermittent big reissue policy, Loren

He

mv

.
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To Get Perspecta Sound

.

’

SEATTLE

.

week.

Loew Sez 5,000 Houses

§2 200:
*

'.w

After over 40 years in show biz,
Harold Murphy retired from the
Evergreen Theatres organization.

.

“High and Mighty” (WB). Great
$19,000. Last week, “Demetrius and

n

and

Avaloe

last

“Dark*Gity” (Par) (reissue), $7,000.
Hollywood, July 6,
united Artists (Parker) (890; 90More than 5,000 film houses in
ado 25)—'“Caine Mutiny” (Col), Last
aiid
abroad will be
America
$17,000.
vanced pr i C es. Torrid
equipped with Perspectarstereowee k, “Pride of the Blue Grass”
according to Arthur
iAA) and “Paris Playboys” (AA), phonic sound,
M. Loew, head of Loew’s Interna-

[

-

last year!

antitrust cases settled out of court

i

1

)

Jonated the

,

'

Indpls.; ‘High’ Hot I9G
*
Indianapolis, July 6.,,
“Demetrius and
$1.25)
Hot weather and long weekend tors” (20th) (2d wk). Giant $12,000 ''“Daniel Boone.”
helped first-runs here to some of Last week, $12,500.
year’s tallest grosses this week.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65“Gone With Wind” at Loew’s is 90 “Secret of Incas” (Par) and
•

& M

.

;

<

.

Fanchdn:

isophy de-

p^Washing-

for stecorid
use of its 5,000-s
LMstiyal, proannual Harvest
^M^eairnarked
needs of which
for the Heart Fund'OL#e «t. Louis
Variety Club. FestivadVwill be held
Oct! 26. The first festival was held

B&K

W

(U*.

.

town

assistant
here, re-

ceivea his doeto?
gree from Calfcalie*
"
ton, D. C.

.;

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 60-80)-“Silver Lode” ’(RKO). Okay $7,000.

jn- the
-

*

’

Steady $5,000 for third consecutive week. Stays.

$8,500.

two other houses
and an osoner. u w.
Joe Feld, s$ie
manager of Fox

ates

.

\vk).

.

suit

antitrust

8G

and

(UA)

Paradise,”

“Captain’s

17G,

M 44*

» >

NEW YORK

against B&K, this
time for $1,800,000 in treble damC, Ray Harnett named Canadian
ages, was dismissed' last week by sales manager for Warner 'Bros.
Port.; ‘Dark’ Sturdy
Judge
Court
Federal. District
division.
16m
July
6. ^ Michael Igoe. JP attorney ^Thomas
Portland, Ore.,
„
Vincent Flynn, Metro Omaha
Cool weather and strong product McConncn said he would prepare
in town_ on , ,vacaii?n *
jnanager,
boost
^overall
will
one
at all first-runs
« ie^r petition, as the earlier
'
Larry. Calahan, M-G field auditor
gross picture here this
wasmixed on a technicality,
Atlanta territory, ditto. S#n
in
^tgto
United.
Mutiny”
at
“Caine
'Sdit was a follow-up to a court perloff, Atlanta office manager,
rated torrid while ?$$}$$$ order of 1946, still in effect though
is
at his headquarters after 10*
Dark” looms solid at the Bfpwpg'ay. temporarily suspended, whicli pro* back Gotham visit
<jay
"Long Wait” is fine at LihfiWjife hibits two-week first-runs at
“Boogie's Bump,” a "baseball
nine days. “Secret of Inca^.’lk»W houses sans court permission, Jackstory filmed at Ebbetts. Field in
getting far comparatively
disBrooklyn and other N.Y. locations,
“Genevieve ’ .Tioonts' son Park decree, which effects
Paramount.
weU as B&K, was hot af- will be released by Republic, which
smash again after two terrific tribs as
fected by igoe’s dismissal of the announced acquisition of worldweeks at the Guild.
suit and still remains tem- wide distribution rights from John
second
Week
This
Estimates for
porarily unlatched until the court Bash Productions.
Broadway. (Parker) (1,890; 65-90) decides to reinstate it or not.
—“Johnny Clark” (U) >nd "Fireman, Save My Child” «J>. Solid
$8,000 or close. Last week, TanW. J. Harrison, western division
ganyika” (U) and “Drums Across
FIX
manager for*20th-Fox in N.Y., here
Hiver" (U), $9,300.
technical expert Lawrence
with
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Gene‘BOONE’? Jones for demonstration of new
vieve” (UU3d wk). Hot $3,500. Last
last week before 400
CinemaScope
'
Hollywood, July 6.
week, $4,400.
_
(Chi and downstate exhibs.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
Old Daniel Boone, the noted
.
eastern ad manLivingston,
Jeff
“Wicked
—“Long Wait” (HA) and
pioneer, is racing with himself to
ager for Universal, in town curWoman” (UA>. Fine $11,500 in 9 determine whether he will appear rently
to discuss campaign on
and
(WB)
“Them”
days. Last week,
first on a television set or on a
“Magnificent Obsession” with Ben
“Crime Wave” (WB) (2d wk), $6,- movie screen.
Katz, local U publicist, and B&K’s
tele- Bill Hollander.
Associates,
Cooper
a
Frank
*°Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1
rushing preparations
Chuck Teitel has distribution in
“Coins In Fountain” (20th) film outfit, is
$1 25)
to film a half-hour series titled Chi, Milwaukee, and Minneapolis
(6th wk). Stout $6,500. Last week,
to
“Pickwick Papers,” now in
effort
an
for
in
“Daniel Boone,”
$5,000.
the sixth week at the Carnegie, record
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- beat the theatrical release oftitled
the house.
for
run
also
feature,
Gladia- U.S. Pictures

‘Caine’ Scorching

(Continued from page 8)
"Men of Fighting Lady” (M-G).

\3d wk), $5,500.
Dupont (Lopert)

H M * * * *4V* 4 * M&+* *+ i ii& **

6.

Second Jackson Park- Theatre

.

LOUIS

fifth.

Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50$l)i_^‘Forbidden Games” (Indie)
(2d wk). Fat $5,500 after $5,800
opener.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-60-$1)—
“High And Mighty” (WB). Rousing
$16,000, for best take here in
months. Last week, “Them” (WB)
(2d wk), $6,000.
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 40-$l)
„„ wk).
“Garden Of. Evil” (20th) <2d
Moderate $7,500 after $10,000
opener.

,
'

.

’

—
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Mature!

Turner/

Don’t Miss The Great Cast at

M-G-M’s

I
I

For the

first

time a Hollywood company of top stars went to Holland

'

'

*

f

drama combines the
of tradition, its dykes and

to film a mighty Color attraction! This pulsating
S

\

exquisite beauty of that country,

its

richness

M

'

storied settings with a powerful story. Gable, as a leader of Intelligence,

Turner

as die beauty involved in high

Scarf,” a

shadowy dare-devil of the

intrigue,

resistance

Mature

as

"The

movement. See

for

yourself! Tell your patrons

TRADE

SHOWS

JULY
M-G-M

CLARK GABLE

*

Except

16 th

D.

C.,

•

LOUIS CALHERN
Scram Flay by RONALD MILLAR and GEORGE FROESCHEl
In

Lafayette,

La., July

20

/

VICTOR MATURE

Co •Starring

Dlracfad

Louis/ July 15; Washington, \

prwwfi

LANA TURNER

Fhotogiaphad

St.

July 19;

EASTMAN COLOR

by GOTTFRIED REINHARDT

—

.

Me^ow’a

.

.

Fellows said,
c° uIdn t ha

lauLe production's, Tack from
scouting “The Track of the Cat”
Mazurtf snagged
locations ... Mike MazurW
featured role in Edward Small’s
Leigh_
“New
J.1U YV York ’Confidential”
.
.
Stevens inked by Filmakers to
.

^ ^

.

*

t

.

In Minneapolis for a lecture in connection with the showing of his
“Blood and Sand” film at the U, of Minnesota’s conference on the
film art, stage and screen, director Rouben 'Mamoulian said that he
and Maxwell Anderson have- written an English version of “Carmen”
which they’ll record in England and film in Spain in one of the new
big-screen processes. 'Mamoulian said he and Anderson’ are approaching the task with caution and haven’t Selected the particular process
yet. While a blessing in many ways, he feels the big screen also
brings many new problems. “One of. the most useful things' we’ve
had to work with on the screen is the closeup,” Mamoulian told Morning Tribune columnist Will Jones. We’ll still use the closeups on the
big screens, but when you blow up a face that, big it’s still got to be

.

Julius J* Epstein
riiMks in with 'Edward Small to
nen screenplay on "Solomon and
Sheba ” to be lensed in Egypt

nrnrinrp

.

.

is final

.

.

job with
right to “Good Morning, Miss meuson, had done a fine
Dove” have been purchased by Wayne-Fellows pictures, Fellows
2th-Fox
he was “not happy about the
xounger said
P«tul, Stan West ana Tank Vounler
#
^ (r
foreign releasing arrangement
join team-mate Elroy Blrsch
Noting
the increasing importance
"Unchained/
indie
Hall Bartlett’s
Joseph Wiseman set as confi- of the foreign market and. calling
dence man in Metro’s Lana Tur- attention to the complicated sys-

Fraifkhf Laine
vate Hell 36
set to star in Columbia's “Exactly
Like You,” which Joule Taps will

.

we

jp^ters ^

,S,lgnmel

.

,

•

term pact as composer*conductor,

Streets"

.

•

J

“Down Three Dark

3

that

felt

™

.

.

.

“we

G

Ernest

.

—

Here’s one to prove .that plk very definitely have their place -in
international diplomacy. When Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, heard
Winston Churchill’s arrival In Washington, he talked on the phone
of
'
a
to President Elsenhower’s secretary, suggesting that the Prime Minrelease title for U’s "Bengal
set
J"*ff
been
Weve
in
town.
place
any
be shown “Flight of the White Herron,” the CihetoaSitone verister
Rifles.”
Marshall very happy with our arrangement sion of the Queen’s and the Duke’s recent tour of the Empire, Skouras
Paul Dubov and E.
suggested that this might be just the right “softening up”
Th€
laughingly
setter
feel
RusTcomMrt with Warners. However, we
process for the aging British statesman. When Skouras mot Eisenour deal hower, at an Aid-for-Korea luncheon last week, the President Chuckled
signed tor featured role in "Tall now that we -can, better
Megger George and we intend to improve it, but as he told the 20th-prexy that he thought the idea was great hut he
Map Riding”
Sidney cast Henry Ggrden aftd
first refusal
f USal on hadn't been able to arrange the screening prior to the high-level conwill get
t firstre
J
Dumbrille
Douglas
” "
it turned out* Churchill did see the film at a private screen^ fabs. As
^arKaniefnent
^arKaniefnent”
aaang^iupi.
.v^neh
.vfineb
Metra®*^.
at •Metra®*^,.
Darling”
V-&'.
.wt
TT^I.. A .ai M 1 » M!3UltfnMi.WiTh^
•
WM.J1 iLdti TlTDifi ing at the White House which has C’Scope installed, TJie veteran
While "acknowledging that WB’s statesman loved it.
*
Wooley in Universal’s^MamWRhGig, YoU
a Star” .
SfLff£ distribution setup, under Ben Kal~

War

post-Civil

from pace

Coattouetf

«

Hcrt°

W54

Fellows

.

Briefs Fr

yam, “Calico Pony”
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Sheriff of Fracture Jaw.” Samuel
G. Eneel production at 20th-Fox.
Richard Quine set as director on

Virginia Leith, 20th-Fox con-

Original deal between Waynecalled for the in- a face.”
Fellows and
.d
die to make 10 pictures oyer a fivev
. p win
Howeverj
perjod
g
Chicago Variety Club, Tent 26, last week established a fund to help
r
U
complete the committment in three
J° ,nH° Tanir added to “ Abbott and Costello
defray expenses of Joe Swedie, a laborer-philanthropist who for past
M«t the Keystone Hops" : ,_N.el years, acuording to Fellows., He six years had been renting films at $22.50 each week and showing them
?!£*
to hospitalized children. Swedie was honored at a Variety Club testimonial luncheon last week with a citation as “Mari of the Year” and
honorary membership in" the local tent. Presentation was made by
chief barker t'annie Smerling, and program was set up' by Nat NathanFail
k
novel,
.V
r
Mercy,” starring *irit BouglasXitto te»
cHF??.
son with help of Bill Hollander-arid Bill Margolis. Swedie. who is
a C eSS
employed by International Harvester as a mechanic,, has been devoting
Tn
wSh
five to ^even nights per week to his charity work/ One of his stops
Alley,” based on a
"Stranger on Horseback” ... IrvHaS “» “Blood
„, E?en"
d
n
e„s
is La Rabida Sanitarium, favorite charity of Chi tent,
torch
special
penned
£
Sidney
Berlin
has
Fleischman,
and
!ng
;Yj }
"f®*
Warner’s to novel
number tor Marilyn Monroe in ®‘ d |; a ” bith^Dudle? Nichols on "Giveaway Hill,” an original by
" Col. Andrew Geer, author of “The
B“S
T
FO
Council of Motion Picture Organiations is readying to take an active
Clarii” epic.
L.ee I scripting’"Lew®"!
Bustoess^°
Like Show
Show'' Business
bought “Walk Sea Chase.” Wayne may appear in role in the fight against juvenile delinquency. Specific plan hasn’t
Allied
Artists
11
6e
at least one of these properties
been mapped, pending ‘a closer study of .the situation and an exchange
Tall,” authored by James Hanford,
dCLvmu
s
second
s
uuiumcui
«ol°<tetoto’s'
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of ideas on how the industry, including the nation’s theatres, can
a starrer for Sterling Hayden
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deal “Black
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sat in on two days
WB, Fellows pointed out, fi- help. Robert W. Coyne, COMPO’s special counsel,
Tuesday” ... Arthur Qrloff signed
Vitek
f
as
last week, called by Oveta Culp
“Gunby Universal to screenplay
nances all. productions 100%, with of a three-day meeting in Washington
Marshall Thompson
h
P
Hobby, head of the U. S. Department of Health, Education^ and Wel'signing
outfit
the
Wayne-Fellows
u°e" tor
fare. Sessions were attended by about 300 persons in the police and
RKO release ;.. William Demarest »otes -The pictures, he said, are reform fields and members of the Advertising Council.'
Winers™ “Mister Roberts”
the cast of Pine-Thomas’ copyrighted by Wayne-Fellows and
rights xo
to joined
bougnt screen rignts
Columbia bought
„
j 0 hn Moln- all rights revert to the indie comBlue Horizons »
Sex and not tv ill ruin the film industry: that’s the current pubtire P^ys a character role in Leon- pany after a seven-yea* period. Unt nvpri'” from novelist’s widow
on der the deal, the costs are recov- lished opinion of New World, Chicago Catholic newspaper here which
^tranger
Goldstein’s
Martha Roth and Victor Mendoia
inio Prihprt t
TSnnert Tr’s “The Horseback, for Umrcd Artists re- ered first and then WB and W-F has been waging a front-page cleanup campaign against ^the motion
Metro will make “Moon- split the profits on a 50-50 basis, picture biz for months. Journal attempts to reversely substantiate its
^Mervyn Leroy l ease’’
Black Pirates”
Cinemascope ... George The package, involving story, stars view that sex is destructive by pointing out that Chicago’s Loop
assigned by wkrners to megging g eet in
'vl11
maa ?.
Stevens
,
chores on the Cinerama version of
houses are presently at highest moral ever and coincidentally are
vl®, wfii and director, is submitted to
ma j or studio’s okay and doing hangup business. Editorial states that there are 11 pictures
Metro cast Plains, based on the Paul well- f or
“Lewis & Clark”
production begins following War- classified as A-l by Legion of Decency at downtown, houses this week
Jim Mitcherf in “The Prodigal”
Gl
t
tl
®
n
pr
d
“®
com^ta
Ernest Borgnine set for killer he
,?
e en
w ners’ stamp of approval. Batjac and six others that are rated A-II.
xsay at Black Roc*"
Ddu Day
rule
in "Bad
role Hi
nasn t suomiuea
submitted anyuung
warnothing 10
to WarFar+h »» a nnvpl hv Arthemise hasn’t
”
n
an
3i, and Sgned Ross Hunter ners beyond "Quality of Mercy
It will take a film-maker with the combined talents oL a* producer,
by Alfi^d Artiris fo^emme‘ ieId
director and writer to turn out successful pictures in the future, George
the
arrangement
with
Warners,
Eden”
“East
of
gambler
in
13
a
Weaver and John pkterk into P
informed UCLA Students in the seconcl of a series of collegiate
Stevens
“Thtof
Cn5v Horse” ft UmversS at Warners ... Hal Wallis handed «ach picture stands on its own and; lectures sponsored by the Screen Directors GpildL Stevens also pointed
U
Anna ^Thecika and Rndiiv a term player contract to Norman profits from one picture can not fie -out that cutting is one of most important functions ih film production
Ann
Metro picked up
employed to offset possible losses
Bryan ioin cast of 20th Fox’s Walker
and that a musician has much to do with bringing the screen’ to life.
on others.
Michael Ansara Miller s option.
“Desiree”
Fellows said
added to cast of Metro’s “Jupiter’s
that
WB had He screened his own production, “A Place in the Sun,” as an example.
Darling”
.
William Phillips
placed no limitation on the budget,
snagged role in U’s “Man Without
Warners’ use of the Hebrew chant, “Kol Nidre,” In its 1953 release,
tout that the Wayne-Fellows plx
France, Italy Set
a Star.”
had been brought in at from $60&,- “The Jazz Singer,” was pirated from his new arrangement of the same
Mark Dana parted for role in
000 to $1,400,000.
The only re- work, songwriter Leo Russotto charged in an infringement suit brought
— Continued from page 4 s
Warner’s “The Silver Chalice” ;
Claiming his version was written
striction, he revealed, is a "10% last week ,in N. Y. Federal Court
Jan Merlin joined the cast of Uni- piddling amount around $300,000 limit on the right to go oyer the prior to 1946, Russotto named both Warner Bros. Pictures and Stanley
versal’s “Five Bridges to Cross” or $400,000
left to remit from budget,
Batjac,
he disclosed, Warner Corp. defendants. He asks an injunction, damages sustained
... Donald Wolfit snagged sup- London. In effect,, with the rgserva- makes its-own participation deals and an accounting of profits derived from the alleged infringement.
'*
porting roie
Warwick s A Pme tion of being forced to invest cer- with stars *nd directors, such as,
*
G d
01
an
**** funds
tY} e u
Si dis " for example, William Wenman’s in
QL nf n,'pk
A plane labeled “The High and the Mighty,” after the Wayne-FelD k PnJ^!1, a n^ M!lho?i tribs are remittin 8 everything
they “The High and the Mighty” and
Wavne iQ
of Tnhn Wa^?
lows picture being released by Warner Bros.,., was entered in the
a n
Douglas’ to the. upcoming “QualityWomen's Transcontinental ’Air Race over the last weekehd. The pilot,
j
,
u ^
for
j
five-year oi Mercy.
the
T h e breakdown
,
^
RKO’s “The Conqueror”
Mari
Barbara Jean Sewall, was sponsored by Wayne-Fellows. On stops along
Aldon inked'by David Lean for co- period showed transfers of 50% of
Fellows, who returned to the the route, theatre and
field reps met Miss Sewall at the airport
star in “Time of the Cuckoo,” the total amount credited; 47%- Coast- Friday (2), ‘came to New
with newspaper, radio and tv reps. The hoped-for results, of course,
Katharine Hepburn starter
was allocated to <otber uses,” i.e. York for the launching of “The’ being plugs for the picture.
Sammy Cahn and Arthur Schwartz printing, production, etc,, taking High and the Mighty” at the Para^
will pen songs for "You’re Never care of 97% of accounts due N. Y. mount, and also to discuss
a numPrexy Harry’ Cohn and the 'Columbia studio were absolved of any
T
0U n
Paran oun t’? remake Adding 1% for pending transfers ber of upcoming deals. Among Bat,°?.J R A’’ and }.
Dick Haymes’ troubles with the U. S. Department
connection
with
the Minor
^5°*
at the start of this year, this left jac’s future plans 4s the filmization
J*
of Immigration in a wire to B. B. Kahane, studio veepee, from Bartley
e com P? ni ® s with on| y 2% t0 of the story of Billy Mitchell, the
.
Crum,
for
Haymes and. Rita .Hayworth. Telegram declared
fofe
“ e ”n ’"’peralioS Ai? Rew^"
attorney
dispose of. Figure has dipped so pioneer advocate of air power; a
n Tnr^rt Artli.,^
d
P
low at tlmes that the com P anles film based on a new novel by Tay- neither Haymes- nor his wife had ever made statements that Cohn
which Herbert Stork will m ee
responsible
for
the "Government’s- deportation action.
was
Caldwell, and a project lnvolv"Wind From Suva, * origin^f story have ha,f *° b “ r r0 “ ster.*‘ ng *™
l®'
by Borden Chase purchased bv one another and had considered the j n g Mel Ferrer. Fellows said he
Central
e*astside N. Y. dancehall and scene of weekend DixiePlaza,
Universal and handed to Robert Possibility of sterling transfer from had opened negotiations with one land jam sessions, is the locale for
a new short, “Jazz Dance,” which
other parts of the Commonwealth, of Mitchell’s sister anent the rights
Arthur for production.
is slated for a N. Y. bow at the Paris Theatre shortly. Production
Australia
to the film story, he had concluded
Jules Bricken, former Screen
was filmed by Ricky Leacock and Robert M. Campbell with the regular
roster of jazzmen arid fans as the cast. A disk release of the soundtrack is. being prepped by the short’s producers.
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Costello, 15-year-old daughter of
Costello, signed by Universal
for film debut ih “Abbot and Coseet
e
0ne

Lou

most remittables accruing to the the U. S.‘, and he had spoken to
American companies in that part Ferrer “about some things we are
of the world.

Screen Writers Guild will on Aug: 26 join the American Writers
Guild when the new writers union, covering films, television and radio,
mutually interested in.”
cofties into being. This move has been cleared by the vote of members
Speakihg abodt John Wayne’s of the Authors League of America for disaffiliation of SWG. League
personal acting plans, Fallows said will go -its own way with magazine, book and legit authors and retain
the thesp had four more years to Authors League title dating from 1910.
I
go on his one-picture-a-year deal
at Warners, and one mote picture
“Newspapers publishing advertising for the condemned film, ’French
to go at RKO after* .completion of Line,’ are equally guilty with
the Fabian theatre chain of flaunting
the currehtly-filmli^'.'The Con- the sensibilities of decent people and presenting to the unwary and
‘fluertofjt”. ^oBoWiftg the fitter, he

T e new Italian deal is consid i>
eied
a fav0rabl e one by the Amercans and as cu rt’ ently understqpd
N Y ” should take care of most
Without a Star”
Kathryn Grant of the V- s earnings in that counThis includes wider permitted
under her real name of Kathryn
Grandstaff draws a role in Hall uses Considerable coin is being ,
Bartlett’s “Unchained”
used
up by the companies
..
Skip
Homeier inked for "Ketchikan” for ducing there. French deal iei&t IfaoVies. bver^O
Allied Artists
Anabel Shaw re- what the Americans had hope&ira Sea Chase,'-^
turns to the screen in role of Tony but it does raise remittances#!
Pfellnw *
"F
Melvine Coope^ ink e d byldetro
for role of A smuggler i/ “Moonfleet”
Mara Corday assigned
featured role* in Universal’s “Man
.
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infor role in Wyott Ordung’s indie
“Walk the Dark Street”
Joan du stnes in some form or another
Vohs pacted for top role in Mark ? nd to im Pe d e the outflow of dolStevens’ “Ketchikan”
Julie lars .as "much as possible. Example
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“I’ll
serve as .overall supervisor,”
he pointed out. He said* the dom-
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Id&bd akr-a'
the customers/’ they comment. Spree is Set for. July 15-16
and ties in with the premiere of “Living It Up,” paramount newest*

-whicRe^afS Wayne outnumber

M&

L comedy,

V
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The Warner Bros, science fiction pic about the Invasion of earth by
to increase Its .slate
from three pictures « year to four. strange creatures, “Them,” has inspired a novelty turie of the same
“In general,” he said, “we’ll use title.
Song was penned by A1 Hoffma,n and Dick Manning and irt*
for role in his production “I Am allowing
generous
remittances, Cinemascope
unless
something eludes such odd-named animals in the lyric as “chimpanzellc,” “elea Camera.” . .
“Bengal Brigade” slapped a 66% tax on them.
better comes along.”
pharoo,” “hipporaffe” and “rhinocelope.” Spinlan Music is publishing.
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ductively as the designing widow
while Noelle Middleton yearn^apmakes an allui
pealingly as the younger sister. thc native chief’s
Picture stealer* are A. E. Matn
D arts are in fi
C
thews, asth® ®lddi,®,hard
Direction of the i
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and Barry Fitzgerald, as ?hS
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soak of a butler. Michael. Shepj ar g
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Joseph Tomelty and Eddie Byrne

provide contrasting local types as
the conspirators, Robert Urquhart
trails a veil of sanity as the young
doctor. Pic is directed with commendable compactness by Mario
Clem.
Zampi.
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Domestic triangle skilled dra-
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a magistrate aiscovSOB
era that his father had been instrumental in sending a man to prison
suwuw, This
circumstantial evidence.
on wwuiiibwumm
uu
xms
overstrung young main sets out to
unravel the mystery oi the trial
Hollywood: Paul Christian) is tops which Ife considers unjust. He finds
and thoroughly eonvincing-iu his the victim^ father, and from him
trim a. playboy, an* gets clue to the whtteabouts of

:
jiMAtm® time.
p?’*v 4T ^2i?iAi^
Outstanding direction by Paul
°A this vehicle,
Martin fcf helped alscrby his work
enomous
^e
Impressed^th
were
”
credit
deserves liTOiii
He ucscivra
script. xxe
©
the script,
tne
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n
irt, MMih
n
task confronting them m suen a for th0 a(jrait; handling. Handsome
sweeping story.
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Akaki Ktoava,
(nagmficent^and

matte treatment and general
matic
i

b.o. appeal.

Tke Seekers
Colorful exciting* pioneering
story set in New Zealand,

S

Jack Hawkins ard
G’ynls Johns; better-suited to

Running
.”
a^aa&sr'.
-SjSda
’54.

29.

Distributors release of a
General Film Distributor*
Fnnfarc-Eari st, John<;eorge H Brown

Annakin,
Annakin.
Screenplay. William Fairchild; camera,
Geoffrey Unswnrth; editor, John CuthEastcolor.
ridge; music, William Alwyn;
W-I— MVtVVHVV* Square,
limiUTIIlllI
Odeon, Leicester
At VUSUIII
mancolor.
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Buue Whitelaw

Receptionist

t

^JthQugJi r^in through OQ COIl^
ventional lines, with litUe surprise
action,
this pi<r'
* ' should make for
v
_
*i
good ’general entertainment. ^ It
iiffi
Peter WisSart ........ Kenneth wuu-ms should cash in on the Hollywood
»*“ names. Film should do well as a
Moana
^
Uie U.o.
.
#,rurin,ni
Tony Erstich auaier
Edward Baker
Like many stories adapted from
Toro*
Bong! Teoe's Father..
books, the crux of the situation
I
1
1
Norman Miteheii seems ft. long time arriving. When a
Grayson T**?.
:,y;.V.r",V. J.m., C.r^. r d psychiatrist kkeps a young-criminal
,
e
t
SSfa
reclamation,
0 lnsteaa. oi^iurnmg rniu
cl
•
iS
over *° .„ C . P® iCe’
“? ,?n
P
And
C9
d imapinag
d.‘r
a
epic tale^ of Empire -building ijl background. The tension mounts
#
New Zealand, With hundreds of w ith the growing attachment
of the
Maori providing authentic back- unw )j]|ng guest and his hostess
ground. .It is a powerful story of
hypocritical obstinacy on
pioneering days in the last cen- the
about Ws earii er life.
tury, marred by man’s weakness
The doctor probes with tolerand betrayal. But its interpretation ance
understanding but re»_ *u a UaAj)
falls short of the author s concep- ce ives ingratitude from
the hoodtion, the camerawork and native lum who sneaks out at night to
players providing better value than cont£n ue his plundering and makes
the stars. As aiL adventure story in love to
wife>
e is
an unusual setting, it should do shocked, back to a decent remorse
weB locally, but as a competitor to when his benefactor jeopardizes
western thrillers its chances would his career by lying to the police to
be minimized in the U.S.
alihi him in a holdup. He tells the
Jack Hawkins as a ship’s officer wife he is through and plans to
comes ashore with an old hand who give himself up, when she is all
speaks the native tongue. They are set. to run off with him. Enraged,
seized for trespassing on a sacred the thwarted woman screams put
burial ground, but make peace the truth to her husband and goes
with the chieftamwho begs them after her lover only to end up in
to remain. Through trickery they a fatal car crash,
Alexander Knox is all gentle
fall foul of the Excisemen on their
retuna
return to England and, accom- consideration and patience as the
panied
panied by his bride, Hawkins de- conscientious doctor brought rudecides to go back to New Zealand ly to earth by bis wife’s betrayal,
and make a new life. Now a justice As the guinea pig Dirk Bogarde
ex-sailor
gwava finds WUfOJil
MMAV b USM
peace, the VA
conveys mftft
all the
WAV ruthless
SMMAAViW disregard
of the pv«vv,
v*
fulfilment with the birth of a son, of principle* engendered by a
but falls to the seductive wiles of twisted mind. Alexis Smith is exthe chiefs wife. One of the pew cellent as the placid wife in whom
settlers accidentally kills a Maori the sleeping- tiger is roused, from
and tribal war flares up again, her first haughty treatment of the
Despite the wrongs he ha* suf- unwanted Visitor thrrough the
fered, the chieftain goes to their gradual phases of her degradation,
aid but finding the young couple The trio could scarcely have been
have perished in the holocaust res- better cast. Surrounding characters
cues their baby from an under- are well chosen and pic is directed
ground cache. Picture ends with with a clean-cut realism. Clem,
-»
the landing of fresn immigrants to
build up the new world.
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Ekborg. The
Ekborg’*
of Ekborg*
father, and spend a summer of
WHMtWSW '**
dwells
TV *“' on the
AV?V, Camera
young loVe.
JVISUQ
budding of bodily consciousness
compellinr
and records some compelling
scenes. When hunger and nature
set in against them it 'makes *
carping primitive out of the girl,
and they head tor the mainland
and marriage. However, the earthy
Miss Andersson finally leaves
Ekborg with a son and memories
of a summer..
Miss Andersson emerges as a
sultry, dynamic find as she firmly
outlines the character and instabiUty of Monika.toe creature of
^ a
Ek r
ge le and

sitive young boy, Lars
two flee on the boat

^
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widespread smuggling
racket
yac
*e^ rampant in the Mediterrane ^* ®j®tenng on T^gier, a free
W1 A mtemational police.
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flow
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the now
goods,
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ain
drug
drugs,
the
thC
,toainly
f’
r
authorities call on !r
of
the services

in
making progress ill
^Uiupdilj
AO IlINIWUlfi
Company is
C’Scooe installed in theac’Scooe
ffe f*j nl g ^
geuinK
tres here and abroad As of June
5 049 houses had
who planes in
Of ^his. total more
Cinemascope. Of’-thLs
ostensibly seeking a Job.
.
had the ful
3,227
The agents are miknown to
®ach than half
_

d® a ny

VJ®

kills the

suspect.
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set Macdonald Carey gives a
straightforward portrayal of the
chief operator while Binnie Barnes
is richly in character as the tough
owner of a gambling spot, in
reality the gang leader. Supporting
players give commendable
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Jacques Peronne
Adelheld

Pkiu Hoerbiyer rected. by Juilen Duvlvler.
Margarate HaaSen -Duvlvler. from a- novel by Jacpb

London-Joiiy
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Hefteshlngly new tpeutment of
old plot about a girl’s, Anna
love is used in this German 2°**
film. Shot against a beautiful Swiss pither"
locale, film has good entertainment
values with serious undertones
balanced with the humor. Well directed and convincingly played,
pic will do well with focal patrons

, moving documen-

.

humor or much the basically
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isuiu.

Eleanor*

first

doubt but that
a biopic about Georgi Kastriot,
best-known as Skanderbeg, could
be made into a powerful screen
vehicle. But it would require more
than thrilling battle scenes Interlittle
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!

.^p a*# f
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equipment, including stereophonic
man she believes sound, Abroad, 1J500 theatres are
Before
they
disennow set to play C Scope releases,
J°P
tangle themselves there are the it’s estimated that the number of
u?ua* hairBreaato escapes with domestic installations should reach
tae luostsurprising io,O00 by 1955, and 20th execs
meintain that, by that time, 60%
,wusc
will have stereothe
wre 1houses
A hahU mval RgiiwMn
f!z th^shore toapned Sminate S3 Phonic sound.
wit
the
of 20th reWith.
h
Ihe
dropping
d
’"rrithe
tt!e Spanish Civil Guard
GuS?Si£U^?
makes for
strictlons on the type of equipment
ttfisdSi * lusty windup

(Life Begins at 17)

Deutsche
A^iiAwiiv
production,

opined that, when finally perfectsomething
ed, C Scope will provide so
of a 3-D effect.
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story quality.
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Skogras Sirprises

London
wiiwii arelease va
of Apollo
••
_
,
.
star* Sonja ziemann, Paul some excellent camera shots and
Hubschmid and Annc*Marie
Annc'Marte Blanc. Dl- colorful backffround
backffrnunH
Clem.
e
rected by Paul Martin. Screenplay. Paul
—
Martin- and Geirda Corbett, based en a
novel by Gabor rm Vaazary; camera,
-ij.i, mn|..t
9
gilt ft Titles)
(In Rusrion; English
Benitz; mude. Wolffan# Zeller.
Albert “’Ul.T'n.uX
Affaire Mattrixlne
This picture won a grafid prize At Marmorhaus, Berlin.* Running time,
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)
rt^ the f»M Csnues, Film Pestlvdl.
Madelelno
g.
Ziemann
zl«
mun
Sonia
1
niI
Paris, Jime. 29.
.
wvn*- it ha* magnificent spectacle Raymond
While
Paul Hubschmid
Franco London Film release bf’Jhraneb*'

ffl

RackcfgHcr Cinisr

4%s

Harry Laiie
Bruce Beeby

1

Bala ban Pariis *
Mihal Popl
Dog* of Venlc* ,. ... Alexander Vertinsky
Giovanni
Nikolai Lcvkoyov
Laonlcus
ScrSci Zakarladzo
Scrici
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Fresbarl
Boris Tenin

Russian StUdlOS,

util cut Mtie

.^^Btenie*
Binnie Barnes
.... Guy Middleton
James Lilburn
Leonard Sachs

V.'.V.

.

film follows the usual Potts
This filn
ConMnue# front page 3
C
pattern of many Swedish pix. In
^uSg,
£SS- du,a iensing scheme was proposed
^g2SS Tt8yE
its emphasis on the summeV cadre, t c^Shite”! I!
I!..
nmil if • aIitaIi
tiplilt BAtla
RfldpiBA
Iflbn DpnMdlall
AML
J
its clash with con- gSSSfJ «.
love and
young Iasia
originally
®ri 8inaUy when 20th discussed
Xu
Fmi u
‘Hu£*McDermott
vention. There is a plastic pho- JSSSu
^ ;;;;;;; *' Ferdy
erdr Mhyne
2J
* making
makinc tne
the Hoagers
Rodgers At Hammernammertography finish, with a nudey scene
1
r
versions.
.
stein^usicat
musical: in both versions,
.
of the young lovers in their first
touch with passion. This likely will to
However, that deal fell through.
* afUSJ
make the film a censorship hazard .^S-^JSSES^L
anorieinallv an
execs in originally
load AO execs,
exPe nd «l on Sjf',SS«Sw
its production, Todd-AO
but this is sdssorable without
P 1 0 remains just, a secret nouncing their process, said at the
ruining the main theme of this
a
mjjwogiio
a
love idylL Film benefits from fine
^“
standard
SJ®J
time that they also had a
toe f^mefatale and
direction and thesping to make
their
up
process
^^iescreeH
this a neat off beater in arty situasleeve*
It hasn’t been demonexploitation
tions, with obvious
stratetf
values.
Skowas commented on the ext ^
iPlhm.M^SK
Sh u1
make a second
~
Harriet Andersson is a heada,.
£- most
«, ^
nI.p.
tor
countries, but
strong, impassioned yoimff giri
^
greatly ^imits
view film^ with ^^arGatW
'America.^
_
whose poverty-stricken background
^
ana
®
t®."®
e
cwnty
ciai
based
and
ana
fact,
definition
story
proved
on
,,5*““
drives her into the arms of a sen-
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Macdonald1 Carey
.

Augie

.

Naim
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Soame*
Soame*_Howard
Howard
Danny Boy
Paul Dupont

'

oid seadog. Kenneth wrniams b/Ba?.r.r.::::::::‘ftj»afSS4W
Verlke Anjsparldze
well cast as the reckless youth Daflna

mu W>wwwcgu^.HUWtmiW
.muim

££* «** «uw»*».j>»t.sty.
budding

Lars
John Harryson
Georg Skarstedt
Ake FrideU

i

}^uie
Lelle

M2SS-

Naur Yarl
IlieairtfS
INI. lliMlrM
we*

Eleonora RossitDrftgo is nice as
the strange, hypersensitive sister.
Lensing is excellent in portrayflasM>ack and

1

•

pi*oduc-

Paris.

^

Din

.

edito>T Tage Holmb^ nate.; muaic, Benjamin Fnnkek color, porting work IT fme With young
Running time, *5 Technicolor. At Leicester Square Theatre, Jacques GhaboSSOl emerging as a

Marbeuf,

»d

-

and
mw

*
T nn/lnn June
Tnno 29.
90
London,
British Lion production and relean.
Stars Maureen O'Hara, Macdonald. Carey;
feature* Binnle Barnes, Guy Middleton,

1

granitelike integrity in this role
Vn.w
S? f
seems out of focus as o cheatproduction. stara Akaki Kbrara.
ing husband. He is more at ease Directed by Mikhail
of^
in his scenes with the natives as a JfJriL
vigorous lawmaker. Glynis Johns Yutfcvrich; camera? JSSrtSiJSSi tribwise and to primarily tor.**-

'

color

«ood for

pic

rection that he has been able to
'keep this literary tirade coherent,
'but his mannered flashbacks never
make a live case. Gelin is unable
to display the facets of Maurizius*
character while Walbrook adds an
unsavory note to his role of the
Svengalish friends Ifiadeleine Robinson has a one key role while

SSMSJ^SS? ’ZSKlJ’Si&rf'Z
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Drownsnardiyrecog
recofr
wa8a ® d out. bSS2STiiardly
nizable and even the red hues
8
orange.
mereiy a
fine
does not prevent uuc
however,
nowever, aoes
Andrikanis.
Evgeni
came raing by
Picture’s score often is excellent
ut fails to cash in on the lusty
but
|
3
Papaya’s
MiKhsiI PipftVft
SCGHCS^ MikhaiL
battle
attie scenes.
Seldom
ireenplay is routine and seldom
«cr^npl«y
•
Weor.
Wear,
naginative.
•
imaginative.

w^msh

.

Harry
Manager

Jack Uawkin,
Giynis Johns
MaaI .PiirPHll

PhSip Wayne
Marion Southey

previous pix.

!KjL is so llddustre
lacklustre,
scenes,’ the^tinting S?
vi i ihm« «««.
» olnP.
little more than- a gior
resembles
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Gijn Houston
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Gelin)
was a brilliant young
A moving perform- scholar who married a woman
ance is turned hi by Swiss actress older than himself; and then fell
Anne-Marie Blanc in the role of In hoe with-"her younger sister.
sinister Brleiid; Anton Walbrook,
mother. Supporting, cast, com.
Wic
jcwvus of Maurizius, instigates the
actors Jealous
WCli-nxiWWH HClUJLi)
suc h1 well-known
of SUU
ed Ut
POSCO
v.prp
wife tojK,
by the sister
of the wife
murder
Sister.
nc
P&nl
Hoprhicrpr
Paul
Hart,
rauIHart*«•
and H ilde Kolrber is sbrong. Th* magistrate’s son getkthe conjensi n g by Albert Benitz Ts fesslon from Walbrook. Meanwhile
rea l credit to this pic. Wolfgang
B Maurizius has been pardoned, and
can’t face life anew when he finds
Zeller’s music is excellent.
lbved married.
the women he loved
Hans.
-
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.
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Esmond

simmon> .

SSi

ken
^.rewiatLVircrtedby
lnia Tb Wlata. Directed by Ken
>1

Dr. ciive
inspector
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doing plus the incioents jeaoing up to
the murder. Maurizius. (Daniel

been

has

superficial pinup type of gals so
much better than in her
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^
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CBSrHytron, the manufacturing adjunct of CRS Inc., will uiv*
veil its new 19-inch color tube at a press conference and demon*

stratloii tomorrow (Wed.) in Danvers, Mass. The event has “milestone” overtones, which is being watched by the entire industry,
for this, to all intents and purposes, is the “secret weapon" in the
CBS electronic arsenal designed to reestablish Columbia’s
foothold in the tint sweepstakes. Tube will be shown tomorrow in

”

v

mass production.

DuMont

sponsor firmly committed to a

fall

#
*

;

.

Having pacted the Canadian pro
gridders for its Saturday afternoon
schedule in the fall (in an effort
to offset loss of the NCAA-incepted

that’s

NBC

ABC-TV),
‘

.

'•

to

Pall Mall Radio Bay
«
American Tobacco has bought a
chunk of CBS Radio for a new
three-a-week news series- starting
SePt- 15. Outfit will plug Pall
oil An
“Tlrktl rtl «
#_ 4-Lit
Mall
on “Douglas
Edwards &
the
News" in the Wednesday-through-

has

k

Besides the Admiral account,
DuMont, has options with three
different sponsors for possible renewals on five stanzas':. Anything
else in the way of sales is pure
guesswork as of today.
started a halfw Geritol-Serutan
hour palled "The Stranger" two
Fridays ago as a summer replacement for "Life Begins at 80," and
might keep the. drama, next fall in
another spot and bring back "80."
However, there’s no written guarantee yet in either instance from
agency Ed Kletter. The same

ey

•

‘
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jiaiuduiuwi
Status
on NBC-TV
v

)

from CBSTV> but under a "strahge-things-

still-year-to-go contract

are-happening" circumstance that

more projects him into topamong tv comics. In
the face of the General Foods cancellation (client has bought “December Bride” as the Monday night
9:30 replacement show), Buttons
was just edged out of the Top 10
Nielsens on the recent rating
counts (show hitting the No; 12
spot for May 22 with a 38.0)
after' the decision to revert back
to the original Buttons format tiiat
initially spiraled him into the tv
bigtime.
It was the decision (against Buttons’ wishes) to revamp the program’s format that precipitate*
the rating nosedives and sponsor
unhappiness that eventually resulted in the cancellation. But in the
last few shows, culminating in the
June 14 windup for GF, Buttons
as delivering the same kind of
^Y
once,

flight potential

«

•

.

J.

'
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•

al-

Story,"
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ostensibly 6n
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Red Buttons is now a free agent,
having obtained a release from his

In what is characterized as a
paper retirement” and requiring cued' '“""lot "of
'''chMt-thumpfng
®
ii
r
XI
\TT»/1
5iL
R P e cial dispensation from
s
the NBC within the CBS program dept.
_
T_ _ t_M 'J
a
Inability to agree on a new conboard of directors, Samuel Chotz
tract
which would commit the
inoff w'ill continue next season as
comic to a fourth and fifth year,
p ro d ucer 0 f the widely acclaimed as CBS wanted it, instead of the
"NBC Television Opera Theatre” one remaining year to go,
go/resulted
resulted
series, despite the fact that he i* Buttons’ decision to ask for a
re *® ase which was^ granted,
reaches the retirement age of 65
Meanwhile, negotiations have aland that the situation this week. That the "past 65” ac-
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A
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Ed Murrow

ready let intimates know that
he intends to “accidentally on
purpose" be in southern Asia
in August.
'They’re laying odds around
CBS that Murrow’s "See It
Now” getaway show in the fall
will
be
the
"Indo - China

.

manufacturer is
carrying jialf
sponsorship on Sundays’ "Rocky
penetrated
King”
along
with
American
Chicle,
even deeper into the Canuck
Show eomes up for renewal Oct. 1.
snorts arena and has itcome up with
_ TVyf
^PhariAA of a
a T If a4
miima
"Chance
Lifetime”
runs
into
a tv exclusive on the upcoming
September for Old Gold, and
mile
Bannister-Jack— Landy
Roger
®
_
_
—
Ml MW O O C
— __
a _
X
aa
__ —
1
T _
Friday
8:25
p.m.
then
is
up
for
renewal.
capsule.
Last,
and
•
run. Latter is- already being bal- *
n Mall also is Edwards’ tv probably the second biggest ’pros*
Pall
Fall
lyed as perhaps the major world
sponsor,
pect
at
present
(next
to
Bishop
Sports eVent of the year, starring
Sheen is
The ^Goldbergs” for
the two under-four-minute nailers
Rybutol.
Though the sponsor
who made track history in recent
there has made no definite statemonths.
ment as to remaining on DuMont,
The scheduled BannLster-Landy
the web is assuming that such is
mile will be the climactic event of

which goes
goes

collegiate schedule

Murrow-* ‘Vacation’

a summer vacation, but he’s

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen’s “Life Is
Worth Living," This! time last
year the web had at least eight
programs sold.

•

.

up to this moment, and
Admiral on Tuesdays with

contract

Particularly in view of the fact that RCA was obliged only
recently to. pull back its new, enlarged color tube, the CBS-Hytron
emergence with its “Colortron 205" 19-inch tube has excited the
interest and curiosity of the entire industry as' perhaps a major
development toward downward scaling of prices and rrtass production.
CBS is flying up a delegation from N. Y. tomorrow for the press
conference and demonstration.

*

has- only one national

_

! «.

..

-

_

.

•

.

.

.

a large, share of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. tab for line,
nims,
facilities and films..
Landy event will be
Bannister-Landy
the. 5
tv’d on Saturday,
irday, Aug. 7, in the
the
Throughout +i.a
to 5:30 p.m. slqt. TUm.«<hn«f
games
NBC~
week of the Empire
”.
TV will carry the events via film
11
to
nightly
from
..
..
_
^ midnight.
Meanwhile, NBC moved on other
sports fronts as well, with a full
season of Saturday afternoon pro
A
1
11
II
A
AA _
_
basketball starting Oct. 30 as a
segue to the Canadian griddery,
thus providing a full afternoon of
'

I

'

.

..

'

sports
.

the

Empire Games

the much-heralded

to be staged during the first week
in August in Vancouver. NBC, for
that matter, has a U. S. television
exclusive on the full week of sports
events, a feat accomplished through
the simple expedient of picking Up

A.

.

razzle-dazzle.

.

Tied up

.

by

the web for the "package is the
National Basketball Assn. Aliei
Aiduuiidi
After the
Ulc
pro football season (Nov. 27), the
hoopcasts will start at 3 o’clock,
Plan is to originate from each city
in the nine^team' loop consisting of
New York, Syracuse) Boston, Baltimore and Pliilly in the east and
Minneapolis, Rochester, Fort Wayne
and Milwaukee in the western divi-

*

case,
will

comedy

be slotted at 8:30 p.m., tive participation is unustial is eviTuesdays,
right
after
Bishop dent
uviiv from
xl v/iii the
uiv xcavv
fact that
bun v only
one
vmj vuv
Sheen.
man before him, in NBC’s long
Lots of Co-Ops
span, enjoyed similar "paper reWhat the rest Qf the picture tirement” status, also requiring
boils down to is what DuMont has board sanction. That man was the
'
up for national sponsorship and late James R. Angell, who headed
CBS-TV’s ouster of its “Suspense" its co-op shows.
Pro-football, up the educational affairs of the
package Li
VIII the
»rutvu Westinghouse bought
vvugiiv nearly network.
from
buy- Tuesday
x uvouaj night
uuw else was obliged
tugiu which
» Ui ry* Everyone
at 9:30 time will enable the web in its entirety last year (except for to respect the 65-year retirement
to supply a spotting for “Life With regional deals), is currently get-, ceiling.
The rnact^tricrinaHner
tin? the o
n as a possibility
nnseihilitv for
fThore'e
rnnFather.”
o.o.
considerable conCoast-originating ting
been mnciriprahlp
(There’s .Keen
'"Father," displayed past season at quarter-game sponsorship, with a jecture within the NBC-RCA famm
«
•*
M
«
•
a m
a
_
a
p.m.
Sunday
roUpon
7
with downbeat re- maximum of four advertisers
ily as to what will happen
suits, will go in at 10 o’clock in tating segments each week. Other the not-far-removed arrival date of
441*%
r
_•*
Ml 1
—
It
»_ ?_l.
ii<
a
„_
ma
Place of “Danger," which will mave vvdse, show will be chopped up re- RCA board chairman David Samup to 9^30. Sponsors will remain gionally.
(One regional is al- off’s 65th birthday and already
as is—Block Drug alternating with, ready in camp, but deal with an they’re laying oddte that there’ll be
iT\ A m
IT
Alirin
AM on 4"Danger"
j T-.I.
.. 11 .
J
M amvm
/*
fVl A
Kelvinator
and
largely for web a board directive permitting the
John- oil company-^-ealls
son’s Wax staying with “Father.” facilities and not for program ma- chairman to continue actively guidElectric Auto-Lite’s “Suspense" terial already owned by sponsors.) ing RCA’s future destinies),
P a ^ with the web had a February, Two other shows going on this
As for Chotzinoff, he’ll even re1955, expiration date, but with Co- week as sustainers only are Denise main active during the summer
lumbia’s
« notification
next season’s
iviu.iwauuu that
for iuait
uiat the
wiuui months
uic cyir
Love," which
uiuiiuih preparing ivi
Darcel’s
udiuuic uii
on Ajuvc,
a "Gamble
con- i/dicci
tract would not be renewed with Ted Bergmann, web topper, says agenda. He plans going to Europe
the show in that time, the sponsor continues through fall, and "One for the Venice festival to see-hear
decided ..on the optional exit effec- Minute Please,” for the time a hot- the new Benjamin Britten "Turn
tive with the Aug. 17 show.
spell filler. Other shews are under of the Screw" opera, which he
Company has sponsored tthe show option with producers, but these, plans to produce as part of the tv
since’ its teledebut in .1949,
since'
1949.;
repertoire.
(Continued on page 34)
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TV Drama
f
* eries

e

has, sold

Sammy Kaye
.

Thompson

is

the agency.

ng

loomed* closer last week
when Jonas Silverstone Miss Jones*
i^ye^ huddled with’ the Texas
impresario on resolving the format
and other basic issues. NBC-TV
has already expressed considerable

would be the first regular major
showcase originating out of the

in

sparking network

Usual Advertising rates prevail

Home

Products, on be-

half of its Whitehall product, has

negotiated

a deal with CBS-TV
sponsorship of

for” alternqte-week

"Name That Tune/’ which moves
into the
i
'

i
.•

9-'V*Ti0r

j'i
?:>*£ S!'i

,

154 W.

Utk

IS
St.

4111 Yacca

will be Car"Tune" shifts over
from NBC-TV, having 'been forced

ter Products:

may be sent ttyttrty
HOLLYWOOD

Thursday night 10:30 seg-

ment. Alternate client

r>f-

f.V

Copy ah& spiq
NEW YORK

ABC-TV

..

_

'54 in

Dallas

American

Forms closing shortly

;

and his “So You Want To Lead A
Band" prdgram to Bdllo for a
Thursday night at 9 ride on the
network (opposite “Dragnet").
_ Series tees off Aug. 5. J. Walter

weekly

.
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WHITEHALL BUYING
‘NAME THAT TUNE*

Review and Preview

version} both ih the .cbs-tV
vjt ifri'aisd negotiating for
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from Margo
Jones Theatre

interest in the series.

’night ^StfikO’ It Rich”
end-dittoed' oh fhe'-crossboard. day-,

‘

Series

Possibility of a full-hour

Theatre ’54 as a tv potential for
the fall is being projected as a
repertory idea utilizing the services
of Miss Jones’ legit talent roster,
but also flying down top Broadway
performers as well. Fact that Miss
Jones has script availabilities of
top names, reportedly second to
none in the theatre, is an added

Wednesday

a daytime NBC-TV^Strip.

.

9th Annual Radio and Television

Colgate is wielding the axe on
nighttime radio identification
over CBS.
Affected stanzas are
“Mr. and Mrs,. North” and Louella
Parsons, both Tuesday airers, and
“Our Miss Brooks,” 6:30 Sunday
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Buttons

some overtures
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Duff
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O
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it

carried

games on 14 Saturdays plus playoffs. But NBA demanded increased
sked this year, which interfered
with pro football on DuMont.

In contrast) the ^sponsor has put
fit for renewal 6f Walt Framer's

,

J® ,?
feels

interest in the Dallas originations
utilizing Miss Jones’ arena theatre
technique. In the event of a deal,

NBC

fixture.

,

,

“

.

DuMont, which had pro basket-

DuMont

,

spectaculars, f,

—

.

ball last year, gave way to
over its inability to offer 18 week-

Last year

•

•

sion.

ends.

ready started with NBC-TV. Latr we ^’ because of the flexibility
i# lts
u Program patterns which pro°f,
u tip
ue ti s ad<

29
St.

CHICAGO

11

412 N. Michigan Ava.

Variety office
LONDON. W.

9

St.

C. 2

Martin’* Plata

Trafalgar Sqaora

out of

its

Monday

night slot to

make way for the new Sid Caesar
show.
Whitehall has also bought into
the Doug Edwards tv show on CBS,
taking over the Monday night seg»
ment. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday were vacated by Oldsmobile,
Pall Mali has the TuesdayThursday

slots.

.
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Video viewers art constantly struck with tke-Tepeated cautions
that “with summer windows open? be thoughtful of your neighbor
and kindly tune y»ur television set down a* ft get* to be nearer
11 p.m.”
This is a thoughtful ukase Indeed—until, almost immediately,
the video industry errs heinously on its own because', invariably,
some spot commercial: booms forth^ Home viewers can’t understand why in-studio eUgiaeerinjt doesn’t correct the sound level
and maintain even keel on the acoustics. This should be tv’s selfresolutton for correction—pronto!

The decision /by the NationalvAssn. of Radio-TV Broadcasters
NATCHand the new Television Aavertis__
ing Bureau in Washington last ,g_ ace
Hero Even Typed
p _
week to merge plans for a single
Heepla
Community
ommumiyjWipw.,
or
*
t
promo-!
inHnctrv-witfe video sales promo-‘ -5
industry-wide
K
V
„
was a matter of expedition outfit
nwo sched*
Nixon was
VltC-riCaiUCJH iuawu
Vice-President
j L,«
|_ u_
t
n.^.®nd ,a 1 t
to deliver an address on the
?
.i T«sic
l.
wile
to
be
iMujs.
of
..
numl^r
citizen o£ the Future” at the
“
solved. However, subetentiany the
i bV^stagM this
st
0
F
e
*1“
Saturday (10) at; Jackson,,
“r?!
t
".n
Bieeting will .powwow again^around ^Ith Raljph BunSe iti Mrs.
spel^
and
the middle of this taopta
Culp Hobby among the other
0veW
out details for the new organiza- celebs
..TAhe participating.
nnrfiotnnfintf
tion. In preparation for that meetNixon was obliged to bow out.
ing, a two-or-three-man subcomhim on veering
mittee is reported working now on Pinchhitting tor
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^JMuled

^
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Mem,
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tomorrow’s citizen will be Frank
Thomas—-none other than “Tom
Corbett, Space Cadet.” And, natch.
„ fL i
!
?
•both TVAB proponents
,« be delivering his oration in
he’ll
h
motion for stations only) and the linlform
u
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NARTB

faction which seeks an
outfit, like Broadcast Advertising
in radio, repping both network and
local operations. Unofficially recommended has been a plan to em*
brace three facets: (1) Local sales
promotion, (2) network sales promotion, and (3) national spot pro-

motion.
At the mid-July meeting, TVAB
Will have the same five station* men

headed by Dick Moore, KTTV,

McCollough

Clair

.

and

.

.

.

m
.

j°

,
forces,

i ad had
working lor
when TVAB
wnen
naa been
ueen woriung
for
better than a month and a half to
m

,
AWAA + A a
A »V«. A Kb aO» A*^
promotion unit AAA
for A«Ae«A«*
station
create
i

. ,

.

.

.

ompted ‘“mediately
xT.
after NARTB
announced it was

a ‘»ne

a

-

l^

giving Politz $34,000 to conduct a
permanent tv set count for the
country. Announced too Were plans
for « general sales promotion
group. Neither side had any dosire to buck the other so the merger was made quickly, and, according to observers, details were left
for later. After the forthcoming
meeting, a period of about a month
joint organizawill pass before the
tion can

announce

San Francisco, July 0.
returns to United Cere-.
r
l ow net
Low

men
who shape the destinies of video
have often stated publicly that tv
is
a new specialized medium,
completely apart from the- stage,
movies, or what have you.

Even that distinguished gentleman, Gfen. David Samoff, said

Columbia Records Exclusively

teal Pelsy plus restriction of the
affair to tv is causing UCP officials
£* „„„ dVoppinilCe yearly Celeta
rity parade.
This year’s UCP telethon televised on KGO-TV June 26 raised
eios nnn and
rtnlv
nnrnvimafplv $185,000
only ,
approximately
no VtIV
11V
VWA VAAAVV
office
though
UlVIlUUbl*
one u«
at UCP
w
woui d venture a statement, estimat of the net to the charity have
run as low as $38,000.
The entire question will probably be reviewed at the Board of
Dl ct?‘?
month with
a
d possibility. that the show
..f°?
will
be dropped. Strong elements
within the charity group no longer
faVor it.

Washington, July

Ask

for

WHBQ

approval last week. Agency stand-

„

taneously. okayed an arrangement
of its
by
^ which General disposes
•*.
ara
in San Diego,
station
Calif., in order to conform with
the seven-station ceiling on

AM

Between

"

5-7 P.M.

Washington, July

a IkAW
what
they AAA
take
can +Al»A
than what they can give.
Sure,

I

j

0.

Legislate
Legislation
to ban radio and tv year leasing arrangement at a total
advertising
Ivertising of alcoholic beverages rental of $2,879,000 with option to
between 5 p.m. .nd 7 p.m. was (renew aJ

^

FOR
w " REDSKINS’ GRID

*

whlS
Gen.

continued

’’Television;*'

Tortd^caSS

A

WHBQ

earlier this year

.

^p?nsTbifi«es bn

0

p
offered ta Congress last week as a
t “S2fVhTchlv^to ^lte”
“compromise” to pending measures similar formula was used in the
which would outlaw advertising of acquisition by General, of the Don
beer, wine rad liquor ta all media. Lei station* several years ago.
Author of the proposal is Rep.
nrouerTransfer of the
P
Thomas M. Pelly. (R-Wash.) who ties gives Tom O’Neil his foturth

4»

they may ride high for a time, but
they will have no staying power.
“Sooner or later the public will
intervene, and they will lose out
to broadcaster* who have shoul-

AM

ownershiD
ctattran.

WaUingfords, more

get-ricb-quick
ImAaMAaAa^V in
tfl»
interested

a

KGB

*

ABC-TV PACTS AMOCO
ABC-TV, which

words, to that effect at the National
Assn, of Badio and Television
Broadcasters In Los Angeles in
leievision, ne
he saia
said
April,
April, IMS- “Television,’"
must be based on the same solid
foundation as was radio. For aU
drama and potential for profit,
televimon- should be no place for

6.

and WHBQAcquisition of
in Memtohis.
bv General TeleraMemphis, by
dio for nearly $3,000,000 under a
cash and lease deal received FCG

v
TV

Ban On

odd

That seems like an
situation, especially since the
shows.

SWING A SWAY MUSIC
HOTEL ASTOR ROOF
New York
ABC Radio
“SUNDAY SERENADE” and
“SERENADE ROOM”

final plans.

Finances are expected to cause
come blistering debates at the pol-

York.
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“
to attend.
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and his

prexy Harold Fellows are certain
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Editor* Vabiety:
*
careful reading ot your recent
llmnihlK
Norcross
UimilUUb Cfifs iiuivi
article, “TV’s Big Broadway PasNorcross, Inc., the greeting card slon,” lehves me with one conpacted as the third elusion, and that is: Television
outfit,. has
sponsor of next season’s “Omni- does not have faith in its own edubus” on CBS-TV. Others in the cational system! The- tv execuhouse are Scott Paper (renewal) tives, you point out, are outbidding
and Aluminium Ltd., of Canada,
each other to snare theatre lurai
Norcross agency la Abbptt Kim- naries as producers of the big

an aopnria
.

——
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enter with the same proud sense
of fulfilling a vital public function
\

tlism. That
lion applies

d hetworks

ta.

ntf-A
Angeles,
KHJ-TVta
* V Alt LW)
Los. AllftCica,
advertising:wUl be ^permftted du^
<Am co> «»
P«>
ms radio
stations
in these
<55ks
EStaTta
thera cities
r; d
S away) which Amoco will tag those honrs. If the applicant
^
Otamo and
[ an
and
Sjn Francisco rad ProyiFroviSan
presently
spo or «" a rt i ?“ al
does
»ot agree, he gets no license.- dence>
eb
ln
“»
n
nee,
R
.
L
Imanswered. Cota might
eventually
e
J which
l
southeast and
Pelly said his measure was
d
the net will
come tfrom webs ora_ 1loan r___l
from
Generalt Is
I. transferring Its
its San
c *> p bas,s in oth
letters rad nrtittalS
a c<
NARTB it s been suggested.
eg“ station to Marion R. ‘Harris,
ego
5SSh -po^> tata hi. offfc^om
„*8® r of KGB, for a rental of
anager
n
m^
A station man
N. Y. reported
*
no
narents who are “genuinely cona aaa
....
a am
aA
A AA
Sene, will run tr.m Sept
2fi
a year uni, ( d«.
right after the merger that it put a
in< lude
with an option granted to Harris to
(Continued on page 34)
d
am Vr 1 fects on chUdrraofra^orad tv purchase during 1959 at the fair
liquor commercials
His hill he
p?5«w»iT j?m rfML™ S,rt
™lue.
added, wraM dectare “a mlrato!
’
:n
j.
a<
eommerelfils
rium”
on
sudh
commercials
during l
ington affiliate, will do the comra
Drarajl C.«i
mentary while Bill Malone will a period of the day “when parents
3|) Fnr
a
Rnmiiv
0l
FWI
1
liUaU
DUlIipj liOau
DUUIpy
o 9
S
allow tneir
their children to watch
handle colors Amoco had a similar can
? an a *„^
•
»
(if
j
setup last year on manjr of the
fear they wiU be subjected to
1 andy-tronyn
*
same stations, but this year the
*
q...
•
(Continued on page 34)
deal was set through the net inSurperv
1
V
or
stead of on a spot basis.'
J
®
\
Web
” CM still
a
hasn’t sold the Chicago
Dr, Frank C. Baxter, the English
The Jtroubles that have beset
Esau’s Switch
Literature
professor at 1J. Of contests.
“The Marriage” for some months
Tulsa, July 0..
Southern California who has been
came to a head last Thursday (1)
creating considerable tv noise with
Switch in Tulsa broadcasting al- when Jessica Tandy entered Docfirm
his Shakespearean lecture series,
legianees last week saw John Esaii tors Hospital for minor surgery
WHLI-FM’s
Hi-Fi Coin
will get a CBS-TV network buildan<* the tv preem of the NBC show
Ia ca advertiser-handed WHLI- resign as v.p.-general manager of
up. He’s been pacted as a network _ A local
was postponed until tomorrow
rr,.i
Hempstead, L. I., the largest Tulsa
Broadcasting Co., which (xi|
personality and will get a Sunday
Urs> ) # The web has been trying
contract the station among
afternoon at 6 showcase during the elusive
other «outlets
O Miss
A
A 1.
_ m
1
«
nob AtfAM In VAM Tc- l AmH D a . a
A
VPAq« T» «.
A
Aoperates to Pget the show (starring
month
of August, when he goes "38 ever Inked. Island Radio Dis- KTUL here, to head up Republic .Tandy and her husband, Hume
Into the Eric Sevareid spot while “lbs, hi-fi dealers, pacted with Television Corp. as president. Be- Cronyn) into video almost since the
the
outlet
for
seven
15-minute seg- public operates KTVQ-TV here.
the latter vacations. However, in
time a few months back that the
the fall, Dr. Baxter will be given ™nts weekly for the n*xt year.
L. A. Blust Jr. has succeeded radio verSon was axed. One of
his own halfrhour segment.
Deal was made with Joseph Esau as v.p.-general manager of the proposed summer slottings that
nitAAttnm imltt.A Lira MmaAamAi T amm
VA«ff program,
aaYaa a.rara^ ral TITTfT T _ _ J fpn InA *D rarara Jrara ral!^
Uf _1_ t. . . J
_
.
_
New
unlike his present Lenn, sales
veep at WHLI and Tulsa Broadcasting, which
besides Sdn't^nVuT^“warthe" ’ » m’
Shakespearean series, will have a WHLI-FM.
A short while ago, KTUL operates KEPW, Ft. Smith, Friday time held by Dave Garromuch more flexible format to en- WHLI-FM decided to up the num- Ark., and KTVK-TV in Muskogee, way, who since then has been axed
compass -lectures on all the fine ber of program hours.
Qkla.
bv Pontiac, with the hot weather
Weather
by
arts, with, of course, added visual
replacement being “The Duke,” a

and
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CBS Buildup

1
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tv assignment to

it goes to a, man who has made
in the theatre, rather
a reputation
*
_

SlTmC
ra

^

.

jor

a doctor trains
for medicine and whose application
television like

of that training can onlyrasult ta
progress.
tv’s
tv
S progress;
it cost the

.

Da... Ra
p
IHHmOSO
i
DdOVS

,
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networks millions of
dollars to educate producers like
myself, and it’s a puzzler to try and
fathom why the/ don’t utilize the
fruits of these talents.

"
oh but men Hke Leland Hayward and Bretaigne Windust lend
»

John

WH

plum

hand out?

?

.

Cor

T

i

.

production
salesmen

,

prestige to television,” is the argument I hear. “They impress the
(Continued on page 31)
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values. Bard series haye been a
local presentation on the Coast,
with WCBS-TV, New York, .currently carrying the kinnie.

Albert’s

TV Sobs

nates).

Emcee-actor will he away for the
Of July 24, July 3} and

ftanzas

Aug. 7 and the piqchhifters for
him in that order will be Cesar
Romero paired with George Gobel;
Hoagy Carmichael and George
Jessel.

A

Washington/ July

r
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n

resolution, thanking the broadcasting ludilstfy^fOr portray;

London, July
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JlmlwS* w?fh ?
racing telecast front Longchamps,
Pnrlo
cornParis, inn
bn Cwtiiloi,
when omr)
Sunday (27) nrVifin
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than* Crooks
men rather than
crooks/^ncl tlown^
fclowrifc? was
wa?,
ff.ra flnhl
at the
icncci/in of the ai>np^
voted last week at
final /session
session
'c^nven^ioii
convention,t,bi
.of,
the National Sheriffs’
•riffs’ Assn,
Assn. /v
1

1

*
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•

>

.
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:

ing sheriffs as honorable
morable

0.

t

plaints were received_ from Lord
9
J‘
t
A Al
_
9
A *7
.
vidpix series, After a number of Ammon, viceprez of the Churches’
other moves, “Marriage” was final- Committee on Gambling, the Sally scheduled for Thursday at 10 vation
Scottish
Army and a
in
the “Martin Kane”
period minister.
v
(given walking papers by the web
Asserting tha< “if -this sort Of
to make room for the upcoming thing could happfeh bn the BBC”
hour-long “Lux Video Theatre”), a ptivate fifth’ r could,- When comWhen
w
11
It
became
oecame known
Known last
Iasi memai
^Britain, tnakb.
ihetcifti‘#^cj^jescb*hOs’'--tO;
-to- Wtaln,
^hurpday morning that.Miss Tandy Sunday gaihblihg its stAr at
would have to beWould
Hb* hospitalized, tion,
said ^Syo' mUSt
tidrt, Lbrd ^AiVimb^ sald
*
trade aources'
sources figured the show was tie
tie very
verv 'watchful.*"
’watnhfnl.*" v
about as far from getting underProgram led- to an opening Of
way as it’s ever been. NBC felt bookmakers Offices for the first
certain, however, that the actress time on. a Sunday, many reporting
would be sufficiently recovered by brisk trade,
tomorrow to play opposite her hueHorseracing is forbidden in this
Program
band. At one stage of the game country bn Sundays.
last Thursday, a “quick study” was also showed an international foota
considered to take over Miss Tan- ball match wbick ended
bottle-throwing riot.
dy's role, but this was nixed;

‘

.

Set

Eddie Albert is getting three
weeks’ leave from NBC-TV’s “Saturday Night Revue” to do the peddler’s role in the “Oklahoma’
on the Coast (where tv show origi-

*•

^Eurovision Hit

'

;

'

,

In the past, the resolution declared, radio and tv entertainment
made the sheriff appear “a comedy character,, often ludicrous and
incompetent . . , a man without moral fibre who associated with
the lawbreakers and participated in their illgotten gains.”
Last year, the Sheriffs passed a resolution censuring the broadcasters for the ridicule. As a result, they say, the situation is now
much improved.

;
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Following Is a breakdown of the
as they shape up ior tv: -
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lemo

automotive . expenditures

Time*'
Network
.CBS-TV

$3,700,000

NBC-TV

3,500,000

Spectaculars , , , r , , .NBC-TV
’
Chrysler ........... .60-Minute Drama-Mu-

8,500*000

(Shew
of Town”,
w< re o Mtee • .Milton Beile
.

Sponsor
Llncoln-Mercury «.

Buick

•

•

Oldsmobile

V

/«

.

. /Toast

— ..Max

. .

...

. . . ,

Talent

Liebman '

Comedy

\

CBS-TV

3,500,000

.Dinah Shore ........NBC-TV
Chevrolet
Ford ............. .*.L€land Hayward

3,400,000

sical

Series.

Spectaculars ....... NBC-TV ^ 8,000,000

.New Show Replacing
Dave Garroway ..., NBC-TV
. * . Grocho Marx
......... NBC-TV
"That's My Boy” «... CBS-TV
.... .."Ford Theatre” ... . • .NBC-TV

Pontiac ..........

DeSoto
Plymouth
Ford
.....

. .

2,700,000
*

.

.

t

2,700,000
2,500,000

2,500,000

.

NBC-TV
Disneyland
Nash
.ABC-TV
Dodge ..............Danny Thomas ...... .ABC-TV

2,000,000
1,250,000

Dodge ....... ....... "Break the Bank”..

1,250,000

Chrysler

... .

/‘It’s a -Great Life”.

2,500,000

. . .

. .

.AB-C-TV
Nash-Kelv. .... . . . . . /‘Danger” ........... CBS-TV
Packard ............ .Martha Wright ...... ABC-TV

1250,000
1,250,000

Total «... $40*500,000

in*
The automotive companies have
become, the biggest spenders in
television, even outranking the
soap, cigaret and food ’companies,
which in the past have always
shared the top honors among them.
For the ’54/55 sqason, It will cost
the auto companies a total of $40,500,000 (time and talent) to underwrite shows on the major television networks -a far cry from

It%
.

Gertrude Berg
wants to know

How Much Rehearsal
Is

*

—

the days, in radio

when the

autoin-and-out
occasional
fling into institutional advertising
(as with General Motors’ sponsorship of Arturo Toscanini and the

makers

were

customers

NBC

si

an

.*

*;

Designed to Give
6.

UHF a

Boost

Senate Interstate Commerce subcommittee ran into 'opposition last

Mel Allen

week from the

pMosopWsM

manufacturing industry on two measures it
is considering to give ultra high a
boost. The first is to request from
the Attorney General anti-trust
exemption for manufacturers who
agree to produce only all-channel
sets. TJie second is to ban interstate-shipments of receivers which
television

subtle attack that’s bound to bring
reaction from the printed media
Here’s how the web is
involved.
'
building its treatise:

Symphony),

But today the motor companies

'

.

are waging one of the toughest
competitive battles ia big business.
It. is survival of the fittest and
who’s got the best story to tell.
Next to the networks' N.Y. headquarters, Detroit has become the
No. 1 target in the thinking and
the scheming, and none but the
best among the webs’ sales task
force rates assignment to the motor capital.
The auto companies have responded in kind, for the type of
big-money shows they’ve latched
on to represent network planning

do, not provide for

UHF

reception.
Glen McDaniel, prexy of the Ra-

Child' Shall

and

strategy at its most advanced
stage. Unlike the soap splurgers

A Guy With Two

dedicated

Heads
m

payoff
rating

bright editorial feature'll the
.

t

9th Annual
Radio and Television
Review and Preview Number

47,560,000 homes,
63% of which have tv sets; 49%
have sets and are in the coverage
areas of the average 66-station evening tv network. Uncovered are
51% of total U.S. homes. With
51% unaccounted for, how can the
advertiser improve his national
coverage without repeating his
message to homes already covered
by his network tv, effectively and
The four possibiliat low cost?

Network

OUT SOON

to a cost-per-thousand
and where a fractional
change can provoke an

agency Crisis. Instead the auto
companies are, among all the clients today, the most healthy influence on the tv industry, embracing
all the new concepts and the up^
graded thinking among the web

licking their chops because last
at season Miles bypassed national tv
least financial success for the
in favor of spot video.
excursion into the Max Liebman
Also it’s understood that the

program planners, thus insuring

—

h

gracefully.”

June Windfall

-

ABC-TV's. whirlwind sales campaign Which over the pastr month
Manufacturers
has brought the Web’s fall weekAssn.,
informed
subcommittee
night schedule to near-SRO .status,
chairman Charles E. Potter (Rreaped the net a record $18,652,700
Mich.) he would consider it "a
in gross time sales. Figure breaks
serious mistake” to seek an exemption
from the anti-trust laws, down to $15,820,400 in new busiwhose basic purpose is “to preserve ness and the remainder in renewals, split among 14 clients. Figure
free competition.”
dio-Electronics-TV

for ABC-TV is especially staggerof RETMA, he said, are
ing in light of the fact that the
sympathy” with this objec- web’s
entire billings for all of last
"This industry, which has
year
was only about $25,000,000.
been referred to with good reason
Biggest bundle Is represented in
(Continued bn page 34)
the “Disneyland” sale, to American Motors, American Dairy and
Derby Foods. ''Others in the new
business category were Van Camp
Seafood, for a summer “Name’s
the Same” ride; Firestone; Minute
Maid, for “Super Circus” cosponsorship; Florida Citrus for “20
Questions”;
A. E. Staley, for
"Breakfast Club” segments; Lehn
Latest in the problems confrontfor
Fink,
Ray
Bolger; and Elgin,
ing the Mutual news department &
for “Elgin Hour.”
is a complaint to the FCC by the
Renewals
were
Brown Shoe, for
League for Industrial Democracy
"Smilin’ Ed’s Gang”; Ralston and
criticizing
the weekly John T.
Flynn newscast and asking for it- Nestle for "Space Patrol” and
self another stanza to give a “dif- Mars Candy for fall sponsorship of
Circus.”
ferent viewpoint”, from the web "Super

Members

in "full
tive.

.

-

w

®J

ai rman

-

Rosel

Hyde by

Dr* Barry

Laidler, exec director of

LID.
The radio broadcasts of Mr.

Flynn,” Laidler stated, ’‘represent
only one point of view and present an utterly unbalanced picture
of -current problems and solutions.”
A n* L ID topper
.
singled out some
Flynn's editorial viewpoints and
,
took them to task. Included were

(Continued on page 34)

TV ‘Lady’

Hollywood, July 6.
Moss Hart has given Max Liebthe television rights to “Lady
In Dark." 15 will be done as an
NBC-TV “spectacular,” possibly
with Ginger Rogers starring.
Hart wrote the book of the 1041
legit hit" which starred Gertrude
Lawrence. Kurt Weill wrote" the
music and Ira Gershwin the lyrics.

man

total.

Of four
National magazines?
leaders cited, these are the page
costs, circulation, percentage with
(Continued on page 36)

‘Moondog’s’ 10f)G

AM

.

‘BACKGROUND’

‘COMMENT’

AM

SHOW

TV

Shows with name talent recruited. nalized this week for Bristol-Myers’
Sept. 27 will incept Sid Caesar’s purchase of the new Celeste Holm
new show in the 6 to 9 period. live situation comedy series on
CBS-TV. It will go in as B-M’s
Whether "Comment” will
get an-

other spot is not determined al- replacement foV its current "Man
though a Sunday afternoon berth- Behind the Badge” series in the
ing

is

a possibility.

SWIFT SERVES NOTICE

ON ‘KDKLA’ DIVORCE

Chicago, July 6:
Sunday night 9:30 niche.
Swift & Co. served notice on
New show, which will originate
from New York, will be called NBC-TV that it has decided against
"Honestly Celeste.” It deals with renewing “Kukla, Fran & Ollle”
a girl out of Minnesota hitting the next season. Swift, along with KFO
big town. Program is slated for a creator Burr Tillstrom, had both
.

Updating ‘Yankee*
Tomorrow
;

.

Hart Okays

37% of the
Mag Breakdown

non-tv homes,

Lincoln-Mercury, with ABC down month.
for $5,750,000, thanks primarily to
Keen interest in the active acNash ("Disneyland”) and Dodge count is evidenced . by the highAllen Freed (“Moondog”) has
(Continued on page 34)
level treatment it’s getting from.,
the networks. ABC’s prexy Robert negotiated a $100,000 percentageKintner came out to top off the and-guarantee deal with WINS,
NBC-TV
joint radio-tv pitch for his web N. Y., effective Sept. 6. He’ll do an
with Chi’s James Stirton and Don hour-long show (4 to 5 p.m.) and a
three-hour late night stanza beginRoberts repping the tv and
VICE
NBC-TV ning 11 o’clock. The daily stanza
respectively.
NBC-TV’s "Comment,” installed interests,
sales chief George Frey headed up wiU feature rhythm & 'blues disks
in the controversial "Voice of Firehis contingent along with Ed-Hitz, popularized by Freed during his
stone 8:30 to 9 Monday time, gets
bossman of the Chi sales crew,, and three years with WJW, Cleveland.
the gate in mid-August and will be
account man Robert McKee. Also (Freed also spent four years with
succeeded by four chapters of
making the Elkhart junket were WXEL in Cleveland).
"Background.”
Latter is a Ted
Freed is planning a 40-market
DuMont
reps, with the CBS deleMills - produced
“news-in-depth” gation due in this week.
tape program and a possible crossshow with Reuven Frank, one of
country tour with acts similar to
ihe web’s top documentary scrlpthe recent "Moondog” Coronation
ters, as managing editor.
Ball in Newark, N.J. WINS con"Background” will be displayed Bristol-Myers Dickers
tract eliminates his current WNJR
during the Aug. 16 to Sept. 6 span.
night show.
Next tWo Mondays will be given
Show Freed is also planning a CleveCeleste Holm
over to an "Atomic Power” proshow from N.Y.
Deal was In process of being fi- land radio tape
gram and a Salute to USO-Camp

.

reporter. Complaint was shaped in.
a letter sent this,. week to FCC

network

is
Scramble between the video possible; and mushrooming 'cost
covwebs is especially pointed this out of proportion to gain in
at
21%
be
up
would
erage,
which
year, since its been bruited about
But assuming
that Miles has upwards of $2,000,- a cost hike of 50%.
the
000 tentatively earmarked for net- there is a full network used,
17,100,000
miss
would
work tv. This has the network boys advertiser

“spectacu- Miles brass and the Geoffrey Wade
agency reps have indicated an
especial interest in daytime tv, the
area that is coining in for more and
more attention now that the eve
ning picture is fast firming up.
The Miles decision oil any video
800,000. CBS gets $10,950,000, most buys or any rejuggling of its
of it wrapped up in Chrysler and properties is expected by mid-

50 stations were simply eliminated.
"I hope,” he wrote,
"yob think this is satisfactory,
but if you don’t, 1 take defeat

supplements,

radio.
Elkhart, Ind., July 6.
The answers: By Increasing staAnnual pilgrimage to the Miles
Labs homeoffice here by the radio- tion lineup the sponsor could
cover
all 29,495,000 tv homes, or
tv network sales toppers is under
way in the traditional midsummer 63% of total domiciles. But full
clearance is virtually imstation
tv
pitch for the. drug firm’s biz.

"
the CBS variations on a
“spec” theme and ABC’s highlytouted “Disneyland.”
Of the $4Q,5OO,OO0 auto outlay
(see adjoining breakdown), NBCTV will, get the lion’s share $23.-

plan which "tries to eliminate
Intermixture.” •
Educational channels were
circled in red crayon and about

projected are increase of tv

Sunday

lars,”

in Brookhaven, Ga. t who submitted a detailed allocation

tv:

station lineup, national magazines,

and Leland Hayward

6,

Help in solving the UHF
problem came to the FCC last
week from a 13-year-old boy

~

ties

NBC

Lead Them

Washington, July

(Procter Ik Gamble, Colgate, etc.),
this Is no decimal point investment
where practically everything is

—

9th Radio and Television 4-1 goes after the real objective, the
Review and Preview Number major magazines, in a not too

'

+\

Main idea is
Advertiser.”
$nd coverage—particularly unand tha
coverage
theme is that a sponsor who uses
network video "must complement
sion
cost

After
his television advertising.”
a preliminary pitch, the network

forfhcomlnf

*

.

Washington, July

$

If radio can’t get It one Way it's
going to get it another. NBC’s current persuader in an attempt to
lure the dollar to the aural coffers
is -an approach that travels under
the banner of "Memo to a Televi-

duplicated

bri«ht byllaa.|rfaca In tka

strictly

taking

Enough?

•

;

night's

.

(Thurs.)

performance ofv"Conhecticut
Yankee”, on the ABC-TV Kraft
Television Theatre, -starring
Edgar Bergen, ‘will stick pretty
the Mark Twain
cloSe
to

From one

respect; however,
be the most updated ver-

sion ever presented anywhere.
For the Kraft production boys
had the camera crew out early
last

Wednesday

(30)

shooting

scenes of the eclipse for the
shuttlng-out-the-Sun Climactic
scenes.

come

preem.

to the

conclusion that the

weekly half-hour format was not

right for the show. But the meat
firm, figuring Kukla and Oliver
‘Road’ Traffic
J. Dragon have done a good merjob, had hoped to rechandising
of Life” suds opera unshow in
tc Gamble main identified with the

1-Way
“Road

original.
it’ll

fall

derwritten by Procter
on both CBS and NBC Radio for a

some form next

fall.

However, with Tillstrom » futurt
of years, has become an
up in the air
exclusive in the Columbia camp. status with NBC-TV
August from
has dropped sponsorship of pending his return in
J. Walter
and
the
Swift
Europe,
time.
the serial in the
decided to
Soaper has been identified with Thompson agency haVe
lor
vehicle
for
a
elsewhere
“Road” since its launching back in look
l the Pard dog food billings.
1937.

number

P&G

NBC

.

RANO REVIEWS
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GUNSMOKE

'

"

With .William Conrad, Parley Baer,
Chester Proudfoot, Georg la Ellis, Howard McNear, others; music, Rex Roury; Georye Fenne,

f^SMETf

Wednesday, fj&y

FROM DIXIE
wpit J*lm Hicks
Producer: George Vmiu

FREDDY MARTIN SHOW

STRICTLY

With Johnny Cochrin, BUI Curtis,

The Martin Men-

1954

ft

*

Director. Telly; Savglla
34 Mlnft., Sun., 9:34 p.m,
Writer: Arlene Wood
CBS,* from New York
pja.
Band remotes, which seem to 25 Mini;, Sat., 11:30
Producer-Director; Norman Mac- have fallen out of favor In the past ABC, from. New York*
“Strictly From Dixie” is right oh
donnell
couple of years, get a neat lift via
and nitery
Writer: John Meston
CBS’ new summer series spotlight-, top of the dfsk industry are pegged
The" platters
30 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m.
ing the Freddy Martin orch from jazz kick.
the hepsters but unfortunately,
LIGGETT & MYERS
New York’s Waldorf-Astoria. (Be- fdr
penned for the
CBS, from Hollywood
ginning July 10 CBS will take its the script hi
out to be
mikes over to the Hotel Astor.Roof squares. This could turn
(Cunningham A Wdlsh)
.once spripter
Show
platter
a
hot
for
orch
Kaye’s
Sammy
With ‘Lux Radio Theatre" on to pick up
ball and
the
on
gets
Arlene
Wood
a Saturday night run through the
gives emcee JohnHicks" sharper
Its way to NBC as part of the gen- summer).
stands
show
As
the
intros.
disk
Bros,
of
Lever
eral radio-tv exodus
Martin has an easy-bn-the ear
no wilt’s an odd mixture of,jazz and
from CBS, the latter has installed style and he fills the half-hour with corn.
*.'-.V
standand
of
pops
two of its half-hour stalwarts, a light medley
doesn’t
Hicks' pedantic pose;
ards. It’s a tuneful session excel“Gunsmoke” and “Gangbusters,” lently suited to Sunday summer help either. His style Is directly
jazz
to
the
free-wheeling
opposed
Into the breach; There’s no ques- listening. Martin’s vocal continbeat which adds up to a mismating
tioning the seriousness of the gent, Johnny Cochran, Bill Curtis
nothThere’s
dialog;
and
music
of
pitch
in
all
“Lux” loss a 20-year showcase and The Martin Men,
with the platter profor okay results. Martin also man- ing Wrong
however.
On show
that’s always stayed up among the ages to squeeze his keyboard solo- gramming,
a flock of
Saturday
caught
(3),
top three shows is not so easily re- ing in, and it* too, is easy to take.
Dixieland staples were spun. Outplaced. But the parlay of a solidly- On show caught Sunday (4) Martunebag included such tasty standing was “The South- Ramparts
scripted adult western followed by tin’s
Muggsy Spanier’s
items, afe “Young At Heart,” “Steam St. Parade” and
a time-proven crime show gives
Good.”
“You Alone” and “It Had sock workover of “Lady Be Gros.
Heat.”
CBS a good chance to retain its
Gros.
To Be You.”
Monday night following..
“Gunsmoke” deserves the term
“stalwart.” The web rode with it MAN’S RIGHT TO KNOWLEDGE
Radio
for some 18 months before snaring (Socrsitcs)
its first sponsor,, and at that only with
March, Florence
Fredric
a shortterm bankroller. But Ches- -Eldridge, Donald Buka, Roger
With all the juggling in the postterfields, one of the slick timebuydeKoven, others
ers in the business, bought the Cx- Producer: Erik Barnouw
midnight period in- New York rashow
Lux time and installed the
dio, it should have "'become apparDirector: Edward King
in it. “Gunsmoke” is a natural Writer: Arthur Arent
ent tq^WNBC by this time that its
pairing with Xhestie's other big
30 Mins.; Sun., 1 pan.
“Music Through the Night” in its
radio show, “Dragnet.” Programs
NBC, from New York (transcribed)
have much in common —- tense
Arthur Arent’s dramatic treat- original format is certainly the
inscripting, good acting and an
ment of Socrates’ last days was the NBC flagship’s best bet for the
dividuality all their own that’s
first of four radio stanzas probing early morning hours. Yet, for some
hard to beat.
Columbia U.’s bicentennial theme unexplicable reason, the station
First commercial show for the
of “man’s right to knowledge and has persisted in juggling the midciggies this Monday (5) had Wil- the
free use thereof.” As with al- night-to-dawn segment so as to
Matt
Marshal
liam Conrad, as U.S.
most everything handled by Erik make it lose the identity that it
Dillon, run into one of his old gunBarnouw, the show’s producer and established a couple of. years back
slinging pals who had been hired
an associate professor at the col
music format
to kill the lawman. When the gun- lege, the preem (4) was clearly an when the all-classical
man learned his employer wanted effort to popularize the profound. had the whole industry talking.
had
dropped it.
who
First,
the
station
prisoner
loose
a
to spring
Generally he’s successful; how Popular \demaiid, as jthe station put.
killed an unarmed man, he backed
ever, the Socrates theme has been
down, avoiding the gunfight with done, and this one was. not out- it, brought it back a couple of
months ago. Latest innovation is
Conrad. But when the employer standing.
use of pop music in the first hour
tried to frame him for a murder,
Story Is a recap of the events (12 to 1 a.m.) with classical music
the gunman shot the employer, leading
execution
to
Socrates’
up
the rest of the way. Decision to
and then while resisting arrest,
his trial and of his discourses
program pop in that first hour is
was shot by Conrad, who had tried onoftruth.
Because scenes were remarkable in view of the fact
so assiduously to avoid a fight.
too
sketchy
transitions
often
\vas^
one,
Basic script,
o
.a* a. good
.
.
honnc7!irn
cinoo author
stirnAf urac
aim. that other stations hastened to jughaphazard, since
was aim
gle their programming to avoid
embroidered with some fancy ef- ing at
what he considered essen competing with the classical Segfects in the way of dialog and
tials, the stanza lacked roundness.
ment. WQXR, when “Music” was
sound. It’s remarkable how effecFredric March, as Socrates, was dropped, immediately moved its
tive the sound of foofcteps can be
orator than discussionist, the “Symphony at Midnight” in, and
on radio; it’s nothing new, but more
role typified by the philosopher;
when WNBC brought “Music” back,
watching too much television can Other
parts, including Florence
reshuffled to
put. “Symphony”
make one forget it. And John Mes- Eldridge’s
brief turn as Xantippe,
at Jl so as not to compete and sent
ton, while maintaining terseness In
were slick without much feeling.
in
a chamber music segment,
his script, endowed it with flashes
Art.
‘World pf Music,” in to compete
©f humor that gave it the character
^against WNBC’s symphonic session.
of maturity.'
Conrad was excellent as Dillon,
Another indication of. the. hold
TALK
and he was backed by a topflight With Helen Hall
’Music’ has over N.Y. broadcasters
Norman Macdonell's direc- Producer-writer: Miss Hall
cast.
is' WINS’ Bob Leder’s recent statetion was taut and .his all-around 15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Thurs., 10:15 ment that he was planning a midsupervision kept the show to a
night symphonic show but had to
PJU.
high standard. Rex Rotiry’s music WABC, N. Y, (transcribed)
junk the idea when “Music” refitted the mood. Liggett & Myers
“Woman Talk” is the first Of turned. Then why the pops, just
pitches by George Fenneman and WABC’s,
N Y., nighttime shows at the hour when classical music
George Walsh were pleasantly low- for daytime working gals. The would be most effective? If it’s
Chan^
pressured.
station’s programmers feel there's because WNBC hasn’t been, able
a vast and
untapped audience to garner any sponsors, it certainwhich might like a taste of. pror ly isn’t going to do better by proYOUR AMERICAN SPORTS PAGE gramming
heretofore’ reserved- for gramming the same kind of pop
OF THE AIR
With Ed Michael, Art Fleming, the housefrau. In session caught music that a half-dozen other sta(30), femcee Helen Hall carried tions air at the same time.
Glenn Osser Orch
Incidentally, (Harry) Fleetwood,
the ball for. the entire 15 minutes
Producer-Director: Drex Hines
She
was eloquent about' intelli- the permanent 'announcer -comWriter: Ira Marion
mentator, is in reserve training,'
gently chosen topics fOr gals.
34 Mins., Fri., 14 p.m.
She blended ancient history, with Roger Bowman doing a nice
Sustaining
Chan.
current events and certain prac- job in his place,
ABC, from N. Y.
ticalities in discussing things like
ABC bit off quite a lot to chew June brides, diamond buying,
on when it successfully bid for smoking habits of the femme film
Chi’s Timeout Station’
television
Miss Hall has a firm
rights to
the NCAA stars, -etc.
Chicago, July 6.
college football games this year. mastery of the English language
and historical miscellany that
foreign language indie,
WSBC,
One of its commitments is this makes her an
admirable essayist, has come Up with a new switch in
half-hour weekly sports show about but in this same virtue lay the
its latest sales pitches.
In consports in general, which will run show’s major failing: her intellec- trast to the “sustained
listenership”
through the summer and into the tualized -delivery probably lost line peddled by the other Indies,
some of the audience WABC was WSBC is
fall. On first hearing, though, it's
bragging about its pronto
seeking..
listener dialout when it changes
difficult how this can serve the
Integration of. fact and fancy
lingos.
field of college sports in arty but was so subtle as to possibly elude
Station is offering a new bundle
the broadest institutional manner. the casual listener, and to appreof six blurbs aired in the six
It’s a format similar to many ciate Miss Hall she had to be attongues
it features, Including Engtended
that have gone; before it, a fourcarefully. One more thing:
part setup that includes a “memo- it might be more, effective were lish, and the salesmen are making
ry” section, a sports biog, a “where the lady gabber to give way to a a big thing out of its audience turnare they now” segment and a brief two-way conversation during over as the spielers turn from one
‘‘thrill of the week” highlight. Ed each
show, because one person, language to another.
Michael and Art Fleming do the especially one as vbluble as she,
honors, singly and together, aided tends to wear thin before time is
by some sound effects and the web UPArt
orchestra
under Glenn Osser’s
*
baton. It’s aii old-hat type of show
Eating
and pretty much on the dull side,
in spite of Ira Marion's diligent Campbell Buys Lawford
•pinto
researching into periods and per-

n

.man, Georye Walsh, announcers

?*S

1

NEW YORK

IN

CBS

CITY

.

mgr. Eldon Hazard pt Toots
Shor’s 'last week, Hazard joins J. Walter Thompson jn Detroit , . ..
program chief Steve White sporting new yellow and black
His

pals” partied- exiting

WNBC

i;

sales!

;

Plymouth ... Flack^ Lee Sailers (& O’Rourke) commuting jfroni
NBC program v.p! Tod Cbtt planed
Rhlnebeck for the summer
CBS producer Oliver
to Europe Saturday (3) on blz-pleasure trip!
for
vacationing
in
Labrador
Daniel
two weeks . Gene Atltr? Visited
WNBChantoosie Kay!
Arthur Godfrey’s -daytime *airer last week
Armen signed by- Metro ior. a. lead in ‘.'Hit the .Deck.” ... ; . Charles
CBS batonist
Gollingwood subbing for Ed Murrow for- eight weeks
-Alfredo Antonin! conducting three concerts at Lewisohn Stadiurti this
^’Pianist Bernie Nlerow', recent “Talent Scouts” winner,
month
Gwen Davies
guesting on, CBS’ .“Music Room” Sunday, (ID
(“Let’s Pretend”) back on' the CBS’er after birth of her third "child,
a son ... Boh Richer upped to assistant continuity -director at WABC
Alan Fine, ex-WH AM, Rochester, has joined. the. staff of WHLI
Stanley Burns, announcer at WINS and WABC-TV,
in Hempstead
in Long Island Hospital recuperating from appendectomy,
Leon Goldstein, WMGA .program boss, resting at’ summer home
N.Y. and N.J. Hudson Dealers pacted for WMCA’s
after illness
.•
“Johnny-on-the-Spot” 15-minute, strip preceding thfe Giant games
.
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.

.
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Tom

;

prexy of Mutual-, did a tape that was- repeated -frequently
this- past weekend on each of the web’s 560 some odd, -stations. It
...Bob Harris, now concentrating strictly on
concerned safe, driving
Broadcast Advertising promotion,! has had his flack du ties assumed
by Jane Pinkerton ... Hudson Motors has bought' into. WINS’ baseShirley -Eggleston into ABC “Modern- Romances.”
ball warmups
Additions !to “Tex & Jinx”, production crew are- Barbara £avint and
Lee Elliott, latter Mrs. Bob Elliot of Bob gc Ray , / Millie T. Trager
back from a year’s leave of absence in Europe and resumes as publicity chief of Raymond Spector ad agency and Hazel Bishop cosmetics.
O’Neil,'

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

I1S

.

’

.

1

.

WOMAN

.

'

’

-

.

..

1

Good Luck and Good

-

'

'

sonalities.
First show

had a sports picture
of 1927, “The Golden Year” of
sport; a vignette about Roger Bannister, a report on the present
whereabouts (Welfare Island, in
JV. Y.) of former light-heavyweight
champ Mike McTigue, and a discussion about what was the highlight
of the Giant-Dodger series of last
week.
„
The web might be better off if
•

.

I,

9:30 period on NBC-TV.
“Soundstage” was. given the axe
after a season’s whirl.
Lawford series is on film, with
deal negotiated via William Morris
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MINNEAPOLIS

IN
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.

.

Because of their ABC affiliation the "comparatively new tv arrivals,
WMIN and WTCN, sharing the same channel, will boast the cream
of the football crop next fall, taking much of the play from the older
video entries, WCCO and KSTP, They’ll have the NcXA football
“game of, the week’,’ Saturdays and Thanksgiving, professional games
Sunday afternoon and Frank Leahy’s new series of., sports shows. However, WCCOTV has signed Murray Warmouth, new U. of Minnesota
football coach, to an exclusive contract and on Sundays with Warmouth
also before the camera will show the Aims of the preceding day’s
Minnesota games. Warmouth also will -discuss football strategy, and
the general gridiron picture.# WCCO-TY, also is planning other of
its own and radio affiliate shows for Warmouth
. WCCO radio again
to sponsor “Plowville” show for third consecutive year. It’s a Minnesota State Conservation department field day -which includes plowing
matches and other doings such as speeches by prominent agriculturist^'
and national figures.. Event will take place and be broadcast from a
southwestern Minnesota farm Sept. 17-18. . During past four months
every municipality in 109 Minnesota, Wisconsin, South Dakota and
Iowa counties have received “gbod neighbor” salutes from WCCO[
radio on its hourly station 'identifications. Each, day 15 communities
receive the plugs and station’s heads feel It’s a good public relations
.
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CHICAGO ...

Rudl Neubauer,

WMAQ

his 25 year service with

manager, feted by his colleagues for

sales

NBC

.

.Grant Atkinson, ex-Kling Studios

.

new

radio-tv director for Campbell-Mithun’s Chi shop .
. BMl’s “The
American Story” series getting a near saturation spread In the Windy
City. Series kicks off this month on WLS,
-WBBMy WJJD,
WAIT, and WHFC.
in cooperation with the Board of Education’s Radio Council will air the show in September * .
George
Stanton, ex-Free
Peters sales manager, named media director at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample in Chicago . . Bill Ftneshriber,
Radio
veep, in for huddles this week . .
newsman John Harrington
and his producer Jerry Dee and families vacationing at Harrington’s
summer home at Waljoon Lake, Mich. Also a Michigan vacationer is
Gene Dailey,
assistant program director , . *
sales chief
William DIx here last week checking on the station's midwest sales
office... ,
Henry Sjogren, assistant general manager of the Chi
o&o’s, piloting his boat through the Great Lakes from the east coast
to its new Lake Michigan berth . .
NBC commentator Alex Dreier’s
report oh comic books entered into the Congressional Record , . Key,
stone Broadcasting continues to add to fts string of affiliates with 14
new additions, bringing the total to 745;
.

:

.

&

NBC

.

.

WBBM

WBBM

•

WOR

.

NBC

.

IN

•

WMAQ,

WIND

PITTSBURGH

.

.

.

Kay Neumann and her husband, Don Comer, spending two weeks

San Francisco and “Kay’s Kitchen” on WDTV, hatTbeen taken over
for that period by Mary Brown Allgood, associate professor, of Home
Economics at Penn State U.
Virginia Offenhiser, publicity director
of wQED, the educational channel, and Lex Hoedt) wlth the Fuller,
Smith it Ross agency in New -York, have announced* their engagement A u Paul Trauvetier, of the ABC-TV staff ln New York, is leaving to return to thp faculty of his alma ihater< Garhegie Teen Drama
School, next season as technical director-designer. Trauvetteb grad-'
uated from Tech with the class of ’50 . .
Bill Brant, in addition
to his own early morning platter shows on WJAS and three weekly
tv half-hours on WDTV, is pinchhitting for the vacationing deejay
Barry Kaye oh former station- for the next three weeks
Portia
in

.

,

.

.

.

!

Clark, formerly with Encyclopedia Britannica Films, is the new libra!rian at Channel 13
Cordic off for a month from his daily
. Rege
wake-up program. He and his wife, by the way, have dated the
.
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Walter J^ifrnan
*

It asked the NCAA for an out agency.
“Soundstage” was live,
on at least this *phase of the all- originating in New York. Campbell
round promotional program it’s agency is BBD&O, which recently!
pledged to,
Chan*
inherited biz from Ward Wheelock.
i'ri

t

•

To Sub 'Soundstage*

Campbell Soups has bought a
new half-hour Peter Lawford situation comedy series as replacement
for the “Campbell Soundsfage”
dramatic series, for the Friday

.

.

;

,

—

SAN FRANCISCO

David Bogard, formerly with Ruder & Finn in New York and with
KGO in San Francisco, has joined KCBS as sales promotloa assistant
replacing Robert Fairbanks who was transferred to L.A. . . * Walter
Conway is the new sales manager at KSAN. He was formerly on the
KY'A sales staff . v; . William .Dempsey,, educational director of KPIX,
has been named by the U. S. National Commission for VNESCO as
one of three tv producers to attend an international study and dis.Henry Sohaeht Celebrated his
cussion group meeting in London
3,000th broadcast of his “Farmer’s Digest” on'KNBC Sunday ... .
Glenn King returned to the air Saturday with a Saturday morning
Wanda Ramey signed for the summer oh
disk show on KSFO
KRON-TV as “Saturday Showcase” hostess.
'.Macy’s has signed a 13-week deal with KNBC calling for station
breaks and spot announcements on KNBC personality shows at a
special discount. Shows being used include Doug Pledger,. Bill Guyman, Marjorie King, Hal) Wolf, Gordon Soltau and Ira Blue . Lee
Giroux hospitalized with complete exhaustion after his rugged 17-hOur
chore on thg) KGO-TV Cerebral Palsy telethon.
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(Continued on page 34)
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Record-Breaking Renewals! itstemfid

?lotfstan,' i '
384
>'
**$.
Thiipuft*'-'

second year by: PHILLIPS

for

PETROLEUM COMPANY

in

23 markets;

WIEDEMANN'S in
LAUNDRY

8 markets;

Huntington; IDEAL

DRUGS, INC.

WNAC-TV,
Francisco;

stations

to renew' months before expira-

in Charlotte;

COORS

in

3 markets; FALLS CITY
in Fort Smith;

in

ECKERD'S

KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Texas;

CO., LTD:,

in

,

KRON-TV, San
8 markets.

speak for

*

St

*

7

m.

XM.

'

?

'*

i

;

-

’>

letiis/
•

'

J’tAiiMt:

44.3
-

'

•

Sponsors, agencies and

us in these quotes from typical un-

solicited letters.
F.

L.

Rice,

PHILLIPS

Boston; KTNT-TV, Tqcoma;

GOLDEN STATE

BEER

Record-Breaking Results!
stations

"

(

!

and sponsors rushing
tion date. Renewed

//
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mm

ZIV*TV‘|
Led Three live* il still of
the- fop of Videoden Inc. s top roimp*
of TV films, based on o Morch 17
survey of progfomi that appear in a
°* 20 morkos. The survey
percenfog. of TV homes,
infludes
I
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ZIV's THREE LIVES
,

/

£

LOCALLY

FIGURES
April 12,

St. L.,

Wash., Atlanta, Balt., Buffalo, Cine., Cleve.,
Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, Milw’kee, Phila.
S. Fran., Birm._, Charlotte, New O.
_

25.7

(D)

Manager, Advertising Department

PETROLEUM COMPANY

rating over 23 TV stations used has steadily inWith I LED 3 LIVES we are getting more than our share
of the viewing audience in tough, multi-station markets/'

"Our average
creased.

Carl

L.

Manager

Nelson, Advertising

GOLDEN STATE COMPANY,

LTD., California

"Every day we receive enthusiastic reports from our sales staff, from
letters, comments from market owners, customers or people who
have switched to Golden State products because of the show."
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Today’s’ €bi Biz
Chicago, July

0.

is coming In
for its share of the fall biz pickup.
Bundle of two new participation
rides has been brought in by the
Chi sales crew with the Ralston
Co. ordering for September delivery, a packet of 39 insertions and
Armour spotting 10 blurbs during

NBC-TV’s “Today”

in Business
Members of the National Boxing-^
Key advertising' agency executives
Assn, last week made overtures to
'
argue the subfect In a
the four television networks for
Symposium on
“adminispugilism’s
keep
coin to
trative clearing office” on its feet.
NBA, situated in Washington, is

administrative
coordinating
the
center for all state boxing commissupported
been
has
it
far
sions. So
by these state organizations, but
off refallen
have
them
many of
cently, according to Abe Greene,

a top exec of NBA.
Greene said that more money is
needed to maintain an administrative staff in Washington, since tv
has, through its national- coverage,
enlarged the scope of

NBA

November, and December
frozen turkey line.

tory signal in the area.
The station is the first of a number of government tv installations to be established by the Armed Forces to entertain troops
at isolated posts abroad and in this country outside the range' of
commercial service. The Air Toree operates a pilot tv station at

Show?
“

a bright

editorial feature In thff

‘

of

^Washington, July

prob-

NBA

TALE OF

A

6.

Questions of possible violation

P^VRIETY

mat*
between state commissions).
because
“Boxing is now wide-flung
of television,” Greene noted. In-

j

by Westinghouse Broadcasting, of
FCC multiple ownership rules be-

BAER

cause of interlocking interests of
A

serv-

execs donate
certain of its directors were reneeded to enlarge Dean ‘Off to the Races’ As Result
solved last week in favor of the
Of WCBS-TV Broadcast
and maintain clerical staff.
company. As a result, the company
A N. Y. reporter cited a source
William B. Baer, dean^of the TJ. was held to have interests in four
in boxing as saying that NBA,
through International Boxing Club, College of Arts & Sciences at NYU,, tv stations and six AM outlets.
promoting firm, wants to ask the was engaged a couple of weeks ago
Westinghouse will therefore be
video webs for 1 to 2% Qf all future in explaining the origins of Bibli- permitted to have another video
tele contracts. Harry, Markson, of cal place names in the U. S., as sfation under the FCC five-station
IBC, said on the other hand that part of his “Our Goodly Heritage,” ceiling. Company’s efforts to obNBA made no appeal for money to Sunday morning stanza on WCBS- tain a VHF station in Portland,
TV, N. Y. His June 13 telecast re- Ore., were
them.
set back recently when
At a meeting in New York ferred to Goshen, N. Y., and he Examiner Elizabeth Smith favored
read from Genesis 46:29: “And Mrs.
officials,
web
and
IBC
NBA,
among
Dorothey Bullitt’s North
were men Irom DuMont and ABC- Joseph, made ready his chariot, and Pacific TV Co, for channel 8 over
TV, while IBC’sw Truman Gibson went up to meet Israel, his father, Westinghouse and two other conwas speaking for to Goshen, and presented himself testants.
“unofficially
NBC-TV and CBS-TV,” according unto him; and he fell on. his neck
The Commission raised questo Greene. He said telecasters pres- and Wept on his neck a good tions
regarding
Westinghouse’s
ent “recognized the need for serv- while,”
eligibility
for additional stations
That “chariot” reference did it
ices being rendered them” by NBA.
last February after the company
Some
good
citizens
of
Goshen,
“is
continued,
he
question,”
“The
inquired whether interests of three
what form support should take, pioneer city of the harness racing of its directors
J ohn^T. Hall, John
with the purpose of strengthening spot and scene of the historic
Hambletonian trottery, prevailed M. Schiff and Dillon. Anderson
the central clearing house.”
Greene said boxing gates are on Elizabeth Sharts, the town his- should be^ taken into account in
down because of video—“So in ef- torian, to have Dean Baer make a determining application of the
multiple-ownership rules. Agency
fect tv is a promoting club.” Tele tape recording of the passage for
replied in the affirmative and instations and sponsors virtually put Goshen’s radio station. The dean
boxing clubs in biz, Greene con- complied. Then came an invite dicated the company had exceeded
cluded, ‘‘because the boxing is be- from Louis J. Zoghyby, prexy of the quota of owned stations. Folthe chamber of commerce, for the lowing a petition for waiver, the
ing staged for them.”
dean to attend the “Goshen Goes Commission granted the company
$50 a Show as Fee
In Washington Col. Harvey L. to the Races” pageant tomorrow time to comply with the rules.
Subsequently, Westinghouse adMiller, exec secretary of NBA, in- (Thurs.). The Biblical scholar will
vised that Hall had terminated his
dicated that a suggestion was made be there.
P.S.: Goshen is celebrating the association with other broadcast
at a meeting in Detroit last month
interests and supplied further inof the executive committee of the racetrack’s 100th anni this week.
formation regarding the interests
IBC that service memberships in
24 More for BAB
NBA be made available to televiof Schiff in Transcontinental Propsion boxing programs to keep NBA
Broadcast Advertising Bureau erties, Inc. The Commission ruled
in operation. These memberships sweUed its list of better than 800 that SchtiTs interests should not
would entail a fee of $50 a pro- stations by adding 24 new member be attributable to Westinghouse.
gram.
outlets during the last five weeks. Anderson's interest in a Houston
This proposal will be voted on at
Of the 24 stations added four are tv station was counted as attributathe NBA convention in Cleveland Canadian outlets,
ble to Westinghouse. *
Sept. 13-15 and tv sports directors

Money

Limestone, Me.
Entrance of the military into the tv field, detailed before' a
House Armed Service subcommittee recently, brought an expression
of concern from the National Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters
last week that government stations might compete with private,
enterprise. In comments filed with .the subcommittee regarding %.
bill authorizing the installations, NARTB prexy Harold E. Fellows
suggested that a definition of “isolated post” be included.
Such a post may be “isolated”- within the common concept of
the word, he said but yet have access to commercial r&dio or tv
reception. Congressional policy; oLrefusing authorization of government-owned stations intended to compete with commercial opera-*
tions, he urged, “should he spelled out in' unmistakable language^

9th Radio andr’Television
Review and Preview Number

ters

ices.

J

;

for^ its

Whatever Happened
To the One-Sponsor

Jems, (largely clearing policy

cidentally,

WaShingtoq.July 0
The Army’s first tv station went on the air last week heap the
White Sands Frovpijg Ground in New Mexico. The station, which
operates on UHF, picks up the programs of KRpD-<TV, El Paso,
Tex., and retransmits them to entertain 8,000 military and: civilian
/personnel at jhe base. The facility uses only eight watts power.
Under agreement with FCC,. the’ station is restricted ith programs received from authorized sources and will discontinue operations immediately if a commerical station provides a satisfac-
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be invited to attend.
Miller explains that it’s in the

.

01 Jones Beach Impresario

*

will

”
.

ttffecta

’

i

Was

I

Predicts

Guy Lombardo

.

'

on

S

work time. The slack, he Said, was
•taken up by increased local bill-

& Co. to Coast

Kintner

ings.

On Disney TV Powwows
Contingent of four ABC execs,
headed by prexy Bob Kiptner, flew
out to the Coast Monday (5) for the
web’s first joint meeting with all
three “Disneyland” sponsors at the
Walt Disney Studios. Meetings on
all. phases of programming, production, commercials, advertising,
merchandising-promotion and participation in the Disneyland amusement park are scheduled* for today

tomorrow and Friday*(9).
contingent, besides Kintner,
comprises v.p. and assistant to the
prez Lee Jahncke, eastern tv programming chief Bob Lewine and
business affairs topper Jim Stabile.
Kintner and Jahncke Will stop in
San Francisco for huddles at o&o
(Wed.),

of tv to maintain thq_|
existence of
which supplies
the 96 state and local commissions
Peggy Wood, star of the “Mama” series, apparently Isn’t an allin the country with boxing ratings,
suspensions, results and general in- out admirer of tv. As a guest of honor last week at an American National
Theatre
Academy testimonial luncheon to T. Edward Hambleformation regarding the sport. The
same service would be given to tv ton and Norris Houghton, of the Phoenix Theatre, the actress remarked,
“America,
the richest country in the world, can’t afford a
programs if they take out memberGovernment-subsidized theatre.
ships.

interest

Inside Stuff-Radio-TV

NBA

&

ABC

KGO there, and will then proceed
to Hollywood. Lewine and Stabile
we're
fortunate,”
she
added,
“not
the
Govern“Perhaps
to
havd
Since boxing commissions dewill go directly to the Disney stupend on gate receipts and since tv ment meddling in the theatre at least, after some of the clambakes dios, where they’ll hold prelimihas just about eliminated the smal- we see on television.”
nary talks with the Disney execs
ler rings, support for. NBA is
and sponsor and agency toppers.
needed. Miller himself takes no
Jim Robinson of NBC was reported last week as- the sole American
pay for his work. He is director of broadaster remaining in Indochina. He’s stationed at Hanoi but sent
publications at the U. of Maryland word that he may have to “get out” momentarily. He’s been a regular
NBC’s Midget Mike
in nearby College Park*
feeder of the web’s newscasts, including World News Roundup, News
of the World and the Pauline Frederick program.
NBC brought forth a midget
Robinson’s teammate there is camerman Bob Hecox, whose output wireless mike last week in a demMayor Wagner Heralds
Is largely for Camel News on John Cameron Swayze’s cross-the-board onstration via a closed circuit tv
'
telecasts.
production at one of its studios in

—

WNYC

on 30th Year;
Henry

Monday

“Your Land and Mine” broadcast on
program for General Motors,
1945. He started the segment then as
N. Y. Mayor Robert F. Wagner a twice-weekly show on Mutual, later bringing it over to ABC.
paid tribute to WNYC, the municiAll tola, Taylor has broadcast from 38 countries on the show since
J. Taylor’s

(5)

'

Radio marked his 600th consecutive
Awards to Two Staffers ABC
sponsor of the newscast since

pally-owned radio station, during

observation of its 30th anniversary
at a concert of the N. Y. Summer
Festival in Battery Park yesterday
(Tues.).

its start.

CBS Radio

will launch a hew series, “Memo from the U.N.,” on
Saturday (10) with first up “The Fireball,”’ dealing with atomic energy
in lay terms. It replaces “U.N.—On the Record” until early in September. Cecil Lewis is producer-director-scripter and narration is by
Don Pringle. Slotting is 0:15-3,0 p.m.

In addition to Wagner’s speech,
scrolls were presented by
WNYC’s topper Sy Siegel to two
men with the*station since its inception in 1924. Recipients were
Thomas H. Cowan, chief announcer, and Dr. Herman Neuman, cisco .and taught radio-television
production at Stanford.

honor

music director.

Wagner pointed out that WNYC
not only served for “instruction,
enlightenment, entertainment, recreatipn and welfare” but as an adjunct to the various civil services,
like the police and fire departments, needing broadcast facilities.
He mentioned also that his staff
was studying the city’s plans for
the start of tele channel 31, the
first UHF grant in the market.

A

couple of dozen video trmtor\en>vter4
as/Vuest
instructors at second annual
Thstitute
Workshop held at Pasadena (Cal.) Playhouse under' direction of Arnold Marquis .(Productions) of Hollywood, June 21-July 3. Course directors and speakers
were:
Betty Mears (writing), Stacy Reach, J. D. Stevens, Laura Wilkes,
Sally Hainey Stevens; Bob Packham (production-direction), Alberta

a Sound Year

Myrtle Beach, S. C., July 6.
Although “there’s hotter competition ahead” for radio; the profitable tv stations are not realizing
a return on their investment comparable to that enjoyed by the majority of AM’ers, John F. Meaghej*;,
radio veepee of the National Assn,
of Radio and TV Broadcasters, told
the first annual meeting’ o^ the
North and South -Carolina' Broadcasters and Telecasters Assn, here
last week.
Predicting that the coming year
will be good for the sound medium,
Meagher pointed out that national
advertisers put more money in radio last year than ever before, although they allocated less to net-

Meagher suggested that if radio
operators would give as much attention and apply as much imagination in running their stations today as they did when they first
began operations they would be
gratified with the results.
,
“0f the- three classic categories
of time sales,” he said, “it is the
Iotal billing over which you -exercise the greatest control. You don’t
have so much influence on whether
a national advertiser will embark
on a spot campaign in which your
particular market will be included,
and you have even less opportunity,
to determine his course in network
advertising. But for the local advertiser, you and your station may
well serve as counsel, agency and
mediunr, and the more of such relationships ‘’you can develop, the
stronger becomes your position.”
Declaring that “under-the-table”

deals and Tate-cutting have no
place in a responsible operation,
Meagher advocated that salesmen
be indoctrinated in the .philosophy
that “radio is* a profession with
traditions of ethical concepts relating to all its aspects.”
The advent of color tv will tend
to break the fixed patterns of news-

paper preference

Meagher

stores,

by department
and “ra-

forecast,

New York. Involved in the per- dio may then gain access to sell its
formance were Joan Dlener, fea- Services for rounding out their covtured in “Kismet” on Broadway, erage picture.”
and telecomic Cliff Norton, with
Ben Grauer as narrator and electronic historian.
Miniature mike
Sign David Alexander
is worn on the person along with
a tiny transmitter and antenna.
'

Device’s objective is to provide
greater movement not always possible with the booms and cables.
Equipment, including eight transistors, weighs less than eight ounces.
Credited with the development are
O. B. Hanson, RCA v/p, of operations engineering (formerly NBC’s
chief engineer), manager George
M. Nixon, and technical aides J. L.

To Direct Martha Raye

'<

Hathaway and Ray

Lafferty.

David Alexander has been

as-

signed
by NBC-TV ,td direct
Martha Raye next season, Comedienne will do 10 shows under the
.

Hazel Bishop Jbanner in the Tuesday slot (with Milton Bene ear-

marked tor idbyRuiclc and Bob
Hope for six of General poods’
ninte).
Alexander!* musical orb-

•

include " the St Aging of M Pal
Jody” and *‘Hazel FlAg&” on BroadWWJU 10% Biz Hike
way. Orio of his 'top tv identificaWWRL, N. Y., radio indie, had a tions was directing last February’s
10% increase in sales for the first Colgate “Comedy Hour” starring
half of ’54 over the same period Ethel Merman and Frank Sinatra
Hackett, Fred Williams, George Burke; George Moskovics (sales and last year.
in “Anything Goes,”
m
promotion), Dean Linger, Wayne Tiss; Bill Whitley (information-eduTo provide added Spanish hours,
Miss. Raye’s erstwhile director
cation), Phil Essman, Hale Sparks; Joe Kay (tools of
tv), A1 Scarlett; WWRL tagged another hour to its (as well as scripter) is Nat Hikeo,
R. Simpson, Bill Tillisch; Seymour Elate- (production
design). Serge daily lineup recently.
Schedule who under his new CBS pact Will
Krizman, Alex Quiroga, E. J. Kause.
now stands at 19 hours a day*
bring in the Phil Silvers show*

TV

&

}

.

.

.
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.
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Wediiefldayr Jijly

New York
With Dan Petrie vacationing for
three weeks, Bill Corrigan steps in

him as director of NBC-TV’s
Mike Wallace subLeonard on WCBS-

for

“Justice"
bing for Bill

.

“Six O’clock Deport" as
Leonard takes July 5 to 16 sojourn.
Incidentally v. Leonard goes into
Saturday segment- of “Report”
starting July -24 with Robin. Chanda

TV’s

News” capsule
Monty Woolley to star

“People' Are

ler’s

scrapped

.

.

,

"Mdn Wli# Came

to Dinner” in
season's CBS-TV “Best of
Series
sponsored
by
Broadway”
WestinghouSe . . ’Tain't true that
Barbara Uoyce arrived in Europe
for six-week vacation. It’s in tcV crse sne arrived back in the U.S,
—and plays a lead on “TV Playhouse” Sunday (11) in “Man DrownPlug placements: Cyrilla
ing”
Dorn for BTomo-Seltzer, Betty Sue
Albert for Necchi Sewing Machine,
Nancy Reynolds for Easy-Off Stove
in

next

.

—

.

.

.

Cleaner

(all film)

for U.S.

Rubber

and Brian Dunne
.

.

Phichhitters:

.

Tom Reddy for. Bill Hickey on
WCBS-TV “Sports of the Night”
Saturday (3) when Hickey was married at St. Patrick's (a reminder
that station’s sales manager, Frank

Shakespeare, hast become engaged
to

Deborah Ann Spaeth with marPeter

October);

for

set

riage

Thomas for Harry Marble on outlet’s “News of N.Y.,” a cut-in on
the CBS web’s “Morning Show/’
•

July 5 to 30.

.

Manhattan Borough prexy Hulan
Jack to inaugurate WPlX^s “Tenth
of a Nation,” Negro vidpix documentary, oh Sunday (11) .
Of
DuMont’s “Marge and. Jeff” strip:
Real-life bachelor ~ Jeff ‘ Gain to
marry Jean Sunstrom July 23
Herb Homes moves from directorial reigns of WPIX's “Dancetime”
to same capacity in the new Bob
Kennedy stanza, just preceding
Jimmy Nelson taking over emcee
role on NBC-TV’s “Bank on the
Stars” before starting his own.
“Take My Word” in the fall on
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ABC-TV

.

.

Bob Drew

.

set for cast

DuMont’s “Plainclothesman”
Sunday (11) ... John Horn, of
“Person to Person” field staff, and
Bob Fuller, press chief of WCBSTV, to Maine for vacation.
Ethel Colby, drama and film
critic fontJournal of Commerce,
guested wFEmie Kovacs show last
J. Walter Thompson’s
night '.
A1 Durante to Cape Cod for several
of

.

•

.

weeks’ vacation.

Peggy McCann designated as executive secretary to Paul White,
executive v.p. of Bernard
Schubert operation. Miss McCann

new

•

.

Cowan

ex-Louis

is

&

Benton

Bowles

and

office
.

.

.

Guy LeBow

TV

sport-

signed to emcee
annual Chestnut Ridge (N.J.) Horse
Show Aug, 28, which Will be televised
. Nick Keesley, Lennen &
Newell’s senior v.p. in charge of
radio-tv, to Coast with Ed Plaut,
Lehn & Fink prexy, for hudlles
on Ray Bolger sponsorship next
caster

.

.

season.

Chicago
Les Urbach named film coordinator and editor on NBC-TV’s “Out
on the Farm” which bows Sunday
(11)

.

.

.

Bill

set by Frank Atlass, with Household Finance already aboard for a
portion . . . Rick Randall’s “Story
Behind the Song” paneler debuts
via
Friday night (9) with
columnist Irv Kupcinet, thesp Pat
Barrett and orch leader. Frankie
Masters sitting in ... Don Herbert
and publicist frau Maraleita Dutton off on a three-week auto tour
of Europe. Daniel MacMaster, director of the Museum of Science
and industry, will sub as moderator of WNBQ's “It’s a Curious
Thing” and Herbert’s “Mr. Wizard”,
gets the kine treatment on NBCTV.Ernie Simon has been
handed the play-by-play assign-

WBKB

.

come, disproportionate to the returns, due to high cost of ’ opera*
tion.
My goal became' .television.
It seemed a dynamic medium.
It

.

Johnson

added

to

Klings scripting stable .
With
sponsor Pete Demet checking off
in favor of a bowling telecast on
WNBQ, Howard Miller is moving
his two-hour deejay
session to
WBBM-TV next month.' Deal was
.

.

'

.

hotels
A KNOTT

Madison Ave. & 55th

West

New York
*

'

St.

City

Cl 7-1900

GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Room withPrlvatoBath
.

from 95.00
2 Roorrls and Kitchenette

from 160.00
Monthly on Lease
Full

Hotel Service for

grounds, thte FGG ruled last week
in reaffirming ;it 9 grant of channel
12 to Ohio Valley Broadcasting
Corp. in Clarksburg, W. Va. The
authorization had been protested by
on
Co.
Publishing
Clarksburg
grounds the station Would obtain
a monopoly on the media of mass
communication in the community
and would violate multiple ownership rules.
The case was argued
before the full Commission two

NBC-TV Soapers
5

Continued from page

27

=

father,
“First Love” pairs sweet Pat
Barry as Laurie James and Val
Dufour as husband Zachary. It’s
the story of a go-getter whose en;

Co

lishing

;

WDTV

in Pittsburgh;

and WJAC-TV in Johnstown, Pa.
Through these systems, Commission found, an “excellent quality”
signal is received by approximately

.

doubtedly serving as a lead-in to
Installment 2. Eric Dressier is in
the cast as Miss Martin’s foster

16,000 people in Clarksburg and
the number is increasing daily,
with a potential viewing audience
of. 35.000 persons likely within the
hear future,”
Ohio Valley owns radio stations
in
in Clarksburg.

WBLK

WFTR

.

,

WPAR
r

.

-

4

Warren

I

Hal Friedman

i

WABD

j
;

j

J

:

j

.

,

J

1

j

One

or

Two

Pertone Included
Also Moderate
Monthly Arrangements

WABD

j

|
’

j
:

sponsor?

During

my

tenure in tv, I have
always had*. the idea that a producer is one who knows the f unc
tion of every element of his operation. I always thbught that it was
the producer’s responsibility to
pull together and direct the various departments of his project, and
that responsibility. could not, should
not, be delegated to any one under
him. For just as a network has one
head, so must an individual operation.
How can a boss man make
decisions inimicable to this qualitatively different medium if he
hasn’t been educated in the field?

A

HIT!

PRICE
ROGER
STARRING ON
NBC-TV

Loner Haul
I have been in television eight
years and only three years ago did
I feel I was qualified to call myself a tv producer.
I felt I had
earned the title after working in
every phase of television production film
department,
sports,
special events,* dramatic shows,
panel programs, variety and comedy and that training led to one
Of television’s most successful commercial
operations,
“Broadway

in

DROODLES

—

—

Open House.”
It was with the networks that
'people like myself received this
kind of specialized experience. But

. . .

when we graduated in television,-,
we found that the networks were
not interested

in

collecting

".

Price is

... . .

divi-

Wednesday, June 30, 1954

a funny

fellow."

dends from their investment, but
preferred instead to take their
chances on talents foreign to tv.
And, frankly, what tv achievements have these theatre men given us? The Ford Show? That had
Merman and Martin, but in all
honesty wasn’t it more an offspring
of the stage, rather than televi-

Who knows what

". ....

“

where

Arid

during

this

,

-

•

,

..

quizzer."

Droodles holds attention."

MORE THAN

Mistakes in highbudget shows don’t ;come cheaply.
I’m not saying that We tv pioheers
(and eight years ago it waspioneering) ate infallible, but it is
a reasonable assumption that any*
one with tv know-how could cut
down the odds on failure.
In conclusion, I’d like to point
out that before entering tv I was
involved in ah outfit called Play
Investors, Ino. for which- I at-

tempted

an off-beat

\

the sponsor
theatre-craze

does

•

Interesting as

a tv-trained

period in tv?

11 $

grams of WTRF-TV in Wheeling
which is 34% owner by Ohio Valley’s parent company, News Pub-

.

Foods Show some months back.

$17.50

•

.

‘

WNBQ

stand

hotel

.

Hal Friedman.

producer could have done with the
basic ingredients? Even Rodgers
and Hammerstein, those enormous-

TRANSIENT rooms also available

Ralph Ha/firlck, Mgr.

elsewhere in West Virginia, agency
said, does not disqualify it as a
licensee in. Clarksburg.
Two community antenna systems
operate in Clarksburg, feeding pro-

6.

A

ly talented, showmen, drew mixed
notices, at best, from their General

FROM

Washington, July

seriously thinking of returning to
community antenna which
the theatre.
That might be one brings into an’ area the programs
way of getting the networks to bid of an outside .station owned by a
for my services
as a producer local outlet does not disqualify the
of the big ones!
latter fropi aJicense on duopoly

months ago.
a berth at Chi NBC. First job is
that
The
Commission
held
hosting the Friday night “This Is
service brought to a community Parkersburg, and
the Story” tidbit on
.
in Wheelgineering career keeps him from
Sunbeam Corp. has picked Atlas the hearth! Manya Starr, a know- via community antenna does not ing. News Publishing Co. owns
Films to shoot its color blurs for how hand
involve an overlap question. “Com- morning and evening dailies in
at these things, i$ the
use on (he NBC-TV spects
munity antenna systems are pri- Wheeling and has newspaper interwriter.
Byron Friend has left the Chi NBC
“Concerning Miss Marlowe” has vate business activities that may be ests in five other West Virginia
engineering staff to become prexy
varied or discontinued at will,” towns.
of Telecine Film Studios.
agency declared, “and this ComFIRST LOVE
mission has exercised no jurisdic-J
With Pat Barry, Val Dufour, tion over them; and Ohio Valley
Into
Frederic Downs, Hal Currier, has no interest, direct or indirect^ Matthew
Henrietta Moore, Joe Warren, in the community antenna systems
Scotty McGregor, Henry Stan- operating in Clarksburg.
Slot
Barry Gray
Continued from page 24
ton, John Dutra, Howard Smith
“The service afforded by such
The'" signing of newscaster Matsponsors and they can get names Producer: A1 Morrison
systems, in our view, is not perti- thew Warren for the 11 p.m. slot
like
Ethel Merman and Mary Director: Joe Behar
nent to multiple ownership con- via WABD, DuMont key in N, Y.,
Writer: Manya Starr
Martin.”
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 3:30 p.m. siderations. Only service resulting has not precluded further dealings
I
don’t think I’m being naive
Sustaining
directly from broadcast facilities with commentator Morgan Beatty
when I say that if a sponsor had NBC-TV, from
authorized by the Commission is for another time on the network.
Philadelphia
to choose between a substantial tv'
being considered in applying the In the meantime, it’s reported that
show headed by a video expert, and
provisions of the overlap rules.”
Cecil Brown is no longer in the
a mediocre program with a noted sophisticated Miss Alibritton as the
The Commission also concluded picture.
theatrical personality at the helm, marquee lure in a poshy setting.
Warren, who started last Monthat the authorization would not,
She’s successful actress Meg*Marhe’d pick the former.
give Ohio Valley a monppoly on day <5 on
in place of. Barry
As. for getting the Broadway stars lowe, back from a London run and
/mass communications media in Gray, is, in four weeks* going, to
into' television, give me or some of hoping to retire to family life, but
Clarksburg
inasmuch
it does not be moved back to WTTG, Washas
friend
John
Raby (as Bill Cooke)
my colleagues the budget and we’ll
publish newspapers in Clarksburg ington o&o for .DuMont, for the
get comparable country-fair names. brings her the news of her prospective husband's death four days itself %where Clarksburg Publishing start of a co-op network newscast.
..But does the primary function
jowns the only .daily newspapers. If Beatty is inked, it will give the
before her return.
of a tv producer lie in his ability
that Ohio Valley has web two network newscasts where
It’s quite an afternoon for situa- iThe fact
to get names and impress the tion dramas.
radio, tv and newspaper interests up till now it has; bad none.

sion.

SPECIAL WEEKLY

»

Community Antenna an Overlap

was a growing entity and I wanted
o grow with it,
HoweVer, my growth has suddenly been stumped by the very
people who nurtured me. I’m now

,

ment on WGN-TV’s beamings of
the- Little League baseball game
which start next Wednesday (14)
with the Milk Foundation picking
up the check
.... Curley Bradley
back bn -the Windy City scene with

SI

t

Yesterday (Tues.), WATV, Newbegan a series of 25-minute,
casings, called “Coffee Club.” to
coincide with New York City’s
summer festival. Stanza, on four
days weekly at 12:05 p.m., will
telecast highspots in each of N.Y.’s
five boroughs. Ends Labor Day .
v
ark,

.

RADIO-TELEVISION

PSS&lBfr

•

•

136,000

DROODLES MAILED IN
FOLLOWING PREMIERE
!-V'

..

to figure out criteria for

I
successful theatre investments.
did achieve any aim by investing in
six hits out of seven tries in a
year and a half.
I withdrew from the theatre because the investment risk had be-

A
J

Frank Cooper Associates

rift

WMi
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THE BIG-TIME

ON
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‘DANCETIME

* CJr

6:00-5:30

-Mr
'J?m

:

amt?/.

'

;

vjy
>.

•

-

with

PM New

ALLEN LUDDEN

York*s original,

high-rated dance chow for teens

“KARTOON KLUBV*

—

MCd by a knowing guy who*s tops with
the teenage

crowd

6:30-6:56

'''

//<

**&£&
yjS'

,m'

y,

/"

estab
net

as Shari spins her box

oj\

Xj^
.

'

now

addt

talcs

s''

PM An

with the kids

and wondrous

tolenti

J^Wdr'
'?,

'''(W

i?

There

is

no substitute for Big-Time programming in the afternoon

,

Ttyere is

no subsm
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krpix-

A new look in afternoon TV

3

stars in
No more

3

different

shows

afternoons of “one-man-monotony”
for

New York Television.

WPIX-11 has revamped
program concepts and

is

its

afternoon

presenting a

whole new line-up of star-studded
entertainment

.

.

three stars on three

.

different shows.

This

new programming pattern means

new interest for all members of the
afternoon

TV family

. . .

for the advertiser in the

“THE BOB KENNEDY SHOW"
LEWIS

E
i

8

3:00-5:00

PM Handsome young
Broadway and

rt<e

singing star of

e

housewife's choice for

TV —the

an afternoon

of music, fun and variety

WPIX

new sales impact

New York market.

-
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Saturday afternoons, to NBC-TV.
ABOTV’s nearly-full weeknight

TV Set

sked, providing strong adjacencies
believed in part responsible for

Mfrs.

From the Production Centres

Is

DuMont’s commercial plight. Two
Continued from page 26
Continued from page 25
DuMont shows have already moved
and probably stork for the first time r. Fred Davey, WENS
most corggetitj^ of Qthepthings, that the subcommittee over to the former
ing'
announcer, picked to
as being
winter.
do some Boston Redsox television commercials during the vacation
the FCC will stay through next
American
icah ‘-InSlustries/ :??Kfhere£ to will ;^ive its blessing to
These, are "20 Questions," picked season.
^
propbqakfti relax the multiplqqwn?
,

both the sp

mj^theiClter of the

tb'aBo^(.hetworKS;Ah^ up

erShipvrtiieji

at'

ABGvTV

for Florida Citrus,

and Mog0pr David’s "Dollar

a Sec-

*

PHILADELPHIA

IJV

ond.” Return -for the "Questions"
that the new sponsor
^moreover

,

'..

.

.

%

Hugh Jones, son of Paul Jones, Bulletin columnist, has been added
Larry Brown, WPEN disk
wanted the strength of a slot be- to publicity staff of WCAU stations
raised $200 for Multiple Sclerosis campaign, with request projockey,
series
vidpix
Thomas’
Danny
fore
Jesse Hadsell, formerly of WOWO, Fort Wayne
"Dollars," Fridays grams at 25c per
on Tuesdays.
at 9 p.m., follows an hour-and-a- has joined Gray & Rogers ad agency here ... Richard Schlegel, ophalf of commercially sold time, erations manager at WCAU-TV for last three years, has beeri named
capped off by Ray Bolger. Wednes- production consultant in station administration at CBS-TV, New York
KYW women’s commentator Ruth Welles Spending vacation in
day night at ABC-TV, with the new
Bill Givens, KYW
Walt Disney series, is another California, With Ruth Weir Miller substituting
time providing adjacencies as a farm director, has been awarded certificate, of appreciation for "Seeds
for
Democracy’’
which
program,
advertisers.
raised
packets
15,006
ex-DuMont
of seeds to
lure
to
Changes in WCAU-TV sales
Also, ABC’s near sellout status restore agriculture in Philippines
gives the web an easier time in staff have upped E. Gordon Walls to post of local sales manager, and
clearing affiliates than that had brought in Frank Elliott, former president of Elliott-Lewis Co., as director of sales development.
by DuMont.
?

American public."
McDaniel also opposed exercise
of authority by Congress to ban interstate shipment of straight VHF
sets as "art abuse of. power." Such
action, he said, "would mean the
Intervention by government in the
regulation of the. manufacture of
tv sets and would be of doubtful
constitutionality.
Each of these
consequences in itself is ample jus-

.

LIO’s Beef
Continued from page' 25

Flynn’s views on housing, .TV A and
the current administration..
Laidler urged the FCC to re-

gestions."

Although the manufacturing industry is "vitally concerned” with
the well-being of the broadcasters,
said McDaniel, "under no circumstances do we believe that it would
be proper or desirable to solve the
problems by carving out exceptions
to the anti-trust laws or by imposing federal regulations on the
sets.”

In his testimony at recent hearings before the subcommittee, McDaniel
strongly
supported
the
proposal by Sen, Edwin C. Johnson (D.-Colo.) to remove the 10 r c
manufacturer’s
excise
on
all-

channel receivers. Such a measure,
said, would encourage the production of sets with UHF reception
and stimulate inclusion of UHF in
Johnson, who is a member of
the Finance as well as the Interstate
Commerce Committee, is
pushing for inclusion of his measure in the tax revision bill before
the former committee^ believes
there is a good chance of its adoption.

.

IN

more

He

.

.

'

.

not known.
said in N.

.

.

WWDC-MBS

effect the attitude of vidpix distribs

Y. late last

week- that, unlike BAB, the new
organization will not be directly

DuMont

.

.

felt that

no matter what kind of arrangement is made, that so long as stations and webs are in the same
promotional organization, networks
would restrain the national spot
pitch because it’s in direct comIn
petition with network sales.
other parts,- how the merger will

Moore

RKO

,

TVAB

tions need to survive.

.

Francis, featured players in Columbia Picby WTOP’s Mark Evans for
of
Keith’s as special
highlight of film’s preem
Joe Goodfellow, director of sales for
WNBW. and WRC, NBC’s capital stations, back at his desk after San
Francisco; huddles with web’s West Coast spot sales reps ,
ABC
commentator Gunnar Back; Capitol Hill newsman whose Coverage of
the McCarthy-Army hearings for the tv pool brought him national
attention, inked by
to switch his three-time-a-week "Congress Today" broadcast to that' station
.
Sen. E. D. Crippa,
of Wyoming, recently appointed to fill the seat of the late Sen. Lester
Hunt, made his capital radio debut on CBS’ "Washington, U.S.A."
Jay Boyen, NBC flack, attended the National
past Saturday (3) „
Convention Of the American Library Assn, in Minneapolis as guest
speaker, and also powwowed with KSTP-NBC program manager
Brooks -Henderson on the weekly platters made here by Minnesota
Congressional reps for use on the home station.
- ,

plans to garner
of the. national spot biz stain

.

•

,

.

ture’s "Caine Mutiny,” to be interviewed
a show to bejtelevised on large screen

Continued from page 24

wrench

WASHINGTON

.

.

May Wynn and Robert

NARTB-TVAB

is

IN

.

GOP

.

OMAHA ...
WOW

Mai Hansen,
farm director here, was a speaker at the 65th
under NARTB aegis at all. Just
Bob
what kind of support. NARTB will annual meet of Nebraska Stock Growers Assn, in Chadron ,
Steelman leaving KMTV to become manufacturer’s rep for a fishingoffer was not indicated.
Moore said that "NARTB had tackle firm in Texas ... Virgil Sharpe, KOWH sales-program director
under advisement for a couple of the past two years, upped to station manager. Station is owned by
New Omaha police boss Henry Boesen started a
.
years the formation of a bureau, Mid-Continent
but TVAB did not know that." series of safety radio programs on KOlL last week . .
Scottsbluff,
(This point was avoided in Chi be- Neb. City Council has okayed tv piped in to a large micro-wave refore the NARTB meet this year, ceiving station and distributed by coxial cable to residences of the
at the time when TVAB was for- city paying for the service monthly. Cost is between $4 and $7 per
malized. , TVAB then felt it must month per customer.

Continued from pas* 23

..

j

j

J

.

Meanwhile, the subcommittee

.

.

he

color receivers.

.

.

quest that Mutual give either LID
or "some similar group" a weekly
shcrty providing the other side of
issues. In his letter to FCC, Laidlcr said he contacted Tom O’Neil,
Mutual prexy, a few we’ek$ ago
concerning just such a show, but
he received a negative reply.
In past weeks, Don Pryor, exec
secretary of National Issues Committee, a group, led by Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt, lambasted Mutual program policies because of two Facts
Forum exposures! Just a little
over a week agOj a $l,000,0(j0
slander suit was filed in Washington by Paul C. Fisher, Chi pen
manufacturer, against commentator Frank Edwards, his sponsor
CIO, Mutual and WWDC, the
Washington station from which the
Edwards’ show emanates.

tification for rejection of the sug-

manufacture of television

.

.

,

.

.

trary to the best interests of the

a s with the last two mentioned, are'
just bait at this time,
on a co-op basis, the web has
the nightly 15-minute “Marge and
Jeff” strip in some 40 markets
and Monday night fights in about
the same. DuMont intends turn-

ing

is

the

new

Matthew

.

!

j

.

.

.

Warren

planning to call in members of the 11 p.m. newscast into a co-op -netthis week for discussions re- work show within four weeks. Also get started because, according to
volving around the various pro- on the co-op front, DuMont just Moore, it was the only time all the
posals made at the hearings to as- lost the National Basketball Assn, stations could get together for
sist UHF.
It is expected, among games, so successful last winter on months more to come.

!

)

;

FCC

i

{

Beer,

I

.

Wine Ban

Cat’s Paw Into Radio
Paw Rubber Co., which last

Cat’s

Continued from page 24

harmful

or

adver-

objectionable

tising.”

introducing

In

his

Pelly

bill,

year spent over $500,000 in television but nothing in network radio, has bought the Monday segment of AB*C’s morning radio soap
strip, "Modern Romances.’- Deal
was set via the S. A. Levyne agency
of Baltimore.
Sale leaves the Tues^y-tbrougliFridqy segments of the 11 a.m.
strip still to be sold, with Ex-Lax
having cancelled its four-days-aweek bankrolling recently.

emphasized that he is not identifying himself with either the dry
or. wet forces. "I am not advocating a return to prohibition," he
said, "nor do I feel that my bill is
a backdoor approach to prohibition
an accusation very often hurled
at the Bryson bill. On the contrary, I do align myself with those
Antonio—Pat Devauchelle
who believe in moderation in the hasSan
joined the staff of KMAC here
use of alcoholic beverages, and

—

with those parents who feel that
their children should be allowed
to watch tv and listen to the radio
during the early evening hours
without concern over the advertising they are about to see or hear."
Pelly declared his measure is
"a most reasonable solution to a
growing problem," created by the
increasing number of tv sets in
use and the need for protecting
"receptive young minds” against
commercials "presented in an at-

as a continuity writer.

.

tractive

by

nied

atmosphere or, accpmpaan appealing jingle or

tune."

TV’s Buggy Ride
SJJiS Continued from page

;

LATEST

(Danny Thomas and "Break the
Bank")
Chrysler Corp. moves into the
No. 1 spot among all the automotive spenders, with a tv network
budget of $13,650,000 represented
by the CBSrTV Chrysler dramamusicomedies, DeSoto sponsorship
of
Groticho .;Marx,
Plymouth’s
"That’s My Boy," Chrysler’s "It’s
a Great Life" and Dodge’s Danny
Thomas and "Break tttfe Bank."
General Motors is in the No. 2
spot with $10,100,000, representing Buick’s Milton Berle display,
Oldshrtobile's

participation

BARTON

Eileen

25

SWAY
i/W

WHEN MAMA CALLS
Dir.:

William Morris Agency

ON

IVIRY DAY
EVERY CHANNEL

£3

BROOKS
COSTUMES
t Wei* Mil *»., N.Y.C. •Tel. M. 7St0°

the

in

CORAL RELEASE

Liebman
"specs”;
Chevrolet’s
Dinah Shore show; and Pontiac’s
new show going into the Friday
night at 8

Belvedere Place

at

Weyman

New Rochelle.

Ave.)

207 East 37 th

MUrray

Hill

St

7-2430.

NBC-TV

period 4s re.

placement for Dave Garroway.
Ford Motor Co. is in No. 3 spot
with a $9,200,000 tv outlay, represented by the Lincoln-Mercqry
"Toast of the Town”; "Ford Theatre” vidpix series and the Ford cosponsorship of the
day night "specs."

Hayward Mon-

Custom Shirt Makers
to Stafle,
'

TV A

Screen Stan

SPECIALIZING IN
and SPORT SHIRTS

D R E38

77 W. 47lh St. NYC. noiO T-SJ6i
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Your Lucky Strike Hit Pa rade says
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And presents

a special

summer service
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During v its 12
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Here are your Lucky 7 tunes that
you would have heard
night, as

last

1.

Saturday

Yif*'.’

Three Coins in the Fountain

determined by Your Hit

*

Parade Survey, which checks the

Mean a

2. Little Things

.

music and

best sellers in sheet

1

Lot
•

phonograph records, the songs most

\

.
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heard on the air and most played

3. Hernando’s

Hideaway

k

on the automatic coin machines.

w
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\
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4.

Happy Wanderer

5.

Answer Me,

6.
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9
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You Love Me
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summer replacement

ANN SOTHERN

Saturdays at 10:30 P.M; (N.Y.T.)

NBC

Television

Network

—
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play

trainer trying to get him to abandon the pitfalls of culture and go
back to an. honest job of mayhem.
His character seems to be the best
delineation. Clarence Stroud’s conception of the Harvard man 4s
hardly like the general run of bomface. Other major characters are
by Phyllis Cqates, who plays a
girl from the upper strata who interests herself in the pug, and
Sheldon Leonard, as a fight pro-

moter.

As it stahds, the show has an assortment of characters each trying
There’s no mesh-

to assert himself.

ing of the individuals into a harmonious pattern. However, once

27

like
like a city slicker but drawls
that
a well-heeled hillbilly and
personcommercial
a
to
up
should
ality parlay. Ernie, in fact, does
shape up as a host that will appeal
'

to this show’s fans.

standard quiz fare.
Two groups of contestants are
asked to guess the titles of songs,
as played by Frank De Vol s band,
for an initial $50 prize, The winners of each group then tackle the
$100 main prize which goes into a
cumulative weekly jackpot if it is
for
not answered correctly. Except
the final poser, Ernies does everything but spell out the answers for
the contestants in the usual manner of the generous qqizmaster.
he
He's friendly and folksy and
gets a fair share of laughs with
gags that are never barbed.
Ernie, a Capitol Records paetee,
on
also delivered a couple oTUmes
the preem, handling. This Must
Be The Place” and

Format

is

•

WORLD

30 Mins.: Sun., 10:30
WCBS-TV, N. Y.

am.

“Exploring God’s World” should
draw favorable response •from the
juve element at which it’s targeted.
Show’s religioso theme is intelli-

TV

,

—

POLICE REPORTER
With Gil Violante

show should do much

rouse
natives to problems of crime and
juve delinquency.
Gil Violante, veteran police reporter for the defunct Times Her- tv
ald, Is an old hand at the crime
to

beat.

He

WORLD

COOP

i

WHAT DO YOU
COMMON?

Producer: Bill Brennan
Director: Seymour Berns
30 Mins., Thurs., 9 p.m.

!

of sophistication. Ruggles is
as a storekeeper in a small

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL
KNOWLEDGE

Continued from page 25 ss

and

homes,

unduplicated

by

too. sophisticated for the housewife
clientele.

Not mentioned in the dispatches
to the web is the worry on the part
of the perqeritagers that Morgan
may revert to his product panning
routines, thus getting the agency
guys in hot water with their clients.
At last report, CBS was sticking
to its guns, seeking to calm the
worries with the pitch that this is
“a new Morgan” who will fit okay
into the daytime picture.

WTMJ-TV LOCAL TINT

‘

show's his familiarity an'd
background in skill with which he
the news. Best of all, he
handles
Herm.
adds an air 'of breathlessness and
color to even the most routine
items. Normally, he selects hotOF MR. SWEENEY off-therblotter
THE
reports and offbeat
With Charles Ruggles, Glenn Walk- items. But even when the news
Veazie,
Carol
en, Helen Wagner,
luster, his manner and typical
lacks
Harry Gresham, others
reporter’s appearance adds special
Producer: Sam Schiff
interest. He reports at a desk in
Director: Alan Neuman
standard sh'irt sleeve attire, using
Writer: Arthur Stander
stills to Illustrate the news.
p.m
7:30
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri.;
This is a welcome hiatus between
the national newscast and the late
N.
Y.
from
NBC-TV,
films. Violante, a newcomer to the
Some excellent scripting by medium, appears a bit stilted and
Arthur Stander that’s tailor-made deliberate in the face of the tv
in appearance, exfor Charles Ruggles gives this lens. A natural
perience, and even in name, he
summer filler a chance for fall should improve in ease and sponsurvival, perhaps as a daytimer. taneity as he becomes more at
“The World of Mr. Sweeney,” home before the camera. Show
which over the past year has done lends itself to sponsorship, since
there is a public sei*vice accent to
a once-a-week stint on the late type of news handled and manner
Kate Smith show, is being used, of Plantation
Flor.
as a replacement for NBC’s 7:30
musical strip, and though, there
HAVE IN
isn’t a chance it can stay in that
spot, NBC might well ponder its
With Ralph Story, others
use in the daytime.'

gently treated so as to sustain kiddie interest and also convey its
theological message. Format is to
introduce the moppets to religion
through a study of nature, “make
it
yourself” games and Biblical
readings;
Carrie McCord, as program’s
narrator, displayed a pleasant personality and a savvy in the handling of the smallvfry on initialer.
Sunday (4). She did a proficient
job in outlinging some of the facts
responsible for winds and also, in
showing the at-home tykes how* to
make a pin wheel and a weather
var.e. Giving her an okay assist
were two youngsters, Lydia Jean
Shaffer" and Glenn Walken, regulars on the show.
Program, presented by CBS-TV
with the cooperation of -ihe ConFor while Ruggles Is placed in
necticut Council of Churches, is a
summer replacement for “Look Up a pat format, a sort of one-man
“Lum
’n’ Abner,” Stander’s scriptand Live,” religious variety series
ing and Ruggles’ thesping put the
which returns to the net Oct. 3.
show into a category all its own,
Jess,
a rural comedy with a good deal
.

Schedule

participants in the show caught. As
a viewer tie-in, drawings sent in
by moppets at home are exhibited
Producer: Tom Jones
on screen. *
5 Mins.; Mon. thru JFri., 11:25 p.m. V.A recent Temple graduate, Miss
Washington
WTOP-TV,
Coleman has the youth and. attracThis five-minute. crosS-the-board
tiveness to appeal to the kids and
report from town’s police blotter
romp with them. Series is alsp
to
is an innovation, here and a worthy
being presented in Norfolk, Baltiaddition to the local • tv scene.
Washington and Scranton.
more,
status,
voteless
Because of itsGagh.
Washington is peculiarly lacking
in a non-hillibilly
of
Impact
consciousness.
civic
in

the writers get to know the characters, they may get around to cre- The Fountain^’
mixed
ating a likeable show. On the basis style. The Cheerleaders, a
over a couple
of the preem, they’ve got far to go, vocal quintet, belted
basoned
Jose.
of bright tunes and De Vol
good
as well as furnishing some
comedy support to Ernie.
prodcurling
hair
EXPLORING GOD'S
the
for
Plugs
With Carrie McCord, Lydia Jean
uct were, slugged home hard with
*
Shaffer, Glenn Walken
Ernie delivering one long commer
touch.
WorkWilliam
Producer-director:
cial with a very intimate

man

TV

NBC

Television Reviews
hard time associating himself with
anyone in a situation of this kind.
Paul Gilbert, as the pug who
works on both kinds of canvases,
recites his lines with an obvious
aim for the comedy. Allen Jenkins
does well as the frustrated fight-

mulberry

bush and “how/-to,” -.this time how Chi Agencies Gripe On
to make a paper village. A "Do
Bee” and “Don’t Bee” demonMorgan
Subbing, But
strates correct from incorrect habToday and Hpme (mobile
its, e.g., the ungrammatical .slogan
Cleveland)—
in
unit pickup
Sticking
CBS
Neat”
“Don’t
to Guns
“Do Bee a Clothes
July 8-9, 7 a.m. apd 11 a.m..
Bee a Clothes Dropper.” Sijack
The Marriage—July 8, 10
Chicago, July 6.
sponsor
with
of
the
carfc
takes
time
Chi ad agencies with clients
p.m.
the sprouts munching cake and repped off Gary Moore’s ‘daytime
WNBT. N. V.
milk.
spread are protesting long
CBS-TV
Here's Looking At You—
As an indication of the sophis- and loud over the web’s-decision
to
July 5-9, 1:30 p.m.
ticated fare to which toddlers are
with Henryk Morgan when
sub
Y.
feaN,
cartoon
a
nowadays,
WCBS-TV,
exposed*
Moore and Durward Kirby both
tured during the snack period inTime for' Color (film) July
troduces the little ones to a raid ake off on a four-week vacation
12, 5 p.m.
oh a cafe, with the Black Maria Tuly 26. Beefs, which reportedly
gathering up the customers and have gone up to the top CBS brass,
has
NBC
hold
up;
dumping these celebrants behind are. not directed against Morgan
as loqg as they
bars for the finale. Miss Coleman personally but rather are a refleca valuable property on its hands.
Chan.
had the doubtful assistance of tion of a belief on the part of the
some un-camera conscious juve agency lads that his humor is a bit

Color

Continued from page

ring-around-rosy,

video:
Life, $22,385; 5,400,000; 61.1%;
2.155.000.
Look, $14,328; 3,399,000; 63.2%;
1.251.000.
Satevepost, $17,270;
4,559,000;
56%; 2,006,000.,
Collier’s, $13,057; 3,168,000;
60.2%; 1,261,000.

SHOWS BOW JULY
WTMJ-TV,

nal station, joins the exclusive
color tv pioneer club July 18 when
it pumps out its first tinted local
The Sunday afternoon
show.

Grenadiers music-variety show will
Another be the first to get the in color treat-

Sunday supplements?

quartet with same bracketings:
This Week, $30,283; 10,573,000;
66.2%; 3,574,000

Parade,

5,869,000;
$16,577;
58 6%; 2,43Q,D00.
Metro, $35,750; 14,234,000; 73%;
3.843.000.
Weekly, $26,180;
9,458,000; 69.2%; 2,913,000.
From these figures, NBC^builds a
story on its network radio as the
medium with the “largest unduplicated addition” to a sponsor’s tv
advertising and “at lowest cost,
citing the web’s 200 stations, 46,500,000 homes and 98% of' latter

ment.

is

American

ing over to

NBC-TV

in

Week.

On
the

fall.

the question of the “deliv-

in

47 radio^tv combinations studied

town “What Do You Have In Common?” by Nielsen, the highest delivered
to

j

r

r

}

RCA

equipment.
First locally sponsored show to
go before the color cameras will be
a special program July 20 bankrolled by the Blatz brewery. Oneshot will be buit around the Layton School of Art.
Survey taken by the station a

WHAS-TV

Planning

To

Build 2,000-Ft. Tower
Louisville, July 6.
WHAS-TV is exploring the building of a 2,000 foot tv tower. Nearest thing to it would be a 1,500foot tv tower now being erected
The tallest tower
in Oklahoma.
already built is WHIO-TV’s 1,104

tower at Dayton. WHAS^TV’s
ent tower is 60Q feet.
Projected

WHAS-TV

pres-

structure

would be built at Eastwood, Ky.,
where the present radio tower is
located.

|

!

TV SHOW

I

—

.

A

to increase sales

reach

economically

*

Channel 8-land

WGAL-TV

NALLE.
Piano • Organ • Celesta
I

REMEMBER MAMA
SUSPENSE

v

WINKY DINK AND YOU
• Radio Registry

.

fei^
.

MEEKER

T V, Inc.

.

.

couple months back showed there
were 55 color sets in the Milwaukee
area, but it’s now estimated the
“circulation” has jumped up to becovered. “Non-tv America” comes tween 75-100 units. WTMJ-TV has
out as 37%, with 17,100,000 such been beaming the NBC-TV color
homes, and the unduplicated circu- shows for several months.
lation is “eight times” that of Life
and “over four times” that of This

ered audience” and the undupliCBS-TV, from H’wood
With “Lux Video Theatre” mov- cated factor, the web declares tha

cast

station plans to even-

.

Sustaining

something of has been assigned

The

tually. showcase practically all of its
hometown offerings at least once
in color, using its just-installed

for
any
duplication
keep this spot audience
who
With Tennessee. Ernie, The Cheer- a village oracle. Out of this pat- warm until Chrysler comes in with combo was 4.3% and*the average
leaders, Frank De. Vol Orch
tern, Stander has written in some its 8:30 to 9:30 dramatic and musi- duplication for all 47 was only
humorous character cal series out of the same CBS 1.9%.
Producer: Paul Phillips
and
neat
Dircetor: Jim Hobson
sketches and bubbling situations. Television City on the Coast. CredThe conclusion: “You can com
Writers: Phillips, Milt Hoffman
Ruggles handles his role ingratiat- ited for its creation is James Fonda, plement your tv best by' selecting
30 Mins.: Sun., 7 p.m.
ingly, and he’s backed by a w ell- the web’s program director in Hola radio schedule to reach audience
TONI CO.
lywood, and packager is John groups not attracted to your tv
picked and competent Cast.
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
Sam Schiff, who handled produc- Guedel, w hose Groucho Marx show.”
V
(Leo Burnett)
tion on the Kate Smith segment, quizzer gives him a claim to tv
Next in line by NBC: “Memo to
If this show was in the comball has everything well in hand here. fame.
Show brings together contestants a Magazine Advertiser.”
groove in the days w'hen Kay Ky- and Alan Neuman’s direction keeps
ser presided over it, it’s now even things at a leisurely but sure pace, in clusters of three who operate
more so with Tennessee Ernie on -But the key elements are Ruggles against time and for money prizes
the podium. Ernie dresses and acts acting and Stander’s writing, and to determine what they have in CASSINI
common in conception with an un'V
seen-to-them fourth party such as
GETS
REPRIEVE
“dated same girl,” had same real
The Cassini Show, 11:30 to mid
estate agent, used same exterminanighter
on
WNBT,
N.
Y., wasn’
tor man, etc. The cross-examinain what
(4)
tion session could. be a lot of fun aired on Sunday
would
have
been the start of .its
but on opener wasn't particularly
profitably , . .
rewarding in this or any other de- second telecycle. Officially it was
partment.
The possibilities are stated that guest talent was hard
there, /but as they say in legifers to come by for the holiday night,
headed from the sticks for the but privately it was conceded that
Stem, it needs work.
the week’s gap would permit a
For the finishing gimmick, the study relating to the show’s future.
threesome making the |oest time For one thing, the NBC o&o’er has
s
<at pinning down the
been questioning the. advisability of
bond of three persons
wnose "pictures are flashed on the shelling out for a live crew at that
screen. On last week's show these late hour. But this is related to the
rlYefe Gift. Thomas E. Dewey, ex- format it$elf, with program headed
Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson and the by Igor and Oleg Cassini given a
pasting by the critics.
late Wendell Willkie. For the $1,- general
000 boddle, this was near to a low Stanza has had three sponsors
—
point in exertion of gray matter. from the start.
Ralph Stor^ is a pleasant sort of
A decision was. arrived at. late
HARRISBURG-**: *52
emcee,
Trau,
today (Tues.) by WNBT general
manager Ham Shea after a huddle
£JHANCASTIR
w'ith all parties concerned to reROMPER ROOM
sume the program next Sunday.
With “Miss Claire” .Coleman
AYORK
Producer: Burt Claster
••
Director: Ed Moore
Larry DuPont's Post
60 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 10 a.m.
Dallas, July 6.
TASTYKAKE
Larry DuPont has been named
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
WFIL-TV, which produces “Uni- director of radio, and television for
versity of the Air” during the reg- the Tracy-Locke Co.
DuPont is a pioneer in tv proular sessions, gets down to the kindergarten level for the summer. gramming in the southwest and
With -songs, games, stories and les- will handle all radio and tv adsons, “Romper Room” aims to in- vertising for the firm, for .Dallas,
Represented by
struct and amuse the four and five- Houston and New Orleans.
year-olds
during the hot weather
Steinman Station
doldrums.
Ted Liss, former writSt. Louis
In
standard
“talks to the kid- er and producer for CBS in ChiANGELES
LOS
Clair McCollough
NEW YORK
dies” style, slowly as in a labored sago has been appointed producFRANCISCO
SAN
CHICAGO
translation, “Miss Claire” (Claire tion manager for KWK-TV soon
President
Coleman) teaches behavior, how to to tee off operations.

on the side

19
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WCAU-TV
fops

in

Philadelphia

V)

WCAU-TV is now transmitting to the booming Philadelphia area from its
new maximum-height, maximum-power SKY TOWER— 1000 feet tall with
316,000 watts!

Reaching out into a 35-county, 4-state area,

WCAU-TV

is

now the. only Philadelphia station operating with both maximum height and
maximum power. With the tenfold increase in power doubling its coverage
area—WCAU-TV now reaches 6,360,000 people— 2,000,000 more than before!
Ten big markets are available

to buyers from this

and Wilmington—an Unparalleled opportunity

City

one

station: Philadelphia,

Camden, Trenton,

Chester, Allentown, Bethlehem, Levittown, Reading,

Atlantic

for advertisers.

TOWER, WCAU-TV enjoyed an unNow—WCAU-TV reaches
many square miles— 10 major markets!

Even before construction of the SKY
challenged position of leadership

45%

in Philadelphia.

more people than before— twice as
Look at the breakdown:

Coverage

35 counties

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

$8,935,730,000

Total effective buying income

.

$13,418,528,000

.

•

•

Population covered

.

6,360,178
2,292,300

Total families Covered
Total retail sales

.

bldnketjtig America- s greatest- industrial expansion

area
•v,

The Philadelphia

Bulletin Station

CBS

Affiliate

-V

'

y

Represented by CBS Television Spot Safer

I

f*

•

•

r

*

»•

4m'

ARB
JlU

i.Ui!

1

)U

1

-

U-.i

i

.J'

f i.''

l

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e.,a Saturday afternoon children's show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor*
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children's market* Abbreviations and symbols are as follows t (Adv.), adventure; (Ch), 'children's;
(Co), comedy ; (Dr), drama ; (Doc), documentary ; (Mu*), musical
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quia; (S'p), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women's, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the station's channel ; all cfumnels above 13 are VHF, Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

and na40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
(pities will he rotated each week , with the 10 top-rated
chart of city-by-city rating* of syndicated

VARIETY’S weekly
tional spot film cover*

on a monthly basis,
film show* listed in each case, and
’

their competition sfiown opposite*

>

All

ARB, based on

the latest reports*
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent information about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies
ratings are furnished by

.

stations and clients as an aid in determining the efiectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time —- day and

NEW YORK

Approx. Set Count

—4,175,000

TOP JO PROGRAMS

AND TYPE

STATION

DISTRft.

WNBT

Ziv

Rhelngold Theatre (Dr).

1.

Superman (Adv)

2.

WNBT

.......

6.
7.

Amos

8.

Badge 14 (Myst)

9.

Mr. District Attorney
Annie Oakley (W).

5.

.

10.

*

Weekly average

.

.

V Andy (Com)

»

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WCBS
CBS
.WOR ......... .NBC
Ziv
WCBS

. .

.

.

,

,

...WABD

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

MAY

TIMS

RATING

. .

. .

. . ,

40.

17.2.........
.Sun. 10:30?11:00
..16.3.........
.Mon. 10:30-11:00 ....... .13.0.
.12.4 .........
Sun. 6:00-6:30
Sat/lOrSO-lLOO ........ .T1.2
Wed. 9:00-9:30
. ......' 9.6 .........

. .

. .

9.3

.Sat. 7:30-8:00

.

8.2

42.6

.

51.2

25.

.......

51.8

41.

........

30.5

23

4

.Sat. 7:00-7:30

•>

32

.

WCBS
WCBS
WCBS
WCBS
WCBS
WCBS
WCBS
WPIX
Baseball
Your Hit Parade. .......... WNBT
Kraft TV Theatre. ......... WNBT
Man Against Crime ........ WNBT
Beat the Clock. ............. WCBS

*32.2

.......

67.3

.......

24.4

20

.

.

48.8

39.7

.

,

. . . .

.

. . .

.

. .

—625,000

—WMAR

Approx. Set Count

Led Three Lives

.WBAL

(Dr) ....
.

Ziv

...

.

3.

Badge 714 (Myst)
Superman (Adv)

.WBAL
.WBAL

4.

Annie Oakley (W)

.WBAL
.WBAL

Stations

.Wed: 10:30-11:00

..

.27.6

..

.

(2),

.

....... Guild

WBAL

.

........

IMimI

Ramar

of the Jungle (Adv)

.

.

.

7.

City Detective

.WMAR

8.
4.

Cisco

Kid (W)

.WBAL

9.

Wild

Abbott

Sc

NBC

.

.Sat. 10:30-11:00

.

CBS

.

WBAL

.WBAL

Hlckock <W) ......
Costello (Com)

.16.7

.Sat. 5:30-6:00

.

TPA

.Tues. 10-30-11 -00

.12 4...,

.Mon. 7:00-7:30

.12.4....

.

.Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

.Fri. 7:60-7:30

.WMAR

.

..MCA

14.8

.

.

10*3

•

. . . .

....

•

.

.

.

25

.

•

• * •

.WBNS

I

2.
3.

Death Valley Days (W)
Mr. District Attorney (Adv).

.

4.

City Detective

.

5.

Badge 714 (Adv)
.
Superman (Adv) ............

.

.

.

....... Ziv
.

....

,,

...

69.... .....

.

•.

. .

40.6

. . .

19.4

65

. ... .

18.1

72

....

14.4

....

11.2

.

11.9

........MCA

.

.........

.30.9.

.

.30.2

.

.

.Wed. 9:30-10:00 ........ 28.2

.

.

.Sun. 8:30-9:00
.Fri. 9:00-9:30

.

58.....

• •

*

•

«

50

‘

•

*

i •

55

.

........ ,.26.5...

.Mon. 9:30-10:00 ........ .239...

Flamingo ........ .Wed. 6:00-6:30

.23.1.

.

..

* »

.....
....;

.

• • • •

42.....
92

*

i

. .

.i

.

*

• •
•'

8.
9.

10.

.WLW-C
.WBNS

Boston Blackie
Captured (Myst)..
Wild Bill Hlckock (W)
Kit Carson (W)

.......Ziv

.Tues. 9:30-10:00

.

.

Opera

WBNS

.

.

.WBNS

.

.

MCA

.

.

1.

2.
3.

WTVN

25.3

News

—

J.

16 7 Mow"

Approx. Set Count

—110,000

.

Stations

-T

Foreign Intrigue (Dr)
7. Liberace' (Mus)
8. Kit Carson* (W).
\
,\
Ramar of the Jungle (Ady)
10. Biff Baker. U S. A.
6.

>

.

'.

.

>.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WEWS
WFMJ
WFMJ
WXB&
WEWS

LEXINGTON, KY.

• •

.WAVE

WHAS
(WLWtT

•

•

•

»

•

<

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

•

Approx. Set

Liberace (Mus).

*

Captain Video

...

26

Takes All Kinds..
53.6 Cavalcade of Sports ....

52
21...,
20

Greatest Fights
Bill Hickock.....
61.0 Loretta Young
59.7 Four Star Playhouse.

....WFMJ
....WNBK

9J

45.

21.5

9*? «••••••••

21. ••••«•••

3*9 .*•••«••

18........

News; Sports; Weather.
45.6 Paul Winchell
47.0 Stars on Parade ;

— WLW-T
WCPO

(3), Louisville
(5), Cincinnati
(9), Cincinnati

59.........

53.6

46.../:..,.
69.........
28

60.2

13*0 ••••••••«
11*9 ••>««•••«

*

.#

WAVE

Stations
•

*31*8 «•'•*•••••

27.2

Led Three Lives

(Dr) .....

4.

Kit Carson (W)
Ramar of the Jungle (Adv)

5.

Cowboy G-Men (W)

3.

.

.WAVE

.

•

•

*

.

.

.

.

.

4

MCA

WLW-T

Ziv

WHAS

Flamingo

WLW-T
.WCPO
.WHAS
.

....

Ziv
Guild
.Ziv

27.8

.4

25,9.
19.1

*

.Sun. 6:00-6:30

.

.

.

Boston Blackie. (Myst) ......
Wild BUI Hlckock (W).
8. Mr. District Attorney (fliyst)
9. Life With Elizabeth (Com)
10. Cisco Kid (W)
6.

.22.2

19.1
.

..... .10.2

......20.8

.

.20.6

.

...... 2.5
10.2

.

26.9

.

.

....

...

Wild

.

.

.17.9
ft

l4.8

t

94

9*9*0

» •

13.8 .«.<•«•••

. .

12.9

..11.4

,

ft

*

10.7

•

•

f # * « « y |

34.5

68 4

25
1,5

.

.

. ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

...

.

WKBN
WKBN

WKBN
WFMJ

.

.31.1

.

.

.26.5

... ...

5.9

... ...

2.7

.WFMJ

.WFMJ
.wkBN

.

.

.

67....

26.6

35.........
43..

42.7

28.........
21.....,.,.
34 ........

31.9

....
. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

17.8

3.2

...18.9

.

.

.

..

.22.7

...

7.3

.... ...17.3

... 20.0
WKBN
WHAS (11), Louisville
WKRC (12), Cincinnati
.

.

.

.

.WHAS
.WHAS
Pee Wee King
.WAVE
Cisco Kid................ .WCPO
Milton Berle.
.WAV©
.WCPO
Super Circus
.WHAS
Hollywood Theatre.
.

Cisco Kid..
Cavalcade of America.....
53.5 Voice of Firestone
31.1 Wild Bill Hlckock..
45.3

.

.... ...13.5

.

.

.

17 *

Blue Ribbon Bouts ........

. .

24

.

l°-7

Sports Spot.

.......

•

7.

.

......Ziv

(10)

....WKBN

Rich

It

14*1

3*3
1.4

WEWS

25.4

It.

»

WNBK (4), WEWS(5),
WKBN (27), WFMI (73)

Strike

(

2. I

•

Godfrey's Talent Scouts.

Count— 15,000

Guild

Hill.

WTVN
WTVN

67.3

>f '//
• •

WTVN
.WTVN
WLW-C
WLW-C

Tlnl v

(2),
(9),

WBNS

74.1

Led Three Lives (Dr)
,

—WDTV
wxel

.

39.........
22
60...

15.2

2.9
•

.WLW-C

Daly.

Rorvi(<i> Vi 1m

-

• • • •

...... 3.3

WLW-C

Yniintf

—

6.7

.

WBNS

(6),

American Wit and Humor.

Pii1tlii>

64

7
...... 2.9
.

.WTVN
.WLW-C

210

......

.WBAL
.WBAL

Cavalcade of Sports.,....,.
56.2 Studio One..

58.2

.15 8

.15.5

.WMAR
.WAAM

59*1

64

.Thurs. 6:00-6:30

WAAM

.

.WLW-C

.

....

4.8

...... 1.7

Wratfltntf

.

.

WMAR

.WAAM

.

Circle Theatre.....
T’V Plavhnnca

T.nr<tB>

.17.5

...... 19.0

.....;io.5

si

Name's the Same.

ft

N

1.

7.9

....... 21.9

61.3

53.5

.Sat. 6:00-6:30

Racket Squad (Adv).
Liberace (Mus) ......
Badge 714 (Myst).
I

29.2

.WMAR
News—J. Daly.
.WAAM
.WBAL
7 CTClock Final
News—J. Daly
.WAAM
Teen Canteen ............ WBAL

News—Joe

YOUNGSTOWN

*

42..... * • «
....
35

.22.6...

.Sun. 9:00-9:30 ......... .20.4.

.

..
Film Funnies...
Name's the Same. ........
7 O'clock Final
News—-J. Daly
News; Weather; Sports....
Political, Marque.
7 O’Clock Final

16.7

-

7.

7.8

..31.9

.WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR
.WMAR

.

Station*—WLW-C (4),

i

NBC
.

.

.Tues. 8:30-9:00

.McCann-Erickson

.

WBNS
WLW-C
WBNS

7.6 ....

Count—540,000

.

WBNS
WLW-C

.

.

.Sat. 11:30-12:00

Approx. Set

Three Lives (Dr)

1.

6.

33.3

...... .24.1

WAAM (13)

(11),

.
Bouts; SpOrts Spot. .
49.7 Premium Playhouse .......
O'clock
Final.
23.2 7

43.....

....... .21.4.... .....

.Wed. 7:00-7:30

Sun. 11:00-11:30 ....... .11.7.... .....

COLUMBUS
Led

*8.9

.......17.7

Blue Ribbon Bouts. ......

1

10.

....... +6.0

, .

46,7

-

Bill

... .11.5

.

....

'Civic

S.

20.0

—

.

»

2.

RATING

STA.

Blue Ribbon Bouts
Sports Spot ........
6 O'clock Report.
Early Show. ...... .
Place the Face.
...
..
What’s My Line.
Studio One.

39.0

«'

(7),

TOP-COMPETING PROGRAM

PROGRAM

USI

14..
55.
38..

.17.6

WARD (5)VWABC
WATV (13)

WNBT

(4),
(2),
(9), WPIX (11),

SETS IN

55.

.21.5

.Thurs. 10:30-11:00

.

WOR

SHARI
C%l

.

.CBS ............

WCBS

...

rating.

BALTIMORE
1. I

«

........

.

DAY AND

Flamingo ........ .Mon. 6:00-6:30
.

4.

~

Stations

.............. Sun. 10:30-11:00

WNBT ....... ..J.W., Thompson..
Foreign Intrigue (Dr)
..Ziv .............
I Led Three Lives (Dr) ..... WNBT
Favorite Story (Dr)
... WNBT
.Ziv
»
.... .
.... WABC
Capt Midnight ......
.Tatham-Lalrd .
.

3.

and Notional Spot Film Chart

City-By-City Syndicated

WHAS

. .

.V.

.

27.1
3.9

.

.v.; 1/40:6'
6* 1

......15.2
1°-

13 8
.WHAS
.WAVE .......16.8
......10.0
.WLW-T

1

—

.

TV-FIOfS

US&SIBFr
SG Signs More. Execs

Just Like a Network

Expansion of the eastern adminand production staff of
Screen Gfems, which began Some

*

t,

>.

istrative

Chicago, Jiily «.
A
setting lip a unique, network lineup
for
the
heretofore
markets
spot-booked
"Superman”
smaller
25
vidpix that’s raising eyebrows In station
Jnd “Wild Bill Hickok”
poses
anew
the
perennial
project
question
as to when
feo shops,
is not a network show with ABC-TV in effect
« network show
web
rates.
under
series
two
leveling
Deal is contingent Ugon ABG-TV affiliates! willingness to go
along and is tied in with Kellogg’s half-hour sponsorship of "Super
reportedly getting regular "Circus’’ disCircus,” with the client
placements. Understood Leo Burnett agency;
counts on the vidpix
handling the account, views the plan as means to get exposure
secondary markets unable to carry "Circus” live and in
in those
v
which Kellogg will not buy. kihe. versions.
network rate is lower than the spot, rate at stations
the
Also
being selected; mostly post-freeze UHF’ers. Web is countering
charges it’s acting as a film distrib by saying the series falls into
the "delayed feed” category. Half-hour telepix will run on alter-,
nate weeks.
ABC-TV hookup does not affect Kellogg’s spot use of the two
markets. It does affect Flamingo Films’
films, currently in over 80
syndication rights on both series for non-Kellogg markets, cutting
potential
sales to local' clients by 25 cities.
distributor’s
vidpix
the
.

,

.

.

abC-TV and Kellogg are

months ago. continued last weelf
with 'the signing of three more
execs by the Columbia Pictures
subsid,
Ben P. Kranz joined the
firm as production manager; John
Brandt as layout art director, and
Arthur Topol as assistant salesservice, manager.

>

'

<

it**.,

m

ABC

Movement among

seme

tually every top

In the

Review and PreviewNumber
of

Films,

the

merger of the^f
Assn, of^ Document-

ADTFC

the

National

will disaffiliate

Assn,

Employees

(NABET), dissolve
and join as

tion

Chars* af:NBC Him Dlvition

from

Syndication Filins Vs.
Live TV Network *

Shows

organizar
of

members

*

IATSE.
at the end
war by a group of younger
technidocumentary
telefilm and
cians who found they could not
It
time.
the
get into IATSE at
was once headed by the late Rich-

ADTFC was formed

of the

Kellogg markets.
Figure includes sales on "Cow-

contrails

Technicians
its

Flamingo controls, 'and
Bill Hickok,-’ which it distributes for Bill Broidy in non-

«

V.P. in

of Broadcast

and

which
"Wild

Carl M. Stanton

and Television Film Craftsmen into the older AFL IATSE
has been okayed by\both. bodies,
ary

and

.

*

*

on Interesting bylina piece
epcoming

In

the

•

9th Radio and Television
Review an J PreviewNumber

,

600% Biz Hike;

Merger action came after a
meeting by ADTFC reps and
the IA’s East Coast Motion Pic’54
ture Studio
Council, the latter
organized two years ago to pro-'
mote ways and means of ending
Guild Films’ $2,260,000 billings
the dual union problem in the
for the first Six months of 1954
east. Merger has the effect of leav’
ing one union to negotiate with represent a 600% increase over
producers in N. Y. and the east. its $350,000 for the same period
ADTFC members will first join last year. With two new series due
the I A radio and tele department,
for release this summer and fall,
and later will be broken down by the firm
expects to gross well over
.

joint

$5,060,000 in

.

,

.

•

ists

and Hair Stylists Local 798,

$5,000,000
operation.

in

third

its

year

of

Greatest
billings
figure
was
racked up by the firm’s "Liberace”
series, now in over 190 cities. “Life
With. Elizabeth” is in 104 markets,
"Joe Palooka” in 54. Florian
.

Zabach Show,” which

148 td 360 and its completed halfhour shows from 26 to 160. Guild
‘

has 11 contract players signed to
longterm pacts, as compared to
Liberace, at this time last
does a minimum of 39 weeks in year.
Guild will have produced
Europe, has just been doled out— 260 half-hours this year on five
with Joe Mohr as the winnah. Mohr, shows.

One of the more coveted acting
plums in vidpix, providing as it

with considerable pix background
On the Coast and seen; last season
on tv as one of the feature players
on “My Friend Irma/’ succeeds

James Daly as the lead for the
Foreign Intrigue” series. Daly is
currently in N.Y., after
of the

winding 39

on.e,

Connell’s

•

.

fiii>

'

,

,

.

.

made in Britain. Warning
was a followup to last week’s not
so gentle reminder that a "policy
of ban and counter-ban would unand once assembled, would probdoubtedly react unfavorably on ably discuss ways and means of
American film actors and tech- bettering their position within

series

—

fall.

TVAB. If they’re invited to assoNew action left no doubt as to ciate membership, the chances of
the seriousness with which British uniting are less immediate, blit the
Actors Equity Association (equiva- prospects are still there.
lent to SAG) and Association of
Sounding ’em Out
Bonded TV Film Service has Cinematograph and Allied TechExtent of interest in the prob(equivalent to IATSE) resigned 35 stations to its consoli nicians
lem
is indicated by the fa(t that
ofsituation.
gard the present
An
dated
print
shipment
service
Ziv prexy John Sinn has sent a
ficial announcement declared that
since it originated the service
Hollywood AFL Film Council, letter to top distribs sounding
three weeks ago. Don McClure,
campaigning them out on: such an organization.
been
has
which
Bonded sales chief, said more staagainst what the Yank Union calls Ziv has always held itself aloof on
tions had indicated interest ip the
production,” must the distribution side (although it
plan and that distributors also are "runaway film
procease its efforts to pressure Ameri- was instrumental in forming a
favorable.
television sponsors into ignor- ducers’ group on the Coast), yet
can
Plan, to which stations subscribe,
enough
the
Sihn
thought
about
has
are
ing the telefilm series which
operates in such a manner that all.
other distribs their
lensed her£. The alternative, the question to ask
collect film shipments to the staopinion.
emphasized
He
that
he’s
Britunion announced, is that the
tions are picked up daily by
union members will not proposing an organization per
Bonded, and shipped in bulk to the isli trade
se, but that if it's found that probrefuse to screen U. S. films on telestations.
For those
shipments
lems transcending those that the
theatres and the govwhere the distribs pay the ship- vision or in
ernment will be asked to restrict individual distrib can handle acping cost. Bonded has been pitchtually exist, he’s for it. Sinn said
the importation of Hollywood proding the advantages of joining their
he sent the letters after he had
in the future.
shipments in the daily bulk ship uct
received a letter from a station
At the moment, British unions mentioning interest in such a
ments for reduced costs for the
have indicated’ they will approve group by other distribs.
distribs.
of a measure under which up to
Actually, a. movement toward or20% of films shown on television ganization has been gaining ground
How- since the NARTB convention in
will be foreign in origin.
Designates
Fgr
ever, union sources here indicated Chicago, when the syndicators not
that continued pressure on the only found themselves frozen out
Midwest Sales Slots part of the Hollywood unions could of the program but looked upon as
result in a request that the 20% be a sideshow element. The more reOfficial Films last week ^filled
if not
revised sharply downward
sponsible execs came back to N.Y.
two* key sales spots with the signeliminated entirely.
with the feeling that this shouldn’t
ing of Frank O’DriScoil, former
happen again, and several indicentral division manager of Mocated that even if no representation Pictures for Television, to
Cuffoing
Facts
tive group is formed, they individwork out of Detroit, and Jack Garually will take up the* cudgels with
rison, former general manager of
Americans’
’Answer
to
the suspended St. Louis UHF’er,
(Continued on page 40)
KACY-TV, to work out of St. Louis.
Half-Hour Film
O’Driscoll resigned from MPTV
some three weeks before the shake^Answers for Americans,” the
up created by the consolidation of Facts Forum show carried until
MPTV’s feature film and syndi.recently
by ABC-TV, has been put
cation divisions.
He had already
made a deal to join Official un- on film in a weekly half-hour
der sales chief Herb Jaffe, who had series, and will gq, out tq 125 tele
been eastern sales manage? of ‘sta^ons
According to
*
I **,
Syndication. Garrison waS
,boss, the
Zinv Television Programs has
with KSD-TV for some seyq# years Hardy Burt, FF’s
fall
release
date,, -on r its
the
a
give
placed
stanza
.will
before taking over management of filming of the
‘‘Corliss Archer” syndicated
the UHF’er.
series much wider viewing. Before new.
series, currently in “production on
it was carried oh 39 network stathe Coast. Although Ziv sales toptions.
pers had already started to sell
Tierney Into Telepix
Lineup of stations was made by the series as long as two weeks
Via ‘Concrete Jungle’ Marjorie Mars in FF’s Dallas of- ago, the firm made the official anLawrence Tierney will make his fice. Pix are underwritten by FF, nouncement of acquisition of the
by F, Hugh Herbert property this
sponsored
organization
telepix debut as a policeman in the
“The Concrete Jungle,” a new tele- Texas oil millionaire H. L. Hunt. week. It’s the second Ziv acquisition of a major property in the
being
the
series
is
pix series being produced by Rivet Burt said that
Productions for fall syndication offered free to all stations carry- past month, first being the deal
by Ray Gordon Productions. Series ing on a sustaining, basis. Provision with Eddie Cantor.
Series will be directed by Eddie
is based on police, cases from Po- has been made for an opening and
scripts by Helen Mclice Col. Maurice A. Fitzgerald's Closing commercial, and if a sta- Davis, with
"Handbook of Criminal Investiga- tion sells the series, only then will Caffrey and Ann Baker in the starMary Brian, John
role.
ring
tion” as edited by N. Y. Inspector a return be made to FF, Burt
Eldredge and Bobby Ellis comprise
Indicated.
Paul B. Weston.
Series is being
cast.
supporting
Lewis Sound Filins did the filmMarty and George Fass are
the Coast. Ziv
scripting the series, which will ing for the "Answers” series. Show filmed in color on
series in prosix
has
currently
have Tierney as instructor In a is built around a panel covering
the
discussing -various various phases of political and duction, among them "Corliss,”
class
police
Story,” "I
"Favorite
show,
cases. Original score is being writ- social life. First two shows concern Cantor
Kid” and
ten by Jacques Belasco. Series will the United Nations and Congres- Led Three Lives,” "Cisco
"Mr. District Attorney.”
sional investigations.
also, be taped for radio.
1

-

OF
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Widow Sues To

Key

—

Forum

As

As an Infringement

Show

'

Ziv’s 'Corliss' Set

For Fall Release

1

Halt TV’fflg of ‘John Doe’ MPTV

Suit was filed in N. Y. Federal
Court last week to stop televisio
showings of the /feature film
“Meet John’ Doe” by Louise Fox
Connell, widow of the late author
Richard Connell, on whose story
turn to N.Y.
For its fourth season, the pic was allegedly based, Mrs.
intrigue” will also have a com- Connell named Motion Pictures
Pictely new
format, with the action for Television as the defendant,
oased at a
European hotel "for the charging it was licensing the pic
international set.”
without consent and infringing on
the original story, and she asked
4
for an injunction, damages and a,u
Schnall to 'Fireside'
accounting.
.
Hollywood, July 6.
Mrs. Connell charged that her
a rvm Schnall
joins preducer- husband’s story, “A Reputation/’
jj..:
ec 0v Fran
prior to 1922, was the basis
^
Wisbar
written
casting
as
*
or his "Fireside Theatre” for the film, which was acquired
?or fthis
v idfilms
week.
for tv by MPTV several yAars ago.
na
vas with Columbia cast- She claimed that in 1950, the rer
l*«'
01 12 years
and (or the past newal rights reverted to her, and
ta
as been casting direc- since that date, MPTV has had no
tornfr^v.
01 Co1 « ^tv
subsid, Screen Gems. legal right to distribute the film.
"Intrigue” telefilms abroad,

ond he now wants to
remain
berthed in the U.S.
Prior to the Daly series, Jerome
inor had a two-season
crack at
fntngue.” He, too, wanted to re-

boycott American product here unHollywood unions cease their
"blackmail” of sponsors of telefilm

less

.

isn’t figured

in the billings total, has already
been sold in 19 markets for total
contracts of about $425,000.
On the production side, the firm
has increased its list of clients from
39 to 309, its weekly telecasts from

As Intrigue' Lead

6.

will

FOR BONDED SERVICE

various types of technicians
ranks, and supplies producers
with complete crews, unlike the
IATSE method of making a crew
out of several horizontally organ-

assigned -to individual
Locals involved are
Cameramen’s Local 644, Studio
Mechanics Local. 52, Editors and
Cutters Local 771* Assistant Directors Local 161 and Makeup Art-

London, July

offilm -unions have
ficially announced that they would

British

TVAB

promote national spot, tele.- But
the manner of. telepix participation
hasn’t been worked out yet, and
whatever the final mode of participation, it’s likely to involve an
industry association.
Until recently it was assumed
that syndicators would be invited
to associate membership in TVAB.
But recent indications have been
that the vidpixefri instead would
be asked to get together by tHemselves and elect a representative to
serve on the TVAB board, A meeting of TVAB toppers and leading
distribs had been Scheduled for
last Week but was called off and
no new date set.
If the latter course is adopted
and most distribs don’t favor it because it limits both their participation and representation
they’ll
have to get together to elect a rep,

nicians/’

with

trades and
locals.

tion of the vidpix industry’s role
in the newly-formed Television Advertising Bureau. That there will
be vidpix participation is an. accepted premise, since tv-films will

35 STATIONS SIGNED

in its

IA

Telefilm 'Boycott'

boy G-Men/’ “Beulah,” “International Police,” "Flamingo Theatre”
4 the "Jewellers Showcase” reruns),
the "Superman" cartoon series,
"Baseball Hall of Fame” and other
shorts/ Not yet in distribution are
"Top Secret” and ’The American,”
former already finished and the
latter in production on the Coast;
Additionally, Weintraub said Flamingo is negotiating for other
properties As part of an intensive
production schedule for the

a#

documentary
Flaherty,
ti$p
producer. Its present membership
with most of them
is about 300,
concentrated in N. Y., but some in
other cities. It’s a vertical union,
ard

ized locals.

weeks of operation. Fig-

ure was revealed by Sy Weintraub,
one of the partners in the group,
who pointed out that this doesn’t
include
sales
on "Superman,”

Long-discussed

ganization! While .there’s been no
formal meeting of the minds as
such a meeting could come
about within the next few weeks.
Most pressing factor in bringing
about such discussions is the ques-

dium through which

Groups’ telefilm distribution outfit
which they reactivated two months
ago, has piled up $800,000 in sales
in its eight

..if

be the entertainment program me-

PSstlETY

Harris

telepix distribu-

expressing^ interest

yet,

.

9th Radio iutd Television

Flamingo

outfit

not actually engaging in off-thev
cuff discussions about s.uch an or-

eke of the many editorial features
*

is

tion

-

Syndication Vidpix
+

tef

rapidly gaining, ground, with vir-

Trends in Network
*'

syndicators

form .an ’Industry association

V"

Syndication, Inc,

tosses ereiiwd

v

Bros,/

<!

George Simper!/

Kranz comes from the legit fields
where he's been a production manager since 1929, latest of his shows
having been "King of Hearts,”
Brandt moves over from Warner

-

CIO-affiliated

39

.*

'

•«

‘

1

*

•

—

.
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7,

A

series of half-hdur vidpix, free
to all its stations, is being mulled
COMMUFilm, which PLANNING
Sterling Television.
NITY CENTER
the firm would build into a com4
plete show, -would come from in- Producer; Owen Murphy ProducBy DAVE
tions
dustrial vidpixers now being colHollywood, July 6.
«.
15 Mins.. Fri. (2), .3 p.m.
l0Ct6d»
*
studios
from N. Y.
NBC-TV,
picture
dis/^notion
vidpix
first
the
js
Sterling
Major
Cehtinue# from vac* 1
NBC-TV*i third test colorcast on
trib in commercial tele to enter
would do well to go into' telefilm
industrial films. Idea of this serv- 35m film, this time in EasUhan
production, thus consummating the User. If a sponsor is to pour a lot
an expensive show, he ice, according to Chuck Dolan, color with live-action (as opposed
long-discufssed marriage between of coin into
department, is to
expects some assurance that he’ll head of the new
to the animated film of the daiy
pix and tv, it’s asserted by Jack have that show for more than 26 maintain Sterling’s reputation as a
operTotal of before) came out by and large sat^
supplier.
Vidpix,
film
Webb. For one thing,
weeks. Ziv, he points out, has been volume
on-the-air tlntcistating on a time-clock basis and preaching the value of sponsor 149 stations have been lined up isfactorily for
ing. Film, “Plannig a Rural Comwith small budgets, will never offer identification with a specific prop- for the industrial film.
In the past few weeks, Dolan has munity Center,” lensed by Owen
any serious competition to motion erty, built up oyer a long period,
for the Rural
From a standpoint of and on that basis alone, it can’t brought five Household Finance Murphy Productions
pictures.
Research Bureau, is reported to
sheer economics, such a televen- afford to stop production on a pix into the house as Well as Swift
first Eastman process show
the
be
mean
inThe
latter,
would
prints.
plants
Co.
ture by the pix
series in order to realize its reproduced and processed in the east.
the supplanting of the old B picture siduals. Such a move in the long cidentally, are the first going out
For the most part, the film, an
operation by vidfllms so that the run would lose the firm all its to stations in the immediate future. educational subject title of which
But the distribution of industrials, is, self-explanatory, showed up
overhead of the" studios would be longstanding clients.
part
as
pix
or
individual
as
either
sliced considerably.
In the long run, of course, the
nicely on color sets. Only real deof the complete package, will not fects -were a tendency for a. greenWebb, who just finished produc- problem will straighten itself out
ing a theatrical film, version of his after three or four or five years, bit full speed until sometime in ish cast to appear from time to
tv “Dragnet” at Warner Bros., is the distribs will be able to put September, when, as Dolan en- time, especially when white was
the first tv producer to undertake their currently successful shows visions it, Industrials handled by shown. Another tendency was for
the actual transition of his, tele into reruns as new properties come Sterling will be rolling out at 'the an' occasional pink cast, less freWebb, into vogue. While they Won't be rate of a half-hour a week. He quent than the green. According
property intact to films;
* Dragproducer-director-$tar of
making profits on the then firstrun said there are some multi-picture to NBC color film topper Stan Parreleased
bein^
film,
his
feels
net,”
shows, the residuals from the cur- deals in the offing that will make ian, however, these casts were
caused electronically in an effort
in six months, will be in the nature rent ones will furnish the black the one-a-week pace feasible.
“Dragnet”
to compensate for blues in the
if
i.e.,
case,
test
of a
ink. Meanwhile, Sinn says, the disprint, and „with time and experidoes well at the b.o., majors will trib owes It to his clients to keep
the color engineers Will be
ence
transfer
to
tempted
strongly
furnishing them fresh films for
be
able to make their adjustments
more vidfilm properties to the their series as long as they demand
without overcompensating.
screen.
.
it. Telepix is a big business; he
Otherwise, picture was perfectly
“There is certainly room for says, and it must be a responsible
acceptable for broadcasting. Flesh
both the. tv and picture industries. ohe.
.were at times -a little pale
tones
For one thing,' the picture industry
Ziv itself has two factors in its
or a little ruddy, and sometimes
can develop new techniques, some- favor, aside from its radio busithere was too much red or orange,
thing Which we can’t afford to do. ness. Firstly, it’s been able to acbut for the most part the colors
After all, we wouldn’t even have quire reruns of network telepix
were true. More important, .they
tv pix if it weren’t for the picture (namely “Fireside Theatre,” of
held consistently, and they were
industry. When people pay to see which it holds some 120 half-hours)
sharp in Outline and detail; If the
a motion picture they’re buying and make a profit on -those. SecAmerican-Biitish TV Movies, up web can get all its color film to
quality no tv. show can afford.
ondly, it’s been shooting all its pix to now solely a distributor of fea- meet these standards, it should
“The majors would do well to in color, and when the- time is ripe ture films for television, has en- have few worries. There Will be
get into tv pix production. It would for commercial tint, it will be able tered the syndication field via ac problems, of Course, but if it can
get satisfactory prints from the
cut their overhead, and might to put all its backlog into rerun quisition of three. British-made se
evolve as a wonderful economy (firstrun
color)
almost
imme- ries. At the same time, however, it
semove. TV’s contribution on one
diately.
has acquired 29 brand new British
ries would be small, but if they had
features, bringing its total holding
enough series it would reduce the
of the English features to 90.
nut and keep a lot Of their people
New features come from several
’INSIDE STUDIO’
working. Screen Gems, Columbia’s
studios, including Eros, with which
subsidiary, has done very welL So
First syndicated series .made 'In
American-British has been most
has Republic’s tv operation.
closely tied. Firm will do a repeat cooperation with major motion pic“Majors* could make these teleof its trick last spring of world ture studios to plug the film Indus*
vision pictures for less than we tv
premiering new British films on
producers can. TV is here to stay
American tv before they play in try in general and specific pix will
Chicago, July 6.
I
and
away
it can’t be wished
'In what has become an annual British theatres, and this time out go into release in the fall. Series,
don’t see why the picture industry event with practically the unani- there are seven films in the group “Hollywood to Broadway,” is being
doesn’t embrace it. It would en- mous support of the vidpix distribs that are concurrently in American
produced by Demby Productions
hance the telefilm’s quality, and localed in Chi, WGN-TV has sched- theatrical distribution.
In fact,
such a marriage would benefit both. uled its third Film Festival Aug. 5.
pix opened in N.Y. dur- in N. Y. and will be distributed by
of

A BUBAL
_

KAUFMAN

Ask

Vidpixers

.

.
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labs,

Hm

work

itself

perlence,

electronic

end should
but yrftb time and exChon.
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IT’S EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS
Producer; John Sutherland
Mins;, Tfiure. U), |
NBC-TV, from N* Y*
Second 35m _c6U# film to be
shown by NBC-TV in Hie past
week, “It’s Everybody’* Business”
should leave, no doubt as to the
use of one type of tmtfilm for color
video. Thuf Is. the animated film,
which used as an, insert on the
Web’s “Mrs. UJS.A ” color segment,
showed far better quality than the
five portions of the show.

U

Film

itself is

an

industrial, pre-

pared in 35m Technicolor by John
Sutherland Productions for the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce and
tapped by NBC-TV for i:he test run.
Film quality, in terms of color val-

0( Features Set

•

'

.

ues, sharpness, consistency of color
and compaUbHlty in black-andwhite, was neat-perfect/ Outlines
were sharp, colors held even in
quick movement, there waS ho fading, or intensifying.
~ Of course, fact that it was animated in its enUrety is responsible
in large measure for the good values obtained. Animation is- subject
to thorough color control throughout—there’s no lighUng problem
involved. But the test proved two
thingsr-one be^pg that animation
is here to stay as far as color video
is concerned, the other being that
as long ** a good print is put in

the Scanner, a reasonably good facsimile of that picture should be received on the color set;
As for
actual color Values themselves, it

was

difficult to tell

most of the

time whether the color intended
was the one seen on the set, but in
a couple of cases, an American
flag, and money, the whites, blues,
reds and greens were all that
Chan.
could be desired. .

fl’WOOD TO BROADWAY’

STUFF

l

~
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’Gotta Get Realistic*

’

time on

tv;

sponsors are standing
‘

in line waiting to put shows on.
Motion picture execs should re-

member you cannot

properly

tell

•

A

tv picture,
story in 29 minutes.
no matter how good, is still just a
vignette. I know from personal experience if I could have had just
another 10 minutes on some of my
’Dragnet’ telefilms I could have
done much better. This time-clock
basis of our operations is detrimental to writers and to other creative

TV

talent
full

never enjoy the

will

freedom which pictures and

the stage have.

think a picturetv marriage is inevitable and will
I

work through sheer

two
the
essentially £ trade ing the past few days.
is
screening for Windy City adverOn the syndicated side, Ameritisers and agencies of all the cur- can-British will distribute a new
rently available product and is half-hour “Scotland Yard” series; a
sponsored by the Chi Trib station quarter-hour BBC-produced chilas an industry service* The show- dren’s show, “Muff in the Mule
casing is not limited to pix tar- and a series of “Cafe Continental”
geted for the host station.
variety segments produced by Jack
Both afternoon and evening Buchanan and starring Isabel Bigshowings are scheduled for WGN- ley as performer and hostess.
TV’s main audience studio, with
“Scotland Yard,” comprising 26
the, expectation that between 25-30 half-hours, were produced by Anindividual series will be unspooled glo Amalgamated Ltd.; in 'Which
in part. All will be firstrun mate- American-British toppers Nathan
rial, according to WGN-TV film Kramer and 'Michael Hyams have
director,
Elizabeth Bain, who’s an Interest They’re the only seorganizing and editing into capsule ries running theatrically in Britain
form the pix to be shown.
as 30-mlnute theatrical featurettes
As outlined by WGN-TV sales “Muff in Hie Mule’* has been on
manager Ted Weber, the Festival BBC-TV for the past five years as
is an outgrowth of the station’s its top moppet show, and BBC has
history of success, in film pro- gone into a studio for original filmgramming which has 'set the pat- ing of the series, with the first 26
tern for the industry."
in the can.
Festival

can’t turn.your back on tv,
so why not be realistic and get into
it? It’s ridiculous and child-dike to
think you’re going to change the
habits of the American people so
that they will watch nothing but tv
For one thing, there is not enough

“You

1

logistics.

“TV

can be a proving ground, a
school for new talent for
the majors. Even the better hourlong live shows merely prove they
could have been much better if
they had been longer, and with
more budget, so I see Ho reason for
the studios to fear tv"
Webb opined there is a lot of
creative talent in Hollywood, but
said it’s difficult to develop it under circumstances where a producer is confined to a budget of
around $22,000 per vidpic.
clinic, a

:

'

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEElt— stanza stfen> was neither feature
SPORTS
nor. jspot> coverage. At one point,
With Bob Wilson, Gene Kelly, By- the. producers treated a past horse
rum Saam, Jim Learning
race asan event of the moment.
Producers: TefrRa Productions
On the otbftF hand, a tennis match
30 Mins,, Fri., 10 pm.
of similar vintage was covered as
GILLETTE
?
an item long gone. This could
NBC-TV;* from New York
mean that Tel-Ra just spliced clips
by other companies, thus account( Maxon )
•

.

.

for the summer on the NBCTV lineup which carries that sponsor’s fights the rest of the year. Not
only did the first of the vidpix (2)
fail to justify the title, “Highlights of the Week in the World of
Sports,” since some of the topics
seemed almost as dated as snowballs, but the half-hour was poorly
edited and often poorly shot.
^ In all probability the series is a
very low-budget deal for Gillette.
As an indication of that, for example, it appeared as though TelRa squeezed in, as at least onethird of the footage, what looked
like stock dips. This filler only
distracted from the actual sports
coverage, which was weak enough

NEW

‘BLACKIE’ SERIES

ON TAP FOR

ZIV

Zfv Television Programs is planning to resume ^production sometime in the fall, On its “Boston
Blackie” series after a layoff of
over a year. Ziv prexy John Sinn
said exact shooting schedule hasn’t

been set yet, but new “Blackies”
would be in the can around the
end of the year.
Total of 78 VBlackies” were made
originally, and it’s been one of
Ziv’s most successful series, still
in many markets the third and

fourth time around. In New York, by itseST
H’g already been in its fifth run.
Due to editorial indecision, the

for the NBC Film Dihas signed Gene Lockhart
to star in a new situation comedy

tum” vidpix
vision,

series,

Atlas Television Corp.
by the
Program will feature interviews

also slated, for syndication
subsid. While his. deal

NBC

with Lockhart is set (via the William Morris office), he hasn't concluded his negotiations with NBC
yet, but presumably the web would
go into a coproducUon deal with
him on a setup simlliar to that
of the “Inner Sanctum” operation.
“Sanctum" was lensed in N. Y.
at Fox-Movietone studios under the
banner of Galahad Productions, a
partnership between NBC and
caster, Danny Kaye and Van HefBrown, with the web’s subsid dolin, with Kitty Carlisle; Ona Mun-

of top Hollywood and Broadway
personalities by emcee John Conte
and will also include film dips
from upcoming pix. Four films
have already been shot at the Vernon Lewis Studios in N. Y., with
distribution deal calling for a total
Initial shows
of 52 half-hours.
indude film scenes with Humphrey
Bogart, Van Johnson, Fred MacMurray, Jose Ferrer, Burt Lan-

ing most of the financing. New
comedy series will .either be
lensed under the Galahad banner
or another corporation similar in
makeup. No date or place has been
set for production, although’ it will
likely be done jn NewYork, Series,
incidentally, has nothing? to do with,
FIRESIDE THEATRE
the pilots Lockhart did for Screen
(Valley of the Shadows)
Gems last year as part of the “Ford
Frank Wisher’s exceptionally Theatre” series. This was also a
good direction of “Valley of the situation comedy, but Screen Gems
was unable to sell the pilots.
Shadows,” an offbeat western,
makes this “Fireside” one of his
best of the season. Seeleg Lester
son, Paul Stewart and Una Merkel
as interviewees from legit.

and Merwin Gerard have jampacked this with action, and Wisbar’s tempo keeps it sizzling. Add-

r

.

Continued from pile 3#

NARTB

to see that it doesn’t
ing to the overall success of “Valhappen again.
ley” is topdrawer thesping by the'
Biggest deterrent to an organizacast, Dabbs Greer as the; hero and
Jeff York, the heavy, -being par- tion at present is the fact that no

ticularly good.
ing for the discrepancies in apWhen a wounded" outlaw stagproach.
Among some of the sports items gers into town, Greer is Hie only
showcased were Ham Richardson one with the guts to help him, the
winning the National Collegiate others fearing retribution from the
Assn, tennis championship; a re- desperado’s colleague, who' shot
cent Giant-Dodger game and an him. Greer takes the wounded man
Aqueduct handicap.
These ap- to his home, and meanwhile, sure
peared to be the only things that enough, the baddie and his gang
made the “of the Week” title seem race into town, searching ior the
almost appropriate. Another five guy they shot. Town’s terror-stricksubjects consisted of a baseball en, but after Greer stands up to
game among Congressmen, the Sil- the gang and gets a hit oh the head
ver State Stampeded, a session on for his courage, they band together
safe swimming (which, of 'all. had to chase the baddies away for
that most secn-beforc quality) and keeps. Clear-cut moral is that bula motorcycle race, all handled toy lies prevail only so long as the dedifferent narrators.
Camera was cent people refuse to stand up to
poorly handled in most parts, since them.
very little" feel of the sport inLorna Thayer, Russ Conway,
volved was transmitted to viewer, Jim Hayward, ’Nolan Leary and
Shots were tight and offered little Teddy Infuhr are competent Inihe
sequence.
Art,
supporting roles.
DakiL
’

Gillette is using this Tel-Ra series'

Hi Brown, who recently wrapped
up production of 39 “Inner Sanc-

the

exec appears to be willing to take

on the responsibility and effort of
organizational
an
spearheading

Most of the top outfits have
expressed willingness to participate, but none to assume the leadership. Typical example is industry vet George Shupdft, ABC Syndication Prexy, who s&yi be was
misquoted several weeks ago when
t
it was reported that he wouldn
participate in a group. Shupert
drive.

but
says he's all for an association,
simply hasn’t the time to devote
toward organising one.
.
Outcome of the TVAB deliberawe
tions, however, may eliminate
question of who’s to Spearhead
about
such a movement and bring
ah organization without anyone
taking the actual initiative.
.

+
*•**«?
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Early this year Decca. and Its prexy, Hfttoa R> Rackmll, were
engaged In * proxy light Because (I), the company’s profits from
operations allegedly :had dwindled; <2> t Rackmll
its Individual
was riding two horses as president of two major show hlz operations, Universal Pictures and Decca Records Inc.; and (3), the
diskery allegedly hadnft had a bestseller In months*

A

few months laterTarid as of now, Decca

Mean

bestseilers"(Kitty Kafien’s “Little Things
4 Aces’ “Three Coins In The Fountain”).

on the disk
Lot” and the

is 1-2

A

'
.

two such independent labels as Cadence’s
Archie Bleyer with “Hernando’s Hideaway” and London’s Frank
Wanderer.”
“The
Happy
with
Weir

And

right behind are!

Proving again that, from nowhere, can come the disk business*
There was a long spell when Columbia’s Mitch, Miller
make a wrong move—“If he burped bn wax they'd buy
it”— and RCA Victor “cppldh’t get itself arrested,” so bullish was
downbeat was Vic, Then the pendulum swung in that
so
Col and
hits.

couldn’t

'

direction too.

as
.Vice
•4*

Radio outlets, which are squawking against the introduction of the
45 rpm disk jockey service, are
trying to sweep back the ocean
with a broom, according to major
disk company execs. The diskers
are not too concerned with the
beefs since they believe * it’s «
short-term opposition at best, or
self-defeating
stubbornness,
at
worst, on the part of the stations.
The switch to 45 rpm deejay
cuffos had to happen, the diskers
contend. All the laws of progress
and economy dictated the move
.

RCA
,

,

Lets

RCA

temporarily

Victor

week when

it

Such has been the history of the record business over the
the pops are concerned.
The majors are smart for that reason to build merchandising

anni of the Introduction
of the 45 rpm system.
With compliments of RCA
prexy Frank M, Folson, large
cakes,
chocolate
birthday
shaped like 45' rpm disks,
were sent to music critics and
editors to mark the occasion.
fifth

and packages which don’t depend on the pops excluAnd that’s what most of them are doing. And wisely.

projects
sively.

Abel.

that it’s been made,
no sign by any of the major companies to backtrack even
in the face of demands from some
top name jockeys in some key cities. The 45 rpm switch, incidentally, was made at the behest of a
couple of smaller companies in
side the Record Industry Assn, of

mechanical royalties. New outa non-profit society, is called
BUDECO (Bureau du Defense de
Copyright). Jack Denton, local
head of Francis-Day, is a prime
mover of the new outfit.

lect
fit,

BIEM,
serving

Joy Music’s

join

-

3^cy Tomato

pacted to a major label.
The thrush is Peggy King,

who was nabbed by Columbia
Records

last

week. Mitch Mil-

ler. Col's pop artists
repertoire chief, tagged Miss King
after hearing her warble the

Hunt's Tomato Sauce .commercial on the radio.

'

.

:

BANS ‘MY
POP REUGI0S0 NIX
.

^

om
.

.

Mex

*

^

Spot Is on Tape

little

ons hel6 Velasquez, Mexico’s top

clubSi

P^hWt-COmposer. has been

inked to a lbhgterm
pact with RCA
y^tor.
Deal Was set by* Frank
Ctor s international

j

-

VMGM
‘

--

Combos

Pacts

MGM. Records

continued

^

its

new

NAMM Meet

For
When

the

Chicago, July 6.
National Assn, of

Merchants convenes here
July 12 for its annual convention,
one of the major spotlights will be
focused on tape. In the past cou:

Music

pie of years, the tape industry has

expanded rapidly and all of the
major tape machine manufacturers
will be represented
space.

with exhibit

Another important facet of the

NAMM

conclave will be;4he highdisplays.
The<»top -eorti*
such as RCA Victor arid
Columbia, are due to showcase
their respective hi-fi pAbho lines
together with advances'. In Techniques of manufacturing ‘disks for
better reproduction.
As usual, general radio-tv and
instrument: manufacturers will' be
represented at the music merchants meet along with standard
fidelity

panies,

'

-

publishers.

Bill

Zeitung Exits

RCA

To Teacb at Dartmouth
Bill Zeitung, who had been in
RCA

Victor’s pop album
repertoire for the past few months,
has ahkled the diskery for an academic spot at Dartmouth College.
He will teach music and the arts.

charge of

talent prowl With the pacting of a
department
Philadelphia vocal combo, The
*rom sales figures cur- Stuarts, arid The Billy Moore Quarently being
jack Lewis, who was brought
chalked up by Miss tet last week. Initial release by
qu *! s first Piano album, “In- both groups will hit the market Into the Coast receniljr, to head up
Victor’s Jazz operation, will temJuly
16.
Romance.”
Victor
is
n anning
P
to bring Miss Velasquez,
In the hillbilly' ‘field, diskery porarily double in the pop album
Panned “Besame Mucho,” to Inked Texas crooner Ray Haney “to spot. He’ll work under Joe Carlme u. S. to record
repertoire chief.
ton, pop artists
more sides*
s longterm deal.

S-

that

all

authors,

In their

societies

own

.

reluctant to make the suggestion
In another move to develop songbut' approved it once the other
companies indicated how they felt. writing talent, Joy Music has inked
Joan Javits and Phil Springer to
It’s pointed out that the radio
longterm exclusive deal. Team,
stations have accumulated vast li- a
braries of 78s over the past 12 after writing independently, were
together last year by George
put
years when the system of cuffos
went to effect. Naturally, the sta- Joy, company topper, and they
came
up with a big hit in “Santa
tions are reluctant to obsolete liin
braries which are valued, in some Baby,” and a moderate click
“Lovin’
Spree,” both of which
cases, at $100,000 or more. The
were sliced by Eartha Kitt for
stations and jockeys are also opposed to the 45s because of alleged RCA Victor.
Sighing of the Javits-Springer
cueing problems. The latter problem is purely fictitious, according team comes in the wake of Bob
to the diskers, since the major Merrill's amicable exiting from the
diskers are making devices avail- Joy firm to set up his Own pubable that enable the jockey to cue lishing company. During Merrill's
as easily with the 45s As with the tenure with Joy, he turned out
78s. It’s only a question of a few about a half-dozen major hits,
weeks before the jockeys will get mostly for Guy Mitchell, who Is
habituated to the 45s and then managed by George Joy’s son,
they’ll be able to handle the small- Eddie. (Latter’s wife, Mindy Carer disks with the same blindfolded son, is also in the Joy talent management setup.)
facility.

jors point out that at the present
time,- most of the pop standards
are available only on 45 rpm at the
present time.
The reissue programs of most of the majors hence
will see the bulk of the old, worth(Continued on page 48)

execs are now of
The American Federation of
comedy platters Musicians is frowning on the rereplay value, They be- cording of live concerts. In every
lieve that the disk-buyer plays it case
the AFM has been referring
In the store once or hears It on a
it to, the local .lAVOlved .when the
deejay program—and that’s it.
requests come in and the locals
have been turning down these deals
about 90% of the time. Only in
BBC
exceptional instances, as Columbia
FRIEND’
Records recent on-the-spot waxing
of a benefit bash for The 'LightIN
house, do. the locals okay such
London, July 0.
deals.
The Eddie Fisher waxing of “My
Locals’ elampdoWii on the re^as ^ een banned by the
BBC. Veto is in line with the BBC cording of live concerts stems from
the difficulty in maintaining an
policy against religious pop songs,
and follows their ban of “Answer adequate checkup system on the
diskeries. Locals maintain that it’s
Lord,” the lyrics of gotten too tongh to police the
u- P^*
which had to be changed to “Oh,
to see if the men are
My Love,” and “From Your Lips diskeries
being paid double for the date.
to the Ears of
God.”
Another reason for the locals' ban
,^ h ®PP.e ll Music, which publishes that many of the concerts are
the
Friend” number over here, waxed on spec and if the disker
were surprised to learn of the ban, isn’t pleased with the playbacks,
since
Edmund Hockridge and the release is dumped with no
Resile Hutchinson broadcast the compensation for the tooters.
song
BBC last week-end, With
The recorded live concert vogue
.^e.-same lyrics as those on started rolling a couple of years
the Fisher disk.
ago with Columbia’s release of
Benny Goodman’s 1938 Carnegie
Hall appearance. Since then both
Victor lnt’1 Pacts
majors and indies have been taking. their
recording equipment
Hot
Pianiste into theatres, ballrooms and night
have

notice

local

The hew

society,

BUDECO, was

founded as a protest against the
order to join the local societies
and it will aim to help its members
in all copyright protection and collection matters in France, Belgium,
Switzerland, and Holland. BUDECO
will accept limited mandates from
publishers who wish to assign only
a part of their catalog to the society.

BUDECO

recognizes BIEM’s priority as the international organ on
matters pertaining to the use of

recorded music on radio and gives

BIEM
this

the right to control fees in

field.

BUDECO,

however,

is

Joy Music, back in the days when trying to make deals with AmeriThe problem of the disk libraries is more difficult, but will even- it Was known as Santly-Joy, has can publishers to collect royalties
tually be ironed out. The disk ma- had several important songwriting on the sale of disks, tapes, etc., in

Many record

the opinion that

so-

countries through which BIEM
works. In France, the BIEM works
through SDRM (Societe des Dioits
de Reproduction Mechanique); in
Belgium, the SONDREM; in Holland, the STEMRA, etc.
BIEM
makes the deals with the disk industry, broadcasters, etc., and the
local societies execute the deals.
A few Anglo-American publishers,
such as Chappell, France-Melodie
(the Metro-20th-Fox “Big Three”),
Francis-Day, etc., do not belong
to local societies, but have -a direct, limited deal with BIEM for
mechanical royalty collections.

•

Those singing commercials
are continuing to move in on
the pop disk market. In recent months several of the
jingle plugs have been adapted*
into pop material and now one
of the jingle thrushes has been

collection

composers and publishers had- to

Excl.

America.
RCA Victor, which
launched the 45s five years, was

Sales returns on the recent flock
of comedy disks are no laughing
matter to the disk companies. Ever
since the breakthrough of Stan
Freberg’s “Dragnet” parody cm
Capitol, the diskeries have been
churning out comedy platters but
none has even come close to l,**
200,000 disk sales rackup of the
Freberg slice.
^
Diskery artists & repertoire men
now are proceeding with caution
on their comedy-on-wax turnout.
Mercury Records has gone so far
as to hire comedy writer jerry
Lieberman to tourn out special
comedy material pegged for the
wax market. Lieberinan’s first effort will be waxed by Larry Albert, “Bagels and Yox” comic.
In the past year the platter comedy vogue was picked up by RCX
Victor with Wally Cox, Columbia
with Red Buttons and Art Carney
and Coral with Phil Foster, Eddie
Lawrence, Joey Adams and Buddy
Hackett, The Indie Jubilee label
got into the act with dialect comic
Happy Lewis. Jubilee, incidentally,
has scored in the comedy- field with
its longplay album release of “Radio Bloopers.”

strongest

speiety on the Continent, sparked the
formation of the BUDECO after

and now
there’s

6.

chanique), European music execs
have organized a new society to
protect their copyrights and col-

marked the

,

years, so far as

July

Revolting against alleged “monopolistic” tactics by BIEM (Bureau Internationale D’Edltions Me-

’Em Eat Cake

went into the pastry business
last

BiEM

Paris,

'

'

-

A

teams in

its. stable over the years.
In the 1930s, Joy signed the then
unknown writer, Johnny Burke,

the various countries.
BUDECO estimates that it will
maximum of 10% of the

charge a

and teamed him with Arthur collections as an expense fee.
Johnston. That duo came up with Eventually It’s hoped the society’s
“Pennies From Heaven,” “One, bite will be reduced to 6 or

7%.

Two, Button Your Shoe” and "So At the present time the local meDo I.” Burke was later teamed chanical rights societies charge
with Jimmy .Monaco and again from 20 to 25% of the total fee.
cleffed a series of hits. More reTurnover taxes are in addition, and
cently, Vic Mlzzy and Mann Curtis
payments to
Americans- from
were under contract to Joy when France now are reduced by 42%
they wrote “My Dreams Are Getby such fees and taxes. BUDECO
ting Better All The Time” and
also hopes to speed up payments
later Bennie Benjamin and George
of mechanical fees to publishers
Weiss were wrapped up by Joy who, in some cases, have to wait
for another group' of bestsellers.
more than a year for their coin.
Although “Santa Baby” and
Suzanne Blum, daughter of the
“Lovin’ Spree” were written under late French Premier Leon Blum,
the Joy aegis, these Javits-Spring- in action as legal advisor to
er tunes are not now in the Joy BUDECO. She is similarly advisor
catalog. They are copyrights in the to Metro, Universal, Columbia and
BMI Trinity Music firm which is other film companies.
now wholly owned by Joe Csida,
who was, up to a few months ago,
general manager for Joy Music BG
AGAIN
and one-third partner in Trinity,
along with George and Eddie Joy.
BASIN ST.

TO BLOW
ON B’WAY AT

Benny Goodman is set for his
Broadway nltery stand in
first
jfwit*. incidentally, >is hieceeight, years.
The clarinetist -will
of Congressman J&njamirt Javits
/** head up. a sextet at Basin St., jazz
of Mkah&lfttn'j“.
nitery, on. a. two-week stand be.

,

I

500G ‘My

'

ginning juljp. 13. , Since his collast, year ‘during the jazz concert tour with LoUis Armstrong,
Goodman has been appearing with

,.)\

lapse

Friend-

Is Anything But That symphony orchestras and chamber
His first jazz date with
Joe Diamond and Paul Cohen groups.
have had papers served on George the combo was at Chicago’s Blue
GoodPaxton, Ervin Drake, Jimmy Shirl Note about two months ago.
and RCA Victor in $500,000 suit man currently is checking possithe
in
tour
on the tune “My Friend.” Diamond bilities of a European
Kingsley fall.
repping
Cohen,
and
Basin
the
on
Backing Goodman
Music, claim that Drake and Shirl,
Shavers,
composers of the tune, had agreed St. date will be Charlie
to turn

it

sequently
Paxton.

bass;
Crosby,
Israel
over to Kingsley but sub- trumpet;
Powell,
gave the copyright to Morey Feld, drums; Mel
guitar.
Jordan,
piano, and Steve
.

Decca’s hillbilly
repertoire chief, also
a Veep
Dr. Sirmay
claims that he collabbed on the
Dr. Albert Sirmay, Chappell
tune and that he had set up a diskvicenamed
been
ing assignment for Red Foley be- Music exec, has
producfore Drake and Shirl made the prexy in charge of musical
Paxton deal. RCA Victor waxed tions. for the firm.
Sirmay .has been with Chappell
Diathe tune with Eddie Fisher,
for many years as music editor.
mond is topper of Forrest Music.

Cohen,

artists

who’s

&

Now

1

tfWIJ

A)

7-

H£ftM ECHOENrELD.
Sin- (Coral). Launched via the indie
“Sh-Boom” Is getting
ner”-“Take Me Back Again” (Co- label route,
attention, and, this, slice

Norman Granz, jazz impresario
who pioneefed packaged jazz sets

Tony 'Bennett: 'Cinnamon

lumbia After clicking vath n
series Of schmaltzy ballads, Tony
'

Bennett changes?/ paces with ^
snappy rhythm number in Cinna-

mon

Sinnefc.”

He

belts the clever

lyric for sock commercial impact,

plenty :df
by the Billy Williams^ group will
#dd;tq the fanpetus; Jtfs: a- snl00 t“;
fast-moving rhythm number slated
for lptsa juke plays. Reverse' tune
is slower-tempoed, but £klso has a

ago With his “Jazz
Scene” anthology and “Fred As-

.several years

•

strong beat for this vocal

Percy Faiths baton supplying the
instrumental color. “Take Me Back
Again” reverts back to the familiar
Bennett groove of sentimental
balladeering. It’s a good number.
Frank Sinatra: “The Gal That
Got A\vay”-'‘Half As Lovely” (Capitol). “The Gal That Got Away,”
Ira Gershwin-Harold Arlen tune
from the Warner Bros, pic, ‘‘A

work

to

over.

Tommy

combo

Mara: “i Need Someone”-

“Rough Ridin’ ” (MGM). Tommy
Mara is young crooner Who has

'

•

|

•

«

.

J 1

.

LAWRENCE WELK

..

.1

A

.

. .

-

-

_

-

- -

,

;

44

’

.

joining it shortly after
ganized back in 1924.

it

was or-

and

thority
,

with an-

his five-platter "series devoted to
“The Genius of Art Tatum,” under

the Clef label; TatUm, one* of the
giants

M

modern

jazz

due

to his

prodigious technique and fertile
imaginatioh on the piano, is showcased on some three-and-a-half
hours of wax and the blind pianist
doesn’t get pedestrian for a second.
Ah historical rundown of datum’s
disk output may have been more
interesting, blit as- second best,
these recently made sides give; the
widest possible samplings, going
from “Tenderly” to "Humoresque”
through “Stamping At the Savoy”
to. “Makin’ 'Whoopee.” In aU> 34
numbers, some of which :run
around *10 minutes ^piece, are presented on this five 12 -inch LP

style.

Debussy: Box of Toys (Reming-

Orchestral version of
the ballet for children, from the
piano score, offers pleasant, evocative, pictorial music, well performed by the RIAS Symph under
Jonel Perlea.
Dvorak: Quintet In A for Plano
Sc Strings (Columbia; $5.95). Warming work, with varied melodies
and moods of folk-music style,
ably presented by Clifford Curzon
and the Budapest Quartet,
Straus: Elektra (Decca; $5.85).
Three highlights from the opera
(Elektra’s monolog, “Allein”; “Ich
will nichts horen,” and “Was wlllst
du, fremder mensch) impressively
sung by Elisabeth Hongen, Christel Goltz and Ferdinand Frantz,
ton;

come up

other important kings&ed contribution to musical- Americana with

*

,

been showing considerable promise, but the results have not matched the potential. “I Need Someone” is a lacklustre entry which
Mara can do little with. On the
something
Star Is Born,” is a standout piece flip, Mara is essaying
been done earlier and
of material for Frank Sinatra. It which has
and his.
for Decca.
Fitzgerald
Ella
by
better
but
hit,
may not be an immediate
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Art Carney: “Them”-“The Dodo
this is a quality song that will be
149th Consecutive Week, Aragon
around for a long time. It’s pe- Bird” (Columbia); After launching
Ballroom, Santa Moriioa, Calif.
culiarly suited for Sinatra’s easy, tv comic Art Carney on comedy
Exclusively oh Corai Records
DOLL DANCE
but expressive piping style. “Half vocals* Columbia has now switched
and
As Lovely” is a light, pleasing- -him to kiddie songs where his apFINGERS
stronger. “Them” is
may
be
NIMBLE
peal
ballad neatly handled by Sinatfa,
V
n
J
A
a! «>
who seems to be singing better a cute jilve. number remotely
based on the current pic of the
than ever before.
Leroy Anderson: “Bugler’s Holi- same title. “Dodo Bird” has the
Waring’* Decca Encore
day”-“Summer Skies” (Decca). Le- same simple melodic structure and
Fred Waring has been repacted
roy Anderson gets around to ba- some baby talk aimed for the diapby Decca for another year.
toning one of his own selections er set.
v
The orch leader has been with
A1 Martino: “Give Me Something
about once a year and he makes
the dlskery for almost 20 years,
•

Gluek: Orfeo ed Euridlce {London; $5.95). Welcome reissue of
in
opera,
classic
the
stately,
abridged version, a little formal perhaps’ but very appealing, especially
with the late Kathleen Fender in
an impressive, dramatic role as
Orfeo, Fritz Stiedry directs soloists,
orch and chorus firmly, with au.

•

taire Story,” has

$2.99).

albums (Clef 612-13-14-15-18,

$4.95

each).

Granz

been turning out

has also

some flrstrate progressive jazz on
his Other label, Norgran Records.
In this category, “Interpretations,
(Continued on page 48)

(Continued on page 48)

Best Bets
TONY BENNETT
'{Columbia)'

FRANK SINATRA

......

.......

(Capitol)

.

.

Tony

Travis:

Mama”-‘Tt’s

“Mama,

Easier

Said

...

.

.

.

Scoreboard
OF

Half As Lovely

.

To Do With The Wine”-“On And
On” (Capitol). A1 Martino is another singer
in

who has

“Wine” is saddled by an awkward
title and the quasi-Italian flavoring
been overdone in recent
has
Than months. “On and On” is a ballad

No. 9”-“Honey Love” (Capitol).
“Riot” is a blues & rhythm number with a big enough kick to dent
the pop market.
It’s a straight
yam about a prison riot and Vicki

that does familiar things with familiar ideas.
Don Cornell: “I’m Blessed”-

My Hand”

“Hold

angle

religioso

been overworked

has

That
undoubtedly

in

the last few

months. This number parlays reand romantic ideas into a
big ballad which Don Cornell belts

The excess

to the hilt.

numbers
militate
Flip,

of similar

recently will probably
against a breakthrough.

from the

Slept Here,”

is

RKO

pic,

“Susan

a so-so ballad.

Wherever” treatment

in hillbilly style.

listener s Digest’ a Milestone

RCA

Retail Disks

Retail

Sheet Musjc

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The

ligious

Homer Sc Jethro: “Hernando’s
gives it a lowdown rendition with dirty saxes in the back- Hidea\vay”-“Wanted” (Victor). As
Homer Sc Jethro, have
expected,
ground. “Honey Love” is a calypsostyled number with double-enten- come up' with cornball satires on
two
current
clicks. Their humor
dre lyrics that disk jockeys might
well steer clear of. Miss Young is broad and these boys tend to
knows how to handle this type of repeat ideas used in previous takematerial with the right kind of offs. The massacre of “Hernando’s
Hideaway” has laughs for their
inflection.
Billy
Williams Quartet: “Sh- fans. “Wanted” gets a similar

RCA s

Coin Machines

(Coral).

Young

Boom”- “Whenever

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Mama

(Victor). To’ny Travis, Coast
singer making his bow on wax with
this coupling, makes an okay impression, but the material is not
likely to send him winging, “Mama” is a fair calypso-styled item,
while the flip is a conventionally
tailored ballad with no special peg
to hang Travis’ baritone pipes on.
Vicki Young: “Riot In Cell Block

'

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

failed to cash

on his potential, although he

did have one big disk a couple
of years ago. This is a fair coupling.

Done”

•

CINNAMON SINNER
Take Me Back Again
THE GAL THAT GOT AWAY

.........

the wait worthwhile. In “Bugler’s
Holiday,” he has a charming instrumental marked by chasing
trumpet choruses. It could bring
back the instrumental vogue. “Summer Skies” is a lilting, more atmospheric piece also rating plenty of
spins.

.

current comparative sa lee strength of the Artists and

Tunes

listed

&

The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three ways An the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music h

TALENT
POSITIONS
This

Last

Week Week

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

1

vtttv KALLEN
itat tvm
KITTY

(Decca);

2
/

3

ARCHIE BLEYER

(Cadence)

3

2

FOUR ACES

4

4

FRANK WEIR

5

5

KAY STARR

(Capitol).

CREW CUTS

(Mercury)

6

(Decca)

.

,

.

Things Mean * Lot
JCkapel In The Moonlight,
(Little

.

.

Hernando’s Hideaway

.

j

•
•

(London)

•

•

j

Wedding

Bells

^

•

George R. Marek, director of

artists Sc

7

repertoire for Victor,

...

,

H"”

i

i

10

6

PERRY COMO

7

FRANK civ*™*
SINATRA

—

—

—

(S-h
.

.

.

GAYLORDS

-

**

Boom

Crazy 'Bout You, Baby

(Wanted
/Hit and Run Affair

(Victor)
-i n
in
(Capitol)

(Three Coins In the Fountain
j

Young

Heart

At.

(Mercury)

a

10

EDDIE FISHER

(Victor)

TUNES
positions

CASCAP. tBMI)

classics.

The intrinsic Value of “Listener’s Digest” figures at $15.70, or
10 times the $1.57 cost per EP, but it is being packaged with a
$34.95 improved hi-fi turntable; the entire package—machine and
album to sell for $39.95.
So this 20-sided anthology 10 EPs— is a great forward stride in
widening the impact of suqh artists as John Barbirolli, Ania Dorfmann, Arthur Fiedler, Pierre Monteux, Artur Rubinstein, Artur
Schnabel, Frederick Stock, Leopold Stokowski and Arturo Toscanini; to give them their alphabetical billing. Highlights by these
artists are from the works of Beethoven, Brahms, Tchaikovsky,
Dvorak, Franck, Grieg, Rimsky-Korsakoff. The profiles are illustrated with human interest H>iogs of each subject—nothing stodgy
or pedantic. It’s all part of the savvy approach of this Marek project to make these longhair recordings a simplified and easy-tolisten-to introduction to great music. It’s excellent showmanship,
a fine contribution to the cultural uplift of the American diskbuying public and, of course, an obviously slick merchandising
approach, It should enjoy the peak sales that this neatly packaged
anthology (in attractive box container) merits.
Abel*

£££'

•

)

guages.

has prepared a nifty 40-odd page booklet of composers^profiles,
culled from. Good. Housekeeping of which he is also music editor,
and program notes by such ;divers .personalities as. Robert- Hague/
Irving Kolpdip* Jamep<Lyon$ and Charles O’Connell.
Therd Peking biz h#sco.ntd 4 long way jir recent years, notably.
sinpe post^Would -WATi JLL as the^new /peeds have opened new
horizons for productions^ anthologies, cavalcades, original operatic
xa&ts, original iegits (BroadSyay. the 'Old Vic CO.; etc:T,"ana 'this'
“Listener’s Digest” f?dl§ within the or£it of still another advance.
It is frankly intended’ to “popularize” the classics, just as the
name legit-enacted precedes to the Operatic afrias are intended
to extend the middlebrow Approach to and appreciation of the

ft

with' Variety.

EP

Victor’s new “Listener’s Digest,” a 10
disk package
that’s being sold in conjunction with Victor phonographs, fully
lives up tq. its subbilling as an “exciting new short cut to great
music.” It’s another milestone in popularizing the classics, in the
same idiom as the “Operas Sung
Acted” series, wherein topflight thespians enact in English the famed arias which operatic
stars interpret vocally in their original French and Italian lan-

hereunder

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which: ate exclusive

Week Week
TUNE
1
2
^LITTLE

PUBLISHER

2

1

THINGS MEAN A LOT
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN.

3

3

HERNANDO'S HIDEAWAY

4

4

5

5

6

7

7

6

HAPPY WANDERER;.
flF YOU LOVE ME (REALLY LOVE ME)
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL
WANTED .....

8

LITTLE SHOEMAKER
fSH-BOOM
7
FRIEND

8
9
10

....

..

...Feist

......

y

Tr*nk

,V::7:7.

. 1

.£?

.y.
.

. .

:Fox

Duchess
.Jubilee

!

MY

,

.Robbins

.

v

Witmark

........ Shapiro-B

/
.

.

.

.

.

.Hill

&

Range

.Paxton

T»ai««fe»Wir

7j,'i95*

CAPITOL’S TALENT TO

Best British Sheet Seders
,

Secret Love.. .Harms-Conneliy

Colorado Springs; July 6.
Top Capitol Records talent will
be sbuttUng back and forth between the Coast and: here this

Happy Wanderer

to entertain label execs
gathered for the first national convention ,dOf the Hollywood diskery.
Sessions start Thursday (8) and
Barcelona, July 6.
continue through Sunday.
Xavier Cugat has arrived in his
Connie Russell/ Frances Fave,
native Spain after % 23-year ab- Stan Kenton and Mel Blanc are
among
those due In tonight in the
ini
Barcelona
bom
sence. He was
first wave of talent*
on Jan, l, 1900, and many years
Fall
and winter program for
as
town
a
second
home
ago left his
1954-55 will be discussed by the
violinist in a small orchestra going
label’s
execs
in a series of talks on
Americas.
Now
he
on tour in the
merchandising and promotional
is back, escorted by 18 members
plans.
In
addition,
field personnel
relatives
also
of his family and
coming to visit the Spain of their will get a gliriTpse of overall operational
blueprinting,
including plans
ancestors.
for the homeoffice building, Prexy
Cugat will tour Spain giving
Glenn
E.
Wallichs
will preside
concerts in bullfight rings. Setup
over the sessions.
22
musicians,
four
comprises.
In the past; Capitol has held didancers and. two singers.. First
concert will be at the Monumental visional meetings, east and west.
Sessions here this week will form
arena in Barcelona next week.
the basis for; future national conventions of key personnel.
~

SPA’* Gurian to Coast

Bosworth

'.

Friends, Neighbors .... Reino
Heart; of My Heart , . .F.D.&H.
Little Shoemaker; . .. .Bourne

week

Ted Gurian, accountant for the
Songwriters Protective Assn., is
heading to the Coast this week to
audit the books of Coast publishers. He’ll be west for two weeks;
Gurian is scheduled to make
regular trips to the Coast for SPA'
checkup purposes.

(Week ending Juab 2*1
London, June 29.
•

SPARK NATL MEET

By ABEL GREEN

.

Things

Mean

Wanted
Someone

a Lot,

.

.Robbins

•'

Harms-Conneliy
Elsa’s Roses Fields'

GALE SETS NAMES FOR

.

.

Get So Lonely. ... .Maddox
"Cara Mia .......... .Robbins
I

.

,

Idle Gossip

.Bren
Mellln

. .

Changing Partner*

.

r.

The Gale Agency has set Its lineIts' fall touring package,
"Stan Kenton's Festival of Modern
American Jazz.” The unit will include Kenton’s orch, whieh is vacationing until Setember, Art Tatum’s Trio, Shorty Rogers, Charlie
Ventura, Mary Ann McCall, Johnny Smith and Candido. Package,
up for

SecondH
.

Cross Over Bridge New World
Don’t Laugh) At Me. .
Toff
Young at Heart.
.Victoria
.

.

Such a Night.
The Book

. .

.

.

... .Sterling
..Kassner
.

.

Bimbo

*
..Maemelodies
Bell Bottom Blues
Reine
Make Love to Me
.Morris
D’dw*d Stage. Harms-Conneliy
1 See the Moon ...... Feldman
Shadow Waltz’
Sterling

will kick off a 10-week tour in San
Diego Sept. 16. All the dates for
the trek east virtually have been
set. This tour will mark Kenton’s

:

Never Land

.

.

:

.

second time out with the ‘‘Festival
of Modern American Jazz.”

Keith Prowse

Kenton

McCune Back

to Texas
San Antonio* July 6.
Bill McCune orch, which opened
the St. Anthony’s Peraux Room
it was converted into a supwhen
Victor Vacation
RCA Victor’s disk plants will per club two years ago, returns
shut down July 16 to Aug. 2 for for a repeat stand on July 22.
the company’s annual vacation
McCune comes here from the
period.
Hotel Astor, N. Y., and will return
Inventory will be taken during 'there following the local engagethis period on July 29-30,
ment.

skip

will

a European

jaunt this year, although plans are
now under, way for a trek there
in 1955. Kenton’s decision to stay
out of Europe this year stems from
the Overload of American bands,
which have been set for fall swings

Bob

McLenahan,

Capitol

vet

salesman in Northern California,
has been upped to assistant district manager in Los Angeles.

i
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Newport, R. L, Ido Jazz

A

$3
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Act With

1)3

5
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S
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1
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10

1
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3

9

3

3

9

3

9
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The country’s jazz kick has
to such an extent in the
past siy months that now even the

(Decca)
"Three. Coins In the Fountain”,

2

2

3

2

5

FRANK WEIR

A

.

4

f’li-chi

00

drumming up a

R.

J

14_

9

7

10

6

11

14

2

3

2

1

3 182

13

4

3

2

2 169

"Jazz Festival" as
a tourist lure. The bash /has been
set for the July 17-18 weekend
with many top jazz names already
slotted for an appearance.
George Wein, who operates

4

.

9

1 29

Storyyille, Boston jazz nitery, is
producing the shindig with jazzolo-

72..

6

fi

"Little

Shoemaker”

How You

Feel”.
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.

(Capitol)
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"Moonlight and Roses”

"Oh, Baby Mine”. .......

FOUR KNIGHTS

10
.

8

..

(Capitol)
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"Steam Heat*
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NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
"Answer Me, My Love”
.
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7
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13
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FRISCO NIGHT SPOTS

.

12

San Francisco, July 6.
Big bands are drawing in Frisco
night clubs and possibly are more
successful here than on one-night-

. .
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• •

8

..

8

• •

10

..

....
9

*

..12
..
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VERA LYNN

(London)
Really Love Me**....

24A20

"If

24B

"Lovey Dovey” ......

ALBUMS

emcee.
Newport's “Jazz Festival” comis headed up by Louis LorilAdvisory members include
lard.
such well known names in the arts
author;
Cleveland Amory,
as
George Avakian, Columbia Records’ director of pop albums; composer Aaron Copland; conductor
Dean Dixon; publisher Arnold
Gingrich; Boston Pops conductor
mittee

others.-

,

\

(Capitol))
a Fool to Care**

SIX TOP

The

‘

PAUL-FORD

CLOVERS

assisting.

(Victor)

"I Understand iHoW'You Feel**.
H. WINTERHALTER (Victor)
"Utile Shoemaker** ...... ..
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

You

John Hammond

concerts will be held at the NewSpot has a seating
port Casino.
Capacity of 7,000 and tix will be
peddled at a $5 top.
Initial budget for the bash was
set at $10,000, but with the lineup
of names still growing it’s expected
that Wein will have to shell out
much more. Already set are Ella
Fitzgerald, Enroll Garner, who'll
fly in from a date in Montreal,
Gerry Mulligan, Oscar Peterson,
George Shearing, Eddie Condon,
Bud Freeman and Bobby Hackett.
Currently being dickered are Sarah
Vaughan, Charlie Parker, Lester
Young, Dizzie Gillespie, Teddy Wilson and Roy Eldridge. Stan Kenton will act as moderator and

Arthur Fiedler, and' jazz lecturer
Professor Marshall Stearns, among

(Cat)

"Sh-Boom**

JUNRVALLI

.

85

7

(Victor)

..

.

.

(Victor)

14

i

3

.

..

9

5

16

^

.

(Victor)

14B

"l*m

4

.

.

THREE SUNS

8

. .

6

*

at Heart”.

"Green Years’*

22

2

.

2

..

23

4

10

5

14A

21A 23

4

3

7

EDDIE FISHER
"My Friend”
EDDIE FISHER

2 IB

.

2

CREW CUTS (Mercury)
"Crazy 'BoutYou, Baby”

17

19B 17

7'

"Wanted’*....

CHORDS

.

(Victor)

13

19A 24

A

.

(Jubilee)

"I.Understand

FRANK SINATRA

17B 10

3

(Capitol)

FOUR TUNES

"Young

3

(Mercury)

PERRY COMO

8

S

"Three Coins in the Fountain”.

GAYLORDS

I.,

gist

(London)

*“Uanmw W,nH*r*p»

FRANK SINATRA
11_

_7

2

.

summer resort, Newport,
has gotten into the act by

Sm

•

FOUR ACES
•

106 Roundup

grown

£l

KITTY KALLEN

(Decca)
“Utile things Mean * Lot”. .
ARCH HI BLEYER (Cadence)
"Hernando’s Hideaway’*......

subsidising the disk artist to influencing the secretaries (program
.managers) of the French government state-owned radio stations in
France and North Africa.
If a publisher thinks some new
tune is specially good for a certain
artist, -the usual feels 100,000 francs
(under $300); the station’s “secretaries” (managers) are paid 20,000
francs (under $60 each), to see that
the recordings are given their
placebos the kilocycles; and there
is even a little gray for the accompanying bandleader who also
gets 20,000 francs for "a special
orchestration” which usually costs
him only about 6,000 francs (under $18).
For this sum the publisher a gets
100 platters. Two each go to* the
Radio Diffusion Francaise outlets,
and the others the pub keeps to influence the' other diskeries providing the original artist’s version
catches on, and gets sufficiently
into the air;
Otherwise, the 'French plugging
system more elosely parallels the
traditional
direct-toyesteryear
contact,
Songsmiths
the-artist’s
get to know the sundry cafe, music hall, radio and other performers; solicit them directly for song
exploitation, and in turn the artists look to the soiigsinith as much
as the publisher, for source ma-

tw

vex
*8

>

if

jj

Artist, Label, Title

K
I

Paris, July 6,

—

there.

:

'

\

i

French music .publishers make
no bones about their; payola.
It is forthrightly set up, from

(Atlantic)

......

„ „ „
*

STUDENT MINCE

PAJAMA GAME
Breedwoy

5
..

...

CM

..

01ENN MIUBI
MEMORIAL
Diane MiQev

Victor

LM

1837

Columbia

ML

4840

1

..

Victor

LPT

9057

DUNN

MILLER

STORY
Rim Soendlradt

Decca

DL 5510

..

..

3

6

MUSIC FOR
LOVERS ONLY

ROSE MARIE

3

I

Jack la Olaotea

Capitol

H

352

Film

Soundtrack

M-G-M

E

229

10

IN

ers in this territory. Count Basie,
in a one week stand at the Down-

beat
7.

1

Merle ienfee

BANDS CLICKING

Club where he drew over

-4,000 paid at the door at a $1.25
door tab, was the fifth band to do
good business in a Frisco nightclub this year.

Woody Herman started the year
the Diamond Knee with a
money making date and Harry

at

James followed at the same spot.
Perez Prado and Duke Ellington
both drew well at the Downbeat.
Basie {jot $4,000 for bis one-week
date.

WednfdjiT, July 7, 1454
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RCA VICTOR RECORDS

-'</<
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V

'

.V.V.V .V.W.
;w:\v.

w
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Eddie Fisher
My Friend
Green Years
20/47-5748
*

Perry Como
Hit and Run Affair
There Never Wjts a Night So Beautiful
20/47-5749

The Ames Brothers
Leave It To Your Heart
Let’s Walk and Talk
20/47-5764'

Hugo Winterhalter and

a Friend

The Little Shoemaker
The Magic Tango
20/47-5769

Vaughn Monroe
They Were Doin' the Mambo
Mister

Sandman

‘20/47-5767

Sunny Gale
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight
Call Off the Wedding

f&mm

20/47-5746

Eartha Kitt
/

Mink Shmink
Easy Does It
20/47-5756
/i S

Tony Martin
Boulevard of Nightingales
Angels in the Sky

{

20/47-5757
eon

Lou Monte
Vera's Veranda

.

%

^

v

!
\

•AtSf,

i

*rx&

}

i

iy*

Chain Reaction
80/47-5778

The Three Suns®

*

Crazy Legs
Moonlight and Roses
20/47-5768

^

a

J.

r;
.

!

A

'

Vi

^

i

,

.

'-J.%

*

r

.

t

Leo Diamond
China Nights (Shina No Yoru)
Hold On To Your Dreams
£0/47-5765

June Valli
I
iii

Understand

Love, Tears and Kisses

c

ttK

20/47-5740

RCA Vi CTOR
FIRST

in

RECORDtD

MUSIC

•

“New Orthophonic” High Fidelity

recordings

ws n«uimo'ti

I

I&S3JJ2A

jily 7* 19&4

Inside Stuff—Mttsk
„ Coast publicist Barney McDevitt, who has been drumbeating for
bands for almost a quarter of a century, has begun work on an auto*
biography that will be a virtual cavalcade of the music business since
World. War I. McDevitt has Hacked just about every top band and
musical personality, either directly or as a result of engagements at;
the Hollywood Palladium which he represents.
Publicist got his start In 1920 With' Paul Whiteman in Atlantic City;
He has since been associated with such names as Fred Waring, Mor'ton Downey, the Dorseys, and such femme personalities as Betty
Crable, Judy Garland, Lana Turner and Alice Faye, In. addition,
McDevitt staged the first swing concert, at the Imperials
hr

—-y&RlETY —

.

Survey of

;

New York

•

best

.

ASCAP

.

;

My

FIRST CORAL DISKS IN
BRIT.

With the folding of -the New OrSummer Pops concerts after
a financially disastrous season last
summer, some 50 unemployed
union musicians here are willing
to take a chance without pay if
.

the city can present a series of
light-music concerts this summer.

12

DUE THIS MONTH

Seymour

Sokoloff,

member

of

Local 174, AFMj disclosed a plan
outlined by a six-musician committee whereby an eight-week series
of twice-weekly concerts could be
presented at popular prices in air
conditioned Municipal Auditorium.
The New Orleans city council has
offered the group’s newly formed
Crescent City Concerts Assn. $5,000
if other civic-minded individuals
arid businesses would put up another $10,000. Sokoloff said a total
of $15,000 „ is required for the
covering, only basic expenses, not musicians’ salaries.
The concerts upon which the musicians were dependent for summer income, were discontinued
"
J after
10 years.
series,

that some U. S. artists hitherto
unavailable here will be heard on
disks in Britain.

Brown

Don

The

etc.

to follow in

4.

3

•

2

.

1

.

.

.

.

8

3

3

.

...

9

.

.

.

this fall instead of the Hangover.
Armstrong opens Oct. 7 for 10
days. Club has Billie Holiday opening Sept. 11 for two weeks.

.

Love To Me (Melrose)

.

For Decca’s Wax Buildup
Hollywood, July

who, like Jeff Chandler, has been
signed by Decca Records. Plattery
has been studying the talent roster at the studio which is now a
subsidiary of the record firrii.
.

.

a

On March

H&R

WMPS

ON

Curtis recently finished a U-I
musical titled “The Sailors in
Paris” and Will probably make his
wax debut with tunes from that
picture.- He’ll cut other sides
later.

Actor

i

12

BOOKED SOLIDLY UNTIL OCT.

Awifcer

.

i

e

3

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
00

Pres.

203

No.

JO

,

records sold.

BMI ‘Pm

8A

1

9

Sunset Blvd

KCOItOS

*

WALKED*

•Coimia...

.
Pul>lish*l by

holus music,

-

inc.

•
i

Duke Ellington booked into the
Downbeat Club In* Frisco July 29.
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Sunny Skylar
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v
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New

ifjf

'

Hollywood

Wabash

Essex Music, inc.

office prospects,

STAFFORD.....

BILLY

Tieup between Decca and U is
cued by the diskery’s majority
stock ownership in the film com-

r

it

box

thank you
for calling

planning another joint promotion
on the soundtrack of the U pic,
“Magnificent Obsession,” Jane Wyman-Rock Hudson starrer based on
the Lloyd C. Douglas novel, Decca
album of the score, composed by
Frank Skinner, will be timed with
the pic preem in Cleveland, July

pany.

Chicago

I

S

currently one of the na-

particularly with teenagers.
And
Decca is well aware that teenagers .buy more than 75% of all

15.

9-4

is

tion’s hottest

‘OBSESSION’ PUSH

Decca Records and UniversalInternational
Pictures,
which
teamed on the soundtrack set of
“TheT Glenn Miller Story,” are

BOAT, Chcscming, Mich.

6.

Second Universal - International
contract star to blossom out as a
platter personality is Tony Curtis,

DECCA, U TO TEAM UP

Currently

PL

..

Curtis Joins Chandler

MEMBERS DIE IN CRASH

*

PALACE, New York

A.e

9

.

8

.

2 BLACKWOOD QUARTET

Claim of Pact

I

JOE GLASER,

10

10

10

.

Make

.

Verbal contract for the rights. transcription over nearly 350 out19, Bosworth informed lets and were a hit with religious
that it had given the rights groups in this section of the counto Sam Fox Publishing via the try.
Services ’were moved to the
British firm, Keith, Prowse, Music, Memphis 'auditorium when hunNorman Granz has signed Meade Fox’s agent in the deal. „
dreds of their admirers from the
Luz Lewis to his stable of jazz
H&R is suing for ,250,000 and Southern region wired intentions
artists and has already recorded names Bosworth, Keith
Prowse, of attending the combined funeral.
him in an LP of boogie-woogie and Fox as defendants.
Justice
in Memphis broadcast onewith Louis Bellson on drums.
Coleman set tomorrow (Thurs.) as hour of the services which atthe examination date for Fox.
tracted Memphis’ and mid-sputh’s
leading church ministers.

WILL MAHONEY

Ne w York

9
7

.

8

10

;

Frisco in Foil

San 'Francisco, July 6.
Louis Armstrong switches clubs
for his annual appearence in San
Francisco hitting the Downbeat

Starting July

I

,

first

due course.

Satchmo to

i

2
3

1

41

6

.

.

r

r

GO

I

i
2

.5-

.

.

-

4

1

Memphis, July 6.
Broach on ‘Wanderer’ R. W. Blackwood, 34, and Bill
Lyles,
N. Y, Supreme Court Justice
30, of the Blackwood Bros,
Samuel OF Coleman last week quartet, were killed last week
granted Hill & Range the right to when their private plane crashed
ari examination on its claim that it at the Municipal Airport at Clanwas bypassed on U. S. and Cana- ton, Ala., where the foursome were
dian rights to the tune, “Happy skedded for a one-nighter. They
Wanderer.’’ H&R claims that start- crashed along with John Ogburn,
ing March 5, it had a series of ex- young son of a Coldwater banker
changes of cablegrams with Bos- who went for the ride.
worth Publishing, British firm, and
The Blackwood Bros., an RCA
that those cablegrams constituted Victor
group,
were aired via

Coral-Vogue releases will be 78s,
but longplay platters are scheduled

THE INIMITABLE

SHOW

14A 10
14B

H&R

orch’s

Cornell,

.

Court to Examine

“Gal From
Joe’s”; and items by Teresa Brewer,

.

13

First
releases,
scheduled for
within three weeks, will include
“Manhattan,” with Georgie Auld,

Les

2

2
1

.

10

I J
3s I
*

1

.

London, July 6.
Ask Coin From City Tie-up between American Coral
New Orleans, July 6.
and British Vogue labels means

leans

1

'

9

•

3

2

5
Friend (Paxton)
Understand (Jubilee). ...
8.
10
(Witmark)
* Answer Me, Love (Bourne)
tYoung at Heart (SUnbeam). .. 10
6
an Upbtairs (Vesta)... ...
..
t Joey (Lowell)
..
*Isle of Capri (Harms)
tMan With the Banjo (Mellin)
‘I

Wanted
9

3

‘Happy Wanderer (Fox)
tReally L6ve Me (Duchess) .. -9

.8

10

.

Hernando’s. Hideaway (Frank

3
4

3

i
S’

H
£

,

Series Fold; looters

w

w

1

8

ri
s

and Publisher

Coins in Fountain (Robbins)
Things Mean a Lot (Feist)

Alley credits.

Summer Pops

title

I
9

§
£

8

2 l

n

,
>

1

7. 3

.

'

s

a

Thte Last
wk. wk.

* John Hancock, Boston insurance
firm, Is paying tribute to George
M. Cohan m 3,1 institutional ad set for the leading national mags during the month of July. Head in the <ad reads “He was our Yankee
/' and the copy lists many of his legit and Tin Pan
Doodle Boy
.

I

*«•

J

BMI

National
Rating

sample Of the banner in which songsmtths. nowadays control
their works with greater business acumen is the 7^-year"deal which
Leo Robin and Jule Styne made on “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes*' with
Jack Robbins who originally published the musicalization’s score. At
the end of that period, Robbins has the privilege to continue publishing the first song he picks; then the two songsmiths each select a
number they want to retain as copyright owners; Robbins gets the
No. 4 song selection, and so on down.

.3
$

in

A

-

t

£

.

m

.

*

1936, when Artie Shaw made his debut. Current- film
interest in music stories cued McDevitt’s start on a project he has
long discussed.

N. 0.

retail sheet music
based on reports,

sellers

obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and shotting comparative sales rating for this
and last week.

York, N. Y.
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SUPPORT PERFORMANCE

10 COMPOSERS

FEE

*'

i*

i

’

>

FOR JUKE BOX USE OF
The General

Women’s

Federation of

'

•.

•

•

#

Clubs, representing 5 ,500,000 American club

’

women,

on Tuesday,

1st:

“WHEREAS, The General Federation

Women’s Clubs has supported the

of

upon Which the copyright laws have been based, including the vested
composers, investors, etc.

in their

own

creation;

which

in

the copyright laws

in

practice can lead to inequities in various fields (such as

the use of musical compositions

in

principles

right of authors,

and

‘‘WHEREAS, We. are concerned about exemptions and exceptions

is

now

evident in

coin-operated machines without compensatory

payments); therefore

“RESOLVED, That the General Federation .of Women’s Clubs
June

1954, supports legislation for

in

convention assembled,

amending copyright laws which

will

remedy

inequities

’

t

.

.

which now prevent the application of principles upon which the copyright laws are
based and the rights which they were intended to protect.”

This forward-looking action
step in obtaining legislation
nation’s songs,

who pay

is

welcomed by

which would grant

all those in the

justice to the

and eliminate the present discrimination against

music

field as

an important

men and women who

all other

create our

commercial users of music

a public performance^fec.
*
t

The

Federation, in passing this resolution,

now

adds

its

voice to such other important

national groups as the American Bar Association; American Patent
Society of Composers, Authors

Law

Association;

American

and Publishers; Authors’ League of America; Broadcast Music,

Incorporated; Los Angeles Copyright Society; Music Publishers’ Protective Association; National

Federation of Music Clubs; National Music Council; Songwriters’ Protective Association; local bar
.->'
*

T-

.

.

*

j

associations;

United States Copyright

ment of State—which have endorsed

Office (Library of Congress);

legislation to

andjjj United

modernize the

Act.

States Depart.-ye*.-

m
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBUSHERS
575 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22,

N. Y.

I
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f
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at their annual convention in Denver, Colorado, passed the following resolution

’June

1
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Cuffos Here To Stay

J.

Continued from page 41
j

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT (10) M IMOH M Ml M M Ml.
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN (7)

Kitty Kallen ...

.

3.

Four Aces

i

3.

HERNANDO’S HIDEAWAY

Archie Bleyer

5.

IF

6.

WANTED

l

1.

t

while 785 trppsforme/i to the new will begin going, out. shortly on
>
45 EPs instead* of LPs*.
speed, tl) the classical field*
Of the stations in the San Frim£
course, the 7,8$ are completely dead
and 'Stating onust have 33 and 45 cfsCd-Oakldnd Bay areas, four are
v
rpm* equipment to play the. lohg- now equipped to play '45s;
*
->.1
IS*haitS^
KRIV Berkeley, and- KROW, OakOpposition to the 45k' Is strong- land, two of the hottest ipdeest 4n New York- Where* the disk pendants po&wise, are. cpnverUng
jockeys have a Cldse liaison with to 45s but the?e, i$ a. possibility
the publishers and songwriters some others will remain at 78 for
and, hence, can. get any disk they some time. KNBC, the NBC stawant on any speed. That situation tion, is equipped for 45s but prealso will soon pass, according to fers 78s.
the diskers, since the cost of a 78
Melody exec A1 Bramy points
rpm to a publishers is 23c and a out that some of the fine old cata45 rpm 14c. Eventually, the pub- log items kept for years in station
lisher will swing to 45s for his libraries and continually played
jockey servicing program.
will suffer because of a disinclinaThe fact that the indie diskers tion of the jockey to switch speeds
will still Continue to service the constantly from 45 to 78 and vice
jockeys in the old speed is of small versa.
However, Russ Coglin, asconcern to the majors. It's under- sistant manager of
and the
lined that 80% of the annual hits station’s top deejay, doesn’t see it
come from the top six companies; this way at all. He points you that
all of which are now on the 45 the j6ck or engineer is already
rpm kick. Hence, no jockey can switching speeds between 78 and
program any show with current 33 V6 in transactions,
is
hits if he depends on the indies.
switching one table to 45 and getThe situation among the jockeys which will allow for more LP playwill soon be similar to the one ex- ing in the future,
isting in the jukebox field. At the ting
new multiple speed arms
present time, there are virtually
Melody Sales conducted a simino more 78s coin machines being lar survey a year ago and -turned
manufactured. Well over 50% of up
stations
half
dozen
only
•

v

‘

’

(8)

-

'

: •\r‘.

'j

i

‘

<

7.

,

1

t

1

KROW

KROW

machines now in circulation are equipped oT interested in
rpm disks as the 78 rpm
machines are rapidly disappearing

all

111*400

(5)

WANDERER
V HAPPY
YOU LOVE ME (REALLY LOVE ME)

.

8*

4i

9.

10

.

(18)

.

.

*

4

» i

t

•

*

0 • 4

Frank Weir

r » o

•

(9)
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Capitol’s

Finds

GREEN YEARS (2)
CR^ZY ’BOUT YOU, BABY (1)
LITTLE SHOEMAKER (1) ....
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL

Eddie Fisher

Crew yCuts

No.

Calif. Stations
*

Split Preferences
San Francisco, July 6.
A poll on northern California
radio station librarians and program directors by Melody Sales,
.

:

distributor for Mercury, Clef, Fantasy and Good Time Jazz, disclosed
that 22 stations prefer 45 rpm
disks, 20 don’t want them or can’t

Hollywood, July 6.
In a move to assuage disk jockey
and radio station resentment to
the record companies’ switchover
to 45 rpm cuffo platters, Capitol
Records has come up with a special
1 2-inch plastic cueing disk which
makes handling and spinning the
45s easier. Cap’s cueing platter has
a special set-in groove in which
the 45 rpm disk can be placed with
a special thumb groove to facilitate
insertion and removal of the small
disk. The cueing platter is double
the weight of an ordinary disk
which, according to deejays who’ve

play them and prefer 78 rpm, and
9 are presently converting from
78 to 45.
Melody will continue to service
78s to those who want them.
Melody is one of the few Mercury tested the disk, expedites their
distribs supervising its own pro- turntable chores.
motional samples.
Cap already has shipped out
Clef and Norgran jazz packages 5,000 cueing platters to 2,250 sta-

ijo

1

JACK
La DELLE
v

SINGS and Plays

All the Parts

....

.

(2)

#

a

4

0

Decca

.

.Decca

Cadence

>

London

,

.,,

.

.

. .

. .

. .

.....

.

.

..

..

.Mercury
.Mercury

...

Four Tunes ........

O I 4 0 > 4

0

. .

. .

Capitol
Victor
........... Victor
,

.7

.

..

.

Gaylords
7.

Jubilee

.

Second Group
UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL
SOME DAY
HAPPY DAYS AND LONELY NIGHTS
OH, BABY MINE (I GET SO LONELY)

June, Valli

I

0 4 4 4

MAN UPSTAIRS

*

1

•

•

•

Frankie Laihe
Fontane Sisters
Four Knights

.

..

.

,

...... .Capitol

LITTLE SHOEMAKER

YOUNG AT HEART

Frank Sinatra .......

....

•

•••••

.

Gaylords
Perry Coma
Kitty Kallen

STEAM HEAT
SH-BOQM

Patti

•

4

«

«

...j......

CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE
HERE
i Figures

.Victor

.Mercury
Victor

Decca
Mercury
Mercury

Page

Page
Tony Martin"

.......

in parentheses indicate

rpm deejay

shipment, Diskery expects to continue sending out the

cueing platters with each
for

new 45

some time

to

come.
to the cueing
platter has been in Cap’s favor.
For example* Hal Ward, of WKBK,
Buffalo, wired Hal Cook, Cap’s
sales veepee, that the cueing platter has washed away all resentment to the diskery ’s 45 rpm conversion.

reaction

.

number

-

Continued from pace

1

aged merchandise. This accent on
longplay and extended-play disks
has facilitated selling in ordinary
retail outlets where the salesmen
don’t have to remember the names
of too many artists oi? song titles,
most of which they can’t even pronounce. There are, of course, several dozen disk stores around the
country that specialize in Latin
disks and where the customer can

Victor

Mercury
,

,

of weeks song has been in the

.....

Top

mum

Sock Jazz
Continued from pace 42

by the Stan Getz Quintet” (MG
N-1000, $4.95) and a set by Getz
and Dizzy Gillespie (MG N-2, $3.95)
are standout. Grantz’s liner comments about Getz’s immaturity and
personality weakness are unusually
frank and apt. Aiso on the same
label, Lester Young and the Oscar
Peterson Trio have sliced two
swinging 10-inch albums that rank
-

with Young’s best productions in
recent years (MG N-5, 6; $3.95).
As part of its reissue program,
RCA Victor has issued a 12-inch
set of some pre-war and postwar
sides by Louis Armstrong under
title of “Louis Armstrong Sings the
Blues” (LJM-1005, $4.85). Satchmo’s vocals include such standards
as “Basin Street Blues,” “St. Louis
Blues,” “Rockin’ Chair” and “Back
o’ Town Blues.” Also reissued by
RCA Victor as some of Lionel
*

naa

Capitol

Capitol

Patti

r

tions.
Each station, has received
two platters each. The cueing platters went out with Cap’s first 45

Initial

:

..

.

Crew Cuts
Eddie Fisher

MY FRIEND

rpm shipment

.

.,

ISLE OF CAPRI
HIT AND RUN AFFAIR ..............
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT

Victor

.Columbia
Dot

.

Kay Starr
Hugo Winterhalter

45s.

Cueing Disk
DJ. Acceptance

.

.

6

,

.......

Kay St^rr ...
Perry Como

using 45

for resale in foreign markets.

,

.

...

.

.Victor

101

DISKERIES

ALL SET ON 3-YR. PACT
Exec board of the American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists is slated to ratify a new
three-year deal with the disk companies this week.
Pact, which
covers members of choral groups,
actors and soloists with no royalty
deals, raises scales of these per-

formers on wax by approximately

17%,

Under the new pact, choral group
members will get $20 per side;
actors, $25,. per side; and nonroyalty soloists, $50 per side. New
feature of the pact also establishes
a two-side minimum per recording
call. Pact was negotiated in a few
brief sessions between AFTRA and
reps of the major companies.

‘Ding Dong’ Folio

Charles H. Hansen Music is pubHampton’s greatest swing sides in lishing a folio of eight juve songs
“Hot Mallets” ILJM 1000, $4.85).
from Dr. Frances Horwich’s NBCContinuing its program of reis- TV show, “Ding Dong School.”
suing jazz classics in the Victor
Lyrics were written by Dr. Horarchives, Label X has put new al- wich, Reinald Werrenrath Jr., the
bums by Bessie Tucker, Ida May show’s producer, and the latter’s
Mack, Metz Mezzrow, Fletcher Hen- wife, Elizabeth. Bill Walker .wrote
derson and Wingy Manone. Some the music with piano arrangements
of these sides, such as Henderson's, by Henry Gass.
feel free to order in Spanish.
have only historical value, but the
The top company in the Latin Wingy Manone. disks and some of
field is RCA Victor, followed by |
the Mezzrow sides are excellent, as
Seeco, Tico and Verne. With the
are the blues chanting, of Miss
rapid growth of the mambo market
Mack and Miss Tucker, both of
in the last year, the other majors
whom are_ In the Bessie Smith
have entered the field with Co- groove.
Herm.
lumbia Records* cutting a Latin
-

SONG FROM

CAINE
MUTINY

THE

house band, Capitol Latinizing Billy
May’s crew, and other labels doing
likewise.
of Latin

Compared

to jazz, sales

albums are big business,
running to 35,000 for a topseller.

Longhair Disk Reviews
Continued from page 42

Victor, for instance, puts out 50
Latin albums a year.
While native Latin numbers get
a wide circulation via the mambo
craze, the pop hits, at the same
time, are being converted into the
mambo Idiom. Such tunes as

with George Solti reining the
Bavarian State Orch,
Tchaikovsky:
Waltzes
(MGM;
$4.85). Waltzes from 'Swan Lake,”
“Nutcracker,” etc., transcribed for
four pianos. Interesting 'novelty,
but sometimes too mechanical and*

“Moulin Rouge,’’ “Love For

metallic, as

Sale,’’

“Terry’s Theme From Limelight,’’
Shadow” and a flock
’’Me -And
pf other .standards have all been
given the marimba arrangement for
release in tthe South American market; ‘ At the present time* Vaughn
Monroe has combined both the pop
and the Latin idiom in “Doin’ the
Mambo” for his biggest hit in
years under the Victor banner.

My

I

by

and

Oh

40267

hits,

.r$(( 7/f a ioi

Piano Quartet.
Mozart: Sonatas (Epic; 5.95).
Four lovely, varied violin sonatas
(K.301,304;378,379), beautifully per-

M. WITMARK

A SONS
-*

1

=

\

.Jt'

1

I

'

including

“Three Coins in a Fountain.”
Plattery has an unusual EP
package ready for release in the

America's Fastest
-

“Hits from ‘By the Beautiful Sea’.”

FOREVER
COLUMBIA RECORDS

latest

4-40267

Me

CLARENCE GASKILL

and

done by the Manhattan

formed. Fiddler Nap de Klijn
has a strong, almost piercing tone.
His wife, Alice Heksch, is an excellent pianist. Good balance and
teamwork In the performances.
Beethoven: Sonatas No. 5 & 6
(Columbia; $5.95). These fine violin
sonatas are given first-rate
readings by Joseph Szigeti and
Cap Plugs EP Albums
Mieczyslaw Horszowski. The No. 5
Hollywood, July 0.
in F (“Spring”) is Bunny, warm
Capitol has had such success in and inviting; the No. 6 in A is
occasionally packaging pop singles more serious', though as lyric and
in “albumette” form that the plat- melodic.
Bron,
tery will begin to concentrate on
this packaging. Next to be released,
on a single artist basis, will be a
45 Extended Play album of Frank
Sinatra’s

JIMMY McHUGH

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

’

WHEN MY BABY
SMILES AT ME

Can't Believe

That. You're In love With

Disk combines the best of Cap’s
pop artist etchings of tunes from
the Broadway musical for which
the firm also published the original cast album.

-Selling -:Records!

..
,

.

.

Wednesday* July 7, 19S4

WOR ob Heels Of
preme Court decision last week
outlawing quota systems for musi-

cians at radio stations, Local 802,

American Federation of Musicians,

making its members
is currently
available to WOlt, radio and% tv, on
an individual engagement* basis.
The union had been picketing
WOR for several months to force
employment of a minimum staff,
but will now go along with the
court ruling until an appeal is

made.
the cobrt ruling is upheld in
the Appellate Divisidh, it will be a
disastrous blow against the local
in future negotiaand the
There is currently a fivetions.
year deal in force with the CBS,
NBC and ABC nets which provides
If

.

AFM

for

minimum

staff

quotas and

it's

unlikely that the webs will continue this deal after the expiration date, if the ruling is upheld.
Local 802 execs will keep close
reins on the individual engagements and all rates for; such dates
will have to be negotiated by the

Local requires the
exec board.
station to give at least 24 hours
notice before engaging musicians.

Answer Me,

My

sulted

a shakeup. Of his subLeeds Music,
has been conby the Peter Maurice Musince 1946, now passes over
management of Pickwick
here.
Peter Maurice sold
in

trolled
sic

to

Co.
the

Music

>

their interest in

Leeds (Londoii),

while Leeds (N, Y.) ha vie sold their
interest in Peter Maurice in the
U. S. back to Peter Maurice in
London.
Cyril Simons, general manager
of Pickwick, has now been made a
director, and will control Leeds
here as well as its subsidiary company, Duchess Music. Levy, who’s
now on the Continent, plans to
divide his time between his various
offices in London, New York and

Hollywood,,
A

Solid

Ballad

Week

of June 25-July

Love .......

music

v.

.Bourne v,

.

i

.

^

.

.

Here

,

.

Mills

;

.

.

.

. . . .

....

—

J

,

.

You Love Me (Really Ldve Me)
The Chapel In The Mopnlight
Of Capri
Knock On Wood— t“Knock On Wood”
Little Shoemaker
Little Things Mean A Lot .....
If

a

Fox

Harms
Famous

Magic Tango .......

.

.

.

/
i

i

»

•

Oh, .Baby Mine (I Get So Lonely)
Secret Love “Calamity Jane”

—

Feist

Melrose

Remick
Famous

,

.........
Some Day
Steam Heat—*“Pajama Game”
Sway

.......... .Frank
Peer
There Never Was A Night So Beautiful
Broadcast
Three Coins In Fountain- 1 “Three Coins In Fountain”. Robbins
Wanted
Witmark
Wedding Bells (Are Breaking Up That Old Gang). Mills
Young At Heart
...... Sunbeam
,

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pa,,

Saturday

(10).

Kansas City

Tommy Reed orch moves from
Ralph Flanagan playing Aragon the Pleasure Pier, Galveston, to
Ballroom July 16 through Aug. 1 the Riviera Ballroom, Lake GenArt Mooney current in Roose- eva, Wis., opening July 6 for 3
velt Hotel, New Orleans, through weeks .. Carmen Vallez, warbler
Aug. 11. Dick Jurgens to Indiana m.c., and dancer Benita Barrie set

Beach, Monticello, July 12-18, then for a week in the Esquire Club,
to Cheyenne for Frontier Day cel- Wichita, opening July 9... Mauebration July 26-31. ..Dick
La reen Cannon shifts from Eddys’
Salle set for Edgewater Beach Restaurant to the Radisson
Hotel,
Hotel, Chi, July 9 for four frames Minneapolis, July 8. She’s
due in
Johnny Long to .Coney Island the Palmer House, Chi, in August
Park, Cincinnati, July 16 for single
Louis Cina trio set to return to
frame .Tex Beneke set for Clar- Putsch’s deluxe establishment on
idge Hotel, Memphis, July 23 for the Country Club Plaza. Trio has
week
Leo Peepers pegged for been away about a year
Tiny
fortnight at Pleasure Pier, Glaves- Hill orch continues its midwest
ton, beginning July 23.
one-nighters,
currently
in
the
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Iowa-IIlinois sector.

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case

San Francisco
Jimmy Diamond booked

of Ties)

SongSmiths
Ridgeway
Bourne
Lord
Morris
Arc

Answer Me, My Love
Buttons* Bounce
Coney Island' Boat .......
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight
Green YeaTs

.

.

Harms
Fox

Happy Wanderer
Hernando’s Hideaway .......

<

Hey Brother, Pour The Wine
Hey There
Hit And Run Affair

Frank

.

.............. Frank

Lowell
Chappell
Feist

Egap

BVC

Make Her Mine
Make Love To Me

A

.

Jack

Parnell

orch

into

Glasgow '.
Vaughan, English singer,
for vaude week at Perth
July 12, with Glasgow
skedded for Aug. -23
house,

.

'

Play-

Frankie
pacted
Theatre

Empire
Harry

Bence, Scot bandleader, doing onenight stands, with Elizabeth Batey,
Bob Dale and the Jimmy Bence
Dixielanders
Jazz fans planning
a second Riverboat Schuffle down,
the Firth of Clyde Sept, 4.
.

.

.

Pittsburgh

Rugolo to Make N.Y. Bow
Four Lads booked for a threePeter Rugolo, whose jazz band is
day stand at the Twin Coaches
Aug. 19-20-21
Claude Thornhill getting a big push by Columbia
band played for the big ball cele- Records, will debut at Birdland,
brating centennial of nearby La- N. Y., this fall with a 23-piece out.

trobe.

Pa.

.

.

,

.

.

Tommy Turk

jazz

fit.

Melrose
*

Oh, Baby Mine
Friend
Oh, My Papa
Ricochet

.

.

Goday

Marie

Money Burns

Bowl

Scotland

for a se-

dances at the Larkspur
Cal Tjader’s opening at
.
the Club Macumba delayed until
July 15 when the spot’s dance permit comes through . . . Ralph Sutton's quartet opens July 19 at the
Hangover for four weeks with a
possibility Sutton will remain as a
single for an additional two weeks
... Pee Wee Hunt into the Downbeat Club for four weeks.
of

ries

Frank
......... Duchess

In A Garden Of Roses
Joey
Lazy Afternoon
Little Things Mean A Lot
Lonely Days And Nights More Lonely

Hole In My Pocket
Get So Lonely)

Berlin

Chappell
Melrose
Paxton
Shapiro-B
...%.. Sheldon

(I

My

I

Song Of The Sewer
Steam Heat ...........
Three Coins In The Fountain
When Liberace Winks At Me .........
Young At Heart

George Lee
Frank
Robbins
Bel-Canto

Sunbeam

Hit!

t Filmusical.

Legit musical.

\+

Another Glenn Miller

Clerical Slip

Ago

Package Via Geo. Frazier
George Frazier, who was responsible for assembling the $25 limVictor’s Glenn
ited edition of
Miller anthology, is working on a

28 Years

Shifts Copyright

From Milk

to

Vogue

RCA

LEO FEIST

Looking: for a

Hollywood, July 6.
Because of a clerical slip-up a
second project for the company. generation ago which was never
He’s doing it on a fee basis where- corrected, Vogue Music Publicaas formerly he was a Victor staffer. tions has acquired the copyright to
These Miller memorabilia are “That’s Me,” tune written by the
from heretofore unmarketed HBC late Harry Pease and' Ed G. Neltapes made by the late great band- son and Billy Hueston back in
Tune, dormant all these
1927.
leader.

INC

already eliciting some
is
recording interest.
Writers were given a publication
contract by Mills Music on Feb. 7*
1927, but for some reasori/ihe pubi-'
bery neglected to obtain’; a copyright.
Nor, in the intervening
years, have they made dip black;
and whites, or regular H printed
years,

HIT**.?
McConkey Pub Subsid

“THAT’S ME”
Writ# for Your Copy

VOGUK MUSIC PUBLICATIONS
437(1 Franklin

Avtnnt

Hollywood 28,

Calif.

*

,

.

Chicago

Bourne

........... BVC
........... Melrose
........... Mellin

*i«i

.

..

.

Chappell

.

i

'

.

MGM

R

Sc

Duchess
Shapiro-B

In

Isle

*.

.

,

.-Harms

.

.

-combo has replaced the Harry
Busch outfit at the Point View in
Prlnco back from .a dee- Brentwood
.Reid Jaynes, pianist,
jay tour of the Oast coast plugging wound up three-month run at Parkhis- Mercury slicing of ‘‘My Love Schenley restaurant add
is how
Is Yours” ,
The 'Commanders, back at the head of Deuces Wild
Decca Records orch, looking for a at Midway LOunge, where Lea
gal vocalist » „ i Jill Corey -opened Parker, baritone saxman, is guestat the Copa Club, Pittsburgh, Mon- ing- this week * Jerry Gray
arch
booked .into ..Horizon Room for
Reeprdjs’ Atlanta distributor, in week beginning, next Monday (12)
Dean
total for sales huddles ,
Three Suns went to Skyway in
Parker,
Records crooned Cleveland after two-week stand
pacted to Music Corp. of America here and open July 20 for a month
... ..Georgia Shaw headlines at Atat the Sahara in Las Vegas
lantic City’s Steel Pier for one Jean Matthews trio into the
Park
week beginning July 11 ; Lionel Casino in Belle Vernon for a run
Hampfon playing a one-niter at
Del Monaco foursome stays at
Grossinger’s. N. Y., Saturday (10) Club 30 at. least until racing seaWally Gingers* orch one-night- son ends at nearby Waterford
ing at the Palisades, McKeesport, Downs,

Tommy

.

.Hernando's Hideaway *“Pajama Game” ...
Frank
‘Hey There—’‘Pajama Game”
Frank
High And The- Mighty— rHigh And The Mighty” ..Witmark
I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With Me .... Mills
I Could Have Told You ......................... United
I Understand Just How You Feel
....Jubilee

Make Her Mine
Make Love To Me ...........
Man With The Banjo

49

1

1954

1,

.

Green Years

Happy Wanderer

,

New York

Angels In The Sky

sidiaries over here.
Ltd., London, which

.

in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience .Coverage index 6 Audience Trend Index,,
Published by Office of Research Inc., Dr, John Gray Peatman,
Director, alphabetically listed.

m

London, July 6.
The visit of Leeds Music chief
Lou Levy to London has now re-

H

The top 30 songs of week (more

And Away We Go

Up Bril

Levy Shakes

...

PftkWtr

Survey
In compliance with the N. Y. Su-

.

.

Gets

Diskings

Initial

Chicago, July 6.
Two ditties published by new
Windy City Music Co. have found
their way on disks, as recently
founded company is exerting a
push to make itself known. Lola
Dee etched “Altar of Love” for
Mercury as follow-up to “Padre,”
and master of “Said,” with Allan
Foster on vocal, was purchased by

copies.

Essex from BBS.
Is a subArtists Corp.

Song publishing firm
sidiary of

and

is

McConkey

rt“

Original copyright period of 28
years would expire next February,
at which time Mills could have
by
copyright
going
acquired
through the usual renewal rouNelson and Hueston, howtines.
ever, elected to turn the song over
to Vogue, signing a contract for
royalties
current
standard
the
which, incidentally* are now nearly
double those available in 1927,

helmed by Dick Shelton and
who returned, last week

Bill Black,

from a two-week Eastern swing

Warner

MGM

11769

K 11769

peddling tunes,
’

-

-

Set Tried For Pubs

!

i

Noel Forms

Own Combo

Hollywood, July 6.
After four years as lead trombonist with the Les Brown band,
Dick Noel pulled out to form
his own combo. He left last week

San Francisco, July 0.
Jack Erickson and John Leonl,
operators of 20th Century ' Music,
Oakland song publishing firm, will
go on trial in Fresno July 13, accused of bilking songwriters.

Erickson showed a day late at
the arraignment June 7, pled an
four-week stint at the' Palladium.
Noel outfit will back Lucy Ann misunderstanding and the bench
Polk on her Trend recordings and warrant for his arrest and forfor clubs and small concert dotes. feiture of bail were revoked.

when

.the

Brown band wound
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Spots Bid for

Scots Go for

Top

Singers in B.0« Lure Rivalry
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"
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N.J., July 6.

^Wildwood,

Halebt* picture in

Wildwood

$et

Unclear despite the fact that

f

Of Lions’ Garden Show

?

.

present talent situation in- this resort’s cafes lies in the fact that
the Riptide, which had been operating along musical bar and cocktail* lounge* lines, has installed a
stage and is trying to lure top
names into the spot on the basis of
two shows nightly'. Bulk of the
other clubs are doing three shows.
The Riptide management hopes
that it may be able to snag topliners that “will be able to compete
with the lineup bought by the
Bolero. Latter nitery has a schedule of names, including Tony
Bennett, Four Aces, Mills Bros.,
Georgia Gibbs, Bob Carroll, among
others.

The Riptide has thrown out

of-

}

*...

AX. Ni

With Sepia Act Pohcy
In Stiff Competition

—

Atlantic City^ July

6.

Rivalry in the Negro night club
and last year’s “Miss field will be more intense than
America” and “Mrs. America.” ever this season with three spots
Non-Keystone Staters* in the revue
now competing for the vacationists’

dancing

(

will include Rise Stevens, Jimmy
Nelson, the June Taylor Dancers,
the Bernard Bros, and the Ashtons;

j
I

*

dollar, all offering revues,

Into the. act the past week (2)
came the Cotton Club, which went

Cliquot Club, and
into
Sugar Hill, atop the Chez Paree,
Harry
Boardwalk.
the
off
just
Steinman, Philly nightclub operator, is backing Sugar Hill, while
Barney Bayloff, who ran the old
Cliquot Club, .is the man behind
the Cotton Club.
This is a bit different than
planned last winter when Cliff Williams, operator of Club Harlem,
and Ben Altens, head of the Paradise club, both rival spots, decided
they were making it too tough for
each ojther. They planned a merger
which put the Club Harlem in midcity, out of the Negro nightclub
business and into the smart sepia
bar field.
Revue at Harlem, Larry Steele
the

:

Stormy Seven-Year Fight

»

On

Bis Frisco Showboat

Wildwood, are
San Francisco, July 6,
fairly set. The Treniers and The
With full clearance from San
Freshmen are doing well at the
a
on
is
Surf
The
Francisco
city authorities and an
Beachcomber.
jazz policy and the Martinique has extension of his deadline to Aug. 1
will
clubs
the
hassles straightened
All
these
get
all
to
the Redcaps.
keep these turns for the entire out and his projected Showboat
financed, Barney
Francisco
San
season.
.The Wildwood cafes have been Gould is busily searching the hills
for
gold.
doing fairly good business this seaGould, whose seven-year fight to
son, although trade has dropped
bring to reality his dream of a
somewhat since last year.
showboat combining the minstrel
and riverboat style of the Old
New S; A. Club In Fall
South with the historic flamboyant
San Antonio, July 6.
figures of the Old West has provided San Francisco with some
known?
A new night spot, to be
as King of Clubs, with dinner; lively news stories, says he is within sight a? last of his goal.
floor
show.
dancing and a late hour
Back in 1947, Gould acquired
will be opened here on Oct. 1. Operators. will be George and Gus title to the riverboat Capitol City,
brought it to the docks and atColias and George M. Watson.
The spot will accommodate 250 tempted to launch his Showboat

Other spots

•

.

show, tabbed “Pennsylvania Has
Everything,” which will feature
such Commonwealth boasts as the
Mummers Parade, a coal miners’
Pennsylvania Dutch
club,
glee

in

;

•

;

•;

!

j

revised, last. week,. with publicizing
of Reno in the Pacific Northwest
and the Sacramento Valley and
Pittsburgh, July 6.
Bay areas turned over to the
Chamber of Commerce.
: Headache! are still piling up on
For the past several months this Alan P. Clark from his costly
cafe
job has been solely in the bands
operation,, the Monte Carlo, which
of the Grant Advertising Agency,
is
reported
to
have
cost
him
around
New strategy calls for Grant tp
continue its eastern and south- $150,00(1 in its nearly five years of
western United States job.'**
operation. Although Clark finally
Charles W. -Mapes Jr., president
gave up on May 29, he now stands
of the Reno All-Year Committee
and owner of the Mapes Hotel,, said to lose hts valuable liquor license,
this would eliminate a duplication which is worth plenty of dough in
of efforts by both Chamber and the open market, because of the
Grant.
testimony last week of William
Organized in January, the AllYear Committee, composed of eight Paul Wolfe before the Pennsylvamajor hotels and casinos, allotted nia State Liquor Control Board.
$100,000 to the local Wilson Ad
Wolfe, a female impersonator,
Agency for advertising and $50,- said he was 17 when he
began
000 to the Grant agency for pubdoing chorus work at the Monte
licity. Now an additional $50,000
has been added to the Reno cam- Caflo last November. That’s a year
paign for this year. The Chamber too young to Work in a Pennsylof Commerce news bureau will get vania saloon, The youth likewise
$25,000 and the Grant firm an- testified that he wa*fc served liquor.
.*----•'
That’s two more violations—sales
to minors and permitting minors
to frequent. Clark said he fired
Vaude-Baseball Parlay
Wolfe upon learning that the entertainer was under-age and also
In Twin Cities’ Parks Falls discharged Edward Lee, producer
of the Monte Carlo shows.
.

.

i

fers to Joni James, Kitty Kallen
and others. Wildwood, for the past
few summers, has been thriving on
disk singers, and isn’t departing
from that format.

Reno, July 6.
Reno were

Publicity plaits for

.

pf spontaneity.”
Comedian left Scotland to continue his vacation trek through

Philadelphia, July 6^
William Honney, local hooker,
has set up the special Pennsylvania Europe.
night- celebration at the Lions
Clubs’ International Convention,
slated for July 8, in Madison
Three
Square Garden, N: Y.
Walter Cronkite will emcee the

!

Morey

Edinburgh, June 29,
Morey Amsterdam, TJ-S. comedian, playing the Empire vaudery
here, garnered top notices from
the crix.'The dignified Daily Scotsman,, “which is sparing in its praise
for variety artists, said: “He has a
seemingly inexhaustible repertoire
of jokes and does not stint to spend
them. . The jokes go on and on,
pouring forth With a wonderful air
,

the 5^«\s6p 'i^ at its .ijfclght and bulk
of Otfie names for all spots h as already been set.
The major factor obscuring the

Reno ItoEMfy Plans
Rertidin

old

-

-

Off From Last Year’s B.O.

staged his “baseball
last weekend, comprising a Dixieland band concert and a one-hour
variety show. It supplemented the
American Assn,
nights’ regular
baseball games, with tickets 50c
less than it ordinarily costs to see
the diamond contest alone. Boxoffice results the second time out
“Smart" Affairs,” was moved into didn’t hold a candle to last sealarger Paradise club, located sev- son’s.
eral blocks from boardwalk in the
Whereas the “party” drew caNegro section of the city. Many pacity crowds of 10;713 and 9,740,
employees of the two clubs felt respectively, in St. Paul and
the ax necessitated because of the Minneapolis a year ago, the turnmerger, and sought other employ- outs this time were only 7,600 and

ment here.

‘

'persons.

(Continued on page 52)

1

4,600.

who

The

fact that rain necessi-

tated a two-night postponement
Harlem, here, that the Minneapolis club is
With thousands of summer ac- in a bad .slump and that the hopequaintances because of the spot, lessly mired last-place Charleston
was one left out and now appears team was its opponent may acin the same capacity at the Cotton count for the sharp drop here. The
Club, not too far away from the poor quality of last season’s enternow Harlem bar.
tainment also might have been a
Into the Sepia' Scandals offered factor.
at the Cotton dub came Jackie
At that, "however, the show, be(Moms) Mabley, Who had been the ing staged by Coy in a number
top act at Club Harriem last year. of minor league baseball parks
Also Stump & Stumpy are on the throughout the country, undoubtbill an<f last yearr were billed as
edly is a stimulator of badly sagthe top act at Club Paradise. Billie ging attendance.
Even here on
Graham and his Kansas City Band, this occasion, the affair probably
Baby Dee, Rose LaRosa, the Dye- brought out double the number of
rettes and line are also offered in
customers than otherwise would
airconditioned spot.
have been; on hand, but how many
But Club Cotton didn’t get all came just because of the lower
the talent. Clarence Robinson, who
baseball prices can only be conhad been producing shows at Para- jectured.
dise sihee it went hack into the
This season Coe had only nine
bigtime nightclub business four
business
aSs

Charlie Johnson,

had been the maitre

The Monte

Carlo’s real trouble

began Nov. 8, three days after
Minneapolis, July 6.
Wolfe
started
dancing
there.
For a second time in the Twin
Plainclothesmen
found him at a
Cities, Texan promoter Coy Poe
party they raided on the North
party” over

!

i

--t

for years

d’ at

Tn all, the police arrested
men dressed as women,, four
dressed as men, and seized a
collection of expensive women’s
wigs. Eight of the dozen were held
for court, three were fined and
Wolfe was turned over to juvenile
court authorities in his home town,
Altoona.
Side.
eight

men

Bonds'

Now

Spot in Dallas
Dallas, July

6.

Joe Bonds, local spot owner, has
purchased the Chateau here and
will rename
it
the Blue Lite.
Bonds also operates the Sky Club
and Blue Lady.
Sky Club will revert to a name
band policy in the fall.

.

YOUTHFUL
SATIRIST

years ago, moved' Into the boardwalk Sugar Hill with his “Tropicana of 1955.” With Robinson
moved a number of those who entertained at one or the other two
clubs doing business here last season. In the spot are Marge McGlory, Bill Bailey, Jimmy Smith,
the Honey tones, Jimmy Fox, China
Doll, James Fields and the TropiBeauts, plus a cast of 48, supported
musically by Sunny Payne.
Sugar Hill is operating on a no
cover and
no minimum policy,
with same deal at Cotton Club.
Paradise has always had a policy
pf an admission, which is upped
over weekends artd so far this has
not been changed. Steel is featur-
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Dear Jay:
regret very much that I did not get to see you before you left
Orleans, but I do want you to know, that 1 thoroughly enjoyed
having you wi thus, that I think you are a great artist, and that
I am thoroughly appreciative of the manner jn Which you
I

New

-V,

very difficult assignment-! gave you in ;<$enbi£
realized! was nOtbeing UhMo you add l
the

ing Mabel Scott, Lewis & Chisholm, Lon Bibeau Fontaine, Merdis.

youicorttinued snec^ss, and^vrttliiny
kindest personal rcgardfiV
v

1
•

•

I a.tn

v

-

f

-.

•

\

Thomas

Millet

•

•

•’

&

&

Estelle Price with

Gibson an added attrac-

Jimmy Tyler plays music.
Big question now is: are there
enough summer vacationists to

tion.

Yours

sincerely,

keep all three clubs in black ink
for the next ten weeks? Two clubs
of last year said they didn’t do too
well.

SW:E

2d San Anton’e Spot

Dons Private Status
Currently 5th Return Engagement

San Antonio, July 6
The Kit Kat Club, operated by
;

THUNDERBIRD, Las Vegas
Thank Yoa

HAL IRAUDIS

Featured Flayer

in

Paramount’*

“STALAG 17“
Eidaiiva ManaRamnn,
,

11

West 42nd

•

JACK LENNY
Street.

New

York. N. Y.

Ryant'f-71 61

I

Dick Jones here, became a private
country club last week. Facilities
will include three dining rooms, a
dance floor, two swimming pools
and bath houses.
This is the second local spot to
be converted from a public spot
to a private country club. Earlier
the Club Sevenoaks made the
change.

Twin

firms

Cities

“party” sponsors,* compared to 14
a year ago. At a cost of $100 each
paid to the promoters, the firms
were advertised in the newspapers,
on tv and radio and at the ball
park as distributors of the discount tickets that entitled holders
to the 50c ball game price reduc-

Currently Appearing

in

"ANYTHING GOES"
Optra

LouisviUo Clvfe
LoelsvHle, Ky.

Personal Mat.:— DAVID L.

SHAPIRO

1774 Broadway, N. Y.

Cl 5-53*1

tion.

There’s no ball club gamble because it receives a guarantee
above its normal week night take.
The $900 garnered by the promoter from the business firm sponsors had to cover all of his expenses. Out of the gross he takes
an amount equal to that paid the
club as a guarantee jf that much
remains and the balance, if any,
is split equally by him and the
club.
Although economy apparently was Coe’s watchword, it’s
doubtful if he made any .dough
here this time.
Least said for the show the better.
It comprised Dixieland music, songs by a couple, of gal singers, an emcee who did impressions,
a group of four dancers and Ted
Quail, a fast stepping Negro tapster with a sense for comedy.
Quail, a localite who frequently
appears In the lesser night clubs
here, was the only holdover from
last season and was easily and Jar
awaythe show’s hit.
Rees .

JAY

MARSHALL

—

—

He

Thijiks

Is Still In

Showbusiness

MARK

Mat:

LEDDY

LEON NEWMAN

MIL WHITE
star of Tad Lewis Show
not under cdtttfa£t with anyone.

Comedy
is

now

fr#££!ncing

..

BUDDY

LEWIS
Just Concluded

«nd
Town &

PHILLIPS
Country Club,

—

New

—Currently
THREE RIVERS INN, SYRACIISV

York

.

Wednesday*

W
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Honking Begoff
Oneonta, N. Y„ July 0.
A new outlet for vaude acts
may have been turned up by
.

.0.
Chicago, July 6,
Unique operation of Joe Worth,
w ho conducts* regular v night life

Wrinkle

and several others for Tony Marand Danny Thomas. A Dorothy
Shay tour is upcoming.

tin

.

Price fluctuates. Highest tab to
date was for the offbeat and expensive Villa Venice, where tour
which normally doesn’t or stayed all night for dinner,* two
lic
floor shows, and
gondola ride.
wouldn’t partake of them. Tours to
up of Worth, who in years previous had
the clubs are 95% made
conducted -- tours solely to the
middleaged.
them
most
of
women,
Honky Tonks and .strlpperies, now
Turnout for the highly touted tours
is working summer theatres into
normally is 100, and sometimes 600
his programs.
people, making Worth one of best
in
town.
customers
nightclub
Worth has been promoting package tours to various night spots for

apd restours to better bistro*
taurants here, is making cabarets
the pubof
segment
a
to
available

Joan* Brandon/ magiqo who: also
does a hypnotist act.
Miss
Brandon played four days at
the Del-Sego Drive-in; several
.miles outside this city. On July
4 holiday, Miss Brandon did a
*4 p.m. show with nb pictures.

The patronage applauded by
honking horns.

.

KIERNAN AS S&S PREZ

three years, sometimes setas many as three junkets
weekly. In that time he’s develSaints it Sinners will resume
oped a steady following of Chicagoans who have been repeaters, and the Fall Guy luncheons Oct. 15
he’s continually adding visitors to with Liberate tentatively slated as
town who are responding to his
the central figure. Walter kiernan,
past

VICE GOV.

ting

HOFFMAN

ads.

who presided in 1951, will take
Tours are all-expense deals, a
sample one being that staged on over the organization’s presidency
July 1 for a. $10 tab: dinner at and Tex O’Rourke will take over
Opera Club, performance of “Mam- Kiernan’s spot as , vicepresident,
ba’s Daughter” with. Ethel Waters
retaining
chairmanship
of
the
at Salt

Creek

Summer

Theatre and

and Who’s Hooey committee.

backstage,
windup at Club Hollywood for one

subsequent

visit

drink and floorshow
Harmonicats.
'

In a letter to the membership,
by W. George Huntington, chairman

topped

of the executive committee, pointed
out that the organization’s finances
are in excellent shape, and invited
members to communicate with its
auditors for a personal check. Letter also pointed out that although
the late Harold G. Hoffman appeared on the dais at all luncheons,
he had not been active for many
months in the preparation of
The letter stated that
shows.
and for the boniface, the qover- although it’s now revealed that he
miriimura - free
stubholders
are had an unhappy side to his life, he
practically "“all gravy on a slow never showed it
at the group’s
night.
functions. Huntingtpn also said
Varying each , of the soirees, that Hoffman had refused any
Worth directs his trips at various monetary remuneration for his
times to^ niteries like Chez Paree, work with the Saints & Sinners.

The tours are conducted personby Worth, on offnights for the
places visited, with transportation
by chartered buses. Worth’s profits
are small per head, since he pays
list prices for dinner and drinks,
but whole thing generally works
out to advantage of all parties concerned. The customer doesn’t "get
socked for cover charges or tips;
ally

.

Edge water Beach, Palmer House,
Blue Angel, Mangum’s Chateau
and Club Hollywood. In two weeks
he conducted six trips to Chez
Paree for Sophie Tucker recently

the brightest

InkSpotsGeis

1

Las
Vegas spot twice a year, each enThe Embassy Club, operating gagement wilj run three weeks.
Since 1919 as the top nitery in the King Records, meantime, is prep-

mid-September, by which time a
will be ready to open at
Moulin Rouge. "Void!” has been
running there since Christmas
night and has played to more than

West End,

200,000 persons.

London, July

will play the

6.

will shutter shortly.

ping a steady string of releases
which the group backlogged before
going on tour. Combo consists of
Fuqua, guitarist;' Harold Jackson,
bass and bass singer; Essex; Scott,
second tenor; Jimmy Holmes, first

Owners, the Barnett Bros, and
Abe AaronsOhn (American), will
close the spot July 20 for structural alterations involving around
$50,000, and intend to turn the tenor, and Herman Flintall, pianist.
place into a top restaurant for Ben Bart is booking.
luncheons and dinners, with spot
extended to hold over 200."
.

When

it

reopens, Sept. 15, the

name Embassy

will disappear. It
will be renamed the Sheraton Restaurant, Spot will also have special
rooms built to serve as meeting
places for big biz execs in the West

End.

New management

dispense

with

intends -to
cabaret entertain-

ments and. bands.
The Simone orchestra

(16), which
has been there for 12 months, quits
shortly, to open at the Savoy Hotel
Aug. 2 for the summer months.

PACKAGE USO SHOWS
FOR ORIENT, EUROPE

new revue

°

Sennes contends that the success
of the Show here 'has proven that
television is nb longer a threat to
live entertainment—and that people want shows of this kind.
"Shows as big a& this are out of
the question for television. You
cannot get the scope in tv that you
can present in a live pjpduction”

The Moulin Rouge show, which

boasts a rain production number,
elephants, chimpanzees, ponies and
JJSO-Camp Shows has packaged dogs, has been described as being
as encompassing as a circus. In
another set of shows, one having addition to the animal
acts, the
left yesterday (Tues.) from Holly- show is headlined by such talent
wood for a 16-week tour of Japan as the Borah Minnevitch Harmonand Korea, and the. other slated ica Rascals, the BeCastro Sisters,
for a European jaunt starting July Dominique, Chiquita
Johnson,
12 also for 16 weeks.
the Barbettes, and Rudy Cardenas.
The unit playing the Far East
Sennes estimates the show will
was produced by Ed Lowry of the have a weekly nut of around $35,CS Coast office and comprises the 000 about the cost of a big BroadBenson Bros., Janice Dillon, Eddie way musical. It will be booked on
Searles & Bonnie Lene, Diane Car- a one-week basis in most cities,
roll, Kenny Pierce and a musical with runs of four weeks or more
trio.
slated for the key cities.
The eastern unit consists of Duke
In order to get the proper exJordan, Danny
Gloria Alexan- ploitation for the show, Sennes
der, Paul Le Paul, Valerie Noble, plans to invite newspapermen from
Dorothy Wenzel, the Kemmys and around the country to come to the
the Jimmy Vincent orch. All these Coast at his expense during July
are vets of previous Camp Shows. and August. “A first-hand look,”
The soldier entertainment outfit is the producer says, “will sell the
propping several more units, but show in advance. They’ll go back
casting hasn’t been completed as home and pave the way for our
advent.”
yet.

&

—

Dismiss Dance Suit
Los Angeles, July 6.
Because of Lester Horton’s death
November, the suit he had
brought to establish legal protection for dance choreographers was
dismissed last week by Judge Ellsworth Meyer in Superior Court.
Horton had filed suit against
Sonia Shaw, contending she had
usurped h'is danPe routines. Case
had been off 4he court calendar
last

young

stars

.

&

on the night scene today."
Jack Goldman

featuring

SOMETHIN’ SMITH

Just Concluded

Appearing Again

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
New

JULY 7th

*

i

Orleans

ARTHUR GODFREY

and

CASINO ROYALE

and

September 13 th

(3

his

FRIENDS

Washington, D. C.

WEEKS)

CBS-TV

ANKARA CLUB
Pittsburgh

followed by

HOUSE
1

and a

°
return

Exclusively

EPIC

engagement at

Records

COPACABANA
New York
Personal Management:

GENERAL

DON

SEAT

®.

Longterm Vegas

The Ink Spots

Instantaneous Stock Committee,
Huntington continued, .will continue with Les Kramer at the head,
and Tony Giaccone will head the
since Horton’s death.
Side Show.

//,

Hollywood, July

’’Void! Paris!” the $200,009 musical production put together by
Fuqua’s
Frank Sennes as the original floorDeal show for his Moulin Rouge nitery
here, will take to the road later
Charles Fuqua’s Igk Spots, who bthis year as a theatre attraction in
recently returned from a 20-Week key cities. Sennes hopes
to hook
tour of the Orient, have been it into film deluxers
or legit houses
inked to an exclusive three-year- on a percentage basis, setting
a top
six-engagement deal by the Fla- ticket £cale of $2.50 for the
mingo Hotel, Las Vegas. Vocal offering.
combo will collect $90,000 over the
Show would leave here around
three-year period. ..

s,. *,
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MitcbeQ Pulls

1954

7,

132G

;

Gross in 4-Wk.
uo.rr

Philadelphia; July

*
•

6.

7

’

‘

«i»

7-

UK Tour

In the first half of his scheduled
Cofltluned from part 5ft.
eight-week tour of the British
Ond thing Son 6f a business partner.
Isles, Guy’ Mitchell has racked up San Franpisco project.
another,
mostly
money, hamGould’s plans for showboat San
a socko $132,000 gross. Dates have after‘Main Stem’* however, was Carrie been mostly one-nighters In the pered and the disappointments of Francisco include a music
hall
Finnell, at Otsatti’s; Siirhmer shows Provinces.
the project culminated iii 1952 nightclub seating* 3,400 people
feature mltfbi" jazz' outfits, and/or
the. Capitol City, rank after presenting
authentic
American
Second leg of the trek begins When
heavily
now
'divine
form
the
being rammed by a tug in an un- period Pieces, dancing^ a restaunext Monday (12) in Scotland at
garbed due to constant-police scru;Edinborough Theatre. At the seasonal storm in San Francisco rant, cockttdl area and eventually
Two spots, Falumbo’d, In the
a sort of museum of western show
tiny.
Bay.
t>f the trek through Great
wind’
South Philadelphia, and Sciolla’s, Britain, Mitchell heads out on., a
Gould doggedly set about start- business.
in North Philly, both in the cabAt the moment, if he gets his
Aus- ing again and in 1953 acquired
and
Japan
through
swing
aret-restaurant category, Will retitle to the sister ship of the Capi- $75,000 to start the job, he hopes
tralia.
main open all summer playing
tol. City, the Fort Sutter, another to open this fall, probably in a formodest budget floor shows.
sternwheel riverboat. He brought mat similar to the Drunkard with
this one, down river to San Fran- beer and pretzels in the main room
End of season found some nitery
ln
cisco and, with what he thought and booze outside at the bar. MinShriners
apparbut
75.000
complaining,
bonifaces
was full permission of 'the city, strel man-entertainer Will Aubrey
ently nobody was badly hurt. Best
Casino,
beached it at Acquatic park, mid- i$ the only performer announced
Latin
the
is
of
this
example
A.C. Convention Leave
way betwen Fisherman’s Wharf so far. Aubrey will be “Captain
largest of the town’s cafes. Latin
Will,” permanent host.
a
'
the Golden Gate bridge.
in
and
weeks
losing
nine
had
Casino
Pleasant B.O. Memory
Tl)e Fort Sutter is the last of the
Howls of protest rose from homerow this spring, and there was talk
6.
July
City,
Atlantic
DushDavid
owners
that
for a time
owners, landlords and other groups old sternwheel river steamers that
Some 75,000 members of the and the boat was termed unsightly formerly sailed the Sacramento
6ff -and Dallas Gerson would move
to South Jersey.
Ancient Arabic Order Nobles of and a menace* Gould was ordered River. The Fort Sutter is currently
minus its stern wheel, but "Gould
Dushoff and Gerson are present- the Mystic Shrine last week turned to take it off the beach and almost
promises that will be restored
ly tearing their Walnut St. spot the resort* into a city dominated lost it in doing so.
along with other historic features.
apart. Borrowing an idea from the
Then
the Board of Supervisors
whose
colorful
fez-wearers
by
summer theatre, Latin managegave him until July 1 to get a. clear
ment is going to have a cabaret-in- bands, fun-vehicles, and constantly title and post a $75,000 perform. LKW
the-round,' with every cover a ring- clowfiing members seemed never ance bond guaranteeing the project
side seat. Old rectangular room to halt through the 24-hour cycle. would go ahead.
Latest decision
.iaa
with stage at far end is being reallowed
has
him
another
30
days
filled
bands
as
their
long
Arid so
shaped with stage in middle of the air with bright music during to complete these phases, hence his
old PAT
cafe. New setup will give spot 630 three, mammoth parades, and the current search for gold in the per
seats, and tearing gown of mir- delegated sampled everything the
/ j
rored pillars will give every cus- resort has to offer, they left a
(Beasty and
PULLS
tomer an unobstructed view. Esti- trail of cash behind. A conservathe least)
mate project will run about $100,- tive estimate is that it was well
$ tx'k ^
A new note In ra
000. Latin Casino is slated to reGlamor Comedy
$105,000 IN
over $3,000,000.
open Oct. 1.
StaHiky
it
Dallas, July 6.
Big spot of the Shriners’ entertUrvya Mtltia
The .Yck Benny Revue had a
tainment program was the appearMat. Caw Frsteklla
ance here on Tuesday night (29) sock $53,260 gross for seven perUu Walter* EnL
1576 Braatway
INTO
of Bob Hope in their “Hi Neigh- formances in its second and. closing
Ntw Y*rk
bor” spectacle by Leon Leonidoff week at State Fair Auditorium,
First week Of
Dallas, June 21-27.
before
some
auditorium
big
the
in
HILLBILLY
25.000 Shriners and their guests. the Benny show drew $51,615.
Richmond, Va., July 6.
The general public was admitted
Total b.o. for the fortnight, $104,COMEDY MATERIAL
“Old Dominion Barn Dance,” at a $4 top.
875, is second highest in State Fair
For All Branches of Theatricals
longtime radio hillbilly show emaWith Hope appeared Gloria De- Musicals past 12 seasons. Record
nating from WRVA here, will be Haven and other acts with the Im- take was $115,000 from “Call Me
[
taken to New York Sept. 13 to perial Council Session orchestra, Madam/’ Aug. 18-31, 1952.
THE ORIGINAL fHQW-BIZGAG Flit
open at the 48th Street Theatre, and the Shrine Chapters also parof fh » STARS)
First ejflSflltes $7.tO—All 35 issues $33
according to Jack Stone and Bar- ticipating in the program.
Slnsta ll.fS Koch IN SEQUENCE ONLY
ron Howard, publicity manager and
BeflfnnlriD
with
No.
1— No dklpplnfl
in
joined
Shriners
Thousands of
business manager, respectively, of
Rainy July 4 Weekend
• 3 Bfc*. PARODIES, Nr book.TflO O
a mardi gras Wednesday (30). with
• MINSTREL BUDGET.. .T7... .$35 1
the local station.
BLACKOUT
chapters''
at
BKS.,
and
II. bk.. .93$
•
uniformed bands
• iLUli BOOK (Gift for Stags). $50 •
Show has been a fixture for the every street and along the boardUps Indoor A.C. Gross HOW
g
TO MAITEnTtHE CERIMONIE5
past eight years, both on the air walk playing or singing. Shriners
Atlantic City, July 6.
OIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
and in its weekly Saturday night concluded their fun making Thurs*
This resort’s summer season
OP
GAOS, ISM. Worth over • thousand
presentations
from the WRVA day night ( 1 ) with another and swung into high gear as July. 4
No C.O.D.'a
Theatre stage. Some 700,000 pa- the largest parade, which wound its weekend crowds moved in to get
BILLY GLASON
trons have attended the stage way through the main part of the a bad weather break after nearly
aoo W. S4th St., Now York 1*— Dept. V
shows during that time. Barn city into the big convention hall a month without rain. Saturday
Circle 1-1130
Dance will have its name changed where it was reviewed by its high (3) was overcast while the same
to “Hayride” for the N. Y. engage- officers.
weather- conditions continued Sunment.
Shriners were obligated to re- day with rain and even some hail
Sunshine Sue (Workman). who main five days at resbrt hotels, with falling occasionally both days.
has headed the “Barn Dance” as the group from Lu Lu, in PhiladelHotel checks showed that most
featured singer and femcee, will phia, balking at this arrangement. houses were booked solid for the
be with the N. Y. company. Other As a result Quaker City group three day weekend.* A wet beach
Acts and singles are to be set later, came down on day only, Thursday, forced vacationists to spots like
with personnel drawn from hill- when biggest parade was staged.
piers, bars, etc., to hike their busibilly performers throughout the
Biggest business went* to opera- ness considerably.
country.
Local
Throughout the week Lois Miller
Saturday night tors of the resort’s 300 bars and
shows will be continued at WRVA clubs. Restaurant/ business also will offer organ recitals.
Booked by William McMahon,
Theatre, with some other singer was up.
Despite the high jinks
substituting for Sunshine Sue.
and merrymaking there was no Centennial musical director, for
this
Saturday night is the singing
trouble to speak of, although resort
police were told to give the vis- Legionnaires of the Nabb Leslie
Walter Jacobs’ 5th Year
of Millville.
Post,
itors all the leeway they «ould.
Of ‘Festival of 7 Arts’*
Walter Jacobs’ summer opera,

simmered down

'fylgbt.life
i.,

.

for

—

with the
town's, major ahowcases shuttered
and the police lid keeping things
at a slow boil in spots offering
girlie shows.
First week in July found the
midtown without a name showplace, with the closing of the Latin
Casino, the Celebrity Room, Rendezvous and Embassy Club. Local
stayouts received another jolt with
the shuttering of Chubby's and
Charlie Ventura's Open House,
South Jersey spots featuring musithe

period,

vacatiojn;

.

•

.

cal attractions.

Jazz rooms continue at full blast
during the hot weather. For exWoody* Herman’s band
ample,
played last week at the Powelton
Cafe, and Terry Gibbs’ combo was
featured at the Blue Note. Only
name attraction on the Locust St.

•

.

•

.
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GUYS AND A DOLL

LOU WALTERS
ENTERPRISES. Inc.
Can Franklin. Mir.
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Saranac Lake

Lake Tarleton, at Pike,
H„ .has started its fifth annual
“Festival of the Seven Arts.”
Among those scheduled to lecture at this resort are Eva Gabor,
S. L. M. Barlow, Bennett Cerf,
Wing Stit Chan, Norman Cousins,
John Chapman, Gerald Clark,
tion, the

N.

Latest CoRity Material
1m MC’t, Maiklut, Eittr*
taiMrg, ate.
.

_

MM

price

Sml

Ilit

ur
put

far
ef

JTEl ORIOINAL MRI«, ewee'

Sfalggs,

perolitt,

.A skits, Ri. Wrfttae by stemr
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By Happy Benway

Chicago
Suns

Three

set

for

•

SkyWay

Club, Cleveland, July 8 through
17, following with three frames at
Sahara, Las Vegas, July 20 .
Ray Barber to Town Room, Milwaukee, July 1$ for two weeks . .
Diosa Costello currently playing
eight days at Lake Club, Spring- sanatorium,
Ann Gilbert now at good
fields

Clarence Derwent, Adolph Dehn,

Mark Goodson, Gov. Hugh Gregg,
Moss

Hart, Richard Joseph, Arthur
Miller, Arnold Moss, Paul. Scott
.

Mowrer, Haw*-; Schwartz, Us4
Sergio, Horace Sutton, Hon. Robert Fazio’s, Milwaukee, indefinitely
Wv Uptoa.and Louis, TJntermeyer. Crew Cuts follow in on Aug. 13,
.then -play Lake Club Aug. 26 for
two weeks, and open fortnight at
Eddy’s in Kansas City, Sept. 17.
,

.

.

,

.

.

j

MILLER
with Hid

Comedy Songs
and

Dance Stylings
of

BERT GIBSON

Bubbles Becker orch has returned to Henry Grady Hotel’s
Paradise Room for a special engagement. Toni Young is featured
vocalist.
Paradise Room’s new
floor show features Cal Claude,
balancer, and Walter Walters Jr.,
puppeteer. Juddy Johnson is emcee and Tanza & her Tanzarettes
provide terp opening and closing
for show
Ken Harris band
opened Monday (5) at Joe Cotton’s
Steak Ranch. Loraine Daly is the
warbler
Margie Walker, singing
comedienne, is spotlighted at the
Clermont Hotel’s Continental Room
.

.

Pert, Mgr.;

PARADISE CLUB,

BOt HARRISON,

32
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.

,
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Pianist

Danny Goodman

is

be-

ing lield over at the Howell House

Atlantic City

Randolph, Chicago

Lew

vaude

.

.

PIANO
Currently
13th Week

*

GLASS HAT

act.

After long siege In bed, John
Streeper, Atlantic City
technician who mastered surgery,

Balmont Plata
New York

WHEN

IN BOSTON
It's

th*

HOTEL' AVERY
Homp

Tifca

$how

qf

Avery IrvWdShlhqtori

Folk

Stf,

COMEDY. ACTS

.

different acts. Can be used anyAll for S3. An Introduction
the most ^helpful- writing service
lh the field of entertainment.
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Circuit), N. it., who after 10 months
joined the ambulatory gang.
Mary Lou Weaver, of the Warner Bros, staff in Cleveland office,,
here for a week’s vacation and annual checkup; she goes back to
work with an all-clear okay.
Big summer event here in .the
actors’ colony Is the grand opening of the William Morris Memorial Park. Season started with the
playgrounds packed with kiddies
who enjoyed free milk and cookies
furnished by the Shamus Club.
William Morris Playgrounds are
one of leading features of this
colony.
Larry Doyle, fame'd second sacker of the N. Y. Gi&its years ago,
took time out to^come and huddle
with Happy Benway and Ogle the

at the

.

just rated his first
clinic repdPt; He is son of
(Collins &) Hart, old standard

Zebra Lounge and Larry Gerard
continues at the Flamingo Room
Glen Iris Supper Club presents
dancer Rea Barton and the Trade- hospital.
wiuds, singing instrumentalists.
Write to those who
.

BAER

rated his first one daily meal in
main mess hall. Ditto for Harold
Golde of the AncG Theatre (Cinema

Atlanta

.

Currently:

Saranac Lake, N. Y„ July 6.
A1 Munroe, semi-pro magician
of Detroit, who is an annual commuter to the Will Rogers hospital,
is penning a book titled “Ye Old
Opry House.” He has been with
Detroit Times 37 years.
William Hart, theatrical insurance agent of Dumont, N. J., recently a patient at the Northwoods
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4 ). Will Mahoney, The' Colettes
/«> .Jo 'I^mbfirai Hott$c' Otch;
“The Outcast” (Rep), remeiped in
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Cathay the Little Cl ub and Del
Monte' were markedly partial to
American bands and artists,
A Yank Showcase
An imposing array of musicians
anCt artists: from the'U. S. showed
their wares in Shanghai over the

‘

»

,

,

•

.

act

,

:

.

Dorothy. Costello,
sufficiently
.td warm the U. S. dancer, adds a fine aero-,
dance
to
the
proceedings
and her
entertainment
mercury on
excellent somersaults make this a
thermometer/
^
fine entry. The Grossettos are a
Mahoney, who returned to the juggling duo that keeps clubs and
U S. a couple of years ago after a plates aloft while doing it the hard
lone stay in Australia, reprises his way in rapid changeover. Pierrotys
basic routines in a sock Iff min- do a zany .bit. with cro\vnish charAided by an acters playing
utes next-to-clbsing.
on cornball and
unbilled shapely blonde who un- motives. It’s a pleasing,
but overconcernedly triilsV'Il Baccio,” he long, act. The Imperos aye a solid
snips the lower, h&lf of her gown acro-balapcing trio who relay a
Her limbs freedom of series of headstands
to give
and expert
movement as well as freedom of balancing into a topper of a head
vision for the audience.
to. head shot on two end to end
Follows with his “hread-andr champagne bottles. It is. a top bit,
butter’* stint in which he trods a
Henry Wilson docs a solo mime
specially built xylophone to thump to disks: Some of it, is repetitive,
out such airs as ’‘Parade .of the and lacks inventiveness' possible in
Wooden Soldiers” and “Stars and two. man mimes. However, his pratForever.”
Amid heavy falls and impassioned mimicry are
Strines
milting, Mahoney and his femme good for mitts. Berty-Borrest is a
assistant affix bells to hands and trapeze bit that adds a fine off-thcfret to stage a inQck^flght in which ground touch. The athletes comthe “Skaters’ Walt?’’ is. knocked prise four bemuscled men who go
Withal; Its an act as appeal- through a series of paced stances
out.
ing, today as it Was 4n vaude’s Jiey- and balancing that is okay in the
eye appeal department. Moniqup
da”.
Usual eight-turn layout is teed Leroy is a pert femmcee and R.
off by iyicHarris bi Dolores.
A Mercier orch. furnishes okay acmixed sepian dance duo, they open comp.
House was fine when caught, but
with conventional steps, but. segue
into challenge stuff that wins ’em not anywhere near _SRO. There is
an okay salTo. Albenice, sMght-of- a place here for the likes of a too
bnnd artist, scores neatly in nres- international, house, and though
t'digitaUng several baby chicks. prices are upped there is a good
Two audience volunteers (probably chance Andrieu may make this
plants) are used, in oqe. seouence house into a permanent top musicto pood effect.
Magico deft’v ex- hall to join in the trend that has
tra.ctg
the chicks from various been gaining momentum here this
last year.
Mosk,
areas of their apparel.
turns

-are'

'

.

.

.

.

.

,

“It’s. a

Good Dav"

at

the

mike, she’s interruoted by
Morris from a box. Exchange of
repartee follows that bears out the
maxim, “if the lines bre good,
they'll stand, the test of time.”
.Los .Gatos three ladsi-.who. excel
in
hand-torhand aero, routines,
register handily in several feajbs
that climax in a three-man pyramid. Boys, have more eye-openers
in their book but were held to
only five minutes onstage at show
caught Friday. (2). The New- York-,
ers. one of Ben Yosts’s ipany vocal
groups/ make it a class 10 minutes
with' pop and operetta ‘medleys.
Dulcet soorano of Lynn Munn
blends well with the harmonies of
,

her male partners. They mop up
with an excellent hand.
-Jackie Gayle 8t Bobby Barnett,
zany .impressionists, as Well as a
Norwegian
cycling
turn
aptly
bHled as The Cyclettes are reviewed under. New Acts.
T»“r usual,* Jo Lombardi c or*°bly
backs the show.
Gilb.
.

.

Allianilira. Pnrlii
Baris,

July

3.

)

the oldtime musichall, now a cinema .with* a stageshow, into a big
name hall again. He started the
process five months ago by building a show around Edith Piaf, and
is now trying again with Sugar Ray
Robinson as the draw. Big seating
capacity of house and bigger prices
enables him to pay for the star
values which are. prohibitive to the
smaller seatCr 'and lower priced
Por> musichall, the OlymDia. However, Andrieu has to select caret'dly, and the out-of-the-way location. off
Place Renublique, will
need big name? to draw.
Robinson, of course, has his box<12 name here,
but the days of
vnuae when a name of any field
could brave the boards seems to be
ov or and they must
deliver. Robin1

’

c °mes on paired with Scotty
0I h'.s dance
routine. He is easy
and lithe/ as usual, but the accom"••myin^g pattpr, «nd songs could be
hotter worked put to
build this
‘

,

Thh^/sSf^fying

act.

Act

is

.cppcisn with a neat bit
o fractured
French inlected. Aud
r^,V-

,

"end'ous irt mitting but is
a soeko turn.
Adler has achieved a rePresence
for
musichall
and now hits them with a
__
“ V chosen popular and semire *l- His blues, standards
n ra sn.^ reading make
,l
a c^
^hite figure here for both
.JT*
^
lewoutn

e;*ch

people are to be found in the en-

tire city.

The lone American musiclrn in
the city, in jail, is Jimmy Weldon,
who went to Shanghai during the
lush
iuuii 1946 iiiukiivuu
American vvUMt/wwuii
occupation HV
period. For a time be played with
various bands at American mili! ary
affairs, later fronting his own band.
He is 46 and from El Centro, Calif
In another era th$ Little Club
and the breathtaking Mandarin
Club, which was owned and oper-i
ated by a young American, Jimmy
James, who rose from hot dogs

wealthy Russky
there

Civilians, of

which

are plenty,

plus important
The spots do
„
_ *
a
business, charge plenty,
an<^ serve good food and drinks.
the liquors being imported from
Russia or distilled in Shanghai by
one of the several flourishing dis-

Red Russian
r

’

I

I

officials.
.
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Hilly

Glasgow, July 2.
Larry Parks k Betty Garrett,
Vogelbein’s Bears (3), Max Geldray,. Eddie Arnold, Stan White 8c
Arm, Cyclo Bros. (2), Duo Russ mar, Morgan & Manning, Bobby
Dowds Orch.

t

t

i

^

and longhair- 'audiences.

lanterns

Smart Cireng

(assertedly

1S

from the Old

:

,°/

/

a r
-

..

,

C ® n llu e no
^?^orize^
Peiping)
have long
^ simply
ra C
The Reds
(THE PARK, FALKIRK)
since vanished, and the lovely f ^!j B ro^^ e
1 *ce ”
”
price
of
gas
to an outFalkirk, Scot., July 2.
moon-gate entrance, which cost
lageous
^figure,
Billy Smart Sr., presents The guests $5 to enter, is no more.
thus removing thouMinivers (2), Puhiimi'ns (2), Ifni
The Little Club, which gained sands of cars from the sLreets. Cars
Sahara Troupe (8), Birma & Case vl dence are usually those of
world fame in the days of its fountor <2 ), Tamara & Co. (2), Rob^ficials or the military. They in r
der, Marie Meredith, an Ameri ertos & Janekes ( 4 ) Feller Troupe
e s ^ ee *c
c
” cw American
^ .
(4), Coco Anderson k Kryngiel, can showgirl, is now a lowlv Red yodels,
Cadillacs,
barracks, hot, stuffy and filthy:
Gutis (4).
Buicks
and Oldsmobiles. Red RusYesteryear Nite Life
h V*
In the old' days, ShanghailandSmart’s Circus opens its first
^
ovcr the s " an k foreign
tour of Scotland with sock biz after ers felt that their Saturday nights
norae
s.
the biggest press ballyhoo seen in wore hot complete unless they put
these *parts for years. Fearing its in an appearance at the spacious.
name unknown in Scotland, the British-oW’ned Majestic Hotel ballSmart outfit wept heavy on adver- room, which could accommodate
Walters
tising in* all main newspapers.
fully 4,000 patrons. Apart from the
_ Show, tlurd of ^ Britain’s Big beauty of the spot, the principal
Continued from page Z
are Chipperfield and attraction was the American band.
headed by Whitey Smith. Latter is Carnegie Hall, the Lewisohn StadiS2J12’
nQW a .successful nite club owner urr| centers of culture, things that
AUlS?ugh^ nS onitp^o
?c
ManiU His band ,vhil * *ood i his ? Hy offer* ‘ha< no other cily
was never the best in the city but * s a We to give,
lently equipped.
in
We are building a multi-million
is
credited with having taught the)
The Minivers are French duo Chinese of the city
to dance. The dollar Convention Hall. Our Chamwith sock perch act, one holding
loved
Chinese
to dance to the mu- her of Commerce turns out thouperch on shoulders, other operating at top speed inside circular! sic of the Smith band, or any other sands of dollars worth of literature,
[white band,, it being a pleasing all to encourage people to visit us.
cage and riding u
a motor bike
Walk along Fifth Avenue, look
thought to them that they danced
^
at jhe stores^
Nowhere iq the
young* elephants in^orthodox rou-j w *)^|® foreigners toiled.
T 1? *r »
American supremacy 'vorld— and I've been places— is
tine,, which strikes new note at
there
a
street
like
the
this.
daiice
The Rue
music
field
was
close with ef&Dhant DYrarnids"~in
which props are not pedestals but marked by the popularity of the de la Paix with its two short blocks
Regent Street
to leave Jack Carter ork, easily the best of drab buildings?
elephants. Last
elephant
,•
_i
.
_ .
X..;
1.
l>L
in
Shanghai: until, years later, in London? Lincoln Road in Mirides out on heavy steel tricycle,
Schreiber also shows six chimps Teddy Weatherford grabbed top ami Beach, Wilshire Boulevard in
in routine which includes monkey honors. He died in Calcutta in Hollywood?
Do -any of these
on bicycle along high wire while 1946, but most members of his streets remotely compare with our
other chimps work from trapezes band survive and are in the U. S. big beautiful well-dressed Fifth
hung from bicycle.
A famous nite club, Cjro’s, es- Avenue? Is there any place where
Birma 8c Castor, high school ele- tablished by Sir Victor Sassoon, money is poured out so lavishly to
phant and horse duo, strike novel Brillsn
D ritish tycoon,
e^silv me
fore attract visitors?
tvcoon ana
and e..sny
the foie
note with Billy Smart Jr. as Bengal
And. our night clubs? I’ve been
most British-owned nitery in the
Lancer, riding simple movements
around, and there are no night
city, is now a warehouse.
Time
on Castor while 10-year-old elephant Birma, ridden by curvaceous was when the elite of Shanghai clubs which give as much for your
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Larry Parks
first trip

8c

Betty Garrett, on

here since their Glasgow

bow

four years back, are a distinct
with stubholders, ahd satisfy
most tastes with pleasant act of
song, dance and comedy.
Mr. 8c Mrs, twosome open with

r™"

1

—

j

gagging about local personalities
and population,' Parks entering to
warm mitting and reeling off facts
and figures which distaffer later
repeats word for word, but with
figures and facts Wrong.
They
segue into “Reckon I’m In Love”
duet, which sets tone of this husband-and-wife pair. Miss Garrett
scores in takeoff of a southern
belle, and both are a standout in
impression of couple saying goodnight on beau’s first-time seeing
his gal home. Twain score solidly
here in the tune, “Can I Come In
-•
For a Second?”
Parks tinkles the ivories in a
interlude, his “September
at the 88 being particularly
well received. Pair also score solidly. in a sleepy song-dance duet to
Miss Garrett’s own number, “Lackadaisy Day.” Distaffer also garners
good reception for rendition of
•‘Foggy Foggy Dew.”
Travesty of a pair of gospel singers, is another offering that gains
nice palming, and aqt winds with
“Side By Side.” Couple come over
as genuine pair of troupers. Get by
solidly on their own talent and artistry, and on this showing can re-
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Pierre, Andrieu has the right
Idea in slowly trying to transform

''

but have alsa prohibited the

employment of American musiThe latter gesture is an
empty one in view of the fact that
only one Yank musician remains
Vet in Shanghai. No American show

0

brief

Dario Moreno, Dorothy CostelThe Piqrrotys (2), The Gros(2
Henry Wilson, The 1mperos (3) Srott.y, Moiiiane Leroy
R. M.ercidt Orch (16) ; $2.50 top.

'

hai,

two bathrooms for

guest room, one colored and one
white, is a Red headquarters.
Bed* Russians have their own
nite spots, ranging from plush to
dives. The latter are noisy, dirty
and Infested with the scum of the
Red Russian community. Knifings
and killings are not infrequent in
these sawdust jernts, haunts of
elderly Russian prostitutes. Apparently the Chinese police dare not
or prefer not to interfere with activities in these dives.
The plush nitcries cater to

Juggling work of Frisky is stricttilleries. The artists appealing in
from the book adequate, with
PlusA spots are chiefly Russian,
nothing different in his. assortment
a
w generation, unknown to
to raise enthusiasm.
Teeterboard
°fj r,K^
work of the four Afro-Cubans
° p ^hina 1l a R<?s ....
leaves them cold, thanks to offish
authorities
hold dancing to
and hamburgers to fame as a purtiming and resultant misses. Les
lv °^® us an<* tr° w n on it, but
p ^ ^“ssians have their public
Rhode and house orch handle veyor of champagne and caviar,
were the high spots.
showbacks adeptly.:
Lory,
”? ^ic by RusThe Little Club, too, was Ameri- dancil| 8 'Vlth
r
caji-owned and boasted all-Yank s,ans T he crack White Russian
US1C 0I1®
fied_ the city
bands and shows. The Mandarin is men
^}
| from
r ai
°
®
a
n
e
^
employment,
{now. a storeroom for the Reds. The
f|
!f
n
w
*10
the
Russian
music
}?’
9
rich
thick
rugs,
the
gorgeous
ly

Ran Robinson, harm Ad- Song”

lo,

*,

to install

cians.

the larger confines of a nitery or
theatre*
'

Empire. Glasgow

:

settos

great hotels, that is,
the foreign ones,, are a sorry mess,
all quartering Chinese Reds.
The towering Cathay Hotel, once
the pride of Shanghai and which
was the first hotel in the world

)

&

.Toe Morris
Susan North, another vet comedv duo. re»n rousing returps with a familiar bit.

;

1

The

closed.

Not only have the Chinese Reds
banned American, music in Shang-

a familiar here,

.

•

ler,

those operated by Red Russians
and a few Chinese teahouses, are

others.

fair

that

and a bit on lawyers.
performer knows his way around
an aud and holds them all the way.
Supporting acts shape up as
strictly fillers.
Robert Scott and
Dianne Barton make for a young,
pleasant song team, but need more
experience. They impress as more
of a cocktail lounge bet than for

-

Sugar.

in

off

accordion

strut

•

Onening with

the
,7

handles
the
emcee chores in
smooth, amiable manner and on
own garners healthy portion of
chuckles with light waggery, impre^h of Eddie Jackson's song and

.

'..v

.

it’s

Sammy Walsh,

-

'

—

•

.

earh$'*Iifmr'ffie' begoff.

.

.

Contino comes

fashion

.

these Including the late
Weatherford, plapist extraordinary;
the
dancing Hartman’s, Fay Courtney, Ella Shields,
Buck Clayton, Whitey Smith, yack
Carter, the Snow Sisters, Buster
Duncan k the Garcia Sisters, Alice
White, Fred Pierce and scores of

•

cally,

*

•

Teddy

:

-

»

years,

with the overall musical design
heightened by delivery .and per-%
sonality.
He mixes his" arrangements smartly to keep tempo, on
upbeat with the highlights being
his session with the house -orch
and* song bit with his father,, who
comes on for an Italian pop. Vo-

:

the

.

''

;

varied and diverting

the streets. Hawkers and prostitutes are everywhere. The parks
and, open spaces are in a deplora*
ble condition. All nite spots, savt

'

;

.

maining

i.

A

*
and
coy disjoint this act. iMoreno is
Package installed, this week: is
Palace makes a nlce lald for’ the a good standard: entry bow ’and below pir for the bourse ln° this
must work out a more personalized
holiday trade this week with one
house with only the two topliners,
dancing approach before he can be consid- rating stubholder kudos.
of Its better Dills with
ered
a top Ontry.
back
Mahoney
to
Will
comediart
Dick Contirid wraps up with' his.
Balanced
layout
of aero, jug- squeezebox
provide a dash of that bidtime
“virtuosity;
han'dsome
Moreover;: (he re- gling, comic and .terp turns round lad is a winner from first
Palace flavor.
Bote,
out show neatly.

TJ4.*

/

V

‘

$amihy :Widshi,
to-' be jmhny «
Sccii k Barton, -Four Afro-Cubaiis',
chanters rolled into one,;
soaring
voice is used tellingly ;dn various Frisky The Juggler; Les Rhode
pop ballads, but resemblance tp House Orch ; ‘'Last * Train Front
Bombay ” (Col),
.
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romanced money as do, among others, the
turn any time to this vaudery.
chorine, matches the horsed Steps,
the Copacabana. the
thei^e, Entertained by famous art - Versailles,
Rest of layout is good. Morgan
daughter•!»- of > Britain’s'
Tamara,
___
_
that S4s- Latin vQua^er, (lie. Village Barn,
'The
stOrv
has
it
Manning are. adequate dance clown Coco,
8c
fists.
teams with pair bf mail
openers, and the Cyclo Bros. ?hape tumblers to achieve neatly^tallorcd ‘sbon and a party once visited the and so many well-run. well-reguup promisingly with trick-cycle act. trampoline routine, strong in com/p,ai7tmiiTmr twTlrooTrrr whtPtr* hap^-ttatcd^-estatJltRhments A\-hich cater
dined,

danced

and

j

- _

_J

J

1_

I

1

I
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“
Stan White, & Ann offer an un- edy.
;
usual musical act. complete with
Coco Anderson & Kryngiel 46
bizarre-looking collections of in- fill-in entrees including a musical
struments. Male opens by gabbing sequence
fireworks
of _Chinese
.
_
in feminine-style voice, W'ith dis- laugh getters. Feller^Troupe Jtnree
taffer, a smiling redhead, bringing males, one femme) feature double
on a contraption of musical instru- tight-wire setup in winch work of
ments. He plays violin, trumpet,
and winds with playing of cornet
while balancing upside down on
one hand. Act is too noisy and
overlong, and requires reshaping.
Eddie Arnold,- young English feet.
performer, pleases the customers
The Gutis (4) repeat escape
with a long and skilful series of “gorilla” novelty familiar in U.S.
impressions <See in New Acts). and raise repeated mirthquakes
Vogelbein’s Bears, with one animal with slapstick pursuit from ring to
doing cute hand-balance, are a rigging.
.
..
Tlie Puhlmans offer fixed cradle
solid vaude and circus act, and are
slickly presented by their owner, aerial /work and dental spins on
tent-high rotating gadget powered
HansVogelbein.
Duo Russmar are a mixed two- by small aeroplane. Robertos 8c
do neatly-tailored
(4)
some, who score when male bal- Janckas
ances atop column of wooden static aerial act over audience,
bricks: Max Geldray brings out the minus net, as cage is struck. Ifni
familiar
offers
international aspect of the bar-, Sahara .Troupe
monies and also 'plays a. tiny whirlwind tumbling at good tempo
mouth-orran which fits neativ <Mto and 'score with lighted finale.
•

.

•

.

.

Unable

to obtain a table. Sassoon,
miffed, built hfs p.wn nite club
'

.

•

.

‘
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his

mouth.

Gord.

Gord,

!
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visitors

from

all'

and
over

tourists.
the AvOiid,

as
Tourists'

who come

which surpassed in elegance Any- to oiir places, who go away happy
thing hitherto attempted in Shang- l and satisfied, happy that they have
|

ia j

j

Filipino

musicians,

who

once

seen the finest in entertainment,
that thev have eaten the 'most de-

(

of

are
eful

the

One notable excep- world produces,
Pomping Vila, Hammond} The best of everything
organist, who came to Los Angeles, York.
native islands.

lion,

|

<

j

i

is

is in

New

Except perhaps administrators
American showfolk are taboo behind the Bamboo Curtain, but in who dream up devices to tax us out
another city of the Orient— Hong- of business.
This 596 tax is a disgrace. An inkong, the British Crown Colony—
they are welcome and even in de- sult to the Chamber of Commerce.
To
the merchants. To the places
mand.
Since returning to America after Which make this a city and not a
:
Shanghai,
tank
town.
visit
to
ll
day
the secret
glad Variety harps on this
we have been bombarded with

Tm

—

iniquitous issue which I and any
sensible New York business man
Commercially, the city Is dead. must continue to do.
Lou Walter*.
Dour Red Chinese soldiers patrol

questions.
Prosties Plentiful
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actersart supplied by Bob Hamilton -and a femme member of W®
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52
her abaenqe* )5bei»a*

\ niteiy. during

't^uTi

r wiy

gW** “d^sum^for W» owp CWer.
Adeline is nothing short otlffit- 'e'V’UPSS^
s

%

J

now pepped it op with * elevor
defor which has «»_iM’maln «t*me
A M
naM arid norlndtcAlii OH the?

Mimy h»v.

.-

Martha

Amin

get,

•

mt

Ltf Vega*, June

thought o£ papering minimum.

o^aTneM**
giving

Martha

20.

RovTKt^i Stone QaarBro«. <*>„Jack Norton,
/mv
n.
-

HoyelSdv pee„ a. an

in
entertainer whether it be jnvaude,
The wise money trying to figure
?F £i?ving her^lOth enga^ment in papersfor telling results
this ;<sellar TO0
Jules Podell's layout at the Cppaonica Lew is Is somewhat. less t^-topfieSomo* this “ostel be.'l£*
snack.
U.S.
a
at
palatable
Raye has presented^ zingier
eyebrows
Miss
-prices,
able
raise
i_
t
i_
cabana must
silencing the party boys, fore *he customary packed tables,
1p v
show in which all the principals J^ft^^Mvwhatshe's up against She topnnes
format, stuff and coziness might make this shows—-also bluer ones. In fact,
tnniinesa
a two-act
P
ofyore,
yore,
of
spot
material
•
windup
her
material
this trip turns out surfave
the
into
?£l«lri
are singers,, and two of them are
radiates
terriblonde
Wnnsp nftheterrithe prislngly
people and the
comparison,
Mmpariaon,
niche. How- »«„
bb peopteand
U.S. show biz
materiel nicne.
Ull U.S,
in the special material
^Darvas & Julia being one with
^arm fh roU gh 'aa savory string, of t
this which can he attributed to the Inmaking
crowd
apMrently operattheatre
-is apwrently
Gallic
everiJPodell ’is
ever">aell
their
freah
one
of
usoteam
Sie’hiSpaid
*MghSt paid
gJiSds* which .can
ty.<
that
of
if
theory
fluence
fluence.
sound
ing on a very
Lack of depth in a stopover*
'trin d current.
e r xfor punch. She essays in a 'trimj
num Kh er
the individual spots hold up, then 5J?we of £idi
Miss Raye is on the early porx*nmnensated for by the
es^ like “Ain't Misbe- S^l„„
io compensated
Rav Kidd, an American singer
Ray
oldies
iSJjun is
the entire layout will walk in a havin’ ” and “Get Happy,” after “I
Miss^ Shay, stays aboard essaying the: Paris scene for the tions of the 80-minute show before
ct
present
winner. That’s^ bow the
opener, and crowns for 50 wholly engrossing minutes, first time, acquits himself well in doing her act, making her first apLoved”
JJJJ
batch of talent works out. It s a witll her tv theme song, “Everya rep of smartly-picked^ musical pearance in a long fur coat, which,
usua i she’s a smash.
good piece of summer diverUsse- t hing I Have Is Yours,” which is Asc
has ease discarded, reveals ludicrous tights
is the comedy numbers. Kidd
ftn hi«ticated folksiness
Sophisticated
folks
merit with Romo Vincent,. Mary
gives an engagGar
a pleasant voice and shows to that set the laugh pattern for the
done.
and
ox on which
Burton and A! Morgan holding the
advantage in An intimery. A broad- evening. With the improved Kirby
dignified performance that's J^l^hSe^e^mance
As
based.
Js
penorma^^e
i
whole
top spots.
#nd ening of hl g rep and an easing of stone Quartet giving a strong asW ell lauded in a club that normally ber
t
Vincent is a fairly familiar fig- takes a little schmaltz with its ailurinelv goNTOe^- as a hayseed the slight nervousness shdwn open- s ist, Miss Raye does^a boffo^burure at the Copacabana, being in songS- she S very capably accom- gle’s aLumedThc proper slowness ing night should make him a good lesque of “Lover. .She s solidL-m
the category of aj regular summer p^ed by Jack Kelly on keys.
the ranks here. Spivy the skit. “Sheba Come Back ALitnf sneech moimtain dialect, and addition to
ot
headllner here and as an occasional
in an hilarious takeoff on
-Hamilton Trio is as snanpy Ca
imiiehts* nnd as still has the piano pound and tie,
I
fill-in. He recently took over for _ ParS.^teTm^s has led off a show
make her slightly Shirley Booth, The main props are
to
rotindness
witty
and
“oifn rme she’s w^rm
the a refrigerator loaded with, liquor
Jane Froman when latter became ***
in many months. Hamilton ®,;F«I^p «altv countrv-style spe- rambunctious songs easy on
freewheeling and a stove. Aiding 1» one of his
ill. Miss Burton (New Acts) and A 1
his two shapely femme part- XStv^ones^ are ’spicedwithplaySul. spirit here, and her
Morgan are new here. Former is and
atmosphere. Bill Fowler greatest drunk performances is
ners w0 rk in four varied moods: a
"*"
the- cuff ga b and low-pressure papered
making a comeback in showbusiapache-styie decha?acter. Jwonsness ia catching in this Jack Norton, well-remembered film
in
0
aiwws
arf
g
and inebriate for many years,
ness. Having left the business some tective snoof
an exuberant Ca5t e h js a lightheart
viMri of is okay for interim piano,
sh
years ago, tae uige has apparently i ypso and a dynamic bop finisher,
y
when caught biz was fine. Mosk,
Ip ker solo Chore, with Frank
off rim wart w.th a
Wt har
hTs poh?!.. fin»-e ***, p
StS at the piano. Mirt Baye la
Searing
Material.
soecial raaienax
teb ot
batch
of soeciai
ter.wanartttc. '«*•
solid withjher horseptty aiid throwimagination, warranting,
and
.
«rt .hna£atton.
Gal,’’
“Mountain
«iwtato*GAlike
aves
YfirSf
iuw
Lcs.
^
es
Vincent, Is still a portly gent rific
aways. Her older stuff meshes
itt.
ri ft c mitt.
h o«
Ve” and
a
Love”
On r^
Tough
'Television’s 'ifSLos Angele_s* June 30.
the--new
new and the cusnicely with the
although he has shed considerable
••UncLe FS" Vigirier their usual
Jock Prinee toraers respond aU the way. “I’ve
«”SCurtis .
Wanda
b^mtht in a_Jonpoundage. He"s brought
lSse
1U
new
and
sock. resn^ae
Arnold Got
Layne,
new writing
Rickie
Allen,
Ke ep Me. Warm.”
Larry
To
El
siderable
ierabfe ' amount of hew
It
X
Have
MOTUoned
JVienUOlMSU lt
wave MraUoSed
SnOUKI
u
YOU ^hnnfd
Intferpst to
I.UI.
nilria/l #pmI«
T __ V.Wa.
Tuna All
fresh interest
30.
ou.
+Jovbj Larry Green Trio; *3 mini « 01d Black Magtc“ and “Mr. Pagahas added
vegas, June
which
Las
LiQs Vegas,
n p fAr0 M make
]vrt a refreshing deJt
dent. Dover,
while “St. Louis
e Escorts “WhJ ShSra
mum.
sockp.
nini”
are
his turn* Vincent has never shown
Ann
s0 them ((with the
Capithi
^recent ^Capitol
FJ'®.
Ron “Why Shore - a’-Tec«it
to better advantage. At his openBluest in which she?a joined by
Doodles & Skeeter, El
. ,
"Tilflh Blah^ah”
booking could Kirby Stone, evolves Into a Jam
two-week
ing show, after a stint lasting more cho
This’
(10), Bob Ellis Orcb f^ilnrtnns^iricsdcaoers
Wind1
P
sleep- meiee that’s a rouser.
than a half-hour, applause conun- /tr). n0 cover or minimum.
performed well turn out to be the town
is penonucu
Efficiency
01
up ^f^-Effidcncv”
the maraUee
^
merquee
onhh^
ued until he could break in with a
.»•?«» nn
wUh -Sugar Foot Bag.opening
youSsteVTttom thehumin^ -jr. No big to
.
kt
customers
dpubi
the
dpubt
keep
begoff. He brought back a lot of
no
plenty
leaves
but
Sothern
a clever
Ann
““ __ ^
Kirby
Stone four — stage
towheads
the
an(» her handling of the
A
^ . man4
nAl*H
9
_
m
m* UtmtaMAjI
A
art
.
A
_ MM
AO a.
wmMm
perhaps
familiw items Along -with the new tha?
»mu«d
does, however, offer spo# H
that
act
nn
Ch
.
pl‘fl, ?. '.Jr™i^nrt U r!or
material. All. of it is in * vein he s
is hers if she ?“
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on a revival meeting
parolee coming home unex-

scriptive bits

and

the;
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^VnentaSd
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«
uoi nnyrnm." a u-ub«buusiw v
wltn plenty oi zmg
Hnnff
g arlan ndavio team of Darcan toy with a tor- and a little forced, but has possisock acre- to . match.,,, She
Jtrt?a comnuuie
contnbute aovis.
JnUa
at., u.i,.
lies
nr..,ko^> ft* Liu,];
.

^SSm

true thesp can milk the
spirt rtrt TjrWh^fi
SSlJtion vSert h® rirtuaUy Wed aid
out of a line or a situation, building to point at which she conSrned a niche as an annual hot utmost
customers torts
cash
the
captivates
She
be
can
balances
on partners
he
and
weather headliner
and caries outstretched arm, and gets flipped
reliS upon to hold up the enter- with charming ease
them along even while noticeably 6nto floor ^ a breathtaking split,
tainment values of the Copa.
work to For dind^ sh« coils about his
Morgan, making his bow in a experimenting with her
her torso for a speed whirioff. Turn is
major N.Y. nitery. is a graduate of find the strongest points in

.

the ri.owgM.type, toows
to parade her Pby^cal charm
and toss herflrehouseredcoiffure.
She was in the
long ago vdienahe ataged an upShe's

bow

nsmg’ in South America.
Jack Prinqe Is the little fat guy,
gye-riveting and suspenseful, get- who played in “Guys and Dolls."
results from the crowd. He has a pixie quality ta lighten
ting
.Showbacking of Bob Fisk orch is his strong pipes and breaks from
choice as are the betw een-show Mario T^anza to Rose Murphy. His
Les,
"Chloe” and “Nothing Like *
<janC e sets.
Dame** are positive mitt-wallopers,
The act, staged by LeRoy Frinz* Roosevelt Hotel.,
O. He’s definitely set for a nitery career and Will hold up his end On
finds Miss Sothern working with
.New Orleans June 30.
the Escorts, five male dancers who
Vauahn Monroe. Jack DeLeon , any floor layout
is a pleasant comic
Larry Allen
,
k»...
nrin^nariilpaccinir
. . .
..a
,
,
_ .*
boys^^are ^debonair window-dressing
ttoing, but
tSse 5f
of timing,
a good
gwda sense
Orch "(14); fg with aseries of
for the headliner.
inteniretahis Yiddish gags need interprets'
with
..
happy songs is the opener
a
can give him _
p
Billy Gray tau
tion..
tion.
“Happy Talk” and “I Want Ta Be
Vauehn Monroe headlines the lesson. ^^He’s^oif toir long infill?
Happy” leading off Excellent lightin this swank nocturnal monolog and will get clipped for
platinum*
de au® the striking
Vswillaome of
o£
too long.
.yLPTriJP.iSS account of himself. TaB, handsome the others. Two hours isbilling,
gftf •“*? ,png
,
So®?™is
well-tailored, Monroe non- Arnld Dover, lost in the
“ ,Bt*lglc,thdt get chalantly rings In » poised style, a Negro miihlc with a g«»d techB??“tcr
* b,g h*Ddyww«n. of
repertoire
UtUOU lC
UUlUg U
nique B11U
and m
a broad
WOlCilOlUCrS taking
it UiqUC
With the Ublcholders
.. W1U1
.
Best Is Mortimer
impressions.
Much of the stint evolves around avidly.
“Private Secretary,” the star’s tv
Monroe shows plenty of range, Snerd, least ls^Ed Sullivan, Which
show< and as Susan McNamara, solid phrasing- and an abUity to he can drop. Rickie Layne and his
Miss Sothern can do no wrong, interpret a ballad without going Yiddish dummy are holdovera.
whether it’s gold-digging or just overboard. Singer rings the bell Larry Green's instrumental trio
telling jokes. Her earlier movie with “Dance, Ballerina Dance,” do an expert job of backstopping.
Helm.
is "Racing With the Moon,” his longRevere,
Maisie
character,
brought back in familiar gumchew- time theme, “Donkey Serenade”
ing. wise-Cracking lovableness in a and “Ghost Riders in the Sky,”
Frisco
Frl*eo
Navy Yard skit in which the star with neat assists from Ernie JohnSan Francisco, June 29.
_
belts “As You Was” for good re- son, his vet accompanist-arranger.
Pee Wee Hunt Orch ’fS?
(6), Mem arn
“T° 0
The |y«c*
turn,3
Monroe^also gives expert treaty
60c weekCool .
Hot are socko. In some spots too ment to Young at Heart,
..
4
weekends
kends.
wee
material is detected and too
1 Wanna da^5 *

40-minute routine around which to
build for her bistro future, rhe
outlook is bright for the star, wno
has come a long way since ner
musical comedy days when she was...
known as Harriet Lake.

cocktail lounges. His style of working is a lineal descendant of the
mannerisms of these rooms. As a
matter of fact, before playing the
old Strand Theatre (now Warner).
it’s recalled that he was at Roger’s
Corner. Morgan deals in vintage
tunes that made good for many,
years. The oldtime, familiw- songs

.

N.

TOe heUover Amin Bros, thrill
and chill with the elder frere doing
a ri siy j n using his, gams to turn,
propel and to somersault the
younger man from a sitting posiTurn is always a crowdtion.
pleaser here as witness the fact
this makes the sixth local appearance of the pair within a year,
The Saharem Dancers are effective in tap terps and preclsion kicking in a single turn* the habiliments of the dancers and walkers
rating attention in the George
Moro choreo. Cee Davidson and. his
orch are okay, backing the show in

'

.l.n/i
Plano

nl.vinii,
VlV
playing distinguished by
and widely faying arms,
offers both aural and visual values,
Morgan travels on sure ground.
He’s homey, gives the^ customers
tun® easy to ateorb «n^ although
.

flailing

^

dppn^ti^\

sonM «nd Joml outSkthrS RnhWAT^pn Kathv
r^lin Production darSSs Ramona
rJnpjir SrkPiJJpH dh well here
The Mike Dursoorch*batoned*at
the nreem show bv B*eri Vauahn
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Osborne Orch; no cover or nnrtmum..
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C-WCCJV nurtuvil
attraction
a one-week,
booked expressly for the July 4
Rodeo erbwd and the strategy will
pay off. Jimmy. Boyd, getting to be
a big boy now, is a fave with the
western and hillbilly music lovers.
For any other but the western fans,
the evening could be trying. Except that Boyd surprise* With a
quick wit and eventually gets even

AIMS
This,

.is

work up

the most reluctant to
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l^gh.
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Ex-Harry
James accordionist, is
colorful. ^ He works on typical
,

things, but gets his best attention
gives “Ruby”
mia with the touch he .»ul
nouse, thls
Q i
a weaic
ak house
upemng
!.«.«<•
VToim nroves acaln that in a jazz- which he recorded With James.
S!,* 1^.
church & Hale are an unspirited
city where the aflrioMdos
"jSSSTS.

w

iav ®. a choice of several Dixie at-

M
J

^

t rac ‘ Io

a

However, 11
tnem. ^wever^it
araw
d

fine
&
is £
a nne

act by a short explanation that
be wafan^ eX-flgh?er!nd with a few
anDrODr i„k e cracks gets nowhere.
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new
New Golden^ Reno
Jimmy Boyd, Tommy Gumma,
Church A H«?e, Golden Girl,, Wit

.

Thourii even on this level, ite
with a j»
Hittv' cViubfisifi
off
with & hit Cspltdl disks sccBicd to m&ko
trio 'of^roe-tattooing routines to lrttle impression on the nightclubbusiness "stiteakV' should' cbntinu^
the pace' With this tiay tWo-Weeket'/
are of the honors. Chief bing^ pubHc. Hi oth«W2^ v «iere
faakUllAlIn
BAetiMM
are times when the hit disks dont
Wbrd- spreads.
when. ’UliriMdli'
'is the lack of variety
especially
dO it.
...
lb Mm.
hreV tab routines
routines.
Nearly full house mart^d MohdaV!
id
het
'i
.
—
Properly exploited this might
night (28) opening show; whientat least one eyebrow, in disbelief.
The inusic of Tommy Tucker
speaks Well for headliner Paul Some of the stuff misses, but bn and
id his crew is designed primarily H^°Y e a strong act ®Y e ?
Winchell, who had ceased being a the whole the pair fit snugly into for dancing, being flavored with a Dixie paradise, Pee Wee Hunt is
nitery ventriloquist during his past their supporting slot.
variety of rhythms and tunes of an amiable two-beat vocalist, a
Bob.
six years on television.
yesterday and today. Dancers make good comic trombonist and a better
ine^ uanu,
e
ee
average
e raRe emcees
After six solid years of tv situaa beeline to the floor during the in3 “ YX
i..
..
n
i.
_ . . A JF£
Colony Club*
tion comedy, Paul Winchell returns
knee-action sessions.
knee-action,
se
Claire Nel- while none of them^re jazz names.
gang
good,
is
swinging
a
competent
Omaha,
July
1.
to the in-person route with a sock
son, .Tucker’s
Tucker’s vocalist, impresses
Bea Morley, Francie Fisher, Pat as a capable songstress. Tucker of two-beaters.
cafe act that, is fresh, trimmed of
with
imilton Tno;
Trio; no cover or mini * emcees nicelv.
The
is
nicely
paced
show
loose ends, and unfailingly funny. Hamilton
nicely.
Liuz,
With the Jerry Mahoney character, mum.
Winchell engages in several speCfce* Splvj, P«Pl»
r-***-**
the days of
range
rang! of material from th!
Sharp patter and ability to ad
cialty duets that wind up with
a s June 2^4.
King Oliver (“Snag It .Blues”) up
_
quickie impressions of film stars lib with the ringsiders make Bea
„
Y?. ;
Spivy,
Spivy. Ray Kidd, Bill
Fowler; $1 to Bob Crosby (“Big Noise from
and a Jimmy Durante rouser. Two Morley a good bet. Most of the
inimum.
from
Biggest hands
nanus iium
Winnetka”).
winneiKa ;. rjiggebt
other dummies are also used, with comedienne’s routine leans- heavily minimum.
the slim house went, natch, to the
an unbilled assistant operating to the bluish side. However, that’s
After a year's hiatus from the tunes the band has made
majde its name
moveable limbs. One is Bubbles, evidently the kind of material the
Paris nitery scene, which included with: “12th Street Rag” and “Oh.”
a caricature of New Jersey strip- payees go for here.
thp
the U.S„
the <ipt
Gal’s best bit at show caught was
liars
u.o., &pivy
Spivy is back on Thpv
They Anpn
xney
close tne
set.
Close
teuse; other is Knucklehead, screwopen and nincp
Was a trip to tne
ball-looking dolt with amusingly “Samson and Delilah.” She wears the site of her old club With all
Memery Midgett handles the Iffimpedimented voice. Surrounding a eye-catching white formal and her gurgling goodwill, patter and termisslon chores capably belting
material i* sock, and •both dolls gives a grotesque appearance upon colorful, slightly offcolor, song out vocals in a semi-modern jazz
donning an old hillbilly hat for a rep. Her downstairs room, on Rue vein and playing jazz piano.
have great appeal.
Quentin Bauchart right off the
Rafe.
Trump,
For this show, extra walkon char- yodelling spelL
•

Chtez Paree’, which for jthe past
three ihohths. haS' bie?ri rtding: i hot

Bob,

style,

I

t^°t

me

‘

Water,” “Secret Love,”
Sothern.This,
This, plus some Be
Sothern.
Man’ and other tunes. He
Be, a Man”
a..
•».
M.*
"insure the sue- has
tightening should insure
s to beg off.
OH.
Paree, Chi
n
C
Ja.ck _ DeLeon, a young. comic,
Chicago,
Chie^o. June 28.
aTcS,°?SSr flSSr di^T&s^“^e’mtagty'"&ortir«:
e r °i e
,
Paul Wmchell, Monica Lewis into a song like a soda jerk, casual sort of style that puts him
to
Bo
(with Jack
whether it be gusto and bounce on intimate friendly terms with
rr
l\ l l or romance and beauty. With ^er customers. His impressions have
?1.10
Trio, Brian Famon Orch
minimum.
cover, $2.50
tZ.50
1‘ttle
little

-

.
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and ^e strong at daniSbation
well The Fi^k Martf^?tw dolJ
the Latin reSSf. Dureo Is at thl
Parsons Hospital, Flushing, as a
nrnch
Jose,
result of an auto accident.
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Boni Dana, with Art
Art Simmons
«,
Pi orrm
Mlrlielntminimum.
minimum,
Michelot;
Pierre
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i n time windup spot continues
with neat biz duoto relaxed atmosphe re pop prkes and good listen^
mg.

g

u ow

Gallic set and U. S.
Young^Mlic
Young
|,j B crowd make this a stop-

and located next door is a
Gogo,
popular
dancery, Whisky
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performer with a
^ gond
or---^^tep
and standards that .are
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d
y
a
delivered in a “
p
“ «® ^|!u iaA^hand
hand
hana
roa"^ with
manner. She /oams
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mike. and ha* a song for every
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Micneiot aisa proviae c
terira listening.
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*'Gl^P Your, Hands,” and
* Mountain
High. yalley Low”- are
itoiiitoOr’Jwi *30‘.
even
better
than when last preShir“Adventures on
sented. The- singer scores with
VU
leyLimle,
Can't Help Lovin' That Man of
MaJrtin
Tony
Sen Vova, line <5h
Dee Drummond; Mirie.”
orch (12) vntb
Jay Lawrence is. well received
$1.50-$2 minimum,
for impressions and songs, all of
which
he hat repeated here seventertaining
with an even more
eral times. His prizefight scene is
than dlBPlaycd_ aurlng tasj still the topper with
,
the channel
Stay
summer's extended.
swimmer a close second. The jokes
C
are a little frayed as are the film
S
present
the
with
hit
solid
star impressions, Lawrence has a
s corea°
warm quality and a pleasant manner that is unquestionably the best
the
opens
until Lillian Roth
kind
of ammunition to level at sin
middle of Sepaudience. He’s a dependable boite
Sll season in the

FUuolage, Lag Vega*

.
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yegas, July
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( untb Hal Home )
Alan King, Ron Fletcher Dancers
( 18 ), T orris Brand .Orch (11); no
cover or minimum.
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Tony. Martin
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Or*

SdVehexW^
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tember.

,

members of the

nine

All

,

r

least

a'unit,
top blade artists and r as
Neatprovide a smooth-15 minutes.
the five-girl line does
ly costumed,
everything on skates that an accomplished dancing line is expected to do.
shirley Linde, cut and attractive,
81 e

.

particularly well received. She
an adept blade artist apd when
she flips into a version of a human
top, she hits Strongly. If this is
is

is

out to do a film assignment*, Hfe
entire week was sold out days bgr
for the opening. Most of the singer’s material is repeat-stuff -end
okay, for his special bleatings have
earned Tony Martin a big corner
bn. the music block of America..
Added to such regulars as
“That’s What A Rainy Day Is For,?’
entertainer.
“There’s No Tomorrow,” “Stranger
The Dunhills come in direct from In Paradise ” and “Manhattan,” is
an African jaunt' with Danny Kaye an intriguingly new array, “Three
and the tap-dancing trio are socko Coins In the Fountain’ is okay.
with precision routines and breath- “Young At. Heart,” tugs. A moody
taking solos. The slides, glides and “Answer Me My Love,” is socko
shuffles of the terp. stars are stand- and his disclick “Here” is no less
out, and their soft shoe routine here. “Luck Be A Lady Tonight,”
rates accolades. These personable from “Guys And Dolls,” is a lyridancers can get closer to an audi- cal narrative in which the Martin
ence* than most terpsters even -as styling is tops* When it comes to
they
epitome
of phrasing and delivering this singportray, the
er-showman has few peers.
smoothness and 4peed afoot.
The star’s sidekick, Alan King,
Buddy King features himself in
a
nqmber is also back. Here is ‘a comic who
“Black
Moonlight”
backed by bis ladies of the line, can return with the same material
and always give it new impact; So
ft's a somber thing at the start and
winds in swift terps, being well what if be‘s still rebuilding the
staged as it builds, Barney Raw- Flamingo? It’s always refreshing
lings is the singing emcee and the as dashed off by King. Domestic
Jahns orch rates nod for a fine and tv material is pounded for
1

-

.

Fairmont,

.

when

it

appears

a bit too far
of gravity..

in defying the laws

It’s no longer any news that Nat
Victor Cole is one of the hottest items on
vocalist,
the new Tony Martin the cafe "circuit right now and
band, made up of .a dozen men
that’s primarily due to his disk sue-;
from touring bands who have de-.
cided to settle in Houston, * play cess. Four years ago when Cole
a commendable show as '-well as first played this room, he was no"
for dancing. It will be the standard less an entertainer but his audiorch
throughout
the. Summer
ence was unfamiliar with his recmonths. Dee Drummond,; former
Steve Kisley vocalist, is 4 genuine ords. Today, they burst into ap-.
asset both from appearance and plause when he starts t6 sing hits
for her vocal qualities, especially like “Mona Lisa” or “Too Young.”
during the ballads which are her
*
Cole does a 40-minu^e show in
specialty.
Jedo.
which he reviews his top tunes,
throws in a bit of flashy piano
Work, introduces, a few numbers
Chaudterrc,
unfamiliar to the audience and
Ottawa, July 2.
Jeanne d'Arc Charlebois, Jug- gets* for all of them, a heavy mitt.
gling Colleanos
His numbers include “Almost
(4), Kurt Jons
Trio Jimmy Evans. Jimmy Garrett Like «Being in Love,” “This Can’t
Orch (8); $1 admission.
Be Love,” “Pretend.” “Calypso
Blues,” “Mona Lisa,”- “Tqo .Young,”
Savvy scripting and production a community sing on “Paper
would place -Jeanne d'Arc Charle- Moon,’** “Walkin’ My Baby Back
bois among the top laugh-getters." Home,” “Nature Boy” and “Too
When a 'statuesque blond, who Marvelous for Words.”
looks like she should 'be doing
Accompaniment is by the Cole
operatic arias, opens with sound- trio of John Collins, guitar. Lee
effect apings of Harry James trum- Young, drums and Charlie 'Harris
pet and minstrel show banjo, the bass. The Heckscher band, joining
impact is considerable; but lack of the trio in special arrangements,
action, *<11 qw-up, business or gim- is a better than average hotel qnit.
micks keeps Miss Charlebois’ act although on occasion it overblows
from rising to its potential heights. a bit for the soft Cole voice. LightGal’s voice range could get her ing and staging on
this show are
billing 'as “Sumac With a sense of
excellent.
Rafe.
humor’' but even her impressions
of Lahza, Beatrice Kay and a little
girl chirping are devoid of the
Carroll’s, Paris
color and punch that could come
\ Paris; June 14.
with proper staging*
Philipe Clay, Perdita Chandler,
The Juggling Colleanos. new Sue Stanley, Mickey,
Rudy Castell
generation of a w.k. show biz famOrch (8 ) ; $4 minimum.
ily,
maintain the reputation of
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After success in five
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Songs
20 Mins.
Copacabana, N.V.
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Strengthening in sppts. As richest
man in the world, Updykes uses
Chicago, June 30.
mink golf balls, which are belted
Louis Armstrong Sextet, with into audience for good sight gag.
Velma Middleton; $2.50 minimum. Updyke is a rib of the very-rich but
also laugh-winning buffoonery.
As a nitery performer. Backus
Louis Armstrong's present group
whomps up poweF, beat and show- has this asset he’s non-derivative
manship enough to rock this over- and no imitator. To score in aftersized jazz, headquarters and keep dark field, Backus now needs mostly a dose of discipline, a vigorous
it. well patronized the coming four
weeks.
Showmanship is at least editing job on .material until act
half the appeal as SatchiAo’s mug- has more form and unity. But you
ging and gravel-voiced- piping, and simply cannot stop a natural comic
the sidemen’s antics, keep the in- with a. uniquely personal gift for
terest visual as well as audio. Afici- making people of all strata laugh
onado’s don't spare, the mitting and by saying almost anything.
Credits go to Henry Backus,
foot-stomping.
‘Sock lineup includes Billy Kyle at John Rich ahd -Johnny Bradford
piano, Arvel Shaw at bass, Barrett for writing and staging.- Act gets

CYCLO BROS,

Mae Note, Chi

8 Mins.

Empire, Glasgow

Two males offer iound act of
trick cycling with bicycles, unicycle and merely wheels.

—

Teeoff by having one member of
act do contortions with’ a machine.
Partner then enters, dressed in
evening suit,- and sits atop his
shoulders, then slides down ?eni,
bends back and inwards over machine’s frame, and winds by pedalling with his hands.
Balancing
skill is okay in this and other routines.

.

Evening-dressed partner maneuvagility, picking

.

Deems on drums, Trummy Young good backing from

Billy

(2)

Triqlc cycling

ers unicycle with

Britt's

up handkerchief from stage

Don:
on trombone, Barriey Bigard on house crew.
Clarinet, and, of course, Armstrong
on trumpet. Velma Middleton, as THE CYCLETTES (2)
always, is a fillip on the warblings, Cycling
hitting big moment in duet with 5 Mins.
Le
Armstrong on “That’s My Desire” Palace, N.Y.
A Norwegian import. The Cycletand “Dummy Song.”
Group plays hourlong sets of tes reportedly are making their
first
appearance at the Palace. Girl
standard Dixie numbers and Armstrong trademarks, adding Satch- and her male partner appear to
their clan in sockri juggUhg sesmo's latest ludicrous disk, “The have equal ability in executing difThis ChampsrElysees cellar club Boppenpoof Song,” a bop satire, ficult feats in this cycling turn.
sion.
High-school age in "appearDuo has a cute opener in which
ance, youngsters (two males, two still gets the monied carioca set, which scores a bullseye here.
they ride onstage with femme holdfemmes) handle, hoops and clubs but it is not the top pop Spot with
Les.
ing an* oldfashioned umbrella.
with the zing, smoothness and
visiting U.
show
,

...

Burton,, back

and animated car- lengthy absence, is no stranger
to
toons—Jim Backus hurdles the
show business,' Blit being out of.
sixth in a jiitery routine that
should be surefire once the’ chaff action for so long, a New Act
has been pruned.
notice is in order. Miss Burton
He’s a genuinely funqy guy with carries a batch of special material
an outrageously pliable kisser and tailored
sophietuckerish
alonfi
voice to match, The Backus humor
has a broader base than most. For lines, and the authority of one who
he's'-a rare comic who runs gamufr has been around and knows the,
from subtleties to slapstick, there- business.
by netting laughs of all dimensions
Miss Burton’s style is a combinafrom happy little smiles to belly
roars—the latter even coming on tion of yesterday !s showmanship
his satirical spoofs, a rare accom- and. today's material. When prop-,
plishment. In a word, Backus has erly used and before the right kind
a lot of universality, as witness his of audience, it’s a sock combinatrade waggery a jab at Hollywood tion^ She ha? the type of turn that
will appeal more to the masses
agents’
over - affectionate talk
which wows both the insiders and than the classes. Her projection is
unhepsters who don’t recognize the for the large rooms. There are several holdovers from years ago iq.
type but know what’s funny.
Mixing up some oldies and fresh her act. For example, the gimmick
nonsense, Backus scores in first 10 of addressing certain portions of
minutes as* a monologist with a her material to individuals, and her
He confidential asides to the, girls in
flair and plenty of warmth.
laments video ’’restrictions (“On tv the room seem to come from anlaughs. King works hard and rates I have the sex life of an amoeba”), other era. Her Yiddishisms can
the big hand at windup. As per pays tribute to “three great come- also be discarded.
usual, Martin dud King work co- dians, Bob Hope, Jack Benny and
Yet, Miss Burton retains the
medic song duets to conclude the Buster
Crabbe,”
and builds drive to whip most kinds of audishow and they always manage to throughout for strong response. ences into line. Her material is
inject a carefree spirit into the One swish gag wins applause but along familiar lines. Her varied
proceedings. Pair reverse “Louise” few laughs and could be sliced.
tunes on such subjects as the
this time around with King holding
Comic also revives h£s “Mr. Mc- marital fidelity of traveling salesthe mike to sing the lyrics and Goo” and “Ubeit Updyke” charac- men, the wisdom of carrying a rich
leaning it towards Martin only; ters. Wisely never getting too deep but old guy, plus an energetic “Old
now and then to permit a single into characterizations. Backus gives Man Mose,” -give her a healthy
word to be injected # by the star. McGoo more Babbitt badinage than mitt. Her best piece is a respectful
The routine pays off.
in cartoons, including a very funny mime of Sophie Tucker, which
*
.Ron Fletcher uncovers a scintil- “Kelcey’s Fight Song” theme of sends her off to a healthy mitt.
lating pair of new production num- Kelcey’s Nuts & Bolts Corp., of
Miss Burton should make good
bers b.v his Flamingo Dancers, with course. It’s blueish word-play, but in the majority of nitery
situations.
the frilled gals and guys moving In sock stuff presented, in Backus’ Her tunes carry weight
and her
swift terps to earn salvos- both term, “without music or Acapulco.” certain and seemingly
instructive
Hal Borne conducts the However, it’s questionable 'because knowledge of getting on the good
turns.
Torris Brand crew for Martin of the indigo.
side of an audience should make
Aided by Bobby Barber and with her a safe bet in the cafe orbit
while performing bis usually effiJackie Fontaine, singer on bill,
cient chore at the Steinway.
Jose.
Bob.
feeding straight lines. Backus’ Updyke is overlong an d needs
radio, stage, pix

'

RCA

.

30 Mins.

>.

Miss Linde's first professional engagement, as the publicity blurbs
say, she will ^ go. fart
The O’Learys are .fine skaters
in their duet acro-skating as well
the production, numbers.
as in
These production numbers, an Afro-Cuban Routine and one against A1
Bob.
back- backstopping job.
"An American in P&ris
ground, are especially .effective.
The comedy portion belongs to Hotel
Frisco
Ben Dova with his w.k. lamppost
San Francisco, June ?9.
prop aiding in sending a number
Nat
(King)
Ernie
HeckCole,
of ringslders back in the room
scher Orch (12 ) ; $2 cover.
that, he has leaned
•

MARY BURTON

Tony Martin works only one JIM BACKUS
week here, being forced to step' Comedy

Comedy

effect

‘

is

member

fhe other

floor.

achieved when
of act engages

tricks with two loose bicycle,
wheels and pedals on one wheel
in

alone.

,

Okay act for general run of
vauderies in U.K. and Commonwealth.
Gord.

.

-

savvy of experienced professionals
to hefty mitting: Kurt Jons Trio
on twice each show in clicko India
and Latin terps chores to solid reception.
Male and two femmes
•work deftly In rich costuming.

Jimmy
chants
cludes

Evans
in

solo

gabs, terps
stanza which

lik-

kered conditions.

em-

of

cees.

Jimmy GarreU band showbacks
*nd plays for dancing.

Gorrn:

Las Vegas

Thunatarlilrd,

Las Vegas, July 1.
Dorothy Collins, Jay Lawrence,
The Dunhills (3), Barney Rau?lWfls, Buddy King & His
Ladies
(10), Al Johns Orch (11); no cover
or

minimum.

The current three-framer should
fl° well
when the word gets out
that the 7-minute opus is loaded
with talent,..-Dorothy Collins, the
Ll) cky Strike
gal, is the topliner
and she gels; big 'assists from. Jay
Lawrence and the Duqhills.
Miss Collins* a, vivacious, personsinger,
exhibits surprising
,,?bnce and a. good set of pipes in
,

-

ae

,

L °ye

to

to

Me.”

It

may be due

vibrant contrast With winsome

offerings that preceded,
or, it may
be because
she belts this one witha single inhibition showing.
A„.

U e

Go°» ^

‘«nJ

w

down the
Go Where You

hut brings
nt to

and has two U. S. femme ehantoosies to round out the show, with the
fine South American tuning of the

and Rudy ..Castell orch for patron dancin-

standout impression
three males in progressively

Evans also

S.
biz VIP’s as it
yore. It now has a fine headliner in rising comic, Philipe Clay,

was of

?„
Ma, He’s
Makihg Eyes

at

Stiff tab will not help this in.
the tourist sweepstakes.
Clay is a gaunt, effervescent
singer whose ballads are in the
jolt and novelty school. He pounds
across his numbers with excellent
thesp and body accomp. but can
use a more varied repertoire for
even better audience acceptance.
As is, his canny rendition of the
catchy “To Yawn and Sleep,” his
t h e
“Drowned
contorting
to
Corpse;” and his “Jean’s Lament”
are a good staple for this club.
Perdita Chandler isan oldie here
blit a newcomer in the chant field,
with this club a good incubating
spot. Voice still needs expanding
and her bouncy rep needs a more
balanced filling out before she can
qualify for a class ‘spotting. As is.
she is an okay addition to this
plushery bill.
Sue Stanley is a pert U. S. singer who gives out with a few hovelty
numbers, that make for an acceptable roundout of this show. Gal
needs a stance and fuller rep, with
better numbers, before she can
emerge as a singer of any individuShe displays a good touch
ality.
with the audience. Rudy C.-s'cll
Hi and
orch supply? good .dance nV’

ing.

-

'

Mickey intros

acis.

Mosk.

EDDIE ARNOLD

Impressions
10 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
After a series of handstands on
Billing himself as “Mr. EveryGallnean, Ottawa
a
the handlebars,' distaffer does
because of his wide range'
Ottawa, July 3.
similar demonstration atop a pole body”
EngHerb Sells, Eric Badicton, Sitla, extending upwards from the bike. of impressions, 26-year-old.
performer, in show biz
lish-born
Gene Griffin, Bunny Dixon, Lind- For a climax her partner twice
looks like he has the
say Sapphire Dancers (6), Harry attempted a difficult leap onto the for six years,
Pozy Orch (8); 65c admission, $1 cycle before succeeding at show mimicking and impersonating talto take him places.
Sat.
caught Friday (2). Despite the mis- ent
Opening travesty of William Bencues, hjs third try earned warm
dix
sets
a sizzling pace, and he’s a
Sans names but with plenty dual-,'
standout in this, as in other tough
ity, the Gatineau Club’s show this
Would be advised
takepffs.
guy
week adds up to a solid ?essioiL
Herb Sells, member of “Radio' “aude, nitenes, ty and other visual wisely to eliminate such convehr*
as (hose, of
impressions
lional
firSL
for
time
works
the
Rogues,
.Johniile. Ray (singlpg the inevitable
without partner Jimmy Hollywood,
“Cry”) arid, of -Rose Murphy, for...
who i$ ailing, but while the fyi&s?
these kre beiite. overdone in world,
>r
ing member is missed, Sells’ stand- Impressionists
vauderies^ Impersonations of Robout impressions make it an okay II Mins.
ert Mitchum, George Sanders and
Palace,.
N.
Y.
good
of
set
stanza. Posessing a.
are socko: though his
Jackie Gayle and Bobby Barnett Billy Daniels
pipes, he apes Lairie, Ray, Benny,
Nat (King) Cole lacks realism.
Fisher and others. His impresh of are a zany duo who have played a
range in characters,
wide
Runs
a
Sinatra is given added effect by number of dates in New England
from British performers Frankie
Sells’ physical, resemblance to the and Canada prior to their current
Howerd, Ted Ray, Vic Oliver and
is
forte
the
Palace.
Lads’
stint
at
Voice.
singer Donald Peers to Bogart,
Eric Badicton, Java-born Dutch impressions, mast of which are in
singThey win Jerry Lewis, etc. His English
vein.
satirical
balanqer and juggler, works a the
er,
Peers, is well done, and his
thrill stanza on a platform that chuckles with lampoons of Libeperteevee
London
travesty
of
the
rolls over a loose log on a table- race, Satchmo, Sinatra and Pearl
sonality, Gilbert Harding, strikes a
top. He climaxes with four small- Baitey. among others.
note.
topical
Most of the* teams’ routines are
er tables piled high on the rolling
Repertoire also includes such as
platform and a hand-stand on the executed with a zip and rapid-fire
Danny
top one. Slla, frantic-paced jug- pacing. But frequently, however, James Stewart, Laughton,
and Groucho
gler, brings in several new twists, the sneed is a trifle too swift since Kaye, S. Z. Sakall,
make
features
flabby
Mobile
Marx.
of
including some toughies such as it tends to mar the effectiveness
impersonating,
flipping a tennis racket between some of the travesties. Versatile him a natural for
inconsiderable
has
not
he
which
with
at
note
different
\vlnds
on
a
two sticks without touching it or duo
dropping it. His act shows savvy one tooting a sax while prone on talent. Okay meantime for general
the floor and his partner on cym- run of vauderies and cabarets in
and draws heavy palmslaps.
and,\
Don Sapphire presents his half- bals and drum. Pair rates the bet- U.K. arid Commonwealth,distinct
dozen slim lookers in new routines ter vaude and video bookings once once act is sharpened, a
.
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(Continued on page 56)

times,

tbry’vc realigned their material for
Gilb.
maximum impact.

possibility, for U.S. bookings, in all

1

visual media.

Gord.

shows .get
centennial summer
underway. Seating capacity of spot*
which hooks top names, has becn
Dunhilla
boosted from 400 to 600 capacity
Patio
Dinah Washington .with stage and dance floor enAnn Spthera
accomplished
fey
This
larged.
WEEK OF JULY 7. 1954
breaking through walls on two
RENO
Ntimvrairln wnnfctltfri tvttft *mi *#t*w indicate epentna fty if ititw
sides; work just being completed.
Cel-Neve
Mapts
whaffiar #pll*r split wMk
Leonard always goes well in this
George Gobel
Sophie' Tucker
Lsttsr In paranthasas Indicates circuit. (D Indapandant; <L> Loaw; (M) Mow
Sportsmen
Jack Durant
spot, adopting Ids fast patter to his
Mapes Skylpts
Arden Dancer*
D
(P) Paramount; <lt> RKO; (S) Atollr (T) Tivoli; <W> Warner
audience and playing
immediate
Eddie Pitzpa trick
M Malneck Orc
ore
upon his avordupois. Usually be
Cal-Vada
Naw Oolden
expense of someone
,, ,
the
at
works
Kazan it Katz
Louis Jordan
China DoU Bevua
Fred Atkins
MIW YORK CITY M.rv.llol
Danny Crystal
H Harmonica Co WOLVERHAMPTON
Ike Carpenter Ore. way up front, but without offend«> •
Hippodrome (l) 1 Golden -GWa
Lizset it Eddie
CHICAGO
““"cAcm
ing. His half-hour show kept the
Stetetln*
Jack Beater
Eltham A -Sharp*
•
Chleaaa (P)
(P
G it A Doonan
Will Osborne oro
CMeat*
well filled house with him all the
Duke Ellington
Tony Starman
Jeretr Bros
aivonido
J Jell A June
L Blue it Kyzette
Ntchola* Broa
Marilyn Murphy
Goldwyns
time and brought him back for
Ted Lewis
Tommy Leanottt
SWANSEA
Doodles

Zlesteld FoUteo
Frank Sinatra

Georg* Tapp*
Dancer*
II Rancti* Vatai

it

Skactor

TbwmterMrd
Dorothy CtflUns
Jay Lawrsnee

'

'

'

'

m:

3 Arnanes
Betty Luster
-

Cinema

!

Alma Gogan

1

Gil Lamb
Sibyl Bowan

Palaca <R> t

Helene Kane
us Van
J Comets

Beams

Mills it

.

(P)

Mala it Mma
Jane Shore Cd

Empire <M> *
MeUta

.

MIAMI

Corps do Bpllet
Sym Ore

Girl

Montmartre

Bonny Moor*

.

1

Adorables

SYDNEY

S

(T)

Dagenham

Girl

Pipers

Maxwells
O'Hagan

A

<T>

Tlvell

Stead

The Myrona

Ivor Bromley

Budl Grasl
Johnny "Rubber-

David Edle

Jimmie Daniels

t

.

Peter SeUers
Frances Duncan
Michael Bentine

M

3

Mitchell
Boy Belles

Oranade

Romo

Co

Phinpe Rivers
Wilfred GartreU
Dale Warren
Maureen- Comfort
Michael Packer
Las Joliea Co
Montmartre Nudes

.

Joan Turner
Bass! 3

Lucienne

Bab A Astor
EUane A Rodolphe
Kathryn Moore
Monte Norman

FINSBURY PARK
Empire CM) 5
S

A

Marty Duncan

Mitchell

No. 1 Finn Ava
„„„ Downey
Bob
H*rom t on villa
.

,

I

Joe Black
Gprry
Garry Miller

Corps de Ballet
SO Tiller Girls
Palace (I) 9
Reg Dixon
Beryl Orde
Hajos A Surany
Ted Carson

Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard

Ruby Hill
Bay Hartley

Pan Yue Jen Tp
Semprini

Baynes A Osborne
Osborn<
Les Dounos
Beryl Reid
Jon Pertwee

Paula Stewart
carol Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchtfo Orr
Village Barn
Vickie Barry
Joel

Shaw Ore

Hazel Webster

Dale

Mullen

Old RoumanUR
Sadie Banks
Joe LaPorte Or*

Joe.

D-’Aquila Ore-

Hotel Astor

A

Me

up-

time he enters the stage* till he
leaves about 70 minutes later. His

.

.

,

_
.
. J
Continued from pag* 1
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Chas Warren & J
Duncans Collies

AJ^t^Sturm

.

"
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CARDIFF
««DIFF*”‘
^
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George Rex
Alec Foster
Noel Talbot
Earl King
Jack Easy
Kathleen Stanley
Cass A Keegan
Elsie Turner

CHISWICK

Emplra (*) 9
Diana Dors
Max Bacon
Harry Dawson
D Cardew Roblnsou
Dav* King
Spillana* 3

S B

Russell

Royal 3

-

V Lennon
H AEDINBURGH
Emplra <M> 9

Parka A Garrett
Eddie Arnold
Pharos A Marin*

5=

m

•

-- /
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Ottawa

-

^
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Brant

a.

Sabpah
U03SOH
Season

-

Empress (I) 9
Cyril Dowler
Rhoda Rogers
nm v M?n
nn Y
Hancox
Billy
wwinJ Benoes
B.n»i
Flying
Dancing Debtantes

K&tJtSSt.
Burdon
Albert
Frank Richards

'

;

;

_

A Ward
BRIXTON

Clayton

A

^

1

Shipway Tplns
Richman A Jackson

Marshall

——

Wlgll ulHD H0VI6WS

.

.

Douglas Chapman * Jack

Ron

Privett,

Ronald

Been,

Harris,

Irens Hood, Alan
.Gower,
Dennis

Jones,
Gordon .Monk,
O’FarrelVs Skating Blades

Helen C lore, Brenda- Marsh,
Beverly Wright, Lionel Baker,
Peter Bartlett, Mark Singleton.
Additional numbers by Bruno
(17)*

Granichstdedten, Gilbert* Robert
Stolz, Hans Frankowski, Thomas;
ice adaptation, Pauline Grant

&

Thomas; English book -de lyrics,
Harry Graham; associate producer,
Pauline Grant; Empress orch &
choir under: direction of Leonard
Morris ; choral supervision, George
Kitchell; production supervision.
Chare ll At Empress Hall, London,
June 17. ’54; $2,15 top.

ance over $7,000.
Current show played at the London Coliseum in 1931 and was revived some five years later for a
total of 919 performances. Langdon has taken it off the shelf and
put it on ice, staging it most lavishly at cost of more than $400,000.
It looks every bit of it.

Femnte star, Belita, is in her
fourth show for Langdon, and quit*
a favorite at this spot. Male star
is Max Wall, a local name in radio,
tv and vaude.
Story shows Josephina (Belita),
owner of the "White Horse Inn,”
encountering numerous difficulties
in operating the hostelry due to
the incompetence of Leopold, the
head waiter, played by Max Wall.
Tbe final love affair, where Leopold is taken into partnership by
Josephina and marries her, is as
'

per story.
There are plenty of comedy situations, with Noberti, Continental
clown, tying himself in knots, so
that he fits into a small tubular
contraption, is the big laughgetter*

Show
tacular,

is

most

with

colorful,

BClita’s

and specpirouettes
of the

and top spins getting one

big hands.
Second part has a colorful opening amid vivid rain transformation

and realistic cloudbursts, with
most of the cast attired in phosphorescent outfits to good effect.
Continental team of adagioists,
Koss Sc Harrison, scores in this.

A

big scene is devoted to the
Charleston, the popular dance of
that era, receiving plenty of nostalgic appreciation.
Wall, making his debut on ice,
Valerie Joy
Hal Fisher
Rita Marlow
free dish nights, etc. Still A “must" gets the arena to himself in one
Tony Vaughan Co Harvey Bell
Charlotte Water*
1^
NOTTINGHAM
Beth Chains -DI Lido Hotel
ln almost, all of the big drive-ins scene, .where he puts over his
;
Empire <M> 9
Gina. Valent*
8*mmy Walsh
comedy pianolog, ^which has been
Rex A Bessie
Is the chUdren'. playground.
Ethel Davis
Martin- -and -'Maio
p.,, S3
his. standby for years in tele and
Fred Thompson
Freddy Cain Ore
'
Number of drive-ins that have vaude. Size of stage gives him bigBombay Hotel
»
MgtftHu*
>
HMel
ftamt amt
Marion Murray
vAtifiPRly
Alan
Dale
switched
ger scope for his super clowning,
(Jose Moreno Co
to
big
screens
and
are
Buss Art oJaek'-Kerr
lean Carr
Peter Mack
L,Indsajr Sapphire Dancers high- now showing CihemaScope pix has resulting in showstopping recepAntone A 'lna
Carol Collier
tion.
Sid
Stanley
Ore
Max Mnrar
Brook Club
eached dose to 500» according to
PORTSMOUTH
The 12 Marquartsteiner SchuhSans Souci Hotai
HoUy Warren
hoopskirts “backed i
<
d
Fecundo Rivero 9
5 Scott A Jordan
y h VC
.* ov*'
plattler Dancers, another Continenby chanter Gene Griffin and BunDel Breece
Tony Matas
Q?a^^°mJvpr<f
!S nJHAr tA S
? ?* ay ,r*
Xe
ny
Julie Dawn
Dixon,
tal
Importation, found it tough
lounge 88er brought to
Clover Club
ore
ffc
Chris Sands
Ann Herman Den
Marshall A Farrell
the stage piano for this bout. \0 handle the four-track prints following him. Boys have a boisterBill McGnffle
Anne Barnett
from
20th.
According
to
exhibs*
Line’*
ous
closer
offering, finally getting over
is
another
standout
Alain
AUla"^
Dlagora
5
„ . Roney Pisse
0
with tunes from the early 1900s*. the nuge-screened ozoners are out- by sheer noise, and helped by
bS!!! ?;.* *»•»»» MMUyn Hl^toww
Johnny Plheapplo
BlUy
Maxara
drawing their campetition by a effective Tyrolean attire.
Tony Lopes Ore
tagged
“Memory
Lane."
Hawaian
Eev
Bobble Kimber
Selma Marlowe Line
Harry Pozy band showbacks in good margin.
Others to score are Douglas
Wright A Marlon
Vagabonds
Woody Woodbury
SCUNTHORPE
rtl
Flvo O'clock
17 top form and p ays for
entley
While, at the start of the season, Chapman, as the youthful Piccolo,
Savoy (I) 9
l
Th. Duuhllls
T^n^.i,?
_
Bello Barth
Th*
facing.
and
Shirley Burke, as Kathi, the
Gorin
Gorm..
Leslie Wright
it would appear that many of the
Dick Hall «
Vagabonds
v5;.wf(V
(4)
*
Mark Ashfield
~
Marie Ncglla
N««iia
.
Don Ostro Ore
Marla
drive-ins are in sharp competitioil postmistress.
Batty Hare
Loon A Eddie's
Calypso Eddie
Pauline
Grant, who replaced
with the indoor houses for first-run
.SHEFFIELD
Lois Da Feo
Frank Llnal* Or*
fCAA CYah.
Clab, A. C.
Eve Bradfield' as the show’s proEmpire (M) S
product,
distribs
say_ this impresCarroU Levte Co
Atlantic Cltyi Jjiily
t,,*!,, a
excellent job
Atlantic
4.
Sion is misleading. It's true, the ducer, turns In’ an
Violet Pretty
IAS VEGAS,
Jack
and looks likely to be in charge
C
Teenager*
report, that many ozoners have
3 Harvard*
Of Langdon*S future productions.
(2l* Paul
Pfli5' Sydell, Dorothy Kramer
Flamingo
Sahara
moved up their run* and todav are
I*'*
SOUTHAMPTON Terry Moor*
Martha Baye
Erik Charell and Dr. Ralph BenPe
Grand (|) |
Alan King
Kirby Stone 4
,n ‘here
...
Horse
Tony
Dalton
Sllvar Slipper
Amin Bros
J° e Fmetto; $4 U ct. But in gome Instances this is atzky, composer of “White
Jack. Glen
SaUy Band
Inn"
musical score, came over for
Last Prontfar
minimum.
Clif Owen
but a come-on for the customers the opening, the latter wielding
Hank Henry
E. Albart A Margo
Paul Betts
The Appleton*
Marquis Famliy
to get the season started right. As the baton for the occasion.
Peter Kingsley
Eva Marlay
Cortox
RoyalityGIrU
Sparky Kay*
summer continues, drive-ins
Jack £. Leonard, no stranger
Show is in for 17 weeks closing
SUNDERLAND
B1U Willard
Rose Murphy
here,
back on their bread-and-but- Oct. 20, It wilL be followed by
is the stellar attraction in
Empire (M) 9
Jlmmla Cavanaugh
Oo ld an Nuggot
Candy Sla A E
Paul
D*Amato’s
Dasart Inn
—
refurbished wor
_
Moran A O’Connor
wpwaww
500 ter product, i.e. action and color Christmas show, “Cinderella, On
v VUIMIUI
.
4
Jimmy Young
Palladium Revut
Ed Fora a whiter I club in mid-Atlantic City as the pix.
Rcgc.
Ice."

==

Maralyn Girls
Hippodrome ($>

&

—

Furst
Piute Pete
Rachel Ellen
Waldorf-Astoria
Freddy Martin
Eileen O’Dare
Mlacba Borx Ore

i

Dickie Valentine

Wall

b

relaxed the amount of entertainment- tax
slow-mooded,
Sammy Kaye Ore
Iris Long 3
Hotel New Yorker Manolo Mera
humor scores over and over again to be leVied on each film. He
Cassandras
GLASGOW
Ed A Wilma Leary
Village Vanguard
is
Stint
taut
Act.
tightly
in
the
agrees that the board has to coiiDe Vere's Lovely
(Ml S
Jo Barnum
(M)
Enid Hosier
. Empire
broken up by entrance of other
Tower Circus (I) 9 A1 Martino
Ben DoVa
Lee Goodman
ld
noUtical ******'>
asneeig and m*v
Owen McGiveney
C Cairoli « Paul
Steve Klsley Oro
Williams Trio
C
acts and a ball with the Beverly
Knies Animals
Uackford A Doyle
”1 w ch.. ls
instruhicks
with
six
Hillbillies*
August Natsch
Iris Sadler
IL * j a 5*
directly
hostile
foreign
towards
CHICAGO
Pierre Bel
3 Craddocks
raents. Re winds up by fiddling
country or the head of a foreign
Vivian A Tassl
3 Mazurs
While
reSweetheart"
“Goodnight
Black Orchid
Chat Para*
Knies R Horses
J. -A J Bentley
power.
The
line
of
demarcation*
Gertrude Nlesen
corded Benny voice echos what he
3 Cherks
LEEDS
Paul Wlnchell
Paul Gray
Harold Gautier Co
Empire (M) 9
thinks about. Sock ending with however, is somewhat vague and
Monica Lewis
Dave Romhine
Fattini
Billy Daniels
B Hamilton Trio
while “Red Danube" and “Never
plenty of ace production.
R Kerpais Duo
4 Ramses_
Benny Payne
B Farnon Ore
Douglas Kossmayer Dickie Henderson
Bluo Angel
Rodrigues Rbumba
The Will Mastin Trio, starring Let Me Go" came under the axe,
Elizabeth A Collins Walebone Willie
3 Petroffs
dgawatar Beach
Sammy Davis Jr., close the first the board has passed “Mr. Potts
George Ruzsa
Scott Sanders
Sam Manning
Marguerite Piazza
Lea Rayner A B
7 Eagles
halt Youngster is loaded with tal- Goes to Moscow," “Man on a TightLady Jamaica
Di Gitanos
2 Bassos
Re Kanos
Princess Orella
ent
in a varied routine of song, rope," “High Treason" and -most
D Hlld Dcr*
IS Beer Barrel P
Merle & Marie
Lord Carlton
dance and impressions. Gisele American films dealing with the
Little Jimmy
D LaSalle Ore
LINCOLN
Lady Trinidad
Jimmy Scott
Theatre Royal (I) 5 DXacy Quartet
Capitol Records song- Korean war. Linnus believes that
MacKenzie*
Palmar
Hoosg
G Pavilion (I) 9 Jimmy French
Blue Note
stress demonstrates her versatility, political censorship is more strinDorothy Shay
.
David Whitfield
Coral Gaye
Louis Armstrong
Darvas A Julia
Freddie Frinton
Gal
some pop tunes and gent in France,
warbles
Dan Nichells
Velma Middleton
Charlie Fisk Ore
Stella Moray
Lyndons
also sells plenty of special materLmnus.also takes issue with Miss
3 Najas
Frankie Parker
ial in the best manner. She also Jensen on the figures
Cycling Brockways [Syd England
of Finnish
tOS
ANGEIES
F Langford Co
3 Brooklyn*
t
Utecom"Jy,m,i production., Output Is about 25
Sonnle Willis
Cocktafl Ciitles
5S,??I^S
?
rf
M
i
B
Ambassador Hotel
vi°Im.
Charley Foy's
Herbert C Wilson
films
^
year,
12
MANCHESTER
a
not
as
stated.
His
Los
Chavales
de Dave Barry
de
BOSCOMBE
Palace (M) 9
Nita oc Peppi. a couple of sharp company alone
Espana
_
12 a year,
Grant
Hippodrome (I) S
Lena Horne
N Brandwynne Ore JGogI
looking youngsters, tee off the lay- Nor do local technicians get sent
Black Ore
Jack Haig
T Foster Ore
Mary Harkness
0
a
Harry Worth
Mocsmba
to HoUywood for their training. He
Wanda Curtis
Eric Williams
Jo* E, Lewis
Kaye
Channtog S55!Lv
Pollock i!?i
fills £5
the deuce reckons their output must get into
Jack Prince
Patricia Soleil
Olga Varona
Austin Mack
Larry
Allen
y
Leslie Do wsey
Berly Ellis Co
Paul Hebert Ore
the w“ld market before they can
BifH*
Layne
!££
x
.
The
Stuart
°Mor«an
Danrer*
Earl Darney
NEWCASTLE
Moulin
,
Roiig*
B
Arnold Dover
Fisher Girls
Empire (M) 9
the second half with some sizzling
B Mlnevitch
Mtee 'ritch°H
H *R
R
Larry Greew Trio
Musical Elliotts
Ken Platt
^Honvwn^^saya^^nnug
**y* L n lu9' hag
Da
Castro Sts <3>
adagio.
Three
guys
tossed
pert
the
.
BRIGHTON
Uta Roza
Bar of Musi*
U
6°% of the Fhinkh? market,
Hippodrome (M> 9 Canfield Smith
Dwight Flake
cSSSS A Jobnsoa femme aU over the place for iolid about
Max Bygraves
Dargir 5
Odette Myrtil
but latter recently cut its imports,
returns.
Lodse
Hoff
'
Nitwits
Arthur Haynes
Dick HazarcT Ore
Ore
Joyce Golding
The two-and-a-half hour layout
Blltmere Note
Hotel
cS^nsSi
u
bu?
m. it
K Feather
B Lucille Norman
Tom Canyon
has plenty of variety, pacing, keen c,use loo many pix are -available
Nelson Bros
Seaton A OT>eU
Wally Boa*
lighting and standout production, nowadays.
Tux Co
Three
Hones
Virginia Vernon
L *
Benny’s musical director, Mahlon
m
Hal Derwin Ore
D Arden Dancer*
‘
Shirley Hepburn
Danny O'Day
giro's
stattar Hofei
Merrick, handles the batoning.
BRISTOL
Vtoce
Albert A- Margo
c
,d
rc
Empire (!) 9
This was presented by William
IlFitfA.Iai
Ro^*
Ar«
D
tny
Harry Shlels
III IrU^IH
Drive-In
Duggan Attractions and ends the
HarTy Dawson
stage show famine here started
lMI BEACH
BFAru
.
3 Astaires
H
AMI-MI AMI
Ml
MIAMIConHnued. ftom
Contlnued
from par* 1l =====
Leif son ft Gatley
NORWICH
about a year ago.
Feve.
Roma Ferri
Hippodrome (I) 9
Bar of Musfe
Musli
Lynn Star
with the various gimmicks sueh as
3 Toledos
Ted Lane
Bfll Jordan
Bin
Rose Ann
|

atzky.

1

1

Drift Inn

Cedrone

on Ice

1

-

Harlowa Oro
Versailles

M Ourso Crc
Frank Marti ore

Iimi

Lofi^oh; June 18.

Claude Langdon (British Sports
Arenas Ltd.) prerentation of musical play oh ice in two' acts <u
scenes} by Hans Muller and Erik
Charell, lyrics by Robert Gilbert,
Basil Thomas* mime by Ralph Ben*

My Wynne
Peggy

a

Sy<,e11’*

‘Nice To Sea You
Fay DeWltt
Don Libert o
Lou -Nelson

Vincent

Mary Burton
A1 Morgan
Ramona Lang

Rowson

S

(I)

B

Ned Harvey Ore
depacmMha

S

A Royal
Metropolitan
_
Harry

Regan

BLACKPOOL

Bertie* it Boiindo

.

Won*

_

dancers
The Dorothy Kramer dancers,
Audit!£uim.
Kiev. At
Claude Langdon, who operates
top. four girls and boy* are, on for two
July
Ore..• v
T
Portland,
vifHNW*# vi
*
9 1-4; $4.80
arib nicely
nuiAiuefl the Empress Hall, Is the dean of
mvtmKopo
urKInU are
ntAalv received
numbers which
Impresarios, having introiceshows
rounded
show.
and make for a well
Jack Benny invaded the Pacific Jack Curtiss, who emcees* projects duced them first at Brighton StadiNorthwest for the first time in 10 into show more this year by sing- um in the early 1930’s. Later he
disposed of the holdings to Tom
years and brought with him a ing three numbers,
D’ Amato has booked local boy, Arnold and started this vogue at
smash variety show. If opening
the
indication,
George DeWUt, into spot Starting the Empress Hall in 1949. Since
nights are any
-comic will have the entire area Sunday (ID* with Dean Martin & then, he has staged two such shows
4
rockin and rollin’ for the next Jerry Lewis coming in July 16* annually, with the current offering
three weeks. The top drawer lay-* followed by Betty Hutton the last his ninth venture. His last show
there, “Sinbad the Sailor On Ice,"
‘Walk.
out is broken down into four acts week in July.
with Norman Wisdom starred,
for the opening sesh, with one act
played to over 1,000,000 cash
and Benny in the deuce part.
patrons
in 15V& weeks, House can
Benny has the stubholders right
CliinlaL Cmar
hold 7,000 with intake per performrilllll#n EAOw
in the palm of his hand from the

-

Dale

Voltaire

Opera House

(I)

iSSina* jdJares
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Piroska
Whim Oro
ore
Art Waner

Beuleverd

1 Peter*

Jimmy Edward*—
Tony Hancock

Fern

Barry Sisters, in second spot,
register as a nice pair of songsters
who give with old and new in well
written routine. Open with adapta44
Y our the Cream in
tion of

Sgw.'

Noren* Tate
Three Flames

St evil Sla

A A (Tommy

Moagadors

Charlotte Rae

Jimmy Komack

1

Horgon A Manning |
Terri Stevens
.EAST HAM

B A B Adams

N

Bernard Broa
Ssonya
Jane Morgan
7 Ashtons
Ralph Young

Man Barnes

Skylons
Bruce Forsyth

Courtneys

Harry Secombe

.

a^

Dancing Girls

Hippodrome (M> S

.

a c Detain#

Mono Lope*

Jack Benny Show

Max Blake

BRITAIN
L Sharpe A
BIRMINGHAM

Trepleena
T
JEJic*no

:

Choral Group
.Dancing Boys

Dawn

Reno

NEW

John Bluthal

face" Craig
Edith Crocker Co

John Blythe
Gloria

9

Boy Barbour
Margaret Brown
Tony Fontane
Nina Cooke
Julian Somera
Kerry Vaughn

Sparks

UonUner

.

do Eipana Qrq

crrn^
Celia Crnx

Matamoroo Trio
Nancy A Benny

Cabaret BiD?

1

Buck Warren Co
Warren Latons

Bite

S

Coffee" and follow with “Make
* Man”
g5STor, Love to Me “ "Send
S5L
Sonia Caleepo
A Romeu Oro
and “Side By Side." Off to good
Alonzo Ballet
applause they come back to- do
“Little Things Mean a Lot," and
YORK CITY
then the oldie “Dark Town StrutUnit
Drummond
Dee
Ball." Girls look good and
ters
Bazin St
Frank Sonell
Oscar Peterson
work well in spot, keeping- payees
Hotel Pk Sheraton
Gerry Mulligan
their
side throughout.
on
Herth
Trio
MUt
Illinois Jacquet
Joan Bishop
Paul Sydell brings into a club
ElU* Ana**
Hotel Roosevelt
Jonathan Winter*
July
2.
best animal acts. WorkOre.,
of
the
one
Portland,
Lenny Harman Ore
Martha Davis
Hotel sutler
He»ei
Bart Howard
Jack Bennu Variety Revue, 'with ing .with three dogs, he does standred Weenmorc
Weems Ore
Jimmy Lyons Trio Ted
out aero stunts with the animals.
Sammy
Tri!Trtamn(i
Leo De Lyon
They balance on two legs ^n his
Vincent Lope* ore
Bon Sotr
Davis Jr., Gisele MacKenzie, Stu-

Frank Cleary
David Sterle
Vienna ' Boys Choir I Judd Lane
Tlvell

Guodez

Chino

I

f

o a

Mlml Cal

AUSTRALIA
BRISBANE

City. Hall (T) S

MELBOURNE

Dancer*

HAVANA

Empire (l> 1
Baydlnl
Gt Marlowe A G
Peter Cavanagh
Freddy Stohbs
Sally, it Charles
Idris C6_ ;
Morris A Cowley
Walthon A Dorrslne Kay A Katrina

nto Guitar
A1 Blanc
Antone it Nina

D Deo

Starlet*

Tp

YORK

White H*vk)

Stars Belita* features Max
Uiith Noberti, Marquartsteiner
Schuhplattler Dancers (12 i; Kosi
bows and more repartee. Into' stint St Harrison, Patricia
Neil' Delhe works parodies on popular tina, Bill Hinchy, Joan Connell,
songs, with soft shoe bit which Joyce
Whitney, Joe McQuirk,
[scores.
ShMey Burke,
.
Tappin,
Philip

<

Eric Hutson
Chris Cross
Hockettaa

Show Review
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Directors’

Workskop

Workshop for young legit direcwas opened in New York yesterday (Tues.) Tagged Directors
Studio, organization’s program includes classroom training and Sumner workshop theatre productions.

tors

Hartford, July 6,

Under the skippership-of Alleh
'SABRINA FAIR' ECONOMICS
Stewart, former general manager
here/ a local
of the New Parsons
house
the
operate
will
$50,000
Investment So Far Stacks
syndicate
middle of
$58,482 Profit
for legit starting the
be
will
on
Emphasis
September,

’

tryouts of preload way shews, a
“Sabrina Fair,” the Playwrights
oper- Co. production of.
policy started hy the former
Samuel Taylor’s
ators of the house, which shuttered comedy at the Royale, N. Y., repreprecarious two sents a $56,482 profit on its
last spring after a
$50,000
Investment. The distributed profit
and a half years.
With the changeover in house is $30,000 to date.
operation, will come the return of
According to the latest accountT H. Parker, Hartford Courant ing, covering the four-week period

Executive directors ef the Studio
*
are Laura Malin and Anita- Parttell,
CHICKS RATIIGAN
the former having been assistant
“
v
V
stage manager for' ’’’Girl On* the
Via Flaminia” at the off-Bjroadway Maynard' Morris of MCA Catches
of
’Prince’
Finalv.Performance
Circle in the Square.
•••.
Faculty members include' Peter
r v
Kass and Al Saxe.
Maynard . Morris, of the -Music
Corp. of America legit department*
planed last Thursday (1) to attend
the closing performance Saturday
’

critic,

1

‘

•

’

i

’

’

•

.

1

go to Switzerland, making side
trips to Bayreuth and other spots.
He’s due back Aug. 2.
“Sleeping Prince,” by Terence
Rattigan, is slated for Broadway
production next fall by John C.
Wilson, but with an American cast.

tickets sold prior to

the Ziegfeld Theatre

met”

current);

is

(where “KisLouis Lotito,

manager of the Martin

general

Beck Theatre (“Teahouse of the
August Moon”), and the Shuberts,
owners of the Plymouth (“Caine
Mutiny Court Martial”)/ Shubert
("Can-Can”)
and
("Pajama Game”).

St.

James

BELAFONTE WILL TOUR

NEGRO “FOLK MUSICAL
-

Hollywood, July 6.
Harry Belafonte will go to prison
late next month
to- begin picking
bp material for his scheduled sixmonth coast-to-coast tour in “An
Evening of Negro Folk Lore and
Music.” Show will be presented by
Paul Gregory.
Charles Laughton
,s mentioned
as stager. Torn kicks

—

off in

December.

Gregory

.

dickering with the

is

governors
of various
Southern
states for permission for
Belafonte
Jnter prisons and work camps
JW.h a tape, recorder to get material.
Ballad singer is particularly interested in working with
Prisoners serving; ulong terms and
me sentences; lathe hope he’ll get
“Pn^s they he®:d" When they were
children but whiti) have since disappeared.
'

;

:

•detail® can be arranged,
hJ?-.
Belafonte will begin his prison
’

trek immediately
after completing
current role in the film version

ms

Sarmez

*

iior

Jones/ 1 which Otto
Singer

ger ls Producing.
r231?
lt y appeare(
TnvfJ

»*

MUrray

manac,’

Broadway in
Anderson’‘ ''A1‘

^ 611

Tknic’ Net at $203,233;

Road Tour’s $1,108
Respite

Kaycee,

Profit

Denver

Theatre Guild-Joshua
Logan production currently op
tour, has earned $203,233 net profit
on Its $90,000 investment. The William Inge comedy-drama, which
won the Pulitzer and Drama
Critics Circle prizes for the 195253 season, is now playing a San
Francisco engagement, after which
it will go to the northwest and
then eastward to Chicago.
For the four-week period ended
May 29, the show grossed $75,109
and earned $1,108 profit, including
a loss of $1,176 for a seven-performance split between Kansas
However, the
City and Denver.
latter item Was subsequently can“Picnic,”

i.

40G; Eye Tour
“Ondine,” which close<T~last Saturday night (3) at the 46th Street,
N. Y., represents a profit of a little over $40,000 on its $102,000 investment. The Playwrights Co.
production is a possibility to tour

Lace’

the July 1 tax earned $30,039 revenue, lgss $2,069
deadline, for performances after expense, for a net of $27,970.
July 10.
Presold tickets for per- Added to a- $9,220 balance from
formances through July 1-10 are Sept 30, 1950, that made $37,191
subject to the tax, which is being available, and after the new diviabsorbed by the respective legit dend, left 11,991 balance in reserve
managements ^and theatre owners. pending decision on a disputed
The compromise agreement was assessment for New York unincorreached by municipal officials and porated business tax.
attorneys for legit managements
Breakdown of total returns from
that had filled Injunction suits to
the play shows that the Broadway
bar collection of .the tax on tickets
production
and the road company
sold prior to the tax deadline. The
earned 657.607, the revenue from
city council subsequently approved
the film rights added $201,050,
The injunction
the agreement.
British and other foreign royalties
suits, arguing that a tax on precame to $257,16Tand stock, amateur
sold tickets would be, in effect,
rights and miscellaneous income
retroactive and therefore unconstitutional, were held under advise- was $146,193, for a total net profit
ment by. N. Y. Supreme Court Jus- of $1,261,991.
“Arsenic,” with Boris Karloff as
tive Samuel DIFalco, who recommended that the plaintiffs' attor- star and Josephine Hull and the
late
Jean Adair co-featured as the
neys and city officials try to settle
two lethally humanitarian spinster
the matter themselves.
sisters, opened Jan. 10, 1940, at
Injunction actions had been
brought by Billy Rose, owner of the Fulton, N. Y.

as* the st$tefc
;

outdoor theatre sea-

son reopened.

‘

.

For

‘

Until Labor Day, more than
250,000 theatregoers who like their
drama mixed with history and presented in cool night breezes, will
see the state’s four major producnight (3) of Laurence Olivier and
Vivien Leigh in “The Sleeping tions, “The Lost Colony,” “Unto
Prince,” at the Phoenix Theatre, These Hills,” “Horn in the West”
London. After a week there, he’ll and ’’The Sword of Gideon. The

ATPAM

-

ove^

Carolina’s coast to -the mountains

.

..

-

to cover

-

Starlight

.

shows there. ended May 29, the show grossed
Stewart has announced he will in- $107,100. (However, immediately
vite Parker to resume reviewing thereafter, costars Margaret Sullaproductions at the. sppt.
van and Joseph Cotten withdrew,
It will he the first time in more and attendance sharply declined.)
‘Unfair’ to
than a year and a half that Parker The profit for that period was
will have entered the house as a $7,515, but expenses for moving
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
banned
by
Was
drama critic; He
the production from the National, and
Managers has. put Cornelia
the former management because N. Y», cast replacements, etc., came
'Otis Skinner’s one-woman show,
columning
were
his criticisms and
to $4,419.
“Paris ’90,” on its unfair list.
Oddly
harsh.
too
considered
After profit' distribution, the Union move stemmed from actress’
enough, it was to Stewart that the show’s assets
included $13,700 in refusal to engage a manager for
task fell of banning the critic.
bonds and $12,782 available for re- the production, which is currently
As a result of Parker’s exclusion, serve.
touring the silo circuit. Presentaa furore was aroused that -ended
tion used an ATPAM manager
with the passage by the legislature
during its original Broadway run
of a law prohibiting the barring of
and a regular road tour.
At
drama critics from theatres.
Miss Skinner’s office feels that
the law's passage, the Courant anthere’s no need for a manager to
nounced that Parker would not
travel with the show. The refusal
return to his Parsons heat unless
to engage one is based on the
the management Invited him back.
grounds that the star and her manThis it failed to do and' Parker
‘Old
'
ager-husband, Alden S. Blodget,
stayed away.
have been unable to find any rule
Stewart will be general manager
Backers of “Arsenic and Old
requiring it for a bam tour. Show
for the local combine of business
Lace” have just received another currently employs a personal rep(Continued on page 59)
$25,200 dividend from the 1940-41 resentative, who’s a member of
production. That brings the total Actors Equity, a union maid and
payoff from the Howard Lindsay- two musicians. It's the contention
Russel
Crouse presentation to of the Skinner office that a man$1,250,000 thus far. On the basis ager would just be a supernumerIdiocy of Retroactive
of the standard 50-50 split between ary.
The Skinner office says it would
management and backers,
Tax on Legit Admish gives the latter a 1,786% profitthat
on go along with ATPAM's demand
if the union could show where it
Under a compromise worked out their $35,000 investment Jto date.
last week, N. Y. City will waive its
For the last four years, the has the right to place a manager
new 5% admissions tax on theatre Joseph Kesselring comedy has with the production.
drama

t>

MAY

'

Greensboro, N. C, July 6.
and stagelight blended
the weekend from North

'

*

:
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McCormick Speculates:

Do Angels

Really

.

in the fall if a suitable replace-

ment can be obtained for Audrey
Hepburn,
the

title

Mel

whose

performance in

part drew critical raves.
was costar of the

Ferrer

show.
|

The Maurice Valency adaptation of the original French of
Jean. Giraudoux had. empty seats at
only a few performances during
Broadway

156-performance

its

run, but Standee trade brought the
gross far over the theoretical capacity
total.
New straight-play
gross record for the house was set

The Deal on Film Sale?
Legit financing procedures are
to the Sardi’s set, of course.
But Afyron McCormick wonders
how many of the uninitiated realize
that the sale of a stage play at a
fancy price is by no means a great
windfall for the investor.
The actor, who had -been asked
about his producer role in the,
planned boards and film versions
of “The Second Monkey,” strayed
from this to follow the paths .of a
$2,000 investment' in a show that
costs $100,000 and brings $500,000
for film rights. All hypothetical,
of course.
The $2,000 buys 1% of the $100,000 play in a conventional deal,
McCormick points out. (Backers
share on a 50-50 basis tyith the producer after the production money
has been recouped). Of the $500,
000 that«comes in from a Hollywood filmmaker, $300,000 goes to
the authors. They get-60% of all
film money under the standard arrangement
with
the
Authors’
League.
This leaves $2b0,000 to be shared
evenly between the play's producer
and the angels. Or, $1,000 on a
$2,000 investment in a play which
brings in five times its cdste in
screen rights. Further pfejjgrothepoirit, McCormick underlines that
such hefty money from Hollywood
-

“Horn

j

is

the.

West”

.

^

"got

a one-

night jump on “Lost Colony” and
“Unto These Hills.” Its curtain
Was lifted June 25 at the Daniel
Boone Theatre at Boone, near the
Blue Ridge Parkway.
The next

night “Lost Colony,” oldest of all
such outdoor productions, opened
its 14th season at the Waterside
Theatre at Ft. Raleigh, near Manfeo, at the opposite end of the
state.
“Unto These Hlils” began
its fifth season in the Mountainside Theatre, Cherokee, the same
night,

“Lost Colony” will play nightly,
except Mondays, through Sept. 5 .
drama will play
nightly except Mondays through
Labor Day, Sept. 6, and the Boone
drama will be seen nightly except
Sundays through Labor Day.
“Sword of Gideon,” at Kings
Mountain, which has an abbreviated schedule for the summer, will
open its fourth season July 22.
(Continued on page 60)
,

The Cherokee

Line

Up

Dixie ’Circuit’

For Legit Attractions;
Stevenson Takes Lead
Ft.

Lauderdale,

Fla.,

July

6.

on the production, “Ondine” had
Circuit of theatres and auditoria
earned $1,616 profit as of May 29. in
the southeastern states is being
On the basis of its $9,000-per-week formed
to provide continuous playoperating net, that would have
ing time for touring Broadway
brought the total profit to a little shows.
Four houses have thus far
over $46,000 through last week.
agreed to the setup and six others
However, closing expenses un- are figured likely
participants.
doubtedly reduced that figure.
Project is being prompted by
The show, staged by Alfred Lunt, Daniel F. Stevenson, recently apinvolved $108,102 production cost, pointed manager of the Memprial
earned $2,210 tryout profit and had Auditorium here. He has received
pre-opening expense in okays from the managements of
$6,830
New York, bringing the opening the Center Theatre, Norfolk; Menight cost on Broadway to $112,722. morial Auditorium, Spartanburg,
As of May 29, the backers had been and Peabody Auditorium, Daytona
.

repaid their original $85,000 Investment, but the 20% overcall
and their 50% share of the profits
are still to come.
Miss Hepburn, whose withdrawal
at the expiration of her contract
Caused the play’s dosing,, sails
shortly for England, where she has
a film commitment She reportedly has no assignment after that.
Ferrer has a film stint in Italy.

Beach.

Other spots figured certain to
jpin the loop are the Dade County
Auditorium, Miami; Miami Beach
Auditorium, and the Auditorium,
Orlando. Stevenson hasn’t yet. had
replies from the Mosque, Richmond; Township Audiitorum, Columbia, S. C.; City Auditorum,
Raleigh, and the Reynolds Auditorium, Winston-Salem.
In

waiting

to

the

Shuberts,

United Booking Office and various
producers and concert managements for possible future bookings,
Stevenson has noted the
Blacklisted by
profitable business drawn here In
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents recent seasons by “Oklahoma” and
& Managers is stepping up its ef- “South Pacific.” The local Audiforts to organize the strawhat cir- torium was lighted 90 nights last
cuit. Union has. placed the W< I :- season, and he hopes to double that
port- (Cdiin.) Country Playhouse, figure during 1954-55.
.the; m4Jor barn outlets,: On

Westport Playhouse

legit

ATPAM

1

its^unfair iist

‘i

•

«**

'
•

-

;•.?

1

rare.

tious tourist industry.

during thd engagement.
According to the last accounting

Know

known

is

outdoor dramas, each performed
near the site off the event it portrays, have become one of the major attractions in the state’s ambi-

‘^Mbve^Was^made b^dauSb' theW^e

Getting back- to “Second., Mon* is not e^lglt^mf an ATPAM mankey,” McCormick said he Ann; Rob- ager.- Position- is; currently^eld by
ert Bassler will present' It as a Janies AW# who’s in- 'his inaugural
legiter in N.Y. next December/ season St Westport. He hid- preSubsequent to this, Bassler, who’s viously been general manager of
now an independent producer (for- Richard Aldrich’s Falmouth Playmerly with 20th-Fox), will lens the house, Coonamessett, Mass.
celled by author-director royalty screen version in which McCormick
As a result of the unfair listing,
reductions and a cut in the Guild’s will not participate. “Monkey” was Ralph Lyqett, vet Westport flack,
office expense charge.
written by Allan Scott.
has been called off the job.
expenses
pre-tour
Additional
and a tune-up staging stint by Marshall Jameson involved $598 debit,
and $5,693 is -being withheld for
N. Y. State unincorporated- business tax, leaving a total net profit
Sol Jacobson, pressagent for "Teahouse of the August Moon,”
to date of $203,233.
wonders facetiously whether the play’s sellout business in London
After distribution of $170,000
is a result of the overflow trade from the Broadway original. He
profit thus far, the remaining as?
explains that the house seat situation In New York is so tough
sets include $20,000 cash reserve
that wheh he gets requests for tickets for relatives and friends
and $13,233 balance. There is no
in town en route to Europe he suggests they see the John Patrick
money tied up in bonds or deposits,
smash in the West End.
since the Guild, as a former qiem,
As “proof,” the p.a. reports that Eli Wallach, who went over
ber of the old Producing Managers
to play the Okinawan interpreter in the British production, reAssn,, remains one of the few mancently wrote that the show’s audiences there are heavily sprinkled
agements not required to post
with Americans.
union security.

WYNNEM1LLER, GLENN’S

1 '

.

’

24 - year - old
Wynftfe c ‘Miller,
daughter of Glenn Miller’s brother,
•

has

(1)

assumed fer family name

heretofore
as
appearing
Christina King and (2) signed via
her hew agent, Johnny O’Connor,
as ingenue in a new Broadway musical, “Hot Rock.” (Title refers to
the royal Stone of Scone, which
was stolen couple of years back
after

from Westminster Abbey, London.)
Miss Miller, from Greeley, Col.,
was trained for classical music and
has sung with the San Francisco
Symphony. She was on the Jan. 31
tv show of Fred Waring.
“Hot Rock” is due to open Sept.
7 at Hershey, Pa., and play Pittsburgh and Boston before hitting
N. Y. Male lead will be Hal LeRoy.
Score is by Harry Noble, book by
Gen Genovese, who will be coproducer (Arendt 8c Genovese).
Musical is budgeted at $250,000.
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Now

and Sympathy* Profit
Stands ft
$194,63*
fA $194,632

'Tea

Tw0

.

AMrirt s f anp Trio: Other
V f Barns
;iap|li»|VlI^ ViipV

4454

j

different accounting

methods are being used by various Rrn«H.

«*»

,
vvrlghts Co.-ftlapy K. Frank pro- out of the respective week’s regularnet receipts,vand!s beljjg
;
deducted
the reported gross. In other instances the tap is; being considered
f10
„,uh “Rrieadoon ”
Show diictlou of the Robert Anderson
T i . e
Vi
i Uffa
Village,
-*
Wqllingford; Conn., «fuly 6«drama> has. earned $194,63? profit as an operating expense and is consequently not being deducted irom
J.
n
Aav
v
through next Sunday ul
^VJth the recent payment of a $20,- fl, e regular gross. Amount involved varies from around $500 or so
fcoiWfiaie Mustf&L; Theatae, ne^v .will run
but subsequent productions will ,0Q0 dividend, the total distribqted f0r j,it shows solidly sold out in' advance, to a practically negligible
* P inflated ii this C&hnectiOn the S um for productions with little or no advance sale. Under a Comoroprofit .reached $145,000.
Wednesday-throught o a weekend sell- be presented
x
CW? *
basis of the standard 5Q-50 split
ise agreement with the City, shows must pay the 5% levy on tickets
^ divl 3-4?under Sunday nights.
tul h
packers, soia prior to the July 1 tax deadline, for. performance July
and
° wt
management
between
a° reie
Ml?
Friiiowin* “Brlgad<ton*^wfii be
Fdnowmg
that represented^
conditions
that gave the latter a 121%. profit Managements are “absorbing’* this amount. The .City is *waiving the
•£«.“: on thei.-$60,000 investment.
-tax on presold ticket, (or perlonwnoes after
,,

m

'

m

'

«

.

'

,

;

m

Mo

-

*

My W

4S?“ ‘ThS/mS?

l
Ca
6
the n«Sect but once the bow" and^'CMtlahoma^^Tentf one
weehs Sf°", he "argSFtor. summer muttree
t,
v4 nn transformed an al- s ical operation in the country, is
l?500-seat
scaled at $1.50 to $3 for reserved
packed
field into a
admission;. 50
general «
only such u.ear
SI
»*»«««
s,
seatscanvas the
tne »wy
.arena -under canvas,
;
EngNew
of
cents for children under 12,
section
this" seci
layout in inis

mJ/m,

Sidelight on Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera Assn. opening production
the°show g.-ofsed $114,796
profit After of the summer al fresco season .“Show Boat,” reveals how earefulij
and Hammerstein guard their, properties, The stock rental
Rodgers
payments,
remaining
dividend
assets included $15,000 cash reserve, contract stipulated that the Jerome Kern-Hammerstein-Edna Ferber
would
be played for a stated sum under certain conditions,
musical
baland
bonds
$25,662
$8,970 in
I
marind and
Twtmodtomv after
offor the period
nnH then
then went
want oji
rin-tn
sneclfv that “nn
show. the entire
entire season
‘‘no other show
to specify
ance. Immediately
royalties with the sole exception of ‘Oklahoma’
higher
receive
may
Joan
covered in. the accounting,
Fontaine succeeded Deborah Kerr and that if any other show during the season is paid a higher royalty,

>

i

t™ied

'fi ^n^s
m

and earned $28,459

’

.

land.

-

i*n Phiiiv
4 Affairs
Aftatrc* IoG,
PJully
Theatre is located on prooei t>
Philadelphia, July 6.
adlacent to Oakdale Tavern ( To
at which
costarring
-onto* inn in New England
state.”'
of
4Affafrs
Washington, did not stop-) and is June Lockhart a nd Richard Derr,
central to a Potential
week as
last
$13,000
grossed over
wards of 1.000,000 population,
the third offering of the Playhouse
Benof
direction
That
seasoh.
current
under
Spot is
j n the Park's
jamin H. Segal, managing director represented a $1,500 rise over the
Haven;
New
in
by
turhedin
Shubert
gross
previous week's
of the
i.
Ak Wilderness,” with Miss LockCarlson Soear, formerly connected
and
Shubert
Haven
was
star.
It
Gene,
gs
hart's father,
with the New
the New Parsons in Hartford, and a i mos t identical with the first
Robert A. Hall. New Haven manu- we ek’s gross of “Happy Birthday,”
factoring executive. Staff includes w ith Joan Blondell.
Stanton Shifman, assistant, manthe ^o^ng D f the first
ager and treasurer; Burton Bonoff. three productions of this third seaboxoffice treasurer, and isorman J.
attendance at the tent theatre
Rubin and Al B. Perlman, press- j n Vwest
Fnirmmint park is running
y
Fairmount
Technical credits go to ahea(j Qf last year and strongly
agents.
Bill Ross, director; Alien Waine, a p ead
This despite the
1952,
choreograoher; Sylvan Levin, mu- {act
last*" summer’s first two
sical conductor; Peter Pressman. off3r i n « s
‘‘Road to Rome” and
choral director and assistant con- .. Moon ° i s Blue ** w ith the big
ductor; Homer Denison, assistant drawing power 0 f Arlene Francis
to Levin; Steve Sax. Don Tirrell. and ^ race
ellv
meaning a lot.
*
scene designers and Tony car- were the top w eeks of the 195 3
mucci, lighting.
season.
Opening show. “Annie Get Your
no .„ tent
now
installed at
Uclllg lllbldlicu
ItlH is
15 heins
A n^.\\
Gun.” stars Helen Gallagher and th e Plavhouse next weekend re«
features Mark Dawson. Balance of ^nt
damaged
navmg nama^a
heavy storms having
c n t neavy
lfripiin
includes “Student tne present one beyond
oeyona reasonanie
reasonable
the
Boat”
“ShowBo't"
13.I8,
id-iu'. “Show
id-io'.
a,?!? 13-18'
Princp” (.iui>
uui>
(Tulv
Prince
reoair. This week’s show is Shaw’s
7Jul
u
20-°5>. Bngadoon
(July 20-^.
“Too True to Be Good.” Tradi^
1)
De rt.-?,on ?
tional exodus of Philadelphians to
Aug.
ivate
Kiss Ale. v
^
ke shore resorts hurt last night's
f
^
*‘Finian’s Rainbow^ J^Uc.
(Mon.) business, but sale for other
*Aug. -64--S#
“Call Me Madam
eV enings is good.
“Where’s Charley (Aua. di-£>epr.
(Sept. 7-12
•—.
5>, “Carousel
.
.

.

*

•

as star.
-

,

ly
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theatre not hit by the new 5%
City Center. As has been the case
tax is the Cit
missions tax ifor the past couple of years, the
empted from the levy. The Center, however,
cha
originally charged
as Federal admissions tax,
reveni
regular
reg
ular revenue.

Only
Qnly

legit

N.Y. City admissions
with the Federal adtheatre Has been ex-

I

still

retains the

blit

now keeps

20%
it

as

^

Enterprises, Inc., has been chartered by New
Leonard Jacobson
Ja
County Playhouse, with York State to conduct a theatrical agency business in New York.
for regular patrons Capital stock Is 20Q shares, no par value. Directors are Leonard Jacoband groups and its 432-seat house son, Patrick H. Sullivan and Josephine R, Lee. Harry A. Schwartz
«>
rescaled to throw bargain hunters was filing attorney.
^

Bucks

new reductions

previously weak spots, is
breaking all boxoffice records in
this 16th seiason.
Spot has a new
producer, Michael Ellis.
“My Three Angels,” starring
Jerome Cowan, racked up
r , a near, nA
-1record $7,100 last week, bringing
the average gross for the first five
k tn nparlv S7 nno
Record
***»•£
eross in any
anv previous
nrevious
one-weex gross
year was Bea Lillie’s $6,941 set in
!95 2.
Opening of Monte Proser’s plush
v
Playhouse Inn next door, Ellis’
popular curtain chats with audienees and good plays ire factors
ences
in success thus far. But reductions
on season" subscriptions (10%).
(10-2(1^)
ffrmmc
and
rnnnnn
Sioks (5% and judicious rescaling
into
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Hyannu
Cape Cod s biggest weekend in
history, the resort’s stra what s got
off to a booming start with the
three Richard Aldrich operations.
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Cod Splash
Cape
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the management must make up the difference.” Incidentally, “Oklahoma” will also be done by the Pitt spot late this month.
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Group of Philadelphia and ‘Bucks County theatre followers has
formed organization called Curtain Raisers, for purpose of backing
5,
Broadway shows. Gabe Lavine, former Pennsylvania state tertni*
?iSme?Sis? Ke
he claims is “50% social,
pre"^"* of new group, Which *-.
?
__ d conmanv
d a’ second
company of the champ, is president
Curtain Raisers has already bought into two forthbusiness,
50
59% business/’
coast to coast ttour
our.*
show lfor
or a Coast-to-coast
snow
productions.
i
fall
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coming
com ng
s
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Word from England is that Lord
finlknnw V;«Uw
hso boon
Gilbeen nil.
Vivian, ...Via
who has
Anthony
bert Miller’s London manager since
last May, has resigned to resume
Eid producing on his own
West End
Mrs Martin ftpek
M
Reck American
mil
na m-aciHonK
cailprt la«t
last
president! sailed
Theatre wi
Wing

’

:

.

.

Freeman^ are already
and Arny Freeman

I

‘

f/ii« tha
chow
for
the show

set

MaPffA
Tnnne urill
Margo Jones
will
Misalliance,
July
20rAug. 8, as the third of five sum’54.
productions at Theatre ’54,
mer prbductions
*

.

V

.

Shaw s

suge

J(

Dallas
rFeuer
Martin:
Feuer Ar Martin,

&

orodueprs of
producers
“Guys and Dolls,” “CamCan” and
the upcoming “Boy Friend” and
“Silk
Stockings,”
are plugging
those
shows on their postalmetered, mailings
Assn, of
>
Theatrical Press 'Agents & ManString,” the C. W* Christenberry- agers is. collecting a fund for the
David B. Graham production of widow atld three young children of
three Paul Green one-acters at The- John McIntyre, former legit p.a. in
a
dl d
Lys - Gree,"v,c,’ Vi,lage

Saturday (3J on the Caronia for a
seven-week cruise of Scandinavian
waters, with a stop-off; in London
Mike Goldon the way home
reyer is manager and Marian Garaham pressagent of “Salvation on a
.
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ge^ cred ^ f° r fining the
house Monday and Tuesday nights
ndL®*turfay matinees which rareWestport, Conn., July 6.
6.
Milton Welntraub, union
?
of the touring tute
v
All boxoffice records in the 23- ly sold out ,n the P ast
Cape Cod Melody Tent (former“Picnic” for a delayed honeymoon secretary-treasurer, is handling the
^and.
Crowley,
who
was
assistant
to
the
Miller
has
Hawaii.
James
S.
ly Music Circus) at new location year
in
;ar history
j|i s t ory of
j^e Westport Coun,.
0 f the
t
Costume designer Edith Lutyens
-.1 .
late producer Theron Bamberger taken over the “Picnic” assignment
,
_^
*
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opened Friday (2> with a full i mo gene Coca. Slightly
V more than
house fur “Student Prince.’’ Jim
was the
de
Hawthorne and Bob Feyte were ^
topping cast for ble by a new seating arrangement.
“old favorites
Other records have been set
fifth season’s opener.
Thcre was a capacity opening through the years, varying with
(3) capacity and scale, by legit stars
Saturday
audience
night
llke ^ane Cowl, Gertrude Lawat Aldrich’s Falmouth Playhouse,
Coonamessett, where Helen Hayes rence, Olivia de Havilland, Tallulah
Bankhead, Helen Hayes and Lillran
the
four-week festival began with
Last week; S
Every and Dorothy Gish
“What
classic.
Barrie
Woman Knows.” Same went for draw ? 3 credited to Miss Cocas
that television rep utation
Dennis,
Cape Playhouse
opened last night (Mon.) with
Emerson $10,300. Sea Cliff
“Dear
Talullah
Bankhead
ir
iir
Sea Cliff, L.I., July 6.
Charles."
Charles.”
Faye EmersoD, who’s made a
Advance appeared strong in all
few legit appearances, but is best
three Aldrich ventures.

J

.

*

centage or both.
Exception to the ‘no. star’ rule
was the cast for thte season opener
(Ilka Chase, Edna Best, Uta Hac^|i>
cli:,
iiir
ri
».
gen
e tc.7 aaoCllllflCIl
assembled for
geD,
etc.7
Eliot’s
’’Coclifail Party’’ which grossed almO st $14,500 two weeks (June 7the affili»
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w ri produce and invest in plays,
currently has two scripts planned
for^ Broadway next fall. They are
^

Earth”
Barbera’s “Down towl«»»
Joseph
j
and Leonore Coffee and William
The Open WinJoyce-Cowena
oyc * Cowen s
‘J
do 'v
_
.
,
t
Bowden
and Bichard
Charles
.
t
,!!!? JB^kS
W
?,*7 ‘
-

.

.

I
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'

the

‘’.‘'.rSi'IShWs^Imek'

T

“Grand

Night,”
Niaht

National

Sf

f!?

mptE"

l 9 Jf

’hien
qkin-

ILp^’whifJbWAuf Yml

^

second
n e°r w!ll' IlsO line ^n
show for
OilVTT
1VA the
tUL. Hollywood
AKV11J TTVVW showcase
Muriel Kirkland will appear
, ;
^
^
j n the Theatr/e
Theatre ’54, Dallas, tryout
of “A Dash of Bitters,” by Reginald
— —-r
Denham'
waiAiMiu uiiu
MM Sutton
Denbam>nd
and Conrad
M *•»•*»** Smith,
which 0|)ens at the theatre July 20.
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Abroad
Legit Bits
GCgll
DUS rtUTOdU

Ronald

^£$£7.
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?n Camnbel! ChrU«e
“SSSatfiJ don™ InLon^onas
"

Alexander’s “Angelica” and a revival of George Kelly’s “The Torch,
bearers.”. Alexander
and Kelly will
fill probaSy di^e^t ^[heir
charles Miller has slated hi J own

nnAPlT
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-
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W. ^L, hon^
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ca.

oy ailcn * cl nosc ‘
Hollywood is due in New York
Richard Charlton, former direc- Jfext Wek' from "he Coast to Corotor and co-producer with Ann Lee piete casting in “What Every Womwith which Helen
nrod&g'offic^ ?? Knows,”
X 5® S
a WI 1 open
thea e Sept
vSrk under th? name of S? y or a i
N
un iVaI
*
^.
American Productions. Firm which ?hJ
a ; K} u n uci
6
s

VAMOOSES
HIB1VWW TOWN
IV

^

est boxoffice tunfefoBi^im;; Ranine
in John Htihtrhgt^n^ ^eight
BekSbns1 df o^e^atiiig' -tfijS 580*seat

1 1

V

fheTpening /LTre^ort'a^he

a^t ^10 300,
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‘Norway’ S7.600, Spa
Sea
sImerTeatre last
tuonlr
in
Williom
Saratoga, N. Y., July 6.
week
William
McCleery’s
‘Song of Norway,” starring Lu- new comedy, “The Lady Chooses/’J
ci»e Manners warbled the strong- Take.for, th, week ending

week

(without standees)

from $6,750 to $7,000.
Aside from the rescaling
g Drodu r Euls
maMng no bas“c
changes in this pioneer summer
theatre. Like his predecessor, Bamberger, Ellis will not rely primarily
on stars to draw crowds and he has
announced publicly that no actor
w yi be paid more than $1,000 a
week-either in guarantee or per-

”

*

top gross

tial

London, July 6.
Wall, who has scored hit in
Claude Langdon’s. “White Horse
‘

Max

™n iceTC Em^s

Hail,

has been offered the lead in Lang*

“Cinderella,”
pantomime
Broadway -open- which Will be done at the Empress

comedy, “That Certain Age,” for
production, with a

all

don’s

Spa Summer TKiftftf/* C|»eretfd '4dd 9ell 'Qdt’/ ;? ^e^i Sr tHi^'ith^a-. .‘-'^gfiderful Town’ ’’’-"which closed ing scheduled for late October.
Part was
as a Christmas show.
•drew netiriy $7j®09fat-$3 ,tbpi
tpe for a WeekV'hin^Was Yacked-iKi* ^5 atu r dav (3) at the Winter
Benjamin Rothman back from originally intended, for Norman
contract
under
Israel, where he conferred with Wisdom, but he is
ibis outset el list
open- up.in. ^filvHy.jGlivia^^de HkViiUlnd*
a
N
nd t t
for run of “Palladium Revue,
.pulled’ 'in. $12,145 for weight
er, “Annie /©I
by
de
eniacemeSt in Chicago to- Yiffi Mosensohn, author of “Sands which is doing capacity and may
^
in
the
Negev,”
will
which
Rothman
more than $2,000; the 1952 teeoff performances in “Candida.”
nfght (Wed f^^ reore?ent s a® net
“Nina," with Edward Evirett Ho?:
with Mias
“Eady,”
Emerson *£&
on
“ *
ton, by $1,900. Sixty-five standees starred, had been initially tried $250,000 investment.
for Val ParnrilV panto, ‘‘Puss iu
berc' is adaotine* the xcrlDt
>vere registered Saturday night (3) out the week of June 14 at the
According to the latest account- Rose Caylor (Mrs. Ben Hecht) lias Boots” ... Henry Sherek’s new
unusual for so early in the sum- Westport (Conn.) Country Play- ing, the Robert Fryer production
completed a new play, “Lentil,” in- production is titled “Winter
mer
'
house,
grossed $58,009 for the two weeks tended as a vehicle for her daugh- Sports,” with cast already lined up
Audience reaction helped to
ended June 12, for a net operating ter, Jenny Hecht .
Alex NIcol including David Tomlinson, Betty
mi*
tinkle the cash bell. Premiere perloss of $1,024, but there Was $2,000 will co-star in- “Blaze of Glory,” Paul, Kathleen Harrison attd
Benoit $7,800, Matunuck
formance here, and the first for
income
which
from
Laguna
(Cal.)
will chael Shepley. ^ Starts renearsms
stock
rights,
Playhouse
bringing
Matunuck R T Tulv ft
Howard Duff, next Monday;
the traveling company, was reathe total profit to date to $224,- present July 27 .
r
V nam es
33
®'°; -P?‘
sonably smooth. Charles K. Free787.
Assuming ..the musical had Marjorie Lord and Dorothy Paty^
*°-i^
1
l!' \lur a
accentuated sgain
last week
when
man staged the musical.
add i t i 0 nal losses for the next two rick head the cast of “Anniversary
'^nenuo
Gri>up
Patrieia
Benoit,appearing
in
Theatre
W g eks pjus closing expenses the Waltz,” which opens at the La Jolla The London 10i|h
“Gigi,” pulled in over $7,800 at
plays* during th
nrofit would
net
be around (Cal.) Playhouse next Tuesday (13) will present t(Va
i air* George
Tent at Lake
the Theatre-by-the-Sea here. Show, SSn nnft
for two weeks.
Edinburgh International Festival.
,
Lake George, N.Y., July 6.
the preem bill of the season, bowed
State Fair Musicals, Dallas, will One is “Love and .punacy,
-The dWrihutofi nrnfif t« atoi
have Benay Venuta and Jonathan satirical comedy by p«*« r
James MacKenzie and William June 26. It was theatre’s best open- 000 thus far Rerriainln^
-a
rn
arri » re Peating t h e ir original N.Y. with characters ranging from
H
Merrill, co-producers at the Dobbs ing week since Judy Holliday ap?
" 7june 12 indSded $25 000 ca?h
the ba,n ln “ Dreara
u
o
ii gh
y
a
e
V
e
“Musicarnivar seascin in a 2,700Miss Benoit waj billed here »s $139 ’receivable »nd $47?527 bab Town’^at “he Mme^pot^Aug?^ Cooper; with jaclr Bodne, and
(eat tent, outside Lake George “Mrs. Peepers.”
cast.
shce.
Sept. 5. Imogene Coca,^Joto Tyenl SStoiri Liddell In two-player
J
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‘Sweethearts’
In Pitt

Kill Toni
We MMt
London, June

.

Sudan Week

Pittsburgh, July
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a slim proposition either for

summer season or the U. S.
Two brothers await the arrival of
an unknown girl cousin who, upon
the death of their great aun\, inherits their estate, They draw up
a plan of campaign, one suggests
murder, the other marriage to
either of them. The ancestral home
is presided over by a yes-man butler as aged as the family lineage,

who by judicious entrances and innuendos helps forestall most of the
sinister plans.

All the death traps fail, the girl
avoiding the dangerous cliff face,
the boobytrap in the cellar and the
approach of a strangulation scarf.
Outwardly a simpleton, cooing like

an oldtime musical comedy ingenue, she plays one suitor against
the other when- they decide to try
the alternative method of retaining
.

When

showdown,

comes

to a
their victim eludes their
it

menace by disclosing she
knew of their designs on her all
final

along. All this is handled with an
airy unreality with the conspirators
icily polite, behaving as if they

were twins speaking' like automatons, each concluding .the other’s
sentences. When they philosophically take their final drink they are
warned by the doddering retainer
that each has been poisoned by the
brothers in turn. Knowing nemesis
has caught up with them they toast
each other with amicable sangfroid.
Dulcle Gray, vwith ablonde wig
to accentuate her apparent dumbness,
flits
nimbly through her
divers tribulations with, a disarming a^r. Her cousins are. played
with a nice balance of the serious
and the- ridiculous by Michael Denison antf Alan MaeNaughton. Richard Goolden gives one of his inimitable character studies as the
butler. Mavis Pugh brings in a
breath of sanity as a snooping reporter. Play is -well directed by

Norman

Marshall.

Clein.

Current Road Shows
Caine

Mutiny

one.

.

—

Bedtime Story, by Ted and MagRitter- Lake~ Whalom Playhouse, Fitchburg, Mass. (12-17).
Brothers, by John Rodell - Theatre ’54, Dallas (5-18).
Burst of Sommer, by A. B. Shiffrin
Bucks County Playhouse,
New Hope, Pa. (12-17).
Court Olympus, by Richard Rear-;

—

gie

‘Ginger’

D

$10,'

MC

—

—

don

—-

.

Chicago, July 6.
continued to

Summer Doldrum

singe the

'

Windy

City’s single legit
Westport (Coftn.) Country
Playhouse (5-10)
(Reviewed in attraction last week, with the \veek7
day -traffic hitting a new low.
Variety this week).
Shubert lights tomorrow night
« Dear Charles, adapted by Alan
Melville from Marc Gilbert-Sauja- (Wed.) with "Wonderful Town.”
von (based on Frederick JacksonEstimate for Last Week
Gordon Bottomley)
Cape PlayTime Out for Ginger, 'Harris
house, Dennis, Mass. (5-10).
(25th wk) ($4.15; 1,000) (Melwyn
Gloucester Story, by Clayton
Stockbirdge Cape Ann Playhouse, Douglas). Nearly $10,900.
Gloucester, Mass. (5-10).
Happy Ant Hill, by Franz Spencer White Barn Theatre, West- ‘OKLA.’
$30,000
port, Conn. <10-11).
Here Is the News, by Norman
CLEVE.
CARNIVAL
HudijH—White Barn Theatre, WestCleveland, July 6
Barn Theatre, Westport, Conn. (17Music carnival’s
in-the-round
18).
Kittiwake Island, by Arnold version of “Oklahoma” notched up
new
under-canvas
strawhat
high by
.Sundgaard and Alec Wilder—Mill
playhouse, Hammonton, NJ. (6-17). grossing .$30,000 in 11 performMaggie, Pack Yonr Bags, Iqr ances through Saturday night (3).
Elaine Carrington
Ivy Tower Musical, headed by Ridge Bond
Playhouse, Spring Lake, N.J., (12- and Carolyn Adair, formerly featured in touring Rodgers-Hammer17).
Magnificent Fraud, by R. J. Dare stein companies, drew $18,300 at a
top in first Week at the 1.600$3.50
Hunterdon Hills Playhouse; Jutseat tent theatre in nearby Warland, N.J., (6-11).
Miss Private Eye, by George Bat- rensville Heights.
Show was produced by John L.
son
Kennebunkport (Me.) Playhouse <5-10); Grist Mill Playhouse, Price Jr., with William Boehm as
Andover, N.J. (12-17) (Reviewed in director; Myron (Mike) Weinberg]
general business manager; Boris
Variety this week).
Our Mias Brooks, County Cen- Kogan as musical conductor, James
ter Little Theatre, White Plains, R. Nygren, choreographer. Eight
*
more tune shows are slated, for the
N.Y. (15-17).
Penny for a Song, by John Whit- group, including the current “New
ing
Murray Theatre, Princeton Moon,” with Rosemary Kuhlman,
Bond and Miss Adair -as leads.
(12-17).
Perfect Woman, by Wallace Geof.
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—Windham

(N.H.) Playhouse (5-10).

MUNY OPERA

LOUIS

ginia Beach, Va. (6-10).

frey and Basil Mitchell

M7)

(July

Angel with Big Ears, by Romeo
Muller
Theatre-Go-Round, Vir-

Broadway last week. Exodus of"
vacationeers for the holiday weekend brought substantial b. o. dips
at practically all J&ut the sellout
ST.
shows. Receipts dropped as much
St. Louis, JQly 6.
“Roberta’,’ is still a good draw at as $9,700 in one instance.
the Municipal Theatre Assn.’s AlThere were two closings last
fresco Playhouse in .Forest. Park. week, “Ondine" and “Wonderful
Onc-week presentation wound up
Latter goes to Chicago for
Town."
Sunday (4) with a gross of $54,000
from 63,000 payees, many of whom a summer run. “Remarkable Mr.
were delegates to a convention Pennypacker," currently on twohere. Martha Errolle, John Tyres,
with a
Kay Medford, Lew Parker, Bob jfers, is in its final weeks,
Gretchen Wyler provisional closing notice posted
Scheerer and
played leads.
for next Saturday (12).
“The Mikado" is the current bill,
(Drama),
Keys: C (Comedy),
opening last night (Mon.) for a CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
seven-night run. A mob of 8,000
(Musical Comedy),
(Musiand gross of approximately $6,500 cal Drama),
( Opera)
greeted the piece. Principal roles
Other parenthetic designations reare being played by Martyn Green,
Robert Rounseville, Dorothy Mac- fer, respectively, to weeks played,
Neil and Robert Eckles. Heat wave number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, numcontinues.
ber of seats, capacity gross and
Price includes 10% amusestars.
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,
exclusive of tax.
Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst

‘ROBERTA’ TUNEFUL 54G,

(Mon.). Advance sale indicates an
improvement on the gross for this

(July 5-18)

the

their fortune.

The sUmhier slump deepened on

.

. . . . .

its is

Fizzles; ‘Sea’ $27j

Kansas City, /July 6. I
Starlight Theatre had, a slim
stand with ’’Sweethearts'* as its second bill of the season, closing al
seven-night run Sunday (41. Takeof $40,000 for the week is slim,
compared with $60,000 figure each
pf the season's 10 shows needs, to
average to come out in the black.

Long holiday weekend hurt the
normally heavy Friday and Saturn
day night business for the Civic
tj u^Vmv
flail MhUoil Directed Light Opera
Assn. -production of
J
“Panama Hattie,0 and last week’s
Theatre, 3un* t9, M»
'°^*nolele pm# second show of the outdoor
season
twJPSSiim V/.V.'.U' *ii«heel Oet^Bon at Pitt Stadium, finished to slim
Show got poor notices, opening
325,000. Musical started building
... .1 . Mavis Pugh. after a slow opening
Blchardf ..
and kept go- night and never picked Up to a
ing until the exodus from town lively pace, despite the presence ofThis light cdmedy fry a new play- began Friday (2). Show starred 50 local children drafted for the
cast.
Principals included
wright was tried out three, years Lisa Kirk.
.
Joey
“0" Theatre
Current bill is “Merry Widow,” Faye, Rowena Rollins, Helen Clayago at the suburban
and has been on television. It is in with Patrice Munsel reportedly ton, Marie Foster and Jack Collins,
the “Arsenic and Old Lace*’ vein. getting $7,500, one of biggest sal- with vaude turns John and Rene
It has a crisp* intriguing opening, aries ever shelled out by a summer Arnaut, Andre, Andree and Bonnie, T-Bone and Tabby.
but soon develops into just another opera.
Third production of the season
pseudo-thriller. Buttressed by the
is
“Three
Musketeers”
.drawing power® of the stars, this
which
opened its week’s run last night
may strike it lucky, but on its mer30.

on B’way

Biz

Starlight,

1

frame and the only change in $4.60; 1.062; $33^00) (Lloyd Nolan,
the immediate future will be at the John
Hodiak, Barry Sullivan).
Philharmonic Auditorium, where Nearly $33,300 (previous week,
“Porgy and Bess" will replace $33,700).
“King and I" next Monday (12) on
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (61st wk;
the Civic Light Opera schedule.
484; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160). Almost
Estimates for Last Wek
$46,200 (previous week, $50,400).
Comedian, Civic Playhouse, (4th
Carousel, City Center (MD) (5th
this

wk) (400; $3.30) Up to fine $3,500. wk; 40; $3:60; 3.099 $46,000)
King and I, Philharmonic Aud Topped $31,200 ^previous week,
(5th wk) <2,670; $4.80) Up again to $33,200).
sock $55,800.
Golden Apple, Alvin (MC) (11th
Seven Year Itch, Biltmore, (1st wk; 87; $4.60-$3.45; $1,150; $40,wk) (1,636; $3.85) Started run with 807). Over $15,200 (previous week,
$£5,500.
$20 800 ).
That’s Life, Las Palmas (1st wk)
Ring of Hearts, Lyceum <C)
(400; $3.30) Raves greeted new
revue giving it around $6,300 for (14th wk; 106; $5.75-$4.60; 995;
,

frame.

first

TICNIC* 17G FIRST WK.,

‘PORGY’ $47,400, FRISCO

San Francisco, July 6.
Dallas Gets Its ‘Wish’
„
“Picnic,” starring
Meeker,
With $51,200 First Wk. drew mixed notices Ralph
Sturm—
and a gross of

Reunion ’54, by Justin
Martial Strand, Wilmington
(5-10); Ivory-

Court

—

—

Porgy
(5-10);
(12-17).

&

—

Bess

Curran, S. F.
Philharinonic Aud,, L. A,

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Biltmore. L. A. (5-17).
South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb
Ti ^on)—Nafiona 1 , Wash. (5-17).
Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Dougias)—Harris, Chi (5-17).
Wonderful Town (Carol Chanmng)— Shubert, Chi (7-17).
—

1

-

-

..

-

....

-

Dallas, July 6.
$17,000 last week at the Geary. The
State Fair Musicals’ first musical
production of the current 13th sum- 1,550-seat house has a $3.85 top.
mer .season, “Wish You Were
“Porgy and Bess" at the 1,758Here,” reached the midway mark seat Curran, drew over $47,400
with Sunday’s (4) matinee showing for its third week, at $4.75 top.
a lush $51,200 take for seven per“Caine ^ Mutiny Court Martial"
formances. Revival, which runs opened last night (Mon.) at the
through next Sunday ill), stars 1,147-seat Alcazar, for three and-aGale Storm, Sheila Bond and half weeks at
$4.40 top.
Richard Allan, aud features Sammy
The New York City Ballet conSmith,
Pat
Chandler,
Sidney cluded
its
two-week
-Continue* from peg* 57
run (17 per|.Armus* John Viyyan and William
and professional men which will Thourlby. A 20-by-8 foot swimming formances) last Saturday night (3),
operate under the corporate tag of pool was built under the stage for at the 3,252-seat Opera House,
chalking up $40,000 for its second
Parsons Theatre. House name of the two-week run.
($77,000 for two weeks).
New Parsons will be continued, "Here” is first of five book-shows stanza.
produced this season by Charles R. House was. scaled to $5.
however.
Syndicate Will -.operate as a. Meeker, Jr., veepee-managing director.
Staff
includes
George
limited partnership.
Sihare units
have been sold as low as $500 Schaefer, stage director; Franz ‘Roberta’ Mild $14,500,
Aliens,
musical
director;
Gino
each. Although Stewart hasn't reSmart, assistant musical director;
vealed amount of capital raised,
Toronto Melody Fair
Peter Wolf, art director; ^Edmund
he claims it is more than sufficient Balin, dame director; Jmm
Toronto, July 6.
fiitbpd,
to get the theatre into bperation production stage manager;
''Masom - On the fbill^dAj^ Dominion' ‘Day
and moving for some time. House, Johnson, stage managertfEusy Mar-’
tHeatregoe,rs put of
v
he said, has been leased on a vin, assistant stage manager, apd Wielice'l|i d]
at] ijdeiofiy
tWn^
year-around basis and will run art Joe Crosby, costume supervisor.
Rehearsals
and foreign films during non-legit
dipping; to
,with
/’Roberta"
Fair,
started
xesterday-1
(Mon.) for “Hazel Flagg, ***due next $14,500. The; S^OO^sCatCr- at Arena
weeks.
_
According to Stewart, the Par- Monday (12) through July 125 in the Gardens plays a $2.50 top. Piece
sons will play at least 20 shows air-conditioned State Fair Auditor- starred William Shriner and Kathduring the 1954-55 season. It's ium. Don Ameche, Pat Crowley ryn Albertson, with Patricia Bright
planned to put at least half the and Gene Lockhart head the cast, and Robert Smith.
with featured roles due Benay
shows on a subscription basis; Dur- Venuta,
Executive producer on 10-weeks’
Arnie Freeman, Jonathan
of theatre-in-the-round is
ing its former management, the Harris, Florence
Baum, Alvin Beam series
Leighton K. Brill, with Bertram
spot tried out several shows that and Robert Wright
Yarborough, stager; Arthur Lief,
They
latter clicked on Broadway.
musical director; Bettina Rosay,'
included “Seven Year Itch, "“I
choreographer and prima ballerina;
a Camera,” “My 3 Angels,” “Dial

New Parsons

•

Current London Shows
.London, July
^
rFtrur«»_tf«Qote premier* datei)

6.

.

the Salt, Glolw

(6-10-54).

Airs Shoastrlnf, Bevel Ct. <*-38-03>.
Ansais in Love, Savoy (2-11-54).

Both Ends Mait, Apollo (60-54),
»«>Y Frland, Wyndham’e <12-1-591.
* Ch«mp**na» Seville <9-2600.
Dirk V.
LlQhl lOeuah, Aldwych (4-30-54).

‘

HL

Haymarket <11-26-531.
Life, Cambridge <5-4-54).
e-M*
Foilas
Berger#,- pr. W«te* <0-24-93).
?®' n ® To town, St. Martin'* (3-20-54).
CoHlaeum

•
e#

15-28-53).
Lyric (4-T-54).
Camara,
<3-12-54).
A» 6:36, Criterion (4-29454).
Fortune (6-2-54).

New

i?I
9
Drury Lane (10-8-53)
iLove Match, Viet Palace <11-10-53).
"•"or of Northslead, Duchess (4-28-54).
Moon it Blue, Vaudeville (3-5-54).

Ambar

Frinoef;

Si'
0
2ahf!l !L <£

(11-25-521

30

(

W

4).

Dr4

W>lw«

York

(6-14-54).
MaJ. <4-22-54).

St J«- <4-21-54)
L/SL
mil TOHL
•WMPgTV
W'mlnster
IUUWS1 (6-20-54).
Mfail^l^l
vG*
-

ail!

Tow

*4-3-54).
Garrick (6-17-54).
Card. (10-28-53).

||

! *. wn ^
w.
Lucky, Adelpbi (2-2554).

,C
LE0 OPINING*
Edm.. ^J5°M.
(7-13-54).
d32»

B

,^V«5?^rta
•UalSn# '?
•••pint
Prlnca, Phoenix

§l36-54).
<io-5-53).

*

:

'

'

•

,

‘

.

.

.

>

.

.

1

Am

M

Web Piccadilly (12-10-53).
SjLV'fjPf Heroes; 'Whitehall (0-12-50).
T-!k

'

1

For Murder" and -'Remarkable
Mr. Pennypacker.” -

New management plaits to operate a bar in an adjoining bdilding,
with an entrance, through the theatre mezzanine. There's also understood to be i schema to bring
musicals to this city, probably usBushnell Auditorium, a
3,000-seater with ample backstage
ing the

facilities.

Parsons was formerly managed
by Charles Bowden, Philip Langner and Nancy Stein.’

Future B’way Openings
(

Theatre indicated

All

Summer

if

Long, Coronet, 9/23.

•

Fragil Fox, Oct.

Donn

Fischer, decor.

booked)

Boy Friend, Royale, Sept. 30.
Qn Your Toes, 46th St., Oct 11.
Tender Trap, week Oct. 11.
12.

Champagne Complex, Oct. 13.
Ensemble Rep., Bijou Oct. 15.
Rainmaker, Oct. 28.
Quadrille, Coronet, mid-Nov.
House i>f Flowers, Dec. 15.
Desperate Hours, Dec. 29.
Silk Stockings, Imperial, Dec. 29.

MD

O

(C) (13th wk; 99; $4,60; 1,160; $28,000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty Carlisle).
Topped $10;200 (previous
week, $15,300).
By the Beautiful Sea, Majestic
Los Angeles, July 6.
(MC) (13th wk; 100; $6.90; 1,510;
Despite heat and the holiday, $58,000) (Shirley Booth). Almost
legit business was good in town $27,800 (previous week, $37,500).
last week with four houses alight.
Cslne Mutiny Court Martial,
Same group continues to attract Plymouth
(D) (24th wk; 188; $5.75-

(Paul Douglas/ Wendell Corey, ton (Conn.)
Playhouse (12-17).
Steve Bridie)—Alcazar, S. F. (5-17).
Rhom, by Larry
King and 1 (Yui Brynner, Patri- don Russell—BarnWard and GorTheatre, Aucia Morison) -Philharmonic Aud., gusta,
Mich. (6-10).
L. A. (5-10); War Memorial Aud.,
Shut the Door, by Barbara Don'
S. P. (12-17).
ahue—Ransdell Summer Theatre.
Picnic (Ralph Meeker)
Geary, Manistee, Mich. (7-11).
S. P. (5-17).

59

(Donald Cook, Jackie
$23,389)
Cooper). Topped $8,900 (previous
week, $12,100).
Kismet, Ziegfeld (O) (31st wk;
244; $6.90; 1328; $57,900) (Alfred
Drake). Topped $55„400 (previous

week

$57,900).

Oil Women, Miller (O
(29th wk; 238; $5.75-$4.60; 920;
$23,248) (Franchot Tone). Almost
JU 2,700 (previous week., $12,700);

Oh Men,

Lloyd Bridges takes over next Monday (12) as the male lead, succeeding Tone.
Ondine, 46th St. (D) (20th wk;
wk; 156; $7.48; 1.139, $41,644) (Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer). Almost $41,300 (previous week, $41,600); closed last Saturday (3) at a
profit of arohnd $40,000 on a $102000 investment (including 20%
overall), with tour next fall dependent on a suitable replacement
for Miss Hepburn.

Pajama Game,

James (MC)

St.

(8th wk, 60; $8.90; 1,571; $51,717)
(John Raitt, Jams Paiee, Eddie Foy
Nearly
Jr.),
(previous
$51,400
week, $51,700).

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,
Cpronet (C) (27th wk; 213; $7.48;
1,027; $284262) (Burgess Meredith,
Martha Scott). Over $10,500 on
twofers (previous wee?t, $< 2.200).
Sabrina Fair, Royale, (C) (33rd
wk; 261t $4,6Qg 1»1?2; >24,* j«. ...most $12,700 on .twofers (previous
week* $1^000).
Seven. Year ltcb, Fulton (C) 85th
wk; 677; $5.75-$4; 60; 1*063: $^>4,000)
(Tom Ewell), Almost $13,300 (previous week, $15,300).
Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
<C) (35th wk; 277; $5.75-$4.60; 1,(Josephine Hull).
$27,811)
077;
"Over $19,600 (previous week, $22*000); star still out of the cast, with
Ruth McDevitt subbing.
Tea and ‘’Sympathy, Barrymore
(D) (40th wk; 317; $5.75-$4.60), $1.060; $28,300) (Joan Fontaine). Almost $20,300 (previous week, $24,.

.

.

500):

Teahouse of the August Moon,
00
Beck (C) (38th wk; 31)*,
Washington, July 6.
1,214; $31,681) (David Wayne, John
Seventh week for “South Pacific" Forsythe). Held at nearly $32,200.
at the National Theatre fell off to
Wonderful Town, Winter Garden
$25,500, with thg weekend holiday (MC) (70th wk; 556; $6.90; 1,510;
exodus from town apparently a fac- $54,173) (Carol Channing). Almost
tor. $22,700 (previous week, $25,700);
Business is figured to rebound closed last Saturady (3) at a profit
this week, with Congress back in of about $220,000 on a $250,, 000 insession and the heavy run of sight- vestment. Moves t° Chicago for a
seers from out-of-town continuing. summer run, then tours.

‘ST.’ $25,500,
9

Wash.

•

.

.,

;

f<H>iiwd«yv.J<i|y
Although' directorc Arthur Bircom
has come up with *ome. telling bits
of business, the cast's timing, is off,
and many performers are not yet
an- sufficiently acquainted with their

Preening

n

and verve- to -go on- and wap
London, July ®.
charother nice income tax retiirii for lines to give really rounded
“The WoOdep Dish/' which RichWestport, Conn., July- %
In this new comedy acterizations.
Sam
Uncle
Liwrtnct Lanfner, Annina Marshall Me
of the Family/'
Given a few more performances, ard Aldrich and Richard Myers
John C. Wilson production of comedy- •‘The White Sheep
drama by Richard Reardon. Staged by The piece is a natural for him and Miss Pitts should be genuinely have skeddCd for, Broadway pro-

Court Olynpns

WiMont

Marvin Reiss:

setting,

-

Mrs, Corlnne Dervereaux. Josephine Brown
Lee Grant
Alice H^ndenshot
Rita Gam
MoIHe Spector
vj
Tom
Peter Carmel ......
Steven H|U
Jerry Spector
Nicholas Joy
...
Dwight B6nd .....

iriay better

.

Tr

.

the perennial “Spring-

ariiusing as

preem. next
Monday (12) at the Royal Theatre,
Newcastle. E. P. Clift is producing the British version via an arrangement with Aldrich Sc Myers,
Cast includes Joan Miller. Wilfred

Lucy- As matters stand, duction this

a. citronella cir-

time for Henry” as

her portrayal is frequently ribtickling but uneven. She can use
her flexible hands to comiCal advantage, and she Is skillful at double' takes. When she has her lines
The British farce offers Horton under Complete control, her Lucy Lawson^ Alan- Tilvern, Dorothy
opportunities for mugging^ and should be thoroughly engaging..
Bramiley, Fred Johnson, Gordon
underplaying a comedy line in his
The same is true of most of the Tanner, Harold Kasket, Maureen
familiar manner. In addition, there other performances. Harry Eilerbe,
Beck and- former silent film str|
in
the
interest
overall
is a greater
as the smiling doctor with a bedBessie Love, now a British resirest of the characters than “Henry” side manner which the American
dent.
afforded.
gives
approve,
Medical Assn, would
American director Joseph Losey
Story involves the reverse Eng- a solid portrayal. Martha Millet
Sets are by Reece
staging.
is
lish idea that honesty is the best as the cool arid poised clerk in the

and a shot in the arm for
the waning legit road for seasons
to come. With top casting, it might
even chance the Broadway.
cuit bet

-

Rita Gam has made a 'misstep.
After a brief but fairly spectacular
record in pictures she lias allowed
herself to become a stage star in
an unfestive new play by Richard
Reardon. In it she impersonates a
neurotic stage actress Who cannot
get a job in films, in which, her
husband is a raging hero.
Miss Gam, in person, is engulfed policy. Ensconced in comfortable
by this assignment, with no help Hamnst^ad, the Winter family lives
from the author, and visibly little a resuectable existence. FatheiH
Stardom, (Horton) is a Justice of the Peace
from past experience.
even on the summer circuit, carries and a churchwarden, generous in
responsibilities to which the sultry charitable contributions. Mother,
daughter and son carry on the lives
Miss Gam is not yet equal.
every-day English family.
“Court Olympus” is one of those of
It is when they start revealing
Hollywood establishments in which
a succession of efficiency “villas” their real talents as too-artists in
is lined -up around a common patio.
he lines of burglary, shop-lifting,
Only no one stays in his rooms at pocket-picking and forgery that the
this particular address. Everything audience starts to have laughs.
happens in the patio. Husbands Crisis arises when the master
maul their wives, lovers pair off. forger-son decides to go straight
secrets are proclaimed and endless a^d bring di c grace on the family
after generations of highly readvice is dished out.
The establishment is operated by spected larceny. Father Winter
a verbose and ornate sileht picture resolves the situation with a highly
star who meddles into the conflicts amusing discussion on the need for
of all her tenants. Mollie Spector tainted artistic crooks in our com(La Gam) is the most fretful. She plicated contemporary life. It may
resents her husband and she covets not be the moral, but provides good
him. She tantalizes a cub studio lines and Jaughs for the cdbtomers.
Katharine Barrett aids her maspublicist, dismisses him and is d ->
mayed that her life is riot well- ter burglar father as the' light-fingered daughter, giving a halfordered.
Reardon is a youthful playwright refined, half-blase air to the role.
Who tries hard to be articulate The other parts are well played by
in his first production, and his' ex- resident company members Audrey
pressive flights may have looked P'dgewell, Betty Bu'nce, Sheppard
impressive in manuscript. But his Strudwick. Stuart Germain. Deidre
characters never take form, beyond Owens. William Swan and David
listlessly and everlastingly getting Clive in an effective set by Jerome
up from one settee to sit down Borgos. The staging of William
Miles brings out the best in the
upon another.
Russ.
Miss Gam’s band of players, comedy.
with the possible exception of
Nicholas Joy, display little more
Miss Private
skill than she does.
Steven Hill
Somerset, Mass., June 28.
caricatures the untidy school of
Frefl and Martha Miller production of
male stars with special emphasis. comedy by George Batson. Stars ZaSu
'

:

.

Eye

Pitts; features

Harry Eilerbe. Directed

antique shop, is sure 'and efficient, Pemberton/.
while Bethel Long, in a Uriah

Heep

'54. *3 top.
ing effective only in the third act. "M
rs. Lawrence
Josephine Brown, in orife of the Ted Dearins
seemingly longest parts ever writ- Carol Carter ....
Miss Sheridan
ten, finally gives up as the ex- Mr. Entwlstle
Wampas star. Tom Tryon, as the Dr. Patterson
Carroway
press man, at least introduces a Lucy
Russell
striking technique to stage deport
PhvlHs Dearing
ment; he rarely faces the person Jeff Barnes

give.
1

whom he is talking.
All of this has been directed
with unexplained relish by John
C. Wilson in a correct setting by
Marvin Reiss.
Doul:

The White Sheep

of the

Family
Stockbridge, Mass., July

2.

Berkshire.

Playhouse
production
of
three acts by L. du Garde
Ian
Hay.
Stars
Edward
Everett Horton. Staged by William Miles;
setting, Jerome
Borgos. At Berkshire
Playhouse. Stockbridge, Mass., June 23,
54; $2 top.
Alice Winter
Audrey Ridgewell

comedy
Peach

In

and

Janet

James Winter.

.

Betty Bunce
Edward Everett Horton

.

Pat Winter

Katharine Barrett
Asst. Commissioner Preston
Sheppard Strudwick

The Vicar
Sam Jackson
Peter Winter

Stuart Germain
David Clive

William Swan
Deidre Owens

Angela

All the ageless

comedian Edward
Everett Horton will have to do is
retain his characteristic bounce

Madam

INC.
,

Common

Pric# 5x0c

Dallas, July 6.

Louis Veda Quince, Vet actor of
State Fair Musicals and

Dallas’

Margo

Jones’ arena’ theatre, suffered a heart attack Saturday, (3)
and will be inactive for six months.
His current role in Theatre *54’s
preem of “The Brothers” has been

Stock

c

:

,

.

or

*

phone

in

«.

roster.

.

BROADWAY ANGELS,
29 W. 6 5 Hi

St..

New

INC.

York 23

No. Carolina
Continued from page 57
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106th

July 26.
Julius Rude], musical administrator of the New York “City
Opera Co., will conduct the N.Y.
Lewisohn Stadium’s annual “Night
in Vienna” July 24. Rudel will be
granted leave for his date from his
regular summer post as musical

Pitts

F‘hel Woodruff
Francis Perkins

.

.

begin its summer program at the
Forest Amphitheatre on July 8
with a production starring Lanny
Ross and songs by Rodgers & Hammerstein. Mu§ic Theatre will produce four other shows during the
summer, each on Thursday, Fri.

.

.

.

.

'

Am

.

of

“PORGY AND BESS”

at a

Francesca Brunlng anc) Sheppard
Strudwick are starred this week
in Shaw's “Pygmalion” with Gage
Clark and Olive Templeton fea-

CONCLUDING FOUR WEEKS
New

Berkshire Playhouse last

week notched a nice $5,500
$2.75 top. House seats 432.

CURRAN THEATRE. SAN FRANCISCO
Mgt.: BILL MITTIER, 1619 Broadway,

Edward Everett Horton’s tryout
“The White Sheep of the Fam-

ily” at the

*

York
|

tured.

also re-

Hope Emerson, who clun^ps
through several sketches lending
great hilarity with her delivery.
From niteries, there’s Wally Boag
who scores with his trick balloons
and Barbara Ruick, off celluloid,
shows promise as a frisky and
fetching ^comedienne.
Of the lesser knowns, former
band singer Gloria Craig and bariis

Wayne v Sherwood register
best.
She’s a showstopper and
could be developed into a superior

tone

musicomedy

talent.

Sherwood has

learned ease to match a good voice
and should |o far. There’s fine
comedy from Ollie Franks and
Yvette Vickers and good ballet
dancing from Kelly Brown and
Dolores Frazzini and some tap
stuff

by Dick Humphreys.

Figuring the

locril

comparable to a

stand as being

New Haven

openi*

ing,

“That’s Life” should reach
Broadway in good shape. Kap.

.

$5,500; Stockbridge
Stockbridge, Mass., July 6.

*

In Love.”

I

Danny Dare, who was

sponsible for the pre-war "Meet
the People,” has directed with a
skilled hand, extracting some fine
performances from a largely unknown cast. Only showbiz* familiar

•

as Soortin’ Life

fine tunes, gen-

&

,

Week

And

Medicine,

as

show has some

erally

at the moment are “Salesmanship.”
In Asheville, the folk play “Tight
“Education,” and a “From Here To
Britches,” by Hubert Hayes, began
Eternity” skit that needs a better
a summer run June 24 at the blackout.. Musically, the best of
.
Mountain Playhouse. The play will the tunes are “Indiana Dinner”
continue Thursday-Satutday nights which serves as a smashing first
through Labor Day, while a musi- act finale and is reprised for the
cal program made up of talented secorid act opener. It’s a Livingston
youthful
balladers and dancers will
Evans offering and the same
house, Mountainhome, Pa., iri “The
produced
each
Wednesday pair have also contributed the highShow-Off,” next week; “See How be
ly list‘efl£ble “Miss JulitT July,”
They Run,” the following Week, nisht.
The Asheville Music Theatre will “Chihuaha Choo Choo” and “Why
and “My 3 Angels” the week of

.

CURRENTLY

mmmm

sketches

such
the

okay coAtedy and an enthuPerformances will follow July 23- siastic and promising cast.
Weakest division is the sketch
24, 29-31, Aug. 5-7, 12 and 14-15.
material.
Some are funny to a
point, others never get started!
Legit In Mountain*
There are enough good ones, how•Asheville, N. C., July 6.
Plays, pageantry and music will ever, do indicate that the battery
be offered in western North Caro- of writers won’t have too much
difficulty speeding the tempo. Best
lina this month.

Herbert Evers will play the male
“Summer and Smoke” next
week at the Robin Hood Theatre,
Arden, Del. .
Susan Oliver is
playing “The Moon Is Blue” next
week at the Sea Cliff (L.I.) Summer Theatre ... Jean Stapleton
by is appearing at the Pocono Play-

CAB CALLOWAY
^Itp

a

Dinner” (Life Goes to a Party) or

YOUNG; MEN
TO DIRECT REVUES
Jarom* H.
Yeung Men

Needs

Cargill

Two

Preferred)

(&ollege

To Direct Soelety Amateur Revues.
Some Knowledge Dancing Desir-

No

able.

For

Better Basic Experience
Men Ambitious To

Young

Write
Starts September.
145, Frenchtown, 'New Jersey.

Direct.

ox

—

TRafalgar 4-181

in

Business, Medicine, etc.
This framework lends logic to suoh
production number* as “Indiana

'

circular to

Ear”

cation,

present state,, though,
Private Eye” is not for

•

an peering,

for

Yvette Vickers.

pre-Broadway tryout,
successful
the Coast has another potential hit
revue. “That’s Life,” which comes
into Las Palmas after a series of
half-baked efforts all aiming at a
duplication of the “Ear” click, apparently has the necessary attributes. Not too much work should be
needed for it to make the grade.

.

Write

Jr;,

lead in

Harry Eilerbe

,,

-

assumed by associate director RamThe “Life” of the title is the
sey Burch, who read from the magazine of that name and the
script for three performance, since i*evue topicalizes its music and
no understudy is on the arena’s comedy under the headings of Edu-

George Batson’s new mystery- director of the Cape Melody Tent day and Saturday nights.
Highlight of the summer schedcomedy, “Miss Private Eye.” was in Hyannis, Mass.
ule will be the first out-of-door
written expressly for the willowy,
“Count Me In/’ original musical production of “Carolina Charcoal,”
tremulous-voiced ZaSu Pitts, as
was the same author’s 1944 opus, by Josh Baldwin, which was tried the musical comedy based on
“Ramshackle Inn.” Iii its premiere out last week at the Hampton Star mountain music and mountain life,
performance at Fred and Martha Playhouse, Westhampton Beach, written by Charlotte composer,
Miller’s. Somerset Playhouse, “Miss L. I., underwent a title change to Lamar Stringfield.
This will be
Private Eye” displays some poten- “Count Us In” since the previous presented July 29-31.
Show was
tially
amusing shenanigans but title had been copyrighted by the tried out two years ago at the BarShuberts
for
show
they
produced
a
shows a need for considerable
Va.
Abington,
ter
Theatre,
Jo Hart will
tightening of story line and sharp- some years ago
The second week, July 15-17, will
er pointing up of basically amusing appear in “Pal Joey” and “High
Button Shoes” at the Finger Lakes offer a mountain show featuring
situations.
Comedy, which at its best is Music Circus, Skaneateles, N. Y., the radio-tv performer, “Ole Man
somewhat reminiscent of “Arsenic and will also do “Girl Crazy” in (of the Mt.) Wilson.” Singers and
Bruce Marshall will dancers will give traditional songs
and Old Lace.” with a dash of Chicago
“Kind
Lady/’
concerns
some appear as Bibi in “The Happy and square dances native to the
wearing appropriate
screwball happenings in an antique Time’'' at the Hyde Park (N.Y.) mountains,
shop ip New York East 50’s. Into Playhouse beginning Tuesday (13). costumes.
With Barbara Foley and Vera
this cluttered setting comes Lucy
The third week, July 22-24, will
Carroway, a spinster from Council Ward in the leads, “Mrs. McThing” present a revue with guest singers
Bluffs, who’s writing a book about bowed last night (Tues.) for two and
dancers, including Tatiana
an amatory, female pioneer of weeks at Showcase Theatre, Evans- Granzova, formerly of the Ballet
frontier days. Some of the play’s ton, 1111 Fantasy was directed by Russe.
Manistee Summer
funniest lines are those dealing Lee Foley
Franz Lehar’s “Merry Widow,”
Theatre opened its season last
with the character’s erotic past.
The plot, as complicated as a week at the Ramsdell Opera will be given August 5-7, inclusive.
The
Vagabond Players, at. the
Rube Goldberg invention, also in- House, Manistee, Mich., under -the
volves the disappearance of Lucy’s /managerial reins of Madge Skelly. Flat Rock Playhouse, began a summer
prqgram
June 29 with “Legniece, a stolen- ftecklasfe, !a- packing “Importance of Being*‘l2arnest” is
rcase used fdr. storing, several chaiv the.cu&tftin-raiser for the series of end of Sarah” and continue productions
The
through
Sept. 4.
acte^s. who bays been* conked *>n .10 productions ... Marshall Mlgatz
noggjp, a ,t?ipale jnsqraixcq; dg-. J?as. '-signed Brian Donlevy to co- players give both matinee and evetective and, a pseudo- physician. with star with iMaria Riva in “The Coun- ning performances with a new play
a oendhant fpr confining harmless try Girl* as the season’s final offer- each week.
old ladies to the' loony pin.
ing Aug. 23-Sept. 4 at the Salt
/
Transylvania Music Camp at
Batson uses most of the time- Creek Theatre^ Hinsdale, 111.
Brevard will have concepts on
tested paraphernalia 'of the comFrank Silvers and Vilma Kurer Tuesday arid Friday evenings, and
edy-mystery play. Bodies fall from top the cast of 16 in “The Happy
on Sunday afternoons through
closets, lights dim. and a parade of Ant-Hill,”
satirical
comedy by
odd characters enter and exit at Franz Spencer which preems next July.
unexpected times. Insufficient re- Saturday (10) at Lucille Lortel's
“Venus” $4,800, Olney
hearsal time that old bugaboo of White Barn. Opus has been under
Washington, July 6,
the strawhat circuit—shows its ef- option to several Broadway offices.
“Venus Observed” took in about
fects in the Somerset production. Play, to be staged by Steffen Zaclfarias, is first dramatic production $4,800 last week at the Olney
to be presented on White Barn's (Md.) strawhatter.
Margaret Phillips stars in the
new enlarged stage.
production, which is in its second
week at the barn, and may 'tie held
E. E. Horton
.

,rftA

30..

8»m/Lawl» production

it

two acts <4# aceqeaV directed
by Dire. Dance* and musical number*
staged by Nick CMtle: music and lyrics.
Jay Liylngston and JUy Evans, Buddy
Pepper and InetJl|n?»«J Johnny Mercer.
Fredrick Hollander and Ralph Freed.
Alan Bercman and Hal Low* Phil Shuken,’
Edward Scott and Sam Rosen, Hal Flmberg, Edward Maxwell. Lenny Adelsrm;
ballet, David Rose; Sketches, Hal rim.
Sidney Remtck. MeL Diamond,
berg.
Malvln Wald, Phil Shuken. Danny Dare;
sets, Robert Tyler Leei musical arrange*
menta, Edward Scott. At Las Palmas,
Hollywood, June 3, *54. 03.30 top.
Cast; WaUy Boag; Kelly Brown, Gloria
Craig,
Hope Emerson, Ollle Franks,
Dolores Frazzlnl, Dick Humphreys, Jackie
Joseph. Johnny Kirby,- William Meigs.
Gene Nash. Robert Nichols, Beverly RichLarry Roberts, Barbara Rulck,
ards,
Wayne Sherwood, Helen Silver, Aileen

;

, .i.

,

lessons

Hollywood, June

«>

of revue in

Stanley

its

.

BROADWAY ANGELS!

Defarge

TOatVXlt«

Danny D*ra

Actor Louis V. Quince
Six years after “Lend An
Suffers Heart Attack bowed at the same theatre

Barn Notes

William Meyers
Marian Russell
Edward Knight

Mrs. Macready

In

cious cutting to match the real excellence of the final stanza. In addition, although some of the dialog is bright, too much of it is
as tedious as a rainy Sunday in
West Overshoe; Alaska.
Dias.

Aileen -Poe
Bethel Long

k Callahan

and

oily

is

“Miss
Broadway. The first two acts need
considerable enlivening and judi-

Donald Symington
Martha Miller

ZaSu

role,

calculated cruelty.

Mary Smith

.'....

of

sort

sychoohantic as an expert judge
of antiques.
There, is competent work, too, by
Mary Smith as a garrulous customer with a weakness for personable physicians, William Meyers as
a tough-talking ex-convict, and Edward Knight as a private eye right
In dne
out of Mickey Spillane.
memorable scene, Ethel Woodruff
shines as a supposedly insane and
very pathetic old woman, and
Aileen Poe is convincing as the
tough antique dealer wno could

Miss Lee Grant should be better Arthur Sircom: settin-. Emanuel Gerard.
as a stock second woman, becom- At Somerset (Mass.) Playhouse, June 28.

to

fall, will

"
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NOW

THEATRE-IN-THE-ROUND
In Washington; 0; C<
Contact Sidney Jtilil Theattes
p. C.
14th St.. RUW>.
*

‘
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over for a third.

WANTED

- SUMMER

New

—

THEATRE

for

or Loose Summer Theatre within 159
York City. Prefdr one currently operating.

Will Buy Outright

1955
Miles,

Submit full details In. writing to
Box 905, VARIETY, 154 West 4&«i St., N, V. 34
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cidentally, is taking public notice

of the occasions with Edwards having pencilled it into the script all
last

'%

week and

'

rte

business i» that
book publishing
500 original novels are bethis- year as. pocket
fi? published
overriding the preeditions, thus
which
reprints
of
^liHprance

Kst

'

dominated this field,
Sank Gruber disclosed on hUrrefroth, three weeks
to the Coast
previously

S

with his publishers
of conferences
York,
in New
however. Is. a
himself,
firuber
holdout against this trend. All his
as -regular
novels
the; Bin*library editions under
first

appear

;,

Booksbrings

hart imprint. Bantam
editions of
out paperbacked pocket
year after
these novels timed one
publication of the original book.
“The question of whether or not
to
the pocket editions are going

hurt or help the book publishing
business is now an academic one,”
Gruber stated, “since they are certainly here to stay, and more and

more publishers are getting on the
bandwagon.”
However, strangely enough, the
pocket book field is pretty well
dominated by nine publishers, a
mere handful compared to the
scores of publishers active in print'

.

one 'of the
the paperback

ing regular editions.

Gruber himself

among

kingpins

.

is.

although all of his titles
in this field are reprints. Several
million copies of his novels, such
as his Johnny Fletcher murder
mystery series and his westerns
like “Bitter Sage” and “Salt Biver,”
both of which have been acquired
authors,

by

filming

for

Sam

producer

Wiesenthal’s independent Olympic
Productions, have been Sold in the
paperback editions.

Conrad Hilton Biog
Conrad Hilton has done the fore“The Silver Spade,” by
Whitney Bolton, which is the story
of the hotelier:
It is unusual for
a subject to do an intro to a book
word to

on himself.
Bolton is drama critic of the
N. Y. Morning Telegraph.
Understood that at least one copy for
each of the 17,000 rooms con-

by the Hilton Hotels Corp.
ordered by the chain, it's
biog

trolled
will be

not the first time that a Hilton
has been published.

•**
,

Down Memotrs-y Lanes
Doubleday has a flock of memoir
autobiographical items on its
Ilka Chase has collabowith her mother, Edna Woolman Chase, on the vet Vogue editor’s autobiog, '“Always ill Vogue.”
It covers Mrs. Chase’s 60 years'
arid

fall lists.

rated

associations with the slick mag,
starting in 1895 (two years after

was founded), and with which
she is still actiye as chairman of
the editorial btoard.
Mack Sennett has set down his
memoirs,. “King of Comedy,” as
told to Cameron Shipp, also for
November publication by Doubleit

day.

The Chi Daily News* Pulitzer
prizewinning
ent

foreign

correspond-

Keyes Beech has done “Tokyo

and

Points East” as a personal
document, from his days as combat correspondent with the Marines in Tarawa and Iwo to the
Korean war.
In other idioms, John Bfecroft
has edited “Mr: Maugham Hima
^04-page anthology of
W. Somerset Maugham’s writings.
Beecroft is editor of the Literary
Guild, and the LG has made the
book a December selection. Alben
w. Barkley’s “That Reminds Me”
another memoir for fall publication; Sidney Shallett assisted
the

is

Jhe Veep.”

Part of

It*

has

al-

ready been serialized in the
Sat-

c vc post.

Katharine Anthony has
done the biog of “Susan B. Anan<* Doubledav is reissuing
Tne „
Story of My Life,” by Helen
Keller
key with the just re-

m

a

d
L* ®? .
led

w

bioplc,

“The Uncon-

Miss Keller is also workanother volume of her
u Pdated and beyond this
Also via DoubleJ
A,nt °nina Vallentin’s “The
Albert Einstein” (transV ntln sMoura Budberg). Mme.
l)io 8 of Leonardo
da
V, n J
3
a Book-of-the-Month
ClHh oT !,

2*y

,

selection.

® xP*llpnl,^patbook

w^—
n

just

%H

A.®

ortaliti e*,

^las

and

once
reference
hreezuly. edited, generouslv
y
Ust rate
and brings Into
tharb
?
P fni U . u
d ays of 0Ur years
vvith efph «
SU CC Si Ye a num
Pianknn T MaineF
again

1

book

ns

i

;

chief-

vTJ-e

«dv1so r^’r
is kurinc ?

tenshl
e

which Leonard

'Vol

By.FtWl?C

40ft# rifM

S<fUHy. A
»
f
1
»* U (if
•
4
„
executive director;
*m
v
ii
«
i,
Dill Scott is chairman of the edi- published in England,
A.
l *r
y.
thQSQ farrOff .days whpn the Mouthpiece was trying ;to<reduce<
torial hoard, and Everette B. Long
During
j,
Gregory Claytori, foreign Cortex
level
the*
barroom
bwwla
that
of
and Don Bussell, are the senior as- spondent,
[some Senatorial hearings, ? to the
joining Evening “Dis* T
sistant editors.
characterized earlier tv ,wrestling, and others, were atteibbrih^ tei.
They have chosen their expert patch, Edinburgh/ as assistant edi- restore the dignity of the hearings to at least as high as the neolithic
tor;;
by liners: well, and each has done
forensics of. McSorley’s pub, L.was listening to m modern vertii^tr^of
is

S,

Davidow

King Vidor’s book about HollyDr. ‘Walter wood, “A Tree Is a Tree,” will be
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Actress Ruth ChaftertbhVthirif
by his chores. The canvas
novel is titled “The Pride Ojf the
is broad and .embraces .everything
from current historical events to Peacock,” for. August publication
by Doubleday.
the lively arts.
It’s a must for
Leon Uris, author of “Rattle
every consultative purpose newspaper, library, research, and the Cry,” completed a new book, “The
Arch of Galerius,” for publication
like.
Spencer press publishes and by G. P. Putnam,
spurtcf'economie distribution is inJean Kerr and Eleanor Brooke’s
sured by tieups with Sears Roe- comedy, “King* of Hearts,” will be
buck in the U.
and the North published in book form by DouAmerican .Educational Guild .Ltd., bleday in October.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, for the CaH. Allen Smith’s new one, due in
Abel.
nadian circulation.
August, is “The Rebel Yell,” with

well,

.

—

.

New

Literary Mag
students, five of
the U. of Pennsylvania,
have invaded th£ publishing field
with a modern literary mag; New
Ventures.
First.' issue runs more
than 100 pages and is being distributed at newsstands and bookstores in Philly £nd New York.
A second edition is planned for
August distribution: The students
are incorporated as New. Ventures
Press and, while long- on ideas, admittedly are short on bankroll.
Printed by the Kutztown (Pa.)
Press, new mag sells for ?1 a copy
and is published quarterly. Group
plans to build it up into, a bimonthly.
Staff is headed by Stephen Berg,
editor, with Edward J. Parker,
Six

them

college

jit

.

20

cartoon

illustrations „by
via Doubleday.

Leo

Hefshfield,
Ray Brock, back In Spain for the
first time since the Civil
War,
working on a new novel with a

Spanish

locale,

“Death

Is

an As-

pirin.”

Louis L’ Amour’s “Stranger on
Horseback” will be published by
Bantam Books to coincide with the
release of Leonard Goldstein’s film
version.

Frederic Babcock, editor of the

Chi Tribune’s Sunday hook supple
ment, has authored “Hang Up The
Fiddle,” a novel, for Doubleday in
September.

*
Jhe greatest story ever told^
The, teller was the Rev, Henry, Spraggins. He told It in the presence
apd the lord of Scully’s
Robert
Lewin
of the Rev, Harry Woodard,
Bedside Manor. The conversations were monitored by Mme. Scully
secretary,
does
not destroy her notebooks.
who, being an old-fashioned
'

<

:

;

Rev. Spraggins

is

a tall, spar6

man

of 52

who

doesn't look a day

70: At the pace he has lived he should look 90. He was born in
Arkansas—-a farmboy who didn\t like barayard chores.
Buins Have Ambitions?
Henry was known in his. set as Red, His ambition was to become
by the careers of former' road kids like
bum.
He
inspired
a
was not
Jack London, Jim Tuliy or Jack Dempsey. His inspiration was an
made
annual pilgrimages to the Bible Belt
bindlestiff
who
unsung
and seemed to fare better than those who worked for a living.
By the time he, was 15, he’d reached the sixth grade. With a hillbilly’s version of a Ph.D., he set out to conquer the jungles, and
maybe succeed Jeff Davis as president of the' Hobos of America.
It was a hard time to stay on a chartered course. Hd had scarcely
panhandled his way across the Panhandle when his hand got messed
up- in a more slippery form of survival. He got, his fingers in it. It
got in his hair. It was oil.
Having no money, he poorboyed a well. That’s -slang for begging,
borrowing or stealing enough equipment to drill a well. He and his
cronies were so hard up they had to fire the boiler for their pumps
with wood. It was perhaps the shakiest adventure in Texas, and
their efforts certainly deserved a dry hole. They hit a gusher instead.
By the time he was 21, ex-bum Spraggins was a millionaire. A newfound friend talked him into putting his surplus into the field of
entertainment. The friend wasn’t Edgar B. Davis, or Spraggins probably would have invested in “The Ladder.” He put it instead in a
floating crap game. But literally.

over

•

.

‘

W. Somerset Maugham did the
The $2,000,000 Gyp Ship
preface to “Memoirs of Aga Khan:
He hunted around St. Louis and found a ship that would serve
World Enough and Time,” which
S&S is bringing out in September, his purpose. He had it brought to Houston and turned it into a glitterRobert M. Ockene, Naomi Powers at $6 a copy.
ing, glamorous gambling ship. By the time it was ready to play the
and Robert Williamson, associate
Omaha World-Herald last week role of an offshore pirate, Spraggins had put $2^000,000 into the ship.
editors, and Phyllis Rubin, pub- announced a plant expansion plan
It had five deckst a dance floor 238 feet long, with an elevating
licity and promotion. Miss Powers, of $1,350,000. Included are instal- orchestra pit,
bars; dining rooms, crap tables, roulette wheels and
a Bryn Mawi* student, is only lation of eight new presses and ena $7 cover charge to even get on the gyp ship. Meanwhile, Spraggins
staffer not from Penn.
largement of the actual building.
was studying, hard to become a master in his new profession.
Billy Rose devoted a column to
The ship was towed beyond the three-mile limit, which put it
Old School Tie
plugging Bernard Wolfe’s “The
the nation’s prohibition laws as well as ourrestrictions against
A Rinehart staffer and a former Late Risers,” a Broadway novel. beyond,
gambling.
The palace of chance cruised from Houston to Port Arthur,
staffer have books on that com- Wolfe was at one time on Rose’s
pany’s fall list. Dudley Frasier, ad columnar research-scripting staff. Galyeston and even New Orleans. Choicest liquors were flown from
the ship. Suckers had to wear evening clothes, but could
Mexico
to
manager for, the publisher, has au
The hitherto unpublished Paul
thored “The Age of Extravagance’ Galileo story, on which the Metro not bring aboard their own whiskey or guns.
By
the
time
he was 25, Spraggins was loaded. Unfortunately for
in
collab
(An Edwardian Reader),
film, “Lili,” was based, will. be puboration with Mary Elisabeth Edes, lished by Doubleday in November that way of life, he had -a wife and daughter. And one fay his daughter’
who’s an editor at Publisher’s under the title, “Love of Seven had to fill out a Sunday school questionnaire. When she came to
Weekly, Incidentally, Miss Edes in Dolls.”
the place asking what her father’s occupation was, she couldn’t put
private life is Mrs. Seth Agnew,
Dr.
Hourwich
and down “gambler.”
Frances
wife of the production manager of Reinald Werrenrath Jr., moderator
The dilemma left her in Jears. so one day she went to him to ask
the. Book Find Club.
and producer of NBC’s “Ding him if he couldn’t give up the life he was leading. He was sleeping
The alumnus is. John Selby, of Dong School,” coauthored “Have off a hangover. She woke him up'
by kneeling at his bed with her
the publishing house, whose “The Fun With Your Children,” for fall
arms around him, begging God to save her Daddy and make him
Man Who Never Changed” is his Prentice-Hall publication.
his ways.
mend
first work since resi g nin g as ediThe story of the Brooklyn DodgIn order to get some more sleep he promised her he would do
tor-in-chief of Rinehart, to devote ers is “The Rhubarb Patch,” pichimself , exclusively to writing and tures by Barney Stein and words something about it. When he finally woke up, she asked him to sign
card.
But he wouldn't, because she had written down that he had
a
lecturing.
by Red Barber, bqth of whom have
covered Dem BUms for 15 years. promised “to give his he&rt to Jesus.” More tears. In the end he
Baron's 'Ballet .Panorama*
signed
with his tongue in his cheek.
it,
Simon & Schuster publication.
Ballet photographer Baron has
Dr. Leslie Hotson has set out to
For three weeks he tried to drown his promise in drink and then
done a' “Ballet Panorama” for reconstruct .the setting and -atmos- decided to call in a minister to get himself off this hook. The minister
Rinehart, for September publica- phere of the first performance of asked him, “Aren’t you Red Spraggins, who owns the gambling ship?”
tion, including 'foreward and com- Shakespeare’s play in a book en- He admitted he
was. The minister led him to the door and told
mentary by balletophile Arnold titled “The First Night of ‘Twelfth him he didn’t want any part of Spraggins or his dirty money.
Haskell. Baron is the official pho- Night’,” which Macmillan will pub"*
God’s Delayed Take
tographer for Sadler’s Wells Co- lish in August.
Red got so mad he went home and asked his wife if she had a
vent Gardens, and acted .in the
Dale Kramer, who authored Bible. She
had.
He
took
it mid tore it into pieces, threw it in the
same capacity for the Ballet The- “Ross and the New Yorker,” “Heyatre when it visited England. He’s wood Broun,” and ghosted the ashcan and then set fire to it, daring God to strike him dead; But
God
seemed
to
have
bigger
things than Red Spraggins on His mind
also been ballet critic for the Lon- Adolph Zukor biog, “The Public’s
don Daily Express and Evening Always Right,” has written “The so Red started looking for another escape hatch. He booked passage
Chicago,
to
got
the
plane,
to
changed his mind and returned home.
Standard.
Heart of O. Henry,” a Rinehart
In the garage, he fell flat on his face. It was as if God had decided
publication for October.
Hy Gardner's “Eyes”
A pair of S&S books are “Dali’s on a delayed take.
Holt doesn’t like the lowercase Mustache,” with text by artist SalAs he lay there begging God for help, a wonderful peace of soul
e.e. cummings-style “i” which col- vador Dali, and photographs by came over him. When he got up, he went back to the gambling ship,
umnist Hy Gardner at first picked Philippe Halsman;
and Roger ordered half a dozen men to pour $8,000 worth of liquor into the
for his informal memoirs.
N. Y. Price’s “Droodles,” under the an- Gulf, had all the Rambling equipment yanked out of the ship and
Herald Tribune syndicated pillar thology title, “The Rich" Sardine,” burned. He then advertised to all his- creditors who felt they might
conductor now favors “Eyes In both for August publication.
have been gypped on the ship and paid them off.
Back Of My Head” as a title.
Leonard Lyons, N. Y. Post colSince
could barely read and write (but sure could count), he
Book is for fall publication and umnist, sold a piece to the Sateve- decided he
to go back to school. He worked out a system of going to
Henry Holt
Co.’s Bill Buckley post titled “Don’t Marrv An Acelementary school mornings, college afternoons and using private
is planning a big bally campaign tress.” He and his wife Sylvia flew
for it.
over on a month’s European o.o: tutors at night.
Quel Switch!
The Dick (Dorothy Kilgailen) KollHe applied for admission to Fort Worth Theological Seminary and
Hal P. Mills' Ozark Pitch
marsare back from their European
when he was accepted, left Houston with $14.42 in his pocket. After
Hal P. Mills, longtime Shanghai quickie.
correspondent for Variety, now
Patricia
Bronte,
Chicago ordination he was appointed chaplain to the 90th Infantry Division
30,
managing editor of the Ozark Fea- newspaperwoman, was killed£ftt^amj of theiThird .ArriiyvGen. George Patton’s outfit.
ture Syndicate, with headquarters automobile accident in Lee.^MaSs.,
He gott eaught in'Ihe Battle of th^ Bulge, and was wounded, his
in Springfield, Mo., and an office July 3,
At the time of her>i death whole leifci Side^phfalySfed. Dragging himself toward th'e 'teat^he came
in Kansas City, Mo., from whence
put
he covers Joplin, Springfield and
other spots.
___
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$35 Limited Editions
Publicist Ray Josephs (veepee of
New kind of de luxe showman- Benjamin Sonnenberg’s flackery)
ship In book publication is the and
longtime
South American
special 250-copy limited edition, at miigg for Variety until turning to
$35, signed and numbered and public relations, is author of “How
containing a page from the au- to Make Money From Your Ideas,”
thor’s original manuscript of “The which Doubleday will bring out in
White and Gold (The French Re- September.
Josephs
wrote
a
gime in Canada),”, by Thomas B. notable “Argentine Diary” upon
Costain.
Otherwise the book will his return from Buenos Aires, and
sell for $5.
is author of many how-to articles
which have been widely published.
'Moon Mullins’ Day
Rabbi Samuel Rosenblatt, AssoGuest of honor at the centennial ciate Professor of Oriental Lancelebration of the town of Anna, guages at Johns Hopkins U., has
written a biog of his father, Yos111., is one of its successful native
sons, cartoonist Frank Willard. His sele Rosenblatt, better known as
most famous creation, “Moon Mul- Cantor Josef Rosenblatt,- who had
dins,” syndicated by the Chicago refused an offer of $1,008 a night
Tribune-N.' Y. Daily News Syndi- singing with the Chicago Opera
cate', also has been honored, with Co., whereas in his concerts and
the town naming Monday (5) as vaudeville tours, in the 1920s, he
“Moon Mullins Day “and celebrat- Was able to sing liturgical n\usic.
ing it with a parade, fireworks, etc. Farrar, Straus & Young will pub-"
The 30-year-old comic strip, in- lish next month.
,

him

!

‘

wquld

medicjil ''Aid‘'and(.
the show.
crawled' along Qn ii is own,', dragging himself as best he could
in the show and after a quarter of a mile was captured by two storm
troopers. ' Despite his wearing a chaplain’s insignia, they beat him
and pounded him to make him give them vital information. He tried
to talk them into surrendering to him, promising nothing ill would
befall them. .In return they slugged him again, knocked him back
into the snow and were just about to run their bayonets into his back
when a shell fell behind them, loading them with shrapnel. They fell
across the Reverend Spraggins’ body. He passed out, but their dying
bodies kept him warm.
Later a pickup crew of GI’s found the three of them. They saw
by his boots that Spraggins was an American. By then the two krauts
were dead. The medics pulled Spraggins out and when they finally
got him to a hospital he hovered between life and death, unconscious,
for 17 days. In all he was hospitalized for two years and nine months.
Discharged in 1947, he. still suffered from terrible headaches from
brain concussion and said he still suffers from them to this day. But
His daughter, who pleaded with
he’s now back in evangelical work.
him to change his profession, is now 27 years old, married to an Air
Force officer and the mother of two boys. His wife now thinks he’s
the greatest preacher in the world” and he must be good, because he
has the names and addresses of 5,000 soldiers, which in liis phrase he
<
“has won to the Lord.”

get

He

’

1
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Madeleine next season, with JeanPlerre Aumont and Gaby SUvia, is

legit house, opens with “Picnic,**
attraction, scheduled for
Initial

Lomfoit

week of Aug. 16/
>
“The Newlyweds of New Year’s
William Douglas Home, whose
Prom Ballroom/ leading Twin
Screenwriter Leonard Spigelgass Day/’
“Manor of Northstead” is safely Cities’ dance emporium, slashed
•ailed Saturday (3) for Europe.
the
Henri Jeanson adapting
now busy on a new play.
to 90c7 Includihg tax,
Spencer Tracy in from Europe George Kaufman-Moss Hart ;legit- launched,
Max Thorpe, Columbia.’^ British prices 30c
and headed directly for the Coast. er, “The Man Who Came To Din- topper, to Paris for discussions for summer; will continue tb set
in
Houston
Josephine
Songstress
for production at the Theatre with Joseph A. McConville on scales for name bands according
ner,”
from Europe last week in the Li- Antoine next season, Andre Luguet forthcoming production and dis- to their draw.
Charlie Fox In from Milwaukee
berte.
plays the lead,
tribution.
Impressionist Sheila Barrett ailagain vainly in quest of a theatre
Eddie Constantine, the U. S,
Sadlers .Wells Ballet, recently
ing at the Lions Apts., St. Peters- warbler who has become a big film
to
house burlesque. He operated
returned from U. S. tour, to exolicy at Alvin fdr maby years,
burg, Fla.
and song star here, soon takes out
with the National
Wolfe Cohen, Warper Bros, in- French citizenship papers, He gets change visits
gut lost lease to a revivalist who

y
*

:

;

.

4

.

.

'

;

1

’

.

i

.

'

Of France,
ternational chief, hack from a short $54,000 for his fourth pic as against Ballet
“Dry Rot,” a farce by John
fishing trip in his native Canada.
only $1,200 for his first production. Chapman, replaces: the recordBen Thau, Metro studio execulooksee
to
here
Brecht
Bertholt
breaking war comedy, “Reluctant
tive, arrived from Europe yesterthe rehearsals of his “Man For
day (Tues.) en route to the Coast. Man” at the Theatre Babylone. Heroes,” at the Whitehall, Aug/ 31.
Lensing has begun at Plnewood
Cary Grant, his actress-wife Group; under direction Jean-Maire
Betsy Drake, and Grace Kelly back Serreau, will do this play in on the second Norman Wisdom
frOm Europe Friday (2) on the Brecht’s Theatre, East Berlin, in starrer, “One Good Turn/’ being
directed by John Faddy Carstairs.
Mauretania.
November.
to
direct
Frankovich
Mike
Carl Fishman, Loew’s Theatres
“Deadlock” for Film Locations
publicist, recovering from & mild
adapted
is
the
fall.
It
in
sometime
Hospital
heart attack at Beth-El
from the W, W, Jacobs’ thriller,
in Brooklyn.
“Interruption.”
Don Loper, Beverly Hills couBy Hal V. Cohen
Sybil Thorndike and Lewis Casdesigner,
interior
and
turier
summer
will
Players
open
Pitt
son off on Australian tour, their
planed to Britain, France and Italy
late this month with “The roles in M A Day by the Sea” being
season
five-week
yesterday (Tues.) for a
Man.”
taken over by Mary Jerrold and
business junket.
Mary Martha Briney and Bob Harcourt Williams.
Director Mitchell Leisen and
Carter back home for engagement
Leslie Edwards, one of the prinproducer. Henry Berman in from
Ankara.
cipal dancers of the Sadlers Wells
the Coast yesterday (Tues.) on their at the
exchange
Kimmelman,
Par
Dave
sailed last Thursday to beBallet,
way to Paris and London for M-G’s manager, and his wife celebrated
come a guest teacher at Toronto’s
•The Paris Story.”
their 29th wedding anni.
School of Ballet summer camp.
S. N. Behrman, playwright, and
“Gone With Wind,” originally
John Mills signed by David Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel I. Goldberg,
for July 30 at Penn, to co-star with^ Deborah Kerr and
parents of radio-tv comic Robert skedded
to this Friday (9).
up
pushed
Van
Johnson in the new Graham
Friday
Q. Lewis, sailed for Europe
Priscilla Dodge and her husband, Greene pic, “End of the Affair,”
(21 on the Nieuw Amsterdam.
The Harry E. (Lucille) Goulds, Harry Gardner, off for L. A. to shooting of which starts this week.
Singer David Hughes booked
having just returned from Europe, stage Western Westinghoiise Trade
for cabaret dates in Reno and Las
their 15Vfc-year-old. son is making Shows.
Her home town, nearby Charle- Vegas in September when he exa student tourist tour with a group
roi,
had
“Lisa
Kirk
a
Day”
last
pects the disk he made with Jo
of 12, sailing last week on the
week and gave the singing star Stafford on his recent U. S. trip to
Queen Elizabeth.
Ho l*AlO2IC0ff
Show biz contingent on the Eu real welcome.
Eileen Letchworth landed fea
Emile Littler and Tom Arnold
rope-bound Liberte Saturday (2)
included nitery impresario Lou tured role in “Happy Birthday’ said to be negotiating for Erik
Walters, composer Alex Alstone, with Imogene Coca at Westport; Charrel’s continental musical,
“Fireworks.” No stars or date set
Loew’s veepee Joseph Vogel, indie Conn., Playhouse.
but if plans materialize show may
producer Peter Cusick, and Dario
preem at the Palace.
Soria, board chairman of Centra
Brian Reece, Joy Shelton and
Soria Record Co,
Philadelphia
William Kendall inked for new
Frank J. Beckman, of the Bank
By Jerry Gaghan
comedy thriller, “Meet a Body,”
for Savings in the City of New
Tunesmith Frank Capaao is in which Henry Kendall is to proYork, points out that Gamut Club,
described by the late Joe Laurie St. Joseph’s Hospital for checkup. duce at the Duke of York’s TheClarence Fuhrman will conduct atre late this month.
Jr., in his book, “Vaudeville,” as
being defunct, is still alive and concert series at Ocean City, N. J
A1 Burnett, recently back from
N. Y. and Hollywood, on talent
functioning. Group still holds a Music Pier.
Victor Borge to give his show hunt
monthly dinner meeting.
for
Stork
Club nitery,
Xavier Cugat, his songstress at Robin Hood Dell “bonus” con- brought back Freddie Stewart with
wife Abbe Lane#actor John Ire- cert in Fall.
him.
Singer opened four-week
Friar’s Club, South Jersey din- stanza June 28 and got over welL
land and legit producer Lemuel
Ayers sailing for Europe today ery, installed Colombo Cortese’s
(Wed.) on the Queen Mary. The orch for summer sessions.
Label, Spiegel, former Philly and
James Stewarts, Spencer Tracy
Cleveland
and Metro veepee Benjamin Thau Miami nitery man, bought Daddie’s
By Glenn C. Pullen
in from Europe yesterday (Tues.) (formerly Ciro’s) midtown cafe.
Johnny Singer orch into Hotel
on the QM.
Bobby Roberts orch slated for
London producer Jack Hylton return to the Round-the-World Cleveland’s Bronze Room for third
and his youngest child, Georgian, Room, Hotel President, Atlantic summer visit.
Three Suns in return date at
16, in for two or three weeks. He City.
Saw “Wonderful Town” again,
Mort Casway, former owner of Sky-Way for nine days, while Don
prior to his West End production Celebrity -Room, plans to convert Cherry tops Vogue Room opposite
thereof.
It’s his daughter’s first Chancellor Hall’s Forge Room into them.
Backers of MUsicamival perU. S. visit and he may take tier to nitery.
Las Vegas on his first o.o. of the
Eddie Suez, local booker, opens suaded transit system to install spegambling capital.
his Club Avalon, Wildwood, N. J., cial bus service to their new subFilmakers Productions, Inc., in- for summer season with Dick Lee urban tent theatre.
Life photogs here to snap a
die production company headed by as topper.
Ida Lupino and Collier Young, will
Mary Elaine Moore, nitery song- spread on opening of Musicarnioffer a screen test to the winner of stress, named “Queen” for Ameri- val’s tent theatre and in-the-round
»
the second annual National Col- can Legion State Convention, starts version, of “Oklahoma.”
Olive Stacey checked into Chalege Queen Contest. The co-ed ing July 21.
contest, sponsored by the city of
Sammy Butera orch, New Or- grin Falls strawhatter for lead in
Asbury Park, N.J., will stage its leans group, made first local ap- current “Laura,” with Gaylord
finals at the resort city Sept. 10- pearance at closing show of Ren- Mason and Michael Egan opposite
her.
12. Miss Lupino will serve as a dezvous’ season.
Temporarily
judge.
shuttering
Local songster Vince Carson cut
their
Quite a ceremony at a private first record release on RCA Vic- cafe in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
dinner party last week, at the tor’s new
label, “Mary Lou,” George, Kay and Jan Paderewski,
musical family trip, move up to
Waldorf-Astoria, when ‘the French coupled with “OuCaforiie.”
Consul-General, Count Jean de
Truman Library dinner at Belle- Cabin Club here July 16, for month
Lagarde, formally inducted Claude vue Stratford Hotel ($70-a-plate), in their hometown;
C. Philippe into the ranks of a originally set for June 30, set back
chevalier of the Legion of Honor. until September, because of former
“Philippe of the Waldorf” has President’s illness.
Ottawa
since flown to Paris, with his wife,
Dick Maloney heading revue at
Mony Djjlmes, of the ComedieElmdale Theatre.
Francaise, on a month’s holiday.
Ames Bros, into the Chaudiere
Chicago
Club’s Rose Room July 15.
George Simon, agent, ankled.
A1 Costi Trio booked on cruiselast week.
ship Ville-Marie, running daily
Paris
Black Orchid and publicist Sam trips
hut of Ottawa and Hull on the
By Gene Moskowitz
Honigberg parted ways,
OttawaRiver.
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)
Lyle Talbot, screen a<itd^;"jiere
Mr/;,
Tripp orch at Chateau
George Jessel here for looksee last Week to make commercial film
Latiner’s Canadian Grill as sum”
before further summer touring*.
at Wilding Studio's.
'Jjier replacement for Len Hopkins
Vista Vision demonstration '.here
Helen Merrill opened ^Clbister band.
Currently at Brant Inn, near
this weefc getting a big ext}ib and Inn on Monday (5)> for’ four weeks,
Toronto.
press turnout.
with Lurlene Hunter held over' as
In
its 11th week at the Globe
Sugar Ray Robinson topping a topper.
.
v
>
,
Cinema, nabe art house, with prosspecial variety bill at the Alhambra
Robert Francis here making aphere before heading for London. pearances for midwest preem of pects good for at least another
Sharing billing with him is Larry “Caine Mutiny” at State-Lake last week, “The Kidnappers” has set
longrun record here.
Adler,
Wednesday (30).
Corinne Calvet will do a French
Dinah Kaye, Scottish chirp manfilm here this summer opposite aged by Rasputin,
hospitalized at
Michel; Auclair,* It is called “Ripe Mercer Island, Wash., with back
For Killing,” with Henri Decoin ailment suffered while working
By Les Rees
at
directing,
Carmen Cavallaro into Hot<
Magic Inn.
Marlene Dietrich expected here
Radisson Flame Room.
July 14 to be present at the Bas“The Curious Savage” on tap
tille Day festivities. Theh she will
Edyth Bush Little Theatre.
Washington
open a date at the Lido before beNew Star Playhouse in suburbs
ginning a pic.
By Florence S; Lowe
Hopkins presenting “Important
Metro is planning two big proSpike Jones show currently at of Being Earnest” as its secon
ductions to be made in France Casino Royal.
show.
soon. They are “Paris Story” and
Gerry Wagner, Lopert rep, off
Nation’s top organists to gh
Quentin Durwood.” Anne Baxter on a two-month European jaunt.
recitals
here during America
stars in latter.
Col.
Joseph Goetz, head of Guild of Organists’ conventic
Brigitte Bardot here from Italy, Armed Forces professional enter- July 12-16.
where she is* making “Helen of tainment branch, ailing at Walter
Vera-EUen and Carlo Thompso
Troy” (WB), to test for the lead in Reed Army Hospital.
to top cast at “Star Night an
Fils De Caroline,” third in the
-Constance Bennett deserting her Coronation,” one of events of Joe;
,
Caroline Cherie” series,
Georgetown home for a fling in Aquatennial, annual summer mai
Final title of new Jean-Bernard strawhat, opemng at Pocono
Play- di gras, July 23.
Luc legiter, which is to bow at the house in “Sabrina Fair.”
New season of Lyceum, loc.
?
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has converted into a tabernacle.

By

Earl J. Dias

Miriam Hopkins

visiting friends

in Provincetown.

Arthur Kober and George Oppenheimer on Cape to complete
their

new

play.

Group of players from Williams
College took over Highfleld Playhouse for season.
Pianist-accordionist Robert Pan-

ofsky beginning sixth season at the
Moors, Provincetown.
Carol Haney of “Pajama Game”,
in New Bedford recently to spend
weekend with her f ather.
Mary Winslow’s Monomoy Theatre at Chatham beginning 12th season with: “Bell, Book; arid. Candle/’
A group from Oberlin College
returns to Mashpee Playhouse for
second season of Gilbert and Sullivan productions.

NBC

camera crew

Armand Deutsch and. family
aired to Europe for three-month
rest.

Alfred Hitchcock in from French
Riviera, where he lpcationed “To
.Catch a Thief.”

Ricardo
Montalban
returned
from Mexico, where he starred in
“Green Shadows.”
Mervln Houser checked in at hia

desk at RKO following Honolulu
Vacation with family, Theda Bara seriously ill at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, following ehiergericy appendectomy.
Mrs. Margaret ilerrlck, exec director of the Academy, entered
Cedars of Lebanon for surgery.
Milt Rosner ankled his post as
head of radio-tv dept, of the Nat
C. Goldstone agency, and opened
his own;

^

•

Pat O’Brien .to emcee windup
banquet of ‘64th annual reunion of
the Army & Navy Legion of Valor
July '14 at Statler Hotel.
A1 Horwits gave his wife Clare
a gold bracelet on their 25th wedding anniversary—“end from it
hangs the Congressional Medal of
Honor for bravery beyond the call
of duty, i.e, living with me,” adds
the publicist.

at Falmouth
to take shots

Playhouse last week
Atlantic City
of Helen Hayes and playhouse surroundings for Dave Garroway’s
By. Joe W. Walker
“Today.”
Jack E. Leonard and Barry sisPlaywright George.Batson in last
week for preem of his new. com- ters into. 500 Club.
Emil Martineili opened Margate
edy, “Miss Private Eye,” at Fred
and .Martha Miller’s Somerset Beach Club Saturday (3).
Playhouse.
Ted Forrest Quartet featured at
Helen Hayes will spend some Chelsea musical bar and lounge.
time with Katharirie Cornell at lat‘Eileen Barton to Ben Cotey’g
ter’s Martha’s Vineyard home after Dude Ranch, supported by Tippy
completion of Helen Hayes Festi- & Cobina.
val at Falmouth.
Eddie Kinley plus Charmaine &
Stage manager James Van Wart Kule at Paddock as this spot gets
and press rep Frederica Hart,, of set for summer.
v.
Richard Aldrich’s Falmouth PlayPresident offering two bands,
house staff, guest speakers at din- Bobby Roberts’ and’Pedro Albani’i
ner meeting of Spouters, New Bed- in Round-the-World Room.
ford’s oldest amateur drama group.
Spike Jones outfit booked into
Steel Pier July 12-18.
Georgia
Shaw on same bill. Hal McIntyre
orch into Marine Ballroom July 9-

'

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

15.

Eddie Newman and Leon Paul
David Hughes pacted for week brought in Mambo unit to Convention c Hall
ballroom Sunday
at Perth Theatre July 5.
Jack Milroy heading new straw- night (4), offering two shows nighthat revue at Gaiety Theatre, Ayr. ly.
.

'

Roxy Theatre, Kelso, sold to
Bob Barrett and Jules Helzner
Arthur Pinder, owner of Play- orchestras plus Don Young and
house in same town.
Paula Wayne, Ed. Geisz and DawTeddy Johnson, English singer, son Dancers at Brighton’s Punch
.

Glasgow for radio recording Bowl.
with chirper Pearl Carr.
Coast-to-Coast tv of boxing origiThe Morey Arasterdams giving nated from Convention Hall here
Scotland the o.o. and visiting Sir Saturday night (3) when Hocihe
Harry Lauder’s niece, at Lauder Khalfl and Arthur Persley met.
Ha’.
Parts of Shriner’s Convention also
Feter Potter goes to Pitlochry televised as resort gets an outlet.
Theatre to produce “The Face of
Love,” modern dress play by Ian

to

^

Dallas.
Sir Lewis Casson, actor-husband
of Dame Sybil Thorndike, horiored
with Doctor of Laws degree at

Glasgow University.
Vic Ferry, after vaude week

at

Tokyo

By Richard

H. Larsh

The Four

Jokers, U.S. comedyreprising at Tokyo’s
Latin Quarter after smash tour of
songsters,

•

.

other Japanese

cities.

Glasgow, to the Palace in ManNorman Granz may return to
chester, with the Larry Parks;
then to nitery date in Germany. Tokyo in the fall .with a new “Jazz
at the Philharmonic” crew in an
Planes to U.S. in September.
attempt to duplicate last year’s boff
visit.

Ireland

By Maxwell Sweeney
Radio producer Seamus Breathnach injured in auto crash.
Ballet de France de Janin Charrett skedded for Olympia, Dublin,
in July.

*

Noel Purcell pacted for role in

John Huston’s Moulin Production
of “Moby Dick.”
Roger Livesay In for preLondon
tryout of William Templeton comedy, “Keep in a Cool Place.”
Dan O’Connell to direct T. ,S.
Eliot’s “Family Reunion” for Longford Productions at Dublin Gate.
Christopher Casson, son of Dame
Sybil Thorndike, back from London for role in Universal’s “Captairi Lightfoot.”
Cyril Cusack’s company planed
to Paris for festival performance,
of J. M. Synge’s “Playboy of West,

ern World”
Theatre.

at

Arthur G. Doyle, Universal Fir
Eastern manager, tp New York for
homeoffice huddle. Japan manager
Wallace Orr also slated for U.S.
trek soon.
Italo- Japanese joint production
of “Madame Butterfly” finalized,
with Toho Studios and Rizzoli Film
of Rome to share the burden and
profits. Production starts in Italy
next September,, Carmine Gallone
will meg g with a Japanese cast of
50 using Nipponese costumes, and
sets designed here.
The Ginbasha,- latest plush nitery
to

open

here,

Philippine

offers

band, no floor show and hostesses
discreetly hidden in dark corners
—available for lonely bachelors.
Lavishly decorated establish thent
is curious three-way deal: Japanese
licensed,, backed by Chinese money
and silently managed by Americans.

Sarah Bernhafdt

Omaha
By Glenn Trump

Santiago

i

Harlem. Globetrotters off to
Lima, Bogota and Caracas.
Miguel de Molina, Spanish flamenco dancer, booked into Goyescas for July,

Kobi Novi and Leo Marini added
to

“Bim Bam Bum”

Stock

Co.

variety revue.
into Talia

booked

Theatre;
Tito Davison due in from Mexico
City to Wind production details for
filming of “Cab, 6 de Hornos,” with
Jorge Mistral, Laura Hidalgo and
Roberto Pareda, Pic has Mex financing.

Ringling Bros, due
5
ark, Council Bluffs,

ember
Tony

at Pl a y^aI
J“
in Sep*

la.,

f

LeoriettlMsft

jfdr

Pon

Hani-

nond’s Seven Sd0S 'H6re and stag-

Gilbert
26, with’ Paul
in*
lated fbr a repdttt 'stanza July
'd

June

WOW

farm direcMai Hansen,
Englisn
or, awarded, citation by
Speaking Union for .contributing
oward “good will and better un
tn
lerstanding among peoples of tne
Jnited Natioris and those of
Ha
Nations.
Commonwealth of
of eignt
;en led a farm .study tour
European countries and the nr
sh Isles last year.
,

,

0

r.ABRIEL PASCAL'

S
Sout

'

luloid versions
'

also directed. cel-

of'

Shaw’s

'Major

Barbara” and' "Caesar and Cleop
wife and a brother, survive,

RAY LEWIS
Mrs Joshua Smith, editor of the

Moving

Picture. Digest,

Ray Lewis,
>

.

LYNN RIGGS

?

«

pt
n nnt
n ttwo
wn'h^h
brothers
Herr" hn
husband
and

.

/

a
na ^traction.
Ln,
,^ be ,^
j
“New
World,
it ran over 85
ney ailment., It’S believed he may minutes. Mainly through a series
have been poisoned by a lawn of still pictures, this traced the
history, of the U. S. from the days
spray,

59,

iMmrt

shiw rn vaudevme, d?ed

New

.

Harry “Pop” Sherman, died in
Hollywood July 4. Two daughters

of

survive.

Judith Miller, to Donald J. Merwin. New York, June 27.
Bride,
formerly of A1 Penl Lefton ad
agoocy, isMsterof legit producer

Anne Bancroft

>

radio

Philip
°*

Morris Playhouse/’ “CavalAmerica,” CBS Workshop;*’
Plays,” “Gangbuster's”
and “Mr. District Attorney,” “The

NBC Great

£B.I. in Peace and War” and
counterspy.” She had performed
several Broadway shows, the last

F. E.

t.

Wm

..

.

BOONE

Boone

Sr.,

NBC

from

1937 to 1951, performing an auctioneer’s chant as part of a commercial for Lucky Strike cigarets.

PHILIP

A.

’.

.

.

-

’

u0nv6ri6rs
1

Colurabia Pictures

1'

j

i

i

’

pu rcnasmg ‘^’
phasing
aeptt
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Parlen, son,
New York, June 27. Father is with
Columbia Pictures exchange op•

erations department.

Mr. and Mrs. Ken West, son,
Leeds, Eng., May 25. Father is a

Metro salesman.
Mr. and Mrs.

Andre

Previn,

daughter,

Hollywood, June 27.
former singer Betsy Ben:nett; father is the composer eonductor at Metro studios.
Mr. and Mrs, Howard Ross, son,
Santa Monica, Cal., June 25. Father

Mother

is

—

j

j

I

;

casting director for

is

and

NBC.

*^ Irs
George Gruskin,
Hollywood, June 30.
Mother is Florence Halap, actress;
father is with the William Morris

^ Ir

^

-

daughter,

—

who made

1J

j.

v.p. of

.

Continued from pace

Boone was heard on

I

.

son>

‘

SR.

61,

OTT
seen in “Piff Paff Pouf,” with
Philip A. Ott, 79, retired member
Eddie Fpy. Her uncle, Julian Ed- of the once nationally
famous
wards, had written some operettas “Four Otts,” died June 28 at
the
in which she performed.
home of his son in Taunton, Mass.
Survrving is a sister, Mrs. Wil- He began his vaude troupilpg At 18
liam Le Baron; wife of the inde- when he joined his
brother. Joe’s
pendent film producer,
musical comedy troupe. LiatPl.; ''he
aiid his wife teamed with tys btbpiDAVID A. K. STEPHEN
er, Matt, and his wife to form the
David A, K. Stephen, 59,. radio .“Four Otts.”
personality and conductor of the
Two sons and brother Survive.
BBC’s Scottish Variety Orchestra
since 1945, died June 26 in GlasROBERT S. MASL1N SR.
gow after a short illness. He was a
Robert S. Maslin Sr., 79, presison of the late David Stephen, di- dent of Baltimore radio station
rector of music to the Carnegie WFBR, died July l in that city
Trust and himself a composer- after a 10-year illness. Despite his
poor health, he tpok an active inmusician.

.

Mr. and Mrs. Nate Safferstein,
New York, June 25. Father is
Storecast Corp. of America.

Marty May,

.-j

linv

the chant of the tobacco auctioneer
a familiar sound to millions of
American radio listeners, died
•June 1 in Robersonville, N.C. A
native of Winchester, Ky., he had
spent 40 years as a tobacco-auctioneeer and gentleman farmer;

and had appeared with.Mme. Schumann-Heink'. In the U.S. "she was

’

to

York. Bnde’s a film

?

ago as a lumberjack in
Survived by three daughters.

which was “Double Dummy.”
Surviving are her husband, Carl
After studying at the Leipsig- terest in station affairs.
He acr ank.
radio-tv
actor-producer- Conservatory in 1913, Stephen re- quired the outfit in 1930.
^
Rector,
a daughter
and two turned to Britain before World
Survived by a sonJRobert Maslin
sisters.
War I to become an officer in tbe Jr., WFBR executive, and a daughArmy. In 1919 he joined the Scot- ter.
He
ADOLPH
tish Orchestra as tympanist.
HELLER
.
(
,
,
FRANCIS PETRILLI
Heller 52, opera and served in that organization every
•v.«
b °hy conductor, was killed season with exception of one until
Francis Petrilli, 68, Philly musi1
ovef 50 years, died June
cian
for
®.®totor
1934,
crash near Santa
pa,)!
ara
27 at Port Monmouth, N.J. He
Born in Czechosw„i la ’,be
""'"
-played
clarinet
aftd sax in the
bad
been
RAY
active
in
ROESE
Califnv«^
jomia
music circles since 1942. He
Ray Roese, 44, musical director Philco Band, and formerly pera n ember of the
formed
with
Sousa
and Creatore.
died
faculty
of
WRFD,
O.,
Worthington,
of
the
\
His widow and son survive.
2“?* Academy of the West and June. 29 of a heart attack suffered
r\ed for five years
on the faculty at his home near Delaware, O.
er
W. Van A. Combs, 48, advertising
n°P « workshop of Los An- Roese was a former singing memsu e Cdy
College.
ber of the A1 Pearce Gang on CBS executive, died June 30 in Houston,
A^
time of his death Heller and later a .talent staff member of Tex. Veepee of the A. S. Black Adliving for .the $e?ond season WBNS, WBNS-TV and WHKQ, .all vertising Co. there*, he Wits former°i
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;

1

,

New
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.

MAXWELL

Malone”

1

RID TUG
DlKIflO

actress.

^

F. E.

cm-

l

WNBK

.

'

name d
1'

re-

in

tof e

failed to put in an appearance.

”

row’s “This I Believe
Linda Darnell to Philip Ciebmann, Bernalillo, N.M., Feb. 25.
just announced. Bride’s a film

NY

Paris,

some 20 years

j

Frank had the title role in
the serial, '“Her Honor
Nancy
James.” Other radio shows in
which
she
appeared
included
Theatre
Air,”
Guild On the

-

MARRIAPFCl
m/\iviviA\aCik7

W

Women Musical Artists in
before coming to the U.S.
ago. He was musical director of the School of Vocal
thur
Hopkins produced Biggs Arts in New York and the Academy pf Vocal Arts in Philadelphia.
“Roadside,” which failed to click.
Bom in Clareniore, Okla., Riggs For a time he was an' accompanist
the late
studied for three years at-the U. of for singers, including
'
Oklahoma. As a youth, he did vari- Grace Moore.
Maurice-Jacquet wrote a ballet,
ous jobs including singing in a local film house. He later moved to “Les Dances de Chez Nous,” for a
New York where he Worked as a festival at the Opera Comique in
proofreader and clerked for Macy’s Paris. His other musical endeavors were “American Symphony,”
department store* and the American H
The Mystic Trumpeter” and
Express Co.
Riggs also wrote such plays as. “Spanish Love,” two operas, “Rom“The anitza” and “Messaouda:” two
West,”
“The
Lonesome
Cream in the Well,” “Laughter operettas, “Le Poilu” and “La PeFrom a Cloud,” “Russet Mantle” tite Dactylo,” and a cantata.
His wife, Andree Analou, a harpand “Borned in Texas,” a rewrite
of “Roadside.” He had also worked ist, and a brother survive.
on some film scripts and at the
time of his death was engaged in
HILDA
writ ng a novel, his first.
Hilda Hollins Maxwell, 81, forA sister and three brothers sur- mer operetta singer, died July 4
tive.
in Los Angeles. She was the widow
of music publishing executive William Forrest Maxwell, and daughBARBARA WEEKS FRANK
Barbara Weeks Frank, 47, legit ter of British opera singer Redand radio actress, died July 4 in fern Hollins.
New York. Mrs. Frank, who began
Mrs. Maxwell starred In the
her acting career with stock com- London production of “Madeline,”

Mrs.

*

visitors

delegations of stars, directors and producers, including the
Minister for Cultural Affairs from
Rome, This was the first visit of
an Italian Minister. since the war.
Of all the major European filmmaking countries, Britain was the
worst represented. Apart from the
contingent brought by Irving Allen, the only artist from London
was Brenda de Banzie, who was in
both of the British pix screened,
For the second ye r nnniag, Joan

Mrs. Lillian Sherman. 64, widow

^

.

large

York.

——

.

.

Unued. Both France and Italy sent

J^?9“n

H Ck
Bride 4 ex
Jackson, whose residence
aithery titleholder of ^AlabamaFreeport, N.Y., had been
groom is sportscaster on WCBSknown in show business as Mom TV
Jackson. She was partnered with
Wanda Hendrix to James Stack
her late husband, Stewart Jackson,
Jr., Beverly Hills, Cal., June 27.
in the vaude team -of Stonewall &
Bride is a screen actress.
Jackson.
Yolande Betbeze to Matthew Fox,
Van Nuys, Cal„ July 4. Bride was
SAMUEL CLINGER
Miss America of 1951; he’s prez of
Samuel Clinger,
former
78,
Motion Pictures for Television Inc.
vaudeville dancer, died July 1 in
Maiy Macken to Charles Dargan.
Columbus, O. He first became an
Cleveland, June 26. He's a
entertainer when he joined a bardirector._
bershop quartet iii his youth and
Carol Jean Phelps xto Bill Morris,
later hoofed the vaude circuits
1
JUDe 18 HC S a WNBK
through Southern Ohio and Penn- directw
sylvania, before losing his legs by
amputation after being frostbitten
during an off-season stint 20 years
i
TSmI
Wisconsin.

PALASTY BARTSCH

Guggenheim Fellowship and spent ion of

series.

-

.

.

’

Mother, 70, of Gertrude Ederle,

Mrs.

panies in the late ’20s and early
’30s, had been active in radio for
the past 18 years. For 10 years
prior to the fall of 1952,
she
starred as Anne Malone, on the

.

#

concert violinist, died June 27 in
Toledo.
A concert soloist in the
midwest, she * played with several
symphonic groups.
•

Columbus discovery.

Screening Censor Clips
^
One of the ^
most intriguing sess| ons during the festival was a unvate screening of some of the cuts
made by the Berlin film censor.
Most of the scissored bits would
have bden deleted by the censors
in England and America; some
were horrific, but mostly the objectiOns
were
based
on
sex
grounds.
night un to the final dav Oie

Minnie Cecilia Dillon, 84, retired

HARSHAW

Dorothy Wahl Jackson,

was

a year in France, where he wrote
“Lilacs.”
Prior to the Theatre
Guild production of “Lilacs, Ar-

of the

i,

tired musicomedy, vaude, and radio performer, died in Chicago July
1 while visiting her son, Greig, a
T
BKB.
staff musician for station

thoughts

Wife, IRENE

,

Oscar Hoffman, 59. studio workman, died June 30 following a

MOM JACKSON

July 10th, 1952

my

oblong German documen-

heart attack on the Warner lot in
H. HARRIS SR.
Richard H. Harris Sr., 59, builder Burbank, Cal., where he had been
employed for 20 years.
of amusement rides, was found

HANS BARTSCH

fete authorities picked a dull

Son, seven, of Charles Correll

My

In

The

/

tradio’s “Andy”), died in Beverly
Hills, Cal,, July 4 of an acute kid-

MEMORY

Always

npuneed a spfebiM merit awaf’d for
alt Disney for the consistent
hjgh standa ;d o£ his productiO05

sur*.

RICHARD

MYRON

who paifod oway

.

.

;

dead June 1 from a gunshot wound
in his head in a locked bathroom
at his Atlanta home. Detectives
said a .22 caliber rifle with a spent
cartridge lay beside the body.
A native of Greensboro, N. C.,
Harris constructed miniature trains
rides for Lakewood and Grant
Parks in Atlanta and built the
York run of 84 performances, while
Scrambler at Lakewood, Atlanta s
its musical adaptation had an origipermanent amusement park.
HENRI MAURICE- JACQUET
nal Broadway, run of 2,202 perWife, daughter and two sons surHenri Maurice- Jacquet, French
formances.
Riggs’ first play to receive a New composer-pianist, died June 29 in vive.
York production was “The Big NeW York * after a long illness.
T.
Lake,” which was presented by the Touring Europe as a conductor,
Myron T. Harshaw, 63, former
American Laboratory Theatre, As composer and concert pianist, he
the Un- advertising exec, died June 14 in
a result of “Lake” he received a also formed and directed
Winnetka, 111./ of a bullet wound
which police said was self-inflicted.
Prior to becoming assistant to the
IN LOVING
president of National Transitads,
he had spent the major part of his
career with various? ad agencies,
Dear Husband
Of
serving as veepee with Erwin
Wasey, Campbell-Ewald and the
Carroll Deaij Murphy firms.
Survived by wife, three daughters and a son.
“Green Grow the Lilacs,”
originally produced by the Theatre
Guild in 1931 and later used by
Riehard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein 2d ,as the basis for their
musical, “Oklahoma.” When originally done, “Lilacs” had a New
author of

Doctor

2-sz

.

Following World W*r I, Alexanian organized his own-orch in
Paris. He wasthe author of a book
on ’cello playing and In the U.S.
headed the ’cello department at
the Institute of Musical Art in
Philadelphia. He. later was associated with tije Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore and headed the
’cello department of the Manhattan School of Music, N.Y.
Surviving are two daughters.

Lvnn Riggs, 54, playwright, died
June 30 in New York. He was the

“Young

pap

music

Sr.# 87,

sons, L. P. Blake Jr., president of year’s Cannes prizewinner,. “The
the institute, pnd. Robert, ex^bv.p. Wages of Fear>’ wasr plao^d. first
- h
>
of the. Art Publication Society,, also at the festlval/here,
foupcCed by the elder Blake,
At the prizegiving celebration

-

.

4

Canadian

’

.

.

professionally known as
died July 5 in Toronto.
Details on Page 2.

John Philip BUke

;

from
Access in gettlngpermission
to film hw.
George Bernard Shaw,
plays
Shaw’s
of
S*?k? The first
by Pascal was
o be produced"
‘Pygmalion” in 1038, which was
an Acadmade in England and won

He

Disney’s ’Desert’
S5 Continued from

'

,

British «lin
Gabriel Pascal, S6,
died July 6 in New York
aA illness of three weeks.
in his career was his

...'tiL

emy award.

ly associated with WOAJ, San Antonio. and., in 1.940. opened the
Southwestern office of Ruthrauff it
Ryan.

in Columbus. He Is best remembered for his ;“Dncle Ben” characterization with the Pleasant Valley Gang 6n WBNS-TV. Roese handled two daily shows on WRFD,
“Rose Room” and “5:15 Local” and
as choral director of two forthcom- was featured each year at the Ohio
*
ing operas at the Greek Theatre, State Fair.
Survived by wife, mother,
brothLos Angeles, and had been engaged
~
er
and
four
sisters.
as assistant conductor of the San
\*
i.
Francisco Opera for -the coming
VICENTE CARRION
fall. He had also served as assistVicente
Carrion, 86,
foriper
ant director at Hollywood Bowl.
actor-manager, died recently, Jn
Madrid, after a long Illness/ He
DIRAN ALEXANIAN
started his career as a choru^ .boy
Diran Alexanian, 73, ‘cellist, con- at the age of 17 and later sang
ductor and music teacher, died leading roles at the Zarzuela TheaJune 27 in Chamonix, France. He tre. He starred at the Teatro
was making -a two-month conduct- Apolo for many years until his" reing tour of the continent. Born in tirement in 1936.
Constantinople, he went to Paris
As an actor-manager, Carrion
and in 1937 came to the U.S, In toured Latin countries with a repParis, he was a member of the ertoire of zarzuelas and comedies
original
trio,
which
included at frequent intervals from 1913 to
Georges Enesco, the Rumanian 1933. He also; organized operetta
composer-conductor, who was vio- seasons at the Pa von and Mara villinist and Alfred Casella, the Ital- las Theatres until 1941.
ian composer, who was pianist.

f

plojs the use
SlovHfif
u se of a vhtrlmg disc,
placed
front of the receiver, to
bring out the colors.
Benjamin
achieved the conversion by transfoiming the NTSC transmission
system at the receiver to the field
sequential system of 525-line defimtion, making possible the use of a
wheel.
A demonstration of the device
was held before members of the
FCC last spring. Company has
een 'Y°rW n f> since on increasing
£
t_
the brightness of the colors and

|

co-director

/enerS of PuMiceUons

Francis-Day

m

j

!

j

;

j

j

and French rep for

Feldman Music and the Big Three
(Robbins, Feist and Miller Music)
in the French capital,

Mr. and Mrs.
York, June

New

Tom
28.

O’Brien, son,
is con-

Father

NBC-owned

troller of

stations

and

spot sales division.

amj
daughter,

M rs

New

Matthew Feinman,
York. June 20.

Mother is publicist Carold Coleman,
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Henig, daughter, New York, June 22. Mother is
l*eriuci|Tig r flicker.
former show girl Julie Benedic;
^
;AW tronw?
curirehUy negotiating father is onetime promotion manwit h manufactnrers interested in ager for Brandt Theatres.
*
ineprporating the converter ih new
ut\ artd Mrs. Atarvih gahiuelspn,
•

|

i

:

.•

-arbtmd $300, son, Pittsburgh/ June 28. Father’s
Product: would be sold as ah in- assistant film buj'er for Stanlbyterim color set pending mass pro- Warner Theatres in Pitt zone,
ductiqn and lower prices of reMr. and Mrs, A1 Alberts, son,
ceivers using the tri-color tube,
Philadelphia, June 24. Father’s one
of the Four Aces.
Mr. and Mre. Charles Ruffing,
_B
son, Pittsburgh, June 26. Father’s
Mji|l l|||
a l AHfie
III! kOVVia
a director at WQED, the Pitt eduContinued from pag« 2^555 .catibnal channel.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph O'Dooncll
...
r
,
free-wheeling plugs for their j r daughter, Santa Monica, Cal.,
new picture in a three-hour net- July 2. Child is the granddaughter
work television show. Dave Gar- ol‘ director Alfred Hitchcock,
roway’s “Today” program on NBC
Mr an(1 Mrs, Mickcv Freeman,
will originate in Atlantic City July son. Hollywood, July 2.
Father,
15 in a tieup with the comedy formerly with Daily Variety is a
team.
publicist.
receivers to sell

foi*

j

'

‘

mai

sss
m

'

. t

.

M

& L’s new Paramount pic,
Mr and Mrs< Herbert Gottlieb,
“Living It Up,” will, be given its son< New York, July 3. Mother is
world premiere at the Warner warbler Yvette; father is with Ted
Theatre in the resort city on that Ashley office,
day, with the comedians and Par
Mr and Mrs. David Susskind,
to host 100 junketing press, radio son New York, July 5. Father is
and tv reps.. Garroway show will partner in Talent Associates, tv
focus on
& L readying for the packaging firm, and producer of
i

M

festivities.
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NBC-TV
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6:30 to 6:45 P.M., EDST
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on Television

on Radio

Beginning July 11th

Beginning July 19th for

for
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(Budweiser Beer)
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NETWORK
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Network
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baking by standards completely
different than those they have been

Professional winter and year- Philips’ Disk Tribute
round. stock outlets contributed
To
Late Maestros
heavily to out-of-town legit activ1953-54 season.
ity during the
Houston/July 13.
There Were an estimated 1,560 hinTeddy Phillips, orch leader, will
terland playing weeks during that make a- recording this fall for
period, with the muffler circuit Decca of an opus which was writresponsible for approximately ^40% ten by Phillips and his manager,
of that total. The remaining 60% A1 Trace. The 15-minute platter
stemmed from regular road show- will be titled “The Band Upstairs"
cases.
and will feature, complete with a
According to Actors Equity running commentary, the band
there were about 25 cold-weather stylings of six late bandleaders.
These will include Bunny Beristock operations functioning last
season. A Variety check of 10 of gan, Eddy Duchin, Glenn Miller,
those theatres shows an aggregate Ben Bernie, Hal Kemp and Fats
total of 260 playing weeks during Waller.
the semester running from June 1,

Ruth St Denis, at 74,

6

Shooting Dance Shorts
Hollywood, July 13.

...

A

series of 35m color dance
shorts are to be made by Ruth St.
Denis. First pic will be “Ballet of
74-year-old
the
which
Light”

danseuse preems at the Hollywood
Bowl Aug. 3. Another to be filmed

of entertainment got .terrific is Scriabin’s “Poem of Ecstasy.”
Warren Cheney, recently rethe conventioneers.
For example, the Latin Quarter, turned here after several years in
N.Y.,
is producing the St. Denis
With a plenitilde of entertainment,
got a huge quota of the /visitors. series, which aside from “Ballet of
Light”
and Scriabin’s wOrk will
most
for
It’s toprated attraction
conventioneers as well as the ma- consist of her standbys. Miss St.
Denis
has
been operating a Hollytourists.
nitery-going
jority of the
However, the surprise of the oc- wood dance school for many years .1953, through May 29, 1954. On
since
splitting
^orwith Ted Shawn that basis an estimate of the numA1
by
draw
casion was the
Morgan with whom she had formed Deni- ber of playing weeks for 25 theagan at the Copacabana.
shawn
Dancers.
niteries
of
multitude
tres totals 650. In addition to ..that
has played: a
lot

play* from
•

‘

ail over the country and he has had
a television series of his own on
which he did his oldtime songs. At
conventioneers'
the
the
Copa,

figure, regular

ing the season.
Although results of the poll indicate biz on the winter stock circuit was spotty during the ’53-’54
stanza, all, but one of the operations surveyed definitely plan relighting next season. Of the 10
theatres queried, four claimed no
profit on the season, while three
hit the break-even point. Only one
^tated that business had been

.

.

thought he was virtually the whole
show-

The Palace Theatre similarly
took advantage of the situation by
getting a bill with a heavy load
of oldtimers. Names like Gus Van
and Helen Kane were the lures in
.

(Continued on page 68)

Washington, July 13.
Importance of a television sec to

this

the average family

is

i

•

i

-

i

i

spelled out

statistically by the Federal ReOne agent gandering the show serve Board in a report issued last
on a survey of consumer
St the Copacabana, at a £ime when week
(Continued on page 62))
finances
and purchasing plans.
M
More and more, the report shows,
people goointo debt to watch tv.
Last year, 55% of set purchasers
N.Y, Coliseum Concedes
J

Call Shubert’s

road houses racked

up around 910 playing weeks dur-

yelled out a Continual torrent of requests, applauded him at every op*
portunity and the visiting firemen

However, performers,
case.
sensing the sympathies of the
house, threw, the old and broad
lines at them for excellent rfesults.

PRICE

14, 1954

By JESSE GROSS

‘

adhering to for many years. The
presence of the Lions, iit New York
convention,
annual
their
on
brought this fact closer to home
The Spots that had oldlast week.
time acts and formats that gave, a

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

The power

Should the N. Y.Conyention Bu-

reau continue to bring in the big
palavers into N$W York. City, nitefy
operators affd thefew theatre bookifi remaining will have to start

INC.,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, JULY

'Say

Hey Songs

J

Stir

Rhubarb

25

to create

CENTS

pop

hits is

going to The heads of some disk
names. Although coining consid-

money from platter royalwith enhanced stature as
nitery and vaude performers, some
“hungry" singers are now flagrantly indulging in the payola tactic
with themselves, of course, on the
receiving end.
erable

ties,

One canary, who catapulted to
the top a couple of years ago, is
now demanding everything that
isn’t nailed down from publishers
whose songs she agrees to do. It’s
either a straight cash deal or some
cut-in 'arrangement on the tune as
the price for her wax version.
This situation is not only unhealthy for the music biz generally;
it’s regarded as suicidal for the
Reartist herself in the long run.
cently she mostly has been cutting tunes on which deals can be
made. That immediately restricts
her source of material since many
pubs won't, or can’t meet the tariff
demanded to get a tune on wax,
v
Another gimmick being used,
and this is not only restricted to
one artist, is to get a self-published
tune on the flip side of a disk.
With many artists now in the pub-

Personal loans by the late Lee
Shubert to various Broadway producers have been called in by the
Shubert attorneys, Klein & Lund.
Number of such loans isn’t revealed and the total amount involved is a matter of -some speculation in managerial circles, but the
individual amounts are said to run
from around $2,500 or so to $25,000 or more. «
As far as known, all the loans
were without interest and were on

lishing biz with their own firms,
this is not an uncommon situation.
While there’s nothing technically
illegitimate about this practice,

the basis of personal notes, payable on call. With the settlement
of Lee Shubert’s estate, the outstanding loans are being called in,
but varying time periods and terms
are being set for payment. Those to
whom the money was lent received

Nick Schenck’s Unique

there are seme who can point that
the artist certainly isn’t picking
tunes with complete objectivity if
he or she insists on recording
In one
wjiolly-owned copyrights.
(Continued on page 55 >

Who

bought on time payments, a subThe disk companies and Tin
Gets Mantle
Prestige;
stantial rise over 1951 when 48% Part Alley are getting into a rhuShow Biz, Spo/ts Evenk used credit and 1950 when the barb over the Giants’ centerfielder
If He Curtails Load?
Willie Mays. Both Decca Records
proportion was 44%.
With Locw’s on the eve of diTo Madison Sq. Garden Lifting of the tv freeze and its and Epic, a Golumhia subaid. have identical letters some weeks ago vorcement.
1954’s warm-weather
The N. Y. Coliseum now under effect on consumer expenditures is etched different tunes saluting the
(Continued on phge 6ZX
teams might give a whirl
debating
Ahout 18 other
construction at Columbus Circle noted in the survey. ‘The further Negro slugger.
to speculation on who would take
Mays’
song
salutes
have
into
come
will not be
competitive to
(Continued on page 28)
over as the industry's “General" if
the Giants’ office in the past week,
Madison Square Garden as far as
Nicholas M. Schenck decides to set
but the ballclub is trying to stop
theatrical events and sports are
more leisurely pace for himself
a
publication on all of them since
concerned. The Triborough Bridge.
affairs.
in the trade’s business
they gave exclusive use of the
Authority, constructing the,. Coli- EUROVISION EYEING
P.
Balaban?
Spyros
Barney
Hollywood, July 13.
Mays’ tag to Epic Records and pubsfcum, has
removed itself " from
Skouras?
Western
reaction
Spina
to
lisher
Spina.
The
song,
the
King
Jack
competition with the Garden in
CLOSED-CIRCUIT VIDEO tagged “Say
Sparking speculation on the
Hey” was cut this Sisters’ Allied, disk of “Keep Cool’’
most aspects in its revamped buildMembers of the recently-estab- week by Mays himself and The didn’t match its reception in the matter was the fact that Charles
ing design and will' go after meetlished European Television Neteast,v with many deejays getting C. Moskowitz, Loew’s v.p., treasmgs, conventions and exhibits; and
(Continued on page 551
work (Eurovision) are now considhot under the collar about the plat- urer and director, sat in at last
trade shows.
ering closed-circuit tv as a means
ter which started out in life as a week’s meeting of Company presiAccording to George E. Spargo, of f urther strengthening their interIn the memory of
for Super-Coola, a soft dents in N. Y.
commercial
general manager of the Triborough
countiy communications setup, ac6 Point (s) of Order
drink; Allied; -which -pressed the some observers this was the first
Authority, at time the plans were
cording to William Rosensohn, exec
that Moskowitz has attended
time
commercial
e.t.’s, acquired
original
play
Actors
who
the
rionbeing
drawn,
Madison Square v.p. of Box Office Television. Ttxis
the master on a two-year “free
speaking parts of the six
(Continued on page 62)
Garden officials, disturbed at the
is the U. S. outfit which produces
lease" deal and is putting the recjudges on the bench in the
tailing gate of boxing, hockey, basclosed-circuit programming.
ords out as a routine platter.
of “Caine
Broadway
company
( Continued on page
§8
LINKLETTER'S BILLING
In the east, the song was flayed
Mutiny Court Martial” sent an
Rosensohn has just returned
Hollywood, July 13.
as a novelty tune and got its first
opening-night wire last week
from a. 30-day tour of Eurovision
350actor’s dream comes true for
Martin
Block’s
over.
An
spinning
N.Y/* ’Bastille day'
disin
he
counterparts
the
He reported
to their
installations.
station ABC show. '"Here, there video emcee Art Linkletter. The
touring company. -It was ad_ Among those celebrating Bastille cussed the closed-circuit idea wUli
were immediate complaints and Filmarte Theatre, a Vine Street
dressed to the Silent Six, at
J^ay in N. Y.’s Lewisohn Stadium officials of BBC, French Broadcasttonight (Wed.) will be Pierre
both KFWB and KMPC banned house that was once a second-run
the Alcazar Theatre, San FranMon- ing Co., Belgian Broadcasting Co.
and Denise Darcel.
the platter immediately on the theatre, is being renamed the Art
cisco,
and signed the New
and Cinema Television, Ltd., artiong
e
grounds that it was nothing but a Linkletter Playhouse.
Six.
a
Silent
to
•York
c
He
added
he’ll
return
others.
Program
will
start
u,iu^
where his “People Are
It’s
lss
three-minute commercial' for the
Darcel’s rendition, of Europe “sometime this fall” for
Message read, “Don’t just
urpJ}. i^
the Marseillaise.”
Funny” will be telefilmed.
'beverage.
say something.”
sit there
[further discussions.
..

*
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‘Eileen’ for Holliday

...

"

.Berlin, July

.

e:

Taking advantage
the pres1ft Beylin of a number of
Hollywood, July. 13.
speJudy Holliday returns to N. Y, cialist journalists from overseas at"the. fourth annual film
Friday (16) to undergo surgery for tending
festival, {J$ DEFA Studios in East
removal of growth on ber foot. She
Germany issued an invitation to ail
will be laid UP six to eight weeks,
ence

By HAROLD MYERS

4

Hamburg, July
Along

13.

Selwyn’s Biopic Subject

a half-mile stretch in this

prosperous German port, lies the
most concentrated entertainment
center in all Europe, featuring a
great array of semi-nude girlshows
as its main patron lure. Razed by
allied bomber raids and completely derelict at the end of the last

Hollywood, July 13.
Following completion of "The
Bob Mathias Story,” William E.
Selwyn will produce a film biography based on the theatrical ca-

the foreign newsmen to visit its
lot at Babelsberg, near Potsdam
Invite came frota the Club of Crel
.
atlve FUm. Workers in East Berlin
'Janet Leigh remains in other key
and named as honorary officers on
role as her first picture under rethe official notepaper were Gerard
cently signed five-year pact calling
Philipe of Paris and Wassili M
*
for one picture annually.

reers of his father, Archie, and his
uncle, the late Edgar Selwyn.

Elder Selwyns were prominent
has been restored to its full pre- Broadway producers, starting in
war glory, with every building a 1910 with "Within the Law.” Picnitery and every nitery specializ- ture is slated to roll in October.
ing in the same style of burley entertainment.
ROGERS’ VISIT
SEES
Exploiting in diverse ways the
one commodity they all have in
SCHOOL’
‘BETTER
common, the niteries on the Reeperbahn bill their attractions with
Edinburgh, July 6.
a Parisian accent. "Paris By Night,”
The recent visit of Roy Rogers to
"Paris Folies,” "Little Paris” and Glasgow and Edinburgh did more
"Paris Revue” are familiar titles. than all the teachers could do,
This is obviously a hangover from according to Arthur Woodburn,
the days When the French capital Scot member of Parliament, ^he
was considered to be the focal children, he said here, Lurned out
point of the "sensational” revue. in thousands to see him and his
Undoubtedly, once the Paris entre- horse, "Trigger.” The interesting
preneurs get wise to the attrac- thing was that he lectured to them
tions in this city, they'll be adver- on good behavior to their parent^.
tising their revues as "Hamburg That did more than all the teachers
By Night,” etc., etc.
could do.
More use, he thought, could .be
-Both sides of the main boule-?
vard are 'jammed with late night made of the heroes^ of children to
He "suggested that
presentations. There are a couple inspire them.
theatres,
one legit the hero worship of such people as
picture
of
house and an opera hotise adver- Rogers and Yield Marshal Monttising "film, revue and variety.” gomery cpuld be put to good Use
At intermittent intervals, there are in teaching children.
small beer and coffee bars offering the famed German sausages

HORACE HEIDT
Currently On Tour
Under Personal Management

WALTER PLANT

Some of the niteries make a
admission charge, which
rarely exceeds one mark (25c), but
there is no minimum or cover
(

asked to sign* the VIP visitors’ book
acmore popular in might oven be requested to sign
the Commie-promoted Stockholm
conthe
best
than
West Germany
Peace petition.
trived Soviet films, impregnated
None of these things happened
opinis
the
That
with propaganda.
and
18
foreign
the
press
reps who
ion of" Erlich Helmensdorfer, edi- went
oa the tour were courteously
tor-in-chief of the Bavarian District
received and not embarrassed by
Deutsche Presse-

Sothern,

of the

More

Interested In

New

Than

Gabriel Pascal’s Death

who played her

been set for the Casino Royal, also
in Washington, for July 26 and

Faces, Slants

follow with the Cher Paree,
3.
Paul. Small and Miles Inworked out these stands. It’s
not yet known whether She’ll play
will

story
and talent
scouts are in force this season beating the summer stock bushes for
Hollywood prospects. .
Barns are being scrutinized more
closely than in past years due to
the studios’ pronounced eagerness

Aug.

galls

other stands.
Miss Williams

may start a vaude
tour at the Capitol, Washington,
26
Aug.
27
or
for
a week, and will
to come up with promising new
faces and fresh story slants. Straw- play some other dates before going
into
the
Sahara,
Las
Vegas, Nov.,2.
hatters are launching a great many
new plays and the film men aren't Miss Williams was originally slated
to
play
the
Vegas
spot
this month,
missing any of 'em.
Same motivation also has them but picture work interferred and
so
delay
a
was
agreed
uponPlan,
making close checks on tv shows.
Latter have netted them precious according to the William Morris
Agency,
is
to
have
Miss
Williams
little story material, but serve as
an increasingly important talent tour until her nitery stand. Deals
showcase. Various companies have are in the works with Paramount
tested and
on some occasions circuit for several of their houses,
signed young players on the basis and elsewhere.
Miss Williams will do an act on
of promising tv performances. The
(Continued on page 58)
barns are ' serving a similar pur-

as Pascal’s exclusive property so
far as screen versions were con-

Up

'High Button Film Sale
the book and lyrics for "High Button Shoes,” asking that they be declared sole owners of the former
Broadway musical. Action further

I

asks that Jerome

Robbins,, dance

director, be restrained

7/14

Form

name

talent follow-

this

weekend

after

Washington, July

13.

four,

also A. -Surov, A. Voloshin, and T.
Galsanov.
Among those attacked

Negroes’ Golf Rights
On Segregated Basis

!

have always been a happy breeding
Los Angeles July 13.
ground for talent and in some inUnique suit was filed in Superior
stances are being used by the film
companies as the training ground Court by Stephen Longstreet, Jule
for players already signed.
Styne and Sammy Cahn who wrote

Subscription Order

pitch for top

ing the Marlene Dietrich capacity
run which was to have wound up

pears

Jerry Robbins’ Choreographic Rights

Holds

.

have been such well known figures
as Ilya Ehrenburg, V. Pomerantsev,
With Pascal’s passing, there apV. Panova, and M. Zoshchenko.
little knowledge of where to
Atlanta, July 13.
USIA says the actions indicate
go for rights to any of the -propU. S. District Court Judge Boyd a switch in Red policy on the arts
erties. Shaw bequeathed his money
Sloan Thursday (8) ordered the and a tightening up of party conto a foundation to simplify the
City of Atlanta to permit Negroes
English language but JJiere was no to play on its seven golf courses trol over the writers and comformally-established estate, accord- on a segregated basis. Judge Sloan posers.
ing to sources close to the situation. ruled that Negroes cannot be de-

cerned.

—
—

pose.
Search for young blood is being
intensified by Hollywood.
Talent
execs say their studios are waking
up to the fact that there’s a shortage of new leading men and
women, ergo the word is out to be
on the lookout for personalities
likely to fill the bill. Strawhatters

AMPP.

Soviet Union has instituted a
weeks new crackdown on its musicians
However, she’s staying on an addi- and writers, according to the U. S.
On Shaw Play Rights tional fortnight.
Information Agency. Within the
Major Donald Neville-Willing, past two months the following liasDeath of Gabriel Pascal in N. Y.
last week left in a state of mystery who negotiated the Dietrich book- taken place:
Boris' Mokrousov, a leading Rusthe necessary clearances for pic- ing on behalf of the Cafe, is returizations of Bernard Shaw plays. turning to N.Y. in September on a sian composer, has been expelled
those
Among
from
acts.
the Union of Soviet Comfor
prowl
Shaw assigned the rights to Pascal talent
via an informal letter which, if to whom overtures are being made posers. Previously he had been
Mae
West,
criticized
Bankhead,
for a "light-minded atcontested in court, might not have are Tallullah
Gene Kelly, Gloria Swanson and titude toward his creative work.”
stood up as an official contract.
Four
top writers have been exHowever, there never was any Victor Borge.
Already booked for the current pelled from the Union of Soviet
questioning of Pascal’s privilege to
adapt for the screen "Caesar and Cafe de Paris season are Kay Writers for "unethical conduct,”
Cleopatra,” "Major Barbara” and Thompson, slated to open in Sep- and several others have been
"Pygmalion.” J. Arthur Rank and tember, and Carl BrissOn who is sharply criticized for deviating
other British and American pro- due to play a return date in Octo- from the Party line. Expelled are
N. Virta, a Stalin Prize-winner, and
ducers simply left the Shaw works ber.

Obscures Modus Operandi

major nitery date in years at
Usually El Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas, has

Companies’

political cap-

out of the visit.
PEFA Studios were formerly the UFA Studios but have been
modernized and enlarged since the
takeover after the, war and plans
for further extensions are in .progThey claim they are the
ress,largest studios, in Europe, with

The

Name

first

Hollywood

any attempts, to make

ital

German films, he said, are far
below their pre-war stature. "There
isn’t enough money,” he added,
"to make- the pictures we used to
make, and irtuch of the motion pic- three, large stages and
six smaller
ture talent left the country before ones. However, not
all are soundand during the war.”
proofed. In design and equipment
they compare with British studios,
and the one exceptional piece of
can Activities Committee. Judge Dietrich’s London Click .
(Continued on page 62)
sustained a defense demurrer without leave to amend, ruling that emDates
Cues More
NO LONGER LOVED
ployers have right to refuse *to hire
London, July 13.
(Continued on page 62)
The Cafe de Paris, London’s Soviet Punishes Creative Artists
For Being Light-Minded
leading night spot, is making a big
.
’

•,

Miss

the

Hollywood, July 13.
In a sweeping 24-page opinion,
Superior Judge Ellsworth Meyer
tossed out $51,750,000 blacklist suit
brought against major film companies, and several indies by 23 plainAcademy
including three
tiffs,
Award Winers, who had declined
to testify before House Un- Ameri-

'

ern.

SCOUT THOSE BARNS

of

Office

Agentur, who is visiting .hare with
Roland A. Buschman, editor of the
Nuernberger Nachrichten, as guests

ing to appear on talent agency
rosters for submission for dates in
niteries and vauders.
Included
are Esther Wiliams and Ann Soth-

Continued on page 62

13.

tion plots are. far

Prep Vaude-Nitery Tours
A fresh batch of names is start-

modest

The press officer to the Berlin
urged most of the scribes to
reject the invite, warning that they
would be compromised by being
photographed with top East German studio execs and stars, if

fest

COWBOY OPERA BEATS
RUSSIAN PROPAGANDA
Hollywood, July

Wms.-Ann Sothern

Esther

.

American oaters with simple

THAN

’

M

•

.

.

Pronin of Moscow.

ROY

modest prices.
Most Niteries Charge 25c

"Sister
yet

not

Replacement

made.

World War, the Reeperbahn area

AS

Columbia’s

of

out
so
Eileen.”

;

from

inter-

fering with the sale of film or television rights to the show.

nied use of city golf courses, but
that the city still may apply its
segregation laws.
Jurist, however,
his decision that

made

it clear in
city would bg
given reasonable time to work out

Robeson

Still

Doghoused

Washington, July
'

U.S. State.

Department

13.

declared

yesterday (12) that it will not reverse itself at this time and issue
new regulations. Presumably up- a passport to Paul Robeson. .This
shot will be that Negroes will be followed New York disclosure that
allowed to use golf layouts on the singer has^ applied 'for permisspecified days of the week.
sion to leave the country for about
Judge Sloan ruled on a suit six months tp fill Singing engagebrought by Dr. W. H. Holmes, Al- ments in several European counfred Holmes, Oliver W. Holmes tries and Israel.
and Charles T. Bell seeking to enRobeson’s passport was canjoin city from denying them use celled four years ago, following his
of city golf courses. Plaintiffs had pro-Russian speeches. Since then
been refused admission at Bobby he has applied three or four limes
Jones Golf Course In July, 1951.
for a new passport.
.

Plaintiffs declare they

have had
from Warners and Columbia"
but have been blocked by Robbins

Enclosed find check for $

offers

Please send

To

.
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who

The Old, Old Lesson

refused to part with his rights

dance numbers he directed.
They contend that the dances are
part of the music, lyrics and book.
Also named as defendants are
Joseph Kjpness and Monte Proser,
producers o£_the show, George Abbott, director, and three John Does.
Complaint states that they were
asked to join the action against
Rcbbins but refused.

of television performers isn’t as all-encompassing as
Capitol
on both coasts are inclined to believe.
Records’ satirist, Stan Freberg, found 'that out on a 40,960 mile
coast-to-coast tour visiting deejays.
Seated before a microphone at
chatting with a deejay
who shall remain anonymous, Freberg suddenly discovered that
the platter spinner had never heard of "Point of Order,” C Est
Si Bon,” ana most of the other Freberg hits. "How about sr.
George and the Dragonet,* which is a takeoff on ‘Dragnet’?” asked

Peculiar situation disclosed by
the suit is that a choreographer
was able to obtain an unusual contract that put him in the same position as an author and enabled him
to halt the sale of the property to
films or television.

Freberg.
"What’s ‘Dragnet’?” retorted the deejay.
Freberg squirmed.
"You know,” he prodded. “The radio and television show aboui
cops starring Jack Webb.”
"Can’t say as I do,” said the deejay. “Who’s Jack Webb.
Freberg beat a hasty retreat.

to the

.
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Washington, July

13.

Maximum

fine for violation of the' anti-trust laws ’would be
upped from $5,000 to $50,000 under a bill reported favorably by a
one-man Senate Judiciary Sub-committee, Report was made by
Senator William Langer, of North Dakota, who is also. chairman of
the full Judiciary Committee. House passed the measure, which
has the endorsement of the Justice. Department, last year,
Feeling has long existed here that the $5,000 fine was ho

Pre-releasing of top-bracket picis on the way .out as a standard industry practice, it was
strongly indicated in / N. Y. last
week.
A1 Lichtman, director of distribution for 20th-Fox, told a meeting

Vacuums When Yanks

tures

Political implications of a with-

‘Oklahoma’ Also C’Scope;

Todd’s Indie 65m. Pix
/

film company presidents and
other trade execs that there’s no
longer any point to selling a film
in key dates and then withholding
it for a number of months before
general release. There was no formal vote taken on the matter, of
But the distrib toppers
course.
from other outfits nodded agreement.
Point was underlined that in today’s market an important film' can
bring in its full boxoffice potential
in a steady playoff. Higher rental

of

and

Judy Garland Pic
*

.

is Set for N.Y. Astor
Victoria Early in Fall
4.

/

“Star Is Born” ,probably will go George Glass Proposes
into the Astor and Victoria in N.Y.,
day-date, with opening likely early
‘Heats’ in Oscar Derby,
this fall. Actual opening date will
be set after it is decided how much
Sees Cumulative Bally
the pic can be trimmed in actual
running time because length of
Hollywood, July 13.
film as it now stands poses a real
George Glassy former film pubproblem for houses desiring a rea- licist
now
and
an indie producer,
Judy Garland
sonable turnover.
has come out with an idea to stimustarrer is set to get heavy bally
late interest in the Oscar Derby
from WB.
and the film business in general. In
While considered at one time by a letter to Academy prexy Charles;
the N. Y. Music Hall as a possible Brackett, he suggests that the
future booking, the .excessively Derby be run in four heats, like
long running time precluded it go- a trotting race, with quarterly voting into the Hall since the run- ing to choose 20 nominees in the
ning time could not be trimmed top eight Academy Award qualifito less than three hours. With the cations.
Hall giving an hour to its stagePlan is to pick five nominees in
show and (income instances) short each quarter in the following
features, this would mean a four categories: Best Picture, Best Achours show, something unheard of tor, Best Actress; Best Supporting
at this huge theatre. Pic now runs Actor,
Best Supporting Actress,
three hours and 26 minutes.
Best Director, Best Original Story,

4

terms will still obtain, of course,
and these usually mean upped ad•

mission prices.
This is in contrast with conditions a couple of years ago when
a major-dwdget entry such as
Paramount’s “Greatest Show on
Earth” had to undergo the longhaul treatment to achieve maxi-

picture,

“Indiscretion

of

This method. Glass declared
“would bring about a cascade of
cumulative publicity which would
be of tremendous aid to pictures
release.

'

The

excite-

American, Wife,” winds its engage- ment in the headlines and on the
air would provide a shot in the
ment, likely later this month.
arm when it would do the most
good.”

Joe Mankiewicz

“For ten months of the year,”

‘Dolls’

added,

Glass

Deal for Goldwyn Only

“the

Academy

lies

when the annual

balloting

Lull in Indie Career takes place. With this plan, the
Although he’s joining Samuel Academy will remain vigorously
Goldwyn on the production of in the public eye as a vital force
“Guys and Dolls,” Joseph L. Man- in the promotion of motion pictures and their creators.”
kiewicz /has no intention of abandoning independent filmmaking on
his own. He recently- completed
“Barefoot Contessa” in Europe as
an indie entry for United Artists
release and will follow the “Guys”
tieup with Goldwyn expectedly
with another of his own solo indie
efforts. Distribution setup hasn’t

been formalized but

it’s

presumed

UA

next

likely will figure in the
deal, too.

Goldwyn last Friday (9) made
“official” his pact with Mankiewicz, revealing that the latter will
write and direct the pic. Deal had
been pending for more than five
weeks.
Goldwyn also officialized
his acquisition of the “Guys” property. He’s paying $1,000,000 against
10% of the gross.
Mankiewicz, still abroad, is to
report on the Goldwyn lot the first

week in September. Goldwyn

in-

tends to start rehearsing on Oct. 15
and actual shooting Jan. 15.
Producer further disclosed that
Frank Loesser, composer of the
_

“Guys” score, will do additional
.

May

Key

a

change of plans,

Published Weekly by VARIETY. INC
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City Biz Continues Stout; ‘Caine’

Still
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Champ,

‘High’ 2d, ‘Garden/ ‘Cinerama/ ‘Apache’ Next

Plan for Lowell Thoma$ to complete “The Seven Wonders of the
World” is currently being mulled
by Cinerama execs. About half the

New York
West 46tb St.
JUdsoo 2-2700
Hollywood 21
6311 Yucca Street
Hollywood 9-1141
Washington 4

1292

36.

N.Y

National Press Building
STerling 3-B445

Chicago

*

II.

612 No. Michigan Avo.,

Additional playdates for new, 10th position by dint *of added
strong product are helping first- playdates.
runs to overcojne the torrid weath“Knock on Wood” (Par), also
er prevailing in main key cities with fresh dates, is taking 11th
currently. It has been hot so long spot, while “Hell Below Zero”
in some localities that the public (Col) is 12th.
has become accustomed to swarm“Man With Million” (UA? still is
ing to air-conditioned, theatres as going fine in small-seaters. “Silver
the main source of relief from the Lode” (RKO),' also new, ranges
beat.
from okay to fairish currently.
Pacing the field again this round “Ring of Fear” (WB) is rated fair

footage for the Cinerama film was
lensed by Merian C. Cooper some

time ago.

When the Stanley-Warner group
took over, S. H. Fabian viewed the
scenes, but couldn’t see a way to

a' feature-type
weave them
story. Cinerama now believes a
way, has been found to overcome
that difficulty and shoot the rest is “Caine Mutiny” (Col). It is ^radf.
of the pic. Another Cinerama fea- ually drawing away from nearest

into

DElaware
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7-4984

WC2
Trafalgar Sq.
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Bar 5041

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual
$10
Single Copies

Foreign
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ABEL GREEN.
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Vol. 195

,

ture, based

pedition, is

nine
this
last

ner Bros.

ROSE-SHAVELSON
and

‘Erfdie Foy'

First

‘Kitty

was first
and Mighty”
second place,

session on. It also

week.

“High

in Philly.

*

Productions

release,

Hollywood, July

13.

monep.
winding up

third
is

“Apache” (UA), which loomed as
a smash bit a week ago, is starting
to live up to its promise, landing

two screen scribes, Jack Rose and
Melville Shavelson, with “Eddie
Foy and ’the Seven Little Foys” as

playing in six keys
“Student
by Variety.
covered
Prince” (M-G) is taking sixth posi“Demetxius” (20th),
while
tion
fifth spot. It is

will be

with

Paramount and Bob Hope' Enter-

third last stanza,

Rose as producer and

Shavelson as director.
Second film by the nev\N outfit
stock.
will be “Kitty Hawk ” with Rose
New divvy is payable August 5 and Shavelson writing, producing
to stockholders
of record on July and directing. Pair also scripted
the Eddie Foy screenplay.

taking
(Indie)

fourth.

indie company, Scribe Productions, has been incorporated by

first production. Picture
Warner Divvy Rate Holds its
made in a 'partnership deal

is

“Cinerama”

is

seventh.

“Gone With Wind” (M-G)

with additional dates, is
pushing up to eighth place. “Johnny Dark” (U) is capturing ninth
money, with “Coins in Fountain”
(20th), long high-ranking, landing
issue),

,

(re-

nice in Chi and St. Louis. “King

“Mrs. Leslie” (Par) looks sturdy
on second N.Y. week.
“Tanganyika” (U), big In Seattle,
looms fairish in Detroit. “Greatest
Show” (Par)^ on popscale return
date is neat in Minneapolis.
for Munjer” (WB), sock
“Dial
in Toronto, shapes neat in L.A. “La
is heading for a
(Hakim)
Ronde”
new record in Toronto.
“Couldn’t Say No” (RKO) looks
stout in Cincy.. “Miami Story”
(Col), good in Louisville, is rated
moderate in Prov.

M

(

INDEX

'

“Francis Joins iVacs” (U)I also
new, is fine in San Francisco and
stout in Providence. “Adventures
Robinson Crusoe” (UA), shapes

(WB) is finishing in
Richard and Crusaders” (WB) is
same as last stanza.
sock on preem in L.A.
“Garden of Evil” (20th), in sixth
“Men of Fighting Lady” (M-G),
Hawk’ As place a week ago, its first time on
mild in Frisco, Is okay in D.C.

COMBO

New

prises, with

although playing in only
keys covered by Variety

b.o. rivals

on the LewisrClai'k excoming up from War-

^

WB

-

Meanwhile, in

National Boxoffice Survey

Salvage ‘Wonders’

.

Warner Bros. is. staying with its
?1.20 per year dividend rate. Board
of
last week declared the regular 30c per share of common

decided on by the
Export Assn., last
the overthrow of
the pro-Red government.
Latter,
in a move to clear the decks for
the
Red-slanted
material,
had
in Todd-AO over, the next five
leveled a 20% tax on the distribuyears, said he hoped to wrap up a tor’s share about a year ago. Evendeal for a property in Britain and tually, faced with the resistance of
would be ready to start shooting the Guatemalan public to Soviet
on it immediately. It’s his guess and other pix, the tax was reduced
that his. pic will be the second to 10%, but MPEA held on. Last
Todd-AO release after “Okla- week,, the new ruling junta junked
homa,” to be followed by “Ben the tax arid in effect appealed to
Hur” and “South Pacific^
(Continued on page 13)

Trade Mark Registered

For Cinerama Use

musical numbers for the pic ver-

employ.

that had been created.
of shipments
to

Resumption
Guatemala was
Motion Picture
week following

FOUNDED BY SIMg SILVERMAN

sion.

Goldwyn is putting off until
closer to shooting time any decisions on the screen process he’ll

vacuum

the

•

dormant in the public consciousness and seems to come to life
only'

—

—

In both cases, faced with discriminatory taxes, the U. S. distWbs pulled out. And in each instance the Russian propaganda machinery began to move in at their
heels, seeking to take advantage of

being sent into full circulation.
Proviso, and ‘Domination’
ently overruled on the Magna TheDisadvantage in this type of sell- atre Corp. board.
“Domination and control” of
( Continued on page 71)
It’s explained that the bankers 20th-Fox by prexy Sypros Skouras
and Rodgers & Hammerstein ex- was sharply attacked in a derivapressed concern over "unsettled tive stockholders’ suit brought in
conditions”* in Europe where the N. Y. Federal Court last week by
Plan for ‘Mutiny’
Todd-AO projection and print- Rebecca G. Berkowitz who named
In line with distributors’ dedown equipment is being manufac- the corporation and three of its
parture from old pre-release
Board
tured. Anticipating a possible in- directors as defendants.
policies, Columbia has plans to
terruption in the flow of the ma- members named include foreign
continue “The Caine Mutiny”
chinery, it was decided to back up chief Murray Silverstone as well
in steady distribution. Film is
Todd-AO, which uses 65m wide- as Daniel Hastings and L. Sherman
being grooved for about 60 engauge film, with Cinemascope. Adams.
gagements through this month
Mrs. Berkowitz, who asserts she's
Todd
now says he welcomes addiand August arid thereafter will
tional use of the widescreen proc- been a 20th shareholder since 1935,
spread out around the jcouness “for reasons of comparison, charges Skouras with favoring his
try.
whether or not the need for using own personal interests to the detriNot long ago it was usually
the C’Scope print ever arises.
(Continued on page 22)
the policy of a company to liTodd’s indie production outfit
cense a pic such as “Caine” to
within
Magna
will
,-function
the
a limited number of theatres
framework and his new venture
and then pull it out Of release
in no way affects his status in
for as much as six to nine
months.
(Continued on page 22)

that Academy members pick the
five finalists in each category for
the final balloting.

in

Magna Framework

Coin for his first Todd-AO production under the new Michael
Todd Co. banner some $2,000,000 has been raised privately
and another $2,000,000 is available
via bank loans, Mike Todd reported last week in N. Y. prior to his
departure for* London.
Todd, who expects to make ten

onstrated to the American film
companies via the two recent examples of Burma and Guatemala.

Under this policy, “Oklahoma” is being Cinemamum
which Lichtman said is dated, a pic Scoped as well as Todd-AOed in
limited
number of order to protect the film’s large in- Stockholder Critical
would play a
dates in each area at tilted scales. vestment. Todd up till now has
Of Skouras’ Pay, Death
taken
out of strenuously objected to simultaneIt would then be
release for some months before ous lensing, but he was appar-

and Best Original Screenplay. Out
of the 20 nominees, he suggests

currently

Within

drawal from any, and particularly
the smaller markets has been dem-

returns.

*

rent

.

,

»

;

.

Two other bookings for the two
City Investing houses also have
been revealed. “Dragnet,” another
WB pic, has been set to open at
the Victoria as soon as the current
film, “About Mrs. Leslie,” has finished its run. “Waterfront,” a Columbia release, is now set to go
into the Astor as soon as the cur-

Out

Pull

*

deterrent to potential violators of the 'antitrust statutes. Figure
has been unchanged for many years.
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He’ll

And Golden

Gate* Frisco

Hollywood, July 13..
Theatres prexy So}.
Schwartz returned to N. Y. Sunday
night after presumably setting in
motion negotiations for immediate
disposal of three key RKO houses
on Coast; Hill Street (2,572 spats);
Pantages (2,812) in Los Angeles,
and the Golden Gate (2,850) in

since
,

RKO

Sales Policies of Distribs
Washington, Juljr 13. V
board chairman
Abram F. Myers today JTues.)
served notice on the distributors
"

industry

the

that

No Pink One*?

States

.

is

headed for

Government - imposed regulation
akin to restraints placed upon railroads, shipping, electrical power,
The exhibitor leader warned
etc.
that the restrictions likely will be
.

imposed

‘-by

the

Government on

Hollywood, July

13.

colossal makeup project in film history was accon>
;

Most

.

Myers, in a membership bullecharged that theatremen are
forced to cope with crisis condidistribution
of
because
tions
“abuses” in setting terms for their

painted various tints of blue,
green, yellow, red and cerise.

dustry.”

Unknown

-

.

MELS

MPAA

Earlier, Eric Johnston,
president,
had reported

that the
cussed.

matter

was

being

dis-

Neither spokesman went beyond
that point.

.

*

.

•

liams, George Murphy, Tony Martin, Anne Miller,
Cyd Charisse,
Howard Keel, Paul Henreid. Some

of these are just doing guest shots;
“The Prodigal,” Ava Gardner, Vittorio Gassman, Edmund Purdom,

However, it's known MPAA has Lana Turner, Walter Hampden,
had its sights on UA since the latter outfit, under the Arthur B.
Krim-Benjamin management, start- POWELL-PRESSBURGER
ed the climb toward its place of
importance in industry economics.
CANADIAN
But the five* partners at the' helm
Ottawa, July 13.
of UA haven’t shared a unanimous
Michael Powell, British, film proview toward MPAA. Until recent- ducer, states in a byline article in
ly, at any rate, there was some
July Mayfair Magazine that he and
feeling that UA paid its share in his
associate, Emeric Pressburger,
any industry project, including “wish and intend to found a -Canathose engaged in by MPAA, and dian film industry producing
for
felt no responsibility beyond this.
the international film market.” He
Also, UA’s clash with the Pro- also makes some
sharp cracks at
duction Code, via “Moon Is Blue,” the finances -of Hollywood
films.
resulted in a still not forgotten
Powell and Pressburger, writers,
burn on the part of some execs at producers and directors of “The

WOO

MONEY

The rumor* were in high gear
the pjast week. Floyd Odium
was said to be buying everythina
from; a brewery to an aircraft company—and maybe a picture company, too—from Howard Hughes
The only certainty was that Odium*
who is head of Atlas Carp., and
Hughes were together on the Coast
arid the horse-trading was on.
Odium used- the term “horseovfcr

tonks) Kessler recalls that the
Roof Garden of the Victoria
a flea circus in the sumof 1910,

had
mer

(2)

trading”

j

in - conversations
with
associates but gave no 'indication
of what he’s angling to buy, whether the old
holding corporation whose only asset now is cash
or the physical production-distribution assets recently taken over
109% by Hughes, or whatever.
-'-'Branded as fiction were reports
that this or that exec in the film
.industry had been - approached
already by Odium as a preliminary
to filling the top spot in the RKO
picture outfit.
One iriside -source recalled that

RKO

at

known
Edwin LesIt’s

considered good, parking avail- Industry attorney Louis Nizer is
able and it would need compara- having a hand in the negotiations
tively
minor backstage adjust- for a retirement fund which is said
ments.
tb run into pretty tall coin.

is

:

weekend.

,

Lush pension setup for Joseph I.
that managng director
ter has,, been looking at Pantages Breen, the Production Code adminand two. or three other houses as istrator, is currently being worked
Pantages location out by major companies in N. Y.
possible sites.

adjustments, Myers said, in effect.
“As a body, Allied has not advoMultiple-star casting in the
cated Government regulation” on
the belief that enforcement of the “Grand Hotel” manner is coming
back
into fashion in Hollywood.
antitrust decrees has been adeNumber of upcoming features
quate, stated the board topper. Myare
with name performers
loaded
ers added he personally “can’t pre
diet” for how long present condi- to solidify the b.o. potential of the
Since
most of these films
product.
tions will be tolerated.
Government intervention would are in the multi million dollar catepresumably
reason
studios
be designed, he said, to safeguard gory*
the heavy investments in the in- that it’s only sensible to provide
the
values
by
way
of
b.o.
added
dustry, mainly exhibition, and to
insurance.
ward off unemployment.
Here
a
few
examples:
20th—
are
He charged the film companies
with committing “industrial sui- “The Egyptian,” Michael Wilding,
cide” via such alleged practices as Victor' Mature, Edmund Purdom,
Tierney,
Jean Simmons,
these refusing to give rental ad- Gene
Ustinov;
“A
Woman’s
justments In accordance with box- Peter
Arlene
Bacall,
office receipts; taking the exhibs* World,” -Lauren
Allyson,
Clifton Webb,
Federal tax money gains via plac- Dahl, June
ing the. theatremen in higher ren- Van Heflin. Fred MacMurray; Wartal brackets; increasing the mini- ner Bros. “Battlecry,” Van Heflin,
Aldo Ray, Mona Freeman, Nancy
18)
( Continued on page
Olson, James Whitmore, Raymond
Massey.
Metro, “ Executive Suite,”
Fredric March, William Holden,
Barbara Stanwyck, June Allyson,
Walter Pidgeon, Shelley Winters,
IN
United Artists is giving “serious Paul Douglas, Louis Calhern, Dean
“Athena,”
and sympathetic consideration” to Jagger, Nina "'Foch;
Jane Powell, Ed Purdom, Debbie
a membership bid put to it by the
Louis
Calhern,
Victor
Reynolds,
Motion Picture Assn, of America*
Robert S. Benjamin, UA’s board Darnone; “Deep in My Heart,” Jose
Ferrer, Merle Oberon, Esther Wilchairman, stated over the past

MPAA

,

Ilammerstein’s Victor-

on the’ site of the present
Rialto at Seventh Aye. and 42
St.,
of which’ he was later
manager.
Although this era 6f show
biz and Broadway is supposed
to be B.H.T. (before honkey
ia,

far ne-

progressed;

end of present season.

that
the film companies are pricing exGovernThe
business.
hibs out of
ment will step in unless there are

MEMBERSHIP

How

he joined in 1904 the

staff of

of

Philharmonic Auditorium here

The Allied beef. is

UNITED ARTISTS

(1)

Pa*»M a Vei

interested parties.
However, one possible purchaser
might be Civic Light Opera Association which must move from

tin,

pictures.-

facts.-

have

gotiations
Identities

Darling.”

Pachyderms, each weighing
around 8,000 pounds, were

own

Circuit' is anxious to separate
this trio from remainder of chain
either via outright sale or longterm lease.

plished on the Metro lot,
where. 10 elephants were
given new complexions for
their appearance in “Jupiter’s

motion to preserve the in-

its

San Francisco.
.

14c 1954

Aaron
recently
made day manager of the New
York, film ‘grind at Broadway
aitd 4? St. 1W exactly Sd years

iiui uuvvi) i

Allied

Veflnesday, July-

\

j

Motion Picture Assn, of America
prexy Eric Johnston confirmed in the

BILINGUAL ‘PORGY’

Y. last week that Breen had
been anxious for some time to reSCENARIO tire to semi-active status and that
discussions towards that end were
Hollywood, July 13.
going on.
“There’s nothing deftripossible
Bi-lingual
and
inite,” Johnston said,
lingual production of the film verBreen
is
in
town, presumably in
slated
sion of “Porgy. and Bess” is
N.

WITH NEW

Munich early next year, co- connection with the current talks.
producer Robert Breen reported He hasn’t been well for some time.
Cast of the folk’ The 64-year-old administrator will
here today.

1948 deal whereby Hughes
bought control from Odium went
six months in alternately on and
stages before actual signatur“The same might obtain now
may have a deal wrapped
up by tonight, but for what I don’t

off

ing.

or they

know,” commented the

currently

opera,

at

the

Philhar- be succeeded in the top

PCA

monic Auditorium in downtown by Geoffrey Shurlock who has in
Los Angeles for a four week run, effect been running the Code’s adwill repeat their stage chores for ministrative machinery for some
time and who enjoys the confi*
the film 'version.
“We won’t have to bother with dence and respect of the Studios.
Johnston last week went out of
dubbing,” Breen explained, “because about 80% of our cast his way to praise the job Breen
speaks at least two languages in had done in administering the
addition to English. With most of Code, stressing the difficulty of
them it is German arid French but making decisions “when the lines
many know Italian as well.”
drawn are sometimes pretty hazy.”
"POrgy” will be shot in English, He commented that in his tenure
and in German and a decision Breen had shown “tact, firmness
probably will be made within the and instinctive judgement.”
next few weeks on a possible ItalThe MPAA topper also said he
ian version.
didn’t
know of any pending
Despite suggestions from vari- changes in the Code, implying
ous
organizations
which
have strongly that none were under dissought a participation in the pro- cussion either. Some months back,
duction, “Porgy” will not be lensed there was
strong agitation for a libon Stage but will be completely eralization of the Code, a move
re-produced for the film medium. that culminated in an exchange of
Breen emphasized that he and his letters
between
Johnston
and
co-producer Blevins Davis feel Samuel Goldwyn. Former
at that
.there is a. vast difference between
time asked Goldwyn to be specific
stage and screen techniques and
in his suggestions for changes.
that it would be a mistake to film
There was at that time an implied
“Porgy” as a play on celluloid.
of a producers’ meet to
A regular screenplay will be promise
discuss the Code:
However, it
written for the production, which
never came off.
has a tentative budget of around
.

Impression

$ 2 000 000.
,

is

gained that, within

,

NEW JEFFERS TRIAL

spot

Cab Calloway, who leaves the recent months, the interpretation
by its adtcast of the touring legiter after of the Code document

EXTRAS GUILD

VS.

Hollywood, July

Mike

New UA

on charges of RKO mismanagement.
Harrison also voiced little sympathy for a bid by Beverly Hills
attorney Bernard Reich for fees
to be collected from RKO. But a
formal decision on this was put off
also.
Left open was a third motion,, this made by Reich to collect
fees from the Castlemans.

duced in England by William MacQuitty for J. Arthur Rank and has
Robert Newton as the drink-sodden
outcast and Glynis Johns as the

the

j

local

company

stand,

in

Screen Extras Guild
and seven of its officers comes up
in Superior Court today (Tues.)
for assignment to trial judge. Defendants have asked for a jury
the

trial.

Original

-

against

suit

Rivoli N.Y. Reopening
Broadway showcase, will
reopen early in August after three
months of darkness due to the
Rivoli,

unavailability of suitable product
House, unit of United Artists TheCircuit, had been the only
N. Y. first-run to shutter.
Riv re-candles with; “Rear Winrow,” major entry on the Paramount sked. Alfred Hitchcock directed the James Ste wart-Grace
Kelly costarrer. Extensive opening campaign is now being prepped
with the preera to be a benefit for

atre

.

to L.

MPAA

Rockefeller Foundation was ready
chip in $25,000 and that the

John

Milton Sperling

Museum

Mike Todd

to

itself

would raise

$5,000.

Additions to the Museum’s huge
collection of film classics are authorized by a special committee.
But the 'museum is finding it tough
to pay for the upkeep of the old
reels and in fact has been spending most of its allocation on maintenance rather than new acquisitions. Outfit must buy prints from
old negatives the diptribs make

missionary's sister.
In the original adaptation (1938)
of the Somerset Maugham novel,
Charles Laughton and Elsa Lancaster had the lead roles and Newton, had a featured spot.
available.

A.

Herman Bernstein
Karl Bernstein
Barbara Britton
Milton Goldman
Frances Langford
Mike Lanin
Arthur Schwartz
Ellen Siegel

Museum’s

Gregory Peck
Tom Pryor
Sol A, Schwartz
Don Sharpe
Richard Skiqner
Spyros Skouras

Helen Alexander

film
library
needs
$50,000 for the restoration and replacement of some of the deteriorating old prints in its valuts.
board wa9 told that the

decision.

Y.

Agnes Moorehead
Florabel Muir

N.Y.

Sintf

Selena Walters

Europe to N. Y.
Leonard H. Goldenson
Shellah Graham
Doris Hart
William Hornbeck

Noel Langley
Isaac Shapiro
Gabriel Soria
Darryl F. Zanuck

Extras

Guild and 34 officers ended in mistrial last February with jury deadlocked 6-6 after hearing seven arid
half
months’ testimony. Jeffers
bore cost of trial. His attorney
indicated Jeffers will probably be
first witness at new trial. He contends he was libeled in newsletter
distributed to Guild members.

N. Y.

Museum of Modern Art, N. Y.,
bid for a contribution Of $20,000
was nixed last week by the Motion
Picture Assn, of America. Museum
officials said it was their Understanding that there was no final

13.

Jeffers' $200,000 libel suit

against

a
undergone
has
will rejoin the ministrators
Europe late this year marked change with observers riottowards
a
and will be on hand for the film- ing a decided tendency
Korean war relief.
approach.
version. “Porgy” jumps from here broader, more casual
to Boston and after a few weeks Of While'triis has expressed itself on
L. A. to N.
Eastern and Canadian dates heads the screen, it is contradicted by
'speeches made by John A. Vizzard,
Joan Abner'
~
for Europe.
Louis Berg
While here, the “Porgy” com- one of Breen’s assistants who’s apIrving Berlin
pany will begin rehearsals on parently been delegated to make
Arthur Bronson
“Free and Easy, a Blues Opera,” the p.r. pitch for the \Code. Vizzard
has stressed that the Code wouldn’t
Smiley Burnette
UA,
new
musical
by
Harold
Arlen
and
Red Shoes,” “Colonel Blimp,”
give
its
fundamental
up
values
to
Rhonda Fleming
Johnny
Mercer,
which
will be pre“Tales of Hoffman,” “Black NarcisBill Gass
miered
in Paris in November and pursue the “phony” maturity of
sus” and “The Wild Heart,” starL. Wolfe Gilbert
alternated
with the N. Y. stage and of foreign pix.
ring Jennifer Jones, made “49th subsequently
Judge Hints Dismissal
Bonita Granville
“Porgy” as a repertory offering. His statements, and particularly
Parallel” in Canada in 1940.
his speech at Ann Arbor, Mich., in
Harold Hecht
Of Reich-Castleman Suit The article, in a small-circulation
which he appeared to sanotion cenJoe Hyams
NO FUNDS FOR MUSEUM
(18,000) slick, which almost exclusorship for non-Code
approved
Anna Hill Johnstone
Hollywood, July 13.
sively enters wealthy homes, makes
films, are an occasional source of
Keye Luke
Federal Judge Benjamin HarriMost
of
Costs
Currently
For
Go
a pitch for a Canadian-financed
embarrassment
for
MPAA
in
execs
Brenda
Marshall
at
son
hearing here yesterday •producing
Restoration,, Not Purchase
company, to budget

(Tues.) strongly hinted he’ll decide
$1,000,000 for the first film. This,
in favor of a motion by RKO to
it is suggested, might be “Promodismiss the Eli and Marion Castleof the Admiral,” a short story
man stockholder action against the tion
by Morley Roberts which Powell
film company.
Jurist commented
and Pressburger own arid have
he considers the case here moot done
a treatment on. A sea yarn,
because of dismissal of similar acit opens in Halifax, needs location
tions in Delaware and Nevada.
work there, in British Columbia,
RKO’s dismissal move Was based Central
America and around Cape
on the argument that the Delaware
Horn.
and Nevada suit dispositions sustained Howard Hughes’ ^purchase
of the company and this was bind'Beachcomber’
ing on everyone.
If
Harrison
throws the case here out, as he inRemake of “The Beachcomber”
dicated, it will Vnean the end of has been acquired for U. S. release
•11. court skirmishes with Hughes by United Artists.
Pic was pro-

insider.

for

N. Y. to Europe

N

‘

Alfred Black
William Boyd
Geraldine Brooks
Thea Dispeker

John

Elliott

Pierre Galante
Jrving Greenfield
Jack Hylton
v Jean and Walter Kerr
Robert Kreier

Carmel Myers
Val Parnell
Louella O. Parsons
Ethel Linder Reiner
A. W. Schwalberg
Richard Tucker
Jerry Whyte

•

i

!
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He

Company Presidents* Comment Is That
Hurt Entire Film Industry Vis-a-Vis France

Gist of

——

Extent of future cooperation between the Motion Picture Export
Assn, and the indie producers is
in doubt following last week’s attack on MPEA’s French deal by
Ellis Arnall, Society of IndependMotion Picture producers
ent
H

prexy.

-

mates

———

Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers now appears
embarked on a fullscale offensive
to wreck the legal foundations of
the Motion Picture .Export Assn.
Indies are using the recent French
film agreement as a basis for their
slashing attacks.
Second iriove in the indies’ campaign vs. MPEA came .last week
when Ellis Arnall, SIMfP prexy,
filed a formal complaint against
the association with the Federal
Trade Commission. His main charge:
Monopoly. Just a week before that,
Arnall had written to Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles, asking
the Department’s position on, what'
SIMPP considers a “subsidy” provision in the agreement.
Firmly opposed to. subsidies of
any ^ort, Arnall is now tying his
complaints to q far broader issue;
that of MPEA’s proper functioning
under the Webb-Pomerene Act.
He asked the FTC to:
1. investigate the detailed and
involved operation of MPEA and
its basic authority under the law
and trade policies of the U. S, government to enter into private film
agreements with foreign governments containing subsidy payments
and thereby to arrogate unto itself the control, domination and
monopolization of the American
export film business; and
2. Examine the terms and conditions of the French agreement as

STUDIO EMPLOYMENT

.

Hollywood, July

13.

Employment in motion picture
studios numbered approximately
24,500 last year, according to figures released by the State Department of Employment. This is practically the same number in 1949,

MPEA

MPEA

AND ‘PILOT’
ON RKO’S ’54 UST

‘SINBAD’

Two RKO

films which have
copped attention and drawn trade
curiosity because the company has
held them under wraps finally are
coming out. Release dates have
been set for “Son of Sinbad” and
“Jet Pilot.”
“Sinbad,” set for Nov. 27, has
yet to be submitted for Production
Code approval, and so far has appeared heading in the same direction as the controversial “French
Line.”
“Pilot”
is
the Howard
Hughes production made at a reported cost of about $4,000,000.
Making the latter particularly
unusual is that it was completed
close to two years ago but hasn't
been exposed to trade viewing.
The two are part of the program
of 12 releases which RKO president James R. Grainger, discussed
in the series of field sales meetings which concluded with a session in San Francisco yesterday
(Tues.).

Lineup,

which

Zukor on Growing Old;
Shocked That Clara Bow
‘It’

Now Period

Curiosa

Rochester, N. Y., July 13;
Adolph Zukpr, Paramount board
chairman, waxed nostalgic and sentimental in an address here yester-

day (Mon.). “Time slips by so
quickly and quietly,” said the vet,
“that when a man is absorbed in
his daily tasks, he gets a great
shock when he finds that after a
short 50 years have passed, he is

>

only no longer young but labeled a pioneer. I am sure that George
Eastman, if he were here today,
would experience this same shock.”
Zukor participated in- ceremonies
the birth of Eastnfan, who
fected nitro-cellulose film.

Zukor noted that when he arrived in N. Y. Eastman was at work
on his photographic development,
j.888 was a
particularly busy year for the
always
busy George Eastman.
While he was laboring that year to
perfect the film that was to provide
the standard for motion pictures
foi; the next half century, he also
brought the art of still photography
within the reach of everybody by
means of his famous Kodak camera.
This made the- world pictureconscious and contributed impor-

He added: “The year

tantly to preparing the public for
the motion picture.”

Re
Zukor

those passing of the years,
stated:

“I find.it hard to

accept that Clara Bow in the picturized version of Elinor Glyn’s
story. ‘It,’ is now being analyzed
as a period piece by sociologists
and by students of motion pictures
eager to know what the flappers
of the twenties were like and what
kind of picture attracted 100,000,000 Americans .to the theatres and
created a new word for the dictionary in those fabulous days. It
seems only yesterday that this
same picture played a regular
engagement to a capacity audience
in this very auditorium where we
are gathered today.”

Mexican Strike Delay

through March, 1955, includes also ful of avoiding labor trouble as a
‘Susan Slept Here,” starring Dick result of the postponement of the
Powell and Debbie Reynolds; “Pas- threatened strike
against
1 ;200

.

Wayne and Susan Hayward; “Girl
Rush,” Rosalind Russell, and “Sea
ls a Woman,”
cast unset. All 12
are
color.
Charles Boasberg, RKO’s general
sales manager, told the Frisco
meet
tne company will release
44 onereel shorts and
26 two-reelers dur954-55. These will include 18
wait Disney cartoons in
Techni-

m

color.

!

of

cinemas throughout Mexico and all
distribs until July 23. The walkout
originally had been set for July
by the National Cinemato12
graphic Industry Workers union to
enforce its demand for a 35% pay
hike.
Besides hitting most film
theatres,
all
distributors,
both
American, other foreign butfits and
Mexican, would be affected by the
strike.

Ellis

Second VistaVision

For

Waiting
v

Camera Sept. 20
Hollywood, July

13:

Start of “The Girl Rush,” originally slated for Arig, 2, was postponed until Sept. 20 to await the
availability of a second VistaVision
camera. First of the two will be
ready in two' weeks but the other
is delayed.
will be produced by
Brisson’s Independent
release with RosaArtists for
lind Russell starring.

Picture
Frederick

That Society of Independent MoPicture Producers president
G, Arnall is carrying the ball
for a non-existent team was strongly suggested at a meeting Of major
film company presidents and other
executives in N.Y. last week. Riled
over Ar nail's attacks on Motion
Picture Export Assn, deals abroad,
the film company execs contended
that indie filmmakers release their
product through MPEA member
companies, consequently are “represented” in effect by MPEA.
Therefore,
went the question,
Whom does Arnall represent?
A check with highly-placed indie

tion

'GIRL RUSH'

.

RKO

industryites disclosed that Arnall,
in his battle with MPEA, has solid
support.
Representative spokesmen for the non-major producers
draw a broad line of distinction beIntra-Trade Resistance
tween their SIMPP aegis arid the
fact that their pix
to foreign
Actual Pix Titles In countries via MPEA.go SIMPP
has
the role of protecting, or trying to
Copy protect* the indies from what they
Editor
Council of Motion Picture Or- regard as distasteful aspects of
ganizations looks headed for a re- pacts entered into by MPEA;
One source put it this way: “We
buff in its plan to wind up its sePublisher are forced to suffer, the conseries of ads in Editor
with insertions from the major quences of subsidy arrangements
companies listing their upcoming agreed to abroad by MPEA. Our
important pictures.
pictures are released by an
The idea is being put to ad-pub companj-. But this is not repreheads of the distributors this week, sentation. SIMPP is fighting subto their legality.
the theory being to bring the ads sidies, fighting them in our behalf.
And Arnall observed signifi- to a somewhat spectacular climax This is- representation. Arnall's
cantly:
“For some while there by calling attention to. the epics running' to the State Department,
have been grave misgivings on the which Hollywood Is now turning
(Continued on page 71)
part of many within the motion out. T-ke 20th ad was placed Saturpicture industry as to whether or day (10) and the sked will be com*
not the operation of
in all pleted with the 26th.
N.Y.
particulars is properly within the
But the proposal to list titles is
scope of the authorizations and going against the grain with one
immunities of the Export Trade major distributor, at least. Reps of
N. Y. exhibitors launched a surAct.”
this outfit reason that the ads have
The act, he stated, grants cor- been designed to upbeat the indus- prise attack on the city’s 5%
porations freedom from antitrust try in principle, or institution-wise, amusement tax on a new front
over the past week with a petition
criminal prosecution and civil dam(Continued on page 20)
in State Supreme Court which
age suit “only ,as long as their operations comply strictly with the
looks 'to upset the levy on grounds
‘Seventh
Mull
Heaven*
of unconstitutionality.
terms and conditions of the said
Export Trade Act.”
Theatremen obtained an order
The French
Sinatra-Simmons Musical
from
arrangements, Arnall charged, not
Justice Nicholas Pette directHollywood, July 13.
only involves special concessions
Twentieth Century-Fox is mull- ing Mayor Robert F. Wagner and
to
which are denied to its ing purchase of musical rights other city officials to show cause
competitors; it “obviously consti- to
"Seventh Heaven” as pos- why a temporary injunction should
tutes ah attempt on the part of sible Frank Sinatra-Jean Simmons not be entered restraining collecto monopolize motion pic- starrer.
musical stage version tion of the tax coin. Hearing on
ture trade and commerce under was written some years ago by the order had been set for Moncolor of the immunity of the Ex- Stella Unger and Alec Templeton day ( 12 ) but was postponed to
tomorrow.
port Trade Act.
The agreement but was never produced.
Represented by attorney Edward
appears to restrain the export
John Golden, who produced origtrade of domestic competitors of inal straight stage play, sold film C. Raftery, plaintiffs in the action
Theatres, Century TheaMPEA. It very definitely tends drama rights to Fox in 1927 but are
to substantially lessen competition retained musical rights and still tres, Loew’s and the Brandt chain.
Complaint states that a long-stand(Continued on page 20)
has them.
ing section of the City Administrative Code prescribes the collection by a theatreman of any public
money over stated admiission price
and Federal tax; that in some instances the tax formula calls for
a levy over the
directed by
the State Legislature, and that
Distributors
Like to
the Constitution is violated because the tax is discriminator}'.
Squabbles as In

To

& Pub Ad

:

&

MPEA

MPEA

per-

Mexico City, July 13.
Film trade here is breathing a
extends sigh of relief and is more hope-

sion,” Cornel Wilde and Yvonne
de Carlo; “This Is My Love,” Linda
Darnell and Dan Duryea; “Africa
Adventure,” documentary.
Also “The Americano,” Glenn
Ford, Ursula Thiess and Cesar
Romero; “Castle Queen of Montana,” Barbara Stanwyck and Ronald Reagan; “Big Rainbow,” Jane
Russell; “The Conqueror,” John

Mowing musne

•

riot

commemorating the centennial

HOLD

.

,

Gist Of their Objections Was that
Arnall had known all along what
would happen; that he was stirring up. trouble even though most
of the indies in France release via
the majors and thus benefit from
ali French concessions gained, and
that his move Was “unfair” to a
large part of the industry.
Inference drawn was that, in the
future, there would be a considerable slackening of liaison between the two groups. In the past,
MPEA prexy Eric Johnston, has
kept Arnall. informed of the progress of his foreign negotiations, it’s
said. There is likely to be less of
an exchange of info from now on.
At his press confab later that
same day, Johnston specifically denied the Arnall charge that MPEA
had in fact purchased certain economic privileges from the- French
and that these privileges are denied to its competitors. “MPEA
doesn’t get the slightest advantage
out of the agreement,'’ he stated.
He also said that. Arnall had
been informed all along and that
counsel Sidney Schreiber
(Continue jj on page 20)

9
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Slight Change 1953 As
Against 1949, Figures Reveal

Very

Arnall had written to Secretory
of State John Foster Dulles, asking
whether the Department approved
the principle of subsidy in foreign which was 24,280.
film deals and Charging MPEA
Total of workers in all branches
among other things with restrain- of the entertainment industry in
ing the export trade of its domes- 1953 was 33,329.
This compares
tic competitors.
with 35,565 in 1953; 33,120 in 1951;
This letter, which apparently 31,843 in 1950, and 31,013 in 1949.

by surprise, was the
took
subject of considerable and lively
discussion at the MPEA’s presidents meet in N. Y. last week.' In
conference
the privacy of the
room,, company execs denounced
the Arnall move in the strongest
language.

m

HIT S%

NCIW

is

a

member,

or-

dered the postponement because

it

24% wage
from most employers by that

expects to win a general
tilt

date.
Film industry leaders generally are confident of averting the
walkout but that It will cost the
picture business raises of 10 to

20 %.

TAXON

CONSTITUTIONALITY

j

As

MPEA

MPEA

A

RKO

5%

Would

American

Avoid

Japan

TAKE YOUR CHOICE
Another attempt is being made difficulty over the division of the
by the Motion1 Picture Export Italian licenses which run to 189 Holding Back Old Garlands May
Be Courtesy or Cunning
Assn, to arrive at a master for- for the MPEA member compamula to guide the division, of nies with offices in Italy. OverSomebody (could it be Warners?)
permits when they are allocated in all allocation is 224.
One way out-—and it’s a solu- has dissuaded Metro from reissubulk by a foreign government.
Decision to appoint- a committee tion which pleases different com- ing two oldies starring Judy Garin
panies depending on the areas In- land in advance of WB’s “A Star
to study the problem was made
N. Y, last week at the presidents’ volved is for the foreign govern- Is Born.” M-G had planned re-runs
ment itself to allocate licenses to of “Easter Parade” and ‘‘Meet Me
group
Members of the
meet.
individual
companies.
This in St. Louis” this month. But the
It the
haven't been appointed as yet.
was agreed, however, that they eliminates a fight and, in the company over the past week called
should include reps from both the opinion of some, is frequently fair the idea off.
“Star Is Born,” which has Miss
in that the decision is as a rule
majors and the smaller outfits.
Motivation for the renewed try based, on local billings against that, Garland as one of the leads,” is
being
readied by Warners as one
outfits.
smaller
at establishing an overall formula it handicaps the
of its most expensive upcoming relies in the distribs’ realization that, Latter complain that the percentleases.
disadvantage;
their
with the foreign market looming ages work to
While a phone call from WB to
increasingly important, it’s becqm- that, while they recognize the
M-G is conjectured in the trade
ing more and more difficult to al- earning powers of the big combehind M-G’s decipermits without prolonged panies’ product, they, too, need to as the reason

—

Confederation of Mextc.an Labor,, locate
of which

5

and

sion

get pix in to stay alive.

bitter wrangling.

to

switch

its

reissue

plans,

While there’s general agreement actually there could be another
Japan
motive. The success of WB’s “Star
earlier this year, when .the com- that a master formula, similar to
Is BOrn” would re-establish Miss
panies came close to losing five the one used by MPEA in allocatGarland as an “important propdesirable,
permits due to their inability to ing costs and profits, is
erty,” it's pointed out, and this
is seen for an unhope
much
not
was
fight
Another
together.
get
would enhance the value of the
diFrance when the derstanding. MPEA makes its
in
averted
M-G vintage Garland pix at a later
domestic
of
basis
the
on
visions
from
permits
up
agreed
French
to
date.
108 to 109. And execs foresee some rather than foreign billings.
This

was

the

case

in

|

tk

reviews
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Bear Window
COLOK )

'

JnlyM, 1954

of natural aoundi and. noises
throughout, with not even the good
score by Fran? Waxman being permitted to intrude unnaturally into
Brog,
the drama,

(

Socko Alfred Hitchcock auspense thriller with James
Stewart" and bright b.o. pros*
-

Hn

pectfl.

Hollywood, July 13*

.

release of Alfred Hitchcock

Paramount
and

direction.

production

Stewart; co-stars .Grace Kelly* Wendell
Corey. Thelma JUtter; features Raymond
Burr. Screenplay, John MichaeJ Hayes;
based on the short story by Cornell Wooleditor,
camera, Robert Burks;
George Tomaainl; score, Frans gasmanPreviewed July 0. '94 Running time,
rich;

112 MINS.
...............
Jeff
- Lisa Fremont

Thomas

J.

Doyle

...
Lars Thorwald
Miss Lonely Hearts

Song Writer.

.

.

...........

Miss Torso

Woman

a e

Columbia relene of Sam Spiegel production. Stare Marlon Brando; costars Eva
Marie Saint, Karl Malden, Lee J. Cobb;
features Rod Steiger, Pat Henning, Leif
Erickson. James Westerfield. Directed by

1

Judith^ Evelyn
Bagdasarlan
Georgine Darcy
.Sara Berner
...Frank Cady
Jesdyn Fax

Row
.

.

.

.

A tight suspense show with a
bright boxoffice outlook Is offered
in "Rear Window," one -of Alfred
Hitchcock's better thrillers. Janies
Stewart’s established star value,
plus the newer potentiality of
Grace Kelly, currently * getting a
big buildup, and strong’ word-ofmouth possibilities indicate sturdy
grossing Ghances in the keys and
elsewhere.
Hitchcock combines technical
and artistic skills in a manner that
makes this an unusually good piece
of murder mystery entertainment.
A sound story by Cornell Woolrich
and a cleverly dialoged screenplay
by John Michael Hayes provide the
a solid
producer-director with
basis for thrill-making. Of equal
importance in delivering tense
melodrama are the Technicolor
camera work by Robert Burks and
the apartment-courtyard setting
executed by Hal Pereira and Joseph
MacMillan Johnson.
Hitchcock confines all of the action to this, single setting and
draws the nerves to the snapping
point in developing the thriller
phases of the plot. He is just as
skilled in making use of lighter
touches in either dialog or situa-

Leif Erickson
James Westerfield

Glover
Big Mac

Truck
TiUlo ...I ...............

"Pop" Doyle
Mott

Tony Galento
Taml MaurleUo
John HamUton
.

Moose
Luke

;
'.

Jimmy
Barney
J.P

Specs
GUlette
Slim

Tommy
Mrs. Collins

Heldabrand

when

Return From the Sea
companion feature
combining war action and romance.

Pleasant

’

Hollywood, July 9.
Allied Artists release of Scott R. pun*
.

‘

(Aspect ratio: 1.85-1)

Recent longshore labor scandals

Jan Sterling
Neville Brand
John Doucette
Paul Langton
. John Pickard
Don Haggerty
Alvy Moore
Robert Arthur
Lloyd Corrigan
Lee Roberta
Robert Wood
Robert Patten-

Frieda

Madlsh
Jimmy
Lt.

Manley

Spike

serve as the takeoff point for a Tompkins
fictionalized violence, Smltty
Porter
concerning the terroristic rule of Pinky
a dock union over its coarse and Doctor

flight

into

rough, but subdued, members. "On
the Waterfront", is packed with
strongarra dramatics that bespeak
impressive business down the line.
Budd Schulberg's script is based
on his own original which in turn
was "suggested" by the Malcolm
Johnson articles for Scripps-Howard. It’s a rousing scenario that
Schulberg fashioned, with strong

on murder and mayhem
somewhat reminiscent of the pic-

-accent

it

'

Raymond Burr and. his invalid, staging the fireworks and the inwife Stewart observes terspersing tender meetings bethings that lead him to believe tween Brando and the girl. Latter
Burr has murdered and dismem- is Eva Marie Saint, a newcomer to
bered the wife.
films who has appeared In televiFrom then on suspense tightens sion and the legiter, ’Trip to Bounas Stewart tries to convince Wen- tiful." Miss Saint, in sharp condell Corey, a policeman buddy, his trast with the robust people
and
suspicions are correct. Already sold settings of “Waterfront," is fresh
on the idea are Miss Kelly, and delicate but with enough spirit
Stewart's girl, and Thelma Ritter, to escape listlessness in her charthe insurance nurse who comes acterization.
daily to tend his needs. With their
Sam Spiegel’s production was
help, Stewart eventually is able to
prove his point, and almost gets lensed on location in the Hoboken,
himself killed doing it. Adding to N.J., area and, it appears; much of
the grip the melodrama has on the the camera turning was done in
audience is the fact that virtually the blue-gray early morning. This
every scene is one that could only gives the pic a quality of chilly
be viewed from Stewart's wheel realism and an apt backdrop for
chair, with the other apartment the story telling. No mention of
dwellers seen in pantomine action Hoboken is made in the film.
Story opens with Brando unwitthrough the photog’s binoculars or
the telescopic lens from his camera tingly setting the trap for the murThere’s a very earthy quality to der of a longshoreman who refuses
the relationship between Stewart to abide by the "deaf and dumb"
and Miss Kelly. She’s a Park Ave- code of the waterfront. The victim
nue girl not above using all her is hurled from a rooftop because
physical charms to convince Stew- he addressed himself to an investiart they should get. married. This gating crime commission.
is carried to the point where she
Lee J. Cobb is all-powerful as
arrives one evening set to spend the one-man boss of the docks. He
the night and gives him what she looks and plays the part harshly,
calmly calls "a preview of coming arrogantly and with authority. Anattractions"
by donning frilly other fine job is executed by Karl
nightgown and negligee. Both do a Malden as the local Catholic priest
fine job of the picture’s acting who is outraged to the point that
demands..
he spurs the revolt against Cobb’s
Types that one might find in a dictatorship.
Greenwich Village apartment add
Rod Steiger, also from tv, was a
interest. Miss Torso, roundly played good choice as Brando’s brother for
by Georgine Darcy, is a peeping- both incline toward the hesitant
tom’s delight, particularly when she manner of speech that has been
loses her strapless bra. There is a especially identified with Brando.
great
sadness to Miss Lonely Steiger is Cobb’s "educated” lieuHearts, played by Judith Evelyn, tenant who is murdered
when he
a woman with an Overwhelming fails to prevent Brando
from blabdesire for a man, yet not knowing bing to the crime probers.
It’s the
what to do when she coaxes one shot of Steiger pinned
to a wall
in from the streets. There’s a with a grappling
hook that is parhoneymoon joke in the actions of ticularly suggestive of the stark
newlyweds Rand Harper and Haris meller stuff of a past era.
HenDavenport He’s Seen raising the ning, Leif Erickson andPatJames
shade at intervals, only to be called Westerfield ih less
prominent
asback to her arms by the bride. Ross signments behave
competently.
Bagdasarian, a composer; Sara
A part of "Waterfront" looks
Benier and Frank Cady, a couple designed for
grandstand cheers.
with a little dog, and the other This is the
climax where Brando,
types glimpsed all seem like real although beaten
almost to unconpeople, and their soundless con- sciousness,
manages to rise and
tributions give the principles top- lead
the longshoremen to a pier
notch support. Burr is very good as job that means
the end of Cobb’s
the menace, as are Corey and Miss cutthroat
reign. This is lacking in
Ritter.
conviction. And unclear is why
The' production makes clever use Cobb,
having been Identified as a
shrewish

.

Stem

WO,
Kolia has
•upplied pwpep production values
whue at the lama time' keeping
the budget down.
Wear,

W-Sffip
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Confeailon at Dawn
(Confetlon TO Amanecer)
(CHILEAN)

dnctlon.

Star* FloraixceJSari^ 'kVc.^do

Mendoza teaturexPepe Popaa. with Lau*
two Murua, David PfiiUpp*. Emilio Mar.
tine*, Ernat Uthoff. Maria Elena Aliberti
CAnnea nanrier. Atta Marla Gomez, Stan*
ley Burke, Art Gaaton, Yvette Espinoza.
Ctjdta Merchant, EUana Bocca. Deifink
ChenaL
•

.

Jan Sterling. Neville
Rudy Bond lap production. Stars
John Doucette, Paul
Don Blackman Brand; features
John Picard, Don Haggerty,
Arthur Keegan Lanfton,
Alvy
Arthur.
Lloyd CornMoore,
Robert
Abe Simon
Directed by Lesley Selahder. Screen*
Barry MacoUum can.
George Waggner; story, Jacland
Mike O'Dowd play,
ediNeumann;
Marmur;
camera-.
Harry
Marty Balsam tor, 4ohn C. Fuller: music, Paul Dunlap.
Fred Gwynne
Jyly 7, 54. Running time, 7t
Thomas Handley Previewed
Anne Hegira MINS.

turized gangsterism of the 1920’s
(per early James Cagney). Schulberg greatly enhanced the basic
Interest story line with expertly-turned,
nears the unbearable.
never wavers during the 112 min- colorful and incisive dialog,
Under Elia Kazan’s direction,
utes of footage.
Stewart portrays a news photog- Marlon Brando puts on a spectacurapher confined to his apartment lar show, giving a fascinating,
with a broken leg. He passes the multi-faceted performance as the
long hours by playing peeping-tom uneducated dock walloper and foron the people who live in the other mer pug, who is basically a softie
apartments overlooking the court- with a special affection for his
yard. It's a hot, humid summer so rooftop covey of pigeons and a
shades are rarely drawn to block neighborhood
girl
back
from
his view of intimate goings-on. In school.
one of the apartments occupied by
Kazan does a penetrating job of
tion to relieve this tension

:

.

newspaper series; camera, Boris
Kaufman; editor, Gene Milford; music, complements the screen action well
enough* Lighting is exceptionally
Gene .
good.
son

Leonard Bernstein. Sneak previewed at
Loew's Lexington Theatre, N.Y., July g.
Running time, 101 MINS.
Marlon Brando
Terry Malloy
^RandHarper Fathec_Barry
Karl Malden
.Irene Winston Johnny Friendly ........... Lee J. Cobb
Haris Davenport Charley MoUoy
Rod Steiger
Pat Henning
"Kayo" Dugan
ratio: 1.66-1)
Eva Marie Saint
Edie Doyle

on Fire Escape.
Fire Escape Man
Miss Hearing Aid

Honeymooner
Mrs Thorwald
Newly Wed
(Aspect

G

turns against ruthless labor
union boss in hard-hitting entertainment that augurs bright
boxoffice payoff.

£ ? Corey Elia Kazan. Screenplay, Budd Schulberg,
WendeU
........ Thelma Ritter based upon Schulberg's original story
...... Raymond Bun- which was "suggested" by Malcolm John-

.........

Stella
.

James Stewart

the Waterfrent

Dock walloper Marlon Brando

M

a»la
murderer,
ntt lmmtdiately Socorro"and it cor**, out
ceptabl* '* entertainment In * that
brought fojboqk.Cast in "Waterfront" 1s t* burly class. Ait avaraga number of plcfc
• lot as likely to be' encountered dates, moderately profitable; in
outside Stillman*! 'Gyin* Tony Ga- the outdoor actions- market is
lento, Tami Mauriello and Abe indicated;
The screen story by George
Simon are among the heavies.
Camera work (Boris Kaufman) Zuckerman deals with .^characters
and editing (Gene Milford) rate that are a bit more rounded than
special mentions for some unusu- usually encountered in regulation
pictorial
effects. western .features so there, seems
ally
effective
Under Kazan’s megging, of course. to be some substance holding: the'
Notable is the curtain-raising roof- plot together once it is fully under-*
top slaying and the close-ups of way. The script is inclined to talk
Brando and, alternately. Miss a bit too much for an outdoor subMarie in hushed tete-a-tetes. The ject, but there is enough, action
one-to-the-other panning achieves properly spotted throughout td‘|
eloquent intimacy.
balance this. George Sherman’s diLeonard Bernstein’s music score rection whips up a good pace over
at a couple of joints pounds its the 80-minute stretch and the
way into the foreground but mostly players appear to advantage under

Clarke

Welch
Barr
Doyle

James Beat
John Tarangelo
BeU Gentry
Walter Reed

.

. .

Harris
Captain

. .

(Aspect ratio: 1.85*1)

Some war

action with a pleasant

era* Andrea MfartoreU; /music, Alfonso
Letelier, Juan. Orrefo Salas. Acarlo Cota0*5*ntiafo. Running
.

his guidance.

Rory Calhoun plays the gunfighter-gambler in the. story. How
he came by his reputation is related
via flashback, with an opening in
Lordsburg, N.M., showing him
besting the Ferris family in a
street duel and then deciding to
hang up his guns for keeps. Piper
Laurie gets into the story when a
stern father kicks her out and she
decides to become a dance-hall girl
in the Socorro saloon run by David
Brian. She and Calhoun become
acquainted while enroute to Socorro, he learns her story, tries to.
win both the girl and saloon away
from Brian In a card game. The
cards let him down, but he’s the
winner anyway, because both Brian
and Alex Nicol, a gunman, are
killed when they try to shoot Calhoun just as dapri begins to light
the streets of Socorro.
The four stars all deliver* their
characters well. Fifth "star" of the
cast is Kathleen Hughes, seen
occasionally as a dance hall girl.
nifty western sheriff character
is contributed by Edgar Buchanan.
He gets chuckles as a worried lawman whose chief concern is to get
Calhoun on the train, out of Socorro before trouble start!. Other
ood types are delivered by Roy

A

.

ft

time, It

MINS,

1

1

M

*
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Stop-and-start Chilean film industry receives a shot In the arm
with this* pic. While on the arty
side, it is a well-made, production
which should do well in Spanishlanguage countries, and possibly
attract interest from some U. s.
arty houses. Cast of comparative
unknowns, with possible, exception
of Florence Marly, is an obvious

drawback.
Based on three Chilean legends,
this episodic pic first tells about a

dawn confession Of a paralytic.
This in turn reveals the story of
the paralytic’s three daughters who
fall for an itinerant engineer, their
disillusionment and death.
The
housekeeper takes up the thread
of the plot by telling about a young
raining engineer who runs off in
vain search of a goldmine.
The
third yarn is spun by the priest
who repeats the legend of the
ghost ship Caleuche and the beautiful blonde found unconscious on
the beach.
Pierre Chenal of France has
done a good job in trying to weave
the three thin legends together.
Although the film was made over
a long period, due to various difficulties, Chenal presents a smoothly-paced" job backed up by rich
photography of the Chilean sea,
lake and mountain regions. Thomas
Lewis, an American businessman
in Santiago, handled the produc-

romance are served up in g oberts, Skip Homeier, James
From the Sea" and it Millican, Lee Van Cleef, Mara
should prove acceptable filmfare Corday and Stanley
Andrews.
in the general runs, mostly as a
The Technicolor lensing by Carl
companion feature. The cast has Guthrie is among the first-rate
Jan Sterling and Neville Brand in credits marshalled for the picture
the leads and all concerned help
by William Alland’s production
put over a story that will have Its supervision.
Brog.
tion reins.
most appeal to the family trade.
While Florence Marly, Chenal’s
Plot concerns a Navy veteran
The Diamond Wizard wife,' is starred,- her role of the
who’s lost ashore and usually
on the beach is limited to
femme
(BRITISH)
spends his leaves with a bottle.
little dialog.
She is easily the
That is, until he. draws one in San
standout glamorwise. The three
Cops-and-robbers mild meller
Diego, meets a waitress, also loneepisode,
of
first
the
daughters
with only Dennis O'Keefe’s
ly, who cares for him during a
Maria Elena Aliberti, Chita Marname for marquee; light U. S.
spree. They see a future together
and
Espinoza,
do well
chant
Yvette
boxoffice.
and start saving for an avocado
enough alongside David Philipps,
ranch. The dream of the future
English-lana
Yank
who
runs
an
United
Artiste
release
-of
Steven
Fallot
looks likely for a setback when production. Starr Dennis
O'Keefe. Mar- guage weekly In Santiago, when not
he’s badly wounded during an as- garet Sheridan; Philip Friend. Directed,
as
signment in Korea, but George by Dennis O'Keefe. Screenplay, John -C. playacting. Philipps does well
Lautaro
engineer.
Higgins; camera. Arthur Graham; editor, the
cynical
WaggnerY script, from, a story Hdga Cranston; music. Maty as Setber.
by Jacland Marmur, straightens Traueshown In N.Y., July 9, '54. Running Murua, as the miner, and Emilio
Martinez, who provides the onlf
everything out for a happy finale time. 53 MINS.
chuckles in the -pic, turn In hangup
: Dennis O'Keefe
wedding and an honorable retire- Joe Dennison
Marlene Miller
little

"Return

'

.

ment.

the Nayy chief and his
rugged physical appearance goes
with the character. Miss Sterling
is the waitress and puts over the
role nicely.
Excellent support
comes .from John Doucette, as a
taxicab driver, who helps the pair;
and such Navy types as Paul Langton, John Picard, Don Haggerty,

Brand

is

Inspector McClaren

Thompson Blake
Yeo ....
Hunzlger
Hoxie .
Sergeant Smith
Dr. Erie Miller
Castlet. *
Lascelles a
.

•

•

• • a

. .
.

. .
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Margaret Sheridan
Friend
Allan. Wheatley
Francis de Wolff
Eric Berry
Michael Balfour

performances.

..... Philip

.

.

Malta Story

.

(BRITISH)

Ann Gudrun

Paul Hardmuth
Cyril Chamberlain
Seymour Green

filmic tribute to the
defenders of Malta In World
War II. Doubtful b.o. at this
late date.
i

British

.

Alvy Moore, Robert Arthur and
Walter Reed.
Lloyd Corrigan,
saloonkeeper, and the other casters
do okay.
Lesley Selander’s direction of
the Scott R. Dunlap production is

sometimes
spirited,

sometimes
keeping the

leisurely,

generally

plot unfolding acceptably.
War
footage,
including
some stock
shots, generates excitement and
there’s a good feel to the romantic
passages.
Harry Neumann’s photography, the editing, score and
art direction are among the array
of good technical assists. *0ojlq

Dbwb mt

Soeorro

(COLOR)
Western feature in color with
average cbancts in the general outdoor, actloner market.
Universal

Hollywood, July 13.
release of William AUand

Stars Rory Calhoun, Piper
Eaurle, David Brian, Kathleen Hushes,
Alex Nicol; features Edgar Buchanan,
Mara Corday, Roy Roberta, Skip Homeier,
Jamea Mllllcan, Lee Van Cleef. Directed
reduction.

by George Sherman. Written by George

Zuckerman; camera (Technicolor), Carl
Gutluje; editor. Edward Cprtiaa; music
supervision,
Joseph Gershenson. Previewed July 6, ’54. Running time, 10
RAI Ng#
Brett Wade *
Rory Calhoun
Rannah Hayes
Piper Laurie
Dick Braden
Clare

..'

5*pp
Sheriff, Cauthen
Letty Diamond
Doc Jameson
Buddy Ferris
H»rry McNair
garlFerrls
Old Man Ferrle

Tom

David Brian
Kathleen Hughes
Alex Nicol

Edgar Buchanan
Mara Corday

Roy Roberts

Skip Homeier
Jamea Mllllcan
Lee Van Cleef
Stanley Andrews

Ferris
Richard Garland
Vince McNair ................ Scott Lee.
Desk Clerk
Paul Brinegar
Rancher
phllo McCollough
Jebb Hayes
Forrest Taylor
*( Aspect
ratio: 2-1)

Dennis O’Keefe tries his hand as
director with this picture and does
fairly well for an initial effort.
However, he works under the handicap of also starring in the production and trying to make an exciting meller in a British studio.
Result is slow moving, with only
modest boxoffice in prospect.
Feature was photographed originally for 3-D release, but is being

Unite! Ariicts release of a Peter De
Sarlfny-produced J. Arthur Rank presen*
Stars Alec Guinness. Jack Haw*
Anthony Steel, Muriel Pavlow,
Renee Asherson, Flora Robaon. Directed
by* Brian Desmond- Hurst. Written by
William FairchUd and Nigel Balchln: camera, Robert Kraskor; editor, Michael Gordon; cmusic, William Alwyn, conducted
by Muir Mathleson. Previewed July 8, '54.
tation.
kina.

'

Running time. 103 MINS.
Air Officer Commanding... Jack Hawkins

better in 3-D.

"The Diamond Wizard"

starts off

with a million-dollar robbery in the
U. S., and then suddenly moves
over to London where a U. S. Federal agent has been sent to trace
the stolen money and capture the
robbers. The agent is O’Keefe-, and
his efforts along with those of Scotland Yard, finally result in unearthing the U. S. bandits together
with a well-organized gang of British crooks. Latter are manufacture
ing large but perfect synthetic diamonds. Big plot is for the London
crooks to palm off these synthetics
to the American robbers for the
thefted money.
Various ramifications of the
modus Qperandi of the two gangs
as well as Scotland Yard in action
are methodically and often tiresomely developed. This means the
real action is jammed, into the final
two or three reels.
O’Keefe is okay as the Federal
agent although not photographed
flatteringly much of the time. Margaret Sheridan, who looks like an
English girl, does nicely as the
American sweetheart of O’Keefe.
Philip Friend makes an efficient
Scotland Yard inspector.
Paul

Banks
Payne

Eden

is

offered in

"Dawn

at

»

Control

a
Room

......Ralph Truman
Reginald Tate
Hugh Burden
Ronald Adam

'.

Gulseppe

Stock

Nigel

.Harold Slddons
Colin Loudan

Matthews
O'Connor

Edward

Chaffers
Stuart B urge

Stripey

Paolo
Hobley

Noel Willman

Carmella
General
Old Man

.Rosalie

Crutchley

Jerry Desmond*
Ivor Barnard
Michael Medwin
Peter Bull

Ramsey

Flying Officer

It must be assumed that, in
"Malta Story," United Artists is atto
tempting * with some logic
cash in on the by now well-estah*
lished b.o. name of Alec Guinness.
And all would be well, were it noi
for the unfortunate fact that, in

—

—

'

this particular picture, Guinness
has switched characters. Film casis

as
in a perfectly straight part
a reconaissance pilot for the KAr,
flying out of embattled Malta.
The burden of "Malta Story thus

him

.

_

s
rests on its theme, i.e. Britain
valiant defense of its Malta outpost
civilian
and the suffering J>t the

and military population

German

and-

pounded

at

Italian

alike_

as

bombers

the island day ana
night, exacting a fearful toll.
some
tor Brian Desmond Hurst had
Hafdmuth’s scientist characteriza- authentic, newsreel material of tn
wohas
he
tion is excellent. Francis de Wolff, raids to work with, and
Alan Wheatley and Eric, Berry ven this footage cleverly into nis
*
head the large supporting cast.
human drama.
_
ana
Arthur Graham’s lensing is standBut effective as it may be—
(Continued on page 24)
ard while Helga Cranston’s editing
.

Another variation on the western
gunflghter

..Anthony Steel
Muriel Pavlow
Flora RobBon
Renee Asherson

released in the U. S. in 2-D. Prob- Bartlett
Marla
ably the chase at the tag end and Melita
the gunplay would have come out Joan

.
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Exchange

far Week Ending Tuesday (13)

W*

Htokly Vol. Weekly Weekly
Ik 100s
High
Low

jaigh $jqW

17% 14% Jim Bi^-Pir Th

17%

300
101
56
21
8 %. Deccs......; 173
.463% Eastman Kdk. 192
13% Leew'a .
1190
6
Nat. The*.
89

for week

16%

17:

+ %

41% CBS. “A" ...
69% 41% CBS, “B” ...
25% 19% Col, Pic. ....

71

603%

65%

69%.

60%
23%

24%

1034

10

71

'63%

.

16%

.

%

7%

.

33% 26% Paramount
Pfcllco
36% 2832% 22 % RCA

115

RKO Piets.
4% RKO Thea.

%
5%
12 %
17%
22 %

3
10
11
183%

23%

18%

74

633%

%
%

16%

13%

735%

63%

847
89
322

.

Republic

Stanley War.
20th-Fox .... 276
Univi Pix. ,
25
Univ., pfd..
+460
Warner Bros. 74
Zenith
34
.

i

11%
.

234

Technicolor.

Trans-Lux
'

.

9%

-41%

32%
36%
32%

32%
34%
31%

32%
35%

+ •%
41%

6%

‘

6%

6%

7%-

8

4%
11%
16%

21%
23%

1934

•

'

3%

>

21%
16%

3%

%

-

%

ii%
12%

3%

Beginning last week and running through the balance of the
year. Hollywood will be awaiting
the public’s verdict on as large a
number of expensive films as rarely
have been concentrated in such a

•

.

+ %
4 %

Ask

9%
3%
134
2%

Editorial Note
Part 2 of this story can’t be
written - until sometime after
'next Jon; 1, 1955. By then,
the returns will be in
The income reports will be
the guide to the film industry’s
future budgets.

+ %
4 %
+ %

—1/16

.

4%

Major studios and
independent filmmakers have been
packing their new lineups with
extraordinary production values
properties,
story
names,
cast
physical appurtenances and now
in prospect is the payoff. The boxoffice is to reflect the validity, or
lack of it, of the adopted reasoning that “only the big ones make
money so let’s make, only big

limited period.

—

tomorrow

Starting
(Thurs. ), filmery will feature
photos of 14 performers and
their current vehicles in the
first of 50 east coast chain

independent

Film theatre stocks and radio

company shares came

“to life” in

last week’s stock market, but were

slowed down somewhat midweek
by the desultory tone which developed in trading last Wednesday
and Thursday. Improved business
With prospect of higher earnings
attracted interest to film theatre
issues while the growth possibilities of color television intrigued
traders in the future outlook of
radio company shares.
Loew’s, which has both theatres
and film production and distribution, was a big favorite in Friday’s
(9)
market, With thousands of

shares changing hands. This bellweather of the amusement group
for years has been difficult t6
move in recent years because of
the vast number of shares outstanding. However, last week in
the final trading day, it was picked
up and pushed to new high ground
in recent weeks at 15%, closing
price of Friday. Shares were up
nearly a point on the single day’s

Thomas

Ince

Red Imports Show Gain
Availability of American features
in the British market dropped
somewhat during* the year ended
March 31, 1954, according to the
Motion Picture -Export Assn. Compilation shows that 61%, or 329,

—Yet

Hollywood, July 13.
Some 52 old silent features
belonging to the Thomas H.
Ijflce estate have been acquired
by AL Zimbalist Productions, a
new corporation formed to distribute the pictures for showing on television. Associated
with the. company is Thdlen
Gladden, who will supervise
the editing of the films.
Meanwhile Zimbalist is preparing two features, “King
Dinosaur” and “Baby Face
Nelson,”
for
theatre
the
.

-

..

of all features available to British
exbibs that year were American;
were
44% were British and
foreign other than American. Figures do not represent screen time.
In the prior year, American companies registered 362 features for
distribution in Britain, still quite
a drop from the high of 424 in

4%

.

*

’51-52.

Reds’ attempt to find a market
in Britain comes to light via the
following figures. In 1950-51 not a
single Soviet picture was exported
to the United Kingdom. The next
year, ’51-’52, Moscow sent seven
films. Last year, ’53-’54, the figure
had risen to 10. That’s the same
number registered by the Italians
The French conin that period.
tribution was reduced to 28 from a
high of 41 in ’52-*53.
In the. shorts field, the U. S. supThe battle of the dyeworks conavailable subjects,
tinued in' earnest over the past plied 52% of the
Britain 44% and 'the rest chiefly
week as Pathe Industries filed a
the remaining 4%.
Russia—
$400,000 action against Technicolor and DeLuxe Laboratories,
and Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president of Techni, and William C.
MacMillen Jr., prez of Pathe, followed up with verbal brickbats.
Pathe suit, filed in N. Y. Federal Court, was similar to its previous complaint presented to the
Federal Trade Commission. Beef
to the FTC was that Techni was
using its trademark improperly,
that is, giving its own identification to films lensed in the Eastman coIof process. A monopoly
Cinerama Inc., the equipment
charge was added in the court manufacturing
installation
and
brief, this alleging that Techni’s firm, has set its long-delayed anlicensing agreement with DeLuxe nual stockholders meet for Aug.
represented unfair control of the 11, 1954. at its Oyster Bay, Long
film laboratory business.
Island, studio. Outfit’s last stockKalmus quickly prepared a \ holder meet was held on March 4,
statement in rebuttal. He said he 1953.
had been asked about a Newsweek
Cinerama Inc. shareholders are
story of the court filing and com- told that the company, for the six
mented that “presumably” Pathe months ended Dec. 31, 1953,
had given out advance information showed a profit of $115,551. Durin an attempt to “try its case in ing the first half of last year the
the newspapers.”
corporation was considered to be
Kaljnus thereupon quoted the in the development stage and deCanons of Professional Ethics of velopment and other expenses,
the American Bar Assn,: “News- amounting to $801,231, were depaper publications by a lawyer as ferred for later amortization.
to pending or anticipated litigaAmortization
for
table
calls
tion may interfere in a fair trial $6,667 monthly, to be charged to
in the courts and otherwise preju- income between July 1, 1953, and
dice the due administration of jus- Aug. 31, 1955. After that it betice.
Generally, they are to be comes $13,333 monthly plus 1.5%
of royalties earned in excess of
condemned.”
The Techni topkick further un- $120,000 for the six months ended
derlined that Pathe had sent out a Dec. 31, 1953, $240,000 for the
press release about its FTC com- year 1954, $320,000 for 1955, and
plaint but a copy of the complaint $480,000 for each year thereafter,
never had been sent by Pathe to with the period of amortization not
to extend beyond Dec. 31, 1958.
Techni.
In connection with a $600,000
Kalmus said Techni has had little truck with Pathe except that promissory note to Stanley Warner
the -latter initiated negotiations to
(Continued on page 22)
obtain a Techni license and, later,
its
lab facilities to
to peddle
Techni.
MacMillen had the last word, CHI
that is, as of yesterday (Tues.). He
’53
17
stated: “Dr. Kalmus would not be
so concerned about the facts apChicago, July 13.
pearing in the press unless our
Theatre receipts at City Tax Colthat
public
pro.

screens.

—

9%*

ones,”

grocery
I

WEAR

having

economy

its

lution.

stores.

By MIKE

S. 'film industry,

to multi-milUon-dollar pictures, is now out to
prove the wisdom of its blue-chips
policies or come face to face with
the prospect of still another revo-

Supermarket Tieup

and

The U.

geared

Supermarkets are the latest
place.
Paramount has
found to ballyhoo stars and

Stocks Active,

strength is looked
the Important

when

air.

'%

3%:

Cinerama Prod.
Color Corp. of Amer.
11/16 1
King Bros.
13/16 1 5/16
-41
Polaroid
39
U. A. Theatres
11%
12%
Walt Disney
11%
12%
* Actual Volume.
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

pix.

new

programs return to the

:

'

Over-the-Counter Securities
Bid

'

television

'+ 34

71

12

9%
8%
234
1%
2%

+2

71

11

Allied Artists, pfd......
Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries
Cinerama Inc.

+1

hoped-for

for in the fall

23

70

'

4%

+
4 %

17

>

3%

11%
12%

w%%

•

11%

-22%
/

>-

3134

6%’“

11%
17%

4
.

—%
—%

16%

'

,

,of

-.-.%

603.4

•

The first half of July has been
consistent with the seasonal trend
the past few years; business
around the country showed a
marked uplift. It was most pronounced at the first-runs where
distributors showcased their, “new
era” costly product.
The ‘major test of the industry’s

41%

14%

16%
16%
71%
69%
Stock Exchange

39
185
150
6

9%

•

tr

4*434
•

60

6%

By GENE ARNEEL
'

,

*+4%

65

61%
16%

71

.

3% Allied Artists
9% DuMont...

6

%

6%
8
4%

125
5
149

Rep., pfd. ...

'an

11%
14%

•

82.

2%-

7
8

334

24%

Britain;

Net
Change

Tues.
Close

Display space in stores was
arranged by The Storecaster,
the outfit Which also supplies
music (FM) to grocers-. Faces
of thesps, including Audrey
Hepburn, Janet Leigh, Grace
Kelly,
Danny Kaye, Dean
Martin, Jerry Lewis and Shirley Booth, etc., will hang over
at least 10 grocery counters in
each store.

Even some key exhibitors whose
wont has been to minimize the
film, colony’s

merchandise are, in

trade conversation, giving many
new pix rave notices. (But they’re
still beefing;
“the 20th-Fox program looks great (murmered an
eastern exhib association leader)
but when can I get the pictures

and how much do

have to pay?”).

I

Midsummer Upturn
Be

that as it may, the distributors, njindful of the traditional
business upturn that tak^s place
at midsummer, are now in process
of sending their choicest product
to market.

Probably an outstanding example
how the companies are risking
stakes is Columbia. This outfit
over the years .had splurged
on perhaps only one or two major
productions in a 12-month span.
Now Columbia has several back to
back. “Caine Mutiny” (made in
partnership with producer Stanley
Kramer) is now swinging into reof

tall

Good: Johnston
With

the French and Italian
agreements now out of the way,
Motion Picture Export Assn, prexy
Eric Johnston opined last week in
N. Y. that foreign dollar remittances in the current year would
likely hold their own in compari-

lease and the initial returns are
not far behind the sensational pace
set

by Col’s “From Here to Eter-

Due

.

THEATRE RECEIPTS

nity.” Opening^ shortly is “On the
son with last year.
Johnston put the American com- Waterfront,”- which Sam Spiegel
trading.
panies’ overall foreign earnings, produced and Elia Kazan directed
Most sensational mover In the including various uses
with Marlon Brando. starred.
In
of blocked
radio group was CBS, with both
the;
and
funds, at $210,000,000. In terms of addition to a >f£w other promising charge
shares soaring to new highs. The
actual dollar transfers to the U. S„ properties either?, completed 'by ducers are being deceived were
CBS “A” hit a fresh peak at 71, the figure
slated for near-future production;' true." It is curious that Dr. Kalwas closer to ‘$160,000,and was up 734 points on the week
“Long Gray Line” represents still mus’ complaint about the extent of
000 or $170,000,000, he said. Johndespite to 67% at the close. The
another bid for the b.o. bigtime press coverage of this case was isston includes Canada in his calcuon Col’s part. Recently completed, sued by a publicity firm.” (Mar(Continued« on page 18)
lations.
“Line” was directed by John Ford garet Ettinger office reps KalStill to be negotiated this year with Tyrone Power and Maureen
mus.)
are the British and German agree- O’Hara in the leads.
ments.
Former expires Sept. 30
‘Duel’s’ 250 Saturations
ZanUck’s Billions
and the latter Aug. 31. Johnston
Darryl F. Zanuck is author of
Total of 250 saturation bookings
indicated there was a possibility the statement that 2t)th*s new roster Theatrical Films Use
reissue of David O. Selzof his going to Germany fpr the of product is carrying an aggreHollywood, July 13.
nick’s “Duel in the Sun’’ have been
talks, and he may visit the Far gate
budget
$55,000,000.
of
In line with its expanded proset for the New England area comEast
in
November
-or
December.
showing
clips
from
Advance
of
William
F. Btoidy Producgram,
mencing July 29, reports Budd
Rogers, sales manager of Selznick German imports run to about 200 “Garden of Evil,” “Broken Lance,” tions has leased new quarters at
a
year
and
a
move
is on in Ger? “Untamed,” “Egyptian” and
retaining ijs
while
Studios
KTTV
Releasing* Organization. Openings
“There’s No Business Like Show old quarters at Sunset Studios and
were set by Joseph E. Levine of many to reduce this total.
audiences
of
Business”
convinced
Lake.
Johnston
confirmed
details
Cedar
at
alsite
Embassy Pictures, which reps SRO
its location
in the. territory.
ready known about the Italo and theatremen that the 20th budget Move gives the company three adoutlays
huge,
to
sure.
are
be
Italian
ofFrench
two-year
more
pacts.
Plan is to give the mass play a
ditional sound stages and
Paramount claifas an imposing fice space.
heavy sendoff via radio' and tv deal eliminates subsidies and alits
highpoint—
has
lineup
that
as
Allied
lows
for
annual
remittance
an
of
exploitation following the> pattern
Four theatrical films for
set by Terry. Turner In his promo- $4,200,000 at the official rate of ex- in terms of expenditure—-“White Artists release will be made this
tion of the RKO reissue of “King change, a slight drop from the Christmas.” Set for its debut late year at KTTV while the company’s
Kong.” Turner and Don Thompson prior year’s $5,000,000.
Amount in the year, “Christmas” is to be tv program Will be produced at
are handling the #ired exploitation.
Sunset Studios and Cedar Lake.
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 20)

UP

;

•

•

KTTV

,

for Aug.

% OVER JUNE

lectors office for month of May
show a rise in film biz of 17% over
s^me month in 1953. By contrast
all amusements here, theatres included, gained by only 5%% from
$148,009 in May, 1953. to $156,751
[•in the same month this year.
Tax
office reaped $103,520 from Chi
Theatres this past May, against

$85 921 the year previous.
Big differential at theatres is
partly the result of last April's reduction in Federal tax. Theatres
pay city 3% of their net, and net
take was improved considerably
.

When

the excise tax

was

lifted.

First five months of 1954 registers.-iiY9%- better than same period
of last year. Theatres posted an
aggregrate tax’ of $573,314 from
January through May this term
and $518,856 in 1953. All amusements went up 5%, with impost of
$912,169 for five months of 1954,
compared with $867,294 last sea-

|son.

—

..

,

•

—

;

1954

-Jtdy !4j

Li OK Despite Plethora of Ms;

‘Francis’
Port.; ICatme’'
Portland, Ore., July 13.

‘Crusaders’

Wow $1S,000, love’

11G; ‘Garden’ Big 26G, Dark’ 13G, 2d
Los Angeles, July 13. 4Biz level here currently is not
dropping too far unde/ the previous holiday week despite the fact
that only two new bills are current.
Just one of these is ratirfg real

“King Richard and
Crusaders,” which looks stout $18,-

trade.

g

It

is

000 at the Egyptian. Ingrid Bergman’s GreatesULove,” while good
at the Palace, 4s weak at the other
two day-dating spots. Total for
three theatres is fair $11,000.
’’Cinerama” is up to socko $35>800 for 62d frame with three extra
shows at the Hollywood. Also still
pleasing among extended-runs is
“Demetrius” with $13,000 in fourth
week, and “Three Coins,” solid
$11,000 in seventh.

Second session of “Garden of
Evil” looks brisk $26,000 for three
sites. “Knock on Wood” is nice
$15,000, also second, in two locations. “Johnny Dark” is rated okay
$13,000 for. second in three spots.
Despite a setback in second
quarter, the half-year grosses in
first-tun houses here exceeded take
for same period last year by 2.3%.
First quarter of this year resulted
in a strong $2;616,000 or $265,900
above similar period in 1953.
Second quarter was 1.9% below
last year.

Estimates for This Week
Egyptian (UATC) (1,538; $1$1.50)-—“King Richard and Crusaders” (WB). StOut $18,000, Last
week, with L.A. Paramount.
Palace, Iris, El Hey (Metropolitan-FWC) (1,212; -814; 861; 70-$1.10)
“Greatest Love” (Indie), Fair
$11,000. Last week, sub-rims.
Globe, Vogue (FWC) (782; 885;
“Zapata”
(20th7
and'
70-$1.10)

—

—

“Red River” (UA)

(reissues).

Okay

$6,000. Last week, sub-runs.

Orpheum, Hollywood Paramount
(Metropolitan.-F&M)
60-$1.25)

1,430;
—-"Knock on (2,213;
Wood” (Par)

and “Bowery Boys Meet Monster”
(AA) (Orpheum only) (2d wk). Nice
$15,000. Last week, $22,000.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 90-$1.50)
About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) (2d
wk). Good $7,000. Last week,
r
$9,400.
'

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,752; 2,812; 60-$l)—“Hell - Below
Zero” (Col) and “Operation Diplomat” (Indie) (2d wk). Slow $13,000.
.

Last week, $17,900.
Los Angeles, Ritz, Loyola (FWC)
$1-$1.50)—
(2,097;
1,363;
1,248;
“Garden of Evil” (20th) (2d wk).
Brisk $26,000.. Last week, $43,800.

Loew’s

State,

'

Broadway Grosses

to amaze.

.

Estimates loir This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
“Francis Joins WAQS” (U) and'
“Massacre Canyon” (Col). £tout
Last week,
or near.
$10,000
“Johnny Dark’* (U) and “Fireman,
Save My Child” (U). $6,800.
Guild (Irtdie) (400; $1)—“Genevieve” (U) (4th wk). Neat $2,000,
Last week/ $3,600.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)
“Challenge Wild” (UA) and
“Overland Pacific” (UA). Good.
$7,000, Last week, “Long Walt”
.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ........ $592,900
(Bused on 22 theatres.)
Last Year . .'. .... $629,200
( Basted on 22 theatres.)

—
:

.

.

—

L’vHie; ‘Miami’

9G

,

Woman” (UA)

(UA) and “Wicked

(9 days), $11,600,
Louisville, July 13.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1Product is of high calibre this $1.25)—“Three Coins In Fountain”
week, and firSt-runs are okay to (20th) (7th wk). Trim $3,500 in 5
smash. “High and Mighty” at the days.. Last week, $6,500.
Mary Anderson with $1 top did caOrpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1pacity biz over the weekend, and $1.25)—“Demetrius and Gladiators”
looks terrific for this 1,200-seater. (20th) (3d wk). Fine $5,500 in 5
“Miami Story” dualled with “Bait” days. Last week, $12, 500.
at the State shapes just barely
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; ,65good. “Gladiators” at the Rialto 90)—"Princess of Nile” (20th) and
looms stout in second week.
Leon
’’Gorilla at Large” (20th).
Estimates for This Week
Last week, “Secret of
$6,500.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-75) Incas” (Par) “Trent’s Last Case”
—“Hell Below Zero” (Col) and (Indie), $7,600.
“Charge of Lancers” (Col). Sturdy
United Artiste (Parker) (890; 90Last week, “Secret of $1.25)—“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (2d
$7,000.
Incas” (Par) and “Missing Passen- wk). Torrid $14,000. Last week,
ger” (Par), $5,500.
$17,000, and strictly SRO, outMary Anderson (People s) (1,200; grossing “Here To, Eternity” (Col),
“High and Mighty” (WB).
75-$l)
Garnered capacity biz *over weekend. The $1 top helping to great
$12,000 for this smaller house.
Last week,
Probably will hold.
“Them” (WB), on return date,
$4,500.
.

.

—

— (Fourth

Rialto

Avenue)

(3,000;

“DemetriuS’^and Gladi75-99)
ators” (20th) (2d wk). Still rolling,
stout $12,000 after last week's
$21,000.

Toronto; Dial’ 16G

Toronto, July 13.
With biz all on the upbeat, “La
film that had
Ronde,”
the
French
“Bait”
“Miami Story” (Col) and
Good $9,000. Last week, all the censorship trouble in the
(Col).
“Flame and Flesh” (M-G) and U. S., Is experiencing nothing in
Canada on scissoring, and Is in for
“Saadia” (M-G), $8,000.
top returns. “Johnny Dark” also
is a big newcomer. Holdovers are
for Murder”
lusty, with “Dial
‘Garden’ Rich 16G, in
wham in second frame. “Three
Coins in the Fountain” and “StuIndpls.; ‘Dark’ Rousing
dent Prince” are solid in fifth and
fourth frames respectively.
Estimates for This Week
11G, ‘Wind’ $20,000, 2d
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
Indianapolis, July 13.
State (Taylor)—1,059; 955; 694; 698;
Biz is ‘brisk at first-runs here 40-70)—
“Charge of Lancers'* (Col)
this stanza, “Gone With Wind,”
smash in second week at Loew’s, and “Bait” (Col). Big $15,500. Last
State

(Loew’s)

(3,000;

50-75)—

M

still setting the pace.
Evil”
Indiana also

“Garden Of
strong for

at
(UATC- newcomer.
“Johnny Dark”

Hawaii

Firsf-run big continues perky
here. “Francis Joins the WACS”
looks best newcomer with a stout
session at the Broadway. “Caine
Mutiny” is getting the beet money,
being torrid in second stanza at the
United Artists. “Coins in Fountain”
at Oriental and “Demetrius” at
Orpheum are winding their runs.
“Genevieve” at the Guild continues

is

at Cir-

'

.

.

:

—

.

‘

—

.

—

'

Estimates tor This

Arcadia (S&S)

(625;

Week
89-$1^30)—

“Executive Suite” (M-Gj (8th wk).

—

—

1

1

M

.

Uptown (FWC) (1,715; &0-$\.25)
—“River No Return” (20th) and
“3 Girls From Rome” (Indie) (4th
wk). So-so $2,000. Last week, $3,-

200

,

.

(7th

wk).

Solid $11,000
Last week, $11,700.

or

Warner Hollywood (SW)

near.

after

socko

$35,800

last

week,

Which included three extra shows.
Boothraan a Poet Laureate
Denver, July 13.

A

projectionist is now poet laureate of Colorado per Gov. Dan
Thornton. He’s Milford E. Shields,
chief projectionist and equipment
engineer at the Kiva Durango*
Shields has written about 2,500

poems.

High’ 13G, 2d

•"

.

•

“Cinerama” (Indie) (40th wk).
Music Hall (Cinerama ProducGreat $16,700 including July 4 tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cineweekend biz. Last week, $11,500. rama” (indie) ,(69th wk), Strong
Fox (20th) (2,250; 75-$1.49)— $18,000. Laist week, $20,000.
“Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th).
Mighty $40,000. Last week, “Coins
in Fountain” (20th) (7th Wk), $18,- ‘Hell’ Okay $9,000, Pitt;
000

.

Goldman (Goldman)

(1,200;

65-

‘Apache’ Solid 13G, 2d;

$1.10)^“Gono With Wind” (M-G)
Terrific

(reissue).

week, “Them” (WB)
000

Last
$31,000.
(3d wk), $10,-

‘High’ Tall 12G, Ditto
Pittsburgh, July 13.

.

Mastbaum (SW)

(4,360; 75-$1.30)

—“High and Mighty” (WB)
wk).

Great $22,000.

~

5

$40,000.

(2d

Last week,

.

—

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74“Garden of Evil” (20th)j
$1.30)
Smash $20,000. Last Week, “Prin-

Only one new. picture in the
Golden Triangle this week is “Hell
Below Zero” at Harris, but this
Alan Ladd starrer isn’t very
Hence, the two top holdstrong.
at Penn and
overs, “Apache”
“High and Mighty’-* at Stanley, are

Stanton

(SW)

50-99)—

(1,473;
(Lip).

Management decided to
Poor $5,- (7th wk),again at last minute, pushkeep it
“Silver Lode”
ing back “Garden of Evil” (20th)
Space”
(RKO) and “Killers from
once more. Looks fine $8,000 this
(RKO), $11,000.
_ week. Last week, $8,000. May
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50) hold again.
^
^
—“Man With Million” (UA) (2d
Harris (Harris) <2,100; 65-85)—
wk). Rich $6,500. Last week, $10,- “Hell Below Zero’* (Col). Just get000
ting by at only okay $9,000, not
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)— enough to rate another stanza.
“Student Prince** (M-G) (2d wk). Last week, “Demetrius and the
Good $14,000. Last week, $20,000. Gladiators” (20th) (3d wk), $8,000.
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-85)
$1.50)—“French Line” (RKO) (5th
“Apache” (UA) (2d wk). Holding
wk>. Fine $4,000. Last week, $5,up well for solid $13,000 on wind500.
up. Last week/ $19,000.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-95)—
“Always a Bride” (U). Art naber
Pacing K.C.; ‘Wife’
has been staggering through the
summer with mild product. Good
8G, ‘High’ Mighty $14,000, $3,000;. Last week, “So Little
Time” (Indie), $2,200 in 8 days.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-$1.10)—

“Queen of Sheba”
000.

Last

week,

.

'

.

BAs

.

‘Demeterins’ 15G, Both
Kansas

2d

“High and Mighty” (WB) (2d

wk).

City, July 13.

Staying up big at around $12,000.
being done here cur- Last week, $17,000.
May stay
rently by holdovers, both “High again
and Mighty” at the Missouri and
Warner (SW) (1,385/ $1.25-$2.65)
“Demetrius and Gladiators” in four
“Cinerama” (Indie) (3 1st wk).
Fox Midwest first-runs being stand- Bouncing back in great fashion on
out. Only major newcomer, “In- impetus of some fine exploitation
descretion of American'' Wife,” at and slightly cooler weather. Looks
Midland is lightweight. “Mighty” fancy $14,000, slight dip under la st
looms sockeroo while “Demetrius” week’s $15,000, best here since last
is also great. Brief respite from February and alifldsF double films
torrid temperatures mid-week was low.
followed by near-100 degree figures
over the weekend, Fox Midwest
17G,
has closed its Esquire Theatre ‘HIGH’
downtown for time being.
Estimates for This Week
ST. 100; *WIND’ 28G, 2D
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 65St. Louis, July I 3
85)— Closed after several weeks of
operation.
Last week, “Johnny
After a terrific first stanza, Gone
s
Guitar” (Rep) and “Make Haste To With Wind” still is smash at Loew
Live” (Rep) (m.o.’s), fair $2,000,
in second week. School vacation
continuing
Klmo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)— is helping to offset the
“Genevieve” (U) (13th wk). Con- heat wave. “Cinerama” still is
week.
tinues nice pace at~$l,800.
Last at the Ambassador in 22d
week, with holiday trade, $2,000.
“High and Mighty” looms as top
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)— newcomer, grekt at the St. louis.
“Indescretion
American
Estimates for This Week
Wife”
(Col) and “Saracen Blade” (Col).
Ambassador (Indie) <1.400; $T^0Lean $8,000/ Last week, ’’Student $2.40) —- “Cinerama” (Indie) (22a
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued on page 20)

Real biz

is

—

'

Cincinnati, July 13.
hefty third-round $30,000, which
It’s a golden b.o. hit at Keith's, had
an extra holiday matinee.
“3 Coins in Fountain” pacing down- Weekend trade has hit advance
town first-runs to top the Fourth sellout stage.
of July upbeat. “She Couldn’t Say
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-84)—
No,” only other new bill currently, “She Couldrt’t Say No” (RKO) and
is bettering par at the Grande Two “House
of
Blackmail”
(Indie).
holdovers, “High and Mighty” and Swell $7,000. Last week, “Act of
.“Garden of Evil,” are still click- Love” (Col) and “Geraldine” (Col),
ing nicely at the Albee and Palace. $6,500.
“Cinerama” is sticking to a high
Keith's (Shor) (1,500;- 75-$1.25)—
level in fourth week at the Capi- “Three Coins in Fountain” (20th).
tol.
Terrific $20,000 for this smaller
Estimates for This Week
house with slimmer run possible.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)
Last week, “Demetrius and Gladia“High and Mighty” (WB) (2d wk). tors” (20th) (3d wk), $6,500.
Solid $12,500 after $18,500 bow.
Palace (RKO) 2,600; 75-00)—
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1,- "Garden of Evil” (20th) (2d wk).
$1.20 -$2.65)
“Cinerama” Plumpish $8,000 trailing $14,000
376;
(Indie) (4th wk). Holding dose to opener.
/
1

(J.364;

“Cinerama” (Indie)
(63d wk). Into 63d frame July 11

$1.20-$2.65)

(B a 1 a b a n) (1,700; 95$1.25)”Student Prince” (M-G) (3d
wk). Good $9,000. Last week, $14,-

Okay $6,000. Last week, $8,500.
Boyd (SW) (1,450; $1.25-$2.60)— 000

.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1-$1.50)
.—“Three Coins Fountain” (20th)

“Turn Key Softly” (AA),

Adams

.

M

,

(20th) and
$5,443.

‘

—

—

Detroit, July 13.
biz continues brisk

cess of Nile” (20th), $4,500 in 4
“Three
both cashing in nicely.
days.
in Fountain” also is fine in
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99- Coins
stanza at Fulton, the longseventh
$1.80)—“Caine Mutiny’.* (Col) (2d
running hit getting a last-minute
wk). Solid. $50,000. Last week,
reprieve for third Straight week.
week, “Riding Shotgun” (WB) and $71,000,
^
Also perking in great style is
Stanley (SW) (2,932; 74-$l. 30)— “Cinerama” at Warner.
“Killers from Space” (RKO), $16,“Ring of Fear” (WB). Fair $15,000.
000 .
Estimates for This Week
Hyland (Rank) (1,354; 60-80)— Last week, “Hell Below Zero” (Col)
65-$l)—
Fulton (Shea)
“Kidnappers” (Rank) (13th wk). (2d wk), $9,500.
“Three Coins in Fountain” (20th)

(2,404;
1,106;
70-$U0)— cle looks solid, “Living Desert”
“Princess of Nile” (20th) and “Rachow in third stanza at Keith’s
ket Man” (20th) (2d wk). Slight
Stout $6,000. Last week, same.
shapes trim.
$6,000. Last week, $9,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$D—
Estimates for This Week
Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern,
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50- “Three Coins In Fountain” (20th)
Hollywood (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344; 80) “Johnny Dark” (U) and “Play- (5th wk). Neat $11,000. Last week,
756; 70-$l. 10)— “Johnny Dark” (U) girl” (U). Solid $11,000 or close. $15,500.
and “Black Horse Canyon” (U) Last week, “Secret of Incas” (Par)
Loew’s (Loew) (2,090; 65-80)
(2d wk). Okay $13,000 or close.
and “Laughing Anne” (Rep), $8,- “Student Prince’* (M-G) (4th wk).
Last week, $18,300, plus sharp 500.
Fine $9,500. Last weekr $14,000.
$77,400 at two nabes and seven
Odeon (Rank) (2,318; 50-85)—
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-95)—
day-dating driye-ins.
“Garden Of Evil” (20th). Strong “Johnny Dark” (U). Fine $11,000.
Los Angeles Paramount, Fox $16,000. Last week, “High and Last week, “Know What Sailors
(ABPT-FWC) (3,200; 965; $1-$1.50) Mighty” (WB), $20,000 in 10 days. Are” (Rank), $8,500.
“High, Mighty” (WB) (2d wk
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 50-85)—“Dial
Keith's (C-D) (1,300; 60-95)—
L. A. Par. 1st wk Fox). Good $23,- •“Living Desert” (Disney) (3d wk).
for Murder” (WB) (2d wk).
000.
Last week, L. A. Par and Neat $5,500, making approximately Wham $16,000. Last week, $20,000.
Egyptian, solid $34,400, despite $21,500 for the three weeks.
Towne (Taylor) (695; 60-90) “La
only six days Egyptian and time
Loew's (Loew’s) (2,427; 70-90)— Ronde” (Hakim). Wow $8,000. Last
lost L. A. Par to Elks’ convention. “Gone With Wind” (M-G) (2d wk). week, “Marlag O Prison Camp”
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.80) Socko $20,000 on top of $24,000 (IFD) (5th wk), $3,500.
University (FP) (1,558; 50-80)—
“Demetrius” (20th) (4th wk). opener. Stays on.
Smooth $13,000. Last week, $15,Lyric (C-D) (1,500; 35-70)— “Sil- “Royal Tour” (20th) (2d wk). Socko
900.
ver Lode” (RKO). Fair $5,000. $9,500. Last week, $12,000.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50) Last week, “He Walked By Night”
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 65-80)—
—“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (4th wk). (Indie) and “Canyon City” (Indie) “Prisoner of War” (M-G) (2d wk).
Good $3,500. Last week, $11,500.
Fine $2,500. Last week, $3,000.
(reissues), $4,000.
"
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90$1.25)— “Dial
For Murder” (WB)
(4th wk), Neat $8,000. Last week,
^
$ 10 200

GfitS)

Downtown

with strong product now: in second
and third weeks, helping materially. “Caine Mutiny?’ shapes wow in
second Veek at Hie Madison after
Grow
Estimated Total
breaking house tfecojd in first
This Week ........ $2, 653, $00
round. “High and ‘Mighty” is still
208
and
cities,
an 22
„ [Based
riding very high at the Michigan.
theatres, chiefly first runs, in*
“ Apache”at the PalmsSh^pes socko,
eluding N. Y.)
“Demetrius and- Gladiators” looks
Total Grow Santo Week
oke In fourth w^ek -at the Fox.
$2,456,400
Last Year ....
“Student Prince" at? the Adams
( Basest on 23 cities and 204
looms *gpod v for third round.
theatres.).
Estimatesfor this Week
Fox' ‘ (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1“Dembtrtus and Gladia$1,25).
tors” (20th) pltis fight pix (4th wk).
Oke $18,1)00. Last week, $27,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$1-$1',25)
“High and Mighty”
(WB) (2d wk). Swell $24,000. Last
week; $35,000.
Paims (UD) (2.961; 80-$U—
“Apache” (UA) and “Capt. Kidd,
Philadelphia, July 13,
“Caine Mutiny* continues to Slave Girl” (CoD 2d wk), Fast. $16,pace* city after setting new record 000. Last week, $28,000
Madison UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50)
for the Randolph opening week. It
almost topped “Robe” all-time lo- —“Caine Mutiny”. (Col) (2d wk).
Terrific
$38,000. Last week, record
the
made,
at
cal high of $72,000,
Blue-chip pix. plus cool $43,000.
Fox.
Broadway-Capltol (UD) (3,500;
weather Is boosting ibiz at most
.“Tangaiwika” (U) and
“Demetrius” $1-$1.25)
first-rubs currently.
looks smash at Fox while “Gone “Fireman Save My Child” (U). Fair
week, “Witness to
Last
$12,000.
Goldat
terrific
with Wind” looms
man. “Garden of Evil” also is Murder” (UAr plus Lionel Hampheading for sockeroo round at the ton onstage, $27,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 80Midtown, unusually high for this
“Princess. Nile’.* (20th) and
small-neater. “Wind” socko takings $1)
Man” (20th). Mild $10,“Rocket
length
are being registered despite
500. Last week, “Gprilla at Large”
of pic and tilted scale.

—

—

WHOPPING

-

\

—

.

'
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4

foAmigt ilnly 1% M5*

PICTURE GROSSES
Seattle

Goes for ‘Caine*

9G

$28,000; Tai^fatiyika*
July

Seattle,

B’way Quieter But ‘Apache’ Yahoo

13.

City is heavy with holdovers but
some of the new entries are shaping up nicely.
“Tanganyika” is

rated

big at Liberty while
leader, of course, is “Caine

Coins
Chicago, July 13.
Five fresh ^entries, several of
them with holdover potential, are
furthering the^upbeat which the
Main Stem, took. last ^eefc. “High
and Mighty ia sounding, off a loud
$66,500 at Chicago, with stageshow

•

Estimates Are^Net
Film gross estimate* jit re*

"

ported herewith irom the vioi*
ous key cities, are" net; I. e.,
without usual tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
’estimated figures are net income.
x
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

.

headed by Tommy Leonetti. “Robinson CruSDe” ia posting a fairish
$14,000 at McVickers while “Garden of EVil” looms wow $36,000
at Woods.
;
Combo of “Silver Lode” and
“Riders to- Stars” looks okay $15,000 at the United Artists. First
moveover week of “Always a
Bride” from Esqhire to Surf shapes

,

•

tax.

‘Dark’ Fancy $16,000 In

“Caine Mutiny” at State-Lake is
secondrweekers ' with a
pacing

“Apache,” also in
second round, shapes lofty at
Roosevelt. “Julius Caesar” looks
stout at Loop. Third Week of “De-

mighty

,

show

Boston

total.

metrius and Gladiators” continues
“Man With a
fast at Oriental.
Million” is rated brisk at Monroe.
Re-testing: late-night potential of
the city with a new latejihow policy at State-Lake and the Chicago,
Balaban & Katz chain turned up a
sizeable nocturnal audience last
week. It was large enough to encourage continuation of the policy
when a pic is in demand. Of late,
Chicago- has become regarded as
not-so-hot for af ter-dnidnight biz at
cinemas. When “Magnificent Obsession” opens at United Artists
July 16, house will tack on a late
also.

.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) <3,900; 98-$l.25)
—“High and Mighty” (WB) with
Tommy Leonetti onstage. Socko
$66,500. Last Week, “Johnny Dark”
(U) with Eartha Kitt topping stage-

show (2d wk), $50,000.
Loop (Telem't) 1600: 90-$1.25)—
“Julius Caesar*' (M-G) (2d wk).
Fine $14,500
Week.

$17,000

after

last

Mu-

‘Gorilla’

14G, ‘Caine’

Modest

Wow 29G

Boston, July 13.
Saturday closing of downtown
department stores is no help to majors- this session. “Caine: Mutiny”
in second week at Astor is again
leader with a great take. “High

.

and Mighty” in second frame at
Met slipping.
Of newcomers,
"Johnny Dark” at the Memorial
,

65G, “Mighty’ Nice 48G,

73G

smash
ini

3d,

•

opener, unusually fine for oldies

and comparing with great biz done
by “Little Caesar-“Public Enemy”
two other WB oldies.
Mayfair (Brandt)

<1,736; 79-$ 1.80)

—"Apache” (UA)*

First session
(Thurs.) is

soaring to. terrific $47,000, Holds,
natdh! Looks 'in for longrun. In
ahead, “Johnny Guitar” (Rep) (6th
wk), $11,000. with boost from preview of “Apache.” Made a very
profitable run for this Republic
pic.
.

—

*

RKO

1

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

•

.

.

.

—

—

.

OMAHA;

.

,

J

.*

—

2

.

'

^
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(Normandie

f

Thea-

strong with $6,200 in eighth week
ended last night (Tues,). The seventh round 'was $8,000. Continues
on indef, with no pic set to follow

’

.

,

Normandie

“Le Plaisir”
(592; $1-$1.80)
(Indie) (9th wk). Continued very

tres)

McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65Robinson
“Adventures
$1.25)
houses all along the line. “Mutiny
back- in second round at the Holi
Crusoe" (UA), Fair $14,000. Last
Penway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—
all-time record at the day with $14,000, still nice for a
week, “Arrow In Dust*' (AA) and “Gorilla at Large” (20th) and shapes, to get
newly-renovated
RKO
showcase, pair of oldies.
wk),
“Cow Country** XAA) (2<i
“Princess of the Nile” (20th). Mod- outdistancing the old high set by
“Gone With Wind” continues in
( 12 000
est $4,000. Last week, “Adventures
Years” at a higher, tab. amazing, stride, with sturdy $32,000
Monroe (Indie) (1.000; 87-$1.25) Robinson Crusoe’* (UA) and “Capt. “Best
“Demetrius
at
and
Gladiators”
likely in current (7th) stanza at
“Man With Million” (UA) (3d Kidd, Slave Girl” (UA), $3,500.
Loew’s Palace, sole other new“Lili” still is a worldFancy $7,500. Last week,
wk).
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)— comer, looks solid. Holdovers are the State.
beater, now being in its 19th week
^ Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$!. .25) “Jphnny Dark” (U) and “Cat-Wom- generally steady, showing an up of the second year at the Transen of Moon” (Indie). Fancy $16,- swing in some cases. “Cinerama”
Lux, 52d Street. It still was solid
—“Demetrius and. Gladiators* 000. Last week, “Garden of Evil” in
35th session at the Warner has with $6,000 in 70th frame ended
(20th) (3d wk). Nice $23,000 after (20th) (2d wk-10 days, $17,000.
settled back to an even pace after Monday (12).
last week's $35,500.
60MetropoUtan (NET) (4,367;
a Fourth of July boom that brought
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $l,25-$3.40) $1.25)—“High and Mighty” (WB)
Estimates, for This Week
“Cinerama” (Indie) (50th wk). (2d wk). Okay $17,500 following best take.since Easter.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 50-$1.75)
Estimates for This Week
Sock $28,000. Last week, $30,000. $30,Q00 in first.
‘‘Indiscretion of American Wife
a
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.400; 5Q-98)—
Orpheum- (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90/W Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)
(Col) (3d Wk). This frame ending
“Apache” (UA) and “Stormy” (Dis- —“Apache” (UA) and “Lone Gun” “Garden of Evil” (20th) (2d wk). tomorrow (Thurs.) likely will get
ney) (2d wk). Terrific $20,000. Last (UA) (2d wk). Neat $10,000 after Pleasing $14,000 after $25,000 last mild $9,500. Second Week was $16,week, $32,000.
week, over hopes.
$18,000 for first.
000. Stays on with “Waterfront”
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80) (Col) due in next and likely soon.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (2d
$1.80)
“Gorilla at Large” (20th) and —“Man of Fighting Lady” (M-G)
Carnegie)
(L.
Little CanSegie
Socko $78,000 after $92,000 “Princess of the Nile” (20th). Fair (2d wk). Firm $7,000 after $12,500
wk).
“La Ronde”
$1.25-$1»80)
(550;
loef TJUPPlf
$10,000. Last week, “Adventures last week. May hold.
Held
with fine
wk).
(18th
(Hakim)
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)— Robinson Crusoe” (UA) and “Capt.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)
$6,500 in week ended Monday (12)
“Always a Bride” (U). (move- Kidd, Slave Girl” (UA), $11,000,
“Captain's Paradise” (Indie) (8th
Stays
round.
16th
for
after
$7,000
over). After first round at nearby
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 60-95)— Wk). Sturdy $4,500 after $5,000 last on, with “Madam de
.” (Indie)
Esquire, okay $3,500. Last week, “Hell Below Zero” (Cbl) and “Out- week. Stays on.
set.
opening
no
but
next
in
due
“Horse's Mouth” (Indie) (2d wk), law Stallion” (Col). Nice $12,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)— |
.Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.50$3 000
Last Week, “Tanganyika” (U) and “Caine Mutiny” (Col),. All-time
Destiny”
of
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55- “Jungle Man-Eaters” (Col) (2d wk), record of $48,000 or over. Playing $1.80) "Daughters
(Indie)
(2d wk). First round ended
98)
“Silver Lode” (RKO) and
six shows daily and seven on’ Week$7,000.
(11) landed fair $5,500
Sunday
“Riders to Stars” (UA). Fairish
Last
roll
this
huge
take.
ends
to
up
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)
$15,000.
Last week, “Tanganyika” “Apache" (UA) and “Lone Gun” week, “Silver Lode” (RKO), $6,000. “The Cowboy” (Lip) opens Aug. 2.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
(U) and “Black Horse Canyon” (U)
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 60-80)
(UA) (2d wk). Good $8,000 after
(2d wk), $11,000.
—‘‘High and Mighty” (WB) (2d wk). —“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (3d wk)
in first.
stanza ending today (Wed.)
Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98- $10,500
Still big at $9,000 after $16,500 Current
is heading for socko $73,000. Sec$1.25)—“Garden .of Evil” (20th).
opening week. May hold again.
was terrific $108,000,
week
ond
Looks smash $36,QOO. Last week,
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 65-95)—
‘DARK’ BRIGHT $7,000
“Indiscretion American Wife” (Col)
‘‘Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th). considerably over hopes, rainy
presence of thouand
Wednesday
(3d wk) , $14,000 .
$22,000. Stays. Last week,
‘GARDEN’ 8G Sock
IN
“Three Coins in Fountain”. (20th) sands of delegates in town for
Stays on
helping.
conclave
Lions'
days.
in
6
wk),
(5th
$12,000
Omaha, July 13.
‘Wind’ Sockeroo $22,000,
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)— indef.
There’s some improvement 'at
5Q-$1,85)
Criterion
(Moss)
(1,700;
wk).
(13th
Wood”
(Par)
“Knock
on
“Johnny
first-runs here this week.
“Long Wait” .(UA) (2d wk) InBuff.; ‘High’ Hot 12G, 2d Dark” looks fancy at the Omaha Good $5,500 .after $6, OOQ last,vifeek*
itial holdover* round winding tor
again.
Holds
Brandfair
at
is
Lode”
and “Silver
Buffalo, July 13.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1^0-$2.4O) morrow (Thtirs.r likely will’ reach
shapes
of Evil”
Big news here currently is “Gone er’s. “Garden
“Cinerama” (Indie) (35th wk). fair $12,000 after $20,000 in first
*
With Wind,” which is soaring to a smash at the State.
$14,000 after $18,00^ last lirnalr Cfove
Fine
Estimates for This Week
terrific toUl at the Buffalo. “Hell
on.
Fine' Arts (Davis) (468; $1.50(RKO)
(1,100; 50-75)— week. Stays
Brandeis
Below Zero” is rated good at LaHoliday”
Hulot’s
$1.80)—"Mr.
(T-L) (600; 70-$1.25)
Trans-Lux
“Heat
(RKO) and
fayette. Elsewhere' it’s strictly hold- “Silver Lode”
(9th-final
(RKO)
(GBD) (5th wk). Fourth week ended
Last “French Line”
Fair $3,500.
over, with
“High anfi Mighty” Wave” (Lip),
for second con- last night (Tues.) was excellent
Okay
$4,500
Wk).
and
(RKO)
Rome”
greatest at Center on second round. week, “Sins of
$12,000 after $14,500 for third.
(Indie), secutive week.
“House of Blackmail”
Estimates for This Week
Stays on indef.
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-95)— $4,500.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50^
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-75) ‘Hell’ Hotsy $13,000,
“Gone With Wind” (M-G). Lofty
—“Hell Raiders" (Indie). (2d-final
“Playand
(U)
Dark”
—“Johnny
$22,000.
Last
Week, “Student
2d
Down to meek $5,000 or less
10G,
wk).
‘Knock’
Denver;
girl” (U). Fine $7,000, aided by
Prince” (M-G), $16,000 in 8 days.
in final week after $9,000 opening
Denver, July 13.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)— Ruth Hampton’s in-person stint at
“Hell Below Zero” (Col)
week.
standout
Base
is
Force
Zero”
“Hell Below
Knock on Wood” (Par) (2d wk). last week’s Offutt Air
opens Friday (9)*.
stock car races. Last week, “Drums here this round, with good session
Oke $10,000. Last week, $17,000.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.50)—
“Knock
are
ExHolding
“Paris
and
Paramount.
(U)
at
.Center (Par) (2,000; 50-$D— Across River”
“Unconquered” (Indie) (5th wk).
On Wood” at Denham and “Man Fourth
^High and Mighty” (WB) (2d wk). press” (U), $6,500.
week ended last night
Great $12,000. Last week, $17,800.
Orpheunt (Tristates) (2,890; 60- With Million” at Aladdin, both for
was fair $5,000 after $5,500
(Tues.)
Evil”
is
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— BO)— ‘High apd Mighty” (WB) (2d third stanzas. “Garden of
i(
third. “Malta Story" (UA) Opens
Good $8,000 after $14,000 getting a fourth round at Centre. for
Below Zero” (Col) .and “Jun- wk).
*
Hot weather drove many to the Friday (16).
gle Man-Eaters” (Col). Good $10,- debut.
(Rose) (950; 90-$1.65)—
Holiday
State (Goldberg) (875; 50-80)— mountains.
Last week, “Johnny Dark’MU)
“Smart Money” (WB) and “Roarand “Gentle Gunman” (U), $7,000. “Garden of Evil” , (20th). Terrific
Estimates for This Week
(WB) (reissues) (2d
Twenties”
ing
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)
Century (Buhawk) <3;000; 50-80) $8,000 or over. Last week, “Men
(2d wk). wk). Initial holdover frame ending
GaJ?£ n
Evil” (20th) (2d wk). Fighting Lady” (M-G) and “Gypsy “Man With Million” (UA)
looks to fall
(Thurs.)
tomorrow
20)
page
(Continued on
Nice $9,000. Last week, $16,000.
Colt” (M-G) (2d wk), $3,500.

—

up tomorrow

finishing

,

,

70th

back to nice $14,000 after $22,000

.

“Gorilla at
easily best.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039; tinues on.
Large” at Paramount and Fenway, $1-$1.35)—“Caine Mutiny” (Col).
“About Mrs. Leslie” is displayat the Victoria,
is just fair. “Hell Below Zero” at Socko
$28,000 or near. Last week, ing real stamina
the Pilgrim looms fine.
“Demetrius” (20th) (3d wk), $9,400 with a sturdy $16,000 in second
opening week's
from
far
not
round,
Week
Estimates for This
in 9 days.
,
take. “Long Wait,” in contrast, is
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 8h-$1.25>—
to fair $12,000 In second
slipping
“Caine Mutiny** (Col) (2d wk). Big
stanza at the Criterion.
$29,000 for. second week following
“Student Prince” with stagesmash $35,500 in first.
show continues in great fashion,
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800with shout $143,000 in current
50-$l)—“Man With a Million” (UA)
(4th) week at the Music Hall. It
(2d wk). Fine $7,000. Last week,
stays a fifth. “Daughters of Des$9,500.
tiny” hit fair $5,500 in first round
at the Baronet. .“Man With MilBoston (Cinerama Productions)
“Cinerama’
lion” held at smash $15,000 in sec(1,354; $1.20-$2.85)
Washington, July 13.
ond frame at Sutton.
(Indie) (28th wk). Nice $14,000.
Whole main stem is getting
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” -held up
Last week, same.
lift “from record-breaking “Caine nicely in fourth session ended last
Exeter (Indie) (1,300: 60-$l)— Mutiny” at
Keith's
Currently
‘
(Tues.), getting a great $12,night
“Pickwick Papers” (Indie) (5th The" overflow from this boffo pace000 at the Fine Arts. “Smart
wk), Oke $4,000 following $4,500
setter is helping the midtown Money”-“Roaring Twenties” fell
in fourth.

looks

UH’ Spry 6G

.

—

tidy.

M

‘Caine’
at Paramount. 'Three
Fountain” looms solid
despite being in sixth V week at
After having enjoyed the benefit
Fifth Avenue,
of the Lions* national convention
Estimates for This Week
and mild weather, Broadway deBlue Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 65- luxers were sloughed with' a batch
90)—“Johnny Dark” (U> and “I of warmer temperatures and
Believe in You” (UMmi.oJ. Fair dearth of out-of-towners starting
$3,000. Last week, “Mr. Potts To Monday (12). Departure of thouMoscow” (AA), $3,200.
sands of Lion delegates Saturday
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,839; 65- (10) hurt because numerous pro90)—"Hell Below Zero” (Col) and spective N.Y. visitors wero kept
“Rocket Man” (20th) (2d wk). Okay out of the city When unable to get
hotel reservations (most delegates
$7,000. After. $10,500 opener.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; had reservations over Saturday
$1-$1.25)—“Three Coins”.. (20th). and some on Sunday). Idem out*
(6th wk). Big $7,500. Last week, door weather also made a dent in
trade, making it one of poorest
~
$8,500.
Liberty (Evergreen) (1,650; 53- Sundays in months.
Ace newcomer is “Apache”
65-90)
“Tanganyika”
and
(U)
“Cat Women of Moon” (Lip). Big which is soaring to a terrific $47,$9,Q00 dr near. Last week, “Johnny 000 at the Mayfair. This Indian
Dark” (U) and “1 Believe in You” opus, starring Burt Lancaster,
caught on from the start and held
(Ur, $6,600.
Music Box (HamrickL (850; $1- up well, “Garden of Evil” looks
$1.25)—“Man With Million” (UA). only good $65,000 for the first
(2d wk). Swell $8,000. Last week, Week at the Roxy. New hill at the
Palace, with vaude and “Return
$7 000
Music Hall (Hamrick) -(2,300; $1- From Sea,” will be lucky to get
$1.25)—“Student Prince’,’ (M-G). okay $20,000.
“High and Mighty” at Para(3d wk). Good $6,000 or close. Last
mount held with fancy $48,000 in
week, $8,200.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,400; 75)— first holdover session, and is stay“Pinocchio” (RKO) (reissue) and ing a third. Third stanza of “Caine
“3 Young Texans” (RKO) (3d wk). Mutiny* looks to hit socko $73,000
at fhe Capitol, and, of course, conSolid $4,500. Last week, $6,000.

tiny,"
*

47G,

the

as yet,

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
From Sea” (AA) with

“Return

eight acts of vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) likely will
be okay $20,000. Last week, "Outcast” (Rep) with vaude, $30,000,
considerably over hopes.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 70-

$1.75)—“High and Mighty” (WB)
(3d wk).
First holdover frame
ended last night (Tues.) held at
fancy $48,000,. with nice help from
convention and cool, rainy weather.
First week was $62,000.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; $1.25)
$1.80)—“Hobson's Choice” (UA)
(5th wk). Fourth round ended Sunday (11) was big $11,000 after $12,000 for third week,
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)—“Student
Prince” (M-G) and stageshow (4th
wk).
Looks to hold with socko
$143,000 in current session ending
today (Wed.). Last week, $169,000
way over expectancy, Goes a fifth
week, with ”7 Brides For 7 Brothers” (M-G) set as next pic.

Roxy

(Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
of Evil” (20th). First

—“Garden

round

winding

up

tomorrow

(Thurs.) is heading for good $65,000.
Holding. In ahead, “Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th) (3d
wk), $50,000, and a nice run here.

Fine reviews on “Garden” being
used in added advertising' campaign getting under way this week.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75>—
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue)
(7th wk). Current stanza ending
Friday (16) looks to reach fine $32,000 after $50,000, over hopes, in
c]vfk wpelr

Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
Million” (UA) (3d wk).

“Man With

week ended Sunday
was great $15,000. First week

First holdover
(11)

was

$16,800,

considerably

over

hopes.

Trans-Lux 60th

St,

(T-L)

(453;

$1-$1. 55)— “Victory at Sea” (UA).
Opened yesterday
(Tues.).
In
ahead, “Scotch on Rocks” (Indie)
(4th wk-9 days), $3,200, house stay—
ink open only part of Monday with
“Rocks” so as to hold preview
Monday (12) night with “Victory.”

—

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
“Lili” (M-G) (71st Wk).

$1-$1.55)

The 70th session ended Monday
(12) was solid $6,000 after $8,300
for 69th week.. Holds on.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50$1.75)—“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par)
(3d wk). Second stanza ended Sunday (11) held With sturdy $16,000
after $18,000 in first week. “Drag-

net” (WB) comes in next.

Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
“Cinerama” (Indie)
$1.20-$3.50)
(58th wk). Present round concluding tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to
hold at great $38,000 after $39,000
in 57th week; Stays on indef., with

—

Cinerama production not

second

set as yet.

Trands’-‘Drums’ Robust
17G, Frisco; ‘Caine’ 37G
San FrancisaC July 13.
With Home Economists convention and California Photographers
-

Assn, tie-up with "Cinerama,” this
still is getting a whopping take in
its 28th week at the Orpheum, better than preceding session. “Francis Joins the Wacs” and “Drums
Across River” is heading for fine
total at Golden Gate. “Secret of
good at Paramount.
is
Incas”
“Caine Mutiny” continues smash
at St. Francis.
week
second
in
Same is true of “Apache” at

United Artists.
Estimates for This
Golden Gate (RKO)

Week
(2,850;

65-

90)—“Francis Joins Wacs” (U) and
“Drums Across River” (U). Fine

Last week, Pin(Continued on page 20)

$17,000 or near.
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Pact on All

TV

Films

London, July

+•
Paris, July 6.
will always
D818D8II III 1C0III6
This
Paris,

seems Americans
try to open nitcries in
It

city of clubs

ways tempts show biz people who
here, and immediately decide
that what this country needs are
cafeterias, real malted milks, U. S.type drug stores and U. S.-type
only the bolt es
Btft
^boites.
have become realities here. Two
manned by Americans,
clubs,
recefltly went off the lineup here
because of slow biz and Internal

come

‘

differences.

.

Opening a nightclub in Paris is
a hazardous experience at best, but
those Americans who have succeeded in some cases, come a cropper in
others. How to feel and know the
whims of the cafe set here Would
take a Nostradamus. Bill Millner,
who had leased the Club De Paris
MV used,
VYtl.lt Herb
ttvt JJ wvmivo
Jeffries to be
MOVW, as a
with
showcasing for Jeffries, had to give
up the club after the run of a few
months. This club looked like it
was going to make the grade with
Americans and many of the Gallic
show biz set making it a windup
spot.
But internal difficulties between Millner and Jeffries on payments had Jeffries inkling when a
large chunk of dough owed him
was not forthcoming. Club lasted
a few days and then folded. Millner

w

hopes to try again.
Meanwhile, Jeffries went over to
Chez Spivy. He will how take that
over and make it into the Flamingo
Room with Spivy bowing out and
heading back to the U. S, Spivy,
of the old Spivy’s. Roof in N. Y.
had a good boite here two years
ago but overzealous pricing by the
French owners put it on the skids
the last time.
Reopened here

"

Vista’s

X OT
Italo Preem

July “•
Paramount's VistaVision was un
veiled to a press and industry
gathering which filled Rome's giant
Supercinema.
Screening was at-

13.

.

BBC

The

reports that negotiain progress with Lee
Sabinson for distribution rights of,
all its tv film programs, exclusive
of newsreels} for North and South
are

tions

Fleets Are, In,

America. Final arrangements, however, have not yet been concluded.

Biz

The negotiations were initiated
by Lee Sabinson in New York last

year and have been continued here fleets

visiting the port of Lisafter week means that
10,000 men go ashore
every night and keep aty niteries
and open air cafes around here
Latter have put up
very busy.
Estoril
bands and dance floors.;
Casino, catering to officers and
tourists* has three orchs alternating in. the restaurant, Wonder Bar
and Yacht Club and is filling the
three spots nightly.
Mireille Robert is filling her Tagride with her Champagne Nights.
Impresario Jose Miguel closed his
Miami nitery in town and opened

2)000

“Coney

London July
the

marines.

Thomas, Joan Turner, David Whitfield and Tony Hancock. Upcoming
acts find a useful shop-window in
filling Blackpool
show slottings.
These include Margo Henderson &
Sam Kemp, Phil. Kelly, Hedley
Ward Trio and Babette & Raoul.
Only American resident act Is
Ronald Rogers, singing at the
Queen’s Theatre.
He has been
christened by local crix as a “Yank
Without Swank.”

|

<«•*
oi Times. Film Corp. and owner
of Hall features a revue Sept 6-11 of
New York’s Little Carnegie and traditional Scottish songs, dances
W«r
« «
mmm»
^ ^ -1
_ _ —
World Theatres, will be on the and music.
_

Continent two months, he

made

this

year.
as

PICK

Goldwurm feels that
now run, are useless

film distribs overlooked.

Goldwurm’s main gripe against
film fetes are the lack of qualified
film reps (of the entered films)
present at the fetes. He has attended quite a few and feels that all
the cocktails and Chi-chi in showings doesn't help the busy distrib.
He opined that a good festival
would be one with foreign producers present, and confabs daily between foreign distribs and the producers to discuss films and terms.
He stated he had seen some films
of interest at fetes he has visited,
but there usually was nobody
to talk biz.

Goldwurm has seen some films
He believes the new trend in

here.

French pix towards spec, color* and
sex are okay for here, but are

much too nude for U S. chances.
Goldwurm will dub his recently
acquired Sacha Guitry pic, “Verinto English in the U.S.
with
a
narration
possibly
by
Charles Boyer. Pic will be cut from
three hours to 100 minutes. Goldwurm feels this evocation of the
grandiose times in French history
should have universal appeal. He
also has picked up the Paul Graetz
two version (French-English) Cannes prize-winner “Monsieur Ripoia/’ with Gerard Philip*.
sailles,”

Traditional
Silver
Italy’s top film kudos,

ACT, FILM LAB ASSN.

WAGE REFEREES

London, July 6.
The Assn, of Cine Technicians
for foreign film distribs and are
and
the
Film
Laboratory
'Assn, last
primarily cultural manifestations
Thursday (1) announced the names
with the interests and needs of
of

around

Rome, July

it

clear to Variety that he would attend no film festivals in’ Europe
festivals,

COP ITALO PIX KUDOS

*

'-.w-

.

‘WASTRELS/ ‘FUGITIVE’

their respective arbitrators appointed to adjudicate their dispute centering on two major
points, an overall wage increase
and 40-hour working week for
union members.
ACT last June
agreed to accept arbitration on its
main claims in regard to the disr
pute over a' new agreement following its original refusal which
brought about a shutdown of laborJlories for over a week and the
setting up of. a Ministry qf Labor
committee of inquiry.
FLA and Technicolor, which is
not an FLA member but was affected by the dispute, have named
Dr, W. H. Garrett, director of Monsanto Chemical, and chairman of
the chemical industry Joint Indus
trial Council, while the employees’
union arbitrator will be H. Levitt,
joint general secretary of the
Guild of Insurance Officials, He
also is vice-chairman of the Ministry of Labor City of the London

Employment Committee,

Fugitive,”

Royal Theatre in Port of Spain,
Trinidad, has been destroyed,., by
fire, companies in N. Y. have
been
informed. House, 'which was part
°f the Roodal chain, seated 1,000.
No one was hurt in the blaze.
.

Damage

is

estimated at $250,000.

as

when awards
at

here July

best "foreign pic,
are announced offibe held

ceremonies to
15.

Gina Lollobrigida was named
best actress for her stint in “Bread,
Love, and Dreams” while Nino
Taranto copped the male award
for his work in “Easy Years.” “Vitelloni” also topped in best direction (Federico Fellini) and supporting
actor
(Alberto
Sordi)
while "Easy Years,” directed by
Luigi Zampa, received the screenplay kudo.

to Continue In

6.

Harry Wren, boss of Celebrity
Theatres, Ltd., has decided to continue with vaude-revue at the Palladium here. Slow biz with “Hellzapoppin” and the Richard Murdoch
show had previously prompted
Wren to advertise the house (on
lease from Hoyts') for rent.
this

week,

Pavilion.
British pictures current

(M-G). Opened
and heading for great

—

first

‘

Columbia, 20th-Fox and Metro in

round

that order.
These pix are

Holds.

“Roman Holiday”

“Moulin Rouge” (UA), “Here
(Col), “The< Robe”
(20th) and “Lili” (M-G). “Holiday”
Is leading by a wide margin, having obtained so far, a smash total
of 45 weeks of playing time in the
(Par),

To Eternity”

five key-cities
Beriie, Geneva

of

Zurich,

Basle,

and Lausanne.

It is

playing Zurich, being in

still

its

after $8,600'

opening week.

Odeon, Marble Arch
200; 50-$1.70)

—

(20th)

(2.-

“Sleeping Tiger”
(Anglo-Amal) (2d-final wk). Average $5,60(t in final round.. “Night
'
People” (20th) opens July 8.
Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70)
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par). Nice
$7,000 or near looms. Continues.
Rite (M-G) (432; 30-$2.15)— “Executive Suite” (M-G). Big $4,100.

—

.

week now.
Holds.
About 27 weeks of playing time
Studio 1 (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)—
In the five cities was garnered by "Living Desert” (Disney) (7th wk).
“Moulin Rouge.” 28 each -by Continues -at solid $3,100. Stays
Eternity” and “Robe,” and 29 by indef.
Lili.” The latter has played in art
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)
houses in two instances, the list “Duel
in
Jungle”
(AB-Pathe).
reads in the order as above b.o. Above hopes with nice $8,500 open10th

—

wise despite the fact that “Lili” ing roynd. Holds.
got a slightly higher number of
weeks since able to stay longer' in
smaller houses.
Asks Govt to End
Remaining five of the 10 top
spots were taken by one French
Hassle Over Split 01
entry, “Children of Love”; three
Italian
films, , “Magia
Verde,”
Admish Coin for Eady
“Giuseppe Verdi,” and “Bread,
Ldve and Fantasy.” The British
London, July 13.
The government Is being asked
comedy “Genevieve” (U) rounds
out the list, totalling 16 weeks in to step in and settle the industry
two cities.
dispute over the future level of
Eady contributions, following the
industry failure to reach agreement
on the division of the spoils from
the recent admission tax concession. This move is being taken by
the British Film Producers Assrt.
Buenos Aires, July 6;
after last week’s session of the four
American film distributors finalindustry associations
broke up
ly reached a new labor contract
without a settlement.
with their staffs last week, grantThe situation has been aggraing 15% wage increases, Against
vated by the exhibitor decision to
the Union’s original demand for
t

BFPA

LABOR DEMAND: 100%

ARGENTINES GET IS%

.

operate,

as

from

Aug.

he announced

1,

the

were at logger- amended Eady
payments which
heads three months. Labor Miniswere provisionally agreed on last
them support in resisting
November
prior to the budget deexorbitant demands.
cision on tax alleviation.'* This will
Strike was avoided, although it
cut the income of the Eady fund
seemed certain at times.
by around $1,400,000 a year, and
will limit the income' to approxiLord Vivian Winding
mately $6,450,000.
The exhibs say their action has
Cochran Prods. Setup been
obhclitloned by the apparent
London, June 29.
refusal of the producers to supply
After sustaining heavy losses detailed information on individual
since the death of his partner, Sir production
costs and grosses. Also
Charles Cochran, Lord Vivian is that until such information is forthterminating the producing organ- coming, they are not able to make
ization of Cochran 'Productions, an
accurate assessment of the
Ltd.
amount necessary to keep British
His last venture, “The White studios flourishing.
Countess,” for which Viveca LindOn the other hand, the producers
fors was brought from Hollywood argue
that the Information reto play the- lead, lasted less than
quested is Irrelevant; impossible to
a week. The revival of “The-Twb get at. this late hour anyway, and
Bouquets,” a period musical, drew that the newest is contrary to the
favorabje reviews but Jittlf finan- spirit of the provisional settlement
Distribs

.

plans ,to go ahead with live talent
bringing back the oldtime
troupe of Jim .Gerald, Queenie
Paul and Maurie Barling for a run.
Wren also announced ttot Allan
Jones was coming from the U.S. to
do a season commencing Aug. 2.
Also, that other top Yank talent
would be booked.
cial gain..
policy,

London

Two new

try gave

Aussie With Vaude-Revue
Sydney, July

shapes

Zurich, July 6.
time in Several Stays third week with “Beautiful
years, U. S. films are pacing the Stranger” (BLj preeming July 15.
London Pavilion: (UA) (1,217; C0field here by a wide, margin, as
revealed by a list of the IQ top b.o. $1;70)— “Mad Magician” (Col). This
clicks during the first half-year of 3-D pic doing turnaway biz with
1954. Not less than 50% of the biz boff $9,000 in first week
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
winners are American productions,
giving one big moneymaker: each (2,200; 50-$1.70)
“The Seekers”
to
Paramount, United
Artists, (GFD) (2d wk). Steady $6,400 this

For the

100%.

Wren

But

Trinidad Theatre Gone

this

year go to Federico Fellini’s “The
Wastrels” as best Italian film of
the year, and to the Morris EngelRuth .Orkin-Ray Ashley “Little

cially

also

'

13.

Ribbons,
will

at the

in fine style

Island.”

'

'

film,

Ganmont- (CM A) (1,500; 50-$l. 70)
—“Trouble in Glen” (Rep) (3d wk).
Below expectations with only $3,300 in final frame, same as previous round. “Dance Little Lady’”
(Renown) opens July 8.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$1.70)
“Malaga” (BL)
(2nd wk). Only fair at ebout $4,500.

Festival

again three weeks ago, it looked
set to succeed until erratic biz and
price jumps again put things on
the skids. Jeffries intends to keep
this a pop-priced spot.
Those who have made the grade
are Ben Benjamin with his intime
windup spot, the Mars Club; Dick
Edwards with his jazz spot, the
Ringside, and the Calvados where
Charlie Beal’s piano presence
helped to make this a fave wind- Robert
Helpmann and Moira
upery.
Mary Lou Williams, the Shearer, who are to appear. Sept
jazz pianist, took over the top 6-10 in Strawinsky’s “A Soldier’s
spot at the Boeuf Sur Le'Toit. It Tale”; Mattiwilda Dobbs and Sena
remains to be seen if she will make Jurinac in a revised version of the
it here.
Straus opera, “Ariadne auf Naxos,
to be produced at the Kings Theatre; and Sylvia Fisher and Owen
Brannigan, the Scottish National
Goldwurm Claims Filin
Orch and the Edinburgh Choral
Union in Schoenberg’s “GurreFetes Useless as Help
lieder”. at Usher Hall Aug. 25.
In addition,
Edinburgh Gate
To Foreign Pix Distrib way Co. doesthe“The
Other Dear
Charmer,” based on part of Robert
Paris, July 6.

AB-Pathe

$14,000 or near. Holds.

with musicians,
producers and vaude performers.
U. S. stars like Guy Mitchell, Billy

6.

gle,”

fine with about $8,.500 at the Warner for its initial stanza; The sole
3-D'er In town is “Mad Magician ”
boff $9,000 or close In its first week

.

Society re- Eckstine, Billy Daniels, plus Engporting accommodation for 3,300 lish recording artists, stop by for
already arranged and ticket orders Sunday night shows which draw
fromtheU. S., Europe, Dominions, SRO biz. Teenage population is
Spanish Morocco, Rio de Janeiro, swollen at the height of holiday
Switzerland
and Great Britain season.
totalling $179,200
Leading stars in summer layouts
date, the
to
Eighth
Edinburgh International include George Fdrmby, Jimmy
Festival of Music and Drama, Aug. James’ Affhe Shelton, Eddie Cal22-Sept. 11, is already assured of vert, Nat Jackley, Gladys Morgan,
success.
Kirk Stevens, The Kprdites, Albert
Artists at. this year's. fete include Modley, Jimmy Edwards, Terry-

With

&

.

filled

is

wi *
f,ondQn i July 6.
First-run business remained
at
*
s ady
*ast stanza;
with boxoffice rawlta frequently
aided by the abnormal mild weather. Mercury was -mainly around
50
degrees, Strongest new entry is
“Happy Ever After” at the Empire
which looks like a fancy $13,7Qo
in first frame. “Duel in the Jun-

have done disappointing biz. The
Republlc-Wilcox production, “Trouble in the Glen,” is winding its run
at the Gaumoiit with around $3 300, mild, for third week. “Sleeping Tiger” at the Odeon,
The Casablanca. Flqorshow is head- Arch, has averaged around Marble
$5,600
ed by Fernando Baptista, Raul Sol- for each of its two
weeks.
nado, Tony de Matos, just back
Estimates for Last Week
from Brazil; Peggy Astor, ChrisCarlton (20th) (1,128; 55-$1.70)—
tiape Laurent and Ballet Mariano "Flight of White
Heron” (20th)
Franco. The Nina has Deda Pamara (5th wk). Big
$7,000 this
and Gloria Maroto. Italian singer after $8,200 in previous round
week.
Santuzza Monti opened an intimate “Three Coins in
Fountain” (20th)
nitery at the Popular Fair,
The set as next pic.
Palladium has the Ballet Vitalis.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
The Maxime is filled nightly by “Happy Ever After”

GORDON

Town

to

.

Vacation Crowd

British

now

bon week

to

t

Booms in Lisbon

Lisbon July 6,
The continuous stream of foreign

for the last six months. The negotiations are being conducted by
fended by government reps, indus- Sabinson in behalf of a Swiss comtry officials, producers, distribs, ex- pany.
hits and: the trade press. It was
presided over by Par prexy Barney
Balaban, who planed in for the occasion along with European topper
John Nathan and studio research
chief Loren Ryder.
Preview was
a success, with prelim comments
giving it the nod over previous
systems.
Par also announced plans to distribute three Italo-made pix on the
local market next wvuywii,
season.
They
are Federico Fellini's “La Strada
with Anthony Quinn; Vittorio DeBy
IRVING
Sica's “Gold of Naples’’ and RobBlackpool, July 13.
ert Rossen’s “Mambo,” with ShelThis north of England holiday
ley Winters, Vittorio Gassmann,
Silvana Mangano and Katharine town, jammed with vacationing
Dunham. “Ulysses,’’ Kirk Doug masses, is the summer showbiz
center of the United Kingdom.
ias-Silvana Mangaiio starrer, wil
get a Lux release locally, with Over a dozen vaude productions,
Par handling the release in Canada are in full swing, with hundreds
and the U. S.
of novelty sideshows, scores of
danqeries, a major circus and Cinemas by the score.
Biz is off from previous seasons,
due mainly to general shortage of
coin among the working-class population,' main
devotees of this
.

So Cafe

.

•

made

last

November.

'

a

Wednesday,

PICTURES

the estimated 109 press reps attending ^ Faramount’s “Living
Up’' junket to- Atlantic City this week are in lor some loot in
addition to festivities tieing in with the opening of- the Deart
& L in their nitery act at the reand Jerry Lewis edmpdy plus
All set for tomorrow (Thurs.J and Friday.
sort town's 50Q Club.

Chicago, July 13;
Wally Heim, UA publicist here, staged an oldtime publicity
stunt for “Robinson Cinusoe” in advance, of its Me Vickers opening
last week by placing a map on a raft for four days on the Chicago River. Boarded “real-life" Crhsoewas a former cab driver
and wrestler who wore bearskin, pitched tfent, and kept company
of a goat, dog, parrot and monkey, while a. Friday guy served
fopd from the shore. Raft* docked by a’ bridge in a busy downtown locale, bore a sail spelling out ^blurbs ‘for the, pic.
The Chicago Crusoe got more realism thaja he bargained for.
First night it grew cold, and stormed -half way around the clock.

It

M

receive an empty plastic duffel bag and then these
Hems with which to stuff it: terry cloth beach robe, foiled kit
links, figaret lighter, Capitol Record album
cuff
Colgate,
from
e
a^AAi*A 4aO
M Cttf rr^ *
wwl

Guests are

Tentative 20th-Fox move to interest exhibitors in the possibility
of a color Cinemascope newsreel
has met with an initial rebuff, The
hitch; the inevitable higher rentals.

to.

If* I

L

1

Coming in from v A*
to the Coast.
(N. Y.
(N. Y. Times), Joe
News).
Y.
Daily
Muir (N.'

Hyams

4

.

4»

*k.'£

are correspondents Tom Pryor
Herald-Tribune) and Florabel
-X-

CARVETH WELLS SUES

‘Magnificent. Obsession’

Gets Full treatment At
U,
Faced with the job of measuring
up to a well-known film classic,
Universal is putting its tpp promotional and ad punch behind release
of “Magnificent Obsession,” second
filmizatioh of the W.k. Lloyd C.
Douglas novel. Pic. opens in Cleveland July 16 and in Chicago a day
In N. Y. it’s skedded to go
later.
into Loew’s State,
U has very high b.o. hopes for
.

“Obsession,” feeling that

it's

in a

position to take advantage of wide
values. By the time the film opens
in Cleveland,'

every one of the stars

of the film, as
will have

Well as its producer,
personal appear-

made

ances in the territory in connection with the pic. Players include

Rock Hudson, Jane Wyman, Agnes
Moorehead and Barbara Rush, Ross
Hunter produced/*

Company

hais allocated $105,000.
its national ad campaign vand
going heavy on using radio "and
This
tv in the advance buildup.
ties in. with the availability Of the
has
stars in the territory since
found that there*s nothing like
having players On band to grab
off free tv space. Pic has been set
for breaks on eight different network programs for a five-week

for

is

U

Ladd’s ‘Hell Below 'Zero’ Tag B^me
-

aty

Explorer’s,

Idea of converting its newsreel
to C’Scope has been in the back of
20th’s mind for a long time, but it
wasjrealized that nothing could be
done until and unless there were
enough situations equipped. This
is now. the e^se.
But the increased
production cost of such a reel is
bound to up the price, and theatremen won’t have any of it.

PAMPHLETEER LOSES
Jury Sees

Antarctic, Wells asks $750,000 in
general and $750,000 in exemplary

are

at

•

against Arthur S. Curtis, writer,. in
his $200,000 suit against 20th-Fox,
charging plagiarism in the use of

.

/

As

Paris, July 13;

of some American importers of foreign films that the
the film title, “You’re Ih the Navy current trend toward color will
spiral their print costs to unecoNow.”
Curtis contended the picture tag nomic levels are looked upon as

Fears

*

unwarranted by Henry DeutschYou’re in the Navy meister who heads Franco London
Film.
His company has a 1954
production schedule that calls for
six pictures in Technicolor out of
a total of eight films in all.
Deutschmeister par t i c u 1 a rIy takes exception to recent comments of Yank importer Arthur
Davis who asserted with Europe
Nogales, Ariz., July 13
t
caught, in a color fever via Geva
Total of 70 truckloads ^ of, props
and equipment arrived here from color, Ferrania color and Eastman,
Hollywood for the “filming of etc., his print costs now' “go up to
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “Okla- around $850” in contrast to $250
homa,” which starts tomorrow (14) for black-and-white prints.
“Technicolor print costs have not
on location in San Rafael -Valley.*
increased to $850,” Deutschmeister
Sets and buildings for the Todd- points nut. “The price of $850 is
AO film have been ^erected on to' fib applied only if the prints be
.1,000-acre site. Acres of. corn plant- mode in Paris or -Rome
in Geva or
ed last January are now as high Ferrania color. If a negative is
as an elephant’s eye.
in Technicolor in
London, the
price of the color print is approxiDaily Rushes to N. Y.
mately $500 or about 100% more
than a black-and-white print.
Hollywood, July 13.
Picture will be exploited
All the footage lensed for Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “Oklahoma") 1 ”
,~\ ,n an English version
will be planed directly to* N. Y. at t” en Technicolor will send the

was

lifted

from

his. pamphletter,

“Hey, Mac,

V

Now.”

SHOOT ‘OKLAHOMA’
ON ARIZONA LOCATION

best breaking
are actually los-

even while some
ing 'money,
This has resulted in something
akin to a .price-war between, the
companies, with some charging
•that others are just “giving ’em
away.” Similar situation is shapVISIT ing in the shorts field where, for
Back' from bis Qne-month tour of a while, theatres wet*e paying
Europe, with- Mrs. Goldenson, upped rentals for C’Scope subjects.
Leona ret H.' Goldenson, American Now that exhibs have begun to
BroadcastingrParamount Theatres double-feature C’Scope attractions,
prexy, yesterday (Tues.), told of they’re no longer willing to shell
his experiences in contacting pro- out more coin for their shorts.
ducers overseas. During his Euro^j While some of the distribs are
pean. trek, Goldenson conferred' Sticking to their guns in demandwith film studio chiefs in Sweden, ing better prices for what they
Denmark, Germany, France .and consider to he improved product,
others are giving in. to the exhib
England.
damages.

Rise of Print Costs

.

A n $^les,

July 13,
Jury in Superior Court decided

—

reels

Deutschmeister Discounts

No Merit In Similiarity
~
To Film Title.
Los

In fact, a good many of the
Los Angeles, July 13.
Carveth Wells, explorer and lec- smaller theatres continue to cancel
their
reel as an economy measure'.
turer,, filed a $1,500,000 damage
suit in Federal .Court agaiinst Cch Average per-reel bookings are now
to Srouffd 2,300 to 2,500
down
lumbia. and Warwick Productions
involving the title of the. Alan Ladd weekly, which compares with an
average
5,000 to 6,000 only a comstarrer, “Hell Below Zero.”
paratively few years back.
Plaintiff '^Writes that he Wrote
Most of the major chains are
and narrated a sound documentary
titled “Hell Below Zero,” describ- continuing to make the reels part
ing an expedition he led into Cen- of thenF programs even though
has cantral Africa in the late ’20s. The one— the Schine circuit
Ladd picture was located ih the celled them completely. Most ot
the

13

.

'

.

'

.
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GOLDENS0N BACK FROM

EUROPEAN STUDIO

.

.

|

j

.

m

New York
"
the close of each day’s shooting. negatives to its plant
® r Hollywood, and prints can be
Latter have the advantage, of Reason is that there are no facilibought
directly
from
Technicolor
processing of-*
tres should finance any produc- course, in that they’re in a posi- ties in this town for "
at the ordinary price which is quite
Obsession,”
For ./'Magnificent
tions, the purpose of his visit was tion to nix both the shorts and the Todd-AO film.
c b ea P in ibe States
Decca Records (the parerit com- to urge European film,
they
.newsreels
meanif
don’t
like
the
Zinnemann,
Director
Fred
prbdncers’'
Deutschmeister, who plans to
pany) and Universal join forces for to realize-the desirability of
*
price.
while,
shuffling his filming
is
the/
visit the U- S. in September to set
the second time in the joint pro- U.S. market as a result of
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy, schedule on location in’ Arizona be- distribution deals on Franco Lonthe,
motion of tttiTfilm and the Decca shortage of .domestic film product favors the idea of
a C’Scope news- cause of weather predictions of afalbum of the music from it. Disk here. He i$ convinced that pix reel;' However, when it’s' done, it’s ternoon showers in that area. New don product, noted -that such upcoming films as “Joan at the
will preem on ,a national- radio produced -in Europe
could get com- likely to be in the format of a schedule cMls for two hours of in- Stake” are on the firm’s color
show coincident with the Clove prehensive distribution in the U.S. screen magazine in color and
with teriors daily.
“Joan” stars Ingrid Bergslate.
opening of “Qbession.”
if the story content is right and j~an
international flavor.
Use of
man with Roberto Rossellini directU ad-pub execs and exploitation known Hollywood stars are' used. color, which in itself praises proing.
staffers are joining field, men- to Goldenson pointed to the fact that duction costs by a considerable
Other F-L pix in Technicolor inhelp launch key city preemsdn ad- eight Italian-produced films, par* margin, militates against timeli- ‘Mathias’ Feature For
clude “Scarlet and Black.” with
vance -of the August national re- ticularly created for the American ness, so that such a color reel
Phillpe and Daniele DarGerard
Hometown Premiere rieux: /‘Obsession,”
lease date of “Obsession.” They’re market are being distributed annu- would in all likelihood merely supwith Michele
shaping the same pattern as fbr ally as a result of negotiations plement the regular black-andWorld premiere of Allied Artists* Morgan ’and Raf Vallone; “Temp“The Glenn Miller Story,” one of begun in Italy three years ago.
white newsreel service.
“The Bob tation,” with Antonella Lualdi and
recently
completed
Us top groEsers.
Goldenson visited /London,. CoMathias Story” will probably he Nadia Gray; “Tam-Tam Mayumbe,”
Unique tv gimmick is being tried penhagen, Berlin, Stockholm, .Muheld next September in the- Olym- a Pedro Armandariz-Charles Vanel
by U for the first time. Studio has nich, Frankfurt, Dubseldorf and
pic athlete’s hometown „ of Tulare, starrer, and “French CanCan.” Difilmed an interview with Rock Paris among other" cities, and in Educated Guess on
Cal. Unveiling there is seen by AA rected by Jean Renoir, latter stars
Hudson, the question being asked his confabs in these cities with proad-pub officials as a naturaLespeci- Maria Felix. Francoise Arnoul and
- Expansion: Johnston Has
“live” by the local announcer. Pur- ducers -he
ally since local businessmen put Jean Cabin.
offered to establish
pose. of course, is 'to plug “Obses- contacts fob them with reputable
up 40% of the film’s modest budAll F-L product, Deutschmeister
sion" and the reel includes preview distrib outlets in this country. In
Japan Market in Mind get. Balance was provided by the emphasized, will be lensed to per'& Trust Co. of mit projection- on a large screen at
this way, he figured there could be
shots from the film.
Chemical
Bank
Expansion of the Motion Picture
collaboration on stories and stars
N.Y.
an aspect ratio of 1.85-1. These
Export Assn.’s foreign setup “pospointing to the American market.
While national release of the pic- films also will have English versibly within the next few months”
'OPERATION FRIENDSHIP'
As far back as eariydast winter, was forecast in N. Y. last week-by ture is about two months or more sions.
Of the black-and-whites,
away AA took advantage of Math- “L’Affaire Maurizius" already has
Goldenson warned abejkf the forth- MPEA prexy Eric ^phnston.
VIP’s to Greet. Brit, U.S. Boys coming product shortage' and -enias’ arrival in Atlantic Cify to ac- been dubbed into English.
Lone
While he wouldn’t .be pinned cept an award ove“r the July 4th
On Variety Club Tour
visioned at that time; sortie sort of
other b-and-w is as yet untitled.
down on the areas where he feels weekend to whip up some presetup of exhibitors to turn out
new MPEA offices should be es- preem publicity. Company hrdught
London, July 13.
product to fill the gap.
tablished, it’s known that, the out- both the Wack Star and his <vife,
SEE
THEY
A distinguished turnout of diploimmediate concern is Japan Melba (she -portrays herself in the
fit’s
matic and political top brass is exwhich so far has been covered by film), to. New York for a roufid of
Westbury Prive-In Parks 2,000
pected at a Savoy luncheon Friday
Irving Maas via frequent trips press interviews, tv Appearances,
Renewal With
Automobiles
(16i lo welcome the 48 British and 48
from the N. Y. homeoffice.
etc.
American boys who, with Bill (HopCamden, N. J M July 13.
Modest and unassuming, Mathias
MPEA execs feel that, with the
along) Boyd as their leader; are parEast a critical area both politi- said this week that his -lack of actr ‘ Largest installation of in-car
ticipating in “Operation FriendSamuel 'Goldwyn- Productions Far
ever made for a
cally and as a film market, a rep ing experience proved no handicap loudspeakers
ship," the Variety jClub-sponsored
has picked up* its option to con4
two-week single screen outdoor theatre lias
the
picture’s
stationed there could do a lot of during
goodwill tour of Britain and Ire- tinue its
distribution arrangement
good since he could travel to any shooting schedule. “Director Fran- been* placed by Radio Corp. of
land. Among the luncheon guests
with RKO for another year, or to
will be the Lord Mayor of London;
trouble spot at a moment’s notice. cis Lyon,” he recalled, “told me America at the Westbury Drive-in,
June of 1955.". It’s understood the
Clem Attlee, M.P.; the American
Indonesia, which threatens a 66% ‘just be yourself’ and the rest w'as on New York’s Northern Stale
terms remain' the same, that is,
and Irish Ambassadors and Major
tax, is currently a headache for easy.” Asked if he planned a career Parkway. Westbury, which opened
20% of tffe distribution coin to the the'distribs.
parks -2,000 autoIt
in films now that his first picture June 23.
General Roscoe C. Wilson, Comfilm company .and 80% to Goidmander of the Third USAAF.
Another place which has been is in the can, the decathlon champ mobiles.
The 2,000 RCA Starlight in-car
Tour was organized’ to promote wyn.
discussed as a likely spot for an replied “I’m undecided but I’ll
With the pact thus extended, MPEA outpost is India where, it’s have two years to think if over speakers and junction boxes are
belter relationships between the
youth of Britain and America. The RKO will continue handling of the felt, an MPEA rep could do a valu- since I’m to report to the Marines connected by more than eight miles
Va., on Thursday of underground wiring, according
enin-e party will tour England, national release of “Hans Christian Table public relations job for the at Quantico,
to J. F. O’Brien, manager of theScotland, Wales and Ireland by Andersen” and the reissue of “Best industry.
Companies are anxious 115).”
coach, .staying en route
“Mathias Story,” incidentally, atre equipment sales. The system
to expand the market there, but
as personal Years of Our Lives.”
provides up to 560 watts power
Productions
Mathlon
by
lensed
was
of
sure
be
of Billy Butlin, a member
However, provision has yet to be no one appears to
r
output and reproduces optical or
of the Variety
Club crew who is made covering distribution of what’s the best way of tackling the Inc., .headed by Jame L. Fallon.
donating’ $14,006 to meet expenses, “Guys and Dolls,” Goldwyn’s up- job.
Yarn, as screenplayed by Richard magnetic single-track film, It can
MPEA is currently maintaining Collins, generally re-traces the be adapted for stereophonic 'sound
U.S»’ boys come from coming adaptation' of the musical
a
is al
each
of the 48 American st&test All legiter. It’s said unlikely' that this offices in London, Paris, Rome; track star’s athletic career from projection and A the drive-in
a.
A 11 . il Vm
ready’ wired for installation of
the British boys*are* members of will be ready for release before Stockholm, Frankfurt and Rio de high' school up to his Olympic vieImiiltir
speakers'.
in-car
1
multiple
e National
tories.
r
Assn, of Boys Clubs. the latter part of next year.
Janeiro.
period.

:

While it is not Goldenson’s. intention that AB-Paj;amount Thea-
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A summer stand-out everywhere!
Hundreds of engagements matching the figures of Paramount’s
all-time top grossers.
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Choreography by Michael Kidd
and,

Music by SYLVIA FINE
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NORMAN PANAMA

and Directed by
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Dean

and- Jerry celebrate their
8th year as partners at Atlantic
City World Premiere this week
with national newspaper, TV and

radio coverage.
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SHIRLEY BOOTH

MARTIN LEWIS

ROBERT RYAN
HAL WALLIS'
PRODUCTION

ABOUT MRS

Co-Starring

E

FRED CLARK

Co-starring

MARJIE MILLAR

•

ALEX NICOL

DANIEL MANN,
Screenplay by KETTI FRINGS and HAl KANTER
Directed by

From the novel by Vina Delmar

Color by

•

SHEREE NORTH

TECHNICOLOR

PAUL JONES • Directed by NORMAN TAUROG
Screenplay by JACK ROSE and MELVILLE SHAVELSON

Produced by

From the Musical Comedy HAZEL FLAGG • Book by Ben Hecht • Music by Jule Slyne
Lyrics by Bob Hilliard • Based on a Story by James Street
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Evil.
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Holly wood fjJuiy 13
Saturday matinee*
crpwd isn't able to identify
the Villain by his 'evil puss in
the future, hjs nag will, give
hint Away. At least, that’s the
prospect if other pater pro*,
dueers follow the horse type
casting being. practiced by proWoltono
dnil
director Fred Sears in Column
bia’s “Wyoming Outlaw."
-
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Washington, July

The

13.

S^‘;5uj|i)^ine .iCouit;‘l|08

been asked to hear an .appeal by
ChajrlesLawIer and MitclfieU Pafat-.
ifk, paftnersin the independent
.

.poster Exfchii'rige, operating tn the
Philadelphia exchange area,. They
Chicago, July 13. charge* conspiracy and monopoly
Banned from Chicago, “French
against National Screen Service,
It
Jesse James
Line" opened at five ozoners on
Columbia Pictures, Loews, RKO,
(9) ‘with
Memphis, .July 13. .•
city’s outskirts Friday
20th-Fox, DA, Warner Bros., ParaFor years local censor Lloyd
practically no fanfare or prior nomount Pix and U niversal.
tice, as daily papers and tv stations
T. Binford, whose age is 88
Independent Poster, in business
and whose, memory and prejiK
alike are shunning: the ad copy.
It
since 1940, is a poster "renter.
Starlite Drive-In, which normally
dices are intact, has flatly re-,
claims that, beginning in Jan.,
buys newspaper space generously,
fused to. license any, but
Paramount and RKO entered
1940i
tonight"
merely ran note “Open
any, motion picture dealing
a* written, agreement to give Nasans a listing of the pic. The news.with Jesse James the bandit*
tional Screen their exclusive dis*
paper^ not only have censored the
Seemed that in his youth BinLoew’s followed
tribution rights.
sexy stills and hlurbs, they refuse
ford conceived the idea that
in Feb, 1942.
even to mention the title.'
Jesse James was getting too
Thereupon Independent Poster
much heroizing for an allDaily press figures it has too
Exchange and other indies in this
round scamp.
much' to lose in good relations, confield commenced antitrust action
But now Binford has residering what opposition the pic
on April 8, 1942. A year later,
versed himself, and licensed
faced from Catholic elements sevbefore any trial or hearing; NaParamount’s “I Shot Jesse
eral months ago, for what there
tional compromised with a subJames." ^It promptly opened
might be to gain in, ad revenue. TV
lease agreement to the indies. An
at the Strand Theatre.
stations are likewise very touchy
order, dismissing the suit was
No explanation for the
about this subject. In short, pic has
okayed by the U. S; District Court
switch.
to depend almost wholly on word“not founded on any independent
of-mouth on its first-run playdates
consideration by the court."
in this area, and the -amount of
Subsequently, Universal, Columbiz will be contingent on how fast Houses 53 Miles
bia,
UA, Warners and 20th all
the news spreads.
granted National Screen exclusive
neighborhood papers,
Certain
Broadway
Sue
licenses.
The present suit by
like the northside string owned by
Lawler and Pantzer claims damLeo Lerner, are carrying “French
ages
resulting since 1948, as a re'Unreasonable
Delay’
Line" ads right down to the slinky
Eight majors and three Loew’s sult of terminating the 1942 antipicture of Jane Russell. Desperatrust suit.
They contend that the
tion of RKO for media in which to Inc., subsidiaries were named deconsent
agreement
was
announce the film’s opening in this fendants in a *$2,664,000 treble- 1943
forced
on
and that the trial
them
area is pointed up by the fact that damage antitrust spit filed Friday
most of the houses advertised in (9) iii N. Y. Federal Court by; As- court never Independently heard
the case before approving the artiie .northside papers are located sociated Prudential Theatres Inc.
rangement.
What-s more, they
on the extreme southside of the Action charges the distributors,
contend, “five of the eight recity. Film is circulating autos bear- fivith refusing to license any Loew’s
spondent motion
picture
coming shapely femmes and sporting “split"
Prudential
pictures
to
streamers with the pertinent data. houses in four Long Island ..towns' panies Were not parties to the 1942
litigation and could not have been
until
after
these
films
had
played
Even Cicero!
made parties because they had not
Film is current at Starlite in the Loew circuit.
Claiming the distribs have im- yet entered “the conspiracy.”
Open-Air-.
Oak Lawn, 111.;
Theatre just south of Gary, Ind.; posed an “unreasonable delay"
Starview in Elgin, 111.; Dunes in upon Prudential theatres in BayWert, O., Exhib In
Zion, 111.; and Calumet Theatre iii shore, Babylon, Amity ville -and
Hammond, Ind. It’s understood Lindenhurst, L. I., suit Seeks preAntitrust
at Schines
that the pic was also aimed for liminary and* permanent injuncBuffalo, July 13;
a Cicero date, but house had nixed tions to eliminate this alleged
An antitrust suit for $450,000
the pic after conferring with city practice. In addition, the’ cotirt is
fathers over advisability. This is asked to direct the defendants to was filed last week in U. S. Court
Ironical inasmuch as Cicero is no- negotiate with the plaintiff in good here against Schine
Chain Thefaith to affect an early first run in atres,
torious for showy strip joints.
Inc. and subsidiary organi'
In Chicago several months ago, -Suffolk County, N. Y.
zations by Carl B. Moore, an inIn
papers
filed
by attorney Wil- dependent theatre owner of Van
“French Line" had received a permit from the Police Censor Boa^d' liam Gold, APTI asserts that it is Wert, Ohio.
which was subsequently revoked forced to wait 21 to 30 days after
The complaint charges that the
by Police Commissioner Timothy product preems at Loew’s State Schine chain, its subsidiaries and
O’Connor, who was answering to and Capitol Theatres, N. Y. With seven producing-distributing
compressure from church and out- its Long Island houses some 53 panies
with monopolizing first
spoken Catholic press.. Chi daily miles distant from the State and and second run
features
for
newspapers, feeling same Catholic Capitol, plaintiff exhib contends,
Schine Theatres.
*
reproach, recently tightened their the area is non-competitive and
moral restrictions on film ad copy there’s no reason why first comand banished parts of ad campaign munity run should not be granted.
Loew’s subsids named include
of
“Indiscretion
of
Albany’s Happy
American
Moredall Realty Corp. as ownerWife’’ and other pix,
Albany, July 13.
operator of the Capitol, Firm
Revelation that 20th CenturyAmus. Corp (State Theatre) and
Denied Right to Advertise
the Marcus Loew Booking Agency. Fox is sending an architect here to
Albany, July 13.
draft plans for changes in the
“The French Line” rode through
screening rOom to permit the exseas
of trouble
from Catholichibition of Cinemascope is taken
Church opposition and newspaper Grand Prairie Drive-In
as proof the company has no inadvertising curtailment into the
tention of closing its exchange and
harbor of a profitable $3,100 gross
Sues 4-Wall Brethren eliminating Albany as a distribu(estimated) at 85c top in 1, 500-seat
Dallas, July 13.
tion center.
Fabian Grand its first week. PicOwners of the Downs Drive-In
ture plays two weeks.
“We would hardly be taking this
Theatre, Grand Prairie (Tex.), have step if Albany were to be dropped,”
Business was reported “above
filed suit under the Sherman Anti- commented branch manager
Nat
average” at Proctor’s in Schenectrust Act im Federal court here C. Rosen."
tady, but was off at Proctor’s in
against four Grand Prairie Theatre
predominantly - Catholic
Troy,
where no newspaper advertising owners and eight film distributors.
Up Herman Hirschhorn
T. G. Ferguson, H. S. Ferguson
Herman Hirschhorn, formerly
could be placed. The Record papand Truman Hendrix, the ozoner sales manager for 20th-Fox in Philers, that city’s only publications,
owners, said in their complaint that adelphia, has been promoted to
refused to accept copy.
They did likewise with “The first-run films are withheld from branch manager of 20th’s New
Moon Is Blue” some months ago, them until after they have been Haven exchange.
shown at the other Grand Prairie
and the result was a sharp shrinkHe replaces Ben Simon who is
conventional houses. Damages of
*
age in first-run gross.
$150,000 were asked.
Named in retiring. Hirschhorn joined 20th
Albany Times-Union, which had the suit were Jerome E. Silver,* in 1949 as salesman after seeing
carried
pre-exhibition
copy for Sherman O. Silver, Helen Meagher sales service With other distribs.
“The French Line,” limited the Fisher and LeRoy Fisher, Grand In Philadelphia, salesman Shep
Bloom has been named sales manidentification
to
“That Picture Prairie theatre owners.
You’ve Heard So Much About” in
Film distributors are Warner ager under branch manager Sam
the opening day’s single-column in- Bros., 20th-Fox, Columbia Pictures, Diamond.
sertion. Gone was the previous ref- Loew’s, Paramount,
RKO, Univererence to title and to “ThatDanqe.” sal and United Artists Corp.
Subsequently, the Hearst daily deBassler’s Reservation
clined all copy for the. picture, but
The producer Of one of the
continued to list it in its' “Movie John Shuff of Akron
first
Clock.”
Cinemascope
pictures
8th Veep
states he’s -somewhat less than
Gannett’s Knickerbocker News,
John A. Shuff, of Akron, O., has
sold
on
the
medium.
Robert
which printed a large, splashy adbeen elected eighth veepee of, the
Bassler, who made “12 Mile
vertisement for “The French Line"
International Alliance of TheatriReef”
at
20th-Fox,
prior
to
the same day /reputedly by miscal Stage Employees. Named at a
hopping back to the Coast
take), dropped references to its
meeting of the general executive
after
a
N.
Y.
visit
this
week,
title
in
subsequent
insertions. board last
week, Shuff succeeds
opined that that widescreen
“That Picture ...” was the tag
the late Roger. M. Kennedy of Desystem hasn't yet sufficiently
employed. Second feature, “Jungle
troit, who died on March 19,
progressed to the point where
Man-Eaters," was specifically idenShuff has been business agent
intimacy can be sustained in
tified.
of Akron Local 364, Motion Picture
closeups.
Machine Operators, since 1932
Bassler was in Gotham for
National Film Board of Canada and during that period has comhuddles with United Artists
has appointed Roger Blais, direc- pleted 100%* organization of theexecs concerning release of his
tor-producer, to be in charge of atres Within a 30-mile radius
of
independcntlyrmade “SuddenIts unit producing films in French. the city.
ly,” Frank Sinatra starrer.
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State censors, while by no means
out of business, are nevertheless
•taking a less rigid attitude these

days end are vlfetittg a number of
pix which they had banned in the
past, indie distribs report.

Outlaws will all ride squat,
extra-hairy-legged steeds. The
heros will he astride horses
with classic necks; long legs

Impression is gained that, having
been hit once by the U. S. Supreme
Court decision Which considerably
narrowed the base of their opera;

and sweeping tails and manes./
Heroine
Crowley
Kathleen

> draws

a

gentle,

who’s

filly—rand

.

tail-swishing
to say her

neigh?
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Ottawa, July 13.
Canada has a $5,000,000 motion
picture industry according to a report from the Federal Bureau of
Statistics.
Bureau’s report on the
Canadian film industry in .1953
showed a .'total, gross,' including
^

1

printing,

of $2,873,272, a

rise

censor boards aren’t exactly looking fop another fight
bring the issue of
might,
which
*
their legality to a head.
The Ohio board is greenlighting
several films, including “Devil in
In N, Y., Hugh M.
the Flesh."
Flick acknowledged that his board
was being swamped with requests
for a reexamination of films.
Only major pic passed so far
that had been banned before was
the 1938 French import, "The Puritan."
Submitted
and nixed
three times, \ “The Puritan" was
held up on grounds of "immorality.” Film’s now been passed in
toto. So have a couple of sex hygiene opuses. Flick ’admitted that
there had been considerable loosening up in the interpretation of
the N, Y. censorship statute. However, the N, Y. board has always
been quite liberal in its judgment.
tion, the

of

8%

over 1952. Add business done
by federal .and provinciaLagertcies
and the $5,000,000 approximate

—

—

figure is reached.

The report

said;

Canadian film

production was up 20% in 1953,
with Crawley Films, Ltd., of Ottawa well in the lead with 23%
increase in its gross dollar production value. Crawley is also reported as having done 27% of all
business done, by the 32 non-govt,
firms, and one-third of all Frenchlanguage film production.
-

'
Other figures given: Canada's
private film industry paid $1,150,890 to its employees; Canada produced 481 non-theatrical films, two
features, 55 theatrical shorts, 196
tv commercials (a 75% increase),
1,172 theatrical trailers and 347
tv newsreels stories, all in 1953.
’

.
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Distibs’

% Suits

Vs. Garner

&

Douglas

DRIVE-IN JACKPOT

QUIZ RULED LEGAL
'

A

Baton Rouge, La., July 13.
jackpot qufr conducted by a
.

drive-in- theatre

:

Wttji Cash

prizes

and no requi^enient' £a buy tickets
appears to be legal* Hie* Louisiana
*

attorney generals bffice* declared
on Friday (9). Film house bank
nights have been held in .violation
r
of the laws against lotteries.
State
Elven
police
attorney
Ponder requested the ruling in
connection with a proposed drivein jack pot quiz in which the individual would receive a jack pot
ticket free without buying; a ticket
and didn’t have to be. present for
the drawing.
City attorney Cecil Lowe of Minden, La., had asked- the opinion on
behalf of a local* newspaper adver;

'

tising campaign.
Abilene, Tex., July 13.
Five major film companies have
filed percentage suits against B. E. Synthetic Vision (Dayton)
Garner and >J> Edward Douglas,
Demonstrating
Gear
partners in three Breckenridge
DaytOn, O., July 13.
Theatres from May 1952 to July
Two new theatre equipment
1953. Each of the five separate but
identical suits asks punitive and items are on the market via Synexemplary damages in excess of thetic Vision Corp. of Dayton.
They are the “Naturama" process
$3,000.
Douglas, now operates the Buck- of 3-D projection, and the “Formeroo, and Garner, the Palace and atting”adjustable film screen. Both
Trail, were partners in the Palape, were- shown to theatre men "at a
-Trail Drive-In and Buckeroo oper- recent demonstration in the Ames
ated as Texas Theatres during the Theatre here which is being used
time period. They are being sued as the experimental base for the

New

.

*

individually and as partners;

•

10 Italian Features
During Aug.-Dee. Period
Ten Italian features dubbed in
English are set for release August through December by I.F.E.
Releasing Corp., according to Bernard Jacon, distribution v.p. Lineup includes “Aida,” lensed in color
with La Scala and Roma opera
singers, which is being handled by
I.F.E. in association with S. Hurok.
This is the first such film presentation in the impresario’s career.
Jacon made known the distribu-

-:

tion 'sked

in

company’s products.
The. “Naturama" process, developed by R, V. Bernier, will be
used by Arch Oboler, producer of
“Bwana Devil," on his next 3-D

a letter to circuit
heads and indie theatre owners.
Company has two entries swinging
into general release in the current
month.
These are “Sensualita,"
which Paramount is distributing in
the foreign market, and “Girls

production.

The Naturama process

involves

refitmjng the

two strips of* film
used in 3-D into one, and use
of the Naturama attachment off the
camera, so that there is no jiggling
of the final image.
The new automatic screen with
its curtain that can be quickly adjusted for any size film will permit a theatre to play a regular

now

,

wide-screen, and CinemaScope film all on the same program. It is mounted on an aluminsized,

um

frame.

Cinerama Hits Dallas Big
Dallas, July 13.

“This Is Cinerama" bowed here
Marked- Danger," whose featured
players include Eleonora Rossi last week at the Melba Theatre
Drago and Vittorio Gassman. both with more hoopla than has been
seen on film row since the late
also are dubbed.
Future slate includes -“Against Maccqs Loew.tookover the same
the Wall," Silvano Mangano ^tar- filmer in 1929 with a frainful of pic
rer, in November, and “Wayward stats. Stanley Warner Corp. spent
Wife," Gina Lollobrigida, Decem- $20.0, P00. converting the Melba, unber.
der lease from Trans-Texas Thea—
<+
tres Inc., into the .13th ^'Cinerama"
shbwplace in the U. S, Remodeling
cut 478 seats from the original
Vets in Cellar, House Opens 1,790 capacity;
A full 1,312 house
Omaha, July 13,
viewed the opening, which had
Numerous civic groups rallied to hea*vy advance promotion, and a
the cause when the lone film house good advarice sale. /
at Schleswig, la., cloed April 1,
Management for Cinerama in-,
and thanks to their efforts theatre eludes Paul Swater, Vnanaging diis re-opening next fall.
rector; John Altermart, house manThe Schleswig VFW post pur- ager; Milton L. Overman, director
chased the theatre building at an of public relations; William W.
auction and will move its meeting Lewis, director of group attendand club rooms to the basement ance; Jane Scott, publicity, and
so that the house can be- re-lit.
Frances Lucas, secretary to Swater.
.

.
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“'On the Waterfront’

».

job in ‘On the Waterfront'.”

is

wonderful

a

tender, emotional, powerful.”

picture,

Kirk Douglas
t ->

Julie Harris

;

II I

»
tremendous theatre.
Shelley Winters

MARLON
BRANDO

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents
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KARL MALDEN LEE
*

co-starring

Pruned

,\

by

SAM

SPIEGEL

).

COBB

*,th

most powerful pictures

PAT KENNING

ROD STEIGER

BUOD SCHULBERG

•

•

and

mlratang

Music by LEONARD BERNSTEIN

•

0
ITIHIlll. SAINT
LVH MARIE
EVA
Directed by ELIA

KAZAN

HORIZON PICTURE

A

I

of the

•

Screen Play by

*V

“One

KAZAN PRODUCTION

ELIA

in

motion picture history."
Frank Ross
v
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‘On the Waterfront’
exciting

picture,

is

an important,

beautifully

written,

the Oscars, including mine,

them over

directed and acted.”

Samuel Goldwyn

to Brando."

Humphrey Bogart

i'i,

>;

'

.
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PICTIJHES

Low Pressure Romance

Wait on Goldensop For
lOtiinate

Eric Johnston was asked, in
N.Y. last week re the Status of
RKO and the Production Code
whose rules if bad; violated
with the release—sans seal—
of “The French Line.” 7
Johnston hesitated^ smileq.
' Just say it’s
and, then said!
still being adjudicated.”
And there the matter rests.

Fate of TV

film Chips

.

par’s

?

Film distributors want a showdown meeting with Leonard Gold-

Sydney, July 6.
Auspie film biz leadersare sanguine about tire second bait of 1854
outpacing the lush initial SP® n>
thus giving exhibitors and distributors the highest intake ever^ re-

corded In this territory.

Without

benefit of the ballyhoo line that
“movies are better than ever/' Aussie patrons have decided for themselves that pix give them the best
buy fbr their coin, irrespective of

any other entertainment comeon.
Down Under boxoffices from January to June this year recorded
:

smash biz in all sectors,
* The second stanza, according

to.

industry toppers, will reach aU allNorman B. Rydge,
time peak,

chairman of Greater Union Theatres, now winding a British-U. S.
said

looksee,

would record

that
its

his

company

highest gross eVer

this year. Ernest Turnbull^ Hoyts’
Circuit chief, presently in America,
indicated that his loop would hit an
all-time financial high. Both leaders aver that the* public’s swing
back t8 films hap been brought

about by the outstanding „ product
coming- forward, from both London
and Hollywood, backed by downto-earth yarns and established marquee names.
Hoyts' high ,b.o. intake has the
benefit of Cinemascope; Greater
Union Theatres played along with
2-D fare on widescreens. it looks
rather apparent now that GU will
introduce YisaVision when Rydge
returns here since this circuit plays
Par product, and the new process
means a very, small outlay per

Finmeccanica Deal
Another compensation deal
•with the Finmeccanica outfit
In Italy has netted the American film complies $1,000,000.
Total coin taken out since
last August via Finmeccanica,
shipbuilding
semi-official
a

of * American
president,
enson,
Broadcasting-United Paramount, to
determine once and for all, whether the long-projected industry tv

FALLS ON

1

*

to feel the effects

Magna’s “Oklahoma.”

starts

work

with a big company near. Nogales
this week and Warners will have
about 600 people on location near
Tucson for the filming of “Strange

Lady

,

in

Towm

If

.

For One-Track C’Scopes
Minneapolis, July 13,
40 to 60% terms for C’Scope
pictures account for the failure of
an expected rush to the comparatively inexpensive one-track optical sound brand of the projection
to develop in this territory, according to North Central Allied.
Stiff

The vast majority, of subsequent
runs in the larger towns, the small
town theatres and the ozoners are
still passing up C’Scope because
they can’t see their way clear to
earn back even the much lesser
investment when compelled to pay
40 to 60% for product, declares
S. D. Kane, NCA executive coun-

America.
While Yank pix still hold major
place on the Aussie marquees, British product has come into popularity with patrons over the past six
*
months. “Genevieve” (Rank), for sel.
Most of this territory’s exhibexample, is currently in its 22d
week in Melbourne. Indicative of itors are priced out of the market
the popularity of 2-D fare is “Moon and unable to play C’Scope picis Blue” (UA), presently in its 29th tures because the p refit on them,
if any, is insufficient, he asserts.
week in Sydney.
What’s tantamount to a strike
Boxoffice toppers here include
“Glenn Miller Story” <U), “Night against C’Scope and its releases
continue until many theatres
will
People” (20th), “Knock on Wood”
(Par), “Rose Marie” <M-G), “Made are forced to the wall by an insufficiency
of top boxoffice prodin Heaven” (Rank), “Malta Story”
.

Valiant”

(20th),

Heat” (Col) and “Anchors
Aweigh (M-G), repeat.
“Big

$100,000 for Ex-Soviet
Code Clerk’s Film Tale
Igor Gouzenko, author of “Fall
of a Titan,” will collect $100,000
for the film, rights if Matthew
Fox’s adaptation grosses $2,000,Fox, repped by hi; exec as000.
sistant, Basil Estreich, picked up
the rights via a formula deal, the
paygross determining Gouzenko’s
‘‘
off.

-Gouzenko is the former Russian
code clerk who exposed a Soviet
6py ring in Canada nine years ago
and has been in hiding since, A
film based on his adventures already has been made by Fox’s outproduced by Fred Feldkamp.
fit,
United Artists is the distributor..
Estfeich related this week that
production plans for “Titan” and
a tieup with any company have yet
’
to be set.

Geo. Seaton Head* West
winged out of
Y. for the Coast last night
(Tues.) after a quickie visit to show
• print of “Country Girl” to Paramount homeoffice execs. Eh route
west he’ll stop off in Detroit to
visit a brother, who is ill.
Seaton scripted and directed and
William Perlberg produced “Girl,”
George Seaton

N.

which stars Bing Crosby, William
Holden arid Grace Kelly. The Perl-

.

berg-Seaton unit at Par recently
completed shooting “Bridges of
being
scored.
Toko-Ri,”
now
Team’s next has yet to be set.

;

MANY

\ Chicago, July 13.
Number of foreign pix seeking
playdates here has been increasing
.month by month this year and general influx is greater now than
ever, according- to figures of the to $9,000,000 jiist tpjbreak even,
Chicago Police Censor Board. which should indicate the scope Of
Where previously five to 10 im- the risk or confidence—involved.
ports would be submitted to the
Arid RKO, Top
moral watchdogs each mouthy the
RKO’s. "The CpneErieror,” now
trend currently is towards 20 to 25, starting as
a Joh&* Whjjrije starrer,
Month of June saw the blUe- looks to exceed' apswting Howard
pencilers scanning, 28 foreign pix Hughes has tuwie&’ OVit, moneyout of 92 submitted, reaching a wise. This does lief; overlook “Jet
new high for any single month this Pilot” which HugoeS. Tensed a
year. Out of 620 films entered for couple of years, ago: at $4,000,000.
permits this year, 131 have been
The fact that ‘Samuel Goldwyn
overseas product, averaging 22 is shelling out ,$1,000,000! in adeach month.
vance’* for rights to “Guys and
Dolls” make* it fpr^siire that the
vet producer'is entering the bluechips sweepstakes*
Metro’s /‘Deep itt \Mjr Heart” is
page
4
from
anothe* example of those producContinued
tion values. In addition to Jose
mum terms in percentage deals Ferrer, Merle Oberon, Helen Tfauand, in flat money arrangements, bel arid Walter Pidgeon in the
moving up “B” pictures to “A” key spots, the film will focus
.

—

.

!
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Myers’ Warning

.

|*

At the suggestion

With Daiei of Japail

of Allied’s film

committee, said Myers, the bulletin
will be given Widest possible cir-

•Hollywood, July 13.
culation in the hope “it will lead
Walt Disney productions will be to a clearer understanding of the

distributed for two more years in
Japan by the Daiei Motion Picture

under an extension agreement
9igned by* Roy O. Disney and
Masaichi Nagata, head Of the Japanese firm. Disney product slated
for Nipponese release includes
“The Living Desert,” “Fun and
Fancy Free,” “Fantasia,” “The
Vanishing Prairie,” “Bambi” and a
number of short subjects.*
Daiei also has a deal to distribute
“Peter Pan” and “The Story of

Co.,

7

InYIstaVision, has Birig

the stars andlrving Berlin’s tunes.
Also, Par’s “Bear Window*’’ latest
Alfred Hitchcock -effort, and “Sabrina,”
screen veftden of the
legitfer, are being Well, touted by
preview
Walt Disney has4ri*eated a substantial trade stir Wlth his “20,000
Leagues Under the Sea,” set for
release in December. Production
is being brought in at close to
$5,000,000 in negative costs, which
Would be mainniQtff ;.in any year.
Considering printLnpfi advertising
costs and iUstrimion'^harges, Disney will require a rdturn of close

allocation.

I

Kane Bewails Terms

:

1

re-

.

Full employment current here,
plus the decision of the Robert
Menzies Liberty Party government
to reduce income tax over the last
half of the year, figures to put
more coin into circulation for film
The family man
entertainment.
will now go to pix twice-weekly instead of once per Week as formerly,
say those checking public opinion.
Unconfirmed reports are that the
government will also relax stringent dollar restrictions, thus permitting U. S. distribs operating
here, to take additional revenue: to

“Prince

become a

first

Crosby and Danny Kaye among

.

Goldenson arrived back uf N. V.
yesterday (Tues.) following an extended tour Of Europe. Distribution committee of the Motion Picoutfit, runs to around $4,000,ture AsSn. of America has decided
000. There were two separate
to set up a session with him pronto
and
$1,700,000.
for
deals,' one
to chart their future cohrse, Actu-*
the other for $1,400,000. Disally, some, distrib execs already
very
With
left
tribs are now
have come to regard .the tv prolittle frozen coin in Italy.
grams as a dead issue. They reason
that the idea was approved nearly
two years ago apd because nothing
-has yet materialized, the project
might just as wel^L- £e written off.
FILM UNITS ABC reps, however, still' profess
confidence that the plan can get
Hollywood, July 13.
ground.
Under a new Arizona law, Holly- off theany rate, the distribs want
At
function
must
companies
film
wood
a" clear picture of
Goldenson
from
a
as. tax collectors when shooting
the preparations for the show to
picture in that state. Statute, Which
that still exist
the
obstacles
date,
went into effect last week, requires
and his thoughts on putting the
the employer to. collect the Arizona
it.
forgetting
or’
series
together
state tax at the source for work
ABC's option oh the programs,
done within its borders. It makes
of
Up
film
made
which
woiild
be
ho difference if it is an out-of-state
clips and personal star appearcompany or if the worker is a non- ances,
ago
and
time
out
some
ran
'
resident.'"
to be formally renewed
Magna and Warners will be first will have
is scuttled.
whole
idea
the
unless
of the new law.

theatr&v

(Rank).

ABC

Is to
series on
ality or dropped;

Down

Continued from Page

crisis.”

Group of Allied officials, including Myers, Nathan Yamins, Jack
Kirsch, Ben Marcus and Wilbur

briefly -on just about every “name”
on the M-G lot, all to appear as
“guests-” “Heart,” incidentally, has
been before* the cameras .since
April 28. M-G also ha$ now shooting “Jupiter’s Darling,” with Esther -W il Fj a
Howard Keel,
,
George ganders,. Marge and Gower
Champion, and “Many Rivers to
Cross” with Robert Taylor* El;

ms

Snaper met in Washington last eanor Parker and Victor McLaglen.
week, Myers related, to take up Both are in Cinemascope.
complaints "that the distribs are
U’s Great Expectations
“confiscating” the tax coin relin-

Universal’s

great

expectations

quished <by the Governriaent. Myers centre on- “Magnificent ^Obsession,”
revealed a “full inquiry” is now remake of the Lloyd G> Douglas
underway. He said initial- results novel, with, Jane Wyman, Rock
showed that the companies, while Hudson, ,A|jpiies Mporehead* and
not acting in concert with their Otto' Krueger. U execs say the
Robin Hood” for RKO.
upped rentals, are experiencing entry figures to catapult Hudson to
uniform- advantages.
important Stature, similarly as the
Couple, of months agq^Col. H. A. 1936
original
version' elevated
Texas, Robert Taylor.
leader in
Cole,. Allied
Stock; Strong
threatened to bring such tax-grab
Warners, on the C’Scope bandallegations to the attention of the wagon, has a flock of new pix in
Continued from pace 7
House Ways & Means Committee that medium,
“Helen of
B” shares new high was 69V6, and the Senate Finance Committee. Troy,” “Land including
of the Pfufraohs,”
with a net gain of 8 points on the
“East of Eden,” “The Silver Chaweek when it closed at 67 3,4. RCA
lice” and.. “Drum Beat.” In one
common had registered a new high
way or another—location shooting
of 32 34 earlier in the week, but
Guatemala,
abroad, color, cast, other important
showed a gain of 1*4 for the fourcredits Such as Kazan’s direction
Continued from pace 3
day session, closing
32.

Burma

at

Besides Loew’s, National Thea- the companies to resume sliiphit a new high at 7!4 ments.
while ABC-Par, another theatre
MPEA, acting on Washington adcompany, came with a quarter of vices, had approved the resumpthe 1954 peak. Stanley Warner tion of limited shipments to Guatealso hovered near its best price mala even before the fighting came
uct or the distributors “come off for the year. RKO Theatres hit
to an official end. Board met yesnew high of 8V6v Bullish attitude terday (Tues.) went a step further
their high horses,” insists Kane.
towards film theatre shares stems and authorized full shipments even
from additional forecasts that most though remittances from that ter
film theatres would* Start reflectSHIFT CANADIAN EXECS
ritbry are unlikely for some time.
ing the 10% federal admission tax
The new Guatemalan governcut sometime in August or early
Juneau Back From England To
ment, anxious to return the counSeptember,
Replace lan McNeill
try to normalcy as soon as possible,
Universal climbed to its old high
wants the Hollywood imports which
of 23*/4 on the fine earnings stateOttawa, July 13.
are the people’s favorite recreation.
Pierre Juneau, second in charge ment. Technicolor held about even
Shipments into Burma were re
of National Film Board’s London despite declaration, of usual 25c sumed recently after a period of
office, has been appointed secre- quarterly dividend after some dour several months.
State Dept, oftary of NFB and special assistant predictions by a few in Wall Street ficials told MPE£ that in that area
be
to the Canadian Govt.' Film Com- that the distribution would
too, the Russians were moving in
missioner, Dr. A. W. Trueman. As shaved. Actually current orders on Situation is particularly difficult in
NFB secretary, Jpneau! will hold prints indicate that Tecnm earn- the under - developed countries,
one of NFB’s top posts; .as JDl\ ing^ in.the fiftalslx riionths this where pix are the only real enterTrueman’s asst! he becomes., the yerir%ill be the^kact opposite of tainment and audiences are more
board’s expert and chief adviser Hie final half of 1953 when C’Scope prone to fall for Red propaganda
on French-language film produc- and other technical changes re- disguised as feature attractions
Juneau was once head of duced print recpiirements by many
tion.
In Burma and other places in
NFB’s Montreal office, later head major companies. Technicolor now Asia, Moscow has tailored its mesis reported making prints in the
irig its international distribution ofsage to fit local customs. Reds
Techni
process
of
all,
original
fice in. Ottawa before going to
have turned out features with local
London’ a&. asst, to James Bever- C’Scope productions, starting with' actors and
t^ing local stories to
“The Robe” for popscale release.
idge.
Technicolor additionally has or- put their point across. They're also
As NFB secretary, Juneau sucoffering their own brand of asders
for
plenty
of
prints
on
“Caine
ceeds Ian McNeill, former* editorMutiny”, and “Gone With Wind,” sistance to budding motion picture
ial staffer with MacLeari’s riiaga
currently figured as two of the big industries 'in those countries. Mostzine, who goes into film production
grossers for erisuihg months. Also ly this takes the form of technical
at NFB’s John St. office here.
aid.
Beveridge recently joined Shell Techni figures to be* much in the
public eye once Paramount starts
Oil in India for. a two-year chore.
its first
VistaVision
productions
His replacement at London, Carl
Lochman of Ottawa, sails in early out on release.
Dallas Fix Exchange Fire
Aug.
Dallas, July 13.
Techni's
Dividends
A filmrow fire caused $7,500
Technicolor board in N, Y. last damage in the quarters of Astor
Chesapeake’s $502,271
week (7) declared a 25c per share Pictures Co. here July 8. Blaze
Chesapeake Industries, whose dividend on th§ new $f par comstarted In film cases, most of damprincipal subsidiary is Pathe Lab- mon stock and 50c per share on the
oratories, reported net income of old no-par common stock not ex- age occurring when acrid fumes
from burning films hindered fire$502,271 for the 24 weeks ended changed.
Divvy is payable Aug. 2 1954 to men.
June 19.
Similar period last year brought stockholders of record at the close
Water poured into five offices in
earnings of $468,181.
of business July 18, 1954.
building.
tres also

Two

-

,

“Eden” and Hawks’ turn-calling
on “Pharaohs” the WB lineup is
being shaped expensively and, like
the rosters of most other compa-

of

—

demand top money, at the
the red inkis io be avoided.
moment has a big one
now making the early rounds:
“High and the Mighty” Johft

nies, will
b.o. if

WB

at the

Wayne

vehicle.

Slated to roll within the next
couple of weeks is “Oklahoma,”
meaning another hefty .chunk of
coin at stake and subject to the
b.o. whims. Film, first in the ToddAO widescreen system, has an initial budget of $4, 000,000 and provision has been made to raise this
up to $5,500,000, if necessary. Thus,
the sights are unusually high for
the Arthur Hornblow-Oscar Hammerstein II-Rlchard Rodgers epic.
The indies releasing through
United Artists are pitching for
lotsa loot, too. UA, well heeled
numerically, has a total of 30 features in the backlog, including
Jo'seph Mankiewicz' “Barefoot Con*
tessa,” with Humphrey Bogart and
Ava Gardner; “Vera Cruz,” Burt
Lancaster and Gary Cooper, and,
upcoming, Stanley Kramer s “Not
As A Stranger,” with Robert
Mitchum, Frank Sinatra and Olivia
de Havilland. Newly in release,
UA’s “Apache,” starring Lancaster,
is doing fine.
i

-

Ted

Streibert In Europe
*

Washington, July

13.

Theodore C. Streibert, director
of the U. S.—Information Agency,
is currently in Lohdon on the first
leg of his month-long survey of the
USlA European operations. He
flew from New York last Friday.
Streibert leaves London July 17
for a week in Paris. From there
hejivill visit Amsterdam, Brussels,
Bonn, Berlin, Munich^ Vienna, and
Zurich before returning '-to this
country on Aug. 8. Mrs. Streibert
Ls

accompanying him on the

trip.

WedneftdHjt July 14* 1954
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"PICTURES

STOCK INSIDER DATA;
COHN’S COL SHARES: 0

Picture Grosses

Washington, July 13.
Harry Cohn has notified thie Se-

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)
Fine $5,000. Holds on. Last week,

Mttls. Strong; ‘Student’

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 5085)_;*'Princess of Nile” (20th). Fair
Last week,

"Men Fighting

that he sold out his final 400 shares
of .Columbia Pictures preferred

Brisk $12,000, ‘Show’ Big and didn’t hold any of the commpn either, in Way. This informa4G, ‘Knock’ Lusty 11G tipn is included In the latest month-

$6,000.

$$000.

ly.

Minneapolis, Juljv 13.

*

Such smasR .fresh entries- as
$6,500. ^
60-$l)-— "Student Prince” and "Knock on
(1,247;
(Fox)
"Garden of Evil” (20th) (3d wk). Wood” and sterling holdovers like
Fine $11,000. Holds again. Last "Cinerama,” "Living Desert*’ and
"High and Mighty” are preventing
week, $14,000.
Denham (Cockrill) 1,750; 50-85) the box oflice here from^going. far
"Knock On Wood” (Par). (2d into the summer doldrums, In addiTrim $10,000. * Last week, tion; "Greatest Show on Earth,”
wk).
back Again, still is fancy at Lyric
$14,000.'
on first week. It’s 12th week ior
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
"Black Horse Canyon” (U>( and "Cinerama,” sixth for the sensa"Egg and I” (U) (reissue). Fair $8,- tional, "Living Desert” and sec000. Last week, "Long Wait” (UA) ond rounds, for "High and Mighty”
and "Paris Playboys” (UA); $12,- and "Johnny Dark.”
Estimates for This Week
000
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.20-$2.65)
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50(Indie) (13th wk).
"Ginerama”
,85)
"Hell Below Zero” (Col) and
$20,000.
"Killer Ape” "(Col). Good $13;000; Fine $17,000. Last week,
(Berger)
..Gopher
(1,000; 65-85)
and
(U)
Dark”
Last week, "Johnny
Johnny Dark” (U) (2d wk). Okay
"Scarlet Spear” (UA), $11,000.
$3,000. Last week, $4,500,
Tabor (Fox) (1 ,967; 30-50)
Lady” (M-G) (2d wk),
Centre

.

—

(

—

-

.

.

.

—

—
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curities

Exchange Commission

report of "Insider” transactions

by- SEC. Period covered
11 to June 10;

from

is

May

Report also disclosed that Harold
Mirisch disposed of 18,125
shares of common stock of Allied
This left Mirisch with
Artists.
1,320 shares in his own name, 28,-

J.

;

240 in his Kenilworth Investment
CO.; and 200 shares in the -name of
Harry Mandell & Co.
During the month, Jack Warner
bought another 3,100 shares of

WB

common.

He now owns

274,899,
with an additional 13,400 in a trust

account.

FrenchDeal

Hil

!

Continued from page 5

sssss

~

withijr thb United States and to
restrict

trade

therein,”

*

*

•

Debt

M

and

.

Subsidy

early August, backlogging of product at the distribs here will be
critical than ever. Ditto the
thirst of nabe hpuses, which even
now are. suffering from, a bad
enough, drought, of attractions.
*
brand's change? '.df policy will
leave only the Ro0$evelt in the
Loop to turn Oyer *‘B^ double-features every two wed*#* as Chicago,

PEA’s answer is that it doesn’t
consider the $390,000 payment to
the French a "subsidy”; that it
represents the settlement of an
outstanding debt. Coin was to have
gone to the Centre National d£’
Cinematografie.’Ererioh government
agency Supervising the film biz,, on
July 1. The deal doesn’t specify
in any way what’s to begone with
the money*
According to MPEA, the agreement has been finalized with the
required exchange of letters so
that the 'Arnall charges are .un-

more

.

McVickers and United

.

likely to have any effect on. it. The
association maintains further that

deal had been approved by
counsel both in the tJ. S. and in
France, and that the State Dept,
the

,

\

—

i

—

(Indie) and
"Paid To Kill” (Lip). Mild $3,500.
Last week, on reissues.
Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-901—"Cinderella" (Indie). Fair $1,500. Last
week, "Final Test” (Indie), same.

"Summer Happiness”

1

,

D—

.

OKE $7,000

‘LODE’

Gladiators” (20th) (2d wk), $9,000.

IN

RKO-.Orpheum (RKO)

$D—"High

PROV.; ‘HIGH’ BIG 9G, 2D
Providence, July 13.
Despite ideal summer weather,
there are few complains heard
among the mainstem houses hereabouts. State is modest with "The

Miami

jestic is hot

Big $11,000. Last week, $15,-

wk).
500.
.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-75)
“Scarlet Spear” (UA) and "DragGold” (UA). Mild $4,000. Last
week, "Overland Pacific” (UA) and
“Man in Hiding” (UA), $2,500. „
65-85),
(Par)
State
(2,300;
"Knock on Wood”. (Par). Brisk $11,000. Last week^‘Long Wait” (UA),
on’s

However, the Ma-

Story.”

(2,890; 75-

and Mighty” (WB) (2d

with second session of

"High and Mighty ” RKO Albee
okay with "Silver Lode.” $7,000.
Strand is finishing off second of
World (Mann) (400; 65-$ 1.20)—
"Knock of Wood” with oke biz.
"Living Desert” (Disney) (6th wk).
Estimates fof This Week
Still hangs on. Was supposed to
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-70)
bow out last week, but patron in"Silver Lode” (RKO) and “Queen flux so great it received further
of Sheba” (Lip). Okay $7,000. Last life lease. Robust $3,500. Last week,
week* "Demetrius and Gladiators” $5,300, way over hopes.

looks

—

'

—

LOUIS

(Continued from page 8)
Solid $17,000 after $21,000

lacf wppIt

—

Fox F&M) (5.000; 51 - 69)
"Silver
and
“Tanganyika”
(U)
Opened today
Lode" (RKO).
"Elephant
(Tues.).
Last
week,
Walk” (Par) and "Rocket Man”
(

(20th),

<3,172; 75-$l)

(2d wk).

Sock $28,000 or near after $40,000
opening stanza.
(Loew’s)
—Orpheum
“Adventures Robinson

(4,000; 50-75)

Crusoe”
(UA) and "John Smith” (UA). Nice
"Imjnortal City” (Indie) (4th wk).
$8,000 or near. Last week, “High
Noon” (UA) and "The Men” (UA) Big $4,300. Last week, $4,600.
Bridge (Schwarz; Reade) (399;$1(reissues), $8,500.
"Daughters of Destiny”
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400; $1.20)
82)
"Red Garters” (Par) (2d wk). (Indie) (2d wk). Fair $2,300 after
Fast $2,500 after $3,000 initial ses- $3,000 opener, "Always a Bride”
(U) opens July 22.
sion.
Larkin -(Rosener) (400; $1)—
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
"High and Mighty” (WB). “Times Gone By” (Indie) and "Lit69)
Smash $17,000. Last week, "Glad- tle World Don Camillo” (Indie).
Good $2,600. Last week, "Fanfan,
iators” (20th) (3d wk), $10,500.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; Tulip” (UA) (reissue) (2d wk),
82)— "Red Garters” (Par) (2d wk). $ 2 000
"Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1)—
Fancy $3,000. Last week, $4,000.
‘Two Cents’ Worth of Hope” <InBig $2,700, I^st
•die). (2d -wkh
week, $3,000.
(Continued from page 8)
Prince” (M-G), at 65c-85c scale,

—

—

—

—
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KANSAS CITY

provisions of the

Webb-Pomerene

Arnall holds it’s a subsidy payment. In his letter to Dulles, in
which he urged investigation of
the French agreement*., he outlined

SIMPP’s firm opposition

to finan-

cial assistance to industries abroad.
asked that, if the deal were
found violative of U. S. law, that it
be abrogated and set aside. Arnall’s

He

position is essentially the

took many .months ago when the
French deal Was first negotiated
.and the terms of the agreement
fifcst became, kflown.
.

Editor

&

Publisher
3 isas

Continued from page

I

60-80)—"He Walked By Night”
(UA) and "Canon City” (UA) (reissues). Fairish $6,500. Last week,
"Long Wait” (UA) (2d wk), $6,000.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 65-85)—
"Black Horse Canyon” (U) (2d wk).
Okay $3,000. Last week, $4,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700;
1,217; 65-85)— “Gladiators” (20th)
(2d wk). Fat $15,000. Last week,

ment

is

United Artists’ "Robinson

Crusoe."

At the

same time, Brandt

is

.

$28,000, biggest at house, in weeks.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)
'‘Importance Being Ernest” (U) and
"Queen Is Crowned” (U) (reissues).
Medium $1,900. Last week, "Member of Wedding” (UA) and "Clouded Yellow” (Indie) (2d runs) (2d
wk), $1,800.

—

standing in danger of losing his
on the Translux 60th St.
Building in which the
house is located is to change hands.
lease

Theatre.

However, there’s
sion on this yet.

Normandie

Is

no

definite decf-

owned by Raybond

Theatres, headed ’by David Weinstock,
It stands on a site originally occupied, by the Lotus Club.

A

was remodeled by
Weinstock and opened on" Dec. 7,
600-seater,

it

Current attraction is the
French "Le Plaisir.” Brandt takes
over when the pic ends its run.

1951.

with the view of winning a press
alliance for such times that adverse
legislation might crop up or some
sort of public issue is stirred.
Dissident company’s reps say the
fact that good films are coming up
simply.Wouldnh; be a valid part of
the industry’s battle for freedomIts
of-the-press
recognition
or
quest for anti-discrimination law-

making. The Ed & Pub ads have
been slanted for allies on these
points in addition to seeking improved newspaper relations generally.

The 20th full-page insertion In
the press trade weekly is a pitch
for more newspaper copy about the
picture business.
Claim is made
that for the most part newspaper
readers are nearly constant film
theatre-goers.
.

bolstering its
policy with

following "Magnificent Obsession.

is party to another complaint pending before the FTC. It
was brought by the indie distribS

1954 Remit Rale
Continued from page

.

5%

MPEA

Eight MPEA member companies
with Italian offices will be allowed
In addition
to- import 189 pix.
there will, be 15 for Allied Artists
and 20 for United Artists, a grand
There'll be no intotal of 224.
crease in the dubbing tax and a
broader schedule of permitted
uses of blocked funds has. been

At any rate, there wouldn’t appear
to be enough coin involved to allow
for a releasing setup. The Johnston assurance, however, doesn’t
seem to satisfy the indie distribs.
In his letter to the FTC, Arnall
said the French could use the
money for anything they pleased,

set up.

i

including production, distribution,
promotion and exhibition, and that
this meant these 'activities Would
be "in direct competition with nonmember MPEA American production, distribution and exhibition
companies in violation of the express terms of the Webb-Pomerene
law.” He repeated his charge that'
MPEA had bought certain privileges from the French which are
denied to its American Competitors.
Amall’s broadsides have caused

j

concern

in

MPEA

even

ranks

though the attitude prevails-" we
'haven’t done anything wrong 'and
what does he want from us?”
There is also considerable speculation re Arnall’s real motives since
MPEA member company execs fail
to see where the terms of the
French deal are. a hindrance to the
indies or -place any restrictions
*

upon them.

Dr.

McKhann

(Playtex)

Dr. Charles F. McKhann has
been elected to the Stanley Warner
board. He’s chairman of the board
of the Playtex Park Research Institute, a public service foundation
sponsored by International Latex
Corp., a who.Uy-owned
StanleyWarner subsid.
Lester Crown has resigned from
the Stanley Warner board due to
the pressure of other business and
his residence in Chicago;
-

•

Critic Pickers
Hollywood, July 13.
George Sidney, Screen Directors
Guild prexy, has appointed George
Seaton, as chairman of the committee to handle the .Guilds second
anftual Critics’ Award.
Winning
critic will be presented with the
award at SDG’s annual dinner
early next year.

Other members of the commitare Claude Binyon, Delmer
Daves, Willis Goldbetk, E. H. Griffith, Rouben Mamoulian and Rob-

tee

ert Wise.

>

——

Deal also cancels against $150,the so-called
000 in dollars
"B” bonds involved in extending
the original Italian Films Export
loan.
Johnston said he wasn’t
aware of bow much money IFE
had spent or still left and added
that he had received no accounting

Under the curItalians.
rent deal 60% of the American
earnings are remittable and 40%
are reserved for cinematographic
purposes, Johnston reported.
In France; the deal allows 109
permits for the year ended June
30, 1954 and likely the same number for the current year. Remittances run to $2,400,000 annually
at the official rate, with various
In addipermitted uses set up.
tion the French may authorize capital account .deals. The French deal,
which also runs two years, expires
in August of 1955 and is retroac-

from the

'

Johnston
tive to June of 1953.
confirmed that $320,000 would be
turned over to the French governsees fit. He said
half of a $700,000
reserve fund set up in '52-’53.
The threatened 8% French turnover tax is still threatening, Johnston declared. If actually imposed,
it would cost the industry around
$10,000,000 arid would make further operations in France prohibiThe case of RKO’s violation
tive.
-of the Code via the release of

ment to use as
this was about

Goes on Stanley Board

7=*

divides into a guaranteed $3,000,000 remittance; $950,000 from dubbing
fee
refunds,
and about
of whatever
$250,000 repping
funds are blocked at the end of
the year.

also to MPEA’s part in that bargain.. The last Italo agreement
made by Johnston in June drops
all subsidies.
execs see it, the assn,
As
wasn’t in any position to tell the
French what to do with the $390,000. However, Johnston has said he
has the firm understanding that it
wouldn’t be used for the distribution of French films in the U. S.

same he

•’

$12,000 in 9 days.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 75-$l)—
Normandie Theatre, N. Y., one
"High and Mighty” (WB) (2d wk). of the plushest of the new arties,
Great $14,000, and will hold again. is being taken over by the Branch
first
week,
for
Last
$20,000
circuit.
First film to go into the
C’Scoper at house.
Paramount (United Par) f 1 ,900; showcase under the new manage-

is

feature

single

IFE Case Pends

had approved the French arrange- who charged IFE with monopoly.
ments as. being legal under the FTC has said its interest extends

—

neat $14,000.

Loew’s (Loew’s)

"Gone With Wind” (M-G)

^

—

round.

new

booking of "Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers” to follow "Robinson
Crusoe;”
United Artists has reissue of "Gone With Wind” on tap,

MPEA

Continued from page I

.

—

ST.

:

SAN FRANCISCO

—

and McVickers

:

Act under which MPEA operates.
Johnston said the State Dept, had
been informed of the French negotiations and the terms of the agreement which makes available to the
French some $320,000 for any purpose of their choosing.
(Continued from page 9)
There apparently is no restricoechio”
(RKO)
(reissue)
and tion. on the government’s use of
"Stormy” (RKO) (2d wk-4 days), the money, which is known to be
$7,000.
slated to finance the promotion of
Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1-$1.50)— French pix abroad. However, the
"Demetrius and. Gladiators” (20th)
MPEA topper declared that there
(4th wk). Okay $11,000. Last week,
was a verbal understanding that
$19,500.
coin wouldn’t be applied for
the
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-85)
"Men of Fighting Lady” (M-G). the financing of any French distribution
setup in the U. S.
(2d ' wk). Mild $8,000 in 5 days.
This circumvents the precedent
Last week, $15,000.
of tb# Italians who started IFE
Paramount (Par), (2,646; 65-90)
"Secret of Incas£ (Par) and "Ten- with U. S. coin as a promotional
nessee Champ” HvI-GH. Good $14,- outfit and eventually coupled it
000. Last week, "Hell Below Zero” with a releasing organization, pre(Col) and "Mad Magician” (Col) sumably to the surprise of the
(2d wk), $13,000.
Americans.
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; $1-$1.50)
Johnston Denials
"Caine Mutiny” (Col) (2d wk).
Johnston' also denied that there
Smash $37,000* Last week, $42,000. was a "subsidy” in the French pact.
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
MPEA position is that it’s part of
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—"Cinerama” (Indie) (28th wk). Mighty a settlement of a much larger debt
owed by the French and amounting
$32,000. Last week, $31,000.
Money acUnited Artists (No; Coast) (1,207; to around $750,000.
70-$;)— "Apache” (UA) (2d wk). crued as a special fund set up unWow $10,000. Last week, $21,000. der the last French deal Which exStaredoor (A-R) (400; 85-$1.35) pired June 30, 1953.

(20th) (3d wk), $6,500.
Majestic (Fav) <2,200: 50-70)
"High and Mighty” (WB) (2d Wk).
Lively $9,000. First week, $14,000.
State (Loew’s) (3.200; 50-70)
"Miami Story” (Col) and "Bait”
(Col). Modest $9,500. Last week,
"Student Prince” (M-G), $10,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 50-70)
“Knock On Wood” (Par) and
"Present for Bride” (Par) (2d wk).
Oke $5,500 after $9,500 in first

wk).

Vs. a reOccurt nee. of the Italian
ing to 500 shares.
Loew’s, Inc., continued to pick Films Export example. The Amerismall, lots of Loew’s Boston cans then turned over the money
Theatres common.' By adding 800 to the Italians under the impression
last month it now owns a. total of it would be used for the promotion
of their pix in the U. J5. It wasn’t
132,835 shares.
long before the. Italians established
a distribution -org.

up

ftrnall

Artists re-

cently embracedihe holdover view.
With product turnover at practically. a standstill in coining weeks, or
months, it's likely Hiat many pix
will debut day-and-dateat several
subsequent run houses.
World preem qf "Black Shield
of Falworth” has been skedded by
Van Nomikos* Grand Theatre for
minimum t)£ six weeks beginning
about Aug. 12.
Thereafter the
house, located, in an offbeat sector
of the Loop, will be 'aiming for
^‘bigger pictures. 1 '
In ^past the
Grand, once Operated by RKO, had
played action duds of the Tarzan
class with very mild’ results.
At
present, house is concentrating on
reissues, turning them over at rate
of two per weefc
Chicago will be occupied with
holdover fare for next 10 weeks,

•

Harry Brandt, the "Mr. Big” of had been kept fully informed of it
added 4,100
One odd aspect of tlie agreement
Trans-Lux Corp.,
something which is also worrying
shares of T-L-common last month.
This brought him to 122,515. He indie distribs in N. Y, is its
also has 200 in a holding company failure to .include a’ clause that
50-75)
Lyric ->Par) (1,000;
Foundation.
Brandt
the
bar
the
French
specifically
in
would
and
500
"Greatest Show” (Par) (reissue).
x
Maybe this one’s a perennial. Neat His wife has 17,700 shares in her from using the money to distribute
their pix in the U. S. Indies seem
$4,000. Last week, "Johnny Guitar" name.
(Rep) (2d wk), $4,000 at 85c top.
Barney Balaban disposed of 400 to feel that. Johnston promised
Radio City- (Par) (4,100; 85-$
shares of Paramount Pictures, leav- them at one point thathe Wouldn’t
"Student Prince” (M-G). Brisk ing himself 24,500.
Austin C. make any further deals of this sort
$12,000. Last week, "Demetrius and Keough added 100, to up his hold- unless there was specific assurance

—

13.

.

.

'

—

Chicago, July

With Grand Theatre going
commerce mascope and embarking Cineupon
a'
single, features of "A” stature in
•

*vv
vs.

’

it

"French Line”

"is still

under

ad-

judication,” Johnston said.

Fred Moritt

*

Corporation

Albany, July

13.

MacDonald Pictures Corp. has
motion
been chartered to' conduct a
picture business in New York, with
par
capital stock of 180 shares, no
Moiydlue. State Senator Fred G.
the
of
jtiember
a
Brooklyn,
of
Itt,
Law firm of Moritt & Eisenstein,
papers.
incorporation
the
filed
He and Ben ScKrift are the prinholds
cipals in the company, which
01the American rights to several f
E *‘
s_
ri
*
p
including
eign films,
"Dirty
press,” "So Little Time,”
.

and
Haifds” and "Nine Frenchmeh
East-named, featuring
a Heart.”
in
premiered
be
will
Edith Piaf,
Vow York around Christmas,
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Theatres in N. Y. and manager of

jnanager of
Berger’s loop ftafcnpM
Harlan
succeeding
here,
Gopher
4
Blake, resigned. /
^
jCettthmei' from pase-.Y
On competitive bids. Bennie
Berger landed "Gone With Wintf. CoorpV payable July 3, 1954, Ctor week
eanttogs andi* expect**
* * ****** iii *** 4 *4*** 4 »****+++
i rttf*^
for his downtown Gopher here; will erarai
ha« p.td »3()0^0(» «i to be fully pald brfor* thelnc.
Managers were ell awarded extra show it at regular admission prices. agalnst tW* not* »nd ha*' obtained
U«S, ,^ue.
i
James Ender new owner of the
vacation weeks,
an. extension of the balance, pfel. Ctoertmm
*Pbomaa
Ray Woodard, general managed Lake theatre, Btewartville, Minn, able $150,000 on July 3, 1955, and noted* it WiP re
Arthur Davis Associates set
benMetro took over United Paraof Kayton Amu*.. Cb. in ^entojn,
three French imports; "'Red Inn,
ases,
the $150,000 on July 3, 1356. / /
f tutosvia. open“Caroline Cherie’’ and Dream* of Pai, back oh the job again -after mount’s top local nabe house,
^account
half-year
Inc/
between
Cinerama
paying
per
int
for
..
Love/’ for distribution to the vacationing several weeks, in his Uptown, last Tuesday night
mounts
vitation ..showing of “Seven Brides f6r the period ended pee, 31. 1053, debenture. The fei
Michigan territory via Albert Dezel home town, Hutchinson, Kans,.
of
tqyaltles
in
income
an
been
tetlred;
shows
have
mtures,
branch
Brothers/’
for Seven
Max Shabason is acting
Productions Inc.
,r
exchange under ;>“HIgh and Mighty,” playing day $364,306. tease of theatre ^exMbi- $123,667; “B de;
$10,000;
Noel Meadow booked hit three- head at Metro,
Maloney, central division and 'date in Twin Cities, holdover tion equipment netted $39.1,023, { ”C’ V debentures,
reei feRturette, ’Glass Houses; into John J.
chief, during absence of for second week in. St. Pawl as. well add sales of parts and supplies
.in
sales
houses
Productlbns
Will
Ciiterama
Warner
hold
Stanley
five
to As at RHO-Orpheum here where it $260,533. Operating costs, includits annual stockholders meeting in
Pennsylvania and New Jersey .after Ralph PieloW, who has returned
may remain third stanza,
second operation.
ing $76,000 in deferred develop- December,
this film on juvenile delinquency hospital for
(Columbia here has made known ment and other expenses, came to
The old American Theatre in
wound up a two-week preem at the
#
Vestaburg, which has been a it’U *choosy" about "Caine Mutiny’’ $864,448.
Stanley, Philly.
rink for several bookings and will do no selling in
roller-skating
Deal
Artists’
Harry Goldstein, Allied
into, a territory .until after It learns boxreconverted
being
years,
eastern publicity director, vacation- film house for showing of Cinema- office results of Minneapolis and
Under its four-year agreement
Cape
on
Hyannis
ing this week at
Stanley Warner Cinerama
§t. Paul RKO-Orpheums’ day-date with
_...
Scope pix.
Continued from pare 3
Cod.
Corp., Cinerama Inc, Is to lease
Terrace Theatre in East Pitts- engagements starting July 28..
Black Hills Amus. Co. negotiat- 20 Cinerama exhibition sets in ment of the corporation. Her suit
burgh, where a recent windstorm
tore off half of the roof, w0n!J b* ing with Deadwood, S. D„ authori- addition to the original four, As of objects to an/employment contract
ready for a reopening until Sept, ties regarding tease for municipal Dec. 31, ’53* Cinerama Inc. had between the company and Skouras
United Artists acquired distribuTown received advances of $943*000 as well as the pact held by studio
1. At first Elmer Hasjey, the own- auditorium as film, theatre.
tion rights to James O. Radford s er, thought, repairs would -be come is without a pic house currently.
x
against lease payments of which production head Darryl F. Zanuck.
indie production, “The White Orthis
month.
pleted
$312,133 was applied against deIn addition, the complaint critichid," made in Mexico with WilSuper 71 Drive-In near - Belle
livery of five sets.
liam Lundigan and Peggie Castle Vernon, will be converted 'Into a
cizes the management for : expandpatent-holding ing “large sums" to build, iip Eidoco-starring.
Filmack Trailers celebrating its
Vitarama, v the
twi-outd6or theatre. Owners ate
company, is. to get $30,000 in min phor and raps "cheap rentals"
Jack Felix, appointed exchange preparing to construct; a second 35th anni this month/
manager for Allied Artists in Den- unit in front of present, drive-im
Ross Hunter, producer of /‘Mag- imum royalties in 1954 and $50,000 which the firm allegedly granted
ver, with Dick Carlson succeeding
nificent Obsession/* in town for each year thereafter. Accounting Skouras Theatres prior to 1952.
him as branch manager in Porttwo ^days for -film's unveiling at of Cinerama Inc. income is exProbing the 1949 contract beland, Ore.
United Artists.
pected to be ready by. the time tween 20th and Zanuck which
Seventy exhibs and circuit operDamaged by a next door-lire two
still ail- of the stockholders meet. Parts of
Charley Cottle of
gives
him $5,000 weekly over a 10ators in the L; A. area tossed a din- months ago, the Shaker, deluxe ing in Michael Reese hospital.
“Cinerama Holiday,” the forthcom year period, the action contends
ner to celebrate 65th birthday of 1,500 nabe, was reopened Saturday
j
distrib- ing Cinerama production, also may that the death benefit arrangement
India
Fazelbohy,
Y.
A.
Paramount’s
George A. Smith,
(3) after facelifting and being partutor for RCA, visiting film row be shown.
Is a "waste” of assets and not in
western division manager.
ly rebuilt. Robert Martin is back
Claims amounting tq $205,739 the company’s best interest.
Morey Marcus, distribution chief managing house for Associated
“Martin Luther” set for run at have been made by Cinerama Profor Republic in the Orient, left for Theatres circuit.
Under the deal Zanuck goes on
timed
Coronet Theatre in Evanston,
Cinerama part time upon expiration of the
his headquarters in- Tokyo on the
Both the Uptown and Variety for a religious conclave there late ductions Corp. against
last leg of a six-month world tour.
Inc., and it’s indicated that the 10-year stretch at slightly over half
from
purchased
were
theatres
nabe
in
August.
He spent three days in Hollywood the Warner Brothers for $500,000
arbitraLester Stepner, for 18 years matter may have to go to
pay. In addition his estate would
conferring with prexy Herbert J. by a Cleveland realty company last
manager of McVickers Theatre and tion.j Cinerama Productions has
“ f of- receive a $750,000 death benefit in
YfltcSi
.of
full
settiement
in
theatrical
$62,500
biggest
fered.
one
in
of
now retired, convalescing at home
^ event
#vent death occurs
occur* during either
Mori Krushen, United Artists ex- week
property transactions this year after being hospitalized.
all Intercompany balances. How- the full time or part time periods.
ploitation chief, in from N. Y. to
here. Buyers were Edward and ' Cubby Broccoli,
producer of ever, this has been rejected by Likewise, Skouras* 1951 employhuddle for two weeks with Leon William Wargo, realty brokers, who
“Hell Below Zero," in town to Cinerama Inc. During 1953 CinRoth, Coast publicity director, and
agreement which carries a
have bought a total of six old plug his pic before its opening at erama Inc/ built up a $100,000 re- ment
product.
to look over new
$250,000 death benefit was simihouses in recent years. Uptown is the Roosevelt this week.
serve in connection with the ac- larly attacked.
a 3,850-seater while the Variety has
Attorney Seymour Simon In counts.
1,900 seats. Both will continue as Washington holding conferences in
Reason why corporate funds
Similarly, the $523,972 in Cinan attempt to settle out of court erama Inc. charges to Stanley War- were poured into Eidophor, the
Herman Hirschhorn, former film houses.
Theatres
Alliance
between
the
case
suit
maintains, was because the
manager 20th-Fox here,
sales
Cinerama Corp. as of Dec. 31,
and Fourth Ave. circuit of Terre ner
moved to New Haven, Conn.,
’53 still require determination of Skouras family has an interest in
o.
Ind.
Haute,
Ben
replacing
this
largescreen
color device for
manager,
branch
operating costs deductible from
Dixie-Troy Drive-In, near DayShep Bloom, salesman
theatre tv. Moreover, the papers
Simon.
b.o. receipts In computing royalCinemascope
installed
a
ton,
takes Hirschhom’s post. "Hi” BetSpyros
Skouras’
"dominaST;
claim,
This is.
ties due Cinerama Inc.
screen.
tinger has been added, to sales staff,
W. E. Waring Jr., shuttered his
Sam Shubouf, native of New
one of the differences between tion and control” was such that
Nate Milgram, indie exhib, Haven, Conn., transferred from Ritz, Cohden, 111., for two weeks to just
its
product
Cinerama Inc. the company licensed
opened Deluxe Theatres Booking Loew’s, Akron, to LoeW’s in Jer- enable his employes to take a vaca- the two outfits.
execs are also unhappy about the on terms that were “inadequate
Buying Service, now handling
sey City, N.J. Frank Murphy, tion.
slow progress of both pix produc- and unfair" to the corporation
several film houses up-state and
H. Gruntman, Stewardson, 111.,
Cleveland district manager for
tion and installation of projection, when it rented pictures to Skouras
one in South Jersey.
Loew’s, is temporarily in charge relighted the Alamo, house for- equipment. Under the
deal, Theatres prior to 1952.
A. M. Ellis chain took over operamerly operated by Harold Davis,
in Akron.
Trenton,
Theatre,
Spyros Skouras, it*$. asserted,
Olden
tion of
which, saw Stanley Warner taking
Speaker thieves at the Gala Out Windsor, 111.
N. J, W. Brock Whitlock, general
even carried his favoritism to EdCinerama
Productions,
Stanover
Buel
Mitchell
shuttered
State,
his
Theatre near Akron, O
manager of Olden Theatre, Inc., door
produce
one
picward
L. Alperson, Inc., and Joseph
ley Warner must
haven’t been very successful. Ex- Morrisonville, 111., for summer.
who ran house since 1950, resigned actly
The Barnes and Pitner Interests ture a year or lose its exclusive Bernhard Productions. These out30 speakers were taken durto enter other biz.
limitafits, the action charges, made "B”
all of closed their Upton, Fairfield, 111., license. There is no time
Ray Meyers back as manager of ing the last six months, and
with the while house undergoes a face-lift- tion on the installation of the 20 pictures on the 20th lot at fees less
William Goldman chain flagship, them were recovered,
ing. The Strand, 600-seater owned, projection sets.
Currently there than what other indie producers
fined, jailed, or both. Mos
the Randolph. Goldman Theatre takers
recent culprits received fines o: in the same town, continues.
are 13 theatres equipped for Cin- would have been required to pay.
shuttered three days to install
John Kirby sold his interest In erama. A total of 18 houses is Such low rentals were “unfair" to
widescreen for “Gone With Wind” $25 and $19 costs for their at- an ozoner near
Casey, 111., to his expected by the end of 1954, with the company and were permitted,
tempts.
Wuly 9.
partner, Leroy' Baston, and will
possibly five operating abroad. Ne- the papers contend, because the
Ben Harris, indie distrib, taking
devote his 4ime to his roller rink
gotiations are going on for houses §kouras family had an interest
bows over wire received from Mort
in Effingham, I1L
Lewis at Apollo Atlantic City, on
London, Paris and Rome.
in both the Alperson and Bernhard
Joe Levine signed deal with
Sculley, Universal salesman, in
Ed
reception of a dualer, “Westerner” D.O. Selznick for New England
Delay of the annual meet is ex- units.
suffered cuts and bruises in an
and “Dead End,” which broke five- distribution rights to “Duel in the auto accident -near Paducah, Ky.
plained by the fact that certain
In a poke at Silverstone, Hastyear record at house.
cost account problems had to be ings and Adams, the suit charges
Sun." Film opens at Paramount
and Fenway July. 29, with saturastraightened out. Directors up for that these individual defendants
tion bookings in 250 theatres over
election at the Aug. 11 meet, in- “carelessly and recklessly" negMemphis nabe theatre owners clude Hazard E. Reeves, now a lected their duties and thus were
a 21 day period set.
John Novoney promoted to head
E. Meyer Feltman, Universal are going all out to hypo biz here director and Cinerama Inc. prexy; partially responsible for the filing
booker at Par exchange; succeeds branch manager, named chairman on a local level with the newly orthe late Leo Wayne, who died last for the film industry in the an- ganized Memphis Neighborhood Joseph Bernhard, Stanley Warner of some 200 antitrust suits against
month. Bea Hart moves up to nual Red Feather campaign to be Theatre Owners Assn, which got exec; Harry Kalmine, now a di- the company which seek an aggrerector and Stanley Warner gen- gate of $400,000,000 in damages.
Novoney’s old booker’s desk.
launched this fall. Frank C. Lydon, under way recently. The
Harry F. Grelle, who was man- executive secretary of Allied Thea- will laundch full promotion and eral manager; Edward V. Otis, now
Action demands that the court
ager of the State, downtown land- tres of New England, will head the publicity campaign at all nabe a director and Sidney K. Wolf, sign an order requiring the individmark which just closed for conver- theatre group for the drive.
houses with committees from prac- currently on the board.
ual defendants to account for losses
sion into a bank, took off with his
Reeves' report to the stockhold- and damages allegedly sustained
Charles E. Kurtzman, Northeast- tically every house working on a
wife for a long vacation in Florida. ern division manager for Loew’s co-op basis.
ers, mailed yesterday (Tues.), out- by 20th through various acts the
Mrs. Leone Mack is new man- Theatres, spending seven weeks
Joe Simon, house manager of lined Improvements in the - quality suit objects to. Also sought is an
ager of the State in Youngsville, subbing for various vacationing Dave Flexer’s Ritz, and Dick Light- of exhibition equipment and ex
order declaring the Skouras and
Pa., recently reopened unit, of the managers of
man Jr., of Malco.Abain, head pro- pansion of the Oyster Bay studio Zanuck pacts be declared null and
circuit’s houses.
Blatt Bros. Circuit.
ad setup. facilities. Cinerama Inc. goes into void. In addition the court is asked
AublMty^4md
Tony Mungello, Burgettstown
Otnei^‘coffMimtfiMn|nnbers include a new field when Cinerama moves
to enjoin the corporation from paytheatre owner and Boy Scout ex'.&r
Theatre; Ed abroad. Cinerama pix will then be
Mike
ecutive, will vacation with Washing retirement benefits to emSt; Paul neighborhood Capitol
vldelwiae; Jiiji West, Hollyat Oyster Bay.
dubbed
ington County Boy Scouts for four reopened by M. D. Lebedoffj lots!
ployees in the giuise of compenooq;/ eiimi^ ^Adams, Sky-Vue
Meanwhile,
Cinerama
Producweeks next month in Kit Carson’s exhibitor, who bought -ffe* frqm Hri
sation for advisory services and
i/; Roxy;
and Neil
tions Corp., which turned over its death benefits.
mountain country of New Mexico, United Paramount circuit and ra- ImiomC of ffi$r^he*tres.
^
where the Boy Scouts are holding modeled it for C Scope. It'll make
licensing rights to
for a roy'W
their encampment.
fifth St. Paul nabe house to qualify
alty percentage, has informed its
TlAT t
John^E. Stahl, vet Homestead for "C’Scope, but two 'have only
stockholders that “This Is Cineraexhib; suffered fractured collar- one-track optical sound.
The Palace, a theatrical land- ma,” the initial film in the medium,
bone and arm when he fell from
W. R, Frank, Hollywood producer mark, opened its doors for the 32d has chalked up a total gross of
second to first floor of the old as well as local circuit operator, year with week-long anni show.
Continued from pace 3 "
$11,300,000, including $4,000;000 in
*
Elite Theatre, adjoining his: Stahl finally Is installing C’Scope with Jimmy Allard is manager.
its first year of exhibition In four either Todd-AO or Mhgna.
Todd
Theatre. The Elite property is stereo sound in one of his nine
Mrs. Lillian B. Lutzer, who operbeing remodeled into an apartment conventional theatres, the Boule- ates theatres in Texas, Oklahoma theatres, two of which had been said Prof. Brian O’Brien, the Toddsystem inventor, had perbuilding and Stahl was supervising vard here. His new drive-in at and Xoulsiana, purchased the King operating less than six mouths.
Praises Stanley
the job.
fected a print-down system allow*
Willmar, Minn., also will have it Drive-In, Shreveport, -La., where
Prexy Lowell Thomas kudoed ing the reduction of the standard
Latest district theatre to close with one-track optical sound. Frank she already operates the Barksdale
its doors is the Finley In Finley- has just produced "Sitting Bull,” ah ozoner. Her. husband, Dave Lutzer,
for its. operation, although 65m print to film of all sizes invillc.
Indians-cowboy picture.
operates separate circuit of thea- there had been reports earlier this cluding the standard 3x4 aspect.
Alexander Film Co. signed agreeRaymond O. Lee, late pioneer tres*
year that Cinerama Productions Thus, observed Todd, it will in the
ment with Penn Paramount Corp. suburban exhibitor, who died June
Some 300 to 400 patrons were was unhappy with SW’s pace In future be no longer necessary to
placing circuit's 11 houses in Penn- 1, left $39,000 estate to his widow. forced to quit the Uptown while theatre openings.
use supplementary C’Scope camsylvania under contract to screen
Bismarck, N. D., outdoor theatre another 300 were evacuated from
*
Operating costs of Cinerama, eras.
Alexander film ad service.
has equipped its ushers with squirt the Iris, both in Houston when -a Production^,
according to THomas,
At one' point, 20th-Fox iwas anxWinners in special three-month guns to wet down car windshields fire -broke cut in a nearby garage,
in both
"Oklahoma?,
had
been
held
to
an
ious
make
average
to
of
business drive honoring M, A. Sil- which they wash for~ patrons.
f Garage and property was operated
$6,000 per month. During the past Todd-AO and C’Scope and to rever,
zone manager, were Lou
Bennie Berger flew to Washing- by the Will Horwitz estate. *
versions. Plan was
14jnonths
earnings
have
both,
been
lease
emFordan, of Memorial Theatre, ton where he was one of 4.0 indusR.* A. Greeqwade is new owner
McKeesport; Bill Decker, of But- try members invited guests at of the Palace, Abilene, purchasing ployed to reduce the bank loan by eventually torpedoed by Todd who
arrangement
ter; Earl Gordon, Squirrel Hill; President
Eisenhower’s
Korean the house from Mrs. Alpha. Allen. $998,000 and for interest payments didn’t think such an
James Laux, Hollywood, and Bob relief luncheon.
Dee Smith was named manager by of $43,000. The bank loan, now at would do the Todd-AO version
Neilson, Nittany in State College.
Ed Linder, formerly with K-B Greenwade.
$602,000, Is being reduced each justice.
/
Winter
Bennie
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Sped al Advance
Engagement —July 15 th

M-G-M presents in CinemaScope
“SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN

BROTHERS” starring JANE
HOWARD KEEL
POWELL
•

with Jeff Richards • Russ TamBlyn
Tofnmy Rail • Screen Play by Albert
Hackett & Frances Goodrich and
Dorothy Kingsley * Based on the
Story “The Sobbin' Women” by
Stephen Vincent Benet • Lyrics by
Johnny Mercer • Music by Gene
de Paul • Choreography by 'Michael
Kidd • Color by Ansco • Directed
by Stanley Donen • Produced by
Jack Cummings.
(Choice of Sound: Magnetic Stereophonic. Perspecta Stereophonic or
Optical l -Channel.)

I

Hold on to your 10-gallon hats, Texas! They've never seen the like pf M-G-M’s promotion for its
new fresh -as -a- daisy Color musical. In the newspapers. On TV. On Radio. On the billboards.
Tie-ups. Fashion Shows. Personal appearances of

five

"Brides” from the picture with newspaper

two locally. In Person: Howard Keel,
others. And more! More! More!
contest to select the other

star,

Jack Cummings, producer and

M-G-M presents “VALLEY OF
THE KINGS” starring ROBERT
TAYLOR ELEANOR PARKER

RIOT IN

•

Carlos Thompson

•
with Kurt
Victor Jory • and Sarnia
Pirosh
Robert
Written
by
Gamal
and Karl Tunberg . Suggested by
Historical Data in “Gods, Graves
and Scholars” by C. W. Ceram
Photographed in Eastman Color
Print by Technicolor • Directed by,
Robert Pirosh.

Kasznar

•

•

Specidl

Advance
I

(Choice of Sound ; Perspecta Stereophonic or Optical l -Channel.)

coinparable to the excitement caused by the news of Egyptian discoveries. M-G-M is capitalizing on those headlines, promoting this great romantic Color adventure filmed on the Nile. Every

It’s

promotional outlet used: newspapers, radio, TV, billposting, treasure hunts, ballyhoos, newspaper
stunts!
prize contests, Rochester- to - Cairo telephone intei^riew newspaper tie-up and lots of other
i

>

%

.

.

.

T
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PICTURES
vintage plot and the banal modern
trimmings never get this off the

Film

Renews

This is of questionable interest
Sam Spiegel’s todfe production of "On tb* Waterfront” "has Raised
here and even -less so for U.S, some eyebrows in N» Y. where it was sneakpreviewdd and privately
chances. If' the foggingsecond screened over the past couple of weeka* For in one scene Marlon
around the inexplicable tfsappear- part ia cut away this might make Brando says in Addressing a Catholic priest, *00 to he& Father,’*
anct of a British Intelligence offF it do a$ an exploitation pic,
twice- The line is characteristic of the Brando role since he’s emoDirector Allred Rode .seems
cer who falls to join his young/on
bff-baUnce aa a result of the murder of his brother and wants
.four amateurish Jn creating rhythmjmd tionally
whom he has not wen for hotel
to dismiss the cleric, who's trying to thwart hla p§w* of revenge.
cannot
editing
movement, and the
years. The child waits at the
However, since the word "hell” was allowed by thf-Pijwuction Code
and gets a telephone call unmistak- do much to overcome the simple acme previewers wonder why it was not permitted Hr. Hal Wallis’
ably from his father. He gets sym- faults of technique. Philip*
Point is made that in "Fire,” considerably stronger
pathy from the receptionist, her- maire fates better as the flabby "Cease Fire,”
be apt since the pic focused on Yanh soldiers on the
self a refugee, who enlists the help nobleman than as the jazz^trum- language would
ex^dancer,
Korean batttefront and uiider great stress* SttH, a* foW'instances of
of Joe. her American boy friend, peteer. Claudine Duple,
as an uttered "hell” and "damn*’ were rejected by thO.JCodei
when the police are unsuccessful
is still better as a dancer than
a thesper. Remainder of the east
their search.
.
. t M
The missing agent had hailed, a lends okay support in the costume
Screen Producers Guild has mailed invitations to the deans and delooked
who
waterbus
period with Amedee scoring^ as a partment heads of 104 educational* institutions to? take part in the
friend on a
dazed and obvious of his’ surround- present-day cavedweller. Color Is second animal Intercollegiate
contest- for the beat amateur
ings, being hustled along between fine in early sequences but seems
^notion picture conceived and created in an American colleger Deadline
two men. His obvious recognition more washed out and uneven in
invitation,
and Deci 30 for the film
of
the
acceptance
Nov. 30 for
seals his own fate and he is seized later portions. Music of the good is
film wa$ "Let Me See,” made by students
and kept heavily drugged by a ren old days is still bouncy and color- itself. Last year’s winning
committee
composed; Of Carey
handled
by
a
will
be
settings.
ef USC. Contest
egade doctor. Even when the hide ful as are costumes and
'
Mosk,
Wilson, chairman; Lawrence Weingarten, Robert Arthur, Julian Blauout is searched the somnolent "paFrank
Rosenberg
and William
McCarthy,
Frank
cases
stein, John Houseman,
tients” are passed off as fever
and the boy does not recognize his
Thomas.

Continue* Iron:

Malt* Story
"Malta ‘ Story” has some highly
dramatic moments—this type of
war story no longer packs the big
punch. It's like watching a slightly
aged film with Its characters oub of

It s
to present tulles.
doubtful that V, S. audiences are
anywhere near as familiar with the
siege of Malta and the heroism of
its air and naval defenders as
would be the British. And not even
this kind of cast can make up for
the dating of the product.
Guinness, a likeable fellow re-

relation

.

gardless what part he, plays, isn t
much of a chance to emote
and his performance therefore is
in fact*
disappointing,
Slightly
Hurst appeared to be satisfied posing him mostly looking with a halfsmile scanning various objects
about him. However, there are a
couple of lines which in their content and delivery remind of the
"old" Guinness,’
Rest of the cast are stereotypes
of British war films. Jack Hawkins
does his usual capable job as Mal-

given

.

.

*

.

father in the glazCd-eyed figure
with an incipient beard. By tho
time Joe joins the hunt the victims
have been transferred to a foreign
ship for transfer behind tlje Iron

thony Steel

Robson does the best
she can as a Maltese woman Whose
son is eventually found to spy for
the Italians; Renee Asherson is
part; Flora

pretty as Steel’s fiancee.
Curiously harsh performance

•

m

commanding air officer. Anis handsome in a smart

ta’s

m*

is

Owing to international
Curtain.
law a boat cannot be stopped or
boarded once it has port clearance.
To circumvent this Joe hides on
board, starts a fire and sets off the
alarm. Police and speedboat fireguards effectively take over and release the captives, but id saving the
father’s life the doctor gets shot.
Most of the acting opportunities
fall to Alida Valli as the kindly receptionist and a new moppe't Richard O’Sullivan. Eduardo Ciannelli
turns in a firstrate performance as
the halfhearted villainous doctor
who befriends the boy unaware of
his identity. Richard Basehart is
realistically forthright as the Yank
who pulls off a rescue.
Attractive background scenery
enhances the film’s appeal and the
novel fireguard race makes for an
Clem,
exciting climax.

given by Muriel Pavlow as a Maltese girl with whom Guinness falls
Miss Pavlow’s bit just
in love.
doesn’t ring true whether it’s in
her love scene or when she follows
Guinness' last moments over the
operations room loudspeaker.
It’s fairly obviously that "Malta
Story’* was made primarily for domestic consumption. Screenplay by
William .Fairchild and Nigel Balchin lacks distinction but is fashioned primarily for visual effects
and to put across the urgency of
the Malta situation at that time.
of Coral Sea
Robert Krasker’s lensing of
(AUSTRALIAN)
rubbled Valetta as well as his sea
Sydney, July 6.
Spit*
scenes and the many shots of
British Empire Films release of South.
fire takeoffs and landings are com- ern International production. Stars Chips
petent and at times even better Rafferty. Directed by Lee Robinson.
Screenplay,
Chips Rafferty and Lee
HifU
than that.
Robinson; camera, Ross Wood; editor,

Hollywood, July 13*
Chill Wills and Ben
have set for Republic’s
"Hell's Outpost”. . . July 29 positively wind-up date for Warners*
"A Star Is Born.” Pic will have
been in production nine months, newspaper ads.
two weeks and three days. , Roy

Jim Davis,

Cooper

.

Barcroft, primarily film -heavy,
snagged ~role on the right side of
the law in Rodgers and Hammer-

(BRITISH)
agent
secret
and
Valli
starring

Conventional

drama

Trevor Howard with newcomer
Richard O’Sullivan. Good general b.o. appeal.

Alex Ezard; music. Wilbur Sampson. At
Film House Theatrette, Sydney. Running
time, »7 MINS.
Ted King
Peter Merriman

Chips Rafferty
...Charles TingweU
lima Adey

Rusty King
Jack Janiero

Rod -Taylor

Yusep

Lloyd Berrell
Frances Chin Soon
.

Serena

....Reginald Lye

Grundy

native pic for spots where
the. patrons aren't too particular
London, July 6.
about
entertainment, with
screen
British Lion release of John Stafford-.,
appeal for boxoffice
Peter Moore (in association with Graham"] Strongest
Greene) production; Stars Trevor Howard, away from the keys.
However
Alida Valli. Richard Basehart. Eduardo doubtful for U.S.
Directed by Mario Soldati,
Ciannelli.
Chips Rafferty has been in the
Screenplay. Guy Elmes. Georgio Bassini.
based on story by Graham Greene; cam local production biz ever since he
era, Enzo Serafin; Editor, Tom Simpson:
Studios
music, Nino Rota; At Film House Private hit the jackpot for Ealing
He also
in "The Overlanders,”
Theatre. Running time, IS MINS.
Trevor Howard went to Hollywood to play the role
Major Court.
Alida Valli
Roberta
Richard Basehart of an Aussie in “Desert Rats.” He
Joe Hamstringer
Eduardo Ciannelli has some appeal here.
Dr. Vivaldi

Okay
,

’

Richard O’Sullivan
Stephen Murray

oger Court

Consul

ritish

Another mystery from the fertile
pen of Graham Greene, but definitely not in the same class as "The
Third Man.” It has a similar theme,
disappearance of a secret
agent, and is handled with a good
quota of drama and suspense. The

the

little part in the action
of the story, lying fallow, registering despair and immobility through
drugs, with only his eyes to betray

star takes

emotion and depending upon his
fellow thesps for the development
of the story. It should do well locally on the strength of Greene’s
reputation, and the star appeal of
Trevor Howard. Pic may make a
profitable second feature in the

U.

S.

Set

stonesthrow

a

Venice,

in

from the trouble area of the free
port

of

Trieste,

revolves

action

centered around Thursday Island, hub of the Aussie pearling industry. It tells of a bid by
a smuggling ring to bring prohibited migrants from Far East territory through the Torres Straits
Story skips the
into Australia.
pearl biz angle. It’s the .type of
yarn buyable on any bookstore for
20c. Highlight of the pic are some
thrilling underwater shots near the
Great Barrier Reef around Cairns.
The acting won’t have much of
the audience applauding. Rafferty
ambles through a role suitable to
his own brand of emoting. Lloyd
Berrell, as Yusep, just about steals
the pic. Femmes are extremely
weak. Charles Tingwell, of local
radio, shapes up as a good juve
possibility for abroad. Photography is firstclass. "King” should
find dates in England: because of
Story

is

.

unusual, setting.

its

Rick.

.

.

.

.

.

.

pacted by Pine-Thomas
cast of "Blue Horizons”.

(C'Est

the Paris life
La Vie Parisienne)

(FRENCH)

.

.

"Pickwick Papers,” wrapping, up seventh week at Carnegie Theatre
20th-Fox in Chicago, set record for longest run in the history of the house.
Angels”. .
renewed megging pact With Robert No previous holdover** lasted longer than four weeks. Sleeper pic
Webb and loaned him to Panoramic drew rave reviews in all four daily newspapers and was named pic
Productions for "White Feather”. .
of the month by Mae Tinee of the Tribune.

No

"We’re

.

Morris Stoloff and George During
will confab on background score
for Columbia’s "The Long Gray
George Stevens has set
Line”.
.
"The Great Plains,” based on novel
by Paul Wellman, "The Commancheros,” for next production. . .
Marshall Thompson with Sterling
Hayden and Arthur Franz in Ivan
Tors’ "Air Rescue”. . . "Walk Tall,”
by James Hanford,
an original
_
bought by Allied Artists as vehicle
for Hayden.
Nancy Gates snared ingenue

A.

WELLMANS

'NGHsMlGHTY
McVWBNOtCOLOH
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Electricians assigned to spell out the titles of films on theatre marquees ought to get a charge out of a new pic registered by producer
Jacques Braunstein, He lists it as: "Miss Slim waist Goes What Does
What.”

lead in Leonard Goldstein’s
“Stranger on Horseback” . . .
"Moonfleet” was set by Metro for
Gloria
Cinemascope lensing.
.
Rhoads into 20th-Fox’s "Desire”...
Pat Creane, Peter Pach and Frank
Colson join cast of Warners "Helen
David Leonard and
of Troy”.
.
Paul Cavanagh into "The Prodigal”
Mabel Albertson set
at Metro.
for stint in “Black -Widow” at 20thFox.
Aubrey Wisberg has signed
A1 Glasser to score Masthead Pro.

.

.

negotiated Thelma Ritter out of
for Brewer
her exclusive pact with 20th-Fox Albany'No;
and at same time set thesp for
Albany, ’July 13.
third lead in Pine-Thomas’ "Lucy
Albany
Local
14, IATSE, will
Gallant.”
Richard Egan signed by 20th-Fox support Roy Brewer as candidate
for two pix a year . . . Jack Ma- for president in opposition to

14

.

.

honey, "Rage Rider” telesferies
"The Long Chance”. . . star, also inked by. studio to a pact
been calling for three films annually . .
"Un- Barbara Hale shagged fourth cochained”.
James Green and Don star role in Pine-Thomas’ "Blue
Blackman into Otto Preminger’s Horizons” ... Jack Elam into
"Carmen Jones”. . Vi Petrie joins RKO's "Cattle Queen of Montana”
Show Business” at 20th-Fox.
and Metro’s "Moonfleet” ... Alan
Paul Birch and Jack Ingram into Hale Jr., cast by Warners for
Universal’S. "Man Without A Star” "Young At Heart” ... Liliane MonJohn Dierkes cast in Republic’s tevecchi, ballet star, re-signed by
"Hell’s Outpost”
Allied Artists’ Metro for leading role in "Moonexec producer Walter Mirisch set fleet”
Raymond Massey will
Don Siegel to direct "The Annapo- essay title role in Allied Artists’

ductions’

Bill and Don Kennedy have
set for roles in Hall Bartlett’s
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Story” ... Robert Coote, British
thesp has bagged featured lead in
Metro’s "The Prodigal”
.^Ronald
Reagan With Barbara* Stanwyck in
Benedict Bogeaius’s "Cattle Queen
of Montana" ,. .' Universal has replaced Myrna Rahseii’s old pact
with a new ticket and also set
femme for ingenue lead in "Man
Without A Star” .
Dean Jagger
lis

.

.

.

.

paneez; camera (Gevacolor), Andre

.

.

.

.

Thom- Beat.”

Combo” film by his indie company
Theodora Productions with Secur-

liveliness

in

this

opus ’unfortunately remains in the
title. Film tries to invoke the nostalgia of the "Gay 90’s” and compare it with the rather jazzy modem times by going through two
love affairs, one by the unsuccessful attachment of a nobleman and
a singer and the other, the successful mating of their respective grand-

instead will screen

bow

in Pine-

Thomas* "Blue Horizons” .
"This
Is My Love” set as final title for
Allan Dowling RKO release previbusly tagged "People Like Us,”
"Night Music” and "Night Without End” , . , Jeff Chandler opposite Maureen O’Hara in Universal’s
.

national’s

children in the present. Hackneyed ventry”

.

.

"Lady GodiVa Of Co*

,

Famous

Artists has

Brewer

An

to Albany.

official of District 10

Goldstein for

a’

top featured role

“Stranger On Horseback” . ,
Hal Baylor inked for role in company’s "Black Tuesday” .
Nestor
in

Chicago, July 13.
Vogue Theatre here has filed an
equity suit in Federal District
Court demanding right to bid for
subsequent runs against the Uptown and Century Theatres,'
Suit, filed by attorney Seymour
Simon, is against Columbia and
Warner Bros, only, as the other
distribs have already consented to
permit bidding;

•

New York

prising

this

city

tional’s

.

.

Larry Pennell, recently pacted by
Paramount for "We’re No Angels,”

for that purpose.
Bill Bennett,
business agent of the Washington
local, and a representative of Local
772 in New York accompanied

Pictures . .
Roy Barcroft has
been set for sheriff stint in Uni
versal’s "Man Without A Star” . .

ity

.

editor,

New Haven

coming here from

sion,

.

.
John Dennis lias featured role
Suzanne Landberg; music,
Roger Roger. At Biarritz, Pans. Running in Ivan Tors’ indie pic, “Operation Paiva and Michael Ross into Edtime, 100 MINS.
ward Small’s "New York ConfidenCri-Cri
Claudine Dupuis Air Rescue’^ . , . "Singapore East,” tial”
Hill set for role
.
, , Ramsey
Paul
Phillpe Lemalre Steve Fisher original, purchased by
in Warners’ "East of Eden.”
Anatole
Raymond Bussieres William F. Broidy Productions
as
Bar fie
Satumin Fabrc
Daniel
Amedee a Broderick Crawford starrer . .
Weston
Jean Tissier Than Wycnn into Leonard GoldInventor
.Noel Roquevert
Cocotte
.Arlette Poirier stein’s "Black Tuesday” cast . . .

as;

Richard F. Walsh/ at the August
convention in Cincinnati. Brewer
recently addressed members of the
local unit at a specially called ses-

(comState) visited
recently on behalf of
“John Brown’s Raiders”
. Victor
President Walsh’s candidacy. Local
Young to score Warners’ "Drum
324, Motion Picture Theatre OpBeat.”
erators, has not announced its posiCornel Wilde joined by his
tion in* the fight for the internaspouse Jean Wallace in "The Big
.

At Black Rock” at Metro . Dan
-Paris, July 6.
Fernand Rivers release of UdisfUm- Borzage and George Lloyd pacted
Alfred Rode production. Directed by Al- for thesp stihts in Warners. "Drum
fred Rode; screenplay, Jacques Com-

Most of the
.

Lindsley Parsons, producing for Allied Artists, announced that "City
That Never Sleeps” would follow "Ketchikan”, on his production program. This should result in a protest from Republic which a year
ago released a picture with the same title.

.

.

milAM

Hollywood players made 268 appearances in 54 Government, Army,
Navy, Air Force, hospital and overseas events during June, according
to George Murphy, head of the Hollywood Coordinating Committee.
During the first half of 1954 HCC troupers made a total of 1,762
appearances in 269 patriotic and charity shows.

.

and Walter Brennan in "Bad Day John Carradine pacted by Leonard

(Color-Songs)

WARNEOWtOS

Hollywood.

join

to

John
.
Smith was cast by Paramount in

.

It’s

>

Plaza Theatre, Capetown, South Africa, has been taken over from

the Schlesinger Interests and operated as a Metro showcase since
Warren July 1, according tcrMorton A, Spring, Lowe's International first v.p.
stein’s "Oklahoma!”. .
Stevens to replace Lee Marvin in Plaza, to be renamed the Metro, is Metro’s third house ih South
Leonard Goldstein’s "Black Tues- Africa. The others are In Johannesburg and Durban. Perspecta
Jean Parker has Jemme Sound is being installed and Cinemascope will he added as soon as
day”.
lead opposite Edward G. Robinson possible.
Universal’s "New
in same pic. *
Heaven, New Earth” novel by
A favorite press agent’s story concerns the personality who had to
Arthemise Goertz handed to Ross
John Mills, leave Hollywood before being "discovered” by a Hollywood studio.
Hunter to produce.
Thrush
case, say her reps.
London stage and screen thesp, set Now it has happened in Connie Towers'
Unnoticed, in Coast spots in an act headed by Jack Carfor David E. Rose’s "The End of had appeared
in
where
Maisonette
Room
N;
Y.
a
Recently she played the
son.
the Affair.”
spotted her. She’s now testing at Col in
William Demarest has been Columbia Pictures scout

King

The Stranger’s Hand

Tight and expensive parking problem in downtown Chicago, which
has long been an important factor in discouraging theatre attendance,
is being solved by five Main Stem Theatres which have tied In with
North Loop Parking Lot. Stubholders of Oriental, Woods, Clark,
Loop, and Grand Theatres are entitled to park at the lot at out rate
of 50c for four hours. In many cases, combined pride of theatre
admission^ and rakeoff parking is still a good deal less than cost of
parking alone at regular rates. Deal works to advantage of all parties
concerned, as parking lot gets free blurbs on screen trailers and in

top

office.

NOTICE
TO AU TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that
in
“Varltty”
September
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Major Ripley In the tv ad fraternity world last week was the
shindig tossed at the University Club, New York; when one of
the most select group of agency tv-radio buyers in the business
reversed the tables and paid homage to a peddler. Guest Of honor
was George *reyr the veepee in charge of sales for NBC-TV and
veteran of nearly 30 years with the web. It was strictly a non*
commercial ohmcheon, toastmsstered by Niles Trammell, the exNBC prexy and longtime associate of Frey, who flew up from
Miami (Where he’s now residing) for the occasion.
For the, past five years Trey, one of the top golfers in the radio*
tv biz, has been playing: host to key agencymen and clients at
the annual “The Hell With TV Golf Tourney” at the Baltrusol
Club in Springfield, N. J.
Last Thursday Frey was on the receiving end when approximately 60 agency-client reps banded together for the “To Hell
Love George Frey” lunch. The guest of honor was
With
appropriately gifted with a sterling clgaret case on which was
engraved the names of all the participants.

By GEORGE
Television’s big tint puafli has Ar(for color) Day bed a
rived.
twin observance last week in Danvers and Newburyport, Mass., under auspices of CBS-Hytron, the
electronic tube manufacturing division of the Columbia Broadcasting System, and it officially translated large screen color tv into an
assembly line mass production

C

.

TV—We

reality.
For last week's

LA
Four Times at

Many on TV

Laments

in

LOs Angeles, July 13.
The number of crime stanzas for
children on television here has
swelled to four times what it was
in 1951. This was the chief disin

closure

a

;

negative

strongly

ai In f 51,

New

on both
radio and video in Los Angeles by
evaluation of kiddie shows

the National Assn, for Better Radio
and Television.

A

single half-hour vidpix, classified by
as “objectionable,” cost more to produce than
the 21 programs marked “excellent” by the organization. Findings
are detailed in a 14-page report
released today (Tues.) by the organization.

NAFBRAT

NAFBRAT

Report

it’s

the Boxtop , Not
the Boxoffiee
MY*

AgMKyaa

.
.

Emil Mogul
*

*

a provocative

*

editorial

feature

la the

9th Annual
Radio dud Television
Review & Preview Number
of

UfisatTr

children.
Crime is King in television for children, and the crown
is being welded more firmly into

place with each passing month.”
While there were only five crime
series on L. A. tele stations in ’51,
the NAFBRAT survey, taken the
first week in May of this year .uncovered 29 such shows comprising
20 separate series. Rapped were
video westerns. The report said
that “most of television’s crime
shows for children are the so-called
‘westerns,* which present not only
large amounts of crime and brutality, but also a sordid distortion of
the historical development of the

In Return to

TV

—

$5,155,000

Wrapup

ABC Radio, which has been undergoing something of a sales
famine oyer the past couple of
months, ended it with, a bang during the past week by signing some
.

in

new and renewed

program

billings.

.

In-

volved are seven shows, and eight
sponsors, all signed during the past
seven days.

Two

biggest bundles

came

via re-

newals, with Anheuser-Busch signing, for another 52 weeks firm on
Bill
Stem’s, daily - quarter-hour

Sooner Than You Think
Watching the 19-inch color tube
coming off the CBS-Hytron assembly line, and the heightened tint
values as demonstrated, on the

.that

“we

lower prices' there won’t be any
color television,” the following becomes readily apparent:

same

By SANFORD

MARKET

Cleveland, July 13.
Electronics by way of color tv
the modem miracle
well
be
might
to revive the show biz of the days
and at the same
show
of }he road
time provide the sponsor with a
showcase for publicity, promotion
and goodwill.
That’s one Of the key, and unexpected discoveries being made
by NBC’s $500,000 mobile color tv
unit that is touring the midwest.
It’s already proved that major
productions can be moved out of
Manhattan for road showing with
one week’s preparation and at costs
far less than anticipated. And those
costs pale in light of community
publicity, goodwill and promotion,
according to Alvin Cooperman,
boss-man of the 18-man crew making the tour.
In the two Ohio pickups one

—

half-hour,

On

the

'

a

bright byfioo piece In the

9th Radio and Television
Review & Preview Number

OUT SOON

available. $t. all times. to
Cleveland's Mayor Anthony Celebrezze proclaiming “National Color
Week” on behalf of* the NBC
stanza. Newspaper-wise, the dippings including editorials should
stack room high.
Projecting the hoopla sponsor.

—

—

wise
said

into tomorrow, Cooperman
color tv can showcase the
it

contributed at least four stints— ly

new business

side,

when

most the flow of publicity .and goodwill phere

tied in with local atmosas against studio scene.

.

prompted by Gray were shown in
numerous letters mentioning «
column by the commentator in the
New York Post. It was noted that'
most of the letters carried the
identical address of the
Postoffice Bldg.).

FCC (New

letters received

was one

hold him (Gray) on the air.”
writer said

Gray

“still

This

thinks he’s

campaigning for Henry Wallace.”
A portion of the complaints were

»

in the

made

form of copies of protests
to

DuMont charging

its

ac-

was motivated by pressures of
McCarthyism.
One charged the
tion

web with invoking

“insidiqus cenAnother claimed the net
resistance.”
“the
of
least
took
line
Max Liebman has a European
gleam in his eye for the Saturday Another made the fiat charge the
contrary
to the
web
is
operating
and Sunday color tv “spectaculars”
he's presenting on NBC beginning public interest.
in September. Up to this point in
A complaint to DuMont by a
television’s baby career, Ed Sulli- New York attorney called. the canvan has been virtually a one-man cellation “a disservice to a large
pioneer of overseas talent show- segment of your viewing audience”
casing via his CBS-TV “Toast of which is “alienating many people.”
the Town.” But Liebraan’s high A New York physician protested to
budget specolas provide more el- the network that it would lose
bow room for stars with fancy fees. many of the viewers it gained by
Chief among his acquisitions so far its broadcasts of the McCarthyare Jack Buchanan, the British Army hearings.
song-and dancer, and Jeamhaire,
A Brooklyn housewife comthe French ballerina and actress plained to DuMont that “this type
who scored a terrific personal click of action is one of the stepping
in “The Girl in Pink Tights,”
stones to fascism and communism.”
which recently departed the Hel- Many letters to the Commission
linger on Broadway after a low- expressed a strong sense of “outbeat boxoffiee showing.
rage” at cancellation and demandAnother in the producer’s “J” ed an investigation. One said the
parade is Jacques Tati, France’s
(Continued on page 42)
one-man film showman who’s starproducer-director-writer of “Mr.'
Hulot’s Holiday.” Yet another “J”
but known only to some tradesters
in this country is Jean Carson,
London comedienne who is being
sorship.”

major centers/*
Local personnel, too, Can provide much of the necessary contacts ttnd thus* curtail the amount
of advance on-the-scene planning

by

New York

statfers.

For example, the Color camera’s
route was surveyed by. six men between April 22 to June 1. Thirteen

cities were visited, two days in
never has been done each city to see highlights, local
before.
leaders, check technical details and
For example, using nature’s own make decisions. Like the hinterbackdrop— since the color shows land junkets of one-night stands,
have been outdoor—provides dis- the boys learned it’s best to travel
play medias that can challenge any by night, arriving on the scene
promotion man’s dream. The medi- early the next day for a full day's
cine-man of yesteryear may not session. Local folk can make folhave known it, but the outdoor lowup planning after conference.
touch, so the current caravan is In Cleveland, Gloria Brown and
learning, can't be ignored as a Ed Wallace sparked the detail brigpowerful stimulant.
ade that made for four pickups for
the “Home" shows, July 8 and 9.
Local Pride Factor

product as

Y.,

commentary on
Variety learned

stating that “people hold you up on
the street and a$k you to write to

with Mrs. Lausche herself making find in studio operations in the
coffee

p.ra.

yesterday (Mon.l. Except for a
handful who feel Gray’s departure
is "good riddance,” letters express
keen indignation towards DuMont
Many
for dropping the show.
urged Commission action in the interest of freedom of speech.
Indication that complaints were

Among

Unit Revives

came for morning shows, with extended from Mrs. Jane Lausche, There’s “a vast amount of local
Seaman Bros. (Airwick & Nylast) the governor’s wife, turning over pride that goes into a bigtime
(Continued on page 42)
the governor’s mansion to the crew pickup,” he said, “that you don’t
it

\

Army-McCovtliy Heorlags
on TV)
*
•
*

With CBS jumping the gun
1.)
its competitors' in moving the
19-inch tube out of the laboratory
and onto the assembly line, it’s a
cinch that RCA will step up its activity pronto, heralding a competitive battle that may outstrip anything that has gone before. Thus
far RCA has failed to deliver an imported by Liebman and will
acceptable large-size tube (previous probably make cafe and vaude apmodel was withdrawn) and specu- pearances. (Liebman saw her durlation at the moment is rife as to ing a recent visit to the British
(Continued on page 38)
(Continued on page 42)

on

and the CIO doing the
on John W. Vandercook’s
quarter-hour news commentary. Other renewal was the
Cooperman also indicated the
Columbus and one from
Radio Bible Class for its Sunday from
Cleveland, although the latter city experimental shindig scores heavisport stasts

nightly

of

(Some Poit-MortoMS ee the

11

|WABD, N.

“Was It Worth It?”

Road Again ; Big

jectionable.

,

Inc.,

Bill

Danvers demonstration

.

$5,155,000
time and'

prexy, .and board chairPaley are hugging home
base throughout the summer and
foregoing their usual vacations.

man

don’t have to kid ourselves, unless
deliver bigger pictures and

the till, the tv edition is returning to its old haunts ABC-TV, in
half-hour form, with a Sept, kickOld West.”
off slated.
This, too, will he a
It was a western NAFBRAT al- Tuesday night feature (though an
luded to in comparing costs to the entirely separate production), gotop 20 shows surveyed. Alarm was
( Continued on page 42)
expressed over solidifying, pattern
of crime on video.
Shows, both on radio and tv,
were classified in six categories by
NAFBRAT: excellent, jgood, fair,
poor, objectionable ahd most ob-

Grey’s

,

we
Apparently big plans are afoot
to reestablish “Stop the Music” in
the broadcasting giveaway sweepstakes.
Now that the CBS Radio
Tuesday night hour edition (3 to 9)
has been set for an August start,
with sponsorship coin already in

:

•As

'

larger picture,, while in itself a
revelation, established a certainty
that the transition from a blackand-white era in tv to a universal
embracing of color will come much
sooner than expected. Keyed tp
Stanton’s thematic welcome at the

'Stop Music Also

Washington, July 13.
Hundreds of complaints have
been received at the FCC on the
cancellation by DuMont of Barry

John Daly

CBS-Hytron press

demonstration of its new 19-inch
color tube may well be a landmark
in the “big push” to once and for
all end the color tube tv bottleneck and bring it out of the $1,000per-set range and negligible pro(Within 24 hours after
duction.
CBS’s “nearby Boston TV Party/’
Motorola announced an $895 price
tag for its new color set incorporating the CBS Colortron 205 IP-inch
model.) While it’s still out of the
range of mass consumer purchase,
'“let’sit' nonetheless suggests the
eagerget-ahead-with -this-thing”
ness of the tint-happy electronicsnetwork execs to downgrade the
set costs in blazing up the spectrum. That the bid to get rolling
in earnest is the No. 1 item on the
echelon agenda is apparent from
the fact that both Frank Stanton,

CBS,

NAFBRAT

prefaced the report
with the observation that it ' -is dismayed over the volume of crime
and the degree of violence which
dominate television programs for

CaoceUadoa Of

Letters Protests^

NBC

Radio Skeds

Bette Davis and Gary Merrill are
being formatted for a half-hour
comedy drama radio series under
title of “The Lady Yields" which
will be headed for an NBC exposure. The husband and wife team
were first paired in the “All About
Eve” pic.
In a reverse of the
“usual orthodox,” Miss Davis will
appear in the role of a U. S. senator and he’ll play a Washington
constantly
Who’s
correspondent
heckling the lady legislator.
Taped stanza originating in Hollywood will be produced by Joe
Bigelow (more recently concerned
with tv programs, including Dennis
Day, “All Star Revue” and “Royal
Showcase”), with scripts by Jameson Brewer, who did the “Okin-

awa” screenplay.

DU M’S CLIENT NIBBLE
ON FREDRIC MARCH

DuMont salesmen were In Chicago last week pitching the hourlong Fredric March stanza at a
major advertiser there. Stanza is
believed selling for around $30,000
weekly,
March, in a letter option with
DuMont, has the right to film his
participation at tfie beginning, midOf course there are problems. dle and end of every drama, proThe telephone company says it vided he is occupied in Hollywood
needs six-weeks advance notice for or has other obligations. It’s up to
a color pickup; the weatherman March, according to his New York
doesn’t always provide the best rep, as to whether he will do any
conditions, etc. Forgetting the col- of the acting in about one out of
every four or five shows.
( Continued on page 38)
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Wednesday,

7
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have and "hoed, professional advice
mistake who's -really a professional
;
promise stars you tan't deliver
\
be ignorant of union conditions
re-design auditoriums itoo mostly)go beyond 11 p.m. to Jollpmfnjfr i p.m %
let glamour run away with the cause
let ipelbmeaning meadterj dominate

jbtm’t fait- to

Don’t
Don’t
Don’t
Don’t
Don’t
Don’t
Don’t
Montreal, July

known court

First

court ruled in
effect that there is no copyright
infringement involved in such a
pickup and feed. In the U. S., the
FCC has refused to take jurisdiction over community antenna systems and no legal precedents exist.

Ace to Script ‘Specs’
Goodman Ace 'has been pacted
by Leland Hayward to provide one
or more scripts for the producer’s

Monday
NBC-TV,

a ^Canadian

Case was that of Canadian Ad-'
miral Corp., which sponsors
nadian Broadcasting Corp.

Ca-

Ace

is

night

spectaculars

.

on

under contract to the Mil-

ton Berie show as its chief writer,
but under the deal he’s permitted
to accept six outside assignments,

——

t-

—

'.

SAMMY KAYE
Swinging at Wykagyl
Currently Swaying

WPElfs

t
CC
Color

HOTEL astor roof
ABC -TV _on
August 5 lor BRILLO

ancl Home (mobile
pickups in Mt. Vernon
Va.)—July 14
Aldington,
and
and 16, 7 a.m^and 11 a.tti.
July 15, 10
Marriage—
The

Today

unit

p.m.

WNBT,

away games (Admiral sponsored live telecasts of home games
Committee of 75 called by Mayor
and filmed / versions of road con- Joseph S, Clark, Jr., for emergency
tests) also could not be copyrighted
was considerably heartened when
did,
It
as dramatic properties.
Sun Ray Drug Co., whose owners
however, recognize Admiral’s right Operate radio station WPEN, said
to copyright the films frame by it would buy $50,000 worth of
frame. In the latter case, it ruled tickets for remaining games of A’s,
ettes’

that a public showing would be an
infringement, but stated that Redfeed to
closed-circuit
if fusion's
subscribers’ homes was not a public showing and therefore Rediffusion did not infringe on the copyright..

On

one phase of the case, howAdmiral did .win a point.
Unlike community setups in the
U. S„ Rediffusion sells simplified
sets which cost less than regular
television programs but are satis
ever,

factory for closed-circuit feeds. It
also maintains showrooms to sell
these sets, and on the days of the
rugby telecasts advertised in Mon
treat papers, claiming that its sets
gave a better picture of the games
than regular telesets. This served
to rub salt in Admiral’s wounds,
but the court set things right with
the ruling that Rediffusion’s feed
to its showrooms constituted public showings of the copyrighted
films and consequently it fined
Rediffusion $300 and enjoined it
against picking up further programs for feeds to its showrooms.
It still can feed shows to its subscribers.

Case would have no direct bearing on any American suit involving community antennas, but it is
the first case in Canadian legal history. And since the U, S. has not
yet tried a suit involving the right
of a community antenna operation
to pick up live telecasts, it would
certainly come into consideration
if such an action ever arose.

BMI SETS TV CLINICS
LA.

Broadcast Music, Inc., has lined
30 station managers and
other execs as principal speakers
for its tv clinics in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. A dozen
others will serve as alternating
chairmen, one for each morning
and afternoon session of the twoday meets. Glenn Dolberg, BMI
v.p. over station relations, has set
Such topics as profitable film buying, techniques in production, lo-

up some

cal programming, local music and
disk jockey treatment, film clear-

ance and music rights, local news
and special events, and tv promotion-public relations.
Clinic sked:„ New York, Hotel
Biltmore, Aug. 2-3; Chicago, Hotel
Sheraton, Aug. 5-6, and Los Angeles, Hotel Statler,

Aug.

9-10.

Gilson Gray's Leave
CBS Radio’s adminsales manager, is taking
extended sick leave and his duties
will be filled by Ed Hall, sales
service manager. Eric Salline will
Gilson Gray,

istrative

move up
Gray
months.

to Hall's spot.
will be away for several

Seymour

director

Siegel,

sheets,

special and sports
spot announcements

newspaper

and

In the drive to keep the Ameri-

You—

Time

for.

19, 5 p.m.

Color (film)—-July
.

of

WNYC and the proposed WNYCTV, hopes to gamer a substantial
advance audience for New York's
only UHF channel by ’bringing in

pro-

ads.

At

WCBS-TV, N. Y.

the area’s large housing projects
through use of community antenna
Already many housing
systems.
some holding as
for distribution on a merchandis- units in N. Y.,
many as 3,000 families, each have
ing basis.
antenna, which might be
central
a
Although ball club’s troubles are
adapated to UHF.
long-range problem, immediate difWNYC-TV, channel 31, was
ficulty facing committee was to get
government
team through current season. Ath- granted to the city
months ago, Siegel
letics management must sell 600,- only a few
for its start
000 admissions to get through sea- said that target ' date
pending approval
son, and 180,000 only had been sold is January, ’55,
Board of Estimate.
at time of meeting, with the sea- of the N. Y. C.
not expected by
is
decision
Latter
son’s half-way mark passed.
for several weeks.
Harry S. Sylk, president of drug Siegel
Various community antenna outfirm and v.p. of WPEN, announced
in helping
offer for his chain. Sylk. said his fits have shown interest
company would give away $1.30, $2 WNYC-TV get off the ground. It’s
gain
a footto
reason
is
believed
and $2.75 tickets with purchases
of certain merchandise in the same hold in the city-controlled housing
presently
are
where
they
projects,
His brother Wilprice brackets.
liam if. Sylk, president of the radio banned because tenants there are
station, has skedded a $20,000 pro- theoretically in top low an income
motion campaign, involving 24- bracket to afford tv.

grams,

N. Y.

Looking

Here's

'July 12-16, 1:30 p m.

NX’s UHF

apolis or some other stop in the
hinterland.

Schedule

NBC

.

the filmed broadcasts of the Alou-

TV

Swinging into

tele-

*
casts of rugby matches of the
ABC- Radio
Montreal Alouettes, against Red“SUNDAY SERENADE” and
which operates
Corp.,
iffusion
ROOM”
“SERENADE
community, antenna systems in
Philadelphia, July' 13.
Columbia Record* Excluaively
and other parts of
Montreal
Promotion and merchandising
that
charged
Admiral
Canada.
departments of WPEN will wage
Rediffusion infringed on its rights an all-out campaign to aid lastRelieves Public
to the rubgy games via its pickup ditch drive being made here by Siegel
of the on-the-air signals and its civic leaders to prevent the PhilaAntennas May
sets.
Housing
subscribers’
feeds into
(American
Athletics
delphia
Court ruled that live telecasts League ball club) from moving to
Be Answer to
could not be copyrighted, and that Dallas, Texas., Los Angeles, Minne-

&

‘

on

quent closed-circuit feed to subscribers of programs telecast by
stations was handed down last week

FOR NX, CHI

•

13*.

decision

the legality of a community antenna system’s pickup and subse-

when

•

-

'News From NBC' Capsule
NBC Radio will install its “News

By ROBERT

J.

LANDRY

Charity telethons, now some five
or six years in existence, arer here
to stay, in the opinion of Arthur
Hale, campaign, director of United

Cerebral Palsy of which Leonard
H. Goldenson, head of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
is president. Telethons are, he argues, “the only new fund-raising
idea since the war” and if properly

*

organized and conducted need leave
behind only community goodwill
and pleasant talent relations. Nor
should a telethon result in disproportionately large percentage-pfcollections in costs.

First union contract for tv production employees of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. was signed last
week by the CBC and IATSE,
which represents some 300 of the
video specialists. Contract covers
wage increases and working time
for employees of stations in Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Vancouver and Winnipeg, and applies to
future CBC stations, such as that
at Halifax, scheduled to preem in
the fall.
.Contract calls for raises of 8%
or more for’ the IATSE ’members,
with a reduction in the work week
for “regular establishment” employees from six days to five. A
five-day, 40-hour week was set for
“casual employees,” while minimum scales were set for employees
with individual contracts. Included
in the employee group covered are
carpenters, electricians, propmen,
costumers, makeup artists, film

Hale points to some 60 telethons
conducted by United Cerebral during four years. These have, raised a
total of $9,483,721, The costs have
been variable but have averaged
12% to 18% of the take. This statement contrasts with stories of various telethons around the country
running 40% to 60% hr costs. “I
can’t speak for them,” says Hale,
"but I can speak for the one organization that has produced the
greatest number of telethons and
I think our record can stand full
scrutiny.”

United Cerebral Palsy fiscal
years (Oct, 1-Sept. 30) have produced these figures of growth
largely via telethon (although other
methods of raising funds are also
used): 1950: $129,867; 1951, $183,594; 1952, $1,850,789; 1953, $3,350,480; 1954 as of June 30, $3,962,991.
In refutation of the impression that
telethons leave a sour after-taste
in local communities, Hale points
to repeats: five annuals in Chicago,
York, Miami,
three each in

New

Los Angeles, JSan Antonio, San
Francisco; five additional cities
have had two annual telethons to
cutters, date, namely Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Louisville, Denver, Norfolk.

can League franchise in Philadel- from NBC” in the Tuesday, Thurs- cameramen, film editors,
phia,. the City is placing the full day and Friday 9:30 p.m. slot start- designers, etc.
force of its publicity and promo- ing July 20.
Contract was negotiated by
Mayor Clark
tion
resources.
Richard Harkness will replace
IATSE Canadian veep Hugh J.
balked, however, at financing the John Cameron Swayze on the capSedgwick, following a collective
club.
sule stint.
bargaining election last fall held
by the Canada Labor Relations
Board, in which IATSE won out
over the rival National Assn, of
Technicians
Broadcast Engineers
(NABET) by a three-to-one vote.
IATSE is AFL; NABET is a CIO

Bastes

What makes for a good telethon?
First requirement Is a local affiliate with active leadership. Palsy
has 264 affiliates in 44 different
(Continued-^ on page 35)

&

Already

Know 'Controversy

Score

uation and, therefore, must rest
Washington, July 13.
Broadcasters know the ground with the judgment of the licensee.”
The Commission cited its report
rules for presenting both sides of
controversial issues and there is on “Editorializing by Broadcast Lino need for public hearings to de- censees” in which it recognized
fine their responsibilities, the FCC that “there can be no one allinformed the American Civil Lib- embracing formula which licensees
can hope to apply to insure the
erties Union last week.
Replying to an ACLU request fair and balanced presentation of
two months ago for proceedings to all public issues. Different issues
clarify public interest requirements will inevitably require different
respecting public issue programs, techniques of presentation and proBut there can be no
the agency said this subject has duction.
already been “fully explored” and doubt that any licensee honestly
broadcasters should know their re- desiring to live up to this obligation to ..serve the public interest
sponsibilities.
“The Commission early made and making a reasonable effort to
clear,” ACLU was told, “that* in do so Will be able to achieve a
the presentation of news and com- fair and satisfactory resolution of
ment, the public interest requires these problems in the light of the
the licensee to operate on the basis specific facts.”
ACLU had requested hearings
of overall fairness in making his
facilities available for the expres- “in View of the obvious confusion
sion of the contrasting views of and the need for clarification ...
responsible elements in the com- of the FCC’s regulatory functions,
munity oh Various issues that arise. of licensee responsibilities, of the
This doctrine has been reaffirmed ‘rights’ of individuals to air time
in a long series of decisions.”
and the public’s needs and interRegarding the question of “ap- ests.”
The Union hoped the hearings
plicability” of its policies to controversial issues, agency, said that would also develop “improvemnts
“all the Commission can do is to in the. ethics of controversy and
assert what is already well known, the means of handling contronamely, that the 'fairness' prin- versy.”
ciples are applicable to all matters
The ACLU request was submitof controversy; the manner in ted shortly after the. commencewhich they are to be applied de- ment of the McCarthy-Army hearpends bn the particular factual sitr ings.
.

.

.

.

MORE POWER TO WCAO

affiliate.

IN 10-FOLD INCREASE
{-Durgom

Named Prexy Of

Philadelphia, July 13.
has increased its power ten-fold with the installation of

WCAU-TV

Gleason Enterprises a new 1,000-foot tower in. suburban
Roxborough. New setup allows staGeorge (Bullets) Durgom has
tion to telecast at 316,000 watts,
been named prexy of Jackie Gleamaximum power permissible under
son Enterprises, which produces
FCC rules.
the Jackie Gleason Show and the
Location places antenna at point
Dorsey Bros, summer replacement
show. Durgom has been Gleason’s 1,261 feet above sea level, approxi500 feet higher than sta-.
mately
personal
manager for several
tower atop
years, Jack Philbin, partnered with tions former 257-foot
Philadelphia Saving
36-story
the
Durgom in personal management
midtown.
in
building,
business, retains his post as pro- Fund Society
Will reach a
ducer for the Gleason and Dorsey More powerful signal
for a toarea
four state, 35 county
shows.
*-

*

..

Durgom

and. his wife, Jane, take

Europe today (Wed.) on a
combo talent foraging jaunt and

tal of 6,000,000 potential Viewers.

off for

vacation.

WQXR

Hikes Rates

is upping rates on
announcements and station breaks
as of Sept. 1. One-Shot spots will
Eddie Kean, writer bn the “How- increase about 10% 'at night aha
dy Doody” show since its inception, 20% daytime, 'wjth station breaks
has been upped to the post of di- up a mean average of 16.5% day
rector of programming at Kagran and flight.
Short-term sponsors
Corp., packagers of the sliow. In will bfe most heavily affected by the
addition to writing some 1,500 increases.
scripts, Kean has written several
Norman S. McGee, sales veep at

WQXR,

Kean’s

N.

Y„

New Kagran Post

kid tunes for the “Howdy*' seg- WQXR, said that the new card will
the juve disk market.
not affect program rates until the
He’ll concentrate on the devel- station begins operating at 50,000
opment of several new properties watts early in '55. A clause has
at Kagran, in addition to working been included in new rate, strucon “Howdy,” .Post is a new one, ture. tp protect present advertisers
who run continuing campaigns.
created for Kean.

ment and
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San Francisco, July 13.
redfacedty apologized last week for the -accidental
^private conversation’* between a couple of station
technicians which went out on the air during the commercial on
Ralph Edwards’ ‘This Is Your Life”- show Wednesday night,
Viewers ware startled to hear some private language used and
the station* hid a number of phone calls-prdtesting. A maintenance
crew member inadvertantly threw the switch and allowed intercom talk of a racy character to get out. A crew was trying to
investigate i extraneous noise, in the .air condition system when the
conversation Escaped. Disciplinary action will be taken, the station says, but what and when it would not divulge.
KRON-TV is* owned by the San Francisco Chronicle., Naturally
the San Francisco Examiner, rival daily, had a field day with the

KRON-TV
or a

airing

story,

.

—

“

'

<-

Several impressions upon the
completion of a six-week, 9,500
mile trek by automobile from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, covering 24
of the 48 states with many stopoffs

Andy Music HalL”

The Last Laugh
Track

“Amos” Gos-

den carried the- ball for the duo,
“Andy” Correll explaining in a
quickie that he’s been “out of circulation” for .a week and \yas not
up fo speechmaking ( his sevenyear-old son died July 4 on the

*

*

*

an amusing byline piece

In

the

9th Radio and Television
Review & Preview Number

Coast).
(Jpst before the duo .sat down
with the scribes, NBC was ballying
a new deal on one going strip and
setting
five-a-week qn
another.
“Fibber McGee & Molly,” currently aired 10-10:15 p.m. Mondaythrough-Friday, will go Sunday-.
through-Thursday in the same slot
starting Aug. 29.
Reason for the
Friday lopoff is the Gillette Fights
which NBC has swiped from ABC
(to give the web both the radio
-

of*"-

Variety

.

and

tv
stanzas).
“The Great
Gildersleeve,” aired past season at
8:30 p.m. Wednesday
(replaced
by Joey Adams' “Spend a Million”

will take the 10:15-10:30
berth on the same Sunday-throughThursday kick starting Sept. 26,
but unlike the participating setup
oh the Fibber & Molly program,
will be sold in quarter-hours with
Willard Waterman continuing to
front the troupe).
quiz),

gave a

synopsis of the

comprehensive

new “A&A”

career,

which returns them to crossboprd
(Continued on page 42)

Question

of

on

quick repeats

came in for more discussion
week when Ed Sullivan forced
Vaughn Monroe to cancel his apvideo
this

pearance on the

NBC-TV Arthur

Murray show the following Tuesday

(20).

Monroe, who

is

booked

the CBS-TV “Toast Of
Town” on Sunday (18), Was

the

for

rehis contract calls for
a seven-day hiatus from tele work.
Sullivan took the position that
he’s paying premium fees for top
talent and as such deserves some
degree of exclusivity.
Sullivan
also cited the fact that “Toast”
goes in some areas on kinnie and
this will have to follow the live

minded that

(Co: ii.ued oh page 42)

-

Detroit, July 13.

Chuck Davey, whose fistic rep
was made by television, has forsaken* the gloves for the mike and
camera. He has been signed as a
sportscaster by
WJBK-TV and
he’ll answer the “bell” for the first
time tomorrow night (14) immediately following Blue Ribbon Bouts.

who

holds a master’s degree in physical education from
Michigan State College, was one of
the first and best examples of a
boxer gaining a nationwide rep by
means
of
the
new medium.
Through wise handling and carefully selected bouts, he rose in the
welterweight ranks to challenge
champion* Kid Gavilan only to lose
by a TKO in the title bout. Feb. 11,
1953.
From then on it Was all
downhill and his friends have been
urging him to quit the ring. Davey,
who retired and then tried an un'

Salesman liked Show
So Much He Signed
Sponsor’s

Name

to Deal

Hollywood July 13.
An over-enthusiastic salesman
got the new “Rhythm and Blues”
show on the air last week—and got
it off after one performance.
The salesman, employed by a
advertising agency, couldn’t
wait to sell the program packaged
Jerry
by
Lawrence and featuring
local R&B talent.
So he forged
the sponsor’s name to the contract.
local

The show was beamed on KTTV,
drew good notices, and looked set

for clear sailing.
But when the
agency called the spqnsor to find
Out about payment the salesman’s
forgery was discovered.
successful comeback, now says he’s
“I thought,” the agency quoted
out of the ring for good.
the salesman as saying, “that when
“Chuck Davey’s Comer” will be they saw the show actually on the
seen for 15 minutes each Wednes- air, they’d okay the order.”
day following the Pabst bouts.
Agency, Don Frank
Associates,
Sponsor is the G.H.P. CigaT Co. was on the hook with a 13-week
(El Producto). About Sept.
1, the contract with KTTV but the station
show will be expanded to a agreed to tear up the pact and the
cross-the-board sports news show. program was cancelled.
All conHousehold Finance Corp. already cerned were paid off and Frank
uas been pacted for the Tuesday held off possible prosecution of the
and Thursday night shows. Spon- salesman until all concerned have
sors for the remaining nights are a Chance to cool off and discuss
being sought.
the matter calmly.
‘

&

—

Robert E. Kintner

$500,000 to $6,000,000 in one of the
major tv success stories of recent
vintage. While inheritance of a
good chunk of the RCA biz along
Eckhardt and A1
with Kenyon
Paul Lefton, (in the recent defec-

•canning tv's future hortxons, lays

Pistachio and
Burnt Almond
Are Good, Too!

&

Walter -Thompson) has
been an unmistakable factor, the
real meat-and-potatoes push, however, has come from a variety of
tion

*

Hr

one of the many byline pieces
In

Within a span of 18 months, the

Grey advertising agency has expanded its radio-tv Billings from

Proxy

the

from

J.

new to
the tv medium and in practically
cases owe their new-found
prominence to their use of the
accounts that are literally

9th Annual
Radio and Television
Review & Preview Number

all

medium.
Such accounts

of

P^RIETY

•

OUT SOOH

[

News Directors (Radio) or Program Directors, where. there are no
News Directors: Please check and

unreels

^

lage streets are radio receivers in
cars in operation with one to six
or more listeners in. each car. But
please don’t lower the standards of
yOur programming. Some of you
are driving these listeners to other
stations or causing them to turn
their sets off.

ABC

—

Ray Bolger

a press feed to supply
the personal touch for a buildup
of their upcoming half-hour strip
on CBS Radio (9:30-9:55 p.m.)
under the title of “The Amos ’n’
for

Davey,

6. W. JOHNSTONE
(jRddio-TV Director^ NAM)

en route:
Radio Station Owners, Management and Personnel: Don’t ever underestimate the valuer and number
of the “sets-in-cars” audience. Riding the highways and city and vil-

.

Freeman Gosden & Charles Correll were in New York on Monday

Gosden

f

«

By

at stations

..

Freeman Gosden, Charles Correll Back to Cross
Board Radio bn CBS ‘Music Hall’

(12)

*

as Sansomite, ExForm Bra, Doeskin ProdSaraka (Union Pharmaceutical), Five-Day Pads arid Anson
Jewelry are strictly “tv babies”
that have parlayed modest video
budgets into bigtime payoffs. (FiveDay Pads alone is now responsible
for about $1,000,000 in annual tv
quisite

ucts,

billings.)

double-check the pronunciation of
proper names. Some of the pronunciations are atrocious. On the way
West, a National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis story was top
news. Dr. Van Riper (pronounced
Ryper) was quoted and so many of
the newscasters heard (not network
originating,
though) called him
“Dr. Van Ripper.” Mahwah, New
Jersey', as pronounced in the Middle and Far West, was unrecognizable. By the same token, certain
cities in the Middle and Fat West,
when pronounced by newscasters
in the East, caused this Easterner
to , shudder. The Baltusrol golf
course in New Jersey, scene of a
recent national tournament, really
got the works from local station
sportscasters and newscaster alike.

RCA

Victor

co-sponsorship

of

upcoming Sid Caesar show on
NBC-TV, along with “Second.
Chance” and “One Man’s Family”
on radio, are aH channeled via the

the

Colgate last week firmed up its
acquisition of 10 daytime quarterhours on NBC-TV, taking 4:45 to 5
o’clock and 15 minutes of a halfhour show at 12:30. It’s one Of the
major daytime sales for the network, since the wholesale Procter
& Gamble exodus to the rival Columbia web, representing about
$2,500,000 in billings. It’s expected
that the sponsor will project a soap
opera in the late afternoon slot,
Names of foreign places and digni- with the post-noon half-hour segment assuming a different comtaries received every form of proplexion (among the candidates benunciation.
If the news service
ing a Ted Mack-emceed talent
you use doesn’t pronounce it in its
show and a Burr Tillstrom packprinter copy or supplementary
age).
,
service, can’t the newscaster or
New strips project Colgate as
sportscaster look it up?
one of the biggest buyers of dayTV Station Owners, Management time television, client also having
and Personnel: Congratulations to
cross-the-board
half-hour
each and every one visited. You two
“Strike It
shows on CBS-TV
have designed your new plant with
Rich” and “Big Payoff.”
resourcefulness and imagination.
Colgate would take the 4:45 peYou are proceeding cautiously with riod
on a basis of three days one
•your schedule of operation, not goweek and two the next, similar to
ing overboard; and, as I measured
setup on P&G’s new pair of
the
it, meeting the needs of a building
serials incepted last week for its
audience with tact and excellent
Tide and Cheer products.
public relations and promotion..
Even though many of the new sta-*
tions I visited in the Middle West
and up and down the Pacific Coast ABC-TV Still ‘Sold’
are on mountain tops, the view is
gorgeous and it must provide inN.Y, Far Originations
spiration and pleasure to the boys
,

—

On

Grey agency. Five-Day Pads sponsors the Arthur Murray show. Exquisite Form Bra has negotiated
for

sponsorship

Music”

on

of

ABC-TV

“Stop
starting

,

The
in

September;

Doeskin sponsors
Robert Q. Lewis; Union Pharmaceutical has Gabriel Heatter; Sansomite is in the vidfilm sweepstakes
with sponsorship of the syndicated
“Mr. District Attorney” nationally;
Saraka has Fibber & Molly.
Grey agency also spends about
$750,000 a year on production of
tv film commercials for Doeskin,
Sansomite and RCA.

ABC-TV, planning a further invasion of the daytime television
precincts in the fall, is preparing
to install two quarter-hour soaper
strips in the 10-10:30 a.m. period
following the “Breakfast Club”
simulcast. It’s further considering
expanding the feed on “Breakfast
Club” by about 20 stations, bringing it to the Coast for the first
time.

Soaper

will probably tee
October. Network proCharles Underhill has
been screening all available propand girls to work there. Radio was
With Jessel in Leadof ( erties and will make a choice of *
NEVER like that even at the
two
in a month or so, although it’s
Y.,
N.
Paramount,
Broadway
transmitter site!
The
To those of you who remember is not cold as a television show- likely that more than two will be
pitched
at possible clients. Web’s
deauspices
ABC-TV
Jean Paul King in the days of his case under
topside announcing chores: Recent- spite ‘the last-minute decision to banking on a holdover audience
“Breakfast,”
along with the
from
Barlow-Firestone
ly promoted to the managership of shift the Howard
(Continued on page 46)
KLAS-TV, Las Vegas (with studios music show back into a studio.
the
with
and offices on the grounds of the Everything was OK
Desert Inn), he is forging a niche unions, say the web’s Bob Weitman
for himself in the field.,of Jtv sta^ and Bob O’Brien, until it was dis- Elmer Rice’s ‘Grand Tour’
tion management. Many “qldtim- covered,, that, for better camera
ers” who watched him, then, a angles, it wouty be necessary to
Set for ‘U.S. Steel Hour’
youngster, go td the top in the cut oft possibly two! or three rows,
Marc Daniels will take over for
radio announcerial field will be de- besides building an apron, over
the ABC-TV “U. S.
lighted to knovy, X feel certain, of the orchestra pit at the Broadway Alex Segal on
Steel Hour” of Aug. 17 when Segal
his new success.
flagship of the United Paramount
Daniels will
will be vacationing.
Theatres circuit.
Elmer Rice’s “Grand Tour,”
This may yet come to pass, and direct
“Tour” had a brief run on BroadGeorge Jessel will probably inauafter its opening in December,
LIRE
gurate the theatre as a video origi- way
with Beatrice Straight the
nation point. Reason for the Bar- 1951,
Not known now
player.
leading
CASSINIS low abandonment was because of a
whether Miss Straight will be in
The Cassini Show on WNBT, possible acoustical angle for a sym- the televersion.
than
N. Y., is apparently permanently phony orchestra, and rather
axed. Late Sunday nlghter headed delay further with experimentation
by freres Igor and Oleg Cassini the maestro decided he was satisPat, Too, Courts Miles
and originating out of the poshy fied indeed with the studio asElkhart, Ind., July 13.
El Morocco failed to go on July 4 signed him.
-ParaBroadcasting
American
Labs here continues to
Miles
because t as officially stated by a
high level
station spokesman, the packager mount Theatres still favors putting bask in the glory of the
any a multi-million audience spotlight treatment from the radio-tv webs
couldn’t recruit
(Cassini)
newname talent for a holiday night. oil its Broadway flagship theatre, pitching for a slice of the
to make
Then last Tuesday (6), it was an- particularly on such “off” nights season ad budget. Latest
the junket was NBC’s prexy Sylvesnounced after WNBT general man- as a Monday.
spent last
~Jessel, it is felt, requires a siz- ter (Pat) Weaver who
ager Ham Shea had conferred with
conferring with Miles
the principals, that the show would able audience to “bounce,” and ad- Friday (9)
brass.
Theatre
homeoffice
Rltz
small
that mittedly that
resume on Sunday (11).
NBC topper was accompanied by
studio audience (with the band lodidn't happen.
Chi NBC-TV sales chief
No word yet on the future but cated in an uncomfortable spot), Ed Hitz,
George Dtefenderfer, Chi radio
is replacing the both for the star and itself, wasn’t and
meantime
manager.
sales
satisfactory all round.
Cassinis with old films.
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ABC SITTING TIGHT AS TWA
^
Chicago, July 13
It's now official, AFTBA »nd not IATSE has jurisdiction
over
the fore and aft ends of animated prop animals used on tv.
National Labor Relations Board handed down a ruling last week
giving AFTRA control over the -^'inside man" in WNBQ’s Elmer
the Elephant, Stagehands had argued that the plastic Elmer was’
a prop and should be manned by one of their members. NLRB
ruled, however, that the job called for an actor.

THREATENS IMMINENT WRITER STRIKE
Dated Reruns

themselves as subject
matter, video scripters have woven
their thickest plot and, have failed
to supply the outcome. None can
safely say who’s going to write
tomorrow’s tv stanzas.
Latest occurrence in a threecornered battle among Television
Authors
America,
of
Writers

Using

..

League

and-

CBS,

NBC

and

Agencies and networks will
have to start checking rerun
telepix for topicality if they
don’t want’ to undergo the embarrassment that R. J, Reynolds and the Esty agency felt
last
Saturday ’ (10) on the
preem of ‘’The Hunter’’ on

ABC

its
1

With

NBC-TV.
Spy story had Barry Nelson

was Friday’s (9) announcement
was breaking off negotiathat
tions on freelance script demands,
this as a definite preamble to a
strike. Monday night (12), TWA’s
western region held a closed meeting to map strike strategy, and
the report was that the union was
going to cut support of the three

TWA

networks show by show, one

Polaroid Land Cameras moves
near-$l ,000,000 billings on Sept.
from BBD&O' to Doyle-DaijeBernbacher.
Sponsor intends to
finish out the year on NBC-TV’s
“Today," and then will “probably
be seeking other things.’'

BBD&O,

it’s

member of the
secret police, and in
telling off a comrade, he said
he’d notify Beria of the Commie’s behavior. Not very convincing at this date.
In disguise as a

understood

DZBB-TV

Sets

Bow As

It

of

morning for

Manila, July. 13.
will get its second television station within the
next six months, when Republic
Broadcasting's DZBB-TV is scheduled to go on the air. Republic,
headed by Robert Stewart, operates DZBB as a Manila radio outlet. Tele station will be a 30,000watt installation with studio and

The Philippines

Although no other television
newscaster in New York appears
share the’ conviction, veteran
John Tillman of WPIX is convinced of the verity of that old
newspaper axiom that nothing gets
news like legwork.
So Tillman
now holds the distinction of being
the only Gotham vidcaster who
personally goes out after his own
stories, complete with soundfilm

America. Allowing 400, how many
web shows do they control? To
throw a further querulous note
into the affair. Authors League has
been contesting since May TWA’s
right to continue repping freelance video script writers, claiming
that they now have majority support. (The NLRB is weighing now
an appeal by Authors League to
call for another vote. AL move was
originally turned down by a regional arm of NLRB as being
“premature,” but since TWA comes

to

i

crew.

‘

.

|

j
1

.
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T, n,” an s b * en dom £ his-own inan<* * ea ures
bi S three
\
newscasts
on
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OF Rawhide’ Makes ’Em

’Lone Wolf’s’

WNBT

Like

morning?”

Canada's Stormy Petrel, Target of Parliament,

in

Grab

—With Pay

Coming Back
By BAUL A.

GARDNER

Rawhide devotes the program

to

choice recordings of folk songs,
Ottawa, July 14.
of Canada’s top radio pro- choir selections etc.r—often sent in
from all over the
grams for the past six years will .by listeners
be paid for for the first time next world, and tells what he has been
able to learn about them. These
fall.
“Ol* Rawhide,” the salty elderly stanzas draw almost as much fan
character created by Max Fergu- mail as his unorthodox comedies
son, who’s still in his 20’s, returns do, which is one of the biggest,
to the air Sept. 27 from Halifax, steadiest heaps ever pulled in by
over the Canadian Broadcasting any program in Canada.
So many attempts have been
Corp.’s
Trans-Canada
Network.
Ferguson, who up to now has done -^ade by persons with sensitive
the 15-minute daily (recently half- toes to force "Rawhide” off the
hour thrice weekly), show for free, air despite which Ferguson has
pulled his punches—that
as art extra to his paid announcing never
[chores, has sold CBC the program when his Anal program of the past
On a contract basis- five quarter- season was announced (it featured
hour shows a week for >39 weeks. records borrowed from the Greek
He writes all his own stuff. After
(Continued on page 42)'
doing the program originally from
Halifax he was transferred to Toronto He .was on the regular an\
,

One

—

'

;

j

!

1

j

—

Another valuable local time slot
for vidpix has opened on WNBT,
the NBC-TV flag in N. Y., with the
Gotham Chevvie Dealers latching
on to the Saturday at 11:15 spot
vacated by Chock Full O’Nuts
Chevvie Dealers bought “The Lone
Wolf” from United Television Programs to start in the spot Sept. 4 n 0uncing staff in both cities.
~
Rawhide has a coterie of odd
Compton
agency set the deal.
chums on his show, all played by

—

!

|
!

Ferguson himself, in a weird asCincy's 'Paul Dixon Day'
sortment of voices -from cordCincinnati, July 13.
cracked Granny to a squeaking
Paul Dixon Day at Coney Island
spider named Harold to Marvin
Wednesday offers $30,000 in prizes
Mellowbell, a neat rib on CBC’s
to be awarded celebrants in attendtop drama producer Andrew Allan,
ance. Loot includes an auto, housewho enjoys it, Other imitations
hold appliances and jewelry. Free range
from Peter Lorre to Sir
rides and other giveaways are in
Winston .Churchill. These characstore tor kiddle.-:.
ters usually help Rawhide hilariD.'xon and his gang principally
ously rake all sorts of pompdus
Wanda Lewis and Sis Camp, will personages
and stuffy customs over
televise from the amusement park’s
the coals, poke keen-edged fun at
dance pavilion on WCPOrTV from witch hunters
and their ilk, and
1:30 to 4 p.m. with a portion of .occasionally
take a sly dig at the
the show stretching to the DuMont CBC itself.
aetwork.
Frequently, for a change of pace,

—

;

TV Needs a Farm
System as a Talent
Springboard
In

the opinion of

Paul Whiteman
*

on

•

,

i

starters pitted against one of

more

lucrative pioneer

VHF operations.
WOKY-TV has

He replied they did.
“Well,” said the gal, “I could
not see it and just wondered
if they called it oft because of
the clouds.”

recently emerged
from the red to join its UHF colleague, WCAN-TV, on the black
side of the ledger while the Walter

Damm-helmed WTMJ-TV continues
capital’s sole

the

*

Intoroitlng

*

odltoriol

feature

in tho
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Lee’s Pessimism

Comr. Robert E. Lee last week for
his recent speech questioning the
advisability of .continuing the educational reservations.
Lee’s assertion, in an address

of

VHF

flagship despite
heretofore cozy
anchorage.
The

its

brighter skies, though still not
completely free of thunderheads,
are viewed by many observers as
an argument that the fate of UHF
will ultimately have to be decided
competitive
by the day-to-day
sweepstakes rather than by any
mechanical formula hAnded down
from Washington.
Take the case of WOKY-TV,

owned

by Bartell Broadcasters,
Inc., and managed by Don Mann,
which started operations last OcAftpr running in the red
before the Maryland-D.C. Broad- tober.
casters Assn., that 82% of the Us first six months the station
have not started making money in May and
educational
channels
been applied for after two years is holding its own during the usual
.

of reservation, said NCCET, does
not add up, “Applications to the
FCC for construction permits,”
“are
not
Committee
asserted,
necessarily the only criteria by
which activity should be judged’.
Every city in the U.S. of a million population or more that has
a VHF educational channel assigned to it is either on the air
or financed and in some stage of
building, with only two exception s.
So. where are the unusual vHF
channels?”
Lee’s concern as to the financing
of
educational stations
doesn't
worry NCCET. “The pattern of financing that is now becoming increasingly prevalent,” Committee
noted, “is the community station
such as
in Pittsburgh which
is operating from the sale of its
Program^Previews and public subscriptions. Among the first 50 educational stations that will, be on
the air, 34 are community type,
eight are owned and operated by
colleges and universities and the
remaining eight are state-owned.”
The Committee does not share
Lee’s
fear
that
publicly-owned
stations offer “great potentialities

summer softness. By next fall,
Mann is shooting for a gross billings of $12,000 ’weekly which with
the station’s streamlined nut will
earn

a.

respectable profit.

WOK Y-TV’s
What

is

WOKY-TV

Local Format

especially unique about
is that, although it has

ABC-TV and DuMdnt

affiliation in

a three-station market, it’s essentially tailored along local lines.
WTMJ-TV is b u 1 w a rke d by
NBC-TV and WCAN-TV carries the
.

shows. When Mann took
the managerial reins last
it was readily apparent that

CBS-TV
over

March

network revenue
station’s
would necessarily remain a minor
and if the operation was to
(Continued on page 34)

the

factor

.

Families

Continued from pare

1

spread of tv transmission service,"
it finds, “was a factor in 1953 in
the increased purchases of tv sets.
Substantial increases in the
for political exploitation.”
There portion of spending units purchasalready are “guarantees” against ing sets were reported in all regions except the northeast, where
(Continued on page 34)
tv transmission has been available
to the majority of the population
for a longer period.
NBC-TV Daytime Shuffle
“In previous years the northeast
“First LoVe,” one of the two had reported the highest rate of
Adrian
Samish suds
packages purchase, but in 1953 higher rates
which NBC-TV launched with a were reported in both the west
pair of other soapers last week, and north central regions.
In
Will move to 4:15 (from 3:30) next early
1954 nearly half of all
September. That’s the time pres- spending units (a family which
ently held by “Bride & Groom” pools income for major expenses is
in its switch from the noon spot. counted as one unit) owned tv
The noon berth has gone to Bob sets.. Frequency of ownership reSmith’s new tv show. Jergens, mained greater in the northeast
which backs “B&G” for three days, than in- other parts of the country
will ditto on “First Love” come notwithstanding more rapid gains
September. Jergens will drop the in ownership in other regions durwedding bells stanza in the process. ing the past year.”
During the four-year period
Form Gottono & Scheiner
from 1950 through 1953, according
to the survey, about 26,600,000 tv
Washington, July.
Two former FCC lawyers joined receivers, new or used, were purin the practice of radio law here chased by families or individuals
last week with announcement of at an average cost of $300 (before
This
the
new 'firm of Cottone & deductions for. trade-ins).
Scheiner.
would indicate that consumers inPrincipals are former agency vested approximately $5,000,000,general counsel Benedict Cottone, 000 in sets, on the basis of an
who recently severed his associa- average cost of $200.
tion with the firm of Lucas &
Only one other article of conThomas, and Arthur Scheiner, who sumer durable goods takes more
resign from the Commission 4s of the nation’s purchasing dollars,
chief of. the rules division of the survey data shows. It is- the autoBroadcast Bureau
mobile.
'

.

'

-

-

OUT SOON

loss

single-station

WQED

the

which is a network package,
in all markets not on the B & W
lineup. Six months after the series
preems on the network, Film Sales
series,

reruns

>

UHF

the nation’s

:

;

markets (on a simultaneous
basis with the network run) under
another title.
While it’s not the
first time a web has put a series
into syndication simultaneous with
a network ride, the six - month
clearance is unusually short. Tobacco outfit and Ted Bates agency
have okayed the arrangement

is focused on the “Milwaukee Story” which finds two late

tention

.

!

sell

Bert

KOLN

Washington, July 13.
National Citizens Committee for
Educational tv struck back at FCC

Arthur Willi to Grey

!

to

so

UHF television, atten-

to sail along unruffled as this suds

Arthur Willi has joined, the Grey
Advertising Agency and will book
the talent on the Arthur Murray
the Daily show, among other duties. Willi for
up for recertification of its right
station for the past two many years was eastern talent
to rep video writers on Aug. 3 or
and
s
convinced
its the scout for RKO,
thereabouts, AL can legitimately
This year, the Murray show was
only way to personalize the news
call for another vote instead).
r a local station.
Not
only
does originally booked by Leon NewAuthors League claims the com^uild audience loyalty for a local man, who left after a dispute with
bined forces of Radio Writers
Guild, Screen Writers Guild and ^UUon.- hfr -says, but it also builds Murray. Bookings were then taken
over by Les Zimmerman, who pree
its Television Group (all of which, ?. o ^ ni tc audience sympathy and
incidentally, are being readied for ‘ocntity for the newscaster him- viously set talent on the program,
and who had been assistant proself, in this case Tillman.
(Continued on page 38)
Not that he needs it too much. ducer on the show.
Since joining the station at its inPortland, Ore.—James A. Mount
ception a few years back, he’s belineup ’s’ Simultaneous
come night manager and assistant has been appointed manager of
operations manage^ in addition to KGW, the NBC outlet, by Gordon
Orput, prexy of Pioneer BroadShowcasing for Network, his newscasting identity. Among casters.
Mount resigned his posiother things, his duties require
[him to stay at the station till mid- tion ’as sales manager of KXL to
Film Syndication night.
fill the vacancy left by H. Quenton
And when he has to go out Cox
when he resigned last week
“The Lineup.” which has been
(Continued on page 42)
after 18 years service with KGW.
lined up to replace “My Friend
Irma” on CBS-TV in the fall by
Brown & Williamson, will go into
simultaneous syndication via CBS
It

able

gag,

Lincoln, played it straight
when a woman caller last week
4
Did they have the
asked
in

eclipse this

Stewart, who also heads Stewart
Electronics Laboratories, is setting
up a manufacturing and assembly
plant for tv sets and picture tubes
concurrent with opening of the
station. Factory will have a minimum annual output of 15,600 sets,
which Stewart says he’ll retail at
a fraction of the cost of currently
available receivers.

TWA

be

a

.

consternation over

all th.e

the future of

mobile setup.

siderably in excess of the 165 or
so
got last Summer against
the 140 for the Television Writers
Group of the Authors League of

W

Milwaukee, July 18

Amid

Omaha, July 13.
seemed a bit early in the

Newkirk, engineer at
:

power to pull off a successful strike
and how extensive will the strike
be? A month ago, a TWA spokesman claimed around 400 members
for his organization. This Was con-

will

ThatV. What She Said!

er in

TWA

B&

By FARRELfc DAVJSSON

'

Soviet

edy Houi\" TWA has admitted it’s
out to keep the webs guessing.
In the meantime, questions have
the right or
come up: has

Television Film Sales.
Film Sales will syndicate

DHF No Dud In Mwaukee; Manns

that Polaroid’s, expenditure breakdown was 60% for video, and the
rest for print.

them being “Colgate Summer Com-

J

,

.
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INSIGHT
3?
beat
Hindsight any day
.

The

buyer and seller of
entertainment Values is .marked by
his insight - coupled with foresight.
These give him his gift of profit-cy.

This

successful

is

TIME
•

IS IN
•

Now

SHORT SUPPLY
in Active

Editorial Preparation

never an accidental, but a

carefully cultivated talent

It

requires

9th Annual

diligent attention to the changing,
shifting,

\

re-forming currents of the

market.

Radio and Television
/

Review and Preview
From

Issue

1922, in radio; from 1931, in television; today with increasing accent

Make. Your Plans

IT has been true for a long time.

upon the new Telepix Industry

. .

Now

for

What You've
Done
and What You
Intend to Do

Advertising

. . .

. . .

HE
ir

Successful

Own

Operators
*ators Enrich
and Quicken
}ina the News

and Reviews of
New

York 36: 154 West 46th Street
Chicago lit 612 No. Michigan Ave.

Hollywood 28: 6311 Yucca

Street
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TELEVISION REVIEWS
BOB CONSIDJNE

THE BLUE ANGEL

Director: Marshall Dlskln
l&Mliia.; Sun., 9 pju.

GfcUEN,

RAZOR

AMERICAN

show

in

NBC-RCA

prismatic com-

Jessie* Tandy, patibility, "Marriage" took on addiSusan Straiberr, Malcolm Brod- tional values that gave the whole
"
a depth and realism. The settings
rick
-V
'

‘

r

:

;

produoet: Crouyn

were

excellent and finely detailed,
giving ample opportunity for a
multiple but sensitive color dis-

.

Director; J*ck Garfetn
Writer: Ernest Kinoy
30 Mins., Thtta,
NBC-TV, froib New York
c

M WE
:•

play. While one would be more
inclined to associate the new tint
CfOnyn-Jessica Tandy tv program hoflzons with the more
elaborate musical presentations or
“The Marriage*' series, Which was outdoor spectacles, actually its sucNB(? Radio, has cessful application to light comedy* recent entry on
made the transition to tv, preem- dramatic .fare could well cue a
ing last Thqrsday (8) in the 10 reappraisal of color tv’s utilization
(Opening Was in the scheme of programming for
to 10:30 p.m, alot.
originally slated for the previous the tinted future. Certainly "MarWhen Miss riage" demonstrated that, even
pO&poned
was
week but
Tandy suffered a miscarriage and within the. confines of a home or a.
video re- schoolroom, the rainbow spectrum
its,
In
hospitalized,)
was
incarnation, /‘Marriage” also has is something to be courted, particuthe distinction of being the first larly when it captures the natural
dramatic series to be telecast in shadings and soft tones of skin and
compatible color on a weekly basis. texture as it did on last week’s
On both counts, the show can be preem performance.
rated a click.
First tV episode in the life of the
black-and-white Marriotts involved the father in a
standard
As
fare, “Marriage" 4s superior to the parents meeting at the school. It
recent sound-only version. As Ben was all carried off in a light, breezy
and Liz Marriott^ the Cronyn- manner yet managed to spotlight
Tandy husband-wife team is so. two important civic issues facing
pleasant, natural and talented that New Yorkers particularly. Both the
the added visual dimension can overcrowded schoolroom situation
only heighten the enjoyment. Giv- and the Puerto Rican problem
en the benefit of a believable situ- were naturally and intelligently ination and tightly-constructed scriptj tegrated without in any way maras fashioned by Ernest Kinoy, plus’ ring the fun value of the stanza.
Jack Garfeih’s direction was a
a meritorious assist by 'Malcolm
B rod rick and Susan Stfllsberg as major plus in bringing out the inthe Marriott offspring, last week’s dividuality and capacities of« this
premiere presentation emerged as new tv family as portrayed by
the best. thus, far of thq crop of Tandy-Cronyn and their team and
imaginatively conceived by Kinoy.
summertime tv entries.
But for those witnessing the —
Rose.

The Hume

t

.

NEWS TO ME

*

tha Davis
Spenae, guests
others v
Producer-Director: Burt Shevelove Producers: Goodaon * Todmsn
38 Mins., Tees., 18:38 p.m.
Director: Jerome Schnur
38 Mins.; Fri„ 18:38 pjm.
Bob Considine, the INS column- Sustaining
New York
NOXZEMA, AMERICAN OIL
ist, is all over the air. 'His "On the CBS-TV, from
BREWING
"Blue Angel" is the summer reLine" is an MBS Sunday entry for
Mutual of Omaha and starting next placement sustainer occupying Ed- CBS-TV, from New York
Monday (19) he’ll fill the summer ward R. Murrow’s "See It Now" (SSC&Bj Campbell-Afithun, Jo*
“gap for Bill Stem’s crosshoard
*
sepli Katz)
Budweisef Beer stanza on ABC Tuesday night slot on CBS-TV. On
"It’s News to Me," summer reRadio; For eight Sundays he steps its preem offerings last week if
placement
for
Edward R. Murrow’s
in for Walter Winchell at 9 o’clock turned out to be a mildly pleasant,
"Person to Person," is having a
to return him to the television
unpretentious variety stanza with
ranks for the time being.
reincarnation on tele having made
Considine’s calm type of news a format designed to capture the
its preem appearance as a summer
pitch, albeit with plenty of edge intime quality of the New York
Quincy
in the text, contrasts sharply with Blue Angel nitery bonifaced by show three years ago.
the
Howe and John Daly were among
style. Chances are that
Gordon,
Considine doesn’t favor straight Herbert Jacoby and Max
the moderators of the show, and
newscasting to begin with. He read and which served as the incubating
now 'Walter Cronklte -fakes over
off a good bit of the stuff at opener spot for the program’s star and
without, attempting to conceal that emcee, Orson Bean, and the type of that position.
fact.
The show years fairly well, alConsidine seems more at home talent being presented on the offer- though its impact seems to be leswhen he’s interviewing—-and he ing. Since bowing at the nitery sened as years go on. Maybe it’s
had a click subject in Lloyd Nolan, five years ago, Bean has graduated because it has to follow a CBS
starring as Capt. Queeg in "Caine into the legit musical bigtime ("Al- heavyweight
this
Murrow
like
’
Mutiny Court Martial" on Broadyear.
way, with the actor appearing in manac”) and this marks his first,
is
package
The Goodson-Todman
naval uniform to be grilled in the regular video showcase.
just about the same as its been
chair as Considine moved around
At best it’s difficult to capture previously. A prop or picture fighim while pitching the^ questions. on tv the flavor and atmosphere of
in a news event is inspected
When asked , about his ambition, the intime cafe circuit and last uring
panelites gives a
Nolan said his personal wish was week’s premiere of "Blue Angel" and one of the it was allotted
version of why
that all actors be "amalgamated" was little more than a 3 0-minute
If the studio
in the news.
space
—meaning, apparently, the one- excursion into the vaudeo field
tells correctly whether
card union that’s been talked about pegged to the "unpretentious contestant
panelite’s version is true or
the
for years.
school” of performing. If it was false, then
$10 is added to his origThere’s no doubt that interviews designed as a starring vehicle for
bankroll. If not then that
with names is the big weapon in Bean it missed out on that score, inal $30
is taken away from him.
amount
the Considine stint. Gruen Watch making but little use of his disAdmittedly, some of the versions
alternates with American Safety tinctive talents and ingratiating
Razor (Gem) in picking up the t~b; qualities (often suggesting a junior of the event by the panel are glib,
0 f Eddie Mayehoff with his entertaining and even convincing.
Al- However, the familiar format and
facial mugging and delivery).
which the
though his "Blue Angel” standup very pat manner in
provide a full
THE TELLTALE CLUE
routine is patterned more to his show moves fails to
With Anthony Ross, Maureen stock in trade, actually Bean regis- quota of excitement. 'Appearance
Stapleton', Melville Rulck, Stefan tered much more effectively some of the Giant’s Willie Mays in a
of
Schnabel, others
weeks back when guesting on the brief bit, and the appearance
Producer-Director: Charles Martin ABC-TV U. S. Steel Hour in a light Rep. Alvin Bentley of Michigan in
Writer: Harry W. Junkin
his recital of how he was shot at
comedy dramatic stanza.
in the House by Puerto Rican na30; Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m.
Bean’s initial guests included tionalists made the moderator’s
PHILIP MORRIS
Martha Wright, who herself stepped quest for answers from the studio
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
from the Blue Angel nitery into contestant seem very pallid in(Bioui)
the "South Pacific” musicomedy; deed.
Philip Morris has had a king- Jonathan Winters, comic - monolCBS picked out a good panel.
sized problem with the Thursday ogist; Martha. Davis & Spouse,
Quentin
at 10 p.m. slot. Last August- the pianojbass-fiddle comedy act, and Regulars are Anna Lee,
John
ciggie outfit showcased the abor- David Powell with his now familiar Reynolds, Nina Foch and
Wayne enacts
tive "Pentagon USA” (ne ‘"Penta- novelty drumstick bit— all adding Henry Faulk. Frank
which
upon
sequence
occasional
an
gon Confidential," which title ran up to a modest-budgeted entry
and Cronklte
into a salvo of fire from “Confi- keyed to relaxed viewing in the a question is pegged,
himself in
dential" authors Lee Mortimer an'd scheme of summertime program gives a good account of
the moderator’s box. There are
Rose.
the late Jack Lait). Then it spotted economics.
three sponsors, one taking a turn
Martin’s
"Playhouse”
Charles
Jose.
every week.
series, in for a short run to be
succeeded by th.e "Public De- ONE MINUTE, PLEASE
modMcCaffery,
K.
M.
John
With
fender” vidpixer. "Defender" has
HUNTER
erator; Hermlone Gingold, Cleve- THE
gone over to Monday for the sumNelson, Rita Lynn,
land Ainory, Anne Burr, Jimmy With Barry
mer fill of "I Love Lucy.”
Graves,
Davies, Ernest
Blair
Alice
Cannon, Ernie Kovacs,
Martin is back at his old stampothers
Fuller,
Robert
H.
Pearce; Don Russell, announcer
ing grounds with "The Telltale
Producer: Edward J.‘ Montagne
Lowe
David
Producer-Director:
Clue," but the difference now is
Director: Oscar Rudolph
that he’s a Biow agency staff pro- 30 Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m.
Writer: Phil Reisman Jr.
ducer with the commission house DuMont, from New York
30 Mins., Sun., 10:30 p.m.
owning the package. Actually,
DuMont found a tasty replace- R. J. REYNOLDS
"Telltale” stems from that old ment in "One Minute. Please” for
from N.'Y:
NBC-TV,
radio longrimner, “The Perfect
(Wiii. Esty)
Crime,” Martin, for his first up, the short-lived dramatic sustainer,
has picked up this
Reynolds
"The Armitage Case,” supplied “Love Story.” The new stanza is
R. J.
"Clue” with good production trap- based on a BBC panel format and rerun, package as its first program
pings and a know-how cast of
was brought here by Harry S. entry for Winston, its filter brand,
which the permanent member is
Anthony Ross, an always reliable Goodman Productions. Actually, it which hitherto has used only spots.
Deoperating
seen where the show might It’s placed it in the “Man Against
who’s
as
was
legit hand
tective Richard Hale, whose spe- have been a great hit in England, Crime” slot on the NBC-TV. net,
cialty is criminology.
since its chief demands were for with the same juggling arrangeInitialer was a routine and somewhat involved murder wingding scintillating story tellers, who have ment in N. Y. (Saturday at 7, beoverall
title
motifa command of whimsy and the na- cause of local time on the NBC
turning on the
tracking down the murderers via tive tongue. And as it happened flagship) remaining in effect.
clues to which the viewer himself
on the premiere, the biggest attracSeries, which had a summer run
is made privy. By letting the audifor Prockter & Gamble last year,
ence in on the deal but not the tion was British import Hermione
all those things. is okay for a hot spell filler, but
has
Gingold,
who
an
ultimate logic, "Telltale” has
shape up as a permanent
Panelists, divided into male and doesn’t
okay though hardly unprecedented
Idea is a good one Barry
m i c k Some female teams, had to essay for one entry.
participation
gi
Nelson
is cast as an updated Lanny
looker-inners would rather indulge minute each on a given subject,
without repetition, hesitation or Budd (Nelson fights Commies on
their guesswork than be tipped.
their
own ground instead of
In the cast were Maureen Staple- straying. Miss Gingold’, lately of
Upton Sinclair’s h e r o’ s battle
ton, Melville Ruick and Stefan the legiter “Almanac,” was deagainst the Nazis). Nelson fits the
Schnabel. Among scripters for the lightful. As with the others, modpart of the playboy-on-the-outsideseries are Harry W. Junkin (who erator John K. M. McCaffery (sportvigilante-on-the-inside nicely and
wrote the preemef), Gore Vidal, ing dark goggles to cover the eye
the topicality of the series would
boy)
his
little
Alvin Sapinsley, Haskel Frankel wound inflicted by
attractive.
Trait.
gave her topics, one of which was make it appear
and Sid Edelstein.
But it’s too pat. In ‘a half-hour,
glass-blowing, for which she manmuch
has been attempted and
aged to break the supposed rules, too
WHAT’S THE NEXT LINE?
and without any objections .from too little achieved. Initial pic had
Nelson
Radio Bucharest to
raiding
divert
humorously
With Nancy Lewisf Dick Clark
panelists,
fellow
Director: A1 Matter
for a solid minute. Her later cross- bring back an American traitor
15 Mins., 12:45 p.m.
fire with comic Ernie Kovacs and broadcasting propaganda" for the
Participating
others was as important to the Nazis. Besides leaving a romantic
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
show’s overall aspect as her mono- bit with a Rumanian woman lieuWFIL-TV
logs. Kovacs’ straight man role, in tenant dangling, scripter Phil ReisNot blazing any trails,
has found new assignment for its face of the gal’s mock hauteur, was man Jr. had Nelson speeding
Other panelists were through no Jess than three mayouthful team of Lewis- & Clark appealing.
fusilades
without
ill
(Nancy and Dick) by salvaging the competent. However, it seemed chinegun
"What’s the Next Line?” segment there were too many. Perhaps four effect. That was a little too much
The
chase
became
credibility.
for
dinot
are
of Allen Prescott’s deceased "Wife panel members, who
Saver” program. Switched to a vided men against women, as in a farce.
Otherwise the pic was well cast
matinee time-slot, Nancy Lewis has first outing, would suffice. Also.
been; joined- in the musiquiz by McCaffery should have been more *and well produced Nelson achieved
Dick Clark, radio deejayl Asset of prominently featured. Much of his the right casual effect as the playpair is youth and looks, so that job was done by a machine which boy but was rugged enough as the
the opening “Hi!” and banter on arbitrarily meted out decisions as Hunter. Rita Lynn was attractive
to validity of each story told. Iden- as the lieutenant, Blair Davies and
the giggly side seem plausible.
Miss Lewis, an okay chirper with tification, it would seem, is better Robert H. Fuller were properly
with, a man of McCaffery’s bombastic as an American general
lpade
is
modern
intonation,
Paul
a
a
Whiteman discovery and former calibre rather than with a thing and Soviet colonel and Ernest
co-emcee on Whiteman’s teenage that senselessly blinks "yes" of Graves craven as the turncoat.
Edward J. Montagne mounted .the
show. The training has given the "no.”
gal a much-at-home attitude before
"One Minute, Please” has the' production realistically, and Oscar
the Cameras. Clark, who does a potential, and with the likes of Miss Rudolph’s’ direction was as taut as
three-hour daily stint on WFIL, GingolB, should atefue a fair view- the credibility of the script perChctu.
imitted.
Art.
Gagh.
has an assured style.
ership.

ABC-TV, from N.Y,

the marriage
with Hume Crenyn#

IT'S

With Orton Bra* emcee; Norman. With Anna Lee, Quentin Reynolds,
Paris Trie, Martha Wright, David
Nina FOch^.John Henry’ Faulk,
SAFETY
Powell, Jonathan Winters, MarWalter Cronklte, Frank Wayne,

- (

McCann-Evtckson

HAMM

‘

.

WW

.

.

•

.

HAYRACK PARTY

JUNIOR CHAMPIONS
With Marty Glickman,
Rocky Graziano, guest

others;

Jerry Gross,

Norman

’

Producers:

With Shelby Storck, Don Sullivan,
Lois Knight, The Twilighters”(4),
The Clements (3), The Hayrakes

.

Baer

-

(4)

Director: Larry Roemer
30 Mins., Sat., 5:30 p.m.

Producers -Writers:

•

Mori Greiner,

Ken Greenwood

WNBT,

Ne*v York
Director: Joe Adams
“junior Champions" was carer 30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.
KMBC-TV,
Kansas City
fully planned, in its opener (10).
One of the few efforts being,
Its production values were slick,
made locally at producing a musiIts

and

emcee Marty Glickman slicker,
in all it appeared to be the

kind of show for pre-and early
teenage sportsmen that has staying power.
Briefly,
Glickman brings together members of. two metropolitan area sports clubs, like a settlement house or CYO group, for the
self-expressed purpose of "promoting good sportsmanship and organized sports.”
Emcee, an old
athlete, in his own right and a real
hep sportscaster, ran the lads
through various paces (including
brief interviews, quizzes, a meeting with and. professional advice
from guest Rocky Graziano, etc.),
always managing to come off als a
friendly, business-like guy:
Most
interesting and probably the most
exciting angels in the show were
the film segments taken of the kids
at the
studio on their home
grounds earlier in the week. This
Part gave the impression that
Glickman and the producers as
well as director Larry Roemer
painstakingly nursed this show
through its earliest stages, Glickman travelled With cameras to
Staten Island and upper Manhattan for the first show to capture
shots of kids in action. Boys were
engaged in decathlon events to
qualify for the Madison Square

WNBT

.

Garden gettogether next winter

cal show of live talent and popular
appeal is this half-hour on Saturdays via channel 9. The "baby" of
the KMBC-TV top program men,
Mori Greiner and Ken Greenwood,
they endeavor to fill it with ingredients spanning a wide popular
appeal, including pop songs, folk
music end western tunes.
Accordingly they, have worked
Out a format with Shelby Storck,
veteran radio and tv personality
here, as host and m.c. He ties the
»

talent and theme together, calls on
cast members for their specialties
and also group work. The lineup
of Don Sullivan, one of the midwest’s best known air singers with
a Western slant; pop singer Lois
Knight; the vocaling Twilighters;
the three Clement youngsters, 7, 9,
11; and the Hayrakes as instrumental group, makes this one of
the largest casts foi* a locally produced show. It also accounts for the
variety spread in the music, helping along toward the basic idea, a
show for everybody.
Commercially, the show fills a
niche for the spot advertiser who
is new to television, and readily accounts for itself by new sponsors
drawn to this channel already.
There is a limit to the number of
spots which can be worked into a

pick top "Junior Champ.’’
Show spoke the language of
juves well, and appears like a
palatable item for sporting goods
manufacturers interested in reaching the extensive New York marketArt.

half-hour show? however, and with
array of talent and rehearsal
costs it holds the budget high. It
has all the earmarks of enduring,
and is a good bet to go full hour
with the fall time change, thereby
making the station some coin.
"
Quin.

SUMMER SERENADE

THE DENNY VAUGHN SHOW

to

its

With Marianne Shay, Nelson Alex- With Carrol Starr, Hames Sis. (3)
(3)
ander, Jack Ackerman, guests
Producer: Stan Harris
Director: Bill Dwyer
30 Mins., Thurs. 10 p.m.
30 Mins.; Wed., 10:30 p.m.
CBS-TV, from Toronto
WJAR-TV, Providence
Lifted from a sponsored radio
“Summer Serenade" is a variety
show stint which calls on. profes- spot where it’s been running for
sional talent playing locally and is two years, the "Denny Vaughn
one of the more ^ambitious under- Show" comes to the Canadian
takings of the local outlet. Mari- Broadcasting Corp.’s video web
anne Shay, who handles the pop after a two-week local airing in
vocalizing, is. hn attractive lass who Toronto. Show’s tv format is simA#, well with "Hit and Run" and ilar to the audio setup with chanter
Old Devil Moon." She’s had some Vaughn featured as host and soloist
iv experience which
made her stint but the relaxed atmosphere of the
Work a little more, smoothly than radio stanza doesn’t reach through
those of the guests who apparently the screen and tends to slow the
haven’t picked up yet the trick of show. General tightening, more
^•tipmg from camera to camera.' staging savvy, brighter production
Nelson
Alexander’s
baritone and upped pacing should make it
renditions of “Making Whoopee" one of CBC’s top tv sessions.
and a Calypso song, were good but
Vaughn’s pleasing pipes were
hampered by a stiff, restrained hacked by an Unidentified orchesPresentation which was spotlighted tra and at times by the singer’s
ny his own piano accompaniment. own 88ing which he also Used in an
Jack Ackerman made up for lack okay keyboard solo with "Sabre
of space and background with an Dance."
He handled emceeing
accomplished song and dance rou- chores .modestly, fan through slow
tine 01a Ray Malone.
Malo.
(Continued on page 42)
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FUNNY SUNNY FAMILY

PROGRAM A HALF-HOUR

EVERY

OF SIDE-SPLITTING FAMILY
SITUATION COMEDY

TV’s Mightiest Selling Force!

LAVISHLY STAGED'

SPARKLING SCRIPTS'
SKILLFULLY DIRECTED
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farm commentator Everett Mitchell to address the annual
, • .
4-H club leadership conference at Montlcello, III., July 1$ . « . Guild*!
Liberace radio transcriber picked up cross-the-bdard on WAIT by
Lane Bryant stores, through the Rudio Productions agency. Series

the

°

starts Sept. 0.

4

»

WOV

deejay, vacationing in California. He’s being subbed
Mai Cole,
in the two-hour early morning show he normally handles by Jack
Ray, morn13 with Bob
. ... Coca-Cola signed on for another
gabber, away for next
ing gabfest via WINS . , Aime Guavin,
two weeks in Maine. Others away from .same station for summer
respites are Dick De Freitas, announcer; Paul BarOn, night manager;
Dick Gerken just became a
and Jane Pestone, traffic manager .'.
into "American-Jewish Caravan of Stars”
salesman
. Booked
Ellen
for July 18 an* Lillian Roth, Jennie Goldstein .
on
Madison, tv thesp, is "Miss Career Girl" of week in the Emily Shops
and has her pitcher in the winders.
.

.

.

.

.

.

WNBT

.

.

mgr. of operations,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

«

.

,

suit that

network a^d national spot

coin amounts to less than 20% of
the station’s current; biz.
This has meant luring into tv a

who heretofore have considered the medium
either too costly or too complicated for their individual budgets

lot of local retailers

and campaigns. And it’s meant
dealing’ with merchants who must
have immediate and measureahle
sales results.
That’s why Mann
and his sales crew have adopted
the "results rather than ratings”
pitch which some of -the radio
salesmen have belatedly discovered.

An

important phase in attracting

and keeping the
tv,

Mann

is

local advertiser in
is a hard-

convinced;

hitting

DALLAS

.

.

.

.

.

.

Anne Nelson named director of business affairs
with Sherman J. McQueen, asst, director under Henry Howard
Hank Basayne, director of WCBS "Music Til Dawn,” on 10-day

.

.

.

visit

to FriscO and L.A. via* American Airlines, show’s sponsor
"Brighter
Day,” CBSoaper, marked sixth anni Monday (12). Incidentally, show’s
Mary Linn Belter to wed nonpro Robert Pitof sky in September .
Kit Tucker, of WNBC’s program dept., hobbling around with a cane
after spraining her ankles in a fall downstairs .
Sadik Hitkay, Turkish radio commentator, on Dwight Cooke’s “Guestbopk” - over CBS
Friday (16)
deejay Jim Coy recording three weekday stanzas
and one Saturday show in advance of week’s vacation as Sea Island, Ga.
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

WNBC

IN CHICAGO

spinner included in Woman’s Home Companion roundup of comment
anent Eddie Fisher’s "Green Year^” waxing . . , KLIF, Gordon McLendon’s indie, making hoopla with June Hopper report that rates the
AMer ahead of all local outlets in every time period, morning, afternoon, evening, Saturday and Sunday ... With local, wrestling war
ended, .both WFAA-TV and KRLD-TV now carry the same Tuesday
~
cauliflower show from the Sportitorium.

IN

CLEVELAND ...

.

.

.

named

Tom

WERE

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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IN MINNEAPOLIS

.

.

.

.

.

ac-

.

.

.

.

local

.

.

.

WMAQ

Individual

.

sweepstakes this fall with an 11-game package built around the Illinois
.
and Notre Dame schedules. Bill DeCorrevont will handle the play-byplay
. Eileen
Mack, WCFL’s femme commenator, interviewed cast
members and firstnighters at the opening of "Wonderful Town” last hour-long Coca-Cola sponsorship.
week and used the tapes on her “Your Sister Eileen” cross-the-boarder.
It’s planned to use the stunt on subsequent Chi legit openings
Lincoln-Mercury has ordered a thrice-weekly 15-minute news show
Charles McCuen, WCCO-TV news analyst, vacationing in northern
on
for an eight-week run
Patrick O’Riley hosting new
daily giveaway squib On WBBM in a midafternoon slot
Singers Jtelen- O’Connell and Curt Massey added to
.
Liberace Minnesota
inked as guest star of the Chi Tnb-sponsored Chicagoland Music WCCO radio's Art Linkletter-headlined annual Aquatennial show to
presented
Festival to be held Aug. 21 in Soldiers’ Field .
be
July
17 over air and before* live audience at 9,000-seat
WLS. comic Red
Blanchard vacationing. Ditto WBBM Art Mercier who's up in Canada Auditorium, scaled at $5.50 top^. . . Rollle R. Williams, former KSOO,
fishing and shooting films and cutting tapes for his radio-tv
(Continued on page 38)
shows
/
.

number of

counts as. do his two competitors
combined.
Mann is convinced that UHF can
carve out a niche for itself but
cautions against overshooting the

flack

Clowser to sales

.

.

in enticing the local (spenders is
seen in Mann's claim that currently his station has three timfes the

WHK added Elaine Jellnek to mark in terms of equipment and
Jane Williams subbing for Maggi personnel investment. He warns
that a UHF’er, like the VHF trailByrne on WNBK while "Living Fashion” editor Is in New York .
Cleveland Press Editor fouls B. Seltzer received leather-bound Satur- blazers of the 40*s, must learn to
day Evening Post containing his writeup on 'Dorothy Fuldhelm’s WEWS "walk before they try to run.” As
befits
this
awareness that the
stanza ... WGAR's John Garfield partied on going away day .
Walt Henrich and Tom McCormack take over WERE 7 to 9 a.m. disk UHF entries can't attempt to duplicate the lush plants of the esstanza
WGAR’s Anne Ropchan back in publicity department
Kenneth Patmore lefteCurtis Publishing for WGAR sales
Gail tablished VHF’ers, there are no
Eagan sportscasting WXEL’s sandlot baseball Saturday at 10 a.m. for frills at WOKY-TV with its ad lib
Jo/ Devine

promotion,

Dick Johnson the new production manager at WMAQ-WNBQ vice
Alan Beaumont who’s producing NBC-TV’s “ A Time to Live” new
soaper
Morgan Sisters, King record pactees, guest on WLS’ "National Bam Dance” Saturday (17) ... WAIT entering the gridiron

.

^~,

merchandising plan to
backstop the video exposure. He’s
an
up
"Operation Impact” merset
chandising plan beamed’ especially
Milwau^ee-area
at
manufacturers
IN
.
.
.
and .distribs whereby the bankKLIF airing a weekly half-hour "Town and Country Musical Review,” roller who spends a minimum of
from State Fair Aud refreshment garden, with interviews of State $250 per week on the station gets
an individually tailored promotion
Fair Musicals’ stars by emcees Bill Stewart and Gene Edwards
The station ^ provides
"Sunday Theatre” on KIXL also features q. & a. sessions, with Gale package.
Storm and Sheila Bond personalizing from "Wish You Were Here” at gratis a specially lensed 20-second
State Fair Musicals
Pianist Joe Relobman, ex-bandleader who’s film of as many as 26 of the dis.
.
been a WFAA deejay for two years, resumes as a maestro next month trib’s retailers, stating his name,
his location and a short sales
with a five-week stand at the Rice Hotel, Houston .
. Baritone Les
Handy joined Gerry Johnson’s daily Variety Fair” show on KRLD-TV blurb.
of CBS-Hollywood ... Buddy Harris, veteran local deejay, on KGKO, only Texas platter
Measure of WOKY-TV’s success
.

.

.

.

.

a«

make n go if It, the coin would
have to- come from local bUlings.
So he focused his emphasis on the
announcing staff in summer hometown merchants
with the re*
senior, sum-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Martha Wright taping a 13-week musical series for the Coast Guard,
‘‘Eyes Right, with Martha Wright,” slated to be aired on 2.000 stations
Jack Carson taped his CBS Radio shows for the next
in the fall
few weeks and flew in from the Coast for tv appearances, etc;
Nine-year-old Barbara Karen celebrates lier birthday July 17 with the
"One Man’s Family” cited by
lead role on CBS’* "Let’s Pretend”
the National Federation of Business and Professional Women’s Clubs
as the best "human interest program” on radio.
CBS’ John Karol, Lester Gottlieb and Sid Garfield to Chi today
WCBS program chief Sam
(Wed.) for "Amos ’n’ Andy” luncheon
Slate off on two-week vacation with family in Brewster, N. Y.
Edmond C. Semel to WNBC-WNBT ad-promotion dept, as a researcher
Dr. Robert
and Carl R. Schutz to WNBC sales as account exec
Gomburg, teacher at NYU and Columbia, serving, as gueSt psychologist on the CBS "Make Up Your Mind” this week ... Cecil K. Carmichael, ex-member of publicity-promotion staff at Benton & Bowles,
^named associate a.e. on Assn, of American Railroads account
Actor Eugene Francis, .upped to captain during summer training with
Army Reserve, returned from Camp Drum and will be heard this
week Op "True Detective,” "Ave Maria Hour” and "Whispering Streets”
WCBS all-girl birth parade: Martin Weldon and Fred Freed ("This
.
Is N.Y.”), Don lekes (Bob Haymes show), Roger Wolfe (John Henry
Faulk show), and George JLumis (wife Virginia was sec’y to station
g.m. Carl Ward). But it’s a. male bambino for Peter Affe, WNBC.

.

IMF
CeattraM from pat*

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNEW
WMGM

1954

‘

John Boles dropped by'KNBC from the
Barry Simmons, San Francisco State College
cutback
mer relief announcer on KLX. Station Is featuring a record-of-theday programmed on every possible show and picked by station music
Robin Brain, "The Swingin’ Dealibrarian Michael Donja Random
con,” took over for«George Oxford on KWBR after the latter switched
Bill Guyman’s Nightcap News
expanding
KSAN
mulling
.
KPIX
to
new show, "Manners for Mutts” with Joe
KGO-TV debuted
Simpson, owner of a dog school and former K-9 Corps trainer, in
Sheldon Sackeftt has dropped his application for a tV allocharge
KSAN-TV filming and syndicating
cation for KROW, Oakland
exclusively local and national fighters in matches, in the Bay Area ,
Harold P, See, KRON-TV (station manager, has*' been elected to the
Former
Board of Directors of the San Francisco Advertising Club .
KPIX-TV owners, Wesley I. Dumm, Franklin Dumm, Philip G. Lasky
and R. C. Bell, came into a windfall of $1,787,280 in their sale of the
station to Westinghouse. The purchaser paid them with stock worth
$6,000,000 in February. By the time the FCC okayed the deal on July
2, the stock had risen several points to. make the sellers shares worth
$7,787,280 ... TV producer Carol Levene has been informed by the
Educational Radio and Television Center at Ann Harbor that her
children’s program, "Story teller,” which she produced, adapted and
kinescoped here for presentation on KPIX sponsored by the Junior
League in February, is now being shown on four educational tv stations: KUHT, Houston; KTHE, Los Angeles; WHA-TV Madison, Wis.;
and WKAR-TV, East Lansing, Mich.
.
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WMGM

.
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technical setup huilt around two
live camera chains and a film
chain, plus much staff doubling in
various capacities.

For example, Mann- himself
spends a lot of tiii}e out on the
street selling. Gene Harrison, the
program director, also serves as
chief director. Larry Gutter handles promotion, publicity and continuity.

Educ’l

Station Is now claiming a 75-80%
set conversion ratio, with the recent Army - McCarthy hearings

TV

Continued from page 28

NCCET.

"Again, take the
first 50 stations: the 34 community
outlets have built-in safeguards,
the eight college stations are operated by boards of trustees and
the state-owned stations are under
boards with legislative
special
safeguards to keep them representative of the people.”
Regarding Lee’s suggestion that
money needed for educational stations be used fdr buying time on
commercial outlets, the Committee pointed out that last year the
U, of Houston educational station,
KUHT, broadcast 1,700 hours on
a Budget of less than $100,000. If
KUHT had applied this money to
buy time on a commercial station,
NCCET declared, "it* would have
been spent in two weeks.”
”It is true,” the Committee said,
"that educational tv has not grown
as rapidly as did commercial tv.
this, said

which it carried' fully getting
credit for boosting the re-toolings

by some 20%.

Another prime

fac-

of course, was that the Milwaukee-area’s previous single tv
outlet operated in the VHF band.
High conversion ratio, steadily
increasing bankroller interest, p&»
tor,

the installation this fall of a new
antenna boosting p6wer to 312,000
watts, is expected to result in a
new
rate card.

WOKY-TV

•

•But

when

doctors, lawyers,

busi-

nessmen, housewives, boy scouts,
girl scouts, all representing national organizations, but perhaps

more important, representing the
interest of Americans in improving themselves
if all these people in hundreds of communities
can amass more than $15,000,000
in assets as is the case, then it
would seem that educational tv has
a sound base,”

—

Meanwhile, the Committee announced that six more educational
stations wiirbe on the air by the
end of the year, bringing the total
to 12. The seventh station will
start operations this week in Cincinnati. Others to start are in St.
Louis, Seattle, Boston, Columbus/
O., and Chapel Hill, N.C.

In 130 other communities, plans
*£• jotog forward to build stations,

NCCET

reported.
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(INDIANAPOLIS

RECEIPTS:

t

Collections

TELETHON—NOV.

Estimated collection loss
Net collections

Less:

.

28-29, 1953)

at telethon

.

.

.

. .

. . .

.

.

s

... ....

listeners (at $4 Fee Per

Budget

Actual

Amount

Amount

$112,000.00
11,200,00

$240,330.52

100,800.00

240,330.52

Telethon headquarters office rent
Musicians ..........
...... . . .
......... . > ..... .....
^
Imported talent ......... .r.
Talent transportation and living expenses

.

.

...
union .fees (AGVA) ......
Pre-empted" time and other TV station *costs .V.
TV station" employees—salaries and expenses
Salaries—telethon promoters and producers
Expenses telethon promoters and producers
Stenographic and clerical* services
Accounting services
Telephone installation and service
...
Telethon display, signs, etc.
...
Publicity ........
Rent—stage ........

Talent,

*

*

.

.

,

.

..

1.140.00
1.290.00

*

'*’

.

1

...

.

v.

. ,

. , . .

.
."

Pledge cards

...

:

announcements

Letter

. . . .

r.

,

.

........

.

Messenger service. . .
Meetings, and conferences
.

350.00
750.00
600.00
400.00
100.00
200.00
100.00
100.00

v.

.'

.

.

.*. . .

1,225.00

...

General campaign printing
Postage
Trophies
Shipping and freight
Photographs ... » A
Stationery and printing
insurance
^

....
.V*

.

.

.

. ,

A

Total disbursements

.

*

.

v

.

#.

•

f

•

«

•••*•••••••«*

1,670.00
789.00
2,935.80
624.00
300.00
967.80
588.90
50.00
122.97
163.25
17.12
r
.

a •

...

excess of receipts over disbursements
National Headquarters* share of gross collections

NET PROCEEDS

What Price Roger?
Roger Price, Who launched

FOR INDIANA AFFILIATES

13.595.00

27,792.02

212,538.50
60,082.63

_

"Operation

Kine”

was

.

finally

straightened out last week when
the “Droodles” replica was put into
sizzling
Saturday at 5—hardly
showcaser, but who knows when
the next change will come?
51.50
P. S.: “Midwestern Hayride” out
of Cincy has it worse; it’s still
424.50 without a N. Y. spot, though 6
375.00 o’clock Tuesday on the web.

87.205.00
25.200.00

$ 62,005.0 0
’

When his/kihnie was sent in at
7 to plug the gap occasioned by the
“Janet Dean” moveout, Price found
himself opposite his weathercast
capsule on ABC-TV, with beefs by
the sponsor, Savings Bank of N. Y.

152,455.87

"

Collected for other county affiliates (net):

Madison County
Delaware County
Vigo County

7,794.31
2,800.59
386.96

;

*

'i..

Total

10,981.86

NET PROCEEDS FOR MARION COUNTY
PERCENTAGE—DISBURSEMENTS TO RECEIPTS

$141,474.01

\

-

Continued from pace 26

The telethon has to bring job but in some big cities three are
harmonious interplay both lo- assigned.
Hale points out that if an affiliand national figures, paid and
ate belongs* to the local Community
unpaid workers performing side by
Chest, Red Feather organization,
side, professional entertainers and or whatever, ho telethon for Cereamateurs. An intelligently planned bral itself is undertaken save by
and carefully audited local budget express permission, Health organizations like United Cerebral, Heart,
Is a prerequisite of a successful
Cancer, Polio, ArthritistRheumatelethon. So is a judicious amount tism, Tuberculosis, etc. maintain an
of “sell/’ for a good show tlmt identity and seek objectives which
doesn’t raise its quota is still a are generally outside the Commuflop on the books. Above all, a re- nity Funds. But all professionals
sourceful master or mistress of engaged in raising charity funds
ceremonies, is a key factor.
recognize the crowding and compeIf it sometimes “shocks” local tition as creating public resistance.
citizens to learn that actors' are Advocates of the telethon* techpaid tb appear on telethons, this is nique argue that it is easier, cheapinconsistent, as Hale reasons, since er, faster in terms of results, espenobody considers it improper for cially for newcomer charities, than
printers to be’ paid, or musicians, the
oldfashioned hbuse-to-house
or the television station itself, The canvass.
The “postman’s walk”
blending of paid and unpaid serv- (after hours) and payroll deducstates.

into
cal

11.564%

Walt

Disney

Productions

.

may

find itself in the business of pro-

ducing

fall.

them

Aug. 5 Kickoff

as part of their labels.

DU MONT’S

Follow-Through
Careful handling of pledge card
records is a key to an effective
telethon.

has

Cerebral Palsy always

team captain front national
headquarters. in New York remain
jn town one full
week after the
its

telethon. In

re

some large cities there
three on the national team who

Uve in the city four weeks before.
*o*ng on the air. National headpays all travel, Jiving and
saiaiy expenses
of these organizing
teams the first years but on subseannua l telethons the local
3
assu meai'thh; financial burhAT
den. ™
Two persons usually do the

sets

Springfield,

111.

TO

STATIONS ON COLOR

.

(Pop. 81,600)

Pledged $25;200; collected $22,expenses 10%.
Wichita, Kan. (Pop. 168,000)
Pledged $47,070; collected $49,028; expenses 16%.
a
frequently' have
\ Telethons
problem of keeping talent off the
air, especially during the peak 1-5
a.m. period. All talent with even
a remote claim to professional
status must be paid according to
the local performer union scale.
Whatever amounts are. laid out for
entertainers are dediictefi from the
total collections and after that
10% of what remains is paid over
to Theatre Authority. This deal
was negotiated last December. In
5,00;

AFTRA CONVENTION
IN DETROIT JULY 29

A

four-day convention of American Federation of Television and
Radio Artists begins July 29 in Detroit. In. the vicinity of 100 delegates arc expected to consider in-

tegration of sectional agreements
made with the radio and television
networks as well as to vote on the
new slate of officers.
Thirty Or moire delegates will
probably attend 'from New York,
and 20 from Los Angeles. In addition, there will be at ‘least one
voting ''member from each of
the instance of Cerebral Palsy some AFTRA’s 40 other cities. Presiding
$200,000 is already earmarked for will be current prexy Alan fiunce.
,

r

Disney and ABC engineers also
ran closed-circuit tests on blackand-white prints made from Disney

WBAL

a kitty.

The government-protected firm has
onto
5,000,000
latched
finally
radio listeners, each paying an annual fee of $4. As a matter of fact,
RAI devoted all of its three nightly
radio shows of June 28 to celebrate
the occasion.
Due to the war it wasn’t until
’47 that RAI captured 2,000,000
subscribers. Hovey saw the sharp
radio upbeat evidenced today as
even more important than the
video scene, since Italy is a country of few resources, “staggering
economic problems” and vast unemployment. “In such a situation,”
he said, “radio can serve as an instrument of educational and cultural unification in a way that tv,
due to the high cost of set's and the
high national subscription fee, cannot hope to do for many years.
“In connection with that educational and cultural picture the
goal of 5,000,000 radio subscribers
was reached at a time when RAI
was presenting the final programs
in an ambitious experiment* in
‘Class®
adult
education
called
Unica’ (unique class).” The seHes
heard scholars lecture in 13.dfferent fields.
Hovey called to mind the recent
inauguration of Eurovision when
Pope Pius XII spoke to an audience
estimated at well over 8,000,000

WAB Merger In

Washington* July 13.
Organizational structure and fi- color negatives in all processes,
nancing system for establishment preparatory to actual shooting of
of an all-industry tv sales promo- the show. All the new shows will
tion bureau will be charted at a be shot in color, with b-w prints
meeting here Aug. 5 of a 10-man being made from the color negaice is typified by telephones. In- tions are other fund-raising devices
Web hasn’t decommittee representing the Na- tives for airing.
stallations are made on a commer- which, are widely employed. Ditto tional Assn, of Radio and TV cided when it will air the show
cial basis by local phone companies dances, auctions, and (in recent
Broadcasters Assn, and the Tele- in color, but sticks to its position
but generally local phone girls vol- years) golf stunts.
that it won’t broadcast color until
vision Advertising Bureau.
unteer their services. The telethon
Merger of TVAB and a similar it’s “commercially feasible.” MeanJohn Dickman, who used to mantrick is to keep all the factors uncrew went
age Station
in Baltimore, is organization projected by NARTB while, the first Disney
der control and to manage the
the television expert for Cerebral was agreed upon two weeks ago in on location Monday ( 12 ) in TenOvernight grind for maximum fund Palsy.
During 1954 telethons have the interest of developing a single nessee to shoot the “Davey Crockett
raising and minimum cost.'
invaded such smaller communities industry-wide bureau to represent Story” as part of the “Pioneer
It’s
Although showoffs certainly de*- as these:
all facets of the video broadcast- Land” segment of the show.
flght in using telethons as opportuing business and of avoiding «un- expected that the eight Disney
Monroe, La. (Pop 40,000)
units will be shooting at the rate
nities to make with the big public
Pledged $41,000; collected $43,- necessary conflict.
gesture, it is simply not true that
Members of the Committee are of one hour-long show per week
525; expenses 15%.
there is a big leakage of pledges.
Campbell Arnoux, Kenneth L. Car- from, now on into the fall.
Portland, Me. (Pop. 77,600)
Collection of 90% of telephoneter,
Roger W. Clipp, Merle S.
Pledged $46,790; collections now
pledged money is expected. In cerJones, Clair R. McCullough, Rich$42,324; expenses 16%.
tain instances where the followMoore, Lawrence H. Rogers,
ard
A.
Green Bay, Wis. (Pop. 53,OQO)
ASSIST
through has been exceptionally
Pledged $70,000; collected $71,- W. D. Rogers Jr., Henry W.
efficient, collections have been in
and George B. Storer.
Slavick
341; expenses 16%.

Up

WNYC, the N. Y. C.-owned radio
outlet, and for the National Assn,
of Educational Broadcasters.
While there are 50,000 Italians
who pay around $24 a year to get
video reception at home, “an even
more significant jriilestone is currently being celebrated by RAI.”

.

.

excess of 100%, because people actually give more than they promised, or get their
mends to make

nearly 50,000 tv “subscribers,” a

commercials before the
Disney, ABC and the three
sponsors of “Disneyland,” his up- Europeans.
The Pope asked the
coming show on the web, have dispayment to the sick and welfare cussed the feasibility of his shoot- web to respect good taste and Shun
“entertainment
catering to. baser
funds of such organizations as
Under- human instincts.”
ing the blurbs for them.
Equity,
Screen
Actors
Guild,
stood he’s willing, provided the
Hovey.
noted that
Incidentally,
AFTRA, AGVA, AGMA, Actors price is right, and the matter is
“perhaps it was fitting that SalFund of America, the Catholic, still
under discussion.
have
picked
Sernesi
should
vino
Episcopal
and
Jewish
Actors
Suggestion was made last week such a period of significant RAI
Guilds, Authors’ League of Amerhis
lay
down
burachievements
to
during the talks among. Disney,
ica.
There is a one-year contract ABC execs, and company and den as director general of the netSernesi
seven
years."
work
after
signed each time between the na- agency brass of American Motors,
tional Cerebral Palsy and the spon- Derby Foods and American Dairy resigned June 3 to accept a post
Discussions, the first be- with Italy’s Institute of Industrial
soring local affiliate. Divvy is 75% Assn.
retained locally, 25% paid over tween Disney and the clients, Reconstruction^ (IRI), a governdelved into all phases of produc- ment corporation similar to U. S.’
nationally.
tion and commercial arrangement, late Reconstruction Finance Corp.
etc.
promotion,
merchandising,
Clients will get the right to use
Disney characters in their point-ofsale merchandising and other promotion but won’t be able to use

13.487%

Telethon Formula

13.

Italo radio and video are burgeoning at a rapid pace. .JToday
Italiane
Radio
Audizione
has

his

posure, is concerned, Pi'ogram is
2300.66 slotted Mondays at 8 on the web,
1,774.64 but is shut out of WNBT in favor
1,365.50 of “Eversharp Theatre,” a vidpixer
5,983.32 consisting of “Fireside Theatre” re521.00 runs. So instead he was kinUied
929.44 Tuesdays at 8 in the forepart of
But the
1,215,02 the Milton Berle time.
492.00 web’s Gotham o&o’er switched the
“Janet Dean” telefilm series under
2,315,45 Emerson Drug into that prime time
483.93 (from 7 o’clock) last week (6),
913.38 again ousting the Price kine.

...

...
•
• q •••••••••••••••••
Badges, posters, window displays
Miscellaneous (petty cash disbursements)

Head)

Rome, July

i

1.500.00

.

^

240.00

.

, .

.

hands
and space ships

1.500.00

..

.

—

Salaries-rstage
Baseball banks

100.00
500.00
500.00
2.500.00
500.00

,

.

t

dipsy-“Droodles” summertime figure which Graham Hovey feels
show on NBC-TV a few weeks is very high, since Italian video
back, has been getting a kicking is only six months- old, Hovey is
518.50 around as far as a New York ex- a commentator in this country for

DISBURSEMENTS:
‘Local talent

.

INC.

,

on pledges and cash contributed

'

i

Radio

Italy Celebrates 5,000,000
UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY OF MARION COUNTY,

3$
*

.

The ultimate step in DuMont
Labs’ color plans is the offer to
stations of an almost complete tint
equipment and plans for installation. Move came last week as the
highest of several steps in that
direction, beginning a couple of
months ago with announcement of
a 19-inch tint receiver for next
fall and followed by announcement
of color transmissions for two of
its network’s o&o stations.
The Labs have sent a presentation to stations outlining use of
color test signals, color film and
slide reproduction units and capacity to pick up network color emanations. So far no provision has
been made
tions.

Nov. Elections
NBC

figures the elections next
November will produce a few hot
regional fights that may have national implications turning on the
main domestic and foreign issues.
With this in view, the web has prepared a preliminary bluepoint of
On the tv side
such coverage.
there’ll be identical newsrooms in
New Yorki Washington, Cincy, Detroit, Chi, Kansas City and Los
Angeles. Show will get underway
at 8; 45 for a sizeup to 9:30 p.m.
and will keep going until there are
sufficient votes tabbed to furnish
a clue on results. Callers in N. Y.

be Joseph Harsch, Morgan
Beatty and Bill Henry; in D. C.,
Richard Harkness, Ray Scherer; in
will

Chi., Clifton Utley; in L. A., Roy
Neal, with other cities not yet set.
On the aural end, the Gotham
newsmen are set with Merrill Mueller, W. W. Chaplin, Henry Cassidy
arid Leon Pearson. Masterminding
the radio-tv operation will be William R. McAndrews, manager of
the web’s news and special events

department.

MBS’

Ciggie Biz

Topping Mutual’s business dur-

ing the past several days has been
expansion of H. J. Reynolds tobacco from four to seven participations weekly in the web’s multimessage plan, The three new spots
are for the firm’s Winston ciggies.
For a ride during the hot-spell
Coca-Cola lias again picked up
Eddie Fisher's “Coke Time.” Mutual Benefit Health & Accident has
for local tint origina- renewed on Bob Considine’s Sun-

day 15-minute stanza.
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Beginning, this

for more,
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SwJav.vA-

most

p
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new formats in

exciting

Andy Music

'n'

all

*<•<'

s'

radio:

“The Amos

Hall/'*

„

Through a

arrangement with The King-

special

«•

'

'

ys<

after

Friday evenings in one of the

ly fish -Vice-President in Charge

5

day

CBS Radio will present them

fall

Monday through

/

''S'*

II

i

,

'

'f

SAr

f

SJJMWvJ.

r

them put together have

four of

*
,.\5
'

-

“'''JgS

all

Freeman

day, week after week, for 25 years.

^

*

^

And

had Americans coming back

iS.

Andy).

is

other, Charles Correll

,

v

W<''

•^y~"

from their offhand

it

manner, but they're the most legendary

salesmen in the land. One of them

'

'

ou'd never suspect

A

^ Jtfr

-

,

of the

Whole Busi-

Snness— the show originates from the Grand Ballroom
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the.. Lodge of
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•

the Mystic Knights of the Sea.
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And next

&
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#johied by the kind
lifetimes like theirs

names from

i

Amos 'n' Andy will be

to the bandstand,

two

of guest stars that only

could command.

radio, the stage,

All the great

and from every kind

1$ v.Vco4.,\

^

<3-

<.

Vs'tfes

of screen you can think

of.

What's more, Gosden

'n'

tell

Correll will personally

the commercial stories of America's biggest

advertisers— with

all

the irresistible candor and

charm that makes whatever they say the last word.
This great big nightly

'sociable'

promises to

f

attract

%

a more

program

loyal following than

in radio: the vast

number

any other

of friends

who

just wouldn't

know Sunday without Amos

Andy. And the

millions of

from

CBS

'n'

friends they'll gain

Radio's huge weeknight audiences.

Will advertisers

£

new

who want

to

make the most

of

m~

radio's great cumulative, audiences also please

note: the costs of the

Music

Hall, section

section, reflect the sort of advertising

that only radio offers today.

{
N

i
®

wmmv

I

Gmmm

-.OtOT

7

.

economy
it

comes

Amos 'n' Andy— buy one, get the other one free.

OIF*

l&iOtySSmtjmi

KiemsmK

man

to

And when

by

II

*Xhe tegular Sunday night Amoe’n'Andy show will continue on the

air,

CBS Radio
Network

17.

>

.
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RADIO-TELEVISION
ported “spectacular*” on the NBC
agenda, and each of the major net*
works with the last word in color
studio facilities that add a new di-

From the

mension to entertainment—all reflect an excitement and an enthusiasm perhaps unparalleled in show Sioux

New York

their individual operations and on
future plans of Eurovision.
Producer Peter Arnell has pacted
Faye Emerson as panelist for
“What’s In a Word,” preeming on
Tex & Jinx McCrary spending
CBS-TV July 22 in the 8 p.m. slot
as summer sub for the Ray Mllland vacation at Manhasset home with
“McNutley” show with Clifton Fad- Allyn Edwards spelling then) on
iman as moderator. Other panelists WNBT . Sam Schiff, producer of
are Jim Moran and Audrey Mead- Charles Buggies’ “World of Mr.
ows, making one to go ... Rose- Sweeney” on NBC-TV, is now a
mary Prlnz doing Black Flag film grandpa via daughter Joyce Kay
Pamela (Patti) O’Neill, whose
plugs on “Secret Storm” and “Love
Claudia Crawford and part in the B’way comedy, “Anof Life”
Waltz,” had to be cut for
[-niversary
Shredded
for
tapped
Gary Wright
the road edition but ivho continued
Wheat commercials.
understudy,
has withdrawn
on
as
from
Pat Meikle taking off
cast to resume tv work
WABD's “Magic Cottage” for the from the
Burke,
studio SuperEd
...
nurshe's
Since
six
weeks.
next
sery-bound, husband Hal Cooper, visor, is winner of two-week vacadirector-producer of the juve stan- tion at Stowe, Vt, presented to him
Felice Orat station’s outing .
. Robza. takes over on camera
ert Harris (“Jake” on “The Gold- landi, last on B’way in “Girl on Via
bergs”) into Westinghouse “Sum- Flaminia,” plays a lead in “An
mer Theatre” on CBS-TV next American Lyric” on NBC’s “Kraft
Monday (19) ... Mark Roberts also TV Theatre” tonight (Wed.).
.

.

gle

day CBS’ Qanvers, Mass.,

tial

introduction of the

When

showed off the new units to
his distribs here last week he predicted that his firm alone would
sell 25,000 color sets this fall. Only
a few months back the guessing by
industry, figures was that all the
combined would
manufacturers
turn out between 50-100,000 sets

.

fes-

Tom Dugran
Wayne

tioning

this year.

Big shocker to Motorola’s competitors was the less, than $1,000
price ticket. The 19-inch tube is
costing the manufacturer $175 each
and then there’s the additional circuitry involved for color, although
the Motorola sets have only 29
vacuum tubes compared to the 40
that were standard in previous color receivers.

takes over for vacaGriffin as spieler

.

18
Maryland's Most Honored

.

.

.

manager

WNBQ’s
morrow

.

.

.

NOW!
maximum

.

Attending was a neighborhood reverend who, asking one of the crew
whether there was something he
could do, was told by one of his
cohorts, “yes, pray.” Minutes later
the color pickup was realized
WGN-TV dates back to 1949 has
In St. Louis a heavy rain the
signed on for another year
night before showtime bent the
Meisterbrau has ordered the “Corpeonies so that they couldn’t reliss Archer” vidpix series for August delivery on WNBQ in a Satur- flect their true beauty. The diday night berth
Bulk Oil bank- rector of the horticultural yards
rolling Jack Drees’ WRKB sports sent a crew out to hand-shake all
show Mondays and Saturday nights the rain out of the flowers. Then,
following
the
ABC-TV boxing there was the Chicago showing -of
the chocolate cake that, unfortushows.
nately, attracted all the flies in the
vicinity. Now, all food is sprayed

WGN-TV ...

cationing
role on

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coming: Tint
just

To The

and Production
In

Facilities

WAAM

Story
.

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER
& PARSONS. INC.

CHANNEL
TELEVISION HILL

BALTIMORE. MO.

it

will

come

to ap*

tint tv sweepstakes, Sarnoff Sc Co.

going to sit idly by and watch
strengthen its toehold in the
electronics-manufacturing sphere.
)
Although “Colortron 205”
tube production Is now in the 150200 units per day stage, with an
output of 10,000 a month on tap
by September (tube presently sells
to set manufacturers for $175),
Stanton (although not committing
himself to a date) was willing to
concede a not-too-dlstant $500
Color tv set era, bringing it within
comparative b Sc w range. Stanton
was equally convinced that “everything will be in color” as a natural

CBS

Hava You Sean
repreientod nationally by

close

.

.

.

KYW to
WCAU .late

WPEN

.

.

.

.

do summer relief announcing at

.

.

.

.

i

.

TV

Writers

Continued from pace it

'Rhythm In Rhyme' Quizzer
Under the banner of Off-Beat
Productions, Herb Riidley is putting together a telequizzer titled

permanent consolidation). Another “Rhythm in Rhyme.” Listed as
point raised re the TWA breakoff panelists are Faye Emerson, Ilka
and strike proposal is that few if Chase, Howard Dietz and Abner
any unions in the industry have Dean.
Martin Goodman office Is hanever attempted a hot-spell strike,
waiting instead’ for fall or winter
when webs have more ’shows to
worry over and when the unions
have a reserve of. Capital to sustain

dling the sales end.

the fight.

Summer Shows Factor
Bearing these things in mind,
can’t halt
observers felt that
enough stanzas to make an effective dent in web armor.. However,
TWA, even before tbe walkout
Friday ,*had called upon unions like
IATSE, SAG, SEG, SDG, etc. for
support “in whatever way you conexpects
sider most 'effective.”
such support will win the day, but
reaction of unions approached is
not clear ^et. Whether they are
waiting further NLRB developments has not heed discussed.
CBS, NBC and ABC are sitting
before air-time, much to the cha- tight against TWA’s next maneuver.
grin of the hungry crew and guests,
has made repeated requests
Color tv may be new, but the for the networks to join with them
going
in
to U.S. Conciliation ServNBC caravan is discovering it’s
ice. The webs said they’ve “never
only another facet to show biz.
seen an£ need to do it,” contending
can make the step alone. A
web rep said late Monday that net-

TWA

TWA

TWA

Baudino Vice Caley

works were still interested in meeting with
but not on terms the
union has so far demanded. TWA,
on the other hand, said that the
next move must come from the
webs. Neither side, after longterm
negotiations,
has budged more
than minutely concerning rates for
half-hour and hour scripts. Last,
the three networks will not discuss
“union shop” with
until
money issues are cleared Up.
In short,
wants more
money from webs; the three networks are opposed, and the Authors League threatens to turn any
possible future negotiations out the
door.

BARTOtt

Eileen
LATEST

CORAL RELEASE

SWAY
B/W

WHEN MAMA CALLS
Ww

William Morris Agency

TWA

isn’t

Baltimore

9
the

how

proxlmating the CBS tube.
But
one thing is certain: with RCA
having a $50,000, 000 stake in the

Finest Studio

Philadelphia

Jerry Warren has left

TWA

Continued from pa|e 25

ADDED

ijv

'

*

tionship.

.

Fran Allison vafrom her Aunt Fanny
ABC’s simulcasted “Break3. Club” for two weeks
fast
Jim
Moran’s Courtesy Motors whose
Sunday night feature film ride on
on

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the Newspaper Features Syndicate
Before the mobile unit’s tour is
WBBM-TV and the Assn, of over, other problems and head
Commerce Sc Industry joining aches undoubtedly will be realized,
forces on a weekly half-hour docu
mentary on the Windy City which and answers considered. In all
bows Sunday (18) with Les Wein events the crew will come back
rott as exec producer and Fahey with a brochure of stories that’ll
tbe traveling salesmen’s
2.
Flynn
as narrator . . With Johnny match
Coons taking the month off, Norb best.
Locke is' subbing on WMBQ’s
In Cleveland, for example, five
“Noontjme Comics”
Alan Lee minutes before air time, there was
added to the Kling Studios staff as still no color pickup from the'Kara writer-director .
Evans Fur amu House. The show schedule
has extended its Thursday night
called for a style show by the blind.
feature film series another 52 laps
..

.

.

*

.

.

stereophonic simulcast tonight (15) . ,
Jim (Slim)

Williams and Emily Lyons added

.

WWSW

,

.

to the talent stable at WICS,
Springfield . . Marlin Perkins, director of the Lincoln Park Zoo and
host of NBC-TV’s “Zoo Parade,”
penning a weekly zoo column for

CHANNEL

.

,

.

general Teleradio's
film division, a Chi stopover visitor
enroute to New. York
Arthur
Whittemore and Jack Lowe to display their keyboarding on WMAQof

.

Television Station

.

.

deejay, recovAvfle PaMaii, wife of Art Pallan,
Will Disney, salesman at WDTV and operering- from, pneumonia
ator of Little Lake strawhat, played the lead in his production of
Peter Thornton, publicity director of
“Springtime for Henry”
WENS, .spending spare time -these days press-agenting the new GateSgt. Donald Sharapln, who was at WILO in East Liverway Plaza ,
pool, O., a year ago when he went into the service, is home on leave
and reports upon his return to Fort Bragg to WNFE in Fayetteville, N.C.,
as.part of his psychological warfare training in radio . . Marion Leslie,’
women’s editor of the Sun-Telegraph, subbing for the vacationing
Gloria Abdou on WCAE : Eleanor Schano taking over weekly Friday
quarter hour, “Beauty Spot,” on, Channel 2, and Adelaide Lasner Sachs,
will just do the commercials.
,

.

.

Peter Robeck, Coast sales

.

-

night deejay, is broadcasting two
A1 Taylor,
shows nightly from Steel Pier, Atlantic City, for sixtji year of WCAU
originations from Pier ... Mel Levine has been named assistant operVivian Cooper has returned to WIP
ations chief at WCAU-TV
program department after an absence of several years
Red McHvaine, former KYW disk jockey, is in Air Force taking basic training
Ritter Finance Co.-, with 23
at Sampson Air Base, New York
.
offices in area, has signed for first time in tv as one of sponsors of
Continued from pas* 25
“Wrestling from Chicago” % (WFIL-TV, Wed. 11 p.m.). .Lee Keeler
Bill Givens and Vince Lee, KYW deejays, are
agency set account
or element, black-and-white tv on
airing what is believed to be radio’s earliest telephone quizzer at 5:15
the same outdoor, on-the-scene a.m. (Mon. thru Sat.). Calls are made only in response to cards from
pickup schedule, can be realized, listeners .
Civic notables attended groundbreaking (7) for Westingaccording to Cooperman, economi- house Electric Corp. new $1,000,000 service and sales center in West
Jerry Wflliams-Harry Smith “Gagbusters” show on
Philadelphia ,
cally, with a minimum of travail,
WIP has had time doubled from 2 to 4 p.m. daily,
and a maximum in goodwill rela

the next two weeks on ABC-TV’s
Wednesday night wrestling telecasts
Dirk Courtenay preems
an hour-long disk-interview show
Sunday nights via WGN-TV Aug.
.

.

.

Motorola prexy Paul Gal- divorced

vin

Chicago

.

Glyndebourne and Edinburgh

PITTSBURGH ...

HankStohl and .Carl Ide are doing the daily “Meet Your Neighbor”
show on WiDTV while Joe Mann and Elaine Beverly (Mr. and Mrs.)
Otto Kreijns celebrated 8th wedare vacationing in Miami Beach
ding anni .
Howard Lazarus, maifager 6t WPGH, and his wife were

.

(11) oirPhilco Playhouse .'. Elaine
Malbin, currently in Britain for the

large-

IJV

WNBT

into the Westinghouse cast same
date, following a stint last Sunday

ini-

WCCO

'

Aquatftnnial show.'

that other set
makers will shortly announce their
fall models featuring the C-H “Colortron .205” tube.

,

.

new

KEYD

WCCO

expected

It’s

.

.

WCCO

general manager; recuperating from illness which bedded hiiis while
he was attending convention in Chicago , . . Meg KMgsbay returned
radio and is doing three morning show* weekly for General
to
radio
Mills . . . Organist Ramona Gerhardt, longtime local
favorite and ndwi.with KNX, Los Angeles, here to appear in WCCO’s

size tube.

.

.

as news department member • • • Bob DeHavea, one of WCCO’i top
personalities, to narrate “Nutcracker Ballet” with Minneapolis' and
Dflluth Symphony. orchestras next winter for a second time . .. Burt
staff vocalist, to sing in “Aqua Follies,” big Aqua*
Hanson,
tennial water show, for 10th successive season . . , Leo Whitlnr,

.

.

.

.

WCCO'

planes in
biz.
ring appearance
stone” July 26,
Motorola’s Unveiling
London for the
Chicago, July 13.
(Sept. 30 and Oct. 4) of “Girl of the
set the tv manufacturand
Sanft
Motorola
Sid
Golden West” ...
Don Costa changed their packaging ing industry abuzz last week, when
firm’s name to Sanft-Costa Associ- it took the wraps off its new color
ates to expand their activities to sets Which use the CBS-Hytron 19public relations and advertising inch tube and carry an $895 price
Horace McMahon east tag. Motorola unveiling of its inservices
for tv guest shots.
production sets followed by a sin-

tivals,

broker and consultant
Howard E. Stark returned last
a European trip during
from
week
which he huddled with British,
Belgiah and French tv officials on
Station

Continued from fagi fl

Falls, S. D., general sale* manager, and Bayllaa Corbett, Corpus
radio additions, the former as account exec end lifter
Christ!,

July 21 for a staron “Voice of Firethen flies back to
BBC’s production

As BAB’s Chairman?

Want Radio

in Title

Broadcast Advertising Bureau is
contemplating a change in corporate name that will include the
word “radio.” The outfit’s exec
committee, voting last Friday (9)
at the end of a two-day session,
decided unanimously to find a new
title.

Earlier, at

nominating com-

mittee meetings, Joseph Baudino,
Westinghouse braintruster, took
evolution of today’s most exeitiqg the inside track as probable replacement
for
Charles
Caley,
industry.
Thus the probability exists WMBD, Peoria, as board chairman.
)
that a year from today tint tv will
The decision to put “radio” into
be a great big reality, instead of a the sales promotion organization’s
little one, with set output and sales title is expected to get board apcatching up with the ambitious pro- proval in November, since it’s algramming schedules which already ready got exec committee okay.
find NBC and CBS out of the Baudino, favored as the new board
“workshop study” phase and put- chairman, has for the past two
ting their best creative foot for- years been -chairman of the exec
ward. Columbia’s 40-program tint committee. His final approval for
roster starting next month with the formfer post must come .at an“Toast of the Town” as the initial other nominating committee* meetentry; the $14,000,000-sponsor-sup- ing in October.
.

TWA

TWA

Leo Rosen to WPTR
Albany July 13.
Leo Rosen, recently sales manager of WROW and WROW-TV and
former television consultant for
Fabian Theatres, is the new manager of the Schine-owned WPTR.

He

succeeds Gus Lampe who resigned to become managing director of the new Cross County Hospital
and Medical Center in

Yonkers .

'

1

COLQATI COMEDY HOUR

Mft.r William Merrla Asancy

57th Stroal. Ill

Wed

Cl

7-IM0

GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Room with

Private Bath

from 95.00

2 Rooms and Kitchenette
from 160.00
(Monthly on Lease
Full Hotel Service for One or Two
Pertont Included
Alto Moderate Monthly Arrangtmtnit

RADIO REVIEWS

Wednesday* July 14* 1954

JACK CARSON SHOW

SENOR BEN
With Ben Grader
Producer-writer: Graiuer
Director: Parker Gibbs
25 Mins., Thurs., 9:35 pjn.
NBC, from N, Y. (transcribed.)'
Now it’s NBC and its yet emceenewscaster Ben Grauer who are
digging that Latino beat. This is
a deejay show that’s peppered with
chile rhythms and right in step
with the country’s hip-swinging
vogue.
On the opening show Thursday
(8), however, Grauer overdid the

"U..

Not specified ilT the ^ announcement last week. -of Jack Benny's'
Lucky Btrike renewal which will continue the comic on CBS Radio is
that an even dozen of his' 39 shows will be taped" repeats of his top
shows on the longtime Sunday nlghter, It was known that there
would be reruns and it was just a question of how many—and 12 is
Benny will be chalking up his 23d radio season. He
the answer.
switched from NBC to Columbia in January* 1949, and Lucky has
sponsored since the fall of *44. It’ll be the regular troupe in support, including Mary Livingstone, Rochester, Bob Crosby, Dennis Pay,
Sportsmen Quartet, Don Wilson, Artie Auerbach and Mel Blanc, with
Hilliard Merles -producing, Mahlon Merrick on the music and a Good Neighbor policy. He made it
script corps consisting of Sam Perrin, Milt Josef sberg, George Balzer clear that he was a Latinophile,
and John Tackaberry,
having traveled extensively south1

Disk jockey and memorabilia collector Joe Franklin finds himself
On his half-hour showone of those mixed-emotions quandaries.
case for old films and records on WABC-TV, N. Y v he’s unable to
show old features in their full length, so a couple of weeks
ago he invited his audience to be his guest at a pair of showings of
two oldies at the Roosevelt Auditorium, which he had booked for the
nights of Sept. 25 and Oct. 2. He planned to show Lila Lee’s "The
Adorable Cheat" (1926) and Boris Karloff’s "Dynamite Dan" for the
Roosevelt aud holds 1,100; Franklin's already received
viewers.
12,000 requests for tickets. He’s not quite certain what to do next.
in

of-the-border, having many friends
In the countries there, speaking
Spanish, etc.
All this dialog is
probably preem show briefing and
once he gets into the rhythm of
deejaying, lotsa music and little
•

talk, the
all right.

show ought

work out

to

Format of the show Includes
spinning

of

authentic

the,

Latino

rhythms as well as telephone conversations with newspaper columnists in various Latino countries and
Peggy Wood, quoted In last week’s issue as referring to -’clambakes news of the under-construction
on television," claims she was misunderstood. Star, of the "Mama" Pan American Highway. It’s doubt-

was referring to the
Actress’ remarks were made
hearings on tv.
as a guest of honor at a testimonial luncheon
National Theatre & Academy for co-producers
and Norris Houghton, of the Phoenix Theatre.

Army-McCarthy ful if the mambo-rhumba craze in
during her appearance the U. S. extends to gossip about
given by the' American what’s
doing
south-of-the
Rio
T. Edward Hambletdn Grande.
On the preem Grauer
grabbed with Peppi Romero, Mexico City columnist. The interview
One tele producer Who bought a Hollywood name for a hefty sum made Grauer sound pretentious
balked at paying Nat Hiken $1,500 for a sketch which the film star and Romero like a Latino Louella
had performed previously. Instead he made the star unhappy by Parsons.
There’s plenty of hope' for the
forcing him to get other materiaL
y
show,
However, the producer wanted to find out what was in the sketch record.however, if Grauer sticks to
Gros.
that made it so sought after by the expensive name. .He got a copy
series explains that she

recent'

;

and liked it. So he bought it for another film stair who will play his
show at a later date. And Hiken gets the $1,500.
Eileen and Robert Mason Pollock’s original on the Robert Montgomery NBC-TV stanza next Monday (19), is called "It Happened in
Paris," about a young couple doing a radio show from the French
capital. It’s from their own careers since the Pollocks did a Mr. & Mrs.
/
series in Paris which was syndicated in the U.S.
Writing team, now living in this country, have ai second Montgomery
exposure scheduled for the summer, an original for the U.S. SteelTheatre Guild hour on ABC-TV and three entries on NBC-TV’s. "Hallmark Hall of Fame" when the Sarah Churchill show returns

WLlB’s, N.T., new Pulse rating, the first since the' station's new
transmitter went airwise in February, showed an overall 15% increase
in Negro programming during five-and-three-quarter morning hours.
The station led in 16 quarter hours during that time.
In the 11-noon slot, the most recently added time tovthe Negro
block prior to the new transmitter In the East river near Queens,
Pulse showed a 33.7% increase over an early February survey. Station’s share of audience increase Over February in Harlem alone was
31.4%.

NEWS GAMfc
With

Kenneth

Banrhart,

Robb, Eloise- McEwone,
Lardner, Hal Boyle
Producer: Merrill Mueller
30 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
current

events

.

With Doris Drew, Tony Romano, With Joey Adams, emcee; Fred
Collins, announcer
Taylor Maids, Walter Great Orch,
Producer: Lester Lewis
Bob Stewart, announcer
Director:
Ken MacGreffor
Producer-Director: Bill' Brennan
Eddie
Miller,
Writers:
Albert
30 Mins., Tues.-Frl., 9:30 p.m.
Dsvls
Sustaining
p.m.
Mins.;
8:30
30
Wed.,
CBS from Hollywood (transcribed)
Jack Carson, who has worked vir- Sustalnlnr
tually every medium in show busi- NBC, from N.Y. (transcribed)
"Spend a Million" is another
ness, has taken on a fairly difficult
assignment in attempting to project quizzer of the "gimmick" genre,
a transcribed four-times-a-week 30- but with two distinct differences.
minute Show in which the major ingredient is standup comedy. It’s First, there’s some reverse Engthe kind of assignment that wears lish in the device Itself that gives
out writers rapidly and is conceiv- the show a bit of novelty; second,
ably an ulcer-breeding chore.
the entire segment is rigged up so
On the preem session of this set- as to make it more of a comedy
up, Carson made-'a good' start by
utilizing several brands of comedy show than a quiz stanza. The novp us assists from a squad of singers, elty will wear off after a few
a 1 of whom are also equipped to weeks; whether the comedy aspects
make with the verbiage. It’s true will be enough to sustain it will
that the format is by no means depend on the depth of the Albert
original, but it’s serviceable, and Miller-Eddie
Adams
Davis-Joey
Carson seeems to know what to 'do gag file and the skill ~of the Lester
with his lines.
Lewis staff in selecting contestants
Carson purveys a fairly high as picturesque and Outspoken as
level of radio comedy and clocks a the first three.
high quota of laughs. He has an
Idea of the show is for the coneasy approach that carries a like testants to successfully answer
able manner. His banter with the four questions. With each successrest of the cast is easy to take, ful answer, they can spend part of
and if the preem is a sample of the $1,000,000 they start off with,
what’s to come, this period should getting a choice of two properties
maintain a fairly steady audience they can buy. And with each
Whether by design or it just choice, there’s a catch involved
came out that way, Doris Drew whereby the contestant loses more
sang "Little Things. Mean a Lot. money or gains some back via his
Several sketches later, Carson did "purchase.” Jackpot goes to the
a burlesque of that tune. In mqst contestant who unloads all the
programming situations of this coin.
kind, the satire follows directly
Gags are planted in the properthe straight rendition so that the ties involved and in the win-or,

.

sequence is unified. The Taylor
Maids ip "Hernando’s Hideaway"
Inez and Tony Romano in "Pocketful of
John Dreams" break into the show

lose-more provisos with each property. But more important, number
of contestants are limited to three,
and there’s plenty of room for
nicely.
comedy byplay between Adams and
Preem indicated a fairly high the contestants (who on the preem
standard that will be difficult to were a quiz show contestant picker,
maintain for a show holding ses- a lady optometrist and a police
sions four times weekly.
Jose.
auctioneer). Contestants appear to

NBC, from New York
NBC has come up with a
jack

SPEND A MILLION

*9

crackerquizzer in

“News Game." It’s the people who
give the program its big -play with
their felicitous cracks and chatter

he well-briefed in advance on their
comedy assignments and lines, and
in combination with Adams they
got off some funny lines. Adams
being was glib as usual and handled the

Frawley’s ’Great Scott’

"Great Scott" package is
as they kick around identification auditioned for radio this week with entrants easily.
of an event against the clock. Ken- Bill Frawley, the' Fred Mertz of
Once the novelty aspect of the
neth Banghfirt, the veteran news- "I Love Lucy,” in the lead role
quizzer wears off, there’s bound
man, handles the moderating stint as baseball -$cout Joe Scott.
be tough sledding for the show,
as if he invented it.
Show being produced by JG Pro- to
Preemer last Wednesday (7) had ductions division of Jules Gold- since it will be forced to depend
on .comedy alone for its appeal.
a corking panel consisting of Inez stone talent
agency on the Cd&st Whether the framework of the
Robb, United Features columnist; with Bob
Klein as exec, reiner quiz can manage to sustain a barHal Boyle, the AP’s Pulitzer "Prize- Jerry
D. Lewis will script and rage of one-liners remains to be
winner;
the
ubiquitous
Eloise
Chan.
seen.
McElhone, and Newsweek’s John stage.
Lardner. Latter is hatting until
.

!

World Broadcasting 'has' signed Harry James and spouse Betty Grable

to transcribe 260 hour-long shows over the next year. Programs, Walter Kiernan comes on permawhich will cost about $250,000 all told, will be distributed to stations nently. Especially worthy of note
under the firm’s/ new ComET Plan. Pair will do chatter and interviews is that the news questions weren’t
child’s play and there were plenty
and spin records.
Under the ComET Plan, programs will go at $1 each to every sub- of missouts. Some of them may
have been deliberate, however, in
scriber to the World library service. They'll be distributed on a fivefavor of a specific hospitalized GI
a-week, 52-weeks-annually basis, with stations enabled to sell 15 par- (a regular
gimmick) who is beneticipations in each show. Some 325 stations have already signed for ficiary of coin and some
merchanthe plan.
dise when news stories remain unidentified, Said GI also steps up
In last week’s Variety review of “The Freddy Martin Show" (CBS from "printer’s devil" to "publishRadio), Martin was erroneously credited "for his keyboard soloing in- er" as the game progresses in his
stead of- his tenor sax work. The Show is produced: by CBS-Ridio favor.
^
Some of the panelists not only
staffers in cooperation with- the Treasury Dept.
made with the answers but gave
WNBC, N. Y., will pay .tribute to WNYC at the end of this month extra-added details to give the
to help celebrate the city-owned station’s 30th anniversary.
Salutes show a fillip. Banghari moved the
stanza along rapidly without sacriwill be spread throughout the day culminating in a half-hour docuficing the essentials.
mentary. Ben Grauer will be the emcee.
Radio is in a bad way if a sponsor can’t be dug up for this smartthe
Miller
and ly done news quiz.
tures of
Glenn
SUNSET SERENADE
Trait.
With Billy Hew Len, Niumalu Ha-: Harry Owens schools.
Singing star is youthful Edward
waiians (14), Edward Kenney,
STUDS
TERKEL
Little Joe, others; announcer, Kenney, who is fast following Alfred Apaka up the ladder of suc- Producer: Terkel
Hardy Hutchinson
cess as a -purveyor of Hawaiian ro- 60 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl.; 3:30 p.m.
Producer: John Spencer
mance. Gals in the audience virtu- Participating
30 Mins.; Tues., 7 p.m.
ally purred and looked entranced WAAF, Chicago
KPOA, Honolulu
Jazz and folk sopg specialist
the smiling, bronzed youth sang
The talents of Hawaii's top dance asBeyond
the Reef’’ and other Isle- Studs Terkel, is given plenty of
and show hand, spritely scripting style ballads. He’s got the poise, elbowroom to exercise his unique
and fast pacing combine effortless- the looks, and a resonant yet sensi- talents on this daily hour-long gab
ly ta launch a solid week presenta- tive baritone voice; a bit more sea- and disk spinning session. Taking
heed of WAAF’s South Side follow-,
tion worthy of widespread Main- soning and he’s on his way.
land airing, either by network or
Hardy Hutchinson, nominally a ing, Terkel is leaning towards the'
transcription.
KGMB staffer, handled emcee New Orleans jazz idiom with a
Program originates on stage of chore in capable style, winning generous sprinkling of gospel ditGarden Terrace of Niumalu Hotel solid audience support from the ties. But it’s all authentic stuff
intriguing listenbefore audience of cash customer outset of the 30-minute pre-show that makes for
dinner guests and cuffo onlookers, warmup. Spencer is producer and ing, both for the cultists and the
casual
dialer.
neat
with premiere outdoor opus at- Tony Todarb comes up with a
Terkel is a deejay of the old
script for this 13-week entry.
tracting 1,000.
Swell to watch—and, after all, school, in that he really knows the
Billy Hew Len and the Niumalu
Hawaiians deserve plaudits for one of its prime purposes is to jazz and folk field. Bulk of the
show’s musical success.
Band is draw visitors to the Niumalu and disks use to come from his own
guided by John Spencer, hotel’s easy to listen to, "Sunset Sere- private collection and he seemingly
manager, who utilizes many of his nade" is the best thing of its type has a limitless fund of background
own arrangements, combining fea- since "Hawaii Calls"* took to the air knowledge about the old and the
new, with plenty of personnel data
Walt.
some two decades ago.
re the various sidemen.
Strip is spiced with an occasional

Sealtest BARKER

“BIG TOP” -CBS-TV

|
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Leave

It

Mutual has lined up

All Behind!

SopihltticafMl lltllu

town ti«uM

lii

Old

N#w York. Completely renovated >nd
furnlthod with lotto, hope and Initnulty ot o permanent homo, Seven
rooms, three baths, air condltlonsd
•"••tar

bedroom.

on

furnace. Land*

•cepad cardan, trass. Hauiaman availabla, will dlspeao of hoUto as It stands

epprodatlvo purchaser. Immediate
eccupancy. No brokora. Individuals
•nly. Reply Box in, Variety, 114 W.

Wlh

N.Y.C,

offbeat
interview.
On segment
heard (9) host chinned with exmajor heavyweight Jersey Joe Walcott
golf tourneys to date for the sum- who’s now traveling the glory trail

Mutual’s Golf Jag

Divorcee Wants To

six

mer months. The web has set
broadcasts starting July 17 through
Sept.

5.

as

a

minister.

Jersey Joe’s

life

yam

with his ups and downs in
and hut of the ring mad# for In

Top events will be Tam O’Shan teresting kibitzing.
month and also the Inter
AH in all, it’s a cool hour with
Cup matches^ Deals were a personality all ita own. Dave,

MISS AMERICA

ter /next

national
all

firmed by Paul Jonas, Mutual
Philadelphia

sporta chief.
:

—

»

•

from

Philly’s

-

Stock car races
Municipal Stadium

Fori Worth There were 378,300 are being telecast live by WPTZ,
tv sets in/ the Fort Worth-Dallas Friday at 11:20 p.m. Color is being
area as of July 1, according to the handled by Sherry O'Brien,
sporticaster and racing authority.
latest survey.
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THE BIG IDEA: You know how literary “condensations" and

THE MARKET:

“digests" have caught

playing records— millions of parents

on with the

public. Articles

Now,

in this easy-to-read form sell in the millions
first

and books
for the

time, 12 of the world's greatest musical classics

been recorded in digest form— on 10
Fidelity “45 EP" records!

RCA

have

Victor High

Fifteen million

homes that have no way

who want

children a wonderful cultural opportunity— millions of adults

who would

like to

begin to like good music; In short, practi-

cally every family in

America

is

a

real prospect!

THE ADVERTISING: Two -page announcement
THE BIG-VALUE “PACKAGE”: The

Listener's Digest

is

a

“package" consisting of 10 records worth almost $60
in unabridged album form . .
plus a 42-page book on the

3-in-l

.

of

to give their

spreads in

the August 21 issue of The Saturday Evening Post, September

13 issue of Life, and September issue of Parents * Magazine.
in the Post, and Parents*, plus ads in This
Week, Look, House Beautiful, National Geographic, Ebony

Then more ads

.

composers and their work

45 phohograph— a

.

.

.

plus an automatic “Victrola"

best-seller at

our regular

list

of $34.95.

But the price tag on the whole Listener's Digest “package” is
only $39,95—little more than the former cost of the phono**
graph alone! What a bargain!

THE PROMOTION: Ask your RCA Victor Distributor about
the high-impact Listener's Digest promotion kit— window
displays, streamers,
all

giveaway

folders,

ready to go to work for you!

co-op advertisements,

'
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pju$ automatic "Victrola” 45 phonograph...
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FAMOUS COMPOSITIONS— PERFORMED BY “THE WORLD’S GREATEST

ARTISTS.” •••thovani Symphony

No. 5, Sir John Barbirolli conducting the Halle Orch. Beethoven: Moonlight Sonata, Pathetique Sonata. Ania Dorfmarm, pianish
Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overture, Capriccio Italien, Arthur Fiedler, Boston Pops Orchestra. Franck: Symphony in D Minor, Pierre
Monteux and the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. Grieg: Piano Concerto in A Minor. Artur Rubinstein, soloist. Antal Dorati conducting the

RCA

Victor

Symphony Orchestra. Boothovon: “Emperor’’ Concerto.

Artur Schnabel, pianist. Frederick Stock conducting

Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Dvorak: Symphony No. 5, In E Minor, Op. 95, “New World’’ Symphony. Leopold Stokowski and
his Symphony Orchestra. Rlmsky-Korsakoff: Scheheroxade. Leopold Stokowski, Philharmonic Orchestro of London. Brahms:
Symphony No. 1. Leopold Stokowski and the Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra. Tchaikovsky: The Nutcracker Suite. Arturo
the

Toscanini

and

the

NBC Symphony

WORLD LEADER
J

Orchestra.

IN RADIO, FIRST IN TELEVISION, FIRST IN

RECORDED MUSIC

*

#

HIS

TMKS.

0

V RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

MASHr.S VOICE"

• *

. .*

s\W^AMvMAili4

BABIO-TELE VISION
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Wedneodoy, Jnly 14, I954
signing Musterole to sponsor the
^saturation news setup for 16/ weeks
Texaco is
Starting in November,
on the package for 12 weeks (ending in September), Admiral is
signed for 13 and has nine to go
(having given way to Texaco oh a
hiatus arrangement), and the web
has signed two more, for the 11
shows remaining In the 52-week
span. Web; won’t divulge the new.
sponsors until Admiral: makes lip
its mind which nine weeks it will

Television Reviews
Continuad from pace SI

You; Were
Here" and “Three Coins in fl Fountain" and worked the show’s closer
with chanteuse Carrol Starr in a
bit with puppets, a clicko number
that had male and femme using
their own voices when the camera
was on them then switching to
puppet tones when the lens hit the

“Wish

like

ballads

from mainly pops to folk songs,
Vienna waltzes' and a music-hall
number by Dorothy Bromby and
her four personable femme singers. This segued into an amusing
part between a lifeguard and a
sexy beach peach, danced by husband-wife team David Adams and
Lois Smith of the National Ballet

‘

opportunity for the presentation of
His overall perdifferent viewsformance is reviewed, periodically
by the Commission, usually when
he 'applies for renewal of his
*

1

Cottomtl

front pact

license."

Ing* Into the 10:30 period followDuMont has not yet replied to
the Commission’s request for in ing the U. S. Steel Hour. Negotiaformation in connection with the tions ere under* why -te reinstall
complaints.
Berk Parke in hi& pmiee role.

(Either

James

Bill

will

jCqllen

or. Dennis

do the tadio

version.)

*
Exquisite Form Bra, via the Grey
agency, will sponsor the tv edition
Of the shows involved, four are
Continued from pace 28
dolls. Pair worked the strings as of Canada. Scene* puzzled at first, house packages, which means $330,on ABC. Initially the Bra company
'
however, because presumably in
well.
,
000 of the billings come as pro- to meet a ship or plane arriving- had planned picking up the tab
Carrol Starr’s pipes were good fear of objections to a bare male
gram charges. House shows are. at 8 the next irtorhing, he some- for the Arthur Murray show, with
but teeoff nervousness showed in torso on tv— Adams wore a gym
“Modern times; wonders whether it's worth the latter moving Into the Tuesday
Streets,"
her movements. Acquisition of easy shirt, producing an incongruous “Whispering
Romances," “Breakfast Club" and it all. But the satisfaction of an night 10:30 ABC-TV slot, but these
to
value
gal’s
effect.
underwear
actions will enhance
exclusive interview with, say, John plans have been altered, with
the show. Besides the bit with
Miss Gregory’s standout was a the weekend, news.
Vaughn, her stints included “Fine South American ballad, in costume.
Roche's girl friend a couple of “Music” getting the nod and likeliRomance" in a short-order-cook Her voice is warm and strong, her
days after he was arrested, leaves hood of Murray’s summer sponsor,
Five-Day Pads, Continuing with the
setting, and “When You Wish Upon style individual but faintly similar
few doubts.
Hames
High-school-age
a Star.”
to Hildegarde’s, Enchanted Strings
Ironically, Tillman didn’t go out show through the fall season in a
“ Sisters made their tv preem this
different
ABC time segment.
—four nice-looking gals did a
its
station
had
when
the
stories
on
Continued from pace 28
show (7). They need considerable good solo and join the finale enExquisite Bra also has hopped
own camera crews, a couple of
training in both voice and appear- semble in a medley from “Guys Embassy here, including a beauty
cancelled
(They
were
aboard
the radio version with a
years ago.
ance but their chores were helped and Dolls,
with character cosHellenic hilltop yodeler) out, along with the station’s own firm 26-week pact, and another
by. okay arrangements and produc- tumes suggested, not actualized
*
he got some letters asking if he film lab, a year ago in a big budget quarter-hour pactee is Whitehall
tion.
Music director Fred Ross and was being kicked off.
But several months ago, (American Home Products). That
cut)'.
“Denny Vaughn Show" offers Ernest Chilcott on lighting rate
A few years ago CBC was de-*| looking through the station’s con- makes two to go for SRO. Head
nothing new but is good summer special nods, as does Doftna HosOttawa
United Press-Fox Movie singer on the CBS show will be
prominent
with
Corn.
a
tract
material.
nounced
by
time
sack, harpist with.no solo this
clergyman for having the less-than- tone, which supplies th^ station’s Jack Haskell, supported by Three
Gard.
but giving* a fine assist.
solemn Rawhide show follow a newsreel footage-, he noticed a Beaus
A Peep, with emcee and
A DATE WITH FROSIA
morning religious program. A flood bonus arrangement which enabled femme chanter still to be tapped.
With Frosia Gregory, Greg Curtis,
of letters, many from church mem- the outlet to make use of one crew Ray Bloch is the batonist.
others
Tillman
bers and many in the Ottawa for its. own footage.
Producer: Harvey Hart
papers, denouncing the cleric for broached the idea of personalizing
30 Mins.; Sun. 7:30 p.m.
S Continued 'from page 27 ;
narrow-mindedness,
kept the the news to v.p.-general manager
Sustaining
edition of the Murray show on schedule intact. Rawhide has also, Fred Thrower and got an immediCBC, from Toronto
of course, been denounced in par- ate and enthusiastic okay.
Seventh stanza of “A Date With some stations..,
Continued, from pace 27
Frosia," summer replacement for
— Lassoes 'Em All Question of a headliner playing liament..
Some listeners still' believe Raw- ;
Canadian GE’s “Showtime " shapes a set of shows during a brief space
Among his interviews in the status after more than si decade as
into a well-jelled dessert for Sun- of time has always been a vexing hide’s actor: is as elderly as the
He said it
day dinner, or an aperitif to problem in the industry. For ex- character there are no program past month have been talks with a " one-a-weeker.
Mayor Wagner, Police Commis- wouldnH exactly be a disk jockey
“Toast of the Town,” which follows ample, a
Hollywood filmster in credits other than to sources of sioner Adams, Gen. Claire Chenit on Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
New York for a week or 10 days recordings—but many, who used nault. longshoreman Tony (Tough show, as has been reported, but
stations. It’s now a first-rate exto, got a shock a couple of years
ample of a moderate-cost satisfier is only available during that ago when Maclean’s magazine ran Tony) Anastasia, Transport Work- will Include spins of the top songs
period, and thus his agency will
throughout the week with the
achieved by talent and taste.
a profile of Max Ferguson. Ac- ers Union chieftain Mike Quill,
Smooth intro by Frosia Gregory, try to make the most of his N. Y. companying it
was a shot of the Emperor Haile -Selassie, -N. Y. grand ballroom of the lodge of
sweet-faced recording ballad sing- visit by putting him on a lot of
county Republican chief Thomas the Mystic Knights of the Sea as
This leads to several handsome young man in a highly Curran and heiress Barbara Huter (who once washed dishes at In- programs.
the fulcrum. But these won’t be
ternational House, N. Y., with Byrl complications because by the time romantic, faintly decadent-looking ton. On
a straight news kick, he all current hits, he explained,
Ives when both were Juilliardingl he gets to playing the last show pose. Cutline: “Ol’ Rawhide."
was on top of fast-breaking -de- “because there aren’t Enough of
was followed by the guest, good- on his schedule, he’s virtually worn
velopments in the Roche and Paul them to fill five days a week withlooking crooner Greg Curtis. His out his welcome by repeating his
4
Pfeffer murder cases, with exclu- out repeating."
Indication h ere
Three Coins ended nicely with ac t several times.
sive footage and interviews.
was that the pair will go back to
CG reflected
S
Sullivan emphasized the fact that
One advantage Tillman holds is the files for a selection of the
there was no quarrel between him
Continued from page 25
the fact that WPIX is owned by standards as Well as current bestProgram has
nogram
nas grauuaiiy
gradually shifted
apd Mprray
qUestion of getttng
the News. He works closely with sellers.
names. He said it was merely a capital and has been boosting her the city desk, with staffers
and disAmos did an, extemporaneous
stock since then).
pi problem of maintaining the values
These and others from England trict men, and he’s often given run-through of the pilot record and
of the talent that he purchases.
at all bookstores;
‘and the Continent will supple- tips on the whereabouts of hard- if it’s even a third as funny on the
ment 'Liebman's domestic talent to-locate characters by the news- ai*V the pair’s “Music Hall” might
rHe’s got the legwork easily make people forget telethat .includes Betty Hutton, Judy papermen.
Holliday,
Frank Sinatra, Janet down to a rdutine. At night, he vision for 25 minutes every night
Blair, Steve Allen, Nanette Fabray, looks over the city desk’s futures 'cept weekends.
Continued from page 25
Jack Lemmon. Bil 3c. Cora Baird file for possible stories, and confers with news
special events
Puppets and Dick Shawn.
4 restoring “Whispering Streets" to
Liebman also has contracted for chief Walter Engel on possible
SRO status via a Tuesday and
stories.
Next morning, he checks
the
N.
Y.
City
Center
Ballet
to
Thursday buy ( Seaman replaces
present Virgil Thomson’s "Filling in with Engel and the desk on late
e
T0
news breaks. He then drives into
ng
¥'
ISer^hrei
i
tr°U
a " d George Balan ' the city, checking again by phone
days). Rockwood Candy signed
Pu
,
before arriving.
If the
asstgnoing
d
choreography.
The
for Wednesday and Friday seg
1S
Redded * or Liebman’s ment’s been predetermined* he
ments (9 to 9:15) of “Breakfast
meets his four-man Fox crew at
S
th
®
S
Edited
n
Club,” bringing that to one quar°
°,
the predetermined spot.
i,
If it’s a
^hirh
Holliday s u°
b °oked.
ter-hour short of SRO. 'Cat’s Paw
?
WILLIAM I.
late development, Engel calls Fox
Picked up Monday segments on T'l™ aCtreSS however « due east and
orders
a
crew
to
a
certain
AL/1
an
spot
i
operation on her foot and
a/Iamm D ^
_ i*
‘Modern
Romances."
Published by
and the web
at a certain time and Tillman
has firmed another client (keep- whether this will postpone her apmeets it there.
MERLIN PRESS
ing its identity under wraps) for pearance ih not known now.
Besides costing Tillman plenty
Having already recruited James
220 West 42nd St.
Tuesday-thru-Friday on the soaper.
(“Tales of South Pacific," etc.) of sleep, his interviews are costFinally the net made its weekNew York. N. Y.
for
for his one-shot scripting stable, ing him coin too. In as many cases
end news package of 22 five-minas not, he’s had to miss his 4:25
ute capsules a year-round setup by Liebman last week also signed tv p.m.
newscast, with a standby takplayright Robert Alan Aurthur,
He’s always been in
whose work has been mainly iden- ing over.
tified
with the Philco-Goodyear time for his 7:25 program, and 11
p.m. is no problem at all. But the
Television Playhouse."
effort is well worth it, he says.
There’s a particular kind of satis,,,
faction in saying to an audience,
Intensely
“Well, we went down and talked
to so-and-so today about such-andContinued from page 25
such,, and here’s what he said,"
Universal INTEREST!
agency has an obligation to see and then switching to a film showing himself talking to the person.
that ‘-‘no voice is silenced."
It’s far better news work too,
DuMont’s reasons for dropping
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“DREAM SNOW”

TV!

.

to increase sales

profitably

AVAILABLE

economically

reach

•

Barry Gray

Channel 8-land

NOW

DRAMATIC!

•

• A PROVEN

IDEA!

Gray, one writer complained, were Tillman says. Most shows air foot“flimsy and transparent." Another age of an important personality
making a statement, and all he’s • Hundreds of thousands of dollars
called them “disgraceful.”
doing is reading a copy of a handfor CASH AWARDS sponsor will
‘How About NBC, CBS?’
out
he read to reporters five minArt. anti-Gray letter said: “Far
not have to pay!
from protesting, I would applaud utes earlier. Tillman sits in on
and urge the FCC to clean up the the press conference, where questwo great ;pjpe lines— CBS and tions from reporters make the real • Material on hand NOW for TWO
NBC^r-which are pumping Red’ news, and after the other newsYEARS! Supplied by an Internapropaganda into American homes. reels are through with tht* reading
tlonpl
almost
brganllatlon
with
Another said Gray!s commentary of the statement, he sits down with
ondleis resources!
the official and repeats or origis the “type of program which
is
inates
leading questions designed
slanted
and
hypocritical
and to
bring out important news slants
should be taken off the air."
• Small cast and production staff
One Commissioner wrote form omitted in the formal statement.
needed!
You produce or your
Most officials like the idea, he says
letters to
protestors that their
agency!
complaints have been brought to —it humanizes them by putting
them into conversation instead of
(Copyrighted)
the attention of
“with a reO'
quest for an explanation." How- making a stiff and formal reading.
ever, this official pointed out that ,.*^ naBy sa Y s Tillman, it makes
“the Commission is prevented by life a lot more interesting and exWRITE
law from requiring a broadcaster citing to him personally, and it
DETAILS
to carry or refrain from carrying fulfills a lifelong ambition—to be
any particular program" -and has a newsman instead of a newsIMMEDIATELY!
no power to prescribe the content caster.Y-12754. VARIETY,
of any program.
“As for the
Kansas City Ed Birr, veteran
broadcaster, he is expected to be
154 W. 44th St.,
salesman
for
WHB,
is
taking a
fair and objective in making Jiis
flmg at politics, running for the
York 34.' N. Y.
facilities available for the presenRepublican nomination for presidtation of material concerning coning judge of the County Court
of
troversial issues and to afford full Jackson
County, Missouri,
.

WABD

’

TODAY
YOURS

Represented by
Steinmon Station
Clair McCollough
President
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Your, Lucky Strike Hit

Parade says:
//

A n d presents a special summer service

During

WA

12 -week

its

V'

Your

hiatus

Hit

VJ"
4i

Parade

will list in this space

the seven top tunes from

Y our

Parade Survey

Hit

Here are your Lucky 7 tunes that
1. Little

you would have heard last Saturday
night, as

Things

Mean a

Lot

determined by Your Hit

Parade Survey, which checks the

2. Hernando’s

best sellers in sheet music and

phonograph

most
and most played

Hideaway

records, the songs

heard on the

air

3. Three Coins in the Fountain

on the automatic coin machines*

*

»

*

4.

Happy Wanderer
i»

Ft

v,

\

You. love

Me

5.

If

6*

Wanted

7.

Young at Heart

X!

•

>

>#

mmm
C

'

s

SS

PARADE^
.

gAHCERS
anA

BO
happ/

60
LUCK/

Be sure

to-

watch Your

Hit

Parade’s summer replacement

“PRIVATE SECRETARY” STARRING ANN SOTHERN

Saturdays at 10:30 P.M. (N.Y.T.)

NBC Television Network

chart of ciiy-by-cUy ratings of syndicated and na-

VARIETT’S weekly

40

tional spot film covers

on a monthly

to

Cities

basis.

and audience composition varyaccotding to
9
time slot, i,e,,ja Saturday afternoon children * show, with 'a' tow rating, may
largely of children$ with corcomposed
have a large share and an audience
9
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children * marhet, Abbre9
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv,), adventure; (Ch), children s;
(Mu*)
documentary;
musical;
(Doc),
drama;
(Ds),
r
(Co), comedy;
(Myst)^ mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp ), sports; JW), western; (Worn),
womens, IS umbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta-

iinte factors, since sets-in-Use

V

60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
top-rated
will be rotated each week, with the 10
their competition

and

film shows listed in each case,

shown opposite

All

.

ratings are furnished by ARB , based on the latest reports ,
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of aU pertinent information about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
Stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

show

CHICAGO

tions channel:

— day and

Attention should be paid to time

in the specific market.

.

AND TYPE

STATION

SETS IN

USE

RATING

TIME

DISTRIir

SHARE

JUNE

DAY AND

TOP 10 YROGJIAMS

WNBQ

Stations—WBBM (2),

Count— 1,800,000

Approx. Set

2.
3.

4.
5.

WGN
WGN
WBKB

'.

Life of Riley (Com)

8.

Wild

9.

Janet Dean (Dr)
Liberace (Mus)

.

3.

-4.
5.

.Thurs.

.Ziv

.

:

.

NBC

.

.

WGN

.

MPTV

.

.

mm—

Sat.

.

10:30-11:00

.

.12.1.

..

..

Mon. 7:00-7:30
Wed. 7:00-7:30

.

.

.

.... ..

Fri.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.».

.

.,

29.

.

.

..

34....

31.6 Baseball

..

27
22

Wrestling
45.1 Drewry’s TV Playhouse

9.8

.

9.8

,

.T.

.

.

.

.

.

;....

.r

:

.16.3

.

.16.0

.

.

.

11:15-11:45

.

.

.

.

25.1

.

24.3

Hopalong Cassidy
Dangerous Assignment
I

7.
8.

9.

10.

.

NBC

.

.McCann-Erickson

CLEVELAND
m

......

.

.Guild.

.

.

Approx, Set Count

10:30-11:00

Tues.

7:00-7:30

.Thurs.

.

Louis Weiss

.

.

Tues.

21.9 Kit Carson

.......

.

.

10:30-11:00

Sat.

11:00-11:30

Sat.

6:00-6:30

r

...

..

11 2
.

.

11.1

'
.

.

56

......

.

10 9
.

.

.

.

.

.

10.4

.

.

.

.

— 1 100,000

Led Three Lives (Dr>

I

2.

City Detective

.WEWS.

;

(Myst) .......

Superman (Adv)
Foreign Intrigue (Dr)
Liberace (Mus)
Mr. District Attorney (Adv)
China Smith (Adv) /.
Cisco Kid (W)

3.

5.
6.
7.

.Ziv

Fri.

MCA

WNBK.

.

10:30-11:00.

1.

Liberace (Mus)

2.

Badge 714 (Myst)
Superman (Adv)

10:00-10:30

6.

,,,...11.4

.

...... 19.1

WCAU

19.2 Big Idea

.

34.7 Mystery

.

42.7

Ford Playhouse ............

\

16.8

Ramar

.

.

.

.

3.9

.

6.9

3.9
.

6.5

WPTZ

(5]),

15.4

.

WFIL
WFIL

.

WEWS

.

,

.

WCAU
WCAU

Hour

(3),

4.9

.

WFIL
.WCAU

of the Jungle

(10)

.

WPTZ

.

......19.1

..

WNBQ

:

.

....20.7

.

......11.2

..

W?IL
WFIL
WFIL

.

47

•

53

.WXEL

.Thurs. 10:30-11:00

ABC

.

.

5:30-6:00

Sat.

10:30-11:00
...

1

.

:

59.5

.

Baseball

.:

46.3 Baseball; Wrestling. .......

..

22.6

.

19.3

.

..15.7

.

.

.14.9

...

.

.

14.8

.

.14.5.

.

.

.

29 ......
46 .... r.

.

14.5*’

......

v

.

.

Guild

.

KPIX.

.

KGO.

.

.

Wed.
.Wed.

.CBS.

.

v

NBC

.

V

....'

.

.

.

57.3

.

.

56.8 Baseball

.

.

32.2

.

17.9

Contest Carnival

.

50.6

Your Hit Parade
Death Valley Days

31.8

.

..

26.7.

..
'

.22.0

.

.

52

.

.

42

.

.

63

..

55.8

.....

8:30-9:00
.

.

53

.

.

.21.6

.

.

.

.

.21.1

.

.

36

.

.

.20.7

.

.

80..

.

.

.

3.9

.......

.

WXEL

(8)

40.6

.

58.2

..

25.7

8.

Racket Squad (Adv)

.

KGO. ...

.
•

»

>i.

Cisco Kid (W)
Riley (Com)

.

.

»

.

ABC........

.

.

fcGO

10. Life of

.

.

:

,.

......

...

....

.

.17.7. ......

..

.17.5

.

.

....

Mon. 7:30-8:00

.17.5
.

.

16.9

,

......

.

.

.

.

.

15.1

4.6

......

;

(7)~

...... .22.5
9.1
8.1

.

KRON

.

.

13.0

KPIX

,

.54.6

44
38

..

39.8 Kraft

Adventure Time; Science
Shell News. ............

.24.8

.KPIX

5.6

R.

Montgomery Presents

Studio

TV

.

.16.1
6.7

.KRON

KGO

Theatre

One

0.7

KRON

.

.

;

KPIX

.

2.6

.32.2

KPIX
LabKRON

..

44.3

1.1

26.1

11.3

.KRON
.KRON
LabKRON
KPIX

Godfrey's Talent Scouts
Winter. ........
Place the Face

.

34.0

8.4

......27.7

KGO

(5),

News— W.

52.....'.

.

KPIX

Favorite Story

21.5

....,21.2

.

WEWS

.

,TV Playhouse
TV Theatre
Adventure TiiTie; Science
Perry Como

32

,1

Mon. ‘ 9:30-10:00
Thurs. 7:00-7:30

.

...NBC

.

Tues. (>:30-7:OO

’

•

KGO ..
KRON

(4),

.WXEL
.WXEL
.WEWS
.WEWS
.WNBK
.WXEL
.WNBK
.WEWS
.WEWS
WNBK,
.

63.6 Kraft
35.’2

*

,

Wild Bil^Rickock (W)

.

Time

.

••

7.

Ethel and Albert

20.3 Polka

..

.

Thurs. 10:30-11:00

.

29.2

.

.

6:30-7:00

7:00-7:30.

Mdn.

.

Ziv

.

.

Tues.

.

Young

Loretta

.

—KRON

9:00-9:30

.

Dinner Platter

Stations

9:30-10:00

.'.Sun.

.NBC

Bouts; Sports Spot..../.

94
36.......
34
49
74
82

.

Approx, Set Count —820,000

.

;

of

.......

Sat.

.

20.6

.

.

.

:

21

.

.

Sat. 6:00-6:30

.

.WNBK.
ziv
.WEWS. ........ABC

Range Rider (W)
KPIX.
Dange^p^i Assignment (Adv] KGO.
I Led Th^e Lives (Dr)
KRON

5.

WGN
WGN
WGN

.

58......

.

.

Sat. 7:30.8:00

NTA

.KPIX.
...

Sun.

V
4.

.

42.2 Stage “S”..

.28.2

.

Wed. 9:00-9:30

WNBK

SAN FRANCISCO

3.

.

.

..24.5

.

Mon. 6:00-6:30 .......

.

WEWS.

.

Kent Theatre (Dr)
Racket Squad (Adv)

9.

.

.

.

26. ......

—WNBK

.Wed. 10:30-11:00

.WNBK.
.WEWS..
.WEWS.

.

8.

.

19.9

•

4.

.

12.1
.

0

*

1.

.

......23.1

WNBQ

Sports Filial; Sports Corner
China Smith

Stations

,

<

.

.

.

.

31...,,..
25
60 ......

.

.

10 0

Law.

21.3

.

.

....

the

.

64.:

/

Mr. District Attorney (Myst). /WPTZ
WFIL.
Victory at Se*»(D©cum)
.WCAU.
Death Valley ftays (W)
.WPTZ
Liberace, (Mus)
Craig Kennedy (Myst)
WCAU

Am

.

18.1

/

..WGN

(6),

.

75

..11.2. .......

WFIL

(3),

.

.......

.

.

.

...... 21.4

.WBBM

.

.

.

14.0

— WPTZ

74 ......
67...:...

.

.

—
.

.

.

Baseball ....
37.5 Four Leaf Clover Theatre.

35.1

...

..WBKB

.

33...

.

.

.

52.6 Name’s the .Same
45.7 Person to Person .........
38.6 Fireside Theatre

.

WGN
WBBM

..

43.8 Place the Face ..........

30;

.v. ..18.6........

'.

Wrestling

41.4

.....

..

..

RATING

STA.

••

...

*.

Sat. 6:30-7:00

PROGRAM

.11.6

.

(9)

TOP COMPETING' PROGRAM

1

f

.

10.7.

WGN

(7),

......

Stations

.Thurs, 7:00-7:30^

.

...

32...
26...
26...

—1,600,000

.

WBKB

(5),

.11.6,

....

.

.

.Wed. 9:30-10:00 ......

WCAU.
Ziv
Boston Blackle (Myst)
Superman (Adv) ........... WCAU
WCAU ....... .Ziv.
I Led Three Lives (Dr)
NBC
.WCAU.
Badge 714 (Adv)
.WFIL.
."ABC.
Racket Squad (Adv)
.

...

.-.'13.5.

38

.

..

....

.

..

.

Approx. Set Count

.

.'.

.

NBC..
.......

...
.

.

.

.

.

8:00-8:30

.Tues.

.

...

Sun. 2:00-2:30
Tues. 10:00-10:30
...Sun. 1:30-2:00

.... CBS» .

WNBQ.

.

9:30-10:00

Fri. 9:30-10:00

.

..

.

9:30rl0:00

.Tues.

.

WBKB

.

PHILADELPHIA
2.

.

.WBKB.

.

Hickok (W)

d——
1.

..

.

.

.

.15.8. ....
.... ..14.2......

Sat. 10:00-10:30...

.

..Ziv...

.

WBKB

7.

Bill

.

CWI

.

........ Z\\...

..

.WGN

.

.

Aiinis naklf>v

,NBC

as

.

*

f

WNBQ.

Inner Sanctium (Myst)
Boston Blackle (Myst) ......
I Led Three Lives (Dr) .....
Mr. District Attorney (Adv)'.
Badge 714 (Myst) ....
„

1.

VHF, Those ad agencies listed
whom-the film is aired

channels above IS are

all

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for

... ..:26.2

........ 11.6
.

.

.

.

.

.20.0

*
'

%

OMAHA

Approx, Set Count —190,000

Stations

—KMTV

(3),

WOW (6)

%

1.

2.
3.

4.

Badge 714 (Myst).
Liberace (Mus)

...

.

KMTV

..NBC......

.

kTmtv.
.

,

.

,

;

•

•

Tues.

9:00-9:30
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Play of the Week
Your TV Theatre
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Deal

On

on
Telepix distributors, beset with*
the problem of overlapping markets, are beginning to face a new
phase of the problem, the overlap
created by community antenna systems. Thus far, it’s .appeared only
]n isolated instances, but as more
antenna systems spring up, and
more important, a$ more stations
take to the air in markets already
equipped with antenna systems,
the problem’s bound to grow more

'•ski

TV

Film SyndicationFriend or Foe of
the Networks?
#

severe.

•a

Is

.

western market, which has been
.

A

it,

it

editorial feature

stration

the

product

i

Syndicator thus has lost out on
but at the
same time isn’t collecting from the
Coast market for the added coverage afforded via the antenna pickup. Other distribs point out that
the station should pay an additional fee if its signal is picked up
The complexity of distribution
by an antenna system, reason be-,
ing that stations usually include problems among vidfilmers caused
system subscribers in tHWr cover- one of them to formally request'
age data and rate card consideraBut there’s two problems that the NARTB set yp a film adtions.
here: A syndicator can’t alter an visory unit within its walls. An
existing contract, and more im- outgrowth of the NARTB convenportant, if the show is sold to a tion
in. May, the issue was broachsponsor rather than a .station, he
ed again last week by Saul Turell,
(Continued on page 46)
topper at Sterling Television, In a
letter to Thad H. Brown, video
veep of NARTB.
that particular market,

Problems Mount

-

.

TureR mentioned that while

The first in a possible series of
12Vfc-minut.e vidpix has been turned out and “tested” in four eastern
markets by Standard Oil (N.J.).
David Anderson, radio-video boss
for the oil firm, is weighing the reaction to the film about world-wide
oil efforts before clearly deciding
whether he will make a series of
13 or more. At present, there are
about five In all.

The vidpix were constructed for
Esso by Telenews from between
150,000 and 200,000 feet of film,
originally and solely done to provide the “Esso Reporter” tele
stanza with a maximum of two onb-

to

bn the reaction of the four
stations who have seen or used the
pilot vidpic, one of which is WFILTV, Philly, as well as from reaction by; other stations next fall.
Distribution is limited to Esso

will rely

to video.

Although not specified, the last
four points in Turell’s suggestion
to Brown were generally embraced
by TVAB, the station sales promotion organization which is now
planning merger with an NARTB
adjunct to service the industry.
Of the film committee now part
of NARTB, Turell noted that “while
serving an excellent purpose it is
not basically equipped for full time
operation that this job entails.” He
mentioned a few likely prospeets
for the job as head of the film advisory group, including Elizabeth
Rain of Chicago, A1 Odeal, Cleveland, and Russ Landers in L.A.

domain, unless requests come
from outlets elsewhere in the country, and then promise must be had
that the corporate title will be deleted from the film to avoid any

(N.J.)

Each film

is

be-

brought home for around
and in some instances for
almost $5,000 this with narrator,
ing

—

editing, etc., included.
J

1

Matson Sues CBS For

10G on Coronation
Harry

J.

Brown.

Turell listed five facets he felt
necessary to “to help in the competent handling of problems”: (1)
organizing and training personnel
in new film departments; (2) knowledge of film availabilities; (3)
know-how in scheduling vidpix
stanzas; (4) integration with sales
setups to .turn film properties into
a profit “and not a loss,” and (5) a
Clearing house on vidpix histories
and other film properties available

minute institutional commercials a
week. Also being mulled by Anderson is whether the films, which are
distributed for free by his office,
should be cleared for sale by stations. A good part of his decision

anti-trust hassle.

in

Chi he discussed the matter with
several other distribs and station
men, and there Seemed to be general agreement as to the need for
an NARTB film advisory setup, the
present film committee of that organization not being enough. “With
the tremendous growth of new
stations and increasing importance
of film, the resulting problems
have become overwhelming for
many of the smaller stations and
even some of those in the major
cities. NARTB should be able to
offer a service which would greatly help both the stations and distributors,” Turell said in the letter

Pix

Los Angeles, July 13.
Matson filed suit for

,.

Zasu’s Telepix Series

A1 Knudsori and Tony Rivers
have signed Zasu Pitts to star in a
new telepix series titled /Lady
Law.” Ifs a comedy segment about
Plaintiff declares he has never an eccentric spinster with a penreceived any part of the $10,000, chant for detective stories.
which he says was the price of the
Knudson is rqdio-tv director
film. He claims farther that CBS the Allen Christopher agency and
cut the film from one* hour to 18 formerly was with ABC. Rivers is
minutes and has held ,-on to it, with Young America Films as prothereby depriving, him of the. right ducer of “Silver Cloud,” a kidpix

$10,000 in Superior Court, charging
CBS with refusal to return his film
of. the coronation of King George
VI.
.

^

to sell it to others.

(v.p.

its* biggest coup to date last
week, by selling “Halls of Ivy” to
International Harvester on a national basis for 40 or more markets.
Understood the time and
talent cost to Harvester will run

mad gtnaral mPnagtr at MPTV)
discusses

Of Mice and Vidpix

$4,000,000, in itself one of
the largest national spot deals ever

some

Men

packages

12 ) of

(
.

in

• bright vjsditarlal feature

some 35

shown

Over

a
color

made.
Understanding with which Harvester bought the series is that an
alternate sponsor can move In, ih
which case Hgrvetoter will expand
It will
its coverage to 80 markets.
stay with 40 if It goes on an everyweek basis. TPA is Understood to
be negotiating with three or four
other national bankrollers on the
Haralternate week availability.
vester deal was set via the Leo
Burnett agency, which is now

five

la

the

9th Annual

Radio and Television
,
Review & Preview Number

Demonstration was arranged by

was being received

by the residents Via the antenna
pickup (from a station over 150

Monday

closed - circuit
processes.

•f

miles away).

$4,000,

program and
commercial footage over the past
two weeks. Topper was a demon-

9th Annual
Radio and, Television
Review & Preview Number

receiving programs from the Coast
via its closed-circuit community
local station rer
antenna system.
cently went on the air in the mardistrib aptelepix
a
and
ket,
proached the station with its show.
very well
couldn’t
it
said
Station
buy the show, although' it wanted

made

Edward D. Madden

of experimental color

V

loteresHpif

Latest case occurred in a small

because

Techniques
of
shooting
and
processing color film for television
have reached the point where the
tintfilm is now ready for use on
the' air.
That’s the consensus of
agency, producer and network tint
experts following demonstrations

ffniMint, ABC film Division)

'

Television Programs of America

By BOB CHANDLER

George T. Schupert

a#

the Film Producers Assn, in cooperation with NBC and held at the
web’s ColOnial Theatre (N. Y.)
color headquarters.
Results dramatically pointed up the fact that
research by producers, labs and
networks has brought color film
techniques a long way since less
than a year ago, when that same
Film Producers Assn: raised the

.

I^AttiEfr

OVT SOON

.

aIaamImi* ikn
ima a Im .lrA«r
wicaiiU5
mat acj iiia&nvio*
uic 4time
Starting date is not set, but will
be in the fall.
Deal serves to get TPA well off
the hook on the Ronald ColmanBenita Hume series, since the
budget pricetag on the pix has
been quoted at over $40,000. If
TPA were to put it into straight
syndication, it would be at prices
way above the norm (TPA’s price
.for N. Y. was $6,000, for example),
which would have meant a tough
plan- sell. Series was being pitched as
a network entry, but scarcity of

5

“What happens to us in this
age?”
That the producers have been
well taken care of (and they’ve
cry*
tint

done most of the work theinselves,
With a big technical assist from
NBC) was bOr/ie out by the demonstration, which displayed footage
Princeton Film Center is
which while tagged "experimen- ning a series of public service films
availabilities made Harvester go
tal,” could easily have gone- on air
and matched any live commercials •in conjunction with Who’s Who spot. It’s TPA’s second national
deal, incidentally, with “Lassie”
public
figures
based
on
the
biogs
of
or studio programs thus far shown,
And to carry it a step further, at listed in the book. It’s planned to already set for a Sunday at 7 CBSTV
ride for Campbell Soups.
last week's joint National Tele- base the first film on the Douglas
vision Film COunCil-NBC demonbrothers, U. S. Supreme Court Jusstration, when the film was preceded by a live studio show, one tice William O. and Staller Hotels
agency exec said it was better than prexy Arthur F. No date for shootthe live and had everyone in the ing has been set yet, but Who’s
room in agreement.
Who has okayed the plan and is
FPA demonstration had some 35
product packages in the five different color processes most in use

—16m

Kodachrome, 16m Technicolor (reduced from 35m), 16m
Eastman (ditto), 35m Techni and
35m Eastman. Each process was
run off in a strip, with the viewers
thus enabled to compare results on
each package in the different
processes.

The Kodachrome was

helping finance the first film.
Princeton has five other new
series in various stages of progress.
It’s preparing to combine
some of its 52 five-minute “Norman
Brokenshire at Home” pix into
quarter-hour segments, shooting
new bridges with Brokenshire, and
to produce some brand new ones in
addition.
It’s completed the first
“Road We Travel” pic and is pitching ijt at national and regional
bankrollers, and doing the* same
with the* Tim Holt show, of which
it’s finished two. It’s gotten back
“The Resolute,” the Marine Corps
series being produced by Princeton

Pix to
An unusual

been enters
ed into between WCBS-TV, N,Y.
and American-British TV Movies

whereby the CBS flagship; will
showcase a number of pix that are
currently in
theatrical
release.
Chief among them are “Scotch bn
the Rocks,” which has just closed
a run at the Trans-Lux 60th Street,
and “Edge of Divorce,” with Va-

best received, showing more sharpness than all the others, less tendency to bleed. better consistency
lerie Hobson starred, which openand better all-round balance. But
ed last week at the Plaza.
this partially resulted from the fact
According to William Lacey,
that the transmission controls were
manager of the station’s feature
left in the same adjustment for
films department, the total of 28
Ordi- prexy Gordon Knox, Martin Jones properties pacted is the most imall the 16m and the 35m.
narily, the color engineer can com- and Henry Olmsted from the Wil- portant British package to reach
pensate for chroma values at his liam Morris agency, which repped this country for the home screens.
it for a period, and is pitching that.
controls.
Thirteen of the films date from
Princeton already has one institu- 1952 forward and other go back
Still a Few Problems
What the FPA and NTFC dern- tional sponsor in the bag and is to 1947-8. WCBS-TV will benefit
onstrations, as well as on-the-air close to signing the other two for from the “first New. York telecast”
film showings by NBC and CBS Its “Rural Review” farm show. blurb when it begins to unreel the
week before last, showed, is that Final property, “State Trooper,” films in October. Howev.er, a stagno one process can he classified as hasn’t been shot yet but has an gered arrangement calls for four
Jersey State features to be held back until some
best. Each has its own advantages okay from the New
time after their distribution to
•
and disadvantages, its own values. Police.
Knox anticipates an upturn in N.Y. theatres, with the expectaProducers will have to pick according to the purposes of the the production of commercials in tion that these will be shown on
film, how it will be shown, how a month or so, when Princeton sets the station in December-January
But what was up a commercial studio in N. Y. and thereafter.
often, where, etc.
pointed up was that all processes Studio is owned by Olmsted and is
can turn out satisfactory and in near completion. It’s primarily a
most cases, superior color pictures sound studio, but Princeton will
VIDPIX
.

(Continued on page 46)

move

in

lights

2 SETS OF

and equipment to

shoot commercials. Knox says that
while the firm has had solid commercial business, fact that its studios have been in Princeton has

ON BOXING AGENDA
*.

There

are two outfits selling
vidfilm
now Bill Cayton
been a hindrance to new business. with the International Boxing Club
With a N. Y. operation, cpmmer-, frays and Manny Baum’s potpourri
Both Cayton and
cial phase of Princeton’s operations of pugilism pix.
Arnold Kaufman, General Tele- should undergo a substantial up- Baum, after a six-year association
radio braintruster, departed yes- beat.
in delivering “Greatest Fights of
terday (Tues.) for Europe to conthe Century" for Chesebrough via
fer with toppers at Primrose ProNBC-TV, break officially next
ductions on the remainder of the
$heppard to England
month because Cayton did not pick
fairly tale vidpix still to be shot.
Toronto, July 13.
up the option oh Baum’s properAside from the confabs in London
Richard (Dick) Sheppard, film ties.
with Primrose’s Louis Hagen and supervisor for S. W. Caldwell,
In the meantime, the IBC fights
Reineger, Canadian production and distribu- go to Cayton since he’s made a
Lotte
series - creator
Kaufman is also expected to be tion outfit, flew ‘to England for renewal with Sports Films, film
eyeing new product for the GT three weeks of huddles with British arm of IBC. When the split is finalFilm Division.
packaging houses and BBC-TV ized, the “Greatest Fights” title
will revert completely to Baum,
At present, -GT Is negotiating CX6CS#
He'll also huddle with potential whose office reports he is now
with a handful of national spot adsponsor
vertisers concerning turning the advertisers for Britain’s upcoming dickering with a national
stop-motion fairy tales into a 15- commercial video system with an for his films. Cayton is going into
minute series. If this falls through, eye toward expansion of their syndication under the title of
then firm will consider further coverage to include Canada. He’s “World's Greatest Fighters—In AcBaum outfit says that its
offers to sell the pi* locally, either slated to deliver several talks on tion.”
syndicated as. a series or as film’ Canadian tv to commercial groups films will not go NBC again, since
the web bas preempted the time.
In the U. K.
filler for existing juve shows.

KAUFMAN TO EUROPE
ON GT VIDPIX DEAL

fight

.

l

series.

WCBS-TV

deal' has

—

;>

,

I

^

IrinwIlT) July

TV-FIUWS
Yon Name It,

Tintfilm

Guns on Filmed Blurbs

Continued from page 45

can adjust the color saturaviewer
for television, to they commercial
>**••
..«i4
i
i
x
i.
M w i fMAm
,'tlon to his taste, varying it from
messages or ent ert a i nment
[monochrome to the most violently
There are still limitations and intense shades. With every viewer
problems to be -met, of course. having individual preferences (4%
Primary one appears to -be the of tfo nation’s population is color
'

>

•

.

*

.

4*

» _

;

with), manufacturcolor experts, headed* blind to' begin
ers are- beginning to wonder just
by film topper Stan Parian, again how they’re going to get the
and again emphasized that if the pastel-minded viewer to believe
print.

NBC

.

print

Is

right

—

„

if

the film

is

pro- she’s looking’ at scarlet lipstick.

fessionally shot in the right light

and with the

right equipment,

and

Vidpix-Antennas
then is properly processed— it can
go on the air and reproduce faithS Contihued from page 45
Network engineers can get
fully.
can’t charge the sponsor for the
faithful reproduction of what's on

added coverage, especially if the
if the film is right.
sponsor has no distribution or paSecondary problem and this is
tronage from that distant antenna
not on the network level so much
as the local station level is the market.
What makes matters especially
engineer. !NBC and CBS, of course,
have trained color engineers who puzzling is the fact that the ancan from the control room balance tenna systems are not subject to
the colors in a picture, compensat- regulation by the FCC or any other
ing for overcasts, imbalance, etc., federal or state body, nor is there
in the print itself. But when com* legal precedent in any way involvmercials and spot and syndicated ing the community antennas, which
programs go out to stations, the comprise something of a new meThe dium. Governing principle which
print had better be right.
color engineer at the local level will probably be pinpointed should
in most cases doesn't have the any legal hassles or moves arise
training and knowhow that the will
be the question whether
network man has, and he can foul monthly fees charged by the sysup a film showing badly. Labs tem operators to their subscribers
will have to turn out perfect are for true plant and equipment
prints. Other problems are sound- maintenance or for providing protracks, opticals, lettering, etc., and, grams. In the latter case there’s a
of course, time and money.
question of program rights inThere’s a final poser that’s still volved, and that’s what the hasbothering network, production and sles will center about. Specific synagency toppers, and this doesn’t dicator mentioned above hasn’t
admit of easy solution. It’s the made a final decision, hut is
human element at work at home, strongly considering a test case
the individual taste. Every color on the matter. Such a suit, if it
set is and will be equipped with comes to pass, would be the preca chroma knob,, with which the edent-setter in the field.
the film

—

—

.

Telepix Followups
FIRESIDE THEATRE

(Acts of God Notwithstanding)
Fortune Merchandising Corp.,
Frank Wisbar tags off another
the Coast-based unit headed by
season with a drama that
Fireside
virholds
a
which
Leonard Schain
drums on the nerves. It wouldn’t
tual monopoly on promotion-merif it didn’t have a strong
Wisbar
be
sponsors
to
chandising servicing
current of the human element runand vidpix outfits, is expanding its ning through the meller and thjg
of
shooting
for
production facilities
fusing of the two touches off a
It’s
filmed commercials. Firm will set strong
impact.
emotional
up its own studio to turn out thp paper-backed rather than hardblurbs, which won’t he restricted covered and the unfoldment is eleto shows with which it’s associated mental in all its facets. No tricks
but will handle other accounts too. here; it goes right down the old
That’s only one phase ^of the dirt road.
From the title it is readily depyramiding operation which began
four years ago as a merchandising duced that a crisis has developed
So it is that
arm for Gene Autry’s telepix series and in turn overcome.
Henry, boss of a crew at a
and now operates for five telepix Bill
power plant, awaits word from the
shows, 240 agencies and well over
hospital where his wife is in labor.
100 sponsors. Firm’s latest venture A raging storm snaps the wires
the adult merchandising
is into
and the town is plunged into darkwhose
field, via signing of Vargas,
Everything seems to go
ness.
gals were a top circulation builder wrong at the plant and Henry is
sorts
for Vargas. Artist is doing all
frantic in his efforts to have the
He gets more
of art for Fortune clients in- the power restored.
adult field, and one of the plans hindrance than help from a fellow
underway is to use the V argas worker, who resented Henry’s marmodels in tv commercials to be riage to his onetime girl friend.
When the coal pile is frozen over
filmed by Fortune for its clients.
Adult field is a comparitively and Henry risks his life to break
one for merchandising, the jam, it’s his onetime rival who
fertile
•

Henry is conall the premiums hauls him to safety.
demands on his
and giveaways involved must be stantly faced with comes through.
and
always
heroics
utilitarian, whereas in the moppet
For Henry it’s probably one of
goes. Fortune’s latvirtually

since

field,

,1954

Schain's

Got If Trains Fortune

Ready

14,-

anything

First station-created library plan
for local sponsors .will be distributed by Sterling Television Co. via
a deal with WBNS-TV of Columbus, which pioneered and produced
the library .-Service, which includes
some 500 film, slide, telop and
other art devices, was shown in
N. Y, last week by Jerome s.
‘

Reeves, station’s program chief.
Material is divided into different business categories, with local
sponsor merely adding his name.
It’s similar to a newspaper mat
service, but Reeves declared that
it will supply local stations and
clients with network-caliber commercials. Material was created by
artists and art students regained
by the station, and was field-tested
in 10 markets before the distribution deal was set.
Station, incidentally, also anit was inaugurating a policy of supplying advertisers with
live 28-second chain breaks, the
first time live spots have been offered on a local-station basis. Station will have a double crew on
from 7 a.m. to midnight.

nounced

•+»+

»»

his toughest teevee assignments.
His rugged physique gets a rough
Vidpix Chatter
workout and shouting over the
noises of generators must have
Premiums and giveaways include left "his larynx limp. But he manglassware, bar devices, etc.
aged it all to good effect and gets
York
Importance of merchandising in competent assistance from Kim
Lynn Marks upped to publicity
Drake Hardy, Nolan
the telepix scheme is underlined Spalding,
assistant at' Screen Gems under
by the fact that Gordon Baking Co., Leary and William Fawcett.
newly-instated Frank Young
Helm.
which for year has resisted the use
Hardy Burt Associates completed
of end labels on its Silvercup
the first two "Answers for AmeriBread (even during the plush
cans” films at Vernon Lewis stu“Lone Ranger” days on radio), has Auction Vidpix Shorts
dios last week, with distribution on
finally come out uHth a “Rocky
the filmed segments to begin in
Jones, Space Ranger” label on its
about 10 days
. Ella Raines
in
.
Judgment
Satisfy
To
loaves.
Washington and Baltimore last
Hazard of producing films for tv week to plug her “Janet Deane”
on a limited bankroll was pointed series for Emerson Drugs
Sid
up anew this week when Referee Edelstein turned out the first two
Jerome H. Berkowitz placed tXvo “Sandy Wright, World Scout” teleshorts on public auction to satisfy pix scripts for the series being shot
.
a $716 judgment won by Pathe in Florida by Ed Leftwich
Laboratories Inc. in City Cburt, Guild Films prexy Reub Kaufman
planed
in from Coast huddles for a
N.. Y., last April.
Defendant in
quick N. Y. visit, then flew hack for
the case is appropriately named
more production conferences
Poor Charlie Inc., headed by one NBC Film Division hosted top
*
Charles Abdoo.
Navy, United Nations and RCAA freelance producer, I Abdoo NBC brass along,
with United Artturned out “Smoke Eaters” and ists at preem Monday (12) of the
“Calling Dr. Bell” about a year theatrical Version of “Victory at
ago.
Both two-rtelers, the films Sea”* at the Trans-Lux 60th St,
are described as situation come- Theatre . Bill (Hopalong Cassidy)
dies.
When Abdoo failed to pay Boyd in town with 48 newsboys
his lab bill, Pathe brought suit in (winners of a Hearst promotion) en
City Court.
In line With fore- route to Europe for a meeting with
Roclosure judgment Berkowitz will English newsboy winners
auction the negatives and prints of land Reed v.p. Guy -Thayer Jr. in
town
on
agency
talks
the two pix on July 27, at Pathe’s
New York offices, where the films
are being held.

est vidpix account is “Duffy’s Tavern,” and the campaign is aimed at
adults, primarily for breweries.

New
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ABC-TV Soapers
Prockter’s Video Series
Shooting for Theatres

MADISON SQUARE
. .
.

GARDEN^r

proved Selling Power!
"

"The 'MADISON SQUARE GARDEN' show
turned up with a 10 to 10:15 rating of 24.5."

.

.

In

response to a short announcement, we
an unexpected amount of cards and

received

KMTV — Omaha

letters

requesting that

GARDEN' be resumed

'MADISON SQUARE

in

its

present form next

season/
Fuller

& Smith &

Ross, Inc.

(BURKHARDT DEER, Sponsor)

26 FUMED SHOWS OF THE BEST IN
r

'

’**

CURRENT SPORTS EVENTS DIRECT FROM

Continued from page 27

Arthur Godfrey's been
Video producer Bernard Prock- backed up to 10:30 on CBS-TV, to
grab off a sizable viewing seg-

ter is planning a theatrical version
of his “Treasury Men in Action”
tv’er, with production slated to
start in April. Prockter and Leonard Lowenthal, v.p.-general counsel of Prockter Television Enterprises, planed to Europe over the
weekend to survey studio facilities
and sites for locationing.

fact

that

ment

for the strips.
“Breakfast Club,” while it will
have seven quarter-hours sold by
the end of this month and is more
than paying its own way, has been
somewhat hampered by the fact
that it doesn’t reach the Coast and
by its low (54% -of tv homes) covScript already has been written erage factor. One client who was
and private financing arranged. all set to come in on a multiple
Film will be produced in coopera- sponsorship deal reportedly hacked
tion with the U. S. Treasury Dept,, down because of lack of Coast covwhich also works with Prockter. on erage.
Show is on 55 stations now, and
the tele series.
Eleazar Lipsky,
two of whose books, “Kiss of plan would be to add some 20 staDeath” and “The People Against tions, which would give the show
O'Hara,” are being converted into an 82% coverage factor, in addimotion pictures, turned out the tion to delivering the all-important
screenplay, based on a T-Man case. Coast markets (via hot kinnie).
About 95% of the action takes Web has figured the simulcast costplace
in
Europe.
Distribution per-thousand homes per commercial at $1.96, with the increased
hasn’t been set yet.
coverage bringing even that low

down

figure
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OF Board

Jaffe joined Official late this
winter, moving over from Motion
Pictures for Television, where he
was eastern sales chief of the syndication division.

Langendorf's 'Range' Spread
Langendorf
United
Bakeries,
which is sponsoring CBS Television Film Sales’ “Range Rider” in
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
has picked up the series in Portland and Seattle, via KOIN-TV and

KOMO-TV.

—

—

ATTENTION
ALL FILM PRODUCERS
Now

full dolailt, wire, writ o, coll

ATLANTA, Go.: Edward H. Steven*

substantially

and facilities costs increase, but
program cost remains the same).
Herb Jaffe, sales chief at Official Even at the risk of starting on an
Films, last week was elected a y.p. expanded lineup in red ink (via
and board member of the firm. increased line costs, etc.), web
He’s the sixth member of the sees such an expansion as bringing
board, which is headed by agent the segment more and heavier
Mike Nldorf.
bankrollers.
/

Jaffe on

k

I
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Production of

...

Starring Ronald

Howard

as Sherlock,

The greatest detective of all time comes to TV
on film Here is a series that is backed
. . .

.

with one of the most extensive 'presold

TV history

audiences in

.

For almost 70 years

SHERLOCK HOLMES
and his friend Dr, Watson have been thrilling
the adventures of

H. Marion Crawford
•s Watson

audiences in the great Arthur Conan Doyle books!

In the movies ...on the stage

. . .

and in daily and Sunday newspapers

magic name of SHERLOCK HOLMES always has meant
box office! And now — as a TV film show produced by

...the

Sheldon Reynolds, creator of “Foreign Intrigue ”, and starring
brilliant young English actor -

Ronald Howard,

the potential is even greater!

SHERLOCK HOLMES (39 half-hour programs, custom
filmed for TV) is ready for September airing.
SHERLOCK HOLMES,

a natural for

filmed in Europe, is

local

regional and national spot advertisers!

A Sure Clue To Increased Business write, wire or
phone your nearest MPTV Film Syndication Division:
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
For

655 Madison Ave.
New York 21. N.Y.
TEmpleton 8-2000

155 E. Ohio St.
Chicago 11, III.
WHitenall 3*2600

BOSTON

DETROIT

216 Tremont

0100 Sunset

SAN FRANCISCO

2211 Woodward Av4.

St.

Boston 16, Mass.
HAncock 6-0897

Detroit 1, Michigan

ATLANTA

TORONTO

Woodward 1*2560

Mortgage Guaranty Bldg.
Carnegie

Way &

Ellis St.

Alpine

MPTV
277

(Canada) Ltd.

DALLAS
3109 Routh

Victoria St.

St.

Dallas 4, Texas
STerling 4007

Empire 8*8621

0912

625 Market St.
San Francisco, Calif.
Douglas 2*1387

Toronto, Canada

Atlanta, Georgia

Blvd.

Los Angeles 46, Calif.
Crestvlew 1*6101

«

These

MPTV

shows are available now:

Hour Shows: Duffy’s Tavern • Flash Gordon
Registered Nurse • Sherlock Holmes.

Vd Hour Shows: Drew
Junior Science

•

•

Janet Dean,

Pearson’s Washington-Merry-Go-Round
• • • plus more to come

Tim McCoy

Dramatic Serial 5 quarter hours a

week

•

The Heart

of Juliet Jones

A

Dream’ -“I novelty that could attract
Patti Pare: “What
Cried” (Mercury). Patti Page goes spins but it’s Just a road company
Up’
into the rhythm & blues groove on “Mairzy Doats.” “Burn ’Em
“What A.* Dream” and emerges has some: spark but it never ignites
with a surefire pop entry. She
Laurie Sisters: “Oo-Wa”-“Don’t
projects a nifty blues feeling and
(Mercury). The Laurie
the pounding piano beat behind Drop
Ruth Sisters are an up-and-coming
her adds to the mood.
Brown's Atlantic "slicing of the combo due for a payoff platter.
them,
tune is done in the same manner. This«coupling could do it for
The Atlantic cut should clean up especially the “Don’t Drop It” side.
girls
the
which
Item
lively
a
Jt's
a
Cried”
is
in the r&b market. “I
sweet and sentimental item with a deliver with an Infectious bounce.
the coinbox
•lilting beat. Miss Page’s vocalizing Plenty of appeal for
hold
brings it into the winner's .circle. trade and the deeJays won’t
“Oo-Wa” is another
It s a tossup as to which side the back either.
nab
will
too,
It,
and
cut
breezy
jocks will go for.
Bob Stewart: “Dance of the spins.
“Showin’
Orch:
Slravo
George
Hours”-“Said” (MGM). Coupling
Kiss’ (DecOf public domain melodies makes Off'VThat Goodnight
fora hot two-sided biscuit that’ll go ca). “Showin* Off” is a bright and
George
far on all levels. “Dance of the frisky Instrumental which

W

i

Proko(London;
performances ofmodem works for

Bartok: Concerto No. 3
Concerto No. 3

fiev:

.

duStries (U. S.) Ltd., as
guished from the powerful

$5.95). Interesting

isfying technique to both pieces,

with proper

romantic swing.

lyric,

Suisse Romande orch under Ernest
Ansermet adds sure support.

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 2
Rarely-heard
$5.95).
(Columbia;
“Little Russian” symph is martial,
melodic and altogether charming,!

LAWRENCE WELK
and hi*

especially in this gay reading

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

distin-

EMI

in

Britain which, for a time, was virtually a pool of almost all diskeries.
EMI (U. S.) controls Angel which
specializes .in foreign
albums—'
longhair and of the more “popular”
metier, such as Charles TrenetJacques Hellan (ANG 64004) and

two Inviting
piano and orch. Julius Katchen
brings solid musicianship and sat-

.

'

Every so often anybody who
watches the market reports will
note' how EMI/a relatively cheap
stock, has .been active on the
N. Y. Stock Exchange.
That
stands for Electric Sc Musical In-

Piafs

Edith

<v

“Bravo

Pour

Le

Clown”

(64005), two’ 10-inch LPs,
pressed in the U. S. from French
tapes. These are specifically dealt

by herein.
For one

the Royal Philharmonic. under Sir

thing, the Yank labels
could take a lesson or three from
Debussy: Quartet In G Minor Sc whoever does the liners for
Angel,
Milhaud: Quartet,, No. 12 /(Angel; notably the Piaf album.
It’s particDOLL DANCE
$4.95). Fine .coupling here, wellularly
applicable
and
for
the
so-called
played by a young, gifted enNIMBLE FINGERS
semble, Quartetto Itallano. The “Continental” anthologies, of which
will be -a continuous parade
WHAT A DREAM de Paul score. “Sobbing Women,” Debussy is lyric, evocative and there
PATTI PAGE
gentle; the middle section of the as Franco-American tastes have al* Cried.
*
(Mercury)
de- Milhaud is a specially tender, wist- ways been on an intimate musical
could
KeeC
Howard
sung
by
DANCE OF THE HOURS
BOB STEWART
level. .Imports from Germany and
velop into a pop hit. Jane Powell ful thing.
Said
(MGM) ....
Saint-Saens Sc Lalo: Cello Con- Italy and Spain -.are inevitably im...... SMILE
registers on “Wonderful, WonderFRANK CHACKSFIELD
The program-annotator
” while certos (London; $5.95). Graceful, minent,
Heather
the
“Goin’
Co’tln’
In
and
Piper
ful
Day”
.....
(London)
conservative style of the Saint- has done a savvy job In cueing each
Virginia Gibson and Bill Lee .hanSaens, and the exotic, romantic titular intro, plus a reprise of the
dle a couple of numbers in comtradition of the Lalo, are both lyric content which are a great
Hours,!’ out of Ponchielli’s “La Siravo takes for a delightful spin. petent .style. Adolph Deutsch con(Continued on page 54)
(Continued on'page 54)
Giacconda,” has the better chance It’s got bounce and spirit and ducted the studio orch.
to step out first* A clever lyric is* should help dee jays looking for

1$0th Consecutive

Waek, Aragon

Thomas Beecham.

Santa Monica, Calif.
Exclusively on Coral Records

Ballroom,'’

Best

‘

..

excellently blended with thfe cap- instrumentals as breathers between
tivating melodic line and Bob the flood of vocalists’ disks. “That
Stewart wraps it all up into a Goodnight Kiss” is easy on the ear
socko slice. “Said.” a rehash of
“My Darlin’ Clementine,” has a but it’s justa routine composition,
zingy beat.

Album Reviews

Frank Chacksfield Orch:
“Smile”-“Piper In The Heather”
(London). Charlie Chaplin and
Frank Chacksfield seem to be
meant for each other. Chaplin’s
“Limelight” theme got Chacksfield
into the disk bigtime in the U.S.
and it looks like “Smile,” the
theme from ‘Modem Times,” will
follow the same pattern. The melodic line is sweet and simple and
Chacksfield gives it a rich and attractive workover. The flip side is
an interesting instrumental featuring a bagpipe but its commercial chances on this side of the
heather are slim.
The Lancers: “So Low, So High,
So Wide”-“Live and Let Live
(Trend). Give The Lancers a spiritual with a jazz beat arrangement
and they inevitably work it into a
driving slice good for a solid lineup of spins all along the way. “So
Wide” is just that kind of material
and -they deliver with a tiptop harmony technique. “Live and Let
Live,” on the bottom deck also
shows off the group's style to advantage. It’ll nab plenty of dee jay

Lauritz

Melchior-Hclena

Scott-

Rafph Herbert-Hope Holiday-William Chapman: “Arabian Nights”
(Decca). The original cost album
of the Guy Lombardo production
of the Jones Beach, L. I., musical
extravaganza has been excellently
packaged by Decca. Technically,
it’s- been cut for maximum clarity,
and musically, it has several high
spots from the score by Carmen
Lombardo and John Jacob Loeb.
Lauritz Melchior registers in three
numbers, “Hail To The Sultan,”

“A Long Ago Love” and “Marry
The One You Love;” Hope Holiday does a fine musical comedy
jofr on “It’s Great To Be Alive”

while Helena Scott scores on “The
Hero Of All My Dreams.” “How
Long Has It Been,” as delivered
by William Chapman and Miss
Scott, has the best pop potential
Pemin the atmospheric score.
broke Davenport orch backs up
in rich style. Lombardo also has
sliced an album of tunes from this
score with his own orch and he
underscores its pop and danceable
quality. Usual Lombardo arrangeinterest.
Peggy King: “The Hottentot”- ments are complemented with vo“Bum ’Em Up” (Columbia). Peggy cals by BUI Flanagan and Kenny
King is the thrush that has been Gardner.
Jane Powell-Howard Keel: “Sevwarbling the Hunt’s Tomato Sauce
commercials. Gal has a charming en Brides For Seven Brothers”
wax quality that could mean a big (MGM). From the Metro Westerner,
payoff if the right material comes “Seven Brides,”
has come
along. She doesn’t have it here. up with another fine soundtrack
Hottentot” is a tongue-twisting album of the Johnny Mercer-Gene
.

MGM

'

Cols

Slick Chevalier

Maurice Chevalier in

Wax

*
(JULY 1. 1953
1. 1954)
with the largest radio “and television audiences are listed below in order of the
(Songs in stage or film productions
total ACI points received in the ACI surveys during the year.
Songs whose activity began
Songs- currently active are_ marke d with an asterisk.
are indicated.
prior to July 1, 1953 are noted by the date— 1953).
*

The 35 song

Total

Rank
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Biog

characteristic ditties on Columbia
12-inch LP (CL 568; $5.95) is virtually a one-man concert in the
It ranks with Col’s tiptop Victor Borge recital, lacking
home.
only the actual audience-reaction sounds as with .the latter;
It’s Chevalier at his best, obviously in his most up-to-date
manner, and, as in Angel Records’ .technique of savvy program
notes Arajn Avakian has possibly even topped the Piaf-Trenet
albums’ style with a fine set of program notes.
They . closely
follow the 'lyric content; ^key the Original French title; translate
the lyric 'and the mood almost literally so that the American con-

questionable addition to the customer’s enjoyment.
Simply. Titled Maurice Chevalier, the 12 ditties might be likened
to a musical autobigraphy of the standout French ch&nsohnier.
The songs are largely self- written, in collaboration with Fired Freed,
an American,' and/or Albert Willemetz, vet Parisian songsmith
and longtime prez of SACJEM (The French ASCAP). They kid
Chevalier himself; they touch on his attitudes and philosophies
of life; and they also go astray into broader humorous observations.
“Paris Je T’Aime” spells out his love of Paris, as does his salute
to “Paris a Ses 2,000 Ans,” on the French capital’s joyful anniversary. “Mais Qui Est-ce?” (Now Who Can That Be?) is tonguein-cheek self-appraisal; and also in the autobiographical vein is
“Moi . > . J’ai Garde,” reviewing the things he’s always kept in
his. heart
his love of Paris, his little songs, his Opening nights,
his appreciation of “Bravo Maurice,” his trademarked straw boater.
“J'ai Fixe Mon Coeur” (I've Made My Heart’s Home near the
Sacre Coeur, the Place du Tertre, etc.) rounds out the love-ofParis themes.
“A La Francaise,” “Peintre En Batiment” (Housepainter’s View
of Life); “Une Canne Et Une Casquette” (A Cane and A Cap);
a saucy “Peutetre” (Perhaps); and “As Si Vous Savez” (If You
Only Knew); “Trinque . Trinque” (Drink ... Drink); and “La
Chasse” (Hunting) are more observations of the passing scene.
All the Chevalier charm, showmanship and personality come
through in great style in this slick album,
Abel.

—

.

hits

Weeks

ACI

in

Points
49319
40470
36722
30928
29925
29003
27815
27043
25032
24176
23849
23328
22974
22786
22522
21923
18614
18451
18412
17677
16025
15474
14856
13828
13821
12208
12023
11423
11248
11211
10782
10780
10694
10103
9932

Survey
37
33
24
21
25
28
33
32
33
23
32
21
30
39

26
26
27
24
24
21

25
40
9
17
25
22

Song Title
Secret Love .......
Stranger In Paradise

Young At
Wanted

Make

Rank
1

2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
33

i

»

Production
•

•

i

•

•

.

.

.....(Kismet)

.

.

.

.

.

.

Frank
...Sunbeam
Witmark
.

.

.

.

.

.

Me

................
(The Caddy)

Amore

No Other Love

.....(Me

(1953)

And

(1953)

.

t

« » i t

.

.

Answer Me, My Love

.

.

You, You, You (1953)
(I Get So Lonely)

. .

.

Robbins

..

. .

.

Ardmore

—

Bourne
Mellin
..Melrose
Sheldon
Chappell
»
.Shapiro-B
/
Robbins
, .

...... ...

.

.

•

*

*

•

»

«

Ricochet

(Can Can)

I Love Paris
Oh, My Papa
Heart Of My Heart

(1953)

Melrose
.Williamson

.

;

Oh, Baby Mine

Oh

Remick’

.

.

..... Paramount

Juliet)

Ebb Tide
Vaya Con Dios

Publisher

..... (Calamity Jane)
i

»

.

»

»

i

!

•

•

i

.

«

...........

i.

Changing Partners
Many Times
Cross Over The Bridge
Rags To Riches
Granada (1953)
. .

,
.
»

•

»

•

.

Feist

Porgie
Broadcast
Laurel
-

Saunders
peer
Three Coins In The Fountain .... (Three Coins In The Fountain) ...Robbins
Little Things Mean A Lot
... .Feist
.

I Believe (1953)
P.'S. I Love You (1953)

I’m Walking Behind

10
20
18
21

Hernando’s Hideaway

You Alone

.

.V, ... .v

(1953)

Leeds
.....Frank

..(Pajama Game)
•

.

•

.

. .

Lost

20
25

.

.

.

.Mellin

Pink Tights)

(Girl In

Witmark

.-.Broadcast

.

In Loveliness

Chappell

Bon

C’est SI

.

.............. Roncom
.Morris

• •

Somebody Stole De Wedding Bell.
(Lucky Me)
Speak To The Stars
(Moulin Rouge)
Song From Moulin Rouge (1953)
Man With The Banjo
.

Cromwell

.

I

17
18

.

La Salle

You

18

Leeds

Top Standards of 1953-1954

Total

Weeks

ACI

in

Points
14302

Survey
24
30
8
4

8773
8553
7187
6953
6362
6253
5862
5848
5663
5656
5591
5209
5151
5111
5070
4772
4542
4109
3983
3688
3649
3481
3447
3392
3320
3135
3030
3013
2998
2934
2915
2905
2801
2797

Heart

Love To

That’s

t.

12

sumer mu&ir perforce have greater appreciation of each nuance.
This readier Understanding insures wider appeal and is an un-

.

OF SONG
PEATMAN ANNUAL SUHVEY
TO JULY

Song

19
13
17
13
10
14

Harms
Morris
7

.

.

...Famous

.

One Of Those Things

Harms
’

.

Birth Of The Blues
St. Louis Blues

.

BVC
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

Feist
.

........... Bterlin
..Shapiro-B
.

DeSylva-B-H

>

Witmark
Berlin

s

Shapiro-B

...Harms
Feist
..Berlin

Blue Skies

Over The Rainbow
You Made Me Love You
Give My Regards To Broadway
I Got Rhythm
Night And Day
I’ve Got My Love To Keep
Twelfth Street Rag
Christmas Song
Gypsy In My Soul
:

.Feist

.................... Broadway
Vogel
;

.

J

Me Warm

New World

.Harms
Berlin

Shapiro-B
,

...

.

1

Pretty Baby

How Abqut You

Harms

.... .Berlin

............

Always
*Way Down Yonder In New Orleans
I Get A Kick Out Of You ..........
I’m Sittin’ On Top Of The World

,

Harms
Handy

!!]!!.!’!!! DeSylva-B-H

Tiger Bag
........
There’s No Business Like Show Business
On The Sunny Side Of The Street .... . ...
Begin The Beguine
Alexander’s Ragtime Band
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home ...............
Lullaby Of Broadway

9
6
10
9
5
9
15
9
13
5

......... Famous

,

Winter Wonderland
September Song

11
12
10

Berlin
Berlin

Harms

".

That Old Black Magic

12
10
9

7
5

Publisher
.

Lover
Just

8

8
9
6
6
3
6

Title

Tea For Two
Tenderly
White Christmas
Easter Parade
’S Wonderful

!!!!?!...!!

........ Morris

Robbins

Remick
^

.

Broadcast

Wedm&faf* July 14» 1?54
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*rray

Adams Reports on Big

Mask
Danny Kessler’s

exit »s

blues chief for RCA Victor at-f
the end of this month puts the
8i

on his various manageand publishing operations
while working for the diskery. Kesspotlight

ment

currently handling Georgie
Shaw, Chuck Willis and Mary Del,
a rieW songstress with
latter
Cadence Records. In the publishing field, Kessler owns Berkshire
Music (ASCAP) and Rushmore
Music (BMI).
Kessler joined Vietor about 18
months ago, switching over from
Columbia Records where he also
handled the r&b operation for the
In that casubsid Okeh label.
pacity, Kessler discovered Johnnie
Ray and also had a management
deal with the singer along with
Berrtie Lang. Kessler’s tieup with
sler is

was disclosed in his suit
Lang for coin due under
the co-mahagement; deal.
Eddie Kissack, who has been assistant to Jimmy Hilliard, artists
chief for Label -.X,
ic repertoire
For
will take over Kessler’s spot.
the past few months, Victor’s r&b
releases have been issued under
the Groove label which is distributed for most part through Label
channels. Latter label was set
up by Victor as a quasi-indie opera-

Ray

against

:

X

tion.

Armed Service Bands
In ’Commercial’

Rap

From Senate Probers
.

Washington, July

13.

By LES BROWN'

Ailing Wallers

Chicago, July 13.
Television is proving an unexpected boon to the sale of musical
instruments,'
which
last
year
&
for various ailments.
reached $325,000,000, William R.
In the hospital lineup are
Gard,
executive
secretary
Naof
Joyce Bryant, Big Maybelle,
tional Association of Music MerLarry Darnell and the DeJohn
chants, reported at opening of this
SisterS.
year's conclave and trade show.
Gard explained that tv Viewing
is increasing the desire of persons
to play musical instruments. Slated
for demonstration on Thursday
(15), before convention’s windup, is
the method by which Prof. Gerirge
C. Stout of the University of Houston (Tex.) has been giving mass
piano and organ lessons over station KUHT-TV in Houston.
Trade show this year has over.
§50 merchandisers of music exhibiting on six floors of the Palmer
Who has a hot 78 rpm disk? House. Unwrapped for this year’s
That’s the query being put to pub- music zoo are new musical instruments arid latest models of pianos,
lishers and their pluggers by indie
organs, television 'sets, radios and
radio stations in New York who are phonographs.
Attendance is exstill resisting the recent conversion, pected to reach 8^000.
Keynote address was made yesof cuffo disk jockey service by the
major platter
companies bo 45. rpm terday (Mon.) by Gene Flack, sales
~
counsel and director of advertising
speed.
Indie program managers report for Sunshine Biscuits, Inc., who
that the 78 squeeze is now really urged better aiid more aggressive
beigg put on by the majors. While salesmanship in the music industry
at a time when heavy spending
it was still, possible to get advance
78s from the pluggers last week, power is available to alL
In his opening address prexy of
the disk jockeys this week are
finding it nearly impossible to pick the NAMM, Russell B. Wells, unup an oldstyle platter with a major derscored the need for promotion
label. That’s due to the fact that and lauded the work of the Amerithe majors are no longer supplying can Music Conference in their
the publishers with advance copies music publicity program. Wells
members' that the preson the 78 speed and hence they told
ent approach to music promotion
can’t be transferred to the jocks,
The movement to 45s gained mo- was to intensify state and countrymentum last week with the switch wide teacher training workshops,
of the CBS network, both radio and to interest adult educational groups
tv, to the use of microgroove equip- in music activities, and to develop
ment for both 33s and 45s. NBC programs in colleges, offering
outlets are following suit. CBS is courses in music education.
corporate parent of Columbia Records, which is involved in the 45
push, while NBC is part of the
RCA setup along with the Victor
disk division, the prime mover of
45s five years ago when they put it
on the 'market.
'•

Epic Records went on sick

call last week. Four of its top
artists have been hospitalized

:

The U. S. Marine and Navy
bands are being “commercialized”
to the benefit of professional promoter* in a “highly questionable
procedure,” Sen. John ,J. 'Williams
(R., Dels.), charged in a Senate
speech yesterday (Mon.). While
there are many service bands all
over the world, the Army, Marine
Corps and Air Force bands are located at bases near the nation’s
capital.

NAMM

One indie station manager in
According to Williams, O. V.
N. Y, completely discounted the
Trapp, a promoter, earned himself,
diskers’ claims that the switch to
$16,452 in 1951, and $18,607 in 1952,
45s was made to save money. “Mayduring the annual nine-week tours
be it saves money when they- ship
of the Marine Corps band. He said
disks to out-of-town stations, but
that Lt. Col. William F. Santelraan,
why should they impose a Peoria
leader of the Marine blind, made
format
on a New York outlet. If
$6,706 above his service pay for it’s
a money-saving question, why
the 1951 tour and about 20%
are they blocking the pluggers
higher In 1952. Members of the
from supplying^ the 78s to the stahand got a share of the profits and tions at the publishers cost,” he
special pay during the trips.
asked.
the
handled
who
G. B. Sandefer,
Navy band tour in 1952, made
plus
$25
$10,994 from that tour,
a day expenses while accompanying Clooney-Ferrer Slice
it.
Williams charged it was highly
questionable for leaders of the
Kiddie Sides for Col
Navy and Marine bands to negotiRosemary Clooney and her husate contracts with outside promoters which boosted their own band' Jose Ferrer cut their first
salaries and the pay of their musi- kidisks for Columbia Records last
cians.
week. Hecky Krasnow, Col’s kidisk
(R.,
Sen Everett Saltonstall
chief, is preppiqg the platter for
Mass.), chairman of the Armed an October release.
Services Committee, said he was
Previous sides cut by the Mr. &
confident the situation had been Mrs. duo were for Col’s pop de“cleared up” in the past few partment. The last release was “A
s
months.
Bunch of Bananas and a Bottle of
1

-

/

Gin.”

,

Big Agencies Also,Now
Beverly

13.

>

the nitery belt is forcthe talent agencies to lay
heavier stress in those fields. Lating

est percentery to hop on the bandwagon is General Artists Corp.
Last week GAC nabbed Vic Sands
to head up a combined Jazz-mambo,

proclamation said the
had “brought grea?
credit and honor and widespread
Hills
Beverly
to
recognition
through his professional activities
as a composer and through his
philanthropic and humanitarian activities.” Louella Parsons tossed a
party for "McHugh Saturday night
at her home with a flock of HollyOfficial

songwriter

blues department. Sands
previously had been with the Wil8c

lard

Alexander office.
Major agencies hegan'to perk up

to the potential of the Latino binge

when Perez Prado nabbed a booking at the plush Waldorf-Astoria.
Heretofore, the chile units were
booked, primarily, through the
smaller agencies.

July

i

wood names

attending.

water

outfit.

This year

and the Continent.

,it’s

Significance

Seagram’s Gin for the waxing
of Billy Eckstine’s “Seabreeze,’^
The Seagram’s outfit paid for

Quarterly

distribution

of

the

the date and have been hypoing the platter via special
*
streamers for bars.
In the past few years,
has tied in with Canada Dry
for its Shep Fields release of
“Gin and Tonic” and the
Puerto Rican Rum Industry for
*its Nora Morales waxing of
“Rum and Soda.”
'

MGM

1

the

overseas

& Publishers in its 40-year

history.
reported a solidification of
relationships with the Performing
Rights Society in Britain, the
Societe Des Auteurs, Compositeurs

‘

Adams

et Editeurs
in ..France,

de Musique (SACEM)
and Societa’ Italiana

Degli Aptori ed Editor! (SI AE) in
Italy.

Adams stated that the international music exchange te a tworway
street. Although U. S. music predominates in countries like England and France, it’s also true, he

Camden, July

13.

Joseph B. Elliott reportedly has
resigned from RCA Victor for the
second time within a decade and
this time presumably it is final
because he is supposedly slated to
assume a major post with the
Schick Electric Razor Co. of Stamford, Conn. When he returned to
RCA here in 1944, after a stint
with Schick, he was made a director of that company and has been
close to Mrs. Gifford (former Mrs.
Schick) in her business affairs.
Hence the shift back is not exactly
in the nature of a complete surprise. He undoubtedly will assume

I

duties of major responsibility.
Joe Elliott is a vet of the Victor organization of some 20 years.
He was only recently made an, executive vice president of
Victor one of the five exec veeps—;

RCA

—

Reportedly, the Elliott

pointed out, that America's hit lists
are frequently dotted with imported
songs. The recent cycle of Italo
inspired hits was a case in a point.
Italy, which does not go for U,S.
pops on the same scale as France,
is rapidly increasing its appetite
for American tunes., Adams reported widespread interest among
Italian pubs in Milan which is the
music centre of Italy. The ASCAP
prexy also stated that a couple of
disk jockeys, with prior experience
on New York stations, are launching pop shows with heavy stress on
Tin Pan Alley tunes.
In France, the amount of American music was “surprisingly large,”
Adams said. One club, the Casino
de Paris, had 14 numbers in its
show of which eight were from
U.S. Similar proportions existed in
other spots. Along with U. S.
music, Latin American rhythms
also are very much in favor in
France, Adams stated.

John

J.

Loeb Briefing

Songwriters on Status

reassoci-

American Society of Composers, ation with Schick takes place very

of Suit Ys^B’casters

Authors & Composers, mailed to soon. Also reported that it carpublishers and writers late last ries a strong stock interest for him.
week, reached an unprecedented
high of around $4,000,000. Current

Status of the current $150,000,-

000 antitrust suit launched last fall
by 33 songwriters against Broadcast Music Inc. and the broadcasters will be rim down at a meeting
of the Songwriters of America at
the Astor Hotel, N. Y., tomorrow
(Thurs.).
Songwriters of
night
America, of which John Jacob
Loeb is chairman, is financing the
cleffers’ legal action via deductions

.

!

of

music market is underlined by
Adams’ trip. It’s the first goodwill
tour of English and European performing rights societies ever undertaken by any prexy of the American Society of Composers, Authors

ucts.

divvy tops the last quarter’s melon
by about $500,000.
Reason for the big jump was an
accrual of coin earned during the
first quarter but hold over for the
second check. Part of this coin
came from indie video stations
.whose performance money was
held in escrow pending settlement
of a licensing pact with ASCAP.
Such a deal was made earlier this
year.

CAN THEY SPARE THAT DIME?
40c

Vs 50c For Pops. And 50o Vs
60c For Standards

While the majority of publishers
now marking current sheet mupops at 50c per $opy, ShapiroBernstein Music is holding to a 40c
policy. S-B execs believe, that sheet
sales are tough enough without

are

.

sic

The

move to 50c in the pop field was
made about six months ago.

S-B execs pointed out that pubJimmy McHugh’s civic and
lishers lose little by marking their
charitable endeavors were cited by copies at 40c rather than 50c. The
Beverly Hills Mayor Gen. Harold jobber pays the pub 23c for the 40c
L. George in proclaiming Jimmy copies and 25c for the 50c copies
McHugh Day here last Saturday and this difference can easily be
(10). % Occasion was McHugh’s 59th made up by a slight increase in
birthday.
sales on the lower-priced sheets.

that’s hitting

'

Hills,

MGM

Records likes it
straight^ For the past couple
of years now, the djskery has
•tied in at least one of its summer releases with some fire-

and had charge of consumer prod-

hiking prices to consumers.

like That Mambo Beat
The new jazz arid mambo kick

With expanding means of communication and transportation, the
horizons for an international music
market are beginning to open up
on a -practical level. That’s the
opinion of ASCAP prexy* Stanley
Adams who returned last week
after a two-month tour of England

100 Propf Shellac

:

j

rhythm

Biz Influences Abroad

rhythm 4*

Soria’s N.Y.

Powwows On

RCA’s Plans

in Spain

Gabriel Soria, general manager
of RCA’s new plant in Spain, arrived in the U.S. this week for
huddles with the Victor disk division brass about various Spanish

governmental regulations. He will from its members’ ASCAP divibe in the U.S. for s couple of dends.
-At the present time the examiweeks.
Soria’s
visit
here follows a nation before trial of the songquickie trip overseas by George R. writers by the broadcasters side is
Marek, Victor’s artists & reper- nearing completion. Mack David
toire manager who returned last and L. Wolfe Gilbert were examweek. Marek has made several ined a couple Of weeks ago on the
overseas trips recently because of Coast and it's expected that Arthur
Victor's new plants in Spain and Schwartz, one of toe., main sparkin Italy where Joe Biondo is bead- plugs in the songwriters’ action,
will be the final cleffpr to be exing the operation.
amined. Then it will [.be the turn
I

Flanagan’s Cool Kick
Atlantic City, July 13.

Bandleader Ralph Flanagan again
the front page as he aphere on Steel Pier. Last
was haled before a judge

crashed
peared
year he
charged

with distributing circulars
advertising his band from his airplane. Not so bad as this time,
when he was fined $50 and ordered
out of suburban Ventnor, exclusive residential district, following
Music,
Chappell
along
with
S-B;
is also holding the 50c line on charges* that he appeared on the
beach during the early morning
pubs
mark
other
standards. Most
standards up to 60c, The theory hours in the nude.
Flanagan was then- arraigned beprices
is
higher
sheet
behind the
'
Municipal
Walter
Judge
that if a customer wants to buy a fore
Wunsch
and entered a hot guilty
doesn’t
care
he
particular number,
if it costs an extra dime. The days plea. He was fined $50 after the
of over-the-counter sales ’on* a vari- judge had listened to the testiety of sheets to a single customer mony, and told him to get out of
town.
are gone forever.
s

of the tunesmiths’ attorney, John
Schulman, to examine the defendants.
It’s expected that the trial will
not be held before late 1955.

H&R to

Leeds:

A Rose

Is a Rose Is a Rose
Hill & Range file£ an infrigement suit against Leeds Music in
N. Y. Federal Court this week over
the latter’s copyright, “Someone
Else’s Roses.”

H&R

claims that Leeds’ song infringes on its tune, “Bouquet of
Roses,” which was penned around
1947 by Steve Nelson and Bob Hilliard.

“Someone

Else’s Roses”

was

written by Milton Carson. Plaintiff
is asking for an injunction, damages and au accounting of profits.
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(Week ending July

Vicksburg/ Miss.
Editor.. Variety:
I can’t help commenting on an
last week’s
in
Vafiety
article
about deejays spinning the same'
records all the time-~and lacking
programming imagination.

do—so. much

its

Leeds

Leeds'

Wanted

had repped Maurice
Shakeup in the Leedstie
was made during

.

,

music to draw from.
Maybe I see it differently having,
been in the music business almost
20 years and in radio only three,
but I’ve found that the radio audience does not want the same tunes
day after day. With, a little imagination and effort a disk jockey
can work out good programs, pay-

at Heart
Cross Over. Bridge

Canadian Co.
Tees Off Operation

Columbia

Records

RCA

will

Union Local. •»*
77, which resulted

..... .Kassner
.

—

V

and

Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
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KITTY KALLEN (Decca)
“Little Things Mean a Lot”.
ARCHIE BLEYER (Cadence)
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“Three Coins in the Fountain”.
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“Happy Wanderer**
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“My Friend”
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Phllco,

Despite the spurt in phono sales
during the RIAA’s drive, the org
concedes that it still remains to
determined if concentrated and
simultaneous effort by all phono
manufacturers in advertising and *
promotion results in greater public
interest and better sales than is
achieved by- individual aqd unorganized effort. However, both dealer
a
wholesalers are pleased
,?.
R? results of the
with the
campaign
and want representation in a similar effort next year.
Of the close to 5,000 new phonograph owners, the RIAA only got
to interview 261 for its “Consumer
Survey” during the month of June.
The smaller dealers, especially,
showed reluctance to give out the
names of their new custoraert, but
the RIAA expects to get enough
people to survey in due time to get
an accurate sampling of the effect
of new machines in home and disk
buying.
Y
Some of the questions in the
RIAA survey are: “Prior to the
purchase of your new phonograph
how much did you spend on phonoSraPbs annually?”; “How many and
what type of records did you purchase at the time you bought the
new phonograph?”; “How often do
you use your new phonograph?”;
an<* “Now many and what type of
records did you purchase at the
time you bought the new phonograph?”

13

..•

1

““

SIS. (Coral)
’’Goodnight. Swcctheartf*

..

were Magnavox, Motorola,
RCA Victor, V-M, WebsterChicago and Zenith. The needle
manufacturers were Jensen and'
Permo.
paigfi

WELK GETTING CORNY
FOR ONE WEEK AT 30G

(Cat)

GAYLORDS

20A

ers and two needld manufacturers
involved. The RIAA laid out $3,000
while the phono makers shelled
out $300 each: The needle makers
were assessed $100 each. Phono
manufacturers active in the cam-

15

McGUIRE
19

compiled by John W. Griffin, org’s
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob-

,

Musicians

at

election

.

Victor.

'«

_

Machines Sold

in a recent survey Of the effect
of its “Operation Phonograph” in
Baltimore last October, the Record
Industry Assn, of America ascety.
t&lned that the campaign stimulate
ed the sale of close to 5,000 new
machines. Figure was drawn from
reports of shipments to. dealers
from the wholesalers of the record
manufacturers active in the cam*
paign. Baltimore was used as the
tests for “Operation Phonograph”
because it’s regarded as a good,
barometer since it provides a potential of approximately 1% of the
national market.
According to the RIAA report,

exec secretary, the basic purpose
of the campaign had been achieved
since the names of 2,000 to 3,000
new phonograph owners have be*
come available for interview. The
RIAA questionnaire for new phoNew Brit. Orch
nograph owners will attempt to deLondon, July 13.
termine the relationship between a
New dance band on the British by A. A, Tomei, fought the matter new, playing machine in the home
scene is to be led by ex-Geraldo until it was taken before the AFM and the amount of disks bought. "
drummer, Eric Delaney. Sched- head. Petrillo ruled in favor of
The RIAA report states that
uled for debut in September, the Celia, Tomei, incidentally, was the there's a general agreement beorch will have 11 men.
leader of the faction that opposed tween manufacturers and wholeThe band made two demonstra- the Petrillo forces on the floor at salers who participated in the camtion disks last week and were two national conventions of the paign that the movement of merchandise from wholesaler to dealsigned by Mercury.
musicians.
ers exceeded expectation and that
the costs involved were in satisfactory relationship to the volume af
i'» «
business obtained.
Coin outlay for the campaign
was split between the RIAA and
the seven phonograph manufactur-

hillbilly guitarist-

by

__

.

t

a split decision by naming Romeo
Pella, president, and an oppositioncontrolled executive board, had an
administrative flare-up which had
to be settled by James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation of Musicians.
Celia named two investigators,
Peter Lannuttl and Andrew Riccardi, and the executive board
overruled his appointments, voting
to retain Lee Herman and Edward
Vollmer, The investigator posts are
two of the choicest plums in the
president’s grab-bag.
The executive board faction, led

Victoria

New World

.

couver.

Skeeter Bonn,

_

Philadelphia, July 13.

.

be handled by Addison’s, Ltd., with
branches in Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary and Van-

singer, inked

.
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Settles Rift

Recent

Shadow Waltz
Sterling
D’dw’d Stage Harms-Connelly
1 See the Moon
.Feldman
Bell Bottom Blues .... Reine

with Spartan.

Canada

.

.

.

Canada by Spartan. The newly
formed org will headquarter in Toronto and will be headed up by
ing tribute to composers and lyri- Robert tt. Pampe, veepee and mancists, looking for angles and trends aging director.
Parape will be asto build a program about—and the sisted by Frank Jones, formerly
Col's distribution in

.

^

-

I npol
In Pnillv At.
aFM
Ill liULdl
lUHJf

Changing Partners
Mellin
Such a Night. ........ .Sterling
Never Land .... Keith Prowse
Make Love to Me .... .Morris
BimbQ
...... Macmelodies

Ltd., will begin its representation
of the Col line this week. Columbia
was formerly serviced in

composers and. artists are only too
eager to help. Some of the greatest writers have sent me taped interviews, biogs, records* because I
showed interest in their behalf.
With live music going down the
drain, perhaps it would be a good
idea if all radio stations would employ musicians as disk jockeys.
Jack Garrett (WQBC).

-

The Book

Canada,

of

0

*if

.

Else’s Roses. .Fields

Young

—,

III i

Second 12
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p
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PetnUO

.

Bron
Get So Lonely
.Maddox
Don’t Laugh At Me...,. Toff

Someone

trip to England.

of

.iBosworth

.

....Heine
Heart
F.D.&H.
.Harms-Connelly

I

much
wealth Col’s

.,

»- —

r-

Idle Gossip ...........

Lou Levy, recent

topper,

My

$,0110

—

Friends, Neighbors

Heart of

Mo (Ms; '

In

.

.

(N.Y.)

Maurice

8)

,

Happy Wanderer

since 1946.

.

a deejay can

Secret Love.

interest in Peter Maurice Music in
the U. S. Papers for C&B to rep
Maurice, a British firm, in the U.S.
will be signed within the next few
weeks.

R

MUSIC

London, July 6.
. Harms-Connelly
Little Shoemaker
Bourne
Things Mean a Lot. .Robbins
Cara Mia . ........ .Robbins

on the

heels of Leeds Music sellout of

fully agree: there is so

,

Box Takes Over

Petdr Maurice in U.S.

I

_

MBsam
&

Cox
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1837

PAJAMA OAMI
Broadway Carl

Columbia

ML

4840

GLENN MIUER
STORY

G1ENN MIUER
MEMORIAL

PARDON MY
HOOPER

SINCERELY, UBERACE
.

Pllm Soundtrack

Glonn MlRor

Kormft Schnlcf

Decca

Victor

iubiko

DL 5519

LPT

3057

!

LP

2

tiboraco

Columbia

BL

1001

8

Holly woO^&uly

13.

First return date in Me 55-year
history of the
annHET harvest
shindig at the Com'wPalace in
Mitchell, S. D., .has been set for
Lawrence Welk and his Champagne
Music, He’ll be there Sept. 19-26.
Welk gets a flat $30,000 for playing , two shows nightly and will
supply the surrounding talent. In
addition, he’11 get a 50-50 split on
admissions for the nightly dance
session from 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Welk played the Corn Palace
date in 1947 and set a new attendance record. The mark was broken
in 1951 by GOy Lombardo and
Welk is out to set a new one, Welk
will kinescope his usual KTLA
television show so that there will
be no interruption in the weekly

programming.
L.
Wolfe
Gilbert,
ASCAP’fl
Coast rep and board member, returned to Hollywood over last

weekend

after

attending writers’

meetings in N. Y.

8

. «

..

!

MUSIC

Wednesday, July 14, 1954

On The Upbeat

RETAIL

and will probably, take a band into
York
Don Cornell,
the Black Hawk
Dolores Ifawklns, Epic Records' The Gaylords and Jerry Fielding’s
thrush, into the Copacabana July orch being offered around for Aug.
Satevening Post profiling 3 and 4, The package will probably
22
Nat (King) Cole in the July 17 go^into ballrooms instead of audiPaul Jaulus on a mid- toriums here
issue
Johnny Cooper
west deejay jaunt promoting John- playing piano at the Cafe El Matanie Ray’s “To Ev’ry Boy- To Ev’ry dor
Mel Torme plays a oneGirl’' on Columbia ... Alan Dean nighter at the Caribbean in Capiopens at the Surf Club, Virginia tola on July 17
Black Hawk
Beach, Va., Friday (16) ... Joni bidding for both Chet Baker and
James to the Coast for a Metro Gerry Mulligan for late summer
screen test
Karen Chandler dates
Erroll Garner opens for
set for nine days at the Stagecoach three weeks at the Black Hawk
Inn, Hackensack, N. J., beginning August 6
Friday (16)
Sue Evans, singing
harpist, rejoined Ted Lewis’ orch
Pittsburgh
Charlie Grace, Cadillac Rec.
ords* vocalist, currently at the
Les Brown band plays a oneCarnival, Pittsburgh ... Buddy nighter at West View Park tonight
Basch handling disk promotion for (Wed.) and Billy May orch, batoned
A1 Morgan
Daken Broadhead, by Sam Donahue, comes in next
Allied Records’ prexy, returned to Wednesday (21). Tex Beneke also
the, Coast last week after a busi- set for a one-nighter in August
ness trip to New York and WashThree Suns, following their
ington
Louis Capone, artists’ big two weeks at Horizon Room,
manager, branching out into the came in from Cleveland to play

New
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here until September,
return to New York
.

.

.

.

Omaha

set

for

week

at

Delevan, Wis., beginning July 23
Ted Lewis
.
orch opening State-Line at Lake
Tahoe on July 23 for two frames,
following a Reno date ... Frankie
Masters returns to Conrad Hilton
Boulevard Room, Aug. 13, indefinitely, when house reopens with
.
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Upstairs (Vesta)
Chapel in Moonlight (S-B)
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Up Weeks
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Tommy Reed

current at Riviera Ballroom, Lake
Geneva, following with two week
date at Holiday Ballroom, Chi., beginning July 30.
"

*

San Francisco
Tenor man Brew Moore

in

town

Draddy Exits Col
Jim Draddy, Columbia Records’

Mgr.

to Plant

I

Ray

in

.

I-

£

Hernando’s Hideaway (Frank) 3
Happy Wanderer (Fox) .... 5
tReally Love Me (Duchess)
TT

.

.

•

0

2

w
H

.

Chicago
Chuck Foster

2
3

.

.

A)

^

1

I

when they she’s Mrs. Chick Chechhio, wife of
Frank Sin- the captain of waiters at Pittsburgh
atra flying to London in October Playhouse restaurant
Charlie
.
for hearing of libel-action in which Applewhite penciled in for weekhe is the plaintiff
Derek Boul- end of Aug. 13-14 at Twin Coaches.
ton, of Metronome Music, is handling the new Eric Delaney orch.
.

Coins in Fountain (Robbins).
Things Mean a Lot (Feist)

-

•

|
&

•I'

A
*

fe

Friend (Paxton) .......
7
7
Understand (Jubilee/. ....
8
,
__ .s Little Shoemaker (Bourne)
9
Wanted (Witmark)
8
10A 9
Answer Me, Love (Bourne).
10B 12
tJoly (Lowell) .........
10C 10
t Young ^at Heart (Sunbeam)
13
Hey There (Frank)

.

I
e

S

1

6

Sunday shows at Kennywood
Park ... Wally Gingers band just
finished up string of 40 college and
high school proms
Marian
American trumpet-player Jimmy Vaux, organist, who fias been on
McPartland and his pianist wife, inactive list for last three years
Marian, have
already
made with a neck ailment, will return to
three broadcasts here and have action next month at Vince Sormore lined up. They plan to stay tino’s Villa Cafe. In private life,

o
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Pearl orch
booked for
For
Radio-Phonos
Terrytown Arena, at Scottsbluff,
Aug. 24 .
Hank Winder orch
Camden, N. J., July 13.
into V. C. Sloan’s Pla-Mor at
Thomas S. Weeks, who started
Lincoln tonight (14), followed by with Radio Corp. of America as an
Skippy Anderson (17), Skeets Ma- assembly line operator, has been
honey (21), Winder (24), Wes Ham- named general plant manager of
mon (28) and Bobby Mills (31).
the RCA Victor radio ana Victrola
division,
located in Cambridge,
O., and Canonsburg, Pa.
Haney Cuts for
Now
head of the company’s teleRecord* will release four
vision receiver plant at Bloomingsides recorded by songwriter-singer
Ray Haney. He penned three of the ton, Ind., Weeks will assume his
new post Aug. 1. George L.
four country-style tunes being reLeinenweber will succeed him at
leased.
Bloomington.
Haney Is married to Noel Fran’Other changes In the radio and
cis, assistant to Lou Walters, operVictoria division announced by
ator of the Latin Quarter, N. Y.
g.m. James M. Toney were: The

RCA

.

promotion director for the past six
months, ankled his post there last
week. Draddy had been upped to
the promotion spot ‘after working
for Col in the field.
His duties will be split up between merchandise manager Stan
Kavan and George Hayes. Hayes
will concentrate on syndicate stores
and mail order houses.

.

MGM

MGM

DECCA TO TEST VIDEO
IMPACT WITH ZABACH

was to add this album to
his list of releases. However, he’s
in the process of filming the “Florian Zabach Show,” a telefilm segment like the Liberace vidfilm and

Philips in Brit.
13.

Norman

toire

produced by the same
Films.

The

outfit,

series starts

.

means

The

building adjoining.

The

newly-acquired
property
be used for parking, and engineers are studying whether to

MITZI

MASON
Sings

WHO

SO

SAY?

MUCH
MORE

CAN

MGM
K

11740
11760

78
45

RPM
RPM

*

I

G real

Records

RUSS

MORGAN

BERNIE

rca victor
decca

UIGHTON Columbia

msm

essex

Han

raze the large one-story building
or retain it with alterations.

i
.

•

A

‘Hot*

Tony Bennett

Columbia Records, which has
Pacific Jazz Inks Singer
been stressing jazz; names, heavily
Hollywood, July 13.
under George Avakian’s direction,
Pacific
Jazz Records bought the
is now converting its pop names
into the hot groove. Balladeer Tony master of an indie record made by
Jphnny Holiday and Is working out
Bennett will take a fling on his
a deal for the warbler to cut an alfirst jazz set for Col this week with
bum for the Coast label. Diskery
backing from a group of topflight chief Dick
Bock wants to pair him
jazz instrumentalists.
with Chet Baker,
Bennett is set for a personal at
Holiday had cut Bobby Troup's
Lake Tahoe, Calif., Aug. 22,
tune “Julie Is Her Name,” with
Russell Garcia and a lush string
r
.

—

.

“The

finest

sound on record”

outfit backing.
i

Victor Salesman

Tom

Til?

3

MARY KAYE

will

ranks from Decca.

To Rome

Hollywood, July 13.
Mosley, RCA Victor platter

.

pusher and promoter on the Coast,
heads for Rome next month for an
all-expense-paid vacation in the
Eternal City. It’s a prize for hitting
120% over his quota in the plattery’s sales campaign on the “The
Pines and the Fountains of Rome’’
Toscanini album.
Firm takes eare o£ everything
while he’s there including, presumably, three coins to toss into that
'

fountain.

:

7

Triandh, Toledo, To Be
Turned Into Parking Lot

only British Philips artist to sell
big figures being Trinidad planWinifred Atwell, whom Newell brought over to the Philips

(

word) and muiic
by Sunny Skylar

a boost in his usual sales

pace.

iste,

1

SUMMER’S SINGIEST,
*0*lT%$WINGIEST HIT!

Guild

beaming

Toledo, July 13.
Trianon Ballroom, near
dowiftown Toledo, once th* bailiwick of name bands, has been sold
in to the Toledo Club, which has a

m

1

on stations around the country in
the fall, and Decca may hold up
the new album until around Christmas time to determine whether
Zabach’s new television program-

Leonard Smith and Norman Newell from Columbia as general manager and afiir man, respectively.
The Philips label here, drawing
on American Columbia, has had a
string of hits, by such artists as
Frankie Laine, Johnnie Ray, Guy
Mitchell, Doris Day, etc. The homegrown end of its catalog, however, has not been sensational, the

-

ney, Brisbane and Melbourne.
Aztec Productions in Sydney is
promoting the tour and will supply a large orch to background
Krupa. Latter will be back after
two weeks. Deal was set by Joe
Glaser, head of Associated Book-

’

Newell on Sick Leave
London, July

leave for Down Under immediately
following, his run at the Blue Note
in Chicago Aug. 9 and he will play
seven concerts in 11 days in Syd-

ing Corp.
Hollywood, July 13.
routine etching session this
Coast Spot's Band Policy
week may turn out to be the first
Santa Cruz, Cal., July 13.
real test of television’s effect on
After a click one-nighter recentthe record buying public. The session was at Decca’s Coast studios ly with Count Basie’s band, Brad
where fiddler Florian Zabach cut McDonald, who recently took over
the Caribbean Ballroom at Capia new album of classic themes.
planning
a
Zabach has been a consistent tola-by-the-Sea, is
once-a-month Rooking of name
seller for Decca and the original inbands.
tention

and phonograph engineering.

Newell, artists reperchief for Philips Records
here, is suffering from nervous exhaustion and is on sick leave. His
absence has given rise to reports
that he may be leaving the company. It was two years ago that
Philips launched their record division in London, and brought over

Concerts; 7 in 11 Days
Gene Krupa and his trio have
been set for a quickie tour of
Australia next month. Combo will

A

appointment of John L. Franke, as
chief engineer, engineering department; Alexander D. Burt, manager
of record changer engineering, and
Paul R. Bennett, manager radio

From

Krupa’s Quickie Aussie

America's Fastest
-

^Selling -Records!
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Vocal Combos

Angol Records

J^lRIETY Scoreboard

A Click Gaque

Continued from page 4S

help for the rusty-Frepch and the

OF

no-French savants of Continental
discology.

Same

true of the

is

Trenet-Helian

On

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Disk Lists

Vocal groups have won a firm
In
foothold on the wax market.
the past couple of months a flock
of combos have been steadily moving Into the payoff brackets 'to

,

*

and three ways in*the case of tunes

(disks, coin

This

2

Gay-i

irinrw
irT'r'rv KALLE^N
KITTY

3

ARCHIE BLEYER

3

FOUR ACES

(Cadence)
i

CREW CUTS

Three Coins In The Fountain

Wedding Bells
(Happy Wanderer
Shoemaker
) Little

(London)

KAY STARR

American

LPers

Crazy ’Bout You, Baby

811

(Mercury)

M

9

"

Hit and Run Affair
(There Never Was a Night

(Victor)

-c

POSITIONS

Ballad Hil!

ords, indie label headquartering in
East Newark, N.J. Foxman, who
previously was production head of
Allied Records eastern division,

j

I

Understand How You Feel

will head up Abbey’s expanding
production and development program.

(ASCAP. fBMI)

Last

TUNE

Week Week

NO ONE
BUT YOU
IE0 FEIST,

INC,

PUBLISHER

3

3

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN
HERNANDO’S HIDEAWAY

4

4

HAPPY WANDERER

1

1

2

2

5

5

.6

8

7

6

8

9

flF YOU LOVE ME (REALLY LOVE ME)
LITTLE SHOEMAKER
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL
fSH-BOOM

9

7

WANTED
bardic music redolent of Norse
Sympathetic reading by
Radio Stockholm symph under Six'

forests.

Longhair Reviews
Continued from page 48

I

Can’t Believe

b,

In

JIMMY McHUGH

Love With

«nd

Me

CLARENCE GASKILL

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

gracefully presented by Zara Nelsova and the London Philharmonic
under Sir Adrian Boult. Cellist’s
tone is full, expressive yet not too
heavy,
Sibelius: Legends of Lemmlnkaineii

(Capitol;

legends

“Swan

$5.70).

the

(including

of Tuonela”)

ten Ehrling.
Bartok: Plano

Album

are skillful, stark but fragrant.
Schumann: Cello Concerto &
Tchaikovsky: Variations on Rococo

Billy Daniels
Brit.

Las Vegas

AUDI VOX Record

release

"Mountain High, Valley Low"

year here.

A

s-e

York
PL

9-4600

I

Pres.

Chicago

I

203

No.

Wabash

Mulls

Hollywood
8619 Sunset

&

Range
Witmark
Sunbeam

M. WITMARK

A SONS

A-V Tape

Libraries In
Global Distrib Deals

Towers Production of Ottawa has
tied in with A-V Tape Libraries to
distribute the line in Canada. Under terms of the pact, A-V will

Towers will duplicate at its plant.
A-V also recently gave Joseph
Plasencia Inc. distribution rights
of its tapes for all "territories exclusive of the U. S., Canada and
Europe. Negotiations are now unItaly,

to set

up

distribution in

France and England.

His interest

Blvd.

establish his
here.

He

also
nitery in

Another

Biz Ventures

not only
confined to his click in variety theatres, but he Has some important
business deals lined up and may

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
New

and fine

calibre

London, July 6.
Billy Daniels has adopted Britain as his second home. He is looking for a house in Surrey, and
plans. to spend four months every

NOW

i

Jubilee
Hill

'

engagement
HOLLENDEN HOTEL, CLEVELAND, OHIO

JOE GLASER,

Duchess
Shapiro-B

musical style in his readings, with
Suisse Romande orch under Ernest
Ansermet supporting.
Bron.

Just concluded sensational

,

Frank
Fox

The four Theme (London; $5.95). Infrequently.- performed
Tchaikovsky
familial?
cello work has high melodic ap>eal, and the Schumann is fetch{ngly romantic. Maurice Gendron der way

>

DOROTHY COLLINS
Current

Feist

of varied folk tune groups
supply Towers with master tape
(Rumanian, Hungarian, etc.) that
copies of library catalog which

ings

make rotoaptic,

AMERICA'S SWEETHEART

THUNDFRBIRD HOTEL,

(Columbia;

$5.95). Gyorgy Sandor, a Bartok
pupil, in finished, flavorsome read-

Shows virtuoso
-

.

Robbins

fCRAZY ’BOUT YOU, BABY

10

SONG FROM

That You’re

over-

Foxman To Abbey
David A. Foxman has been
named exec veepee of Abbey Rec-

(Three Coins In the Fountain
Young At Heart

ctDAXTYr SINATRA
cTv/irroA (Capitol)
/m
FRANK
FOUR TUNES (Jubilee)

8

10

FLAME AND- THE FLESH

i

the French idiom, with

In Portugal” style of balladeering.
It’s a good sampling also of why
and how Dario Soria has made
Angel stand up and out in the face
of all competition.
Abel.

Iblerf^pri

**

This
From M-G

in

more substance than the now

Wanted

PERRY COMO

8

(12).

Solid

likely

done “La Vie En Rose” and “April

TUNES
A

Very

:

I^UpS ^

(Capitol)

potentials.

all of these have already been
screened by the Brill Bldg. set.
Withal, these are two unusual

(Sh-Boom

(Mercury)

)

GAYLORDS

(And I). Poor Jean” is currently
a big fave in Paris, and heard all
over. Miss Piaf, with M- Heyral
authored “L’Effet Qu’Tu M’Fais”
(Your Effect On Me), which leads
off the flip side and which, too,
has

j

\

Decca

banjo!)

Hernando’s Hideaway

(Decca)

FRANK WEIR

0

hear

Things Mean a Lot
Chapel In The Moonlight
}
Little

(

(Decca)

2

from the
“Bravo Pour

1925 foxtrot style (you can almost
the Mike Pingitore-styled
and Michel Emer’s" EtMoL”

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

1

1

Angel).

is the rhythmic “La Goualante
Du
Pauvre Jean” (The Sad Song of
Jean), with its broad tempo in the

Last

Week Week

No

its. title

Le Clown!," which is another moribund ballad. Likely for the U S

machines, sheet music).

TALENT

sessions for the

first

(Johnny, You’re
Album takes

last of the eight songs,

'POSITIONS

Decca Records ha? tagged the
vocal combo, The Wanderers to a
longterm pact. The group formerly
recorded for the indie Savoy label.
In the switchover from Savoy to
Decca, The Wanderers will peg
t
their slices for the pop field instead
of the rhythm & blues outlets.

Group cut its
label Monday

original, “Johnny Is The Boy For
Me,” an innocuous ditty becomes

more meaningfully translated into
“Johnny, Tu N’es Pas Un Ange”

:

with “Poor Butterfly.”

v

.

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines)

Dovey” and The Hilltoppers (Dot)

.

the European pop lyrics seem to
possess more “story” content; also
more offbeat, the wofdage and
themes are in itself another distinction.
Even when Miss Piaf
adapts the American (Les Paul)

Music

^

NOTE : Tht current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder I*
arrived at u,nder a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from under sources, which are exclusive

with “Oh Baby Mine”; The Chords
(Cat)
with
“Sh-Boom”;
The
Clovers
(Atlantic)
with “Lovey

to

y

,

,

as Published in the Current Issue

lords (Mercury) with “Little Shoemaker”; The Four Tunes (Jubilee)
with “I Understand Just How You
Feel”; The Four Knights (Capitol)

Wanderers

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

Coin Machines

maestro does a tiptop dansapation
job with Trenet’s tunes. Helian is
an alumnus of Ray .Ventura’s band
—latterlias since become a French
film producer and of Jo Bouillon’s
combination, the latter is the maestro-husband of Josephine Baker.
Incidentally, it’s noteworthy how

—

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

buck the pace-setting soloists.
The combo clicks are spread
out among the major dfskeries as
well as the indies, and all labels
are now prowling new groups to
cash in on the vogue. The current
vocal combo spotlight is being
shared by the vets and newcomers
to the wax fold. The vets are represented by The Mills Bros!, while
the newest of the newcomers are
repped by The Crew-Cuts. Latter
group, waxing for Mercury, is batting 1.000 with two hit disks in
their first two tries. ‘Crew-Cuts
swung into the bestseller list about
two months ago with ‘“Crazy
'Bout You Baby” and have followed
it up with another highrider, “ShBoom.” The Mills freres currently
are traveling fast with “How Blue”
on Decca.
Among the other groups hitting,
a steady stream of paydirt are The
Four Aces (Decca) with “Three
Coins in the Fountain” and its
mate “Wedding Bells”; The

“Dance in Paris”
medley wherein the saxophonist-

is

own record company

wants to open his own
London. Daniels is re-

cording for British Mercury in
London this week, accompanied by
Malcolm Lockyer orch.

BMI

‘Pin

Up'

Hit

Recorded by

N

AMES
pp
P
“ WE£ “NS
*

......

MGM
Published by

MGM
Vidor

Records

GODAY
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Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

f f f

Continued from pare 1

Tune was penned by
Kleiner and Jane Douglas.

1.

Treniers.

Dick
Decca, meantime, is dickering
with the Giants' office to get the
eo-ahead on its slicing of “Say
'by The
Hey, Willie "Mays” cut
The Decca song was
Wanderers.

penned by Willard Robison. It's be.
published via Robison’s own

ihg

ASCAP

-

'

firm.

Hey”

titles

catchphrase

hefty publicity cash-in in

the

^

labelled

5.

6.
7.

8.

mike.

couple of years such
Joe DiMaggio (N. Y.
Yankees) 'and Jackie Robinson
(Brooklyn Dodgers) came up for a
Tin Pan Alley workover. Salute to
the former was "Jumpin’ Joe DiMaggio” while the song for the
latter was "Did You See Jackie
Robinson Hit That Ball?” *
In the past
ballplayers as

Payola Artists
Continued

froi}t

10 .

WANTED (19) ......
LITTLE SHOEMAKER
SOME DAY (1)

.page 1

Reason why the artists can hold
up some of the publishers lies in
the importance of disks in the
present music market. Without a
disk, a publisher with a song is
dead. A hit disk may not produce
much coin from the platter sales
directly, but it opens the way for
sheet sales and, perhaps even more
important, performance
oney
from either ASCAP or BMi.
Most of the big publishers can
withstand this type of pressure
from the artists since they- have big
standard catalogs and guaranteed
performance payoffs to ride with.
The smaller firms, however, have
to get that disk version by hook
or crook
and sometimes it’s gotta
.

m

.

—

be the latter.

.

Archie Bleyer

.

J. *

.

.

.

'

.

Decca
Decca
Cadence

‘New-Disc Label

London

Bell Records, Pocket Books Inc

Frank Weir

.
,

.

Kay Starr..
Crew Cuts

(10)

subsid. which

Capitol

...
.

.

was launched as a

35c label last fall, is raising its
prices on its regular rack line to
39c commencing with its Septem-

Mercury

'...Mercury

Gaylords
Perry Como

(

Victor

ber releases. Meantime, Bell will
imitate current book publishing .
techniques by issuing "trade editions” of platters under another
label, New-Disc, to sell at thoregular 89c price.
The New-Disc operation, also under Arthur Shimkin's direction,,
will be aimed at original material
whereas Bell has had a consistent
policy of covering the hits with
the lower-priced line. Distribution
of the new label will he handled
via conventional disk channels and
Shimkin already has
retailers;
set 27 distribs across the country.
Shimkin’s idea is to get .reactions from the disk jockeys and
jukebox ops on New-Disc sides in
advance of their commercial distribution. If the answer is negative,
the disk will be dropped
from circulation even before it

Hugo Winterhalter

(1)

Victor
Frankie Laine ........ Columbia

Second Group

.

f

Mercury
Decca

Kitty Kallen

.

Four Tunes
Four Knights
June Valli

*.

.

Hollywood, July 13.
Art Benson, former Seattle deejay, is returning to the Northwest,
but on the other side of ,the musi-

cal fence.

Benson reports Aug. 1 to handle
record promotion in Seattle, Portland and other Northwest cities for
the Big Three (Robbins, Feist &
Miller?. He’s been working in the
pubbery office here for the last several weeks after ankling a spot as
road manager for Jan Garber. In
addition, Benson will handle northwest affairs for Barney McDevitt &
Associates, record promotion and

f

.

.

.

Starr

.

Chords
Frank Sinatra
Eddie Fisher
Les Paul-Mary Ford
Patti Page

.

.

.

...»

Fontan'e

.

Victor

Victor
Capitol

.

.

'

.

.

Capitol
.

Victor

Capitol

Mercury
Dot

Sisters

Feist,

emy

ABC

and American Acad-

of Music, three

ASCAP

firms,

10]

hits the retailer. If it looks promising,
regular pressings will’ be
made. If the side eventually develops into a hit, Shimkin will

suit for copyright infringeagainst the Orchid Club here
in- Federal
Court, alleging that
the spot played copyrighted tunes
without license. Tunes involved are

eventually transfer the number to
the 39c Bell label, but only after
the regular retailer has exhausted
his potential with the 89c platter.
Move to hike the Bell Records
line by 4c was cued by the in-

Washington, July 13,
Set of line concerts by the Na-

Symphony
name guest

filed

tional

ment

big

j

with creased production expense ingrossed volved in the company’s switch to
a greater accent on 45 rmp produc$45,000 at the Carter Barron Amtion.
Bell execs claimed that manphitheatre.
Only one date was ufacture of 45s, with its centre
"Caravan” (American Academy), rained out, the scheduled appear- hole having to be punched out
“Little Rock Getaway” and "I’ll ance of Roberta Peters, coloratura individually,
is
more expensive
See You In My Dreams” (Feist), of the Metropolitan Opera. How- than 78 manufacture. Up to now.
ever, she sang instead the follow- Bell has been putting about 90%
and "Cecilia” (ABC).
Plaintiffs ask for an injunction ing evening which was an open of its platters on the 78 speed. It
and statutory damages of $250 for date.
plans to step up 45s to about 35%
each ' unauthorized
performance
Barron Amphitheatre has had of' its production in the fall and
plus court costs and attorney fees. only one rainout during its first 31 Bell execs expect that the percentEdward Cederbaum is owner of the days. It is currently offering two age of 45s will even go higher beestablishment named as defendant. weeks of The Ballet Theatre.
fore very long.
Orchestra,

-A

*

Cat

.

.

Victor
Victor

Copyright Suits
Top Artists Pull 45G
Against Tulsa Nitery
*
in D C. Symph Concerts
Tulsa, July 13.

Other Half Lives

flackery outfit.

Capitol

.

Eddie Fisher
Perry Como
Hugo Winterhalter

Kay

.

Jubilee

ASCAP

Deejay to Find Out

How

Crew Cuts

.

Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks sonq has been in the Top

song was substi-

tuted.

>

SH-BOOM
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL
OH, BABY MINE (I GET SO LONELY)
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL
GREEN YEARS
HIT AND RUN AFFAIR
MAGIC TANGO
MAN UPSTAIRS
SH-BOOM
YOUNG AT HEART
MY FRIEND
I’M A FOOL TO CARE
STEAM HEAT
HAPPY DAYS AND LONELY NIGHTS

case where an artist had a big hit,
the original B side was dropped
after the first 100, 0t)0 sale and an

artists-published

Four Aces

(8)

HAPPY WANDERER- ($)•«..
IF YOU LOVE ME (REALLY LOVE ME)
CRAZY 'BOUT YOU, BABY (2)
LITTLE SHOEMAKER (2)

New

York tabloids and the wire services
yesterday (Tues.) via photos of
Mays crooning before an Epic-

Kitty “fallen

^

4.

?,

stem from' the
used byMays on the diamond. Epic got a
The song

"Say

2.
3.

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT (11)
THREE qpINS IN THE FOUNTAIN
HERNANDO’S HIDE AW AY (6)

5£

.

stars,

-

!

J

/
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VAUDEVILLE
Georgia Gibbs* Set

,

For 1st Brit Vauder
London, July

’s
Cafes depending upon names anticipate even more trouble this

as a result of record hits angle to

play the top dates during the

prom

•

Lent and continue throughout the
spring and then take choice sumresort, jobs.

Florida gets

(Continued on page 58)

Hollywood

.

during the holiday weeks. Many
headliners, that do not depend exclusively on cafes for their livelihood, would prefer to go out after

mer

New York

Bas Sheva signed for 26 weeks
by Latin Quarter operator Lon
Walters. She opens with the tinit
at the Desert Inn, Las Vegas, Sept,
24, and follows with a run in the
This is her first vaude engage- N. Y. spot V. Harry Bloom, of the
ment in Britain, although she has Music Corp. of America band-act
Cugat
appeared* at the London. Palladium dept., accompanying Xavier
.Phil.
European tour
in 1940, Occasion was the closing on his
pacted for the Elmwood
night of -Danny Kaye’s season Foster
Windsor, Ont., starring
Casino',
there, when he called her up from
Charlie Applewhite set
Aug. 13
the audience and they combined
for the Twin Coaches, Aug. 13
for a duet. She; also did a cabaret Kean Sisters and Jan Murray going
season at the Colony.
into the Flamingo, Las Vegas, Sept.
Beachcombers signed with
9

Wesson Bros., reunited after
three years of going their separate
ways' in /litery and pix, break in

.

coming fall. Niteries whose grosses season iii May and June.
Comics would rather conceritrate
depend upon the calibre of headOctober and
liner expect greater difficulty in on late September,
getting the top talent to take on
nightclub dates.
The bonifaces and agencies have
noted that names generally want
to play only a few months of the
year, selecting those times only
when business is at peak levels'.
For example, the names developed

13.

Songstress Georgia Gibbs is to
appear' in variety in Britain for one
Week at the Glasgow. Empire, opening. AUg, .23.; She* comes over to
Scotland followings her annual appearance at the Sporting Club,
Monte Carlo, on Aug. 20.

Now a Shortage

.

1

.

.

1

‘

’

.

.

.

.

.

the.

their new act this week at The
Trails
.
Hank Mancinl finished

the arrangements for Gloria DeHaven’s new act which she debuts

.

.

.

the William Morris Agency.
.

MARY
BURTON
6

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Burton’s

,

*

.

the Copaca-

York Daily Mirror

Hotel Friday
placing Johnny Yana trio.

sur-

for the success of the Olympia are
the pop prices of 50c to $1*25 (less
than at cinemas).

is
the
singing star, and for her this is
quite a triumph.
She’s robust
voiced, dynamic, with a stage presence that warms up the audience
immediately
It's a crowd pleasing performance.”
.

BILLBOARD

.

Blackstone

Paris, July 6.

prise.
She opened here with a
solid special, kept up the pace and
wound a real big hit . . . Even tho

MARTIN RURDEN
New York Posr
‘‘Attractive Mary Burton

.

.

.

.

MORTIMER

.

.

.

According to Brimo Coquatrix,
director of the Olympia Music Hall,
the vaude house is well on its Way
to a golden renaissance here. This
venerable show biz facet, which
Simmered in' an eclipse here toie
last 10 years, has suddenly become
one of the top grossers here. The
Olympia, which was the top house
in the great days of music hall,
was a film house for 25 years but
returned to its original status this
year to score a popular success.
Coquatrix feels that a batch of,
music halls now Will reopen here
as houses are wrested ba'ck from
films. He believes the main reason

Bill

.

set for

•

.

.

.

.

Singer Mary Burton is in that big
league. She has a strong, clear
voice that socks . . . Her material
and stage presence click 1000 percent, making her one of the most
refreshing acts around.”

*

.

a three weeken stand ... Steve
Gibson's Red Caps and Damita Jo
open at El Rancho Vegas, Las
Vegas, Thursday (15) for the
fourth return date there within a
Frances Faye opens at
year
.
the Thurtderbird, Las Vegas, July,
Dick Kerr,
22, for three tyeeks
impressionist and singer formerly
with Horace Heldt, will be on the
billwith Mae West at the Sahara,
Las Vegas, opening July 27
Trenier Twins, held over through
the summer at the Beachcomber,
Wildwood,- N, J., set to open Nov.
21 at the Chez Paree, Chicago, for
a fortnight at $4,500 per week
.
Jerl Sothern returns to the Key-

.

.

bana.”

New

.

.

Omaha

York Port
at

,

.

.

.

Click.**

TODAY’S BRAVO: “Mary

LEE

.

.

.

„

EARL WILSON

Dynamic Singing

,

two frames board in Beverly Hills tomorrow
at Chez Paree opening Aug. 3, with night (14) ... Vicki Young breaks
Shecky Green also on bill ... Prof, in her new act next week at the
Backwards playing fair' in Sioux Sky Room of the Wilton Hotel in
Falls, South Dakota, Aug. 23-29 Long- Beach.
v Paul Marr booking Mississippi
["Valley Fair in August and Shrine
Circus, Davenport, in mid-October
Dick Drake playing fair in
.
Ruwe & Loot© playing repeat
Knoxville, Tenn. Sept. 13 for one
Club with Pat
week ... Will Mastin Trio set for date at the Colony Barbara
Kelly,
Trio and
Hamilton
beginWeek in Elmwood, Windsor,
Barry Sisters tap dancer,: rounding out bill-,
ning Aug. 20
pegged for fortnight at Eddy’s, Angelo’s experimenting with a pair
of single vocalists. Michael Charles
Kansas City, beginning Aug. 6.
and Peggy Sterling, plus pianist
Bud Graves
, Three Jones Bros,
opened at Don Hammond’s Seven
Upcoming at
Seas Friday (9)
Paris Music Hall Boss
Ahgelo’s are Nino Nanni July 16,
Billie Holiday Aug. 2, and Nick
Stephen lies Sc
Lucas Aug. 9
Sees Vaude Biz Making
Eddie Green,, duo pianists, opened
Room of the
the
Cottonwood
at
Big Comeback in France
re.

ED SULLIVAN

New

.

Chicago
Ann Southern

New, York Daily News
“Mary Burton a Copa

.

Vegas, Sept; 12 and follows with
Ciro’s, Hollywood,, in October...
Christine Martell (Miss Universe)
has returned from a South AmeriErnie Richcan tour of niteries
man Sc Mannequins, pacted for ’the
500 Club, Atlantic City, Aug. 14,
follow with the Hollenden, Cleveland, Aug. 30.
.

.

-

Nancy Andrew*, opened Monday
Lilt
(12) at the Colony, London
St. Cyr signed for El Rancho, Las

.

Las Vegas * Thursday
Th©
Jones Boys set to accompany Kay
Starr on a one-week date in Hawaii, beginning Aug. 1
Tony
Bennett Opens Ayg. 22 at the State
Line at Lake Tahoe
Harry
BBlafonte inked to open at the
Cocpanut Grove here Aug, 26 for
in

(9),

,

Smitk

.

“Mary Burton was a major

this reviewer has

never caught her,
he recognized showmanship, salesmanship and stage authority
The audience forced her into a
.

beg-off.

.

.

1

PUfSIETY
‘Miss Burton’s style
yesterday's

is

combina-

a

showmanship

tion* of

and today’s material

a sock
combination. Miss Burton retains
the drive to whip most kinds of
audiences into line . .
should
make good in the majority of
g| nitery situations. Her tunes and
Hi her certain knowledge of getting
on the good side of an audience
should make her a safe bet in the
cafe orbit.”
jose,
.'

.

.

it’s

.

GENE KNIGHT
(Jim O’Conner).
N.Y. Journol-Ameffcan

“The

.

Vocal

talents of beautiful
.enliven Jules Po-

Mary Burton

.

Burton!”

COPACABANA
CHEZ PAREE, Chicago
DESERT INN, Las Vegas
Personal Management: SID

BROWN RUTHLEN.

150 W. 50th

St.,

N«w

.

W%

biz area.

Coquatrix

drawback

feels that the only
to a fullscale renaissance
of wdll-placed big

the lack
houses. The
can’t- afford
is

many
to

small-seaters
give expensive

ACCEPT PROPOSALS
Tho American Legion 1954 ConConcession
Corporation
vention
Committee will accept proposals
from concessionaires for the period
of The American Legion Notional
Convention, August 30th through
September 2nd. Please contact or
writ# Mr. Henry Burroughs, Concessions Chairman, The American
Legion National Convention Headquarters, 1420 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W., Washington 4, D. C.

shows at pop prices. Still the ABC
is to go back on music hall standard after the run of the hit musical
it now houses, “The Flowered Way”
and Henri Varnp hopes to turn the
Palace back to a vaudery. But these

THE

are only in planning stages.

deil’s Copacabana .
Best of the
.
field as I’ve, seen ’em, ls-r-Mary

m

Bobino, which was the "sole vaude
house before the advent of the
Olympia, also helped maintain th
music hall standards by giving excellent programs and top talent
a steady clientele. However, Bobino was off-the-beaten-path in the
Montparnasse district whereas the
Olympia is in the heart of tfie show

York

Coquatrix listed the top song
headliners which he compiled from
aud reaction at his 2,000 skater
here. Most popular, he feels, is
young singer-cleffer Gilbert Becaud who has become a Gallic
bobbysox favorite. Next faves on
his list are Eddie Constantine, the
U.S. warbler-actor who has caught
oh here; Georges Brassens, Luis

KIRBY STONE

Mariano, Robert Lamoureux, Yves
Tino Hossi, Maurice
Chevalier, Charles Treiiet, Edith
Piaf and Juliette Grecp. Soqje of
these have not yet appeared at the
Olympia, but Coquatrix included
them in his list on past perform-

Ai«niy

ZING

TV's

ZANG ZANIES
Mgt.i

WILLIAM MORRIS

Montand,

.

ances.

„

WHEN

Main problem, according to Co
quatrix, is getting big names or
helping to create them. He maintains that the atmosphere of a good
music hall must be dynamic, with
the aud participating by making
evident its likes and dislikes.

IN
It's

..

BOSTON
the

HOTEL AVERY
Folk
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D^Uas,: July 13. X
,
Christine Jorgensen will playari
8-night 'stand, July 23-30, at Abe’s;
•

;

»—

Reno, July 13.
Is the last frontier of the ‘‘no
minimum, no coyer disappearing?
today, some big Nevada niterfts
feel they 'are being f prced into a
:

'

*
.

:

:

,

.

‘

.

]

These casino operators point out
that the minimum in Nevada is not
meant to make non-gamblers pay
their way, but acts simply to dis-

flooded with letters and phone
calls,
put out a bulletin giving
complete details of the duo’s stay

courage hogging of tables by prodrinkers, while
coffee
fessional
guests, regular customers and the

here. Even Mayor Joseph Altman
arid v Sen. Frank S. Farley,, county
Las Vegas, July 13.
political' boSs, have not escaped
The Las Vegas Strip Hotels were their share,, with folks asking their
operating as usual despite a picket aid in getting a good table. Club
line around the Desert Inn by the has upped its minimum from $4 to
maintenance engineers. The team- $7 for the shows.
Pair will dedicate a plaque on
sters and engineers appear to be
the boardwalk bench where they
the. only unions observing the line.
first
formed their! partnership
The bartenders and culinary while trying to work out a comedy
Workers appeared for work as routine. Their new Paramount
pic„
usual.
"Living It Up,” gets preemed at
Originally, the pickets were to the boardwalk
Warner Theatre
have been deployed at all seven Thursday (15); With Janet Leigh
Strip, hotels. It was a last minute and
Dick Stabile orch,
& L are
decision by the engineers local to slated to appear at
the Warner.
start the pickets at only one hotel. Asking price is
and.
$2.50
$3 in orTwenty-five pickets showed up at chestra, and $2.25, $2.50 and
$3 in
the Desert Inn. If the strike con- balcony.
tinues it is expected that all hotels
will be picketed.
Threats that the shows in the
LaRosa Pulls Record
various dining rooms might, be

'

Truckee River, put in a $1.50 minimum for the second show this
month. This may continue only
ihrough the summer.
Lake Tahoe, with three big niteries, has had minimum? for the
’

.

M

.

past several summer seasons. Its
season is only three months long.
Las Vegas has had rumblings of
installing a second and third show
minimum, but practically all casino operators -strongly deny it.

Can’t Hurt
called off for the duration of the
Mert Wertheimer, operator of the strike were dissipated by Bob CalRiverside Casino and theatre-res- kins, business agent for
the mutaurant, doubts that the minimum sicians local' who said:
(

Continued on page

5ft)
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CAPADES’ RETURNS
TO PITT FOR FALL BOW

‘ICE

World

Pittsburgh, July 13.
of "Ice Careturn to Pittsburgh,

premiere

pades”'' will

heme town

of producer ’.John H.
Harris, again this season yvheii the
1955 edition opens a stand here at
The Gardens Labor Day; Sept. 6,
Last year, show went to. Madison
Square Garden in N. Y. for the
first time before coming here, but

bookings have been reversed how.
"Ice Capades” will go -to Madison Square for a 12-day stand after
a shortened local
engagement,
then comes back to Pittsburgh for
four more days following the N. Y.
date before the skating, extravaganza begins a nine-month coast-tocoast tour in Cleveland.

Although "Ice Capades” preferred to open again in N. Y. after
the annual summer stand ih Atlantic City, bookings couldn’t be
satisfactorily arranged.

Lewis Booked Solid
’Til

the

Snow

Flies

Reno, July 13.
Ted Lewis has been set for an
uninterrupted series of bookings
that will keep him In and around
the Coast until early November, after which he starts his ap.nual trek
back east. He’s currently at the
Riverside Hotel here.
.

Prom the Riverside, Lewis goes
to the State Line at Lake Tahoe on
July 23 for two weeks and thence
to the Hotel Statler, Los Angeles,
from Aug, 9 to Sept. 13. Following day he opens a four-week stand
at the Desert Inn, Las Vegas.
On
Oct. 13, he returns to the Italian
Village, San Franciscb for three
weeks. Band closed at the Italian
Village before coming here last
week.
:

Helene Dixon/ vocalist, and Phil
roster, comedian, headlining the
current show at the Balinese Room,
Galveston.

Turnout at Steel Pier

Atlantic City, July 13.
"We cannot
With Julius LaRosa headlining
observe picket lines set up on a stage show past week, Steel Pier
local level.”
had one of the biggest weeks with
The status of the stage hands was an all-time high of 44,000 paid
still in doubt, but the hotels said admissions registered on July 4.
'their absence would not hold up LaRosa played nine shows on Sunthe shows. Regional heads of the day, and then Went on for a total
stage hands union are expected to of 27 shows for the next six days.
He closed Saturday night (10),
fly in to observe the local situation.
Reason for the strike is attributed appearing six times on Wednesday
to engineers demand for a new con- and five Saturday, four times other
tract providing for a 10% wage in- nights.. LaRosa appeared in the. big
Music Hall, which seats more than
crease and other fringe benefits.
5,200, and he played to full houses
during most of his shows, evening
performances always being sell-

BAKER HOTEL, DALLAS,
LINES OP NAME SEED
Dallas, July 13.

Baker Hotel’s Mural Room has
Snooky Lanson for two weeks,
July 46-29, with Gisele MacKenzie
a July 30-Aug. 12 followup. Sunny
set

.

Name

.

&

r
Toronto, July 13.
Complicated by the heart attack of Jack Arthur, producer of
the Canadian National Exhibition
Grandstand Show, plus continued
inability of
and
to
come to terms, a meeting yesterday. (Mon.) of the CNE directors
reluctantly conceded that the spectacles of other years are almost
definitely washed out for the Im-

London, July 13
Just fbr a change, a new, cabaret
being operated in the West End
AGVA
soon instead of the many nite spots
abandoning
the
entertainment
policy. Latest is the Albany Club,
show people’s rendezvous, which
has recently encountered financial
difficulties, and finally found a pending
show.
The musicians
backer to tide it over the bad union today reversed its previous
times,:
weekend stand and will not interAgent Harry Foster will supply fere if Roy Rogers is starred, thus
it with talent, with' first artist bookagreeing to his appearance as an
ed is Jacqueline James, currently AGVA member, but the dance line
starring in "Guys & Dolls” at the of 90 girls and 30 boys, ditto the
London Coliseum, To get her, mixed chorus of 32, the musicians
Foster had to get permission from refuse tp play for. It also means
the Ministry of Labor and the scrapping of preparatory sets and
management of the Coliseum.
costumes for the big production
numbers which used a 60-piece pit
band.

AFM

-

Arthur
'

j

has

been

ordered

by

physicians to stay in hospital for

subsequent three weeks. In his
stead, but still marking time, is
Jackie Rae, Arthur's assistant. . On
Thursday, Hiram McCallum, CNE
general manager, Will recommend
a new type of show, using vaude
acts only, with the dance line .and
chorus out and the vaude show
built around Rogers.
Talks beVaJ Parnell, managing director tween, the two rival unions have
collapsed
and this season’s Grandof the Palladium, -London, planed
back to England Sunday (11) after stand Show will likely be a small
a brief visit in the U. S. to take one.
in the opening of the "PalladiumVarieties Revue,” which opened
Montreal Cafes Hit
last week at the Desert Inn, Las
Montreal, July 13*
Vegas, Unit- was produced by ParMontreal niteries are faced with
nell in conjunction with the Lew & considerable difficulties because of
Leslie Grade Agency of London.
the unresolved problems between
Unit, which is in for six weeks the American Guild of Variety
at that spot, entailed a huge trans- Artists and the American Federaportation layout.
It might have tion of Musicians.
Situation also
been more had Parnell and the applies to the Canadian National
Grades been able to transport a Exhibition show, Toronto, which is
line comprising the London Tiller slated to start late August with
girls. However, the^American Guild Roy Rogers headlining.
of Variety Artists” nixed the imThe difficulties came after the
port on the premise that 60% of CNE and AGVA signed an agreethe talent should consist of U. S. ment last month in which fair ofcitizens.
ficials agreed that all talent used
Lew Grade and Albert (Bert) on the stage would be AGVA memKnight of the Grade Office in Lon- bers. However, Walter Murdoch,
don came to the U. S. to gander head of the Toronto AFM local and
the unit as did Eddie Elkort, in an international veepee, insists
charge of the Grades’ U. S. opera- that members of the auxiliary he
tions.
organized be permitted to work the
"Palladium” show is the second CXE.
Last week CNE officials
British unit to try the Las Vegas went to New York to confer with
territory in recent weeks. Harry AGVA,
but it’s reported that
Foster Agency sent over a show AGVA officials told them that untopped by Vera Lynn to play the less the original agreement was
Flamingo Hotel, but show was can- lived up to, AGVA would have no
celled out after a brief run.
recourse but to forbid its members from working there.
The inter-union squabble may
IN LA.
(Continued on page 58)

Las Vegas 0.0.

,

UA THEATRE

SETS 1-WK. SPOT VADDER

Los Angeles, July 13.
United Artists Theatre here returns to a stage show policy July
outs.
With LaRosa on bill were Her- 23 with the Tex Williams Harifch
bert & Saxon, Bobby Whaling & Party. Bell Sisters share'''billing on
Yvette, Sis & Sonny Arthur and the layout.
the Amandis troupe.
House, managed by Boh Helm,
has set the package for a one-week
stand on a guarantee-against per5- Act P’kge Playing In
centage deal. Included will be
Minor League Parks Homer Garrett and the Whynot
dance group;
square
Twirlers,
Omaha, July 13.
Nancy and Candy, ventriloquist
„Coy Poe is making a swing of the
Shore and Shook
minor league parks with a five-act turn; Johnny
vaude package. Show starts an Fisher.

Gale gets a fortnight, Aug. 13-26,
with Carl Sands orch remaining
through Sept. 9. Sophie Tucker is
signed for her third date in the
Mural Room, Oct. 29-Nov. 11.
Former bandleader Joe Reich- hour and one-half before game
man, a WFAA disk showman for time with a dixieland band that is
the past two years, will resume as picked up locally. Acts with the
Charley
a maestro Aug. 1.
Pianist’s new show are Trixie Davis,
band will play a five-week date at Mason, Teddy Kuwales, Renee DeIn
the Rice Hotel, Houston, before Marco and Patricia Maqville.
opening an indefinite date at the addition, Poe has a ti^up with Arthur Murray studios m” cities playMural Room on Sept. 10.
ed to furnish a couple’ ef dancers.
Fans pick up tickets ‘at sponsoring stores that admit each for 50c
and
Pasadena Hotel Testing
Triple-A leagues)
(60c in
bumper turnouts result. Poe lines
up his dates at the annual baser
ball conventions. This year, his
Pasadena, July 13.
fourth, finds 23 stands. Unit open-,
Huntington Hotel in Pasadena
ed in April in Houston and closes
tries a talent policy again, next
Atlanta. Show will. play
week with a definite decision ex- Aug. 30 in
Omaha, July 17, then heads for
pected
before
Dabor Day on
Denver, Toledo, Columbus, filter-*
whether the sedate hostelry is
national League and Southern Asopened to a regular series of shows."
sociation spots. Acts play club
Save for an occasional special
dates along route to fill ijp.
event, the hotel has operated without entertainment.
Policy
500 Club’s
Last year, the Continentals were
The 500 Club, Atlantic City,
booked in for a few weeks on an
experimental basis and did very which has already signed Martin
well. They go back again next Lewis, is going after more names
Wednesday (21) for a three week in the super brackets.
Cafe has now signed Betty Hutstand. If business holds up during
their tenure, the management ex- ton, who’ll be getting $10,000 for
engagement there starting
pects to launch a regular floor- her
July 31.
show policy.
,

Cabaret

Is

To

.

The Mapes Skyroom, across the

i

:

reservations. Club now seats little
more than 600. D’Amato hired .two
secretaries just to take care of the
Martin & Lewis mail, and four additional telephones have been installed at the club.
The Chamber of Commerce, also

gambling crowd are turned away.
The Riverside, a Consistent star
booker in Reno, instituted a $2
minimum for its second show early
this year. The first show; everywhere in Nevada, is known and accepted as the dinner show;

’

New London

is set for the same bill.
London, July 13.
Johnny Cola quintet will back
Latest Foster’s agent to leave the
show.
the organization is Loti Berlin who
was in charge of radio land nitery
bookings. Berlin, who was offered
a five-year contract with the Ted
Heath organization, at a higher
salary,
Martin
consulted Harry Foster,
Lewis Return
aboqt It, and suggested that he
(Berlin) would stay till August so
Originating A.C. Spot
as to leave everything in order.
Atlantic City, July 13.
Foster told him to depart immeAtlantic City is set to roll out
diately.
the welcome mat for Dean Martin
By joining Heath, /.Berlin will & Jerry Lewis as they go into
the
now work under Leslie Macdonnell, spot where the team originated.
who left; Fosters a couple. of They open a 10-day stand Thursmonths ago to become a director day (15) at the 500 Club.
of the Heath office.
Paul (Skinriy) D’Amato, operator of the club, says that he has
already received more than 6,0b0

outlay.

>

i

Colony Club here.^Shewilldo’twp
shows nightly and threeon Saturday (24). Myles Bell, comic emcee,

&

i

.

'

;

defensive position against a trade
which has discovered cuffo entry
into the nation’s biggest floorshows.

Gambling, which has always paid
the huge nut of the extravagant
shows, has used the big names as
shills to get the crowds into the
some casino ops
casinos. Now,
think the theatre-restaurants are
being overrun by a trade which
not only doesn’t gamble, but hasn’t
time to gamble, It’s so busy lapping
up as much entertailnment as possible, for the least possible cash

•

Lou Berlin Joint Heath

Probably Nevada's second most
Important come-ron after its wideopen gambling Is this famous "no
minimum, no cover” trademark,
which makes it possible for anyone with the price of a few pots of
coffee to see a half million dollars
worth of talent in one weekend.

'

"

'

•

Name Troupe

Gets

25G

For 6-Day Aussie Tour

HOVER SETS GIRO BILLS
WELL AHEAD; BIZ BOOMS
Hollywood, July

13.

With business booming and maintaining a steady increase over last
year’s tally, H. D. Hover has set
his layouts for Ciro’s well into the
fall season. Rose Marie and Lenny
Kent are the current headliners.
Sophie Tucker checks

in

July 21

for a three-week stand marking her
Golden Anniversary trek around
the saloon circuit. She’ll be followed by Pearl Bailey, Dean Martin

&

Jerry Lewis, Nat ("King”)

Cole, Jose Greco and the Will MasTrio starring Sammy Davis Jr.
Ciro’s business, Hover reported,
Was up 16.2% for the first six
months of 1954 as compared to the
tin

corresponding period in 1953 and
Hollywood, July 13.
Shaw, indications are the remainder of
Colonna, Artie
Buddy Rich and Ella" Fitzgerald the year will maintain that rise.
have been set by Ben. Reyes for a
six-day Australian junket under
”

Jerry

'

the aegis of World Entertainers
Circuit of Australia. Outfit is paying $25,000 for the talent, plus
transportation and expenses.

A.C.

Bank Deposits

Top 1953 Figures

Atlantic City, July 13,
A^otal of nearly $28,000,000 was
Unit opens in Sydney, July 23,
for a two-night, stand at the Syd- deposited in resort hanks for a 10ney Aud., moves to Melbourne for day period ending last Wednesday
three nights at Melbourne Stadium, night (7), the period covering the
and winds up with a one-nighter five-day Shrine convention and the
long July 4 weekend holiday. In
at Brisbane Stadium July 29.

Mineola Tags Circus
The Miheola (N. Y.) Fair has
signed a 12-act circus as grandstand feature this year, George A.
Hamid will produce the show. This
year/ this attraction will be free
to those that have paid their way
into the fair.
The circus will be staged at the
Roosevelt Raceway. Fair dates are
Sept, 9 to 17.

the similar period last yebr, $25,764,661 was put into the hanks.
Walter Jeffries, who was the
Shrine convention manager, said
that this total didn’t include unpaid
hotel bills incurred by the ShrinHe said the practice of the
ers.
hotels was to send a full bill to the
various temples which in turn remits its check. Jeffries said that
when the reservations were made
the hotels got 20% of he expected
bill.

—
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Wednewfoy, July 14, 1954

Roy Rogers to Cut Run of Rodeoin N.Y.

London, July 13:
has be^n elected
.

Georgia

Wood

president of the Variety Artistes
~r 'Tin, Mi
,m .‘uffa WthniRd tram p»it 57
In will hurt Nevada’s “big-hearted
Federation, effective July 2.
Bibiaty, however, ever# casino oporder to combat the present vaude reputation" or its business. “We erator contacted in Las Vegas
was
crisis, the VAF, at its special com- haven't had a complaint so far,'' strongly Opposed^ to any kind of
mittee meetirig, July 6, decided to Wertheimer said. "It works only rainimuni. Allard Roen, secretary
pf the Desert Inn Corporation, said,
ryn their own vaude units, with as a protection for the customer
Wertheimer said guests of "I wouldn’t consider it.' The Vegas
seven vaude stars getting ready to not us."
regulars
sometimes
the
and
hotel
selling point Is still to give everystart operations.
found it difficult or impossible to thing for little outlay.?
Wood told Variety tHat as prez see a show because the tables wore
Beldon Katelman, owner of the
of VAF he hopes to promote a
full of cokes and coffee pots.
El Ranchof Vegas and Stockholder
continued exchange of performers
"A minimum of $2 certainly can't
across the Atlantic in the belief be, expected to pay the entertain- in the Last Frontier: “I wouldn’t
that it would help maintain the ment bill," he said. "This place full even think of it, Las Vegas’ repuAnglo-American friendship .which of dinners won't do that. But there tation has been* built on giving
everything we can without charge.
has existed hitherto.
has to^be some way to take care of I want to keep on."
everybody. You'll have to admit
Benny Goffsteln of the Flamingo:
that a $15,000 orj>20, 000 show for
“It’s the last thing we would con$2 which goes for food or drink
N.Y.
sider,
At one time we thought
is pretty cheap."
about it for Saturdays and holiContinued from pact 1
The maitre drA Joe Ramos, has days, but we .discarded the idea."
Milton Prell of the Sahara said
ketball etc., asked the builders of specific instructions from Wertthe Coliseum what the position of heimer, to use his discretion in the he hadn't even heard anyone talk
thing
minimum.
"It’s
by*
$2
no
set
of
a Minimum, Sand’ Jack Entratthe
setup.
the Garden would be in
Coliseum policy of non-competition any means," Wertheimer said. ter said there’s “nothing contemeven
don’t
mean
to
“We
exclude
plated.".
bein most areas, was indicated
“Nothing contemplated."
cause of the fact that it would be kids," he explained further. “Reno
Lake Tahoe, which operates on a
angling for trade shows, conven- is a college town an3 kids have
Thus, the Garden will vivid memories. They’ll be big cus- tight three-month season, has used
tions, etc.
tomers
some
they
haven’t
day.
But
the
minimum for several years. Taretain its position as far as theatrihoe is a summer vacation area
cal events or amusements where objected either.”
where
the business comes all at
Charles Mapes, owner of the
admissions, are charged.
Spargo also declared that as far Mapes Hotel, says the minimum once. The short period of operation here may be the main reason
as design was concerned, it wasn't may become part of the summer
for the minimum;
Accommodafeasible to design the building for policy in his Skyroom.
tions in the resort are already high,
New Species: Show Hopper
both trade shows and spectator
so
that
clubs
may
feel
compelled to
“It
just gives us a control of the
events.
crowds/’ Mapes stated. “And the “protect" them.
It was originally believed that
The
inhabitants
of
the
Lake area
entertainment is strong enough to
a tacit agreement between the Gar[’during the summer are not the big
warrant it."
den and the Triborough Authority
gamblers, however, so that in this
A well known Las Vegas Strip one case, a minimum may be
was made which would have the
turnnew structure stay away from any businessman hinted that the mini- ing away "nickel and dime" gamwas under consideration blers.
sports or theatrical event where mum
Most gamblers come in the
there/
He
said
a
new Las Vegas' form b£ weekenders.
an admission was charged. Howand two- week
character, the “show-hopper," had
ever, this was denied.
vacationers.
given nitery owners the urge to
Each’ nitery is operating accordSpargo declared that, according introduce the
minimum.
ing to its own -philosophy and
to Title I of the Federal Housing
“A show-hopper hits town on a needs. None seems to he influencAct under which the Coliseum is
weekend,
when
everything is ing any other.
being built, the area would have
“If he plays it
to be predominantly residential or jammed,” lie said.
business after building was com- right, he can see almost nine top
pleted. Thus original plans to have shows by buying a couple of dintwo exhibition buildings had to be ners, and several dozen cokes.
When questioned about the poschanged, and the westerly half of
the development will be let out to
a private builder for a housing
project, while the easterly half will
be operated by the Authority with
aq office building to guarantee an
Continued from page 56
even flow of revenue.
cream of the headliners during the
Spargo stated that rates for the winter
season.
new building haven’t yet been set
Both agencies and nitery owners
up. and won’t be for a while until
are
fighting
this trend.' In the first
Management
further study is made. Meanwhile,
the Authority has set up a depart- Place, they need boxoffice attriHESS MAYER
tions
in
clubs
desperately during
420 MADISON AVE.
ment tp solicit business for the
York PL 5-45*4
the slow times of the year, when
It will strive to take
Coliseum.
over the business that had to be an act can truly prove his mettle
given up by Grand Central Palace by helping an owner overcome diswhen the Government took over mal weeks. During the lush times,
COMEDY MATERIAL
that exhibition hall. For example, they can get along with names that
For All Bronchos of Thoalricelo
the annual Flower Show has no aren’t strictly in the top bracket.
Operators figure that since headplace to go and must wait for the
completion of the Colisebm in liners are now choosing the time
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE
that they will play the niteries,
March, 1956.
(Tho Sorvleo of tho STARS)
First of 13 flits $*.00-~All 35 issues *15
Spargo also stated that competi they will have some availabilities
Singly; $1.05 por script.
during
the
best
parts
of
the
year,
Lion with the Garden cannot be
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, por book.. $10 o
avoided in some areas, For exam and then will be in desperate need
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 o
of help at the boxoffice for the rest
o 4 BLACKOUT BKS., to. bk...$25 o
pie he said that the Coliseum
o BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 o
would be equipped to take over of the year.
HOW
TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
In addition, the niteries still
conventions such 'as the one held
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
by the Lions last week at the Gar- lose a number of names annually
OP OAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
den. . It would also bid for the to television and films. Thus they
No C.O.D.'a
business now held by the Garden anticipate a greater difficulty in
BILLY
in the’ downstairs exhibition hall, getting suitable topliners next sea200 W. 54th St., Now York If— Dopt. V
Circle 7-1130
What’s more, all contracts
However, Spargo declared the Au- son.
thority isn’t taking out boxing, carry clauses permitting cancella-.
hockey or wrestling permits, and tion in the event a film, teleshow
has no intention of doing so at or legit musical comes along. ConLEW
sequently, a deal in a cafe isn’t airthis point.
tight until a short time before the
scheduled opening.
1

The Madison Square Garden will with any boxoffice value have been
cut short the run of its rodeo, but getting terrific loot; stock suppliers
on the lure of added mat- must get tremendous coin in order
keep up the gross. Hoy to come out ahead, and of course,
Rogers, signed to headline the promotional costs are considerable.
world’s championship rodeo, will The dwindling of rodeo time isn’t
start at the Garden Sept. 30 and confined to New York, but seems
wind up Oct. 17. Playing time will to be- nationwide.
be off considerably since last season, when Rogers also headlined,
but there will be 12 matinees during the 16-day stand.
will rely
inees to

Rogers will bring a cast that includes Dale Evans (Mrs. Rogeirs),
his horses andL Pat Brady, a comic
who has been working in pictures
with him. Brady will also work

Continued from pace 57
j

yet force cancellation of the CNE
show.
At this point, both sides
seem adamant. It’s a display of
power between both unions, and
CNE faces the biggest problem in
years with this year’s card.
If
either side pulls out, the CNE has
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Top Cafe Names

table.'
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At the same time there’s rumblings of discontent among musicians.
There are reports that a

Canadian Musicians Guild is in the
process of organization. This would
be an organization of non-union
musicians that would operate independently.
Feeling is that in the case of
acts, who must go to the U. S. to
attain maximum coin, it’s necessary to have an American alliance
such as AGVA offers. However, by
law, musicians cannot gain entry
into the U. S. to work as sidemen.
Thus an American tieup is unnecessary,
and Canadian musicians, it’s claimed, may do better
in forming their own group, and
i.thus avoid getting in the middle of
tiffs which have a U. S. genesis.
,

,
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LENNY COLYER
"Mr. Specs
Himself"
Just Concluded
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GLEN PARK CASINO
BUFFALO
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Continued from page

Harold Jackson

Opening
!

WHEELS, Lake Tahoe, Nevada

luly 12th thru

August 1st

!

|

!

:

Opening Piluso's, Eugene, Oregon
August 6th thru August 14th

Direction:

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS

2 Park Ave.,

New

York 16

West Coast Representative
BEN WALLER AGENCY
8910 Melrose Ave., West Hollywood,

GLASON

Williams-Solhern

Jimmy Holmes

WAGON

.1

—

Coliseum

with Sons of the Pioneers, which
will be reorganized in time for the
stand. Brady at one time had been
a member of that team.
The increase in matinees is in no live show.
The difficulties have already
keeping with a trend of recent
The ML
years in which it’s been found that started in Montreal.
there are tremendous payoffs in Royal hotel is following the path
the daytime sessions in these kinds of least resistance in this struggle,
of shindigs because of its appeal This inn will drop shows at the end
to kids. Frequently, matinee biz of the current bill and will work
has been bigger than the evening with a trio. Whether the Mt. Roy?,
will go back to shows is probshows.
Because of the lesser number of lematical.
days, the rodeo will cut down on
Also in Montreal, several niterthe prize money. It’s expected that ies have been forced to hire non
there will be a purse of around union bands in order to maintain
$75,000 as against more than $100,- shows. The Domino, for example,
000 last season. The prize coin last has a union and a non-union band
year was the biggest in the Gar- in order to play one show. Some
den’s history.
niteries have gone in for musical
The World Championship Rodeo acts, under AFM contract, butbusimove on to Boston following ness hasn’t been too good. The
°
fi __ J
Itr,
nn/l
TTits
stand
at the Garden. However, Continental
and Casa Loma have
Rogers will be replaced by The dropped show's for the
duration of
Range Rider and Dick West, who the argument.
The Bellevue,
did big on that stand last year.
Downbeat, El Morocco and Chez
Boston Garden date starts Oct. 20 Paree have been
permitted by the
and goes to Oet. 31.
AFM to play out their contract
All rodeo playing time is recommitments with acts.
ported down this, season. Major
It’s
expected that some shows
reason lies in the spectacular rise
in expenses. Cowboys have been will close up completely for the
demanding larger purses, the stars duration of the tiff. The operators
say that bands, and musical acts in
themselves, are no draws. Headliners and acts must be imported
from the U. S. to make the spots
pay off. Thus, if they cannot get
acts then closings will be inevi(

i.

i

With More Bronc-Busting Matinees

j

2

terra firma which will require no
tank.
In her retinue will be her
husband, Ben Gage, a former radio
announcer and football- player.
Other acts are to be booked for
her vaude jaunt.

The Capitol has been playing
names on a two-a-night basis, but
at this point, it’s likely that foura-day will resume at that house.

The major

circuits, or what’s
are interested in setting Miss Williams on spot deals,
as they could be with virtually any
name who possesses qualifications
to bring in a profitable week.
So
far, Miss Sothern hasn't been submitted for vaude stands.

ond PAT

Borge

at Robin Hood Dell
Philadelphia, July 13,
Victor Borge, slated to appear at
a Robin Hood Dell concert after
regular season, has moved up the

Fort Worth, July

Dagmar opened here

last

engagement

A now

noto In

Glamor Comedy

tion because of severe sinus infection. Robert Zeller, who was
to

1576 Broadway

conduct

90-piece

Dell

Markova performance,

orch.
will

repeat at the Beverly Club, ShreveLa.,
and going into Gus’l
Stevens’ place at Biloxi, Miss. Emcee will be recalled by oldtimers of

jrree P°rL (L. I.) actors’ colony
as the son of Charles J. Freeman,

DANCING ACROBATIC

13.

Now York

WANTED
his seventh

port,

week

i

Mat, Can Franklin
Lou Walter* Eat,

baton

for Borge show.

Dink Freeman doing

8taa«d by
Morvyn Nalion

for

left of ’em,

for a week’s
Skyliner;

(Boauty and
tho Loot!)

engagement to Thursday (15).
Borge will give one-man recital
in place of Alicia Markova,
who
was forced to cancel ballet produc-

Dagmar In Texas
Calif,

DUNDEE

—

Attractive

girl

and singer of sophisticated songs for new cock-

pianist
toil

lounge

Apply by
Main.

St.,

In

Rosyln,

L.L

Marquis. 25
Rostyn, L.I.

letter.

1

— DRUM NOVELTY

ESTELLE and ALFONSO

at the

•

Publicity:

Mike Hall Associates

Also on the

bill is

Danny Day-

ton, Dagmar’s husband, as one of
the tnree supporting acts.

Opening PALACE THEATRE, N.

OX

44,

TARftYTOWN, N.Y.

*

Y., July

PHONE: TA

16
4-11 45
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Las Vegas, July 8.
Terry Moore with Tom Mahoney, Don McKay, Mark Aldon;
Alan King, Vil lenaves (2), Fla.

mingo Starlets (14), Torns Brand
Orch (11); no cover or mimmuiiit
Terry Moore's material is great.
The ingredients of the material,
plus her own vivacious personality,*
charm and pulchritude, make her
a nitcry cinch. Standing in for
Tony Martin in a three week go*
she'll captivate enough customers
to make this engagement in the
bistro major leagues a satisfactory
all

The

around.
controversial

$3,500

Wednesday, July

tines to net a big hanc^, Jean
A*
... Staffer Hotel, !**
her locating
displays
Sakovich
Los Angeles, July 9.
talents effectively in several dance
Celeste Holm, Skinnay Ennis
turns on th$ rink.
Orch (13), Ronny Perry Orch (5);
Pauline & Carolyn Perky, twins, $2 cover.
are a cOuple of fresh. kids who win
plenty of palm pounding for their
This is Celeste Holm’s first date
precision-work on the silver run- In town and it comes as a part of
ners.
her successful swing ground the
Brom Bromley is expert at Statler circuit. Between locals
manipulating the strings of his anxibus to see what kind of act
troupe of marionettes. His <5ut-. she's selling and tourists eager to
standing numbers are the “Clown get' a close look at an /Academy
On The Flying Trapeze” and a Award winner, she’s a cinch to
longhaired jazz pianist whose key- make this four weeks One of the
board tickling (via a recording) has bright Spots of the year.; for the
the room rocking.
hostelry’s Terrace Room. And none,
Maestro Art Mooney emcees the of the patrons will be disapshow capably. His big band is poin tiled.
geared for dancing and listening,
Act is solid entertainment, buldelivering in all departments with warked* by some exceptional spetop showmanship values; He mixes cial material penned by Riith
instrunew
his sets with old and
Hughes Aarons. It ranges from sa-'
mentals, vocal solos by Allan Fos- tires on the social desirability of
ter and other fare to keep it lively psychoanalysis .to a burlesque of
and interesting for the ankle- torch tunes arid chanteuses. Along

Flamingo, Las Vegas

one

.

gown

with a transparent net at the top
fihd weighted down with 25 pounds
of beads at Jhe bottom, a la Dietrich, is sexy as contrived by Michael Woulfe. But it’s only sported
for a few moments in the finale.
The rest of the 30-minute act sparkles with good pacing. Mack Gordon. Herb Baker, Bob Sydney and
Jeff Bailey have contrived the special material that shows the star
up to best advantage. In “My Three
Souvenirs,” the headliner takes a
playful poke at the services with
the. aid of: three, male dancers and
Don
Mahoney,
Toni
singers,
McKay and Mark Aldon, attired as
Army. Navy and Marine. The song
and dance skit is socko. The talented fellows chirp “She’s Our
Girl Friend” and Miss Moore terps
with the lads to a loud mitt smack-

.

benders,

Mooney has

in Foster despite his

Perry .Como.

Linz.

'

Edgcwater Beach,

Clii

minimum, $1

cover.

manship and good taste and terminated after, an all-too-rapid 45
fiumites that leaves ringsiders still
.

Marguerite Piazza is repeating in
this hotel for three weeks, having
played a brief date last year that
was cut short by illness. She has a
look of freshness and an air of buoyancy that suits her perfectly to
this lakeside, sky-covered bistro,
and she scores with a well-planned
and easy-paced songalog.
Miss Piazza captivates both visually and vocally, being a beauty of

'

!

;

j

Newport

^

,

!

;

j

:
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“

’

.

j
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this territory.

up volume of

the proceedings.

and new lyrics, and that’s followed
by a poignant presentation of
“Where or When.” This particular

pacing emphasizes that Miss Holm
Chicago, July 9.
Marguerite Piazza, Di’ Gitanos is not merely a singer, but; a fine
Dorothy Hild Dancers (fl), singing actress! Turn is skillfully
Dick LaSalle Orch (13); $3.50 paced, sold with considerable show-

gad getry, with flawless diction.
with complete confidence.
Alan King, held over from the From engaging Italian opener, she
Tony Martin, week, still scofes segues through three choice oldwith his special brand of humor. time ballads, and essays a ragout
The clever storyteller is one of the of heady semi-pops like “Italian
best when it comes to warming up Street Song.”
Seated, and with hahdmike, she
an audience.
|
The cycling Villenaves open a sings charming lullaby, “All Aboard
speedy act on wheels that features For Blanket Bay,” while “Three
duo acrobatics of the male and Coins In Fountain” is closest she
femme on a unicycle and bicycle. comes to a current pop ballad.
Clincher is “Beat the Rhythm of
The brief turn pleases.
Ron Fletcher’s Flamingo Starlets the Drums,” a production number
hold over a pair of fineproduction from “Carmen Jones” which is renumbers, The Torris Brand orch enacted as finale here by the caclean in support and Ralph pable Dorothy Hild Dancers. Miss
is
Wolfe is adept at musical direction Piazza’s deportment is all times
warm, and her whole performance
Bob
for Miss Moore.
is of high order.
DiGitanos, a comely pair of ballBeverly II ills,
roomologists, have style, fluidity
Newport, Ky.. July 6.
and refreshing variety. With deft
Williams teamwork, couple eases about the
Billy
Miles,
Jackie
Quartet, Dean Campbell, Don Ar- floor hitting high moments with
den Dancers (8), Gardner Bene- dips and shoulder whirls and exdict Orch (12); $3 minimum. $4 ecuting a refined soft-shoe bit to
Saturdays.
change pace of their normally slow
numbers. DiGitanos are a topflight
This shew is a breather from the team and receive a terrific mitt.
entertainment pace of recent ones
Besides finale, the Dorothy Hild
here. Cream is applied to the art Dancers contribute a flashy producOf milking by the co-headliners. tion of “Fiddle Faddle” to open
Two of the three line numbers are show. The six gals and two lads
repeats.
who make up the line are assisted
Billy Williams Quartet build up by ....
six violinists of Dick La ^.
ll5
Salle
to a good hand after starling slow- orch. .Orch cuts a splendid show
ly in an eight-tune cycle.
Boys with maestro La Salle keyboarding
click with modern rhythm tricks for Miss Piazza, and it proves very
and a variety of selections.
danceable between shows.
Les.
Jackie Miles is disappointing.:
His apologies for material used do
K«I«Iva99
not entirely remove the surprise
JJ!**
,
Kansas City, July
9,
of several sacrilegious references.
_
,
Quite a few patrons of Greater! — Frankte Frisara & Gary Reynolds,
°n.y
DiPardo
"Orch
(8); $1 cover.
Cincy’s top nitery do bring along
/ teenaged sons and daughters for a
This one is something of a surdine-and-dance treat.
Line of Donn Arden Dancers and prise package, as both. Frankie FriDean Campbell, who emcees with sara and Gary Reynolds are comthem regularly, and the Gardner paratively new to night club perBenedict combo supply color, dash forming and have never played
to step

of

(2),

Her

and melody

.

a fine vocalist the way there’s a hilarious version
carboning of
“Zip,” complete with gestures

monolog from “Gome
Back Little Sheba” is as good as
her. flicker version and rates salvos.
Mahoney shines in taps and
leaps to “Gypsy In My Soul.” Gordon’s skit on columnists reporting
on the life of the star is the topper.
“What To Do” develops into an old fine build, sleekly gowned, and possoft shoe by the headliner and her sessing a lyrical soprano that is
Miss never shrill. Songs are entirely in
three aides that’s boffo.
Moore’s singing voice, not a big character and are sold in dignified
one, pleases and she is dancing fashion, sans stylizing or other
ing.

.

Koll.

wanting more.
;
^
Skinnay Ennis orch is "hack at
the Statler to do a fine job of showbacking and keep the dance floor
crowded with slick arrangements
.

from a well-stocked

library..’

and' breaks about 6 f»,in., with a
15-mlnutp interlude midway. Billy
Hew Len add the Niumalu Hawalianfc’ launch the evening with a 30
minute program of typical Islestyle tunes, w*h emphasis on hula
dances, comic songs and dances by

v

San Francisco, July 6.
Anna Maria Alberghetti, Johnny
O’Brian, Vanderbilt Boys, Alan
(8);
Cole, Bill Carroll Dancers
Gary Nottingham Orch (7); $1
.

-

cover weeknighis, $2 Saturdays.

.

the money. is.

who

is

about six months removed from
the moppet ranks, displays a powerful set of pipes, a flair for dramatic presentation and a gift for
milking a melancholy song of
every bit of pathos.
As the top act she attracts considerable attention due to her
youth and looks and really registers with the oldtimers with her
operatic arias.
She gets a heavy
mitt for almost everything she
does.
Her “Lullaby,” a soft and
tear-jerking number sung in Italian, is especially effective.
However, for her top-note operatic efforts, she should either use a special hi-fi p.a, system or else lake
into consideration the havoc a high
note can wreak on the customers’
nerves coming oyer the usual lowfi night club amplifying system.
^

Her

mother accompanies jon
piano and her father directs the.
house band during her set, which
becomes a little ludicrous during
her three-tune roundup, of Jukebox tunes, On thote; incidentally,
she does them like a longhair
slumming and displays no gift for
it discernible, to any pop fans in
Gal does a tight

audience.

show which leaves the audience
demanding more.
Opening act on the bill is the
Vanderbilt Boys, a deft pair of
acrobatic dancers. Johnny O’Brian
scores for many yocks with 'his
comic monologs and, though his
routine is overlong, exits with the
effective harmonica railroad train
*

bit.

Alan Cole emcees, the show and
On strength of a number of suc- Sings
an occasional ballad and the
cessful bookings in the East and
Bill Cornell dancers, a better lookSoutheast, the Eddy brothers have
ing bunch .of hoofers than .usual,
brought iii the pair" of -mujflco- dress the.
stage. Gary Nottingham’s'
comics for a fortnight. Whatever
band., is okay accompaniment,
.

i

r,

At 7:45

p.m.,

Nona Kapua Beam-

Rafe~

,

topliner, Hes backed by
a newcomer, Lady Louise K Bennett, a
Jamaica singer of calypso^ further
discussed under New Acts,

avy
Frenchman who
iPi j a
attained prominence in the stage
screen
editions
of
“New
Faces,” hits an excellent stride
with a series of Gallic and English

and

cess.

Miss Beamer has a

them

of

most

trotipe;

.

.

As always

tunes

in their late teens, that

,

'

.

(

)

*

,

)

-

^

.

.

,

he hit§ imme-

diately with a big voice coming
from a small frame. He further
enhances this start with a lot ©f
charm and a .personality display
pil ^ es his 'bilinguals amiably!
S?*.
hitting on “Fleur Bleu,” “Vive La
Vie Francais,” a special bit, “Hucky

has been carefully and thoroughly
trained in the authentic arts of
bid Hawaii, where dancing was a
sacred ritual. There’s not a cellophane hula skirt or paper lei in
the group, of course. Gals wear
severely-plain long garments reminiscent of a Grecian toga. The.
males, portraying warriors of the
17th Century, are clad in malos

-

and “Lazy Afternoon.” it’s
a well-balanced turn that’s comv
pletely effective. He hit a maximum: response and could have
(loincloths made of tapa bark).
Authentic instruments, including stayed on longer Had he elected
to
do so.
a nose flute (played by the nose,
The Clarence Williams Trio, per
believe it or noth conch 'shells,
gourds and bamboo pipes are uti- usual, does its fide job "at the backlized effectively. There’s color, dig- stop and offers a good dance innity, education and entertainment centive.
jose.
Pierre,”-

-

in

this

would

froupe (the

.

be

word .’’act”
and the

Undo Ranch,

misleading),

largely-tourist audience eats

it

up.

A. C.

Atlantic City, July 10.
is on stage through^E* 1 **!1 Barton, Jqck Wakefield,
explaining the meaning of
Migal
Twins,
Tippy & Cobina,
each dance, ,then sitting down to
Marion Sage Dancers 4fl) * Ben Cochant and beat rhythm as her un-

‘

Miss Beamer

.

out,

artists

go

tey.

Bob- Kersey Orch (8): $2.50

through minimum.

each routine—be it a dance of fun,
a festival dance, a dance once reThis seasonal spot in the upserved for the eyes of rpyalty, or
town- section of the reSort is feaa ritualistic enactment of combat
turing Eileen Barton as it gets unsports. Call it Hawaiian ballet, if
derway for the nqjy season, with
you will. By
.

any name, it’s the Ben Cotey, who
emcees and manmost imaginative entry into Isle
ages the bistro, set to bring in
nighteries in many a seasoh.
names under a policy' started last
Show’s being staged each Tues- year.
day for 13 weeks, and it’s a cinch
Seating arrangements have been
to keep the cash registers jingling.
On top of that* many of the cus- radically changed with big dance
tomers adjourn at 9 p.m. to hotel’s floor giving way to "smaller one,
Canoe Room where the Billy Hew which enables Cotey. to seat more
Lent- house, band plays for dancing than 600 as against 400 plus last
with still more entertainers pre- season. Where performers had to
work from center of dance floor
senting the indoor floor shows.
last year, now they work directly
Walt.
fin front of orchestra from a spot
where all in- club can get better
’

.

Chaudierre, Ottawa

gander.

j

•

Ottawa, July 9.
Miss Bartop turns in neat job,
a Arc Charlebois, Jean giving payees a varied menu inL Roger,
Sonny Mars^ Ernie Rich- cluding some of her Coral recordman & Mannequins (4), Jimmy ings. Easy to look at, singer
Garrett Orch (8); $1 admission.
opens with “Gypsy Jn -My Soul.”
works into “Young
Heart,” and
Sonny Mars pleases the custom- goes off with “Wild at
About Harry.”
ers in the Chaudiere Club’s
Rose. Mitted back, she offers “Sway,” does
Room this week with emcee chores nice
Johnnie Ray impersonation of
and solo spot. Mars’ stanza is loose- “Cry,” and finales
with “If I Had
jointed comedy, milch of the yock Known
You Were Coming I’d Have
material soaring above the heads Baked a
Cake.” Miss Barton ofof the tablesitters through a comfers nice chatter line with her singbination of fast delivery and inade- ing and stint
is well received.
quate public address apparatus;
Second* billing goes to Tippy &
but the blue gags he does punch
Cobina,
Simian
monkeys whose
out draw solid
.

Jeanne

.

'

-

returns.

*-

capers register solidly, particularly

With three femmes and -a male, When. Tippy plays bit from “OklaErnie Richman and His Manne- homa” on electrically jigged spequins bring good mitting in clicko cial organ.
terps routine, some
aero' and
Jack Wakefield carbons Eckchirps.
Jean Roger, tall tenor, stine
and Vaughn Monroe to prove
needs show biz seasoning.
He that he has nice pipes
which might
chants almost all his items in
French and doesn’t quite sell them. be worked into act more. Pleasing
“Rags to Riches” and “Isle of personality helps and his clowning
with customers gets good response.
Capri” are his best.
The Migal Twins in neat dance
Jeanne d*Arc Charlebois, Montreal looker who has 'been drawing bit and the Marion Sage line score
solid business to the Rose |k)om, nicely. Cotey emcees show, attired
is held over.
Her routine varies in western garb, and keeps things
only slightly in impressions of moving smoothly/
Atmosphere of club is western,
trumpet, banjo, little gifl warbling;
tap dance sounds, Beatrice Kay, waiters and waitresses dressed to
plus French and English novelty carry out Dude ranch i^ea. Spot is
frequented by middle '’class vacaand folk tunes.
Jimmy Garrett band plays for tionist with average check running
about minimum. Three shows ofshow and dancing.
Gorm.
•

.

,

Hold Bel Coronado, Cal.
Sue

Coronado, Cal., July 10.
Bergman
\ Eddie

Carson,

Orch; $1.50 minimum.

fCTed Saturday nights with two
givep six other nights in week.
"
Walk.
.

V

'

Colony Club*

Omaha

Omaha, July

|

Maggie Harris Jean for the youngsters put it over in
Sakovich,]’ Perky Twins, Bob Brom- good shape for 35 minutes of music
Niumalu, Honolulu
ley. ArtdMooney Orch (14); $2.50 and comedy;
Honolulu, June 30.
minimum.
Their format Is to intermix voNona Beamer & Hawaiian' Pele
cals,
instrumentals and impres- Dancers,
12
Billy Hew Len &
This tabloid revue on the hard sions, injecting comedy all along Niumalu Hawaiians (14
Edward
water features a sparkling array of the way. From a straight opener Kenney, Little Joe, Hardy Hutchintalent, plus Art Mooney’s smooth on the theme of “You Can See
U son; $3.50 supper minimum, no
orch. While not as elaborate in On Your Tv Set,” they veer into cover.
costuming and production numbers livelier “We’ve Got Rhythm,” kid
as some ice shows in the past, cur- around with opera, run through a
The Niumalu isn’t Waikiki’s
rent layout includes a variety of string of impressions of today’s largest hotel, but it’s come up with
diversions on the silver blades that vocalists and bandmen, and wind a show that threatens, to launch a
combine to form a highly pleasing with a long jamming of “Jumping revolution in Hawaiian entertainentertainment package.
With Symphony Sid,” which is the ment.
Top honors go to Pan Dru & signal for parading the room, joshIdea of recreating ancient, auAllen Dijon, flashing bladers with ing the customers and generally thentic Isle chants, dances
and
adagio and ballet routines. Lifts, mixing it up.
The Frisara-Rey- athletic games for nightery audiwhirling spins, twists and carries nolds team go off to a hearty hand ences could
have
flopped, both enare sharply executed by these all areund.
Vocal work is satis- tertainment-wise and financially.
youngsters.
factory, but best musical bits are That it succeeds is something
for
The Colstons', provide the comic on instruments, Frisara on drums which several
persons can share
interlude. He' plays it straight while and trumpet, and Reynolds
on credit.
Representative* of ifiany
the femme’s buffoonery; mugging, reeds.
other
pantomine and excursions into the / Most of the straight work is openingnighteries were on hand
night -(29), getting a reaudience -draw hefty yocks.
handled by Reynolds. Frisara looks vealing insight into an ambitious
Bernie & Harris are a personable after most of the ‘clowning
team that literally knock them- comedy takes, but over-all and new concept of Hawaiian enter*
they tainpient.
selves out in several intricate rou- are .pretty much a
team.
Quin.
Shoty gets .underway at 6:30 p.m.
Bernie>\4k'

Ben-

$3.50

V.

1

er and her Hawaiian dancers take
over Jor an hour-long program of
chants and dances of anieient
Hawaii. Despite quality and quantity of what’s gone before, it’s heife
that the show gains the fillip that
pushes it into a spectacular suc-

•

.

ms Tno;

j»t **<9*ned bis
vilf
??
Village
Vanguard after- a brief
Joe, barrel-like musician- closing
with Robert Clary, who
dancef-singer. Ed Kenney provides
carries
considerable
boxoffice
a
the romantic vocals.
authority |n the intimeries, as the

•

IIiHel Roosevelt, N. O.
....j1; . New
_
„ Orleans, July 12.
19 o^Lce Revue, „ unth Pan Dru trepidation
there’ was’ virtually
A llen; Dijon, The Colstons, vanished with the* Opening- show.

wi

CUtrtncs

.

This spot, which is making a
strong bid to take over as a top
the
out-of-town
attraction
for
trade, is Currently offering a show
designed to please the older customers and, after all, that’s where

the

nett.

minimum.

Little

sophisticated

Italian Village, Frisco

Alberghetti,

mv.

r

.

.

Rap.

Anna Maria

H.

9.

Ralph Michele, Pat Hamilton 3;
Tfhis durable hostelry has a new
manager in Ashton A. Stanley, a no cover or minimum.
new Circus Room decor designed
A promising act unveiled by
by Texana and Sue Carson to kick
Ralph Michele, a dapper little
tl^e
summer entertainment comic
who bears some resempolicy.
blance to Robert Clary. Guy's
A shapely
.

'

brunet comedienne,
excellent
Miss Carson has an act geared for. patter is good, voice is
add routine is versatile.
intimeries and manages to win the
outfit,
tux
Coming
on
iii
a'
patrons in this cavernous room.
Best moments include accurate Michele opens with dialect bits,
spoofs of Lena Home, Yma Sumac moves along to a Jolson impi’esh
and Jo Stafford. Song-patter also and then does a clever take-off ot
net.
contains some funny jibes, espe- “Dragnet” entitled “H a i r
when
cially her lament on the different Liberace stint is highlighted
onapproaches in)' the male seduction trio leader Pat Haniiftotf comes
tiny
and
stage
with
little
.saucer
a
arsenal. Better pacing and tightenfour
with
candle. Michele wiqds'
ing would make this one socko.
much.
serious pieces, wmcn
'which’ is too miu...
On the
sid/
'

minus

theme runs

thin.

the

a So-called
sophisticated point of view grown
hackneyed even, for supper clubs
where, traditionally, comediennes, “Pagliacci.”

mm

their

Premise

It’s

waggery at male foibles.
only as good as the mar.

Trump.

Horace Heidt’a sjhow opens Aug.
terial and Miss Carson’s lines don’t 18 at the Italian Village, San Franalways bear Sufficient, bite*
cisco, for three; weeks following
Fra pees Langford, and JMel Tome.
Dpn.
is

.

r

•
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Wegftacsdny* July 14?

P*I^ce, 5.
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Colleanm, Rfly Rogers,
Marvellos (3),Milier &2j.ee, Helen
Kane, JW: Marshall. Gus Van,
Four Comet*, Jo Lombardi House
Oreh: ‘‘Return From the Sea"
(AA) reviewed in cyrrentissue of

*

Four

,

*

^

Variety,

which he works five midget mouthorgans simultaneously. Antone &
Ina set up a group of ballroom
routines with their spins topped by
stand qut lifts for good reaction.
Les Rhode r and house orch
handle showbacks in usual apt
manner.
Lary,
'

V/OIyrapia. Paris
Paris, July II,
Damia, Jean WetJean Wiener Claude Vega,
The Maxwells (2), Maria Navarro
Troupe
Ursula
(19),
Gits,
Jacques Brel, Dany Revel, Gaston
Lapeyronne Orch (16), Yvonne

Billy Eckstine,

zel,

,

LADY LOUISE BENNETT

(2)

Solal; $1.25 top.
Songs
'
There are several holdovers of a
15 Mins.
Chicago,
golden era of vaudeville on the
Billy Eckstine is the first big Village Vanguard, N. Y.
Chicago,
July
9.
T
These oldcurrent Palace bill.
S.
U.
name
Lady Louise Bennett,
to
set
Tony
foot
and
Leonetii,
vocal
Les Blue Sc
timers sort of rub off some, lustre Yvette Three
Arnauts, Betty Lus- chords into this pop musichall. Jamaica, has a choice line of ca,
on the surrounding layout ..with the ter, Marty Gould
Surrounded by one of the best pro- lypsos that has a lush native flavor,
House
.Orch;
net result that this week’s card is "The
High and The Mighty ” grams to hit this house in the last a lot of good writing and an. ama hot draw,.
few months; this show should bitious mode
of
presentation.
(WBh
make a b.o. dent here and, put this Dressed in native garb, with a
In the veterans corner are Gus
Van, Flournoy Miller teamed with
Tommy Leoneiti has built a hall back into the public graces similarly dressed lad in the backjonnie Lee, and Helen Kane, This strong following frqra squealing from which- it slipped a bit the ground contributing vocally and
group works With assuredness and teenagers in this area, which ac- last few shows. The extra effort marracas, Lady Louise affords good
hits the measure of the house.
counts for his headlining this ab- needed to surround a headliner pictorial material.
However, she has overextended
Lyles) breviated filler lineup. Show spans .with acts pays off in the overall
In the ease, of Miller (ex
tone' of the show. Eckstine tIs; in herself in the arrangements. With
he’s been in subh.hits as “Shuffle only 35 quickly-paced minutes bevocal background from the Clarfine
form,
in
spite
of
a
garcold
while
his
partner
is
cause
the
the
film,
the
,1s
to
which
be
Along”
attorney on the tele edition, of major drawing card for the next nered on hitting these shores, and ence Williams band, as well as her
gives a big-voiced 35 minutes of rhythm accompanist, the lyrics are
“Amos ‘n’ Andy.” It's one of the four weeks, is lengthy.
well-selected ditties, with two in obscured and she gets a lot of
best Negro patter acts around.
Leonetti is playing a return date
embroidery
where
Characterizations are that of an in less than two month, having held French, plus some Gallic patter. contrapuntal
Opening nite gets the older show simplicity should he motif ed.
a
judge,
and
and
attorney
their 'second billing on previous fort^
The one number in which she’s
biz crowd, and so there was. no
lines are consistently funny and
•

Chi

from

&

clean. It’s a turn that could
in virtually any medium.

Van, still sporting a topper at a
rakish angle and twirling a cane,
dashes off his tunes with class and

A

precision.
medley of** the hits
that he helped intro, both aS a
Schenck, gets
single and as Van
him off to a salvo.

&
,

Helen Kane, who still retains
traces of that babyish face that she
sported in the 20’$ when she raised
boop-boop-a-doop K into a national
anthem, similarly works with assurance. She baby-voices the oldies
with excellent effect and recalls
such tunes as “I Wanna Be Loved

By You,” “Honey” and others that
were popular around the time that
Wall

St. laid its

She

biggest egg.

goes off solidly.

.

&

the more modern, vein. Jay
Marshall hits a Smash response.
Marshall with a charming line of
talk, and a bjt of tradey gab at -the
start of. his act that penetrates to
the audience, gets a steady stream
of yocks, and winds up with the
glove-ventrilo piece that earns him
several bows.
Also in the comedy vein, Hoy
Rogers (not the cOwboy, of course)
sets himself off well with aero and
then does a bit in which he eats
everything in sight.
It’s
not a
pretty act, But it’s serviceable and
frequently funny, so he too goes
by handsomely.
In the novelty vein, the Marvellos, comprising two lads and a
girl, do a combination of magic
and
instruirtentalizing,
both of
which maintain a high degree of
interest. This act has some of the
most .elaborate bits, of business in
the vaude circuits, and. in most
cases they succeed in mystifying
the audience,, and at the same time
provide expert soloing on a myriad
of -instruments.
The Four Colleanos, on the opening spot, have previously appeared
Hause, Blackpool
Mosk.
here. This quartet of youngsters
Blackpool, Eng., July 13.
are all promising jugglers and
George
Black
&
Alfred
presentaseem to. be improving with each
Apollo* X. V.
engagement at this house. They tion of "The Talk of the Town,"
The Ravens ( 4 ) Bennie Green
have good routines and ate achiev- with Jimmy Edwards, Toony Han- Orch ( 12), Geor.qe Kirby Bette
cock,
Joan
Turner,
Trio
Bassi, Eliing that smoothness
In

.

nighter which opened last May 14,.
goodlook;ing lad has a squealing here, but an appreciasugary romantic'’ voice with not tive aud of the talent of Eckstine.
much lung power behind it, and Lingo problem is always evident,
with two in French this
this seems to heighten approval of but
the distaff side of the coke- set. Should clear the air with patrons
He (essays five tunes, opening with coming to hear an American singsnappy “Chicago”- and shifting to er and not a Gallic impersonator.
ballads like “I Cried” and “Happy A balance of rhythm, slow and
Wanderer,” which he’s etched for rocking numbers, plus a .1am sesCapitol. Jiggling, from the shoul- sion, makes this into a fine act
isn’t
much^ bobbysoxing
ders while squeezing out a note There
purports to be for. dramatic effect, here* but the jazz crowd will make
itself felt at the following shows.
and this sets the curly tops out
front sighing. For close, he sings Solid trio makes for expert backing.
This is a fine wedge for the
“I Belieye” in headspot, from the
U. S. personalities who will folpiano.
low and create an international
Les Blue
Yvette are a fine pair musichall picture here.
of juggling unieyclists who attract
Supporting show is sparkling.
the biggest plaudits on this card. Ursula Sc Gus, a sock juggling duo;
Most of the way Yvette merely Jacques Brel, a new guitar playing
assists Blue by feeding materials tropbador; the Maxwells,
a slow*
while he 'skips rope on a short motion acro-comic stint; Maria Nacycle, balances and juggles on tall varro Troupe, a largescale carioCa
vehicle, and kicks a series of cups outfit, and The Hurricanes, a classy
and saucers onto his dome while adagio act, are reviewed under
simultaneously keeping the unibike New Acts.
in check. Turn has several gaspClaude Vega supplies a neat
provoking moments and caps in mimic turn to the proceedings with
fantasy of hoop whirling.
an uncanny takeoff oh all the offMirth ingredient is served by the beat voices here for* a nice mitt,
Three Arnauts, capering musicians and Jean Wetzel « supplies a harwho get off some fine instrumentals monica turn featuring a song made
on violin, guitar and mandolin popular by his backing of a recent
between knockabout antics. High- hit pic “Don’t Touch The Coin.”
light is a skit done in birdcalls He' pairs with the composer of
wherein the two male members these blues, Jean Wiener, for a
attempt to woo femme partner. Has satisfying act.
good laughgetting moments but
Damia, drama singer, reincarneeds to be telescoped for best nates a bit of old Montmartre,
impact.
Clinging black velvet dress downBallerina Betty Luster, looker beat numbers and over-emphasized
who recently ended a two-week meller aspects combine to make
engagement at the Chez Paree, this a grotesque .and yet catching
The oldtimers applaud
kicks off the show with some fancy number.
toe-terping. Gal works to ballad, this heavily, and most will give
blues, and beguine and wraps up this strangely appealing, stint a big
in cape-twirling specialty/to “Ritual welcome, for here is a trouper on
Fire Dance.” Prolonged whirls and the boards, and any audience can
spins are among major matters of sense' this. An earlier-day Edith
Piaf, Damia still has the vestiges
interest in her stint.
Les.
of the street poetry that will always be a part of Paris show biz,

work Gaunt,

'

her own, “Don’t Squeeze My
TJnnato,” indicates her potential
when doing simple things in a
simple manner.
She showed a
fragility and an ease that was
missing in her other numbers.
This Negro singer could simplify
her arrangements and give herself
a chance to be seen' under much
ori

FOUR COMETS
Aero
9 Mins.
Palace, N.Y;

The Four Comets
ly

used

name.

is

a frequentto

According

Variety’s New Act files, it’s been
applied to a rollerskating turn
and a dance group. In the act at
the Palace, it’s now applied to an
extremely youthful and pretty set
of tumblers. These femmes have
the basics of a good act, hut still
need the experience that will make
them polished performers.
At this point, they work as
though tliey were not too far re-

moved from a calisthenics, class.
They still appear to do their tricks
by the numbers. But they are fast
and lively and likeable, and on that
deserve a spot on bills in.
this kind, of act can be utiIn a short time, they should
be able to hqld their own anyJos«.v
where.
score

which
lized.

JACQUES BREL
Songs

i

15 Mins.
L’Olympla, Paris
Young, gaunt-looking Belgian is
better circumstances.
Jose.
in the troubador category, writing
and chanting his own songs, Sim-? MARIA NAVARRO TROUPE (19) pie melodies and expert -lyriclng
give this stint a personality as he
Song, Dance, Guitar
sings of emotions and desires that
25 Mins.
are thwarted by misunderstandL’Olympia, Paris
Group is a miniature carioca ings and pettiness. Lad looks to
make
a name for himself in this
show
package
possessing
five
young couples, seyen guitars, a specialized field here.
It is the type of localized act
pianist and star chanter and animator Maria Na’varro. Colorful that is hard to export except for
costumes, fine music and a balance slottings in Canada or other Gal-,
For the U.S, his
in all types of folk, popular and licized areas.
w.k. car icoa bits, plus guitar solos chances are limited to extremely
.

;

and mass guitar bills, make this specialized lingo prestige spots.
Mosk,
a nice entry for carioca circuits or
for placing in U.S. vauderies or
.

Largeness of group may THE HURRICANES (4)
militate against this on the ex- Aero-Dance
pense basis, but it has the flair 15 Mins.
and Hispano appeal for large dat- L’Olyinpia, Paris
ing capacity.
Three stalwart men toss around
Miss Navarro supplies the fla- a pert and pretty gal to make this
menco voicing to the affair, and a neat offbeat acro-dance entry.
others all acquit themselves well in Girl
is
effervescent,
horsetailthis capsule espagnol outfit.
coiffed, and displays a suppleness
niteries.

Mo.sk.

TOSCANELLI
Juggling
7 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Toscanelli, only ofay on current

and

flexibility
that make the
tosses, twists and mayhem practiced on her by the three huskies
worth watching. There are some 12
feet tosses into a one-arm hold by
a catcher that put this into the.
class category. Niteries, vauders
and U.S. tv could benefit from this
as a good, offbeat, filler or stellar

bill at this Negro vaude flagship,
shapes up as okay bet for wider-inperson slottings as well as an occa- placed

stint.

It was well received here. Mosk.
sional vaudeo stint.
In a brief
seven-minute turn, he manages to
pack in a lot of rubberball manipu- URSULA Sc GUS
lating and wins plaudits through- Juggling
out.
15 Mins.
His movements are swift and at L’Olyinpia, Paris
times his juggling and balancing
Duo has a rapid and sparkling
feats
display
amazing control. juggling turn with objects kept in a
When he gets going, every part of precise air formation, and some
his body gets into the act. He bal- new wrinkles with the gal
on a oneances the balls with head, shoul- foot stand on the man’s head and
ders, nape of neck, kneecaps and juggling a bevy of objects.
ankles. It’s fun to watch and he’s
This is fast, peppy and a neat
off* before any of it gets repititous. entry for niteries, tv
or revue spotane ic Rodolph, Monty' Norman, McLaurin, Little Buck, Toscanelli;”
Gros.
ting in the U. S.
Mosk.
Kathryn Moofe John Tiller Girls "Francis Covers the Big Town
( U-I ).
(20), Jack Ansell orch
.
_
years ago and moved from the the main comedy slotting. He
takes
The management of this Harlem indie Derby label |o Coral Records, some time to warm
This vaude-revue, leading Britisli
up the cusflagship is mailing- a four-week is still a big fave and she doesn’t tomers,
but by second segment has
holiday show, sets a high standard
summer hiatus beginning next disappoint ’em. She’s a little gal them laffing
in entertainment fodder. Costumes
strongly,
Comedian is best in his final
and settings are lavish, and major- week. Availabilities for this spot with a big voice and she belts the
have narrowed down in the past songbag with plenty of style and impressions spot, in
ity of artistfe are the* top-calibre
which he takes
an
to
such
extent
couple
of
years
emotion.
She
works
through
such part of radio announcer coping
type.
George and Alfred Black,
who back the show, have spared that the top rhythm & blues names items as “Live Till I Die,” “Don’t with missing record-player and
no coin to make it worthwhile ma- have begun to wear themselves Worry About Me,” “Love For Sale’’ having himself to impersonate the
thin. It’s not their fault that the and “My Heart Belongs To Only disks he
terial.
planned to play. He’s
Negro circuit is small, but repeat
Fun section is led by Jimmy Ed- bookings at this spot within a short You,” with the kind of class that aided by vet stooge Herbert C.
Walton.
wards, leading English radio come- span of time doesn’t help the cause rates a big hand and she gets it.
Little Buck’s fancy tap work is
David Whitfield, young English
dian who has a peg in his lengthy either.
Only unfamiliar face on
handlebar moustache. Deep voice current bill is Toscanelli, an ofay an excellent teeoff item. He moves recording singer, fills the prewith assurance and grace and gets interval slotting to satisfaction of
is matched to good comedy script,
juggler.'
He’s reviewed in New. off some difficult turns with an most stubholders. Strong vocally,
He’s best as a man interrupting a Acts, The rest are perennials, and
easy and graceful look. The pew- he ranges from “Dance, Gypsy,
radio commentator in * theatre
like old home week anywhere, add holders are with him all the way. Dance” to “The Book,” “Heartbalcony, and also in his own solo
up to lots of fun.
Bennie
Green’s
orch
(three less” and "Answer Me.”
Singer
as the “Professor,” a schoolmaster
niche,
closing
headlining
In the
rhythm, four reed, five brass) in a has awkward stance but' has a big
coping
with
recalcitrant
type
The Ravens sock across a nifty driving outfit that’s geared for following among the juve element.
pupils.
songalog styled along r&b lines. speed and excitement. In addition
Best comedy sketch
“Dinner
More comedy from Tony Han- They’re at their best when they to a topflight showbacking job, the for One,” played withis skill
by
cock, pleasant-faced male who pro- rock the rhythm but they also orch instrumentalizes on
“Some- Freddie Frinton, English character
vides a highspot of layout as “Mr. know how to get the most out of times I’m Happy,” “Stardust” and comedian. Sonnie Willis plays
the
Rhythm.” This is a stinging takeoff a pop ballad such as “Little Things “Blow Your Horn.” Green’s hot conventional Yank stooge to Frinbf all U. S. disk singing successes Mean A Lot.” The four guys dis- trombone licks spark the group.
ton, in a vet soldier sketch which
and their fan worship, including play a standout harmony blending
introduces
some t indigo-flavored
Gros.
Frankie Laitie, Johnnie Ray, Billy that ranges from deep basso to
material. Stella Morey assists in
Daniels, etc. Comedian twists and high falsetto and they workover
another sketch.
Witil
er
vllion,
writhes his body, wrings his mitts, each item with plenty of vocal
Two Cycling Brockways, male
Blackpool
weeps, grimaces,: and gives out in showmanship. Best in their songand distaffer, offer exceptionally
mad medley of sounds,
Blackpool, Eng., July 13.
strong act of cycling skill, which
bag this session is “Rock Me” and
George & Alfred Black presenta- they wind by emerging garbed as
At one spot in act, Hancock has “Lookin’ For My Baby.”
chorines sighing and screaming
George Kirby’s mimicry, talents tion of "Happy Holiday " with Ter- Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Popfrom auditorium and then dashing are a natural for a big mitt when- ry-Thomas, David Whitfield, Fred- eye the Sailor Man, Pluto, an eledown thp gangways to stand in ever he’s on, but he seemed to be die Frinton, Cycling Brockway s phant, etc. She is shapely blonde
adoring fashion before him. One slouching a bit on show caught (2), Francis Langford's Singing who twines round male’s body
swoons and is carried out by at- opening day Friday (9). Perhaps Scholars (16), 3 Najas, Stella while cycling. He opens act riding
tendants. To the qthers he tears he thjnks he’s got the Apollo Moray, Herbert C. Walton, Sonnie a miniature motor-cycle, and winds
it riding a vest-pocket-size bicycle^
off strips of his suit and hands ’em crowd wrapped up but he’s given Willis, Kurt Behrens Orch.
Happy-style choral singing is ofsouvenirs.
them more of an act previous times
fered by the Sixteen Singing
light
and
layout;
vaude
carbons
This
However,
his
caught
here.
good
with
Joan Turner Is chirper
a group presented by
Scholars,
at
Talented of Pearl Bailey, Nat (King) Cole, bright, is geared for vacationers
impressions.
line
in
Langford. They have inthrush offers strong impressions of Arthur Godfrey, Vaughn Monroe this leading English playground of Francis
to majority of cusappeal
kid
Stant
London
Terfy-Thomas,
masses.
the
Gtacie Fields, Al.. Read (English and. Al Hibbler still rate a big
comedian who capitalizes on suave -tomers. The Three Najas score in
comedian), etc., aiid winds with hnltt.
dance scene.
Fantasy”
“Jungle
fancy
a
tooth,
middle-gap
manner,
wop
the
McLaurin,
who
Bette
“One Fine Day” from “Madam
Got d.
amateur contest here a couple of waistcoats and clgaret^hplders, fills
Cord.
Butterfly.”
.

.

.

Opera

.

that will rate

them

spots

in

top

the

outdoor

shows and teevee airings.
_ Sole New Act here is The Four
Comets. Jo Lombardi’s showbackjng and Dave Bines' staging are extra plusses on this program.
Jose.

,

.

.

•

Olympia* Miami
Miami; July
Tito Guizdr, Gil Lamb,
Boivan, Al Blanco Antone
(

9.

Sibyl
Ina,

Sc

Les Rhode House Orch; "The Lone

Gun ”

(

UA ).

1

Layout this week is of the type
which makes friends for the. house
and adds up as solid fare for the,
regulars.
Array is fast moving,
well balanced and holds them all
the way;

Tri° of topilners vy for the bigmitt returns with equal results,
personable Tito Gulzar, vet Mexicam troubadour, gets top reaction
with an adroit
mixture of Latino
occasional Yankee tunes. Acf.
k - on the soft, easy-to-listen-to
stylings. Blends in novelty
Spanish
change of pace to, add

Lamb is a vet here and gets
• 9P
1
6
sc ore P n the laugh-meter,
iLi ! ?
^centric ,
1

Jioofery,

lampoons on bop
harmonica player are
keep the yocks coming.

played to
Also sens overall
layout with glib
J°b of emceeing.

Bowan adds

S

to

comedy

side

Proceedings with sock quicke impressions. Another of the
regular returnees to this
big house,
® eri ®s ,of carbons,
including
ce
and
Hildegarde,
are
inoti[
,

combine
annS* ft0nd garn
*
r

Plaudits

eye and talk
her maximum
•

rii^?!LAari^1
?ollIc *

virtuosity

is*

Blanco. He purveys
«t pops and
*ssics with awrapper-upper in

^

.

.

Garden Pa

'

<

'

-

=

.

•elden Nustff
5c O'CormOE
Ford A WhRey

WEEK

JUp

OF.

Maw

lndlcata'o|i*nln» tfsV of

In cornitdlon with bills
whothsr full or spilt

Numerals

1954

14*

Frank Sinatra
George Tapp*
Dancers

Dinah Washington

Dunhllla
>Patlo

show

wook

i.tt.

RENO

•..*'> *

George Gobel
Sportsmen
.

(Pi

Mapes Skyleta

.

Eddie Fitzpatrick
.

NEW YORK

CITY Apus'
stelle

Music Hall* (I) 15
Rockettes
Tony StarmaiT
Edward Powell
Corps de Ballet
Jack Beaber
Eric Hutson
Marilyn Murphy
Milan Timotich
Chris Cross
Sym Ore

Olympia

Louis Jordan

Danny Crystal

Wilton Family

.

Gdlden Girls.
Will Osborne ore

a

14

(P)

Rlchman

Jackson

St

Riverside
Ted' Lewis

I

HAVANA
.

Billy

Daniels

GLASGOW

Shrewsbury

Alain Dla^ora

Keefe Bros

Tower

A

Paul
C
Knies Animals
August Natsch
Craddocks
3
Vivian

No.

2 Peters
3 Hellos
Freddie Harris

Knies R Horse*
2 Cherks
„
Harold Gautier Co

Ac

C

LEICESTER
Palaco

(S)

12

Claude Marsan
Sandra Dome
Hal 5c V Lennon

Fattini

4 Ramses

DougUs Kossmayer waUace 5c Bingham
3 Petroffs
Ray 5c J Penn
George Ruzsa
Don Lee
7 Eagles
LINCOLN
2 Bassos
Theatre Royal (I) 12
10 Beer Barrel P
Denhis Vane
Little Jimmy
Dick Montague
Jimmy Scott
Penny Lee
6 Pavilllon (1) 12
W
&. Raymond
Terry Thomas
Baron Gaye Co
David Whitfield
Freddie

Brockways

BOSCOMBE

Barnunv

Manolo Mera
Village Vanguard

Pk

Hotel

12

(I)

.

Mary

Ilarkness
Eric Williams
Patricia Soleil
Leslie Dowsey
Earl Darney
Fisher Girls

MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S)
Teddy Johnson

12

Peter Sellers
Michael Bcntine
Pearl Carr

Elliotts

12

2

Nitwits

Joyce Golding
K Feather
Nelson Bros

Chez Paree
Georgie Kaye

Lady Trinidad

Norman Brooks
Eugene Lewis Trio
B Famon Ore
Rodriguez Rhumba
Edgewater Baach
Marguerite Piazza
Di Gitanos
D Hild Dcrs
D LaSalle Ore
.

Vernon
Hepburn
BRISTOL _

Virginia
Shirley

Empire (I) 12
Albert Bardon
Frank Richards
George Ilex
Alec Foster
Noel Talbot
Kathleen Stanley
Earl King
Jack Easy

tos ANGELES

NEWCASTLE

.

Wanda
-

NORTHAMPTON
(I)

12

Jack Glen

Owen

Paul Betts
Peter Kinasley
Royalty Girls

12

Josef Locke
Allen Bros 5c J

NORWICH

Hippodrome

Harry Worth

(I)

Joe- Black

Pat Tracy
Billy de-Haven

Valettos

Gena Mae
Benny Garda
Roy Price
Carana A Dodo

Pan Yoe Jan Co
Des O'Conne
June Birch

BRIXTON

Dennis

Empress (I) 12
Mickey Andrews
Margery Manners
Robert Harbin

Girls

12

Shirley

Co

NOTTINGHAM

Empire (M) 12
2 Mayfair*
E A Doris Waters

Bob Andrew*

3 Burgess Bros
Johnson Clarke

Curtis

Jack Prince
Larry AUen
Rickie Layne

Arnold Dover
Larry Green Trio
Bar of Music

Raydini

i

Dick Hazard Orc
Blltmore Hotel
Weire Bros (3)
Allan A Ashton
Bob Douglas
Hal Derwin Orc
Clro's

R

Marie

revue mainly comprising
semi-nudes, being staged around
midnight or shortly after. Each
spot has its quota of hostesses with
“taxi-girl” labels, who openly seek
dance partners at half a mark
Mocambo
The rooms are
(12c) per dance.
Eartha Kitt
Paul Hebert Ore
frequently expensively decorated
Moulin Rouge
and the majority have good qualiChiquita A Johnson
ty stage facilities.
Rudy Cardenas
DeCastro Sis (3)
In the mai°> however, not
B Mlnevitch H R
is paid to
Tony Gentry Circus great deal of attention
Barbettes (5)
the standard of talent although
Gina Genardl
from all
in
brought
are
acts
many
Fluff Charlton
parts 'of the Continent. The cusBob Snyder Ore
Statler Hotel
to extrained
been
have
tomers
Celeste Holm
pect, and therefore get, a goodly
Sklnnay Ennis Orc
One
ingredient.
female
of
share

A L

Kent

Ml AMI-MI AMI BEACH
Lois De Fee
Lynn Star
Rose Ann

Bar of Mullc
Bill Jordan
Hal Fisher
Harvey Bell
Beth Challis
Gina Valenta

Rita

Marlow

Chariotte Water*
DI Lido Hotel.

Sammy Walsh

Ethel Davis

Fred Thompson

Martin and Malo
Tommy Jover Co
Swan 5c Leigh
Beachcomber
Freddy Calo Ore
Harry BaUey
Jean Ray^
Martba Raye
Nautilus Hotel Malcolm
CARDIFF
Noveiites (3)
Buddy Lester
Now Th#atro.. (S) 12 Mitchell 3
George DeWitt
Eddie Snyder
Raf Sc Julian
Royal Kiltie*
Condos A Brandow Antone A Ina
Krandort Sc Kama
Billy Russell
Len Daupron Ore
Sid Stanley Ore
PORTSMOUTH
Karen Grefe?.
Bombay Hotel
The* Royal (M) 12 Jean BUrkette
tans Souci Hofei
Cooper Twins
Nixon A Dixon
Larry Storch
Roger Carrie
RUs* Amo
Dr Crock Co
Sacasas Ore
.
Susie
Peter Mack
Olga Varona
Ann Herman Dcrs
Reg Russell
Carol Collier
Freddie Bamberger
Anne Barnett
Howell Evan St P
Brook Club
C Warrfen A J
DERBY
Saxony Hotel
Holly Warren
Tano A Dee
Hippodrome (S) 12 Beryl EUis
Scott A Jordan
SHEFFIELD
Nirva
Ken Platt
Tony Matas
* Empire
(M) 12
Mandy Campo Orc
Beryl Orde
Clover Club
Rex
Roper
A
P
Johnny SUvers Ore
Dick Emery
Marshall A FarreU
Albert
Sturm
Surany
Hajos St
Gloria Warner
Roney Plaza
BUI
McGiffie
Ted Carson
Ted LaWrie
Johnny Pineapple
Bill Waddington
Iris Long 3
Marilyn Hightower
Hawataii Rey
Julie Dawn
Cassandra*
Tody Lope* Ore
Vagabonds
Peter Cavanagh
Marie De Vere
Seima Marlowe Line
Frances Duncan
EDINBURGH
Martha A Bentley
Woody Woodbury
Roy Belles
Empire (M) 12
The Dunhllls
Five O'clock
SOUTHAMPTON
Guy Mitchell
Vagabonds (4)
Belle Barth
Grand (I) 12.
Maria NegUa
j 5c J Bentley
Dick HaU
Harry Shlels
Iris Sadler
Calypso Eddie
Don Ostro Orc
Harry Dawson
Jose Moreno Co
Frank Llnale Oro
Leon A Eddie's
3 Astaires
Dave King
Erik Lcifson
Owen McGivney
LAS VEGAS,
Carol Gatley
Kazan A Kat?
:

'

*

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

NEVADA

EAST

J

HAM

Granada <l) 12
J Gray

St

Kay

Katrina
Jackley Ac Jee
Les Douno*
St

Metropolitan

(I)

Manner*
P Gaye St 6 Van
Danny O'Dare
Jill

Meltone*

Gomez A

Stuart

Roma

Ferri

3 Toledos

Maralvn Girl*

SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 12

Betty Driver
12 Ken Morris

Joan Savage
Billy Whittaker

Flamingo
Terry Moore
Alan King
Sliver Slipper
Sally Rand

Hank Henry
The Appletong

Mlmi Law

Eve Marley
Sparky Kaye

Wally Petersen
Lea Douno*

Jimmie Cavanaugh

Bill

Willard

Desert Inn
Palladium Revue
Sahara

The

during the night there is a gentle
man’s Invitation dance. Inevitably
this has become one of Hamburg’s
major pickup points. In the main
it attracts the worst types in the
There are always, however,
city.
the curious-minded, out to discover
whether it’s really as bad as
painted.

Also

Good

Quality Spots.

whole of Hamburg’s
however, is to be
judged by the Reeperbahn. In the

Not

night

the

life,

center of the city, there are a number of good quality niteries specializing in straight cabaret and dancing without any of the flesh ped-

dling which is featured on the
other side of town.
A recent addition is the extravagantly-designed Delhi Palace which
Last Prontiar
E. Albert A Margo opened last month on the basis of
Marquis Family
a ten matk ($2.50) entrance fee*
El Cortes
plus the usual fancy charges for
Rose Murphy
Martha Raye
Kirby Stone 4
Amin Bros

prac-

Nick Schenck
Continued from page

such a session and

it

1

was taken

to

Virtually all the loans are believed to have been, part of Lee
Shubert’s policy of trying to keep
producers and managers in the
legit field and, as much as possible,
in active production. As he exp i a i n ed to one of those to whom he
] en t the coin, he figured that as a
mu xtiple theatre operator he stood
to gain by helping to keep pro-

at Loew’s
his. position
might be further strengthened
comes the split with, theatres.
.A* j? 11 ^ r^®» “S widely accepted
that Schenck’s voice m any Industry matter is trie one tn&t coni^ ducers active
mands the most attention, . A rewhat he didn’t mention at the
cent example -of this, if one were time, but presumably was aware
needed, was the important contract of> was that by holding a demand
not long ago signed with the Amer- no t e from a producer, he had what

indicate

Federation
of
Musicians, amounted to a commitment for the
lean
Credit for this largely went, to use of a Shubert theatre for any
show the signer might produce

Chan & Corny
Continued from page

1

,

.

*

club,

little

tical effect.

Moulin Schenck’s maneuvering. The reRouge, advertises the biggest and spectful silence that falls among
best in femme shows, and has a Motion Picture Assn, of America
lineup of top-heavy girls, each of board. members when Schenck ad
whom would make Jane Russell libfr at a meeting further reflects
his kingpin standing.
seem like a babe in arms.
If Schenck elects to take a less
One of the novel spots along the
prominent role, the question now
Cafe,
a
Reeperbahn is the Kleese
arises, would Balaban or Skouras
big dance hall with accbmmoda
tion for nearly 1,000 where only be in line as doyen of the picture
Some observers think
the women, are. permitted to ask for business?
a dance, although once or twice not, for while both are prominent

Reeperbahn

•

A

judgment would have

full scale

Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore
Charley Foyi
Carl Ravazza
Gogi Grant
J Black Ore

.

Dwight Fiske
Odette MyrtU

Tony Dalton
Cliff

-

A

-

Ambassador Hofei
Los
Chavales
de
Espana
N Brandwynne Orc
Band Box

Suzettc. Tarri

(S)

Armstrong

Velma Middleton

Sterlings

New

(

Palmer House
Dorothy Shay
Darvas A Julia
Charlie Fisk Ore

D’Lacy Quartet
Blue Note
Louis

Empire (M) 12
Gold 5c Cordell
Al Koran
Donald Stuart
Ivor Moreton A K
Vogelbeins Bears
Stan White -A Ann
Curzon 3

Tux Co

s=3

CHICAGO
Felicia

B

Max Bygraves

.

•

Alphonse Berg
Slim Rhyder
Sc Babs Adams

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome <M)

I

Shubert Notes

Robert
L L Bennett
Sheraton C Williams Trio

r

Jack Haig

Hippodrome

Wilma Leary

5c

I

.

Dee Drummond
Trank Sonell

Orchid
Sander*
Dr Arthur Ellen
Stan Wilson
Betty Garrett
Morgan & Manning R Kerpays Duo
Blue Anoel
Rey Overbury St S
Walebone WiUie
obbie Collins
S althon & Dorraine Sam Manning
Lady Jamaica
Johnny Lockwood
Princess Orelia
Lizr.et Sc Eddie
P Darban & Wendy Lord Carlton

Herbart Walton
Sonnie Willis
12 Holidaymakers

Musical

Hotel New. Yorker

To

Steve Kisley Orc

T

^

Dale A Mullen
Joe.Furst
Piute Pete
Rachel Ellen
Waldorf-Astoria
Freddy Martin
Eileen O'Dare
Mlscha B«rr Ore

,

C.ammy Kaye Ore

Ed

Paula Stewart
Carol Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchlto.Orc
Village Barn
Vickie Barry
Joel Shaw Ore

Black

LIVERPOOL

Empire (M) 12
Larry Parks

F Langford Co

Hippodrome

Ave

Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian
Sadie Bank*
Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Anuila Orc
Hotel Astor

Georgianes
Stop LovcMes

Frinton

O XToioe

Cycling

Fifth

1

3

Moray

Stella

Mitchell

Bob Downey

Jack Watson

Tassl

5c

Margy Duncan

Inn

5c

^XXd

^

Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard

Ruby Hill
Ray Hartley

5 W

i

Cairoli

Drift

Cedrone

At Martino
Mack
Hal
Hackford 5c Doyle

12

<l)

|

^

Don Lihcrto
Lou Nelson

M Durso o-c
P Frank
Marti Ore

Empire (M) 12

St

Clreus

St

LEEDS

Reilly

2 Nadias

To See You'
Fay DeWitt
'Nice

Vincent

Z,

technical gear was an ultramodernistic cutting table of completely

A Romeu Ora

.

Voi saUle-

£opacsu>'-ne

Kiko GonsalVg*
Senen Suarez Orq

'

B Harlowe Ore

Mary Burton
Al Morgan
Ramona Lang

Continued from page

Orlando- de la Rosa

A

Piroska
Art Waiter Ore

Norene Tate
Three Flames

Romo

Peggy Desmond
Joe Church
Vera Cody Co

Kenways

Aerial

.

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels

Wong

.

Bernard Bros
Szonys
Jane Morgan
7. Ashtons
Ralph Young

Mae Barnes
Charlotte Rae
Jimmy Komack

12

(I)

Statler

Hotel

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
N oatln Quarter

Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio
Leo De Lyon

Wilfred Pickles
Mayfair ,Sis
George" Meaton

Shane 5c Lomar
Rolf Hansen

opportunities plus $l,000,000 punitive damages.
In analyzing fifth amendment,
Judge Meyer ruled that privilege
against self-incrimlnation is not
part of due process nor an immunity of national citizenship.
An
employer agreement not to hire
persons who refuse to answer questions, judge’s opinion^ added, does
not constitute divil wrong. Plaintiffs’ complaint “did not state facts
sufficient to constitute causes of

•

A C Delaine
A Alexandet
Paulina Alvarez
Bertloa A Rolando

|

Ted Weems Ore

Trude Adams

GRANADA

20 Tiller Girls
Palace (I) 12
Beverley Sis
Bonar Colicano

Cruz

Rene

Mano Lopez

Hamburg

Hotel Roosevelt

Lenny Herman Orc

.

Stan Freeman

I

Corps de Ballet

ployment

month.

new design which had been made
by their own research staff in their
technical labs. So far, they’ve made
Niteries
only two of these editing tables.
Continued from page Z
DEFA's 5-Year. Plan
Russian fashion, the
In typical
charge in
subjected to action.”
wi'ty
the DEFA hierarchy is
py tne
Opinion also said under Califorconsidered on a fancy level
dpvplonment Dlan allocal populace.butcheap iortourthat with nia law failure to deny or explain
London-Pans
the
on
evidence
of Communist affiliation
ists weaned
could not be as rigrea ^ve
New York bill ot fare. _ bottle of irfitr fcriminiqtered as ih other
Other “authorizes drawing of an inference unfavorable to one who fails
wine at $5, which could serve a
.
.......
.
party of four for a whole evening,
deny or explain.”
DEF A output this year„ w ni11 b_ l , to Defendants
steep.
Loew’s,
included
is considered outrageously
nine in th P r
So is the charge of 50c for a bottle features against
unt, Columbia, RKO, Wararam0
p
^
4
vious year, and
Goldwyn, Hal
of beer or 35c for a German cognac
ners, . RepubUc,
Waldwith which one person could get a steady uP wa [<*
0 and Roach, 20th-Fox, Universal,
n
by on for a whole evenings enter- shooting t|j ®
5 t on Krasna, Stanley Kramer ProducTO days and th ' t ud ' <> s “P erate
CitaProductions,
tainment. •
LesseV
Sol
Uons,
a weeK.
working
v
Entire appeal of the Reeperbahn a 48-hour
del pictureS( MPAA, SlMPP. HowWhatever the quality of the com- ever>
Unagainst
suit
of
ar
is directed to the tourist trade and
t
p
members
committee
the local population is only to be pleted pix, the DEFA art directors American
seen when encumbered with the are certainly allowed to spread. Donald L Jackson (R., Calc) Clyde
duty of entertaining visiting fire- themselves in a big way, particu- Doyle (D., Cal.), and committee inmen. But Hamburg is now showing larly with the exteriors that are yestigator William Wheeler, the
very few of the scars of the war- built on the lot. One of these on j U(jge g ave plaipiffs 30 days nxr
time 1,000 bomber raids and is a view had just been used for the which to amend complaint and add
flourishing tourist center in which making of “Lighthouse” and the particulars,
the main hotels are jammed, to script called for the ^reproduction
capacity throughout most of the of part of the Atlantic; a big-scale
And as it is Western Ger- set was designed and rough seas
year.
man’s principal port, there is a achieved by thousands of gallons
continuous inflow of seamen more of water being driven down a seContinued from pace 1
than anxious to indulge in a night ries of shoots,
from the Shubert attorneys rej„
*
_ j- ^
out.
Ac
8
immediate payment.
questing
the
The competition along the Ree- one cin^in
Notice was a formality in many
perbahn, however, is not to be technicians and a 'number of the 1
however,
as Shubert officials
cases,
compared with the healthy state in stars come from West Germany, al- were
“reasonable”
reportedly
the remainder of the city. Most though he admitted that many of
arrangements
for payment.
about
S
of the cabarets are continuously
"there'd be no: legal
fnr DEFA because ^thei
r Presumably
their
fighting for patrons^ and almost working for
roUnds for stalling payment, as
without exception employ touts on films were never shown in the g
demand notes are subject to sum^
a
n
4
the sidewalk to lure the customers
mary judgment. However,, many of
JlSnf pwJS
Thp
h e ffapt
C thlt
C
l
inside.
adr^^o« «?v hnvT
h pp n unnh?P those to whom the coin was
Plenty of Femme Pulchritude
1
are presumably unable to
w^cf German market
artlt vanced
Most night spots follow a ^famil- to crash the West
„
the
of
fraction
more« thaii _ a
r
1 1
Acts of questionable remains a sore point with the. r W
iar 'pattern.
amount due, except by small inquality appear on* the stage at in- DEFA outfit.
stallments. In such cases, a court
tervals of 10 to 15 minutes with a

Joan Bishop

Calvin Ponder

Empire
(M> 12
_
Opera House (I) 12
Max Bacon
Jimmy Edwards
B1U Finch
Tony Hancock.
Dargie 5
Joan Turner
Arthur. Haynes
Bass! 3
Elizabeth 5c Collins
Luclenne
Jenny Hayes
Bob 5c Astor *
Eliane 5c Rodolpbe Rex St Bessie
Bil Wareham 5c B
Kathryn Moore
Lita .Roza

CITY

Milt Herth Trio

St

Blue Angel
Jonathan Winters
Martha Davis

.

Monte Norman

Celia

Sonia Caleepo
Alonso Ballet

NEW YORK
Basin

Benny Goodman

Eddie Gordon. & N
Cynthia & Gladys

BLACKPOOL

S do Espana Ora,

Matamoros Trio
Nancy A Renny

PARK

Clifford Guest

Stcvil Sis

Tommy

Chino

Cabaret Bt

Benny Payne
Candy Sis & E
S St P. Kaye
2 Mazurs

Teenagers

'

Rinaldo and Loui^Solomon. Each
asked $1,250,000 for. loss of em-

Rita Montaner

Empire (M) 12

Violet Pretty

W*k

munist affiliation.
its merits without any burlesque
Academy Award prizewinners
appeal. This applies to many of
the other night spots in the city Gale Soiidergaard, Anile Revere,
Michael
Wilson -were joined by
center.
..
,
,
One of the special attractions Howard daSilva, Howland Chann
berlin,
Fred
"Graf, Alvin Hammer,
city
is
the
in
view
currently on
the Karl Walter Orchestra which, Donald G.ordbn, Robert Lees, Rob.
ert
Richards,
the
Waldo JSalt, Philip
crossed
back*
a month or two'
Iron Curtain from East Berlin to Stevenson, Louise Rousseau, Alfred
Lewis
Levitt,
20-piece
Paul
Jarrtco, AbraThis
West.
escape to thecombe is now the main attraction ham Lincoln Polonsky, Wilma
Shor,
Paul
Perlin,
where
Guy
Endore, EdCasino
Dance
at the Faun
second ward F. HuebsOh, Frederic I.
it has been retained for a

Troplcaito

MimL Cal

FINSBURY

12

Ellington
Nicholas Bros

Montmartre

talr

citizenry a^yay 'end within *1
fortnight it was halved. This room
Continued from p*g* t
is tastefully but expensively <>decprated) has. an excellent stage and persons *ho have dfcuneff to an*
an entertainment able -to stand up stfer questions . on possible Com.
cal

Leopoldo Fernandez Marta

Eyd-Dears Co

Hippodrome (M)
C Levis & Co

Stafallne

Duke

D Dee Dancer*

Starlets

BRITAIN

BIRMINGHAM

.

Cal-Vada
China Doll Revue
Ike Carpenter Orc

5c R Rema
ftfooro
Momo Beams Girls BennyGuedes
G A

Bob

.

Clover Club Rev

Freddy Stobbs
Idris Co
Kat & Katrina

Maineck Ore

>

Ahgefos

Max Geldray

Gene Barry

12

M

.

.

Billy Gilbert

ASTON
Hippodrome (I)
l.lSrlowe 5c G

‘
’

Now Golden

12

(I)

Charlie Ellis

SWANSEA

MIAMI

(R) 15
Galina
Evle Gale

Hippodrome

.

orc

Amar & Alana
Empire (M) 12
Paris Lovelies
Harry Secombe
YORK
Kim St P Lewington
Empire (I) 12
Billy .Mazam
Danny O'Dea
Angelas
Conrad Vince
Bobbie Kimber
Goya 3
Buncans Collies
Franklyns
Sycl Amoy

CHICAGO

St

WOLVERHAMPTON

Bolly

Tommy

Chicago <P> 15
L Blue St Eyzette
PTommy Leanettt
Arnanes
3
Betty Luster

Palaco
5c

Ruddy

Dale
George Martin
Glamourettes

lan Carney
Tokayers

•

.lex

I

Roy Benson

.

Jan

EstrelUta
Alfonso

St

Cal-Nava
Sophie Tucker
Jack Durant
D Arden Dancers
..

The admission
more than enough^

liquor.

on

« *"

{
<

?•

•

Mapari

Molti

<L> Loaw;(M)
tsttsr in parsnthssss Indieatas circuit. (I) Indapandant;
paramount; <R> RKO; (1) Stoll; <T) Tivoli; <W> Warrtor

V#S*f

Ziegfeld- Konie»

1

,,

1 Rancho

Doodles A Skeeter
Thundorblrd
Dorothy Collin*
jay Lawrence

oran

S

j

the Lions were really whooping it
up for Morgan, observed that in
recent years the major conventions
j n New York were turning into
family affairs. In order to get the
in eastern exec circles, it’s said confab trade, cafes had to have
unlikely that either one would sup- clean shows to which wives ana
port the other.
sbmetlmes kids could see without
They appear to maintain a cor- embarrassment. An all-girl show
dial relationship, of course, but or one designed specifically to lure
are not together oh the presently out-of-town strays would get very
vital widescreen issue, Paramount little convention trade. The shows,
being the only company to remain these days, have to be clean and
aloof from
20th-Fox’s Cinema- more often than hot, should be
Scope while pressing its own Vis- corny. This seems to be the directaVision.
tion of prosperity during the big'
Consequently, if there’s one fig- powwows that occasionally hit New
ure who would stand out, as York.
„
Schenck has over, the years, the
The Lions, Incidentally, were
identity remains obscure. United good spenders. They brought re_aArtlst’s Arthur B. Krlm and Uni- sonable prosperity to the moderate
exversal’s Milton Rackniil are re- priced hotels with the more
garded as. relative youngsters, so pensive inns getting additional
ana
theatres
Restaurants,
they're out', RKO’s uncertain state trade.
and James R. Grainger’s non-mem- cafes picked up considerably
caij
bership in the “presidential family” the Lions, nearly all of whom,
precludes Grainger.
The chief rled paper shopping, bagtf, dropp
Gimb
Macys,
at
wad
execs of other film , companies jquite a
land kindred stores.
headquarter on the Coast.
,

»

.

Wcd»fwMr>

Mr

i4>
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LEGITIMATE

Tois at
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Actor* Equity, which ha* never*
Jurisdiction in
fully exercised its
Canada, is moylng, to step up -Its
Action
organizing effort* there.
follows the recent surge of legit
particuDominion,
activity in the
the, Stratford
larly the click of

Shakespearean Festival.
Discussions have been underway
jo recent months for. the union to
office ^in Canada
set up a joint
with the Assn, of Canadian TeleAgreevision- and Radio Artists.
ment was reached this week to esToronto,
in
office
an
such
tablish
In line with the Canadian stock
situtaion, Equity has decided not
to make any* changes in the stock
contract in Canada. It’s felt that the '$55 actor’s pay
minimum is barely' a living wage,
but is on a par with salaries being
paid in the Dominion. Union has
amended its constitution to exclude the Words "native bom”
Wherever the phrase "native born

-

1928. Equity move was. prompted
by a recent revamping of the naturalization proceedings, which are
now similar to those of the U. S.

Complex Finance Deal

Moved ‘Apple’

to

B’way;

Tentkonse

Tenthouse Theatre on Friday
matinees for the balance of the
strawhat season will be named
Tenthouse .Tothouse. Herb Rogers
has set a schedule, of children’s
matinees, with "Plnocchio;” followed by "Peter the Wolf" on July
30, and "Cinderella" Aug. 20,
Each production will run three

Cleveland, July 13,

Nobody is worrying - about
whether there’s a doctorin the
house during the current run
'of "Hamlet” at the Huron «J.)
Playhouse, Appearing In the
,

1

’

community theatre production
be Dr. Richard H. William-

will

’

fall

and winter seasons.

son anfl-'.Dr. Paul N. Squire,
both physibians. Former, playing the title part, .is president
of the Huron Players, while
the latter, portraying King
Claudius, is a member of the

board of trie Ohio Community
Theatre Assn., and- was- a
founder of the Harlequins,
Sandusky, O., little theatre

Actors' Equity isn’t taking any
chances on haviqg its stock conused in New
York.
Union has ruled that it
"will not permit the' use of the
stock- contract in
Greater New
York without the specific permission of Equity and under conditions determined by Equity.”
Action was motivated by the
solid foothold garnered by the offBroadway Phoenix Theatre in its
first Season (’53-’54)
as a stock
operation. Prior to the formation
Scheduled revival of "The Little of the Phoenix, stock had
been a
Hut” next week at the Ivy Tower comparatively dead isfcue In
N. Y.
Playhouse, Spring Lake, N. J., has for many years.
However, with
been cancelled. Instead, the straw- the Phoenix as a sparkplug, there’s
hat will present ."Private Lives” figured
a possibility of a rash of
as a starring vehicle for Judith stock
ventures
breaking
-out.
Evelyn. Actress starred there last Equity doesn’t want to be
caught
week in "Pygmalion,” appears the unprepared.
week of Aug. 2 ‘in a tryout of
Move was not prompted by any
’Magic Morning” and. plays a final trouble with the Phoenix.
Relaguest date the week of Aug. 9 in tions between the union and the
"Constant Wife.”
producing outfit have been amiUnderstood the cancellation of cable.
_
"Little Hut” was on the orders
of the property owners of the spot,
who declared the play is immoral Chas. (Yanderhof) Coburn,
and obscene. The Nancy Mitford
adaptation from the French of AnLiving Role Offstage,
dre Roussin was a hit in London
with Robert Morley as star, but
Doesn’t Believe in Taxes
flopped on Broadway last fall with
a no-riame cast.
New Bedford, Mass., July 13.
A package production costarring
The old dictum that an actor
Barbara Bel Geddes and' Hiram should live his role is supported by
Sherman is currently playing a silo
Charles Coburn, who appeared last
tour.

group,

"Hamlet” runs through next
Saturday (17).

,

tract indiscriminately

'

.

Nix little Hut’

•

Opening Aug. 9 in D.C.
Transfer of

“The Golden Apple”

.

from the Phoenix Theatre uptown
to the Alvin Theatre, Where the
musical Is currently In its ,12th
week, resulted in one of the more
complicated financing deals of the
’53-54 season. Overall investment
in the show at the time it came to
Broadway totalled $96,875, plus
approximately 21% overcall, bringing the tally to $117;300.
Production* at the Plyjenix was
originaUy capitalized at $50,000,
with 25 limited partners putting
up the coin. When moved to the
Alvin,, the tuner was financed at
$87 500, with limited partnership
contributions totalling $96,875. In
order to make the mqye, 20 of the
raised
their
investors
original

,

;

contributions by 75%, while
the Investment of another, was
hiked 48%%. Only five of the
original backers declined to increase their investments.
Eight
new backers, with a total investment of $13,500 were brought in.
Original backers whose initial
contributions remained status quo
include television actress Peggy
Wood Walling, $500, and producer
Gala Ebin, $1,000. Among those
who raised their .original investments are producer, and radio-tv

EQUITY GIVES SENIOR

RATING ONOFF-B’WAY

initial

announcer Kenneth Banghart, from
$1,000 to $1,750; theatrlcal°attorney
Myer D. Mermln, from $3,750 to
$6,563; attorney

Kenward

Elmslie,

from $5,000 to $7,438, and producer-realtor Roger L. Stevens, from
$25,000 to $43,750. Stevens is coproducer Of the Broadway presentation with Alfred de Liagre Jr.,
in association
With T. Edward

Hambleton and Norris Houghton.
Latter two are the Phoenix producers.

Additional

backers

brought

in

include. Phoenix general
Carl Fisher, who’s also

manager
company
manager of "The Pajama Game,”
$625; author’s agent Lucy Kroil,
and de Liagre, $2,375.
is slated to continue on
Broadway until Aug. 9 when it
®P en at the Carter Barron Theatre,
Washington. Stevens is underwriting the losses until them.

$875;

Musical

Bob Nesbitt Here Fer

New

‘Follies’

Confabs

Bob Nesbitt, vet Lodnon
ducer,

is

in

New York

pro-

huddling

Charles Sherman on a new
Ziegfeld Follies” production for
October.
Nesbitt, who has staged
m ® r °us musicals and revues In
Jiy
ine West
End, has .never done a
Broadway show. He has produced
at the Casino,
Palladium, Coliseum
and virtually all other
L o ldon
“
exce Pt the Drury Lane,”
some 38 Productions to his
j
i.

credit.

01 three'

be in the U. S. two
weefcs more.

Professional status of off-Broadway as branch of legit activity has
been recognized by Actors Equity.
Under a new rule adopted by the
union, appearances by members In
off-the-Stem ^productions will count
as credit towards senior member-

Stage Struck
Alan Hewitt, who recently
closed in "Ondlne” on Broad-

weeks pndejr the direction* of Lee
Foley, who produces children’s theatre ^at the Showcase during the

Increased commissions for play
agents on foreign production deals
are being sought by the Society of
Authors Agents, with the support
of several name playwrights. Idea
is to have the commission upped
from the regular, T0% to .20% on
royalties from foreign productions.
Move was started recently by
Howard ReinheimOr, -attorney for
George S. Kaufman and various
other leading authors, and was
taken up by the SAA. It has been
presented to the council of the
Dramatists Guild and, if okayed,
will, be written into the Guildapproved agents’ code: Thereafter,
it would be incorporated into author-agent contracts (unless individual playwrights refused to accept it, in which case exceptions
would presumably be made).
Reasoning behind the effort to
boost commissions is that it should
benefit authors as well as agents.
It’s pointed out that most foreign
production deals are arranged
through an agent in the particular
country involved, so a split commission is required. With the total
commission for a production limited to 10%, the split gives' the
agent in each country only 5%,
which in some cases doesn’t cover
.

'

Strictly Professional

(Ont.)

citizens of Canada” appears. > The
phrase was originally included in
the constitution because of the
rapid naturalization laws in effect
In Canada at the time the union
adopted its alien regulations in

CK

Chicago, July l3.

.

,

way, 'left last week by motor
for St. Louis, where he’ll play
Cardinals Richelieu in "Three
Musketeers” next week at the
Muny Opera,. En' route, he
planned to stop off to see the
Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera
revival of "Merry Widow,”
the Antioch College production
of "Two Gentlemen of Verona”
and whatever was being played
at the Cincinnati Zoo Opera,
with a side trip to catch the
Kansas City Starlight presentation of "Musketeers.”
On the way back, he’ll stop
,
off to visit Alfred Lunt and

Lynn Fontanne

at their

home

in .Genesee Depot, Wls., and
go on to attend the Stratford
(Ont.) Shakespeare Festival
for the second year.

.

the

postal,

cable,

secretarial

and

accounting expenses required.
For that reason, It's argued, the
British producer Jack Hylton foreign
production
market for
sails this afternoon (Wed.) on the scripts of U. S, authorship is inadequately exploited. In recent
Queen Elizabeth for London, havyears, it’s been discovered, many
ing wrapped up a deal for a West American plays are produced wideEnd edition of "Wonderful Town” ly in Europe, South America and
tills
fall.
He has arranged for to some extent in Asia, Africa and
Richard Bird, who will stage the Australia. But most such showings
are unauthorized and therefore
show, to visit the original “Town” royalty-free (in effect, pirated),
production during its current Chi- either because the field has never
cago run to get the feel of the mu- bten organized or because it isn’t
Bird followed a similar prosical.
(Continued on page 68)
cedure in staging the London
editions "Call Me Madam” and
"Paint Your Wagon” for Hylton.
Train Clicko But
Meanwhile, Hylton is taking the
"Town” scenic and costume deOne
Guy Hates Theatre,
signs back to London with him. No
one is set thus far for the West
.

Show

Went Only for the Ride
End cast, but Donald Sadler, who
choreographed the Broadway origBethlehem, Pa., July ,13.
Recent "show train” sponsored
week at Fred and Martha Miller’s inal, will repeat the assignment in
London.
by the local Kiwanis Club to see
Somerset Playhouse in the Kauf“Teahouse of the August Moon”
man-Hart farce, "You Can’t Take
was such a success that preparaIt With You.”
The veteran film
tions are already under way for a

legit actor portrays the easy-living

old codger, Papa Vanderhof, who
doesn’t "believe in income taxes”
and argues that government doesn’t
make good use of its revenue.

In a talk before New Bedford
Kiwanis Club, Coburn took a few
Vanderhof pokes at the 16th

Amendment (which

legalized

in-

COAST AGOG OVER ‘PAN’;
SHOW AIMED FOR B’WAY

similar operation next winter for

“Pajama Game” or “Caine Mutiny

Court Martial.”
Of the 265 who went along on
San Francisco, July. 13.
the
“Teahouse” junket, all but four
Preem of ne\y musical version
of Barrie’s "Peter Pan” at Curran liked the show (of the dissenters,
three
complained that the play has
here next Monday (19) has this
town in a tizzy of eagerness. Film ”no sex” and the other explained
that
he
doesn’t like the theatre at
contingent is due in from Hollywood to augment the local audi- all, but enjoyed the fellowship of
trip).
the
Other questionnaire reence and Leland Hayward has 13
plies indicated that 19 participants
seats for himself and New York
felt that there was insufficient time
and Coast guests.
allowed for dinner in New York
"Pan,” highlight of the San
Francisco Civic' Light Opera’s 15th and 44 reported not enough time
after the show, before return train
season, will play here four weeks,

based on two come tax. He said, in part, "This
country and its citizens were sold
appearances in.
down the river by a Congress
and a total of 24 working weeks.
which, through stupidity or cupidNew rule applies to those opera- ity, took away a man’s freedom
A
tions functioning under the off- through the 16th Amendment.
Broadway contract, which calls for free man is one who has the right
to
enjoy
fruits
the
his
of
labor.”
the employment of Equity memfollowed by four in Los Angeles. departure.
In the event of a future such
bers on a 70-30 basis and for at
Coburn wound up, "The power Thereafter, Hayward and Richard
jaunt, 43 expressed a willingness to
least 10 Equity card-holders to be to tax, as John Marshall said, is Halliday,
manager - husband of
employed when the cast numbers the power to destroy
.
We must Mary Martin, star of the show, may go by bus, 214 by train. Eleven
15 or more. Computation includes repeal the j‘6th Amendment ... It take the production to New York, would prefer his dinner, at cost
the stage manager and the cast.
can be done by an aroused citizenry if it clicks On the Coast. Hayward’s were included in a future trip, 237
Actors will be given full credit .interested in taking power from general manager, Herman Bern- said they’d rather get dinner on
when playing, five to eight perform- the Federal Government and re- stein,,, was in Los Angeles a month their own.
Choices of shows (and number
ances a week and will receive half turning it to the States, where it ago to huddle with CLO general
of votes for each) for a future traiq
credit for four performances a belongs. I am a great believer in director Edwin Lester
on this.
were
as follows:
wdek.
State rights.”
Miss Martin’s 12-year-old daughMusicals :“Pajama Game,” 146;
ter, Heller Halliday, is playing the
“Kismet,” 87; “Can-Can,” 49; “By
ship.

years’

Senior status

is

membership

in the union,
at least t\vo shows

.

-

.

.

Cyril Ritchard
girl, Liza.
the Beautiful Sea,” 45; “Fanrty”
is co-starred opposite. Miss Martin
(due to open in the fall), 18.
as Captain Hook and Mr. Darling.
Dramas: “Caine,” 102; “Tea* and
Kathy Nolah is featured as Wendy, Sympathy,”
42; "Saint Joan* (due
arid Margalo GiUmore as Mrs. Darin the fall, after a tour), !?.
ling.
Miss Martin, of course, is
Comedies: “Solid Gold Cadillac,”
Peter.
101; "Seven Year Itch,” 92;' "SaBased on the Barrie classic, the brina Fair,”
41; "King of Hearts,”
show is advertised as “a new musi- 27; “Remarkable
Mr., Penny packer”
cal,” with lyrics by Carolyn Leigh;
(closed last week), 19.
music by Mark Charlop, special

servant

1

*;

People generally get used to anything, and presently take it for
Most Variety readers, for example, aren't aware how
much detailed, precise information is published in the sheet week
in and week out. They’re so used to seeing it that they no longer
even think about how much of it there is, how accurate it is and
the amount of work required to obtain and present it.
For instance, the weekly Broadway boxoffice report lists the
name of every current production, the name of the theatre where
it’s playing, the type of show it is (drama, comedy, musical comedy,
revue, etc.), the number of weeks and performances it has played
to date (the latter item a recent, unannounced innovation), the top
admission price, number of seats in the theatre, potential capacity
gross, names of stars and the actual grosses (to the nearest $100)
for the last week and the one before that.
The above data appears every week. In addition, the week a
show opens, the Broadway gross story lists the names of its authors
and producers, the date of the premiere, the amount of the investment involved, the cost of production (including the tryout profit
or loss) and! the approximate gross necessary for it to break even.
Finally, the week after a show’s closing, the’ figures are given
on how much money it has earned or lost, and whether or not it
is going on tour. During the run, incidentally, the story also reports
when stars are replaced, or are out of the cast temporarily, and
even notes such significant matters as when two-for-ones (twofers).
are being used, and scheduled closing dates.
Readers generally have come to take all this as a matter of
course. But majbe that’s a compliment.
granted.

-

song by Nancy Hamilton and Morgan Lewis, incidental and ballet
rtiusic by Trude Rittman, sets by
Peter Larkin, costumes by Motley,
direction by Jerome Robbins, assisted by Mary Hunter, with Lester
as producer.

On Sombrero, Phoenix
Phoenix, July

13.

Hearing on a temporary injunction sought against the Sombrero

‘Waltz’ at
La

Suing to Cancel Lease

La Jolla

"

Jolla, Cal., July 13.

"Anniversary Waltz,” second play

on La Jolla Playhouse schedule,
opens two-week run tonight (Tues.)
With Howard Duff and Marjorie
Lord as leads and Willard Watef-

Playhouse,

local

legit

showcase,

pending trial of a suit to cancel the
has been postponed « indefinitely.
The hearing, scheduled
for last Thurs. (8) was postponed
because counsel for the plaintiff
pleaded a conflicting schedule.
lease,

Dr. D. R. Gaskins, the plaintiff,
seeks to cancel a long-term lease
on the theatre, claiming that a
This is first stock production of payment was not made on the date
comedy, still running on Broadway. due.

man

featured.
directed.

Norman Lloyd has

KJBGTHMAmS
Denver fU. to Premiere
‘Brothers/ Arttheil Opera
Denver, July 13.
George Antheil's" The Brothers,”

Backers

of.

production of "Qndlne,^ which

the Playwrights Co,

a limited' 156-performance Broadway engagement July 3,
modern operatic treatment of the wound upMrs* Marshall Field, $350? lc^t pressaietMt William Fields,
Cain and Abel story, will be included
Wallace G. Garland, pfesideht of Broadway Angels, Inc., an inpreemed by the University Theatre $850:
the late actor-director Robert Ross, $850;
July 28. vestment syndicate, $850;
Melbeginning
Denver,'!!.,
enlarged
at
The
Cdonamessett.
Philadelphia, July 13.
Stroock, president of Brpoks Costume Cq„ $850; Malcolm
week with an Music and libretto are by Anthell, James E:
Co. general manager Victor Samrock,
Playwright*
to
assistant
To the surprise of some wise* ody Tent scored lastfor its produc- with
Wells,
Edwin Levy, assistant profeshigh gross
acres, and maybe even the manage- all-time
representing the company, $850; Robert W, Dowling, president of
"Student Prince,” while sor of theatre at the university,
the Producers Theatre, $1,750; theatriof
member
a
and
ment, the Playhouse in the Park tion of
Investing
had them hanging handling the .staging. Waldo Wil- City
did surprisingly well last week Helen Hayes
attorney Arnold M. Grant, $1,700; Louis A: Lotito, president of
for "What Every liams is music director and Robin cal
manager
of the Martin Beck Theatre,
general
with its revival of George Bernard from the rafters
and
Playhouses
City
Knows,” the* first bill of Lacy is .designer.
Morris Schrier, attorney representing MusicCorp. of
Shaw's excessively talky play, "Too Woman
stint there. Star is
Production will mark the third N. Y„ $1,700;
of the Pittsburgh Civic Light
^president
D.
Wolf
True to Be Good,” fourth, offering her four-weekMcThing” this week.
Irwin
$I,70Q;
“Mrs.
preem at the university in the last America,
bandleader-contractor Meyer Davis. $2;550; tv producer
of the third season of Philly 'stent doing
Previous two were Opera, $1,700;
five months.
president of the Actors
Vincent,
Walter
theatre. Combo of Shaw and a holiand
$3,400,
Mary Chase’s revamped version of Max Liebman, production cost was capitalized at $85,1)00 plus 2Q%
Ohio Alive with Barns
day opening (5)- was figured as
"Bernardlne,” put on In February, Fund, $3,400.
Cleveland, July 13.
giving "Too True” an insurmount\
y
and "Silyerheels,” a folk opera, overcall.
able handicap, but, although the
About 14 theatres will be operpremiere was slightly off, biz held ating in the Ohio territory this done in May.
Margaret Truman’s appearance at the Theatre-by-the-Sea, Matunuck,
and
week
steady throughout the
summer. They will include three
R.I., this week in "Autumn Crocus” is in the nature of a "return
the show grossed a nice $12,000.
Ohio Community Theatre Assn,
engagement.” She was there last summer to visit Nina Foch and
v Weekly average so far this sum- outlets, These are the Ohio Valley
several other friends who Were, appearing at the strawhat 4n a tryout
mer has been slightly over that Summer Theatre, Athens, O., .sponof "Ancient Instinct.” During her stay, the idea of her doing a barn
figure. Local critics were unani- sored by the Oho U. speech dethis summer was suggested, and she subsequently mentioned the
tour
mous in praise, for second time partment; the Huron (O.) Playproject to the William Morris agency, which was then handling her
this season. Stars’ names, Zachary house, and the Stadium Theatre at
television bookings. As a result. Miss Truman insisted on the
for
Scott and Ruth Ford, undoubtedly Ohio State U., Columbus. They
Matunuck date for her current tour, although there were reportedly
helped draw, but reviewers did not have all opened.
higher bids from other spots for the same week,
a

_
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For Hero* Lead

think they dominated the performance.

;

This

week’s,

offering

is

again

by
Bella and Sam Spewack. Robert
Preston is starred. It will be .the
first directorial chore for Martin
Ritt, one of the Playhouse's three

light farce,

"Boy Meets

Girl,”

stagers this year.
Playhouse’s new tent was used
for the first time last night (Mon.).

Gigl* $8,000, Boston
Boston, July 13.

With the start last week of the
two Falk-Capp operated strawhats,

Other Ohio operations are the
Denison Summer Theatre, Granville; Antioch Area Theatre, Yellow Springs; Mad Anthony Players, Toledo; Chagrin Falls Summer
Rabbit Run Theatre,'
Theatre;
Madison; Showboat Theatre, on
the Ohio River; Cain Park Sum.

Lake
Cleveland;
Theatre, Waverly;
Theatre-in-the-Round, Canal Fulton; Ring Theatre, Cleveland, and
the Miami Valley Theatre Guild,

mer

White

Theatre,
Little

Chautauqua.

Hollywood, July 13.
Film actress Terry Moore may
legit debut on Broadway
next season in the Theatre Guild
production of/ Walter Mackey’s
"Home Is the Hero.” Deal for her
to appear in the play w*s negotiated by Worthington Miner, who’ll
direct the production, and is dependent on 20th-Fox giving its
okay. Miner conferred with Miss
Moore in Las Vegas where she’s
doing a nltery act at the Flamingo
"Herb,” produced by the Abbey
Players in Dublin in 1952, is to be
tried out this summer at the Westport (Conn.) Country Playhouse,
Male lead isn’t set.

make her

”
Richard Easton and Tiff Findley, minor actors in "The Prisoner
current London production starring Alec Guinness, not only got the
parts through him, but are in England at his arranging. The two young
Canadian players had bit parts last slimmer at the Stratford (Ont.)
Shakespearean Festival, in which Guinness costarred with Irene Worth,
He was impressed with their promise, and on his return to Britain,
he arranged for them to attend the_Central School of Speech and
.

Drama

in London.

"The Homeward Look,” recently at the Theatre de Lys, Greenwich
Village/ N. Y., was previously produced at the Show Shop Theatre,
Canton, Conn., and reviewed in Variety, Aug. 30, 1950. Comedy is by
Effie Young and Ernest Pagano.

Bi-Lingual Barn, Quebec
legit season
Ste. Adele, Que., July 13.
underway. The 917Quebec Province has a new
Summer Theatre
Boston
seat
in this Laurentian mounstrawhat
in
Benoit
Patricia
opened with
Montreal,
"Gigi,” racking up a satisfactory tain resort town north of
"New York, New York," dramatic with rehearsals slated to start Oct.
French-Canadlan homes
the
where
at
production
preem
$8,000. The
revue depicting life in New York, 15. Gertrude Macy and Walter
Strawhat Tryouts
acquired "The Duchthe newly acquired Marblehead are mostly painted bright red and
will be the first of two productions Starcke have
(July 12-25)
and the Smugs,” by Pamela
Summer Theatre was Cornelia Otis blue and yellow, Grosvenor Proto be presented this summer by ess
the late Ethel BorSkinner’s "Paris ’90,” which lured ductions opened John Patrick’s
the neWly-formed Directors Studio Frankau and
Broadway
Bedtime Story, by Margaret Hill
Ellen Siegel, secretary in the den, for contemplated
a slick $7,000 into the coffers of "The Hasty Heart” last Thursday
season. Play is
next
production
Whalom
Ritter—
Lake
and
Ted
Maurice Evans office, left yesterthe 974-seat auditorium. Both silos (8) in a converted stable seating
Playhouse. Fitchburg, Mass. (19- day (Tues.) for a six-week vacation based on a section of Miss Frank250.
operate with a $3 top.
novel, "A Wteath for the
They plan two plays in English, 24) (postponed from this week.)
in San Francisco and Los Angeles. au’s
On tap -this frame at the BST is
Enemy,” originally published as a
Brothers, by John Rodell Thea- Joan Abener is subbing.
"The Lady's Not for Burning,” directed by Arthur Veronka, and
story in Harper’s mag
long
short
’54,
Dallas
(12-18),
tre
starring Uta Hagen and Herbert two in French, directed by Jacques
Helen Hayes, currently appear- in 1952.
Burst of Summer, by A. B. Shif- ing in a four-week “festival” at
Berghof, while Gene Raymond ap- Normand, plus a bilingual cabaret.
will be partnered
Barnard
Straus
frin
Bucks County Playhouse, the Falmouth Playhouse, Coonapears in "Mister Roberts” at the
the production
New Hope, Pa. (12-17K
messett, Mass., will star in at least with Paul Yroom in
Marblehead spot.
Burning* $6,400 Spa
"Fragile
Fox”
.. . . Wolcott Gibbs
of
put
be
plays
to
Carmen, new version by Virginia one of the four
Albany, July 13.
new comuntitled
decided
his
has
eight-week regular
Glory’ at Williamsburg
Uta Hagen and Herbert Berghof Card Starlight Theatre, Kansas on during the
rewrite, so
N. Y. City Center drama season, edy needs an extensive
City (19-24).
Williamsburg, Va., July 13.
in "The Lady’s Not For Burning”
postindefinitely
Nancy
has
Stem,
Dreaming Dust, by Denis John- beginning Dec, 8. Each of the pro- poned. production plans for it . .
Paul Green’s perennial, "The grossed almost $6,400 In the 586duction! will run for two weeks.
revising
also
Common Glory,” has gone through seat SPA Summer Theatre here ] ston—Wharf Playhouse, Province- No
Kamins
is
Jeanette
yet
decision has been made as
her "Always Welcome” script, so
a week’s shakedown for its innova- last week at a $3 top. This waSj town, Mass.^19-24)
Farmer's Hotel, by John O’Hara as to what play the actress will do Jennie Goldstdln, who was to have
tions this year and has taken on a $350 lower than the dno pulled
Shelly Winters will star in
.
.
Cecilwood
Theatre,
Fishkill, N.Y.
for
it has signed for a lead
season
eighth
The
Gin,”
look.
Country
solid
last year in "The
Faster, Faster,” scheduled for fall starred in
120-25).
Herin the musical "Fanny” » .
this dramatization of the American but that was in August.
Great Magician Pleasant Mills production by Jay Julian.
general manager
man
Bernstein,
revolution is now a week old. The
Mtai*
Considering the speoal
Initial off-Broadway tryout by
P]3yhomt Hammonton. N.J. (20for Leland Hayward, planes to the
run continues nightly through Sept. of the Christopher Fry poetic play 24,;
Stage'TUght
formed
the recently
Coast next weekend to attend the.
5 at the 2,500-seat Lake Ma- for a strawhatter, producer John
Here Is the News, by Norman Players will be "Rickey,” adapted "Peter Pan” premiere in San
toaka Amphitheatre at the edge of Huntington thought that the busiHudis White Barn Theatre, West- by Charles Calitrl from his own Francisco. He’ll be gone a week.
Colonial Williamsburg.
ness was good.
port, Conn, (17-18).
book of the same title. A midA major innovation is a 16-piece
Kittiwake Island, by Arnold August production at Carnegie
symphony” orchestra, re"little
Sundgaard and Alec Wilder- Recital Hall is scheduled, with pro- Advance 'Bitters’ Preem
Stockbridge
Pygmalion’
$5,309,
are
placing the organ. Included
Pleasant Mills Playhouse, Ham- ducers Robert L. Schwarts and
Stockbridge, Mass., July 13.
At Theatre ’54, Dallas
only those instruments that might
monton, N.J. (12-17),
Robert E. Kurtz planning a BroadGeorge Bernard Shaw’s "Pyghave been used in the 18th CenLonely Boy, by Judson Phillips way presentation in the fall . .
Dallas,, July 13.
last
bet
malion” proved a nice
tury.
Sharon (Conn.) Playhouse (20- Sybil Tirubin, Robert Merriman and
Margo Jones has upped "A Dash
The staff includes only one week for the local Berkshire Play- 24).
Warren Enters, under the banner, of Bitters,” by Reginald Denham
for
Maggie, Pack Your Bags, by Proscenium
have
Productions,
newcomer, Alan C. Stewart, to house with a gross of $5,300
the
Francesca Elaine Carrington
performances.
Ivy Tower leased the off-Broadway Cherry and Conrad Sutton Smith, to
conduct the orchestra. The vet- eight
Lake,
N.J. Lane Theatre for the *54-’55 sea- third tryout spot in the Theatre
erans are Anthony Manzi/ associate Bruning and Sheppard Strudwick Playhouse,. Spring
’54 new summer season of five pro"Pygmalion” bet- (12-17).
son, with Congreve’s "The Way of
director; Roger Sherman, produc- were starred.
Miles of Heaven
Deer Lake the World” set as the opening bill, ductions. Play opens next Tuesday
tion manager and designer; Myra tered last season’s “You Never Can
Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa. (19-24).
Sept. 22: Group has signed Donald (20) for a three-week run. BroadKinch, choreographer; Dr. Carl A. Tell,” also by Shaw, by $250.
Miss
Private
Eye,
George Crawford as designer.
by
way actress Muriel Kirkland has
holds
Angels”
This week, "My 3
Fehr, musical director; Albert E.
Ethel Linder Reiner, who’ll pro- been added to the arena’s roster
and the boards. Eleanor Wilson, Gage Batson Grist Mill Playhouse, Andirector,
technical
Haak,
dover,
N.J.
(12-17)
(Reviewed
in
Owens,
for
the new play.
Deidre
N.
Richard
duce
Nash's "The RainSusanne Sherman, costume de- Clarke, Paul Lipson,
maker” on Broadway this fall, with
William Swan, Bruce Hall, Mary Variety, July 7, ’54),
signer.
Shaw's "Misalliance,” originally
Our
Miss
Brooks—
CenCounty
Geraldine
Page
as
star,
planed
to
and
Strudwick
run,
Green, a Pulitzer prizewinner, Jackson, Sheppard
ter Little Theatre, White Plains, Londpn last week to confer with skedded for the July 20-Aug, 8
("In Abraham’s Bosom”) has re- Stuart Germain are in the cast.
has been postponed due to the illN.Y. (15-17).
Stephen Mitchell, with whom she’ll
Producer-director William Miles
written the entire second act of
Penny for a Song, by John Whit produce Michael Burn's "Night at ness of Louis Veda Quince, who
his symphonic drama with new offers a tryout, "The Iron Gate,” ing Murray
Theatre, Princeton the Ball” on the West End this was set for a major role.
songs and dance themes. A cast of by John T. Chapman, the week of (12-17).
fall
Tony Buttitta will wind
.
.
150 present the story of nearby Aug. 9 with Carol Stone and SidReunion *54, by Justin Sturm
RE-ADAPT 'MASTER BUILDER'
up his pressagent chores Aug. 5
Jamestown, Va., oldest permanent ney Blackmer starred.
Ivoryton (Conn.) Playhouse (12-17) with the San
Francisco Light OpI
(Reviewed in Variety this week). era Assn., leaving the
English colony in America. A spenext day Leslie Stevens Compresses Ibsen
Snow’ Was Black, by George Si- for New York enroute to Mallorca,
cial rolling platform has been conLobblies* ai Petoskey
To Cast of Seven
structed 'on which the new orchesPetoskey (Mich.) Playhouse, cur- ihenon, adapted by Kitty Black- Mediterranean resort, where he’ll
tra plays/so it can be moved onstage rently in its initial season as a White Barn Theatre, Westport, remain for six months
revamping
Leslie
Stevens, whose "Chamquickly.- Dehumidifying equipment strawhatter, will present a new Conn. (24-25).
novel .
"The Chair,” by Tom pagne Complex” is due for straw"Walk Tall,” revue Somerset aHill'
nas bed# installed in a backstage play, "The Lobblies,” beginning
and
Don
Stuart, which bows hat tryout this summer and. a
room for storing the delicate in- next Wednesday (21). Show will (Mass.) Playhouse (12-17); Grist off-Broadway at the Originals Only
Mill Playhouse, Andover, N. J„
Broadway production by Alexander
strument reproductions.
Playhouse tonight (Wed.), is a rerun through .July 25. A group of
H. Cohen in the fall, has written a
Early viewers praised the work 18 recent college graduates is run- (19-24).
Without Consent, by Jack Perry write of the Hill’s "Dream House,” new adaptation of "The Master
of Howard Scammon, director. He ning the theatrd as a co-op venture.
presented by Originals in 1949.
Script is
Merry-Go-Round
Theatre,
Sturhas been with the production staff A reconverted garage, it seats 400.
Edward Kook, president of Cen- Builder,” titled "Hilda.”
assobridge, Mass. (19-24).
since opening night. July i7, 1947,
tury Lighting Co., currently on the held by Gayle Stine, who was
Producer-director of the opera°ff-Broad“
Coast to wind up manufacturing ciated last winter in the
and director for three seasons.
tion is Bentley Lenhoff, whose parBulldetails for a lighting system to be Way presentation Of Stevens’
ents own the Hotel Chippewa in Scheduled B’way Openings
with
installed at NBC-TV’s Burbank fight,” and will he partnered
Tallu’g Dennis Click
Petoskey. Season began July 1 and
( Theatre indicated if set )
studio, lectured on stage lighting Cohen in "Champagne Complex.
Dennis, Mass., July 13.
will run through Sept. 5. Puppet
adaptor,
at the summer seminar of UCLA’s
According to the
All boxoffice. records in the 28show matinees will he given twice
All Summer Long, Coronet (9- dramatic school
Edmond Plohn, da” has been compressed from Ibyear history of Richard Aldrich’s a week beginning tomorrow (15).
23).
manager of the National Theatre, sen’s multl-scened drama into a
Cape Playhouse here were broken
Boy Friend, Royale (9-30).
Wash., sails today (Wed.) for a one-setter and tjie crowd scenes
last week by Tallulah Bankhead,
On Your Toes, 46th St. (10-11). three-week European stay, with have been cut down so the cast will
Waters 18G, Salt Creek
as star of the comedy, "Dear
Tender Trap (week 10-11).
Hinsdale, III,, July 13.
Scott Kirkpatrick, assistant man- total only seven. Stevens feels that
Charles.” Hefty capacity gross was
"Mamba’s Daughters,” with Ethel
Fragile Fox (10-12).
ager at the National, filling in for
his treatment of the classic has
made possible by the rescaling of Waters starring
in her original role
Champagne Complex (10-13).
him at the theatre.
and is therefore truer
the house and the addition of new registered nearly $18,000 for its
Ensemble (rep.). Bijou (10-15).
"House of Flowers,” scheduled more vitality
Ibsen drams
seats.
Rainmaker (10-28),
two- week run ending last Sunday
for fall production by Saint Sub- to the original
William Archer
generally-used
the
Advance continues strong in all (11) at Salt Creek Theatre here.
Fanny (11-4).
ber, will be capitalized at $200,000,
.
three Aldrich ventures, including
Vincent Price is starred in "WinsQuadrille, Coronet (mid-Nov.).
with provision for 20% overcall. adaptation was.
,
Stine are lookMiss
Stevens
and
the Cape Cod Melody Tent in low Boy” which opened last night
House of Flowers (12-15).
British stager Peter Brook and deyoung
nearby Hyannis, and the Falmouth (Mon.) at the Marshall MigatzDesperate Hours (12-29),
signer Oliver Messel, who’ll do the ing for an extremely vital
Playhouse, 40-odd miles away at helmed strawhatter.
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-29) show, are 'due in the U.S. Sept. 1, actress for the title role.
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LEGITIMATE
Pat Mansers Nifty 36G
‘Widow’ at Pitt Stadium

W

Pittsburgh, July 13.
_ j
Patrice Munsel’s $7,500 for doing
Stratford, Ont., July 13.
Shakespeare Festival’s opening “The Merry Widow” at Pitt StadiCadillac’ $18,400,
stanza hit 90% of capacity last um was worth it to Civic Light
$13,100,
week, with about 13,000 attending Opera Assn: last week. Met star
“Measure for Measure/* starring pulled in nearly $$6,000, the highJames Mason,, and “’Taming of the est take of the al fresco season so
Shrew/* with leads William Needles far. Gross would have been "even
“Hearts’ $11,700,
and Barbara Chilcott of Toronto. better If it hadn’t been for a rainstorm right before curtain time
Seats are from $1 to $8.
Biz on Broadway picked up last
Frances Hyland of Shauriavon, Wednesday' night (7), which held
week after a sharp decline the preSaskJ, and Douglas Campbell, a down a tentative near sellout. Howvious se.ssion.
Receipts at only
Scot; from London Old Vic, play ever, show did get a break last
$48,(00, 2d
four shows dipped below the $1,00(1.
other ^’Measure” leads. Mason and three "performances from the fine
mark, while seven had increases
Montreal's Eleanor Stuart are th* weather.
‘Hazel* Current, Dallas of more than $1,000 each. Convene
leads in Sophocles’ "Oedipus Rex”
Season reaches the midway mark
tioneers attending the Lions meet
Dallas, July 13.
opening^itext Thursday (15) to al- this week with “Boys From Syrawere figured as helping to perk
“Wish
You Were Here,” second •business
ternate with the other two produc-. cuse,” with the Blackburn Twins,
at some of the shows.
tions.
Tyrone Guthrie directed Gloria Lind, Joey Faye, Herb indoor staging of State Fair -MusiSole closer last week was “Reshowed
a
$48,600
season,
cals’
13th
“Oedipus,”
and
Cecil Corey, Evelyn Ward, Mildred Cook
“Shrew** and
markable
Mr. Pennypacker,”
closing
and
take for its second
Clarke staged “Measure/’ with' and Rojinie - Cunningham.
week through Sunday (11). That which exited Saturday (10).
Tanya Moiseiwitsch designer for
with
heat
wave,
D (Drama),
Keys:
(Comedy),
local
was
a
C
despite
all three.
the mercury at 105. Stars were CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
Thornton Wilder was here openMD (Musiand
RichComedy),
Bond
Sheila
(Musical
Gale
Storm,
MC
ing week to catch the shows and
ard Allan.
cal Drama), O (Operetta).
confer with Guthrie on the latter’s
Third of the season’s six proOther parenthetic designations re *
forthcoming production in Great
ductions, “Hazel Flagg,” opened fer, respectively, to weeks played,
Britain of the author’s “The Match- (10)
last night (Mon.) for a two-week number of performances through
maker.” Comedy was done on
run.
Don Ameche, Pat Crowley, last Saturday, top prices, numBroadway some years ago as “The
Gene Lockhart and Benay Venuta her of Heats, capacity gross and
Merchant of Yonkers.”
top the cast.
Price includes 10% amusestars.
San Francisco, July 13.
ment tax, plus 5% N.Y. City tar,
Musketeers’ $43,000, K.C.;
With three shows in town, busibut grosses are net: i.e., exclusive
picked
here
last
week.
up
ness
‘Girl Crazy’ Is Current
of tax.
“Porgy and Bess” ^exited Saturday
Kansas City, July 13.
Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
, but “King and I” arrived last
Run of “Three' Musketeers” end(C) (14th wk; 107; $4.60; 1,160; $28,ing last Sunday (11) at the Star- night (Mon,) for a Civic Light
000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty CarTheatre in Swope Park Operi subscription run.
light
lisle).
Almost $13,100 (previous
proved a lightweight at the box$19,200 week, topped $10,200).
“The Caine Mutiny Court Maroffice as the third production of the
By the Beautiful Sea, Majestic
musical season. Seven perform- tial,” with Paul Douglas, Wendell
(MC) (14th wk; 108; $6.90; 1,510;
which
Los .Angeles, July 13.
ances totalled a slow $43,000. Re- Corey, and Steve Brodie,
1,147-seat AlcSzar
Despite an unseasonal heat wave, $58,000) (Shirley Booth).- Nearly
vival drew good notices, but never opened at the
(previous week, almost
last week to rave reviews; chalked local legit buzzed last week with $29,100
got into high gear.
$27,800).
profitable business everywhere.
“Girl Crazy” opened last night up $24,500 at a $4.40 top.
“Picnic” moved up a bit higher
“King and I” wound up an eight- Caine Mutiny Court Martial, Plym(Mon.) as the fourth bill. Advance
$5.75196;
sale was somewhat better 'oh this for its second stanza at the L550- week stand Saturday (10) at the out (D) (25th wk;
one, but still not up to preliminary seat Geary to almost $19,200 at Philharmonic Auditorium, to be $4.60; 1,062; $33,500) (Lloyd Nolan,
replaced last night (Mon.) by John Hodiak, Barry Sullivan). Alexpectations. Extremely hot weath- $3.85 top.
er and a poor second show are fig- * “Porgy and Bess” concluded its “Porgy and Bess,” in for four most $32,900 (previous week, nearured among the reasons for light fourth solid week at the 1,758-seat weeks. Other shutdown over the ly $33,300).
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (62nd
trade.
Curran with a sock $48,200 at a weekend was the Yiddish-American musical, “The Comedian,” at wk; 492; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160).
..$4.75 top.
the tiny Civic Playhouse. Theatre Over $47,200 (previous week, al“King and I,” starring Yul Bryn- relights
..
“Yiddisher most $46,200).
Current Road Shows
ner and Patricia Morison, third Dragnet.”July 20 With
Carousel, City Center (MD) (6th
(July 12-24)
Civic Light Opera production, is at
wk; 48; $3.60; 3,099; $46,000).
Estimates for Last Week
the 3, 252-seat Opera House, at a
Over $24,300 (previous week,
Comedian, Civic Playhouse, (5th $31,200).
Caine Mutiny Court Martial (Paul $4.75 top.
wk) (400; $3,30). Wound up with
Douglas, Wendell Corey, Steve
Golden Apple, Alvin (MC) (12th
a $3,200 week to give it an okay wk; 95; $4.60-$3.45; 1,150; $40,807).
Brodie)->-Alcazar, S. F. (12-24).
47G, ST. L; $14,200 total for five frames.
Over $1.6,500 (previous week, over
King and I (Yul Brynner, Patri- ‘MIKADO’
King and I, Philharmonic Audi- $15,200). Co-producer Roger L.
cia Morison) War Memorial Aud.,
torium (8th wk) (2,670; $4.80) (Hul Stevens is understood to be underS. F. (12-17); Opera House, S. F.
‘BLONDES’ THIS
,

(BOYALE,N.

Y.)

Despite an undeniable loss of
style and lustre with its wholesale
cast changes, “Sabrina Fair’’ re-

,

l

the lack of name draw at this tradi-tionally lethal period of the season.
In place of 10%-each costars

Margaret SuRAvan and Joseph Gotthe Playwrights Co. has engaged Leora Dana and Tod An-

ten,

drews. The newcomers are personable and skillful players^ lacking the magnetism of their predecessors, but reasonably believable and ingratiating. They seem
to emphasize the romantic angle

than

the comedy

of

the

Samuel Taylor play, and Miss Dana
only partly successful in 'portraying youthfulness of the midis

20’s heroine, which gave Miss Sullavpn* similar difficulty.
In general, the present performance perhaps lacks the finesse or
the clarity of the original, and
curiously, it's sometimes not entirely audible, even from the front-

Wk,

OK

*

more down-to-earth than Caihleen
Nesbitt was as his cheerful spouse.
Richard Bowler tends to be inrather than bland as the

.

tense,

bookworm Chauffeur, originally
layed by Russell Collins, and
S ay he Heller seems unnecessarily
I

as the on-fhe-make

W

,

M

orchestra seats. Even so, the Cinderella make-believe remains enjoyable light entertainment.
Of the new supporting players,
Frederic Worlock misses a little of
the fine edge John Cromwell gave
to the indignantly passe Larrabee
family head, and Virginia Brian is

affected

M

‘Sabrin' $9

mains an engaging comedy, .It’s a
question, however, whether the reduced overhead and the two-forone admission comeon can offset

rather

<S

1

for-,

met Larrabee daughter-in-law. The
two femme party guests are acceptably played by Joan Morgan

,

-

.

and Julia McMillan.
Holdovers from the original east
and still effective are Luella Gear
as the sardonic family friend, Scott
McCay as the susceptible younger
Larrabee son, Katharine Raht as
the unobtrusive maid and Robert
Duke as the hemisphere-hopping
French suitor.
Kobe.

Vie Vrale

'

June 28.

is

—

—

Michel Gyarmathy and Paul Derval have wisely kept an eye on the
show and kept its participants from
growing listless and the costumes

What remains

St. Louis, July 13.
Peter Pan (Mary Martin, Cyril
Another old fave. “The Mikado,”
Ritchard) Curran, S. F. (Ip-24).
responsive
chord and
struck
a
Picnic (Ralph Meeker)
Geary,
wound up a week’s stand Sunday
S. F. (12-24).
Porgy & Bess
Philharmonic (11) in the Municipal Theatre Assn.
Aud., L. A. (12-24).
Playhouse in Forest Park with apSeven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken) proximately $47,000 gross on 50,000
Biltrapre, L. A. (12-24).
payees. That was despite the temJSouth Pacific (Jeanne Bal. Webb
perature that hovered around 100
Tilton)—National, Wash. (12-24).
Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn degrees throughout the stand.
Martyn Green, Dorothy MacNeil,
Douglas—Harris, Chi. (12-24),
Wonderful Town (Carol Chan- Robert Rounseville, and Robert
Eckles played leads in the° piece.
ning)—Shubert, Chi. (12-24).
First local outdoor presentation
of “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
in Miss’
opened a seven-night stand last
Kennebunkport, Me., July 13.
night (Mon.) before a sweltering
ZaSu Pitts broke a 22-year record mob of 8,100 and an estimated
last week for opening-stanza at the gross of $6,500. Cast is headed by
Kennebunkport Playhouse with her Sandra Deel, Billie Worth, Eric
tryout of “Miss Private Eye.” Gross Brotherson, Donald Burr, Robert
was $6,000. Tile house seats 400 at Eckles, Mary Finney and Norbert
a $3 top, but extra chairs were re- Winkler.

—

Going Into Its thin! year, the.
Folies-Bergere presentation still
shapes as the freshest and most
productionwise show of them all.

from becoming frayed. New numbers were added, people were
changed, and the anachronistic
“Sonny Boy” number, has wisely
been done away with.

WEEK

(19-24).

Foil©

(FOLIES-BERGERE, PARIS)
Paris,

HOT

—

—
1

the frenetic

ZaSu 9G

sensual appeal of topliner Yvonne
Menard; the beautiful tones of
songstress
Veronica
Bell,
the
nudes, and the heppest production
and costuming here. Biz is rafterhigh every night and this show will

run until March, ’55.
When Derval loses Miss Menard
to Lou Walters next season, he quired.
loses a

trump

card.

The femme’s

horsey prancing; sexy squeals and
feverish nude scenes give the show
its tone, and make her a standout;
in the headline chorine department, for in the final analysis she
can’t sing, dance or- act very well.
But put together she adds up to
an Indefinable attention-arresting
star.
Such productions as “The
Chess Game,” with live chesspieces; “The Porcelain Number,”
and the rest add into a steamroller

show that makes

this

eyefilling

and

well-paced
all
the
way
through.
Miss Bell, the girl who is let
down in a cage, adds a lovely voice
and presence to the show and each
successive well-costumed appearance is in for big ovations. Babe
Wallace fills out his vocal spot
well, and some topnotch ' acts are
peppered throughout the show.
Alicia Marquez and Jack
do a solid carioca wiggle
that is in for good appeal,

Joyce Granfall, Fortune

Moon

fits well. ‘There is no need
to repeat about the production,
costume and decorative aspects of
this show, and its rep and word-ofmouth will give the third year of
this show its usual SRO.
Mosk.

Goldman, in charge of

Is

Blue, Vaudeville

(3-5-54).

Mousetrap, AmUas. (11-25*52).
Never Too Late, Strand (6-3-54).
New Revue, Phoenix (7-6-54).
Pal Joey, Princes (3-31-54).
Reluctant Heroes, WbltehaU (9-12-50).
Teahouso Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).
Waiting For Gillian, St. Jas. <4-21-54).
We Must Kill Toni# W’minster (6-29-54).

which

New

(6-2-54)...

and \r Drury Lane (104-53);
Love Match, Viet Palace (11-10-53).
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-54).

Bel Airs add a neat musichall note
in a well conceived comico-acro act

•Milton

London, July 13.
(Figure* denote premiere date*)
After the Ball, Globe (6-10-54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
Ansels In Love, Savoy (2-11-54).
Both Ends Meet, Apollo (6-9-54).
~"
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Cockles it Champagne, Seville (5-28-54).
Dark Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).
Day By The Sea, Haymarket (11-20-53).
East Lynn, Sadler’s Wells (7-1-54).
Folles Berg§re, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
'Going To Town, St. Martin's (5-20-54).

Kins'

number
and The

Goldman on Own

Current London Shows

Guys and Dolls, CoUiscum (5-28-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyrio (4-7-54).
I Am a Camara, New (3-12-54).
intimacy At 8:30, Criterion (4-29-54).

Del Rio

Milton

Permanent insertion of another
100 seats for the opening of Charles
Cobum in “You Can’t Take It With
You” last night (Mon.) and the addition of a second matinee Saturday (17) will boost the capacity to
about $8,000.

Wadding In Parts, Hipp. (4-3-54). x
Where There’s a Will, Garrick (6-17-54).
Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).
BO Lucky, Adelphl (2-25-54).

You’ll

SCHIDULED OPENINGS

York office of the Paul
fcmall agency, has resigned
to set
up his own talent %ery.

idmoo. Arts (7-13-54).
Salome A Prostitute, St. Mart. (7-20-54).
Matt a Body, Duke York (7-21-54).
Murder Story, Cambridge (7-22-54).

to the Coast over the
weekend to arrange for representation there for the new firm,

Ruth Draper, Duke York

the

CLOSED LAST WEEK

He went

•

(6-14-54).
GuosHoii of Pact, Piccadilly (12-10-83).
Out of Bluo, Embassy (6-29-54).
Lift,
Pacta ofCambridgo (5-4-54).

‘Anything Does’

19G as

Draws

L’ville

Opener

Louisville, July 13.

Louisville Park Theatrical Assn,
its 16th al fresco season

opened

last week with “Anything Goes,”
with Janet Blair, Billy Gilbert, and
Jack .Goode. Seven night run,
which had benefit of ideal weather,
drew $19,000, showing a profit on

Brynner, Patricia Morison).

Final writing losses;

King of Hearts, Lyceum (C) (15th
to $56,600 for
on the eight-week wk; 114; $5.75-$4.60; '995; $23,389)

week bounced up
'socko $437,200
run.

(Donald Cook, Jackie Cooper).
(previous
$11,700
week,
N.Y. City Center Ballet, Greek Over
Theatre (1st. wk) (4,400; $3.60). Off topped $8,900).
Kismet, Ziegfeld (O) (32nd wk;
to a $36,000 start on the first week
of a six-week run. Ahead of last 252; $6.90; 1,528; $57,900) (Alfred

Drake). Almost $52,800 (previous
Seven Year Itch, Biltmore (2d week, topped $55,400).
Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller (C)
wk> (1,636; $3.85) (Eddie Bracken). (30th
wk; 246: $5.75-$4.60; 920;
Up to $19,200.
That’s Life, Las Palmas (2d wk) $23,248) (Franffhot Tone). Over
$12,000 (previous week, almost
Very
(400; $3.30).
profitable $5,700
$12,700); Lloyd Bridges took over
for the second week; advance is
Monday (12) as the male lead, sucnow stretching into midyear.

.

August.

Pajama Game,

TOWN’

$22,400 FIRST

‘GINGER’ $11,700, CHI
Chicago, July 13.
Loop boxoffice traffic remained
sluggish last week with the postholiday letdown. “Wonderful Town”
started slowly despite the most
enthusiastic notices that have
greeted a Show here in many

moons.
Estimates for Last

Time
(26th

Out

wk)

Douglas).

for

($4.15;

Nearly

Week

Ginger,
1,000)
$11,700.

Harris

(Melvyn

Wonderful Town, Shubert
wk)

(1st

son, aided

($4.60; 2,100) (Carol

Opened

Wednesday

(7);

night

(Mon.)

brings

mu- Petina-Brooks
19£G,
and

965.

*

•

Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
(C)
(36th wk; 285; $5.75-$4.60;
$27,811).
Almost $18,400
1,077;
(previous week, over $19,6pQ).
(D) (41st wk; 325; $5.75-$4.60; 1,(Joan
060;
$28,300)
YoRtaine).

choreographer

al-

most $20,300),
Teahouse .of the August Moon,
Beck <C) (39th wk; 312; $5,75-$4.60;
1,214; $31,681) (David Wayne, John
Forsythe). Held at nearly $32,200.

-

Distributed profit to date, $242,- lerina; Duncan
danseur.

605.

,

Nearly $20,600 (previous week,

’Toronto

Elaine

Toronto, July 13,
Stritch in “Panama Hattie.”
With Irra Petina and Lawrence
Brooks as costars, “Great Waltz”
grossed a smash $19,500 on 10,756
Operating Statements
payees, including 600 more customers for the Saturday (10) mati‘BY THE BEAUTIFUL SEA*
nee than ever before this season.!
(As of June 26, 154)
Masked-off Arena Gardens has
Gross last four weeks, $161,654. 5,300 seats at $2.50 top, with Miss
Operating profit last four weeks, Petina and Brooks drawing 2,200
more seats than their previous
$11,528.
Total, operating profit to date, “Song of Norway” record.
New policy, with Leighton K.
$86,016.
Brill in as president of Melody
Unrecouped cost, $248,406.
Fair, as well as executive proCapital available, $51,594.
ducer, calls for two Saturday performances at 5 and 9 p.m., which
‘CAN-CAN*
'
have been Well attended. Bertram
(As of May 29, ’54)
Gross last four weeks, $202,100. Yarborough is stager; Arthur Lief,
musical director; Donn Fischer,
Profit last four weeks, $39,781.
director;
Bettina Rosay,
Total net profit to date, $341,- decor
9

James (MC)

Tea and Sympathy, Rarrymora

by Edward Clarke Lil-

Diane Marsh as choreographer.
Second bill of the season, opening
last

St.

wk; 68; $6.90; 1,571; $51,717)
(John Raitt, Jan is Page, Eddie Foy,
Jr.).
Capacity at over $51,000
(previous week, nearly $51,400).
Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,
Coronet (C) (28th wk; 221; $7.48;
1,027; $28,262) (Burgess Meredith,
Martha Scott). Nearly $13,900 on
twofers (previous week, over $10,500); closed Saturday (10) at a loss
of about $20,000 on an approximate
$60,000 investment; possibility to
tour next fall.
Sabrina Fair, Royale (C) (34th c
wk; 269; $4.60; 1,172; $24,000).
Under $9,800 on twofers (previous
week, almost $12,700).
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C) (86th
wk; 685; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063; $24,000)
(Tom Ewell). Nearly $15,400 (previous week, almost $13,300).
(9th

6,

Channing).
almost
$22,400 for first six performances;
received unanimous raves from the
four dailies
(Cassidy,
Tribune;
the stanza.
Denis Du-For is In charge of Dettmer, American; Harris, Daily
News; Kogan, Sun-Times).
overall production again this sea-

ley as stager, Edward Hunt as
sical
and choral director,

ceeding Tone.

‘PACIFIC’ 22iG, WASH.;

EXITS IN 5

’

MORE WKS.

Washington, July 13,
“South Pacific” dipped to $22,500 for its eighth week at the National Theatre. That’s the lowest
so far for the musical. Aug. 14 has
been announced as the windup
Then
date of the engagement.
“S. P.” moves along for a fortnight in Toronto, with two weeks
in Montreal to follow.

The Rodgers-Hammerstein musical will have done 13 weeks in
prima bal- Washington when it exits, an allNoble, premier time local record for any touring

and

legit

show.

.

:

.

,

.

.

'

;

Wednesday, July 14U 1954
day that sales opened (June
end ducats for remaining
shows are going rapidly.
Aside from being a b.o. bonanza,
this ,Hayes “Festival;” judged by
its opening production, shapes up

first
28),

*

’

Wilmington, July 8.
high,
productlon ol new as entertainment of unusually
three acts byJu.tlnSturm. caliber for the summer circuit.
S*® ? comedy In Bowman, Tom Helmore. HaUa
In threo acts by Alan
is
Knows”
Keat
Lee
Stars
Woman
Fred
Every
“What
Tallulah Bankhead; features
®ttinS. Stoddard. Directed by Bowman; settings.
'Barriers most realistic and
inn Directed by Arthur P$nn; 8
Jack Kniiely; lighting, Sdnya Levene At probably
At _C#P » a
Bertelsen.
Pinil
WUmington,
four
Of
the
Theatre,
play.
best-constructed
Strand
New
t(
nepnls. Maas., July 3,
£’ w„ d the
July MO. '34; $1,80 top.
a
Tom Helniore works she Will do at Falmouth^ this
....
‘V.V.V.VV/.'.’. Larry Robinson Gordon Cameron
Walter
season, Miss Hayes regards It as
Hal
Tam Raynor Dehia Cameron
Wronn
r n r^ White
Fred Keating Sheriff Meyers ............ Carl Wime her favorite and the rble of Maggie
.\7
Edward v......
Edwara
TaUulah Bankhead
Wylie
as tops. The actress first
Dolores v .......
MqCornUck
Parker
Grace Raynor Elso Kinney
*
Martine ..••.•«•••••
i
portrayed Maggie on Broadway in
Robin Craven
Sir Michael An9trutM*r
James Hagerman J926. The comedy was originally
T?Icy
e,ne
Bpwman
Lei
•:
j:»
S.W.?UJ Lowed Markey
Mathews written for the late Mauda*Adams.
Dennis, Mass., July 5.
Richard Aldrich production of comedy
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State Police Sgt.

Peter Pen

Jean-Plerre

"Lies
as
rim
cessful
d’Edouard.”
Then the well-known British
playwright, Alan Melville, took on
the script, wrote a Version for the,

London

where

stage,

it

was

a

smash hit with Yvonne Arnaud in
the major part. About a y ear a S°»
the firm of Aldrich & Myers,

as mama’s personality. Then Dolores has a bright idea. She ll
make herself respectable by getting married to one of the three
fathers.
„
She invites them— a Polish piana British diplomat, and an
ist,
American second-story man to
her home, where, in another amusing scene, they meet their respective children. Matters are straight’

.

.

.

—

appropriately
wacky manner at the end, and the
portrait of “Dear Charles” once
more looks down benevolently on
Paul Bertelsen’s handsome and
well-appointed set.
"Dear Charles” has its moments
of froth and brightness, but without Miss Bankhead as Dolores the
results could he tedious. As it is,
though, the star has herself a
revel, spouting sometimes witty
and acid lines with relish, behaving like a screwball, using her
familiar baritone voice to comic
advantage, and playing with enough
energy to stock a carload of vita-

ened

out

in

an

min pills.
The rest of the

cast is around

strictly for feeding purposes. However, there is a slick performance
by Werner Klemperer as the self;

„

.

Haila Stoddard,
stepped into the wife’s role when
star,

the

George Mathews

clicks as a jailbird permitted to depart prison in

a final attempt to persuade escapee
Markey to return “home” in time
“alma mater” to victory over Alcatraz in the peniten
tiary “world series.” Parker McCormick also shows comedy talent
as a suspicious busybody, and Carl
White adds to the fun as a not too
bright sheriff. Ana Clark. Ted
Clark, Henry Vye and Art Floener
are effective in small roles. Jack
Knisely’s setting of a bam converted into a home is excellent.
Bowman’s direction stresses the
laughs.
“Reunion ’54” is scheduled for a
summer circuit tour and a Broadway presentation in the fall. The
show opened the summer season at

to^ pitch their

the New Strand here under the
auspices of Stage ’54, Inc., a recently organized troupe. The resi-

dent company makes

week

bow next

its

in “Silver Whistle.”

Klep.

Woman

Bliat Every

Knows

Coonamessett, Mass., July

3.

Richard Aldrich production of comedy
by James M. Barrie. Stars
Helen Hayes; features Kent Smith.. Directed by John Stix; settings. William
Roberts. At Falmouth Playhouse. Coonamessett, Mass.. July 3. '54. $3.60 top.
Alick Wylie
Roland Wood

in three acta

James Wylie

William Lanteau

David Wylie
Maggie Wylie

John Shand
Comtesse de la Briere
Lady Sybil Tenterdeir.

.

.

.

Salem Ludwig
Helen Hayes
Kent Smith
Cherry Hardy
Joan Chandler

Max Latham

First Elector

Harry Crooks
Eleanor Moynlhan
Ernest Hamilton
Lou Splane
Harrison Dowd

Secotid Elector

Third Elector
Feikie

.

Maid

.

Mr. Venables

Manservant

.

.

;

. i

i

.

Harry Crooks

Electors ... Armand Alzamora, Tom
centered; flamboyant Polish virtu- Other
Ctiike, Artdrew Ford. Joan Freudberg,
oso; a steady Job by Robin Craven
Nancy Friday, Barry HaUett, Katrina
Kanzler, 'Jim Kinney. James Macas thtf somewhat pompous diploArthur, Eleanor Ann Moyninan, Mary
mat»riand a rather, colorless bit by
.

JohiP' Morley as the American
father.
The illegitimate children are
pleasantly played by Larry Robin-

-

thony Zappa,

.

amusing summer

comedy

is

too

fare.

much

Whether the

of a one-joke

opus and too fragile for Broadway
success remains to be seen. Dias.

J^

pleasant

entertain-

;

Jock Livingston

.

.

Jamu

zaiotai

Dallas Midgette

.

.
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Hoger Hamllton

........Jimmy Kane

Romeo

Muller’s second play is
a zany farce, with ludicrous situations and dialog and outlandish
characters. The writing is fresh,
original and wittily Satirical. The
action is fast and colorful; and the
laughs come in profusion,
.
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r
® a t Your Heart ” The oarhv
?r ^arnves at tne
d
the house where
whe?e
aerm
Aunty lives with her dentist nephew and his wife in a hitherto
peaceful little Long Island town.
«<»

•

(

A

neighbor’s
property is
,
^
,
local
wrecked,
Authorities
are
driven to distraction, the garbage
man revolts, the police are kept
busy serving summonses, a nymphomaniac reporter arrives and all
but wrecks the dentist’s marriage,
a pack of African cannibals come
in by Greyhound bus, a hypochondriac patient is all but sacrificed
and Aunty
to the pachyderm,
elopes with the beast’s septuagenerian former owner.
.
All these fyankly mcredible happenings provide a funny and exhausting twp hours., Muller is an
.

apt
tator

and good-humored commenon the times. This play is

more

skilfully written than the su-

~first, a fantasy titled
'
With„ Drum and' Colours,” which
has been rewritten and is schedthor’s

a Broadway production
“Anger.’ has many ele-

uled, for
this fall.

hit farce, even in this
in-the-rourid production.

ments of a

Margo Jones production of comedydrama in three acts, by John S. RodeU.

The Barber

of Seville

Abingdon, Va., June 28.
Robert Porterfield production of light
opera by Rossini, with lyrics and dialogue in English by Virginia Card. Directed by Miss Card; conductor-pianist,
A1 Florlllo Jr.; assisting pianist, Marcia
Hamilton; setting- by Mack Statham:
costumes.
lighting,
Albln
Aukerlund;
Mary

At Barter. Theatre, AbingJune 28, '54.
.......... Frederick Combs

Elliott.

don, va.,
Florello

Almaviva

Wayne

Fiearo
Dr. Bartoio
Marceiiina

Alfred Medinet*
shuey

..Virginia
.'

BasiHo

.'

_

...

.‘ .’

R^uihaSsen

Matt McCulloch,
Nathaniel Doolittle

Soldiers
..

...

In (bis English version oft the
Kalian opera Virginia Card has
turned out a musical comedy with
superb music, jaunty lyrics and
more than a little inspired nearslapstick.
It should be welcome
anywhere. The Barter house is sold
out for the one-week run, and there
are requests for a return booking.

bas staged
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I

up
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ment, but its Main Stem potential
appears to be a question.
The Rodgers score is one of his
better ones and, like most of the
old Rodgers-Hart clicks, has always
had a devoted following of memory-happy pluggers. Hart’s lyrics

.

Drunk .........
Mr; DonneUy .........

^

•

. . .

Edgar V. 7. 7. 7.7. .'.V.'.V.VHerbert -Thomas
Marge Monroe ........... Rica Martens

.

are among his inimitable best, and
Abbott’s book is probably about as
effective as could be extracted
from Shakespeare’s mistaken-identity clambake. Certain antiquated
devices could probably be revised
enough to get by.
The big question mark for Broadway appears to be the matter of
production. The original cast, with
Eddie Albert, Ronald Graham,
Muriel Angelus, Marcy Wescott,
in “Mary of Scotland.’’ Interest iri Jimmy Savo, Teddy Hart, Wynn
the festival is evidenced at the Fal- Murray, Betty Bruce and Heidi
mouth boxoffice. Opening night Vosseler (Burl Ives and John
tickets were snatched up on the O’Shaughnessy had minor parts)
•

Mayor Norman
Pr e Nsgatoi

Features Michael Garth, Charles «fras<
weU. Directed by Ramsey Burch; technical direction, James Pringle. At Theatre
Andover, N.J., July 9.
'54, Dallas,- June 29, '54; $3 top.
Gus Schiriner Jr, production of musical Harriet Mahlenberg
Louise Noble
comedy in two acts; music, RichaM- Prof.
A. A. Mahlenberg. .Charles Bra'swel’
Rodgers;
lyrics,
Lorenz Hart; book.
Jeanne Ga;
George Abbott. Features Patricia Wilkes, Audrey Mahlenberg
Michael Garth
Jean Bradley, A1 Checco, Jay Harnick, Steve Manley
Jack Hartley, Jlay Hyson, Jack Weston, Oscar A. C. Mahlenberg Sr.
Louis Veda Quince
Patricia Wilson. Staged by Gus Schirmer
Jr.;
dances, Maria Karnilova; musical
.
direction, Wayne Sanders; scenery, John
,
T
Margo Jones
has Chosen as her
W. Keck; costumes, Joe Crosby; production advance director, Forrest Carter. At second tryout Of a new 15-week
Grist Mill Playhouse, Andover, N.J., July summer season John
S. Rodell’s
5-10, '54; $2.75 top.
Sergeant
Jerry Craig comedy, “The Brothers.” In for a
Aegeon
Vincent Henry three-week run, this effort could
Antlpholus of Ephesus
Hamick
Jay
probably stay longer, since the
Dromio of. Ephesus
A1 Checco
Merchant of Syracuse
Gordon Peters playwright has turned out a good,
Angela
Alex Palermo tightly written script that enterDuke
Jack Hartley tains
and holds interest throughAntlpholus of Syracuse...
Ray ’Hyson
Dromio pf Syracuse.!
Jack Weston out.
Luce
Patricia Wilkes
cap* nniv
Plav
* 1h,.'
Adriana . . ;
Jean Bradley
Luciana
Patricia WUson sudden
If iron
n e ndi n°J^ 'wh
Sorcerer
Jon Denton enpd nm? rnf do
> aUSible
-Fatima
Nina Greer
’
!»
Secretary
Adele Aron miffht rn^kp^Tho niot£oJ
Maids
Marjorie Redmond,
d
b
ard
s’
Joanne Freyer thp nL?r
*
?i
!i
S
a l0 Gd
P e
Also: Batbara Heddon, Anthony Mon
cmai? /.! f As
atrp »ifiL
A
tanaro, Helen Thornhill.
54
oclat e dl‘
,
Pianists:
Wayne Sanders, Anthony rPPtnr RarJ^U
^

This
Rodgers - Hart
musica
adaptation of Shakespeare’s VComedy of Errors,” was a Broadway
hit of the 1938-39 season, as produced and directed by George
Abbott, who supplied the book.
The present strawhat version is
aimed as a test-run for a Broadway
revival next fall. The show still

"sin
Bernstein

Jimmy

Berry

officer

Boys From Syracuse

Cristofaro.

Harry Bauder

sally

Maggie. the Mielziner - Sharaff- Balanchine
by Wil- memory, this rural touring package
liam Lanteau and. Salem Ludwig would not seen under-produfeed,
as Maggie’s brothers, and Roland but that may be' just theory.
.
Wood as Maggie’s spry old father.
At any rate, Patricia Wilkes is
Cherry Hardy offers a little gem a lively and clarian-Voiced lady’s
of characterization as the wise and maid; Jean* Bradley ’is an attracsophisticated Comtesse, the only tive, pleasant-voiced, poised wife;
character in the play who really Patricia Wilson a reasonably apunderstands Maggie from the be- pealing sister Luciana, despite a
ginning, and Joan Chandler is modern coif hardly suitable for
highly attractive and appropriately the period; Jay Hamick arid Ray
vacuous as the cloth-headed Sybil. Hyson are acceptable singers ana
Harrison Dowd is first-rate in his manly enough as the long-lost
brief appearance as Mr. Venables. twins; A1 Checco and Jack Weston
John Stix’s direction is percep- are passably comic as their intertive and sure; he has conceived changeable
and Nina
servants,
some skillful groupings, (the vir- Greer is an engaging dancer within
tual mob scene with- the electors the limits of the tiny stage and
milling about the place is particu- small ensemble. Most of the minor
larly well done), and his produc- parts appear to be resident fill-iris.
William
tion
moves
briskly.
Aside from the show, the Grist
Roberts’ four sets are handsome Mill is one of the more handsome,
and serviceable.
comfortable and apparently wellThe enterprising Aldrich, has run playhouses of the summer ciragain come up with an important cuit. It is within reasonable motor“first” in strawhat annals. 'Miss ing distance from New York, ‘ in a
Hayes, after her Falmouth stint, beautiful countryside.
Jfobe.
will
do “What Every Woman
Know's” on the Coast. She brings
Tlie’ Brothers
real class to the summer circuit.
Dallas, July 2.
Dias.

•

Mike Handers

telling foil for the volatile
There is good work, too,

stacks

Tom

.

.

Radcliffe, Sue Randall, Joan Ryder,
Sally Ryder, Pater Wlckersham, An-

To nobody’s surprise, the openRaynor, and Grace Ray- ing of the Helen Hayes “Festival,”
and Fred Keating, as Dolores’ at Richard Aldrich’s Falmouth
physician-friend, is -on the prem- Playhouse at Coonamessett, Massf.,
ises merely to comment cynically with James M. Barrie’s comedy,
on the proceedings. In one of those “What Every Woman Knows,”
stock roles as a faithful and acidu- proved to be the sort of success,
lous maid, Nora Howard, almost both financially and artistically, of
miraculously, manages to be occa- which strawhat producers dream.
According to Aldrich, the idea
sionally amusing.
The firm of Aldrich & Myers for the four-week festival was conwould like Miss Bankhead to bring ceived and executed by his new
“Dear Charles” to New York in associate producer, Patricia Butler.
the fall. Aldrich says he doesn’t After her Maggie in “What Every
expect a verdict from the star until Woman Knows,” Miss Hayes will
perhaps next month, after she has portray, in successive weeks, Mrs.
played the piece at several other Howard V. Larue, III in “Mrs. Mcstrawhats with the actress cavort- Thing,” Lucy Ransdell in “The
ing brightly, “Dear Charles”^ is Wisteria Trees” and the title role
son,
nor,

S

’

—

,

I

.'

England.
.
The scene in which Dolores spills
the beans to her doting youngsters
is frequently funny. Their reac
tions are almost as unconventiona

’

•

dKg.*

.

Of

•

’

taste; John enough f™ the"
from .p'omPQugness to the; point (although it could do with a couple
when, at the end, he can laugh at of recognizable names for boxoff Ice
draw, even there) reveals the limihimself.
Miss, Hayes uses one of. the .thea- tations Of the material. Tunes like
Love “with Love,”
in
tres most brilliant and varied tech- “Falling
niques to make her Maggie a con- “Shortest Day of the Year,” “This
“Ladies of the
vincing and enchanting creation. Can’t Be Love,
Her first-act bluhtness and lack of Evening,” “He end She,”
and Sing for Your
social grace are wonderfully amus- Op the Sea
naturally so infectious
ing; her growth in attractiveness, Supper.”
P
maturity and “charm” are solidly and haunting, seem e-UttJe thin as
evoked. In fact, her portrayal is,| played by two pianos, leaving a
advantage of funny lines and amus- another personal triumph for one listener aching for a full orchesing situations. Mr. Sturm is at his of the theatre’s first ladies, and the tra. Hart’s lyrics are still attenbest at satire, lampooning such capacity opening pight audience tion-getting, although a couple of
techniques like the repetitive intro,
cherished American traditions as here gave her an. ovation.
On the whole. Miss Hayes gets chorus seem rather vintage.
organized baseball; college endowBut the necessarily skimpy
ment funds, domesticity, comic excellent Support from the cast.
Kent Smith, who will be featured scenery and costumes, the frankly,
books, etc.
four
the
dancing, spotty casting
Hayes
for
opposite
inadequate
Miss
around
revolves
The triangle plot
Gordon Cameron, a failure who weeks of the festival, makes a burly and awkward staging are undeniturns to writing in an effort to and single-minded John Shand, a able drawbacks. Perhaps without

Kyle McDonnell, the announced
withdrew for a Hollywood
commitment. She is excellent in
stuffy.
or
reserved
the role, and was a standout with
a
Play concerns the plight of
the audience opening night with
successful femme novelist and lec- her coverup spiels during onstage
turer, Dolores Daryel, who has had snafus. Co-stars, Tom Helmore as
three children, all bom without hubby, and Lee Bowman as the
benefit of clergy and all of dif
old flame, play with evident relish
ferent fathers.' When two of the and provide ad libbing during stage
offspring are about to marry into crises.
French
conventional
highly
a
players,
supporting
family, Dolores decides to tell the
kids the truth. In addition; she
breaks the news to them that the
portrait of Charles, her supposed
husband, which occupies a place of
honor on the living room wall, is
really only the picture of a stranger
an item picked up at a bargain in

makes the character human

hlbitively expensive to- duplicate
today, (It may he interesting to
original
shovk
that- the
recall
which cost $83,000 to produce ana
had a $19,000 breakeven nut, wasconsidered practically ruinous at
the time.)

warm Charm and good

which owns American rights to the
opus, tested it in Washington with. regain his fortune; Denia, his wife,
Lili Darvas starring. It flopped.
and Lowell Markey, who made the
The comedy, which is as unsub- grade in Wall Street but is in Sing
stantial as a Soviet promise, bleeds, Sing for embezzlement as the play
to Attain any success at all, an un- Opens.
conventional, uninhibited, dynamic
the producer,
personality in its big role. It certainly has one in its Dennis outing, for no one has ever accused
Miss Bankhead of being either

role

and likeable*
Vet are#* actor Charles Braswell give* a competent, but often

.

‘^rimn^dJErsIg-se

Tallulah Bankhead, opening^ the Frenchy Mulligan V.V.V.^Wayne &Jjtyre
s
28th season at Richard Aldrich
Cape Playhouse, a one-joke trifle.
field
virtual
a
has
“Dear Charles,”
Maybe they should leave the
day in the major role.
first night mixups in the script of
The play has a past alniost as “Reunion ’54,” since the premiere
its
lone and colorful as that of
audience enjoyed it when the curas
hit Broadway
first
It
star.
tain fouled up, cues were missed,
Frederick Jackson’s “Slightly Scan- and the sound system went wacky.
with
ago,
decade
a
about
dalous”
Justin Sturm’s play itself 4s still
Janet Beecher in the leading role. in embryo and will require plenty
The French dramatist, Marc-Gii- of careful revision to get in shape
it, and
liked
it,
saw
bert Sauvajon’,
for Broadway competition. At presadapted it successfully for the ent it stacks up as okay for not-tooParisian stage where it hadla suc- demanding barntrade. It has the
Enfants

.

vexing, portrayal as the upright
professor with too much lovaltv
to the father* Miiuig- Veda Quince
registers strongly In $ briS, last
act as the sly father; a tycoon who
weighs his money well, assuages
both sons and sets a deal to a
get
his. loans back.
‘With a knockout cast, possibly
Single relay set is the Professor’s
including a couple of stars, and a modest "living room, which easilv
The Boys suffices for the 36-bqur time span
stunning production.
From Syracuse might get by as.a in a northern Pennsylvania college
Broadway revival. “Pal Joey” made town,
Bark
«
plenty of coin a couple of years ago
“What Every Woman Knows” is, and Abbott (with Rodgers as silent Xiii£©l Witli tils Bill Eni*a
basically, a thematic play. In addi- partner) is reproducing “On Your
Virginia Beach va Juiv g
tion, its two main characters are
Leslie favage production ’o£ farce ’by
^
produc- Romeo Muller, stared by the author.
drawn. Each develops ably take an eye-popping nrnHMAskillfully
Beach,
3* Til',fv tr«®m0 '^iUnd *
throughout the comedy—:Maggie tion for “The Boys” to get by.
*>
from gaucherie and naivette to a

Reunlon ’54

Dear Charles

could probably be .equalled. But
the Jo Mielziner scenery, -Irei^:
SharaflS costumes and the 'George
Balanchine choreography stand out
in retrospect; ana might be pro-'

.

.

Apparently aware of the Gilbert
and Sullivan debt to Rossini, Miss
Card has translated the book into

carefully and result is reW tb -^ ne ^ delineated
fcharacterizations.
Plot concerns two brothers, one
a prideful university professor,
Jriofo’,.;

bright vernacular reminiscent of
Gilbert.
The Figaro “Factotum”
song becoriies a patter with wit of
with a wife, teenage daughter and language matching the wit of the
many unpaid bills, the other a music. The dialogue carries the
well-heeled film star on a personal plot along well enough, but serins
appearance tour, and their wealthy, heavy-handed at times by. comparitight-fisted father. The professor son. with music, and lyrics. Some
neqds money for an operation for re-working should fix it up.
his wife and the actor offers him
The Rossini plot, designed for
a $10,000 check and a job as his development of comic situation,
agent. But warped with principle faithfully followed by Miss Cava,
and still jealously hating his and it is no more inconsequonuai
brother* the prof rejects it, pre than most musical comedy dooks.
ferring his father’s skinflint loan The adaptor-director has asseminstead.
bled a group of excellent voices
to enunci-.
The wife
flip With uncommon ability
-

howevpr
npppnta
V

brother** flnancia? aid

‘hi
’ ra
prof on the ropes at the weak, but men * and ^ wo are ^ rst
happy ending. (Rodell, the author, db»ns.
_
Bartoio
Dr.
as
Alfred Medinets
ipcidentally, is a Hollywood exas Basilio are
scenarist, whose brother is a law and Roy Urhauseri
is brightshow
side-splitting.
The
professor at Yale.)
is
est when they are on, and that
_
,

.

,

Louise Noble* as the professor’s often,
wife, gives another firstrate showMiss Card has cut excess operatic
in a rich role. Jeanne Gal has trim from thie Rossini work to get
a realistic romp as a teenager down to popular length, but sue
idolizing her film star uncle. Mi- has not tampered with the music,
chael Garth plays
advantage of pre-

mg

the actor easily. She retains the
fits the description and his en- senting .Rossini as musical comeay
joy men t of the generods brother
(Continued on page 67)
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blonde who sings -and
dances, puts , plenty of zing into

packed

“Love Me, Love Me, Love Me” and
Shows skill In her handling of sev-

Reviews
C#atUued from |«i«

The Berber ef

«f

pew

eral non-vocal bits, Jeri Archer's
Dietrich-like voice wpuld be effective if used on better material, and
Polk Cabot almost succeeds in remaining unlost la *>,the hopeless

Murder

In Three Keys Three Keys” could provide enough
chills for the balance of the sum(CHERRY LANE, N.Y.)

Geor
mer.
works.
The Cherry Lane Theatre has a
Credit the author with an inter- “Liberache” skit
sleeper. Punch Opera is making a
esting basic ldea., Unfortunately,
Broadway prospects for “Count worthy occasion of Dr. Erik Chis(GREENWICH
MEWS, N. Y.)
v
it fails to come off as good theatre. Me In” must certainly be counted holm’s U.S. debut as an operatic
parallel
human
between
Drawing a
out.
.Hank,
composer, his “Murder In Three
Shaw’s “Major Barbara” has°
beings add members of the ant
Keys” being a highly theatric sus- been revived by the Greenwich
colony, he Studies the inhabitants
pense trilogy.
sini.
Mews Theatre, N. Y. Except for
of a house in^the capital ofa small
Best of the three pieces, is a an Equity Library Theatre producIs
conductor
a
La Jolla; Cal., June 29.
A1 Fiorello, Jr.,
country in Eastern Europe, seen
Jolls Playhouse Production of drams mono^opera, “Dark Sonnet,” adapt- tion, this is play’s first local stagwho maintains a consistently spar- first as selfishly 'caring nothing InL*three
Act* by Terrence Rattigan. Diing since 1928. Penned 50 years
kling level of interpretation.; The about
by Norman Lloyd; rats and light- ed from Eugene O’Neill’s “Before
good government, and then rected
ing, Robert Corrigan. At La Jolla Piav. Breakfast.”
Mrs, Rowland starts ago, the story of salvation-by-faith
ensemble work is bfHiiant and
under the Nazis in 1040 and the nouse^
house. June 29. '94;
'54; S4,40
14,40 top.
>
the day in her drati kitchen ver- versus salvation-by-wealth is still
shows, perhaps more than other
Communists in 1045, without much Ronnie Wtaftyow ...... Christopher Cook bally flailing her off-stage husband pertinent. Since it is top-drawer
songs, how understanding of lan,*rr ........ Margaret -Brewster
difference between those two re- Vloldt'
Grace Winslow
Hilda. Plowright who is still in bed. In a blood-cur- Shaw, it is too bad that the Mews
guage' can add to enjoyment of
gimes, But lacking the >Glraudoux Arthur Winslow.
Eduard Franz dling finale, her orgy of vilification ^revival
is
only sporadically
light opera.
wit, lightness and surprise* “The Catherine Winslow .... Dorothy McGuire and spite drives him to cut his Shavian.
.... Richard Luplno
Sets hy Mack Statham have a Happy Ant-Hill” is obvious and Dickie Winslow
John Walther stone ...... Sean McClory throat. Elleh Brehm sings her exProduction’s
major virtue is
fantasy-like quality^ that, is vital. heavy-handed.
Desmond Curry
Pitt Herbert acting role
with conviction, reveal- Karen Morley’s Barbara. Hers is
Miss Barnes ........... ., Clare Justice
Costumes by Mary Elliott are colWith a difficult script to stage Fred
a shining Salvation Army lass, and
a
promising
ing
talent,
Daniel
Levin
against
the
orful and effective
and perform, director Steffen Sir Robert Morton ...... Vincent Price
“Simoon” is based on Strindberg if she seems less believable after
w hite and black sets. Sets and cos- Zacharias and 'his cast have done
play in which two natives avenge doffing the uniform, it is doubtless
tumes were designed and made by very well by “Ant-Hill,” clarifying
Kicking
eighth
season
the
its
off
a friend’s death by using the chok- because GBS had tongue-in-cheek
Barter and will be taken with the much of the confusion and making
when his heroine embraced the
show oh summer bookings, vpuy palatable and even- funny the with a new policy of cutting its ing North African wind, plus the forces of destruction.
play 'list from nine to five with power of suggestion, to destroy a
humor that ranges from naive to each getting a two-week- run. La leader of the French military. Jane
Edwin Gordon has the juicy role
Frank Silvers is ex- Jolla Playhouse has only a fair ve- Craner sings Biskra, Arabian girl, of Andrew Undershaft, Barbara’s
tasteless.
cellent as: the gypsy philosopher hicle for a starter in its production creating a horrified fascination
indomitable
sire.
His munitions
Augusta, Mich., July 7.
as
Barn Theatre production of drama in who provides the author’s com- of the Terrence Rattigan drama
the
with
surface
she crazes and kills the soldier. Al- king skims
three acta by Larry Ward and Gordon ments on the action, Maurice Gosabout a boy sacked from naval though her voice suffers from a debonair charm. Lady Britomart,
Russell.
Directed by Jack- F. Ragotzy;
creates a colorful janitor- school.
Undershaft
mother.
wife
and
Is atwetting. Dirk Walew. At Barn' Theatre. fteld
slight nasal quality, she joins her
Augusta*, Mich.. July I, *54: 92 top.
tumed-Commissar and Herbert
Familiar via previous stage and Victim, sung by Richard Roussin, tacked valiantly by diminutive
Lt. Curt!*.' ............... Norman Kean Patterson contributes a comic roDorothy Reed. Jack Sydow, as
film versions, “Winslow Boy” has in an above-par performance.
Set. BUI Travers ....... WUliam SoUner
are
impressive
Also
Adolphus, Greek scholar and fiance
its
timely side with dominant
Vie. Arthur Grant ...../..John Newton mantic; thief.
Opener is “Block Roses” with a to Barbara, finds the Shaw wit tc
Pat Linder ........... ...Jo Ann March Maurice Manson as the capitalist theme of human liberty, legal barbPfc. Watkins
.. . .. .. .Harry Dorman
stockbroker whose talents the wire in the face of accusations and Chisholm libretto. Here the au- his liking, and R. Grahame Brown
Set. Trank Morris.
William, Bramley
thor is not the equal of the com1
* 1st
......Harold Ballou Communists are happy to employ, concern for the individual in a poser. A party in a London fiat is is restrained as the e dest son.
Guard
Highest moments of this producas the moralistic democracy.
Set.- Maj. Karl lUtom. .James -T. Pritchett Gene Picciaho
invaded by a strange young man tion are in the West Ham Shelter.
Staff Set. Duffy ...... ....Edwin Phelpa young hero, Ludwig Roth as the
However, it’s a curiously con- who confesses to a murder, but is
Maj.Tom Sekerik.....
Jack Ratogzy.
Helen Martin's Rummy Mitchens is
CoL John Blaka ........Leon B. Stevens humorless Nazi official, Al Hender- structed play with the two strongnot believed. Although the piece excellent.
Laura make .............. Betty Ebert son as a pugilistic thief and Ben est Scenes coming in the first act
Kenneth -Manigault
Mst. Set. Ferris ».
...Philip Lustier
in- the father's anxious talk with his is generally well-sung, levity is plays with energetic resentment an
Inspector General' ......... AI Hinckley Hammer as a cold Communist
mingled with the macabre, fewer unemployed laborer accepting his
Sna Guard
Dirk Wales vestigator.
accused son and the lawyer’s probbeing elicited than on. first, charity. Idler and bully. Bill
On the distaff side,- Spencer has ing quiz of the boy to determine shudders
balance of bill.
Walker, is done by James McMaThe Michigan Barn Theatre's provided more, conventional char- his innocence. Thereafter, with few
Dr.
uses the modern hon with a cockney ring and
Chisholm
quietly
Helen Waren
exceptions, the play remains on a idiom
first /'original” in several years acters.
welL His ominous scores are brutality serving as a good foil for
came" in for extensive rewriting effective, as the stockbroker's wife plateau.
done with freshness and ability. Barbara’s serene righteousness.
him but returns.
leaves
To sustain interest in this kind Punch
.during rehearsal, with coauthors who
Opera’s interpretations are
Larry Ward and Gordon Russell in Isobel Robins is energetic as the of drama, with a courtroom: Scene good, and the two-piano accompani- Florence Anglin’s Salvation Army
high priestess, however, is overly
wait
must
love
life
whose
heroine
that's
discussed
rather
seen,
than
from New York to. handle the job
under
music director Rex
ment
with Producer-Director Jack P. on the. exigencies of war and is difficult. Mostly, the cast doesn’t Wilder is properly subservient to effervescent.
Shaw was talking profound stuff,
Vilina Kurer seems to Convey a seem up to it and some are faulty
Ragotzy.
the voices; Nelson Sykes staging is but this “Major Barbara” does not
characterization by mere surface at memorizing dialogue.
But the work-over wasn’t enough. technique.
excellent and Joseph Brasswell’s probe. Director Paul Vincent GorVincent
Price’s
lawyer,
coma
First-nighters who braved a heavy
Richard Merrell provides an ef- manding figure, appears distant sets are fine examples of the virtue don has not fused many separate
rainstorm to be on hand for the
of economy. If comparatively high efforts into a unified piece of theafective representational unit set, and shadowy. Edward. Ashley, remuch-heralded opening of "Rhom" with five acting areas, and the placed
doesn’t tre, nor has he. been able to inform
Price in role for second off-Broadway top of $3.45
nearly filled the 400-seat barn and
“Murder In the production with consistent
discourage
trade,
imts
lighting by Doris S. Einstein
week of run with latter fulfilling
applauded the efforts of the Equity
style. George Corrin designed and
Gri/.
commitment
pressive.
at Laconia, N.H.
cast, but the play Itself was a dislighted the three sets. Admission
As the suffragette, Dorothy Mcappointment.
Geor.
Guire also suffers from blandness, the proceedings, which is under- is by contribution/In
Over-long, frequently clumsily
plays
Richards
Gladys
standable.
while
her
suitors
McClory
Sean
Westhampton, N. Y., July 3.
and obviously motivated, the initial
Salvation
John F. Haven* 6 Andr* Areeneaux and Pitt Herbert—rate as okay. the attractive substitute robot with
String
playwriting venture of Ward and production of revue In two acta (10 Once past his peak scene with the good concentration'. Program note
(Theatre de Lys, N. Y.)
Russell, who met while students at acenea) by Josh Baldwin. Directed by hoy—well played by young Chris- credits her with having toured
“Salvation on a String" comChuck
choreography, Don Weissthe American Theatre Wing train- muller; Olsen;
costumes. Erna Sttfost; scenery. topher Cook—Edward Franz has Canada in this “new comedy."
prises three one-acters by vet
ing program in New York, shows-t Hugh Mauney; lighting, John Havens; some difficulty with the subtle deDirector Milton Parsons has playwright Paul Green. Only one
Jeanne Roaenblum, Pegy Lawthe need for a great deal more pianists,
rence.
At Hampton Star Playhouse. mands of his role as the sacrificing paced the play adequately, but has of the stories impresses as having
tightening and elimination, of ex- Westhampton Beach, -N.Y., June 28-July father. Margaret Brewster's maid not infused his cast with convic- commercial
value.
That’s “The
traneous characters and dialogue.
is a good performance and so is the tion.
While there is merit in the No ’Count Boy” sandwiched be'cast: Charles Polk. Jeri Archer, Irene
At this point it appears to be a Clawson,
Danny Foster, Paul Cabot. distressed mother played by Hilda play’s concept, and its construc- tween “Chair Endowed” and “Supquestionable bet for Broadway (the Patricia Sinnott, Annette Aymes. Stair- Plowright.
tion is passable, the decision of per for the Dead.” Program is not
Don.
local engagement was advertised as lene, Herbert Fiedler, Don Price, Jon
authors Geoffrey and Mitchell to one that will add to the stature of
“prior to - Broadway”), although young.
exploit every burlesque situation off-Broadway.
Perfect
Ragotzy claims the script has
and gag in their repertoire seems
“Chair,” the opener, employs
Windham,
and
N.H.,
July
0.
Havens
Producers
John
F.
New
York
prosome
interested
Geor.
A. Everett Austin production of com- unfortunate/
three characters and has as its
Andre Areeneaux have launched edy
ducers.
In three sets, by Wallace Geoffrey
theme the drab futility of a milltheir Long Island experiment in and Bad! Mitchell. Directed by Milton
“Rhom” (pronounced “Rome”) is summer community theatre with Parsons; scenery, Edgar Lansbury; lightGloucester Story hand’s life. Localed somewhere
the central character in the story an offering listed on the program ing, Eugene Lasko, At Windham (N.H.)
Cape Ann Players production of drama in the southeastern states, the yarn
in two acts (four scenes), by Clayton
which has as its 'locale the regi- as x “Josh Baldwin's sophisticated Playhouse, July 5-10, '54.
Joan Megrifleld ...... .Gladys Richards Stockbrldge. Staffed by Howard Adelman; concerns a laborer whose income
mental headquarters at a peace- musical revue.” Performance is Grubb
John Rosene settings. David Platt. At Cape Ann Play- isn’t enough to support his large
time U. S. army base. This Is dif- about as sophisticated as shoofly Prof. Belmon
Harry Sayers house. Gloucester, Mass., July 5, *54.
family.
Mira Jackson
.Colette Humphrey Seth Bates
.. Raf Michaels
ficult background, and the authors
Although the situation presented
pie.
Sonny Schine ........Christopher Drake John Monson
Howard Adelman
aren't too clear on the various
Freddie
Cavendish
.........Tom
Rosqul Deborah Wharton ...... Sandra Sheldon by Green is believable, it ends on
Production tends toward overAlbert Ramshead ......... Larry Bolton Capt. Nate Morrison ..... Michael Moore a dangling and
technical aspects of Army life; The writing in both
ineffectual note.
book and lyrics. Farini. ..
....Robert Tollett Charlie Fred Monson
Danny Malloy
overall impression is that the yarn
Opening number tries to be novel, Wlnkel ......
Martin Kotieck Frencbie Boudreau... Harry MacNewtnan Okay performances are rendered
is far-fetched and that many of the
Goughie ..... Marjorie Eaton Cookie Brown
George Spelvin by John Kellogg and Sylvia Leigh
manages only to be boring. An Eupheml*
.Elizabeth Meyers Myron
characterizations are stock types, abandoned director (Charles Polk), Ermyntrud*
Martin Garry as the husband and wife, who
Ike
Jpel Stem
although the play has some really left with a bare stage and no cast,
Elizabeth Poole blame each other for their preBrewer
Any fond hopes nurtured for Liz
moving and well-written scenes.
Nucky
Harland Dann dicament
appeals to members of the audiDory Plug
Robert Michael
The closer, “Supper,” is an obJames T. Pritchett turns in a ence to come on stage and take “The Perfect Woman” are doomed. Capt.
Billy
Stan Jensen
commendable job in the title role, part in the production of his As tried out by the Windham Waldo
William Otis scure item dealing with Voodoo
practices among a Negro sect in
making RHom an unswerving fig- script. This unwieldy device not (N.H.) Playhouse, under auspices
ure of power-hungry ruthlessness. only prolongs the Introduction of of A. Everett Austin, this improbScript is loaded
“Gloucester Story” has very North Carolina.
able comedy has little future even little chance of commercial survival with mumbo-jumbo. As a harassed
William Bramley is excellent as the audience-scattered cast memfor
stock.
wife,
Rosetta
Le
Noire
Is frequentor
possibly
outside
of
Gloucester,
embarrassRhom’s right-hand man, brutal and bers to the point of
Premise of authors Wallace other fishing ports where the haz- ly abused by her brutish husband,
stupid, and John Newton performs ment, but manages to kill, comGeoffrey and Basil Mitchell is that ardous but dreary life of the fisher- effectively played by Frederick
the role of the sergeant's principal pletely^ the effect of title song
“Count Me In,” an otherwise bet- one Professor Belmon has created man has particular interest Play, O’Neil. She finally murders him
opponent. Pvt. Grant, creditably.
a woman robot. For the acid test winner of a scripting competition after discovering he was responsi_ A fine bit is provided by director ter-than-average curtain-raiser.
“Liberache” (the haplessly sig- the anxious scientist hires an im- held, here last season, is slow, ble for the death of their daughter.
Ragotzy, as a supply Officer who
.» “Boy”
poverished playboy- and the lat- wordy and anti-climactic.
provides
an
amusing
smells trouble at the base. Leon B. nificant spelling is that of the
ter’s aunt’s butler.
Gimmick is
The early 1900’s story revolves breather. A 17-year-old girl in a
Stevens’ performance of Rhom’s program) starts well, but becomes
that,
unknown
to
anyone,
the
prosouthern
farming district' gets a
arounl, Charlie Fred Monson, landColonel is a bit over-acted, but in- so overloaded with bad and irrelevant material that it dies in the fessor’s niece substitutes for the locked son of the wealthy owner yen to hit the road after scanning
tense and convincing at times.
Her
of a fleet of fishing boats, and his a picture book of the Ut S.
overlong stretch. Baldwin proves robot
Bell,
•
Billed as comedy, the play is overwhelming desire to earn a drawling fiance has his* hands full
himself somewhat more adept with
the music than with the words. really in the farce class and re- “site” bn one of his father’s boats. trying to discourage her.: wanderexpert farce treatment. Ignoring the objections of his lust.
Moreover, a youth, who
Ant-Hill
His “Though You've Gone,” excel- quires
Westport, Conn., July 10.
lently sung by Irene Clawson and Martin Kosleck, who has the minor sweetheart, who clerks in the Mon- claims he’s an itinerant, comes
Whit* Barn Theatre production of cbm- neatly danced by Patricia Sinnott, part of a busboy, recognizes the son office and has lost her father •upon the scene and awes the girl
«ay in threie acta by Franz Spencer. Diand turns in a complete at sea, and his own father, who with his tales of distant places.
eted , by Steffen Zacharies; ratting, shows potentiality asa pop ballad. need
It's presently disclosed that the
Richard-- Merrell; lighting. Doria S. Ein- “It Would
Be Wonderful” also characterization, his confused lech wants him to stay ashore and learn
stein; coatumea, Valeri* Judd. At White
the substitute robot being the business, the youth subs for a newcomer is from a neighboring
qualifies, with reservations, “Blue for
af
Theatre, Westport, Conn., July
io ™54
Bonnet Belle” provides some tune- hilarious. Robert Tollett’s stylized reneging deckhand. Latter had a town, having gotten his sightPoliceman
remonition of, death at sea and seeing info from a book similar to
.Marriott Wilson ful moments in the square dance waiter is also on the beam, but
Romanua
.... Frank SUvCra
Eowed out of the trip on a plea of the ope read by the teenage
Remainder of the score these are only supporting roles.
Mr, Trlvaa
Maurice Manson tradition.
Harry
Sayers
As
the
inventor,
Melodramatic subsequent femme. Bettye Ackerman does a
illness.
Anna
...
Isabel Robins is undistinguished, with lyrics runAlexander
.Maurice Gosfleld ning below that. Least successful is absent-minded and erratic ac- action involves a shipwreck, the nice job as the girl, while Skedge
Max
A1 Henderson are several efforts at witty story cording to Stereotype. His assist- death of the ship’s captain, the Miller is standout as her beau.
Herbert Patterson
y? lerio
King is good as the new
songs in the manner of Coward and ant is played by Colette Hum- youth's rescue and a superstition Wright
boy.
Porter, they prove that Baldwin is phrey, who occasionally makes a angle. Final scene, in which the
von Radowits
..Ludwig Roth
Presentation
was staged by C. W.
agree
over-eager
father
an
and
humorous
point
sweetheart
as
hero's
™nnelor* ....... . ....... .Vilma Kurer strictly no-go on the Noel-Cole
spinster. Brunt of action, however, to his continuing, his sea-going Christenberry, who also co-prokick.
duced
the triolgy with David B.
Larry
Rosqui
alid
anti-climactic.
career,
is
falls
on
Tom
is
away
Clawson
far
and
Miss
butler reResident cast generally handles Graham. Ray Temple’s skeletonSpecial PoUramen
Edsra^d Elnhorn the standout performer. With good Bolton as master and
Inciized sets are imaginative.
Richard Bernstein looks, pipes hnd personality that’s spectively. Their performances are its assignments acceptably, With
Malloy turning in an okay dental music by Curtis Biever
ill-rehearsed,
Danny
suitable for both romantic ballad casual and sometimes
.An over-earnest political com- or hill-billy swing. Miss Sinnott, their fault probably being due to stint as. the adventurous youth* and helps at times to establish mood.
ed
Franz JSpcncer's “The Happy though primarily a dancer, dis- the number of inane witticisms Raf Michaels, doubling as a clerk Edward Scott, handling a variety
A ^
Ant-Hill
is a doubtful bet for plays a fair flair for comedy, and and patter written for them.
and the schooner’s cook, injects of instruments, is the show’s solo
Broadway, but a good choice for Demur Foster does above-average
Aunt what little humor is possible in an tooter.
Eaton
does
Marjorie
(Closed Sunday (11) after eight
Lucille Lortel’s White Barn The- vocalizing.
Goughie (pronounced “goofy”) as austere drama. David Platt’s three
atre» a foundation
J ess.
performances )
Elie.
dedicated to
Annette Aymes, an energy- though she were embarrassed by settings are satisfactory.

Seville

professionally

showcasing

with thfly good music,
«uch as Is hardly found In contemporary musicals; She has kept ell
of the important arias, duets and
trios and' has departed in no way
from the musical Intentions, of Rosin Eiiglbh-
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LEGITIMATE

The Road: Stock, Tour
Continued from P*E«

Of the remaining two oper-

good.

a non-profit venture,
while the other didn’t have profit-

one

ations,

is

I

or-loss information available.
Except for two theatres, which
made their initial entry into the
winter stock ranks last season, the
houses interrogated' have been in
operation from two to eight years.

Only four of the operations used
stars on a rgular basis. Name performers'' employed were recruited
mostly from films, with two locations attributing sock biz to Paul
Douglas, Jan Sterling and Charlton Heston in “Born Yesterday.”
Salary demands by stars, in some
cases, were cited as 'being exces-

'w r sr» ir rnnk
Barely Proper, by Frank Cook
and Albert
One® an
by Arnold Sundgaard,
Actor,” by Hosemary Casey; "Dead
Pigeon,” by Lenard Kan tor;
“Debut” by Mary Drayton; “Bad
Angel!’’ by Joel Hammil; “Thieves’
Carnival” by Jean Anouihl; “The
Cretan Woman,” by Robinson Jeffers and “K.G.,” by Halsey Melone.
Only four of the theatres had
any beefs to register. These included raps at demands from variLack of
ous theatrical unions.
name b.o. draws and important
plays were cited by one operation,
while another felt that road com’
panics and filmizations of new
works cut into receipts when shows

sive.

Among

name

the

O’Brien, Edward Everett Horton,
Billie Burke, Gene Lockhart, Cathy
O’Donnell, Charles Coburn, Magda
Gabor, Elaine Stritch, Basil Rath-

bone and Sherry Britton
Also, Blance Yurka, Peggy Ann
Tom Helmore, Roddy
Garner,
McDowaU, George Tobias, Robert
.

Wayne

.

Tom

Helmore, Zasu Pitts, Bela Lugosi,
June Lockhart, Debbie Reynolds,
Vincent Price, Marsha Hunt, Steve
Cochran, Romney Brent, John Barrymore Jr. Sylvia Sydney, Patsy
Kelly, Gypsy Rose Lee, John
Morris,

Emery, Dorothy

and Vera

Gish

;

1

^^^

$2.15 to $1.80 for matinees. Season members pay $2,50 for the eveTheatre . is curning showings.
rently offering a summer season
with the regular winter session
scheduled to follow.
Dobbs Ferry; Playhouse Theatre
h&s been in operation since Nbvemfcer, 1952, as a year-round stock
venture, but has cancelled out this
The ’.53-’54
year’s summer run.
winter stanza, ran 38 weeks from
AttendSept. 7 through. May 3Q.
ance was steady except for the nor-

are eventually released to stock.
Theatres polled were Quarter- mal Christmas and Easter slump
Biz has been building
deck, Atlantic City; Hilltop-Park periods.
way, Baltimore; Theatre ’54, Dal- steadily, with house breaking even
Stars are not used
las; Dobbs Ferry (N.Y.) Playhouse; on the season.
Palm Beach (Fla.) Playhouse; as a policy but an occasional name
Arena Theatre, Rochester; Empress is employed. There were no tryTheatre, Hamilton, Bermuda, and outs offered.
Bermudian
DC.;
Washington,
A resident company of eight
Theatre, Hamilton, Bermuda and Equity performers was utilized.
the. Palm Tree Playhouse, Sara- Tickets
165-seater was
the
at
sota, Fla. A rundown of the in
scaled from $2.40 to $1.20. House
dividual, operations follows.
season, alnext,
reopening
plans
How They Operate
though noting that the new Equity
such
a mpve
preyent
might
Theatre, which scale
Quarterdeck:
ran as a strawhat in 1953, initiated
Palm Beach Playhouse: In opera 10-week winter season Feb. 16, atiori three seasons, theatre ran
running through April 24. Biz at f0 r io weeks last winter from Feb
the 472-seater was rated as fair, l through April 10. Excellent busi
with management attributing that ne ss and steady attendance recondition to religious holidays, an sulted>in house winding up with a
off-season in Atlantic City and fact "healthy profit. Stars were used,
that it was theatre’s inaugural win- with Douglas, Heston and Miss
Attendance at sterling in “Born Yesterday” setter stock season.
the house was* steady, hut no profit ting a record take for the operawas registered. Theatre did not tion. 'Film. stars were especially
employ a star policy and no tryouts standout as draws. There were np
were offered.
tryouts offered*
_
A resident company of six to 14
resident company of 10-12

talent that ap-

peared in winter stock last season
were Constance Bennett, John
Newland, Veronica Lake, Jackie
Cooper, Jeffrey Lynn, Margaret

Alda,

„

1

_

_

been steady, with business improvTheatre employs
ing each year.
an equity company and does not
use stars; Durjng its eight seasons, theatre has preemed 43 new
scripts, eight of which were pre'53-54 period.
sented during the ’53-54
tryoUts waS good. Operation employs two members of
Musicians’ Union
union
the Musicians
B.o... scale. at the 11
$3 for evening performances aqd

Zorina.

A

total of 1C tryouts were offered by six of the theatres, with
one of the new works presented at

Biz for the preems
ranged from poor to good. New

two. locations.

included “Pajama Tops,
adapted by Mawby Green and Ed

plays

•

.

.

A

Feilbert from a French original;

performers was utilized.
of other theatrical unions
were not employed by the operation.
Only beef expressed pertained to the Electrical Union’s desire to have the theatre use one of
its members, which the manage-

Equity

Members

be an
HERE'S YOUR

ment

CHANCE TO BACK

A BROADWAY
At

the

last,

Broadway theatre

that

is

an

ors.

pictures,

the capital of

BROADWAY. ANGELS,

a fund large,

and

regularly

invests

Broadway shows, motion
vision and radio.

By “pooling"

in

the

pending on how operation does as a
barn outlet this summer.
Hilltop-Parkway:
House began

in-

vestment within your reach. For only
50c a share, you can buy stock in a corporation

result

ing next season are indefinite, de-

SHOW!

•

would

felt

house having to close. B.o. scale
during the season ranged from
$2.40 to $1.20. Plans for reopen-

many

its first

in

eration

tele-

season as a winter stock opNovember 23, 1953, run-

ning for 26 week through

.

invest-

INC., creates

enough to back entire shows

to acquire broad interests in the en-

May

22.

Receipts were good on new shows,
\vith“Moon Is Blue” pulling in
around $32,000 in three weeks.
Vintage shows, however, didn’t do
too well.
Attendance was either
good or bad, with house breaking
,,
Stars were
even on the
season.
use d an(j on ]y stimulated business
when tied in with £ strong property.
Theatre noted that the unwillingness of name performers to
commit themselves well in advance

tertainment field by diversifying not
more than 40% of its capital. A board
advisers,
professional
experienced,
of
many of them famous, all of them respected names in the theatre, make the.
investment.
of
worthy
selection of shows
Few people realize the margin of profit
returned on original investments in sueFor example, “Voice ofcessful shows.
the Turtle" showed a profit of 3,000'yc on
the initial investment: “Mister Roberts"
to
paid off 5 to 1; "Harvey" paid off *40
*50 for every *1 invested.
These are extremes, of course: the returns on the average successful shows
difare not that high and many shows are a of their engagements made it
complete financial loss.
ficult to take advantage of their
By spreading the initial investments and promotional value, especially in
by applying profit against Loss, we betheatre parties
lieve that we are offering the safest, selling shows to
most down-to-earth theatre, investment since most orgs refused to buy
yet devised and the investment with the
best assurance of bringing substantial re- “blind.”
|

j
1

-

-

-

—

turns.

There were two tryouts offered,
INC. is offering
at this time 5704)00 shares at 50c a share. “Pajama
Tops” and “B a r e 1 y
If an established securities firm is employed to distribute these securities, Proper,” with both doing good
there is an allowance of *71.250 broker- business.
resident company of
age commissions and *12,000 for expenses leaving *201,750 working capital. eight Equity members was emIf the entire issue is sold direct, the ployed.
Theatre also used two
working' capital is estimated at *260,000.
A Letter of Notification under Regulation members of the Stagehands’
A has been filed with the Securities O Union. hassle with the Musicians’
This does not
Exchange Commission.
mean that the Commission has either ap- Union resulted in the elimination
proved or disapproved these securities or of musicals from the production
passed upon the completeness or accur- sked.
B.o. tab at the 934-seater
acy of the statements iq. the Offering Cirranged from $3.60 to $1.25 for evecular issued in connection therewith,

BROADWAY ANGELS,

A

A

—

r-

members was employed.
Members Of the Stagehands’ Union

Equity

also used. Scale at the 500seater ranged from $6.15 to $1.48.

were

Operation

plans

reopening

next

season.

Or a Royalty?

Cambridge 8/s Revue

Arnold Weissberger is
not only a theatricaL attorney,
but his mother is an incurable
L»

‘
1

London, July 13.
Having been hailed on -its first
Cambridge

They live Qh fhe
north shore of Long Island,
just A short distance from the
Sea Cliff Summer TheatreOn his way borne from the
one warni day last;
office
week, Weissberger was anticL
pating a cooling, swim before

legit fan.

local presentation, the

Footlights
University
Dramatic
Club’s, annual/ revue, “Out of the
Blue/’ lias * been brought to the
.

.

-

West End 3or a short* season, it
prepmed“aL the Phoenix last Tuesday (6), and has bright prospects

When he started to
dinner.
get into his bathing suit; howcouldn’t find his
ever, he
bathrobe. When he asked his
mother about
she’d lent

it

it>

-

produced, staged by
and featuring Cambridge, undergrads, the. production has a near
professional quality with a surprising degree ;af both performing and
writing’ talent. Standout performance was given by Jonathan Miller,
a 19-year-old medical student, with
an obvioujs flair for comedy im•.Written-,
•

she revealed

p?op.man

to the

from the strawhat, for Farley
Granger to wear in “The
She’d -also let
Hasty Heart,”
them have his duffle bag from
his Army days, and two picliving

their

off

tures
wall,
ters,

pressions. “

room

The previous night (Mon.), the
Moscow Sfote Puppet Theatre un-

.

"At

lawyer mut“they might have given
least,” the'

me program

wrapped the second program in its
Casino season which Is presented
by Peter Daubeny on behalf of the

credit.”

Society for Cultural Relations with
the USSR.< This is a two-part saAn Unusual Contirical parody,
cert,” wpich is staged with skill
and charm. It is generally rated
among the best puppet productions
Bermudian: In operation four
seen in this city.
years, this year-round venture began a 20-week winter season in
247-seater were $2.50 for Friday
and Saturday eves, $2.00 for Monday-Thursday and Sunday eves and
$1.50 for Saturday matinees.

mid-January, running through midMay. Although attendance was
steady, business was down and no
profit was earned. Stars are used,

Major Casting Is Set For
Pitt Civic Opera Season
*

Pittsburgh, July 13.
Douglas, Heston and Miss
Civic Light Opera A3sn. has pracSterling in “Born Yesterday” doing tically completed its major casting
capacity business. Edward Everett for the summer with signing of
Horton in “White Sheep of the Harry Stockwell to play the role of
Family” filled the theatre to 90% Curly in “Oklahoma” outdoors at
of capacity.
Pitt Stadium this month.
Stock-

with

-

There were np tryouts presented. well has done the part both on
resident company of 15 Equity Broadway and on the road. Other*
members were employed. B.o. scale set include Gloria Lind for “The
at the 427-seater ranged from $2.80 Boys From Syracuse,” with Blackto $1.45. Theatre Intends reopen- burn Twins; he'll also understudy
ing next season.
Patrice Munsel in “The Merry
Palm Tree Playhouse; A 15-week Widow”, next Week. Glenn Burris
winter season at this, theatre, which is set fpr Jeanette MacDonald's
has been in operation for three “Bittersweet,” which will close the
years, began Jan. 5, ’54 and ran season in August.
Already signed to stock contracts
through April 17. Biz for the season was 48% of capacity, with no are LeRol Operti, Robert Watts
profit
earned.
Attendance was and Leonard Ceeley, along with lofairly
steady with some plays cal girl Barbara Louis, who hasr
drawing better than others. No acted at the Pittsburgh Playhouse
stars were used. There was one and Is currently on tv, doing a
daily five-minute weather strip on
tryout, “K.' G.”
For “Wish You Were
A' resident company of 12 Equity WDTV,
members Was employed. Only beef Here,” principals in the original
registered by the management was Broadway production, Sheila Bond,
the holdup in the release of new Jack Cassidy and Paul Valentine,
plays to stock companies. Tickets have been engaged.

A

'

Arena, Rochester: In operation
four years as a year-round stock
venture, theatre ran a -29-week
winter season from Oct. 13, ’53,
through May 1, ’54. Biz was slow
in the fall and early winter but
picked up during the late winter
and spring. Profit-or-loss information on the operation was not available at the .time house was surat the 372-seater ranged from
veyed. Theatre does not employ a
$2.50 to $1.50. House is skedded to
star policy but did engage Carol
relight Jan. 4, 1955.
Stone for- one of its two tryout
productions, “Kilgo Run.” Other

preem was “Once An Actor.” Turn
out for “Kilgo” began well blit fell
off during the last week because of
Christmas slump. Biz for
“Actor” wasn’t very good;
Theatre used a resident company
varying from 10-15 Equity members. B.o. scale at the 300-seater
ranged from $2.40 to $1.90. Theatre is currently running a summer
season and is scheduled to begin
its winter semester in October.
Empress: In operation since Jan

Maggie

Sparks ‘Venus’ at Olney
Washington, July

13.

Ussa

Continued from page

worth the U.

and foreign agents’
trouble and time to cover it.
With a 20% commission for. forS.

eign productions, it’s felt that the
split will still give the agent in
each country 10%, which should
be worthwhile, particularly for the
foreign percenter whose cooperafor tion is necessary to set the deal
and represent the author’s Inter-

For the second straight year,
Margaret Phillips is hauling the
Olney Theatre out of the doldrums.
Th^ Maryland strawhatter grossed

better than $6,500 last week
the second stanza of “Venus Observed,” starring Miss Phillips.

uary, 1952, theatre begaln its '53- Players, Inc., operating the barn
’54 season Sept. 29, running for 30
theatre, has swung the play into a

weeks through April 25. Attend
ance was spotty, with business fair
on most shows, big on a few and
poor on a few. Operation just abou
hit the break-even point on the
semester. Stars were used with
some boosting takes, while others

Overseas Legit

Phillips $6,500

the

-

*.

for its Jhree-week run,

third

week and announced

that

it

est. It

would

also be profitable for

a New York agent to ^$et up and
maintain permanent representation
arrangements with agents in production centers such as London,

will go a fourth. First two weeks Paris, Vienna, etc.
In the literary field, the estabof “Venus” are the two best of the-

When Olney

commission

lished

season so far.

bogged down

for

„

authors’

15% for English deals
for foreign language (and
usually Australian). This setup, alagents

last

and

ls^

20%

summer, Miss Phillips got it rolling
failed to stimulate b.o. activity with another Christopher Fry opus,
lowing an adequate margin for
House offered three tryouts, “Dead “The Lady’s Not for Burning,” also
both the U. S. and foreign agents
Pigeon,” “Debut” and “Pajama for four weeks.
splitting the ifommission, has genTops.”
A resident company of six Equity
performers was used. Managemen
expressed difficulty in obtaining

ning performances and $3 to 90c

enough b.o, stars and cited the
for matinees.
House will relight lack of important plays. The 1,453
BROADWAY ANGELA, INC., DEPT. V
next season, but will not operate setter is scaled from $2.50 to $1.50
29 West* 65th St.
N. Y. 23, N. Y.
during the weeks preceding Christ- for evening performances and $1
TR4-1813
Send Offering Circular without cost
mas and Easter since losses during 50 to 75c for matinees. Operation
or obligation.
those periods last semester were expects to reopen the last week in
NAME
exceedingly heavy.
September or the first week in
Theatre ’54: This non-profit ven- October.,
ADDRESS
ture has been in operation eight
Arena, Washington: This year
ZONE....
CITY.
seasons, with the ’53-’54 stanza round venture, which ^egan operrunning 30 weeks from the first ating in August, 1950, had no ofSTATE
week in November through the last ficial winter’ season beginning
Phone Number
wteek in May.
Attendance has Therefore its ’53-’54 running time
was figured as 52 weeks on the
basis of the regular season which
began June 1 and ended May 29
Business has been slack at the
theatre since the Government lay
offs began in the spring of last
107th Week as Sportin' Life
year. Attendance was high and
steady on top shows, but no profit
was earned. There were no stars
employed. House offered three
Currently July 12 to Aug. 7
preems, “Bad Angel,” “Thieves'
.

Cape Cod Music Fest

erally been satisfactory for authors
as well as agents.

Coonamessett, Mass., July 13.
will have a September
of Music, according to
John O. Crane, director of the
Coonamessett Music Society. At
the conclusion of the straWhat season at the Falmouth Playhouse
here, music festivities Will begin
with a series of three evening concerts to be given at tho Playhouse.

Cape Cod

Festival

GOODE THEATRE
Cllntqfi

Hollow, N. Y.

RAGOONA
A Now

Play in 3rd

hrformanen WED.

Wotk

thru SUN.

.

CAB CALLOWAY
Lds Angeles
Mgt.: BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway,

Carnival”

and

“The

Gretan

Woman.”

Now

York

For information: write Anita Post, General Manager,
4-8782
121 ChrUtopher St., NYC or Phone
4-6232;

WA

WA

,

“PORGY AND BESS”

PHILHARMONIC AUDITORIUM

THEATER DE LYS

NOW BOOKING for SUMMER-FALL and WINTER

A

company of 10 Equity
performers was used. -Tix at the
resident

WANTED

- SUMMER

THEATRE

1955

for

Will Buy Outright—-or Loaao Summor Theatre within 150
Now York City. Prefer ono currently operating.

'

Milo*.

Submit full details In writing to
Box 90S. VARIETY, 154 West 46th St., N. Y. 56

J

a

,

'
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photographer Paul Hlmmel’s “Ballet In Action (With The N. Y. City
Ballet Company),” text by Walter
Terry, dance critic for the N. Y,
Herald Tribune. Putnam will publish. in October, in a $10 de luxe
slated to marry Olivia deHavilland
most drastic .high- shortly in. Paris), has been in the
re- U, S. huddling with the Ladies
echelon magazine shakeups
week at Home Journal (Curtis Publishing)
cent years took place last
In Philadelphia, Marie
Crowell- Collier, with president management
pub- Claire has been compared to LH J
the
removing
Smith
C.
Paul
Galante* has conand
concept,
Home
in
Women’3
lishers of Colliers,
Curtis
Companion and American Maga- tracted for a number of that
fiction, ilfeatures,
mag
woman’s
Edward
Anposts.
their
zine from
m
published
be
etc.
td
lustrations,
thony of Collier’s will take a six
French consumpmonth vacation and will11 return for Marie Claire for
1»1 n
cai rtnmonf

Paul Snjith Tpkes Hold

One

of the

m

I

SCULLY’S

Garnett

with
Benjamin P.

»

Frank Scully toe

edition.

the

69

Laidlaw- Eshew.

assistance

of

Adams,, has written dhe' story of
“Willard’s of Washington,” the
in the capital where
practically every President of the
U. S. in the last century has visited.
Coward-McCanm will publish in

famed hostelry

September.
Samuel H. Goiter,- executive

di-

Hollywood,
agree with me (as the solons never tire of saying
. I think you will
to those they knew did not agree With them at all), that the Abbey
Players of Dublin of 20 years ago were the best acting group jn the
world. If the Moscow Art^ Theatre disputes this,' they’ve picked the
wrong year (or unbiased jurors.
Yet, it is surprising that so few of the Abbey Players, have held
their fine vintage flavor on export.
Except for Barry Fitzgerald,
ndfte really captured Hollywood, and the conquest of Fitzgerald, as
well as Sara Allgood and Una O’Connor, was chiefly in Character parts.
"The first great one to take Hollywood,- as a descendant of an Irish
king might have been expected to take the cinema capital, is Dan
O’Herlihy,
The star of “Robinson Crusoe,” he is the only human
being on. the screen alone for the first 60 minutes of a 90-minute
*

rector of 'the City of Hope Hospital*
has written the story of “The City
of Hope,” saga of the Southern
Ford-Taylor
and
Links
Marty
California sanitarium which many
on publishing and editorial liaison;
Two" bright easy-to-read, words of the film colony support,
and American's John W. McPher- and pictures books are “BobbySox”
Ballet dancer - actress - author
rin’s status is still unfesolved. 5
by Marty Links (Hawthorn; $1) and Angna Enters, has written and .picture.
Meanwhile, Smith himself as- “Never Say Diet,’’ by Corey Ford personally illustrated her new
He has to compete,. of course, for attention with a dog, a cat (who
sumed the post of editor-in-chief with illustrations by R, Taylor. novel, “Lucy Roissel,” the' story of gets kittens without seemingly another cat on the deserted island),
Official
of all three magazines.
a ballet dancer on Broadway, Which snakes, malarial mosquitoes, parrots and other flora and fauna, But
The titles tell everything.
were
that
shakeup
the
for
reasons
Miss Links*. popular strip, havini Coward-McCann will publish next in the main he holds the audience spellbound in a one-man show
it would accomplish a tightening to do with the life and times o
January,'
until his man Friday’s fbotprint'cdmes along.
and modernization of the. Cro Well- “Emmy Lou,” is typical teenage
O’Herlihy ’s horror on seeing evidence of a fellow human being,
Collier organization. However, it’s stuff, and Ford-Taylor do right by
Red Barber’s ‘Rhubarb*
something he longed to see all those lonely 18 years, rates among
an open secret that the company any and all who rebel against do“The Rhubarb the top acting performances of the year. His fascinated horror was
Red. Barber’s
toppers have been unhappy about ing anything about that battle of
The Story of' Modern increased by the fact that only one footprint was revealed.
the status of Collier’s,, which be- the bulge. Good seasonal reading, Patch
came a biweekly last August, It’s and also good for any of the other Brooklyn Dodgers” is on the Simon
That footprint took only one paragraph in Defoe’s science-fiction
Abel
advanced its circulation since that three seasons.
& Schuster list for late July is- novel..
It took lots more work to get it pn the screen, however.
Luis
time, but hasn’t kept pace with
suance, with N. Y. Post photog
Bunuel,
the director, Mexico’s topper, worked days trying to figure
increases of some other Weeklies.
Barney Stein providing the pix.
Polly Adler: Literateur
out how Jo get a single footprint on an otherwise untracked beach.
who
is CBS sports counBarber,
Believable: that her “House Is selor with a long record of ballThe Ladder Finally Pays Off
New Kine Year Book
Not A Home” has been sold to
He eventually solved the problem by using an extension ladder,
The 1954 edition of the Kinema- England, Sweden, Germany and casting tor the Dodgers and now
Yankees,
Y.
chore
for
N.
same
on
tograph Year Book (Odhams Press; Holland; that Popular Library is
three men, and a tide at the proper ebb. Two of the men stood with
$3) brings this leading British ref- bringing out a paperback reprint in will plug the book on'Tadio web’s their feet in the Pacific Ocean.
The third climbed the ladder and.
erence directory completely up-to- September of ner (original) Rine- “Make Up Your Mind” July 26.
hanging from his hands, swung to a point directly above the proper
date with details of new legislation hart & Co. bestseller; the pronunspot. He lowered one foot, made a clear deep imprint in the wet sand,
and a resume of all the Acts of ciamento that Eleanor Otis will
CHATTER
climbed back on the ladder and dropped back ihto the water. This
Parliament affecting the motion agent
magazine
her proposed
Literary agent John Elliott sails gave Buquel his single footprint.
picture industry in Britain.
articles; and even “a proposed Friday (16) for a two-month trip to
This explains hour a shot like this can be made in motion pictures,
Among tne standard -features of sequel to the book”—although what Europe,
but it doesn’t explain how the single footprint got there in Defoe’s
the 41st edition are a list of all do. you do for an encore?
covered the Holly book in the first place. Is it possible that the slave Friday had three
Keavy
Hub
films tradescreened in 1953, a comUnbelievable: that “a wellknown
pute directory of picture theatres writing team wants to adapt ‘House’ wood beat for the AP while Bob slaves and an extension ladder?
vacation.
in Britainr an analysis of produc- for a Broadway. musical aimed at Thomas is *on
It doesn’t explain either how Dan Herlihy got the fat job of becomof
leadAuthoress Bess Streeter Aldrich ing Friday’s master. After doing a nice
tion and biographical notes
an Ethel Mermah-type star running
job. in “Odd Man Out” he
My to.
reported
seriously ill at Bryan
73,
ing trade personalities.
roaring
the
‘finishing
school’
in
a
was picked to play MacDuff to Orson Welles’ “Macbeth.” What folNeb.
Lincoln,
Hospital,
Memorial
20s.” End of intermediary report
lowed was a seven-year itch for another really good’ part* He thought
‘Quest's’ Campaign
Christopher Fry’s newest play he was playing in “Hungry Hill” on a grind policy.
on Polly Adler, literatteur.
John Redmond Kelly, a former
“The Dark Is Light Enough,” will
He had been offered parts in seven B-pictures. He had even been
Canadian and onetime Time Inc.
be published by Oxford Press Aug.
James Melton's Auto Book
offered the second lead in a B-plns picture. He turned them all down.
staffer, .has been fussing the feath26.
“Bright Wheels Rolling” (Macrae
His agent, remembering that Jbe had been a disk jockey on Radio
ers of magazine publishers in New
Dratler
has
Jay
Screenwriter
story
the
York with a series of attacks in his Smith; $4.50) i$ virtually
“The Judas Kiss” for Eireann, wondered if this wouldn’t be a way for him to be noticed
It’s authored
around Hollywood a little. He has a voice perfectly tuned to the
new newsletter, '’Quest. He’s been of James Melton's Autorama.
antique auto Holt early in January. It is not a
going after the fake cripples, vets, authored by that
caprices of radio, but he also is one of the handsomest men about
story.
Hollywood
and exhibitor, singer
nurses and other “crews” that roam anthologist
Ken
with
editor of Road town.
Bond,
John
R.
collaboration
in
Melton,
...the
country highpressuring subTomorrow We Diet
and
together
“Sports
put
and Track, has
editor of True mag,;
scriptions. While such attacks are Purdy,
But that old Abbey Players’ credo kept whispering to him, “The
story of the world’s auto- Cars in Action,” a $10 book for
not new* Kelly, Who has an acid tells the
collector Holt publication in the fall.
only
a
progress
told
as
He
me the other day that he would have
motive.
best
or
nothing^”
prose, has gone beyond anything in
automobiles (which he ^•Los Angeles. Examiner will in- loved to have played the part of the priest in “I Confess,” which
recent memory in documenting the of antique
in troduce
care
loving
such
attends
with
But the swashbuckling stuff
magazine,
Montgomery
Clift
played
so
beautifully.
a new Sunday
attacks both with respect to submodern, streamlined manner of Pictorial Living, to be printed in he was 'being offered, all mqscie and no brain, left him colder than
scriptions agencies and to the magtell.
could
Melton
preservation)
as
Oct.
31.
starting
rotogravure,
Lawn.
were
Forest
if he
in
azines’ own trade association.
It’s nice antithesis to the current
Fortunately he had a wife, (who had also acted in “Odd Man Out”),
Hy Gardner’s book of memoirs
He calls the efforts made to cure sports
Abel.
car vogue:
now titled “Champagne for who understood what they were .tightening their belts about, though
is
'the chiselling teams a “pious and
%
Breakfast,” instead of “Eyes in the 1 doubt if their three children did. Fortunately, also, Luis Bunuel saw
fraudulent” coverup.
Richardson's Memoirs
Back of My Head”; published by his performance in that “Macbeth” flop, and set his eye on O’Herlihy.
James Richardson, for; about 20 Holt this fall.
Bunuel, rated one of the five best directors of all time in a National
No Secondary Boycott
Radio-tv domestic science expert. Board of Review, had been a Cannes prizewinner as well.
An injunction barring Teamsters years city editor of the Los Angeles
Oscar Dancigers and Henry Ehrlich hired him to direct a picture
Local 628 from secondary boycott Examiner, has written an informal Poppy Cannon, food editor of
Life House Beautiful, has “The Bride’s
strikes in its six-weeks-old maga- hook of memoirs, “For The
which they were trying to keep top secret for the time being. Bunuel
zine distributors’ strike here has Of. Me,” which Putnam will publish Cookbook” due for Holt publica- asked them to get O’Herlihy for the lead.
tion in August.
been issued by Judge Thomas J in September.
Ehrlich started out on a hunt that might have been designed by
N.Y. Daily Mirror staffer, Joseph
Clary in Philadelphia Federal
A. J. McClane, fishing editor of
Johnston, has authored an anti- Field and Stream, which is a Rube Goldberg. He called a friend in New York who was in charge
Court.
of public relations at. Ohrbach’s.
Secret
“God’s
book,
Local,
whose members drive Commie
wholly owned Henry Holt & Co.
Ohrbach’s has two stores in /'Los Angeles, but such a simple phone
newspaper and magazine delivery Armies,” also for Putnam in Sep- subsidiary, has written “The Amercall would probably have prevented Ehrlich from ever having become
trucks, called strike against Cen- tember.
ican Angler” for Holt publication
He told his friend in New York that
a producer in the first place.
Another book of memoirs is Pearl in October.
tral
News, local ^subsidiary of
he had read something about this O’Herlihy in the N. Y. Times, and
American News Co., in a wage dis S. Buck’s “My Several Worlds: A
X rewriter bloopered In report- would he do the art of motion pictures a favor and track down the
Personal Record,” for John Day
pute involving 129 employes.
ing that Pines Publications’ pubpublication in November.
guy, He thought he Was in a legit show, but when his friend got to the
licist Norm Hill is Paris-bound;
Dayton Vs. Sexers
theatre he found it was a film. I believe it was Ben Hecht’s “Actors
actually it’s the bossmah, Ned
City of Dayton, O., may go to
Want Ad Toppers
Pines who’s on the French busi- and Sin,” and I’m not sure whether O’Herlihy was playing the part
court in an effort to rid newsstands
of an actor or of sin*
Toronto Star, Canada’s largest ness-holiday junket.
of lurid sex and crime comic books
Anyone For Ohrbach’s?
daily (459,000) topped all North
Charles D. Rice, associate editor.!
Herbert Starickf City manager, said American p.m.'b in want-ad lineage
The Ohrbach man in New York telephoned Ohrbach’s in L, A.
determine last year (with 10, 843,-783 lines), of This Week mag, has authored a
a 'court case would
O’Herlihy
to the Screen Actors’ Guild. When Dan
theyHraced
and
stories,
fairy
children’s
of
book
whether the 'present laws are followed by Cleveland Press and
Magic,” to be published came in to find out what letters were not there for him, (he had not
strong enough to enforce a ban Milwaukee Journal.
Two a.m.’s, “Minty’s
He worked in six months), he got a message to telephone Ohrbach’s. By
against the books/^said to con- though, topped the entire daily next week by Dodd, Mead.
wrote 'it as a Christmas present for that time he would have taken anything, even a job as a. Toastmaster.
tribute to juvenile delinquency. He field—L. A. Times
(1J, 109,987 lines) his own kids.
He was
Ultimately he found out who wanted him and for what.
said if a, test "case would fail to
and Cleveland Plain Dealer, with
Henry Holt & Co. is also going told it was for Herman Melville’s “Typee.” He said he certainly would
stand up 'in court, he would rec Toronto Star and Miami Herald
ommend that city commissioners third and fourth among all dailies. in for that "limited edition” like to play* in it and might he see a script. Time went by and no
ballyhoo, with a $10 version (25Q script.
pass a stronger ordinance.
copies only) of Pulitzer PrizewinWhen he Was just about to mark a seventh month on his long layoff,
Yorkshire Post’s Bicentenary
ner Mark Van Doren’s “Selected a. script came. He was told to keep it top secret. It was not “Typee.”
Mel Evans Exits Doubleday
The Yorkshire Post, leading Poems,” which otherwise is being
Mel Evans has-gone into business
It
was “Robinson Crusoe.” The reason for the secrecy was that Metro
north of England daily, celebrated published at $5 in September.
for himself after some eight years
was figuring on making its own version of “Robinson Crusoe” in
Journal began as
with Doubleday, last as head* of its bicentenary.
Allen Raymond, former foreign Jamaica and planned to star Stewart Granger.
and
Intelligencer,
Leeds
the
the PermaBooks (paperbacks) subcorrespondent for the N-Y- Times,
On reading the script, O’Herlihy felt that all the prayers c$i himself,
changed to present title in .1866
sidiary. He'll operate out of his
with a public relations
newspaper, and now
his wife, and three children had been answered. The script was>written
Danbury (Conn.) home, working on when it became a daily
in New York,** is- author* of
firm
absorbing its rival, the Leeds Mer- “Waterfront Priest,” the story of by Phillip Roll and Bunuel. It was a pip. O’Herlihy signed, but pronto.
special projects for sundry publishseries of
The company went to Manzanillo, a wild stretch on the West Coast
ing houses, iribluding his alma cury in 1923. It has had
Corridanv and his
Arthur Rev. John M.
including
Fernandez have been argueditors,
filter. He worked out the Amy w.k.
one-man crusade against gangster- of Mexico. The islands of Tobago and Juan
who
took a stand against
Mann,
for ages as to which of them was the fexile home of pefoe's Robining
waterfront.
York’s
Vanderbilt book, “Home Repairs
ism. on New
foreign policy,
Chamberlain
the
claims
to such fame, was chosen
son Crusoe, but Manzanillo, having no
Made Easy,” and the like, and he’ll
Holt publishing.
present editor, W. L. Anshoot the picture, and daily
concentrate
merchandising and the
on
Annual Ohioana Career Medals by Bunuel. It took them five months to the cast from picking up
received., a
recently
who
drews,
ideas for nonfiction and club predoses of diodoquin and aralen to keep
knighthood in the Queen’s Birth- for 1954 will go to cartoonist MilThis took a lot of medicine because
mium books.
ton Caniff and ecclesiast Dr. Ralph malaria and amoebic dysentery.
George DeKay remains as editor day Honors,
Sockman. Presentation will be there were 60 technicians and actors in the company.
»nd will supervise PermaBooks.
of any substance in the picture was
actor
only
the
meeting
O’Herlihy,
at
the
Besides
October
in
made
Kobbe’s Revised Opera Book
Cooper Jaime Fernandez as Friday, and his performance was confined to the
of the Martha Kinney
Gustavfe Kobbe, author of the orig- Ohioana Library Assn, in ColumFrench-Style LHJ
experience was that of a
last third of the picture. His previous film
Paris-Match, which has been nal “Complete Opera Book,” first bus. The awards are made to honor
brother
grip at the Tepeyac Studios in Mexico City. He is a younger
widely likened to the French ver- published in 1919, and a New York
careers of Emilio Fernandez, who directed “The Pearl,” by John Steinbeck.
whose
Ohioans
outstanding
sion of: Life, is reviving its woman’s music critic for some time, has had
of
original
the
the
state.
Sixpence,”
to
Like Maugham’s hero in “The Moon and
Complete Opera have- added distinction
monthly called. Marie Claire— his
“Kobbe’s
He was
Peter Owen Ltd., London, has ar- Daniel Defoe’s “Robinson Crusoe” is fairly well-established.
femme like Joan or Mary in the Book” revised and edited by the
U. s. which hit a pre-World War Earl of" Harewood, for October ranged with Hermitage House for
Defoe
It circulation of over 3,000,000. It’s publication by Putnam, a $10 boxed an
English edition of FaubiOn
While the original story has not been lost to history, obviously
Bowers, “Japanese Theatre” to ap- added immeasurably to the stature of the original, and gave tne art
slated for early fall start,’ 130 edition.
it now
which
gone
impetus
has
the
Hermitage
facts
fall.
pear
next
unusual
recentfew
ges I® °* them in color, a sell
only
a
from
was
Harewood
fiction
Lord
of writing
L
a •‘popular” price (for France) ly editor of the magazine, Opera, into a second printing of the onlv eniovs everywhere, but especially in Hollywood.
of 100-francs (28c).
before. Douglas Fairbanks tried one
and is now director of the Royal American edition of “Japanese
It has been made in pictures
sales
that
expected
is
It
Theatre,”
Pierre Galante, roving corre- Opera House. Covent Garden, and
girl.
and of course in his, Friday turned out to be a
spondent. and exec for the publish- is an authority on musical tppics will mount when the Kabukl troupe
Christine Jorgensen, will liht
possibly
except
I believe everybody,
ing house, w.k. in Hollywood for in British and American magazines. from Japan again visits America
better.
much
version
O’Herlihy’s
Dan
his international film features (he’s
Another book on the ballet is next year.
.
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CHATTER

Wednesday. July 14. 1934
from North Africa to refurbish her
repertoire and wardrobe; already
booked for French Morocco Radio

Broadway
Harry (Leeds Clothes) Mlnoffs
ion Marvin A. Minoff, ex-Buchanan

London

from hometown, directed two concerts at International Music Fes-

I

Monique Van Vooren bowed

tival.

at

Schoenbrunn Studio working on
the Bagatelle.
Gustav
with
Pedros Lemos, of Teatro NaNancy Andrews opened a cabaret “Krambambuli,”
«id agency, now a GI in Korea,
lich
directing And Paul Hoergier
imprecontract
to
under
date at the Colony this week.
Henny Youngman, who will -con- tional,
in lead.
sario Vasco Morgado to produce
Femback,
publicity
Gerald
diJuly
until
tinue -at the Aquashow
Rom Imperial film* company
for Murder” for Monu- rector pf Republic Pictures, hos“Dial
18, says that he's "being held mental Theatre.
shooting near Melk. Lower Austria,
pitalized with a Slipped disc,
under.-”
Franz Schubert biopic, “Symhas
on
agency
Almeida
ad
Victor
a
went
to
Duke of Edinburgh
Alexander Paal due back from
extended its activities from Oporto charity gala of “The Dancing Years phony of Love.”
Germany in September where he’s to
Bad "Atissee, Upper Austria,'
taken over the pub- on Ice” at Wembley last Thursand
Lisbon
"The
Reproducing and directing
holding operetta festivals in July,
licity of cinemas. Eden, Politeama day (8).
turn of Columbus.”
Capitolio. Agency already conJames Dyrenforth, American starting With Franz Lehar’s
Louella O. Parsons, accompanied and
trols the ad biz in centre and north writer, authored “Halcyon Days,” “Merry Widow.”
by her maid, decided to make a Portugal.
to be produced by BBC-TV next
London quickie trip and left by
Sunday (18).
air from New York on Monday
Pittsburgh
’
“Airs on a Shoestring,” Laurier
night (13).
Lister’s
By Hal V. Cohen
intimate’ revue at the
Minneapolis
Arthur Rosenfeld, who sold lobby
Royal Courts Theatre, reached its
display frames to Broadway legit
Kitty Kallert’s booking at the
By Les\ Rees
500th performance last weekend.
theatres for 35 years, has retired.
Vogue Terrace set back until early
Old Log strawhatter offering
Fred W. Friendly and Peter October.
His new business cards read,
Cusick arrived via the Liberte
"Arthur
Rosenfeld,
‘RETIRED. “The Happy Time.”
Ray and Jim Laux, theatre manDorothy Lewis iceshow opens at last week. Lou Walters and Joseph ager-brothers for Stanley-Warner,
Lounging offfce, 323 W. 45 St.”
Vogel disembarked at Cherbourg. fishing in Canada.
Dennis Marks, son >pf Ethel Gil- Starlight club July 22.
John Davis, deputy chairman and
"The Curious Savage” on -tap at
bert,, now in her 19th season singJill Corey ho’use-guesting at her
managing director of the J. Arthur sister’s, Mrs. William Yockey, during at Bill’s Gay 90s, just gradu-. Edyth Bush Little Theatre.
Pianist Carmen Cavallaro into Rank Organization, elected veepee ing Copa engagement.
ated Duke U., where he wrote the
of the British Film Producers’
last two varsity shows, and now in Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Wolfe Kaufman, p.a. for sumMinneapolis Civic Opera opening Assn.
service aboard the USS.’Corrigedor.
mer opera company, hit the halfSir Arthur Bliss, Master of the century mark last week;
On his fifth day at sea he was season with “Don Giovanni” at
Queen’s
Musick, honored at a somade editor of the ship’s news- Lake Harriet park.
Evans Family back home after a.
Aquatic champion June Taylor ciety dinner last night (Tues.) tv spot in N.Y. on the Tommy and
paper.
jack Hyltpn, British impresario; tops Al Sheehan’s annual Aqua when he received the freedom of Jimmy Dorsey program.
the Musicians’ Company.
Jerome Whyte,, production super- Follies here July 14-25.
Lyle Harding, vet manager of
Sir Michael Balcon, Ealing Stu- Sheridan Souare Theatre, and his
Prom Ballroom summer undervisor for Rodgers & Hammerstein;
Robert Kreier, 20th-Fox rep in lines Tex Beneke band, the Com- dios topper, to be featured in first wife celebrated their 20th wedding
Germany and Austria, and Met- manders, Buddy Morrow, and Ralph of BBC “Close Up” series to be anni.
aired July 21. Ginger Rogers will
opera tenor Richard Tucker sailing Marterie.
Bill Finkels in Hollywood visitPop concerts with iceshows start- be on the second program.
for Europe today (Wed.) on the
ing their son, Boh Finkel, Who diOrmond Douglas, Australian rects the Eddie Mayehoff tv seed 18th annual summer season at
Queen Elizabeth.
St, Paul Auditorium and will con- musicomedy star who was in the ries, “That’s My Boy/
tinue three nights a week until London version of “Paint Your,
Ralph Kiner, Bob Prince and
Wagon,” makes his BBC-TV debjit Mike Rea changed the name of
Aug. 28.
Paris
Blues singer Sophie Parker back next week in “Show Case.”
Villa Catalano restaurant, which
By Gene Moskowitz
at her longtime stand, Gay 90’s on
Tommy Trinder, who has been' they just bought, to the Cameo
(28 Hue Huchetce; Odeon 49-44)
show that also includes Teddy in Australia and New Zealand for Center.
Irvin Shapiro here ogling Gallic Qualls, Arnold Walker, the Clyde the last two years, due back in
Snyder Girls and Eddie Bach orch. London this week, and will top a
pix for U.S. chances.
Show biz personalities to be here tv "Variety Parade” program
Gaby Morlay elected president
Madrid
next week for various of the Aqua- July 24:
of the Syndicat of Actors here.
By Lois Wilson
Doreen Duke, who plays a BurCannes prize-winning Jap film, tennial, local summer mardi gras,
Barbara Hutton at Ritz for Sev"Gate of Hell,” getting rave re- shows include Art Linkletter, Vera- mese princess in the Drury Lane
Ellen, Carlo Thompson, Curt Mas- production of “The King and I,” eral da^s.
views here.
Gloria Swanson plans to visit
SRO legit hit here is the reprise sey, 'Helen O’Connell and Rufe collapsed on the stage last week
and was carried off by members here this month.
Of the three-year-old Marcel Ayme Davis.
of the cast.
Patachou of ‘Paris big hit at
comedy success, “Clerambard.”
A performance of “Pal Joey” at nitery Pavilion.
Roily Rolls bicycling, in his
Jean Dalrymple in and out of
the Princes Theatre last week had
Buick, between the restaurantFire Island
to he abandoned 25 minutes after Madrid like a Hash.
cabaret L’Oree Des Bois and the
By Mike Gross
opening when a heavy piece of
Horse Show drawing crowds
nitery Ville D’Este.
Jean Giraudoux’s “Ondine” getHerman Shumhn weekending at .scenery crashed on the stage. Show from all over Europe.
was cancelled because of faulty
Yma. Sumac resting at the Hilton
ting open air staging in the Bois the Robert Lantzes.
after successful stint 'at the Villa
De Boulogne with Odile Versois
Chalk scrawl at the ferry land- scenery mechanism.
Ernie Anderson handling press Rosa.
playing the water spright.
ing; “Americans Go Home!”
Festival Ballet, directed by AnGeorge Jessel here to tour the
Eyelyn Keyes back again for a on John Huston's “Moby Dick,” being filmed on location at Youghal- ton Dolin, opened to raves. SRO.
Continent with daughter Jerilyn, quickie stay at the Dick Adlers.
but also looking for any possible
On the Island it's now “Crazy starting in two weeks. Technical sign out during engagement.
Ray Brock, roving correspondgood vidpix opportunities here.
Mary” for that tomato juice and crew has Been at Ireland for. several weeks transforming^the town ent, here for few days.
UA and
Mitty Goldin putting in summer vodka blending.
girlie show, “Paris Galante ’54,”
The Pete Kameron-Alan Meltzer into a 19th Century New England 20th interested in his book about
into his Theatre Capucines during cottage has its own resident ana- Harbor. Picture released via WB. Attaturk.
hiatus of his hit musical, “Songs lyst, Bess Parker.
Silvana Pampanini planed to
of Bilitis.”
Legit pressagent Bob Hector in
the “Canaries” for scenes in film
Pathe is building a new 2,000- for a one-niter on pressagent
she^has been making there. Will rePortland, Ore.
seater film house in Pigalle to be Arthur Cantor’s couch.
“One Touch of*VenUs” launched turn here before she goes back to
called the Pathe Palace. It will
Lester (CBS Radio veep) Gott- at the Portland Civic
Rome.
Theatre.
have all the latest techniques and liebs celebrated their 18th wedding
Morgan, first Spanish
Silvia
Hilo Hattie and Her Hawaiian
conveniences.
anni with a big Saturday night (10) Revue at
woman
producer, just completed
Amato’s Supper Club for
As Paris vacation exodus starts, bash.
her third film. Brought from Mexthree weeks.
all films, theatre, musichall and
Albert Carlo taking a beach
“Vagabond King” opened the ico as her leading men, are Abel
nitery receipts have dipped ac- breather
between his
Gotham Holladay Bowl outdoor Theatre ‘Zalazar and Tito Junco.
cordingly. In one week total film chore of decorating a new 52d St.
Gloria Swanson in on her first
season with more musicals to foltake of 32 first-runs fell from nitery.
visit to Spain. More than 75 reprelow.
$240,000 to $150,000.
sentatives of the Spanish press met
Weekenders: 'Mike Wallace &
William
Duggan
Attractions
Herman Millakowsky will pro- Buff Cobb, Phil Kahl, Duke Niles* bringing “Picnic” to
her; an interview appeared in ABC
the Audiduce Roberto Rossellini’s next film Shay Cogan, Dave Lipsky and Herb torium
the first granted an American
early in August.
“King
in Munich and Italy. Film, based Wurth.
and I” opens there later the same actress in the N. Y. Times of
on. a Stephen Zweig story, “Fear,”
Spain.”
month.
will be made as a German film
The new Fox, the first C’Scope negotiating a deal iii real estate;
and star Ingrid Bergman.
Theatre with one of largest screens Former wants to buy part, of
Barcelona
Sacha Guitry, in the middle of
Ruark’s Costa Brava property and
in the country, tentatively set to
shooting his “Napoleon,” already
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
preem July 29 with gigantic shin- then build a small shack, retire
planning his next historical epic,
Manuel Asensi, Spanish opera dig. Charles
for a year in Order to write “GAN”
Skouras is in charge
“Paris,” which will trace the his- singer, doing fine in Braga (Portuthe latter means, the “Great
of opening.
tory of Paris from the start to gal).
American Novel.”
today. It will have an all-star cast,
French singer Nicole Blanchery
Fourth of July weekend was
with Daniel Gelin already set to at Casablanca nitery .with. Count
celebrated in true American fashMemphis
play Villon.
Leroy and Gila.
ion, The American Club gave a
By Matty Brescia
“The Robe” (20th), first pic in
Georges Lourau, head of Uniparty in the patio of the Castellana
Jimmy Palmer to Peabody Ho- Hilton which was attended by
france Films, back from N.Y. and Cinemascope seen in Spain; still
declaring he made no definite com- doing good biz at the Femina after tel’s Plantation Roof for two weeks. Ambassador Dunn, Air Force brass,
Teddy Phillips orch to the Clar- socialites, and celebrities, both
mitments or negotiations on the eight weeks.
proposed French Film office, for
Legit actor Enrique Guitart hon- idge Hotel's Magnolia Roof for two American and Spanish, The Red,
publicizing Gallic pix in the U.S., ored by the Brazilian Theatre weeks.
White and Blue mingled with the
A1 (Cubby) Broccoli in town for Spanish colors of red bnd yellow.
which is to be set up soon now Academy which nominated him to
a powwow with exhibs on his pic,
that the Franco-U.S. pic accord is be an honorary member.
Dennis McEvoy and Bob Ruark
signed.
Emilia Escudero, Rafael Farina “Hell Bellow Zero.”
Jerry Foley back from N. Y. with
and Diana Marquez are starred in
the musical show, “Lights of the okay ou “King and I” here for
Berlin
Fair,” at the Calderon theatre.
week beginning Oct. 26.
Lisbon
Hans Hass returned from the
Jack Nobles exits here as manVittorio de Sica planed in from
Caribbean Sea where he made 'anLewis Gajyo
Mexico and was greeted at the ager of
returning to Dee other
underwater film.
Louik^Bafreira ahd Margarda off Muntadas airport (Barcelona) by Rivers brigade in Atlanta.
“The Red Line,” German fullto Madrid for nitery work.
his wife (former actress Guida Rislength
documentary on the Soviet
Joao Macedo. local lenser, off to sone).
regime, preemed in several West
S.. Paulo to work there for Helios
!

in July,
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Art** -Steirart back from
week European trek,

the city’s Aquatennial.
Prexy Ellis Arnall in from' Ate 0ting of
*W.al
•

®

SIMPP^

Smiley Burnette, back from1

•

9,000-mile p.a. tour, will, leave
on

another soon.

Jane Wyman to Cleveland for
preem of "Magnificent Obsession ”
Universal’s opus.
^

.’

Jack Cummings hops
.

to Houston

for .World preem of his "Seven
Brides -for Seven Brothers.”
Warners will reproduce area of
Old Santa Fe near Tucson for
"Strange Lady in Town.”

John Agar, Lori Nelson and John
Btomfietd to Jacksonville, Fla., for
leads in "Return of Creature.”
m Terry Turner, head ^of General
Teleradio, Inc., in

town from the

east to line up pix for video promotion.
Jose Gonzales Gonzales, brother
of comic Gonzales Gonzales, entered pix and will be known professionally as Jose G. Gonzales.

Pedro Armendariz was seriously
RKO’s "The Conqueror”
when his horse fell and

’

.

,uc
tlx.

Jack Car$on to Minneapolis for
*

injured on
location,

the

horse

following hit

dariz.

Armen-

:

Coincidental
celebration
endJuly of the 15th anniversary of Dr.
and Mrs. S. Hockenberg and the
confirmation of their, son, Ronald
Dennis. Mother is tne former
dancer and staler Dorothy Berke.
‘

;

,

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

Three Twins currently at the Old
Heidelberg.
Stall Dale, WJJD disk jockey, is
only Chi deejay who will tour with
Star Nite. to Detroit and Cleveland.
.

Showcase Theatre auditioning
original musical, "On the Lighter
Side,” next Saturday (17); it's
seeking Broadway backers.
Eddie Talbert, retired from
Paramount Music for the last five
years and recently back “from the
Coast, denies reports of his death.
Art Talmadge, veepee of Mercury Records, and all department
heads and sales force attending
national distribution conclave in

Miami.

Fred Townsend, publicist for
Palmer House, elected prez of
Publicity Club of Chicago, with
Dick White of Conrad Hilton as
first

vdepee.

Entertainment

Managers

Assn,

holding annual golf outing at. Nordic Hills Country Club July 22,
with agents Marv Himmel and
Jack Lau prepping program.
„

Jean FardUlli, Blue Angel boni-

face, to N.Y. this Week to o.o. new
Calypso talent. Hank Sieman, Ventriloquist who recently returned
from date in Australia; now. an
auto salesman in Chi and playing
club dates on the side.

.

—

—
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San Francisco
By Ralph Gleason*
Bandleader Skjp Martin vacationing here, and digging the
local night spots.

Cab Calloway and others from
the “Porgy and Bess” cast entertained at a Council for Civic Unity
celebration.
»
KRE disk jock Bert Solitaire off
on vacash, with Other jocks on station taking turqs handling his
'

.

“Open House” show.
Leland Hayward and other show
expected here for
of Mary Martin's "Peter
Part” July 19 at the Curran.
Peggy King guest ajt cocktail
party given her by H. R. Basford,
Columbia records distributor, to
meet local disk jockeys and press.
biz personalities

preem

.

RKO

Harriet Parsons,
producer,
flew up from Hollywood for preem
of “Susan Slept Here.”
Alvey
Moore, comedian in pic, in town
to plug film.

,

Films.
Legit actress Ester Abreu back
Istanbul
from two seasons in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.
By N. Zarar
Singer Morgado Mauricio signed
Highest salaried Turkish singer,
to contract by Spanish Nacional Zeki Muren, inked for
lead in
Radio for three months.
musical pic “The Last Song,”

Exhibs in' Oporto have opposed
and won the opening of open-air
cinemas in their district.
Tenor Loubet Bravo off to work
in niteries and radio in Switzerland, Belgium and Holland.
Singer Francisco Jose to Madrid
for dates at Pasapoga nitery and

i

Zagrep Radio orch planed In
from Yugoslavia for month’s engagement at the Denis Park.
Cuban dancer Zulema at the Fish
Alive

eatery,

with Italian

singer

Raphael de Luna on safhe bill.
Spanish vaude act, The Three
Velasques, at the Cinar with Indian
film thesps Ram & Zurka on same
.

in Spanish National Radio.
Lisbon office of Warners is prep- bill.
ping a project for a color pic loA representative of Pontl-de
cated in the Azores Islands.
Lauren tils in town to negotiate
Portuguese producer Artur Du- with authorities about
filming of
arte pacted Elena Espejo and Vir- “Judith
and Molofomes” in the old
gilio Teixeira for a pic to be made parts
of the city. Pic will have Kirk
in Madrid for Espejo Films Co.
Douglas and Silvana Mangano in
Chantoosie Graciette Melo here the title roles.

'

Cape Cod

German

cities.
By Eari J. Dias
Austrian-German film talks on
Mary Astor in to do “Late Love’*
Hans Schweikardt at Sievering future film exchange between the
at Dennis.
Studio directing the film comedy, two countries are in
progress at
Arthur Blake appearing nightly
Beloved House.”
Innsbruck (Austria).
at Atlantic House, Provincetown.
Marla Schell inked for Carl
Harry Piel rep may ifiake a film
Paul Hartman at Somerset PlayZuckemayer’s next film, “Master about the Germans Serving in the
house this week with new revue,
Over Life and Death.”
French Foreign Legion and the “Walk Tall.”
Walter Michalup, president of fights in Dien Bien Phu.
Julius Fleischmann, recovering
Venezuelan Concert Assn., arrangWolfgang Reinhardt, soh of the from heart ailment, at Cape home
ing exchange concerts.
late Max Reinhardt, plans to make far summer.
^
Erhard Buschbeck made provi- a film, “Ludwig von Bayern,” with
Tenor Jim Hawthorne, of Cape
sional chief of Burgtheatre after O. W. Fischer playing
the title Cod Melody Tent, guest speaker at
resignation of Josef Gielen.
role.
meeting.
Hyannis Kiwanis Club
State opera singer Christl Goltz
About 164 pix from 10 German
Dennis Art Center has opened
inked for “Salome” performances distribs are available
so' far for for -season
under direction of
at the Met during December.
the 1954-55 season which started portrait-painter Doris Robinson,
"Little Teahouse” with Oskar July 1, Last year,
the same outfits
Beatrice
Lillie on Cape fdr a rest
Karl weis ohe of Salzburg's main offered 154 films.
and to take in Helen Hayes«Festival
attractions during coming festivals.
Thanks to the surprisingly big at Falmouth Playhouse, CoonamesFilm comedian GuntheT Philipp moneymaker, “Five Minutes
Past sett.
left for Hamburg to play lead in 12,”
the
comparatively
small
Tallulah Bankhead’s appearance
C,C,C, production, “Radiostation Tempo-Film will be able
to launch in “Dear Charles” at Cape Playfive new German pix during this house, Dennis, sold out for entire
George Szell, absent to r 21 years season,
week.

By Emil W. Maass
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71
ing his writing career in 1930, he died, July 7 in/Hollywood, followworked at npost of the film studios, ing a heart attack. He had been
v
chiefly on westerns.
wtth CBS for 14 years.
Among Geraghty’s screen credits were “Wells Fargo;” “Mexicali
Joe Lefert, 49, veteran assistant
Rose,”* “Mountain Rhyhtm,” "In director, died
Hollywood July 8
Old Caliente,” “South of Tahiti,” of a heart attack. Wife, son, two
“King of Dodge City,” “The Fal- sisters and his parents survive*
con Strikes Back,”, “Shady* Lady”
/Wagon Wheels Westward” and
Claude Velsor, retired concert
"On the Old Spanish Trail/’
and church vocalist, died July 7, in
In addition to his wife and son, Denville, N. J., after a long illness.
he ~is survived * by a brother, Ho was a former music translator
Maurice, also a screen writer.
for G. Schiriher Inc^ music publishers ip' New York.

m

IBVINO PICHEL

fore entering show business as an
In 1947 he instigated
Irving PicheL 60, film director, exhibitor.
dled-July
13
the founding of KLIF, Pallas, with
scenarist,
and
actor
heart At- hie; son as prexy and grandson
in Holly wpod following a
tack, Pichel had appeared in legit Gordon McLendon as executive diand had been a member of the ad- rector. Latter two headfed the now
visory board *bf the Theatre Guild, defunct' Liberty Broadcasting SysAfter accepting an offer from tem.
Survived by his wife, son, grandMetro, he spent about -six months
writing film scripts and later ap- son and two brothers.
peared in a number of pix.
Pichel became a director 16
CARL FORMES
,
years ago. Films megged by him
Cai»l Formes, 68, retired operatic
include "Happy Land, “And Now and concert baritone, <Ued July 10
Tomorrow/’ “A Medal For Benny,” of a heart attack in North Salem.
Colonel Effingham's Raid,” “To- N. Y. He was the grandson of Karl
morrow Is Forever,” “Miracle of Johann Formes, German operatic
the Bells,” ‘‘Mr. Peabody and the bass. He had studied at the ChiMermaid” and “Twilight.”
cago Conservatory of Music and
had sung with the Chicago Opera
WILLIAM MANLEY
Co. and the La Scala Opera Co. of
William Manley, 57, playwright Los AhgelesFormes played a leading role in
and radio?tv script writer, died
July 10- in Madison, N. H. after an the operetta, "The Student Prince,”
illness of several- months. He be- on Broadway; He retired 16 years
gan his career by writing ‘‘Bible ago to devote his time to freelance
Dramas'' on radio. Xn. 1927 he col- writing. He vwas a life member of
laborated with Henry. Fisk Carlton Actors Equity.
on one of radio’s earliest dramatic
Survived by iVife and three sons.
series, “Soconyiand Sketches,” and
20
JOSEPH A. RYJBIN used it's theme alone for nearly
years in "SnOw Village Sketches.”
Joseph A. Rubin, 65, longtime
Manley wrote three plays for Pittsburgh nightclub owner and
Broadway. They included “The m.c., died in Baltimore July 7 while
.

Moon,” "Shooting Shadows”

visiting relatives there.

Memory

in Loving

He

flour-

My

of

Watchdog!

I

IDABELLE FIRESTONE
Jdabelle Firestone, 79,

,

Devil’s

widow

4r

of

rubber magnate Harvey S. Firestone Jr.- apd composer of several
theme songs for his radio program/
“Voice of Firestone,” died July 7
in Akron, ^Ohio. In 1936 her song
“In My. Garden,” was introduced
on the program and used as the

theme song.
Several of Mrs. Firestone’s other
.compositions, which included "You
Are the Song in
Heart,” "Do
You Recall,” “Melody of Love”

My

and "Bluebirds,”
were recorded
by Rise Stevens, Richard Crooks
and Eleanor Steber. She was elected a member of the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers in 1948.
Four sons survive.

.

VINCENT CURRAN

-

Vincent Curran, '49, onetime
comedian and more -recently an ad-

Son,

thus, SlMPp ivas. given the hilling of watchdqg- over .the major
outfits.

.

of theatrical attorney
Burning the indies mostly was
E. Reinheimer, was killed the now ended arrangement whereJuly 9 when his -car went out of by Yank companies
contributed
control and crashed Into 'a creek over.
$3,000,000 in two. years to the
11 miles west of Ketchum, Idaho.
Italian film industry as part of jan
Italo-American trade pact. As for
Philip E. Ahlm, 49, bit player,
the present, they refuse to endorse
died July 5 in Hollywood, as a rethat part of the new French accord
sult of two bullet wounds sustained
which - provides a split with the
at a party.
French government of a reserve
Mother of James Cairns, man- fund of somewhere over $700,000.
ager of Chicago office of Broadcast
reporter
underlined
that
Music Inc., died in Chicago June
president Eric A. Johnston
26.
has branded as repugnant any subsidy setups. Perhaps, it was sugFather,* 69, of -Tommy Bartlett, gested, Johnston went along with
emcee on the "Welcome Travelers" the 'French terms as the only
tv show, died July 11 in Milwaukee.
means of signaturing a deal of any
Father, 75, of Jacy Collier (Cog- kind.
This line of reasoning was flatly
ert), operator of a Boston theatrical agency, died July 5 in that city. rejected by the indies.

|-

19,

Howard

,

-

A
MPEA

Husband, 31, of American sosolicitor . for the N, Y.
Joumal-American, died July 5 in prano Matiwilda Dobbs, died June
New York. He was with-the Club 26 in London.
18 show, which included comediMother, 91, of actor-playwrightans Jackie Gleason and Joe Frisco,
author Noel Coward, died June 30
for many years.
in
London.
In 1950 Curran had his own comedy show on station IfiJNEW, N.Y.,
his
on
and in the same year sang
Robert Carrillo, member of the’
own program over the NBC net- Paramount studio labor departwork. He had written radio and tv ment, died June 29 in Los Angeles.
vertising

-

JACK

(IBEE)

PULASKI

883^-1 f 4«

1

,

LILLIAN

for

scripts

Gleason,

.

-

.

city during prohibition days. In starred the late Marie Dressier,
the last few years he had been and a musical, "Suite 16,” which
starred the late Grace Moore. He
nephews and also authored a number of one-act
plays for little theatre^ groups.
Surviving are two sisters and a

RICCARDO MANNING

in virtual retirement.
Surviving are two
three nieces.

THEA VON HARBOU

.

Manning.
.
He appeared on Broadway In the
musical version of "Street Scene”
and during the past two seasons
was a member of the New York
City Center Opera Co. Manning
went abroad this summer to appear in a performance of "Rigoletto” at the Vienna Opera House.
He became a XJ.S. citizen: In 1945.
Surviving are his. mother. Dor•

=

IN

Thea von Harbou,
and screen

novelist

65,

>

brother.

German

MICHAEL SURSOCK

died

writer,

Michael Sursock, operator of the
July 'I. in Berlin. Authoress of a
of bestsellers, she tin co- Temple of Knowledge, Atlantic
operation with Fritz Lang, pic di- City boardwalk attraction, died

number

July 6 after a long illness in that
His career included parts in
freak shows, carnivals and ip a
mind reading, act which toured the
Keith circuit for many years.
Sursock was credited with bringing the celebrated E g y p ti a n
best Gorman films.'
dancer,
Fatima, to the U.S. at the
After the last war, Miss von Harturn of the century.
•bou wrote several succes$ful books

who she later married)
wrote the scripts for some of the
most successful Genrikh silent pix,
such as "Der muede Tod,” “Nibelungen” (two parts), “Spiono” and
“Metropolis.”—"M” was one of her

rector,

city.

.

and again film scripts, such as “Dr.
Holl.” At the recent Berlin Film
Festival she spoke to the audience

R.

OSBORNE

MARRIAGES

Princt”

July 19, 1952

They took the position that no
deal at all would have been better.
For, they continued, the State Department could have been called
in at this point and doubtless
would have opened the doors to_
the French market for Yank pix.
It was conceded by the indies
that subsidies are indeed repugnant to Johnston. But this was coupled with the charge that some
major companies, eyeihg their own
profits and loss statements for a
certain period, would be willing

to. make sacrifices in order
obMary Ellen K$y to Robert Twitty, tain just a partial amount oftoearnHollywood, Jiily 11. Bride’s a film
ings abroad. Allegation was that
actress.
these outfits^ in order to up their
Eve Hunter to Gordon Wiles, profits for any certain period,
July 3, Trenton, N. J. She’s fashwould influence acceptance of a
ion editor of NBC-TV’s "Home”
show; he’s' program’s floor man- subsidy that would be costly over
the long haul.
ager.
Why not give a country a subViveca
Lindfors
George
to.
Tabori, Malibu, Cal., July 4. Bride sidy?
is an actress; he’s a playwright.
In addition to the usual retort
Donna Reva Moriarty to John W. re the possibility of chain reaction
Havey, Pittsburgh, July 10. Bride’s throughout the world, the indies
the daughter of Eddie Moriarty, stress another disagreeable result.
Metro Salesman in Pitt.
In Italy, which was mainly cited,
Edith Herskovitz to Martin Gir- the fact that U. S. pix were pro,son, Pittsburgh, June 26. Bride’s viding the local trade with what
on Metro’s staff in Pitt
was termed a handout meant an
Beverly Wills to Lieut. Alan unfair trading advantage over, say,
Grossman, Beverly Hills, Cal. r British films. Such a situation as
July 11. Bride is an actress, daugh- this obviously could /‘seriously inter of Joan Davis and Si Wills.
jure our relations with the British
Barbara Ann Borcher to Rev. industry,” it was stated.'
Robert E. Henry, Los Angeles,
An eastern exec who has repped
July 11. Bride was a dancer with several indies was particularly
N. Y City Ballet Co.
strong on the idea of carrying on
Dorothy Ridieimer to Howard, negotiations abroad through the
Roby, Columbus, July 10. Bride, is State Dept, because foreign industraffic manager and groom is a
tries always have governmental
'
!

John Roland Osborne. 64, an offi- director at WTVN there.
West Virginia Theatrical Enterprises, died June 26 in Wheeling, W. Va. For 33 years he was
associated with Nikitas Dipson of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brant, son,
Batavia, N. Y., in theatres located
Father’s on
there, in Elmira, N. Y., and in Pittsburgh, July 2.
and tv in Pitt.
radio
Wheeling.
He leaves his wife, a son, one
Mr.* and Mrs. Fran Walsh, daughter, Pittsburgh, July 4.
brother and a sister.
Father’s
on WDT-V staff.
C. ROY HUNTER
Mr. ahd Mrs. Hilly Rose, son,
C. Roy Hunter, 63, former head Chicago, July 6. Mother is Chi
'Of
Paramount’s camera depart- radio-tv actress* under nafne of
ment, died of a heart attack July 1 Sondra Gpir.
in Pittsburgh.
Entering the inMr. and Mrs. William Manns,
dustry in 1916, he headed Par’s
camera dept, from 1937 to 1944 son, Philadelphia, July 2. Father
when, he resigned due to ill is. announcer at WIP.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Floren,
health.
daughter, Santa, Monica, Cal., July
His wife and two sons survive.
6. Father is a musician with Law-

.

representation on their end. He
stated: "Our Government policy is
to encourage investments abroad

cial of

BIRTHS

MEMORY

CHARLES WARBURTON
"Good N^ht Sw««f

JOHN

j

Baker,

Phil

Mostel.
and "Wild; Waves.” Latte? was a ished in Pitfs speakeasy era as a Joey Fay and Zero
His wife and h son survive.
comedy based on the radio indus- cafe operator in the Hill District,
try. subsequently made into the where his trademark was “My Gal
PARKER A. HORD
motion picture,- "The Big Broad- Sal,” which he used to sing at the
Parker A. Herd, 71, retired auHe drop of a v hap for, as few as two or
cast,” starring Bing Crosby.
thor and, Broadway playwright,
did the television script of ‘‘I Re- three customers.
After repeal, Rubiti opened and died July 7 in/ Atlanta. Some 30
member Mama” until recently
when illnessfprced his. retirement. closed a. number of small taverns in years ago he had several plays
Among
Surviving besides his wife. and and around Pittsburgh, hut never produced on Broadway.
achieved the fame he knew in that them were "A Mix-Up,” which
mother .are two sons.

Riccardo Manning, 39, American
tenor, died July 7 in Vienna after
an abdominal operation, according/
to reports received in tho IT.S. last
week. Born in London, he bowed
with the Metropolitan Opera in
N.Y, in 1943. Shortly "after that he
gave a debut recital at Town Hall,
N.Y. Manning appeared with the
Metropolitan for two seasons and
at that time was known as Richard

Continued front 'bago f

line than if the minority interests
were without S1MPP.”

<

.

'

>

or whatever, already has had the
effect of keeping MPEA more in

and sending our pictures overseas
is an investment. In view of this
and various other factors it’s unthinkable that we wouldn’t have
our Government protecting us.”
Arnall consistently has been at
odds with MPEA over the Govern-

ment intervention

issue.

MPEA’s

1

othy Elsie, a onetime British musi- before her silent film, "Der muede
comedy singer, and his father. Tod/’ was shown fn a special performance.
Parents are divorced,

VIC HOBLER

WILHELM TONNE

Vic Hobler, 54, film explolteer,
theatre manager and former Hallmark Productions rep, died June
26 in Chatswood, Sydney, ’ Australia, after a long illness. He was
associated for a long period with
the Tatler, Sydney, ana was also- a
longtime theatre manager at Ipswich, Queensland.
Hobler became Aussie rep for
Hallmark after exploiting “Secrets
of Life” ("Mom and Dad”) throughout that Country.
On two occasions he visited the U. S. for Conferences
with
Hallmark prexy
Kroger Babb regarding the com-;
Pa ny’s Aussie setup.
Survived by three sisters and a
brother.

Wilhelm Tonne,
retired
75,
vaude performer, died June 28 in
Denver.
A native of Berlin, he

,

„

j.

d.

McLendon

J efferson David McLendon, 77*
radio-tv and theatre chain executive, died July 8 in Dallas after a

two-year illness. Board chairman
and part owner of KLIF, Dallas,
59 also headed the board of other

McLendon stations, KELP and
KELP-TV, El Paso, and the Tri-

State Theatres chain, which he
founded -in the early 1930’s. Film
bouse chain was started in Atlanta,
with his son, Barton R. McLendon, and still operates 20 the’

Loufslana,

—^

* nd

'

came

to the U. S. in 1905. He wed
Elfriede Heinzel in 1915 and the
couple was ’teamed for years hi an
acrobatic turn known as "The
Perrettos.” They trouped on such
loops as the Pantages. Loew and
Keith-Orpheum circuits and appeared on programs with the late
Will Rogers and Eva Tanguay,

ALVAREZ GARCIA

1

Alvarez Garcia, 45, composer,
died recently in the Canary Islands'
after a long illness. Besjt known of
his works was “Christus',” ah opera,

which tenor Miguel Fleta sang at
Madrid’s Teatro Caldefon.
Garcia also wrote a number of,
among other stars.
operettas that won much popularSurviving, besides his wife, are ity in Latin countries.
a daughter,. Mrs. Elfriede Huszar,
and two grandchildren.
Barney Chussitt, 50, co-owner of
the Regent Theatre in McKees
THEODOR LOOS
Rocks and also an executive of a
Theodor Loos; 71, German stage lumber company "'and a chain of
and 'film actor, died June 27 in drugstores in Pittsburgh, died in
Stuttgart, West Germany. He be- that city July 2 after a long illness.
gan his career several years before His wife survives.
World War 1 and appeared mainly
on Berlin stages, such as the LesMother, 82, of Mrs. Ben Piazza,
sing Theatre, Deutsche Theater wife of the vet film industry exec,
and Staatstheater.
died July 4 -in Hicksville, L. I. A
One of Loos’ best remembered son and two other daughters also
roles was that of Peer Gyntr which survive.
he portrayed 450 times. Besides
his stage activity, he starred in
Elizabeth Storm McGrath, 71,
about 100 German pix. Since 1949 former actress, 'died July 9 in
he belonged to the ensemble of *the Reseda, Cal. She was one of the
Stuttgarter Schauspielhaus.
original players in "The Drunk-

—*'’

•

.

GERALD GERAGHTY

ard.”

Her husband and

sister sur-

vive.

Gerald

Geraghty, 48/ screen
McLendon was a crim- writer, died of a cerebral hemorinal lawyer
and county judge be- rhage July 8 in Hollywood. Start-

Jerome Beranek,

CBS Radio

38,

technical

manager

of
operations,

rence Welk’s orchestra,
Mr. and Mrs. Van Heflin, son,
Santa Monica, Cal., July 8. Mother
the/ former actress,; Frances
is
Neal; fatjher is the plx : legit sCar.
Mi*, and Mi’s. Jules Levy* son,
Hollywood,' July 2. Father is a
film producer,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Farren, son,
New York, June 27. Father is producer with Barry, Enright &
Friendly, tv packaging office.
Mr. and Mrs.. Ivan Black, son,
New York, July 9. Father is veteran Broadway pressagent, now
seguing into stage production.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Ross, son,
Nottingham, Eng., June 28. Father
director of Bristol Old Vic
is
School; mother is former actress
Mariane Edwards.
Mr. and Mrs.v Burt Lancaster,
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., July
Father is a screen actor.
3.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sussan,
son, New York, July 9. Father directs the Eddie Fisher NBC-TV
Show* "Coke Time.”
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Carlyle,
son, New York, July 7. Mother is
former actress Brooke Fleming;
father is an actor.

position is that State Dept, representation would mean delays in
establishing dollar-film exchange
deals and the State reps assigned
to the job would have insufficient
knowledge of the peculiarities of
the picture business. More broadhas objections based on
ly,
the principle that Government "interference” in private business
should be kept to the minimum.

MPEA

:

.

(

j

No

‘Pf9-Bele^sjj|ig’
Continued from pail? *3

=

that the bally whipped up
in the early dates loses some of
it§ effect when the film is sent out
nationally. Further, when the pic
is placed in unlimited distribution
'after the pre-release and withdrawal there’s the risk of its being identified as a reissue.

ing

.

is

Main motivating

factor, though,

appeared to be the conclusion by
distributors that all companies now
are stocked with the type of feature product which, seasons back,
would be considered for pre-release. As a result of concentrating
production Values in a lesser number of films, the outfits have an
aggregate of, perhaps, 20 or more
pix of what they consider prerelease caliber.
*To place these in limited runs
and yank them would upset the
nvprall rlistriVnition natter n.

)

)

}

!'
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Berlin TeHs Inside

After Ike Gives
'

may have been

flying license, etc.)

a contributing factor, has only
served to heighten the displeasure
over last week’s newest* -Page 1
kick-around of the revelation. that
The
is having! some troubles
with his Wednesday night ’’GodIt’s no sefrey 8c Friends’’ cast.
cret that the CBS brass winces at
headline.
-each new
The fact that the latest Nielsens
for June 12 spotted the Monday
night “Talent Scouts”, in' No. : 18‘
position (for a couple years it ran
•second only to “Lucy” in leader-

G

—

—

With “Godfrey & Friends”
relegated to Np. 32 position, is a
•source of discomfiture to Columbia.
What makes the picture even
more tenuous is the upcoming
“Disneyland” ABC-TV Wednesday
ship),

night series
ther inroads

To Dodge Ban on

'

The

'Kit

Bias

years one of the best known local
dine and dance spots, is to be reopened as the Kit Kat Country
Club for. use by its members only.
This- is. the second local nite spot
to turn into a country club in
recent months.
Move is believed to be the start
of a movement which' has been
brought, about by the recent Sur
preme Court ruling against segregation ban. The Kit Kat is operated
by Dick Jones. The first local club
to make the change was Club Sevenoaks, which is operated by Col.
B. F. Chadwick.
•

Probe Guy’s Habit Of

A

I

TV’s Own Supply
.

Morris Agency’s

love That

—

Video’

Pix Bid

& Asked

i

cut back on God-.

William Morris agency’s tv boys
( Continued on page 32
hit thelackpot over the past couple
of weeks in a $3,000,000 three-way
program representation which, no
L’viile's Show Train Idea
matter how you slice it, adds up
Going So Well, There’s Bid to a juicy $300,000 commission
plum, at the usual 10% fee.
for N.Y. OperaDitto
First off, the talent agency figured In the, slotting of the new
Louisville, July 2p.
Celeste Holm “Honestly Celeste”
Third
to
Louisville
show
train
,
New York, set for Dec. 5-11, is show as the3 Bristol-Myers fall renow receiving applications fof* placement for “Man Behind the
dates. Second train, which carried Badge” Sunday nights on CBS-TV.
some 200 showgoers from the Blue- Then the percentery house knocked
grass, returned ffom N. Y. July 4 off the new Peter Lawford Campwith reports that the trip was a bell Soups entry, which goes in as
great success. Indications are that the successor show to “Campbell*
on
Friday nights
the third train will be oversold, as Soundstage”
were the first two, and Boyd Mar- NBC-TV. And last week the Mortin, Courier-Journal drama editor, ris agency found itself with a
has been busy lining up shows and plum on the new Red Buttons deal
accommodations at the New York with NBC.
and., with the Baltimore &

Now

.

%

Ohio R.R. for transportation. Mar-

tjn plans

to keep his readers informed from time to time as plays
selected. He’s also making

every

effort to accommodate all
who want to make the December
JUp, even if a second train has to
run later in the theatrical season.

Sign Helen Tranbel

For CBS-TY Series
Helen Traubel this week was
signed to an exclusive contract by
CBS-TV. The opera star, who

RKO

RKO

Bigleague Aura

quests

*

'

%

310

For Off-B’way

train idea has gone over ankled the Mef last year in a dispute over her nitery activities,
ixji Louisville, .and rehave come to the drama edi- preems on the network Aug. 25, in
n OP era train to New York a guest shot on Red Skelton’s
?
s «ty answers to a pub- Wednesday night summer show in
suggestion have came to the Arthur Godfrey time. MeanAnderson, music editor of while, the web is developing a
series for Miss 'Traubel.
ri r ' j0Ur na1 Seating in*
Among contemplated moves for
terpS°;n
t project.
J
est m +
the
Singer just finished filming the the ’54-’55 season are the setting
Proposed trip
jave for its purpose
attending upcoming Metro release, “Deep in up of a central off-Broadway ticket
y Performances at the Metro- My Heart,” the Sigmund Romberg office in the midtown area. Poolu Opera House.
filmbiog starring .Jose Ferrer.
(Continued on page 16)

Show

tremendously

S

r

Pares Hollywood

4

CBS

Recently

o
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San Antonio, July 20.
Kat Klub, for many

GREEN

"Some years

ago,” says Irving
Berlin, “I was asked in an interThe face of Tin Pan Alley is
view what was the most important
changing again. What Was once a
Winning Grand Prizes decision in ray life, and I said that
tightly knit setup geographically*
that decision was not made by me,
is now spreading out around ManLos Angeles, July 20.
hattan, running from Madison Ave.,
It takes more than just plain but by my motherl and father when
on the east, to Eighth Aye., on the luck to win nine, automobiles at they decided to bring ine from Ruswest, and going as far north as filmhouse bank night drawings, in sia to America.” a
57th St. from its southernmost the opinion of the L. A. County
Last Friday (16), when President
point in the 40s.
That is why Floyd Eisenhower received the No. I
sheriff’s staff.
Since the turn of the century, James, of Long Beach, and seven songsmith of the land, and bis
the music biz has made sporadic others were booked on suspicion of wife, the former Ellin Mackay, at
moves uptown but the shuttling grand theft,
the White House, to personally
was done in the same general area.
Lt. Herman Garbe said James clasp Berlin’s hand following the
In the early 1900s, the pubs congre- admitted winning that number of signing of a special Congressional
gated around 14th St. to* be near cars in four years but couldn’t re- bill authorizing a $1,500 expendiTony Pastor’s vaudeville house, member- what became of them. ture so that a gold medal could be
considered then as the best plug Sheriff’s office indicated there struck and presented to the famed
showcase for a new. tune.
few must be a tieup with ushers.
songwriter “in recognition of his
years later, the drift uptown began
many patriotic songs, including
with the pubs centering their activ‘God Bless America’,” Berlin fully
ities on West 28th St. between
realized “what a wise decision my
Broadway and 6th Ave. It was here
parents made back in '93 when
that Sidney lO. Henry) Porter is
they left Russia to the czars and
•
said to have given the industry the
brought me to America.”
Tin Pan Alley tag. According to
While the spotlight was put on
several
vet
pubs,
O.
Henry
“God Bless America,” Berlin obchummed with a tunesmith trio
serves that “it is not just a song
(Stan Murphy, Egbert Van Alstyne
I wrote
it is an expression of my
and Bert Grant) at a saloon near
gratitude to the country that gave
the Everard Baths on West 28th.
me the opportunity to write that
In the summertime, the pubs used
song.” Although it has realized alto open all their windows and the
most $250,000 for the Girl 8c Boy
piano pounding that emanated
Value of Hollywood’s huge li Scouts of America Foundation,
sounded to O. Henry's ears like tin braries of films, in terms of sale
which owns the copyright of the
pans. Hence, the monicker which to television, is coming down, and
song and all its earnings, he feels
has stuck through the years.
fast. This is the conclusion drawn
is a fortuitous happenstance and a
(The more accepted author of the by executives aligned with both
nice economic yield but “in acterm Tin Pan Alley is Monroe H. mediums and whose reappraisal of
tuality really secondary to the fact
Rosenfeld, songsmith and chatter the
was
situation
pix-to-video
that such a song had to be written
columnist on the old N. Y. Morning prompted by thtf attention given
and has become so patriotic a
Telegraph. And still another legend the current Floyd Odlum-Howard
paean of love and affection for this
ascribes the term to Mike Bernard, Hughes
negotiations.
great country of ours.”
a pioneer “ragtime” pianist at
Reflecting the- diminishing worth
The commercial aspect of the
Tony Pastor’s).
of the back-number picture prop- song, to Berlin, is incidental, “beIn the post World War I period, erties, say the execs, is their esticause don’t let us forget that we're
another mass uptown move began mate of the likely price tag on the
a commercial country; even the
(Continued on page 40)
vaults at this time. They people who make the American
say Jhe company’s* oldies might
(Continued on page 36)
bring $10,000,000 if a deal could
be cooked up. (The Odium-Hughes
have stirred considerable
talks
Stations, Biggest
speculation Within and beyond the
trade, but nothing has been clearly
established re an Unloading to tv,
Yet, for D. 0. Selznick’s
despite the spate of reports indicating thisv)
$1,000,000
A little more than two yeai^ ago
a
bigleague
Largest television hookup ever
There’s
concept Hughes turned down an offer of
brewing for off-Broadway next seaat* least 310 interconassembled,
( Continued on' page 32
son.
Plans to place the off-thenected stot'ons representing affiliStem operations on a more solid
ates of all folir networks, has been
footing than they’ve been in prior
set for the electrical industry’s
Diamond Jubilee $1,000,000 specyears are under consideration by It’ll Cost Yankees 50c
tacular on Oct. 24, which David O.
the recently formed Off-Broadway
Selznick will produce. Previous
Theatre League.
For Peep ait Rebel
high, a 225-station, four-network
Ideas being mulled call for inAtlanta, July 20.
hookup, was achieved on General
creased cooperation among the
irf line with ruling by Secretary
Foods’ Rodgers & Hammerstein
theatres and an improvement of relations with the public, press and of the Interior Douglas McKay up- spec this winter.
Selznick, making his video debut
craft unions. Initial step taken by ping admission fees to national
the League has been to levy a $25 parks, it now costs 50c to drive on the spec, will handle the proinitiation fee on member groups. your automobile up to the top of duction personally, as well as write
In addition, when a group has a historic Kennesaw- Mountain at a good part of it. Show, which will
Some of be aired from 9 to 11, is still unshow “ running, $1 per week for nearby Marietta, Ga.
each 10ty seats in the theatre will the bloodiest fighting of the War titled, with no talent yet signed.
Between the States took place at N. W. Ayer agency, repping the
have to be paid to the League.
*

Tex. Club Goes Private

and its threat of furon the Godfrey show-

case,
•

Him Country’s Medal

By MIKE GROSS

,

dominating the Top 10 Nielsen
sweepstakes through his brace of
nighttime showcases, Arthur God(he
falling
from-" grace
frey’s
doesn’t even show among the first
15) has become a source of anxiety
to the CBS high command.
The fear that the batch of extranotoriety
curricular
newspaper
over the past* 12 months (the Julius
LaRosa incident, Godfrey’s revoked

On 'America Tune
By ABEL

In sharp contrast to less than a
year ago, when he was consistently

CENTS

25

TV Skow

Peak

'

Kennesaw between Gen. William 300-company Light’s Diamond JuTecumseh Sherman’s (it says here) bilee Committee, has already gothated Yankees and the gallant (for
Gen.
Southerners under
(Continued on page 14)

sure)

ten

clearances

CBS
Mont

on 249

ABC

stations, with
setting 60 to 65

NBC

and
?nd Du-

more

outlets.

MISCELLAXY

WedUMday, July 21. j 954
lu hr.

*
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‘Re4K

*

'
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Pairs Martin
By* ABEL

& Lewis

Party

•A*

GREEN

Atlantic City, July 20.
''Paramount Pictures junketed the

national
press,
radio - television
corps to >this resort town in connection with Jerry Lewis and Dean
Martin’s new film, "Living It*Up,”
and to mark the pair’s "8th Anniversary Reunion" of their professional start as a team in an AtlanThe junket was
tic City cafe.
hangup exploitation for the picture and the stars, but it may have
started something bigger— a new
latterday show biz interest in this
seaside center which once upon a
time loomed as a showcase burg.

V

DES MOINES

JOHN HUSTON MULLS

Des Moines, July 28,
for
early
scheduled
months of operation of Deal.
Moines’ $5,25O',OQ0 Veterans MemEvents

(

manner

The

in

which

Paris, July 20.,

The John Huston "Caesar * Ritz,
Host to the Worltf’ tiiopic dent,
which Irving March Is agedting’
here, is based on the book authored
by his Wife, now 87, and still active
around the Ritz Hotel here. As is
her son, Charlfes Ritz.
Huston has been discussing the

Currently On Tour
Under Personal Management

WALTER PLANT

film idea, in the same local color
idiom as his “Moulin Rouge” (Toulouse-Lautrec) picture of two sea-

.

Par’s

Jerry Pickmaih Herb Steinberg &
Co. lived-it-up for a group of 80 or
90 guest's recalled the halcyon days
of Atlantic City^when an opening
at the Apollo of a new "Ziegfeld.
Follies,’’ George White’s "Scandals”
or Ear], Carroll’s “"Vanities,” was
a major off-Broadway event. Broadwayites then gravitated to Atlantic
City in a more gala and festive
mood than today’s workaday excursions tp New Haven or Philadelphia for. the traditional out-of-

HORACE HEIDT

’

sons back.

a fisherman; has frequently done
the Izaak Walton bit with Ernest
Hemingway and kindred sportsmen. He frequently visits Hemingway in Cuba and now is fishing in
Norwegian waters.

.-

;Pike; N; H., July 20
lyhat started as. a m&taUer.
noon’s, entertainment under
th*
trees pt the White Mountains
a

few y«*r* ago has burgeoned into
a summerGong .informal seminar
gnd .symppiiium of art, writing
show biz and what’s wrong with
the World, sponsored by a summer
:

orial Audltoriyfljiy to be opened resort mid drawing much of
its
about Jan. l; ranRe from commer- audience from surrounding New
cial, industrial and outdoor shows Hampshire hamlets.
to an ice skating show rihd pos-v
Outstanding Success of the fifth
Slbly basketball' tournament play. annual .White
Mountains Festival
Bookings definitely set* by Con*- of the > Sevefi Arts which ended
mission Chairman Alien Wnitfleld, Monday (19) at the Lake Tarleton
include an automobile show in the Club, here, will be followed-up
arena and on the exhibition floor later, iq v the season by a reprise
below, Feb. b-12, a combination called «tfte Cracker Barrel Encores
flower and hijne' show sponsored according
to
hotelier
Walter
by thb De$ Monies Builders’ asso- Jacobs;
ciation In both arena rmd.exhibiSpeakers at the festival’s afterLon areas, Feb. 13-27; Shfpsteij
lunch sessions on the Tarleton
Johnson Ice Follies, March 22-27; green included
S, L. K M. Barlow,
the United Sports and Vacation
critic
and composer; publisher
Shows, March 31-April 6 and the Bennett Cerf;
foreign correspondElectrical Industries Show, spon-r
ent Gerald dark; Norman Cousins,
sored by the Electric League of
Saturday 'Review editor; artist
Des Moines, April '3t)-May 8.
Adolf Dehn; ANTA president ClarMaximum seating i’oi the audi- ence Derwent; Dr. Stephen A.
torium will be 15.200. Axel Reed, Freeman, vice-president of Middleformer manager of the Mayo Civic burjr College; Partmouth Professor
Auditorium, Rochester. Minn., as- Allen R.y Foley and actress Eva
sumed the duties of general mana- Gabor.
ger of the Des Moines auditorium
Others were radio-tv producer
July 1.
Mark Goodson; painter Marion
Greenwood; Gov. Hugh Gregg of
New Hampshire; playwrights Moss
Hart and Arthur Miller; actor Arnold Moss; Paul Scott Mowrer,
’N’
'

.

1939 'by Lippincott in
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The “Caesar Ritz” book was published

;

&

,

Incidentally, Charles Ritz is quite

•
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By jBICHAkD JOSEPH

h

;

America and in England by Harrap
the same year.

By MIKE KAPLAN

town break-ins.
Some Never There Before?
Atlantic City was either "haven’t
been here in years" or a “first time

Hollywod, July 20.
Hollywood has more friends all
over the world than it had 10
years ago, -according to Danny
ever” for many of the press-broad-,
Kaye who held a press conference
casting corps. As such, it was natIn the offices of Norman Panama
ural lodestone for many who might
and Melvin * Frank, -partners with
never have bothered with this sort
Kaye and Sylvia Fine in Dena Proof Paramount junket.
within
at Paramount
ductions,
Jerry. Lewis’ own
Dean Martin
hoitfs of bis having arrived from
the
with
return to A- C. coincided
Honolulu, which was his last stop
centennial celebration of Atlantic
in a 38,000 mile trip as ambassador
Thus
City as a sqmmer resort.
at large for UNICEF, a branch of
some of the staid community bars
An officer of a major company, the United Nations providing mediexcepteverything
have let down—
mulling theatremen’s beefs about cal and nutritional ”rare for chiling the gambling which way back high film rentals, had a different- dren.
Washington, July 20.
was a corollary to* this beach re- slant. He stated: "The exhibitors
He accepted’ the appointment on
sort.
The north Jersey gambling probably Won’t believe this but acTotal receipts of motibn picture
April 21 and, except for a benefit
return
such
kayoed
scandals have
tually we’re on their side. We have premiere in London two days later, theatres fell 17.1% from 1948 to
(Continued on page 53)
a common enemy—the agents.”
he didn’t mention “Knock On 1953, the U. S. census bureau reHis argument is that the per- Wood" during the entire trip, which
jeentage reps of Hollywood players included South Africa,* Bombay, ported today, on the basis of a preMETRO CAN'T HAVE HANEY are demanding more and -more of
New Delhi, Rangoon, Burma, Thai- liminary survey. The decline in
a payoff for their . clients. “And
receipts from admissions was acDancer Tied To ’Pajama Game’ this means we must get more and land, Hong Kong, Tokio and names tually
20.5% r but the sale of reand
places unknown to him where
*
On Broadway, Brisson Insists
more money for our pictures from hdlf the population died before freshments increased by 38.5%,
exhibitors in order to come out,” reaching the age of five.
proving a lifesaver to Many exhibiHollywood, July 20.
'
he added.
He took the commission, he said, tors.
Report that Metro will withdraw
Another source related that some
Total take for 1953, according
Carol Haney from her stage role players, including Clark Gable, are to see what he could do to help
sick and crippled children, not to to the census bureau, was $1,323,in “The Pajama Game” this fall now asking, and receiving,
10% exploit his pictures. He found chil- 838,000, compared., with $1,596,for a film role in "Robin Hood” of the gross of a pic as their
rewere denied emphatically by Fred- muneration. This is gross from the dren everywhere the same Shy at 665,000 in 1948. Number of theafirst but ready to accept him and tres in the nation declined very
erick Brisson, co-producer of the top, i.e., the money
collected by
Broadway smash. Neither the film the distributor worldwide before share in his clowning after he slightly from 18,509 in 1948, to
18,205.
company nor anyone else, he said, there’s any breakdown on produc- broke the ice.
Though he was met and enterhas a right to her services at that er-distributor split.
Receipts from admissions—extime.
tained by top level people in all clusive of federal, state and local
the countries visited, Kaye quick- admissions taxes— brought/ the exMiss Haney, he explained, has a
ly worked* his way down to the hibitors
run-of-the-play contract with the
$989,868,000 last! year,
children and seemed prouder of down from the $1,244,355,000 total
legit company until next June 1. So That’s What Happened
this than of anything else on the trip for 1948.
She has a right, it was pointed out,
to take a six-week leave from the
To That Zither Player He took along a camera crew and
they shot 9,000 feet of film. This
show after Jan. 1, 1955, to make a
Vienna, July 13.
will be cut and edited into a short.
picture, if she exercises this right,
"Legality Day” was the title of Kaye will
I
handle the commentary. Berlin 100% on ‘Liberty’;
the six-week period will be added
a big party given by Anton Karas,
Then the picture will be presented
to her legit pact.
zither player and composer of. the
Sees Fine Pic Prospect
to the United Nations, in gratitude,
“Third Man Theme.” Guests to his for them
to do with it as they see
Irving Berlin is now 100% owner
Heuriger Weingarten in Grinzing fit.
Harriet Parsons in N.Y.
of "Miss Liberty,” the legit musisat for the first time "legally”
In
his
press
conference
he cal he co-authored with Robert E.
Harriet Parsons, RKO producer. there.
Is due in N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.)
Karas had opened his place with- seemed as fresh-' as a daisy and Sherwood and jointly produced
to join in the bally for her newest out final* consent of the license is- glowed with the pleasure the trip with Moss Hart aqd Sherwood.
"Susan Slept Here.”
suing office. He was fined, told to gave him, playing down its dysen- Hart also staged. The Berlin Music
Instead of having a player make shutter, did not do so, anq was tery and other hazards, Growing Co. is the new technioal full ownej?
the publicity rounds, RKO sked fined again. Finally, he found an- serious for a moment he said there of^all rights.
calls for Miss Parsons .tO appear on other Heurigen owner, who was were three things to remember
Berlin has long been committed
v
radio-tv shows in Gotham and meet willing to surrender his license in about India. (I) Don’t drink water to the idea that it is a good film
the press. She’ll be east two to his favor, so the government office that isn’t boiled, (2) don't eat raw property and there have been nibvegetables or fruit, (3) don’t eat bles
three weeks.
had no more objection.
from William Goetz and Parany fruit you can’t peel. It sound- amount,
supposedly with Rene
ed like the Ghandi diet for survival Jeanmaire
in mind, and Metro prein the Far East.
sumably with an eye- to a Leslie
He advanced points for improv- Caron vehicle.
ing the health of these areas. and
"Liberty” was not a Broadway
\
pointed out that the elimination of
click but, telling the story of
Enclosed find check for $
malaria would reclaim millions of
Franco-Americari relations, revolvacres of land, which in turn could
ing around the "Lady” in N,Y. HarPlease send VARIETY for
y*” g
support healthy people. He made
bor, Berlin is certain of its filmund mention that even the picture sical
values, especially now in light
business could be helped by this,
of world relations.
(PleaM Print Nam«)
but it was obvious it would be.
He plans to start production on
Street . . .
"The Court Jester” in the near fu-
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editor and Pulitzer
EmanUel Friedman,

Prize winner;
foreign editor

pf the N. Y. Times; commentator
Lisa Sergio; author Horace Sutton;
Untermeyer;
New
poet v Louis
Hampshire: Senator Robert W. Up-

Dartmouth Professor Herbert

ton;

West; writer Maurice Zolotow;
beauty Bess Meyerson, and this
-

byliner,; as travel editor, of Esquire,
AJ fresco and auditorium con-

and

certs

recitals were given by
Salvatore Baccaloni, the

Met basso

(Continued on page 13)
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WiB Have Soundtrack

;
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Motion picture technique
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will be

followed to enable Capitol Records
to bring out an original cast soundtrack album of the Max Liebman

NBC-TV

spectacular

which

will

star Betty Hutton. Show will be
telecast Sept. 12 and Capitol experts to have the album in stores

•around the country the week preceding the show.
Complicating the plans is the
fact that no final decision has yet
been made on the score. Tunesmiths Jay Livingston and Ray
Evans have already written 10
songs and others will be turned
out shortly. By the time the songsmiths leave for NY in mid-August,
JhoweyOr, the score will have been
settled and the entire cast set.

meanwhile,

Capitol,

j

is

going

\

all the mechanical deincluding the printing of the

ahead with
tails,

liner.

By Aug.

30, the complete score
be ready for what amounts to
dresS rehearsal and the entire
show will be pre-recorded during
that week.
This pre-recordlhg
soundtrack will be turned over to
Capitol' for albumlzing.
will

a

Form

Subscription Order
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Though he met crowned
heads he met no court jesters, he
said. Those, he added, were strictture.

Zone.

City

. . .

State

ly for .pictures today.

Iron Curtain Iron

Man

Vienna, July 13.

For

’56
’Subtle’ Film in

Hollywood/^fuJy 20.
After, months of conference®,
playwright Robert Anderson has
evolved a successful screen treatment of his provocative play ana
Metro has purchased screen rights
to Broadway smash "Tea and Sympathy,” placed on P.andro S. Berman's schedule for 1956 produc,

tion.

...

The world’s oldest active actor,
Play’s homosexuality aspects wm
Ludwig Solski, was feted on his be treated "more ’subtly” in fiM
100th birthday recently in the Sloversion than on stage, but studio
,

Regular Subscription Ratos

On# Year—$1 0.00
Two Years—$1 8.00
Canado ami Foreign—$i Additional par Year
•*.

..
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154 West 44th Street
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Groucho’s Grouch
Groucho Marx's definition
of European tourism:
“Next year, I think I’ll place
myself in a small

York 36. N. V.

closet, with
three different nationals, and
it out that, way.”

sweat

waski Theatre in Cracow, Poland,
intends to .adhere to basic story
when playing 4n
1 i e r e’s
idea.
w
"L’Avare.”
There’s a possibility of Deborah
Solski began his career 85 years Kerr, who starred on Broadway,
She
ago and has appeared in 1,530 will do* eventual film version.
roles. He was also for many years is fromer Metro contracted and has
general manager of the Cracow commitment f6r future films at
and Lwow (Lemberg) city theatres. studio.

Mo
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20thV Own Lenticular Process Undei' Consideration
^ —Print Costs Remain a Worry
Development and. possible use of
20 th-Fox’s lenticular color process
a$ well as application of a new and
improved CinemaSco’pe process reportedly figured in, last week’s discussions in N. Y. between Darryl
F. Zanuck, 20th, production topper,
and prexy Spyroa P. Skouras.
Zanuck spent a day closeted with
Skouras in N. Y. following his ar.

from

He

then left for
Coast, followed a day later by

rival

Paris.

20th low All C’Scope

Outside 2-D Product

—

—

in its

anamorphic process.

If

plans

jell,

officials.

"C’Scope. will be ap-

plied to new use in 20th’s upcomGreatest Story Ever
ing “The

Exact method Skouras has
hasn’t been disclosed but
Earl J. Spon-,

Told.’-

in

mind

to undergo tests by
20th research
able,
is

director.

Odium or Hughes,

Rated ‘Rentals’

.

Floyd Odium, head of Atlas
Corp., returned to Beverly Hills
early this week to resume his
briefly - interrupted
negotiations
with Howard Hughes for one or
more properties named RKO.
The limited “inside” information
which, has .leaked out so far,
weighed along with the nature of
both execs, indicated they're particularly bent on keeping the wraps
on the specifics until they have a
deal formally and finally wrapped
up.

represent
gross

50%

or

more

bf the total

income of the corporation.”

DAVID BAIRD STALKS
BUY-INS

FOR STANLEY

Stanley Warner is in the market
for more “diversification.”
David
Baird, Wall Street broker and

member

of the

SW

directorate,

is

on the prowl for new ways and
means of spreading the company’s
financial interests.
Theatre outfit recently plunked
down $15,000,00(1 for the acquisition of International Latex Corp.

Aim now

to put to use SW’s cash
credit (the $15,000,000 was
is

Native Features

An

U

foreign chief returned to

and
N.Y. last week from an extended
bank money) to further build along inspection trip of the European
the diversification
lines.
Such market which took him from the
moves have become a definite company’s Barcelona, Spain, .sales
trend in many fields. In the in- powwow through Italy, Germany,
stance of SW, the. aim is to provide France,
Belgium
and
Britain.
a* possible
cushion, via the outside “Everywhere,” he observed,, “the
investments, against any dropoff exhibitors are really our best
Jdcatre business" that might be friends. They want our product,
J5
forthcoming.'
partly because they know that the
Undisclosed at tfiia time is what number of available films deterof new in vestment Baird and mines their bargaining strength.
gT,
SW have in mind.
(Continued on page 14)
...

It’s

Qdlum neHoward Hughes inr

,

Take

it

from

producer

Sam

Spiegel: there is no shortage of
coin for indie production either in
the. United States or abroad. “I've
never seen such a flood of money
being offered,” said Spiegel in New

York Monday

“If. you can
(19).
bring in a good package, you can
get all the money you want and
all kinds of subsidies from foreign
governments.”
Spiegel stressed
that the package must be backed
by a competent cast, preferably a
name or two, a solid story, and a
director with a record of accomplishment.
As for the producer,
he said, “they just look up your
(Continued on page 45)

recalled that RKO,. when
It’s
helmed by Odium prior to his 1948
sale to Hughes, never stepped over
line in dealings with the Code.
This is in contrast with Hughes

a court row with the industry organization over “The Outlaw” and sent the current “French
Line” into release without Code
approval.
MPAA’s differences with RKO
concerning “French Line” were
said by MPAA president Eric A.

who had

recently, on two occasions, to be “in the process of adnow presumed
It’s
judication.”

Johnston

A Lot

of Credit

Hollywood, July 20.
For the first time on any
screen, Helen Deutsch pulls a.
triple play in the writer credits
for
Glass
Metro’s
“The
Slipper.”
With assists from the studio
and the Screen Writers Guild,
Miss Deutsch is credited with
the screenplay, lyrics and ballet librettos.
In addition she
wrote the original story.

B?hind-the-scenes maneuvering to

buy out Herbert J. Yates’ control
of Republic is continuing and so
far Yates is continuing to turn a
deaf ear to the bids. As a matter
of fact it’s understood the exec is
angling to
align
himself with
other lesser but still important
stockholders in a move that would
prevent a sellout by them.
That interest in Rep is at high
pitch was seen in activity on the
-

;

.(Continued on page 6)

(Continued on page 14)
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Strong Product Beats Heat; ‘Caine’ Wins Again,
‘High’ 2d, ‘Garden’ 3d, ‘Cinerama’ 4th
Despite broiling temperatures in
many sites, principally the midwest, high calibre films are luring
brisk trade. Their fat grosses in
a number of keys, again attest to
industry
the
the
accuracy of
axiom “a good picture draws

Control; Deals

in.

National Boxoffice Survey

good business.”
While now in its sqcond. and
third
rounds in several keys covInroads made by native product
in the various European markets ered by Variety, “Caine Mutiny”
once
more is hanging up first
(Col)
are being offset by the excellent
quality of available Hollywood pix, place laurels in the b.o. sweepdint of fine staying
by
stakes
Americo Aboaf, Universal’s foreign sales topper, said in N.Y. Mon- power. “High and Mighty” (WB),
week,
holds down the
last
second
day (19).
Aboaf admitted that the success same berth the current frame.
of native films was making the
Third place goes to “Garden of
going tough, for American “B” pix, fivil” (20th).
Playing in 11 keys
but he saw reason for great confi- covered by Variety, this Cinemadence for the future in the foreign scope release is demonstrating
“Cinemarket on the basis of the b.o. nice coin-getting ability.
strength of' the top product. Uni- rama,” fourth last week, retains a
versal particularly, he said, con- firm hold on this bracket ’by virtinues to grab off an Increasingly tue of exceptional biz in 12 cities
heavy share of the market and checked.
should have another record-breaking year abroad.

The

hemisphere in which to open Cinerama outlets. Deals are immediately pending for theatres in London, Paris, Tokyo, Dusseldorf in
Western Germany, and either
Milan or Rome, The selection of
Dusseldorf and possibly of Milan
is based'on the fact that both are
important industrial cities, with
Dusseldorf, for example, having a

aside to the Floyd

volves the Motion Picture Assn, of
America} which doubtless would be
jubilant if Hughes were to sell
RKO in its entirety to Odium.
MPAA, it now appears, hasn’t
forced th> Production Code issue
with Hughes at least partially in
the hope that Odium might move

—

.

.

with
million dollar firm
offices in leading cities throughout
the world, has the choice of vany
the western
cities' outside
five
-

population of over 1,000,000.
(Continued on page 14)

gotiations with

holder within the meaning of Sec-

.

SW

The imDort-export company, a

multi

.

-Because the two are “horseWashington, July 20.
traders” of long standing, that is,
holding company, in- they enjoy the strategies of big
l
and
exhibidistribution
come from
business negotiation such as some
tion of its own motion, picture, via men are intrigued with chess, it’s
other distributors and- exhibitors, regarded as for sure that they’re
constitutes rent, the Internal Reve- making varied moves that may not
nue Service has just ruled in a case necessarily have any bearing on
whi^h it does not name.
the end result. The talks may
Revenue Service explained: “The presently concern only the RKO
taxpayer, a corporation, acquired holding
company from which
all right, title and interest in cer- Hughes bought all production-distain motion pictures for the pur- tribution assets but, via a switch
pose of exhibition in the 'United in the maneuvering, Odium may
States and other parts of the world walk away with those assets, too:
through established distributors
Wall Street observers, mostly,
and exhibitors. The taxpayer re- have special affection for one retained all rights other than the dis- ported version of Odium’s objectribution and exhibition rights.
tive: He wants the works^-studio,
“The gross income derived from distribution facilities, library of
the exhibition of the films is based back-number pictures and holding
on a stated percentage of the gross company, and an adjunct to the
receipts.
It appears that there is deal will be sale of the library to
no use of, or right to use, corpora- tv. Or, so it's said.
tion property held by a share-

.

Hope’ Odium

ex-

(Continued on page 14)

Hollywood, July 20.

Personal

tions 502 (f) and 332 (f) of the Internal Revenue Code.
“Held; the compensation received
by the taxpayer
constitutes
.
rent
and does not qualify as
personal holding company income
or foreign personal holding 'company income so long, as such rents

it’s

point-of-view in their story line
and treatment, and the presence of

costs on its Cinemascope pix. Most
of the domestic prints are being

’s!

.

pected to earn those much-needed
dollars. Films made abroad under
these arrangemepts adopt the U. S.

would necessitate showing “Greatest Story” on a roadshow basis.
Revived interest in 20th’s color
is said to stem from, the company’s
concern over the very high print

(Continued on page 14)

’

American market where

It

Stanley Warner has closed a deal
with, Robin International, a worldwide' import-export firm, for the
Foreign film Producers
foreign exhibition of Cinerama. Involved 'as a participant With Robin
Currently Enjoy Ideal
in the arrangement is Matty Fox,
head of Motion Pictures for TeleChance to Crack
vision and a partner in United Artists. Negotiations, which'liave been
Can film production be internaseveral months,
tionalized to the extent that for- taking place for
concluded this weelp.
eign producers could compete with were officially
Hollywood in the American mar- Fox played a leading role in bringLeonard Goldenson, presi- ing together Nicholas Reisini,
ket?
and
dent of United Paramount, thinks prexy of Robin International,
chief.
S. H> (Si) Fabian,
there’s a good chance of it.

Special emphasis is being placed
foreign producers on tieups
U5.
with American "“partners,” both to
obtain capital and the kind of star
and story values that wifi give their
films an added potential in the
U. S. market. For the past several
months, there’s been a sharp rise
in the foreign reps fioating around
N. Y. and Hollywood, seeking to Interest American "producers in coGoldenson has taken the pothat overseas filmmakers
production deals.
sition
(Continued on page 55)
Arrangements Usually provide
for the Americans to contribute
star, director and possibly the story, with the local interests taking
care of the technical end and the
major part of the financing.
Many see in coproduction the answer to at least part of what’s been
ailing the foreign picture in the

by

the
However, there is a possibility
Skouras for further, confabs. Prior of 20th taking on some outside pix
to that; Skouras spent a day, in in 2-D -to bolster its release sked
Rochester where he introed 20th’s and give exhibs some programC’Scope preview vreel to Bausch & mers.
And, eventually, it’ll also
Lomb technicians. He also met with
(Continued on page 14)

Eastman Kodak

Coproduction, a means of facilitating the international- -exchange
of motion pictures, is on the upbeat
all over the world.
.

Come August and the first anniversary of Cinemascope via prerelease of “The Robe” 20th-Fox’s
lineup will" include only pix lensed

.

.«
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around, gained further momentum
week to climb from eighth to

Chicago 11
Michigan Avo.

No

^12

DElaware 7-4984
London WC2

this

“Demetrius” (20th) is latchmoney while
sixth
ing on to
“Apache” is holding down seventh.
“Student Prince" (M-G) is taking
eighth, followed by “Man With a
Million” (UA) and “Coins in the
Fountain” (20th), in ninth and
Golden
tenth spots, respectively.
Dozen is rounded out by ‘Hell Below Zero” (Col) and “Johnny
Dark” (U).
Most promising of new product
fifth.

to

come up

sion”
(Par).

(U)

8 St

tremendous

Annual

Foreign
811
25 Cents
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smash in Philly.
“Ring of Fear” (WB), somewhat
spotty, ranges from thin in Los
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Literati

Pittsburgh.

New

“Francis Joins Wacs” (U) is fair in
Boston and medium in L.A.
“Adventures' of Robinson Crusoe” (UA), also spotty, is dull in
Chicago and sturdy in Buffalo.
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) is mild
in Indianapolis, okay in L.A. and
so-so in New York.
“Desperado” (AA), nifty in Indianapolis and okay in Seattle,
shows promise. “Tanganyika” (U)
mild in Seattle, average in
is
Cleveland and mce in Toronto.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
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Chicago and boff in Cleveland.
“Living/’ a Martin & Lewis starrer,
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W* 2», ass t
Board of Cinerama, lap.
Under 'a new arrangement, Stanley. Warner Corp., which holds the

a Threat

Is
Confabs between members^ of
Allied States Assn, and distribution toppers originally proposed
for the week of July 25 have been
postponed. No new date has been
get for -the sessions, purpose of
which is to discuss exhib charges
that hikes in film rentals are
siphoning off the benefits of the
recent federal tax relief.

Although distrib

officials report-

(Continued on page 16)

•

Mpls. Deejay’s film Rap

Willis

Goldbeck at

i

WB

Hollywood, July 20.
Willis Goldbeck, with Metro for
11 years, has signed a producer
contract with Warners, making a
total of three straight producers
under pact on the Burbank lot..
While at Metro, Goldbeck produped a number of .“Aridy Hardy”
and “Dr. Kildare” pictures. His
latest job was at Columbia, directing “Ten Tall Men,”

‘Principle’

Up a Rumpus

Minneapolis, July 20.
It used to be that some radio
disk jockeys after making derogatory remarks about a platter they
didn’t

like

would

smash them
Such conduct

audibly over the air.
has gone out of style here, but
there are signs that at least one
of the local spinners is setting out
to give films somewhat similar

Of

TWO FRENCH FEATURES
Loew’s International has acquired western hemisphere rights
to two French pix, “Mam’selle Nitouche,” made by the Hakim brothers and costarring Fernandel and
Pier Angeli, and "Creve Coeur,” a

reps on the seven-man beard
were veepee and general manager,
Harry M. Kalmine, secretary David
Fogelson, veepee Nathaniel Lapkin,
and veepee and. treasurer W, Stewart

MacDonald.

Inc., board has
been reduced to five and under the
Cinerama
arrangement
present
Inc., will have three directors to
SW’s two. Proposed for election at
Cinerama Inc.'s stockholders meeting on Aug. 11 are incumbents Hazzard E. Reeves, Cinerama Inc.
prexy; Edward V. Otis, veepee of
the. investment firm of Gearhart &
Otis, .and Sidney K. Wolf, prexy of
Micro-Wave Services, Inc. Latter
replaces the late Fred Waller, the
inventor of Cinerama.

The Cinerama

a
the Inter-

victory last week when
national Federation of Film Producers Assns. at Locarno, Switzerland, passed a resolution establishing the vital importance of
complete freedom in international
film trade.
Resolution, which came at the
windup of a threeday meet, was
.

passed by the Federation’s general
assembly at the original -'suggestion
of Fayette W. Allport, the Motion
Picture Export Assn. rep.
It urges membess “to do everything in their power to reduce and
abolish fiscal and. quota restrictions on the importation and dis-

can be done without material
(Continued on page 14)

in

in-

SW

had

Metro

new

follow
discussing a
their current agreement which exthe
Understood
November.
pires in
actor is willing to remain on the
grantprovided
he
is
studio payroll
ad certain outside rights.
Lined up for Tracy on the Culver
City lot are. “Highland Fling” and

pact

to

"Jeremy Roddock,” while Paramount has offered him top roles in
“The Mountain and “The pesperate Hours.”

Edmonton’s
Edmonton,

New House
Alta.,

July 20.
the
has

Built at a cost of $500,000,
Odeon theatre, seating 1,125,
opened here, Sampel Binder,
mer manager of the Rivalto, in

film “Th®

gently

cS

indicates

that

'

i

-

.

made by Raehel

some 4,000 Jewish comcenters in the United
States which are potential customers for the folk drama. According
to PerL. the community centers are
lacking this type of filmed folk
literature and have sent in numerous requests to the production
company for a Sholom Aleichem
film.
The success of a. 30-minute
disk, with excerpts from the play,
was another factor that convinced
Rachel to undertake the film.
there, are

munity

also proposed Joseph

Although

distribution

U.S.

Film Biz Divided—Yet And!Or More

,

The 16m

cities.

prints will either

be rented to community groups or
sold to a specific organization for
territorial distribution.

„ N. Y. to L.
Bruce Becker
I. Robert Broder
c

A.

Benny Fields
Fellerman

Eunice Healey
Marcel Heilman
Dpreeri

Exhibs Talk ‘Government Regulation’ But Distribs Say: ‘Exbibs Got Kind of Sales
System They Demanded’- Meanwhile Yanks Buy, Their Way in Other Lands

—

ness among the dissidents.
All leading to the question, will this state of disharmony have any real influence on the trade’s
future course? Cataclysmic changes are in prospect,
according to leading exhibitors. Abram F. Myers,
board chairman of Allied States Assn., sees (as
some say, makes) a threat of Government regulation of the business unless the distributors ease up

on sales

policies.
Ellis G. Arnall,

president of the Society of In-

via production cutbacks.
A check of major company opinion sales execs,
lawyers and top officials—would indicate little departure from the course the trade is noW taking.

light of this severe competition.
Then when we
found tv leveling off as a rival for the .public’s attention. the industry found itself facing what the
press calls a revolution. The 20th-Fox decision to
switch entirely to CinemaScope demanded further
reappraisal.”

Study of B.O* Trends Needed
Closer study

day-to-day

We

A

,

“The companies are no longer responsible for the

trends

is

with Arnall in viewing the world market, and figure his Washington maneuvering can accomplish
There's some feeling in top-echelon -circles
that the SIMPP leader’s bids to Dulles and the
FTC might result only in a certain amount of distrust of the industry by certain D.C. officials.
Arnall ’s beef is that the new accord„with France,
which provides for the split of an American reserve
fund in France with the French government, is,
in effect, subsidization of the French film industry.

little.

Nothing

Myers’ spectre of Government Intervention is
a mirage, commented one company presi“We violate no principles in buyer-seller redent.
lationship,” he said. “This company offers product
to its customers at prices which we regard as right.
Some pictures cost more than others.
lose
money on some and hope to make it up on others.
But there is no compulsion on the exhibitor to buy.”
prominent attorney, queried on prevalent conditions, sounded off: "Myers arid the others actually are complaining about a system which exhibitors themselves created.
It was at their instigation that the Department of Justice brought us
to court.
This resulted in the separation of major
company theatres. ./
‘When the companies had the theatres they- had
to make a certain number of pictures for their own
outlets.
And independent theatres were given the
product at the same price as charged the affiliated

boxoffice

of whether or not we wanted to, said this v.p.
On the overall, the major company spokesmen
insisted there’s nothing so sinister in distributor
practices that would, or could, warrant any Government curbs. At any rate, no one appeared
alarmed over Myers’ thoughts about things to come.
The company execs continued in sharp conflict

Calls It a Mirage

houses.

of,

demanded and this Is another reason why we can’t
move with greater speed iri Hollywood, regardless

New

in Subsidy

Even conceding that this is so, said the chief
exec of an
member company, why all the
fuss about it?
“In effect,” he stated, “we’re subsidizing local film industries all over the world. In
England, we contribute to the Eady Plan arid this
is a source of- money for the British film business.
pay $15,000 for each film license in Madrid,
This money, in turn, can be ‘borrowed’ by Spanish
producers^ We have to pay for visas in Japan.
“In Italy when we make a picture we hire Italian
film personnel.
Isn’t this, in a sense, a subsidy
since American money is being poured into the
Italian film industry?”
The prez figures that in negotiating a deal with
any country the Yanks mu$t make certain concessions, this as a matter of normal trade bargaining,
SIMPP has its sights on unrestricted trade agreements with foreign countries and feels the U. S.
State Department should be called upon to accomplish this aim.
the main point underlined. by company officials is that the
carefully is held in legal tow
and it simply negotiates the best dejils possible
oyerseas. They Insist that State Department of F.TC
moves -against
are just not in prospect.
Summing up, the majors feel certain the status
quo in broad film industry operations is not going
to “give.”
It’s now up to Arnall and/or Myers to
show them otherwise.

MPEA

We

,

MPEA

MPEA

plans

haven’t been fully worked out, it's
expected that. the 35m version will
be presented in art houses in key

L. Wolfe Gilbert

product needs of any affiliated theatre operations.”
A v.p.. of another major looked upon the' disaffiliaEd-t tion of theatres as only one part of the product
monton, is manager.
situation that has evolved in recent years.
He is also supervisor of the four
“There’s less product now because of the overall
other Odeon houses in Edmonton, economic^ uncertainty that has existed, he noted.
the. Rialto, Varscona, Avenue and He added: “Television was first to cause .the slowRoxy.
down in Hollywood. We had to reappraise in the
for*

to-

eluded a long off-Broad way rim aV
the Barbieon PliHia, N. Y.
part play, jbaged on Perl’s drama
tization of stories, by Sholom
Aipi
Sevcfi tittle Foys,*’ starring Bob
he ”?. nd
L/ Peretz, also played
?
?
Toppers include Marisa in
Hope.
Chicago
and is set for an exPavan, Angela Clarke and George pended tour in the fall. >
Tobias.
Rachel Productions, which sponFour of the seven little Toys sored the legit version,, ertpeets to
will be played by Jimmy Baird, Lee launch the dim either this winter
Erickson,, David Kasday and Linda or in the spring of 1955. Picture’
Bennett, 'leaving three to be se- budgeted at about $75,000, will be
Nick Castle has been filmed in New York and will emlected.
ploy most of the performers who
signed as dance director,.
appeared in'the play.
Unique aspect, of the company’s
filming plans Is that although the
picture will he filmed in 35m, the
major concentration will be on the
distribution of 16m versions. Study

Changes in the character of
Bernhard, the company manage- rieighborhpods are becoming as
costly
to some theatremen as the
ment consultant who died, last
week;. The theatre chain will now competition of television and any
of economic setassortment
other
have to come up with a replacebacks put together. The sitation
ment.
has become particularly acute in
some sections of the general N.Y.
area where low-earning-power imZanuck Taps Rogell
migrants have settled.
20.
July
Hollywood,
Theatremen refrain from out-inOne of his first administrative the-open beefing for the reason
tp
Hollywood
acts upon returning
they don’t want to antagonize the
from Europe, Darryl F. Zanuck has newcomers. But the fact remains
executive
appointed Sid Rogell
that the b.o. has done a nosedive
production manager of the 20th in the affected areas.
Century-Fox studios.
Operator, of a Brooklyn circuit
Rogell succeeds Raymond Klurie told film companies of his experiwho left for general production ence over a relatively recent perimanager berth with ‘ Hecht-Lan- od. Qne of his houses was belted
caster.
(Continued on page 14)
tion.

strictly

Hollywood, July 20.
and Spencer Tracy are

being set

1

Max

Any New

Metro Contract

“are

.

SW

American film industry scored

—

Wants Outside Rights

by

SW

dependent Motion Picture Producers, has approached Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
Korea.
and the Federal Trade Commission with the intent
semi-documentary made in
No decision has been made as of upsetting the Motion Picture Export Assn.’s
yet on whether the two pix will legal standing in representing the major companies
be handled domestically by Metro. in trade agreements abroad.
Walter Reade Jr., president of Theatre Owners
It’s been several years since Loew’s
International has picked up French of America, and others have accused the majors ot
wilfully creating a seller’s market for. themselves
films.

SPENCER TRACY STATUS

'

assumed

held

Kalmme is fche only -previous
director-rep proposed, for re-elec.

Plans

World of Sholom Aleichem
Howard da Silva anti Arnold pthj
eri

installa-

company from which it obtained
the rights to the medium. The four

The American picture business today is as much
rough treatment.
Steve Cannon, WMIN disk jockey, of a house divided against itself as probably ever
is getting heat currently from film in film history.
Some argue that there never has
circles because of what they re- been any genuine unity of the various components
gard as gratuitous, uncalled-for and that make up the industry.
But current dissension
(Continued on page 13)
is marked by unusual vociferousness and outspoken-

LOEW’S DISTRIBUTING

*

'
*Hollywood, July 20.
"Most of the important roles bave
rounded
up by Paramount for
beeft
Cinerama Productions Corp., the “The Story of Eddie Foy and the

SW

tribution of films as rapidly as this

Stirs

ment manufacturing and
tion firm, Origiiialjy,.
~
the four directorships

“

edly have shown a willingness to
sit down with the Allied leaders,
a survey by the exhib erg revealed
that not all the distrib chiefs will
be available at the time set. Warner Bros. sales topper Ben Kalmenson, for example, will be on
In
the" Coast for a sales meeting.
addition, one or two other distrib
As, a
execs will be vacationing.
result, it's expected that Allied
prexy Ben Marcus and other members of the . Committee will delay
their trek to New York until such
a time when all the sales toppers
can be reached.
What form the meetings will take
has npt been determined. Opinion
is, however, that Alliedites will sit
down ,,with each distrib chief individually arid not as a group.
Since most of the distrib chiefs
have heard the Allied beefs .many
times before, the exhib org is expected to enter each meeting with
an ace in the hole. Allied will
staunchly ask for lower rentals,
and if greeted by a blanket nix,
will outline to the film execs its

production and exhibition rights to
Cinerama, will not control the
equipboarcf of Cinerama Inc,, the

Lang

Jean Martin
B&njamln Rothman
Blossom Seeley
Richard Skinner
Paula Stone
L. Arnold Welssberger
Eddie Wolpin

L. A. "to N. Y.
Robert Anderson
Herman Bernstein

Judy CanOva
Paul Haakon
Walter Hampden
Harold Hecbt
Freddie Karger
Harry Kronman
John Lavery
Janet Leigh
Viveca Lindfors
Joseph H. Moskowltz
Harriet Parsons
Perez Prado
Basil Rathbone

Ted Richmond
Don Sharpe
John Sinn
Leslie Stevens

Michael Todd

Danny Welkes
Jane

Wyman

Europe to N. Y.
Ted Bates
Phil Bloom
Saul H. Bourne

Madeleine Catron
Maurice Heilman'
Morris Helprin
^
" David M. Holtzmanh

Lou Levy
Robert Rossen
Marc Spiegel

Sam

Spiegel

N. Y. to Europe
Edith Adams
Harold Bowden
Carl Cowl

Royal Dano

Ed Gardner
Lew Grade
Sonja Henie
Sam Levene
Mike NidorT
Jane Rose
Rosalyn Tureck

Wedmmtof* Jw*r

*h

PSSSWff

Foreign censors are an unpredictable lot, as 20th-Fox can testify.
In France, after viewing the trimmed version of “Hell and
High Water/' they approved the pic, and it's now being dubbed.
At the same time, the censors greenlighted without any cuts
“Night People," which also has a go at the anti-Red theme.
The French originally said “Hell” would be unacceptable because,

ricrcnss

—

being anti-Coftimunist, it violated their neutrality.
“King of the Khyber Rifles” offers another bit of strange logic.
The film got by the Pakistani censor without a put and was admitted in India with very minor deletions. However, it got badly
The reason: Colonialism.
scissored in Egypt.

Exhibitors In foreign lands are

Clearances, 20th Tells Exhibs

beefing about the main titles on
American features.
There isn’t
enough sex, appeal in them, they

Companies
lot

in N. Y.

which do a

BERNHARD SERVICES

into the foreign idiom, admit that—on occasions the foreign theatremen may have a point.
At the same time, they complain
that exhibs abroad are spoiled by
the native, product which goes in
for a more flamboyant approach
titles

—

when

greater number of pictures via
screen time commitments and dicouple of imrect financing.
portantly-placed industryites, with
a professed sincere desire to see
the exhib effort lead to plus results, caution: that the production
program might wind up with the
type of films for which there is
little need.
Point is raised that, on basis of_
evidence so far, the Allied States,"
x
et. al., backing of Hal Makelim,
while commendable in principle,
might have as its consequence the
availability of more “action” pic-

A

OF KINGS' RUSH
NEWS TIE
EGYPT
FOR

lineup of actioners, indicating
much of an outlook for exhibiif. the product they sponsor
winds up in the same boxoffice
category.
There's no desire to detract
from Makelim’s capability, but the
fact remains that heretofore he
has been identified with only nonIndependent of
epic filmmaking.
not

tors

their

own production

participation,

(Continued on page 14)

Kansas Censors
V

Kansas City, July 2($.
Censorship suffered another blow
action of the Kansas Board
of Review banning showing of “The
Moon Is Blue” was ruled unconstitutional by Judge Harry G. Miller

sible,

slated for September or early
release. The
enUy is
of the Pharoahs,” which is
now in the last stages of completion and also a possible fall offering. “Valley” is a tinted widescreen
pic while the
“Egyptian” and
“Pharoah” are C’Scopers.
The Metro film will have simultaneous preems in New York and
Cairo, Egypt, tonight (Wed.). The
boxoffice receipts of the N.Y.
preem will be turned over to
School of Archaeology of the University of Cairo, and the perform-

U.S., Dr.

Ahmed

who will
as will the

Hussein,
staff,

Egyptian Consul General. The Cairo premiere will be at the Metro
Theatre in that city, and the audience will include many dignitaries
of the Egyptian Government.

certain
titles;

suit against the ruling of the
censor board was filed several

months ago by Holmby Productions, producers of the picture, and
United Artists, distributors. The
film has not yet played Kansas
houses, and an estimated $50,000
in rentals is held up over the ruling.

SW

trips

Washington, July

20.
is defi-

prints

—

C’Scopers are currently available
jn
both sound versions and 20th
single-track
also
has
magnetic
prints in the 'exchanges.
Twentieth execs feel that, in
serving everyone in the Usual order, the theatreman with stereophonic, sound still has two strikes
on his non-stereophonic competition. While the company has promised to make available 2-D versions
of its C’Scope pix, no date has
been set for their release.

j

throughout

(18).

more than 400

Now Foreseen

Rabbi

Willim F. Rosenblum of Temple
Israel officiated. Intimate friends

London, July. 20.
and
A straightforward demand for
nitely reflected in dividends paid their four sons to the interment in
out by motion picture corporations Mt. Sinai Cemetery, Philadelphia. full convertibility of U.S. film
during the first five months of 1954. (More details in obituary section). earnings in Britain is likely to be
made when the current AngloFigures, released by the U.S. DeAmerican film agreement comes up
partment of Commerce, shows that
for renewal in Washington next
the industry reported a melon ag‘Wind’ Subsides at State
September. Local trade opinion,
gregating $8,235,000 for the period,
Although Merto feels that “Gone which has been leaning towards
compared with $7,176,000 for the
this
With
the
Wind”
approach for some time, has
can
hold
nicely
same five months of 1953.
May dividends totaled $1,4Q5, 000 for a substantial long run at Loew’s been hardened by the current London
N.
the
conference on freeing the
State,
Y.,
picture
will
be
this year, compared with $846,000
for 1953. The big May difference yanked on Aug. 4 to make way for pound from present-day restrictions.
Universal’s
“The
Magnificent
Obwas a Stanley-Warner dividend of
The main plank of the Ameri$619,000 this year.
There was session.” On the cutoff date, it
will have chalked up a run of nine can claim will be based on the ac
none, a year ago.
cepted fact that for two to three
Columbia Pictures paid $65,000 weeks.
in May of 1954 and 1953. Loew’s
The U entry had been committed years past almost all the Hollywood
(Continued on page 14)
Boston Theatres paid identical to the State, but no specific open$39,000 dividends each year, and ing date had been set. M-G’s deci-

Film busines’s upswing

accompanied Mrs. Bernhard

(

Best Direction Nominees

best-directed picture in release
during the second quarter of 1954.
Under Guild rules covering nominations for the annual directorial
award; a film is eligible for renomination during the run. This rule
applies to UI's “The Glenn Miller
Story,” which was nominated during the first quarter. It was directed by Anthony Mann, with
John Sherwood as assistant direc-

Judge Miller based his ruling on
stand taken by the United States tor. Other nominations are:
Supreme Court recently. He did
“Dial
for Murder”; Warners;
not rule on the question of the pic- Alfred Hitchcock director; Mel
ture being indecent, or upon the Dellar assistant.
constitutionality of the board. Fol“Executive Suite;” Metro;, Roblowing the Supreme Court line, ert Wise; George Rhein.
“The High and the Mighty;”
(Continued on page 13)
Wayne-FellOws for Warners; William Wellman; Andrew McLaglen.
'
“Knock on Wood;” •Paramount;
SELZNICK
Norman Panama and Melvin Frank;
Francisco Day.
‘DUEL’
“Three Coins in the Fountain;’’
Selznick Releasing Organization 20th-Fox; Jean Negulesco; Gaston
has set up three additional terri- Glass.
torial distribution deals for the reissue of “Duel in the Sun,” Signed
Texas Drive-Ins’ Confab
to handle the picture in their areas
San Antonio, July 20.
are Lippert Pictures of Louisiana,
The Texas Drive-In Theatre
Covering the New Orleans region; Owners Assn, will hold its general
United Film .Exchange, Kansas convention here Aug. 22 to 24.
City, and Capitol Releasing Corp., Preston Smith is president but ArAtlanta.
thur Landsman is convention genpreviously established fran- eral chairman.
.
chise tieups in the Dallas and New
An election of new officers will
England exchange areas.
also be held at the confab.'

May

sion to pull the picture is based
on the desire to fill the product

Department of Commerce re- void on Loew’s metropolitan area
minds that publicly reported divi- circuit. Pic will be shown as a
dends in any industry generally single feature and is set for a
amount to about 60 'or 65% of all week’s run at the Loew nabe
dividends in that industry.

houses.

.

DAYS AS PIC THEME
Hollywood, July 20.

George Washington’s career as
of
the
Continental
armies will be the subject of an independent fihn to be produced
later this year by John Sturgcs,

currently

directing

the

Spencefc

Tracy-Robert Ryan starrer “Bad
at Black Rock" at Metro.

Day

Hollywood, July

20.

•

ORG NAMES
SELLERS FOR

WASHINGTON’S SOLDIER

commander

M

.

Distrib has

Matty Fox and Robin Inter-

on Sunday

.

sound versions ordered on
“The Robe” alone—250 in stereophonic and 150 in' optical and
even at that rate has trouble. Four

national on the deal for the foreign exhibition of Cinerama.
That Bernhard was set to take
even a greater role in the company’s Cinerama activities was indicated by the. fact that he was
nominated as one of SW’s representatives on the board of directors
of Cinerama Inc., the equipment
manufacturing firm in which SW
has large holdings.
Upwards of 200 leaders of the
motion picture industry attended
the funeral services for Bernhard

New York

decision

of both

played a leading part in the talks

.with

May

its

Additional difto 300 a- week.
ficulty is 20th ’s inability to get sufficieht prints to the various exchanges to satisfy the demand.

WB

frequent

made more

company

since it
to make
available both stereophonic and
optical sound prints of its CinemaInstallations have been
Scopers.
reported at the rate of from 200

made

.

in
*

Hollywood, July 20.
Jr., In Wyandotte County District
Screen
Directors
an- Warner Bros, paid
Guild
$742,000 in
Court in Kansas City, Kails., July nounced six nominations for the of both years.

The

Situation has been
difficult for the

i

when

15,

was busily engaged in the company’s Cinerama activities at the
time of his death. The longtime
industry leader and former general manager of Warner Bros.
Theatres, predecessor of the Stanley Warner chain, was a real estate
expert and had an intimate knowledge of theatre properties both in
the. U.S. and abroad.
veepee Harry M. KalWith
mine, who succeeded him as
general manager when Bernhard
entered film production in partnership with Harry Warner’s son-inlaw Milton Sperling, Bernhard
played a leading role _ in negotiations for theatres to be used for
Cinerama outlets. Although! ailing
for the past six months, Bernhard

the U.S. and to Europe in connecThat same area goes in for a tion with Cinerama business. He

WB

ance will be Under the patronage
of the Egyptian Ambassador to the

Stanley

droves.

“Land

attend with his

On 'Moon Ban

comes to luring the customers via the marqupe.
Apart from that, some of the
original American titles are pretty
tough to translate. Wherever posit

amount of pathos in its
“Pickup on South Street”
in Spanish America became “Angel of Evil.”
“Dangerous Crossing” turned into “To Love and to
Die,” a title that was considered
a lot more intriguing there than
Egyptian,” is a personal production the more prosaic U. S.
heading.
of Darryl F. Zanuck and will be
( Continued on page 55
20th’s “big” attraction of the year.
It’s

the

65,

.

fall

Bernhard,

Warner management consultant
who died this week at the age of

Egypt shortly before the archaeoIn Latin America, for instance,
logical find. With the major houses it’s fatal to let the title reflect the
bn Broadway currently committed impression that the picture may be
for product, Metro made a deal a fantasy of some sort.
Put the
with the Plaza, east side art house, word “magic” on the marquee and
for the picture. “Valley” was orig- the customers will stay away in made

These are the programtures.
mers which are turned unstintedly bally.
At the same time, M-G will also
by Columbia/ Universal, Republic
Allied Artist^ and the independ- score a beat on both 20th-Fox and
ents releasing through United Art- Warner Bros., both of which have
Egyptian
films with
Actually, Col already is feel- upcoming
ists.
ing a dropoff in exhib interest, in background. The 20th effort, “The
its

Joseph

the distribs stick to literal
translations, but more often than
Desire to cash in on the recent hot, they’ve got to scrounge around
publicity dealing With the discov- for something new. And in so doery of the tomb of Cheops caused ing they’ve got to keep in mind
Metro to settle on an art house that, just as. in the U. S., different
booking in New York for “Valley countries also have their words
of the Kings,” which was filmed in that can be boxoffice “poison.”

inally slated for release late in the
summer, but, was pushed up to take
advantage of the accidental tie-in

tain that they should be granted
earlier ‘runs on Cinemascope pix
as a kind of payoff for having installed the equipment, 20th-Fox is
taking the position that availability
of equipment isn’t sufficient reason for upsetting the existing system of runs and clearances.

INDUSTRY LEADERS AT

of sweating over the ticklish

problem of translating American

Question has cropped up in N. Y. -f
trade circles concerning the , direction of "hundreds of 'theatremen ‘VALLEY
in their effort to bring about a

Badgered by exhibs who main-

+

say.

RED BUTTONS' FIRST FILM
With

West

Participation deals are still contrary to Metro’s long-established
policy, but the studio may relent
if an “attractive package” comes
along, according to Dore Schary,
Veepee in charge of production. At
a recent meeting of studio brass

Sturges’ “George Washington” begins on June 15, 1775, when Washington assumed command of the
Army, and will end on April 30,
1789 when he was sworn in as first
president of the U, S.

Film will be based upon some
260
unpublished
letters
from
Washington to family and friends
and upon the 12-volume “Diaries
Red Buttons and his attorney,
of Washington” by Jared Spark,
Jonas Silverstone, leave for the
Coast today (Wed.) for huddles during the visit of Nicholas M. which was published in 1834. Sturat Warner Bros, on a scheduled Schenck it was decided to com ges has been gathering the matefeature starring Buttons, written tinue the anti-participation policy. rial for the project for more than
by Joe Eisinger and called “Chi,
“But,” Schary added, “if and five years.
23.” It’ll be Buttons’ Initial pix when an attractive package is of‘Desert’s’ 15th Dallas Week
vehicle, and is planned as an indie fered and properly presented, the
Dallas. July 20.
venture using Warners facilities.
studio may consfder arranging for
‘“fhe Living Desert” is being
While on -the Coast Buttons will distribution of the film, an.d possifor its 15th conheld
over
here
financing.”
writer-producer-dipartial
also Scout the
bly even
It was Metro’s refusal to grant secutive week at the Esquire Thearector availabilities in 'connection
now stands
record
tre.
The
films
that
Gable
Clark
with his new NBC-TV pact. He’s participation to
scheduled to take over the Friday caused him to sign with 20th-Fox alone for either a downtown or a
house,
nabe
Esquire,
a
house,
nabe
the
night 8 to 8:30 period starting in after more than 20 years on
is operated by Interstate.
Culver City lot.
the fall.

Video

Personality
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FILM REVIEWS
Betruyeil
(SONG-COLOR)
World War

ll espionage mell-

tensed fit Holland. GableTUrner-Mature to help ticket
er,

sales.

the U.S.
Attractive Riviera settings against
which the entire action takes place
is a plus. The' production generally
is well mounted with elegant sets
giving an expensive veneer.
The prime weakness of the picture is in the unbelievable plot
which shows Ginger Rogers as a
former penniless showgirl living in
an expensive villa with all ex-,
penses paid by a man she hopes to
marry. She soon learns, however,
that his stories of an impending
divorce are untrue although she
never discovers that he is a crook
specializing in forged golden sovereigns. After their first tiff she
meets a young artist, played by
Jacques Bergerac, and from then
on the yarn takes the obvious
course with Herbert Lorn providing a few sinister Comedy, touches.
Ginger Rogers; always looking
attractive,
does her best with
the part while Bergerac, in his
screen debut, makes a promising
beginning although there are clear
thesping limitations. Herbert Lom,
in an unbelievable characteristization, succeeds in getting several
laughs and Stanley Baker, a solid
British performer, plays the bigtime crook with definite overtones.

Hollywood, July

19Metro production and release (no producer credit). Stars Clark Gable, Lana
Turner, Victor Mature; co-^tars-. Louis
Calhern; features O. E. Hasse, WUfrld
Hyde White, Ian Carmichael, Niall Mac
Ginnis, Nora Swinburne, Roland Culver.
Directed by Gottfried Reinhardt. Screenplay, Ronald Millar, George Froeschel;

(Eastman Color), F. A. Young;
editors, John Dunning, Raymond Poulton;
score composed and- conducted by Walter
Goehr; song, “Johnny Come Home" by
Goehr and Millar. Previewed July 14,

camera

54. Running time, 107 MINS.
Clark Gable
Cpl. Pieter Deventer
Lana Turner
Carla Van Oven
Victor Mature
“The Scarf"
Louis Calhern
Gen. Ten Eyck
Col, Helmuth Dietrich ...... O, E. Hasse
Gen. Charles Larraby
Wilfrid Hyde White
Ian Carmichael
Capt. Jackie Lawson
Niall MacGlnnis
“Blackie"
J

*

,

'

.

“The Scarf’s" Mother .... Nora Swinburne
Roland Culver
Gen. Warsleign
.

“Pop”

Leslie

Chris
Jan’s Grandmother

Jan

Von

..Stanger

Weston

Christopher Rhodes
Lilly
.

Capt.

Wetfire^Uyy&dy 21,1954

Jacques Bergerac, and
'this will give vBoautlful Stranger”
obvious exploitation values. On its
jnerits, however, the feature is a
disappointment with a heavy melodramatic plot, and may encounter
spptty returns both 1U Britain and
husband,

Kann

Brian Smith

Anton Diffring

This World War II cloak-apddagger melodrama has a lot of
marquee flash in the names of
Clark Gable, Lana Turner and
Victor Mature to get it started.
Unfortunately it fails, to deliver
the exciting entertainment indicated by the espionage- setup.
Name strength will help some, but
b.o. prospects are not socko.
Margaret Rawlings and Eddie
An unconvincing screenplay by Byrne do their best with limited
Ronald Millar and George Froe- roles. David Miller’s direction
schel has been poorly directed by keeps the plot moving at a steady
Gottfried Reinhardt sd the picture pace; Ted Scaife has done a fine
unfolds as a confused, often dull, camera job and Geoffrey Drake has
meller burdened with a running designed some excellent sets.
Myfb.
time of One hour and 47 minutes.
Under these burdens, three top
stars contribute nothing that helps
Crest of the
to make the plot events more be(BRITISH)
lieveable. An occasional personality flash, a bit of action, or a wellAdaptation
of London stage bit
turned phrase, comes along, but
(“Seagulls
Over Sorrento”)
not nearly often enough to keep
strong for local audiences with
the overlength footage alive and
Gene Kelly offering effective
interesting.
marquee appeal in the U. S.
A FitzPatrick travelog look, Fitz-

The Utjtle Kidnapper*
“The Utile Kidnappers,*
being released In the u. S* by

Eurrteg*

was reviewed
from Ixmdon as “The Kidnap-

Mediocre

*

patrick should excuse the expres-

*

*

-

,

*

j

is
a Dutch Intelligence
working with the British,
eventually brings about the
traitor’s downfall. Miss Turner is
the widow of a wealthy Dutchman

who wants a purpose in life. Mature is the dashing Resistance
leader afflicted with Momism. Story
even gets the trio involved in a
shadow’y romantic triangle while
the melodramatics are being played
off but it comes to naught because
it is rather apparent from the beginning that Gable will wind up
"with the gal.
Louis Calhern, Dutch officer; O.
E. Hasse, -Nazi Intelligence chief;
Wilfrid Hyde White and Ian Carmichael, of British Intelligence;

i
!

Adrienne Corri.

:
1

1

.

performance which
contrast to his

Is in

complete

more familiar song-

and-dance portrayals. John Justin,
his adversary in the officers’ mess,
gives a tensed up interpretation,
while Bernard Lee, Sidney James,
Ray Jackson and David Orr vigor-

lyrics. The femme star was costumed by Balmain of Paris. Brog.

Beautiful Stranger
(BRITISH)
Ginger Rogers teamed
her husband, Jacques

with
Ber-

gerac, in her first British pic;
obvious exploitation values but
spotty outlook.

London, July

13.

British Lion presentation and release..
Stars Ginger Rogers, Herbert Lom. Stanley Baker; features Margaret Rawling6,

Eddie Byrne, Jacques Bergerac. Produced
by Maxwell Setton & John R. Sloan; directed by David MUler; .screenplay by
Robert Westerby and Carl Nystrom from
a story by Rip Van Ronkel and David
MUler; camera, Ted Scaife; editor, Alan
Osbiston; music, Malcolm Arnold; with
“Love Is A Beautiful Stranger" sung by
Llta Roza, music by Jose Ferrer, lyrics
by. Retti Frings,
At Leicester Square
Theatre, London, July 13, '54. Running
time 19 MINS.
“Johnny” Victor
Ginger Rogers
Louis Galt
Stanley Baker
EmU Landosh
Herbert Lom
Pierre Clement ......Jacques. Bergerac
Marie Galt
Margaret Rawlings
Luigi
Eddie Byrne
Chief of Police ........... .Ferdy Mayne

.

Beat

-

.

.

,

.

.

.

ence Green and Russer Rouse are
producing in association with Ed-

ward Small.
“The Devil Has Nine Lives” set
by Wyott Ordung as his next Valor
Production
Emil Sitka in Jules
White comedy at Columbia, “Re.

.

.

Bachelors” . .
William
Hawks and William Bacher have
purchased “King of the Keel-Boat
Men,” based on the legendary Mike
Fink. Nicholas Ray will direct
.
“Hell’s Horizon” set for indie production by Gravis Productions, coheaded by Tom Gries and Wray
Davis ... “Bombay Boy,” original
by Robert Hardy Andrews, assigned
by Universal-International to Stanley Rubin to produce. Robert Presnell Jr„ will script ... Robert
Keith set for a top featured role in
Warners “Young At Heart” .
Noah' Beery (he’s dropping the
“Jr.”) signed by Leonard Goldstein
luctant

.

.

.

.

.

for role in “White Feathers.”
Robert Roark signed, for killer
in Herman Cohen’s “Target

role

Earth” . Ethel Barrymore inked
by Warners to co-star with Doris
Day and Frank Sinatra in “Young
At Heart”
John Ericson cast in
group of Metro’s “Bad Day At Black Rock”
a
Texans,
otherwise
unidentified,
Millicent Patrick snagged feawho were repped by Robert tured role in Universal-Interna(Bobby) Newman. Latter, now an tipnal’s “Man Without A Star”
exec on the, Samuel Goldwyn lot, Ernest Lehman pacted by Metro to
.

.

.

.

.

1

^

filmfare,

localed

will

find

this

London-

melodrama an acceptable

I

;
1

!

Phyllis Kirk.
Miss Kirk provides a casting
switch to the Anglo-American film
efforts Lippert usually releases.
Heretofore ^ it has been an American male in England, and mixed
up with Scotland Yard and British crooks.
She plays the radio
operator on an American freighter
In its transference from stage to docked
in the Thames. Without
screen the canvas has been broad- her
knowledge, she’s being used
ened and the plot adjusted to give to smuggle
diamonds ashore by a
it a more acceptable Anglo-U. S.
gang that seemingly goes to an
flavor. It is the story about a small
awful lot of unnecessary trouble
bunch of naval men stationed on a and difficulty
getting the loot off
remote island off the north east the ship.
coast of Britain who ‘are engaged
Opposite her as a police inspecon highly dangerous research work
on a new type of torpedo. At the tor on the Thames river detail is
point at which the yam opens, the John Bentley, He is already inin
furthering
Anglofirst test has proved a failure and terested
the: scientist and the naval rating American relations before the girl
with him are killed In the explo- is caught with the diamonds, so
sion. Because there are no loyal his efforts to catch the- real crooks
The
people with adequate knowledge of have an extra meaning.
this type of work, the Admiralty plotting is contrived and everybrings in an American scientist in thing drops too patly into place
the person of Gene Kelly and a as the 70 minutes unfold, v
good
couple of U. S. ratings played by old river chase serves as an action
Fredd Wayne and Jeff Richards. climax after the captain of the
There is another fatal test before freighter, Robert Ayres, is revealed as the real big shot behind the
they trace the fault.
The script plays up some feuding smuggling.
While the faces will be mostly
oh both the upper and lower decks.
In the wardroom one of the British new to U. S. viewers, the players
officers resents the tactics of the are put through situations that
American scientist, while in the are no fresher than expected of
men’s messroom there is a .British this, type of offering. Among the
rating who discovers that one of competents are Leonard White,
the Yanks married his girl while helping - Bentley; Ewan Roberts,

A

he was away at sea. There 1$ drama Glyn Houston and Charles Lloyd
and comedy from both these situa- Pack.
tions with an effective balance usuGuy Green directed the Victor
ally maintained.
Hanbury production with a mild
Under the studied direction of pace, but gets the Rex Rienits

Roy

Boulting, the all-male cast con- screenplay

into

action

for

the

tribute solid performances. Gene finale c h a s e.
Photography by
For her first British production, Kelly fills the role of the scientist
Geoffrey Faithfull and the other
Ginger Rogers is teamed with her with genuine conviction,
with a technical assists are okay. Brog,
'

‘

Lippert is handling the
domestic release of the Abtcon
production, lerised in England with
previously was
an all-British cast except for
Yates in Rep.
femme star
filler.

•

score from Walter Goehr and there
is a pleasant song, “Johnny Come
Home” handled by Miss Turner’s
character, that Goehr defied and
to which Millar contributed the

.

.

being retained; in the U. S, it will
be released as “Crest of the Wave,”
the title by which it was known
during filming,
With Gene Kelly in the lead, this
British production has potent marquee values in the U. S. although
an overplus of cockney dialog may
prove a deterrent in some situations. This is particularly a failing
of the opening' sequences, hut once
the plot gets under way there is
Niall MacGinnis, Nora Swinburne sufficient dramatic content to overand Roland Culver are among those ride it.
contributing colorful lesser types
to the footage. Picture gets a good

.

.

.

!

20.

,

MGM

Gable

» HoRSJ&toO^, July

-

.

;

self:

1'

‘

Yales

Resistance leader turned against
fellow
patriots
when they
his beloved mother a
collaborator and stealthily led them
to their deaths until killed him-

**

Hay*109 Borke, signed by Warners for role of President U. s

Arlan Pictures release of a Frapco- Grant la “Drum Beat” . . . “Young
London production. Stars Charles Boyer, Mo**!," original by. Kwh Meadow,
DanleUe Darrieux, Vittorio Dtr Sica, Written by parcel AchaTd and. Max Ophuls; purchased^ by, J-eonard Goldstein
based on. the Louise de Vupiprin novel; lor Indie film . .. . Brian Keith asdirected by, Ophuls; camera, Christian signed male lead. In
Columbia’s
Matras; music, George Van Parys. Previewed in N.Y., Jtily 15, '54/ Running "D|ad Pigeon," which Robert Cohd
will produce . , . EUfle Meyer and
tilde, 105 MINS.
Monsieur DC (General) .... Charles Boyer Milburn Stone parted
by Leonard
Madame. De
Danielle Darrieux
Baron Donati ... ..... Vittorio De Sic* Goldstein for Stints In producer’s
“White Feather” . . . Riehard Dennlng, Virginia Grey and Kathleen
( English Titles)
Considering the star material Crowley have been set. to topline
available to Max Gphuls in “The ‘.‘Target Earth” by producer HerEarrings of Madame De,” it’s man Cohen.;
surprising - that he managed to
Riehard Basehart signed for the
come up with such a dull and Ishmael role in John Huston’s
uninspiring opus. Film lacks the “Moby Dick” / . , Herman .Cohen
touch of the. more distinctive signed Richard Denning, Virginia
French product and; considering Grey and Kathleen Crowley for top
its lack of action and the^profusion roles in “Target Earth,”
slated for
of dialog, certainly deserves trim- RKO release-',
Brian Keith
,
ming.
snagged the male lead in ColumWith the exception of the nances, bia’s “Dead Pigeon.” .
John Mcplays
Burt
pic has little to recommend it to Ihtire
Lancaster’s
the U. Si market. Neither as a brother in the Hecht-Lancaster
period piece, nor as a love story, production, “The Gabriel Horn.”
•.
Peggy Converse drew a role
.
nor as a vehicle for such popular
players as Charles Boyer, Danielle in Warners’ “Drum Beat.”
Mark Stevens, who has been set
Darrieux and Vittorio De Sica does
it produce the kind of spark one to star and co-direefc, “Ketchikan”
might expect from such a talented for Lindsley Parsons; was handed
and proven team * as Ophuls and full directors reins
.
Richard
Marcel Achard who did the seript- Basehart has co-star niche in John
Huston’s “Moby Dick” for Warners
ing.
John Mclntire joins HechtStory is a conventional triangle,
with Boyer as the general tolerat- Lancaster’s “The Gabriel Horn”
ing the flirtations of his Wife; Miss cast ... Aaron Spelling into “Black
Eddie
.
Darrieux, with the baron, De Sica, Window”. at 20th-Fox .
until he senses that things are be- Waller shagged role in Universal^
coming a little too serious. There’s “Man Without a Star” ... Director
a duel. De Sica dies, and Miss George Sidney takes “Jupiter’s
Darrieux is felled by a heart Darling” cast to Catalina for two
J.
Carrol
attack at almost the same moment. days locationing .
Unfortunately, not even- this bit -Naish will essay a gangster role in
York
“New
Confidential,”
pic Clarof melodrama is played to the hilt.

ously make up the complement of
naval ratings. Jeff Richards and
Fredd Wayne play the two U. S.
Navy men and the latter, with some
of the best Comedy lines, indulges
in frequent scene stealing. Patric
Doonan gives a polishe^d study of
an unpopular petty officer and PatBoyer is wasted in the part of
rick Barr is suitably cast as the the general and he is unquestionably
handicapped by Ophuls’
Myro,
station Commander.
ponderous direction which seems
intent on slowing up the proceedings. Miss Darrieux is a joy to the
River
London, July 13.
eye but appears to be effective only
Metro release of John Boulting prowhen
called upon to flirt. De Sica
Okay
lowercase
lensed
thriller,
duction. Stars Gene Kelly ‘with John
is given a chance to look distinin England, for the general
Justin,
Roy
Bernard Lee.
Director,
Boulting.
Screenplay,
Frank Harvey,
guished and love-lorn, and that’s
program market.
Roy Boulting from play by Hugh Hastings;
all.
Christian Matras’ lensing—or
camera, Gilbert Taylor; editor. Max
else the editing— had Its faults,
Benedict; music, Mikolas Rosza. At EmHollywood, July 14.
pire, London, July 13, '54. Running time
Lippert Pictures release of Victor Han- with the camera moving alternately
92 MINS.
bury (Abtcon) production. Stars Phyllis too slow or
too fast.
Hijt.
Lieut. Bradville
Gene Kelly Kirk, John Bentley; features Robert
Lieut. Wharton
John Justin Ayres, Leonard White, Ewan Roberts,
Lofty Turner
.Bernard Lee Glyn Houston, Charles Lloyd' Pack. Di.,
rected
by
Guy
Green.
Screenplay,
Rex
B*itch Clelland
Jeff Richards
Charlie Badger
Sidney James Rienits; camera, Geoffrey Faithfull; ediP. O. Herbert
Patric Doonan tor, Peter Graham Scott; music, Hubert
Sprog Sims
Ray Jackson Clifford. Previewed July 13, ’54. Running
Protects
Cdr. Sinclair
Patrick Barr time, 70 MINS.
Haggis Mackintosh
..David Orr Judy Roberts
Phyllis Kirk
Continued from page 3 ;
Dan Barker
John Bentley
Capt. Watford
Robert Ayres
For their first production under Sgt. McLeod
Leonard White N. Y. Stock Exchange last Friday
the
Ewan Roberts (16). The issue climbed to a new
banner, Roy and John Blake
Glyn Houston high
Boulting have adapted the West Charlie
of $5.50 per share. Total of
Hendrick
Charles Lloyd Pack
End stage hit “Seagulls Over Sor- Maclure
David Hurst 27,900 shares exchanged
hands,
Margaret Anderson making
rento” which ran for more than Nell
Rep the seventh most acAdams
Michael
Balfour
three years in London although it Anna
Isabel George tive of all issues on the big board..
proved a dismal flop on Broadway
Among the more recent moves
a year or so ago.
For. Britain,
The programmer market, curlooking to a deal with Yates was
where the title has tremendous b.o. rently
short of passable supporting one instituted
by
potential, the original monicker is
.

branded

officer,

C

.

his

who
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Wave

sion, is worn by the presentation
as a result of the location-lensing
in Holland. These settings add a
picturesque, note, and often the
pictorial Values overshadow the
story-telling. The Eastman Color
is used effectively by F. A. Young’s
photography to point up the film’s
visual qualities.
It is the story of spies and counterspies in Holland during the Nazi
occupation, telling how a Dutch

M*d<tine Jta

Preach fore with
some Artie appeal doe tf the
marquee: attraction of tho
Charles Boyer-DanlcUe Par*

United,, Artists,

issue
pers” In the Jam 27,
of Variety. The Sergei Nolbandov-Leslie Parky n production for the J. Arthur Rank
to
according
Organization,
Myra, ha? -at its main asset
outstanding
moppet
per“two.
formances by Vincent Winter
and Jon Whitely which lift the
film from, a conventional rut
to make it enchanting,”
Willie the reviewer. sayS that
the lack of names will be a
handicap in selling to the publie, he says that “constructive
exploitation, could make this a
sturdy, boxoffice proposition on
the: U. S, art house circuit.”
The story is set in Nova Scotia at the beginning of the
century and the underlying
theme is of a feud between
the Scottish and the Boers.
The picture was directed by
Philip Leacock, from a screenplay by Neil Paterson. Featured in the cast are Duncan
Macrae, Jean Anderson and

*ff

‘

.

.

.

associated

with

.

a writer-director contract
Ar.
gentina Brunetti into Pine-Thomas’
.

.

“Blue Horizons”
Lawrence LaThe syndicate for which Newman marr
joins cast of Otto Preminger’s
was acting as liaison is said to “Carmen
Jones”
Jack
Elam and
have made a firm cash offer of $6 Bob Woodward
set for stints in
per share for Yates’ holdings. It’s Ben Bogeaus’ “Cattle
Queen of
figured he has over 500,000 shares Montana”
Robert B. Willlms
via direct and indirect ownership. and Charles Cane ink§d for roles
Yates rejected this amid indications in “Return of the Creature” at
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

he hadn’t intentions of selling out Universal-International.
at any price.
“Global Mission,” autobiog of
Previous to this was another but the late General H.- H. “Hao” Armore involved proposition put to nold, purchased by Hal Wallis for
production next fall
John IreYates, which also was nixed.
On land gets star role in “The Outthe bidding end, among others, was
sider's,” ^ which Anthony Hinds is
Bernard (Ben) Smith and John producing
in England for Exclusive
Ringling North, head of the Ring- Films
“The Stalk,” to co-star
ling Bros., Barnum & Bailey cir- Tyrone Power and
Linda Christian,
cus.
Smith is a well known Wall set as Copa Productions* first CoStreet trader who owns 100,000 lumbia release
Ramsey Hill
shares of the Rep common issue into “East of Eden” at Warners
and has his son' Bernard Jr; on ... Jim Moloney inked by Columthe Rep board.
Hollywood fig- bia for a top featured stint in Sam
ures also were part of this unsuc- Katzman’s “Bugle’s Wake.”
Lee J. Cobb snagged starring
cessful maneuver to take over
role in “The Racers” at 20th-Fox.
Rep,
John Lund has been pacted
Although the company has- an
unenviably consistent record of no by Leonard Goldstein to supplant
Robertson In Panoramic Procommon stock dividends, Rep is Dale
ductions’
“White Feather”
being sized up as a potentially
David Leonard was selected for
strong money .maker via both the- featured Tole
of I blind man in
atrical and tv film production. Metro’s “The Prodigal”
Bea
Also, there’s always the thought Benaderet signed by 20th-Fox for
that a sale of the' back-number pix role in “Black Widow”
Ray
to tv would bring in important net Heindorf, head of Warners music
capital gains.
department topper, will personally
Yates’ own inner-circle move is directs the score for “Young at
.--Mickey Little set by
said to involve a voting trustee ar- Heart”
rangement covering blocks of Metro for role, in .“Bad Day at
Tint Dlake snagged
stock held by other individuals, in- Black Rock”
cluding Metro British exec Ben stint in Herman Cohen’s “Target
Ruby Berkeley GoodGoetz, the elder Smith and mem- Earth”
j.oin Otto
bers of the Jules Brulatour estate. win and Charles Fleming
“Carmen Jones” cast.
Under the Indicated setup, no one Preminger’s
Leroy Johnson and Joe Canutt
would sell his holdings unless all into Pine-Th6mas’ “Blue Horizon.
sold at the same time and' at the
Paul Newlan has been cast by
same price.
Paramount in “We’re No Angels.
.
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Hollywood Industry Drive Divides
With 17 Organizations.

Hollywood, July 20.

Motion

By FRED HIFT
Rising standards of living and
education have profoundly changed
the impact of motion, pictures on
the younger audience sector, says

David Riesman, eminent sociologist, in his recent toriie, ‘'Individualism Reconsidered,”
In a chapter entitled "Movies

and Audiences,” Riesman belittles
the thought that pik have become
At
“just a show” to' youngsters:
the same time, he holds that the
major change that has taken place
over the years is that audiences
seek a new, and different kind of
enlightenment from the screen.
Studies in the early thirties
showed young people wanted films
to teach them how to look, dress,
and make ldve.. They were, brought
face-to-face with sex and splendor,
with settings and etiquettes remote
from their own experience.
“Today,” says Riesman, "American audiences are, with the rising
standard of living, less remote
from splendor, and with the rising
standard of education, less remote

Permanent

Committee’s 1955 campaign will open early, in September with a goal of $1,250,000, an
increase of $25,000 over the 1954
mark. Funds will be allocated to
17 major health and welfare agen

Howard Hughes9

Fire

Hollywood, July 20
Flash

fire

.

on Sunday did
*

worth of damage in a
storage shed owned by Howard
Hughes’ Tool Co. here.

.$10,000

Hughes-reflecting
array
of
properties destroyed were:

Hydroplane.
Cadillac Limousine,
200 Cans of Films,
50 Boxes of Paper.

They

cies.

This

Metro’s publicity department
it has accomplished its
making Elaine
in
Stewart, an unknown starlet a
few years ago, a recognizable

are:

film personality.
Its criterion of success is a
mention in the* New York

$22,000;
Chest,
Santa:
$7,500;
Monica Chest, $7,000; Los Angeles
Red Cross, $200,000; Burbank
R.C., $9,100; Glendale R.C., $2,300;
Santa Monica .R.C., $2,100; American Cancer Society, $40,000; Los
Angeles Y.M.C.A., $*5,000; City of
Hope, $45,000; L.A. County Heart
Association, $20,000; Military Order of the Purple Heart, Chapter
1898,
Sister
Elizabeth
$3,000;
Kenny Foundation, $23,000; Braille
Institute of America, $7,500; Ar-

Glendale

thritis

etiquette,’

.

No Threats Can
Stop

Memo-

year.

Hollywood, July 20.
of the Society of Independent
tion Picture Producers, told

MPEA’s

(Loew’s third fiscal quarter) the
net profit was reported at $1,267,210, equal to 25c per share, compared with $1,014,142, or 20c per
share, in the third quarter of 1953.
Gross business in the ne<v quarter
went- to $41,144,000,; against $39,684,000 in the 1953 frame.

Oregon Organizes

TOA

Portland, Ore., July 20.
The Theatre Owners Assn, of
Oregon has been formed here with
Albert Forman of United Theatres
in as president and Jim Clark,, former Paramount manager, elected
secretary and treasurer, New State
outfit will eventually become the
Oregon unit of TOA.
Members of the board include
Formah; Art Adamson, theatre
owner in Portland, Vancouver*
Corvallis, and .Albany; Tom Moyer,
Moyer Theatres; Walter Tihbets,
Laurelhurst Theatre; Ray Grombacher, Esquire Theatre; Jesse
Jones, Jones Theatres; William
Graeper Jr., Egyptian Theatre;

features.

•

Thomas Walsh,

Parker Thea-

J. J.

tres executive;

Russ Brown, Oremanager Evergreen
Theatres; John Matlock, Rivoli
Theatre, Pendleton; Lee Corbin,
gon

district

1

Lippert Theatres, Medford; Jack
Oregon Theatre Coop; and
Roy Brown, buying agent for number independent owners.
Regional meetings are scheduled
shortly for Pendleton, Eugene,

Lovett,

and Medford at which time delea \® s will be Selected to attend the
,

fT

NatLTOA

convention in Chicago

Views

invited

Glass.

is

SALESMAN SUES FOR
WRONGFUL WB BOOT

.

COMPO

Hungate

•

.

Council' of Motion Picture Organizations, which has footnoted
its series of Editor & Publisher
institutional ads With a solicitation
of film trade questions from the
press, pulled a switch in its latest
insertion.

Corwin

If

.

Difficulties of "Tour" in the U.S.
Hollywood, July 20.
market were .obvious from the start
After 11 years as 'a production since it was preceded by at least
manager at 20th-Fox Ray Klune three other versions of the Queen’s
handed iri his resignation and trip. Latter was also covered exsigned a contract with Hecht-Lan- tensively by the newsreels.
caster, Productions as general production manager.

Solicits

following a

-I

including the taping of star inter- demand for a Federal investiga- standing figures in the film indusviews for dissemination among tion of the subsidy deal between try. Joint presentation will taka
stations abroad, have been consid- the Motion Picture Export Asso- place at the Milestone. Dinner in
ciation and the French governered.
November. It will be the first time
ment.
Extent- to which MPEA will push
that two recipients have won the
Copies of the resolution, ques- award. In making the announcethe p.r. project is up to Eric JohnArthui
Guild president
ston who still has Corwin’s report tioning the legality and proprie- ment,
and recommendations on his desk. ty of the agreement, were sent to Freed said:
Original idea was to employ Amer- Secretary of State John Foster
"The Schenck brothers, who wer«
icans familiar with the local scene Dulles and the Federal Trade unanimously Selected by the Guild
t6 do the. job. Material would be Commission.
executive board, are a distinsupplied from the U.S.
guished choice for the Milestone
Award as their historic contribuNeed for MPEA to act" as a p.r.
UNITED ARTISTS' HABIT
tions to the motion picture indusagency for the industry abroad has
Both
been evident for some time, partic- Adds Another Indie Feature, 'Steel try speak for themselves.
men are steeped in the history oi
ularly in the light of the frequent
Cage’, To List
the film industry, including distriattacks against the industry by
bution, exhibition and production*
elements of the extreme left.
Hardly a week goes by that and their contribution to the proIt’s felt that, with special men
United Artists doesn’t nab another ducer system as we know it today
attached to the. MPEA offices, any new pic for release. This is apart
inaccuracies
and misrepresenta- from the long-term deals the com- has been immeasurable."
tions could be quickly and effecpany has with Hecht-Lancaster,
tively Misspelled via the presenta- Stanley Kramer,
Leonard Goldtion of facts.
stein, Edward Small, etc.
Impression has been gained in
UA this week acquired distribuN.Y. , that many of the negative tion rights to "The Steel Cage,"
articles about the industry abroad story about San Quentin produced
Elliott Bellson, who claims he
are written primarily due to the by Berman Swarttz and Walter was wrongfully fired from his post
fact that the accurate info isn’t Doniger. Paul Kelly and Maureen as a Warner film salesman, has
readily available.
brought a $50,000 slander suit w
O’Sullivan have the leads.
against the company in N. Y. Supreme Court, it was disclosed last
Named defendant in the
week.
action is Warner Bros. Distributing
Corp.
Bellson, who also seeks $3000

RAY EUNE

.*

trek.

•

George Slaff,
George
and

Film Council .Chimes In
Hollywood, July 20.
Hollywood, July 20.
Hollywood AFL Film Council,
He may eventually be stationed
Screen Producers Guild’s Fourth
permanently on the Coast. At any representing about 24,000 motion Annual Milestone Award will be
rate, the program will unravel un- picture workers* voted unanimous- presented. to Joseph M. and Nichoder his supervision. Various facets, ly to support Ellis Arnall in his. las M. Schenck, two of the out-

—

COMPO

p.r. staff

Bagnall,

(Continued on page 55)

I

expected to jgo to the Coast soon
to set up the necessary machinery
tO get the project rolling.

96 Mins. Too Long For U. S. Now
start within the next three months.
'
Runs 55
During that period the studio will
be busier than at any time since
"Royal Tour,” 20th-Fox’s Cinethe adoption of Cinemascope.
The films are "Untamed," "The maScoped account of the recent
Players," world tour of Queen Elizabeth and
“Prince
of
Racers,"
Duke of Edinburgh, is being
"Daddy Long Legs,” "Lord Van- the
trimmed tp 55 minutes from its
ity,” "A Man Called Peter," "The
former
running time of 96 minutes.
Gun and the Cross," "The Left
"Tour" was pulled in for editing
Hand of God," "The Tall Men" and
after
a
couple of engagements
"The Jewel of Bengal."
showed that it was too long. Pic,
which wowed in Britain as "Flight
the White Herron,” will be sold
EXITS 20TH of
as a programmer with one of 20th’s

In addition to his management
duties Klune will function as producer on a number of pictures for
the new company* He will, leave
20th-FoX next week for a short
vacation.

N.Y.

European survey

trim' 'ROYAL TOUR'

CScope

Mo-

mem-

bers at the annual meeting that
he will continue his quest for a

program was drawn up last Lessing,
For the 12 weeks ended June 10 year by Alfred E. Corwin of the Richard

FOR HECHT-LANCASTER

"Christians cannot always impose
standards on secular
Christian
but
publishers,
arid
producers
Cnrtstians can and should support
attempts to eliminate productions
and publications destructive of
Christian morality, Not to do so
is to support the secular, even anti-Christian forces that are already
so widespread and so powerful in
our culture.”
The piece didn’t identify who
these anti-Christian forces ;are or
what influences they bring into
play. Nor was there a definition, of
what Churchnews considers "Christian standards" in pix making.
There was no reference by the

Ellfs Arnall, re-elected president

tion

1

Me-Amall

Rome

:

Hollywood July 20.
With the return of Darryl F.
Zanuck from abroad, 20th-Fox is
going on a production spree With a
program calling for 10 films to

the editorial maintained.
profess to be opposing
censorship as such are in reality
opposed to the whole idea of a
•
morality based on religion.

"Many who

Federal investigation of the French
In, Paris Next pact recently arranged by the MoForeign public relations program tion Picture Export Association,
of the Motion Picture Export Assn,
regardless of reported threats of
appears to be finally taking shape,
MPEA has put on a. man in its retaliation.
Rome office to look after the p.r.
Other re-elected officers were
end of the operation. It’s also Gunther R. Lessing, board chair
mulling the employment of a simiman; George -^agnail, treasurer,
lar rep in Paris. It already has
and Marvin L. Faris, executive
one in London.
secretary.^ Also re-elected was the
Blueprint for such an informa- executive committee consisting of

a place

and in any particular case comes
from the conflict between Chrisviewnon-Christian
and
tian
points,"

Export Assn. Spreads;

.

>

puzzle. Miss
Stewart made it last week as
"an actress naAned Stewart."

weeks ended June 10 as compared

how.

...

Times crossword

and Rheumatism Founda-

Loew's came through yesterday rial Hospital, $10,000.
(Tues.) with a robust profit statement, reporting a jump of about
40% in net earnings for the 40

Assertion that "no code can
guarantee decency and good taste,”
coupled with a call for Congress
tq initiate censorship action to
suppress "moral and ethical subversion” is contained in an editorial in the July 25 issue of Episcopal Churchnews.
Entitled "Publish It Not Iri Askelon,- the piece makes a pitch for
censorship based on Christian ethical 'standards. "Much of the argument over censorship is general

Fame!

purpose

$719,500; Burbank Chest,

tion $5,000, and Will Rogers

Is

feels
-

Los Angeles Community Chest,

and social know- with the corresponding period of
\
While the movies are still 1953.
This net for the new period after
where social class-learning
per
or
87c
taxes
was
$4,466,376,
goes on, the mixture of messages
share, compared with $3,185,871, or
has become more complex."
year.
62c,
last
Riesman observed it Was his impression that youngsters, who afNet operating profit before taxes
ter all make up the better part of and reserve for depreciation and
the audience, "resort to the movies contingencies Was listed at $7,345,today, not so much to have a look 482' for the 1954 period, up from
an exotic ,and make-believe $5,685,184 in the 1953\pefiod.
at
world! though in some pix this pat- Gross sales and operating revenues
tern does survive), but increasingly rose from $133,612,000 in last
(Continued on page ^4)
year’s 40 weeks to $138,250,000 this
from

Picture

Charities

HoDywood-Caribbean

some

answers.

The full-page ad was a reproduction of an editorial in E it P
in the June 5 issue. This raised
the question of why many newsHollywood, July 20.
papers list television 'programs
gratis and charge local or premium
Walt Disney’s "20,000 Leagues
rates for theatre copy. "Why give Under
-the Sea," completed after
free space to a competitor' while
is-Disney’s
applying a penalty rate to a non- 18 months of filming,
competitor?” asked the E Sc P edi- biggest Hollywood feature to date.
the time
By
$6,000,000.
It cost
torial.
,
it reaches the theatres, the cost of
COMPO, too, wants to know.
advertising,
prints and "the biggest
campaign Hollywood has ever
Seen, " the film will have cost close
Arthur
Makelim
director Richard
to
$9,000,000,
Fleischer reported today.
Hollywood, July 20.
The first sound version of the
Hal R. Makelim’s plans to produce 12 pictures were explained Jules Verne classic, filmed, in
to exhibitors in this territory at a Technicolor and Cinemascope, is
meeting called by the Southern slated for Christmas release,
California Theatre Owners Asso- * Fleischer, who went on salary
'
April 1, 1953, actually directed two
ciation.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr. chairman, pictures during the production.
told the exhibs: "The Makelim The second was a 16m color film
plan Is the. only concrete solution which will be used on television as
thus far presented to alleviate the part of the extensive exploitation
great shortage of product without campaign for the film.
There are many innovations in
any financial assistance from exhibitors. It certainly warrants the the film, Fleischer disclosed, one of
whole-hearted cooperation of all them being the use of plastic sets,
"I don’t know they’ve ever been
theatre owners."

Leagues

as pay

pired

due him under
contract,

charges

his unexwil-

WB

and maliciously said that he
was "irresponsible and intoxicatused before I doubt it—but we ed." Utteranfie of this "false and
had so many curved surfaces be- defamatory” statement, hie comcause of the submarine, that it plains, caused him "great mental
Would have been too costly to make anguish."
sets of wood. So we had molds
Suit claims that Bellson w as
made and the plastic was cast. The hired as a salesman by WB’s
sets were Very light, movably and Cleveland branch in July, 1953,
durable. It’s just another instance and was assigned to the Toledo
of Disney genius at Work."
territory.
But ° In December, .it’s
Disney also built a complete asserted, he was wrongfully dissound stage with an underwater charged.
Action came to light
tank for the picture.
when WB moved for a further bill
Fleischer, who was selected by of particulars.
Disney for his work on "The Narrow Margin," "Armored Car RobTerry Moore Incorporates
bery" arid "The Happy Time,"
Hollywood, July 20.
handled a cast of 1,000 people and
"15,000 fish" for the film. They
In addition to her other assets
worked on a 45 day schedule in Terry Moore is now a corporation,
Nassau for the first unit, two weeks Actress has formed Terry Moon
in Jamaica for the second unit and Enterprises to "produce, direct and
two months on the lot in Burbank. promote entertainment producAlthough Disney is beaming the tions."
New company will not make mofilm for Christmas release* no distribution arrangement has been tion pictures although the charter
completed. Producer normally re- permits that operation. It will be
leases through RKO but it’s under- confined to the production of stage
and nitery revues.
stood Paramount is also bidding.
9
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Wow

386,'L’viBe;

‘Wind’
‘Garden* 16G, High’

Hot $84,060;Triiice’ Tall

‘Caine’

’

Los Angeles, July 20.
Despite a tremendous heat wave
adversely affecting general overall
biz, strong attractions are still getting substantial coin. Examples of
thjs are seen in the smash $84,000
..'likely in the initial week of* “Caine

Mutiny”

in.

two

and

situations,

a

hearty $30,000 looming for the first
round of “Student Prince,” also in

two

sites.

Drive-ins, aided by weather, are
strong. Seven ozoners are adding
a possible $64,000 to the medium
“Francis
expected for
$21,000
Joins the Wacs” in three conventional houses. Four autosites and
one nabe are giving “Ring Of Fear”

after a six-week showcasing local-

Also shaping up for a good
$8,000 is the eighth and final week
for “Three Coins in the Fountain.” “Cinerama” is rating a stout
$33,900 on its 63rd round.
Estimates for This Week
ly.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,752; 2,812; 95-$l. 75)—“Caine Mu(Col).
Smash $84,000. Last
week, “Hell Below Zero” (Col) and
“Operation Diplomat” (Indie) (2d
wk), $12,800.

tiny”

Hollywood

Paramount,

(F&M-UATC) (1,430;
$1-$1. 50)—“Student Prince”

Loew’s

State

Hearty

other units.
Globe, Vogue,

(M-G).

week,

Last

$30,000.

2,404;

in

Uptown ,(FWC)

885; 1,715; 70-$1.10)— “Hell
Raiders of Deep” (Indie) and
(782;

at 85c top. “Garden of Evil”
at the Rialto looks strong, ins does

85G, ‘Ring’ S5G

W

75-99)—“Garden of Evil”
Likely

D.C.:

Man

mount, “Knock On Wood” (Par)
and “Bowery Boys Meet Monster”
(AA) (2d wk), $14,700; Wiltern,
Hollywood with Warner Downtown,
“Johnny Dark” (U) and “Black
Horse
Canyon” (U)
(2d
wk),
$11,500.
.

boom

is

“Gone

to be record breaking
session at
Keith’s.

RKO

in second

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)—

“Gone With Wind” (M-G)

(reissue).

(372;

65-$l)—

—“High and Mighty” (WB)

(3d

wk). Nice $9,000 and moves on.
Last week, $9,600.
Palace (Loew’s; 65-95)— “Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th) (2d
wk). Very firm $15,000 after fine
$22,000 last week. Stays.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)

Egyptian (UATC) (1,538; $1- —“Knock on Wood” (Par) (14th$1.50)—“King Richard” <WB) (2d final wk). Bright $5,000 for second
wk).
Fair $11,000.
Last week, consecutive stanza to wind up sock

$16,500.

—

run.

Four Star HIATC) (900; 90-$1.50)
Warner (SW)
“About Mrs>Leslie” (Par) (3d -^•“Cinerama”

Oke

(1,300; $1.20-$2.40)

(Indie)

(36th

wk).

week, Fine $14,500, with definite upswing
in recent week.
Last week, well
Los Angeles, Ritz, Loyola (FWC) above hopes with $16,000. Holds.

wk).
$7,100.
(2,097;

—

1,363;

“Garden Evil”
$18,009.

Los

1,248; $1-$1.50)
(20fh) (3d wk). Okay

Last week, $26,000.
Angeles Paramount,

(ABPT-FWC)

— “High,
L.

Last

$5,000.

Mighty”

A. Par., 2d

wk

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600-; 70-$l)—
“Man With Million” (UA). Solid
$10,000, and holds.

week,
Fox “French Line” (RKO) Last
(9th wk),

(3,200; 965; $1-$1.50)

(WB) (3d wk
Good $19,-

okay $4,000

D00.

—

“Demetrius”

Nfeat $9,500.

(20th) (5th wk).
Last week, $12,800.

Last

$1,700.
»

‘Wind’

$16,000.

Last

(3,000;

65-85)—

“Gone With Wind” (M-G)

(reissue).

State

(Loew’s)

’

Mild $5,000. Last week,

They’re breaking

at the

Penn

—

—

“Johnny Dark” at Harris and
eigtht session, of “Three Coins in
Fountain” at Fulton are being particularly helped since they’re in
Richmond, July 20.
the same block as Penn and only
All-time endurance record was
a few steps away, “This Is Cineestablished
here as 20th-Fox’s rama” at Warner is
still a pleasant
“Three Coins in the Fountain” warm weather surprise
going into
went into its eighth week at the its eighth month.
first-run
Capitol Theatre, Film
Estimates for This Week
opened first at the Byrd apd State
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)
,and after a Week at each moved to
“Three Coins in Fountain” (20th)
the Cap.
(8th wk). Likely to top previous
Previous long-distance champ stanza’s
$8,000 and will probably
was Republic’s “The Quiet Man,” stay again.
which played one. day short of six
Harris (Harris) (2,100; 65-85)—
weeks at the Let Theatre,
“Johnny Dark” (U). Figured as

‘Coins’

Richmond

Wow;
Man

Outrunning ‘Quiet

9

$1.25-$2.60)—

“Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th)
Gk>° d S25 000 Last week,

(20th)

Del;

Detroit, July 20._

Big news this week is “Gone
With the Wind” which rolled up
a larger gross $5,000 in its first day
>

!

it

looks

wham

a

like

GWTW.

session

for

-

(Goldman) (1,200; 65$1.49)—“Gone With wind” (M-G)
(reissuel (2d wk). Roaring $28,000*
"
Last week, $31,000.
Mastbanm (SW) (4,360; 75-SI .30)
“High and Mighty” (3d wk). Off
to $15,500. Last week, $22,000.
Mldfown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-

—

United Artists than when
played the same house in 1940.
First day’s take then was $4,200. It $1.30)
at the

$22,500, 3d, Tops

*

$40000*

‘Zero’ $17,
I

(2d

—“Garden

wk).

Evil”

of

Firultftil

$12,1)00.

(20th)

Last

week, $20,000.
“Garden of Evil” is reaping big
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99dividends at the Fox. “Hell Below $1.80) “Caine Mutiny”
(Col) (3d
Hub; ‘flame’ Fair 22G, Zero” looks hot at the Palms. wk).
Solid $35,000. Last week.
“Caine Mutiny” stays big in third $50,000.
‘Wacs’ Thin 14G, ‘Ring’ 4G sailing at the Madison. “This Is
Stanley (SW) (2,932; 74-$1.301—
Cinerama” remains steady and “Living It Up” (Par). Smash
$27,Boston, July 20.
strong in the 70th week, at the 000. Last week, “Ring
of Fear”
Although there are several new Music Hall.
(WB), $15,000.
entries at downtown majors, “The
Estimates for This Week
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—
Caine Mutiny,” in third stanza at
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1- “Yellow Tomahawk”
(UA) and
the Astor, continues to lead the
$1.25)
“Garden of Evil” (20th) Lone Gtn” (UA). Stout $9,500.
town. Best of the newcomers is'
and “Man in Hiding” (UA). Big Queen of Sheba” (Lip),
$5,000 for
“Flame and the Flesh,” which $40,000. Last week,
“Demetrius five days.
opened fair at the Orpheum and and Gladiators”
(20th) plus MarTrana-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)
State Sat. (17) “Francis Joins the ciano-Charles
Wacs” at the Memorial is modest fourth week. fUe pix, $22,000 in —“Man With Million” (U A) (3d
wk). Fast $5,|000. Last week, $6,but “Ring of Fear,” at the Para
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; 500.
mount and Fenway, looks fairly $1-$L25)
“High and Mighty”
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)—
good. “High and Mighty,” in third
(WB) (3rd week). Good $16,000. “Student Prince” (M-G) (3d wk).
frame at the Met. is offish.
Last week, $22,000."
Neat
$12,000. Last week, $14,000.
Estimates for This Week .
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)
Trans*Lux World (T-L) (604; 99Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)— “Hell Below Zero” (Col) and “Out- $1.50)—“French Line” (RKO) (6th
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (3d wk). law Stallion” (Lip). Hotsy $17,000. wk).
So-so $3,700.
Last week,
"
Nifty $22,500 following tall $29,- Last week, “Apache” (UA> and $4,000.
000 for. second round.
“Capt. Kidd and Slave Girl” (Col),
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800; $16,000 in second week and moves
50-$l)— “Man With a Million” over to Broacfway-Capitol.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50)
(UA) (3d wk). Not bad at $6,000
for third week, Oke $7,500 for —“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (3rd week).
Frisca; ’Sasan’ Slow
Strong $25,000. Last week, $35,000.
second.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
Boston (Cinerama Productions)
80-$l)—
(1,354;
“Apache” (UA) and “Capt.
$1.20-$2.85)
“Cinerama”
16IG, ’Garden’ 22iG
(Indie) (29th wk). Holding up okay Kidd and Slave Girl” (Col) (move
San Francisco, July 20.
at $13,500. $14,000 for previous over from Palms for third week
Market
St! biz is perky despite
downtown).
W6Glc
Oke $10,000. Last
temperatures.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l— week, “Tanganyika” (U> and “Fire- week-long balmy
“Living
It
Up” fe garnering swell
man
“Scotch on the Rocks” (Indie),
Save My Child” (U>, $9,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1- trade at the Paramount while
Opened Sun. (18). Last week, “Pickwick Papers” (Indie). Wound fifth $1.25)
“Gone With the Wind” “Susan Slept Here” is only fair irt
week with oke $4,000.
(M-G) (re-release). Boff $40,000. its Golden Gate World preerii.
Estimates fOr This Week
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)— Last week, “Princess Nile” (20th)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65Ring of Fear” (U) and “Rocket and “Rocket Man” (20th), $10,000. 90)—
“Susan Slept Here” (RKO)
Man” (20th). Mild $4,000. Last
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95week, “Gorilla at Large” (2Gui> and $1.25)
“Student Prince” (M-G) and “Queen of Sheba” (Lip). Fair
116,500
despite world preem fan“Princess of Nile” (20th), $4,200.
(4th week). Oke $8,000. Last week,
are. Last week, “Francis Joins the
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)— $9,200.
Waes”
(U)
and “Drums.. Across
Music
“Francis Joins the Wacs” (U) and
Hall (Cinerama Produc1
River’ (U), $16,500.
“House of Blackmail” (Indie). Fair tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)
“This
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1-$1.50)—
$14,000. Last week, “Johnny Dark” Is Cineramh” (70th week). Steady
“Garden of Evil” (20th). Okay
(U) and “Cat-Women of Moon” $19,000. Last week, same.
$22^00. Last week, “Demetrius and
(Indie). Disappointing $13,000.
Gladiators” (20th) (4th wk>, $11,000
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367b 60after $17*500 for third frame.
$1.25)
“High and Mighty” (WB) H.0.s Pacing Montreal;
Warfield (Loew’sH2,656; 75-$l)-—
(3d wk). Off to near $15,000 follow"The Student. Prince” CM^G). Sock
ing okay $18,000 for second frame.
’Zero’ Zippy I5G, ’Knock* $20,000. Last week, “Men of FightOrpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-90)
ing Lady” (M-G) (5 days of 2d wk),
—"Flame and Flesh” (M-G) and
21G, ’Faces’ 13G, Both 2d $ 8 000
“Massacre Canyon” (Col). Near
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-90)—
$14,000
shapes.
Last
week,
Montreal, July 20.
“Living It Up” (Par) and “Private
(Continued on page 16)
T w o holdovers. Paramount’s Eyes”
Excellent $23,000. Last
Knock” and Twentieth’s “New week, (AA).
“Secret of Incas” (Par) and
Faces” are still outstripping new “Tennessee
Champ” (M-G), $14,‘Caitfe’
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entries in deluxers.

Wham $30, Oi Pitt Leaden

Pittsburgh, July 20.
down the doors
for “Gone With the
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1-$1.50) Wind” and everybody else in the
“3 Coins” (20th) (8th wk). Good Golden Triangle owes a debt of
gratitude to the picture, too, since
$8,000. Last week, $10,400.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364; the overflow’s being channeled
“Cinerama” (Indie) into all the other downtown houses.
$1.20-$2,65)
(64th wk). Into 64th stanza (18) It looks like four and possibly five
weeks for “GWTW” on the basis
after stout $33,900 last week.
of business this stanza.
(5th wk).
$7,400.

Boyd (SWrd,450;

week,

from Twentieth of

Ring’ Sound 10G, Dark* Bright 7G

week,

,

Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90$1.50)—“Dial M For Murder” (WB)

Estimate* for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 89-$l 301—
“Executive Suite” (M-G) (9th wk)
Fair .$4, 800. Last week, $6,000.

(20th),

Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)
—Fine
“Hobson's Choice” (UA) (5th
wk).
Slow
$2,400.

mg velocity.

,

.

.

at tilted scale.

Fox).

Last week, $24,500.
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.80)

big

™

«n<iie ) (41st wk). Okay
*
i^™**™?*
$23,000.
Last week, $16,700.
,,-Vox (20th) (2,250; 75-$L49)—

After 14 years this one is smash,
almost new generation of patrons
filling house from opening time, to
point to gigantic $38,000.
Last
week, “Miami Story” (Col) and
“Bait” (Col), okay $9,000.
the.

With
Wind,” at Loew’s Capitol, which
shapes boff after a weekend of absolute
capacity.
Over 10,000
would-be customers were turned
away from GWTW Saturday night
(17), according to management’s estimate, and each of four daily
shows for the initial three days
was SRO.
“Man With a Million,” sole other
newcomer; is brisk at Trans-Lux,
with cricks’ kud,gs and word of
mouth praise bringing an upward
trend.
“Caine Mutiny” continues
b.o.

.

theatres.)

Washington, July 20.
Steady stream of sock product is
bringing town’s main stem its heftiest July biz since the lush war
years. , Topping the town in this

—

Para-

.

•

(2d wk), healthy $12,000.

IDG

(Indie*.

Hollywood

theatres, chiefly Jtfsv runs, including N. Y.)
Total Gross Sama Week
.$2,495,900
Last Year.
(Based on 23 cities and 208

(Peoples) (1,200;

“Demetrius and Gladiators"

.

with

Mary Anderson

Boff 40G,

of. Fear” (WB>. Thin $11,- “Captain’s Paradise” (Indie) (9th
Last week, Hawaii*.. Loew’s wk).
Steady $4,000 after $4,200
000.
State, “Princess of Nile” (20th) last week. -Holds another session.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$l. 25)—
and “Rocket Man’- (20th) (2d wk),
$6,400; Downtown in another unit. “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (2d wk).
Orpheum, Wiltern, Hollywood Smash $35,000, and continues to
- FWC)
(Metropolitan <2,213; break record. Last week, not quite
“Francis up to hopes, but still boff $46,000.
2,344; 756; 60-$1.10)
Joins Wacs” (U) and “River Beat” Holds.
(Lip). Medium $21,000. Last week,
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 60-80)

Orpheum

Estimated Total Grose
$2,932,800
This Week
( Based on 24 cities , and 220

(2d wk). Fine $9,000, after last
week’s wham $12,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000:

“Ring

SW

4

My

Save

City Grosses

75-$l)—“High and Mighty” (WB)

Warner Downtown, Hawaii (SW- week
80-$1.10)—
Dupont TLopert)
(1,757;
1,106;

G&S)

Key

Child” (U),
solid $6,800. Last week, “Hell Below Zero” (Col) and “Charge of
Lancers” (Col), sturdy $7,000.

.

Boffo $40,000, absolute capacity, for
each show. —Holds.
Last week,
Modest $8,500. ..Last week, Globe, “Garden of Evil” (20th) (2d wk),
Vogue, “Viva Zapata” (20th) and pleasing $14,000.
Columbia .(Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)
“Red River” (UA) (reissues), $6,300; Uptown, “River No Return” ^“Men of Fighting Lady” (M-G)
(20th) and “3 Girls From Rome” (3d-final wk). Okay $6,000 for final
nine days, after fine $8,000 last
(Indie) (^th wk), $2,100.

Marked 'Danger”

“Girls

“Fireman,

.

Pbiladjdphia, July 20.
Holdovers and heat failed
to
strong product. “Caine Mu» the pacesetter for third
ftraight week, Stanley, with “Livn It Up ” is beiiefitting by At} ^
lantic City world preem of
the
Martin 9c Lewis film which wa?
well covered locally. “Gone with
the Wind” Is holding to its openp
t!

tures going to around 90*, customers are back to normal after the
above. 100° marks which put a
crimp ‘ip all human activity hereabouts.
Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-75)
-—“Black Horse Canyon” (U) and

Estimated Total .Gross
This Week .....
$525,500
* (Based on 22 theatres.)
Last Year ......... $045,800
(Based on 23 theatres.)

an oke $44,000'.to go with thfi .$11,000 coming from a week in two
hardtops.
“Hell Raiders” is a modest $8,500 in three houses. Holdovers are
spotty with “King Richard” a
shaky $11,000 in its second session
but “High and the Mighty” is a
good $19,000 in the third frame

Wind”

h.o. stanza of “High and Mighty”
at .the Mary Ann. With tempera-

Broadway Grosses

.

9G

Louisville, July 20.
Loew’s State is doing terrific biz
with the 14-year bid “Gone With

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-$l)—
“Gone With Wind” (M-G). Biggest
thing here of the year. If pace
doesh’t lag, can’t miss doing close

—

amazing $30,000. Last week,
of “Apache” (UA), fine

second

.

—

“Scotch on Rocks” (Indie). This
one didn’t fare too well with the
reviewers and will be lucky to get
$2,000.
Last week, “Always a
Bride” (U), somewhat better at
*
$2 500

—

.

,

—

$13,000.

Warner (SW)

(1,385; $I.25-$2.65)

—

(32nd wk).

Made warm-weather comeback and

—

—

’Stanley (SW) (3,800;
«5-$l)—
“Ring of Fear” (WB)* Heading for
good $10,000. Last week, ’High
and Mighty” (WB) (2d wk), almost

-r-“Cinerama” (Indie)

000.

—

*

$ 12 000
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)—
,

reissues

—

just a filler, it’s likely to wind up
with excellent $7,000. Last week,
Hell Below Zero” (Col) disappointing at $8,000.

to

Two

Gleri Miller pix
St. Francis (Par) (L400; $L$1.50)
doing fair biz at the Orpheum with
—“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (3d wk).
Columbia’s' “Hell Below Zero” at
Good
$25,000. Last week, $31,000
the Capitol best of newcomers.
after $42,000 for initial frame.
Hot weather, however, is cutting
Orpheum “ (Cinerama Theatre,
into overall returns.
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-12.65)—“CineEstimates for This Week
rama” (Indie) (29th wk). , Strong
'(C.T.)
(2,625; 60-$l)
$28,500. Last week, $32,000 (in(20th) (2d wk). Okay cluding 2 extra performances).
$13A)00 following a socko first
United Artists (No. Coast) (1„207;
week of $21,000.
70-$l)—“Apache” (UA) (3d /wk).
C
Okay $8,500. Last week, $10,000
ulT ?1pit® I 1 (CT ) (2,412; 45-75)
”
Be
ow
Zero
(Col).
Fine after $21,000 for -first week.
d.P«f!?An
I
,
week, “Princess of
Stagedsor
(Ackerman-Rosener)
Nile” (20th), poor ^1 0,000.
(400; 85*$1.35)—“Immortal,. City”
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 40-65)
(Indie) (5th wk). Fine $4,000. Last
‘Saracen Blade” (Col). Thin $8,000, week, $4,300.
Last week, “Secret of Incas” (Par).
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)— “Young
Dull. $10,000.
Wives’ Tale” (Indie) (4th wk). Fair
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 50-85)
$2,100. Last week, $2,400.
„
Knock pn Wood” (Par) (2d wk).
Bridge (Schwarz; Reade) (399; $1o
Cood $21,000
after smash opener $1 .20) “Always a Bride” (U) opens
of $31,000.
Thurs. (22). Last week, “Daughters
.Imperial (CT.) (1,789; 34-60)
of Destiny^1 (Indie) oke $2,100
Drums Across River” (U) and after $2,300 on Second’ frame.
Sweethearts
on Parade” (U>.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $D
Average $6,000. Last week. “Gold- “Loves and Morals of Times Gone
en Mask” (UA) and “Go Man Go” By” (Indie) and “Little World of
(UA). Fair $8,000,
Don CamiRo.” (Indie) <2d wk). Nice
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 40-65)
$2,300. Last week. $2,600.
Sun Valley Serenade” <20thJ and
Vbffue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1J
Orchestra
Wives” (20th) (re*
“IMh*.
Denning Drives North
Issues). So-so $6,000. Last week, (Indie) and “Lady Godiva Rides
Pride of Blue Grass” (AA) and Again” (Indie). Oke $2,000. Last
en
Very poor week, “Two Cents Worth of Hope
$4M()
(Indie) (3d wk), $2,000.

,

doing best biz since mid-winter,-]
Stretching for $13,506, this session
after around $14,000 last week.

t

*

—

—
fftdnewhy, Jnly 31, 195*
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•
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PICTURE GROSSES

'

W

ST.

LOO SWELTERS BUT
BREEZY 20G, 3D
St. Louis,

.

Hefty 52G, ‘Garden’ 25G, Both 2d

—

—

Chicago, July 20.
4- -? First-run pix here are running
EttimMei
Net
gait, -us most
at a goodly summer
are stocked with
Filin gross estimates as reof the houses
least
at
two
and
holdovers
ported herewith from the varistrong
look very
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,
of three new entries
“Magnificent Obsession,”
aturdy.
Without usual tax. Distribtremendous $40,000
at
starting
utors share on net take, when
should have long and sturdy run
piaying percentage, hence the
should “Scotch
at United Artists, as
estimated figures, are bet inon Rocks” at Surf, opening to fine
come.
:

The

.

,

Roosevelt is getting great $24,000 for action dualer of “Hell JBelow Zero” and “Saracen Blade.” In
second week, “High and Mighty" is
worthy of its title at the Chicago,
Tommy Leonetti topping
with

vaude

side.

At Woods, “Garden

parenthetic

Ambassador find) (1,400; $1.20$2.40)—“This is Cinerama” (Ind)
(24th wk). Fine-$15,000. Last week,
$17,000.

admission

Fox (F&M)

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
-p.
tax.

—

IV AftlU

'

-^“Robinson Crusoe” (UA) and
“John Smith and Pochohantas”
(UA) (2d wk). Fair $4,000 after
good $7,500 for opening frame.
Cincinnati, July 20.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
Return of “Gone With Wind’* tar 82)—“The Great Gilbert and Sulmodern screen treatment is an livan” (UA). Neat *3,500. Last
atomic grosser at the Palace and week, “Red Garters” (Par) (2d wk).
'

Fair $2,500.
St. Louis

approaching a house record despite
its
200-minute running time.
“Knock oh Wood” is corraling
musical fans for a solid Albee session and the Grand is above par
with “Silver Lode.”
“Three Coins in 'Fountain” is
building a lusty second, stanza
figure

for

Keith’s.

j

—

—

|

j

Robinson “Knock' on Wood” (Par). Rollicking
“Adventures
Crusoe” (UA) (2d wk). Dull $10,- $14,000. Last week, “High and
000. Last week, $14,000.
Mighty” (WB) (2d wk), at 75-$l
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 65-87)—-; scale, $14,000.
“Man With Million’' (UA) (4th wk).] Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.)
Good $6,300. Last week, $7,500.
“Cinerama”
(1,376; $1.20*2.65)
Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 98*1.25) (Indie) (5th wk).
Great $28,000
-

—“Demetrius
(20th) (4th wk).

—

Gladiators” after hot-weather dip on fourth
and
Out-of-town
Tidy $18,700 after stanza -to $27,000.

trade building.
$1.25*3.40)
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-84)
“Cinerama” (Indie) (51st wk). “Silver Lode” (RKO) and “Blue
(Indie).
Boffo $32,000 after $28,000 last Parrot”
Hefty $8,500.
week..
Last week, “She Couldn’t Say No”Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 50-98)— (RKO) and “House of Blackmail”
Below Zero*’ (Col) and (Indie), $7,000.
“Hell
“Saracen Blade” (Col). Great $24,Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75*1.25)
“Three Coins in Fountain”
000. Last week, ‘‘Apache” (UA) and
“StormjK (Disney) (2d wk) $20,- (20th) (2d wk); Solid $11,500 aftey
000
$17,500 preem. Holds.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98- ' Palace* (RKO) (2,600; 75*1)
$1.80>— “Caine Mutiny” (Col). (3d “Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue).
Wk). Slipped to $45,000 after $78,- Wide
screen
and stereophonic
000 last week.
sound hypoing perennial fave to
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)
smash $28,000. Stays on.
“Scotch on Rocks” (Indie). Looks
restful $5,200. Last week,. “Always
a Bride” (Indie) (1st wk) (m.o.) $3,- Denver Perking; ‘Caine’
000
last week’s. $23,000..

Palace

—

—

(Eltel) (1,484;

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98$1.25)
“Magnificent
Obsession”
(U).
Tremendous $40,000. Last
week, “Silver Lode” (RKO) and
“Riders to Stars** (UA) (1st wk),

—

Huge $28,000, ‘Apache’
Big 1916, Dust’ Light 1G
Denver, July

$15.000..

Woods

98(Essaness)
(1,198;
$1.25)— “Garden of Evil” (20th)
(2d wk). Hot $25,000. Last week,

20.

Led by “Caine Mutiny,”
are perking here.

grosses
Film- version of

Herman Wouk’s novel is packing
the Denver to a huge figure and
World (Indie) (697; 98)—“Anna” holds, natch. “Man with a Million”
(IFE) and “Bitter Rice” (IFE) (re- stays a fourth at the Aladdin.'
issues) (3d wk). Trim $3,000. Last
Estimates for This Week

$36,000.

—

week, $3,200.

‘Leslie’

Mild 8*G, Indpls.;

‘Wind* Sock $14,000, 3d
Indianapolis, July 20.

Hot

Geve.

—Astor (City

—

-

i

!

1

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)
“Man With a Million” (UA) (3d
Blade” (Col) and “MassaCriterion (Moss) (1,700; 50*1.85)
wk). Big $4,500 and holding. Last “Saracen
Nice $7,000.
cre Canyon” (Col).
week, $5,000.
—“Long Wait” (UA). (3d wk).
Last week “Return to Treasure
Completes
run tomorrow (Thurs.)
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60*1)
Island” (IJA) and “Overland Pawith anticipated $14,000, better
“Garden of Evil” (20th) (4th wk). cific” (UA), ditto.
than previous stanza’s $12,000.
Good $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
60-90)—
Palace (RKO) (3,300;

—

'!

“Gone With Wind” still is setDenham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85) “Magnificent Obsession” (U). Boffo
ting pace for first runners in third
“Knock on Wood” (Par) (3rd $26,000. Last week, “Garden of
stanza at Loew’s and may hold wk). Good $7,500.
Last week, Evil” (20th) (2d wk), $8,500.
again.
“Garden of Evil” also is $ 10 , 000.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-90)—
hojding up well in extra three days
“Apache” (UA) (2d wk). Excellent
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
at Indians to get back to Wednes“Caine Mutiny” (Col). Big $28,- $11,000. Last week, terrific $20*000.
day opening. “About Mrs. Leslie,” 000 and holding. Last week, “Black
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 60-90)
stoutest new entry, is fair at Circle.
Horse Canyon” (U) and “Egg and —“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (4th
following]
Fine
wk).
$10,000,
Estimates lor This Week
I” (U) (reissue), $8,000.
robust $13,000. *
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)
„ Circle (Cockrill-Doile) (2,800; S<
80)—
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par) an “Out of This World” (Carroll).
“Sable Scarf” (Indie). Mild $8
Poor $10,000, Last week, on re‘Garden’ Great $10,000,
500.
Last week, “Johnny Dark
issues.
(U) and “Playgirl” (U).
Nic
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;
$ 10 000
15G; K.C.
‘Knock’
.
50-85)—“Apache” (UA) and “ReIndiana (Cockrill-Doile) (3,20!
turn to Treasure Island” (UA). Big
Kansas City, July 20.
60-95)— “Garden of Evil” (20tl
$19,500 and holds. Last week,
Upbeat is the word for biz cur(2d wk). Oke $3,000 in three daj
and rently, big money being hauled in
(Col)
“Hell Below Zero”
after gala $15,000 full week.
“Killer Ape” (Col) $13,000,
by “Knock On Wood” at the ParaLoew's, (Loew’s) (2,427; 60-90)‘
mount* “Garden of Evil” at the
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 30-50)
Gone With the Wind,” (3d Wk
“Arrow In the Dust” (AA) and Roxy, and “High and Mighty” lit
Still sock $14,000* after smash $19
“Pride of the Blue Grass” (AA). third week in the Missouri. “Tan000 second week and $24,000 oppi
Poor $1,000. Last week, “One ganyika” in four Fox Midwest
ar. Bigger than 1947 engagemen
Summer of Happiness” (Indie) houses is drawing pleasant trade,
Lyric (Cockrill-Dolle) (1,600; 3!
„
70)— ‘Desperado” (AA) and “Bov
and “Paid to Kill” (Lip), $3,500. as is “Hell Below Zero” at the Mid*
Stifling heat wave broke
land.
r.y Boys Meet Monsters** (AA
Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-90)
?T
opening days a
“Young Wives’ Tale” (Indie). Thin Thursday to givealso
Last week, “Silv<
t
considered a
Lode (RKO) and Cartoon Fest
Last week, “Cinderella” break, but heat
$1,000.
^
u J “
'
*
y
” ” * ”
n
V®4 v5?000.
i i
i
on
(Continued"
page 16)
(Indie); *1',300‘.‘’

—

.

—

—

,

I

Smash

.

.

—

—

l

nimi n( u

Inv.) (1,300; 50-.S1.75)

er, was sellout "Thursday. (16), and
“Indiscretion of an American
strong weekend pull points toward Wife” (Col) (4th wk). Stanza endbumper grosses.
ing topiorrow looks to hit mild
“High and Mighty” on third $8,000 after $9,500 for third
round at Allen is steaming ter- tyame. Stays until next Wednesrifically,
making it tougher for day (28) when "Waterfront”
(Col)
other key houses. In spite .of this
moves in.
opposition, “Apache” on stayover
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
looks hearty for Stake. “Tangan“Earrings of
yika” is chief sufferer, going only (550; $1.25*1.80)
Reissue of “Gone Madame De” (Arlan) French imfair at Hipp.
With Wind” rates extra good on port which opened Monday (19)
fourth lap at Stillman on m.o.
is expected to draw okay $12,000
in face of lukewarm reviews. “La
Estimates for This Week
60-90)— Ronde” (Hakim), the controversial
(S-W)
(3,000;
Allen
“High and Mighty” (WB) (3d wk); French film, concluded a success19-week
engagement with
Hefty enough at $10,000 on five ful
days to gef” another h.o., but $4,400 for final round.
“Caine Mutiny” is set for tomorBaronet (Reade) (430; 90*1.50)
row (Wed.). Last week, stout $21,- —“Daughters of Destiny” (Indie)
400 on second lap.
(3d wk). Second stanza ending
Hlpp (Telem’t) (3,700; 60-90)— Sunday (18) drew fair $3,900 after
“Tanganyika” (U). Average $12.- $5,500 for opening week. "The
Last week, “Demetrius and
000.
Cowboy” (Lip) opens Aug. 2.
Gladiators” (20th) (5th wk). SatisCapitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85*2.20)
fying $11,500.
Lower Mall (Community) (585; —“The Caine Mutiny” (Col) (4th
60-90)—"Moon Is Blue” (UA) (9th Wk). Week ending today (Wed. set
wk).
Oke $3,000 after same last for another socko round with $64,round.
000 after wow $73,000 for previous
Ohio (Loew’s) (1.200; 60-90)— period. Looks set for a long run.
.

—

.

‘Obsession’

man, Agnes Moorehead and Hunt-

—

.

.

$26,(06,

j

132G 5th. Halta’ Firm 13G

L. Amus.) (4,000;
(2d
Wk). Fine $5,000 following good
$3,000 for opening stanza.
Shady Oak (St L. Amus.) <800;
82)—“The Great Gilbert and SulLast (Par) with so-so $10,500 are nearlivan” (UA). Nice $5,000.
week, “Red Garters” (Par) (2d wk). ing the end of their' runs and will
be replaced-shortly. “Waterfront”
Good $3,000.
(Col) moves into the Astor on July
28 and “Susan Slept Here” (RKO)
into the Victoria July 29. “Garden
of Evil” <20th) at the Roxy slipped
to $38*000. “Broken Lance”. (20th)
takes over July 29. Cinerama held
at swell $39,000, with trade being
bolstered by tourists and vacationing school kids.
Break in the heat wave last Wednesday (14) night helped business
Cleveland, July 20.
World preem of “Magnificent somewhat as did the cloudy and
Obsession” made hot front-page rainy Sunday (18),. Many houses
reported 25% better Sunday biz
news for Palace and its producer, over
Saturday.- The reverse is usuRoss Hunter, former Clevelander, ally the
who set up festive deal for his months. case during the summer
hometown. Opening, with special
Estimates for This Week
stage show spotlighting Jane Wy(St.

69)—“High and Mighty” (WB)

“Cinerama"

continues plenty strong after slight
fourth-round dip blamed On hottest
“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (3d wk). Cincy temperature in 18 years.
Stout $1 1,500. Last week, $14,000.
Estimates for This Week
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65Albee (RKO) (3,100;. 50-84)

$1.25)

'*

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 75*1)—
“Gone With the Wind” (M-G) (3d
wk}. Hefty $20,000, after socko
$28,000 last week.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,400; 50-75)

UUIU0U faUU)

!

(Telem’t) (800; 90*1.25)

51-69)—“Gam-

$15,000.

-.'

.

,

(5,000;

bler from Natchez” (20th) and “Arin the Dust” (AA). Opened
Tuesday. Lfst week ‘^Tanganyika”
(U) and “Silver Lode” (RKO). Nice

row

of

continues sock, while “Adventures Robinson Crusoe” lags at
McVickers,
Third week of “Caine Mutiny” is
hefty at State-Lake, and “Julius
Caesar” is buoyant at Loop, catchof
overflow. Reissue duo
ing
“Anna” and “Bitter Rice” is shaping okay at the World. “Demetrius
and Gladiators” looks staunch in
fourth week at Oriental, and “Man
With Million” is tapping another
good figure at “ Monroe in same
round. Palace enjoys another terrific frame in 51st with “Cinerama.”
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (34>00; 08*1,25)
.—‘‘High and Mighty** (WB) With!
Tommy Leonetti topping stageshow
(2d wk>. Lush $52,000. Last week,
$ 66 000
Evil’.’

Loop

‘Prince’

Without a sock new entry to (Thurs.) is heading for solid $30,bolster trade and dominated by 000. Continues.
holdovers, Main Stem biz is offish
Normandie (NOrmandie Theatres)
this week, The drop, however,, (592; $1*1.80)—“Le Plaisir” (Inwasn’t sufficient to cause any con- die). (10th wk). Held nicely at
cern among the Broadway oper- $5,500, strong for this time of run.
ators, Only two new pix, both art Previous week was $6,200. Conhouse entries, were unveiled dur- tinues indef with “Return of Robing the week. Both “The Malta inson Crusoe” (UA) to follow.
Story” (UA) at the Guild and the
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50*1.60)—
French import “Earrings for Ma- “The Diamond Wizard” (Indie)
dame De”,at the Little Carnegie with eight acts of vaudeville. Week
look headed for okay first-week ending tomorrow (Thurs.) likely
biz despite mild reviews from the will be okay
“Silver Lode”
New York crix. “Malta” looks to (RKO) opens$19,600.
Friday (23).
hit $13,000 and “Earrings” $12,000.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 70“The Student Prince” (M-G) at $1.75)—“High and Mighty” (WB).
Music Hall is winding up a suc- (4th wk). Third week ending yescessful five-week run with a solid terday (Tues) finished with fine
$132,000. It’ll be succeeded to- $41,000 after fancy $48,000 in premorrow (Thurs.) by Metro’s “Sev- vious frame. “Ring of Fear” (WB)
en Brides for Seven Brothers.” bows next Wednesday (28).
Metro is also bringing in “Valley
Paris (Indie) (568; $1.25*1.80)—
of the Kings” to the Plaza, east
side art house, today (Wed.) with ''Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (6th wk).
especial benefit preem. “High and Healthy $9,500 for fifth frame endMighty” (WB) shapes as fine $41,- ing Sunday (18). Chalked up big
000 in third week at the Para- $11,000 for fourth round. Conmount. “The Caine Mutiny” (Col) tinues, natch!
Radio City Music Hall (Rockelooks to give Capitol $64,000 in
its third frame. “Apache* (UA) at fellers) (6;200; 95*2.75)— “Student
the Mayfair also seems to be set- Prince” (M-G) and stageshow (5th
tling down for a ifun with solid wk). Winding up successful run
today (Wed.) with boffo $132,000.
$30,000 for first holdover frame.
“7 Brides for
’indiscretion of ’an American Last week $143,000..
Wife” at the AstOr with mild 7 Brothers” (M-G) opens tomor$8,000 and “About Mrs. Leslie” row (Thurs.).

the holdover sesh after a seek first
frame. “The Great Gilbert and
Sullivan” is doing fine biz at two
small houses. Ozoners are getting
a heavy play from natives seeking
relief from the heat.
Estimates for This Week
-

Are

$ 5 200

July 20.

'‘Gone with the Wind” and “Cinerama” are keeping pace with blistering temperatures that set an alltime high of 112,3 degrees Wed,
(14) and have hovered around the
100 mark since. Both films are
still grabbing heavy coin.
“High and Mighty” is swell on

,J

1

1

Martin

&

Lewis in “Living It
(Par) take over Friday (23).
Fine

$1.80)

Up”

(468; $1.50—Arts“Mr.(Davis)
Hulot’s Holiday”

(GBD) (6th Wk). Holding up well at
$11,000 after excellent $12,000 for
previous stanza. Continues indef.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70*1.50)
“Hell Below Zero” (Col) (2d wk).

—

‘

Roxy

65*2.40)

(Nat’l. Th,) (5,717;

—“Garden

of Evil” (20th) (2d wk).

holdover stanza ending to*
morrow (Thurs.) heading for okay
First

$38,000, ^slightly below expecta*
tions in 'light of fine reviews.
“Broken Lance” (20th) follows

July 29,
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$ 1.75)—
"Gone With the Wind^-(M-G) (8th
wk). Seventh frame ending Friday
(23) seems set for strong $29,000,
solid for this time of run. “Magnificent Obsession” (U) opens on

A-<. 4.
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1*1.80)—
“Man With a Million” (UA) (4th
wk). Third frame ended Sunday
held at strong $12,200 after
$15,000 for first holdover
week. Holds indef.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
$1*1.55)—‘•“Victory at Sea” (UA)
(2d wk'. First week ending Monday (19) chalked up respectable

(18)

great

.

$7,300.

Holds,

Trans-Lux 52nd

(T-L)

St.

(540;

$1*1.55)— “Lili” (M-G) (72d wk).
There appears no end to this biz
this entry can draw. It held at a
solid $6,000 for week ending Sunday (18), same as for the 71st

frame.

—

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50$1.75)
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par)
(4th wk). Third week ended Sunday (18) was fair $10,500 after
sturdy $16,000 for second stanza.

“Susan Slept Here” (RKO) opens
July

29.

i

Warner (Cinerama
$1.20-$3.5&
(59th wk).

Prod.)
— “Cinerama”
(Indie)
(1,600;

Gross hardly varies
from week to week. The 58th stan-

ended Sunday (19), was $39,000,
ahead of last week's $38,000. Biz
being helped by tourist trade and
za,

vacationing school kids.

No

Aquatennial

To Mpls.

Chill

Biz; ‘Wind’

Hot 12G; ‘Zero’ $8,500
Minneapolis, July 20.

The Aquatennial, with

its

myriad

of
counter attractions, usually
takes a heavy boxoffice toll here.

Currently,

however,

summer mardi
ing

what may be
run,

now

in

this

annual

gras isn’t prevent-

Cinerama from
a

zooming

new high

its

14th

to

for

its

week,

or

twoL newcomers, “Gone
With the Wind” and “Hell Below,
Zero,” from attracting substantial'

keeping

patronage.

•

Influx of transients for the mardi
frame ending Fri- gras is benefiting Cinerama the
day (23) heading for good $12,000. most. All holdovers are solid and
Continues with “Pushover” (Col) the stiff competition doesn't seemFirst holdover

.

set to follow.
Guild (Guild;

—

450; $1*1.50)
“Malta Story (UA) (1st wk).k Opened Friday (16) to so-so reviews

to be extinguishing their boxoffice
fire.

Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.20expected to reach $13,000, strong $2.65) Cinerama (Indie) (14th Wk,).
Demand from transients here for
for this spot.
May hit
Aquatennial very big.
Holiday (Rose) (950; 90*1.65)
“Smart Money” WB) and “Roar- a new high with smash $30,000 or
week,
$21,500.
more.
Last
ing Twehties” (WB) (reissues) (3d

from New York

crix, First stanza

—

wk).

Combo

dropped

of gangster oldies
to $8,000 after nice $14,

000 for initial holdover frame. Pix
expected to remain for another
week, but nothing set yet to follow.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79*1.80)
“Apache” (UA). First holdover

—

frame

finishing

up.

tomorrow

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85)
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue).

Fifth time around, but there were
lines a block long on opening day.
Matinee admission raised from
65c to 85c with same scale in evening. Terrific $12,000. Last week,

(Continued on page 16)
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A TOWERING
MASTERPIECE
CARVED OUT OF
A MAN’S LUST FOR POWER

Spencer Tracy
Broken Lance
COLOR by Di lUXC
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So Who’s to Blame?
London, July

The

20.

prohibition of smoking

at children’s matinees was advocated at a meeting of ihfc
Edinburgh (Scotland)' Education.

Parl$, July- 13,

A woman

V

Of the six boxoffice toppers last
month 'in Paris one was American
two FfencH, two FrancoJ ic

and, one Franco-American.
Ton coin went to "Froift Here To
Eternitv’' (Col) which took. « great
big houses
$408 000 playing three,
in its ^second first-tun
It is now
doing
big!
still
a nd
Next was the French gangster
drama, with Jean Gfibin, "Don’t

‘Quiet/ ‘Moulin’

Touch the Coin," which hit $288,two big theatres*- Next was
“Unf rocked" which took $135,000
arty house.
via a longrun at one
Robert Siodmak’s Franco-Italo
“The Big Game," with GinKLollowas next with $105,000
brifiida,
playing two large theatres, followed by Fernandel-Pier Angeli
for
tinter, “Mam’Zelle Nitouche
Sixth be’st was Anatole
$102,000.
Litvak’s Franco-U. S. film, "Act of
Love” (UA) starring Kirk DougIt. got $99,000 at three houses.
las.

Top

U.S.

Athens, July 13..
picking the best
films of the 1953-54 season here,
selected th •'"French pic, “Jeux Interdits," as tops.
Second choice
was "Quiet Man (Rep) with third
prize going to "Moulin Rouge”
( UA )
Fourth place went to "Lili”
(M-G). "Captain’s Paradise" (U)
was seventh.
Top 3-D film award went to "Kiss
Me Kate" (M-G). Critics named
Leslie
Caron and Mel Ferrer
("Lili"), and John Wayne ("Quiet

‘Greek film

*

Man")

as best actors

and

actresses.

Provinces went for "Nitouche,"

“The Robe" (20th), "Quo
and
"Eternity”
Reef"
Twelve -Mile
“Beneath
There is no(v a general
(20th).

decline at the b.o. as the Paris
Hence,
vacation exodus starts.
most top product is being held.
:

The

Stop Sexy Advertising

London, July

20.

Agreeing that posters' advertising
the touring prbdUCtidn of "Ladies
for Hire.” appealed -fa the. worst

councillor

Over Eady Fund

said

Gonzales Sets 2 Films

On Co-Production Deals

in

London’s

London^ July 20.
The London production of “CanCan," which follows "Guys and
Dolls" into the Coliseum in October, will.be under the joint, management of Williamson Music,
Feuer & Martin and Prince Littier.
Williamson is the London publishing house controlled by Rodgers
& Hammerstein and responsible’
for> all R & H presentations in

.

Larst year’s provisional
is

for almost a month halted production in this country, ended surprisingly in an agreement, which
didn’t give the actors much more

was divided into two

already associated

they could have
than
achieved even without a strike.
The increasing unpopularity of the
strike evidently made the leading
group of the Stage Actors Guild
(who Originally had forced the conr
fiict) reconsider their position and
accept a' solution on the producers’
terms. Also the fear of legal repercussions because of controversial steps taken by’ the strike committee may have’ caused the switch

of the August
Majesty's. This will
time, however, that
they have joined forces here with
at

HeT

London, July 20.
In a deal concluded in London
last week,, future output of the
Korda production group, will be distributed in Britain and the Commonwealth through Romulus Films,
independent company formed by
John Woolf when he exited the
Rank group some few years back.
The change in Korda distribution
follows the government foreclosure
on British Lioil and the appointment of a receiver and manager
pending, the formation of a new
company. Hitherto Korda had been

the. first

another

American^ management.

Feuer & Martin are partnered with
Prince Littier in the presentation
of “Guys and Dolls” at Littler’s
Coliseum Theatre.

Jerome Whyte arrived in London last Saturday (17) to assume
directorial responsibility for “CanCan.” It’s believed that principal
xoles will be filled by U. S. artists,

With the remaining parts recruited
side of human- nature and were
locally. Settings for the; production
neither good for the public nor for In face, of the immediate end of .the are.now being made at the Theatre
producers refrained
the theatre, the Lord Chamberlain strike,- the
*
otherwise Royal.
legal
actions
has told three Socialist M.P/s that
It’s now confirmed that "Kishe has no- powers tp control sexy; planned to bring order to the con
y
met” will, in due course, follow
advertisihg displays! for produc- fllct.
King and I” into Drury Lane,
“The
production
the
strike
over,
With
tions he has licensed for public
was quickly “put back into full but that this is a long-term project,
presentation.

H

musical is
swing. At this moment, there are as the R &
four pictures in the cutting'rooms at capacity level.
and ready for Felease .within a
month. Most important of these is
commented on the controversy over a comedy from the Finnish SF,
the publication of “The Naked
Billy Blockhead Meets the Snownearly
was
and the Dead,’* which
man/’ with Finland’s M&L-team,
PIC FEST
banned, by the Attorney General. Esa Ac Mass.
Nine' pictures are
public
present
state
of
London; July 20.
In the
shooting in three companies, and
opinion, when such books are tol- at- least six more are in preparaJohn Huston, currently filming
erated and when some newspapers tion, with location shooting sched- "Moby Dick” in Ireland, has been
give such frank emphasis to sex, he uled, for this summer.
tf&med-honorary prez of this year’s
said, it was difficult to convince
Edinburgh Film Festival. He extheatre managers that they should
pects to be on location in Wales
be judged by standards different OLIVER
during the festival period (Aug. 22from those applied to publishers.
Sept. 12) but will try to visit the
He went on to explain that. havSERIES Scottish capital.
ing licensed "Ladies, for Hire” for
Among British film toppers who
London, July 20.

HUSTON HONORARY
OF EDINBURGH

ment.

:

In this year’s- budget the industry received a tax concession wortl
$9,800,000 in a full year and tht
new^ax scale is now, in operation.
After a period of negotiation the

CEA

instructed

The Lord GhSmberlain added
had previously warned the
management of the theatre concerned of the disapproval shown of
posters exhibited by them and

that he

promised to arrange for another
caution to be given.
The M.P.s concerned, all of
whom represent the area catered
for by the theatre involved, claim
they will make representations to
the Home Secretary and will also
ask the Commissioner of Police to
action on grounds of inde-

-take

cency.

O’Brien Seeking Action

On Cinema Wage Boost
London* July

13.

Conciliation- Officers of the Ministry of Labor have been requested
by Tom O’Brien, M.P., to intervene
on behalf of his union members in
their claim for a wage hike in the
exhibiting industry. The National
Assn, of Theatrical and Kine Employees gave jpiotice to revise the
existing agreement, earlier in the
year, but have failed to negotiate
a new pact' with tthe Cinematograph

Exhibitors Assn,

*
:

Meetings have been ;held over
t ie

last several months but, since
there was little sign of settlement,
the union asked the ministry to

its

members

to

pay

sion.

Realizing that the' government
may not be able to make a firm de*
cision in time to operate from Aug
1,

the

the Romulus group, Korda has

ite

production slump stemming from a
delay in legislation to frame a new
protective film law. There were 63
pix which went into production
^

during the

first five months of 1954
as against 66 during the same period in 1953.
Of the 63 total, 59 are new Italian
productions, three are previously

suspended films but now resumed.
Also, one is the Yank-made “Helen
of Troy" (WB), now in production
at Cinecitta studios.
France as Usual leads the list'of
co-productions, with 12 for th$
period. There also is one each listed for Spain, Germany, and Egypt.
The 63 total includes 28 color
items; with Ferraniacolor predom.

inating.

Maintaining the pace set so far,
studios here currently arc busy on
a total of 29 films, eight of them
co-productions.
has
added
“Land of the Pharaohs.” shooting
at Scalera Studios, to its previous
local operations.

.

.

.

.

.

WB

.

Brauner: to produce.
Petula Clark will be Arthur
Askey’s leading lady in Jack Hylton’s “Love Match/’ which goes on
the floor at Beaconsfield studios
July 26. David Paltenghi and MacLean Rogers will : codirect for
Group Three. Pic gets a J. Arthur
William Gell,
Rank release
head of Monarch Films, off to N.Y.
soon, and then Hollywood to finalize deal for filming “Solid Said the
Earl’’ from book of same title by

Borne, July 13.

,

r,
Italo
film production has held iti
this year despite threats of
a

own

.

.

it

Delays on Film Lan

EADY

.

has requested that

Pix Prod. Holds

Italy’s

VAMP

RANK

.

BFPA

now

succeeded in obtaining AngloA recently published autobiog by have been named festival vice- American money for his future proVic Oliver will form the basis of presidents are Sir Michael Balcon, gram. Coin for the American end
a series of four weekly broadcasts Sir Alex King, Sidney L. Bern- will be provided by Robert Dowling and Ilya Lopert, with the Britto be aired by the BBC from July stein, Robert Clark, Sam Eckman
Jr.,
Sir. Alexander
Korda and] ish company providing the normal
30, Author has collaborated with
distribution guarantees which can
scriptwriter Gale .Pedrlck and pro- Robert Wolff,
Festival functions wiN include a be discounted for about 709c of the
ducer Thurstan Holland on the
lecture by Anthony Asquish, or- budgeted cost.
feature.
The series will span Oliver’s ganized by the British Film Acadr
early days in Vienna, cover the emy, a film school arranged by the
2
CIRCUITS
period when he was a cavalry of- British Film Institute, and a conficer in the Austrian army in the ference of the International FedCEA IN
PROTEST
first World Wfir, and will include eration of Screen Writers.
the time when he was a jazz musiLondon, July 20.
cian in America and his discovery
BRIT. UNIONS BLAST AFL
The J. Arthur Rank OrganizaOf a comic talent which led Henry
Sherek to bring him to the Pallad- More Groups Protest U. S. Unions' tion is pulling its two circuits out
from membership of the Cineium.
Stand Vs. British Telepix
matographic Exhibitors Assn, in
protest at last week’s decision to
London, July 13.
London Film Notes
Stand by the American Federa- operate a lower levy of Eady conLondon, July 13.
tion of Labor against British-made' tributions as from Aug. 1.
Carol Reed, film producer, signed telepix for the
U. S. market has
On its own initiative, the Rank
Diana Dors for star role in Woolf provoked protests from
all labor
Mankowitz’s “A Kid For Two Farorganizations in the British picture group has decided that theatres
things," which he is to produce for
Alexander Korda . Harry Pass- industry. Intervention by the Na- within its control will continue to
more, former exec of ACT Films, tional Assn, of Theatrical and cine- make Eady payments on the presquit to form his own film company matograph Employees and jointly! ent level until such time as a new
in association with John Croydon by the Assn, of Cine Technicians schedule is determined.
First pic is a comedy thriller and British Actors’ Equity has been
Notice of the resignation was
;
as yet untitled, which starts shoot- followed by a memorandum from conveyed to Walter Fuller, CEA
Yvonne de the Electrical Trades Union to the general secretary, in a letter from
ing later in July
Carlo to star in new film, “Star Of president of the Board of Trade.
John Davis, managing director of
Rio,’! which will be done in GerThe ETU general secretary, Wal- the Rank Organization. He indimany this month, with Arthur ter T. Stevens, charges that the cated that their decision had been
.

that he had no Jurisdiction over
posters on the walls of theatres
outside the area of his theatre licensing authority.

four associations or,
by the govern-

*

should inform exhibitors that th«
for Two Farthings,” which went status quo should be
maintained
into production last week. This is u Agl a settlement is reached.
It’i
based on the Wolf Mankowitz a<*mtted that a retrospective award
story.
would not be practicable.
As a result of his affiliation With

AUT0BIOG AS

He added

<by the

failing agreement,

will retain a financial interest in
distributionrights
of the
in the U. S.
First of the Korda films to go
through Romulus release will be
the. new Carol Reed opus, “A Kid

BBC 4-SHOW

but hot elsewhere.

mined

Korda product

.

itself,

day, stipulated that, in the event
of a tax concession, “the division
of the extra coin would be deter-

the

.

presentation, he was empowered to regulate advertisements
displayed on the theatre building

around $6,450,000. The supplementary agreement, inked on the same

*

,

public

Thr

Production adviser to the British the Eady levy as from Aug; 1 on
Lien group and his entire output the lower scale (i.e., at $6,450,00(
was released through that corpora- annually), which is ahout $1,400,001
Korda’s post as production less pftr year than Fhat currenitlj
tion.
adviser was terminated by the re- in operation.
ceiver immediately when he took
In its statement to the governcontinuing cortrol.
ment, the BFPA argues that it i(
The new deal will give Romulus not only being done out of its Shari
an additional four major pix a year of the $9,800,000 tax relief, but i(
J,and they will irow have an annual also losing the additional $1,400,004
PREZ program of eight to 10 films. They a year by virture of the CEA
deci-

from

In a letter to the Laborite members of Parliament, Lord Scarborough, the Lprd Chaihberlairf;

agreement

sections.

recognized the heavy burdek
of taxation and accepted the exhibitor viewpoint that unless ther«
was admission tax relief, the maximum which could he contributed
annually to the fund would be
first

"Teahouse

and

Moon”

20.

Madrid, July 13.
Cesareo Gonzales has. closed a
deal with Aspa Films for. co-production. He also announced Suevia
Films will be in charge of world
distribution of all Aspa Films product. Aspa Films, owned by producer Vicente Escriva and director
Rafael Gil, recently has gained tions last year.
prestige in Latino countries for its
Producers beef to the government
pix. Latest click was “He Died 15 is based on two counts. Firstly,
Years Ago” from the anti-Commu- they argue that the CEA has hot
nist play of Gimenez Arnau.
implemented its pledge that any
Gonzales also signed a pact with tax concession should be divided
Argentina Sono Films for two pix to benefit both theatre owners and
(on* eo-prbductiori bans), starring thfe
British production industry.
Maria Felix and Lola Flores, both Secondly, they insist that by this
under contract to Suevia.
CEA decision to* introduce a lower
level of Eady payments from Aug.
1, the "fund is being deprived of a
substantial slice of its income.

Managements Join

For 1st Time

London, July

.

In a 4,000 word document to the
Board of Trade and the Treasury
urging immediate government action to decide future level of the
Eady fund, the British Film Producers Assn, has dropped its kid
glove tactics and launched a major
offensive against the exhibiting industry. Producers claim that the
Cinematograph Exhibitors* Assn,
attitude is a travesty of the terms
and spirit of the agreement negotiated by the four trade associa-

with Prince Littier in two other*]
Helsinki,' July 20.
1
.ventures, namely “King and 1" at
Finnish actors strike, ’which
the- Theatre Royal,"" Drury Lane,

what

lord Chamberlain Can’t

U.S.

.

(M-G),

Vadis”

2

London,
Williamson

“Grisbi,”

*

week.

handed a cigaret case around
to his friends.

crix,'

.

last

she recently went to a matinee
performance' and
was sur»
prised to find that many of the
children were smoking.
One
boy, aged about nine, even

Greek Crix

Films' of

itaiian

000 at

Committee

AFL

motivated by the “clear breach of
Paal’s ‘Columbus’ Preem
agreement" on the part of the asHamburg, July 13.
sociation and was not in any way
“Return of Columbus,” which
due to the difference of opinion
between the exhibitors and the two producer-director Alexander Paal
recently completed in English and
producers’ associations.
The two Rank circuits, Odeon German versions, will have its
world preem Aug. 13 at the Europa
comhave
a
British,
and Gaumont
bined strength of 547 theatres. The Palace, Frankfurt, through EuFilm Distribution Co. Picture
ropa
This
strong.
It appears, writes Stevens, that Odeon group is 311
Charlie Chaplin,
in view of the preponderance of will be the second time the Rank stars Sydney and

boycott, if effective, could
the odollar
prejudice
seriously
earning capacity of the British film
workers and also their future Employment.
Previously, the union
topper says, they have tried to protect the British industry from the
serious and, in their opinion, unfair competition from the U. S.

'

step4n. There is npt any serious
thought of strike action at this
sla S e A full report
on the progress film director John Paddy Carstairs. American pix on British screens, group has left the CEA. They an- Jr.
Indie producer Paal, who made
e negotiations was made by
time taken in the kled the association two or three
Gell looking for leading American the proportion of
®f, nto
“Columu
ien at his union’s executive
of . British product on years back but evenually returned his directorial debut with
star, and also lining up finance and showing
bus,” planes to N.Y.
session last weekend, unity.
trade
interest,
of
the
in
negligible.
American
tv
is
American distribution.
*
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j
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OF A SERIES TO BRING YOU UP TO DATE ON

“BABY STAR” CONTEST
Baby photos

AMOUS

of

M-G-M

stars, including those in

the picture,

were used in a “Baby Star” contest that was one of the most
widely publicized and successful contests in local annals.
-

>

£

An

’

•

,

^

,

RADIO AND TV

‘

attractive model, dressed as

a bride visited

all

radio and

TV disc jockeys with the record-album of songs from the pic“Seven Brides” repeated the visits. Additionally
they modeled costumes from the picture in Style $hows and
were interviewed by 100 local teen-age girls in their modeling
school. They got reams of space.
ture. Later the

WEALTH OF STUNTS
DAVID'S “RAPE OF THJE SABINE
~ Louvre Mustum, Paris

Romance in a Haystack : With a local jeweler’s cooperation,
engagement and wedding rings were planted in a ^haystack
/located in a downtown parking lot, with local girls taking part

WOMEN"

Men have been abducting reluctant maidens
since time began. Probably the most famous

— and

in the search.
»

most wholesale— abduction happened

when

the ancient roamin’ Romans kidnapped
armloads of the Sabine women and carried
’em off, “sobbin’ and throbbin’,” Great paintings still tell the story.

brothers. It’s original and too funny
for words (and it’s in CinemaScope

and Color).

•

HOWARD KEEL

,

Thirty stores carried posters, counter cards and other materials
in ticket-selling tie-ups. Complete coverage was obtained,
especially in stores where records were sold, thereby stimulating attention for the records-album. A giant standee in lobby
three weeks, ahead, and an appealing trailer far in advance
gave the show long-range attention.

But our girls are from Oregon and the

JANE POWELL

cars carried the “Brides”

PROMOTION EVERYWHERE

4'

boys are seven red-headed bachelor

starring

Open

Opening Night Square-Dance: Probably the most colorful opening night idea in the city’s show business history was the sjquaredance with hillbilly band in front of the theatre in conjunction with the Gala World Premiere.

"SEVEN BRIDES

away)

<***

and
from the airport. Flying wedding ribbons and
“Just Married” signs, with banners advertised the picture.

shot-gun wedding musical,

You’ll be carried

*

local officials

Plutarch says the Sabine girls were soon
happily knitting little togas and refused to be
rescued. That’s the theme of MGM’s gay

FOR SEVEN BROTHERS

*
•

N

“Just Married” Parade:

,

,

•

Snowballs in July : The “Brides” were greeted, upon arrival at
the airport, by> local critics and celebrities and a giant pile of
real snow. A simulated snow-ball fight took place in 100-degree
weather.

too!

The

with Jeff Richards
Russ Tamblyn • Tommy Rail • Screen Play by Albert Hackett
Frances Goodrich and Dorothy Kingsley • Based On the Story u The
Sobbin* Women” by Stephen Vincent Benet • Lyrics by Johnny Mercer
Music by Gene de Paul • Choreography by Michael Kidd * Color by
Ansco • Directed by Stanley Donen • Produced by Jack Cummings
•

&

V)

PERSONALITIES
Howard Keel, co-star of the

picture, and Jack
Cummings, producer, climaxed the big promotion campaign.
An opening day extra was the personal appearance for three
shows on the stage of the State Theatre of Keel, together
with the 5 starlet “Brides” and a popular hillbilly band.
arrival of

V

WORD-OF-MOUTH
Above: Sample of the off-beat ads. Other
big display ads in large campaign
.

and

saw the picture three weeks in advance. Then came a screening for record-album promotion,
store personnel,
sneak
and i^adio people and others.
studio preview took place five days before the Opening.
Critics

disc jockeys

TV

“BRIDES” CONTEST
The Houston Post ran a contest to select two local “Brides
Together with the five starlet “Brides” who actually appear
in the picture, Houston had the full complement of “Seven
Brides”. Terrific attention-getters impress, on radio and TV.

IT

A

MAKES HISTORY

Local Texas showmen assert that the campaign for “SEVEN
BRIDES” set a new high in modern motion picture showmanship. Most of the activities, apart from personal appearances, are easily adaptable to

any

situation.
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3% Allied Artists
9% Du Mont ...

film imports to 444 for the year
that started July'l. American allocallor is 349, pix, precipitating
anotbei wrangle among the companies on who gets what.
Formosans also are levying a
20% “defense” tax on all dollar
remittances from the island. Tax
applies to all industries, not only
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U. A. Theatres
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To

ganization as the final

the

title ’for

are defeating themselves. “If the
current trend continues/ they’ll *
just lose their value,” he observed.
“There are too many of them.*’
His observations were under-*
lined by the International Federation
of
Film Producers Assn,
which, in Locarno last week, rec-

Japan-— 24,

lows:

‘

—

France

16, rest

—

Britain

—

latest

,

ommended

43,

12.

which the* Formosan
licenses will be split up, remains
to be worked out. Suggestion has
been made that they be tagged Jn
Basis ‘on

relation to past imports. This isn’t

+ 34
+ 34
+ %

very practical, however,- in view

The

1955,

in'

recommended

Federation

overall .limitation of the tests and
said its" council should, if necesjsary, make up a festival list coverThe
ing the next three years.
French .government intends to Federation, of which the Motion
create a special office to handle picture Export Assn, is a member,

of the. fact that not all of the distribs were in the Formosan market in past years.
Foreign, .managers In N. Y. last
week also approved resumption of the

+ %
+ 1%.
—

that, starting

only -one international festival of
competitive character, should be
recognized by that body.
As for the rest of the events,
the Federation’s general* assembly
turned the problem over to its 'administrative ^council which is in
charge of drawing up the sked.

.*•

’•

j

j

-

handed

j

by the j s charged witlj* authorizing and
regular shipments to Guatemala! American film industry. Coin will classifying film fests all over the
Prior to this, the companies had be used solely as “bonus” money world
authorized preliminary shipments f or exporters who sell French pix
to Berlin j„ „ me
Aboa£t wbo
of
three
pix
per
outfit
to abroad.
[to attend the last day of the interAt the same time, Unifrance, the national test there, opined that
Guatemala.
French org devoted to the promo- these events tend to overstress the
French films outside artistic aspect and give little if
tion
of
ADVICE TO EXHIBITORS
France, still plans to establish an an y consideration to the commeroffice in the U.S. this fall, to push c j al ang i e
He also-acknowledged
Gotta Keep Geared Up To Stay the job of popularizing Erench pix|
that on occasions there has been
In Competitive Parade

—

+ %

$390,000

it

[

j

+3/16

,

3/16

1

38

40

11%
11%

12

...
Walt Disney
* Actual Volume.
{Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

Mushrooming foreign film tests
were criticized this week in N. Y.
by
Americo Aboaf, Universal’s
Paris’
Gqinness Next:
foreign sales chief. “There should
“To Paris,* With Love’’ has been be more logical rotation,” he said.
picked by the J, Arthur Rank* OrAs Aboaf sets it, the festivals
4*

Alec Guinness starrer.
Odile .Verspis, and Vernon Gray
will costar. with Guinness in the
•.
films.
Technicolor film. Written by RobEight American distribs with ofert Buckner, it's a satirical comedy
fices on Formosa have been alloabout* a father who takes his son
cated 134 import licenses for the
to Paris to teach him the facts of
six months period ended Dec. 31,
life. Troupe will location in Paris.
1954.
Permits are given in bulk,
leaving the split up ;to the Motion Picture Export Assn. Rest of
the lifcenses are divvied up as fol-

%
%
%
%.
%

Over-the-counter Securities
'

U.S.;

Not.
Chinese Nationalist government
Chang*
week on Formosa is restricting "Overall

for

8
.

266
18% 20th-Fox
18% Univ, Pix*
34
63% Unlv., pfd.. *130
6934
71
13% Warner Bros. 164
17 3/a
17%
10 %
7234
70
73% 63% Zenith ...... 51.
American Stock Exchange

23iz
74

349 From

13

“ Apply 20% Defense" Tax

*

'

PICTURES

5/16

%

—

j

+ %

.

r

133/8

.

;

& Co.)

in this country. None of the coin
will come from the $390,000 how-

"interference”

;

on

the

political

; '

s ide.
Hollywood, July 20.
ever
the festivals
In. arguing that
Proper use of new techniques,
/
„
Industry should be limited, Aboaf cited the
government
French
and
such as Cinemascope, stereophonic
z
sound and the miracle mirror are said to be considerably pw - fact that the* multitude of compeover the charges levelled by titions makes it tough for the U. S.
screen are bringing the people te?
of Inde- distribs to enter a good many of
back to the theatres in spite pf Ellis G. Arnall, Society
pendent
Motion Picture Producers them
Q ne of the reasons is that
the
competition
television,
of
prexy, in connection wih the Mo- most festivals will not accept eriCharles P. Skouras. fold a /meeting
tlon Picture Export Assn. film tries exhibited elsewhere,
of Fox West Coast’s Southern Caliagreement with France. Arnall has
fornia division. Exhibitors Who nehave no
U. S. distribs generally
.
.v
,
complained that the $390,000 payglect to keep up with new develment to the French is a subsidy
opments in film presentation, he
inevitably find them
ey
and he has asked both the State
added, are spelling .their own
^Even so, it s
a disadvantage
Dept, and the Federal Trade Com- at
doom.
conceded that certain benefits _demission to take action.
rive from winning a prize. And in
Edwin F. Zabel, FWC general
il.
a
(FTC^said this week (19) that it Edition, the companies feel they
manager, revealed a new 13- week
“More Dollars in ’54” drive, with was studying the Arnall complaint mus f uphold the prestige of the
its
Bill Roberts, manager of the* Los and that it expects to make
where the
particularly
g
Angeles theatre, as division cap- position known on it by the end Soviets are in the competition.
ee
lS
tain. Checks amounting to, $34,000 °
Under the Federation’s rules,
a!
rru
i
at the moment
The French plan
were distributed to winners of the
w fnn ng pix have extra-quota
recently completed “Eddie Zabel aims primarily at the encourage- s t a t us an(j their earnings are freely,
ment
of
local
nrodueers.
Bonus
producers.
Of
Inaugural’’, drive.
remittable>
provisions are de*

'

,

,

;

Cultural Pitch

Major Event

!

|

Continued from page 2

;

and
Berkshire
Walt Whitman String Quartet. ideas of what
N. Y. Brass Ensemble and the Jacob’s Pillow festivals do in muGeoffrey Holdar Trinidad dance sic, and they organized the Tarlegroup.
ton’s Rocking Chair Chats, foreAt the Cracker Barrel reprise, runner of the Seven Arts Festival,
slated for the last two weeks in which followed in 1950 and has
August, Lisa Sergio and Prof. grown into such a community
Allen R. Foley will play return en- project that a committee of local
joined
by authors residents and Dartmouth faculty
gagements,
Charles Jackson, J. Richard Ken- members is being ‘formed to take
nedy, Dr. Mario Pei and Dr. Sam- over direction of 1955 sessions.
Meanwhile drawing power of
uel Steinberg; editor Lee Wright;
Harold
Taylor, discussions has been underlined
Frederick
Dr.
president of Sarah Lawrence Col- by pile-up of reservation requests
lege; Gretta Baker, director .of the during festival dates, and Walter
McMillen Theatre; painter Victor Jacobs has emphasized entertainLaks and Wing Tslt Chan, Dart- ment aspect by a series of ads on
mouth professor of Chinese cul- legit pages of Sunday newspapers
in addition to usual .resort section
ture.
Headlining the musical program
will be Helen Roberts and Richard
Walker of the D’Oyly Carte Opera
Co.; harpist Francelia Kennedy;
pianist Lizza Gania; Adeline and

Richard Lashins, violin-piano duo;
singers Lee Cass, Shoshana Shoshan, Harry Belafonte and Gene
Gowing; New Art Wind Quintet,
North Country Choir and Harold
Graham on the French horn.

stuff.

'
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paid to exporters would, of course,
to a large extent flow back to the

and

producers

Minn. Deejays

*

financing of

aspect

Ironic

Continued from page 4

COKKERY .TO ARGENTINE
ON CENSOR BOTTLENECK

unjustified felams that he 'took at a
picture and newspaper movie critic
on his afternoon sljow. 1
f

new

thus
of

ease

signed

the

an

incentive

for

the

to participate.

arrange-

Blow

ments at the moment is that the
French appear to be holding off
creation of the new department
that will handle the bonus coin.
Reason is that, unless there’s some
change in the current Jaw, the
French would have to pay a 35%
tax on the money. And this they’d

The picture was “The High and
Robert Corkery, Latin American
rep of the Motion Picture Export Mighty” which was playing the
Assn., left N.Y. Monday (19) for Minneapolis and St. Paul RKO-OrArgentina where he will seek com- pehum theatres at the time. The
much rather avoid.
plete implementation of the exist- critic-movie editor was Bill Diehl
of the St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer
Result is that the $390,000 are
Americana background to talks ing film accord.
and concerts is supplied by an
Press
the
who,
on
side, is also a still in MPEA hands in Paris.
Problem in Argentina isn’t the
Money originally was to have been
1826-vintage
stagecoach
which import permits but exhibition li- fellow WMIN disk jockey.
used to stop at the Tarleton on its
A good many features It's not within Cannon’s province turned over July 1.
censes.
Montreal-to-Boston run on the old have piled up at the censor boards. to comment on movies/but on this
When the French establish a
New Hampshire Turnpike,* an an- It’s pointed out that, with the lim- occasion, although he never has promotion office in N.Y., it’ll be
cient paddle-wheeling steamboat
ited screen time
available,
no professed to be a film critic, he financed entirely from coin derived
which once plied the Connecticut pressing scarcity
of
American went out of his way, in film via the Film Aid Law. George
River, and a pre-historic steam
circles' opihion. to rap a picture he Lourau, Unifralice topper, on a
product exists.
locomotive and replica of an old
hadn’t even seen ahd appraised recent visit to N.Y., specifically
It’s understood that Corkery also
New England railroad station, will seek to unthaw added amounts two newspaper writers’ judgment. stated his intention of establishing
which Jacobs family has dubbed of U.S. film coin in Argentina.
“I hear the picture is horrible,” an office in .the fall. He also dethe “Across the Lake and Into the
commented Cannon over the air nied any plan for the French t6
Trees Ry.”
after playing the recording of the let the activities of such an office
Walker Quits Bank “High and Mighty” theme music. spill over into distribution. LouAugmenting the festival attractions are exhibits of European
Tom Walker, Bank of America’s “The returns are mixed. Bill Diehl rau at that time stated that Robert
would
of
Unifrance
posters, paintings by Thomas Ben- special rep in N,Y. for the past praised it in the St. Paul Pioneer Cravenne
ton and other American artists, five
disclosed yesterday Press and Dispatch. But Will Jones visit the U.S. in September to do
years,
outstanding American photography (Tues.) he’s ankling the post Au- slamrried it in the Minneapolis the necessary spadework/and Lourau himself had conversations with
and a Collection of historic first- gust 31. An officer of the bank for Tribune.
several industry personalities re
pages of American newspapers a period of years and secretary“Diehl frequently goes off the
Unipossibility of repping
the
over the past century.
treasurer of the Trans- America deep when it comes to movies. 1
france when plans for the N.Y.
Cultural pitch at the Tarleton Corp., Walker has concerned him- think I’ll take Jones’ opinion.”
office jell.
If such disk jockey practices beoriginated a decade ago when pro- self with film production accounts,
Since returning *to France, howcome prevalent films can be damfessors from Dartmouth College at among others.
Hanover, down the road a piece,
Walker was v,p., aged boxofficewise not only during ever, Lourau has seen fit to deny
Previously
of the Variety interview,
parts
sat down after luhch or dinner, treasurer
and general business their current downtown runs, but
stating to several persons that he
lighted up a pipe and ,ad libbed manager of Edward Small Produc- their value might be considerably
“misquoted.”
had
been
whatever was oil their minds for tions, with which he was associated depreciated in the subsequent
the visiting vacationists. The holi- nine years, and was a v.p. of runs, protests Bennie Berger;,’ North
day crowd showed a surprising en- United Artists.
Central Allied president.
Exhib Lands Plane Safely
Other industry leaders, up in
thusiasm for absorbing ideas after
Fort Worth, July 20.
their calories, and mixing cogitaarms, are pointing out- that “The
Youngstein Ends Travel High and Mighty” not only wa& acCarroll C. Caldwell landed his
tion
with canoeing, swimming,
near here and deburning
plane
United
Youngstein,
E.
Max
fishing, playing golf and tennis,
claimed by Diehl as one of the
vertebra walked
riding, taking rhumba lessons and "Artists v.p., is due back in N. Y. year’s best pictures, but also highly spite a crushed
mile for help. He
a
of
one-fourth
weeks
after.
10
(26)
Monday
whatever else they could find to next
praised by Bob Murphy, the Minfire department,
do around the Tarleton’s 7,100 abroad.
neapolis Tribune’s regular movie called the local
then telephoned his wife not to
acres of Whie Mountain greenery.
He’s been on a swing of England critic. They cite the -fact, too, that
r ^ mou th professor Herbert W. and the Continent, confabbing with Jones, the Tribune’s columnist, is worry.
HUl and Tarleton staffer Jack Gol- UA reps and looking in on current no pic reviewer and only ocHe operates a theatre at Luboert saw possibilities of a local indie production and the prospect casionally comments on a film at bock. He was enroute from Dallas
to Hobs, N. M.
counterpart in the field Of general of future lensirig projects.
all.

to

Censor

Continued from pace

5

Judge Miller ruled that the statute
authorizing the censorship did not
provide specific and definite standards. and measures for determining what is to be the subject of
censorship.

The censor board,, headed by
Mrs. Frances Vaughan, Bonner
Springs, had declared “Moon” contained sexy and suggestive dia-

|

The Kansas statute specifies
that the Board shall not approve
films that are indecent, imihoral,
cruel or that tend to debase or corrupt morals. Judge Miller said the
log.

.

words “immoral or tend to corrupt
morals" do not provide a ‘sufficiently definitive standard to meet
the approval of the court.

'

?

The Kansas board

Tom

last

and

is one of the
outposts of state censorship,
believed to have suffered a

is

blow in this decision.
The board, however, declared that
had adopted new regulations setting out definite standards which
will
meet objections raised in
Judge Miller’s decision.
near-fatal

it

Two

other films are in jeopardy

similar to that of “Moon.” both
“The French Line” and “Son of
Sinbad” being under ban by the
Kansas board. In these two films

’

•

as

Americans

the
'

pix.

the
board
scenes.

objected

Leo Samuels
j
1

to

dance

in N.Y.

Leo F. Samuels, sales chief for
the Walt Disney organization, returned to N. Y. Monday (19) following three weeks of huddles at the

j

studio.
|
i

'i

!

>

,

1

1

Company is mapping plans for
the release of “Vanishing Prairie.”
which is a True Life Adventure
feature, and “20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,” latter a live-action
CinemaScoper.

.

;
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He, reported tfr*t tv !» beginning to hurt to # slight degree, In
it.”

Gouzenko

Scrambled Globals
Continue# from pace $

Showmanship values
grow from small aeorns.

oaks
Out of a

like

Raising

preliminary contact to set up a
television interview with a former
Ottawa Soviet Embassy code clerk,
Igor Gouzenko, has come (1) a decision by Matty Fox’s Motion Pictures for Television to embark
upon theatre film production and
•42) purchase of the Screen rights
to" a novel which has now been
written by the same Gouzenko.
Tome, “The Fall of a Titan” is
a Book of the Month Club choice
vyhich received the leading reviews in the New York Times Sun-

‘.Caine*

.

The back coyer of last week’s
Caflne
“The
Variety
for
Mutiny” created a stir in picColumbia Picture* circles.
tures tdok the page to advertise the. first week’s gross at
the Randolph Theatre, v PhilaDue to an error by
delphia.
the engravers, a line- was
omitted, and what a line. Just
the name of the theatre and;,

—

the city where “Caine Mutiny”
ran up the gross of $71,519.

’

Columbia was swamped wit*1
phone calls from all over the
Variety'^ phone
country.

day book supplement and in the
Saturday Review of Literature.
Rights were acquired for $50,000,;
with Gouzenko to receive an ad-,
.

.

wasn’t inactive either.

.

ditionai $50,000 if the film version
.grosses over $2,000,000.
'

Novel is not autobiographical
but a fictional story dealing with
the Soviet Union in. the early 30’s.
It is regarded as having the necessary action, sweep and scope to
make it an ideal 'subject for a
motion picture. It isralso reasoned
that MPTV will have a pre-sold
property since it’s anticipated that
the book club ^election and the
prominent reviews, will build sales.

Adults

Lag Films

Continued, from page

in

order-

networks

to understand complex
of interpersonal rela

a well-known star or stars, assures
a greater degree of audience acv
ceptance.
.
That this holds true, internationally, and particularly in. Europe
where there is no problem-, of getting audiences to see dubbed pix, is
borne out by statistics which show
that, during the first five months of
1954 alone, 21 Italo-French coproductions have gone before the cameras, The Italians, particularly believe in the joint efforts and are
co-sponsoring pix not only with the
French, but also with the. British,Germans, Spanish and Egyptians
as well as with American Interests.
4
00
a
Th
,
i5f.'5
on. Figures show that, in 1953,
they coproduced 14 pix .with foreign interests, which compares;
with fopr in 1952 and three in 1951,
Last year, German producers cooperated with Austria on nine
films, France 1, Yugoslavia 1, U. S.
2 and Spain 1.
Interest in coproduction is obvious via the tendency to concentrate efforts to mate the interna-

",

tions.”

?

N

Sociologist proceeded to knock
favorite theory of industry
critics, i.e., that older people stay
away from the theatres because pix
The volume is also set for a big have failed to keep pace with the
Whirl abroad too. Art initial print- growing maturity of the audience.
v
ing of 100,000 will be issued in Perhaps, Riesman opines, “the,
England and the story is set for facts
may be just the reverse:
serialization in Figaro, one of the films are too mature, move too
leading Paris newspapers.
fast, for older people to catch on
topper, is to and c^tch up with.” He thought
Matty Fox, the
currently On the Coast to get the the same may be true of the other
filmizatlon
the
wheels rolling*" on
new media “whose - conventions

down a

.

.

.

MPTV

of the book. Fox is on the prowl and emotional vocabularies the
for a producer and a director who American young have learned as
will take over the actual work on a mother tongue.”
The film will be a
the project.
Riesman attempts to explain
major effort, with an expected parental tendencies to blame the
$2,000,000.
about
budget of
and other media for whatcinema
According , to Basil Estreich,
bothers them about their offMPTV veepee, the company, prob- ever
spring.
The trouble, as he sees it,
ably operating through subsidiis that the various media “have
aries, is actively launching a theadeveloped
at the historical moment
It: has no
trical film program.
beyond “Fall of a when the ..philosophy about bringproperties
has been to leave
ing
children
up
but is on the lookout for
.

.

Titan,”
suitable film material.

them

MPTV’s initial theatrical venture “Operation Manhunt,” dealing
with Gouzenko’s experiences in exposing the Soviet spy ring, will
be released shortly by United
Artists, This picture also stemmed
from MPTV’s first meeting with
the. Pearson interrelease arrangement has

Gouzenko on

No

view.

set for “Titan” although it
since Fox is a
.too may gd to
partner in the distribution com-

been

pany.

MPTV’s

approached

about the
at first doubt-

Estreich

The latter,
novej.
ful of Gouzenko’s literary

ability

and expecting an autobiographical
account, was strongly impressed

when he read

the manuscript.

conveyed his reaction

to

He

Fox who

gave, him the greenlight to close
the deal for the film rights.

own

These

devices.”

"devices” have turned out to be the
media, and as Riesman sees it,
“parents have begun to beat a retreat from the laissez-faire, without as yet arriving at a well-administered domestic, economy.”
Parents would like their youngsters to stick to book-reading, etc.
and they’-re opposed to “passive”
forms of recreation—rbecause they
can share the culture of books with
their children, but Often cannot
share the culture of films/ tv and
comic books. ‘‘The personalities
of the latter, appeal to children
over the heads of parents, much as
the Pied Piper of Hamelin did,”

—

j

UA

association with Gouzenko, with Estreich, a former FBI
man, playing a leading role, reads
It
like a cloak-and-dagger story.
consisted of predawn meetings at
out-of-the-way farm , houses, and
contacts with mysterious representEstreich, as MPTV’s rep
atives.
in dealing with ’Gouzenko, became
friendly with the former Soviet
code clerk. Gouzenko, as a result,

to their

|

I

I

I

!

Riesman holds.

.

Hollywood, analyzes Riesman,
use more imagination in
seeking out “problems” with which
to deal bn the screen since the

must

•

issues it customarily, picks are
stereotype.
“It takes imagination
to look for problems that are not
recognized as such” and- “films can
remain a resource for such imagination only if children and adults
alike are taught to reject the gloss
finish of ‘realism’ and to appreciate
what the literal-minded might reject as fantastic,”
Riesman sees a danger in -wak-

Nabe

*

•forms,

of.

•a part of

course.

Theatremen

Oklahoma were

in

seriously

Rebel Peak
Continued from page

1

Joseph E. Johnston. Heretofore,
ride up to top of mountain has cost
motorists nothing.
Georgia natives beefed mightily
about the assesment, which went
into effect July 1. However, when
it was pointed out ticket bite would
come mostly out of pockets of Yankee tourists, Dixie folk generally
have assumed a “serves ’em right”/

deprived of usual b.b, .income not
long ago when a large segment of attitude.
•the local population pulled
The residents bolted
stakes.

up

Another sight near Marietta that
Georgians like to point out to visiother localities where new indus- tors from up No’th is tlfe National
tries were offering better employ- Cemetery in which 10,000 Yankee

ment

possibilities.

”L

^I

tional partners. Munio Podhorzer
has set up an office in N, Y. which
aims, among other things, to accomplish that purpose. Podhorzer
reps a number of German firms..
Italian Films Export also is out to
facilitate the negotiation of copro-

duction arrangements.
In the Far East, Japan and India
are beginning to coproduce. The
Russians have shown interest in
making deals with India, but with
propaganda motivations.
Impression is gained that coproduction will continue on the upbeat, particularly as American exhibs—hit by a product shortage
tend to open their screens to the
foreign product. There are some
who have their reservations on artistic grounds. They argue that the
only successful foreign film will be
the one that carries the stamp of
originality and not the one that
seeks t<? find an artificial level to
gain AmeriC&n appeal.
Meanwhile* some of the indie
importers and distribs in N. Y.
raised their eyebrows last week
over Leonard Goldenson’s report

—

.V'

•'.

“On Sundays, in the villages,
you can see people standing around
the local bars watching the bicycle
or auto races being televised/’ he
reported. ‘.’Exhibitors don’t like it,
but they aren’t- particularly worried either/ Agairf the strength of
the. product'' ls a factor/'
Aboaf, who’s off for Japan Aug.
10, emphasized that U has no intention of coproducing anywhere
in the world. <‘We have enough
*

;

:

pictures of our
"

•

own

to sell,”

from page

=

$
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Robin International

that

figured

bC/able -fo use coin that has
been frozen in meny of the coun-

will
I

tries undereonsideration,

Terin* of the fiefeeportedly call
Robin to put-up $200,000 for
equipment and injstftHation costs in
each of the ffve>«fffea, The com-

for

mercial firm theh 'Wili recoup

its

he initial outlay froihthe first income
from the jexhibitid^jj^; a Cinerama
picture- After th# equipment and
installation

50%

will*

be

costgO-are recovered
pet apiije for operation

with^royaliy payments to
Cinerama Inc., th& equipment company and patent holder, coming out
costs,

.

Continued from page 5
of this share. Out£f the remaining
earnings in Britain have been
and Glherama Produc50%,
thawed under the existing pact and tions, the. outfit
that- turned over
it is common knowledge that U.S.
the
production ‘and
exhibition
production in Britain is no longer rights to the
theatre chain, will
financed by frozen* sterling.: The split
35%, with the final 15% going
ice age came to an end when Holly-:
to Robin International.
wood negotiators secured- the
Reisini, art American citizen of
bonus clauses in addition to the
Greek ancestry, is paid to be one
basic total of $17,000,000 which
of those fabulous international figthey are allowed to transfer annuures who. parlayed his world travally.
els into a mint« He had. an early
Political insiders belieye that the show biz connection,
being one of
British negotiators will 'have a. the first distributors
of foreign
tough time if- they try to defeat the films in China. At one time, he
opnew American request and they erated coal mines in Manchuria.
point out that the claim could logi- In addition, he’s been
connected
cally be based on many of the re- with
t ra d e
various
ventures
ports on Britain’s improved mone- throughout the world. He
was, at
tary situation made by. the Chan- one time, Greece’s commercial
atcellor of the Exchequer in the tache to the United ^States.
House of Commons and elsewhere.
The British Treasury topper presided. at last week’s session of
OEEC ministers which was considering a long term policy towards
Continued from page 3
free And complete convertibility.

SW

:

•

-

•

.

;

;

*

,
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Harold Stassen, director of Foreign
Operations Administration, attended the confabs on behalf of the
U.S. government.
Financial commentators point
out that, on the surface at any rate,
the. position appears reassuring,
emphasizing that the pounld ster-

made on Eastman color stock
which costs approximately 6.3c per
foot for the release prints. By comparison, prints turned out in Technicolor’s imbibition process cost
5.23c per foot. 20th has had to
'

order an unusually larger number
of prints^ on its C’Scopers due to

and dollar re- the different version soundtracks.
serves are increasing and exports
It’s understood ..that pressure has
are holding up well. They suggest been
brought to bear on Eastman
that before embarking on the next
to reduce the price of its color.
step towards convertibility, the
However,
execs say that, if
Chancellor will have to decide there’s any reduction at all, it won’t
what strains will be involved and come until next year, the present
on his European jaunt. The United what reserves he has to meet them. price of the rawstock having/been
Paramount prexy said he had
fixed on the basis' of mass producurged European producers to keep
tion. Costjof the release footage in
in mind the need of the American
Eastman color isn’t likely to come
All-Scope
exhibitor “suitable” foreign pix in
down until the company cuts the
these days of film shortage.
Continued from page 3
cost of the rawstock which sells for
Indie comment was that Euromore than 4c per foot. Eastman
have
2-D
versions
of
its
C’Scopers;
pean producers, and particularly
engineers are said to be working
Release of C’Scope pix during
the Germans, were painfully aware
on a new triple-layer tint stock that
of the need to break into the U.S. the second half of; 1954 is being would allow a price reduction.
market. They added that, quite stepped up to 10, ^compared with However, there’s been no indicafrequently, when these producers eight during the .first half. The 10 tion of how close this color is to
had turned out films which they don’t include "The Royal Tour” commercial realization.
considered “suitable,” their -U. S. which' is being trimmed to shorts
20th’s lenticulated color process
bookings didn’t match that impres- size.
By August, 20th will have in re- involves an embossed stock which,
sion. Problem is seen less in pix
according
to reports, would be a
content than in presentation, such lease all of the '10 2-D features good deal cheaper than other
as the resistance to dubbeti prod- delivered via Leonatd Goldstein’s Colors.- Company was giving it a
uct, exploitation of star values, etc. Panoramic Productions. Pix. so far
haven’t been outstandingly suc- good deal of thought when along
cessful.
However, „ 20th expects came C’Scope.
one or two of those yet to come
such as “The Raid” for instance
Natives Vs. ‘B’s
to make up for the lukewarm
Continued from page 3
performance of the rest.
*
It’s explained that, up to the time
Continued from page 4
Then, too, these foreign theatremen recognize the b.o. power of when 20th changed, its mind and jury to the essential interests of
gave up its insistence on stereoour features.”
film production in the country conAboaf said he had. found the phonic sound, the company was
German market progressing most having a tough time selling 2-Ds cerned.”
The group further urged its
exhibs
frequenting
rapidly, with lots of theatre con* with
othey
struction going on. However, he companies’ exchanges to do their members to “oppose the creation
also reported hints of coming re- 2-D buying.
Since the switch in or maintenance of any barrier to
policy, however, 20th’s 2-D play- the free negotiation, collective or
strictions. “As long as dur pictures
individual »
between producers,
.
continue to be as good as they are, off has improved a great deal.
Similarly,
we’ll hold our own here as well as
the availability of distributors, and exhibitors, of distribution
charges,
film hirey- and
everywhere else,” he* opined. He C’Scope pix to drive-ins . has
thought the companies would have boosted 20th’s ozoner business all other contractual conditions
exploitation of
concerned
with
the
“another good year of trading in which, for the first half of 1954,
films.”
Germany” before difficulties arose. lagged behind 1953 by 45%.
European exhibs are installing
Federation’s action, while of no
wide screen, but are going slow
immediate, value,
practical
or
converting to stereophonic sound,
nevertheless puts iii on record as
Aboaf found. He traced this to the
Exhibs’
standing behind the principles of
healthy b.o. which provides no
free trade advocated by the MPEA.
Continued from page S
incentive
for
experimentation.
The general assembly also reWhile exhibs are doing well, pro- theatremen themselves are con- elected its officers headed by Reducers are having difficulties, he cerned primarily with the availabil- nato Gualino of Italy as president.
related. Biggest problem is the ity of the bigger pictures; this is And it ratified the membership of
lack of sufficient outlets and the the era of sub-average business the South Indian Motion Picture
with average merchandise.
struggle for the foreign market.
Studio Assn,
The Fred Schwartz sponsorship
Aboaf observed that the economic future of the industry of producer Joseph Kaufman falls
abroad was intimately tied up with is equally curious to the New
the extent of U.S. .foreign aid to Yorkers.
Kaufman’s
currentlythese countries and that, as a con- shooting “Long John Silver” in
Continue# from page 3
sequence, “jye aren’t oh completely color and Cinemascope but the
was
secure ground there.” However, “names” are lacking in b.o. boff. that the exec meant
he thought that in Germany and Robert Newton and Connie Gil- simply standing by* awaiting the
Italy the basis for a permanent christ are among the leads in the outcome
of
the Odium-Hughes
economy was being established.
production, which is before the “horsetrading.” If at the end of
As regards Italy,- where he also cameras at Pagewood Studios, this, Hughes still is in command
found audiences showing strong Sydney, Australia.
A might have to
of the studio,
support for local pix, Aboaf obThe exhibitors, it’s observed, face up to the tricky problem, for
served that the recent film agree- will come out well on top only if RKO continuing as an MFAA
ment there wasn’t “the best in the they can foster product that rivals member while the issue of the comworld” but that it was workable the top-bracket output of ^he major pany’s. violation of the rules still
“and we should be satisfied with outfits.
goes oh unresloved.
ling is strong, gold
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ing up audiences tp an understanding of the film art. “Any declaration that American films can be
Shifts
taken seriously means guilt for
many that they had missed this,
Continued from page 4
and strenuous efforts to climb this
to the extent that itV now grossing newly revealed gradient of taste.
$2,000 to $3,000 weekly; previous“On the other hand, such a decly the gross had rarely dipped be- laration may liberate some from
low $10,000 and often was near the a prejudice which virtually forbade
$13,000 level. Other theatres in them to, enjoy American films—
•the same district were similarly and
made others feel secretly
hurt.
guilty for falling for ‘corn’.”

The problem is regarded as an
The
impossible one to solve.
•Brooklyn chain owner found that
the lesser-heeled new elements
Within the course of a couple of
years had corfie to outnumber the
more prosperous oldtime residents.
The physical appearance of the
neighborhood went downbeat, real
estate values fell and the theatres
were part of the change that had
taken place.
Population shifts take various

Italy,
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MAJOR MOTION PICTURES TO BE

RELEASED THRU UA WITHIN THE NEXT YEAR!
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Important Productions]

Topping

its

unprecedented product for ’54 ...

VA HAS THE: BIGGEST PRODUCTION NEWS FOR THE 1955 SEASON!
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PICTURES
to Headquarter

Reade

New

In Heal,

Max Fellerman, v.p. and g.m. of
Loper't Films, operators of the Astor, Victoria and Bijou Theatres in
New .York as well as theatres in
Washington and Chicago left for
his annual trip to H ° lly wood. FelA
lerman, who recently booked
Star Is Born’ for a simultaneous
showing in both the^Astor and Victoria, which incidentally is a first
in the -history ot thesojhmv placss
will confer with all of the majoi
studios as well as the independents
on plans for both theatres for the
coming season.

-

.

.

"

>

The Liberty, film house for last
years being dismantled to make
36 *
r00 m £o r parking lot. House was

ond-run, burlesque, and most re-

^

'
Holly

mistie ouMook.”

Clooney reopened
Theaire last week,
Chicago Tribune hiked amuseJack'

,

,

.

—

.

i

,

.

contained hust $9,000. Last, week, “JScarlet
angle
Government
Estimates for This Week
was in a bulletin recently issued Spear” (UA) and “Dragon’s Gold”
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)
by AUied board chairman Abram (UA), $4,000 at 50-75c.
—“Hell.. Below !Zerd” (Col), and
State (Par> (2,300; 65-80) “Knock
The bulletin, widely
F< Myefs
“Drive a Crooked Road” (Gol).
circulated to all branches
of xne
the on Wood” (Par) (2d’ wk)? Word- Fine $9,000. Last week, “Francis
Drancnes oi
circuiarea.iq.au
of-mouth
helping
to
big
$8,000.
industry, gives a detailed review
Joins Wacs” (U) and “Massacre
While noting Last Week^. $12,50Q.
(Col), $9,300.
Of, Allies beefs.
World (Mann) (460;- 6J5-$1.20). Canyon”
that “this frank discussion must “Living Desert” Disney)
$1)—“GeneNi Hi
i
(7th wk). i: 'Guilds (Indie) (400;
threat,”
a
interpreted
as
be
hot
final
“Positively
week” twice, vieve” (U) (5th wk). Steady $2,000.
episcopal
Dunn, Tnicmnai
Myers gays “the danger is here re- previously, ^announced, "hut cus- Last -week,' $2,400.
.

.

*

.

,

MANCHESTER^
Dny<
5f

fl.

^
PS^roSd
'

;

,

nabes and ‘downtown houses; ChiAllied may
iiTsevewl gardless of whatecoufse
ca?o American did likewise on 'Yaved
deRoche- elect to pursue.”
Louis uexvutn^
Dy ajouis
proauceq bv
July 1, and other papers are ex~
b
Nothing Else.
moht of Newington, eleeted_a dipeeled to follow suit shortly.
Declaring that many industryites
National Audio Visual Associa^ rector, of the^ Portsmouth Rotary
tion reports all 154 exhibit spaces Club.
both within and outside Allied
k
The Palace, vaudefilm theatre feel that nothing- short of governalready sold for UDcoming conclave
here Aug, 1-4 at Conrad Hilton Ho- in Manchester, shuttered. for sum- ment regulation can save the pix
tel. NAVA expects biggest attend- mer
,
biz, Myers points out that governT
ar
T 16
ance ever.
ment regulation, if it comes, “will
James Gorman, manager of Weirs n°^'fc
Beach, Lake Winhipesauk- more likeiv be imposed bv the govLoop Theatre, vacationing in Wis- kee, booking top first-run films for
ik own motion in order
ernment of its
consin with family for two weeks,
nightly shows throughout summer,
ay
this ^great ^™lustry
S. J. Gregory, vice-president of according to Henry Gaudet, owner- £1)
be preserved as an essential comAlliance Theatres, visiting family manager.
medium
cultural
munication
and
at Laguna Beach
for the benefit and prestige of the
Surf building was sold last
United. States; (2) that the heavy
week, but sale has no effect on
fill D’ui*u
investments in the industry and
theatre’s lease.
UII"D IV9Y
Allied Theatres of Illinois holdespecially the theatres may be safe.
_
Continued from page l
ing luncheon tomorrow (Thurs.)
guarded; and (3) that the widef or annual election of officers.
ing of physical resources, such as spread unemployment which would
John Thoma, former pressagent, pj- 0 ps and costumes and combined result from the industry s collapse
now on B&K managerial staff.
advertising, are also being consid- may be prevented.”
ered.
In line with advertising, an
Myers notes that these Were
attempt will be made to get the among the considerations that led
a
establish
to
newspapers'
regulation
ic5 uiouuu of other _ regimented
wuiijf
laily
to
rru,.pp
Thi-oa nflrHninnnic
n a .Hni„,n
P fc hitvp maHo a. U
policy toward off- industries—the railroads, shipping,
hole-in^one in tee Des Moines more concrete
rates agriculture, securities, bituminous
relation
to
ijn
Broadway
Variety Club's annual “hole-ine l ectrm P®^ er,
one” tournament just concluded charged.
A ,5®
leader
Origmal mehiber groups of the television, etc. The Allied
here. Byron Shapiro, Club presiTheatre, says no one can predict what would
include ‘Club
dent! has set a shoot-off to deter- League
mine which of the three men gets Greenwich Mews Playhouse, Wil- be the ^reaction of Congress if it
the 1954 Cadillac. A Plymouth car liam Gass Productions, Province- becomes necessary to present to
will be awarded to the No. 2 town Playhobse, Rachel Produc- the House Ways.& Means Commitshpoter.
ons. Shakespeare Guild Festival tee .“the facts regarding the cbnShapiro estimated the club will Co.. Swapping Song Fair, Trio Pro- fiscation by the film companies
lose about $1,500 on the event this cAuctions and the Gilbert & Sulli- of the exhibitors’ rightful share of
”
year. Last year when no holes-in- v
the tax benefits
Co
,
one were made in more than 12,000
tries, the club cleared $6,000, which
went to the Des Moines Health
Oa if
a.
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where the event is held, pay a dollar for two shots. The odds against
ln 80 ^ £ are
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Members of Warwick’s “A
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Berlin,

|

Commy

j

Goldman Theatre is ripping ou:
Fthree storefronts on S. 15th St. to
enlarge auditorium.
Bill Kanefsky. manager of William Goldberg's Studio Theatre,
has returned from a Hollywood vail

i

i

*

.

cation.
.

The Bluebird, Spanish-language
is now on weekend opera-

.

house,

|

tion.

3

1

vislung “film colony, ^and " radio-!v
shenherHpH hv laAr Hnu,
ard. recording artist and an im-"
presario of western attractions
Attorney Han*y Norman Ball has
requested the U, S. Supreme Court
to review the case of Mrs. Fanny
Harrison, owner of the Bryn Mavvr
Theatre (Bryn Mawr, Pa.,) against
the majors over alleged unreasonable clearances and restraint of
Studios

The Court

trade.

«

of Appeals gave

"

'

’
1

.

must sign the following statement: “The artiste shall in no
circumstances enter the Eastern Zone of Berlin unless specially arranged by or with the consent ofthe company. The artiste admits that
the company has notified him (or her) thateany breach of this condition will not only have the effect of rendering the company’s Policy
of Insurance invalid but may also result in serious loss or damage to
the company. The company will hold the artiste responsible for all such
loss or damage'and in addition to all other, rights it may have for the
recovery thereof, the company reserves the right 'inmmediately to
terminate the artiste's engagement uponteis (or her) committing any
breach of this condition.”
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Smash $20,000

4

,

—

RKO

—

Raid” (Indie). Mild $5,000. Last
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-70)— week, “Princess of Nile” (20th)
•“Johmiy gDark” (U) and “The and “Gorilla at Large” (20th),
Saint’s Girl Friday” (RKO). Fair
$6,300.
$6,500.- Last week, “Silver Lode”
United Artists (Parker) (890; 90(RKO) and “Queen of Sheba” $1.25)—“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (3d
(Lip), good $7,000.
wk), advanced price. Smash $12,Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 70-90)— 000. Last week, $14,000.
'

“Garden of Evil” (20th). Upped
scale helping to very nice $13,000,
Last

week,

“High

and

KANSAS CITY

Mighty”

(WB)

(2d wk). Heavy $9,000.
50-70)—
State (Loew)
(3,200;

(Continued from page 9)
help to houses with best air condi-

“Apache” (UA) and “Sabre Jet’.’
(UA). Peppy $14,000. Last week, tioning plants.
“Miami Story” (Col) and “Bait”
Estimates for This Week
(Col). Good $9,500.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504: 85-$ 1)
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 65-$l- “Genevieve” (U) (14th wk).. Merry
$1.23)—“Caine
Mutiny”
(Col). $1,700, and stays. Last week, $1,~
Upped scale, heavy advance favor- 800.
able stage show comment, helping
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)—
to
zowie $20,000.
Last week, “Hell Below Zero” (Col) and “Mas“Knock On Wood” (Par) and “Pres- sacre Canyon” (Col). Moderate $8,.

ent for Bride” (Par) (2d wk). Aver- 500. Last week, “Indiscretion of an
age $5,500.
American Wife” (Col) and “Saracen Blade” (Col), medium $8,000.
^Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 75-$l)—
'Caine* Hot 27(4G, Balto; “High and Mighty” (WB) (3d wk).
Unusually strong holdover at $11,000 and holds. Last week, rousing
2 G,‘Man*
$15,000.
Baltimore, July 20.^
’Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
‘Caine Mutiny” is the big'r'orie
here this week with a sock getaway 70-90) “Knock On Wood” (Par).
at -the Hipp insuring a profitable, Bulging $15,000 and holds. Biggest
long run. Reissue of “Gone With here in many months. Last week
the Wind” is fiice at the Century' “He Walked by Night” (UA) and
City”
(UA)
(reissues)*
but below hopes. Second week of “Canon
“Demetrius and Gladiators” is Light $5,500, at 60c-80c scale.

Wind’ OK 10y

.

i

.*

5G

—

fairish at the New. “Man With a
Million” opened briskly at the
Playhouse.
Estimates for This Week

Roxy (Durwood)

(879;

65-85)

new

“Garden of Evil” (20th). First
process film in this house and

first

.

i

I

.

—

see a quality picture.

That’s our future.”

$7,51)0.

.Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 35-

According to history, Sacajawea? the Shoshone Indian gal who be- 90)—“Living It Up” (Par). Opens
friended Lewis & Clark oh their Northwestern trek, had two children. tomorrow. (Wed.) after third week
According to director Rudy Mate, they must have increased and. mul- of “Knock on Wood” wound up
tiplied tremendously. Of the 300 Indians Mate inspected as extras with mild $6,500.
Little (Rappapdri) (310; 50-$l)
in “Blue Horizons,” a total of 198 claimed they were direct descendants
of Sacajawea and were entitled to jobs for that reason. Donna Reed, “Little Fugitive” (Indie). Pleasing
$3,500.
Last week, “Conquest of
who pfays the Sacajawea role, Will be totally surrounded by alleged
Everest” (UA) (2d wk), $2,000.
relatives.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-44-70)
“Johnny Dark” (U). Starts tomorMarlon Brando of Mundelein, 111., father of the screen star,
last

was awarded a $37,352 judgment in Lancaster District Court
from the Black Ranches, la. Suit involved payment
for 700 head of cattle allegedly delivered' to the corporation in 1951.
District Judge Paul White awarded Brahdo $32,200 for the cattle
and $5,152 as interest oil the unpaid sum.
in Lincoln, Neb.,

Marilyn Monroe’s “Heat Wave” number in “There’s No Business
Like Show Business” developed a high temperature, resulting in the
substitution of Jack Cole for Robert Alton as dance director. Actress
didn’t like Alton’s “Heat” routine and demanded that Cole be hired
to direct the number. Meanwhile Alton is choreographing the rest
of the film.

Report transmitted from Variety’s Washington bureau last week
erratumed that Harry Cohn, president of Columbia, had 'disposed of
all his Col stock.
Actually, Cohn sold the 400 preferred shares he
had held but he, his wife and children still have 170,000 of the 700,000

common

Stock shares outstanding.

wk). Strong $1,500.

.

Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
“Henry VIII” (U) and “Lydia” (In(reissues). Oke $1,800.
Last
week, “Importance of Being Ear-

die)

nest” (U) and

“Queen

(U) (reissues), same.

Is

Crowned”

•

BOSTON

'

(Continued from page 8)
row (Wed.) after reissue of “Egg “Apache” (U A) and “Lone Gun”
and I” (U) garnered moderate (UA). Wound second week with
$3,500 last week.
$ 10 000
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 35-$l)—
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)
“Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th) —“Ring of Fear” (WB) and “Rocket
(2d wk)/ Holding’ nicely at $8,500 Man” (20th). Not too strong at
after sprightly $15,500 getaway.
$10,000. Last week, “Gorilla at
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50- Large” (20th) and “Prindess of the
$1)—“Man with a Million” (UA). Nile” (20th), $11,000.
Fast $5,000. Last week, “Forbidden
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 60-95)—
Games” (Indie) (3d wk), $3,000.
“Hell Below Zero” (Col) and “Out^Stantey (WB) (3,200; 30-60-$l)— law Stallion” (Col) (2d wk). Slug“High and Mighty” (WB) (3d wk). gish $7,000 following below hopes
to $ 6 000 after smart $8,- $9,000 for first week,.
800 for the second.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)—
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; -35-80) “Flame and the Flesh” (M-G) and
Gorilla at Large” (20th). Opens “Massacre Canyon” (Col), Modest
t< m
row (yYed;) after fourth week $8,000 looms. Last week, “Apache”
£ «?£
of
Garden of Evil” .(20th) drew (UA) and “Lone Gun” (UA). Fair
sparse $5,500.
$7,000 for second week.
,

*

Me

CINEMASCOPE
JANE POWELL • HOWARD KEEL
«

f

land Pacific” (UA), $6,900,
v
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1“Demetrius and Gladi$1,25)
Pro?.. Ace; ‘Apache’ 14G ators” (20th) (4th wk). Okay. $2,Last week, “Three Coins in
500.
Providence, July 20.
Heavy pre-release publicity Fountain” (20th). (5 days) (7th wk),
about “Caine Mutiny” is giving $3,500.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1’Strand one of biggest weeks in'
years and leads the town. Also hot $1.25)—“High and the Mighty”
are Loew*s State’s “Apache” and (WB). Mighty ‘$15,500.. Last week,
“Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th)
Majestic’s “Garden of Evil.’’
Albee is fair with “Johnny Dark.’ (5 days) (3d wk), $5,500.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65Cool evenings have helped the nite
90)
“Monster From Ocean Floof”
shows considerably.
(Indie) and “Great Jesse James
Estimates for This Week

‘Caine’

CinemaScoper made with new lens
Arthur B. Krim, president of United Artists, scored on the public
to play here. Great $10,000 and
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25- holds. Last week, “Blaek Horse
relations front over the past week with a widely reproduced interview
Ca
65-95) -“Gone With the
Wind” Canyon” (U) (2d wk). Fairish $2,in which he acknowledged improved television programming but under(M-G) (reissue). Okay $10,500. Last 800.
line(1 the “mass output of quality of shows you won’t want to miss”
week, “Student Prince” (M-G) (2d
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Grana* n the theatre.
Krim’s observations were carried in Sylvia F. Porter's wk),
$8,000.
da (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700;
column in the N.Y. Post and were syndicated in 74 other U.S. papers,
Hippodrome '(Rappaport) (2,100; 1,217; 65-85)— “Tanganyika” (U>
Said Krim: People won’t leave their homes and pay to see a so-so 50-75-$1.25)- “Caine Mutiny”
(Col). and “Pride of Blue Grass” (AA)
picture any more. Not when they can stay in their living rooms and Torrid $27,500 or better. Last
week,
watch so-so television for nothing. But they will go out and pay to “Hell Below Zero” (Col) (2d wk), Sturdy $15,000. Last week, Demetrius and' Gladiators” (20th) (2d

ma
wawnew bwos nm> WlLlMIAllfUJMXS
> WARNEA
WtUiWfS
~
Jiiun ™ miuniin
"“High
Mighty week
BKOS.

tomers continue flocking in. Great / Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 90$125)—“Student Prince” (M-G).
$3,600. Last, week, $3,700.
Stout $12,000. Last week, “Challenge of Wild’MUA) and “Over-

.

Prize of Gold” troupe, currently filming in

have been warned to avoid trouble by steering clear of the
zone unless officially permitted. Thesps who want to cross

the line

dljti

l

IV

‘
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Grand Golf School

at the

*

.

v

rates 5c per agate line
daily and 10c on Sundays for both

"layers

at 65-85.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-75) “High-

.

ment ad

:

MIGHTY 15*G

'

cently home of sex films.
Floyd, Murphy, who’s been operating the Strand Theatre, Vicks-buig Mis s-. ^*\der a- lease from
nt GUl£ Theatres,’ canPfi
a 1
!2
ceVJ
lied the agreement and returned
house 10
to lts
its 101im?r
former ow
owners.
ners,
nousc

'™ntiopu

;

K”

B

’

nnd^left
withweek and
iett witn
veek

i

ros.
The l,40Q-seater was
lier
fii’st-run house for years, then s$c-

CHICAGO

‘HIGH’

-

opened by Boehringer Amus. Co,.
Other managements Jnin 1918.
cU|ded the Saenger Co., RKO, L.
M Ash( Mort Singer and the Wool-

d

|

.

.

,
’

!

MiNNEAPOUS
(Continued from page. 9)
“Johnny D«rk” (UP(2d wk), $2JB0Q:

Portland, Ore., July 20.
Biz has been perking* at all first
way Dragnet” (A A) and “Private
Eyes” (A A). Mild $4,000. Last runs for the past several months,
by the fact that most of the chain’s week, “Greatest, Show on Earth” but should zoom th$& frame With
smash product all the way ’round.
houses are in New Jersey. Tax con- (Par) (reissue), $3,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l). Only„the Paramount and Broadway
mvoivea,
alsoare
o qre involved.
^derations als
siderations
“Student Prince’.’. (M-G) (2d wk). have 90c admish tabs. All others
.
have inflated tpll with three showTall $10;000. East week, $13,500.
RKQ^QrpheUm (RKO)12,890; 75- ing Cinemascope..
MBBB B
aw
#
“High and the IVUghty.” and
Allied
IWI IS. SaiBS GHiefS $1) “Hell Below Zero” (Coi), stout /‘The
Student Prince” loom big for
$8,500.
entries.
“Caine”, holds for a
new
continued from page. 4
75-$l)
(RKO)
RKO-Pah
(1,600;
“High and Highty” (WB) (m.oJ. third frame after the ^second
plan to take its case to the Govern- Here after two big Orpheum* weeks inning outgrossed “Eternity” openment;
„
and still delivering strongly. [Rtif- er at United Artists,

—
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Walter Reade circuit is now set
to move its headquarters from N.Y.
to New Jersey in late August. Outa verdict in favor of the defendants
N.J.,
early this year, after Mrs.Harrison fit will settle down at Deal
iad previously lost in the U.iS. Dis- some 50 miles from N.Y.
tijct Court.
Present plans don’tcall for the
circuit to maintain a N.Y, rep.
Reade mpve is motivated primarily
F
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Can

my

ing

install

I

SuperScope without

Super Scope

shift-

may be

adjusted to right

or left without moving projector.

projection machines?

\

»
.

Q•

Can I change

Qt

Can^ I change from anamorphlc to

my screen ratio easily?

standard on adouble
without removing

•
ing to

Can

I

drill,

Install

my

bill,

•

With a "Twist of the Dial."

Absolutely, with a "Twist of the Dial"

and back again,

SuperScope lens?

The Super Scope lens mounts on the

SuperScope without hav«

present lens barrel and

tap or use special mounts?

Is

tightened by

one screw.

Q

[•

a

Will

I

get a wide even picture without

falloff of light at

SuperScope projects a wide even

the edges and corners

of the screen?

ture

up to 3 to

*

*Trad« Mark

ONLY $

hg. and

Potent* Ponding

700

PER PAIR

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE
*

At Your Local Exchange

I

ratio.

pic*

.
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TV

Directors, Producers to

By RICHARD

Swap

PACK

tional

trade

getting

a

big

bo'Ost

here this month, and it has nothing
to do with debits, credits, and export and import balances. TV directors and producers from- 12 different nations are swapping ideas
and experiences In the fir-pt
UNESCO "Study Course For Producers and Directors of Educational and Cultural Television Pro-

grams.”
Despite

fancy

the

tag,

this

Jerry Chester to

NBC-TV

Chester

Sam

Fuller, national program director, and Mike Dann, manager of
television programming, and will

be

responsible

for

Billy Butterfield, Maury Feld
stiff musicians, while on

coordinating

program* effort and act as liaison
between the program division and
other divisions of the company.

is

strictly a shirt sleeves session for
the gents who plan the shows and
call the shots in the studios and
control rooms; not a speechmaking
conclave for the striped pants and
tophat set. With BBC as host, directors and producers from the
U. S. A., France, Morocco, Italy,
Canada, Belgium, Denmark, Switzerland, Japan, Netherlands and
Germany (west zone) are discussing
and analyzing common problems of

ABC

SAMMY KAYE
Swinging Into Ktis First Jet Flight
Currently Swaying

HOTEL ASTOR ROOF
ABC-TV on
vAugust 5 for BRILLO

-

Station)

Russians claimed that color television will begin in their country
on Nov. 7. "At first it will be experimental and available to bnly a
few homes,’’ they told British re-

(Continued on page 28)

Sat.
Willi

Pet

TV

Milk

Amateur Hour”

Entry

and

"Original

exiting the Satur-

day night 8:30 slot on NBC-TV,
the network is planning to install a
video

version

(on

film)

of

the

"Great Gildersleeve” in the time
It’s an NBC property, with

spot.

Willard Waterman repeating his
radio lead. Original "Gildersleeve,”
of course, was Hal Peary, but he
vacated the property in his switchover to CBS some years back.
Since it’s the only half-hour time
availability on the major networks
between the prime 8 to 10:30 hours,
NBC figures the line of potential
clients will reach clear across the
street,
despite
the
formidable
Jackie Gleason CBS competition
In Saturday time, which was one
of the factors in Pet Milk’s decision to quit the period.

JOE

GREY’S BREAK-IN

VIA KRAFT TV

DRAMA

Although Joel Grey’s projected
tv’er for ABC still shows no signs
of reaching the air, the young
song-and-dancer will do a dramatic
breakin on the network via tomorrow’s (Thurs.) "Kraft Theatre”
production of "Forty Weeks of
Uncle Tom.” He’ll play the son of
Carl Reiner, who incidentally appears to have little trouble -In finding parts since the demise of

"Your Show

of Shows.”

He was

featured on ABC’s "Kraft” a couple of weeks ago as Sir Kay in
the Edgar Bergen-starrfag "Connecticut Yankee.”
Anent the Grey situation, lie
was recently repacted by the web,

In Switch to

Back

to Coast

New

Orleans, July 20.
Columbia Records Exclusively
Benton Paschall has resigned as
manager of
v.p. -general
here after two years in the post.
Resignation takes effect Sept. 1,
with Paschall planning a return
to Hollywood broadcasting, from
which he came to take over the
operation.
Station owner James A. Noe has
Reverberations a g:ai its t the
brought James E. Gordon over decision to unite NARTB and
from his v.p.-general manager post TVAB plans for an "all Industry”
to succeed Paschall. Pair sales promotion unit are still being
at
will work together for the next few felt with questions now raised as
weeks, with Paschall’s last job to its legality. Tqm Flanagan, manPet Milk and the Ted Mack- pushing Noe’s application for Chan- aging director of the Station Representatives Assn., and some of the
emceed "Original Amateur Hour” nel 4 here.
reps themselves have indicated
are exiting the Saturday night 8:30 % 0
that while webs and tele stations
to 9 stot on NBC-TV,with Sept 11
have common problems,, the sales
area is ‘‘distinctly separate and
as the final show for the sponsor.
actively competitive.”
Pet Milk wanted to get off the
Flanagan Has noted that netopposite-Jackie Gleason rap, but
works can solve their own sales
with the web’s SRO nightime there
problems independent of the stawas no place to install the show,
tions’ interest. "The real need is
hence Pet’s decision to cancel out
for a parallel organization to the
on the time and the program.
networks, of similar scope and
Atlanta,
July
20.
its
~*
Sponsor instead is channeling
Work will be started within the magnitude, which independently
coin into- a three-way program idencan do a top selling job for the
next
weeks
on
two
a
new
$1,500,000
in
Along
with
Armour
tity
the fall.
stations themselves.
and TV.
will pick up the tab for the home for WSB-AM,
it
How the merger of NARTB and
new George Gobel-variety entry in Located oh a hill overlooking his- TVAB, to- be brought into the meetthe Saturday night at 10 period on toric Peachtree Street, the struc- ing room again on Aug. 10 in
NBC-TV. Also, it will split the. tab ture will house the latest electronic Washington, is viewed under the
with Johnson’s Wax on the CBS- equipment, including full facilities Communications Act is considered
TV "Life With Father” show that for color telecasting.
one of the most important objecSince Atlanta is centered in the tions involved according to Flanagoes into the Tuesday night at' 10
Old South, the grandeur of ante- gan. FCC chain broadcasting rules
slot. Pet Milk is also buying into
the morning Arthur Godfrey- radio bellum Dixie will be evident in the require competition, he observed.
achitectural design of the building. Now where networks and stations
stanza on CBS.
Eight massive, two-story high col- can cooperate in many ways, and
ums Will adorn the front. There he mentioned research as one, even
will
be
central the o&o stations must compete with
a skylighted
patio, open fireplaces, comfortable parent outfits, according to law.

On 'Amateur Hour

WMJR

FM

ABC-TV

In one of those odd industry coincidences ABC-TV may install
“Treasury Med in Action” in the
very same Thursday at 8:30 spot
it
occupied on NBC-TV before
ABC lured it away last spring.
While the situation has occurred
before, the case of "T Men” stands
alone because it will have been
off the air for some six months
when it settles back- Into its old
time period if it does.

Paschal}

WNOE

for ‘T-fflea’

I

.

lounges and a library for visitors,
Flanagan cited from a report on
and station use. In addition, there the rules: "We conclude that it is
will be a spacious viewing gallery against the public interest for staChicago, July 20.
above the main studio and an out- tion- licensee to enter into a conReynolds Metals is shifting its
tract with a network, which has the
Unlike the case of a direct
door studio for functional use.
tv billings next month "’from the
switchover of a show from one net
(Continued on page 26)
J. Leonard Reinsch, executive dito
another, "T-Men” has been Russel M. Seeds agency to the rector of WSB and other Cox radio
plotted all over the ABC map. But Clinton E. Frank and the Buchan- and tv properties, announced that
Agencies, both of
since the web has -had difficulty an ad shops.
already had startwhom already hold pieces of the ground-breaking
in selling the Bernie Prockter packed on the project. The Austin Co.,
Reynolds account, will split the tv
age, any final slotting will have
of Cleveland, has the construction
bookings
which
will
hit
close
to
to await placement of commercial
contract and it is expected that
shows on the web. With ABC-TV the $2,000,000 mark next season WSB will be in its new home by
approaching near-SRO, Thursday with the regular Sunday night next summer.
"Mr. Peepers” on NBC-TV plus
at 8:30 appears to be one of the
"We are still pioneering,” said
only logical spots left. There are three of the. Max Liebman “spec- Reinsch; "We believe this beautitwo half-hours open Mondays, but taculars.”
ful building will not only enable us
ABC-TV’s bid for Wednesday
Reynolds tv biz was grabbed off to^ continue to. give the south the night dominance via its "Disneythat doesn’t figure; 8 p.m. Tuesday
is open, but web would be wasting by Seeds prexy Freeman Keyes finest in television and radio,
land”
anchor advanced a step
but
an expensive show opposite Mil- back in JA52 when he snagged the will also serve as a major attrac- further this week when Remington
ton Berle; Wednesday is open, after Sunday night 7:30 NBC-TV half- tion to Visitors from everywhere Rand signed to sponsor "Masquerand that’s a possibility; hour as part of the -deal which and will form a major contribution ade Party” on the web at 9 p.m.
9:30,
Thursday 8 to 9 is open, the most brought Red Skelton into the pre- to Atlanta’s civic development.”
Web now hap "Disneyland” for
likely time for the show; and Fri- ceding period for Procter & GamWSB indeed is a pioneer in’ its American Motors., Derby Foods" and
"Mr. Peepers” was rushed field. WSB radio was first in
day at 10 is still open, but that’s ble,
the American Dairy Assn, at 7:30; a
into the 7:30 berth when the Ed- south, starting
station time right now.
Stu
Erwin show for
operations in March, revised
Web is researching the rating die Mayehoff "Dr. Corkle” show 1922, with 100 watt power. It now Chesterfield at 8:30 and "Masquerhas 50k w on clear channel 750. ade” at 9. In contrast, this past
job "Justice,” which replaced "T- conked out.
Under the new setup the Franl WSBtTV, also a first in Dixie, be- season saw only one commercial
Men” on NBC, is doing. Question
age-ney will handle the time bill
gan regular operations in Septem- show in the entire evening, "Mysis whether "T-Men” got its- high
ber, 1948. Operating on Channel 2, tery Theatre” for Sterling Drug at
ratings in that spot on its own ingjs and work the commercial!
it has 100 kw off power andmerits or whether it was because of with Buchanan billing the talent
its 7:30.
1,
062-foot tower is one of the talthe holdover apd leadin audience
"Masquerade” will start Sept. 29,
lest in the country.
from Groucho Marx and to "Dragfollowing completion of its summer
John M. Outler, Jr., is general tun ore CBS-TV as the Ellin benet.” ABC believes it was the show
Oh, No!
.
manager of WSB operations, with tween “Red Buttons,” and, "Decemitself that pulled the heavy audi5ince it’s generally assumed
Marcus Bartlett as manager for ber Bride” for General Foods. It’s
ence, and is looking very closely
that anybody chosen as a regutelevision and Frank Gaither as the- first time the Ed Wolf package
at the "Justice” ratings as the
lar on the major tv panel
will air on a regular-season basis,
manager on radio side.
clincher on the argument.
shows manages to keep abreast
having done summer service for
of what’s going on* in’ the
GF foiP the past two years and
world, particularly as it reSpeidel. the year before. Young &
lated
to
current
national
Rubicam set the deal.
Reynolds Metals will pick up the
Post of sales manager was left
heroes, the admission of one
open last Friday (16) when Larry
tab on CBS Radio’s exclusive on
panelist on one of thp top
ABC-TV"* 200th Affil
the Hambletonian harness racing * nighttime programs last week
Wynn ankled WABD, DuMont key
classic for the fourth straight year.
ABC-TV signed its 200th affiliate
in N. Y, No replacement has been
that he had never heard, of the
Goshen, N.Y., event takes place
announced, and it is believed- that last week, WGTH-TV, in Hartford.
Giants’ Willie Mays must have
Aug. 4.
general manager Norman Knight Web had only 81 outlets at the time
coma as a shocker to the milwill double up oh Wynn’s ex-duties of the United Paramount merger,
Charles Hinkle, of WHIO, the
lions ofi^viewers.
in February of 1953, an increase of
for an indefinite period.
CBS affiliate in Dayton, will call
The guy obviously wasn’t
147% in the size of tl\e web.
Wynn has not announced
the race, \yhile CBS
kidding; he registered com-

METAL BILLINGS SHIFT

'Masquerade Gets

'

but that situation comedy series,
sports chief
OU which a kinnie was made this John Derr handles the commenwinter, still hasn’t been actively tary. Buchanan & Co, repped Reyoffered for sale.

and Peanuts Hucko* have become
the classical side, there’s men like

Present staff, which numbers the
concert pianist Earl Wild.
network minimum of 65, would be expanded iff the symphony
Whiteman, veep in charge of
(Pops)
Paul
plan goes throughmusic at the net, and Frank Vagnoni, its longtime contractor,
staff
changes^
impleirienting-the
have been

WNOE

chief for

tv.

ABC- Rad io

"SUNDAY SERENADE” and
"SERENADE ROOM”

Same

Moscow

ABC

Swinging into

.

programme

.

;

Sterling Drug has made its annual return to ABC-TV after a summer lapse, with a buy of the web’s
Friday at 9:30 time, but the propproduction and programming at erty it’s going to install remains
London’s Lime Grove studios for a mystery. It’s to be a filmed whothree weeks. AH these, plus the dunit
show,
reportedly - being
Soviet Union, Which sent two dele- filmed overseas.
another
gates, one' from Russia,
Show is virtually signed, but a
from the Ukraine.
D-F-S exec said there are still
It’s the first time that anyone some wrinkles to be irbned out' one
from Soviet video has ever attend- of them being the producer’s plans
ed a tv parley outside ofi.USSR. to show the series. theatrically overSoviets just joined UNESCO in seas.
The agency ite said the deApril, and decision to send video tails may be resolved this week.
envoys to this tv idea' swapshop Sterling over the past couple of
was apparently a last minute de- years has sponsored "Inspector
cision.
Mark Saber” on the web, but last
Novelty of having USSR reps at •year’s series consisted entirely of
an international gettogether like repeats, and Sterling had tp- get
this took the spotlight in the first a new package. Its old Wednesday
week’s sessions. UNESCO $et up a at 7:30 time has been taken over
press conference for them the day by the first half of "Disneyland,”
after they planed in, and it drew and it has okayed the move into
heavy attendenCe from British pa- Friday night.
pers. Soviet tv execs are Nicolai
Skatchko, program director for tv
Time (Different
in the Ukraine, and Sergei Novakoski, deputy

making provisions for the organization of an

.

has been approgram coordinator of
NBC-TV network programs.
As such he’ll work closely with
Jerry
pointed

is

Indianapolis and other points, where the sponsor can tie in and
merchandise oa a local and regional level. Network’s orchestra
Would originate either from a concert hall like Carnegie Hall in
N. Y., if the sponsor is willing to foot the rental or from a public auditorium like the Hunter College :aud.
Meanwhile, the web is building up its staff operation, both on
the classical side, with several musicians already having moved
over from the NBC Symphony, and on the pop side, where it’s
organizing musicians into small combos, largely: for its nighttime
Top jazzmen like! Bobby Hackett,
music-and-news formatting.

'

London, July 20.
There’s a new kind of interna-

Radio

sold to a spohsor.
Web id pitching such a group as part of an overall '‘-Symphonies
of America” package, and has lined up 44 sidemen from the expiring NBC Symphony orch to serve if a deal goes through. It’s
after Leopold Stokowski to conduct the group, but hasn’t received a reply yet from the conductor, who’s now ih Europe.
ABC proposal is to provide not only its own symphony group,
but to stage local originations with orchestras in cities like Houston,

toPreem Color Nov. 7

Ideas; Soviet

........

'

,

ABC

Symphony Orch—provided the group can be

nolds on the deal.

his fu-

plete
bafflement when
name was brought up and

he didn’t know.

the
said

ture plans yet.
tion in 1950

was

He

and

joined the sta-

after two years
appointed sales manager.

Lee Jahncke, v.p. and assistant
to the prez, said the web’s coverage
factor is now 98.9 of all tv homes.

Wednesday, July %l f 1954
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When NBC prexy Pat Weaver proclaimed recently that Saturday
night belongs to the comics, he probably didn’t realize what he
was
9—inviting. For the upcoming season will find the network trying
something never previously attempted—lining up six half-hour
comedy 'shows back to back and running from 7:30 to 10:30 at

4

night.

Trend toward equalization of dayand nighttime radio rates
among networks and stations
should get added impetus from
the latest Nielsens, which show
nighttime network radio in its low-

The uninterrupted comedy sequencing is made possible by the
installing of the new ’’Great Gildersleeve” film series in the 8:30
to 9. slot being vacated,

by “Original Amateur Hour.”
Thus the Saturday lineup will read as follows:
v
7:30—“Ethel & Albert.”
8 The new Mickey Booney situation comedy.
8:30—“Great Gildersleeve.”
Imogene Coca.

'

'

•

.

—

.

,

9:30 Jimmy Durante alternating with
Donald O’Connor.
*
10
The new George obel show.

G

Those .toprated nighttime half-

‘Marriages’ Annulment Poser
NBC-TV Has Summer

SRO
Situation

pertaining

to

Its

'

Its

Hands But

Axing

the

Jo Ranson

Tandy
Cronyn - Jessica
“Marriage,” which is serving as a
summertime filler on the NBC-TV
schedule in the Thursday night at

Hume

has a bright piece on

Omen

slot,

one of the many byline pieces
the

in

9th Annual

Radio and Television
Review & Preview Number

tries.

Sponsor interest has already
been manifest—-but even if the net-

of

work succeeds in landing a client, the program is doomed for
axing in a" few weeks when “Lux
Video "Theatre” moves into the

PfaziETY
OUT NEXT- WEEK

And because the network is
nighttime there’s no period
into which it can be moved.
Meanwhile Marc Daniels has
stepped into the “Marriage’* director spot following resignation,
after two shows, of Jack Garfein,

by most morning shows on CBS
and ABC and most of NBC’s afternoon segments. “My Friend Irma”
is down from its 14.2 to a 3.4 (although it’s still in the' top 15). “Talent Scouts” was in 10th place five
years ago with a 12.0; today it’s

time.

SRO

whose background

is chiefly legit

hours that pulled 25 or higher ratings in 1949 are now down below
the average day timer’s today. “You
Bet Your Life,” in third placeamong nighttime shows in the. first
June Nielsen with a .4.8; is lower
than two day timers and tied with
a third. “Stella Dallas” and “Backstage Wife,” top it with a 5.0, and
“Romance of Helen Trent” ties it
with a 4.8. Only the top two nighttime shows, “People Are Funny”
(5.5) and Jack Benny (5.4) top the
highest-rated daytimers.
As a comparison, the fourth and
fifth place nighttime shows
are
“Our Miss Brooks” with a 4.6 and
“Hallmark Radio Hall of Fame”
with a 4.5. The toprated show before noon,. “My True Story,” ranks
nighttime
with
the
fifth-rated
show. “Lux Radio Theatre,” in
10th place with a 4.0, has the same
rating as “Breakfast. Club.”
More dramatic jas a means of
comparison is the 'fact that “Lux”
in 1949 (same June 1 report) had
an 18.1, the top-rated -show on the
air. Second-rated five years ago was
“Suspense,” with a 15.9. Today it
has a 3.5, a rating that’s eclipsed

Agree, So ‘Double’

quit the show following
differences of opinion as to how
the tv show should be rehearsed
and staged. Garfein said he could
not “compromise my principles.”

Garfein

is

produced by Cronyn.

1

few months ago.

CBS still retains some good
Campbell business, nonetheless, as
result of the soupery’s swing
CampINTO PACKAGING BIZ toward the juvenile trade.
bell a
couple of months back
When Irving Mansfield exits bought “Abbott & Costello” for a
CBS next week, a year ahead of his CBS Saturday morning exposure
contract, he will still have a $70,and more recently picked up “Las000 to $80,000 annual royalty yield sie”
for a Sunday at 7 ride on the
from shows like Arthur Godfrey’s
web. It’s installed the Peter Law“Talent Scouts”; from the new
ford starrer, “Miss Phoebe,” for
Betty Ann Grove-Merv Griffin
adult" trade in its Friday at
summer show for General Electric the
9:30 ex-“Soundstage” spot on NBC.
(plus Jane Froman’s GE show); and
But this doesn’t detract fronKthe
also an equity in “This Is Show
fact that the “Double or Nothing”
Business” for CBS tv-films syndidefection leaves a gaping hole in
cation.
CBS’ daytime picture.

IRVING MANSFIELD

a

aried executive and from his royalty participation, but “unable to
keep much of it after taxes,” as he
puts it. “So I’m setting up a packaging business, and by working for
a wholly owned company I may be
able to get a better share of my
own earnings.”

Kathy Godfrey Back
Kathy Godfrey is back on the
video scene in N. Y. again.

Sister

Arthur Godfrey starts a fiveminute news strip via WPIX on
1

of

Break will result
the medium.
from RCA’s development Of a 21inch tricolor tube, which accompanied by a simplified chassis, will
be on the market for the Xmas
trade at a “competitive price.”
RCA’s announcement of development of the 21-lncher, which gives

—

.

We Love Skolsky
*
*
*
a humorous bylina ploco

In

tho

9th Annual

Radio and Television
Review & Preview Number

a picture size Of 250 sq. in., some-.
22% larger than the 205 sq. in.

of

tube, served to knock a little of
the wind out of CBS* sails. For two
weeks, CBS had been basking in
the glory of trade reception of its
19-inch job, due for fnass production this fall.
And nary a peep
out of
until Monday (19),
when it announced that its new 21incher will be demonstrated for
the first time Sept. 15 at Lancaster,
Pa.

screen

PfafHETY
OUT NEXT WEEK
.

To

GF

‘Haunt’

That CBS-Hytron won’t

allow
RCA tube to go unchallenged
a matter of course. Question is,
how soon can CBS come up with a
2l-incher?
Whatever the answer
to that one is, fact remains that
this
by
Christmas,
the price war
Negotiations are practically
will be on both at the equipment
Wrapped up for the Red Buttons
and the retail level. RCA’s new
switchover to the NBC-TV camp tube will be priced at $175, the
in the fall, following a week of same as CBS’ and barring.any perhuddles between the comic and formance quirks- in the former's,
network brass. Also near finaliza- CBS will have to come down to
tion is the Pontiac deal for Buttons meet the competition.
And RCA
to move into the Friday night at insiders say the RCA 21-inch set
8 period as successor, to the Dave will be competitively priced. With
Garroway program.
Motorola’s 19-inch set (employing
Slotting of Buttons in the 8 to the CBS tube) selling at $895, and
RCA
having reduced circuitry in
8:30 segment as competition to
CBS-TV’s “Mama” poses one of its new chassis, it’s assumed that
RCA’s
new set will be priced bethose “how-could-we-let-it-happen”
GF low that figure.
situations for General Foods.
It also sponNew tube, development of which
sponsors “Mama.”
sored Buttons last season in the was announced by RCA electronMonday night 9:30 to 10 period on
( Continued on page 26)
CBS but cancelled out, even though
Buttons closed, out the season with
a big rating pull after going back
Jto his original format.
the
is

As lama’

Rival

j

.

What gives Buttons a distinct advantage in competition vs. “Mama”
is his big kid draw, making the 8
o’clock period a natural for him,
as against his ex-9:30 segment on
CBS, although even in that spot he
had a rating documentation of having kept the kids up.

CRONKITE ASKS OUT

Alex Segal has negotiated a new
contract with ABC-TV, extending
through August, ’55, which assures
his
continuance as director of
“U. S. Steel Hour.” New pact provides for a hike in fee to $3,000
per show on the alternate-week

.

ON ‘MORNING SHOW’

dramatic showcase.
Segal wound
up his current season’s activities

Final resolution of Walter Cron-

Morning with last night’s (Tues.) Dorothy
McGuire starrer, .and leaves this
of
week on a month’s vacation (alCBS-TV programming and news though
show is staying on the air
brass from out of town. Cronkite
during
August) before resuming in
wants out if the show is to continue
kite’s

Show”

status on
will await

“The

return

the

the

as an entertainment, rather than
an information program, and he’s
given the web notice to that effect,
pointing out he’s a newsman rather
than an emcee, and took on the
chore under that understanding.

fall.

David O. Selznick, incidentally,

.

Way

t

j

,

.

the fifth new addition to the station’s afternoon
lineup within the last two weeks.

Miss Godfrey

is

by CBS’ 19-inch

RCA

Buttons Back

‘

July 26.

afforded

sought Segal for the directorial assignment (plus a co-producership)
on the special alwietwork oneshot in the fall commemorating the
electric companies’ 75th anniverBasic issue of format, though,
sary, which Selznick is producing.
apparently is still to be decided.
However, it would have entailed a
both
presents
in the fall when she and her hus- At the moment, show
three-month shift to the Coast to
band, Harry James, star in three news and entertainment, and altie all the components
together
other
hour-long Chrysler shows for CBS- though a stress on one or the
(program
will
originate
from
TV.
has been discussed, no decision has,
CBS-TV
City), so Segal nixed the
he’ll
says
Cronkite
They’ll be backed by small jazz been made.
offer.
combos on the shows which Ralph stay with the show if the web deLevy produces. They get $40,000 cides it’s to be primarily an information segment. If not, he’ll bow
per show for three shows.
Chrysler series goes into the out, with his successor still to be $2,000,000 Miles Biz
menProminently
Thursday night 8:30 to 9:30 period determined.
Heads NBC, CBS-TV
starting in the fall, with the Coast- tioned is Jack Paar, but virtually
originating musicals getting a one- everyone under contract to the web
Geoffrey Wade agency toppers
a-month slotting and N. Y.-origi- is being considered.
are in New York this week to finalnating dramas going in the other
ize placement of some $2,000,000 of
three weeks.
Miles Laboratories business in day‘Today’s’ Hole-ln-l Pickup time network tv, with CBS-TV and
NBC-TV’s “Today” will carry a NBC-TV the recipients. Huddles
ii Cohan to Ayer
direct pickup of the. annual Hole- will cap off a series of network
the brass, of all
Hollywood, July 20.
In-One golf tourney to be staged pitches that saw
three major webs trekking to the
Phil Cohan, former CBS-TV proat the Tam O’Shanter Club in Chi- Miles liomeoffice in Elkhart, Ind.,
ducer, has joined the staff of the
Ayer agency here. He will assist cago, next month. Top U.S. golfers over the past four weeks,
Best bet is that Miles will pick
agency’s and from other countries will comGlenhall
Taylo^,
the
_ ete
up participations in the Bob Crosby
Coast head, on programs originat- p
»
and Robert Q. Lewis daytimers on
_
,
_
ing here.
As usual George May sponsor of Qjjgjxy^ and two soapers on NBCAyer deal is non- exclusive, and
permits him outside producer as- the tourney, is donating $25,000 Ty .Soapers will be selected at
meetings this week.
cash to the hole4n-one shooters.
signments.

TV Bow

.

After
years with the network, Mansfield found himself a
big money grosser, both as a sal-

Wrong

j
1

also in 10th place, but with a 3.7.
The difference is that today it’s
topped by two-dozen daytimers, including one of his own daytime seg-

ments and seven but of eight AC
morning programs.,
Daytime pattern is changing too,
accounts
in
dayOne of the lush
although .here it’s a matter of shifts
time television, Campbell Soups’ among networks rather than genfive-a-week sponsorship of “Dou- eral audience level changes. In the
ble or Nothing,” will fall by the morning, ABC is fast overcoming
CBS’ longtime supremacy, having
wayside at the end of the month,
grabbed off six of the seven top
reportedly because of a hassle morning ratings via a 24% inamong the agencies handling the crease over a year ago. ABC has a
Campbell account. Agencies were 4.1 average for commercial shows
reported unable to agree on re- between 9 and noon, compared to
Hollywood, July 20.
newal of the half-hour daytimer, CBS’ 3.3 and NBC’s 2.9. Web’s “My
Fred Coe, producer of “Philco and so it’s being dropped al- True Story” tops the pre-noon linePlayhouse,” has been signed by together.
up with a 4.5. CBS still is topdog
J. Walter Thompson as dramatic tv
Hassle presumably occurred as in the noon-to 3 p.m. period, with
consultant and will operate out of
“Helen
Trent’s” 4.8 as the topper.
ah aftermath of the shift from
N.Y., continuing “Playhouse.” His
Ward Wheelpck to five separate And NBC still reigns in the 3-6
connection with Lux Video Theaperiod,
with
“Backstage Wife” and
agencies this spring, with the oftre” will be purely advisory, with
“Stella Dallas” as the top-rated
ficial transfer of the account on
•production lineup on the NBC-TV
daytimers
with
5.0 each.
current programs coming only this
hour already set.
month. Agencies now repping the
Cornwell Jackson, Coast radioare
Campbell
brands
various
tv veep of the Thompson agency,
BBD&O; Leo Burnett; Compton; Betty Grable, Janies
will be executive producer. Cal
Hewitt, Ogilvy, and Dancer-FitzKuhl is producer. Rotating direcDoing 3 for Chrysler
With five halftors
are:
Buzz Kulik, Richard gerald-Sample.
were
Goode, Earl Ebi, Fred Mackage, hours a week, various brands
to
that’s
believed
and
At 120G in
former producer of “Lux Radio advertised
Radio
Theatre,” returns in that capacity be a factor in the axing)
Hollywood, July 20.
version on ABC was cancelled a
in the Fall to replace Ebi:
Betty Grable makes her videbut

Program

^

:

.

in the Gloomin'
*

poses something of a problem to the network. Aside from the
fact that the situation comedy is
being used for Weekly experimental purposes in color compatibility,
it has also registered as the web’s
“sleeper” among the summer en10

On

‘Sleeper’

Compels

irga

Competitive battle* among the
manuacturers should
set
be on by this Christmas, resulting
in a conclusive break In the logjam that’s held up commercial tint
since the FCC okayed Standards for
Color

But Don 9t Get Vs

est estate thus far. Fact of the
matter' is that there are only two
nighttime radio shows with ratings
higher than the highest-rated day-

timers.

-

Arnie Rosen &
Coleman Jacoby

time

14

,

,

(

I

.

;!

Wcdfaiertfay, Ji»iy 31;
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Color -TV Schedule
applications for choice VHF
channels may be expected as a reNBC
the
by
revision
drastic
July 22,
sult of a
The Marriage
~ „
FCC last week of. its hearing pro10 p.m.
Froni now on oral testicedures.
Today and Home (mobile unit
mony. at hearings will be held to
pickup from B&O roundhouse
in Baltimore)—July 23, 7 a.m.
the minimums, with applicants submitting their direct cases in written
and 11 a.m,
form.
WNBT
Action may mean that new VHF
Here's Looking at You— July
may spring up; much
stations
19-23, 1:30 p,m.
sooner than expected in such
WCBS-TV
cities as Boston, Pittsburgh, St.
Time for Color (film) July
Louis, Milwaukee, Toledo, Orlando,
26, 5 p.m.
Indianapolis,
Antonio,
San
Fla.,
and Oakland, Calif. New procedure
will also be applied nn hearings
scheduled to start this month on
the contest for UHF channel 20 in
Washington, D. C.
So far, Only a few VHP contests
not resolved by mergers have
reached final decisions although
hearings on some were started
Only last
nearly two years ago.
month, an examiner’s recommendahearings
the
on
issued
tion was
for channel 8 in Portland, Ore.,
1952.
October,
in
began
which
Memphis, July 20.
Under the new procedure, appliEdward “Lamb, radio-tv and
cants will exchange exhibits relating to their experience in broad- newspaper publisher who is slated
casting, background and program- for his innings before the FCC to
ming proposals and will no longer defend alleged Communist charges,
be required to submit information
brigade
pn the various categories formerly has now joined the heat
Included in the criteria for com- (104 daily) in Dixieland by levelparative proceedings. In effecting ing off a $1,500,000 slander suit
this change, the Commission said, against Rep. Pat Sutton (Dem.,
tive

—

'

—

Sutton 'Ref

is hoped that ‘‘henceforth the
burden upon applicants as well as Tenn.),
the volume of the hearing record WLAC,
it

will

be considerably less than

Rap

WSM,

Stations

WSM-TV

and

f

WSIX,

WSIX-TV

of

Nashville on the heel’s of the Tenpolitical
congressman’s
nessee
talkathon staged in the Volunteer
State capital earlier this week.
Sutton is opposing former crimebuster Sen. Estes Kefauver for the
senior senatorial seat in the Coming Tennessee Democratic primaries carded for ^ Aug. 5 in this

is

frequently the case at present.”
Direct oral testimony by applicants will be limited to (1) qualification and explanation of their exhibits and (2) substitution of material rejected by the examiner on
grounds of competency or form
rather than for reasons of lack of
state.
materiality or relevance.
The new procedure also provides
The slander suit uncorked by
for pre-hearing conferences both Lamb, who owns and operates
prior to and subsequent to the ex- WICU-TV and WIKK, Erie, Pa.;
change of exhibits by parties to a WTOD, Toledo, and WHOO, OrThe initial conference lando, Fla., was the aftermath of
hearing.
will include such matters as nar- Sutton’s 27-hour political talkathon
rowing the issues, admissions of aired over the Nashville
and
fact, stipulations, etc. The second tv outlets on behalf of his canconference will be for the purpose didacy for the U. S. Senate post in
of reaching agreements to further Tennessee.
Sutton’ also staged a
expedite the proceedings.
similar talkathon several weeks
Procedure will be applicable to ago over Memphis’ eight
and
cases previously designated for two tv outlets, which were esti
hearing if hearing conferences mated by local radio execs to have
have not yet been held or con- nipped his pockets about l5G’s
cluded. It will apply to radio as here and about another 12G’s in
well as tv applications.
Nashville for all out “one day”
j

AM

AM

.

shots.

Sutton allegedely branded

Author and commentator Emily

Kimbrough has severed her
time relationship with

;

longthe

WCBS,

CBS

flagship in N. Y., and is negotiating with the rival NBC flag,

as a “known communist” during
the Nashville radio-tv barrage,
Lamb is said to be a long time
friend of Kefauver’s and Sutton
pointed out in his charges that “the
Tennessee senior senator had the
use of Lamb’s private plane” during his 1952 attempt to win the

j

When Lamb

heard, of the "communist charges,” he threatened
the ^ suit unless Sutton apologized
Sutton did apologize both
the

WNBC.

Miss
Kimbrough
and
reached what was ostensibly
last
amicable parting of the ways
when the station agreed to release
her from her contract, but the current WNBC negotiations indicate

Lamb

WCBS

m

I

AM

*f

air

?
and

.
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NOTRE DAME

U.

BUYS

A RADIO STATION
South Bend, Ind., July 20.
U. of Notre Dame has finalized
a deal with the Universal Broadcasting Co. for the purchase of

WHOT

here, subject

radio station
to approval by the. FCC. Terms
have not yet been revealed,
.The Rev. Edmund P. Joyce,
Notre Dame .exec veepee said the
school will continue to. use WHOT’s
downtown studios for the time being, but eventually the facilities
will be

moved oh

caftipus.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

for

another

five

years,

with the

proviso that the rent should be submitted to negotiation and failing
Empire State
that, to arbitration.
and the stations had failed to reach
agreement and the landlord submitted the matter to arbitration, to
which the stations objeced. Pending an appeal by the stations, the
arbitration proceedings will probably continue, and on the basis that
decontrolled rents can be applied.

.

.

.

—

by. air.

G. James Fleming, WLIB director of news and special events, ankles
outlet shortly to accept professorship at Morgan State U., Baltimore.
Will do weekly D.C. commentary for the N.Y: station from his new
post
. Jocko Maxwell, local sportscaster, starts vacation after July 24
.

"

.

Bob McGongagle pinchhits via WWRL, and Jay Anthony for
Philip Morris veep Harry W. Chesley Jr.,
same guy on WNJR
named national chairman of the radio-tele-films committee of the
United Community Campaigns of America, succeeding Association of
National Advertisers radio-tv director Joseph M. Allen
WNBCWNBT topper Ham Shea vacationing in Maryland
Lowell Thomas
doing his CBS newscast from San. Francisco and Los Angeles for
Jerry Sharpe, former deejay and copywriter
the next two weeks
stanzas.

.

.

,

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WFKY

in Frankfort, Ky., joined the Jack Finck agency here .. ....
in from London to sub for ailing Eric Sevareid on
the latter’s- CBS nightly news analysis
. Fay Martin, former feature
.
writer on the N.Y. Times, joined the script department of
in Hempstead
news chief Bill Berns to lecture July
.
30 at a girls’ school in Lenox, Mass., on documenting hews stories . . ,
Salt Lake City Tabernacle and Choir marking 25 years on CBS Radio
this week
John Hurlbut,
P manager, off to
Maine for two weeks.
at

Howard K. Smith

.

WHLI

.

0&0 Tune in D:C.
Washington, July 20.
A substantial upswing in both ra
dio and'tv time sales by the NBC
o & o stations here is reported by
Washington v.p. Carleton D. Smith
for the first half of the current
year. Smith, who also serves as
general manager for web’s brace of
capital stations, attributed the upbeat trend to the continuing expansion of the Washington area as a
major market, now rated 10th in
the country in population and second in income per family. He also
cited increase in tower height of

.

WNBC-WNBT

.

WNBC-WNBT A &

.

IN SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

.

Don Sherwood begins

a new tv show,. “Sherwood’s Showcase,”
Thursday (22) on KPIX at 10:50 p.m. . . . Jaime DeValle in town for
some local scenes for the CBS tv show “Line Up” . . . Lenn Curley’s
“Palace Personalities” show expands to two half hours a week on
KFRC . . . Susan Alex, program director, resigning after six years at
KSAN ... Arthur Fiedler doing a Sunday longhair disk jockey show
on KEAR during his appearances here with the Pops Concerts . . .
manager Paul Schiener named to the Frisco anti-aircraft defense
committee
Frank C, Baxter, USC professor of English, in town
.
.
to introduce his “Shakespeare-TVl” course on the Bay Area community
tv. station,
AI White and Len Peterson, emcees of KNBC’s
.
“Masters of Melody” have opened a hamburger stand . *
ABC prexy
Bob
Kintner
in town eyeing the new KGO-TV studios and suggesting
WNBW-TV and power boost to a Sept, debut and housewarming
Patty
Pritchard’s
.
.
.
Sunday
expanded
100,000 watts, with an
show now originating from the Pioneer Village. Jerry Morton, former
coverage of 58%, as factors.
program director, handles the emcee chores .
Lee Giroux
According to a report prepared
out
of the hospital and recuperatiiig at Lakeville following his collapse
by Joseph Goodfellow, stations’
after the KGO-TV Cerebral Palsy telethon.
sales topper, both local and national
spot business is steadily climbing
in radio and tv, with the accent on
.
.
.
increase in national sales. He reDan Martin heading up WBBM’s new “Supermarketing” merchanported that more than 40 advertis- dising operation
... Deejay Jim Mills to tour Europe and Africa next
ers used the NBC stations here for month
with his tape recorder to pick up overseas music angles .for
the first time in '54.

KGO

.

KQED

.

.

.

KLX

KLX

IN

According to

WNBW

showed

stations’ statistics,

an

increase

*

.

CHICAGO

WGN

.

.

WGN
.

IN

Washington, July 20.
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee yesterday (Mon.) told
FCC it ought to give Edward Lamb, Toledo broadcasterpublisher, a bill of particulars he wants on charges brought by
the Government agency regarding his loyalty to the American
*
government.
In a letter to Commission Chairman Rosel Hyde, Committee
Chairman John W. Bricker (R-O.) said that a grant of the particulars to Lamb would be “in harmony with” the desires of the
committee.
Bricker said that while his committee “does not hear appeals
froth the FCC nor does it try in advance to tell it what to do,”

.

WGN

.

PHILADELPHIA

.

•

,

.

.

Sid Gathrid, writer of the Frank Brookhouser radio, and tv shows,
doing a movie chatter segment over WIP, nightly at 6:25, sponsored
by Trans-Lux Theatres
William Schwartz, former director at
WCBS, has joined production staff at
Roger W. Clipp, general
manager of the WFIL stations, has .been named chairman of the radio
and tv committee for the Pennsylvania week celebrktion
Bobby
.
Shantz, pitching sensation of the All-Star Game two years ago,, did
the commentary on the game this year with a 15-minute segment
Levine has been named assistant operations chief
Walter Annenberg, owner of the WFIL stations, and
publisher of the Philadelphia Inquirer, and Mrs. Annenberg flew to
a seven“Week vacation
Rex Polier is substituting for
Bob Williams, vacationing tv columnist of the Evening Bulletin . .
Announcer Johrniy Wilcox, of WIP’s “Kitchen Kapers,” is driving to
.

is

.

.

KYW

.

.

.

.

*

•

“unanimous in feeling” that Lamb
is entitled to receive “reasonably in advance” of the July 28 hearing date specific particulars of charges to be presented and witnesses to be called.
(Hearing has subsequently been postponed
are.

but was outvoted by Commission majority.

.

his
and^IND strips . Hal Smith, Chi NBC promotion chief,
vacationing in Colorado. Also taking their annual summer hiatus are
Chuck Wilson,
promotion director, and Jim Hanlon,
public
relations topper
Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll in last
week showcasing their new “Amos & Andy” CBS airer to Chi agencies
and the local press. Duo was accompanied on their rounds by veeps
H. Leslie Atlass, Lester Gottleib and Guy della Cioppa. Whije here
Gottleib huddled with gospel singer Mahalla Jackson re her upcoming
CBS, show . . . Dick (Two Ton) Baker cited by the U.S. Treasury Department for his saving bond pitches . . . Herschell Goodman upped
to copy chief at the Waldie
Briggs agency
Ed Reynolds, new
.
.
WAIT sales manager. Stanley Matas has departed his sales post at
^the AM’er to join the
selling crew;’

the.

until Sept. 15.)
Committee action is the outgrowth of a hearing last month on
the nomination of Commissioner John C. Doerfer for a seven-year
term. At that session, Lamb and his counsel, former Atty. Gen.
J. Howard McGrath, testified that the Commission had refused
to name Lamb’s accusers and that the cards were “stacked” against
them. Doerfer had disclosed he favored granting Lamb’s request

-

.

&
WBKB

members

.

.

.

.

its

WMGM

.

.

,

nevertheless
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WCBS

CITY

.

.

.

-

announcement of
a lecturer,
her departure, slated for Aug. 6,
gave the press of outside activities
as the reason.

NEW YORK

IN

.

i

-

go
are the type and time of her exposure on the station. She occupied
a 4-4:30 p.m. spot on WCBS for the
past few seasons. In addition to her
broadcasting activities, she’s working on a new travel book for
Harper’s and is solidly booked as

:

John Tassos, formerly with Paramount Pictures In charge of national
publicity for press and wire services and chief of Par’s Washington
bureau, joined Kenyon & Eckhardt’s promotion department
publicity
indenied
Rabin
an
Benjaman’J.
.... Galen Drake taped his WCBS shows for the
junction to the stations which as publicity director
weeks and took off for a vacation Monday (19) in homestate
next
two
under
the
leases
would have placed
of Iowa ... WCBS publicity chief Milton Rich vacationing for two
rent control statutes. .»
Prowd A. Sloan upped to assistant to" the program director
Decision was based on* the ques- weeks
Bill Leonard back from his Bermuda vacation to multiple
tion of whether the individual at WABC
WCBS
and WCBS-TV.
at
duties
leases for floor space and antenna
Thesp Susann Shaw and gabber John Connelly subbing, for Blossom
structures in the building are sub“Mr. and
ject to the Emergency Business Seeley and Benny Fields for coming two week? on
Harry Wismer will feature Spencer Drayton,
Space Laws of N. Y. Justice Rabin Mrs. Show Business”
Protective
Assn, oh “General Sports
ruled that while floor space leased chief of the Thoroughbred Racing
Guesting on. July 25 edition of WMQM’s
falls under the law’s jurisdiction, Time” on Mutual July 25 ...
the ‘‘rider” or license for the an- “American-Jewish Caravah of Stars” are Jackie Kannon, comedian,
tenna structure does not, and he Marilyn Ross, pop singer, and Robert Maxwell, harpist . . Penny Olsen
therefore denied all the provisions of Mutual’s “Johnny Olsen Show” cleffed album of religioso disks
Jeff Hunter into Mutual’s
called “Hymns of Hope and Inspiration”
of the injunction request.
Wheatena inked for “Peter Roberts
Stations had asked (1) their “Family Theatre” today (Wed.)
Hal Gold, Mutual press info* deleases be declared under the rent and the News” on WINS for 26
law’s jurisdiction; (2) that they be partment, off on two week vacation.
At CBS writing dept.: Mgr. Charles S. Monroe committing weekends
declared not obliged to pay rent as
... Paul Affelder cruising in St. Lawrence
.
long as the landlord does not sup- to Southhold, L. L
ABC’s Sheldon Stark has sold a mystery
Finke on holiday
Gladys
rent;
emergency
of
ply a statement
the for pocketbook-publication in fall and meantime his Herald-Trib comic
determine
court
the
(3)
James Furness who was with a Danemergency rent; (4) that the sta- now syndicated to 60 papers
tions be given the right to recover ville, Va., uhf’er for six months, is back in Manhattan ihstructing _at
Albert Perkins, managing editor of
Technique
...
of
Radio
School
ascertain
court
excess rents; (5) the
whether arbiters are limited in fix- American Mag; Leon Levine, broadcast rep of Columbia U. and Gustav
been
guest lecturers so far at NYU’s
have
NBC
talent
Margraf
of
rental
maximum
ing the rent to the
Burton Paulu, long conplus 15%; and (6) that the court Summer Radio-TV Workshop (18th year)
Minnesota
radio,
has completed* his. one year in
of
with
U.
nected
restrain any arbitration proceedEngland on a Fullbright sholarship and will be returning soon to
ings.
Charles Hepp of the Rockdale Monument Cor at Joliet,, 111.,
Individual leases had expired last USA
April, and the tenants signed pn in town last week he’s the only one of his kind, sells tombstones

i

WNBC

»»

44 »

.

of
on * v,Nashville
tv 31.2% for the first six months of
° utle_ts in ^°l ve d * n the suit also this year over the same period in
apologized publicly” to Lamb but ’53, with last month's biz up 34.7%
otherwise.
over June, ’53. Radio station WRCdeal hasn’t been wrapped the Toledo radio-tv operator and
Publisher
said the “apology was NBC, though trailing its tv sister
up yet,- but it’s- virtually -certain
(Continued on page 26)
through. Still to be decided-'not satisfactory.”
to
dailies

sta

.

>+ »

»

44

first

round of its battle to raise its rents
on the antenna sites of New York’s
seven tele stations last week when
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice

^

,

nil »

tel t I I

1 in Battle

Empire State Bldg, won the
Washington, July 20.
Speedier decisions on competi-

1*54

.

.

.

.

California to visit his father.

IN

WASHINGTON ...

Ernie TannCn has resigned post of v.p. and sales manager of suburb a n station
AY to become v.p. and general manager of WPGH,
Pittsburgh, as soon as FCC approves sale of station to John H. Kluge,
president of WGAY .
WMAL-ABC staff announcer has been hiked
(Continued on page 28)
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FCC’s proposal to require loyalty baths from licensed radio
operators was attacked yesterday (Mon.) as “paranoic hysteria"
resulting from a “national malady” of McCarthyism.
In a petition opposing the plaq, the American Communications
Assn, told the Commission that “aside from the fact that every
Government agency seems to feel /itself under obligation to outMcCarthy the junior senator from Wisconsin, we can find little
reason” for the procedure.
Opposition was also filed by the American Civil Liberties Union
which urged a hearing on the proposal. RCA Communications,
Inc., favored the plan in the interest of ^strengthening security
protection in the vital radio field.
ACA objected on the grounds the Commission lacks authority,
that the proposal is unconstitutional and that it is an unwise
policy. If adopted, it contended, the FCC would be required to
set up hearing procedures which Would occupy more of its -time
and budget that, all of its other functions combined.
Assn, declared that in addition to 730,000 holders of commercial
radio operator licenses, proposal would affect 500,000 operators
with restricted radio-telephone operator permits, -most of whom
are taxi drivers.
v

Ul

.

/

.

IU VVfftlUU
.

Fees for freelance playwrights
have been soaring in television
over the past couple of years, a survey shows, but they’re still not
high enough for the top craftsmen

throw away their typewriters
and go into retirement. The plain
to

fact

that, for live

is

tv

at

least,

once the coin is paid him, that just
about represents the maximum of
his returns from the script.
If one out of, say; a dozen of his
plays clicked on Broadway, he’d be
in for a bonus boodle outside of the
legit
potential
film,
boxoffice
stock rights, a fee for tv usage, plus
another bundle for handling the
adaptation himself.
But whether
he hits or misses in video, he’s
stuck with the original fee save
for such rare instances where, he
gets a Hollywood bid on the basis
of what he's expressed for the
home screens. The trouble with
a miss in tv, however, is that

—

a sponsor and an agency
heckling him through the producer,
and hence he may be' deprived of
representation on the show for
some time to come, if not forever.
Nevertheless things are looking
up for the television playwright,
and most of this is due to the spade
work of Fred Coe with his PhilcoGoodyear Sunday night dramas out
of the Talent Associates stable. Coe
Was one of the first to push for
an increase in the fees for video
dramatists, reasoning that “the
word” is the thing with the players
coming second. ("Television Playhouse” rarely employs star talent;
has, instead, relied on the wordpushers, giving a picked group a
given number of assignments per
Whether by coincidence
season.
or not, this has resulted in the established fact that “Playhouse” has
built up a number Of playwrights

With Reruns
Sa«

Robert M. Weitman
V,P. in

•

Talent of

*

*

'

ABC
*

an ' entertaining bylina place

In

tha

9th Annual
Radio and Television ...
Review and Preview Number
.

of

.

<

.

CB5-TV Executive Producer
(of color

and question commercial and
amateur radio operators and bar,
licenses from any who are members of the Copamuist party or any
print

organization required to register
under the McCarran Act was attacked in a protest filed yesterday
(M&n.) with the FCQ‘ in Washington by the Committee of Directors
of KPFA, Berkeley.
Station affirmed its fight to hire
engineers and* operators of its owii
choosing “based solely on' their
professional competence and not
subject to discriminatory and irrelevant tests of opinion.”
Roy
Kepler, station spokesman, said
that in his opinion the station

would back up any employee who

ehowtj

Richard Lewine
sti
9

.It

8;

Been a Colorful'
Year
.*

*

*

a bright bylina place

In

the

9 th Annual
Radio and Television
Review & Preview Number
of

UStRIETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

refused to sign the “loyalty oath.”
The station has been in contact
With the American Civil Liberties
Union in New York' and understands it is the only station pro9
testing the FCC proposal so far.
KPFA is a listener-sponsored,
non-commercial FM station operated by % cultural foundation, The
It Was rePacifica Foundation.
cently in the news over a broadof
discussion
round-table
cast
marihuana smoking by a gropp of
Washington, July 20.
resulted
which
confirmed smokers
Question of whether American
in a reqfiest by the FCC for a re- Telephone
Telegraph Co. should
port and the resignation of sev- provide relay service to bring tv
eral members of the station’s ad- into the “wide open spaces” or
visory committee.
whether the local station should
The new FCC proposal would construct the facilities in order to
also make good mofal character a hold down costs caused a split in
proviso for holding a license and the FCC ranks last week with
factors in "establishing that char- Comr. John C. Doerfer voting
acter w ould be whether or not against a majority decision to hold
the applicant has been a member a hearing on a specific proposal.
of listed organizations or conIn a strong dissent, Doerfer
victed of a felony. Organizations favored a grant of the application
advocating violent overthrow of of KXJB-TV (channel 4) in Valley
the government are included in City, N. D., to construct microwave
the proposed rules.
relay facilities to bring in network
It is understood unofficially that programs from Minneapolis at a
several holders pf licenses among cost of $250,000. ‘The application
was opposed by A. T. & T.
(Continued on p'age” 26)
The KXJB proposal, said Doerfer, is apparently “the only way
to develop live tv service with
network programming in the wide
open spaces. The record discloses
.

.

&

,

'

r

•

•

that the applicable tarifs of a common carrier service are prohibitive

under the circumstances. Although
these tariffs may be reasonable as
an overall schedule, they do not
ABC operated at the break-even permit the economic development
point during the second quarter of of a complete tv service in the
the year, the first time it has done sparsely settled parts of. this
so ^ince the merger with United country.”
Paramount Theatres brought with
The Commission voted for a
it expaffded investment in talent
hearing on the application because
and equipment. Black ink oper(Continued on page 26
ation was disclosed by AB-PT
prexy Leonard Goldenson in a report to the stockholders, mailed
yesterday (Tues.).
Goldenson had predicted at the

Marilyn Cantor To

Preem WINS Disk Show

stockholders' meeting in May that
Marilyn Cantor, daughter of Edthe web would operate at a loss
during the second and third quar- die Cantor, has been inked to do
ters. He said yesterday that the an hour-long dee jay stanza via
second quarter results “were some- WINS, N. Y., on Sabbath mornings.
what better than I anticipated.” He Deal will shove off July 25, and
made no prediction as to the third will be directed at “potential home
quarter operation, but pointed out buyers.”
that most of the net’s top shows
Five of the six availabilities on
have been renewed and new the 0-10 a. m. show have already
stanzas have been sold.
been sold to real estate firms.
'

whose names have become known
to the public at large.)
As High As $3,000
Among the top echelon cultivated by Coe and Talent Associates
for “Playhouse” are Paddy Chayefsky,

Robert Alart Aurthur, Horton
David Shaw, N. Richard

Foote.

Nash and Tad Mosel; others with
regular exposures are Harry Muheim Sumner Locke Elliott, Mann
Rubin, J. P. Miller apd Andy RusOriginals bring from $1,500
sell.
to

$1,750,

much

but occasionally

more, and adaptation rights run
from 1,000 to $1,250. This is up
from a year 'or so ago, when the
base was pegged at around IG.
Philco has paid as high as $3,000
and this figure may well become
the average in a year or two.
Of other hour long shows, Kraft

“TV Theatre” (NBC Wednesday,
Thursday) spends in the
neighborhood of $1,250, though
often as little as $850, but Alex
Segal’s Theatre Guild-U. S. Steel

ABC

show shells out as much as $2,500
and its average is close to the
$2,000 mark. That show is on every
two weeks, however, and hence
there’s less of a burden when the
outlay
Studio
ery’s

is

Westinghouse

so spread.

One and Robert Montgom-

show—competing

with each

to about $1,800
—shell out upMontgomery
war

other

on an average.

(Continued On page 28)

BATTLE OF THE BOUTS

Now a 4-Way Gotham
On Mon. Fisticuffs

Not only are the
tele networks

ABC

and Du-

in competition
over Monday night fights far
York as well as other cities, but

Mont

New

two Gotham radio operations are
in the battle now. Last Monday (19)

WMGM

carried its first
audio indie
fight in several seasons from St.
few weeks ago,
Nicholas Arena.

A

WINS, another N.Y.

radio indie,

began carrying the audio editions
of the same bouts ABC-TV telecasts from Eastern Parkway Arena.
To complicate matters even further, ABC-TV’s local radio sister is
WABC, and It has no bouts. And

WINS,

carrying the

ABC-TV fights,

has a deal with DuMont to crossplug programs for the next year.

American Activities
Committee
last November, and her retention
that time brought about the
resignation of top off teals of the
Union, both here and in the east.
MurcOtt- charged that the pay
scale offered by the networks is
“not a network scale but a Joan
La Cour scale.” He declared that
network strategy is to force the
union into a strike to exploit its
.

weakness. Networks, Murcott said,
“are already paying more than
they offered.
This whole move
in their part is to suck TWA into
a strike tq prove the union’s weakness as a bargaining unit.” Murcott said the networks and Joan
Davis Enterprises are stalling in
their negotiations because by Aug.
3 Screen Writers Guild can file
to contest TWA’s jurisdiction in

With the new Peter Lawford vidpix series going into the Friday
night 9:30-10. NBC-TV segment as
replacement for the axed “Campbell Soundstage” live entry, there
will be but two major half-hour
live shows remaining for the fall
within the prime 8 to 10 p.m,
periods on Fridays. The situation the live television field.
takes in all the major tv networks,
not only NBC, and represents
something of a celluloid record in
terms of network programming.
The CBS-TV 8 to 8:30 attraction,
“Mama,” and the scheduled slotting of Red Buttons for Pontiac in
the same time period on NBC-TV
will be the only live entries. Otherwise it's -a field day (or night) for
Appointment of Jack Gould, raNBC has
the champions of pix.
dio-tv editor of the N. Y. Times, as
“Life of Riley” at 8:30, “Big Story”
information adviser at CBS, effecat 9 and the new Campbell show
tive Aug. 2, will involve a switchat 9:30, while CBS rounds out the
two-hour schedule with “Topper,” over of Robert Strunsky, public relations director of CBS, Inc., into
“Schlitz Playhouse of Stars” and
“Our Miss Brooks,” all on cellu- another division of the network.
who has already resigned
Gould,
ABC’s big Friday noise cenloid.
his Times job and is taking a twoters around “Ozzie and Harriet”
week
vacation
before assuming his
and Ray Bolger, latter being shifted
new duties, will handle most of the
to Fridays. Both are pix.
public relations work previously
handled by Strunsky, In addition
to operating in other general info
FINALIZES
areas on the corporate side of Columbia.
Gould, who held the radio-tv
Max Liebman, between talent post for 11 years at the Times, is
searches for his upcoming round of the second man to move from that
color specs on NBC-TV, has set slot into network public relations.
the production staff for the once- Previously, Orrin E. Dunlap, Jr.,
a-monthers which start Sept. 12 ex-Times radio editor, left to join
RCA (parent company of NBC) as
With the Betty Hutton teledebut.
Liebman, of course, is producer- Gen. David Samoff’s public relaHe is v.p. of RCA.
director, with Bill Hobin, longtime tions man.
Gould’s successor on the N. ^Y,
“Show of Shows” camera director,
ifeped to associate producer-direc- Times hasn’t been designated yet.
Writing staff will comprise Whether the management will
tor.
Billy Friedberg, Fred Saidy and bring in an”°outside man or move
William Jacobson. Hal Janis will in someone now with the daily has
Decision
supervise tor NBC. Charles San- yet to be determined.
ford returns as musical director: wil| await return of managing ediFrederick Fox will design the sets tor Turner Catledge from Europe*

UEBMAN

PRODUCTION ‘STAFF

between Broadway shows; Clay
Warnick is choral director and Paul
Du Pont is assistant to Liebman, ‘Mr. D.A.’
No permanent choreographer this

year—Liebman

Hassle

a decisive issue in the union.

Miss La Cour had refused to testify about alleged pro-Communist
activities before the House Un-

at

will use

choreographers.
It's

union itself.
Murcott resigned with a bitter
blast against both the union and
the networks; and his resignation
left little doubt that the retention
of Joan La Cour as exec secretary
is still

PfiRIETY
OUT NEXT WEEK

there’s

San Francisco, July 20.
The FCC’s “loyalty oath” amendment which proposes to finger-

(Wed.), the writers’ union continues to be torn by internal strife.
Extent of the factional breach

was pointed up this week by tha
resignation of Joel Murcott from
both the executive board and the

Charge of Programs

and

Hollywood, July 20.

Although Television Writers of
America will face its crucial, test
with a strike against the major
networks set to begin tomorrow

Don’t Sluff ’Em Off

“guest”

Back

to

Radio

Via Ziv Syndication

“Mr. District Attorney'* will return to radio in the fall after an
absence of a couple of years, but
Frisco Ballcasts
this time as a syndicated rather
than a network property and with
Don’t Hurt Gate David Brian in the lead instead of
Jay Jostyn. Series will be syndiSan Francisco, July 20.
Televised baseball doesn’t hurt cated by Frederic W. Ziv Co.,
gate receipts, according to Damon which distributes, the telepix verMiller, President of the San Fran- sion and holds all rights to tha
series via its buy last winter.
cisco Seals.
It’s the third major radio propSeals’ home games have been
televised on KSAN-TV, the UHF erty Ziv has launched in less than
First was “Hour of Stars,”
year.
station, all summer and, according a
to Miller, “has hot hindered attend- the Tony Martin-Ginger RogersLee starrer.
Powell-Peggy
ance. Interest has been kept at a Dick
high peak in the club by bringing That was followed by Red Skelshow.
half-hour
the team into the homes of its ton’s five-a-week
Production on “D. A.” has already
fans.”
superunder
KSAN-TV Is making a strong begun oh the Coast
pitch for the sports audience with vision of Ziv v.p. Herb Gordon and
[Henry Hayward.
baseball, boxing and wrestling.

On

TV
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TELEVISION REVIEWS
GAMBLE ON LOVE

JACK PAAR SHOW

With Betty Clooney, Johnny Desmond, Pupl Campo, Jose Metis;
Hal Simms, announcer
Producer: A1 Span

With Denise Daroel
Producer: Robert K.

Adams

Sat., 9:30

I

6:30 p,m.
CBS-TV, from N. Y,
This is a limited series of broadcasts, replacing “Man of the Week,*
with Its object the exploration of
U. S. foreign policy towards Red
Introductory session last
China.
Sunday (18) on the whole was Satisfactory, keeping abreast of the importance of the subject and its
relation to our well-being.
Format of the series has Lyman*
Bryson, ex-Columbia U. prof, as
moderator; a group, of top newsman and correspondents as a panel,*

30 Mins,, Sun

DuMont, from New York
“Gamble on Love” is a much
more Intriguing title than a show.

p.m.

.

-

-

a pretty dull quizzer that gets
TONI CO.
its only spark frdm the femcee
Denise Darcel. Her talent, charm
CBS-TV, from N. Y.
(Leo Burnett Co.)
and accent, however, are wasted
'
of
Jack Paar is a young comic in a 30 minute hodgepodge
queries and plugs for the contribwith a bright future. Slated to uting prize donors.
take over the two-hour CBS-TV
Format is a contrived bit that
“Morning Show” shortly, Paar brings on contestants who, as the
30 Mins.;

It’s

4

,

.

press release says, “are married—
about to be married or just in
fiove.” In another host’s hands this and a top official as guest. Opener
could lead to some ribtickling stuff found Henry" Cabot Lodge Jr.,*
but, as it stands now, it only points U. S. Ambassador to the UN, unup how miscast Miss Darcel really dergoing a stiff, pertinent interrogation from a set of hep, alert
is. She's got a lot of bounce and
a yock-a-second pace spirit but
her third-degreeing of scribes, and carrying himself off
the contestants is tiresome and rather well. Panel grilled, the Am-

shows enough stuff on the ball to
rate as a big factor in the regular
fall-winter lineup. Handsome and
personable, he delivers his gags in
that
style
offhand
casually
a
doesn’t need
to click.
On the kickoff

.

completely lacking in wit or style. bassador politely but firmly on such
subjects! as the U. S. attitude toSummer series Saturday (17), Paar After the intro patter, the couples wards
Red China, chances of the
are asked some questions and a
and
material
excellent
had some
“wheel of fortune”: is spun to in- latter getting into the UN, and
solid support from the rest of the dicate the size of the prize. It’s possibility of the U. S. vamping
performers.
He opened with a apparent that nobody strained any the UN if the Reds were admitted.
vital stuff, intelligently set
takeoff on nostalgic comics for a gray matter to put this show to- It was
forth, for an important, interesting
gether.
inice getaway and then racked up
Why Miss Darcel got mixed up program. There was no gang-up
his biggest laughs with a clever in the mess is, as she says through- of questioning or confusion, panelparody, on radio-tv commercials. In out the show, “the jacquespot ques- ists waiting their turns to fire questions.
this routine, he received an im- tion.”
Gros
It was probably necessary, but
portant assist from Betty Clooney,
the opener had too much backJohnny Desmond, Pupi Campo and THIS IS THE MIDWEST
Jose Melis, »all of whom also hold \Vith Fahey Flynn, Thomas H. ground filmed stuff at the start,
while the panel of four interrogadown the showjs musical spots,
Coulter
Paar also told one joke-type story Executive producer: Les Weinrott tors sat around. The men were also
about a salesman with his easy Producer: Harry Coon
identified verbally by Bryson, beapproach, and, as if to accent the 30 Mins.; Sunday, 3:30 p.m.
fore they even appeared on the
casualness, smoked a pipe during WBBM-TV, Chicago
screen, and never clearly thereafthe narration. Paar also got a
CBS’ WBBM-TV and the Chi- ter. There were no name plates
laugh at the finish when he cago Assn, of Commerce & Indus- in front of the panelists, so that no
brought on some stagehands for a try have joined forces in this Sun- one knew who these top men from
how, a routine lifted from the day afternoon documentary look- the N.Y. Times, N.Y. World-TeleVictor Borge show but still effec- see at the Windy City’s industries gram, Time mag, etc., were. This
tive.
Bron.
and institutions.
First chapter should be corrected.
Miss Clooney, who is sister (18) dealing with the meat packing
to the
better-known Rosemary industry was a neat blend of back- JUNIOR PRESS CONFERENCE
Clooney
whom she resembles ground gab and film scenes, indi- With- Ruth Geri Hagry, others
facially and vocally, handled the cating some care and planning, Producer: Mrs. Hagy
current bestseller, “Little Things But it was all pretty much' formula Director: Lew Klein
Mean A Lot,” in okay style while stuff, with few "excitements to 30 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m.
Johnny Desmond scored on a bring in anyone from the beach or ABC-TV, from Philadelphia
Originating from Philadelphia,
dramatic version of “High And away from the baseball telecast.
The Mighty.” Both numbers were
Anchor man is staffer Fahey “Junior Press Conference” had
done in simple, but adequate set- Flynn, who turned in his usual been aired over the ABC-TV net;
tings^ Melis was standout with his competent job keeping the half- except for New York, prior to July
On that date WABC-TV,
flashy piano technique on a Latin hour running smoothly. Sitting in 12.
standard while bandleader Pupi as a regular is Thomas Coulter, N. Y., net’s flagship station, joined
Campo backed up nicely and exec director of the association, the other outlets carrying the
supplied
couple of comedy also handy with the patter. Guest- show. Program’s initial N. Y.
a
touches with his mugging.
ing was Edward Wilson, chairman showing was one that should whet
Plugs for Prom and" Pamper of the board of Wilson & Co., who the appetite of viewers, to look in
were hammered home on film made a good ambassador not only on future “Press Conference” sesexcept for one direct pitch by for his own firm but the entire sions.
A group of four college students
Paar who seemed to step out of packing industry.
Trio, with the aid of some Stock make up an interview panel, with
character for the “sincere” de
and some specially shot film foot Mrs. Ruth Geri Hagy acting as
livery.
Herm.
age, traced various facets of the moderator. Each week a different
meat biz from hoof to home. Best guest, active in the molding of
GOOD MORNING
sequence was the celluloid visit to national and foreign policies, gets
With Allen Ludden, Scotty Scott a packing plant.
Wider use of the going over by the collegiate
jDn opening show, Sen.
Producer: Grant Tinker
film, especially that shot to fit the body.
Director: Roger Shope
format, would add more spice and Ralph E. Flanders was on hand
€0 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 8 a.m.
interest,
(Continued on page 26)
Dave.
ABC-TV,. N.Y.
Of concern in appraising “Good
Morning” is whether the hour-long
local stanza has enough varied ele- !:
ii
ments to compete with network
stanza

of

this

.

,

.

'

.

W

Tele Follow-Up

“Today” or “The Morning Show.” As a local deal, it naturally can’t buck a large budget’s

Comment

editions of

subsequent advantages—large

cast,

remotes, polished scripting.
But it does have two items the
film,

—

slick talents of emcee Allen Ludden and the decorative assistance

—

of Miss Scotty Scott which together should be able to draw off
a limited number of early New
York’s
ayem videophiles from
established NBC-TV or CBS-TV.
What the o&o of ABC-TV is ap
patently banking j^n is that appeal
is

sufficiently

large as

compared

to show’s small budget to make it
a profitable per capita sponsorship
deal.

Casualness of Ludden and his
regular cohort. Miss Scott
was interesting in session caught
(19). They worked from a small and
unadorned studio opening on the
street, a point which: they used
advantageously on a couple of occasions.. (Miss Scott opened the doors
and stepped outside to deliver the
weather alfresco- her chief job
that day. Ludden opened the show
from the street. Idea was so well
carried off, there’s still some doubt
as to whether he hadn’t just rushed
out of a hack for the opening bell.
Emcee pitched the news, played
records and made small gab. Aside
from the street shots, cameras were
limited to the it-looks-like-an-unconverted-radio-studio-to-me locale
Shots moved from wall to clock
(an important feature of any morning show) to a guest distaffer who
was sculpting Ludden’s head, and
seemed never to be uninteresting
Of course, after several days of
this it’s conceivable that constant
viewers might get claustrophobia.
sole

—

Art.

Ed Sullivan helped the Westchester Country Club mark its 25th
on Sunday’s (18) “Toast of the
Town.” The country club set
se?nlbd overwhelmed by the session and the impact on the home
viewers was similarly strong.
Probably the most delightful section of the show was Carol Haney,

*anni

dancer from “Pajama

Game” who

Gennaro
and Jimmy Hutchinson did some
sprightly song and dance work. The
number had sufficient bounce,
humor and cleverness to achieve

in conjunction with Pete

top results. Sullivan pointed out
that Miss Haney, in a mishap prior
to the show, was working with an
anesthetized toe. Nothing was evident in her work to indicate that
she was under a handicap.
The top novelty on the layout
was the aero team of Vernon &
Bunky. The act opens with the
father and son doing some fancy
acrobatics. The tow-headed, gumchewing kid goes through some
stunts. The father handles the moppet with considerable ease and
skill, and the kids take these stunts
unconcernedly. First kid is followed by another, who goes
through a similar routine, and
finally, the father does the exercises with a younger daughter.
Topper comes when father balances a seven-month infant. There’s
laughs and applause-worthy tricks
in this entourage.
As a matter of fact, Sullivan is
apparently doing his best to maintain fanrtHy life. Trumpeter Rafael
Mendez triple-tongued his way
through the theme of “The Brave
Bulls” and was joined by his twin
sons in a harmonic trumpet study.
The major name values were
Vaughn Monroe and Doretta Morrow. Monroe baritoned his RCAVictor disking “They Were Doing
the Mambo” and “One of Those
Things.” He got good results. Miss
,

BOB KENNEDY SHOW

t A
With Lyman Bryson; Henry Cabot With Jerry Lawrence; Betty Han- With Jerry Jerome erch, others
Producer-Director: Herb Hemes
son, Stan Chambers
Lodge Jr., guest; others
Producer: Caples Co.
126 Mins,; Mon.-tbru-Fri., 3 p.m.
Producer: George Crothera

Director: Harry Coyle
30 Mins.* FrI., 10:30 p.m.

Director: Peter Birch-,
Writers: Paar, jack Douglas.Larry

PLAY MARCO

CROSSROADS IN ASIA

90 Mins,, Sat., 10:30-12 p.m.

Participating

VICTORY PACKING CO.

KTLA, Hollywood
It was bound to happen and happen it did a game to be played
On tv by the Saturday night stayat-homes with plenty of loot and
for nothin’. There’s no middle
ground here. It'll either fee a solid
sensation or a dismal flop, the lat-

tele op*
was faced early in July
with the prospect of having to filf
the ankling Ted Steele’s three afternoon hours with a new face or
faces capable of holding onto the
musician-gabber’s faithful
auditer phase the result of a possible ence. Rather than depend on
one
although' man to fill Steele's sandals
gimmick,
law-skirting
in (i) a
KTLA’s Klaus Landsberg says it’s variety segment for housefraus, (2)
hound's-tooth.
clean as a
in a jamboree for teenagers and
If you’ve played bingo, kenw or (31 a powwow-film fest for the litjuves, 'station
lotto you can play Marco without tlest
boss' Fred
taking lessons. This gives it im- Thrower spent a couple of weeks
and sifting the talent possibilities and
appeal
universal
mediate
we’re professedly a nation of gam- firmly and wisely decided on three
blers or like any other nation, mak- personalities, one for each of the
ing a fast buck the easy way. To segments involved. In at least two
play the game all one must do is of the three programs under disto pick up a card at stores han- cussion here, the new faces proved
dling the sponsor’s product (Thoro that no one man is indispensable
Fed pet food), fill out the numbers and In the third and most imporand mail the perforated duplicate tant case, that the replacement
to KTLA for filing and checking could be fine if he didn’t try to
when five squares are filled hori- emulate his predecessor too closely'
zontally, diagonally or vertically.
Shari Lewis as femcee for the
“Ah,” said a sharp observer look- tots in the last half hour of the day
ing for the gimmick, “you gotta is just right Allen Ludden, who’s
-pay three cents (postage) to play.
obviously in his proper climate, is
That's not so because Emcee Jerry a dharmer in a thoroughly innocuLawrence, who incidentally did a ous half-hour format for teenagers
real
a
with
fine job of briefing
built around their dancing to pop
cool blonde, Betty Hanson, at the* disks. Bob Kennedy, a singer of
scoreboard, explained that you can some note, is the iffy instance. From
also drop it off at the station. Like the scattered segments of his two?
the old boxtop mailer, which al- hour-kickoff variety stanza caught
“reasonable facsimile.” in its second week On the air, he
lows a
Routed, the gimmick-chaser sighed,
“that Landsberg thinks of every- DANCETIME
With
Allen
Ludden,
Jeannie
thing.”
O’Brien.
Bingo did a thriving business
Producer-Director: Jerry Raker
in these parts before it was Outlawed and this means a built-in 36 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5 p.m.
audience of thousands. You can WPIX, N.Y.
multiply that many times when it was faced with
a much more difficonsidered how many more, cult problem
is
than his two cohorts.
would play if the game was Steele had established himself
as
for
homes
and
their
into
brought
the easy-going gabber for mother.
nothing, with loot to boot. Lands- Latter’s personality
and abilities fit
berg realized this and put out “a beautifully into
the “isn’t he
million cards” (Lawrence: “well,
charming!” routine. Where* teenalmost”).
agers and tots enter the picture is
For those who play Marco here’s this: Almost a year ago. Thrower
how it goes: Yoif’ sit at home with decided that Steele might be too
your card and cover the space if much for women for three solid
your number comes up on the ping hours a day, five* days a week, so
pong ball blown out of the fish he brought in tenagers and tots,
bowl. Five across either way you figuring rightly again that a man
run to the phone and call a num- with Steele’s smooth tongue could
ber. Each game has a different hold its own with them too. While
phone number so as not to clog the he was good with the kids, he
15 lines juggled by Stan Chambers. wasn’t a specialist as with mom.
First one in with the correct spread
Miss Lewis and Ludden came in
of beans, buttons or coveralls picks with experience
in their fields.
up the marbles. Largesse includes They were at least on equal footing
a ’54 Studebaker, trips to Hawaii, with Steele from the start. Kenrefrigerand Las vegas, tv sets,
nedy had experience too, but of a
systems,

—

ler,” was excellently handled by
the three-principal cast: Paul Klig-

man, Katherine Blake and Margot
Iassner.
A less competent cast
might have hoked and hammed
this sort of script but. their imaginative and understanding treatment
held the viewer tight to the screen.

This was McFarlane’s first ficentry of any kind since he
the field to produce-direct
documentary films for the National
Film Board in 1946. Previously he
had authored two novels, 300 short
stories and 30 radio plays. While
With the NFB (he’s currently dotion

left

ing a film in Newfoundland) McFarlane has conducted a course in
creative writing at Carleton College
in Ottawa and is working on another tv drama, unscheduled.

“Countess Keller,” set in today’s
Ottawa, told of an Italo-Canadian
small grocer whose kindness to
and friendship with a DP Austrian
countess was shaken by his doubting wife. Minutes after he denounced the countess and de-

manded payment of her $16 grobill, her identity as royalty
was proved by an old friend, a
cery

visiting concert pianist,

who

called

on her during a one-nighter booking at the Capitol Theatre.

Gorm.

eratlon,

.

1

.

.

ators, freezers,

sprinkler,

more

unspecific nature. He sang
played emcee before, but
never as a filler in a job created by
another man. When caught, Kenup all 25 numbers called. No win- nedy, trying to keep up with Steele,
ner, so it went over to next week. fell into his pattern. * Steele is a
This is apparently the only prize mature man, who can speak in
that was bought (at a price). The platitudes without the least fear of
others were promoted ^ and the sounding pretentious.
Kennedy,
donors well repaid. To give off an who looks and can’t help acting not
idea of how well the loot was iriuch more than a young 28 or 29,
plugged, only seven games were started doing the same thing. It
played in 90 minutes. Victory Pack- didn’t work.
Since there’s not
ing, the sponsor, has bought either much he or WPIX programmers
a bonanza or a gold brick.
can do to change the essential varifurs

and other wearing 'apparel.

well, he’d

To win the

Studie, called the
“blackout” prize one must match

Morrow, with a rendition of “My
Darling” and with dance accomIf the fad clears all legal obpaniment to “Stranger in Para- stacles associated with lotteries
dise,” hit a fine stride. With Mon- and the such or crusading blueroe she knocked off “Shall We noses, who may, view the game
Dance.”
Gautier’s
Steeplechase alarmingly as a gambling device, it
closed for a novel curtain Jose.
will spread like a mid-life matron
to every station in town. Net
Leslie McFarlane, one of Cana- Marco, mebbe, but a reasonable
da’s brightest and most successful facsimile thereof. Six other sta
fiction writers of a decade ago, tions are in a bad way on late Satmade a socko comeback via video urday nights if- it cuts through all
with a play on Canadian Broad- the tape. This is one program they
casting Corp.'s top tv drama spot, can’t buck with an old picture. It
“Playbill” (Tues., 9 pan.,). McFar- wouldn’t surprise if some national
lane’s stint, titled “Countess Kel-

-

WPIX, N.Y.
WPIX, N. Y. Daily News

KARTOON JKLUB
With Shari; Lewis
Producer-Director: Mike Meltzer
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:30 p.m.
Participating
WPIX, N.Y.

ety formula for filling 10 hours a
week (games, chatter, guests, music), Kennedy would be considerably better situated if he built a
personality commensurate with his
youth. He has a good voice which
he displayed, but he Jias a vibrancy
across a net- that he kept fairly well hidden. In

advertiser played it
work with loot that would make
Marco’s look like a bus trip to
Azusa.
Helm.

NOONTIME EXPRESS

he should be more like himthan Ted Steele—better as a
/
son than a father.
Perhaps it was just a coincidence,
but it was noted where there was
short,
self

a fraction more music in segments
With Rog Awsumb
Producer-director: Fred Kaufman viewed of Kennedy show than
when Steele had it. Tunalog, proWriter: Awsumb
,
vided by Jerry Jerome, who had a
30 Mins.: Mon.-thru-Frl., 12 p.m
couple of new faces added to his
Participating
rhythm and blues combo, proved
WMIN-TV, Minneapolis
itself a continued must. Brand of
Surefire small 'fry tv entertain- music, and the personalities of inment along familiar, lines comprises dividual footers are refreshing, fill“Noontime Express,” a five-days-a- ing many empty spots.
week half-hour show on which
Miss Lewis,- as with a show she
young and personable Rog Awsumb
had on WPIX Saturdays, worked
appeals as the engineer Casey
with
two puppets, one of them a
Jones, In that role he drives
The
prop locomotive that transports futuristically-attired fellow.
puppets are a solid gimmick. She
the kiddies to the lands of fun,
has lots Of charm and good sense,
cartoons, circus and fairies.
and handles juves well in any inFirst
stop
was Cartoonland stance, but the dummies, being the
where the five-minute movie held size and simulated age of the atthe sort of laughs junior always tendees, Seemed to be able to esrelishes. Before departure Jones tablish a rapport that would be
lunched and urged his Viewers to twice as hard for an adult. “Kardo likewise. Through the power toon Klub” interjected regular
of suggestion he undoubtedly per- juve vidpix to surround Miss Lewis
formed a good turn for those chatter with kids in party atmosparents Whose offsprings fight shy phere.
of food.
The Ludden “Danc'etime” is still
It’s a tried and true format that short on original entertainment asprobably never falls to enlist and pects. However, he’s a smooth funplease the moppet.
Art.
Rets.
to-be with guy.
*
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Murray, Edgar Bergen and Garry LATER SHOW
Moore. Because they filled the With Bob Jones, Ed Davis, Bob
Norman, Walt Cavanaugh
brogans so satisfactorily was one
of the reasons why WCCO was able 5 Hours; Mon.-Sat., 12-5 a.m.
to chalk up another of its many KFAB, Omaha
successes,
Best allnight d.j. show in these
Linkletter found an enthusiastic parts is a new production, “Later
Orch (24)
response fotf his .“People Are Show,” by four members of the
York
Producer-Directors: Bob McKinsey, Funny” routines, gags and stories.
Joan MacDonald, casting direcIdea supplants &
Ed Viehman, Jack Huston
Carson not only aided him with KFAB staff.
Writer: V. A. L„ Linder
the funmaking, but also came taped program by Harry Packard tor for ABC-TV’s “Center Stage,”
120 Mins.; Sat. (17), 8 p.m.
through with his own yarns, songs that highlighted hillbilly music.
leaving for vacation until end of
The entire quartet of Bob Jones,
Participating
and even a dramatic recitation to
Michael Dreyfuss into
July * .
WCCO, Minneapolis
evident approval. Cedric Adams Ed Davis, Bob Norman and Walt
tomorrow (Thur$,), Thesp
Kraft
d.j.’s, with
With the WCCO radio station and Bob DeHaven, the station’s Cavanaugh are capable
in ankling “Seven Year Itch;” the
spinner
platter
best
the
Jones
their
did
top
personalities,
own
production staff again squarely on
this sector the past couple of years legiter, two nights later * »
Stanthe ball there was no quality let- bits, too, in stirring merriment.
The vocal end was more than —taking over the long 12 to 2 a.m. ley Weber, general manager for
down in the unfoldment of this
Others then come in for an
stint
eighth annual salute to the Aqua- capably upheld by bigtime chirpers
off for
Soltefs-O’Rourke
flackers
tennial, the summer mardi gras Helen O'Connell and Curt Massey hour.
Best patter, however, is by Nor- fortnight in Maihe.
here, the livewire CBS station and local stars Joan Iden and Tony
Radio-TV Workshop of the Ford
again doing well entertainment- Grise along with Bob Mantzke’s man, a station vet who has a style
last-named
a that made the Morgans and the, Foundation, producer of “Omnithe
wise for spectators and dialers as Choralaires,
has retained Jack Perlis as
bus,’!
they
today.
He
what
are
Godfreys
Minneapolis feminine singing group
well as for jtself.
The two solid hours of fun and that’s oh a par with the nation’s has guest cities (i.e*., Ypsilanti, its public’ relations consultant for
consecutive year
,
the
from
there
third
postmarks
with
first
10
contributions
by
music needs must have set agree- best. Fancy organ
ably with the approximately 10,- a longtime favorite on WCCO, Ra- getting a king-sized jug of hot, Patti Pickens replacing sister Jane
000 who paid up to $5.50 per seat mona Gerhard, now a West coast Omaha air); several contests (i.e., on her WABC-TV show starting
guess how hot it will be in Belgian Aug. 8 while the latter vacations
to attend it in the municipal Audi- star, found favor.
While Paul
.
It all served to emphasize once Congo at high noon on Aug. 1 and for four weeks
torium from where it was broadGershwin
conducts
cast and the vast tuners-in audi- more that WCCO enterprise and win a real live program director, Whiteman
Hollywood
Bowl
ence. Even tjtie occasional commer- resources are enabling it v to retain 'Lyell Bremser of KFAB);- public concerts, , at
four-legged' July 24 and in Denver, July
(i.e.,
all
a prominent place in the airway bulletins
cials hit a high level.
Compounded, as usual, of almost picture hereabouts and to help pilots of two-engine airplanes have 30, Walter Kiernan will emcee
equal parts of comedy and song, keep radio very much alive locally been recalled to active djjity for “Pops’..” “On the Boardwalk” via
Harry Townes set
submarine service in the Missis- ABC-TV the presentation went through its despite tv’s increasing vogue.
Bringing to the area again in sippi River for four weeks; cor- for the lead in Sunday’s (25) “Man
paces smoothly and swiftly, attesting the skill of all concerned with this fashion showdom’s stars, plug- rection, make that all two-legged Behind the Badge” on CBS-TV
ging the Aquatennial' thusly and pilots of four-engine planes; I am Grant Sullivan into running part
its preparation.
On this occasion Art Linkletter staging such a pretentious show so sorry if the error, caused any in- on NBC-TV’s “Golden Windows”
for
novel soaper, with Barbara Cook into
and Jack Carson stepped into well and putting it on the air un- convenience);
prizes
shoes which in past years have doubtedly once more enhances the ideas (i.e., a square apple for box spot role this week on the same
been occupied by such topnotch station’s prestige, gains it much lunches wins an Egyptian diction- show . . Scott Forbes into a run6tars as Bob Hope, Arthur Godfrey, valuable publicity, increases its ary), etc.
ning part on CBS-TV’s “The SeekEddie Cantor, George Jessel, Vic- audience and improves its public
Edith Adams, who’s
This show should pick up plenty ing Heart” .
tor Borge, Dennis Morgan, Ken relations.
Rees.
of listeners for KFAB.
Trump .
warbled on tv and in “Wonderful
1954

AQUATENNIAL SHOW

Linkletter, J?ck Carson,
Helen O'Connell, Curt Massey,
Cedric Adams, Bob DeHaven,
Ramona Gerhard, Joan Iden,
Tony Grise, Bob Mantzke’s
Choralaires (70), Wally Olson’s

With Art

1

1

Television Chatter

New

’Town,” sailed for Europe rasterday (Tues.) on the Liberte.
Caroline Burke, NBC-TV producer, returned from her Bermuda
vacation the hard way—on a 72foot yawl, “Gulf Stream”. .ABCTV Veep Alexander (Sandy) Stronach bn the Coast making agency
calls with western division veep
Earl Hudson and western director
of tele Don Tatum. .Mel Allen received the American Legion’s dis?
tinguished service award for con*
.

,

—

.

tributions to its membership drive
Jessie McCarthy,
.
cooking expert, recovering from a lion
.

WNBT

.

ing” show.

Chicago

.

.

Mary Hartline and Cliff Soubier
L TV’s “Super Circus”
of
cast
in Hollywood this week butting
film blurbs for Kellogg being shot
by Cascade Films ,
Singer Bill

ABC

.

.

.

.

.

Hayes guests on WNBQ’s ‘It’s a
Thing” tomorrow night

Curious

(Thurs.)

... WBBM-TV

has

launched a half-hour Sunday week>
end news, weather and sports
roundup with Frank Reynolds

.

.

on her “Summer Liv-

bite incurred

.

handling the news, P. J. Hoff the
weather and Bill Watts the sports

Abroad To

Littlejohn

.

.

.

Scout

.

News

Facilities,

ABC-TV

Alert

Staffers

Fritz Littlejohn, ABC-TV’s manager of news and special events,
left yesterday (Tues.) for a twoweek tour of
news facilities
in Europe and Egypt.
First stop

ABC

Rome,

with

Cairo
and a
projected interview with Premier
is

Nasser next.
Littlejohn

also

will

hit

Paris,
rechief

Geneva and London before his
turn,

huddling with

Paris

Bob Sturdevant, London topper
Yale Newman and Rome chief Melton Davis.
Primary purposes of
the trip is to brief the web’s European correspondents on the needs
of the tv news operation, with all
of the web’s bureau chiefs heretofore having operated primarily in
radio.
He’ll

also meet with stringers
and Telenews camera staffers in
those countries to brief them on
what’s needed. Web has no staff
cameramen' in Europe, but its
agreement with Telenews enables
the latter’s staffers to do special
work for the web. Littlejohn will
go over fall news plans with the
*

’

stringers, and also* effect closer
liaison between the camera teams
and the
bureau chiefs.

ABQ

BETTY FURNESS ON
A BUSMAN’S HOLIDAY
Vacationing Betty Furness is doher Westinghouge chores in
too. Pitchgal was guest of
this week at a western
Westinghouse distributor
convention in Paris, where she
personally greeted the distribs, discussed product promotion and sat
in on showing of a “Studio One”
kinnie, “Camille.”
Miss Furness flew to London
July 6 (getting plenty newspaper
play from the commercial tv-coning

Europe
honor
Europe

I

scious British dailies) and made
only one personal appearance, on
the BBC simulcast “in Town Tonight.” She then hopped to Paris
for some sightseeing and the convention. She’ll spend the rest of

In color television, the colors on the
screen are determined in a special way.

To ready the thousands of channel
miles in the Bell System television net-

A

work for color transmission. Bell Telephone scientists developed equipment
which measures delay to one-billionth

is sent and then the
compared with it. For

reference signal

color signals are

example,

when

out
of step by 50-billionths of a second,
the color is green; 130-billiontfis means
the color signal

is

blue.

strictest timetables.

bly small size can throw the entire
picture bff color. A delay of only a

television

a second can make a
yellow dress appear green or a pale
complexion look red.

vides the television network

billionths of

Push UHF Poser
Washington, July 20.

The Senate

This important contribution to color
is part of the continuing

effort

by the

Bell System

— which pro— to meet

the industry’s needs for cblor transmission

facilities.

Interstate

Commerce

subcommittee held a three-hour
exec session here today (Tues.) at
which it decided to create an ad
hoc committee of “outstanding independent experts on television”
to study proposals on solution of
the UHF problem.
Committee will be chosen before
Congress adjourns, probably within next two weeks. Subcommittee

of a second. Equalizers placed at key
points along* the network insure that
the signals keep on one of the world’s

For colors to be true, the timing
must be exact. An error of unbelieva-

few

her trip in Cannes and Rome, returning to “Studio One” Sept. 6.
June Graham’s subbing during her
eight-week absence.

also reaffirmed its position in
favor of removing the 10% excise
To keep cofora true In television, equalizers

on alhchannel tv

that correct off-schedule signals are put
into place at main repeater stations of

expected to urge on the sub-committee in charge of tax revision.

the transcontinental radio relay system.

sets,

which

it is

Wallace of the
—Joedepartment
has

Fort Worth

WBAP

I

publicity

assumed the post

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

publicity,

PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR INTERCITY RADIO AND TELEVISION.
•

of

director of

promotion and merchan-

dising for WBAP, AM-TV-FM, following the resignation of former
director, Howard Fisher.

•
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of the First Amend4he
ment freedoms by radio operators
exercise

'

and

Television* Reviews
Continued from pace 22
-

'SSSSSS^SmSSSS

pro at the Brandt-owned
to answer a steady fldw of .intelli- ’ter,
^
gent queries pitched by the stu- course, appeared with Quartet,
Davis
also interviewed, in studio,
dents
Meadow
Schuyler
Prime topic of discussion was Tom Gagen. of
the Senator’s drive to have Sen. Course near Albany. Segmentized,
though
revealing,
was
exchange
Joseph R. McCarthy removed from
fact,
chairmanship of the Senate Com- slightly uneven. Program, in
jumping
much
too
from
suffered
Operations
mittee on Government
and the Investigations Subcommit- about. Smoother, tighter editing
Questions thrown at Sen. would be helpful.
tee.
“Tee Off” probably has a loyal,
Flanders hinged on the motivawco.
tions behind his campaign against if limited, audience.
n
other
several
Seri. McCarthy and
factors pertinent to the issue.
Quartet of interrogators demonRafail
flvo
lltpiO J
strated a knowledge of past and
recent actions of Sen. Flanders as
_ Continued from page -1
21
towards
pertained to his attitude
Sen. McCarthy.
of a provision in its rules which
Pus^tjo/1 as moderator, an 0 y, s broadcasters to construct
Mrs. Hagy didn’t intrude top much th ip own relay facilities only
on the proceedings except to toss „ HT Klirh time as addbuate
in an occasional clarifying, question
are
facilities
and to allot the floor to individual common ^ carrier ^
T. is currently
T.
Students.. Collegians, for the 'most available. A.
facilities
transmission
.constructing.
part, ^conducted themselves with

—

\AhflM1
WOI

—

—

-

.

.

™

&

reserve, holding their queries until between Minneapolis and Fargo,
given the spotlight. Students were N. D., and has offered to provide
from Sara Lawrence College, KXJB with service by late Septem'
Princeton U., U. of Michigan and her on payment of an expedition
the U. S. National Students Assn,
charge of $22,000 which could be
J ess.
shared with station WDAY-TV in

—

Fargo.

Primary reason given by KXJB
for operating its own system was

TEE-OFF WITH PROS
With Steve

Davis;, ofhere
30 Mins.: *Fri.. 9:30 p.m.
TROY BUICR .CO,

because of the expedition charge
and the regularises for A. T. &

WTRI-TV, Albany

T. service.

‘

( Kellert )
Enterprise, imagination and promotion are reflected in program
conducted by. Steve Davis, sportspublicity dfrectorof new UHF station, in cooperation with Northeastern New York division, Prof essional Golfers Assn. Originally a
sustaining and in xecent_weeks a

commercial show,

fSn
said

it

to be the only

combines live

program of

itc
its

Fiims are shot on various Capital
District golf courses, whose professionals appear in studio for demonstrations of clubs and strokes,
as well as analyses of other fine
points in the game. Tournament
play is included in the photo“Golfer of the
graphed blocks.

A

These would make

earner facilities, KXJB informed
the Commission. v
Despite the Commission rules,
Doerfer

felt that the circumstances
of the KXJB. situation* justify
"either an exception to the rule
or a case-by-case approach until
a feasible so i u tion is found.”
Aside from the conflict With its
Cbmmission wants to
inquire
into
KXJB’s financial
qualifications, particularly in view
of its past record of operating
losses. The station has estimated
the expenses of operating the
relay service at $2,400 annually,
The relay would be built by
KXJB’s subsidiary, Dakota TV
Network, Inc., with funds to be
provided from the sale of

^^

Week’V award ( ie nS W
j Aschunet
l
w
Balls)
Golf World and
and area links news complete half- nntoc

^

6%

hour. Davis handles not only the
interviews and commentary, but
also the live plugs and most of
those filmed.
His catch of leading men andN

m

more Hotel course

at Bolton Landing, for a pickup, of foursome
at

—

—

=

LAVAllVf (lath
VO III

women

golfers is good
For last
origination, Davis (with Camera
Editor Bill Hartigan) went to Saga-

it

“not economically feasible” for the
station
to utilize the common

Continued frompage 21

•

the station personnel would definitcly refuse to sign a loyalty oath
.
...
.
or
submit to such examination.
.

.

the Governors’ Conference comprising
Chief
ExecutivesDan
The proposed ruling was termed
Thornton,
Colorado,
Frank S.
an encroachment on the freedom
Lausche, of Ohio, Arthur Langley, of the individual and the freedom
Washington,
and Lawrence 0 f the press,” by the KPFA comKentucky. Thornton, mittee.
Their statement called
upon the PCC “to show cause” for
‘°J?
error and a partner of Pres. Eisenthe proposal and pointed out that
hower
AiVTf
VA when
VT41WU AAA
in Washington,
If 0O1 lAlib lUUt
'TTQO
was
A
—
°* espionage or sabotage
presented with an “Honorary Golfour knowledge involved an
has
er of the Week” citation. Session, of
the
interviews and kidding, displayed American radio station
the human side of the name offi- Commission has failed to show
cials.
More of their form might that there Is a clear and preshave been desirable. Bob Schech- ent danger to the country from
‘

i

l

«

.

,

.

,

.

stations.”

In a further argument against
the proposal, KPFA points out. “if
the commission claims the power
to exclude operators by political
test, then it could also claim the
power to exclude from the air
broadcasters, guests; interviewers,
etc,, thus taking upon itself a cenfundamental part
sorship role.
of KPFA’s program is the presen-'
tation of a wide range of views on
social, religious and political quesIn political discussions the
tions.
station not only presents a range
.

A

Republican and democratic
views but also the views of .anarchists, socialists, communists, a6
well as viewpoints from the far
Under the proposed ruling,
right;
with its logical extensions', whether this service could be continued

of

.

.

The N. Y. Daily Mirror has been editorializing for a Telocity* in
Gotham, accenting “Speedy action is necessary if New York is to harvest this plum, The West Coast, which snatched the movie -business
away from New York a'few decades ago, is making an all-out play for
the television production industry. The time is now otf never. The
city should offer every help possible and make all concisions feasible
to' get Telecity off the drayring boards and into the building stage.
We all stand to gain from it”
The Mirror’s editorial' led off “New York City has the once-in-alifetime chance of becoming the television centre of the nation. Blueprints for transforming the idle acres of Flushing Meadows in Queens
into a $100,900,000 Telecity have been drawn up. Business men, labor
leaders and spokesmen' for a multitude of arts and professions have
rolled out the welcome carpet for the project, Besides creating thousands of jobs here, the Telecity would pour many millions into the
city’s economy every year and would be a top tourist attraction for the
entire country,”
,

bringing out a book on his “Cracker Barrel” political
Ted. Collins
inserts on the now-demised Kate Smith, show. Tome, being published
via the David McKay Co., will be dedicated to the late Sen. Charles
is ir. question.”
The committee 'of directors of Tobey, one of the more frequent guests on the show (he made his
KPFA consists of Wallace Hamil- last public appearance on “Cracker Barrel”). Collins is also negotiatton, chairman and public affairs ing With, Sen. Estes Kefauver, another of the “Cracker Barrel” regudirector; Charles Levy, .vice chair- lars, to write ‘the foreword. Tobey was ranking minority member of
man and station manager; Ger- Kefauver’s crime committee when it was a tv “spectacular.”
""
* v
trude
Chiarito,
secretary
and
Former U. S. Attorney General James P. McGranery urged national
Bruce Harris and Watson Alberts,
action against comic books and tv crime shows in his Opening speech
engineers.
at the five-day discussion conference on juvenile delinquency at
“The coihips have exercised a vicious influence on
Villanova College.
children of today, far in excess of What has generally been recognized
by parents or educators who fail to analyze the Condensed crime and
V
Violence they so luridly illustrated,” McGranery said.
SiS— Continued. from page 18
The same movement should be employed to police the television ineffect of decreasing its ability to dustry, “which iri too many programs glorifies crime and lawlessness
compete for national business.”
and presents gunplay as the mst desirable of skills,”* McGranery stated.
Local retail biz and, national spot
biz, according to Flanagan, are
WNBT, the NBC-TV flagship in N.Y^ has turned over klnnies of
“tangent at many points” and can its ^’’Princeton, ’54” educational series for distribution by. the Voice
readily be repped by one organiza- of America to tele stations and networks overseas. Series, which ran
tion, but to. him the feeling that
nine weeks, had Princeton faculty members lecturing on their various
stations and webs call live under,
the same sales r9 of is not facing fields.
VOA will start distribution to England and the Philippines, later
reality. Under any new combined
organization, he feels that the sta- extending it to other countries. Films will go out at first in an Englishversion,
only
tions will not get the full representation they wanted when 105 of
Radio and tv stations with gross revenues under $200,000 will be
their execs voted at Chicago in
May for a station-only sales promo- exempt from jurisdiction of the National Labor Relations Boajfd under
tion organization.
new standards .’adopted, by the agency last week. In 'the past, the
Flanagan accused the tele net- Board exercised jurisdiction over stations of any size.
works of “handcuffing” a station
Theatres generally, it is indicated, are exempt frobi NLRB jurispromotion ’unit. He said that they diction. .While the new standards cover “multi-state enterprises,” they
have disproportionate representa- provide that “jurisdiction will not be exercised over an establishment
tion on NARTB matters. He said
solely because it is operating under a franchise from national enterthe same holds for radio’s /sales
promotion unit, Broadcast Avertis- prises.”
The standards also exempt public restaurants regardless of size or
ing. He said that since webs con"
tributed more money to support whether they are part of a multi-state chain.
these groups it seems that station
Gross
business
for WNBC, the N.Y. flagship of NBC, has hit an
needs can be readily voted down.
As for the original TVAB, the SRA alltime high for the first seven months of the year, according to station
boss sized up the webs as not Want- manager Ernest de La Ossa. Station is 6 Mj% ahead of last year,
ing competition for the national which was the previous high mark, an cLJuly business is running 15%
advertiser’s dollar, and there would ahead of last July, the greatest single month in the station’s history.
clearly be competition between naBulk of the business comes from beverage, food, 'paper
(Hudson
*
tional spot and network selling.
Napkins’ $1,0Q(J,000 deal), and automobile dealers,
is

'

•

NARTB-TVA

,

.

,

Flanagan called on tele stations

“not to be bashful” in letting the
are going to meet in
Washington next month, “know
exactly where they stand.”

men who

RCA

Color Tube

WPTZ’s $2,500 Hour

Philadelphia, July 20.
Television station WPTZ has
products division exec v.p.
upped its tariff to $2,500 per hour
W. W. Watts, Is shorter than the for Class “A A” time. Announcepresent tubes, weighs less, elimi- ment of the pew rate card (No. 10
SSSSm Continued from page 20
nates room glare and offers better for the Westinghouse ''station) was
made by Alexander W. Dannenstation
in
increased
revenue, picture
contrast
than
present
baum Jr., commercial manager.
showed an impressive 13.6% gain
tubes, according to Watts. He said
over last year, in the January-toNew rate structure, effective
June period, and a 15.4% increease a new mask and mounting system Aug. 1, advances program/ rates in
in this June’s take over last June, improves efficiency of the tube, Class “AA” “A” and “B” periods.
Past month’s radio sales was with the curved mask eliminating
heftiest since 1947, according to color impurities around the edge
the report. Increased retail re- of the picture.
ceiver sales and heavy auto radio1 I Demonstration at Lancaster will
listening by areas commuting pop- be for. newsmen and licensees. In
ulation was cited as reasons for the addition to the new tube, RCA will
upswing in radio sales. According show a new chassis which employs
to RETMA and NBC research fig- simplified circuitry and fewer
tubes
ures, 99,564 radio sets were pur- than present sets. This
too, should
chased in area in ’53.
bring the price down eventually
Continued from page IS

sssmm
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NBC’s Happy

0A0

and also subdue consumer fears
about the cost of servicing color
sets.

Talent, Managerial

on Tap at

.Shifts

'

Development of the tube and

WPIX

uation and the plethora of color
Though there have been very programs both NBC and CBS are
few personnel changes of late planning fort the fall, should prove
among WPIX's, N. Y., 178 or so the finish to the logjam that’s pre-.
staffers, there was a small rash vented color from getting off the
of shifts and departures late last ground commercially.
week. Chief among those to leave
was Milt Kramer manager of the
N. Y. Daily News video station’s
advertising - research - promotion Murray’s ’Better Late
setup.

Three or four other office personnel are on the way out Within
the next few days, including ft con-

Than Never’ on Monroe
Les Zimmerman, who books the

As for talent, Jean- talent for (and co-produces) the
teenage regular on Arthur Murray tv show, has negoDancetime>” the afternoon show tiated. the Vaughn .Monroe guest
with Allen Ludden is leaving. shot for
next Tuesday (27), despite
Thrush Ellie Russell, hired as a
temporary filler on Bob Kennedy’s thft fact that the latter’s original
booking, scheduled for last night
two-hour variety

tinuity writer.

me

O’Brien,

•

also to

canary

show is leaving
make room for guitaristMary Osborne.
•"

1

—

1

Memphis—George
5fe Inman Station

/

Faulder has

President

(20),

was checkmated by Ed

Sulli-

van. Because Monroe guested on
“Toast of the Town” last Sunday,
Sullivan insisted that he respect
tha show’s seven-day hiatus clause.
Murray was anxious to grab off
the Monroe booking because he

resigned his post as station manager of WMPS, Memphis’ ABC
affiliate to head up the Champagne regards the “Doing the Mambo”
Velvet Beer distributorship here number Monroe is featuring as a
under the bander of Faulder’g Dis- natural for his dancing school
tributing Co.
showcase.
..

Clair McCollough

TEXACO STAR THEATRE

chassis, the forced competitive sit-

Saturdays
Mot.i William Morrli

Agancy

57th Stratt. 118 Watt

Cl 7-1900

GREAT NORTHERN HOTEL
Room

with Private Bath

from 95.00
2 Rooms and Kitchenette
from 1 60.00
Monthly on Lease
Full

Hotal Sarvlca for Ona or
Partont Included

Two

.

A/to Modorata Monthly Arrong omanfi

r

FROM

$17.50

TRANSIENT ROOMS ALSO AVAILASIR

Hom
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aHRrModlion Avo.A55thSt.
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Hitparade says:

Strike

//

P~1

And presents

summer service

a special
4#

&
<>
.

“

r

V-

During

its

12

-week

'*

mOi

Your Hit Parade

hiatus

+

'

*y

* f
j

*

*::

will list in this space
'

i

'

•

•f

•

the seven top tunes from

Your

Hit

Parade Survey

\2*

Here are your Lucky 7 tunes that
1.

you would have heard last Saturday
night, as determined Jby Your Hit

Three Coins

in the Fountain
V-

Parade- Survey, which checks the

2. Little Things

Mean a

Lot

best sellers^ in sheet music and

phonograph records, the songs most
heard oh the

air

3. Hernando’s

and most played

Hideaway

on the automatic coin machines.

4.

Happy Wanderer

5.

If

6.

The

7.

1

You Love Me
Little

%

f

Shoemaker

/
Understand Just
\\Fj

How

You

Feel

V>M

V
II
.0

^

cSEJi>
i

'

\

V

WsiS'-.-j

BE

HAPPy

GO
tUCK/

/?<£* Be sure

to

watch Your

“PRIVATE SECRETARY
•

»

t*

starring
rf

1

*
.

Hit Parade’s

summer replacement

ANN SOTHERN
*

**

•'l

NBC

Television

Network

UftfHEfr

RADIO-TELEVISION

From the Production Centres
Continued from pace 20

CIO sponsored “News With John
which has just been renewed for .a second
James Christenat, ex of >?WTOP-CBS, has joined staff of.

as commercial announcer for the

W. Vandercook” ABC
year

.

.

.

airer,

WWpC-MBS

WMAL-ABC

V

complete broadcast. Portions of the filmed testimony also were recorded for WCCO tfadio tor inclusion in some of the latter’s newscasts
radio show as a loial annual summer Aquatennial
. . . WCCO's current
summer mardi gras attraction for live Auditorium audience and over
air is its 16th annual such affair . . , WCCO-TV televised two and a
half hours of local Aquatennial’s elaborate opening parade July 17
Station also will televise portion of New York Giants-Minneapolis
A. A. Aug., 11 exhibition baseball game,. all the tickets for which were
sold in less tham three hours after, they went on sale and for which
local baseball management estimated it could have sold 40,000 ducats
instead of the 0,000, if the parkhere hadthe capacity. Video audience
will have chance to see Paul Glel, formes’ Vv of Minnesota; football
and baseball Idol and now a New York bonus twirler, 'making his first
Minnesota appearance in a Giant uniform because he has. been named
to pitch the contest. Prior to the baseball telecast, WCCO-TV at 8 p.m.
local time will televise the Pabst Blue Ribbon Moore-Johnson light
heavyweight championship fight from Madison Square Garden, picking
up the baseball game, scheduled to start at &30 p.m., immediately
,

.

d.j.
as radio staff production director , . .
Jack Rowzie, an ex-traffic cop, has a new gimmick on his daily "Ride
bills
with
show
in
to
$1
motorists
tuned
With Rowzie" airer gifting
Joseph L. Brechner, general manager of WGAY, has been named
.
president of the Maryland-DC Radio-Television Broadcasters AssociTed McDowell, account exec for WMAL-TV, has just wrapped
ation
up largest tv spot campaign on town's record by inking the John H.
Wilkins Co., coffee roasters, for a record-breaking saturation campaign
has listed 62 con.
©f 105 announcements per Week
afterwards..
testants for its current "Miss Washington" contest with the initial,
of D.C. chapter
meeting
Mid-summer
runoff held past Monday (19) .
of American Women in Radio and Television to be held. Friday (23)
at historic Arcturus-on-the-Potomac, home of NBC tv commentator
NBC’s Johnny

—

.

J«dr21,l»S4

TV NaywrigMs
Continue* fro* pare 2i

injui enviable poaftfrm
one instance, when he reportedly made «
special deal with JohA OTlararfor
the rights tp '*'Appej«heefeBt Jn
Samarra;” since O’Hawuis 4a friend
<

.

‘

of'his.

.

\

For the balf-hbur show*, Talent

Associates Is agaii) among the
leaders when it .comes to playwright- pay.
Outfit’* fees for the
top men on ^Justice” rim to $i,ioo,
but newcomers who need help from
the production staff receive about
*
.WWDC-MBS
$850.
Armstrong’*: ^‘Circle Theatre’’ Is irt the $ly060 class, but
with TA inheriting this show for
riejet season, the outlay will rise
Andrews emceed premiere of "Magnificent Obsession" to a $1,250 top, with "secondary"
WRC-NBC femmecaster Nancy Osgood
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
man- scrijpters whose work needs doctorDick Barrett upped from _$ales promotion director to
.
Patty
editor
fashion
local
currently on a three week vacation, with
age]*, succeeding Alex Buchan who becomes administrative assistant ing getting a ceiling that graduates
Cavin pinchhitting -for her.
Doris D’Angelo, assistant to about 4650. packager’s -‘Jamie"
.
to radio-chain operator Charles Swayer
producer of Fairytale Theatre, subbing for vacationing Ruth Allen on series starring Brandon de Wilde
Lee
and his Nanigans On brings $1,000 tp such rotating
Pete
"Ladies
Day”
WJW’s
WGAR’s
.
.
.
.
European tour of Army camps . . Brooke Taylor and Herbe Greene scripters as Don Ettinger, Jerome
Sportscaster Ray Scott and his wife are driving to Las VegaS next
. WHK’s Pinky
pacted by Pilsener Brew to do polo games on
Ross, David Shaw and George
Bill Brants have named the new arrival Jeffrey
week for a vacation
Hunter and Jack Graney doing sports stint cross the board ... Joe Beliak.
Emil Beck, weekend announcer at WMCK, has been proArthur
.
exited
Mayer
. . . Dotie Gay, Rob. Evans and Ted Smoot named
Among the other 30-minute /disAlan, Boal haS resigned as writer and
moted to staff on full time
..
New faces at NBC include Jerry plays, “The Web” and “Man Be.
and will AFTRA convention delegates
narrator for Packaged Programs’ "Pitt Parade" on
Liebman, ex-Scranton, announcing, .Ken Stevens and Ralph Mayer hind the Badge" pay $600 to $700.
devote the remainder of the summer to his deejay show on WBVP
in film
again covering Ohio State -Fair with special train Some name playwrights repped on
.
,
in Beaver Falls
Joe Deane, KQV platter-spinner, has taken his
.
Pfeiffer suds picked up
deal planned for Columbus run .
other shows have drawn as much
family to the Poconos for three weeks
Pittsburgh boy Robert Finkel
Carlings pacted as $1,500 for the 23 minutes their
.
tab for half-hour Thursday 10:30 hot rod races
signed for 13 weeks more as director of the Eddie Mayhoff tv series,
telecast stuff is seen on the screen,
both Tom Manning and Lawson Little to do two-hour
and
"That’s My Boy” ;
Jim Westover,
announcer, .and his wife,
of Manakiki golf tournament and radio pitch with Bill McColgan, Tom now and then a half-hour tv’er will
Disney,
Milly, will see Cape Cod for the first time in August
.
. Will
'
Armstrong and Henry Picard over WGAR.
pay $1,000.
Channel 2 salesman and also operator of the Little Lake summer
In general, the full-hour shows
arena theatre, and Mrs. Disney vacationing in Ocean City
. Gunnar
don’t shape so well in relation to
Wilgs he’s executive veep of KQV celebrated their 23rd wedding
the coin for the abbreviated efforts.
anni. At same station, Dave Scott has chalked up 12 years on staff.
Blit according to Ross Donaldson,
NBC’s director of writing Services
...
.
.
(concerned with literary rights and
Continued from page It
WGBH-FM set to tape all of Boston Symphony Orchestra’s major
stories), remuneration is qn the
sus- way up for alt types and lengths of
concerts at Tanglewood this summer for" delayed broadcasts. Station porters. "If it is successful, we wMl bigger budgets tot educational
'
will also tape student concerts, lectures and forums held ajt Berkshire extend the service within a year.” taining shows Stateside.
dramatic scripts.
Routine rights
The American: "I bet. you fel- are bringing from $500 to $800,
Music Centre summer school for fall and Winter broadcasts . . WBZ700,000 Sets In Soviet
lows. over here have it easier getTV debuts local hour-long variety show, “Swan Boat,” next Monday.
They asserted that USSR now ting budgets approved for educa- but the field is gradually being exShow, to .be aired Monday through Friday at 9 a.m. will be hosted has .700,000 tv sets* will have anhausted, a fact which is certain to
by Nelson Bragg with localites Cindy Lord and Lindy Doherty handling other million in a year. Also, said tional shows, because you’re 100% push writers of originals to the
sustaining.”
the vocalizing .
Lt. Com. John P. Kelly, WEEI studio engineer, has
fore and up their fees.
they would like to exchange tv
been named Commanding Officer of the Naval Reserve Submarine shows with BBC'"if it is technical"Ah, no,” said the French tv’er.
One producer is spending nearly
Division i-8
Bill Buchanan, Herald’s radio and 4v editor, cele.
.
"It isn’t so; in our country educa- 10% of his total budget for halfly possible’’;
brated the first anni of his
platter snOw, "What’s Old,” last
tional programs make up
of all hour scripts but that’s because he’s
impression
.However,
strongest
week
.
.
moves from its present quarters at the Shelton
tv programs, but for my "educa- aiming at a renewal for^a show
Hotel, which was recently sold to Boston U., to the Hotel Somerset on European video men here was tional. programs, I get only 8%' of that is, not yet past the danger
by American television
Aug. 1 . George E. Probst, radio and tv director of the U. of Chicago,
the tv program budget! It’s a point.
has been named program director and assistant general manager of shows which most of delegates saw problem! ”
WGBH-FM and WGBH-TV. Latter station. Hub’s channel 2 educa- for the first time. This was made
Americans were also impressed
Denver— Starr Yelland, On
possible by the. fact that the Amer-.
tional outlet, is expected to hit the air next fall.
with BBC use *of, filmed inserts in as an announcer and newscaster for
lean State Dept. Information execs
dramatic and other programs, and 14 years, has moved" to KLZ radio
had'arranged for American nets to
.
. .
send kines to this UNESCO meet —as every American, iv exec who and' tv as director of sports and
sees British tv—rwith the amazing special projects. He will, continue
Jack Lucas, with
radio since 1946 and national sales recently, of top news and educational protechnical quality of BBC’s (v film to broadcast on radio the Colorado
promoted to account exec on sales staff ... WUCO-TV,. which televised grams from the. States.
U. football games, making the 12tb
nearly all of the entire four-and-a-half-hour morning and afternoon,
Europeans were particularly im- transmission.
However American reps, like year he has covered these, games.
U.S. Senate foreign affairs sub-committee’s hearings here on proposed' pressed with quality technique and
delegates
from
most
the
other
of
United Nations’ charter changes, made audio portion of the exclusive impact of American brand of tv
nations here were not at all imcoverage available to U. of Minnesota radio station
for a news programs—there’s nothing .to
m
-4
equal them anywhere on this side pressed with BBC’s new daily 7:30
of the Atlantic. Apparently Euro- p.m. news strip which debuted here
peans had expected American news this week, and was vigorously
Balaban to Supervise
Like the
technique to be sensationalized, drubbed by tv critics.
over - dramatic, and they were, press, most of UNESCO "students”
Daytime Shows agreeably surprised to find instead here apparently found BBC tv
news dull and unimaginative.
Bill Balaban, assistant program- balance and thorough treatment;
News Big Europe Poser
ming director at WABC-TV, the plus vitality and showmanship.
Europeans also expressed great
ABC-TV Gotham flagship, has
News is apparently One of the
been named supervisor of all day- liking for American style of tv per- major problems facing tv programtime programming at the anchor sonalities for news programs, espe- ers in Europe. Problem is not only
He’ll handle all shows cially as contrasted with BBC pat- one of getting more and better
station.
from sign-on (now 8 a.m.) to 7 p.m. tern of avoiding personalities. As film, but even more basically one
one delegate put it, "these Ameri- of treatment and technique,
(network takes over at 7:15).
Balaban joined the station last can tv personalities are very simShould a news program also be
winter as director of sports and patico.”
entertaining?
How much live Or
c
Click of American, kines with how much film should an on-camspecial events, moving lip to his
CurreaHy
present post under program chief foreign tv reps cued American ob- era
personality
newscaster
be
SANS SOUCI HOTEL
Rod Rodner a couple of months servers here to hope that the plan used? Or only an off-screen anony^
at the
later. He came from WBKB, where would soon be set up for American mous voice (a la the BBC)? What’s
MIAMI REACH, FLA.
nets to send more kines abroad; if the best way to treat the "hard”
Piano • Organ • Celeste he was a sports director.
not for broadcast at least for study news?
LATEST CORAL. RELEASE
purposes; with thought that perGerman Klaus Wahlo said his
Dallas Howard Fisher has been haps the
State Dept, information country doesn’t have tv news shows
Dlr.i William MorrU Ag«ncy
named director of radio and tele- project could hypo its current'
ex- yet
because
they
apparently
vision .for the Rogers & Smith
port Of kines to foreign nations.
haven’t found an effective method
agency. Formerly director of proIt’s- felt this could do much to
of doing them: But he said he’s
motion and publicity for WBAP* correct mistaken and exaggerated
• Radio Registry *
received some good ideas from
TV, Fort Worth,
slants many Europeans and Asians these sessions, and. he’s going back
have about our video. When for- t<f try and put them into action,
World't Greaftil HypnoHit
eigners actually get chance to see
Dutch delegate D. G. Simmons
our tv with their own eyes they said that European tv systems must
usually are amazed at high calibre not rely upon on regular newsreel
C.B.S. Network Friday, July 23rd,
and impact of American brand Of services, but should soon .set up
10:00-11:30 A.M., EaiUrn Dayvideo; as contrasted with stuff they some fast system for exchange of
light Saving Tima.
IF
are always reading about "over- tv new clips among 'all European
Mgt.: L. F. SHERMAN
commercialization
of
American tv systems.
we'd like to talk to yea about a
350 W. 80th St., Naw York"24. N.Y.
television, etc.”
First week's sessions were de^
Tal. SC 4-6100
In turn, Americans here have voted largely to, problems of news,
been impressed with the earnest- and documentaries, with second
ness; technical and artistic calibre week’s clinics taking up, starting
of foreign tv programers and pro- July 12, adult education programs,
ducers; and with community of school telecasting, children’s proCustom Shirt Makers
problems that exists among all tv grams, special events, and tv films.
to Stage. TV a sereen Stere
execs, even if the system over here
Third
8PECIAUZINQ IN'
week
will
use
technique
The work is easy, exciting^and
DRE88 and SPORT 8HIRT8
is predominantly non-commercial.
quite novel to tv conferences, with
well paid. Well start you at
"It’s the same the whole world BBC alloting actual
studio and
over” theme runs throughout this Camera
facilities
to
UNESCO
conference, as producers discover course delegates, so that they can
T7 W. 47th S».. NVC, Floid 7-3063
PER WK.
FREE EXPENSE ACCOUNT
frequently that what they thought transform theory into practice by
v
was a problem or a situation pe- actually producing some closed
culiar only to their own couiftry, circuit shows cooperatively.
LIBERAL COMMISSION
Proalso confronts creative tv crafts- grams will <be kined, and then anaIVIRV DAY
men in other nations as well.
ON BVENY CHANNEL V!
lyzed and evaluated.
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Garry Moore TV Show

GIRLS
YOU'RE YOUNG* AND ATTRACTIVE

!

PERMANENT POSITION FOR A
SALES PROMOTION CAMPAIGN

.

PLUS

$65.

PLUS

—

FLINT ADVERTISING ASSOCIATES
Suite 911
400 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK CITY
Interviews Dally 70-12 A.M.
*21-32

Budget Problems

One American rep

—

in a bull sesDallas J. William Brauer Will
a French producer was head the new J. Walter Thompson
beefing goodnaturedly about bat- Co. branch office here. He fortles he and' his colleagues some- merly managed the Des Moines
times have to wage in order to get branch.

sion with

BROOKS
COSTUMES
t...

3 WeU «hi I»„ N.V,C..T*t. W. 7-3100

—

:

19S4

fcdawJiy<

»

More people spend their evenings watching TV than
doing anything else, including going on hayrides.
The evenings coming up, however, are going to
be a problem.

Or dig this, if you will. One network will do a
90-minute spectacular every fourth Saturday and
every fourth Sunday, although actually it will be
doing a special every other week because the first
fourth Saturday will come the second week after the
first fourth Sunday. Or is it the other way around?

For while TVis a big boy now, it still needs a GUIDE.
In fact, it needs a GUIDE more than ever.

TV is like a telephone.

In the old days you could call
Central (remember her?) and say, "Susie, be a good
girl and get me Jane up at the Oxtail Crossroads."
But today you need a directory. There are just too
many people, too many changed numbers, too many
Janes at Oxtail Crossroads (which is no.w occupied by
four huge apartment buildings. With antennas).

'

i-

0

you can remember that on the Sundays in between
it will be Ann Sothem. But which is which Sunday?
if

Every other Saturday, of course, it will be Jimmy
Durante, and every other Saturday, Donald O’Connor.

.

you can use a slide ride intelligently, somewhere in
you will find Imogene Coca, My Favorite Husband, Mister Peepers Ed Sullivan, The Comedy Hour,
Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney and Herb Shriner.
If

there

TV GUIDE

is to television what the .directory is to
the telephone. But with pictures—and larger type—
and color— and a new, accurate edition every week.

Time was,

,

Not to mention countless local shoWs and their little
way of coming and going with the regular irregularity

when 8 p.m. Tuesday meant
back in the really old days meant
Andy and everybody stop.
for instance,

of the Times Square shuttle.

Berle, just as 7 p.m.

Amos

V

prove that it takes the average viewer
13 weeks to learn how to use a slide rule which is
a good statistic except it doesn’t take into consideration the rather devastating effect of a trade practice
Statistics

—

|

But times have changed.
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
time,

Raye part

this season means Berle most of the

of the time,

and confusion all of the
by lied Skelton.

Hope some of the time
and abetted

known

as option dropping.

People

who

%

time; Aided

"

can’t use

most people—use

a

slide

rule— and that includes

TV GUIDE.

Consider these facts
is

TV Guide

read and consulted by more than 2,000,000 television families each week;

the only national magazine which is used and read and thumbed
through seven days a week, several times a day.
is

the only national magazine which tells the reader who is on what
channel, at what time, with which supporting players doing whose story
along what, lines;
is

.

the only national magazine in which your ad leads the reader directly
to your show at the precise time he is most willing and ready to be led;
is

It’s nice

GUIDE

to^have a

'

around the house.
even nicer —and more profitable —to be in it.
That way, everybody gets to have a nice evening.

It’s

TV

GUIDE’S Fall Preview Issue, to be dated September 25, will go
far in bringing order out of the confusion in viewers’ minds. Let a
representative explain how a schedule of program
promotion advertisements commencing in the Fall Preview Issue can
give your program investment the support it deserves.

TV GUIDE

Fall Preview Issue Closing Dates
National Section
Four-color
Two-color, Black

& White

Advertising Offices:

NEW YORK
488 Madison Ave., PLaza 9-7770

August 13
August 27

August 6
August 20

CHICAGO
6 N. Michigan Ave., WAbash 2-0366

September 3

302 N. 13th

St.,

LOmbard

3-5588

LOS ANGELES

\

September 10

1540 N. Vermont Ave.,

TV

if

PHILADELPHIA

\

Regional Program Sections

Black & White

Copy

Space

'

-

NOrmandy 2-3101

GUIDE

.

'
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.

.

.

.,.
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TV-FILMS

so

.
.

..

.

„

•
.

on a monthly

40 to 60

Cities will

basis •

This

their competition

furnished by ARB, based on

VARIETY

shown

All

opposite*

the' latest reports*

which can be used by distributors, agencies,
an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
market* Attention should be paid to time——day and

tion about film in each market,
stations

show

and

clients as

in the specific

)

..
.

..
..

•

and National Spot Film Chari

.

aU pertinent informa-

chart represents a gathering of

.

time feelers, since sets-in-pse and audience composition vary' according ^
time slot, i*e., a Saturday afternoon childrens shorn, with m Irnsrating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming at the childrenfs market. Abbreviations and symbols are as follows :( Adv*), adventure; (Ch), children's;
(Co), comedy; (Dr),, drama ; (Doc), documentary $ (Miss), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; ( Sp ), sports; (W), western; (Wo m
),
women's. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the station's channel ; aU channels above 13 are VHP* Those ad agencies listed as
» distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom, the film is aired*

no*

be rotated each week,, with the 10 topmrated

and

film shows listed in each case,
ratings are

end

.
.

.....

VedWwfrr, Jrir 2 L 1954

Gity-By^City Syndicated

reported by American Research Bureau

cities

.

...

.,

...

P^RIEtr

.

chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated

VARIETY’S weekly

.

.

•

ARB

tional spot film covers

.

.

.

.

*

LOS ANGELES

Approx, Set

AND

STATION

TYPE

JUNE

TIME

DISTRI8.

(2), KNBH (4), KTLA (5),
J (9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

stations.

DAY AND

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

—KNXT
KH

o,„„.

Count—-1,730,000

SHARE

USE

(7),

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

SETS' INI

RATING

KABC

PROGRAM

1

STA.

(

RATING

T

1.

Badge 714 (Myst)

2.

Waterfront (Dr)

KTTV
KTTV

4.

.KABC
Superman (Adv)
Amos 'n* Andy (Com ) ....... .KNXT.

5.

Annie Oakley (W)

KTTV

Led 3 Lives (Dr)
Lone Wolf (Adv)

KTTV.

S.

6. I

9.
LO.

..
.

NBC.

.

....
.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dangerous Assignment (Adv) KNBH.
My Hero (Com) ....
.KTTV
Kit Carson (W)
.KABC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS.

.....

.

:

—

.

3.

4.
5.
6.

;

Liberace (Mus)
Mr. District Attorney (Adv)
Badge 714 (Myst)
Boston Blackie (Myst)

.

.

.

.

.

1

1 fi

.

Wed.

15.1.. ;......
.

...

.

13.5. .......

9:00-9:30

.

•»•••• l3a0

•

01

7

..
25
25.........
21..

.

.21.1.

Sun. 7:00-7:30

.ABC..

,

.

........ 19.5
.

71.

„.

..

......

Sat. 10:30-11:00

.17.8..;

Sun. 1:30-2:00

.16.7:.. ......
.15.6...

WNAC

NBC

Sat. 6:00-6:30

.14.1

Fri. 10:30-11:00

MCA

.

.

..:.... .14.1.

.

.Tues. 10:30-11:00

...

,

......

.

.

.

.

.Thurs. 6:30-7:00 ./

.

.

12.2

.

.10.4

.

.

.

.

.

.

38;..;....:
85
53........;
69

.

.

.

.

.

...

..

.

.

.

.

(4),

4.8

.’.'.21.3

.

.

.

.21.4

.

.... 14.6

...

.

.

15.4

.

... ....

.

.

J2 2

... .... 15.4

KflJBN

.KNXT

.

.

.

.

29.81 Baseball

;

35.5

Stories of the Century

.

.

19:2

.

.... 13.0

.

WNAC

(7)

46.5

.WBZ

.

Your Hit Parade

.WBZ

19.7

Pride of the Family

.WNAC

29.3

City* Detective

20.4

Cowboy G-Men

68

...

.

WB2?
.....
....
...

3.0

.13.7

..

•

'

•

f

28.7

.

..
.

.WNAC
.WBZ
Elizabeth....... .WBZ
a

Life With

15.2

.

.

.WBZ
.WBZ

41.8

i

.15.6

...

WBZ
.

8.7

..

WNAC

Cavalcade of Sports
Sports; Greatest Fights
29.3 Mr. District Attorney
18.0 Hopalong Cassidy

34

40...

.13.7...

.Fri. 6:30-7:00

.

.

.

Tues.- 10:30-11:00

Ziv.

.

. .

8.9

...

Gleason ........ ....KNXT
....KNXTGleason
KNXT
53.2 My Friend Irma .......
.
....KNBH
64.9 Kraft TV Theatre
KNXT
44.5 Studio One. ....
.
Jackie
60.9 Jackie

—W BZ

Mon. 7:00-7:30

,2iv

Ziv

,

.

^

Stations

WNAC.

WNAC.

.

. . . . . . .

... ....

.KNXT

i

.WNAC.

:

.

Range Rider.

KNXT
KNXT

...

1

........ CBS.....

WBZ.-.'.

60.9 Milton Berle.

38.8

'

.

City Detective (Myst)
9. Superman (Adv)
10. Cisco Kid (W)

64.8 Talent Scouts.

..

——1,150,000

.WNAC

8.

...

.

58.8

25.

29.

50 8 Harry Owens. ... ....
54.0 See It Now............
.

39
32 ......
32.........
43.........

..

... .15,1.

......
.

.

21

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

Fri. 10:00-10:30

1

.WNAC.
WBZ.
.WNAC,
WBZ.

....... .20.8. ....

8:30-9:00

...... Sat. 8:00-8:30

'

Led Three Lives (Dr)
Range Rider (W)
Racket Squad (Adv)

Mon.

.Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

..

Approx* Set Count

l.vl

.

.......Sat. 8:30-9:00

•

2.

.

.19.6
.

.

.

.MCA.

.

Tues; 7:30-8:00

.

....

Official

.

.

.

.

UTP.
.NBC

.

.

.

Ziv;

.

.

.

.

—

BOSTON

Flamingo

CBS
.

54.;

.UTP

.

KTTV

.

8.

.

.

6.3

.

.33.3

.

.21.9

15.6

.

.

.

.

5.8

..

4.8

i

ATLANTA
1.

.WSB.

Racket Squad (Adv).

...

.

ABC

Sun. 10:00-10:30

2.

3,

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

Superman (Adv)
WSB
Badge 714 (Mys)
WLW-A
Boston Blackie (Myst)
.WLW-A
Cisco Kid (W)
..... .WAGA.
My Favorite Story (Dr)
A.
Mr. District Attorney (Adv).. .WSB.
Kit Carson (W)
WLW-A
Liberace (Musi
.WLW-A
Wild Bill Hickock (W) ...... .WSB.
.

.

.

.

Wed.
Wed.

,

.NBC.

:

.

Ziv

.Fri.

MCA

.

Guild
.

Liberace (Mus)

2.

Ramar

3.

Led Three Lives
Superman (Adv)

.
.

wave

.

42
26
27.i

.

.

7:00-7:30

Sun. 5:00-5:30
Sat. 5:30-6:00

.

9.6

.

9.3

.

.
.

.

WHAS

Newsroom

.WSB
.WSB

.

29.6

Mama

.

..

34..

35.7 Meet the Press
3ft 9 fJnHfrpv’c Talpnf Rpnnfa

......

.

.

.

..

3 1.4 Milton Berle

23
56

16.5

1

Lucky

II

.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

,

.

.

,

Kit Carson (W)
Cisco Kid (W)

.

Gene Autry (W)
Cowboy G-Men (W)
.

.

1

.......

Mr. District Attorney (Adv).
Waterfront (Adv)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.WHAS.
.WAVE.
.WHAS.
.WHAS.
.WAVE.
.WHAS.

Tues.

61 ........

.31.3

7:30-8:00

......

.22.0

81

Sun. 6:00-6:30

.20.7...

MCA

.18.7

Ziv. ......

.

.

.

...

17 3
.17.0

Sun. 4:00-4:30

.

58
85

.20,7.

.

'

15;0

.

.14 7

UTP.

4.3

.

3.9

.

.22.5

.

.24.6

.... ..21.1
.

.16.1

.

.13.6

..

.

5VLW-A

.

.23.1

.

.22.0

..

.

9.6

.

-

5.9

—WAVE (3), WHAS (11)

Ziv

.

.

,

Stations

CBS

.

WAVE.

.

.

.

.

......

WAGA

Ranch.

.

.

WAGA

.WSR

'

.

WAGA

.WAGA

51.4 Blue

Ribbon Bouts

27.3

Sat. 9:30-10:00

.

.

.....

.

.10.4... ......

.

.

80.........
87...
84

Arthur Murray Party
36.0 Ppp Wpa TCIncf
24.4 Npwq* W^athpr
Martha Wright
23.4 American Weele. .......
20.Q

20.3

79.

19.0

38

39.1

Pop the Question .....
Green Light..Adventure

...

Gold Theatre
39.7 Hollywood Theatre

*26

.

WHAS

24.7

....WHAS

15.3

....

.

WHAS.

(Dr) ....

I

.

.WSB

Bouts; Sport Spot

TPA

.

.

Strike It Rich

>

of the Jungle (Adv).

.

WLW-A
WLW-A

30..4

.12.3.

(8)

¥

58.0 Baseball
54.3

WLW-A

42....:....
42

.

.

(5) ,

Godfrev and -PTlends.

42.7
....

*42

.

.12.9.

.12.0

.

..

WAGA

Hour of Decision
Sky Theatre

36.4

.150 ...

Wed. 9:30-10:00

Guild

.

81

—330,000

Approx. Set Count

1.

10:00-10:30

.Mon. 7:30-8:00 ........

Flamingo

LOUISVILLE

......

.

.14.6

.Tues. 7:00-7:30 ........ .13.2.

Ziv

.

.

.18.1

8:30-9:00

Tues.

.

.

7:00-7:30

.Wed. 8:00-8:30

WAG

.

29.6

.

/

•

4.

t

Stations— WSB (2),

A pprox.' Set Count-

.

...WAVE

5.3.

WAVE

15.3

.

.

.

.

.WAVE

53

....WAVE

2.0

WHAS
WAVE
WAVE
WHAS
WAVE
.... WHAS

4.7

....

......

....

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

2.7-

3.3

....

4.0

24.4

.

291

•.

_L

DAYTON

Approx. Set Count

2.
3.

Boston Blackie (MyStl .....
Mr. District Attorney (Adv):

.

4.

City Detective (Myst)

.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

.

;

Life With Elizabeth (Com)
Kit Carson (W)
Waterfront (Adv)
Liberace (Mus)
.

.

.

.

.

Annie Oakley (W)
Death Valley Days (W).

NBC

..WLW-D.

1.

Badge 714 (Myst)

.

WLW-D

....

.

.

.

WLW-D.

.

wrtio...

Mon. 9:30-10:00

.

.Tue$. 9:30-10:00

Wed.

25.8
21.3

9:30-10:00

.

.

a

.

,

.

a

.....

t

.21.2

.Fri. 9:30-10:00

.

»

.

Guild

CBS...........,;
.

.

.

.

.Thurs.

.

,

.

;..

.20.7.

51.....,.'.
40
45

50.2 Studio

—WLW-D

(2), WIIIO

One

...WHIO*

WHIO
WHIO

53.4 Baseball
47.2 Blue

Ribbon BOufk..

Bouts; Sport Spot
40.6 Cavalradp hf Snort?

51

9:30-10:00

.Suh. 5:00-5:30

.

.UTP

.

.

,;...

MCA

.

..WHIG.
..WLW-D.
.WHIO.

MCA

Stations-

.

.

.

.

Sat. 9:30-10:00

1

.

Thurs. 10:15-10:45

49 ........
83
27..

20.7

40

36.6

83.

16.0

,

....

«

.

.

.

.

.

16 7
15

1

14.6

Sun. 2:00-230
.Mon. 10:15-10:45 ...... .12.1

•

«

<

|

i

•

mn

i

•

,

00

•

,

(

35.........

49.2 Place

the Face

.

.

rnnfpppnpo
56.0 Ynur Hit Parade

34.4

Press

..WHIO

.

Sports; Greatest Fights,

.WLW-D.
..WLW-D.

WHIO.
.

—300,000

........

.

.

WHIO
WLW-D
WLW-D

Army-McCarthy Hearings
..WHIO
Good Ship Zion
Army-McCarthy Hearings.. WLW-D
.

.

.

.

20.9

..

26.1

.

28.5

.

18.0

.

WLW-D
WLW-D

..WHIO

.

(7

22.0
14.4

28.7

.

.

....

2.0

38.0
20.9
.

...

20.7

Wednesday
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TV-FILMS

SI

ix-From a
Hollywood, July 20.
First 13 in 3, new (series of color telepix on sewing have been
completed here by Gordon Zahler, owner of the Zahler Music
Library and son of Columbia Pictures’ late musical director, Lee
Zahler. ’Sales campaign on the low-budgeted daytimers starts
this week, with the series already sold to the Woodward & Lothrop
Dept. Store in Washington and also in Hartford, Films are being
pitched at, department store sponsors, via direct , campaign and
ads in tradepapers paid for by Cohj&ma Fabrics, Talon Zippers
and McCalls Patterns.
Zahler does his' production chords from a wheelchair on the set
at Centaur Studios. He’s a paraplegic, paralyzed froni the neck
down, whom, doctors said would never live after he broke his
neck at 14.' He uses a specially-made pair of earphones supplied
by the telephone company .to conduct most of his daily business,'
Series stars Elizabeth Chapin and is directed by Bon Ormond,
with Joe. L. Beniz and John J.i French as associate producers.
Second cycle of 13 will start late next month, in addition to the
sales of the series already made, seven other department stores
have been given, options on the pix.v
.'

'

•

'

.

.

.

*
By GEORGE ROSEN

.

*

Bermuda, July 20.
There’s something new under
the Bermuda sun the first new industry to invade the Island since
the taion struck paydirt here. It’s
.Atlantic
(Bermuda)
Productions
Ltd., the newest thing in vidpix
operations which, sitting “smack in
the middle of location,” as prexy
Boh Mann puts it, and with one. of
the'smaller islands all to itself, is
as enviable a layout as anything
of its kind to be found in the HoK
lywocrd vidfilm marts
Although actual production starts
rolling this week, with two series
shooting concurrently (“Mandrake
the Magician” and “Charter Boat,”
based on Philip Wylie’s “Crunch
and Des” Satevepost yarns)* the
translating of Darrell’s Island into
Says ‘T’amt So, But Coant Reports It as & Longrange vidpix reality
a
had its inception at
"
> Deal/
least two years ago.
What is all
the more remarkable is that,
single-handedly,
Mann (ex-CBS
program development) maneuvered
Hollywood, July 20.
ill Picture Service
Bermuda’s vested interests and its
In the face of authoritative rePhoto-Library Inc., one of the most distinguished citizenry from
ports from both here and New
rple of resistance to any U.-S. pix
a
top agencies for stock illustrations
York, Hal Roach Jr. denied this and still picture stories, has set up encroachments into, one of active
participation
in the new venture.
week that he’s in the process of a film division to service stations,
buying out his father. It’s under- agencies and producers. Division With more than $1,500,000 in capital
at
-work
getting the initial
in
will be headed by producer Roy
stood, however,, that ;it’s being done
Pinney and will rep the cooperative two vidpix series off the-coral
on a longrange basis with annual
’ground
into
and
the U. S. distribueffort of more than 70 cameramen.
payments being made to Roach by
tion marts, about 50% represents
Roach Jr.
Bermuda capital on its highest
Son operates the busiest telepix
level. These include such eminent
production enterprise here, far
Bermudians as Stanhope Joel
eclipsing his father in terms of
sportsman, financier and owner of
film output. Roach Jr.’s budget for
vast South^American gold and diathis year was up above $8,000,000,
mond interests; J. C. Tucker, manand in addition to properties alaging director of the Bank of Berready on various networks, he’s got
muda; Sir Eldon Trimmingham,
a partnership operation in effect
chairman of the Bank of Bermuda;
with ABC-TV under which he proSir Howard Trott, outstanding Bervides properties for network or
muda financier; H. D. Butterfield,
syndicated, sale on an exclusive
managing director of the Bank of
basis With partial financing from
H. N. Butterfield & Ccfc, Sir H. N. P.
Boston, JUly 20.
the web.
Group of tv film directors met Vesey,~ chairman of the Finance
here last week to form the first as- Committee of the House of Assembly; Capt. the Right Honprable
sociation of film directors in the
N. B. Dill, member of Parliament
country. Group comprising all the
and
attorney for the Bermuda Govstation filmmen in New Rngland,
'
ernment.
proposes to form a National Assn,
Thus
Bermuda’s guardian fathers
of TV Film Directors to standardize filmroom operating procedures are in show business for the first
and to work with distributors in time, a situation brought about by
achieving better film and print Mann’s reasoning that few places
offer such ideal advantages for
KTTV (Los Angeles) general quality.
manager Dick Moore’s plan for a
Spearheading the association Is shooting vidpix notably, in cliwestern regional vidpix network William Cooper, film director of mate, scenic factors and economic
took another step forward this WJAR-TV in Providence, who was production of films 'that would
week when Moore bought his third named acting chairman. Others at have true outdoor production valtelepix series for spot booking,- the meeting were Jim Pike of ues. From a standpoint of exterior
GuilcT Films* upcoming Frankie WNAC-TV, and Carl Lawton shooting, a study of the p&st 20
Laine series. Moore bought the of WBZ-TV here; Bob Dykeman of years of Bermuda weather condifilms for 10 markets and a Septem- WHET-TV, Providence; Elliot
Weis- tions vs.* Hollywood weather disber start.
man of WKNB-TV, New Britain; closed the fact that 73% of BerUnder Moore’s plan, KTTV picks Ernest Olivieri of WNHC-TV, New muda days had optimum shooting
up choice film for the western mar- Haven; Bill Kerkos
whereas Southern Caliof WCSH-TV, conditions,
kets, then sells it to a regional
allowing
Portland;
Dick
Bolander
of fornia had only 70% (not
sponsor. For stations cooperating
Plus the fact that Berfor
smog).
WMGT-TV, Pittsfield; Ken Smith
with KTTV, he secures top product
provides an exotic foreign
of WAYN-TV and Milt Slater and muda
and a sponsor. For the sponsor, he
David Walker of WWLP-TV of locale for production near enough
secures good clearance on top statalent (160
Springfield; and Norman Locke of to sources of American
tions.
Moore previously bought
minutes by plane from New York)
WOR-TV, Worcester,
Telefilm
Enterprises* “Inspector
meeting of the group will to make it economically possible to
Next
Fabian’’ and Hollywood Television
use American actors and avoid the
be in Boston on Sept. 28.
Service’s “Stories of the Century.”
pitfall of most foreign production
For Guild, sale is an important
accents.
one, since it’s presold a region beMaurice Evans Among Stars
Outfit
Lawrence
Bob
fore it even has a pilot of the series
Maurice Evans is scheduled for
in the can. Moore
picked up the
for
an installment of
arrival
Also Into Animation
pix from rushes he saw on
the
“Charter Boat,” and Atlantic is In
Coast, where the initial pic of the
other top pernegotiation
with
Trend Continues formers, writers and
Lame-Connie Haines starrer is
directors who
shooting. Cities included in the
Robert Lawrence Productions,
(Continued on page 32)
deal are Los Angeles, San
Fran- N.Y. based telepix commercials
cisco, Sari«Diego,
Bakersfield, Sac- and industrial producer, has set
ramento, San^a Barbara, Fresno,
up its own animation company on
Spokane and Portland. It’s the Coast in association with Grant
annual
billings
bundle, Simmons and Ray Patterson. New
Free. pf Princeton film Center
b
and
the deal is foi; a firm 52 weeks.
discourses on
company, Grantray Animation Inc.,
conjunction with
will work in
Locdl TV’s
Lawtence oh the latter’s commer-
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Gordon Knox

Y.’s

most pro-

possibility that

these might go into the 10:30 slots
forcing the others into some othei
time.
Two shows being pitched for an
Intrigue*
Ballantine’s v “Foreign
and Rheingold’s “The Star and the
Story,” both of which are beinj

ousted from their 10:30
Problem Here again

time.

On Newsreels

,

.

and there’s a

ness,

.

-

becoming N,

.

—

.

to

Telepix entrepreneur Don Sharpe lific filmbuyer. Station last week
appears to extend his propensity signed on “Adventures of the Falfor whirlwind activities to his trav- con” from the NBC Film Division
el schedule. Sharpe is in Europe and “I Led Three Lives” from
visiting four key cities, and he’s Ziv,, both on 52-week firm deals.
sandwiching all four into five days. Buys follow by a few weeks pactHe’s o.o.ing the potential market ing of “Victory at Sea,” “Hopalong
there for syndicated film and also* Cassidy” and half-a-dozen other
looking at facilities for shooting in properties for early evening time.
color.
“Falcon,” “Three Lives” and
He- arrived in N.Y. Thursday
Victory” will go into late eveninf
Sta(15), hopped to London Saturday, periods, probably 10:30 to 11.
was' in Rome Sunday and in Mun- tion is sitting out the web’s fall
ich yesterday (Tues.). He arrives programming arrangements so that
in Paris tomorrow (Thurs.), then it can set its schedule, and thut
returns to London Sunday (25) far the 10:30 periods open are Sunand gets back to Gotham next day, Wednesday and Friday. Bui
Wednesday (28).
the station is still bidding for twa
other pieces of national spot busi-

>

:

WABC-TV, the Gotham flagship
ABC-TV net, appears on iti

of the

Sharpe’s

NBC Film Division has called it
quits on syndication of the web’s
daily newsreel service. It’s reached
an agreement with International
News

whereby the INS-

Service

Telenews

service will be
to the NBC sub-

daily

made^ available
scribers.

Film Division veep Carl Stanton
said decision to get out of the newsreel business is due to the fact that
the footage supplied stations is

used on network news showmaking it' “incompatible with
the requirements of many local
tv shows.” Film Division will con-,
tinue, however, to syndicate its
“Weekly News Report,” which is
in some 76 markets.
While the official statement
didn’t mention the fact, it’s common knowledge that video newsreel operations aren’t on a paying
first

ings,

WNB1
is

ABC*

If the web pro
vides top programming in 10 p.m
strip, the station should have ni
trouble in wooing over the tw<

TV’s

fall lineup;

Final disposition of thi
in N. Y. will probably await the outcome of ABC’s
breweries.

two properties

program pattern,
“Three Lives” also moves ovei
from the NBC-TV flag, where ii
was sponsored last year by Ronzoni
and Sano ciggies. Both sponsors
have been given a first refusal on
the new batch of 26 on WABC-TV.
Sale was made direct to the station by Ziv, with the refusal agreement being okayed by the station.

fall

.

,

basis

anywhere.

‘Pilot’

Showcase

CBS-TV News-

film has frankly admitted that its
service is a red-ink item, but it’s
continuing strictly on the basis of
being a -goodwill venture and an
opening wedge for sale of other
properties to stations.
Similarly,
INS-Telenews and United PressMovietone are reported still in the
"

red on their dally newsreel

service.

SNADER PACTS PANDIT
FOR TELEPIX SERIES
Hollywood, July

20.

Louis D. Snader, who launched
the Liberace telefilm series, has
signed organist Korla Pandit for a
series of 52 half-hour musical vidfllms which will go before the

cameras late next week. LeRoy
Prinz, Academy Award winning
film- director, will direct the series.
Pandit was a big local favorite

ABC-TV

mulling the idea of
Showcasing four of its vidpix pilots
via on-the-air exposure in September, in a package experiment similar to its live “ABC Album” of last
is

spring, which resulted in sales of
“Jamie” on ABC, “Justice” on

NBC

and “Colonel Flack” on DuIn this case, however, all
the pilots are house packages, produced by Hal Roach Jr. for the
web under its partnership setup
with Roach.
Four pilots involved are “Code
3.” “Guns of Destiny,” “Alias Mike
Hercules” and “It Seems Like Yesterday.” Roach turned out “Guns”
last Winter; the other three are
new. Web wants to slot tliem on
Wednesday at 8:30 for a four-week
Mont.

span begnning late in September,
probably Sept, 29. They’ll serve as
warmup for the incoming “Stu
Erwin,” which will occupy the spot
a

for

Chesterfields.

At the same

a few years ago with shows on time, they’ll provide a leadih for
KTLA, KTTV and KECA. He has “Masquerade Party,” which starts
since shifted his operations to San on Wednesdays at 9 for RemingFrancisco.
ton a month before Erwin goes into
Series, to be filmed under the his new spot.
Snader Productions banner, will
Web figures they’ll serve as good
be lensed so that the film can be programming material for the insplit to make 104 15-minute seg- terim period, yet at the same time
ments if desired.
will excite interest in themselves

Phillips’

as properties for potential clients;
especially if public reaction is

27 Markets

good.

1

Foley Back in Vidpix

where combined aniFoley, who mation and live-action and com-

ac ^ age r George F.
k,j
nad a whirl at
vidpix syndication
“wrths back, is in the field
gain, this time
via a flew produc^Pany, Gothic Films. Gothic
ts
oas taken
over the old Seaboard
btudios on E.
69th St. ip N.Y. and
pr0( u ce industrial
films and
! ,
1 16
13 *5 George F. Foley Ihc.,
Fful ?
packa ging firm, will con1
n program Production.
pni
y he ads the new outfit. John
h 2;!fns
he studio manager
«nrt -p
.and
Frank
.

rnL ™

*

*

S
{

^

Jewell sales chief.

cials in cases

plete animation are called for.
"Lawrence said the outfit was
formed because of a growing trend

toward animated commercials on
the part of sponsors and agencies.
Equally important for the future,
he said, are color commercials,
where animation gives a greater
degree of color control than live*

action tint footage. Move is another
indication of a trend among producers to set up their own animation facilities

—New

Friend

Public Service Films
Sr

on Interesting
In

"

P

editorial feature

the

9th Radio and Television
Review and PreviewN umber
of

U&niEfr

OUT NEXT WEEK

Ziv’s ‘3 Lives’

On

Ziv has pacted Phillips Petroto sponsor the upcoming second-year production on “1 Led
Three Lives” in four additional
markets, bringing the total for the
Phillips wants the
oil firm to 27.
series in 40 markets within its. distribution area, when and if the

Mercury

markets become available.
Firm, via Lambert & Feasley
agency, picked up the series for
a late September start in Salt Lake
City, Miami, Amarillo and TampaZiV also landed a
St. Petersburg.
N. Y. spot for the show, selling
to

WABC-tv

it

(see separate .story).

Artists Sets

Signe Hasso Seriei

leum

Mercury Artists Corp., Gotham
talent agency, has entered the telefilm production field via a Signe
Hasso starrer, “Classic Stories of
the Year.” Three of the half-hours
have already been completed under
production reins of Barney
Ward, who’s president of WardVillani Productions and a veep o{
the Huntington Hartford tv agency.
the

Jerry Rosen, Mercury’6 exec v.p.,
handling the package and will
begin the sales push in about three
is

weeks*

•

)
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KIEPURA-ECCERTH TO

Continued from page 31.
Opera' singers Jan Kiepura and
will take alternate cracks at the
his wife, Marta Eggerth; ha vfc se- “vacation, with pay” Bermuda-made
on the job has been construed bj* cured German financing for a se- vidpix.
some that, henceforth, anybody let
26t half-hour color musical ’ Atlantic has taken 'over “lock,
out might be suspect in the public ries of
small
‘barret”
the.
Darstock
and
Berlin,
eye as having been dismissed for telepix to be filmed in West
drunkenness than for possibly West Germany and in Vienna and rell’s Island, just outside Hamifc
some other reason. Godfrey also to star the duo. Berlin bankers ton. This was formerly the Bercracked about not “caring who are backing the series, which" will muda seaplane airport, completed
in 1946 at a cost on excess of
marries whom, who has babies, be produced by Kiepura.
The huge* terminal
Series will also feature opera $1,000,000.
etc.” but observed he preferred it
from building, was abandoned six months
if “they had babies with their hus- stars, dancers and musicians
the Berlin, Vienna and Hamburg later when airlines switched to
bands.”
and the facilities
stage. Each half-hour would com- land apiaries
prise a separate story set to music. have since lain idle. The two
is also considering tieing large waiting rooms in the termi-,
TELEPIX Kiepura
three half-hours together for a fea- nai building ' have already ,been
ture film for theatrical release in converted to sound stages, One 60
AUG. 15 Europe only.
SET
by 75 feet, the other 32 by 80 feet.
KiepUra flies back froip' Berlin One unique feature is the fact that
Production on the new Frank

Continued from page

morning tv stanza by a halfhour, with Garry Moore taking
over 10 to 10:30.
The vet -showman, not unknown
for his uninhibited, free-wheeling
expressions on both the daytime
and nighttime shows, in recent
weeks has been given to some ad
libs of an intimate nature, some

frey’s

it

with

boudoir

4

Arthur

Godfrey
sanctums

of

Leahy telepix series
Aug.

Coast

the
485

15,

on the

starts

with

D.

Francis

to N. Y. at the end of the moflth to
recruit a staff and initiate ‘negotiations for distribution of the telepix. He returns to Europe in midAugust to start production.
.

Lvon. who directed “Crazy Legs
Hirsch” and “The Bob Mathias
Story.” set to produce and direct
Warren Lewis was prethe. series.
viously named executive producer
of the package, which Don Sharpe,
created and ABC-TV is bankrolling.

longevity.
Parker also

Screen Gems, Columbia’s telesubsidiary, has asked the
Actors Guild to take action
against. Steve Cochran', who is accused of refusing to report for retakes on “Trip Around the Block,”
for the Ford Theatre series; A
few of the tv scenes were dam
aged in the laboratory.

He asked Frank
vision
about “how many times should One Screen

'

New TV

guy for being drunk on
job” and Parker observed
“about two times,” whereupon
Godfrey said, “well, it was seven
The
times so he’s been fired.”
gauntlet to others who get drunk

the

with Warren D. Devine, who
headquarters in Detroit, repping

series,

him on American sales. Denis,
aside, from his telepix, has made
seVeral features on Africa for major Hollywood studios and was
technical adviser to Metro during
shooting of “King Solomon’s
Mines.”

.Hardy

two-reelers,

80

separate deals,- brie with Joseph
Felder, president of Congress
Films, which recently acquired the

j,

“Drummond” pix from Par and

actual exteriors outside the buildsigned
ing will be used instead of the

/

Mat

CBS network

&

Chase two-reelers and
some 300 assorted' shorts.
Package was wrapped up in two

Charlie

conventional “backing” by opening up huge ceiling-to-floor winDressing rooms, cafeteria,
dows.
storage, machine shops, carpenter,
shops, make-up rooms, office spaced
now make Darrell’s Island a beeDenis Back to Africa
hive of activity heretofore completely foreign to Bermuda. In the
film Series fall the vast 150 by 100-foot steel
For
Armand Denis, the Belgian ex- hangar will be converted into two
large stages.
plorer and vet filmmaker, is in

Dr. Ralph Bunche has been set
one of the shows, in which
Leahy, the former Notre Dame
kingsized belch.
grid coach, interviews personali- Africa making a new series of adand narrates dramatic vig- venture films for the BBC. Unties
like his previous pact with the
addressed himself to Frank Parker nettes on their sports Careers.
British network, the new one althat “maybe some of these jerk
newspapermen will make capital
lows for commercial showings of
Cochran on
the films in the U. S.
of it” so he called it “eight years
Denis is in Africa shooting the
before the microphone,” to spotHollywood, July 20.
for

forgive^ a

nally
tures

Laurel

TO ROLL

some. Lipton’s onion soup, he
opined that there’s nothing
like a bowl of hot soup on a
hot night.
He proceeded to eat a couple
of spoonfuls, then let out a

his

•

Drummond” films origi,
made by Paramount, 45 feaproduced by HaP Roach, 52

“Bulldog

FRANK LEAHY

Madison Aver again Monday
(19)
on his “Talent
night
-Served up
Scouts” Show.

light

•

One of the &iggest<packages of
feature films made available in
recent months hak been acquired
by Qoyemor y Television Attractions? .Arthur Kerman-topped distribution lirm has picked up eight

-

and/or Chic

Overemphasis
dignified

1

.

Last week he
Sale connotations.
was free with the usage of “jerk
expression in
an
newspapermen” as
defi of some of the recent press
“eight
libbed
ad
When he
blasts.
years with the wrong network” he

upset

Bermuda Vidpix

SHOOT T1NTPIX ABROAD

CBS

Godfrey Irks

of

'

as,

them to Governor, and the
other with Regal Television Pictures topper Moe Kerman, who
owns the. other properties. Miscellaneous shorts include musicals,
comedies and travelogs, with such
names as Harry Langdon,
Kelly, Irvin Cobb and ZaSu

Same

Client,

Patsy
Pitts..

Same Vidpix

•

On Second Go-Around

What is particularly unique
about, the Bermuda island setup
the. flora and fauna natural
is

Two local sponsors are mulling
use of the same 26 vidpix two years
Consideration involves
habitat which, with the aid of only running.
a few props, permits for every con- Interstate’s Haps Christian Anderceivable type of land- and water sen jUve series, Show is presently
location shooting generic to the ad- syndicated in 20 markets, 10 of
venture-type formats of the Wylie which were picked up within the
and “Mandrake” series. One sec- last two months.
SinCe there are only the original
tion of the tight little Island has
already been converted into a 26 films in the Andersen series,
propped-up street of store fronts daity sponsors in Washington and
suggesting either a waterfront sec- Baltimore figure that the string is
tion or a pioneer town.
Another good for a second go-around in
section of the island is being up- September. Belief evidently is that
rooted and replanted for either there is sufficient change and addijungle scenes or more, tame out- tion to juve tele audience to justify
door footage.
But basically, it’s such a mover
Since releasing the product in
the nature-in-the-raw that gives the
whole project its greatest appeal. May; Interstate has sold “Little
Mann functions as producer and Rascals,” 10 and 20-minute prints
creative head. He has brought into of the old “Our Gang Comedies/’
the company as one of his partners in five markets, latest being DuJohn Allen (eic-Lever Bros, radio- luth. Interstate prexy G. Ralph
assigned for
recently
tv manager) who is exec veepee Branton
in charge of administration. More Coast labs to make prints for
than 40 permanent staffers .are “Little Rascals.”
allied with Atlantic^-representing
1

-

.

,

an international crew of American, Tinted Italo Puppets
British and Bermudian technicians.
As Operatic Vidfilms
Mann worked out an amicable arrangement with IATSE to supply
New Italian-produced series of
certain key American technicians 13 half-hour color films with pupand even though it’s a three-nation
crew at work here, the interna-

tional

relations

monious.
label.

are entirely harFilms will bear the IA

'

Key personnel

MADISON SQUARE

GARDEN^*r

• • •
“The

“

'MADISON SQUARE GARDEN' show

.

.

response to

in

a

short announcement,

received an unexpected
letters requesting that

turned up with a 10 to 10:15 rating of 24.5.“

KMTV- Omaha

GARDEN' be resumed

we

amount of cards and

'MADISON SQUARE

in its

present form nexl

season.

Smith & Ross, Inc.
(BURKHARDT BEER, Sponsor)

&

Fuller

,

26 FILMED

SHOWS OF THE

BEST IN

CURRENT SPORTS EVENTS DIRECT FROM
THE SPORTS CAPITAL OF THE

WORLD

produced and
distributed

exclusively

by

WINIK FILMS
ATLANTA,
Walton

Ga.:

Corp.,

Edward H. Stevens

W.-WA

3479
Ohio: George Brengel

St,.

N.

Gerald Hirschfeld; art director is
Dick Sylbert. Director of the
“Charter Boat” series is Allan
Neuman, with Wil Jason directing
“Mandrake.”
This is no fly-by-night venture,
with Mann committed to initial
26-week series on both the “Mandrake” and Wylie pix, bDth of
which lend themselves to the Bermuda background. Distribution of
“Mandrake” -has already been arranged with ABC Film Syndication via the John Gibbs agency.
(Latter is being used as a clearing house for booking actors, directors, writers).
Though no distribution setup has yet been arranged for the Wylie pix, production is going ahead.
(There is
already .more than 30,000 feet of
preliminary footage prior to official start of lensing on both series
this week.
Chosen as leads in the “Mandrake” series are Coe Norton in
the title role; Woody Strode as
Lothar, Lisa Howard as Narda,
On the Wylie series Don Gilson
plays Crunch with Lin McCarthy
as Des.
Company even has acquired its own motor launch (the
Poseidon) which, in fact, is the
“central figure” in the “Charter
Boat” series.
Atlantic vidpix operation has be
come>so “integrated” into the Ber-
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to tele
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Memphis Dick Whitmore has
been named commercial chief of
Memphis daytime indie
which recently geared full program
operation to the Negro audience
and w talent-wise.
Whitmore was
formerly associated with
here for nearly four years.

WCBR,

has

and

to theatres.

is being produced in Rome
by Arrigo Colombo, Pilot's been
shot and is in the U. S, (it’s a treat-

.

Series

of “Barber of Seville”), while
script material has been readied on
Series Js narthe remaining 12.

ment

English by the “puppet

rated in
master.

TV’S Own Supply
Continued from page
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syndicate
a
from
headed by Matthew J. Fox. Thus,

$14,000,000

in that relatively short' period, ac-

cording to the exec sources, the
market- price dropped $4,000,000.

Reason

lies

in

tv’s

,

greatly

strengthened programming posiThere’s aq abundance of
tion.
product specially filmed for the
half-hour
particularly
shows, at present in comparison
with the just-growing-up status of
the telefilm field for a few years
back.
Further, networks and key stations are set with program skeds
far in advance and * working in
feature pix has become increasingly difficult except in the near-

medium,

midnight time slots.
That tv is ao longer the Klon-

as being
recently to

Was represented

dike

it

was

rammed home

both Samuel Goldwyn and David
O. Selznick. Goldwyn Office
N. Y._ had sounded out video sources
concernittg sale of a group of ms
vintage pix (which hq had gifted to
his wife, Mrs.: Frances Goldwyn

m
i.

The ^available money was

full detail/, wife, write, call

625 Madison Ave., NYC — PLaza 9-5350

DALLAS,

S.o.

Is

scenery, even at this early
stage, that the Princess Hotel is
“on location” with the hotel doek
to become familiar footage.

Texas: W. B. ButZ, 211
PORTLAND, Ore.: Meniman Holtz
Pearl Expressway Sterling 2308
611 No, Tillamook St,
CINCINNATI,
MIAMI, Fla.: W. D. BesseUeu
RICHMOND, Va.i Martin L. Hogan
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NASHVILLE, Tenn.: Robert B. Davis
CHICAGO, III.: Ben Barry
TORONTO, Canada!’ Lloyd Burns
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Hollywood, Cal.: Jack Covfel, 961 No. La Cienega Blvd.—Crcstvlew 6-6139
101

camera director

muda

FI
For audition print and

studios;

and packager who up

on presentation of
Italian-language features on key
stations in the east.’ Landi plans
to peddle the series simultaneously
concentrated

include

production manager Richard van Hessen,
until now production asst, to David
O. Selznick abroad and for 20
years chief sound technician at

RKO

pets performing excerpts from operas is being offered to key agencies by Erberto Landi, agencyite

so sur-

was
prisingly small that a decision
made tb reissde the product to
*
...
theatres instead.
,
ms
Ditto Selznick; who had
t\
sights on much taller coin than
yield. Consequently,
re-run
nick’s films, too, are being
in theatres.
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at Inspector Queen
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Here's a

new TV show

as money

m

Ames

Florenz

m the bank

.

^

5 S*s£S

that's as reassuring
.

.

a first-run series

that's.

backed by a 25-year habit of success.]
(2>

\

A success in every moss medium
consistently spelled “box-office.”

On TV

Queen” demonstrated an amazing
any competition. Now,

In print ... on the screen ... on the air—.“Ellery Queen'' has.
live

—on a handful of DuMont-cleared stations—“Ellery

ability to

dominate

TV

specially filmed for

,

its

period, without

starring the

any “inheritance”.

man who

.

.

against,

created the radio role,

9

“Ellery Queen”

is

marked for new

highs, j

A tremendous ready-made audience
best-seller

new

.

.

,

the movie goers

series a ready

.

.

.

And

topjproduction

—

A show that can't miss

all

down

To

.
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“Twelve O’Clock High” and many others)

new viewers for

will swell

ther

this series.;

the proved commercial impact of mystery shows, “The Adventures of)

full story,

name

.

.

.

the prestige of fine dramatic programming.

and for franchises

in areas

tf’lek'i.sion ^f)ro<j;f'u

where you need a show that can’t miss:

ms

of \Minencu,in(\

•

. :

,
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wire for the

.

the line—will win and hold

Ellery Queen” adds the power of a great
Call, write or

30, 000, 000-copy"

—these are the people who give this

made, multi-million audience. Marlowe fans who have enjoyed his work on

stage and screen (“Voice of the Turtle”
figure.

The readers who made “Ellery Queen” a

the former listeners and viewers

X
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HERM SCHOENFELD.
"High & ing with one

Dimitri Tiomkin Orch:
for Murder"
The Mighty”-"Dial
(Coral). The theme from the pic,
"High and the Mighty," could be
biggest film number hit since "The

M

Song From Moulin Rouge."

It’s

a

beautiful melody and the whistling
chorus adds considerable impact.
Leroy Holmes' version for
and Victor Young's slice for Dfefcca
are likewise excellent and should
nab a big share of the spins. The
theme from the filpi, "Dial M," is

MGM

an okay slow-tempoed balled.
Jane Russell: "One Arabian

Night”-"Pamper Me" (Coral). Film
actress Jane Russell has good pipes
for special material numbers and
she gets a cute one in "Arabian
Night," a hokey exotic-type song
"Malasierra”-"La- with snake-charming flutes in the

fair.

Nilla

San Francisco, July 20.
j,azz may be 'the
one division of pop records which
is growing fastest, is potentially
the dealer’s most promising new
adjunct, and suffers the most from

Long playing

of her best sides in
some time. She gives it a.\warm,
sensitive reading and thq side
stands up under repeated spins.
This could be one of those numbers that are "too good," but jocks
should give it a ride. "How Long”
is

Pizzi:

mento Borincano" (MGM). Two in- background. “Pamper Me" is a
teresting sides from the soundtrack conventionally tailored Latin-flaof the Italian film import, "Hell vored rhythm number.
Four Bells: "Hey Nita!” (NejvRaiders of the Deep." "Malasierra”
is a haunting ballad in a Latin Disc); "Hey Nita" is a rhythm tune

LAWRENCE WELK

•nd Hit
format. Italo songstress Nilla Pizzi that’s not too original, but it's a
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
renders it effectively, but English catching entry that gets a firm
151st Consecutive Week, Aragon
lyrics would probably help it for treatment by the Four Bells, a
Ballroom, Santa Mdnica, Calif.
the U S. pop market. Likewise for smooth vocal combo. On the flip of
Exclusively on Coral Records
the flip side, another fine piece this new label (a Bell Records subDOLL DANCE
sidy songstress Anne Lloyd regisof material.
and
Four Aces: "Dream"-‘Tt Shall ters okay on "When I Needed You.
NIMBLE FINGERS
Come to Pass" (Decca). Four Aces Most," a nice ballad with a strong
come up with another neat platter beat.
Eydie Gorme: "Chain Reactlon”in this coupling. "Dream" is a
pretty ballad with the right kind "Sure" (Coral). Eydie Gorme can
of. rhythmic handle for this combo. get a lot of spirit into a song so
Longhair Disk Reviews
Reverse is also well-suited for this the driving pace of "Chain Reacgroup, but the impact of this tune tion" would appear to be right up
will probably suffer from the pleth- her alley. It doesn’t quite come
Tchaikovsky: Concerto No. 1
ora of religioso-type songs recently. off, however. Thrush’s piping spirit
Mindy Carson: "You Could’a and song’s drive blend ipto a fran- (Angel; $4.95). Very agreeable perKnocked Me Over"-"Only a Brides- tic slice full of sound and fury. formance of the w. k. work, vigorous, fresh and yet poetic. Young
pianist Geza Anda displays sure
'

s

(Coral)

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY
Dial

.

(Columbia). "Knocked Me
is
brightly rendered by
Mindy Carson, one of the better
songstresses oq wax who is still
looking for her first smash. This
tune is okay material for Miss Carson, but is not likely to bowl ’em
over. "Bridesmaid" tells a familiar
story in uninspired style.
Larry Albert: “From the Sea
Came the Fish"-"The Apartment
Song" (Mercury). These sides are
the kickoff comedy efforts written by Jerry Laeberman for Merc
and it’s not an auspicious start.
Both are done in Yiddish dialect
with several distasteful references
that aren’t compensated for by the
laughs, of which there are a paucity.
Larry Albert handles the
vocals in the usual style for this

expert style.
Alec
Templeton:

Bethoven: Sonatas No. 21 in C
23 in F Minor (Capitol; $5.70).
Accomplished pianist Sascha Go-

"Big

Ben

(Atlantic). Heretofore relegated to the rhythm &
blues field, the indie emerges with
a nifty slice for the pop field with
Alec Templeton’s coupling of "Big

Ben Bounce” and

“Ida." Templekeyboard style is exciting and
"Big Ben Bounce" gives a good
chance to show off his fingerwork.
It’ll get plenty of spins. Temple-

ton’s

ton’s interpretation of "Ida," the
flipover, is bright and inventive.

j

!

t

Boston Pops was assigned to slice
Arthur Fiedler’s group gives it
a rousing ride. Flip is in a quieter

it.

a pretty waltz lushty inter-

preted.

Margaret Whiting: “An Affair of
the Heart”-“How Long Has It
Been’’’ (Capitol). "Affair," a, class
song with a fine melody and liter-

ate lyric, supplies Margaret Whit-

Rob Brookmeycr (Storyville)
Tenor man Al Cohn is also heard
on five sides which feature the

Chet Baker Sings (Pacific
guitarist Jimmy Raney.
is hot on the jazz circuit
Jazz In Sweden (Prestige). Jimand that will sell this LP even
though as a vocRlist he leaves a my Raney, a solid modern guitarist,
a bunch of Swedish cats plus
and
There’s good
lot to be desired.
Baker trumpet, too, and the ac- some Americanskas recorded in
early this year.
Bassist
Sweden
companiment is fine. Quality is
Red Mitchell ahd pianist Sonny
hi-fi.
heard
well
as
as
some
Eight Clark are
Charlie Parker (Clef).
of *Sweden’s top rank jazzmen.
sides by Parker with Max Roach,
modernists.
Recording
Good for
A1 Haig and Perfey Heath, all stellar
not hi-fi.
Parker .has a'hig fol- okay but
jazz men.
Bud Shank Quintet (Nocturne).
and these are
This kid

’

lowing in hip circles

right

up

Recording

their alley.

is

Shorty Rogers compositions played

by a group of L. A. cats including
"Jumping Rogers and Shank. Flute and

(Clef).

fluglehorn are heard plus rhythm.
title and all sides
is hi-fi and the flute, a
jump. Four are by a big unit; four Recording
(Continued on page 36)
by a small one. All have top flight

&

Bounce"-"Ida”

frank adaptation of the Gillette
razor jingle even to the title. That’s
surprising as is the fact that the

mood,

For Murder

offer Oscar Peterson and Barney
Kessel to boot. Recording is fine.

releases are lots of excellent
bum title is "Chamber Music"
right now. Indeed it's almost a case
which it may be but Mozart wasn’t
of there being an embarrassment
like this. It’s solid fare for modern
recent
Consider these
of riches.
jazz- fans; confining some great
items;
Getz and some exciting solos by
Jazz).

She stands better spinning chances rodnitzki lends forceful character
on the more sedate "Sure" on the and drive to the “Waldstein" (No.
backside. It’s a neatly constructed 21) and "Appassionata" (No. 23),
driving,
a
is
latter
ballad and she works it over in although

maid"
Over"

genre of disk.
Boston Pops Orchestra: "Look
-£harp - Be Sharp" - “Candlelight
Waltz" Victor). “Look Sharp" is

M

port.

Flip solos Vnd the small band sides

the least critical surveying. It is valve trombonist currently the
probably literally true that with rage in cool circles. Recording
is
regard to LP jazz, dealers don’t good but not hi-fi and the perknow what will sell and whet won't formances are excellent. Should be
They feel far less confidence a strong modem jazz item.
sell.
in their judgment and information
Teddy Charles (Prestige). Bob
on the jazz LP’s than with respect Brookmeyer
is
featured
with
to the run-of-mine stuff. It is parHe doubles from valve
Charles.
ticularly dear that the "young
trombone to piano. Recording is
jazz
the
abbut
crowd” are as avid
but not hi-fi and the perLP stuff as horsepark devotees are good
formances are excellent modern
avid about the daily scratches.
jazz, Another strong one.
Hidden away under the crush of
Stan Getz Quintet (Roost). Alstuff

technique and a romantic style. in hi-fi.
a clean, unsentimentalized version,
Flip Phillips
and the Philharmonic Orch under Moods" is the
Alceo Qalliera lends sturdy sup-

Best Bets
DIMITRI TIOMKIN .......

Dealers Don’t Know, Hurts Them 1
RALPH J. GlEA$ON»4»o» MMMf|

Songs With Largest Radio Audience

sometimes too pounding, version.
Strength sometimes overshadows

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience’ Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,

poetry.

Alec Templeton Improvises
Appealing
$2.99).
(Remington;
has pianist Alec Templeton
improvising on waltzes and operettas by Strauss and music-works
Templeton’s arOffenbach.
of
rangements are his own, but there’s
no horsing around, tunes being
played attractively, tastefully for
a very pleasant, relaxing album.
Schubert: Quintet in A (Epic;
Felicitous performance of
$5.95).
the w.k. "Trout Quintet" by the
Amsterdam Piano Quintet, who
play with clarity and precision,
as well as beauty. There’s especially fine keyboard work and string
fourth
lovely
support in the

Director, alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of July 9-15, 1954

disk

Jack LaDelle: "Wheri My Baby
Smiles at Me"-"Forever" (Columbia). Fact that Jack LaDelle is a
one-man band and a one-man vocal
group isn’t as impressive on wax
as it is in person. Not' with triple
tracks and other disking gimmicks,
movement.
anyway. Workover of oldie, “When ("Trout")
No. 35 Sc 40
Mozart: Symphonies
My Baby Smiles at Me," and newie,
v
popGood,
$3.10).
"Forever,” has a nice old-fash- (Bluebird;
ioned quality, that should appeal priced versions by the London
Harry
under
Players,
to the juke clientele as well as the Mozart
jocks. Incidentally, he gets a triple Blech, of two standards, the G
Minor (No. 40), a perfect gem of
billing on each side.
symphony, and the
classical
a
darker-hued but no less attractive
Betty Madigan,
songstress, “Haffner" (No. 35).
Brahms: Sonata in F Minor,
booked into the Stage Coach Inn,
Hackensack, N.J., for six days Op. 5 (Westminster; $4.95). Im(Continued on page 41)
starting July 27.

Don’t Worry ’Bout Me
Friends And Neighbors .....'

•

Hit And Run Affair
I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With
.

I

.

Me

.

.

.Mills

Could Have Told You
Understand Just How You Feel

Jubilee

..Duchess
Peer
Shapiro-B

.Harms
...Lowell

Joey

Knock On Wood— t"Knock On Wood”
Little Shoemaker

.Famous
Bourne

Little Things Mean A Lot
Make Her Mine
Man That Gfot Away

.BVC

Man

Feist

Harwm
Vesta
Melrose

Upstairs

Oh, Baby Mine

MGM

.

Fox
Frank
Frank
.Witmark
Duchess

.

You Love Me (Really Love Me)
I’m A Fool To Care
In The Chapel In The Moonlight
Isle Of Capri

.

•

,

If

,

(I

-

Get So Lonely)

Some Day
Steam Heat— *"Pajama Game”
Sway
There Never Was A Night So Beautiful

.Famous
Frank
Peer

‘.

.

Harms

•

—

Hernando’s Hideaway *“Pajama Game"
Hey There—*“Pajama Game"
High And The Mighty— t"High And The Mighty"

I

Mills

•

•

•

Happy Wanderer

•

Jungmckel

Green Years

*

...

.

.

•

•

.

t

•

Broadcast

Three Coins In Fountain-t “Three Coins In Fountain”. Robbins

t^fHETY 10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machines
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10

.

MMM

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT (12)
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN (9)

Kitty Kallen

HERNANDO’S HIDEAWAY
HAPPY WANDERER (10)
SH-BOOM (1)

Archie Bleyer

London
Mercury
Mercury
Mercury

Frank Weir

Crew Cuts
Gaylords
Crew Cuts
Les Paul-Mary Ford

.

(3)

I’M A FOOL TO CARE (1)
IF YOU LOVE ME (REALLY

LOVE ME) (ID
THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT (1)

+ + f-f

Decca
Decca
Cadence

Four Aces

(7)

LITTLE SHOEMAKER (3)
CRAZY ’BOUT YOU, BABY

IN

Who’s Afraid
Young At Heart
I t

Capitol

Kay

Capitol

Starr
Kitty Kallen

Decca

Second Group
LITTLE SHOEMAKER

.

Frankie Laine

.

June Valli
Perry

.

HIT

AND RUN AFFAIR

•

SH-BOOM
MY FRIEND
HAPPY DAYS AND LONELY NIGHTS

,

,

MAN UPSTAIRS
(Figures in parentheses indicate

of

Top 30 Songs on TV
(

More In Case

of Ties)

Cat Dancin’
Cross Over The Bridge
Don’t Worry ’Bout Me
Farewell For Just A While
Gilly, Gilly Ossenfeffer Katzenellep Bogen
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight
Green Years ..

..Moonlight

Hey There
Hit And Run Affair
Hold ’Em Joe
I Don’t Hurt Anymore

..Frank
.Duchess
Folkways

.

Laurel,
Mills

Goldsen
.Beaver
Arc

Harms

..H

.

.

.

....

Como

.

.

.Victor

.Jubilee

.

,

,

Columbia
.

.

.

Victor
Victor

.

Patti Page

Some Day

Eddie Fisher
Perry Como
Chords
Eddie Fisher
Fontane Sisters

Victor
.Victor

Cat

Pincus
Feist

Chappell

Marks
Harwin

.

Paxton

Friend
River Of No Return
Slowly

Simon House
Cedarwood
Famous
Frank

Steam Heat
Three Coins In The Fountain ................... Robbins
Witmark
Wanted
;
Mills
Wedding Bells (Are Breaking Up That Old Gang)
Pincus
When I Needed You Most
Leeds
With All My Heart And Soul (Anema E Core)
.Sunbeam
Young At Heart
>

Victor

Dot

Starr

weeks song has been in the Top

Duchess
Peer

;

Love Him So Much I Could Scream
Man That Got Away

My

Mercury

Jubilee

.

Lost In Loveliness

Capitol
101

&R

Chappell

Love Paris .......
I Understand Just How You Feel
If You Love Me (Really Love Me) ........
I’m A Fool To Care
Jones Boy
Little Things Mean A Lot

Hugo Winterhalter ...... Victbr
Joni James
M-G-M

Kay
number

.

.... Coral

Four Tunes ......

SOME DAY
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL
WANTED
MAGIC TANGO
IN A GARDEN OF ROSES
STEAM
HEAT
J
GREEN YEARS

Sunbeam

-1

I

Hugo Winterhalter
McGuire Sisters ...

GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL

.

Witmark
Advanced

Wanted

t

Filmusical.

* Legit musical.

.

1

*

The Payola That Pauperizes

NAMM Conv. Biz Slides fids Yean

The music biz payola has reached ridiculous and dangerous
about time it was curbed.

proportions." It's

one thing for a potent marquee star to want a "piece” of
a play, but the manner in which many a fringe scavenger "cuts up” and cuts-in on a disk is way off base. Fundamentally It's dishonest, although it has been ah occupational larceny which the music men themselves inspired from the cradle
days of Tin Pan Alley, In the heyday of vaudeville a headliner
got a perrcopy royalty, if not a pro rata participating share in
the basic copyright. In the heyday of the bands; the orchestra
leaders were prolific cut-ins. Before that, the many touring burlesque shows had ne\j, pieces of scenery contributed gratis to the
producer as inducement for keeping a song "in” on the sundry
It is

IGNORE DEALS

a picture or

burlesque "wheels,”

Now comes the record vogue, and with it the disk 'jockey, the
vocalists and instrumentalists, and even the diskery insiders who
are more than strongly suspect pf having “deals,” favored "pipelines” to this df that publisher or artist, and other fancy con-

siderations

which may be "entertainment,” "presents” and the
'

like.
/It

-

reaches

Its

nadir

when

artists get favored consideration or

self-authored and/or self -published tunes. And * the extreme
payola is that chirper who will only wax stuff in which she has
a proprietary right in the basic copyright.

An artist is worthy of his and her hire. 'But beacoup! This
has been a time-honored principle in the best show biz tradition,
and in which Variety has. long been acknowledged a "prime
champion in behalf of the artist.
economic and professional suicide to hamstring the
professional potential, and from the viewpoint of
the diskery it is decidely a costly handicap. All of the majors
But

it is

singer’s

own

dd business into the millions, and no million-dollar business
should countenance, such sharpshooter practices.

The record business has come a long way in recent years. The
post-World War II period has transcended in economic gross
and net profit anything that has fever preceded It in the phonograph recording industry. Revolutionary sound reproduction
techniques have pyramided one on the other, from the new
speeds to full-range and high-fidelity recording improvements
and refinements.
v

A

freak network of disk jockey showcasing^ have (1) put some
impresario importance; and (2)
projected certain personalities into household words.
of the platter-chatterers into

From nowhere have come- singers who, overnight, achieved
fame and with it fortune because, as they became household
words, their
ville

and the

marquee values
like

for films, radio-tv, niteries, vaude-

improved.

in the music biz is
only widespread, it’s wide
open. That’s particularly true in
the artists & repertoire phase of
the disk operation, where the angles are being sharpened * these
days virtually in full public view.
What’s more, the diskery execs
don’t seem to care what deals their
subordinates are making, because
it’s now regarded as an accepted
part of the music biz pattern.
Payola, in fact, is no longer thp
right word .to describe the situation, since it’s not simply a matter of a straight cash payment
which gets a favor done for a publisher.
They’re still taking hot
stoves, of course, but some of the
a&r boys have developed cut-in refinements that are almost legitimate.
A favorite technique these days
is for an a&r man either to have
his own publishing firm or 'have
some “working relationship’’ with
an, already established firm. With
this type of alliance, it’s not surprising when release lists show
favoritism to one or another pubIn a recent case involving
lisher.
a rhythm & blues a&r man, three
out of four releases were- tunes
from his own firm. That was putting money directly into his own
pockets in a direct, flagrant man-

not

:

Moondog

Anni Waltz’ In

Claim on Play

NAMM

Of Same Name

Morris

now a standard ballad.
In a similar case recently involving the legit musical, “By the
Beautiful Sea,” Shapiro-Bemstein,
publishers of a 1914 song by that
title, get a $100 weekly fee for the
use of the title from Arthur
Schwartz and- Dorothy Fields, coClaim
writers of the legit score.
in the “Anniversary Waltz” case is
It’s

Marek Sees Big Potential
RCA

The

Victor pitch for busi-

ness will see a convergence by all
department heads on its distrib-

ASCAP Renews

On

t

ELLIOTT

AS RCA

aries,

VEEP

has been promoted to veepee

RCA’s Consumer Products diRCA prez Frank M. Folsom announced the Seidel appointment last week, to fill the vacancy
created by the resignation of Joof

vision.

.

seph. B. Elliott.
Elliott, exec vice-prexy of RCA,
left the company to rejoin Schick
left
Inc., as president.
10 years ago to become v.p, of

He

RCA

and made up of new and Schick and he has been a direcold Crosby platters.
tor of that company since 1950.
with the Italian and French
Seidel joined RCA in 1949 after
societies to cover
BMI music overserving as vice-prexy and compfore lgn music published
Sengetressa Chris Martin inked
of W. T. Grant Co,
tfoller
*>y BMI
deaL
affiliates here.
to a Derby Records
platters

last

NAMM

—

.

Music Merchants wound up

.

-

foreign collection societies,
Broadcast Music Inc. has similar

Chicago, July 20.
The 53d annua! trade show and
convention of the National Assn,
of

#

—

ing in Newark for the eastern division Friday (23), and then hitting
Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles
and New Orleans.
Decca Is planning to kick* off its
anni promotion with several major
for ASCAP
pubs and writers in
among which will be the
albums,
their areas.
wax biography of Bing Crosby.
In recent years, ASCAP has been
Latter will be a $27.50 package
making non-exclusive deals with
consisting of five 12-inch longplay

I

Moondog, the blind Broadway Thursday
(15), a slight disappointcharacter who beats out rhythms
ment over previous years in terms
in doorways, is challenging Cleveof both dealer attendance and exland disk jockey Allen Freed on
hibit space purchases.
his use of “Moondog” as a nickCertain elements in the indusname. Freed is a’Tfhythm & blues
jockey who has been promoting try decried the continued avpidof the conclave by major
ance
sellout "Moondog” concerts through
diskeries, many of which have
the east.
the four-day
cold-shouldering
been
Attorney Abner Greenberg is
alsessions for several years,
repping Broadway’s
MerCapitol,
Victor,
though
RCA
claim
to
Hardin)
solo
(Louis
in his
for
out
cury and London turned
the moniPker.
this meet along with several smaller diskeries. From, the disk standpoint, the biggest event of the conclave was RCA’s announcement of
its “Listener’s Digest” series.
On the other hand, instrument
manufacturers seemed generally
satisfied with turnout and results.
Instrument sales this year was preprexy Rusdicted by past
sell B. Wells to come close to last
year’s record take of $325,000,000.
Wells said it would probably not
be more than 3% off of last year’s
The value of a song title as a figure. Optimistic makers of muproperty right is again being spot- sical instruments foresee another
lighted in the current hassle be- record year if fall returns hold the
tween the writers of the tune, pace of last season.
“Anniversary Waltz,” and the proWells predicted a sharp upbeat
ducers of the current Broadway in tv and hi-fi Sales this fall, especcomedy by the same name. Widow ially since most of the fly-byner.
of the late A1 Dubin, Mrs. Helen night discount dealers have been
A couple of a&r men are now Dubin,
and Dave Franklin, writers thinned out of the picture.
also songwriters. Either directly of the tune, are filing a claim
New Officers
(Continued on page 41)
against Joseph M. Hyman and
Newly elected .officers’ at the
Bernie Hart, the producers of the
show, for “unfair competition” in convention were topped by former
vice-president Earl CampVictor Execs Hit Road
using the song title without paying for it. Mayfair Music, an E. H. bell, who succeeds Wells as presi’
becomes chairman of
Wells
dent.
Promotion;
subsid, publishes the tune.

utors in a move to achieve greater
market saturation. “For one thing,”
says George R. Marek, manager of
the company's general artists &
Onv the Shakespearean premise of the-play’s-the-thing, cer- repertoire, “with 13,000,000 new
players now on the market, maybe
tainly the basic songwriters and publishers splitting, the statit’s not such a big trick to. hit a
utory 2c royalty between them—will never achieve Fort Knox
1,000,000-copy platter, whfch is
proportions from a 1,000,000-platter hit. The diskery does bet-,
less than 10% of the market.
ter, as its net profit from an 89c disk permits for a greater marMaybe we can and should do twice
gin of profit. But certainly the artist, cashing in ox* the creative
that, considering the large potenvalues of the "right” song and the record, company’s merchantial.” The exec task force will condising resources, reaps the most vivid direct and indirect rer
centrate on the “Listener’s Digest”
disk-instrument package,
wards. Directly Joe Blow becomes Joe Glamor with just one
RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom’s
click. The direct reflex values on salaries for personals is old
move to take the phonograph and
hat in and out of the trade by now.
record business out of the teleThe obligation, therefore, once that impact has been achieved vision consumer products' division, and putting James M. Toney
by happenstance or otherwise, is for the artist to insure future
values to any and all who contract for his or her artistic services. in charge of merchandising, is
That means the best songs delivered in the best manner. Such regarded within the company as a
.“brilliant, move.” It gives the recquality standard brooks being defeated if there is compromise
ord and phonograph end of it a
on material selection because of some private side-change chistature all its own, and not the
canery. It’s penny-ante stuff that must undermine sounder ecoalso-ran aspect it had when it was
nomic values. The diskeries need not be party to it.
just part of the mammoth tv busiresults have already
And as for the other payolas well, that’s still another story. ness. The themselves
on the afevidenced
Abel
firmative side.
•Flock of Victor execs hitting the
road include Toney, Larry Kanaga,
Howard Letts, Bill Bullock, Bill
Goldberg to Brief
Bob
Kayes,
Allan
Alexander,
Yorke
and others from both the
Decca’s Field Staff
division.
instrument
disk
and
Marek will leave the following
20th Anni Plans week and wilj cover the company’s
the, initial sesIn preparation for the extensive Coast distfibs, with
sion in Los Angeles July 26.
Paris, July 20.
anniversary merchandising
20th
The American Society of. Com- program being projected by Decca
posers, Authors &f Publishers has
Records, sales chief Sid Goldberg SEIDEL VICE
renewed its reciprocal deals with and his assistant, Claude Brennan,
the
French
society, Will hit the road this week to brief
licensing
SUBSID
SACEM (Societe Des Auteurs, the company’s field personnel. The
Robert A. Seidel, vice-prexy of
sales execs will hold five divisional
Compositeurs
de meetings across the country, start- RCA’s Sales & Service subsidiEditeurs
et
Musique), and the Italian society,
SIAF, (Societe Italiana Degli Aued Editor!). Pacts call for
Acn
ASCAP
to collect performance coin
lor the foreign societies in this
country, while they will do likewise

I

Two’s a Crowd

:

These artists are lucky people indeed. They are the recipients
and beneficiaries of a pyramiding combination of resources and
values, of which they perhaps reap the greatest direct share.

Overseas Deals

+

The payoia

board of directors.
Paul E. Murphy of

New

v.p.

is

&

Steinert
Mass.; secretary,
Sons, Boston,
H. T. Bennett, head of Bennett
Music Cot of Santa Barbara, Calif.,
and treasurer, Ben F. Duvall, gen(

Continued on page 41)

'that it’s common practice for both'
legit and pix producers to pay for

the use of song titles.
Philip Wattenberg (&

Watten-

berg) is handling the action for the
songwriters.

Tunesmiths’ Sait Vs.

May Come

to Bat

BMI
Much

Sooner Than Expected

Key To Big Take
“Packaged goods” is the key
phase in record company planning for the upcoming fall-winter
push. That’s where the big dollar

volume

biz

is

getting prime
diskery artists

and

that’s the field
concentration by
repertoire and

&

sales execs.

At the annual sales meets held
Rally of the Songwriters of
America, which is underwriting the by several of the top disk companies
during the past month, disof
33 songsmiths against
suit
Broadcast Music Inc. and others on tributors pressed homeoffice execs
more
album product. Accordfor
antitrust charges, drew over 150
tunesmiths to the Hotel Astor, ing to the distribs, the albums get
in retail outlets and
-display
top
N. Y., last week' for a briefing
session on latest developments. the phonograph equipment interest
nation-wide have
become
that’s
the
John Schulman, attorney for
packaged
sales
of
cleffers, reported that the case may skyrocketed
product.
than
come to trial much earlier
expected because the calendar in
The disk companies are continthe Federal Court is clearing up uing their buildup of their classical
rapidly. It was originally expected lines,' but this season will see an
that the trial would come tq bat extra added push in the pop album
late next year.
field. On most of the major labels,
Both Schulman and John Jacob the pop artists, who’ve heretofore
Loeb, chairman of the songwriters confined their output to single regroup, read excerpts from the leases, are being prepped for sperecord to buttress their contention cial package items.
The diskeries aren’t brushing off
that a monopoly relationship ex-

among BMI, the broadcasters
RCA Victor .and Columbia
Records. At the present' time, the
case is in examihation-before-trial
stage, with the BMI side expected
to wind up its examinations of
songwriters shortly.
The songwriters’ case is being
financed by the writers via voluntary deductions from ASCAP diviIt was reported that coldends.
lections are Up to par and that
there’s enough coin in the war|
chest to sustain the suit for another three years.
ists

and

pop single releases in their
packaged goods stress. They figure
the pop product will take care of
the

itself.

Legit Classics

On Wax

Caedmon

Records, a N. Y, outfit
specializing in poetry platters, is
planning fall release of a fourdisk package under the title of
“Monuments of Early English

Included will be both
full-length versions and excerpts
from a half-dozen early stage

Drama.”

classics.

Bandleader Jan Brunesco, a fixBurgess Meredith Is heading the
ture at the Carnival Room of the
which also includes
Sherry Netherlahd Hotel, N.Y., for cast roster,
John Pavelko,
the past five years, is set for the Frank Silvera and
summer at the Hotel Henry Per- among others. Howard Sackler
directed the series.
kins in Riverhead, L.I.

...
..

.

:

“
Continued from .pace

(Week Ending July
'

^ssss

a profit.

Perhaps

I

Shoemaker
Happy Wanderer.

Wanted

follows:
j

me, ‘That’s not important; we have

“It is not every day that the
ates
Congress of the United States
jn a
votes to bestow a. gold medal on
AniT later when we topped songwriter. But neither is it
job’.
the $8,000,000 figure for Army every day that a songwiter of tthe
he
Emergency Relief, I fully realized stature and character of Irving
vmg
just what he meant.”
wng
comes along. In honoring
•Berlin
m
‘ihkIrving Berlin, Congress was. thinkTime Was Wrong
ongBerlin recounts that he scrapped iing less of his success as a song-

a lot of money in the U.S. Treasury; what’s important is the morale

.

Someone

There

was

.

.Maddox

.

<

man—

than
n of
as much as the. next
American
icari
contribution
his
1
to
morale, military and civilian, in
1
two
world wars. Patriotic songss by
J

.

.

Booker

is

comer

•

and

in jazz circles

—————————

(Norgran). Eight sides
ballads, recorded in
has been absent from
scene for some time.
strong bid for popu-

mostly slow
France. Byas
the U. S. A.
He makes a

this could sell.

.

for

_

Don Byas

.

.

on

and

first time.
Recording comeg
through fine, the performance is
excellent and this example of Gallic
J azz is fit to rank with anything, we
do .here. Progressive piano cats
love It,

through six tunes accompanied by
It’s mood
pianist Beryl Booker.
music jazz with some attraction
for modernists. Recording is good
*
but not hi-fi.
Beryl Booker Trio (Discovery),
Good piano by the gal pianist and
good tenor by Don Byas. Recorded
in France, quality is almost hi-fi.

.

J

Han Is Hip (Discovery). German eri °d azz Recording is
excellent
i
itta Hipp, P
pianist, a gal named Jutta
"
u£nand three other European1 poll Mie
ners in eight modern jazz offerings.
8 s‘
Ballet* Orch to Vox
George Wallingtoh, jazz pianist They’re very good and °f
Ii? *
indicate
The New York City Ballet Oran<* com P oser has joined Norman the rising level of European
pean jazz.
Granz’s stable of jazz artists. He’ll Modern fans will dig. Recording chestra and its maestro Leon Barzln were added to Vox Records’
cu t tor the Norgran label with a good.
-

Walling ton Joins Granz

<

.

Anthem. Mr. Berlin, who began his
then' to publish such a song.
I
‘‘But when I got back from Lon- career without wealth or favor., a
'orlf
don in 193.8, where ‘Alexander’s lad on the East Side of New York,
l
the
opop
first
hand
of
has
learned
opened,
Ragtime Band’ had just
and it was just after Munich,^ I portunities and rewards that help trio.
ey ChrisDizzy GUlespie-Ciiarley
In
felt a very strong urge to write make up the American dream.
Tunes in his first album include tian (Esoteric). Early bop from
ntry
‘Thanks America!,’ but I tore it up return, he has placed the country
Uptown
Monroe’s
;
and
is
Minton’s
Mills
latest
itest
originals
which
Music
wearjts
six
and
can
debt,
in.
his
it was like a >bad editorial set to
Recorded on portable
House.
publishing.
music. I then recalled ‘God Bless symbol of honor With pride."
i

j

Bernard Pelffer (Norgran). The

0

.

i

want 3 this. Album
give an interesting view
of
of bebop.

-th* birth

number one French pianist
Joe Marsala.
Round Midnight (Story vllle). Vo- eight sides recorded in Europe
there but heard here
Released
calist Teddi King sings broodingly

.

i

cal bent will

.

clarinetist

Else’s Roses. .Fields

.

writer—though a Congressman untune
doubtedly appreciates a good tune

some

52d street
with
Collector’s items, exrefugees.
cellent album notes and s6me sui>
prisingly good solos, by Wingy and

.

,

of
f
Irving Berlin have become part 0
1
the
nation’s musical heritage, and
one of them, ‘God Bless America,’
onai
reason iis almost an Assistant National

no

.

thirties

Cross Over Bridge New World
...Mellin
changing Partners
Keith Prowse
Never Land
.-..Toff.
Don’t Laugh At Me..
Such a Night ...... . Sterling
Kassner
The Book .....
Make Love to Me ...... Morris
Coins in Fountain ...... Feist
... Macmelodies
Bimbo
Dream, Dream, Dream,: Feist
D’dw’d Stage Harms-Connelly
.Macmelodies
Story of Tina.

]

America!

.

Second 12

,

—

.

.

oh, Baby Mine

(

,

Bless America” when he first
”
wrote it for “Yip Yip Yaphank
the World War I soldier show, besolfor
wrong
cause “I. felt it was
diers from Camp Upton to be
walking out of the Century Theatre, with doughboy packs on their
backs, marching off to war in
loved
they
France of course

,

,

,

“God

Continued from page 34

new Jazz kicky sounds fine. Rig equipment, the sound is definiteiv
low-fi but the interest is great
item' for modern jazz buffs.
Wingy Manone (“X"). A batch of Christian is ^dead and this is early
Gillespie*. Modern fans of historithe,
Manone
in
midsides made by

Boiirhe

My

•

told

13.

Idle Gossip ........... Bron
Heart . F.D.&H.
Heart of
Victoria
Young at Heart

]

officer

What Dealers Don’t Know

10)

.. .Bosworth
Harms-Connelly
Harms-Connelly
Friends, Neighbors ... .Reine

Secret Love.

•

:

The Cabinet

1

London, July

Little

i

i

profit.

.

.

......Robbins
Cara Mia
Things Mean a Lot... Robbins

.

can than the one that now gives Mr.
flags
wear.it
ir it
best illustrate what I mean when Berlin his medal. May he
Underfor many years to come."
then
the
told
proudly
i
on
Tribune
The N. Y. Herald
secretary of War-Robert P, Patter“A
»A
editorialized,
(19)
son in 1943 that This Is the Army’ Monday
t
had just turned its first $1,000,000 Medal For Mr. Berlin/.' in part1 as

mak6

‘

1

.
•

.

Best British Sheet Sellers

on 'America’

Berlin

.

.

i

<

.

'

longhair roster this week.
run for three years.

i

—

Orch’s

5

America’ and I rewrote
line rewrote because
went:

God

I

it.

in

Pact

will

]

marked

initial

for the

release

*

is

ear-

fall.

under1918 it

6

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

bless America, land that
I lore.

Stand beside her, and guide
her
To the right 'with a light from
m

ft

Make

I'A'RIETY

and foam

God

bless America,

It

a

sellers

“It

and

a
B

o

W

1 s
pm

National

the

mountains,

to

Artist, Label, Title

(Decca)
a Lot" ...

Mean

“Little Things

ARCHIE BLEYER

3

(Cadence)

4

1

3

4

.

1

1

. .

2

5

6

(London)

You

6
5

"I Understand

How You

Feel"

"Chapel in the Moonlight"... -7

duced it. Berlin recalls that “Ellin, Nick Kenny and I heard that

10

11

'"Crazy

over the radio in my
office and when she finished, even
through the gimmick they used to
get a ‘big hand’ at the end of a
show in those days, there was that

11A 19

"Goodnight, Sweetheart"

JUNE VALLI

(Victor)

11B 14

"I Understand

How You

Feel"

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

(Col.)

she

KITTY KALLEN

CREW CUTS

intro-

first rendition

additional something that made me
feel that this song was not just another song.”

The N. Y. Times on Sunday (18)
editorialized
on
“Mr.
Berlin’s
Medal,” in part, as follows:
“In 1917 a well-known songwriter
found himself in the Army as a
private soldier. This gave a gifted
newspaper
headline
a
writer
chance to slug his story ‘U. S.
Takes Berlin.’ Subsequently Irving
Berlin, the hero of this episode,'
rose to be a sergeant and in two
wars proved himself one of the
most useful soldiers and ex-$oldiers

the entertainment world has ever
produced. Last Friday, President
Eisenhower signed a bill giving
him a gold medal ‘in recognition

13
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(Mercury)
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SIS. (Coral)
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(Cat)

"Sh-Boom"

14B

"Three Coins in the Fountain"

9

5

FRANK SINATRA
9

v

2

1 3
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..

14A 16

5

(Capitol)

8

.

PAUL-FORD

16A

(Capitol)
"I’m a Fool to Care”.

..

LES BAXTER

9

PERRY COMO

8

18B

..

LE ROY HOLMES (M-G-M)
"High and the Mighty"

18C
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"Isle

DEAN MARTIN
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(Capitol)

at Heart"

8
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9
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(Columbia)

"Some Day"

»

.

VAUGHN MONROE
..

..

.10
Shoemaker"

FRANKIE LAINE
25

1

7

(Capitol)

FRANK SINATRA
"Young

10

(Mercury)

HUGO WINTERHALTER
13

..

-

"Sway”

23

.

7

of Capri"..

^Little

•

.......

JACKIE LEE

.

•

(Victor)

"Wanted"

"

•

(Capitol)

18A 10

22

•

"High and the Mighty".

16B

1

of his services in composing many
popular: songs, ^including
‘God
Bless America/
"Irving Berlin has not only
given the public music that it
loved, he has also given his time
and talents in two wars. All the
-royalties of ‘God Bless America,’
and they have been considerable,
went to a trust fund for the Girl
and Boy Scouts of America. Every
penny of the proceeds of ‘This Is
the Army/ produced In 1942, went
to the Army Emergency Relief.
For these and other reasons, there
couldn’t be a more popular law

8

"Hey There"

16

T-

£
t

B

(Decca)

Bout You, Baby".

McGUIRE

o

2

2

9

4~

6

12

1938,

3
. .

Me"

(Jubilee)

9

Day,

2

1o

(Capitol)

Really Love

FOUR TUNES8

Armistice

<
Cz

-

.

8

wanted a song
for Kate Smith to be sung on

0*

1
2
S

I

ra
tt

3

(Mercury)

KAY STARR
"If

..

•

Shoemaker"

"Little

4)

(Decca)

"Happy Wanderer”

GAYLORDS

sweet home.

Collins

eu

2

2

4

FRANK WEIR
5

when Ted

2

"Hernando’s Hideaway”
(Mercury)

"Three Coins in the Fountain"

the

pm

~

"Sh-Boom”

FOUR ACES

«

•a

,o

$
£

OT

o

£
S

i

ft*

2
2

CREW CUTS

To the oceans, white with foam
God bless America, my home
Berlin cut out “make her victorious on land and foam,” because
“ America was praying for peace,
despite the Hitlerian march, and

m

•

KITTY K ALLEN

Stand beside her and guide
her
Through the night, with a
light from above.
prairies.

.

•O

Rating
This Last
wt* wk.

better song, to wit

From

1

W
C
o
e

*2

O.
o.

V
•3

£
*

co

»

S
W)

as in

right and left, and it all had 'a .different political significance. Also,we were not thinking of war, so
Victorious’ was extraneous, and in

Si
CO

week.

last

‘right’

.

.

tained from leading stores in
22 cities arid showing comparative sales rating for this

Right

is obvious that the word
had t6 be changed. Where1918 we had John Golden
and Winchell Smith’s ‘Turn to the
Right,’ a big Broadway legit hit
of the day, 'right* then meant the
In 1938 there was a
right road.

w
O

Survey of retail disk best
based on reports ob-

my home

sweet home.

Making

o

„m

above.
her victorious on land

'

I

10

...

..

..

7

(Victor)

"They Were Doing the Mambo"

8

.

8

.
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SIX TOP

ALBUMS

STUDENT PRINCE

PAJAMA 6AMI

OLENN MILLER

Mario Ionia

Broadway Cat!

STORY

Victor

Columbia

OLENN MIUEIIy
MEMORIAL

LOVERS; ONLY

Glonn MIHor

Jackto Oloaton

Victor

Capitol

film Sowndtroicli

LM

1837

ML

4840

.

Decca

DL 5519

LPt

3057

k
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Uboraco
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TALENT AND TUNES

Gold Every

Publisher Jack Gold

panding

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Qutlets

s
;

Coin Machines

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks
*

A

*
.

.

his activities.

re-

lease of “Ev’rything” and

“A

Esquires, he’s repped as writer, performer, publisher and
manager of the group. GQld
cut the sides as demonstration
disks but Archie Bleyer, Cadence prexy, tagged them for
^ release and pacted Gold and
his group to a year’s deal with
additional
minimum
eight

;

Music

>

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of (he Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at wider a statistical system comprising each of the three majof sales outlets enw
merated above. These 1tidings are Correlated with data frotn^ wider sources, which are exclusive

sides.

Vaihet*. The positions resulting from' these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines)r
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machinest sheet music}.

tvith

.

Gold’s first v Cadence sides
ate due to hit the market this

Emarcy, Merc
Last

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

*****

-

1

*****

2

2

ARCHIE BLEYER

3

5

CREW CUTS

(Mercury)...;..:...,........,.

4 ~

fr

i?niTn ACES
a rrc
FOUR

(Decca)

5

4

FRANK WEIR

6

7

/i.inADno
/Ti*
\
GAYLORDS (Mercury)

7

6

KAY STARR

8

10

9

8

Decc »)

•••••

• • • • • •

PERRY COMO

{craS’^out You, Baby^
i

j

(London)

Three Coins In The Fountain

Wedding

Bells

Happy Wanderer

*

(Little Shoemaker
IsJe o£ c apri

j

^M

®

jMM°U^tairs

I Understand How You Feel
fWanted
.4 Hit and Run Affair
[There Never Was a Night

(Jubilee)

. <

(Victor)

LES PAUL-MARY FORD

(Capitol) ........

Um

a Fool to Care

V

TUNES
POSITIONS

(ASCAP. fBMI)

Last

Week Week

TUNE

PUBLISHER

1

1

2

3

3

2

4

8

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
HERNANDO’S HIDEAWA#
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN.
fSH-BOOM

5

4

HAPPY WANDERER

6

6

LITTLE SHOEMAKER
flF YOU LOVE ME (REALLY LOVE ME)
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL.
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT.
fCRAZY ’BOUT YOU, BABY

7

5

8

7

9
10

•

»

10

Answer

.

.

.

.

Feist

Robbins

&

.Hill

.....

Range
Fox

NORM NEWELL

.

London, July 20.

Jubilee

Norman

Shapiro-B

Instrumentals Lead
4*1 in Alltime Faves
Louis, July 20.

position of his own, calied “SackA poll conducted by St. Louis
but Blues,” sounded as though rem
Ottawa, July 20.
dered by a combo of alley cats, deejay Harry Stone, on WIL show,
National Research Council of coyotes and laryngitic jackals, with “Make Mine Music,” found that
Canada, a government organiza- an occasional obbligato from a con- eight out of 10 all time favorite
trapuntal cougar.
tion, has come up with a new atdisks are instrumentals, surprising
The two recorded selections
tempt at electronic music made by
from Northwest German Radio in these days when the countrya unique instrument hilled as “the
The longer,* round rage is for vocal artists.
were even worse.
remarkable sackbut of Dr. Le which Dr, Le Caine tentatively Stone had asked listeners to subCaine,” said to be able to -repro- compared
to Schoenberg, was in- mit a list of 10 records they would
duce any musical sound from deli- strumentally limited to chipped choose
to be stranded on a desert
cate to deep.
Its inventor, a musi^ pop bottles and a rusty crosscut island with for the rest of their
cian member of NRC’s sound staff,
lives.
saw.
is Dr. Hugh Le Caine.
Results were (1) “In the Mood,”
Thom Benson, producer of the
Members of the American Fee
show, explained that the “sackbut” Glenn Miller; (2) “Moonlight Sereration of Musicians, who hav
enade,”
Glenn Miller; (3) “String
instrument
biblical
(actually
a
been quaking in their shoes sine
something like a trombone the of Pearls,” Glenn Miller; (4)
they heard of the German effoi
Woogie,” Tommy Dorsey;
“Boogie
name was- swiped because it was
a t "synthetic”
electronic music t
obsolete and catchy) has a key- (5) “Blue Tango,” Leroy Anderson;
which a whole day of recent fesf
Song,” Stan Ken“September
(6)
board like an organ, whereas the
Va °f music
at Cologne was d<
German instrument Is more like a ton; (7) “I Can’t Get Started,”
J
voted, can relax now.,. Both type
(8)
Berigan;
“I Believe,”
telephone switchboard, and that Bunny
yere demonstrated the “sackbut
Bethe sound comes from electronic Frankie Laine; (9) “Begin the
hve, the “synthetic”
guine” Artie Shaw; (10) “That’s
recorded
tubes.
Canadian
My Desire,” Frankie Laine.
Broadcasting
Corp.
weekly half-hour “Canadian Scene
Sunday evening (11), and hot
Sosnik’s Instrumentals
pre y terrible; although th
2 Singers
V*
m,
sackbut
did produce some uncann
Robbins Music, Of the Big Three,
Records stretched from
likenesses of individual
will publish three of Harry Sos- N. V, to L. A. last week to add
notes,- bot
and string, and eve
nik’s new instrumentals in an edu- two new crooners to its roster.
fairly weU a snatch <
cational folio series for school orJesse Kaye, diskery’s Coast rep
Harry James’
“Trumpet Rhapsody
chestras.
pacted Rush Adams, while Harry
ut in sustained
i.?
passages th
Tunes are “Beauty Through the Meyerson, grtists and repetoire
ce was excruciatingly ohv
in
Fields
Billy
inked
Night,” “Tartgo Chino” and “Tur- chief,
one
i?
T
us
Dr.
Le Caine himself bold)
Gotham.
quoise Waltz."

Newell, artists

&

chief

for 2% of the London gross; a
$30,000 advance, and 25% of the
film rights. Chappell’s claims will
not be as fancy, but the complication is not as great considering
that Louis Dreyfus, head of the
British Chappell’s, and Rodgers
Hammerstein are frequent partners
in Williamson Music’s London productions of American musical comedy hits; including works by R&H,
Loesser doesn’t want to operate

There the matter rests, with Harold Ornstein for Loesser and Howard Reinheimer for R&H in the
legal act. Latter is delayed because
of the untimely death of his 19year-old son in an automobile accident.

Philips

of

resignation.

Soria to Step

Up RCA’s

Plant in Spain After

Talks With US. Execs

RCA

Gabriel Soria, head of
Victor’s new plant in Madrid, flies
back to Spain next week after
homeo.ffice huddles on the mechanics, repertoire, artistic recording abroad, exchange of U. S. tapes
for local pressing in Spain, and the
like. Right now a Victor crew is
recording local talent in Spain, but
the big business will be the opening up of the Iberian market for
U. S. wax works*, longhair and pops.
Soria
has been in intensive
huddles with RCA international
veepee Meade Brunet, artists
repertoire
manager George R.
Marek, as well as General David
.

&

•

—

life-plus-50-year’s statute.

reper-

Records
here, has resigned from the company. It’s understood he has had
an offer from U; S. Columbia and,
pending official announcement Of
this, he is personally supervising
recording sessions for Marlene
Dietrich and a spoken Noel Coward
set for the American Columbia
market.
Newell was a&r man for Columbia here previously and joined
Philips two years ago when they
launched their record division.
With him from Columbia came recording executive Leonard Smith
and it is a split between these
two which has now caused Newell’s
toire

...... Sunbeam

St.

EXITS

PHILIPS LABEL IN BRIT.

Duchess

.

Hits Clinkers in Can.

•

Korsakoff and Glazounpv who completed some of the Borodin tune9
and they are protected under the

thereto.

-Bourne

was crude. So Was a passage of
chamber music. And a little com-

to Petriilo,

.

Frank

essayed the trumpet solo from
Clyde McCoy’s “Sugar Blues,” but
the attempt, though recognizable,

'Sackbut,’ Electronic

&

Masters acquired from two defunct jazz labels, National and Keynote, will* put Emarcy: Records, the
&
Mercury subsidiary, heavily into
the jazz field later this year with
a series of albums. Outfit has already released a Billy Eckstine
single, etched about six years .ago,
as the forehunner of new Eckstine
through Williamson Music (which
albums. Emarcy acquired more is
both Rodgers & Hammerstein’s
than a score of Eckstine masters publishing house and. also
a legit
when it took over the National producing outfit in the West End).
Catalog.
Besides, Alfred Drakes star of
In the masters acquired in the the original Broadway production,
d£al are etchings by Bill Harris, has his own ideas. Drake is said to
Woody
Herman,
Red
Norvo, be anxious to da it in London^
Chubby Jackson and a few Sarah and this winter possibly through
Vaughan sides.
Jack Hylton’s production aegis.
Billy Rose, whose Ziegfeld TheaEmarcy will begin releasing its
new albums for the fall trade. tre is making around $6,000 weekly
Label will use the Eckstine, Her- from its incumbent “Kismet” run,
man and Norvo packages to make is reported offering further cona hefty initial impact in Hie jazz cessions: Drake is said to be adamant to bow out Jan. 1, 1955, befield.
Meantime, hefty schedule of jazz cause of the holiday stretch; per
recording sessions is being lined contract he could exit this coming
up on the coast by Mercury, with December..
Drake doesn’t want to wait uncutting slated to get underway next
week.
Label’s jazz topper Bobby til 1956. He has the London proShad is en route, here from New° duction sayso. a la Mary Martin’s
York to supervise the dates. Un- deal with R&H for “South Pacific”
derstood Shad will concentrate bn in the West End although, in her
album stuff in the initial sessions, case, there was the added fillip of
spotlighting such Coast talent as wanting to “redeem" herself beMaynard
Ferguson
Herb cause of the Noel Coward fiasco,
and
“Pacific 1950,” a few seasons prior
Geller.

(Cadence) .............. Hernando’s Hideaway

(Capitol)

FOUR TUNES

10

• •

Plans Fall Album Push
Hollywood, July 20.

1

<

!

•

BifysTwo Wax

POSITIONS
Week Week

A music copyright tangle involv
ing the Chet Forrest-Bob' Wright
adaptation of the Alexander Borodin score to “Kismet,” so far as
the possible British production, is
concerned, has pyramided into an
intrigue rivaling an Oriental musical comedy i>lot. It focuses around
the original Boosey
Hawkes
(Britain*) claim that" it has a proprietary right in the Borodin score
under the European copyright statutes which protect an author, for
life plus .50 years af ter 4eath—.unlike the American statuatory limit
of 56 years.- However, in this instance it focuses around Rimsky-

& Co„
Eventually
Chappell
which has been deputized by Frank
.Loesser (Frank Music, which pubJazz Label, $ lishes the “Kismet” score) to clear
the British rights, acquired “KisOriginally:
met” for England.
Catalogs; Boosey & Hawkes’ demands were

week.

TALENT

This

ex-"
the

is

On

upcoming Cadente Records

Should
Mean We’re
Kiss
Sweethearts” with The Four

as Published in the Current Issue

This

Way

Scopp O’Seas on Big 3

Biz;

Sarnoff and Frank M. Folsom.

He has been exploring the new
U. S. manufacturing developments
of RCA players and techniques, and
it is expected that Victor’s Spanish
operation will go into high in a
month or so after Soria returns to

Levy, Bourne Back in U,S.
Mickey Scopp, executive assistant to Big Three general manager
Abe Olman, headed overseas this
Madrid.
week to join his boss in England.
01 man arrived in London last
7th
week and plans to huddle with the

—

R&H Night, American

—

in Lewisohn Windup
Europe. Olman
The six-week summer symph
up a Big Three season at Lewisohn Stadium, N.Y.,
subsid in. Germany.
will wind up this year with the
Meantime, Lou Levy, head of seventh annual “Rodgers & Ham-

Robbins,

Feist

&

Miller

subsids

Pgm.

and

affiliates in
also plans to set

MGM Adds

MGM

f

‘

*

I

Leeds Music, and Saul H. Bourne, merstein Night” conceit July 31.
Bourne Music head, arrived bapk Program will include selections
in the U.S. this week after Euro- from the team’s Broadway hits.
Final concert will follow an allpean trips. Levy -went to England
by
to finalize his partnership split American program conducted
Thomson during the final
Virgil
in
Peter
with Jimmy Phillips
week.
Maurice Music.
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Wednesday, July 21. 1954

New Beat

for Tin Pan Alley

Continued from paso

1

1

Again and. in 1924-25, a majority of comfortable while you're doing
pubs, spearheaded by Mills Music, business," one pub pointed out.
settled in the Brill Bldg, on BroadSome Pubs Stay
way at 49th St/
Some of the major pubs are still
Changing Times
sticking to their old hangouts. The,
Now the current music biz cost of a move for many of .them
spread stems from the new modus would be prohibitive since they
operandi of the industry. Pubs no need the large space for the
longer need large office space, with voluminous sheet music stockpile
cubbyholes for the contactmeh, and they keep on hand. E, H. Morris
piano" rooms for artists auditioning Music, however, wound up a longnew material or tunesmiths ped- time tenancy in the Brill Bldg, redling new songs. The contactman cently to consolidate its operation
Staffs
have dwindled over the in new space on West 51st St. Still
years, the publishers get few visits sticking to the Brill Bldg, are such
from artists and the songwriters vet firms as Mills, Joy, Bregman,
sell
songs primarily via Vocco & Conn, and Paramount-Fatheir
demonstration disks. In N a throw- mous Music. Latter, however, also
back to yesteryear's music biz got into the consolidation act by
however, Joy Music vacating some of the extra ojfflces
operation,
recently renovated its offices, in it had acquired on the sixth floor.
the Brill Bldg, to include a large In the RKO Bldg., such vet operapiano room, but this is an excep- tions as Chappell and Shapirotion to the rule. Many pubs are Bernstein
remain, but Leeds
scouting smaller office space and ankled the building for space near
preferably away from the Tin Pan Eighth Ave. E. B, Marks is now
Alley sector.
the only music pub in the RCA
Few Calls for Copies
Bldg. (6th Ave. wing) as the RockeReasoning behind the decentrali- fellers want no more agents and
The
zation is that the pubs no longer pluggers
edifice.
in
that
need to be jammed in the same Warners’ Music Publishers Holdbuilding, as they were in the hey- ing Corp. have long since relocated
day of the music biz in order to in the Look Bldg, on Madison Ave.
make it easy for artists prowling
There’s been plenty of relocating
new songs or professional copies. going on since the first of the year
Virtually all the new songs now are and the newer and smaller firms
showcased in the artists & reper- are continually prowling for new
toire offices of the record compa- space in the reconverted brownnies and today over-the-counten stones in West 50s. This may' betraffic
in professional copies is come the new Tin Pan Alley as
practically ml. Pubs today seldom Was West 46th St, in the 1920s, folprint up cuffo sheets until a song lowing the abandonment of West
breaks out via a. disking and even 28th St. .
then the calls for copies are minute
by comparison with the old days.
In the move away from such latToscy Platters
ter-day Tijn Pan Alley edifices as Five
the Brill Building (1619 Broadway)
For Fall Victor Release
and the RKO Building (1270 6th
Ave.), the pubs have gone in for
Although Arturo Toscanini has

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS
| | | J | J -J

0KBPPHHH
r/VKUyt ¥

Survey of
best

sellers

.

SMusic)

Piano)

obtained from leading stores in
11 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

<

and

last

t

a
0
2

Music)

Fischer)

-(Charles

week.

•ASCAP

w

BMI

(Alaipo

'

Many new
office decor.
offices are being set up as a combination office-living room. The
routine office props are there, but
the something new that’s been
added are Castro convertibles, refrigerators, bars, cooking ranges,
etc.
“Thei-e’s no need to be unoffbeat

retired from his maestro chores,
the 87-year-old conductor will be

5

6

RCA

lease. Toscanini works will include
his versions of “Falstaff,’* “The
Masked Ball,” Shubert’s Ninth
Symphony, a group of Wagne** se-

lections and one platter of familiar
classical selections.
Other works to be released in
the fall will feature Artur Rubinand
Stokowski
Leopold
stein,

Charles Munch.

Col Passes Nat'l Sale
Meet for Local Confabs
Columbia Records

is

abandoning

annual conclave this year
regional
separate
favor of
meetings.
Col is all set with its fall disk
push plan, but figured that smaller
confabs would be more effective
in getting its line across. The Col
districts managers are due in New
York at the end of this month to
be briefed on the upcoming re
its

in

M.

WITMARK
& SONS

SONG FROM

>

I

by

In

JIMMY McHUGH

Love With

and

•Happy Wanderer (Fox)..
•Little Shoemaker (Bourne) ........

7
3

•My Friend

5
6

(Paxton)

fSh-Boom (H&R)

7

8A

7

8B

5
13

10
1i

*

V

12
15

13
14

•

15

10

m

--1

2

4

2
4

3
4
7
5

2
*

*

•

•

•

•

Myers Drops

.

•

.

8

•

9

10

1st

.

•

.

9

«

6
5

•

•

4

*

•

•

7
•

1

8

5

*

•

•

tGoodnight, Sweetheart (Arc)

AID AM-TV STATIONS

1

1

6

8

•Chapel in Moonlight (Shapiro-B) ...
•High and the Mighty (Witmark) ....
tJoey (Lowell) ............

ASCAP SETS UP STAFF
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Their Own Hit CAT Record
WEST COAS JULY 15 THRU AUG.

Preview Club, Wildwood

Hollywood, July 20.
Still-stringent foreign currency
regulations have caused cancellation of Harry James’ scheduled
European tour later this year.
James, current at the Palladium
Ballroom here, plans to take the
month of August off, as usual, and

Laine, Cleve.

Symphony

had expected to head for a tour of
Europe after Labor Day.
Trek was called off, however,
.

when

promoters advised
of America that it was
impossible to forward deposits of
foreign

Music Corp.

50%

the

band

left

there’s

guarantees before the
Understood
the U. S.
a glim chance that

still

something may be worked out, but
both the agency and James are
going ahead with plans for U. S.
dates.

slightest indication that the plaintiff’s song will be beneficially affected.
'

To

Salute Carl Fischer

Wraps Up

Wax

\

A

Ballad Hit!

Solid

FLAME AND THE

From M-C-M'i

sional
manager of ParamountFamous Music, planed to the Coast
Sunday (18) for a two-week' stay.

LEO FEIST. INC

N.J.,

in

8

Opening Aug. 16

C a P Holding Sales Meet
On the heels of its second annual sales meet at Estes Park, Col.,
Capitol Records has set a series of
district sales confabs around the
product and merchandising
program. The diskery has scheduled 56 separate dealer meets.
To hypo dealer interest in the
confabs, Cap has set a series of
prizes for each meet with a. “grand
winner” getting a cuffo trip to
N. Y. and L. A.
fall

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER,
A.I-

York
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9.4400
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Chicago

I

202

No.

Wabash

I

Hollywood
8619 Sunsof
Sunscf Blvd
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Hit

SWAY
Recorded by

MARTIN
BOB CARROLL
JMfAN

‘
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NO*o morales
0

.

••••••• Capitol

Derby
. . .

MGM

Published by
PEER

.'.

FLESH

NO ONE
BUT Y0D

San Fraincisco, July 20.
He'll huddle with Par brass on
In a further bid for the big bgnd
Club Downbeat here has upcoming filmusical product.
signed Woody Herman and the
Third Herd to open August 25 for
two weeks.
Duke Ellington opens July 27
for a repeat two weeks at the club

country.
The conclaves, which
teed off last week (15), will brief
the district managers on the new

n

•

JAMES’ OVERSEAS' TOUR

(he was last there in April), and,
between, Billy Holiday will
appear for two weeks.

SH-BOOM

j

'

American Society of Composers,
Myers Music motion to prevent
Authors & Publishers is no longer
the further distribution, publishing
resting on its catalog and Has startrecording of the tune, “Wantand
ed an overall program to increase
Initial ed,” pending trial was denied last
its value to its customers.
step was taken last week with the week by N. Y. Federal Judge Edformation of a new station rela- ward A. Conger.
Several weeks
tions staff to service radio and tel- ago Myers filed an infringement
evision stations.
suit on the tune against Witmark,
New staff will operate in the Perry Como, who etched the tune
field and will be under the direct for RCA Victor, and. the writers of
supervision of Samuel E. Feldman, the Witmark copyright,' Jack Fulmanager under ton and Lois Steele.
assistant
sales
ASCAP’s sales chief, J. M, Collins.
In denying the motion thd. court
Personnel comprises John T. Camp- said, “The plaintiff’s application is
bell, in Boston; Fred N. Brown, At- so. patently lacking in merit that
lanta; William J. Barzen, Chicago; little discussion is necessary.’’ The
William E. Fox Jr., Dallas, and Judge added, “The affidavits and
n
William S. Hoffman, San Francisco. exhibits submitted in connection
All of them have been associated with the application raises the
with ASCAP in some sales ca- doubt that the Witmark song inpacity.
fringes on the plaintiff's copyright
Staff’s function will be to assist and that the plaintiff’s song title
the radio and tv stations with their has acquired secondary meaning so
programming and licensing prob- that the Witmark song. Unfairly
lems and establish a more personal competes with it.”
relationship
with ASCAP
cusJudge Conger added that the retomers.
lief sought would
destroy Witmark’s promotion
without
the

Booking Big Bands

Writers and Composers of

r

14

4

COIN HURDLES BLOCK

Round

In ‘Wanted’ Legal

Frankie Laine’s date with the
Symphony Orchestra Chrlin
Cleveland
Aug. 5 will be a salute to his late
Sessions on ‘Leagues’
accompanist Carl Fischer. Concert
Steve Carlin, head of RCA Vicwill feature a medley of tunes on
tor’s
kidisk
operation, returned
plan.
promotion
and
leases
which Laine worked with Fischer from the
Coast last week after
as well as latter’s original sym- completing
wax sessions on the
phonic composition “Indian Sym- company’s
Longhair Tinge
latest Walt Disney alphony.”
bum, “20,000 Leagues Under the
Hollywood, July 20..
Fischer, who was an Indian, Sea,”
based On the Jules Verne
If nothing else, Les Baxter’s worked
on the piece for 15 years
new waltz album for Capitol Rec- and completed it only two weeks novel. Album was a long time in
preparation due to the complex
ords will have a definite longhair before his death.
Victor Young, sound-effect patterns
required by
tinge.
who edited the final work, will conBatoneer will have no less than duct the orch, Columbia Records, the script.
Package
is
being
prepped
for fall
eight concert-masters in his or- for whom Laine records,
is plan- release by Victor.
including the concert- ning to tape the concert.
chestra,
master of the Los Angeles PhilWolpin To Coast
harmonic Orchestra. Others are
Eddie Wolpin, general profesfrom the various film studio Downbeat, S.F. Jivery*
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new platters
Victor's fall longhair re-

represented with five
in

1

3
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8
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New
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Things Mean a Lot (Feist)
•Three Coins in Fountain (Rabbins),
•Hernando’s Hideaway (Frank)
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Chicago, July 20.
panies to Switch their cuffo dee jay
platteis from the 78 to 45 rpm cuttings is

meeting with a mixed

reCity radio sta-

from Windy
Although the network outtions.
lets such as NBC’s WMAQ, CfiSs
VVBBM, Mutual’s WGN and ABCs
WLS and indies WAIT and WA'AF
are already geared for 45 spinaction

nings or are planning to retool,
such potent deejay indies as WIND,
WCFL and WJJD are adamant in
determination to stick with
tlicii’

but bigger disks.
Spokesmen for the indies list a
variety* of arguments for staying

the faster,
.

But
with the ’’tried arid true.”
those speaking for the stations already geared for 45s claim the
switchover is a matter of logical
The
evolution and is inevitable.
anti-45 dissenters argue that the
smaller disks pose cueing problems,
that they are susceptible to stylus
jumping and that their introduction will force a complete physical
revamping of their libraries.
That, there’s some resentment on
the part of some" of the station
managers and program directors
toward what they; dub an "arbitrary” action by the major diskeries is seen in the fact that the
indies appear to be acting in concert on the issue. They claim one
of the reasons they are rejecting the
45s and will continue to rely on

78s for the perishable pops, even
if they have to buy them, is that
they consider the switch unfair to
the hundreds of small stations
around the country who will get
nicked relatively hard by the turntable retooilng costs.
...

.

Washington, July

.

NAMM

'

5%

*

Furlong, president of
the National Assn, of Piano Manufacturers, said the oldtiipe playerpiano might be due for a revival.
At least three wellknown piano
makers are experimenting With
new type mechanisms.’
In the piano industry, Liberace
is seen as a bright spot in promoting piano sales. His effect on
piano interest has been 'called
Likewise, Arthur
’’phenomenal.”
Godfrey’s contribution to the music and musical instrument industry was also lauded highly.

Wholesale phonograph records
now average 120,3% of base period

E.

figures, hut show a decline of .4%
in the past year. Musical instru-

ments wholesale for 110-6% of the
base figures -but are 1.7% higher
than

;

cuffo platters.
“If this is an economy move,” he
said, “jthen let the record com
panies cease and desist in mailing

hundreds

which

recordings

of

never get on the air. The growing
influx of pop, polka, hillbilly and

rhythm

&

blues Wax.

is

too

much

for the station to keep up with. At
the same time; duplicate mailings

are

.

made

which

individual deejays
only serve to water-log a
Tto

station's library.”

Polk Exits Alexander’s
Chicago Band Office

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.
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JANE MORGAN INKED TO

’

.

.

.

.

KAPP LONGTERM PACT
.

ly

•*.

,

Jane Morgan, songstress currentin the

Latin

Quarter,

N.

Y.,

show, has been inked to a longterm
pact by Dave Kapp, head of Kapp
Records. She’s the first distaff performer to join the label.
Deal,/ marks Miss Morgan’s bow
Continued from pace 35
on U. $. disks. A longtime peror under nom de clefs, that’s be- former in Paris, Miss Morgan has
come Va convenient way to Cut in- sliced some sides for the Parloon song credits With legitimate phone Co. in London. Her first
tunesmiths.
it’s a fact that a&r sides for Kapp will be “Baseball,
man frequently suggest revisions B a s e b a 11” and “Fairweather
in tunes, but that doesn’t .warrant Friends,” which will be released
putting their names, - or pseudo- early in August.
nyms, onto the song.
Talent management i$ another
angle being used by some of the Oscar Peterson Gets
a&r men'. Once again, it’s a case
of tie-ins with .other managers
That Bermuda Brush
with the a&r mari* playing a sUb
Hamilton, Bermuda, July 20.
rosa, but essential part in the
The apathy of the Bermuda pubbuild up for the chosen artist. This
pertains in the pop field, but the lic towards the presentation here
talent deals are most prominent in of American classical, popular and
the r&b and hillbilly areas where, jazz artists was demonstrated once
it appears, the supervision is non- more when a four-night concert
existent because the' top execs stint by pianist Oscar Peterson iri
Hamilton was cancelled on its
don’t understand the idioms.
second night last week because
only 60 people had turned up at
concert time. The opening performance played to exactly 87

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

Organist Pat Delaney continues
at the White Horse Inn of the
Regis Hotel here. Al Lamm orch
handling special events at CentenPaul
nial Theme Center here.
Moorhead orch stays on at the
Paxton Hotel ... Stephen lies and
Eddie Greene apparently in for
long session at the Cottonwood
Room Earl Graves' combo hold.

.

.

ing forth at the Copacabana
Pianist Molly Craft into Hayden
House at Airport.
Looie, ventro turri, and
Ruwe
Barbara Kelly, singer-daricer, held
.

&

&

Robey
over at Colony Club.
Dell
and the Musical Battens
signed for the Dakota County Fair
at South Sioux City, Neb., Aug. 26Nino Nanni opened at An28
.Comic Jim
(16)
gelo’s Friday
McGowan stays on at the W.estward-Ho, Jr;
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TOOTERS SUE FOR COIN
IN HAWAII O&J FLOP
Honolulu, July 13.
Recent abortive Olsen & Johnson show, which reportedly dropped
several thousand dollars, has resulted in a suit for $2,104 by
musicians.

Named

Pittsburgh

..

.

.

.

.

.

ning Aug. 13, with Ralph Flanagan
orch following in for single frame
on Aug. 20. Freddie Martin playing Edgewater Beach Hotels Chi,
Aug. 3 for four weeks. Jan Garr
her inked for Indiana State Fair
Sept. 2 through IQ.
Don Glasser
pegged for Dutch Mill, Delevan,
Wis., Aug. 20 through Sept. 5.
Tex Berieke into Coney Island
Park Aug. 27 for one week.
Maureen Cannon on Aug. 12 bill
at Palmer House with George
Gobel topping show; succeeding
show will be toplined by Goofers,
Sid Krofft
opening Sept. 23
playing three weeks at Chez Paree,
Chi, beginning Aug. 3 on bill headPeggy Tayed by Ann -Sothern
lor, current at Chase Hotel, St.
Louis, pegged for three weeks at
Park Lane, Denver, starting July
29... A1 Morgan booked for nine
repeat weeks’ at Preview Lounge
Four Lads
starting Aug. 12
pacted for single week ^t Coney
Island Park, Cincinnati, opening
Carmen MacRea to CloisAug. 6
ter Inn Aug. 5 for four weeks.
,

.

.

for week at
Cincinnati -begin-

Riidy
Island,

.

Omaha

Chicago
Ernie

Coney

.

.

.

.

•

.

last year.

'

Cleve. Indie No Like
Cleveland, July 20.
William L. Doughtery, veepee of
WDOK here, lambasted the disk
companies’ switchover to 45 rpm

intq Birdland

of phonograph records and televi- for a four-week stand beginning
sion sets in the past year is re- tomorrow (Thurs.)
*dack Dunn,
ported by the U.S. Labor Depart- Coral- Records’ disk promoter,
ment’s Bureau of Labor Statistics. weds Barbara Cohen Aug. 10 .ErThere h~as been a small increase in roll Garner currently at CampBetty
the price of musical instruments bell^, London,- Ontario
in that period hut the wholesale Madigan opens at the Stagecoach
price -of radio receivers has held Inn, Hackensack, NJ., July 27...
Mitzi Mason on an 11-city deejay
virtually even.
swing plugging her
release
With 1947-49 given as the^base “Who Can Say?.”
period, tv receivers today are
wholesaling at only 72.4% of the
.

.

,

Count Basie hack

his installation, Campbell
said' that a major objective of the
NAMM. during his term of office
would he tp remove Federal excise tax on musical instruments.
“Itf is obviously unfair to continue
this 10% tax on items that are primarily for the education of 'children, and are in no sense luxHd called ^the
uries,” he said.
teaching of music appreciation to
youngsters '“one of fife’s necessi- base period prices. There has been
ties.”
Campbell said the
a steady ^decline; a year ago, the
would work for fair adjustment of wholesale prices of the sets was
the impost Which was cut from 75%. of base period. Wholesale
for appliances and not prices of radio sets now averagfe
10% to
at all altered for musical instru- 95.6%. of* 1947-49, This is, an inments.
crease of 2%. in the past year.

John

Bar and CRC Club upstairs for two
Barbary Coast Boys
weeks
opened a run at the Carnival
Ralph & Buddy Bonds, twin organists, return to Oakhurst Tea
Room in Somerset on August 2
Slim Bryant Wildcats booked for a
return engagement at West View
Tiny Wolfe
Park Sunday (25)
orch' taking a two-week vacation
from the Copa next month.

New York

'

20.

decline in the wholesale price
1

Upon

Move by the major record com-

41

..

continued from pace

era! manger of
of Chicago

MUSIC

Wholesale Disk Prices

HAMM

#

Cuffos on 45s

.

.

as

defendants

are

the

American

Tony. Little, organist, following
long runs at Ankara and Casa
Loma, has checked in at .Johnny
Laughlin’s Shamrock Room on the
NQrthside for an indefinite stay
Leo Parker, saxman, held over
. .
with Reid Jaynes and the Deuces
Wild at Midway Lounge. ... Larry
Faith orch hack into Horizon Room
for remainder of the sumiper following week’s vacation, while the
Jerry Gray band was there
Vogue Terrace operating now
Mel
weekends only until fall
Martin, pianist, into the Horseshoe
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Improvement Co.
W. Hulick and Carlo Panand Theatrical Equipment

(Charles

figlio)
Co. (E. L.

Carlson and Hal Lewis,

latter being Hawaii’s top money
disk jock). Elks. Lodge 616 is named
as a third party defendant, Theclaiming
atrical Equipment Co.
lodge solicited firm to arrange for

musicians' services and that the
lodge is responsible for payment.
Plaintiff is George Suzuki, who
was acting leader of Ray Tanaka's
11-piece Esquires who played at
the show* June 10-17.
.

|,

people.

Continued from page 34

The next show Was cancelled,
performance by pianist and all remaining scheduled perBadura Skoda, who brings a vigor- formances were also put off.
ous, almost harsh approach to the American tenor Rawn Spearman,
opening, but a poetic style to the who visited Bermuda last month,
lovely slow movement.. Overall, sang to an opening night audience

s

f

*

ss

pressive

the

mood

arid spirit are fine.

Marches (Mercury;

$4.85).
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of 15 persons.

f

Snap-

bracing versions of some
stirring- U. S.
marches by the

Chicago, July 20.
Jock Hires Hall
Bill Polk, Chi agent for Willard Eastman
Symphonic Wind EnAlexander, is exiting the office semble under F. Fennell.
The
Third Anni
Aug. 1. Poljk had opened a .Chi- eight
some unfamiliar,
Sousa,
Stockton, Calif., July 20.
cago bureau to, hook Alexander’s include
“Semper Fitjelis,” and
“Real George” Westcott, Stockbands in the midwest in October, [-eight
other
selections
include
1951 and had been operating the B e g 1 e y’ s “National
Emblem,” ton disk jockey, has booked the
Goldman’s “Cheerio” and Bige- Stockton Civic Auditorium for five
office ever since. Agency had preconsecutive Friday nights for a
Bron.
viously functioned only in New low’s “Director."
series of promotions celebrating
"York.
third anniversary of his KXOB
the
No replacement has been named
rhythm and blues show.
Plush Fortnighters Lead
as yet by Williard Alexander.
Westcott ha? booked Louis Jorto Statler/ N. Y. dan’s Tympany Five, July 23;
After seven months, most of Dinah Washington and Tiny Bradwhich was spent on one-riighters shaw’s orch, July 30; The Gaylords,
SUMMER’S S/NG/EST,
Don Cornell and Jerry Fielding’s
including a 30-day. whirl, through
orch, Aug. 6; The Chords, Aug. 13;
SW/NGIEST HIT!
Europe,. Woody Herman and the
and Peggy Lee, Aug. 20.
Third Herd sit *down Aug. 5 for
the first of a series of plush loca-
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music
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Great Records

MARY KAYE
RUSS MORGAN..

vinos

decm

BERNIE LEIGHTON Columbia
ESSEX

~

Herd does five days at Jantzen’s
Beach Ballroom in Portland, Ore.,
follows that with two weeks at the
Hotel Golden in Reno opening
Aug. 11; then on Aug. 25 hits
Downbeat in San Francisco for two
weeks arid on Sept. 14 opens at the
Palladium in Hollywood for a fortnight.^-After a

*

string of

one-nighters

heading back east, Herman opens
Oct. 25 for two weeks at the Chez
Paris in Montreal and goes into
the Statler in New York Jan. 28
for * month*

whom Granz hopes to

America's Fastest

^ Selling -:Records!

HOLMES
LEROY
and

Jazz a La Carte
Hollywood, July 20.
Irving Granz has packaged a
“Jazz a la Carte” concert for a
two-night stand on the Coast with
some of the top jazz, names as
headliners. It will be presented at
the Embassy Auditorium here July
26 and at the Russ Auditorium in
San Diego the following night.
Duke Ellington, Dave Brubeck
and Chet Baker head the bill for
the local stapd.
In San Diego,
Shorty Rogers will sub for Ellington. Others who’ll play both places
include Erroll Garner and a singer
set this Week.

Frisco Mdmbo Spot Bows
San Francisco, July 20.
San Francisco’s first club on an
Afro-Cuban kick,, the new Macumha, got off to a poor start with
dance license trouble but finally
managed to open last week.
Cal Tjader's Afro-Cuban Quar-

His Orchestra
play

“THE HIGH

AND

THE MIGHTY”
b/w
77

44

MGM

11761
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RPM

K 11741

45
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Youngman’s RerisedDates
Henny Youngman’s prior commitment for one week at Hamid’s
Steel Pier, Atlantic City, cost the
comic balance of the summer at

Aquashow at Flushing Meadow,
L. I., where he has been playing
since the opening.

indie agents still remaining
in the field anticipate a return of
many acts to the smaller offices be-

The

Sydney, July 13.
Force.
He was also responsible
Ben Reyes and Lee Gordon, two for setting U. S. acts over the faYanks located here, are taking a mous Jungle Loop. Reyes steered
big show hi? gamble by importing Bob Hope on his Pacific runaround
top U. S. talent for quick playdates Partner Gordon is in commercial

who

to

London

late this

month

.

.

AGVA

dict that a lot of performers,

•

.

His revised bookings now include
Uoyds of London to 0.0.
a Saturday night CBS tv replacement
date on Dorsey Bros, show,
fore long. The independents that
Policy then Atlantic City for a week, then
Odds on
haven’t gone out of business arc*
into the Nautilus Hotel, Miami,
Gabriel Galef, attorney reprenow finding the variety field exfor two weeks. He’ll holiday baltremely rough going, but they pre- senting Lloyds of London, will fly ance of August in Florida,

12,000-capacity stadiums. First
in are Artie Shaw, Jerry Colonna,
Elia Fitzgerald and Buddy Rich,
debutinig at the Sydney Stadium
Quartet will play two
July 23.
shows on. debut, and 9 p.m.; three
on July 24, 2:30, 6 and 9 p.m. Top
Quartet returns, July
will be, $4.
30 for ' another 1 wO-nighter.
similar setup will operate In Melbourne and Brisbane before talent

in.

for a

r

.

between ma- series of conferences with the unjor offices, will, before long, find derwriters of the American Guild
themselves forced back to being of Variety Artists insurance policy.
handled by the individual agent.
They’ll review the experience with
are

now

circulating

Jones In Aussie

A

-

The

indies explain that there are
the vaude union.
a lot of acts with selling prices
It’s an open secret that not much
up to $3,500 that cannot get too
much work. Many of them have profit has been shown on this polwhich has been in effect for
icy
been switching between William
Morris Agency, Music Corp. of more than a year. However, there’s
likelihood that any cancellalittle
America and General Artists Corp.
Despite the switches there is still tion agreement will be^given because
of the fact that the insura lot of dissatisfaction with management. At times many personal ance firm believes it!s investing in
a
program
that will at some fumanagers have been ineffectual in
halting the rise of unemployment ture date pay off to a greater
extent.
of these performers.
Consequent-

The Artie Shaw combo will play
on a percentage, plus guarantee,
planes back to the U. S.
basis.
Reyes-Gordon anticipate
Reyes was out here in World playing, to a mob of
24,000 on
War II with the U. S. 5th Air twice-nightly at the stadiums.
They
are hopeful of having the Aussie

Contract Hassle
Sydney, July 13.
Allan Jones, XJ.S, singer, planed
in here last Thursday (8) and set
local show biz buzzing about whose
management he would appear under. Prior indications were that
Jones was coming here under con-

with no other majors to go to
So far, Lloyds has paid out more tract to Harry Wren’s Celebrity
and faced with the necessity of than $200,000 in benefits to per- Theatres for a run at the Palladigetting work the indies feel that formers.
um.
they will soon be asked to service
On his arrival; Jones declined to
a lot of acts that havelbeen hitting
see newspapermen. However, he
comparatively big money and who
saw
them' Saturday (10), and said
Don Cornell P’kge to Fold
aren’t getting same these days.
he had signed a contract with
Movement has already started.
David N. Martin, head of the TiIn Sept After Playing
For example, Mercury Artists has
voli vaude-revue loop and opposibeen getting a lot of acts that have
tion to Celebrity for a run of^six
100 Dates* Grosses Solid weeks at the Tivoli, Sydney, openbeen accustomed to four figures
weekly.
Joe Glaser’s Associated
The Don Cornell-Gaylords- Jerry ing tomorrow (14), with a further
Booking Corp. has also been get- Fielding package is due to disband span in Melbourne. Jones indicated
ting a fair share of acts that had Sept. 6 when they will have played that contract options may see hiip
been with the majors. Kenneth more than 100 dates, including a remain longer Down Under.
Later, Leon Newman, Mark Leddy, full-week stand at the Paramount
Questioned about the Palladium
Miles Ingalls, Baum & Newborn Theatre, Portland, Ore. The break- setup, singer said that
no contract
and others have also been inking up is a result of a previous booking had been signed only negotiaat a faster rate than they have which calls for the Gaylords to play
tions. He added that during his
been.
a nitery date in Reno two days appearances in NeW Zealand under
The indies claim they have kept after the unit’s dispersal.
management of Clive 'McMahon,
In shape all these years in the sellThe package has been hitting ex- there was talk of McMahon producing markets by exploiting virtually cellent grosses, going into overages ing the Palladium show for Wren.
every field that produced even the in many situations. On July 7 at “However, on arrival in Sydney,
minutest amount of commissions. Brooklyn, Mich., they scored $3,- and following talks with Harry
Several said that for many years 120; Fruitport, Mich., gave them Wren, I decided that the contract
they didn’t have an act that was an $2,690. At the Holiday Ballroom, carried too many clauses that did
“easy sale.’’ Some are now coming Chicago, they hit $1,900 on a $1,- not suit me. David N. Martin then
in, and before, long, they expect 500 guarantee.
At Spring Valley, rang me and offered"me a contract
the trend to make itself felt with 111., they did $4,320; Kaukauna, to star in ‘Knights of Laughter.’ I
greater impact.
Wis., $3,860; and at Lake Geneva, decided to accept this offer. That’s
With decreasing employment op- Wis., $3,415.
all there is to it.”
portunities in the variety field, and
Wren told newspapermen that it
Spokesman at Joe Glaser’s Asmore movement of acts from ma- sociated Booking Corp., which Whs “all news to him” that Jones
jor-to-major, the indies have been booked the combo, said that the had swung over to the opposition,
able to nab an amount that is help- outfit will hit the Coast,
go back to and indicated that the singer had
ing them to get back on their feet. Texas and then return to
the mid- a contract with the Palladium.

Georgie Kaye to Topline

—

—

,

monetary mpguls unbend on dollar
takeaway for V, S. taleht after the
show.
Understood that the cost to fly
the show ’-‘combo here and return
will hit around $10,000. Reyes and
Pordon said that if the government
will relax coin takeaway restrictions, there would be no limit to
the amount of top U. S. talent
available for Down Under. With
initial

New GM Show

for Buick;

Other Industrial P’kges

ly,

—

biz here. This is duo’s first venture
into the major league against J
c
Williamson Theatres ami the Tivoli
vaude-revue loop.
Reyes hopes to ge,t Frank
Sinatra, Nat (King) Cole, Mickey
Rooney and Jane Powell for Down
Under quick runs, Johnnie Ray is
timed to~preem here in September.

show business to
apparently cuing more shows

Ability of live
.

sell is

pitch products in important
markets. General Motors Corp.,
long a believer in the ability of
specially written shows to help
build a market, is launching a show
for Buick to run for a month starting in October. .
has signed
Buick division of
Georgie Kaye through the Kudner
Agency to top the 'show with a cast
to include Pat Northrop, and a
singing group. The Headliners,
with others still to be signed. Billy
Livingston will design the costumes; Eddie Gilbert will do the
scenery; Berhie* Wayne is writing
the music; Paul Dudley is doing the
scenario, and* Max Meth replaces
the late Vincent Travers as music,
conductor. Georgie Hale who pro'
duced the first- unit at the Versailles, N. Y., will produce this layout.
The Buick unit will also mark the
return of the Capitol Theatre, N.Y.,
to live showbusiness.' The bill will
play for an invited audience at that
house for two mornings, starting
Nov. 5. Of course, the house will
resume its straight film policy -in
the afternoon.
to

GM

,

a fast plane service,’ ficts can, reach

here in two days, play p week or
more and be back on home ground
In another two. days.
Only bigcapacity stadiums make it possible
to play the; top talent here on a

quick runaround.
Aussie Actors Equity has not
made' any decided statement '^regarding the importation of U. S.
talent under the Reyes-Gordon
.

setup.

Reason

is

fact that local

bands

will be used to back the imported fare, plus other home tal-

ent.

Aussie show biz toppers are
watching with keenest interest this
play by two Yanks to give the
Aussie public a gander at Broad-

way

stars.

Back to Stage Shows
Greater Union Theatres, major
pic loop here under direction of
Norman B. Rydge, will bring in
British* singer Donald Peers at the
2,800-seater Capitol, Sydney, next
week. Peers, on a reported salary
This layout is on the dealer and of $2,000 weekly, will be backed
distributer level, and it’s supple- by Bob Gibson’s band and local
mented by the
Motorama acts. Unit will form the second
half of pic bill.
Unit will later
which is pitched at consumers.
play around the GUT loop, includSchedule calls for rehearsals to
Already schooled in the chore of west in order to play a series of He later filed suit "for $20,000,
ing key nabes. If idea clicks} other
start in September with a Flint,
making tough sales, they are now dates In spots that couldn’t be claiming breach of contract.
flesh shows will be used by GUT
Mich., opening Oct. 4 for four days.
trying to specialize in “rehabili- taken care of during
their previ-Jones has a big following here Other dates include Los Angeles, frith, pic bills.
tating” acts into the tall coin.
ous stay in the territory.
via films and disks.
New Orleans, Detroit, Chicago, and
New York.
David W. Rubin Artists ManageA similar show went out last ment, .Inc, chartered to conduct a
year with Billy House in the lead. management
and employment
Response was so big that Buick
agency business in New York.
will make this an annual. The
Buick show is only one of the lay•

.

GM

•

.

I

JOHNNY PINEAPPLE

and

ORCHESTRA and REVUE

his

MIAMI BEACH

HELD OVER

RONEY

Playa

FLORIDA

39,

PHONE

5-601

ExeeOtiv* Offic*

Jana 24, 1954

“NOHELANI”

are very happy to tell yoa that the bittiness at the
end of the one month of your engagement In the Bambpo
Room has Increased very satisfactorily. In view of this
we wish to extend yoar contract to the end of onr tammer season, which will be approximately about September 1.
r

be pleased

entertainer,

know that this Is the first time
has been booked for the entire season
to

the Bamboo Room of the Roney Plaia.
want to thank yoa personally, and the other members
of your fine group for the excellent entertainment yoa
have provided our patrons.
in
I

Sincerely,

&• SiuU
J. S. Suits

Manager
JSS:d

•

DECCA RECORDS

We

will

'

Fla.

Dear Johnny:

You
any

PLAZA
Miami Beach

Mr. Johnny Pinoqppla

Ronny Pina
Miami Beach,

GM

come from

divisions.

out,

In

addition,
other
traveling
will be produced for General
Electric,
Westinghouse,
among
others.
.

shows

Thanks MR. SUITS!

Roit&if,

outs to

Pontiac is getting set with a dealer
show, and Frigidaire is in the process of putting out a traveling lay-

B/W

“DRIFTING SANDS”
Soon to Be Released
Decca Album #D.L.*5518

“MOONLIGHT
MAGIC”
Management

FRANCES FOSTER
Direction

MERCURY ARTISTS CORP.
730 Fifth Avo., Now York

CONCESSION MGR. LAMS

WITH AUDITORIUM $$
Minneapolis, July 20.
Police are seeking the manager
of the St. Paul Auditorium consession sales,' William Melton, 30,
an employe of the Bush
Alaube
Concession Sales Co., Kansas City,
Mo., after discovery of a $1,606
shortage in Receipts and his disap-

&

pearance.

The Kansas City firm only a
week ago had been awarded the

,

contract by the. city council to
handle concessions in the municipal building and had just started
operations.

Joseph Brown, the company’s
general representative here and
Melton’s superior, said he saw Melr
ton for the last time about 12:30
p.m. Sunday. At 9 a.m. Monday he
found a note on Melton’s desk in
the Auditorium, which said the
manager would be “a little late.”
-

.

Becoming concerned when Mel-

ton failed to appear during the
morning, he called a locksmith to
open the safe for Which the manager had the only key.
check of
the receipts revealed the shortage
and the police were called. Melton
had been with the Kansas City
firm, for several months.

A

‘

WANTED:
Chorus

Girls

Must be able to dance and do
a specialty single* >$60.00 a
Send
week; room, board.
picture,

Carli

24

-

write

or

call

908 7, Hurley,

John
Wise.,

Silver Street.

WHEN
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Personal Manager:
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Public Relations:

HARRY SOBOL

Saranac take

Vegas Ni

tfappy Benway
Sarjuwc Lake, July 20,

By

the show folks. who reside in our actors’ colony and who
for their untiring work
kudos'
rate
in aiding all charity drives here
are Ernie Burnett, writer of Melancholy Baby”; Benny Kessler,
former vaudevillianp* Eddie («
Hurst) Vogt, vaude and muslcom-|
edy actor now columnist on local
Daily Enterprise; Helen O’Reilly,
nitery hostess of prohibition era;
and Irving 'Altman, amateur magician. Their recent big drive was
for the William Mbrris Memorial
Park, a kiddies' haven.
#
Dorothy (Eddy Sisters) Pino shot
in from Gotham for a weekend

Among

.

Las Vegas, July

for four weeks to he followed by
Buttons.
a’ two-week stand by Red
Summer layoffs of tele shows conMost
headliners.
these
tributed
of the year, the hotelmen have to.
for
lookout
constant
on
the
be

20.

Las Vegas niteries are seeking

!

overcome the constant headliner
names^and acts
For example,
for longer periods.
names.
this week, Herb Shririer, who was
They make fairly frequent trips
bought originally for three weeks
to New York and Hollywood, and
at Last Frontier, has been extended will give rapt attention to anyone
Va.
an additional three weeks.
supplying some fresh ideas. HowParnell’s “Palladium Varieties’’ at, ever,, despite all the gimmicks .and
to

scarcity by booking

1

'

'

...

1

the Desert Inn

is

staying a total o£

weeks.

six

The
names

Strip hotels would like the

to stay as long as possible,
but unfortunately, the headliners
will rarely remain for too long a
time in any spot. Joe HT. Lewis,

not booked too far in advance, generally gets a holdover
session in any of the Vegas spots

when

that he plays.

There just aren’t enough names
around to permit the casino ops too
frequent changes of headliners.
The innkeepers have to work
closely with the talent agencies to
get film names w ith none or little
nitery experience, or offbeat head-

whom

they cannot permit
liners,
to remain for too long. Thus when

some seasoned topliner becomes
available, they’d like a buy for a
lengthy stay.
Milton Berle, who's been booked
for the Sands Hotel, will remain

Emil Lowe, former organizer
Guild
of
American
the
Variety Artists, is now' editing the
journal of the Hotelmen’s Assn,
of Sullivan County, N.-Y.
left

AGVA

several months

.

'

,

.

.

King Cole Cracks
Frisco Hotel Record
Ran Francisco, July 20.
Nat (King) Cole, who closed Sunday night after three weeks at the
Fairmont Hotels broke his own record at the. spot with a smashing
three-week gross in covers only of
$23,780. This means, at the hotel’s $2 cover per, person, that Cole
drew over 11,800 people to the
room during his stay.
Cole’s 1953 figures, which broke
the house record held until that
time by Sophie Tucker,, were a
cover gross of $21,572 for three
weeks; $100 over Miss Tucker’s

1

Adage

You

some 50 club owners and managers
formed a group with the hope of

[

|

|
1

record.

Take

London, July 20,
Marlene Dietrich
Atlanta
presenting a more solidified front into the Cafe de Paris has proved
to both unions concerned.
Gypsy Room showing Cotton
the wisdom of the old adage: if
blackface team, and
Chick,
In the meantime, most of the you don’t speculate, you don’t ac- Watts &
holding over the Edmonds,
is
boites around Montreal continue cumulate.
Comedian Jimmy
team
dance
with haphazard shows, confused
The speculation was considered
bill at the
performers and a rapidly growing uneconomic by most rival nitery Costello heads the new
group of non-union musicians, who managements. With such an operatknow they can only make a living ing nut, they argued, there was no
in the Montreal or Canadian areas hope of paying a dividend, and the
and are bent on finding same.
cafe would be working at top presSeveral rooms are still operating sure to pay the star a fabulous salary. It was admitted on the one
their
contracts
until such time as
expire. What happens after that, hand that the engagement had defir
nobody seems to know. The Shera- nite prestige values, but emphapton-Mount Royal Hotel has cut both sized on the other that the Cafe
shows and their band out of the management would be unable to
Normandie Room and have substi- maintain the standard and would
tuted former orch leader Max suffer in the long run.
The results have confounded the
Chamitov with a trio (led by
Chamitov) and retained chantoosie wiseacres. That the nitery would
In a move to strengthen the apt
Norma Hutton, who resigned from be jammed was a foregone conclu
band departments, Music Corp.
AGVA and took out AFM member- sion, but few accurately assessed and America
a departmental
at
of
the
ship to "continue working. People the real money capacity of
Chicago last week,
like to dance in Montreal and this room. The number of covers has meeting in
agents
to vice-presifour
moved
up
experiment may point the way to been substantially increased and
the promgother bonifaces if hassle continues. by encroaching on the dance floor dencies. Those getting
Green,
head of the
Eddie
are
tions
and by using every available inch
To keep many of the east end of
space, accommodation has been Dallas office; Hal Howard, head of
clubs going, managements have remade available for more than 450 the. band and act sector of the Bev-

The booking

The Venetian Room, where Cole
appeared, was sold out every weekend and then did less than* 600

of

.

for

Lowe

New

bedside visit with her sister,
the highest salaries -in the world, (Eddy Sisters) Danzi.
Storch going to the Elmwood CaAug. 2.
it’s still a struggle to get a comLeo Mantel, Randforce Theatres sino, Windsor, Ont.,
plete roster of names for the staffer who made a perfect comeAfter quick looksee at- available
casino beltback here, in from Brooklyn for a alent in England for his nitery,
summer Vacation and checkup; Lou Walters -planed to the conHe’s okay. Ditto for Sophie Medes, tinent to continue the prowl, then
former cashier Utica theatre, Utica; come back for a quickie to Blackpool where the summer shows
N. Y. A
1
Jack Beek,'manager of the Globe stock quite a few novelties that
contributed
City,
might suit him. He returned to.
Atlantic
Theatre,
weekend and
the
at
taffy and reading matter for our London
intends to go back to New York
library.
Robert Tubby, former White early this week.
House secretary under President
Migttellto Valdes pacted for the
Truman, is the publisher of our Tropicana, Havana, Aug. 18 for 8
daily Adirondack Enterprise.
weeks. ..Zero Mostel has signed
Write to those who are 111.
with Mercury Artists Corp.
Fran Warren, who opens Sept. 1 at
the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, on the
Montreal. July 20.
Booking
bill topped by Red Buttons, goes
London
Dietrich
General snafu, involving AGVA,
to the Nautilus, Miami Beach, Julyv
j,AFM, saloon operators and custapped for the
That 28 ,. Diosa Costello
Proves Old
tomers, continues in Montreal with
Copacabana; N.Y., Aug. 16. Georno solution in sight for any of the
gie Kaye may be °n the same sesChances sion.
Gotta
parties concerned. In past week,

Lowe’s Editorial Post

ago.

Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise
York
Room, backed Up by Bob &
Trade Adams, current at the Dianne Scott, singing couple, the
Blue Angel, N;Y,» signed, for the dancing St. Clairs and Larry Lynn,
Colony, London, starting Sept. 6 vocalist. Bruce Becker band are
. , Joe
through the Kenneth Later Agen- current at this spot
Cotcy... Arthur Blake to the Saddle ton’s Steak Ranch bill spotlights
& Sirloin, Bakersfield, Cal., July impressionist Bob McFadden, Jan
30, before opening at the Thunder- & Jack Archer, boy and girl dance
Mar- dub, and Ken Morris orch ; . Jack
bird, La* Veg*s, Aug. 12.
guerite Piazza tapped for the Stat- Armstrong is emceeing Jhe show
NaneH at the Glen Irish Supper Club,
er, Detroit, Sept. 13 ..
Crompton an' added starter at featuring the Trade Winds, singing
and
Antonia,
Radio City Music Hall, N.Y., start- instrumentalists,
Larry Egyptian terper.
Muriel ing tomorrow (Thurs.)

two shows on any night.
capacity is 425, forty
seats than last year.

in

room

.

.

MCA Names

Joaquin Garay opens July 29 at
Bimbo’s 365 Club, San Francisco,
followed by Consulo & Me|ba, Aug.
19, and Guy Cherney, Sept, 9.

LEW.

BUCK
aid PAT

Band-Act Dept.

tained usual

number

of performers

The
more

-

(Bioufy and
the Itaif)

A naw

not* In

Glamor Comady
Staied by
Mariya Nelson

*

Mat. Can Fraaklla
Lou Waltara Eat.
1576 Broadway

Now York

erly Hills office; Bill Beutel, of the

who are without a choice
and brought in non-union musion the menu, which helps to keep Cleveland band and act departcians and state they will continue kitchen costs to a minimum.
ment, and Dave Baumgarten, of
to do so until such time as there
For dinner there is a $6 mini- the New York talent sector.
is some union agreement.
mum, which yields* a basic income
Moves announced by Larry BarThe Montmartre, featuring a big of $16,200 weekly. 'But with the nett, coordinator of these two deall-color revue, and several others room crammed every night, the
partments, is designed to give more
in this area continue to pack ’em liquor sales have also shown a*
authority and strengthen these diin and the Savoy Cafe, an old fave marked upswing and might reasonvisions. Barnett stated that there
around town, has been refurbished ably be assumed to provide a comhas been considerable improveand preemed July 16 also offering fortable margin of profit after all
ment in these departments and
colored performers. In some up- overheads have been met.
of continued
there’s likelihood
town clubs, the situation is pointed
Reports of Miss Dietrich’s week- growth.
up to patrons when certain acts ly paycheck have ranged between
the
fact that the
cited
Barnett
come on and the orch walks out $5,600 to $14,000. Local insiders
during performance.
One song- believe that something near the biggest development in the field
combination
hand
has
been
the
and-piano team was cancelled re- lower figure is the correct answer,
and act packages, which have
cently at El Morocco because but even though it may be
low by proven profitable in the majority
femme half of duo was AGVA and American standards it is a record
of cases. He cited the fact that the
her husband-partner a member of for London. It is certainly
more acts have aided employment’ for
AFM.
than double paid to Noel Coward,
and vice-versa. There are
who hitherto was the Cafe de Paris’ bands
lots of situations where bands have
highest paid performer.
not been able to get in on their
By
the extension of Miss DietGRADES TO CONTINUE
own, but in combination with an
rich’s engagement from the origact, new employment horizons have
four weeks’ booking to six, the
been opened for them. The same
THEIR COAST OFFICE inal
cafe management reckons that it
Lew fit Leslie Grade Agency will will now be even more profitable has held true for acts. The bands
have helped them into a number
continue their Coast office.
De- for them than the Coward seasons,
of
spots,
especially
ballrooms
eision was made at a meeting held which have been the tops during
which in past years rarely used an
Monday M9) at the N. Y. branch the past couple of years.
act.
of the London outfit with Lew
diners,

DYNAMITE!

SHE'S

KAY MARTIN
(and her TRIO)

Currently

BAMBOO

CLUB

Atlantic City

Nnw

Jartay

Direct, on

MFRCURY ARTISTS

.

KIRBY STONE

FOUR

THE CARNEVALES
(RALPH .*AND MARY)
•

Currently

;

ELMWOOD HOTEL

’

TVs ZING
ZANG ZANIES
Mgt:

Grade,

i

,

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Brnrtchet of Theatrical*

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG fill
(Tho lorvlci of thi STARS)
First 13 fifa $6.00— All 35 sssuaa $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.

;

I

$10 •
$25 •
$25 •
$50 •

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
No C.O.D.'S

BILLY GLASON
St;, New York 19—Dept. V

;

;

•

100

W.

;

14th

Circle 7-1130

senior

partner,

Since Henry Dunn, formerly in
charge of the Coast office, left the
agency late last year, decision
whether to enlarge or close the of*
fice entirely has been in abeyance.
Elkan Kaufman, of the homeoffice,
was imported to take charge of
the outfit following Dunn’s exit,
'and meeting yesterday (Tues.)
with Grade, Eddie Elkort, in charge
of American operations, and firm's
U. S. counsel I. Robert Broder,
decided on maintaining the status

1

• 3 Sks. PARODIES, per book
• MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., C«. bk.
• BLUE BOOK <Ga« for Stags)

agency’s

presiding.

WILLIAM MORRIS
A|tnty

.

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

|

,

j

i

Dave Fox resigned

last’

week

as

executive .director of the Theatre
Restaurant Owners Assn., a national organization of nitery owners. Resignation was submitted to
Herman Kirschner, Operator of the
Alpine Village, Cleveland, Who is
president of the group.
Fox said that he left TROA because of the fact that this connection would stand in the way of
quo.
another post being considered for
Grade has just come back from him. It’s believed to be in an exa survey of the Coast office, hav- ecutive position in a Catskill Mouning taken in the opening of Val tain (N.Y.) hotelmen’s organization.
Parnell’s
“Palladium
Varieties,”
Fox was formerly eastern rewhich opened at the Flamingo, Las gional director of the American
Vegas, and returns to England to- Guild of Variety. Artists, and has
day (Wed.). Broder leaves for the been with TROA since its incepCoast today.
tion a couple of years ago.

Barnett said that business is fairly good. The combinations have
breathed some life into the act and
band sectors; conventions and industrial business is picking up, and
he also noted that there has been
a vast increase in the number of
acts being bought for private' parties. The agency, exploring these
areas of business, has found a Considerable amount of new revenue;

Jimfhla Huison Agency

Dir.:

119 W. 57th

St..

Chez

N*w

York

"CREATORS OF SPECIAL

COMEDY MATERIAL"
A. GUY VISK

U

Hill

Writing Snterprisei
Troy, N. Y.
Street

(Tha Mirthplaca of

Sell

'

Paree,' Mont’l

Wtita for Spfdal

Show

Biz)

Prica..li*f

Montreal, July 20.

The Chez Paree, orte of the most
consistent users of name talent in
been sold. Sol Silvers,
who has been operating the Downbeat, here, has taken over from

LOteit

Jerry Taylor.
Spot has been booked for several years by Jack Miller out- of
New York.

Comedy

Material

far M0’*. Maileians, EnterSemi for aur
tiuaarr, ate.
Brest
at
list
price
latest

this city, has

aaiftles. ntotoparodies.*
dialog*,
lops,
•kite, ato. Written by

ORIGINAL

’

Or send
bit tap oapmen.
$10 far $50 worth of * b ®^
Money hack If bet satisfied.
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Kandy Carapo Oro

Johnny sSUvers Ore
Roney Plaza ,
Johnny Pineapple
Hgwaiai) Rev

Vagabonds

Rev
Mary Jtna Lawson
i

‘
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21,

NEW YORK

C|TY Harris

Music Hall dK 22
Corps de Ballet
Marilyn Murphy
Milan, Tlmotlch
Larry Griswold
Glee Club

Moreland

ft

Novelloa

CHICAGO
Chicago
Les Blue-

•

Tommy

'

Palace (R) 23

,

Graysons

Bob Whalen
Benny Meroff
Gehrig

ft

Amar

.

.

Moreton

Gus Van

Richman

Vienna Boys Choir

MELBOURNE

IP

(T)

Tivoli

-

Buck Warren Co
Warren Latona
Sparks

Choral.

Maxwells _ _> .
O'Hagan ft Stead
Rudi Grasl
RubberJohnny

,

G

David Sterle
David Hamilton
Adorables

SYDNEY
If

(T)

Nelson

Roy Barbpur
Harry Jacobs
Myrons
Margaret Brown

Show

.

Girls

Nudes

ASTON

Copa Cousins
Necolettes
3 Lees

Paul Betts
Peter Kingsley
Royalty Girls

Hlppodrpmo (3)
Doreen Harris
Nat Gonnella

*

BIRMINGHAM

Mayfatrs

Revellers

N

ft

Beryl.

BLACKPOOL

Optra House

‘

IP

(•>

David Nixon
Henri Vadden Co
Billy Baxter
Les Spanglers
Merle ft Marie

B

Empire <M) If
Lita Roza

Max Bacon

.

Luclenne ,
ft Artor
Eliane

Bill Finch
Dargie 5
Arthur Haynes
R Lingana ft Diane

•

Rodolphe

ft

Kathryn Moore
Monte Norman
Corps de. Ballet

Donald Stuart
Gold & Cordell

Shane

East

Ham

•

A

C

Paul
Knles Animals
August Natsch
3 Craddocks
Cairoll uc

&

Vivian

Jane Shore Co
Maja & Myna
MesdemoiseUeS

*

FINSBURY PARK
Empire IM>

Tassl

Knles *R Horses
2 .Cherks
Harold Gautier Co
...

Fattinl

Sandow

If'

Sis

Betty Driver

•

Pierre Bel
Douglas Kossmayer, Suzette Tarrl
Elizabeth ft Collins
3 Petroffs

Saveen
George Martin

7 Eagles '
2 Rassos
10 Beer Barrel
Little

Jimmy

W

G

Empire

3 Buffons

Pavllllon (1)1*

Terry Thomas
David Whitfield
.

Syd ft P Kayey
Kazan ft Katz
-Alphonse Berge Co
2 Courtneys
Jose Moreno Co

Moray

Freddie Frinton
3 Najas

Rey Overbury

Brockways
F Langford Co
Herbart Walton
Sonnle Willis
12 Holidaymakers

BOSCOMBE

Palace

Benny Lee
Robin Richmond
Ken Wilson
Graham Bros
Michels
Alec Pleon

Mary Harkness

Brazillanos

If

(I)

LEEDS

Eric Williams
Patricia Soleil
Musical Elliotts

Empire (M) If
Lee Lawrence
Morgan ft Manning
Owen McGiveney
Nixon ft Dixon

Dowsey

Leslie

If

(S)

Jack Haig

'

S

ft

LEICESTER

Cycling

Hippodrome

If

'(NO
Mitchell-

Guy

Scott

Stella

GLASGOW

*

P

Jimmy

Earl Darhay
Fisher Girls

BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M) If Ruddy Bolly
Harry Halley

Max Bygraves
Nitwits

.

Sally

.

2 Valettos

Vernon
Hepburn

Hippodrome (S)
Teddy Johnson

If

Peter Sellers
Pearl Carr
Michael Bentine

Hippodrome

G H

Wise

Danvers
Fayne ft Evans
Manning & J Lea

Billy

.

If

Lorranlne

Shirley

Roy
Girls

. BRIXTON
(I)
if
. Empress
Archie Lewis

Dome

Johnny Lockwood
Johnny Paul 3

te
Ossie

&

2 Shinway

BRISTOL

J«ck Anton
Alan Rowe
Lorraine ft

If

Elliott

Morecambe

Angelos

Sandra

<S)

David Hughes

ft
Melita
Lester Sharpe & I

Mills

Honky Tonk

BUI Waddington
Les Dounos
Rolf Hansen
Pen Yeu Jen Co
Wrleht ft. Marrlon

MANCHESTER

Max Geldray

Emplro (1)
George Beck
Bob Gray

Charles

Empire <M) If
Josef Locke

Tux Co
Virginia
Shirley

ft

LIVERPOOL

Joyce Golding
K Feather
Nelson Bros.

Belles

NEWCASTLE

Empire (M) If
J ft J Bentley
Bonar Colleano
Walthon ft Dorraine
Billy

.

Makam

Peter Cavanagh

Frances Duncan
Albert Sturm

Gay

Don Peters

”

NORTHAMPTON
New
If
<l).

Morris

Harry Shlels
Harry Dawson

Alien

3 Astaires
Erik Lelfson

“own White Co
R«yy

Empire (M) If
Denis- Bros ft J

'

Frankie Lalne
Cal-Vada

:

Russell

Arms

.

Jonl James
Allen ft -DeWood
Ike Carpenter Ore

Bud ft Cece
Golden Girls
Will Osborne ore
.

Lovelies.

plained by Spiegel, here's the way
it works: To get started, the American producer must

make

a picture

in cooperation with a native production company. After the first

HAVANA
Troplcana
S de Espana Orq

|

holds true of Estelle & Alfonso,
Latin aero dancer and conga drummer. Opening stretches' seem formless ahd devoid of any exciting material, however, as they get going
they provide a reason to get some
applause and they' walk off to a

is completed, the governhandsome mitting.
starts working for you by
Same could apply to some of the
paying a subsidy calculated on the
New Acts at this show. Reviewed
Mano Lopez
Rita Montaner
receipts
of the picture.
In Italy, separately are Jag) & Evie Gale,
Leopoldo Fernandez Marta ft Aliexandei
Paulina Alvarez.
for example,
is 18% of the do- Alex & Galina and The Renowns
Miml Cal
Bertica ft. Rolando
Chirto Wong.
YORK CITY
Orlando de la Rosa mestic receipts- of the picture at (3).
Matamoros Trio'
the b.o.
In France, it’s slightly
Klko Gonsalves
Nancy ft Renny
The Palace regulars do fairly
A Romeu Orq
Basin St
MUt Herth Trio
Sonia Caleepo.
less.
well. In the next-to-closing slot is
Senen Suarez Orq
Benny Goodman
Joan Bishop
AlonBO BaUet
Lots of Private Coin
Blue Angei
Hotel Roosevelt
Alan Carney who has a routine
Jonathan Winter
Lenny Herman Ore
become familiar to the
In
addition,
Spi,egel
noted, that’s
Hotel Statler
Martha Davis
Calvin Ponder
there’s
Ted Weems Ore
beaucoup
private
coin Palace patronage. However, that
Stan Freeman
Hotel Taft
Unit Review
around via investors who want to doesn’t hamper its complete acTrade Adams
Vincent Lopez Ore
convert the local soft currency to ceptance, His topper," the various
Bart Howard
xatln Quarter
Jlipmy Lyons' Trio
Bernard Bros
hard dollars that the resultant pic- soapboxers in dialect, gets him off
Deo De Lyon
Szonys
to an excellent mitt.
of
Follies
ture might earn in the U. S. “It’s
Jane Morgan
Bon Soir
Also in the Comedy vein, Roy
7 Ashtons
Minneapolis, July 17.
mainly people who have been in
Jimmie Daniels
Ralph Young
Benson does very well. His patter
Mae BarneS
the
picture
business
and
can
Charwho
Plroska
June Taylor, Norma Dean,
Charlotte Rae
and
magic are similarly familiar,
Art Waner Ore
recognize the value of a good packJimmy Komack
lie Diehl, Oribin Harvey, Joe Mabut they get across handsomely.
B Hurlowe Ore
Norene Tate
age when they see it,” he ex- Benson clocks a regular share of
Versailles
Three Flames
rino, Bob Maxwell, Johnny Simpplained.
'Nice To See You'
laughs.
Copacauane
Fay DeWitt
son, Jim Strong, Tommy Thompson,
Al Berate
In the U. S., while the subsidy
Don Liberto
The Tokayer Troupe (6), closing,
Dolores Hawkins
Eddie Chamberlain, Rufe Davis, angle is lacking, Spiegel, said the
Lou
Nelson
provides a hot curtain with some
Delta Rhythm Boys Dorothy Keller
Howard Hardin, Ted & Flo Vallett, major distribs and the banks are fine, teeterboard formations. TopRamona LangPatti Ross
M Durso Ore
Linda Lombard.
Don Strong, Sabina, Virginia anxious to provide the financing pers are somersaults into an eleFrank Marti Ore
Margy Duncan
Drift Inn.
Sellers, Burt Hanson, Four Sing- for indies who can present top- vated chair and a high triplePaula Stewart
somersault into an 18-foot basket.
Cedrone & Mitchell Carol Ohmart
ing Guys, Aqua Water Dears (24), notch package deals. His current The crowd applauds lustily.
Ruby Hill
Salvatore Gioe Ore
“On- the Waterfront,” which has
Ray Hartley
Panchlto Ore
Aqua Dancing Darlings it Show been selected for showing at the
No. | Fifth Ave
In the usual position is Jo LomVillage Barn
Bob Downey
Girls (28), Barnett Orch' (18); upcoming Venice Film Festival, bardi, batoning the house orch for
Vickie Barry
Harold FonvlUo
Joel Shaw Ore
produced, and stagejd by Al Shee- was financed by Columbia and the solid backing to the acts. DavO
Hazel Webster
Dale ft Mullen
Oht Roumanian
Joe Furst
Picture, Bines adds to' the show with his
han; water ballet director, Helen Chase National Bank.
Sadie Banks
Jose.
Piute Pete
good light plots.
Joe LaPorte Ore
Starr; stage ballet director, Dorothy being distributed by Col, will hit
Rachel EUen
D’Aqulla Ore
Waldorf-Astoria
Lundstrom; lighting effects, Jack the nation’s theatres shortly. Elia
Hotel Aster
Olympia,
Martin
Freddy
Budd
Kazen,
who
directed,
and
Sammy Kaye Ore
arrangements,
Higgins;
music
EUeen O’Dare
Miami, July 16.
Hotel New Yorker* Mischa Bdrr Ore
Schulberg, who wrote the screenJames McLeod; costuming, John play, have a participation arrangeEd ft WUma Leary Manolo.
Gene Barry, Billy Gilbert, Ted
Mera
Jo Barnum
Lawrie,
Marilyn
Hightower and
M. Williams,- Wirth Pool, Minne- ment with Spiegel bn the film
Village Vanguard
Steve Kisley Ore
Selma Marlowe
Dancers,
Les
Robert
Dee Drummond
apolis, July 14-25; $3.30 top.
which stars Marlon Brando.
L L Bennett
Frank SoneU
“Capt. Kidd &
Rhode
House
Orch;
Hotel Pk Aheraton C Williams Trio
It
was in connection with The Slave Girl” (Col).
This is the 15th edition of Al “Waterfront” that Spiegel made
CHICAGO
Sheehan's locally produced com- his trek abroad, mainly to show the
Duo of filmites in the topliner
bination water spectacle and stage
picture to the Venice selection slots, combined with local Clover
Chez Pare#
.
Black Orchid
extravaganza, “Aqua Follies,” alTelicia Sanders
Georgie Kaye
committee. The group, according Club production setup, looks to
ways one of the leading attractions
Dr Arthur EUen
Norman Brooks
to Spiegel, made a last-minute tote up sock boxoffice results this
Stan Wilson
Louis Trio
of the Minneapolis Aquatennial, as
R Kerpaya Duo
change in its rules to allow the late week.
B Farnon Ore
annual summer mardi gras.
Personable Gene Barry is an
Rodriguez Rhumba
Blue Angel
entry of “Waterfront,” thus givEach of these shows has been ing the
Sam Manning
equipped songster with a better inIdgewatar Batch
U. S. a representation of
Whalebone WUUe
pretentious and bigger and
more
person
act than most of the HollyPiazza
Marguerite
Lady Jamaica
Di Gltanos
better than its predecessor and four pix instead of the stipulated wood contingent. Barry’s full-rangPrincess Orelia
D HUd Dcrs
Lord Carlton
that goes for the current offering, three. Spiegel also discussed the ing baritone is applied to a careLaSalle
Ore
D
Lady Trinidad
which sets a new high for the foreign release of the film with Col fully staged series of compositions
Palmer House
D’Lacy Quartet
event in entertainment, splash, reps abroad. It’s set, he said, for with accent on Special material. At
Dorothy Shay
Blue Note
splendor, color, spectacle and all- the Gaumont-British circuit for times there is too much accent on
Louis Armstrong
Darvas ft Julia
Charlie Fisk Ore
Velma Middleton
around customer enjoyment.
late October.
the arrangements. Overall, smooth
With their diving exhibitions
On the basis of the early acclaim delivery and artful stage deporttos ANGELES
and clowning, water ballets and “Waterfront” has received, Spiegel ment add to values, keeping stubproduction numbers and
holders with him all the way.
stage
is readying another project in coAmbassador Hotel Dick Stabile Ore
Billy Gilbert makes his annual
acts,
these “Follies” necessarily
Los
Chavales
de Bobby Ramos Ore
operation
Like return and, per every outing, keeps
with
Kazen.
follow a set pattern. Like ice
Espana
Charley Foy's
N Brandwynne Ore Carl Ravazza
shows, circuses and rodeos, they “Waterfront,” which was filmed them happy throughout a diversiGogi Grant
Band Box
can vary little from year to year, wholly on location in Hoboken, fied stint fortified by the knowhow
J Black Ore
Wanda Curtis
although each, of course, manages N. J., the new film, set to roll in acquired through the years. The
Jack Prince
Mocambo
to include some new performers the spring, will be another location mixture of gab, jokes, songs and
Larry AUen
Eartha Kltt
Rickie Layne
Paul Hebert Ore
and features. Here, however, in job. The site this time will be the trademarked sneezing sequence
Arnold Dover
Moulin Rouge
plaudits from material
this land of lakes where swimming Connecticut. Spiegel was reluctant squeeze
Larry Green Trio
Chiquita ft Johnson
is one of the top outdoor sports to reveal the contents of the new that, in other hands, would be on
Bar «f Music
Rudy Cardenas
Dwight Flake
DeCastro Sis (3)
they’ve become as much of an in- film, but disclosed that it’ll be the mild side. Offed to resounding
Odette MyrtU
B Minevitch H R
stitution as. the annual “Ice Fol- based on a play by Paul Osborn, returns.
Tony Gentry Circus
Dick Hazard Ore
Selma Marlowe line, long fealies” and, apparently, a once-a- with Osborn writing the screenBarbettes (5)
Blltmore Hotel
tured at the Clover Club, make for
Gina Genardi
year “must” with an enormous
Weire Bros (3)
play.
Fluff Charlton
sprightly moments with bright,
Allan & Ashton
clientele.
ready-made
Bob Snyder Ore
Bob Douglas
Between -now and the Osborn intelligent terp patterns handled
Current production, like all of
Hal Derwin Ore
Statler Hotel
project, Spiegel said he would in zestful manner by the sextette
Giro's
Celeste Holm
the other editions, has excellent
Skinnay Ennis Ore
make
Sophie Tucker
a picture in England, involv-* of dancers. Marilyn Hightower,
swimming and stag£ talent. Its
water star, June Taylor, is tops in ing a co-production arrangement with, her toe-spins and whirls, gets
MIAMI-Mli iMI BEACH
palming and Ted
his
Horizon-American enthusiastic
between
ballet
the art of synchronized
swimming. The divers rate among company and its British counter- Lawrie sets himself as a highly
Five O'clock
Bar of Musle
capable song-dance man. He’s best
with
the
part,
Horizon-British.
As
diving
the
Ditto
the
nation’s
best.
Belle
Barth
Bill Jordan
in the song department with a
Dick HaU
Hal Fisher
clowns who unfailingly convulse Connecticut-localed .film, he de- catalog that includes French
and
Don Ostro Ore.
Harvey Bell
the audience with their zany high clined to discuss the story ma- Yankee pops.
Beth ChaUis
Leon A Eddie's
t
Gina Valenta
jinks.
The 24 Aqua Dears go terial, saying it would be based on
Lois De Fee
Les
Rhode
house
orch
snov?and
Ethel Davis
Lynn Star
through their intricate water bal- one of two books he was consider- back in fine style.
Lary.
Fred Thompson
Rose Ann
let formations with perfect preci- ing.
“If they know I’m interestBeachcomber
Rita Marlow >
Martha Raye
sion and rhythm.
Charlotte Watere.
ed,” he said, “the price might go
NoVelites (3)
Bros.
Set
Fisher,
Mills
Di
Lido
Hetal
On the stage, Howard Hardin up.”
George DeWitt
Walsh
Condos ft Brandow Sammy
not only proves to be a smooth
For Illinois Fair
Martin, and Malo
Spiegel as yet hasn’t made any
Len Dawson Ore
and breezy emcee and adept story financing arrangements on either
Freddy. Calo Ore
Bombay Hotel
St.. Louis, July ‘20.
teller, but also a comedy juggler
Nautilus Hotel
Jean Burkette
of the upcoming productions. “I’ll
Eddie Fisher and the Mills Bros,
Buddy Lester
Russ Arno
of the first order. Rufe Davis also
Eddie Snyder
cast and have been inked for the DuQUoin,
deals
when
the
Peter Mack
the
make
gets
laughs with his sound
Antone ft Ina
Dorothy Vincent
is set.” he
111., State Fair that tees off 32d conSid Stanley Oro
Brook Club
imitations and songs. Sabina is an the complete package
winds
Sans Soucl Hofei
Michael Strange
virtuoso said, “Otherwise I’d be talking in secutive season Aug. 29 and
Violinist
accomplished
Eileen Barton
Beverly Kenney
The only way for a up Labor Day.
with plenty on the showmanship a vacuum.
Sacasas Ore
Tony Matas
The fair, second only to the one
Ann Herman Dcrs
Clever Club
ball, while aero dancers and baton producer to make arrangements for
Anne Barnett
Lillian Roth
twirlers Ted & Flo Vallet gener- financing and distribution is to held at Springfield, 111., drew 4Q0,Saxony Hotel
Ted Lawrie
ate substantial palm pounding.
have the whole package ready.” He 000 payees last year, setting up a
MarUyn Hightower Paul Grey
Martha A Beiitley
Tony Lopez Ore
The vocalistics of Virginia Sel- disclosed, however, that Columbia new attendance record for a fair in
Selma Marlowe Llnf Tano ft Deo
Little Egypt.
was “anxious” for both pictures.
the
lers and Burt Hanson and
Nlrva
Woody Woodbury

Celia Cruz

G A Guedes

Bills

Rehe

ft

•

picture

ment

.

C

Delaine

^

*

1054

.

.

.

Miami

•

.

.

Lee Youngsters
Dlck^Jkmes

4 Ramses

George Ruzsa

Eddie Fitzpatrick
ore
New Golden
Shecky Green

make

France,
“In
Spain.
in

.

Rolf Hansen
Metropolitan (I) if
Aerial Kenways
Eltham ft Sharp
Tommy Reilly
Jeretz Bro
2 Nadias
Keefe 'Bros ft
Goldwyns
Tower Circus (|)- If De Yong & Delysia
*

D

|

If

(I)

Les Valettos
Jack Anton
Marian Lane
Valento & Dorothy

Lamar

ft

W

particularly, available

'

GRANADA

20 Tiller Girls
Palace (1) If
Beverley Sis
Bonar Colleano

Helen Yraubel
Lord Buckley
Arden Dancers

‘

R Rems

Layout

:

B Adams
EDINBURGH

-

Tony Hancock
Joan. Turner^.
Ba6si 3

ft
.

benefit.

•

ft

Jimmy Edwards

Bob

If

(S)

Daniels*.

-Billy

Eddie Gordon
Reid
Botandos-

Deyrles

ft

CHISWICK

Empire

Platt

Fred Lovelie

Bob

Royal (M) If Beams Girls
L Martino
YORK
Hal ft
Mack
Empire (I) If
Connor & Drake.
Denise Vane
Mary Priestman
Dick Montague
Joe Church
Penny Lee
2 Peters
Dick ft R Ray
Jimmy Jeff ft* J
G Gaye ft. Blaine
SHEFFIELD'
3 Georginas

would

runs longer than is usual here, but
the cutting down process would

'

PejrcivalX Dogs
Neville Bishop

Waltham

Al Koran
Levanda ft Van

Keh

If

Afrique

Hippodrome (M) If

Goya 3

Riverside

Peggy Lee

Aqua

derby

Owen

Cliff

Franklyns

Tt,:
ea

overall bill

-

.

Bartholomew

‘Billy

If

(I)

Swlnson

PORTSMOUTH

Spiegel, who just returned from
a three-week trip abroad, said he
found ready coin via co-production
deals 'and government subsidies

Patio

Washington

'

this program more compact
and remove a lot of dull time)'
For
example, the vet. Apus 8c
Marquis FamUy
Italy, England
and
Estrellita could telescope their gab
Riverside Starlets
BIU CUfford Ore
some cases,”- he said, “the sub-. sessions, selecting only some of the
LAKE TAHOE
sidies arc^ so enormous, you can better lines. It’s their song and
Cal-Neva
dance work at the close of their act
Don Arden Dancers finance your next picture.” As ex? that excites the applause. The same

Stateline

NEW

„

Dancing Boys
BaUet

Jack Glen

-

Ted Lewis Rev
Mapes

,

Cabaret

BRITAIN
Hippodrome
Tony Dalton

If.

<l)

Conrad Vince

.

before.”

DunhUls
Dinah

Montmartre
Benny Moore

C

ft

Sonya Corheau
Bert Duke
Joy Hor6burgh
Dorothy* Hall

Judd Lane

WOLVERHAMPTON

Hippodrome
Danny O’Dea

A bit of tightening should eliminate the creaks from the current
Palace card. Some acts, especially
during the early portion of the bill,
could cut down on the less pointed
sections of thier turn, and thus the

Continued from page 3

record and see what you’ve done

RENO

3 Hellos

.

If.

Norman Vaughan
Bernice Vaughan
Renlta Kramer

Frank Cleary

Tivoli

Group

Chevalier Bros

Dawn

ft

l^rquis FaihUy

’

.

Frank Cook ft J
Guus Brox ft M

face” Craig
Edith Crocker Co

Ron Parry

Authors

E.

sss'

'

Last Frontier
Albert & Margo

Wood Co

Charly

'

Gloria

Mike Joe .ft Coco
Bouna
Tony Fontana
JulianSomers
Kerry Vaughn

Dancing Boys
Dancing Girls
Mai's Thoa <T)
3 Daresco

Pipers

Kaye

Jacksoii
Clifford Guest

David .Edle ...
John Bluthal
Max Blake'

Girl,

Dagenham

ft
ft

Amin Bros

W

Vogelbeins Bears
Dickie Henderson
Olga VaToha

AUSTRALIA

Martha Raye
Kirby Stone 4

Hackford & Doyle
Allen. Bros ft J
Phil Darban ft
David Berglas

O’Dell

George Tapps
Dancers
El Ranche Vegas
•

.

Aim Sothera
Doodles & Skeeter
Thunderblrd
\
Dorotby Collins
Jay Lawrence

•

‘

Empire (M) If

Eatoir ft

Porchetti

Dasarf inn
Palladium Revue
Sahara

Empire (Ml if

.

Alan Carney, Tokayer Troupe
Jo Lombardi House Orch;
“The Diamond Wizard” ( UA ) reviewed in Variety July 14, ’54.
(3),
(6);

Ziegfeld Follies
Frank Sinatra

'

Bobble CoUlns

Palatic, N. V.
Alex & Galinat Jan & Evie Gale,
Apus & Estrellita, Estelle & Alfonso, Roy Benson, The Renowns

Cortes

.

BUI Willard

Dickie Valentine
Ray & J Penn

Alans

NOTTINGHAM

Hoveler Girls.
W
Danny Drayson

Weismuller
Helene Vernon 3

ft

Paris Lovelies

.

Jimmie Cavanaugh

SWANSEA

Angelina

MIAMI

Rico

Morton Frasers
Brian Andro
G ft A DOonah
Tony Brent
Rusty
Pharos ft Marina

WUton Co

.

Hank Henry
The Appletons
Eve Marley
Sparky Kaye

House Reviews

the

credit side, too.

NEVADA
II

'

Silver Slipper
Sally Rand

<

If

(I)

Charlie EUle

Olympia (P> 21
Beachcombers

.

•

NORWICH

Betty Luster

Sym Ore

Girls

Hippodrome

Leonettl

3 Arnauts

Rockettes

23

(P)

Carol Gatlejf
Roma Ferrl
3 .Toledos

MarUyn

Terry Moore
Alan King

much on

duction number, are

*

Following its 12 nights in Minnethe “Follies” goes into
apolis,
Rose Murphy
^Seattle for an annual summer fesGolden Nugget
and fortnight engagement
tival
Moran ft O'Connor there before disbandingRees.
Ed Ford ft Whitey
Sands

Flamingo

full

-

Johnny Flanagan

Mr*.ar oro

IAS VE6AS,

btlow Indicate ppanlnt day af ghoyr

•
or ipltt wMk
LCttar lii paraothtsas Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; (L) Loewi <M> Moss;
'*
<P) Paramount; <R) RKO; cs> Stoll; (T)Tivoll; (W> Warner

whgthtr

Four Singing Lads** providing the
vocal background for- the pool and
stage doings, and Don Strong’s
rope .spinning in & Round-Up pro-

of '84

Ic#

v

-

>

Show

•

*

..

,

1

«

»

j

•

i

-
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NIGHT CLIJn REVIEWS

46

Sands, Las Vegas

recent years.

•

;

W’dteeMty,

rsr<
It's

more

likely

Cfaez Paree* Cltl

due

a mile. On the whole it's a hodgepodge of acts of suppdrtinfrvintag*.

.

Jiily

21, 1954

Last frontier,

V*fiaSt July fa:
Chicago, July 13.
v
to Goodman’s mellowing over the
One star might do much toward
Las Vegas, July 14.
but he still can hit a drivNorman Brooks, ‘Georgie Kaye tying the package together. Show, ffetb ShHnert LAsa Kirk .(with
Sam Levenson, Frances Lang- years,
Buddy Pepper), The MarcellVs
to;
wants
when
he
Orch
pace
Farnon
(8);
ing
Brian
Trio,
Louis
(4), Chuck
is booked tor six weeks.
ford, with the Fellas
<2 1, .Frontier Girls (10), Garwood
The surrounding combo fur- $1.10 coven $2.50 minimum,
Nelson, Sands Girls (20), Ray SinStars are Richard Heame and Van Orch CI1)| no cover or mini*
with
support
excellent
atra Orch (ID; wo cover or mini- nishes
FollowKirkwood.
songstress
Jpat
mum
.
Mel
Charlie Shavetfs on trumpet,
in this three-weeker, Chez is u> ing a brief stint in a mid-Victorian L
mum.
Powell on piano, Morey Feld t>n spooling another typical midsumdance burlesqued byHearne, made
and
Herb
Shrlner and Lisa Kirk lend
bass
on
song.
Crosby
Israel
formula
of
drums,
per
three
mer format
final
Jack. Entratter’s
up like a middleaged British balance to this bill ahd satisfy,.
Shavers COmedy and ‘dance. Marquee
frames of his version of "Ziegfeld Chuck Wayne on "guitar.
schoolmaster, he returns to do his
showsolo
plenty
of
Brooks
gets
Norman
virtuosity
as
potent,
too
humorist Shrlner digs
and
none
As
always,
Follies" finds Sam Levenson
on the Ed Sullitends to go
their main bit .portrayed
Frances Langford replacing Frank casing and though hetoo often, he an(j Louis Trio are playing
van tv show, wherein he ’performs into Indiana lore for his material.
okay
tricks
circus
Biz
was
for
dates.
in
rs
Chicago
comic regales with
with
fi
t
The
droll
sparkles
show
The
Sinatra.
the ancient British rite of "passing
withf Goodman on f0r opening show (13).
30 minutes which
comedy and song and should be a blends neatly
out from the, university/’ He jumps stories during
the set arrangements such as
Brooks is an amiable, chairs and. gulps champagne, and are punctuated by howls of laughNorman
good bet for big biz.
“Airmail,
and
goodlooking lad whose claim to the goes off to a mild hand. There are ter. Bis double entendres are sharp,
The universal appeal of Leven- "Slipped Disc”
on
Powell,
Delivery.”
Special
simple bucolic stuff is
headline (bracket, is that his voice
son’s homespun humor is such
bright spots in this otherwise and the
piano, makes a great anchor man is the spittin* image of A1 Jolson’s. a few
timed to net just as big laugh rethat his 30-minute stand seems
stodgy routine,
standout; rhythm crew.
turns. The personable star touches
Diction and ditties match too, but
hardly enough. The theme is his in a
i
Miss
Kirkwood
Is a bouncy, efferPlaying on the same bill is Buck on th e subject of showmanship the vescent singer- who picks up in on most aspects of smallJown maearly rearing in a family of eight
rip
Brooks is a interesting, fashion &l£wing
Everything he touches Clayton, who used to be with the comparison stops.
children.
The humorous, old Goodman band. A. fine trum- standup singer whose Mammy-' "What A Lot Of Fuss
„ uaa About
on hits home.
^ uuut A cal selections on the harmonica
human side of family life is Leven- peter, Clayton is working with a s tyi e wingspreads and occasional Little Bit Of Love.” The order of and the begoff indicates he’ll
straight swing kneeling are stilted.
inspire plenty of repeat biz -during
Act needs
son’s material and he makes the rhythm trio for the
better,
“ p Syl^a greater mobility onstageand the actswouldhaveseemed
stuff. Group als ° b
most pf it in an act that’s solid.
perhaps, had Miss Kirkwood closed his three-week rym.
Miss Kirk is in good'voice and
Frances Langford, working with Sims in her song sessions.^ Miss adoption of a manner that is truly The show and led rieht into the
four young men called the Fellas, Sims, a fave in the smart boites, individual for real punch.
firialewhich "she” "presents, rather charms the diners with her. pernot at her best in this big jazz
is sock in an act that’s got every- is
could pass easily than the windup with the Four forming ability. “What I Do I Do
Brooks
Unseen,
From the early portion spot, but the hepsters still go for for Jolson, and he has a good reel- Bagdadis, an acrobatic turn. The for Love clicks. They Cant Take
thing.
-Herm.
which is a trifle over-arranged and her stylistic attack.
He opens and caps Egyptians deliver some tossing, That AwriV From Me is great, if
tative flair.
finds the group pressing a bit,
with good special material, "I’m twisting and somersaulting in a you haven t heard Frank Sinatra do
platinum-gold
Hotel,
Biltinorie
L. A.
sleek-gowned,
the
Happy” and "You’re Wonderful/’ speedy act that goes over well it in Vegas *fOr the past five weeks,
This intense songstress wraps up
Los Angeles, July 14.
coiffed star moves into her own
and in between reprises a battery enough. Wiere Bros. (3), Allan St Ash- of nostalgiac Jolson identities like
orbit of song presentations that
George Lafaye 8c Co. is a novelty her audience with a fine moodHer pipes were never bet- tow, Bob Douglas Biltmore Star- "It Had to Be You,” "Anniversary turn with luminous lines and interpretation. oF A Song of Love
click.
ter and she adeptly handles the lets (12), Hal Derwm’s Orch (11); Waltz/’ and "Mr. Radio Man.” figures seen on a screen and ma- Is a^Sad Song. A cute gimmick is
change of pace through the clever $i-$i.50 couer.
Sole newie, “My Funny Valen- neuvered by the five members a phone ywith a hidden mike used
Repertory includes ‘I
material.
tine,” clicks and gives good idea of behind it. The Andrea Dancers are to sing to ringsiders. Buddy PepFeel a Song Coming On, ’’“StrangJoe Faber calls his current revue how Jolie might have sung a cur- socko in adagio with grace and per is outstanding in piano and
"Flame "Laffarama” and the layout has a rent ballad. Turn is well lauded, smoothness of the trio -a standout. Vocal support,
and
Paradise”
in
er
O’Neill." Miss Langford is a posi- showmanly balance to be a divert- and with visual aspects strength- Wilson Keppel & Betty try to
The Marcelfi’s set a lightning
tive standout in “Pity the Poor ing surcease from the steaming ened, youth could be a big hit next approach Mack Sennett comedy in pace in the opening spot, The pair
The material weather.
*
Little Rich Girlr’’
time around.
a harem dance and are so-so.
of tumbling, somersaulting acrobats
(by Jerry Seelin) includes’ standPerhaps the most pleasant mo- display a unique style, working
Comedy segment is held for 30
out lyrics and continuity and is around since the Earl Carroll days minutes by Georgie Kaye. Wear- ments of the show come in the with chairs- and a long table. The
portrayed with fine skill. Alone, and have probably played every ing fulldress suit and pince-nez, he opener, a canine act presented by wiry acros hang onto the chairs
"Summer
belts
vary
coyer spot in town, but they
Miss Langford
tells about the riutsy folk* in the Madame Malta. The dogs, attired while being flipped through the
Time.” "Chattanooga Choo Choo.” their old routines just enough to guise of a madcap psychiatrist in human habiliments, work in ozone and roll from the floor over
"I’m in the Mood for Love” and keep their welcome warm. Their with emotional disturbances of his standup fashion all the. way and the table like a caterpillar,
"Blue Skies” are strong finishers. didoes with fiddles and bowlers are own. Trifle (berserk monolog gives are clever in stunts, and comedy.
Thp Frontier Girls are okav in
The musical director is Dave bright gems of sight humor to aug- leave to some droll throwaway
The Desert Inn Dancers, with two nroducSons backed bv the
Fleischman, who works okay from ment their repertoir of brisk pre- ga gs, and outright buffoonery, precision kicks, get a nice hand.
Bob.
bi e <jarwo
oa Van
n orch
Garwood
a
aDie
cision and provocative facial con- Very fast-talking, leaping, from Carlton Hayes had a difficult time
the Steinway.
The "Venus” number, sans the tortions. It was smart showman- punchline to punchline, he does at the opener leading his orch
....
,
«
l_,lllircKliftl$U lAMMOn
departed George Tapps Dancers, ship by Faber to bring them into ludicrous skit of women trying to through the seemingly intricate
*’
c
, K
J
x
*
^
^
-----London, July 13
a restaurant' check and musical score.
is now a cute boy-girl thing with the en masse finale for speedy and settle
Bob.
vocal
Day*
the
colorful display of jazz age. dance clinches singing "Night and
Chuck Nelson scoring on
Season for Sheila,” with Sheila
by Phrase
phrase
and chorine Kim Smith as Venus. routines.
backwards
O’Neill, Michael Chamley, Ronald
Black Orchid. Chi
Acro-dance team of Allan & Ash- Laugh quotient is high, and the
Heldover are the pair of proMoody, Rachel Roberts, Eleanor
Chicago
Julv
13
S
duction numbers. Sid Kuller wrote ton set a sizzling tempo without m
Felicia Sanders (with Irving jo- Fazan, Doreen Rider, Josephine
Loufs Trkf’ tees off the show
and staged the show and the Ray! letup and the adagio turns reflect
Gordon Anne Valery, Barry Morof se Ph ) Dr. Arthur Ellen, Stan Wilproduction
15-minute
Sinatra orch is good in its musical the high skill of their long partner^ with
son,
Rudy Kerpays Duo; $4 mini- gan and Monty Tyree Band; cover,
Avenue,”
Bdb.
ship in the niteries. Novelty effect "Slaughter
Tenth
On
backstop job.
°
'
$2.80.
of their panto routine sets off spins which has varied moods and tempos mum.
and turns while a recording gives Two femme members are real siColony.
Playing a six-week return enSheila O’Neill, a blonde looker,
thoughts,
audibility
their
inner
is a Slick
himself
to
Louis
tens,
and
13.
London, July
It’s clever persiflage enhanced by dancer.
Eye-riveting terp is fine gagement, Felicia Sanders fcrom- who hit in last year's London stage
Nancy Andrews Felix King & the
precise movements and chang- for the leadoff spot. Brian Farnon ises healthy biz all during her stay production of "Paint Your Wagon/’
minimum,
$5.
Bands;
Don Carlos'
"
ing moods
orch plays the “Slaughter” piece as she heads a fine lineup in this is the star .of this potted revue
bon-ton intimery.
House was which has been stylishly staged
or so expertly
Douglas
an octave
rest of the show
Bob
and backs
*
* ..
J
» is
<*_!_•
t
__ A
II.
1
M
Nancy Andrews is a comedienne below
jammed
for opening show (13) and tastefully conceived. With a
besides
the
vocal
Mario
but
fashion,
Lanza,
fine
equally
in
with a dominating personality who volume is just as robust. He belts
and rang with applause for all little pruning; particularly of some
Les.
playing dance sets
specializes in narrative type numturns.
overlong comedy gab, it should
across a tune like most of the
bers all of which have a pro- "Glory Road” baritones and also
Attractive Miss Sanders takes an settle down as a solid attraction
Beach
nounced laugh appeal. At her open- fronts for the production numbers. Nautilns,
engaging soft-pedal approach in during this summer months.
Miami Beach, July 17.
ing at this Berkeley Square cafe He flashes a personable smile and
chanting her rich
Peter Myers and Alec Grahame,
Vocally,
cpip/v.
in
Buddy Lester, Antone & In a, Ed- she is probably astones.
e
distinctive as who authored the
revue, have
lays into his number with ardent
i°Jr1r*f hiit°this was a dedie Snyder, Syd Stanley. Orch; it’s possible
to he without resort- traced the progression of a Scotthat loses none »t its melodic
reaction,
minimum.
aud
$2.50
liberate policy to test
ing to gimmickery; and she’s a tish lass who comes down from
a
n
sw
One the routine is trimmed to the
j
„ r£»u
cham P at underplaying. This is her the Highlands to the bright lights
Th. frPA whppline comedv
7 stvle peculiar
standard 30 minutes, it will merit
brand
salesmanship, of London. Their treatment breaks
and drilled, lend dash and verve to
for a
• hnf f rArPhtinn
iS
of Buddy Lester istailored
and it?s effective
their- inventive routines
Hal
Derfrom conventiont has frequent
hep spot such as the Driftwood
Apart from one or two songs at
Well-plotted song fest combines flashes of wit, and is fresh and
crew puts the cast oyer on Room in this hostel, which ata
avoids
chirp
the
piano,
the
,
familiar
ballads
like
Helm.
"Old
Devil
inei
They’ve penned * couple
nnusual.
r
tracts the younger of the local and
straight run-through of her lyrics
Moon" and her Columbia biggie of good lyrics, but they gave too
vacationing patronage.
but breaks into the vocals to punch
"Moulin Rouge,” with such smart much time to Ronald Moody who
Hotel,
C.
B.
hits
spiel.
gaggery
Lester’s fast-paced
home with some comedy
offbeat airs as "Something Cool,” has the comedy chore to himself.
Washington, July 13.
the mark most of the way, with
Much of the comedy gab collars
Let Me Love You,” and sensitive The artist has inventive talent and
following
Enchanted Violins (12), Char- lauglnbuild
sustained
hefty yocks. After a breezy opener.
AjU,lcl
Lonely
*uwn.
She’s brilliantly
ones
Dmnanuy some impressions are ot
> Town.”
of standout
Ruth
Costello, fhp nnpninc*
(3),
Miss Andrews does a standard ren- monair es
g cpnnpnce of character !«ompanied_by Jrving Jfceph at quality,.The weakness is usually in
bit on Iher-I
V
V
11
Inv2ived
n
dition of "Cock-Eyed Optimist” Baruee’s Orch (11); 50c cover, $1
keys,
a
interprein
the
the
writing
and
not
been
has
good
Watson
.J&e.
l^^°oimes a nd
from which she segues, with
weekends.
}“ dll, she hdfi a sock
sofici.
In
tation.
QmnfithpnpH to ooint where the offcomedy results, into "Cock-Eyed
low-pressure presentation that
Michael
Sheila
O’Neill
and
howling,
them
hSmorkeeps
tl^?l
Bigamist.” This is followed by .anThe popular, outdoor Shoreham
cx P losion of response Charnley fill the dancing leads
other hit entry in a pointed lyric Terrace continues to experiment His straight carbon on Ted Lewfs
begoff.
v
with charm and polish, and the gal
about the much discussed dangers with its show, each change adding mairpt: for eood chance of pace,
Mentalist Dr; Arthur Ellen pre- adds a strong quota of feminine
of the cigaret habit. A participa- a new twist which tends to dress with followup a screwy routine in- 3u ab
is
prov e » p
‘ aPP*^- Rachel Roberts handles the
,"?
volving Uie’qreh/H© rounds out
tion number, "We Never Mention up the performance.
Jy a
.
hls
Fitzstandard
his
^. tbat hypnotism isn’t two songs with confidence and
with
turn
the
Aunt Clara,” could be jettisoned.
At the beginning of the current
kum
or
black
magic.
A
clinical
j°
Anne Valery makes an attractive
Sock accompaniment is supplied open air season, the Terrace intro- Datrick travelogue spoof “Africa,” demonstration performed
oh the femcee. Eleanor Fazan, Doreen
by the resident Felix King Orch duced its 12 Enchanted Violins, for the callback and^pper, a zany hoards, with certain
carnival
sideRider and Josephine Gordon give
dethe
stripper
for
Goldfarb
which shared the dais
playing among the tables and final- Tondelayo
show attributes, it is carried off so effective terp and vocal support.
dance sessions with the Don Car- ly out on the dance floor, a smart lineatiori
tastefully and provocatively in this
Production is neatly backed by
back,
are
Myro.
Ina
Antone
&
Terpers
los rhythm outfit.
stunt based on the— violinists at
ls sdre to Duild trade Barry
Morgan and his Mayfair
^P a}.
Monsigneurs, in Paris. Since that afterexcuraion into vaude via date
b.P se c e. At outset, he Music band, which also cater for
time, a little balcony has been built at the Olympia, and per usual, set amazes with phenomenal
Basin street, A* *•
memory
with Monty
the
terp
sessions
SnyEddie
tablers.
Benny Goodman Sextet, Buck out over the top of the bandstand, well witli the
1
ers a "d n0“ns tossed up by Tyree’s Cuban Band.
Myro,
plays
“?.
u
Sylvia Sims; $3 on which the fiddlers also do their der, local compbser-pianist,
Clayton ... Quartet,
add
c
s sets mmid for
_J
;
:
good
in
*^
sessions
7hJ
in-between
the
®;
stuff.
minimum, $1 admission.
of hls turn 88 a kind of P ar*y
Hotel Chase* St.
The Terrace has now reintro- style while Syd Stanley and his c
ar~
PJJ;
St. Louis, July 16.
Benny 'Goodman is one of the duced loudspeakers and mikes for group provide inviting music,
They’re
Peggy Taylor, Bob Thompson
few show biz names who can lay the first time in many years. Be- ranged in soft, easy tempo. well,
b
V ila e su jec
at the showbacks, as
adept
jj®?
$1-$1.50.
Aquatones
(3)
cause
of
still
complaints
and
some
years
so
time
c
f^
i
h*
^
*
considerable
for
off
a
and Proceeds to make her act out
Larv
stay on top. That’s undoubtedly back, the speakers arid vocalists
his orders while she’s entranced.
Peggy Taylor, a brunet looker, is
due to his personal disk- catalog were abolished.
Accordingly, opening night sublaunching her
in launwiuifr
Desert Irtm* Las Vegas iect
The three Charmonaires, gal
where his rep as the “king of
ject executed a ffracefnl rinnPA scoring solidly UJ
Las Vegas, July 15.
swing” is etched permanently for singers, are not only attractive in
though fn waking moments she in- American nitery career in Harold
after worklayout
theiF
Poplar’s
swank
white
Goodgowns,
disbut
also,
generation.
Varieties,
succeeding
idium
Palladiu
London
each
sisted she’d never danced before
r
ifi nitenes in Londoft and Pan.s
al Parnell, with Session climaxed with hypnotist
man hasn’t played New York since pense songs Smoothly. They work presented by Val
C
®b
a
P
he was stricken with a heart from the dance floor with the Richard Hearne, Pat Kirkwood, standing upon the woman's rigid jgf
? o flaf^fnr chnwm^nqhin
^ air / or showman:shap aand
attack at the outset of his tour schmalzy fiddle corps kneeling be- The Andrea Dancers (37, George abdomen, while she’s stretched
with Louis Armstrong last year, hind them in semicircle and provid- Lafaye & Co. (5), Four Bagdadis, prone across two chairs. Dr. El- wins the customei^ under nbn^ too
and lie returns here for a three- ing the accompaniment. For their Wilson Keppel Sc Betty (3), Ma- len’s manner .is clinically brusque favorable circumstances. Firstly
week stand with the outlook for a finale, gals move up to the new dame Malta (3) Desert Inn Dane but never' offensive, and hieract, or the amplifying system hereris debalcony where they give
out with ers
Carlton Hayes .Orch demonstration, whichever it is, en- Active And- secondly sbe ba ^J;®
capacity gross for the duration.
_
(16),
Really Love Me” (11); no cover or minimum.
Combat the noise of passingrt traffic
The old excitement surrounding nIf/fYou Love Me,
grosses and is loudly received.
*vh n ^
/Pl%A
aIt**
"Oklahoma.”
The If
Violins,
the swing movement some 20 years and
this al fresco spot.
Open-shirt falk-balladeer Stan
lined
up
.behind
them
on
the
up,
stoked
no
longer
be.
Mi ? s Taylor clicks from her
ago can
The seven acts and two produc- Wilson opens bill with 25 minute
even by Goodman, but he still balcony, and the orchestra working tion numbers presented by the^ segment of warm, absorbing songs. opening "What Does It Take’ a
supplies the best examples from Tn its shell, one flight down, pro- London Palladium's bossman Val Singer has a wide vocal range, smart
parody on "Making
that period. Currently fronting a vide accompaniment.
Parnell induces at best a fair reac- pleasing tones and a broad reper- Whoopee.” Sandwiched in between
Ruth Costello, blonde acro*bal- tion here. For the most part, the toire,, which is unusual for folk- is a change of pace with a newie,
sextet, the Goodman musicianship
of 75-minute entertainment is good in singers who normally specialize/ in "Boing Boing,” and "When The
— precision lerina, dances for the first part
is clea'rly evident in the
_
of the combo whether it’s playing the bill with an assist from the En- spots, but in the main, the show is a single mode. Wilson trikes in bal- World Was Young" in French and
Violiris and Barnee’s house tedious in its attempt to make lads like "Frankie and Johnny," English. The limited space for en “
pretty or hot.
Goodman’s clarinet-blowing is orch.
good,
rural folk tunes like "Careless tertainers precludes any acts exodit for the innovations goes
still as flawless as ever, although
The lineup of talent lacks stellar Love,” and old English songs like cept singers, and even the number
some captious listeners claim to to Jeroard Bralove, an official of names or talent, and if tying "Pal- "Golden Vanity.” What’s more, he of musicians must be held to a
Shoreham Hotel, who has ladium” to the show as its tag is offers two calypsos, and his voice minimum. Thompson’s crew dishes
have detected a slight over-refine- tb.
'•'•five charge of the Terrace
ment for the jazz groove due to
Supposed to be a trademark for customary fine musical backing.
out- the notes * or * be ac * and
Lowe.
Goodman’s classical efforts in this year.
Sahu.
top talent, then the 'effort misses
dansapators.
Les.
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Wednesday, July 21, 1954

M«pei Skymii, Reno

sort oL enjoyable melodic display
that apparently suits all musical
Reno. July 15,
Traubel, Lord Buckley, tastes. He plays for an hour and
Arden Dancers, Eddie Fitz- the table sitters still clamor for.

Helen

Don

Patrick

Orchid 1.50 minimum,

sec-

ond show.
Helen Traubel Is getting the
type of shouting enthusiasm some
entertainers think is longvgone in
Reno. Of course. Reno has always
considered itself a opera townimporting a couple of rqad companies each year.
The thing about Miss Traubel
is her respect for her profession,
without the pompousness which
usually accompanies it. She touches
briefly on opera best: known to
the non-operagoer. Then, she does
something like “No Other Love,"
or a pleasing .medley of “St. Louis
Blues,” next to “Pagliacpi.”
Lord Buckley gets his usual
quartet of victims on stage for a
pantomime, or sort of human
puppet show. The three guys and
a gal from the aud move their lips
while he goes through his comedy
routine.

»

Bright addition to the Mapes
decor is the Don Arden line, which,

room a new class.
Costuming is line and numbers

gives this

are

exciting.'

-Eddie Fitzpatrick’s orch backs
Mark.
Miss Traubel classily.
.

Blue Angel,

Clil

Chicago, July 15.
“ Calypso Magic,’* with Sam Manning Lord Carlton, Princess Ore lla, Lady Calypso, King Rudolph,
;

Lady Jamaica, Whalebone Willie,
Jerry -Miller, Al D’Lacy Gypsy
Orch

minimum.

(5); $3.50

Serving Calypso as specialty of
the house for over a" year, Chicago’s Blue.

Angel comes

an

closest to

authentic display With the
present unit.
a fast-paced
It’s
whirligig using two stages, one at
front and one at rear of the house,
with a genuine native look, convincing Trinidad conviviality and
plenty of dash.
But showmanly
polish and best stage presence
arc sacrificed, in an effort to reproduce the^ real thing.
Like previous show, from which
most of present cast is held over,
this spread was ^produced by headliner Sam Manning who holds
lengthy cleffing credits in the
Calypso idiom.
Aged chanter
holds court as Judge Calypso at
rear stage, trying other members
of the unit On front shelf as presumed lawbreakers. In this format they sport their stuff, with
Manning himself singing opening
.

“Banana
finale.
easily

Dance” and “Matilda”
Best singer Of the lot is

Lord Carlton, guitar-playing

who essays ludicrous ditties
like “Man Smart; Woman Smarter”
and “Donkey Want Water,” the
teppr

with* rousing
Verses that are real

latter

off-the-cuff
pleas-

crowd

crs.

Contortionist

who

is

Whalebone Willie,
a leg-twister per-

primarily

forming on a chair, has some aweprovoking,
moments with the
crowd, but has to overcome selfconsciousness. King Rudolph backs
the show with invigorating primitive percussing and takes unique
solo on steel drum, a pounded-out
oil can top played like a marimba,
that gets a warm* mitting.
Femme ingredient is weakest in
the whole package, though Princess
Orelia has sex. appeal and performs an engrossing sensual dance
with Jerry Miller. Matronly-looking Lady Calypso belts too hard,
slurring diction on “Make Him Behave,”
Lady
Jamaica’s
while
warbling is too thin and at times
inaudible.
But visually they con-

more,

*

600 Club* A*

C.

Atlantic City, N. J„ July 16.

Dean Martin

Jerry

it

Lewis;

Wendy Waldron, The Skylarks
(5>, Mayo Bros. (2), Johnny Con-

Cavallaro mostly adds new key- rad Dancers, Dick Stabile Orch
board twists to perennial favorites (18), Tony Curtis $6 minimum.
so that they emerge with a fresh
MICKI MARLO
flavor. His embroidering shenaniBack again into the night club Songs
gans invariably spell showmanship
Mins.
field, Martin & Lewis bang through 20.
arid increased listener pleasure. He
a 40-minute routine in 500 Club’s 500 Club, Atlantic City
varies the proceeding’s mood and
Micki Mario is a newcomer
Vermillion Room proving they
tempo-cleverly and gives even his
have
forgotten
nothing
and songstress of strong potential. She
brief excursions into the classics
learned much since they formed has the ingredients which augur
popular touches. The audience
their duo in the same spot in 1946. full-blown stardust. Reminiscent
especially warms up to an amusTheir popularity, enhanced by of the Ethel Merman technique,
ing version of “Chop Sticks,” his reason
of motion pictures and tv she is a softer song delineator but
medlies of pop selections and dis- work,
has grown In the past five belts ’em out With the same authortinctive arrangements of “Twelfth
years and club management reports ity, in itself a surprising anamoly
Street Rag,” “St. Louis Blues,” complete
sellout for the 10 days in light of her tender years.
“Warsaw Concerto” and “Mala- they will appear. Searchlights in
Miss Mario’s professional span,
gueana.” Introductory remarks are the sky, banners across the street, is said to be numbered in months,
pleasingly short and to the point. renamed for a week in their honor, and not years, yet she has all the
The pianist, is aided by Don Mc- give them front publicity spot aplomb of veteranship which beGrane and the latter’s Orch which over the many summer attractions. speaks either. (1) anonymous schoolback him up superbly. As usual,
Payees catch about same, with ing in the woods; or (2), a* naturaltoo, the McGranites do very well few exceptions, format which has
born savvy approach to presentfor customer dansapation. Rees.
hypoed their tv rating and made day song standards. The latter apthem boxoffice draws at the picture pears more likely, as she appears
El Rancho* Las Vegas houses. Routine has Jerry clown- to* be still in her teens or maybe
ing with Stabile, Martin, and the has just achieved being a hot 20 in
Vegas, July 14.
. Las
Joe E, Lewis, Gloria De Haven, payees nearest stage.
age.
Doodles A Skeeter, El Rancho
It’s surefire stuff, for crowd of
A mighty purty brunet, she is
Girls (10), Bob Ellin Orch (11); more than 600, at $6 minimum pert and betimes impertinent in
no cover or minimum,
per -head, a hike of a deuce, sel- her stance, making for a hoydenish
dom rested from the guffaws, and personality (as befits some of her
Customers are expected to make that seldom came when Martin song stylings) and ingenue in
plenty pf return trips during eight- brought into play those pipes others. Her penchant seems to be a
weeks tenure of Joe E, Lewis, who which have had much to do with modern rhythmic treatment of popcan be depended upon to render making the act one of the nation’s ular standards such as “Life Is
something different on any given first.
Bowl of; Cherries,” “Them There
Aiding
visit by the stubholders.
Top bit brings waiter up with Eyes,” “Lover Come Back to Me”
and abetting during the first four small table which he places on and “Just One of Those Things.”
Weeks is Gloria De Haven and the stage just as Martin is set to start “Cry Over You” rounds- out her
Doodles
& Skeeter. song. Singer gags about people repertoire. Miss Mario is on the
heldover
Le Roy Prinz is staging the opus. coming in during last part of show Capitol diskery roster and needs
The Lewis "humor is, as always, and. beautiful redhead, (Wendy one of those surprise quick disa strong fillip to diners. He never Waldron) takes place at table.] clicks to catapult her into extraorlets up during his 30 minutes and Seconds later Jerry appears, at-! dinary values but, on her own,
he never* lets the cash customers tired as flashy youth escorting she is an important addition to
down. New Stuff includes: “Some- father’s
secretary
assigned
to the thrush circuit. She has the
Abel.
body Bad Rang the Guy’s Door- keep him on straight and narrow. spark for name timbre.
bell,” strictly socko; “Each Year Fun from there on murders the
Win
Las
in
It Gets Harder to
customers.
ALEX & GALINA
Vegas,” and “Sex Is Just a NumMartin, in early, moments of act, Aero
ber After Five.”
offers “What a Day” and “Money 9 Mins.
prettily Burns a Hole in My Pocket,” from Palace, N. Y.
Gloria
De Haven,
Alex & Galina, an imported
gowned, exhibits nice talent and their new pic. On stage pair sing
personality. Her voice is not big, and clown their way through parts turn, comprise an okay opener
but the young thrush pleases. of such songs as “My Heart Cries with their hand-to-handing plus
interludes.
This man-and“Little Things Mean a Lot” and For You,” “Some Enchanted- Eve- terp
“Not Too Lazy for Love,” are ning,” “St. Louis Blues,” and woman turn have a series of tricks
in
are
standard
this field, but
that
bring
a
on
brass
Martin
act with
warbled interestingly, while the
working the trombone and Lewis they give these antics a snappier
gal’s topper is “It’s the Same.”
with
their dance briefies.
dressing
play
the
and
they
can
trumpet
Doodles & Skeeter repeat their
Their topper is a good novelty.
record-pantomiming while The El them too.
Duo takes turns in leading or- They do a head-to-head whilst
Rancho Girls, in a pair of new production numbers, are cute to look chestra, augmented for the occa- the lass plays a concertina in an
at.* Bob Ellis orch rates a nod for sion. The gags, which have proven inverted position, and he strums a
pay dirt, are again pulled out for guitar: It’s probably a good thing
an okay job at the musical helm.
the payees to enjoy, and they do that the orchestra plays very loud
Bob.
during this interlude, but it does
just that.
Pair look like the vaudeville provide an unusual and applauseChaudierre, Ottawa
laden
closer.
Jose.
team of olden days in their exit
Ottawa, July 16.
Ames Bros. (4), Ernie Richman number, “In Old New York,”
which
they
work
through
vocally
Mannequins ( 4 ), D*Andrea Sisters
THE CHECKERS (2)
(2), Jimmy Garrett Orch (8); $1 as a tophatted duo. Softshoe bit is Songs-Dances-Comedy

DANA & WOOD
Comedy, Satire
20 Mins.
El Morocco, Montreal

Comedians

pack enough personality and wallop into routines to draw solid appreciation from payees.
In many ways duo works at too
great a tempo and their eagerness
to please results in many good
lines and ad lib asides either, going
over heads of patrons or getting
Comedies for
lost, in collision.
most part are in a more sophisticated vein, satires covering films,
television, et
into a clicko package.
politics,

straight-man-comic setup

GENE GRIFFIN
Songs
8 Mins.
Gatineau, Ottawa

Minneapolis, July 15.

Carmen
Grane Orch

Cavallaro,
$2.50
( 8 ) ;

Don

Mc-

minimum.

|

|

JAN & EVIE GALE
Songs
9 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

Jan

But under any circumstances, he “I’m Just Wild About Harry” and
stacks up as a topnotch entertainer “The Man Who Got Away,” illusoi his kind and
one always com- trative of the balancing. The build
pletely capable of winning local is steady with intro of her latest
caie society’s approval.
recording, “Sway,” sending her
Goodlooking, personable and the into encore segment which fea-

Red Buttons’ “Ho
and musical routining wisdom,
Johnny Ray, and
Cavallaro hits -the jackpot on this trademarked “If I Knew You Were
occasmn, the same as hitherto in Coming, I’d Have Baked A Cake.”
Ann Herman dancers, house
yH^h ea P°U s His performance- of

Possessor pf

much keyboard

talent

tures takeoff on
Ho,” “Cry,” ala

.

and
X^l,
of

distinctive arrangesurefire numbers produce
Plenty of mitt pounding.
It’s the
Tients

Studio perennials, define the mambo and samba terps in zingy manner to tee off matters. Lary.

&

Evie

Gale are a well-

groomed harmony duo who are
precise in their notes and gestures.
The girls have good voices but
their extreme uniformity in presentation gives their efforts an artificial mien.
There’s so much of
an aim for commercialism that any

|

effective here.

Man

River,” offered
Close solidly with
“St. Louis Blues.” Unique arrangements plus singing positions (boy
girl facing each other closely with
odd boy in rear during number)
for socko response.
Two dance acts, Mayo Bros., pair
of clever tapsters; and Johnny Conrad Dancers, boy and four girls,
fill in show with Tony Curtis introducing Maestro Dick Stabile
Who first brings on Lewis, who
after gagging introduces Martin.
Walk.
.

.

i

individual flavor is eliminated.
Their numbers similarly do not
give them any hold on audiences.
Best local act to crash the riitery
They do three tunes. “Mad About
scene in years is The Checkers, a
You,” “I Love Paris” and “Ricopair of 10-year-old youngsters—
chet," and they’re off to a perfuncone colored and one white—who
tory hand.
Jose.
are currently stopping the show at
the Legion Club.
THE
RENOWNS
(3)
Tutored by the white boy’s mothComedy Dance
er, Mrs. Jean Locken (who has a
10 Mins.
dance studio here), the boys come
Palace, N. Y.
on to taps and vocals on “Crazy,
The Renowns, a British import,
Man, Crazy” and then Danny
Comprise
Locken takes over for a terrific series of two men and a girl, in a
comedy terps that need
takeoff stint on Eartha Kitt, Libejust a bit of tightening to achieve
race and Johnnie Ray. Lad emmaximum
results. Standard antics
ploys a black wig to impersonate
predominate in the efforts of this
Miss Kitt’s “C’est Si Bon” and team,
but. there are a few outwinds up on floor in a hilarious standing
tricks that set them off.
Ray “Cry.” In between, he does a
One of the lads has a breakaway
straight bit on “You Belong to Me”
suit that starts the team on its
that should be dropped because it
comedy ride.
They have some
winds the youth.
/
good spins, a few excellent falls,
Negro boy, Neil Reynolds, re- and some lifts that get top results.
turns for a standout bit of chal- Elimination of a few of the tricks
lenge tapping that sends kids off that are in the catalog of virtually
to. an ovation. Act might be helped all of dance teams of this type
if Reynolds were given more stage would increase their already good
time.
Trump.
impact on audiences.
Jose.

14 Mins.
Legion Club,

Omaha

a

.

Gatineau, Ottawa
Things Mean A Lot” and a JohnOttawa, July 16.
D’Arco & Gee, Bruce Stevens, nie Ray aping, Griffin also emcees
Griffin, Lindsay Sapphire and continues his line chores efGorm.
Dancers (6), Harry Pozy Orch fectively.

Knucklehead Smith, the headliner’s
other dummy, plays a hofrie-built
musical contraption, and together
they make "Wabash Cannonball” a
real rouser. The act is a cafe nat-

(8); 75c admission, $1 Saturday

staples along the hotel-cafe circuit
What with Liberace riding so in this area. Back at the Bluesails
nigh, wide and handsome, there’s, Room of this mid-beach swankery,
of course, the possibility that his she marks up a solid score purveyPhenomenal appeal may tend to ing the deft blend of 'tunes arcreate a vogue generally for such ranged for her.
sliowy and extremely listenable
The slim songstress applies a
male pfanistics. In such a case, fluid delivery to sustain eye-appeal
Carmen Cavallaro would seem to while spelling out her songalog.
be right up the ivory tickling alley. Mixture contains “Secret Love,”

Gorm.

'

strong act.

.

Boys work sincerely arid hard for
Their disks riding high locally, 40-minute stretch caught as they
the Ames Bros, opened to okay opened. Amply rewarded by big
business at the Chaudiere Club’s crowd out for glimpse of them here
Rose Room and they give the cus- again after eight years.
tomers what, they came to hear.
Good bill supports comics. SkyOn for 30 minutes, the Ames boys larks, mixed quintet, (three boys
chirp in smooth, neat style and and two girls) offer four neat and
add mugging antics that click at weir received numbers, opening
times and Bop at others, to Anal with “Living the Life We Love,”
begoffs. They score best with im- and moving into spiritual. “Swing
pression stint of Laine, Cole, Eck- Low, Sweet Chariot” Group goes

Eileen Barton is one of the
group of thrushes who’ve become

Gene Griffin, with some stage
and television experience, has
chanted with the Lindsay Sapphire
Dancers at the Gatineau Club in
Ottawa since the line teed there in
late May, but his initial solo spot
of any consequence is in the club’s
current Carnival Room show.
distinct comedy ability he has a
pleasant, loose, easy-going build
and manner, backed by an evident
willingness to work. It all gives
strong support to his flexible pipes.
He handles ballads, novelties and
bounce tunes with equal effect In
his mid-20s, Griffin, with proper
handling, material and production,
could probably be molded into a

A

Dancers, Sacasas Orch; $2.50 mini- Gene

Hotel Radisson, Mpls.

manag-

mix gag honors in a fairly
and entertaining fashion.
Ideal for the intimery trade and
Newt,
tele shots.
ing to

.

mum.

shaped

even

.

off after “Old
in fast tempo.

al.,

Team wisely stays as far away
possible
from the obvipus
as

'

stine, Pinza, Kenny, Mills Bros,
and four Vaughn Monroes. Standout numbers include “I
Love
Paris,” “Man With A Banjo” and
“I Can’t Believe That You're In
Love With Me.” Herb Eidemiller
arranges and- leads the band from
the keyboard for the Ames niche.
D’Andrea Sisters, a blond and a
brunet, present a light terps and
chirps session to good returns. Held
over are Ernie Richman & His
vince as local color and enhance
Mannequins in clicko hoofing and
overall
calypsonian
atmosphere.
warbling stanza.
Jimmy Garrett
Finale, with all hands onstage, is
band is okay for show and dancing.
exciting and colorful.
Gorm.
Al D’Lacy string ensemble lends
melody behind King Rudolph’s
Sans
Soucl,
Miami
B’ch
drum backing and plays okay
Miami Beach, July 17.
gypsy airs for listening and dancing between shows.
Eileen Barton,
Ann Herman
Les.

AGVA-AFM

Jiassle
currerit
which took edge off some of better
situation material, both youngsters
to

.

—

Dana and Gene

Bill

Wood, making their first Montreal
appearance at the new El Morocco,
prove to be. the most refreshing to
Despite
hit this town in moriths.
fact that duo had to work without
benefit of any musical backing due

I

admission.
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Clean comedy so distinct every-

ural.

Sahara, Las Yogas
Las Vegas, July

body gets every line and action
makes the D’Arco & Gee stanza

&

Billy Ward
His Dominoes, five
vocalists who teamed three years
ago, are a smooth harmony group
with
Ward a standup piano
The fine, voice-blend
pounder.
makes for easy listening in “t
Really Don’t Want to Know” and
“Three Coins in the Fountain.”
“Because” is stirringly rendered

13.

Paul Winchell, Billy Ward & His
an annual click in the Gatineau Dominoes (5), Bob Hamilton Trio,
Cee DaClub’s Carnival Room, The boys Saharem Dancers (12),
use hoke, knockabout, chanting vidson Orch (11); no cover or
and gab for socko reaction from minimum
tablesitters.
Not that they play
After six years on tv, Paul Windown to the crowd; they merely
getting
complicated and chell is tackling cafes again and
avoid
every fragment is a direct hit. his in-person appearance is socko
Taller D’Arco handles straight ma- in an overlong show due mainly
terial nicely to Gee’s unrestrained to the opening dance act, the Bob
antics. Both have top pipes which Hamilton Trio. The show is heavy
on terps as it is, with two George
get an occasional showing.
For the second time in his stay Moro line productions in addition,
hokes
and
jokes
Winchell
taken
here, lanky Gene Griffin is
from the line to do a solo spot. through his wooden side-kick,
Considerable improvement* in sav- Jerry Mahoney, and essays clever
vy and act structure is evident and song duets, including novel imthe lad’s flair for. comedy is al- pressions in “Be Yourself.” The
lowed to show. Besides an okay star and his dummy do a pair of
handling of smooth oldie, “Do You Jimmy Durantes in sock fashion.
Ever Think Of -Me?” standouts in- |*The material, in most of the 35clude a boff ballading of “Little minute stint, is fresh and funny.
.

and the contrasting jump tunes
with clever choreo by the quintet
rate salvos.
!

I

I

The interpretative dances of the
Bob Hamilton Trio are effective.
The trio jumps, jives and performs
a good calypso, to wind in a jam
session. The act is on too long and
would fare better were a number
lopped off. Moro intro's fast-movnumbers with
production
ing
Vienna and vivid jungle drum
routines,

both rating big

The Cee Davidson orch
show all the way.

hands.
clean

cui\s a

Bob.

)

N
i
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About Time, Too

‘Oklahoma’ Even Fits On Utah Mt. Top;

,

The annual, “it’s too sexy” complaint about t traveling *how being
presented in L. A.’s Philharmonic Auditorium cropped up again last
week. This time it was about “Porgy and Bess.”' Robert Breen, coproducer and director of the folk opera, said a letter of protest had
been received from C, H. Brainard, general manager of the And., which
is owned by the Temple Baptist Church. .Brainard asked that changes
be made to eliminate “lewd, sexy and obscene” scenes between the
characters Crown and Bess. - Breen nixed the suggestion, commenting
that Irene Williams was seen here as Bess shnply because she was as
“sexy and vivid” as Brainard said. “If he weren't,” he added, “we’d
get another one.”
Anyway, Breen declared, this production of “Porgy” has been on
tour for two years without complaint and was presented in Europe
under U. S. State Dept, auspices as a “cultural venture.”
Breen
added: “Boston and Philadelphia didn’t object.” /According to report
Monday (19) from the Coast, last week’s boxoffice receipts were being
held by the Philharmonic management, apparently hi an attempt to
force Breen to change the show as requested.
t

tion campaign for the new season.
Individual cooperation of the

ARTHUR BRONSON
Lake

City, July 20.
"‘Oklahoma’s” status as an American classic was emphatically de-

Salt

,

Cincinnati, July 20.
Latching on to legit as a potential trade hypo, seven leading downtown department and'
apparel stores are supporting
the Cincy play series subscrip-

n
By

Current Road Shows

merchants

(30-31)

(Reviewed in Variety

obtained
resident

by

man-

ager for the Shubert interests,

on the basis that road shows
not only bring in people from
out-of-town, but also bring

—

for the'legiter helped to enhance
its appeal. But the fresh, engaging
.performances of the local presentation only emphasized the enduring qualities of the musical.

was

Noah Schechter,

(July 19-31)
monstrated again last week, when
the Rodgers & Hammerstein muCaine Mutiny Court Martial (Paul
sical served as; opening production Douglas,
Wendell Corey, Steve
of the U. of Utah’s 8th annual sum- Brodie)
Alcazar, S. ,F. (19-28);
setting
Unique
here.
mer festival
Opera House, Central City, Col.
this

week).

.

King and I (Yul Brynner, PatriMorison)—Opera House, S. F.
(19-24); War Memorial Aud., S. F.

cia

Cincinnati area residents to
the downtown section. Stores
already have inserted Theatre
Guild subscription blanks in
mailing pieces to more than
100,000 customers.

—

•

—

9 •

/II •

-

-

-

(26^31).

Setting here was a knockout, the
Peter Pan (Mary Martin)— Curshow being presented outdoors in ran, S. F; (19-31). (Reviewed in
the U. of Utah Stadium high on a Variety this week).
Geary,
mountain overlooking Salt Lake
Picnic (Ralph Meeker)
City, with the stark, imposing Wa- S. F. (19-31).
Philharmonic
Porgy & Bess
satch Mts. rimming most of the
area, and moon and stars serving Aud.. L A. (19-31).
Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
as added backdrop. Performances

..

Display ads in the local papers for Tallulah Bankhead’s starring appearance last week in “Dear Charles,” at the Newport (R. I.) Casino
Theatre, used only the actress’ first name, with a head-and-shoulders
photo and hef radio-tv signature, the word “Dahling.” Copy, in the
form of a note from the star inviting readers jto attend the-show. had
the script signature Tallulah. Week’s engagement drew sellout attendance, as did the previous stanza at the Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.

—

Biltmore, L: A. (19-31).
South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb
Tilton t— ational, Wash. (19-31).

and setting have generally combined to make this festival one of

;

“Sailor Beware” by Philip King, is opening soon at the' Connaught,
Worthing, Eng. This is not to be confused with the Kenyon Nicholson*
Chicago, July 20.
Charles
Robinson fareg, “Sailor, Beware!/’ a hit on Broadway in
Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Shepard
Traube,
co-producer
1933-34. King is a British author ampng whose various plays “See
Douglas) Harris, Chi (19-31).
and director of “Time Out for
(Carol
ChanThey
Town
How
Run” has been a standard stock item in the U.S. for 'several
Wonderful
Ginger,” 1$ negotiating with Chi
ning)—Shubert, Chi (19-31).
years.
business man Arnold Maremont
and other as-yet undisclosed backers for the financing of a film Ver‘Angels’ Breaks 23- Year
sion of the comedy. Producer was
in last week conferring with MelStockbridge Barn Mark; vyn Douglas, the show’s star, who*s
summering at Maremont’s North
Sol Jacobson, pressagent for Producer Eunice Healey planed
“Teahouse of the August Moon,” Saturday (17) to San Francisco to
Other Strawhat
Shore residence.
If the project jells, Traube says, is on a motor trip to the Thousand visit her ailing mother. She’ll be
Stockbridge, Mass., July 20.
Islands, with a quick o.o. visit to gone three weeks. ... Moss Hart,
“My 3 Angels” rang the bell at he may lens the show here and the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespearean trying to work out an Idea for a
the Berkshire Playhouse last week that Myrna Loy has been sounded Festival. .Lewis Harmon is sub- new play, is summering at his place
when it set a new house record for out for the wife role. The pro- bing as p.a. for the John Patrick- at Bucks County, Pa., while Kitty
the 23 years of this stand’s opera- ducer-stager, meanwhile, plans to Vem Sneider comedy. .Alexander Carlisle (Mrs. Hart), co-starring in
tion, with $6,020 take. Local pro- continue the “Ginger” run here
H. Cohen’s (In association with “Anniversary Waltz,” gets home
duction had Paul Lipson, who un- until September, when it resumes Gayle Stine) production of the Lea- weekends.
derstudied Walter Slezak in the on tour westbound. It’s currently lie Stevens comedy, “Champagne
The Parkway Theatre in Brookoriginal production and later took in its 27th week at the Harris?'
Complex,” will be financed for lyn has been! leased by the Hebrew
over the part on tour. Featured
$50,000 and it’s figured to break Actors Union, to become the third
with Lipson were Eleanor Wilson,
even at $10,000 gross.
in a series of N. Y. playhouses to
Sheppard Strudwick, Mary JackInk Windkam, Quintero
Jim Mishler, understudy to be devoted to Yiddish stage proson and William Swan.
Charles Nolte in “Caine Mutiny ductions beginning this fall.
This week producer William
For Legit "Baker’s Wife’ Court Martial,” played the part at
Miles is reviving the old comedy
both performances last Saturday
melodrama, “The Ghost Train,”
Donald
Windham has been (17)... Actor Jimmy Yoham reswith Rex O’Malley, Mary Jackson signed to dramatize and Jose Quin- cued a man Saturday night (17)
and Augusta Roeland featured. tero to stage “Baker’s Wife,” the who had fallen from the platform
London, July 13.
David Clive, stage manager, will stage edition of the French film suc- to the tracks in the subway station
Emile Littler and Peter Daudirect the production. The opus
cess. Play is scheduled for produc- at 50th and Broadway ... Author’s beny’s “Sabrina Fair,” which opens
ran two years under his father, E.
agent Carl Cowl left last Friday at the Palace Aug. 4 af ter a week's
E. Clive’s tenure at the Copley tion in midwinter by Bruce Becker
and Robert Ellis Miller!. Male star (16) to attend the opening of “The tryout at the New Theatre, Oxford,
Theatre, Boston, years ago.
client, Ed- has set Kathleen Nesbitt to play
is required for the lead, played on! Wooden Dish,” by his
at her original mother role, Don Ranthe screen by the late French char- mund Morris, next Tuesday (27)
"Annie’ 14G, Wallingford
play is dell, the Joseph Cotten role, Zena
The
London.
the
Phoenix,
acter actor, Raimu.
scheduled for Broadway produc- Dare, Marjorie Steel, Phil Brown
Wallingford, Conn., July 20.
Windham is best known in legit tion
this .season by Aldich & Myers. and John Cromwell. Last three are
Oakdale Musical Theatre, local as the coauthor, with Tennessee
Elmer Rice and Betty Field (Mrs. American, with CromWell also to
1,500-seat tent setup, tallied some- Williams of
You Touched Me,”
Rice) have taken an apartment in direct the play, Cromwell ahto
thing exceptional in a Connecticut
by Guthrie McClintic in New York and are disposing of played in the N. Y. version. ...
strawhat
when the spot produced
take
1945-46. Quintero drew critical atLudovlc Kennedy’s “Murder Story,”
their home at Stamford, Conn.
grossed over $14,000 on its initial
production of “Annie Get Your tention two years ago as director Robert E. Sherwood has sold his which was tried out at* Aldershot
of
the
hit
off-Broadway
of
revival
country home in Surry, England, and played there for two weeks,
Gun,” with Helen Gallagher and
Mark Dawson. This figure was out- “Summer and Smoke,” and last and is spending the summer in into the Cambridge Theatre tomorseason
as
stager
of
“In
the
SumLondon. He’s due back in the U.S. row (14). Play was acquired by Tom
standing in view of the fact that
late in August; probably with a Arnold soon after opening against
opening-week houses also carried mer House.”
Before doing “Baker’s Wife,”. revised script of his “The Better many West End managers’ bids.
the deadwood of considerable pa“In the Bag,” farce by Ronald
per attendant upon missionary pro- Becker and Miller will produce Angels” for prospective production
motion of the community’s first “Tonight in Samarcand,” with Al- this season by the Playwrights Co. and Michael Pertwee, which was
Theatrical attorney L. Arnold tried out at the Theatre Royal,
ozone legiter.
bert Mare directing and Eva Gabor
Rapid acceptance of tent musi- as star. Latter show is due to start Weissberger left Monday (19) to Windsor, a year ago, is to be telecals here has prompted the man- rehearsing early in September for see “Peter Pan,” with Mary Martin vised. July 31, after which it may
agement to extend season two a mid-November opening on Broad- and Cyril Ritchard, in San Fran- go to the West End, . . . “The
weeks beyond the original 10. Sked way. Becker planed Monday (19) cisco, with a stopoff in Chicago to Wooden Dish,” by American author
“Wonderful Town,” with Edmund Morris, which has been
will now run through Sept. 21-26, to the Coast for additional casting. catch
Carol Channing. He’s due back in acquired by E. P. Clift, goes to the
with “Bloomer Girl” and “Carmen He’s due back in about a week.
weeks.
four
Phoenix July 27 after tryout weeks
Jones” the extra duo.
Bill Ross is staging the shows
Pericles Alexander, amusements at Newcastle and Nottingham. Wilfred
Lawson and Maureen Beckmill
Sylvan
Levin
is
conducteditor
here, and
of the
Shreveport (La.)
ing, with assists from Peter Press- Sckednled B’way Openings Times and local Variety mugg, in co-star,
man and Homer Denison. Allen
New
York
Stephen
for
three
Mitchell has acquired
weeks
to
( Theatre indicated if set )
catch
Waine is handling choreography;
the shows and write his daily col- the latest Terence Rattigan play,
scene designers are Steve Saxe
umn
“Separate...
Tables,”
with Peter
Producer
Walter
Starcke
Almanac, Imperial (8-23) (reand Don Tirrell; technical assistback from two-month Hawaiian Glanville to produce. Play will star
opening).
ant, Beverly Rowan; lighting, Anvacation and doing a five-a-week Eric Portmart and goes to the West
*
Fifth Season, Cort (9-5) (reopen- strawhat stint to scout new plays End by August after a provincial
thony Carmucci.
ing).
tryout. This is the first time since
and actors
. Toni Darnay, a fixHome
Is the Hero, Booth (9-22), ture in radio and tv serials for Rattigan has been writing plays
"Burning’ $6,000, Boston
several years, is doing one of her that he has dealt with other manSummer Long, Coronet (9-23-.
Boston, July 20.
.
infrequent legit stints, appearing agements than H. M. Tennent.
Boy Friend, Royale (9-30).
.Uta Hagen and Herbert Berghof,
with Eva LeGallienne, Enid Mar- Lee Soble off to Madrid on his
Reclining Nude (10-7).
in “The Lady’s Not For Burning,”
continental talent hunt for his
key
and
Parker
Fennelly
In
On
a
Your
Toes,
46th
(10-11).
St.
trypulled a satisfactory $6,000 into
out of the new John Cecil Holm revqe, “International Parade of
Tender Trap (week 10-11),
Boston
the
Falk-Capp-operated
play,
“The Southwest Corner,” Stars.”
Fragile Fox (10-12).
Summer Theatre last week. House,
week of Aug; 9 at the Spa Theatre,
Ensemble
(rep).,
Bijou
(10-15).
a 917-seater, operates with a $3
Peter Pan, W. Garden (mid-Oct.). Saratoga ... Allan Lewis, of the
top. .“Mr. Roberts,” starring Gene
Barry Hyanis legit publicity staff,
Champagne Complex (10-27).
Raymond, at the larger Marblehead
left N. Y. Saturday (17) for Europe
Rainmaker (10-28),
Summer Theatre, which incidentalon a three-month holiday.
Fanny (11-4).
ly is operated by Lee Falk so}o,

—enterartisticwise—of

the finest theatrical events

tainment and
whole Intermountain region.

My 31,

Wednesday,
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this

astonishing how well the musical stands up after 11 years. AuIt's

thorities brought in Laurel Hurley
and John Tyers, of the N.Y. City
Opera Co., for the Laurey-Curly
leads, and Coast singer Mamy
Nixon for the Ado Annie role. Two
San Francisco Ballet Co. leads did
the dream dance scene, while balance of the large cast were all localities and amateurs —- radioites,

News

teachers, tradesmen, etc.

.

Maurice Abravanel, conductor of
the Utah

Symphony Orchestra

and;

.

onetime Broadway maestro ("Lady
in the Dark,” "‘One Touch of
Venus,” etc.), is the fest’s music
and artistic director; Dr. C. Lowell
(Continued on page 52)

.

Phoenix-Rachel Tie

May

Extend Beyond ‘Sandhog’;

Share Residual Rights
Production association of T. EdNorris
Hambleton
and
Houghton, of the N. Y.. Phoenix
Theatre, and Howard Da Silva and
Arnold Perl, of Rachel Productions,
may extend beyond the

ward

presentation of “Sandhog” at the
off-Broadway Phoenix next season.
Deal for the production of the
Earl Robinson-Waldo Salt musical
gives each of the producing teams
the right to participate in any subsequent presentations of the tuner.

^

.

both teams decide to go ahead
With a subsequent presentation
then a new joint partnership, would
However, if either
be formed.
If

>

management

is
disinterested in
participating in such a move, the
other, can go ah’ead on a solo basis.
In any case, both teams will share
in certain residual rights as result
of
their
original
co-production
relationship. Hambleton-Houghton
participation in any subsequent
production of the work would be
on their own and not a Phoenix
enterprise."

.

slightly better than the teeoff
production, nabbing near $7,500.
Current at the BST is “Hasty
Heart,” starring Farley Granger,
with “Son of Norway,” its cast
topped by Lucille Manners, at the
Marblehead barn.

ANDERSON WORKING ON
PLAY AFTER HOSP SIEGE

‘Boy’ $12,500, Philly

Hollywood, July 20.

Richards featured, turned in a
neat $12,500 at the Playhouse in
the Park last week, thus maintaining the fast pace set by the tent

for

.

New

Dramatist has been discharged

from the hospital after a serious
and a minor operation, but
due for major surgery early this

illness
is
»' b

f,

0

ftlL

•*

«

U

M

j

-I
.

. „

Festival (11-10).

Quadrille, Coronet (mid-Nov.).
Tonight Samarcand (mid-Nov.).

Hot Rock

(11-22).

Jeanne Bal is exiting her starring role in the national company
of “South Pacific,” with Iva Withers replacing
Gregory Ratoff
will direct A. B. Shiffrin’s “BlackEyed Susan,” to <be produced this
.

.

Sandhog, Phoenix (11-23).
Black-eyed Susan (Late Nov ),
fall on Broadway by Gordon W.
House of Flowers (12-15).
Pollock. .Barney Ward, veepee of
Desperate Hours (12-29).
Hartford Television
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-29). Huntington
Agency, has acquired production
rights to Charles Miller’s “That
Asheville’s ‘Britches’
Certain Age,” scheduled for Broadway in October. .“The Shaggy
"Tight Britches,” folk-play by
Hubert Hayes, Is doing a summer Dog/? rewritten by Arnold Auerrun at the Mountain Playhouse, bach and slated for fall production by Earl S. Peed, has been reAsheville.
The play will continue on Thurs- tagged “The Saturday Bus.” Robert H. Gordon will stage the tuner,
day, Friday and Saturday nights
which has music and lyrics by
through Labor Day, while a musi- Carly Mills.
cal program made up of youthful
Pressagent Joe Shea is currently
balladers and dancers is being pro- doing an out-of-town ballyhoo
job
duced each Wednesday night.
on the “Gains Mutiny”* pifctnaei

.

TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST

MOON

(As of June 19, ’54)
Gross last four weeks, $128,706.
Profit last four weeks, $23,187.

new

Total

profit to date, $207,-

085.

Distributed profit to date, $80,-

.

Philadelphia, July 20.
Maxwell Anderson is working on
“Boy Meets Girl,” with Robert
a new play, which he hopes to
have ready for Broadway produc- Preston starred and Leon Janney,
tion this season. He has completed Georgiann Johnson and Addison

which he came
York last winter.

.

.

tion.

assignment
here from

.

.

between Hambleton & Houghton
and Rachel Productions.
Production rights to “Sandhog”
had been acquired by Rachel. Outfit had been scouting around for a
suitable theatre in which to mount
the show next season but had been
unable to find a satisfactory loca- was

filmwriting

.

.

It’s estimated that financing of
the Phoenix production of “Sandhog” will run about $60,000. The
Phoenix partnership agreement
calls for a $15,000 Capitalization On
each of the shows presented, which
means additional coin Will have to
be raised, as was the case last season with “Golden Apple," which
was subsequently brought uptown
after a, limited run at the Phoenix.
It's understood that raising of the
additional coin will be split evenly

the

.

.

J

theatre in Fairmount Park this
season. Notices were particularly
laudatory for this farce revival
which, as one critic mentioned in
-

,

-

.

(Cpntinued.on 4>age.5D.

.

,
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.

.

000

.

SEVEN YEAR ITCH
(As o/

Jiily 3, ’54)

last five

weeks

(N. Y. co),

$79,534.
Profit last five
$3,644.

weeks

(N. Y. co.),

Gross

Gross

last five

.

weeks (road

co.),

$85,695.

Loss last five weeks (road co>),
$ 2 , 211
Total net profit to date, $544,158.
Distributed profit to date, $489,,

QQfi.n

«

\t

tr
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D
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Stratford, Ont., July 20.
With a hefty $121,950 gross in its
weeks and a 70% adthree
first
vance sale, the Stratford Shakeof Canada again
Festival
spearean
proves that the Bard of Avon can be
bonanza,
given produca boxoffice
tions that are professional, theatria big bill
entertaining,
cal and
which director Tyrone Guthrie is
filling here for: the- second year.
On the modified Elizabethan
stage especially designed by Tanya

An appearance in “Mister
Roberts” apparently isn’t
enough to make a seaman out
of an actor. Scheduled opening of the play at the Marblehead (Mass.); Summer Theatre
last week almost didn’t come
off because of a boating expedition undertaken by two of
the cast members, Dick Van
Patten and Wayne Carson.
Duo' took off in a sailboat on
the afternoon' of the preem,
Monday (1-2), and were- carried
out to sea by the tide. Unable to maneuver back to land,
they sent up a distress signal,
With the harbor police coming

Moiseiwitsch for this Festival,
Guthrie this year has directed
“Taming of the Shrew” that is
full of horseplay and hdkum, which
the audiences love, and a massive
and moving “Oedipus,” starring

James Mason.

Mason

$lso stars in
third
offering,,!
the 'Festival’s
‘‘Measure for Measure ” a less hapuy choice, for as directed by Cecil
Clarke it is slack and static.
Granted that this “Shrew” is a

romp
than

Once back on land they
were able to make their way
back to the theatre just in
time for the curtain.

seems more .Guthrie
Shakespeare, it is a very

funny show, full of invention* style
and originality, but given to excesses that sometimes cancel out
these virtues. There are a few too
many funny props, whoops, and
full-speed exits, but in his conception of the leading couple, Guthrie
"is original and consistent. Petruchio, skillfully interpretated by
William Needles, is a Harold Lloyd
type, of, comic lover, hornrimmed
glasses and all, a milksop at heart
but under the influence of love
roused to strength which surprises
himself most of all. Along with
this, Guthrie softens the role of

"

to their aid.

that

Guild Breaking Several

•

Precedents With Sept.
D.C. Tryout of ‘Summer’

,shpw debuted here, “Tea and Sympathy,” Anderson’s first play, got
last season off here to a sock start,
with Kerr garnering critical kudos.
The actor had already made an
impression on local drama circles
in his “Bemardine” stint the pre-

vious season.

Another precedent-b re aking
angle is the one-week rehearsal in
before opening night. No play
has rehearsed here in recent years,
and it has been several years since

DC.

any Broadway-bound show opened
cold here.

Bari-Nicol to Star In

of

Broadway

hits

from

1953-54, but a couple from the previous season, plus a few holdover?
tourers still strong enough to keep
going.
There’s also the prospect
of some new-season entries that
may go on the road, plus the usual
crop of tryout tours, the latter
category applying mostly to the
eastern key spots of course.

Among

sure or probable
tourers from last season are “Tea
and Sympathy” (second company
with original star Deborah Kerr),
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
(second company already playing

Planning

the theatre that he sold his
iri “Tiger Rose,” his
new hit at the Lyceum, N; Y.,

Tour ‘Ondine’

|

July 3 in “Ondine,” may tour in
the Maurice Valency-Jean Giraudoux fantasy next fall, presumably
jyith Mel Ferrer again as costar.
Before sailing last week, for a
Switzerland vacation with playwright-novelist Anita Loos, the actress discussed the tour possibility
with Victor Samrock, general manager of the Playwrights Co.
With nothing definitely set for
the fall. Miss Hepburn explained
she’d like to consider the tour “just
in case.”
First, she'll go to England to confer on a possible assignment this summer with the British
studio with which she has a oneIf nothing
picture commitment.
develops from that and no other

for $12,000.
The play earned $147,000 for
the purchaser, the late thea-

ing.

ure

attractive legit offer comes
along, she’d like toN resume “Ondine.” There's no talk of reopen-

ing the play on Broadway, howfor a road trek.
An “Ondine”. tour if any, would
probably be limited to only the
larger cities, as Miss Hepburn is

ever—just

due hack
for

in

another

Hollywood in January

Paramount

picture.

Meanwhile, the Playwrights Co.
haa given up efforts to find a suitable successor to star in “Ondine”
on the road. It had approached
Swedish-born London legit-film actress Mai Zetterling, ballerina Leslie
Caron and ballet-legit star
Renee Jeanmaire, among others,
Ferrer, currently making a picture in Italy, is believed to be
available to resume as costar with
Miss Hepburn in a tour of “Ondine,”

Studying Post-Strawhat

Tour
Rudy

in South,

Canada

Boston, July 20.
Valiee is so enthusiastic re-

According to Broadway theatre
such a law would be a

On; 148%
An

Profit

additional dividend of $4,000

’

‘Blaze of Glory,’*; Leo Lteberman in its third highly successful seadrama which Richard Krakauer son, Actors Equity recently circuplans to present on Broadway next lated authorities in leading cities

throughout the country with a
brochure describing the project
Piece outlined production operating setup of the Philly show
tent, with general instructions and
first stage role since
1990, when suggestion! about establishing such
she appeared in “Horace’* here.
a venture.

year

ended

last

April

30

were

$2,078, plus $1,684 balance remaining from the previous year. After
the dividend payment thete was a
balance of $392.
Still to come are royalties from
the current hit production in London, amounting to 25% (abou{ $200
a week) of the Brish management’s
profits, plus the

40%

show’s

slice

of the $50,000 film sale.

B’WAY ANGELS BRANCH
REAMED FOR COAST

'

at*

Ogunquit, Me., last week, Valiee
localized several gags, replacing a
line referring to teenagers hanging around a drugstore to “Bessie’s,” a local eatery, and inserting
in place of a line squawking of the
necessity of attending banquets
and teas, a Hub columnist’s famed
beef anent the “rubber chicken

and gutta-percha peas” circuit.
Both lines drew yocks and Valiee
intends to continue with similar
type local color stuff.
Buffalo Solon Pitches
Although he’s booked the play
along
the straWhat route until fall,
For
.Plan
Tent Theatre
Valiee will take time out to fill a
'Buffalo, July 20.
nitery engagement at the Hub’s
A tent theatre with a capacity Hotel Bradford Roof during week
of 1,800 was proposed to the Com- of, Aug. 16.
Guy played the spot
mon Council here last week by about six weeks ago, drawing solid
the City Parks Commissioher.
biz, resulting in boriifaces Ralph
Calling attention to the fact that Snider and A1 Taxier nabbing him
anumber of cities have built open- for what is believed to be the
air legiters, and that there is a quickest nitery return date in local
growing demand for this type of nightspot circles.
entertainment, the Commissioner
urged the project, which he estimated would 'involve approxi- Russell in Benefits For
mately $150,000 in construction
Philly Pattern

of the standard 50-50. split between
and backers, that
gives the latter a 148% profit on
their $65,000 investment.
The show’s net earnings for the

management

garding his role of Father MoyniIn “Jenny Kissed Me,” and the
chances of reviving the Jean Kerr
IS
comedy, that he is currently exr
Hollywood, July 20.
ploring the possibilities of touring
A Coast affiliate of Broadway
throughout the South and Canada
when the current silo season Angels, Inc., to invest in local
winds. It’s his first shot in a legit legit productions and provide secrole in 15 years, and while he real- ond money for independent picizes the legit circuit won’t pay off tures aiid financing for television
as well as his nitery stints, he fig- ventures, is being formed here.
ures hitting the hinterlands will Wallace Garland, president of
expose him to a large untapped Broadway Angels; tv producer
Lawrence Schwab Jr.; actress(by him) audience.
producer Paula Stone, and Howard
During his shakedown date

han

Field and Tom Legate, of the
Angels Auditions tv staff, are here
to set up the operation, which will
be called Hollywood Angels.

Group

is

also

dickering for a
slot for “An-

ABC-TV

time

gel Auditions”
the fall.

when

Coast

it

resumes

in

t

further deterrent to new theatre
construction, as it Would not tonly
involve increased building costs
but the extra space would also
boost operating overhead. Theatre
owners claim there’s already ample
parking space in the Broadway
area, so the proposed regulation
is also unnecessary.
Despite the revised building code,
permitting legit theatres to be
above or below the ground level*
allowing construction directly over
the stage area and providing for
stores, restaurants and other commercial enterprises on the same
premises as the playhouse, there
has been no move to build any new
This in spite of the fact
houses.
that the newest existing Broadway
theatre is more than 25 years old.
It’s explained that, even under
the recently relaxed code, construction is too costly to be practical.
For example, it’s estimated that a
modern theatre building, with a
capacity of
1,500-2,000,
seating
would probably cost upwards of
the
$3,000,000. At that figure,

house would have to average
around $50,000 a week gross to be
Even the presence of
profitable:
a restaurant and commercial shops
in the same building would not
substantially reduce the overhead,
asserted.

it’s

Under the circumstances, theatre
operators argue, it’s evident why
no one has been in a hurry to construct new theatres, even under
the 'revised building code. If, on
top of existing costs, any new theatre had to contain parking space,
the prospect of construction in the
forseeable future seems even more
remote.

No Musicians Threat To
Philly Legit This

As Pact

Bowden Inks Teahouse,’
‘Can-Can’ For Aussie
Harold Bowden, director of J. C.
Williamson
Theatres,
Australia,
left N. Y. for London Monday (19),
after finalizing purchase of Down
rights for “Teahouse of the August Moon” and

Under production

“Can-Can.” “Teahouse”

is

skedded

for presentation in Aussie next Oc-

tober or November, with “Can-Can”
planned for next Easter. Bowden
will be back in N. Y. in mid-August
for a short stay, before heading
west and home.
Deals for the “Teahouse” and
“Can-Can” buys were initiated by
the late Dorothy Stewart, WilliamFire-Swept Can. Ballet son N. Y. rep, who died suddenly
Her passing necessilast month.
Winnipeg, July 20,
tated Bowden’s visit. Peggy Tait,
Anna Russell, legit and concert daughter of Frank Tait, managing
comedienne, has been engaged by director of the Williamson chain,
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet of Can- is
taking over Miss Stewart’s post
ada for two benefit performances in N. Y. Miss Tait is married to a
next season.
U.*S. playwright, Davis Snow,
Performances will be given to
raise funds with which to replace
New Austin Symph Mgr.
scenery, costumes, orchestrations
Austin, Tex.,. July 20.
and office equipment which were
Audrey Fenzl has been named
completely destroyed by the fire business manager for the Austin
Which swept Winnipeg last winter. Symphony Orchestra.
Miss Russell is personally donatShe replaces Tom Johnson who
ing $l 000 to help swell the fuiid. floes ta the Houston Symphony
..

Public hearing on the meastomorrow
for
is
slated

interests,

was paid last week on “I Am a
added road items are Camera,” the 1951-52 Gertrude
“Sabrina Fair” (depending chief- Macy-Walter Starcke production of
ly on its b.o. fate on Broadway John van Druten’s dramatization of

Valiee Likes Barn Job;

re-

(Thurs.).

'Camera flicking

Oh Women,”

.

would

Specifically, it would call
ises.
for accommodations for one car
for each 40 people using the build-

treowner Daniel FrOhman.

the

Feuer & Martin to produce a touring edition of “Kismet” are now
uncertain.
There’s nothing definite, as yet, about a touring company of “Pajama Game.” Also, a
proposed road troupe of “Teahouse
(Continued on page 52)

Commission*

quire that all new theatres and
contain
buildings
public
other
parking facilities within the prem-

interest
'

the jiext couple of weeks); “King Christopher * Isherwood’s “Berlin
Audrey Hepburn, who closed a of Hearts” and “By the Beautiful Stories.” That brought the total net
limited, successful Broadway run Sea” (ditto). Reported plans of to $192,337 thus far. On the" basis

Laguna, Cal., July 20.
Citing the example of the PhilaAlex Nicol and Lynn Bari will delphia’s
municipally - operated
star next week in the premiere of Playhouse in the Park, currently

season. Demetrios Vilan will direct,
‘Glory” is being presented by
Kenneth Britton and Joseph Paul,
in association with Krakauer. Stint,
incidentally, marks Misr Bari’s

number

Possible

costs.

Coast ‘Blaze’ Tryout

shows, the road follows Broadway
by a season.
In ,the case of the coming season,
the road is due to get not only a

“Solid 'Gold Cadillac” and “Anniversary Waltz.”

more

Washington, July 20.
Theatre Guild breaks precedent
by booking “All Summer Long,”
new Robert Anderson opus featuring the mother-son team of June
Walker and John Kerr, for the
National Theatre Sept. 6. GuildAmerican^ Theatre Society subscription season has never started
in September. In addition,, it is
breaking its own rule of never
booking a return engagement.
‘Summer” had its preem at the
tiny Arena Stage, town’s theatrein-the-round, over a year ago.
Bess Davis- Schreiner, Guild rep
here, said the rules were tossed to
the winds because of the unusual
local interest in the Anderson
drama about the moods and problems of,
small boy. on vacation.
In addition to the fact that the

Prospects are for a relatively
good legit season on the road in
1954-55. In general, that’s on the
basis of the established rule that
J
as regards quality and number of

the Coast), “Oh Men,

,

Katherine, played with appeal and
humor By Barbara Chilcott, so that
she is more credible, especially in
the hard-to-take submission speech
at tne end.
Non-conventional, -Guthrie’s
crowd scenes are filled with flow( Continued on page 52)

Having just heaved a wrench in
the legit works with a 5% admissions
tax, New York City is now
Current talk about admisconsidering a building regulation
sion taxes, reminds authors' ^
indefinitely stymie new
that
might
agent John M. Rumsey of an
Ironically,
theatre construction.
incident in the fall of 1917,
legislation follows by
the
proposed
when the Goyernment, as a
the revision
months
only
a
few
“war measure,” first slapped
of the municipal building code
on a 10% levy on theatre tickaimed to encourage such Construcets. The late director-producer
tion.
David Belasco was so sure that
Suggested amendment to the
the unprecedented tax would
building law, submitted by the City
discourage playgoing and kill

That jOld Devil, Taxes

By HOBE MORRISON

Boot Trainee*?

49

Is

Year

Inked Early

Philadelphia, July 20.
The legit season, stymied last
year for over a month by a hassle
with the Musicians Union, has been
given the greenlight by the tooters
this year, with the announcement
the
of an agreement between
Shubert Theatres and Local 77.
Romeo Celia, president of the
musicians local, announced the
settlement following a conference
with Lawrence Shubert, who represented the local theatres. Salaries
were held at the same price as the
1953-54 season, but. the musicians
asked for and got two concessions.
All musical attractions coming
in, whether new productions or revivals, will carry 20 men in ensemble. Last season, revivals hired
only 15 musicians. The union also
asked for two weeks’ notice on a
change of matinee dates, instead
of the current practice of one
week’s notice. Local 77 last year
received a 10% wage hike.
Lawrence and Celia concluded
negotiations in a single meeting,
a record for these powwows. Lawrence, who is general manager of
the four Shubert houses here, was
designated by J. J. Shubert to act
for the company, marking the first
time these negotiations were conducted on a strictly local level.
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both successful
menage
personalities, he as a novelist, she
photographer.
a
as
a deux,

Strawhat Reviews
Cowardish as the diplomat friend,
(fenny Kissed Hie
Murray Hamilton is quite funny
Ogunquit, Me., July 20.
son-m_ In and credible as her raffish
„ comedy^
John Lane production of
Daneel just about
Rudy Val(
1

Sylvia

aw,

three acta by Jean Kerr. Star!
lee Directed by John Holden; setting by
Jock Purinton. At Ogunquit Playhouse,
o/unqult, Me.. July. 19, 54; $3 top.
'Rudy Vallee
Father Moynlhan
Michael Saunders ...... .James Brpderlck
Florence Bray
Mrs Deazy

knocks herself out to make her
Gabor-type character as appealing
as possible, in short, the author has
ha®
little to complain about. He
light,
Martha Wadsworth written a light, perhaps too
Sister Mary
Shirley Tirabossl ....... Elaine Anderson comedy, and has received expert
PjWda Barclay assistance, particularly from di... ....
Miss Stearns
.

Mary Delaney

.

.

.......

Harry
jo

Owen

jenny

.

'

Sandra SUverstone
Nancy Bacal
Virginia McElroy
•

.

Parkslde .........
•

.

Jimmy Goodwin
Lee ReniicK
Joanna Halpert
Laura Atkinson
Donal Cardwell

».*••••••*••»*•*_*•

Gilrl

Another Girl
Mr. Parkslde

Essaying

the

Moynlhan, the

role
testy,

Father

of
.

behind-thfc-

times priest, Rudy Vallee appears
to have chosen, in “Jenny Kissed

As Jeff Frazer, Matthau eats,
sulks and ambles his way through
confrontation with a grown son he
doesn’t recognize, recall t to the
Pentagon with his typewriter and
ultimate reunion with Maggie, his
customary charm falling short of
Miss Medford,
the front pews.
however, compounds sex, a sultry
delivery of
offbeat
voice and an
ines into a believable Maggie. She
_oves her man, she will do the
right thing in renouncing him for
Uncle Sam, she will be happy to
become Mrs. Frazer shortly after

Sherwood Arthur.
But from here on, it s Shiffrin s
job to give meaning to a meaningless but pleasant comedy which is final curtain, the first Mrs, Frazer
above the strawhat level, but below having made a convenient lastWard.
minute switch of affections to her
Broadway’s.
lawyer.
Tall
Coincidence, cliche and the conSomerset, Mass., July 12.
ventional are so much the author’s
Fred & Martha Miller presentation of stock in trade that she fluffs some
Dean
by
revue in two acts, with music
rector

.

.

.

meanwhile appearing to be
thoroughly enjoying himself. As a
matter of fact, he turns in a competent job, never overplaying
His harrow world threatened
with disruption when his housecornfed niece, Jenny
keeper’s
moves into the rectory for an ex
tended visit. Father Moynihan
craftily takes steps to remodel her
into a sick-chick, figuring to marry
her off to
U the vapid Owen Park-

”who f an'cies ^himself the ^local
lover-bo? Tho prig’s weU-intenrioned, but nearsighted, plot nearly
backfires before he. realizes that
Jenny and the older Michael are
in love, and plan to marry. While
the priest beams at accomplishing
his main purpose ridding himself
Of Jenny on the grounds it’s not
proper for a young lady to reside
at the rectory—he also gloomily
realizes he’s lost his best chess

good deal of work
to graduate
cuit, ‘‘Tall”

it

if

is

ductor,

Roger Adams;

July 19.

'54; $5.50 top.

Woman

Ann

„

Connolly

Kathy Nolan
.
John ................. Robert Harrington

Wendy

. .

. •

•

•

.................... Heller Halllday

Lisa

Nana
Mrs. Darling
Mr. Darling ..........
S.
Peter Pan

. . , .

. .

.

.

David Bean

Paul Gregory, whose luck as a
producer has been little short of

at once.

Lion

going

phenomenal to date, has struck
paydirt again in the selection of his
national company of “Caine Mutiny
Court Martial,” whteh opened a
limited engagement at the United
Nations here July 5, preliminary to
a special engagement- at Central
City and ^run in Chicago.
Wendell (Corey, Paul Douglas
and Steve Brodie of the films are
now employed in the roles created

—

.

1

j^ke

.*

.

starkey

wiiuam Burke
Robert vanseiow

.

....

Norman ShSiy

Joan. Tewkesbury
*
*
Richard Wyatt
Don Lurlo
Kangaroo
Frazer’s
Michael Lipton plays
Wolves. T. .Frank Marasco. _James_ White,
-Frank Lindsay
son with an engaging frankness
Pirates! Meurlsse DU Rep, Frank Lindand Diana Lotery appears briefly say, Frank Marasco, James White, WilJohn Newton,
JO£ A. Gallaway IS liam
Ham' Burke, Chester
as hlS bride,
“ 1Fisher,
Arthur Tookoian. Robert Vanseiow, RichGen. Mark Frost whose blandish- ard
Winter.
_
„ . „ A _•
ments to Frazer- disrupt the idyl
Indians: Robert Banas, Fred Curt, Don
Carol Veazie, Don Lurlo, William Sumner, “Richard Wyatt.
at Cuernavaca.
Ttnrnnp And TiAiirip Vplidiiff round LtndA P.^njclli Lisa Lan^, Suzanne
ostrich

.

. ,

Margalo Glllmora

Slightly

to

:

Dr.Forrest Lundeen.
John Parrish
DrrBird
... ...... .... WiUlam
Norman SheUy Members of court Edmund S. Cottrell
Glover.
Preston Hanson, WllUam Hughes,
Cyril Ritchard
Jack
Jones,
John McMahon.
Mary Martin
Robert Porter

Michael ................ Joseph Stafford

Sondra Lee
Tiger Lily
Cecco L ............... Meuriase Du Ree

.

by Henryk Fonda, Lloyd Nolan and
John Hodiak, and while the impact
of the Herman Wouk drama remains the same, the emphasis has
been altered slightly by “director
Charles Laughton hi the Operation
6
of the two chief roles.
out °a cast whteh ungalllntly Te
In place of the bored monotone
fuses to come to Miss Carrington’s
‘Peter Pan,” in a musical ver- of Fonda, Corey brings to Lt.
rescue.
sion, got away to a flying social Greenwald a whimsical sense
of
directBrooks
has
Singer David
start tonight at the Curran Thea- futility, the acrid
of a man
He has chosen, a slow tempo tre, San Francisco, thanks to the who knows he hashumor
ed.
been forced by
and made much use of the preg- presence of Mary Martin in the circumstance into the enactment
nant pause, but the play is still title role and the enthusiasm of of an unpleasant role in life, but
over in an hour and three quar- the Civic Light Opera subscribers. is prepared to make the best of' it
intermission. But whether it will be material
of
inclusive
ters
until at long last he loses his temMarshall Yokelson’s set is func- for New York is debatable.
per and speaks his mind.
although not specific to
tional,
Miss Martin, as Peter, is in one
As against the restraint of Nolan
Mexico.
her best moods, charming/ live- as Commander Queeg until his
Even under improved circum- of
understanding.
uiiuciataiiuuis. Cyril mental resources give way under
and
lithe ttnu
ly, ltuie
T>o«lr Vftnp
Done"
eS
M 81
0 r
Ritchard is excellent as the trou- the bitter cross-examination that
om!i^
ld nftt hl JvnSfp«? fn hplfpr
bled father mm* the ominous Cap- reveals his lack of balance, Douglas
fu
wppk\ ^nngeritv^
SDrinfi
rln S
longevity at _?P
lts
weeks
tain Hook. Sondra Lee is delight- attacks ..the role with assurance and
Geor.
-

-

-

|

'

.

I

'

Chief need at present is strength
ening of sketches to give Star Pau
to exAs
talent.

matters stand now, only a couple
of sequences ate satisfactory shownotably a comical
cases for him
goofing of tv cowbJys and another
sketch in which he *lays a Hollywood analyst who is a more interesting case than any of his

—

.

-

,

patients.

.

Several numbers in the show
are decidedly expendable. These
melange
depressing
include
a

—

I

a former burlesque queen
it rich, and that
old warhorse, the hotel-room scene,
in which a timid fellow purposesly
partner.
compromises himself with a volupThe supporting Cast is excellent, tuous floosey to give his wife
Lee Remick, who emerges from her grounds for. divorce,
bucolic cocoon into an up-to-date
Hartman’s chief support comes
chick, is attractive and winsome frdm vet performer Jane Dulo, who
without being sugarsweet. James wows the audience with a sock
Broderick handles the role of the number, “Get Married, Shyrlee,
serious-minded schoolteacher con- and is wonderfully comical as a
vincingly and Jimmy Goodwin, as lady wrestler lecturing before a
the lightweight youthful heart- woman’s club
breaker, romps through his lively
At least three>>f the tunes are
role. Florence Bray scores nicely as potential Hit Parade material. The
the priest s housekeeper and Patri- mi e number, for example, is concia Barclay isokay as the gushing tagiously cheerltil, and
two ballads,
busybody neighbor. The minor T11 DanC g you” and “Yesterday
roles are handled by members of I Loved You,”
are pleasant and
the resident company with varying tuneful.
degrees of skill,
Choreography, while not inJock Purinton’s lone setting, of spired, is adequate for the occathe rectory
neatly

about

who has struck

<

[

living room,
conveys the priest's
priest’s informal mode
a petite, impish blond with an
of living and John Holden’^ direcAudrey Hepburn hairdo, and lithe
tion is light and brisk.
Lenny Claret, come off best in the

ful as the whimsical Tiger Lily complacency, falling apart with
and Joe'E. Marks is very amusing arm waving and violence only
as the pirate, Smee.
when he realizes that he has been
These are characterizations, how- trapped by the prosecutor.
Whether or not this change of
progeneral
while
the
even* and
duction of “Peter Pan” is on the tempo and presentation has en.
...uu
lavish Side With SCeniC investiture hanced -the dramatic values of
of a high order by Peter Larkin, “Caine” is debatable. At all events,
interesting Mstumes'by Motley, and. neither of the two principals has
sound lighting by Peggy Clark, t sought t<? imitate their predecesthere is indifferent music by Mark sors. Brodie in the Hodiak role is
a little more earthy and less effiCharlop.

Anniversary Waltz
La

Jolla, Cal.,

July

14.

La Jolla Playhouse production of comedy in three acts, by Jerome Chodoroy
and Joseph Fields. Stars Howard Duff.
«orin»n
Lord. Directed
uireciea by
oy Norman
Marjorie i,ora.
Lloyd; scenery, Robert Corrigan. At La

:

.

•

Jolla (Cai.) Playhouse, July 13, '54; $ 4.20

—

urn™,...Randolph
David Du Val

«5ii.
Okkie Walters
Alice Walters
Debbie Walters
Bud Walters
Chris Steelman
Janice Revere
c
Harry “r.7:.

|

Howard Duff
Pitt Herbert
Dorothy Patrick
‘RVchard^LuVtiS
CarneirKirkeeng

In assembling the story of “Peter

•

‘

.

1

*

1

.

into a staple along the silo route
even after the main target for its

than Peter Pan, and Miss Martin

.

Polish girl from the international
set.
A sdn-in-law of cafe society
type with Ogden Nash overtones,
steps in to take care of the vigorous young wife.
This sums Up not only the situa
tion but also the plot Throughout,
as the audience guffaws occasionally, there is a feeling of expectancy^ as though the story might yet
turn out to be as good as the production. However, in its present
state, the play is unsatisfactory.
Marta Linden is excellent in the
sympathetic role of the widow, Murray Matheson is perhaps too Noel-

Dewitt Carver
Kitty Carver
Betsy Frazer

.

.

.

.

Carol Veazie

Kay Medford

.

.

.

White Barn’s 'Angels’ Reprise
Pittsburgh, July 20.

“My. 3 Angels” was the biggest
hit in years at the White Barn
Theatre, and as a result co-produtin *
„
„
„
„
,
„
Maggie Pack Your Bags” Is the cers Clay Flagg and Carl Low have
Ja n y
ltle Df a pedestrian play re-scheduled it for week of
Aug. 2.
£, t
T
which ^
Rea John
Powers has tried which previously had been an open
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

-

date.

Title roles will be repeated
by Low, O. Talbot Hewitt and willard Thompson. , Pittsburgh is due
to get a lot of “Angels” before the

year

is

out.

Pittsburgh Playhouse

1

Top Exec

.

director Fred Burleigh has already
Washington, July 20.
Sam and Bella SpeOlney Theatre grossed a nice
wack comedy to open the community theatre season here In Oc $5,200 last week for the third stan
tober,
za of “Venus Observed,” starring
“
Decision to repeat it fills the Margaret Phillips. Play is how in
Walter Matthau and Kay Med White Barn schedule. “Country its fourth and final stanza at the
ford, starred and featured respec
Girl” is cuirent, to be followed by Maryland strawhatter.
tively, play two Americans self- “Bachelor Honeymoon,” then “AnBrian Donlevy opens at Olney
exiled at Cuernavaca, Mex., living gels”
again,
“Elizabeth
Sleeps July 28 ‘in “The Country Girl/’
together in what is commonly Out,” “Boy Meets Girl,” “Whis- which is to be followed by a recalled sin.
Story picks them up tting in the Dark/’ “A Lady’s Gen- turn of Miss Phillips in Shaw’s
on the fifth anniversary of their tleman,”
“Heartbreak House.”

picked the

William Cottrell as
his self-satisfied aide.
This “Caine,” as it stands now,
differs materially, in substance and
exposition, from the original that
had its start in San Francisco, but
it loses no ground as a major contribution to theatre*
Soan.

Staff
is in the rather curious position
of functioning as a subordinate
W. Hampton, N. Y., July 20.
player, while Ritchard emerges as
Probably the highest - salaried
the star of the performance,
package ever to appear on a straw“Peter Pan” is now presented in hat stage hereabouts was “High
three acts, the first scene of the Ground” put on at the Hampton
first act being offered as an act Star Playhouse here last week (12and concentrating on two songs, 17). Productipn was the work of
“I’ve Got to Crow” and “I'm Fly- the Little Club of Munsey Park,
members include veeps
ing.” The second act socko number whose
from a Manhattan ad agency and a
is
a. plaintive refrain, “When I
Long Island utilities company,, plus
Went Home.”
top executives from a dozen or so
Third act singing honors go to assorted Manhattan corporations.
Ritchard and an ensemble in “The They waived their regular salary
Martin
Old Gavotte,” with Miss
scale for the stage stint, the club
and her daughter, Heller Halllday, working on a split with the house.
doing a cut reprise of “I’ve Got
“Ground” is a restaging of the
to Crow.” Miss Halllday shows a group’s' 24th
annual production
lot of promise and works very well done earlier this year in Manhaswith her mother,
set. Probably the oldest commuIn the dance department, Miss nity theatre org on the Island, the
no difficulty establishing
Lee has
Little Club had its start in the late
..
e.
herself as an important factor. She ’20s when pioneer suburban combas* a keen sense of timing and a mUters gathered to give one-acters
shrewd method of establishing in meihbers’ homes.
audience relationships. “The Old
The Playhouse, originally planGavotte,” incidentally, which justly ning a 10-week season of commuwon opening night applause, is an nity theatre, has opened its bookinterpolation with lyrics by Nancy ing to include five professional
Hamilton and music by Morgan packages. “Rope,” to be given next
Lewis.
Soan.
week (27-31) by the Cabaret Play
ers, will be followed by the Man'Venus’ $5,200k Olney
hattan Players’ “Streetcar Named
.

.

out for Elaine Carrington at the
Ivy Tower Playhouse here. Despite extensive
familiarity with
the tricks of character and situation on the networks. Miss Carrington
speedily stretches
her
story idea to its limit.
That she
extenas it as far as she does proves
she knows precisely how far a
slender plot line can be elongated
without breaking.

In the supporting cast there are

ft

difficult for anyone, unstonr to
familiar with the Barrie story
understand just what it is all about.
The entertainment lies chiefly in
the handling of the ensembles and
choruses and the occasional ballets.
As a consequence, the point of
interest is Captain Hook, rather

.

Michael Lipton
Joe A. Callaway
Don Barone
.
Laurie Vendig
Diana Lotery

.

a. little

-

SDOof^-televiiion is as ^commoncommon
place as the telephone
First and, thus far, only authorized stock production of the current Broadway comedy, the La
Jolla version is first-rate. With a
lively script for hot weather patrons, the cast has a good time
under Norman Lloyd’s brisk direc-

Maggie Pack Your Bags

Don Frazer
Gen. Mark Frost

•

a

a

I

^

;

cient.

H^^S

*.

! ! !

Summer

Augustlna
Maggie

•

Ran” for musical presentation, capable performances by Robert
gam
Jerome Robbins, who has emerged Anderson, who conducts the case
from the ranks of choreographer against Lt. Maryk (Brodie) unsucMrs. Cans
Handyman
Edward Hickok to take over the chore of director, cessfully; Robert Lowery, who is
has concentrated his attention on the invidious Lt. Keefer, deus ex
If this bantamweight comedy the fantasy sequences without lay1
I? —1
i
PI
X
? A
A
<«
machina of the general plot; Jerry
were any lighter it would float
ing a sufficient foundation for the Crews as the “unhappy signalman;
away. But it’s tailor-made for sum- story.
John Parrish as the smug psymer theatre and should develop
In its present form it would be chologist, and
.

^

Burst of Summer.”
It's an upper-crust quadrangle
concerning a lady of 46, who advertises in the Saturday Review’s
improbable classified section for
a “companion” to replace her late,
wealthy husband. Responding to
her ad is a greying State Department official of a medium grade
whose life is miserable because he
is married to a vigorous, young

.

r

Marjorie Lord
Jansje Herbert

Following the cast's curtain calls,
dance sequences. Singing chores
Vallee intros an innovation in
are handled capably by Miss Dulo,
strawhat procedure, remaining in
,, spou^-tta deu^er a'20 'm/nule
sesh of stories. Gags are mostly of
3
10
Irish genre, and garner a hefty Ifni cr "tL h
r» ^
.J ;
in *u° tion.
share of yocks.
Elie.
f
Howard Duff, as the harassed
fall.
It might stand a chance with
new material tailored to fit Hart- father and husband, demonstrates
Burst of
man’s satirical and dancing prow- he has learned hjs way around a
tt
«
-r
,
New Hope, Pa., July 12.
stage, shedding considerable stiffe ss
Don Walker production of three-act
t"
any event, Broadway-bound ness and acquiring an easy flare
comedy by a. B. shiffrin. Directed by
Sherwood Arthur; setting, W. Broderick or not, “Tall” has enough zip and for farce. Marjorie Lord is a standHackett. At Bucks County Playhouse, melody
to make it a good bet for out as the wife, never allowing
New Hope, Pa., July 12, '54; $3.75 top.
caricature to creep into her role.
Maid
Dias.
Laura Raynair strawhat bookings.
John
The strong supporting cast is
Murray Hamilton
Emily
Marta Linden
headed by Willard Waterman, the
Mate
Murray Mathcson
star of the “Gildersleeve” radio-tv
Cassie
Sylvia Daneel
Spring Lake, N. J., July 15.
shows,
and Lillian Randolph, the
Rea John Power* production of comAt one point in this gracefully edy-drama in two act* by Elaine Carring- maid, Birdie, on the same series.
staged penthouse comedy, Murray ton. Stars Walter Matthau; features Kay As the children, David Du Val and
Medford. Directed by David Brooks; setHamilton says to Sylvia Daneel,
Mars hall Yokelson. At Ivy Tower Jensje Herbert are attractive with“There’s less to me than meets the Playhouse. Sprihg Lake, N.J.. July 12. '54. out stage-brattishness. Robert Cor' Walter
Matthau rigan’s set fills the bill.
eye.” That pretty well sums up “A Jeff Frazer
Don.

A

director,

Jaye Rubanoff. At Curran. San Francisco,

(
as the artist
continuerather than return to write milltary leaflets, Miss Carrington is
trembling on the threshold of
freshness. Having made thus bold,
however, she shies away skittishly

him

from the summer cirhas the makings of a

satirical

Haug, E, Brady, Marge Wilkens,
Nations /theatre, S.F„ July 5. '54.
Stenographer
Morgan Jones
Orderly
Lester Helmnn
Lt. Barney Greehwald....Wehdell Corev
Lt. Stephen Maryk ...... Steve Brodie
Lt. Cdr. John ChaUea. .Robert Anderson
Capt. Biakeiy
.... Fay Roope
Lt. Cdr, PhUlp F, Queeg Paul Douglas
Lt. Thomas Keefer
.Robert Lowerv
Signalman 3d Class Urban,, Jerry Crews
Lt. Willis S. Keith ........ Scott Elliott
Capt. Randolph Southard. .. .Jack Wilson

.

Hartman more opportunity
his

cRorsl

San Francisco, July 10.
Paul Gregory production of drama in
two acta by Herman Wouk. Stars Paul
Douglas, Wendell Corey, Steve Hrodle.
Directed- by Charles Laughton; At United

Arthur Follicle
good opportunities. When Frazer’s Tootles
Stanley Stenner
Air Force officer son says his Curly
Ronnie Lee
Nibs
father would have been a failure 1st Twin
Alan Sutherland
DarrylDurfln
had he not forsaken wife and child 2d Twin
Cyril JUtchard
Hook
Captain
,
for Maggie. and when** urges ga»T.^‘.;;^,v.V. .V.
'Itota

brisk, engaging show.

ercise

19.

Light Opera Alia,
presentation of Edwin Lester production
of musical In two acta (nine scenes) with
book by James M. Barrie; lyrics. Carolyn
Leigh; music, Mark. Charlap; Incidental
music, Trude Rlttman. Stars Mary Martin;
features Cyril RltchaTa. Staged by Jerome
Robbins; scenery, Peter Larkin; costumes.
Richard
direction.
technical
Motley;
Rodda; lighting. Peggy Clark; conductor,
Louis Adrian; Jay Blackton; assistant diarrangerector, Mary Hunter; orchestral
ments, Albert Sendry; assistant con-

Walk

Me.” a nifty vehicle for his first Fuller, lyrics by Marshall Barer, sketches
legit appearance in more than 15 by Arnold B. Horwltt. Additional music
Ralph Strain and Albert Selden, lyrics
years. Light and amiable, the Jean by
by Horwltt, Billings Brown and Valerie
Kerr comedy is ideally suited for Bettis, sketches by Bud Burson and WilPaul Hartman; feathe citronella circuit, and the liam Engvick. StarsDirected
by George
Jane Dulo.
prospect of glimpsing Vallee in tures
Englund. Musical direction, Peter Matz;
.clerical robes will undoubtedly re- choerography, Ray Harrison; settings.
Emanuel Gerard. At Somerset (Mass.)
act favorably at the boxoffice dur
Playhouse, July *12, '54.
«V
ing his forthcoming tour.
With Paul Hartman, Jane Dulo, Pat
Robert Kole, WiUlam Dwyer,
As Father Moynlhan, whose main Stanley,
Ellis, June Erlcson. Ann Buckles,
Helene
interest, outside of the church, con- Lenny Claret. Skeets Guenther.
sists of playing a snappy game of
teacher
chess, with Michael, a
Walk Tall,” in its outing here
temporarily residing at the rectory at Fred and Martha Miller’s Somwhile conducting a survey of the erset Playhouse, proves to be a
diocese’s school system, Vallee, lively,
revue
brightly-costumed
via his sly sense of humor and top- with plenty of appeal for strawhat
notch timing, humanizes his role, customers.
Although it needs a

ride

:

Caine Mutiny Court
*
Martial

Peter P^in
San Francisco, July
‘Sail Franciaco Civic

Desire.”
Incidentally, Playhouse producers John Havens and Andre aiceneaux are prexy and v.p. respectively of CAST (Community And

Suburban Theatre) Inc., .which
serves as a talentrexchange bureau
for the score or more community
theatre groups operating oh Long
•

is

Island. The Playhouse however,
not limiting in bookings to CASi

member-groups.

,

.
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Hazd’ $35,500, Dallas;

Sets Barn Mark

Pat Crowley a Click
Dallas,. July 20.
State Fair Musicals’ third sum-

Continued tr<un page 49
bis review* was panned bygorae of Vincent.
Gelert.
the local crix when originally try-

B way Wilts;

De

Baun

‘Can-Can’ $47,300, Shirley $27,400,

Karen mer ' production, “Hazel Flagg,”
chalked up a mild $35,500 gross

And

Straight Plays Worst;

In past years, Carey has oper- for .the first seven performances
ing out here in 1935, At th*t time
ated the Surry (Me.). Playhouse of a two-week run. This was in
Bulletin scribe <no byline) was
Bar Harbor (Me.) Playhouse. the face of the city’s all-time record
and
“bawdy
play’s
dialog^
by
shocked

A severe electrical storm, with
very high wind preceding the rain,
hit Philly Wednesday night. Playhouse patrons were advised to
leave about 10 minutes before
show broke. The heavy* gale did
some damage to the tent which
had iust been installed the previous weekend, but it was okay by
Thursday night’s performance.
This week’s offering is “The
Front Page,” with Preston held
over as star (first time any star
has played two consecutive weeks
Miss
at the Playhouse) and Janney,
Johnson and Philip Boumeuf fea-

heat wave, with the mercury rang4Summer really slugged BroadGrinnell Barn Flareup
ing from 102 to 110 degrees last
Boxoffice men,
way last week,
Omaha, July 20.
week.
managers and producers were
Hollister Smith, Spirit- Lake, Ia„
Musical, starring Don Ameche, Stritch-‘Hattie’ $22,000
moaning
as the mid- July doldrums
ad man, last week was named dir Pat Crowley, Gene Lockhart and
*
2d L’ville-Musical finally caught up with Main Stem
rector of the Okoboji Summer Benay Venuta,
pulled such local
legit.
Theatre near Spirit Lake.
Louisville, July 20.
rave reviews for Miss Crowley’s
Kent
Prof.
As always, the solid n sellouts
He was named after
“Panama Hattie,” second outperformance
that
Paramount,
Andrews resigned as theatre direc- which has her under
staging
of musicals at Iro- maintained pace, but the trend was
door
contract, sent
Musicals were
down.
generally
tor, and head of -the Grinnell, la.,
wound
which
Amphitheatre,
Robert Emmett Dolan here to o.o. qiiois
College Dramatics Dept., charging
up the week Sunday (18) with a relatively little affected, a few
her singing and dancing.
“lack of cooperation!’ by Rupert A,
$22,000 take. In spite of the ter- actually registering small rises.
Rehearsals
started
yesterday rific heatwave, with incidents of Straight plays felt the drought
Hawk, acting prexy of Grinnell, in
connection with the Okoboji thea- (Mon.) for the season’s sole op- some patrons fainting, cast headed badly, however, in one instance
eretta, “Naughty Marietta,” open- by Elaine Stritch came through for taking a $5,500 drop from barely
tre project.
ing next Monday (26) for a fort- a fast-moving performance. Sup- breakeven
previous
the
figure
night’s run. Patrice Munsel and porting were Jack Albertson, Dick week.
tured.
Shreveport Yens ‘Eileen*
Jim
Hawthorne will star.
With no prospects of a break
Bernie, Rudy Tone, Sue Gilvin,
Shreveport, La., July 20.
Lee Jeffries, David Daniels, Carol due for two more weeks, it’s a
The Shreveport Summer The-J
‘Time* $1,500, Reading
question how many shows may be
Dedrick and Fred Harper.
atre is dickering for special rights
Reading, Pa., July 20.
“Anything Goes,” opening show able to keep going. Traditionally,
Two-week* run of “The Happy ..to stage “My Sister Eileen,” on
Gilbert
and
Billy
Blair,
the downtrend should level off the
Janet
with
“Wonderful
Time” ended Saturday night ^(17) which the musical;
Jack Goode, drew a big $29,000, in- first week in August and the seaits ninth
at Green Hills. Theatre hero to a Town,” is based, to close
originally-reported
$19r
sonal rebound is due week of AUg.
stead
of
the
for
August.
here'
in
$3,000
season
total gross of over
16
000
Meanwhile, the Louisiana strawrun. Take just over $1,500 for
Third week of the 16th al fresco
In several cases, slightly higher
producthat
second
its
under
opened
just
hatter
and
week
the first
JeaSweet.”
“Bitter
offers
grosses last week did not
season
reported
FourAttendance totaled tion of the season, “The
the second.
attendance,
increased
nette MacDonald is starry, with represent
poster,” for a two-week run Mon$2,096 for the stay.
Inghram, Lou- but
Rose
reduced
Shafer,
merely
Robert
reflected
nona
here,
for
(Tues.)
Theatre
day (19).
“Gigi” opens tonight
ise Kirtland, Nat Burns, Gordon amounts deducted from the total
the
a one week stay, with Irma Lee professional operation, began
Dilworth, Emalyn Remmel, Jean in the form of absorbed city tax
in
Angels”
Three
“My
role.
with
lead
season
Hurley in the
Cameron, Edwin Clay, Claude Hor- on presold tickets.
June.
,
ton, and as special attraction PaEstimates for Last Week
The strawhatter is regarded as
San Francisco, July 20.
‘Affairs’ Clicks, Houston
"Bitter
tricia Dreylie, ballerina.
Masonthe
the largest south of
Legit is having a midsummer Sweet” opened Monday (19).
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Houston, July 20.
paid-up sea- boom here. Two former Broadway
a
boasting
line,
Dixon
R (Revue),
State”
(Comedy-Drama),
CD
of
“Affairs
of
week
First
(Musihits and a touring edition Of
MC (Musical Comedy),
grossed $3,500 at the 215-seat son’s membership of 4,000.
current Broadway
smash were
cal Drama), O (Opera), OP (OpAlley Theatre, here; and may prove
joined last, night (Mon.) by the
eretta).
to be the biggest hit in the spot’s
Broadway-bound musicalized “PeProduction TACfflC’ SKIDS IN
history.
Other parenthetic designations reseven-year
ter Pan,” starring Mary Martin.
was set for three weeks, but an
fer, respectively, to weeks played,
It’s
another ’49 stampede, 105
indefinite run in indicated.
number
of performances through
D.C.
years later.
The Alley, Houston’s only legiter
Saturday, top prices, numlast
Washington, July 20.
since the playhouse folded recentEstimates for Last Week
her of seats, capacity gross and
began its first professional
ly,
“South Pacific” skidded again
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Price includes 10% amusestars.
season with “Death of a Sales- for its 9th D.C. week at the Nation- United Nations (2d. wk) ($4.40;
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,
Los Angeles, July 20.
man,” starring Albert Dekker, and al Theatre, racking Op about $19,- 1,147)
(Paul
Douglas,
Wendell
Unseasonal heat wracked local exclusive of tax
followed With Spring Byington in 800. Iva Withers comes in to the Corey, Steve Brodie). Solid $24,week, keeping tallies
Anniversary Waltz, - Broadhurst
legit last
“Mrs. McThing” and “The Shrike,” Nellie Forbush role here next 700 (previous week, $24,600).
town below expectations. (C) (lSth wk; 115; $4.60; 1,160;
starring Ward Wood. Nina Vance week, in place of Jeanne Bal, who
King and I, Opera House (1st around
Theatre $28,000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty
Greek
ozone
the
EVen
“Pacific”
is the producer.
has been in the part since
wk) ($4.75; 3,250) (Yul Brynner
Just $11,000 (previous
suffered, since the heat hung on Carlisle).
came to Washington.
Patricia Morison). Drew enthusinight, an unusual oc- week, almost $13,100).
Musical winds UP here Aug. 14 astic reviews and, with Civic Light through the
Deer Lake Using Names
Beautiful
Sea, Majestic
in Southern California,
the
currence
By
and moves to Toronto.
Opera subscription, grossed
Reading, Pa., July 20.
and most people just stayed home. (MC) (15th wk; 116; $6.90; 1,510;
spectacular $82,000 on the opening
“Miles of Heaven,” a tryout
be $58,000) (Shirley Booth).
will
offerings
Nearly
five
Town’s
stanza.
starring film, actor Charles
swelled tonight (Tues.) with the $27,400 (previous week, almost
Korvin, opened last night (Mon.) ‘Pal Joey’ Okay $17,300,
Peter Pan, Curran $5.50; 1,758) advent of “Yiddisher Dragnet” at $29,100).
at the Deer Lake Theatre, at
(Mary Martin). Opened last night the Civic Playhouse.
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
between
Pottsville
Orwigsburg,
Plymouth (D) (26th wk; 204; $5.75Estimates for Last Week
Melody Fair, Toronto (Mon.) to favorable reviews as the
Tickets are tabbed
and here.
final subscription offering of the
(1st $4.60; 1.062: $33,500) (Lloyd Nolan,
Ivar
Burning,
for
Not
Lady’s
Toronto, July” .20.
the
350 - seat airfor
at
$2
Civic Light Opera season; set for wk) (400; $3.30). Heat and its repu- John
Barry Sullivan),
Hodiak,
conditioned theatre, and $1 for
Leighton K. Brill’s production a four-week engagement.
tation for verbosity gave it a slow Went clean again, almost $33,700
Wednesday and Saturday matinees. of “Pal Joey,” the first time the
previous week, with the city tax
Picnic, Geary (3d wk) ($3.85; $2,300 start.
Last week Kurt Kaznar starred Rodgers-Hart piece has been seen
Theatre
1,550) (Ralph Meeker).
N. Y. City Ballet, Greek Theatre out. $32,900).
in “My 3 Angels.” This is the first in Toronto, grossed a satisfactory
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (63d wk;
Guild production of William Inge’s (2d wk) (4,407; $3.60). Toe troupe
season that producers Leonard $17,300. for 8, 1B8 payees last week prizewinner ^as
apparently oversledding in the 500; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160). Nearly
Soloway and Joseph W. Kapfer in -the Melody Fair theatre-in-the- shadowed in the turmoil of big- found it tougher
with $32,000 in the $47,300 (previous week, over $47,frame
second
have had a guest star policy for round series, with the mid-town name productions; eased off to
200 ).
till.
the strawhat. Betty Field in “Coun- Arena Gardens masked off to 5,300
Carousel. City Center (MD) (7th
$16,500 (previous week, $19,200).
Porgy and Bess, Philharmonic
try Girl” is scheduled for next seats at $2,50 top.
(1st wk) (2,670; $4.80). Okay wk; 56; S3.60: 3.099; $46,000). NearAud
week and “Goodbye. Again,” with
Co-starring Bob Scheerer and
$62,100, including tax, which the ly $23,100 (previous week, $24,300).
Jeffrey Lynn and Elaine Stritch,
Golden Apple, Alvin (MC) (13th
Eleanor Lutton, with Vivian Joyce
non-profit show retains.
will be the bill the week of Aug. 2.
and Stanley Carlson, the musical
Seven Year Itch, Biltmore (3d wk; 103; $4.60-$3.45; 1,150; $40,got_rave reviews and built steadily
No Theatre 807). Almost $20,800 (previous
wk) (1,636; $3.85).
‘Sabrina* $5,600, Binghamton
from mid-week on, but the sophisGuild subscriptions to help this week, over $16,500); closing Aug. 7.
Binghamton, N. Y„ July 20.
Kine 6f Hearts, Lyceum <C) 116th
ticated theme militated against the
week; registered $15,300.
Constance Bennett, in “Sabrina usual family trade enjoyed by most
That’s Life, Las Palmas (3d wk) wk; 122; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,389)
Fair,” grossed $5,600 in eight per- shows in the musical series.
(Donald
Cook, ‘Jackie Cooper).
to
Bounced
$6,000,
up
(400; $3.30).
formances last week at Gail Hilllengthening Nearly $10,600 (previous week,
advance
Current week has "Oklahoma,”
the
with
son’s Triple Cities Playhouse here. with
over
$11,700).
Wilton
Clary and Elise
daily.
Chicago, July 20.
It was a loser for both the house Rhodes.
Kismet (Ziegfeld (O) (33d wk;
Bertram Yarborough is
Midweek break in the heatwave
and the touring package.
260; $6.90: 1.528: $57,900) (Alfred
v
summer
staging
the 10-weeks’
two Windy
Strawhat management expects to series at “Melody Fair,” with Ar- helped up biz for he
Drake).
Over $54,900 (previous
recoup, however, with the current thur Lief directing the 14-piece City legiters last frame. “Wonder- ‘BLONDES’ $48,000, ST. L., week, almost $52,800).
ful Town,” in its first full week,
^
bill, “Pal Jqey,” with a cast includMen,
Oh
Oh Women. Miller (C)
orchestra.
benefited from laudatory word-ofing Tommy Morton, Shir! ConWay,
(31st wk; 254; $5.75-$4.60; 920: $23.DESPITE
mouth reports.
Jessie
Elliott,
T.
248) (Lloyd Bridges). Almost $7,500
J.
Halligan,
20.
St. Louis, July
Estimates for Last. Week
Beverly Dixon and Joan Coburn. Pitt Staffs ‘Syracuse’
(previous week, $12,000).
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
Time Out for Ginger, Harris
Production was staged by Betty
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
For Poor $21,000 Take (27th wk) ($4.15; 1,000) (Melvyn wound up a seven-night stand Sun- (10th
Kean,
wk; 76; $6.90; 1,571: $51,717)
with choreography by
day (18) with a hefty $48,000 gross (John Raitt, Janis Page, Eddie Foy
Douglas). Almost $9,100.
Pittsburgh, July 20.
George Martin.
Assn,
Theatre
Municipal
the
at
Wonderful Town, Shubert (2d
Despite excellent notices, they
Jr ). Goes clean at all performjust wouldn’t buy “The Boys From wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Channing). alfresco playhouse in Forest Park. ances;
nearly $51,700 (previous
‘Hut>$6,500, Saratoga
That was despite a heat wave that week, over $51,000, with city tax
Syracuse” here last week at Pitt Nearly $34,900.
Saratoga, N.Y., July 20.
soared to 112.3 degrees Wednesday on “presold” tickets deducted).
The Little Hut,” starring Bar- Stadium and the outdoor musical
(14) for an all-time local record.
Sabrina Fair, Roydle (C) (35th
bara Bel Geddes and featuring wound up with the poorest take of
The piece drew 55,000 payees on wk; 277; $4.60; 1.172; $24,000). Al50G
Hiram Sherman,- housed a substan- the season until now, just short of ‘CRAZY’
week.the
An
unfamiliar
most
$21,000.
show
cou$9,700 on two-for-ones (pretial gross of $6,500 in John HuntCast included Sandra Deel, Billie vious week, $9,800),
ington’s
58t-seat
Spa Summer pled with unfamiliar names in the
STARLIGHT,
Worth, Eric Brotherson, Donald
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C) (87th
legit field were believed the rea-Theatre, at $3 top, last week.
Burr, Mary Finney and Robert wk; 693; $5,75-84.60; 1,063; $24,Kansas City, July 20.
Spa patrons’ reaction to the sons; By end of engagement, good
000) (Tom Ewell).
Over $15,600
“Girl Crazy,” starting moderate- Eckles,
risque farce was described as the word-of-mouth had apparently gotup
wind
to
“Three Musketeers” opened last (previous week. $15,400),
closmomentum
around,
since
window
ly,"
ten
sale
gained
best encountered on the strawhat
of 6,700
Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
circuit. To reduce, the element of ing night was terrific, but it was Sunday (18) with a $50,000 gross for night (Mon.) before a mob
Theatre, and an estimated gross of $3,500, (C) (37th wk; 293; $5.75-$4.60;
offensiveness, Huntington or his too late by then. “Boys” featured last week at the Starlight
Nearly $18,300
Gloria Lind, better than two previous produc- with the intense heat continuing. 1,077; $27,811).
assistant, Klaus Kolmar, Went be- Blackburn .Twins,
fore. the curtain from Wednesday Evelyn Ward, Joey Faye, Herb tions, but under expectations. Ex- Cast is headed by William .John- (previous week, almost $18,400).
and
-Tea
Sympathy,
modBarrymore
and
KuhV*
Ronnie
weather
Mildred
and
Manners,
Rosemary
Corey,
Cook
tremely
hot
Gail
son,
night on to point out that the play
erately p&ced show worked against mann, Alan Hewitt and Gilbert (D) (42d wk: 333; $5.75-84.60; 1.060;
was “fantasy” and should be taken, Cunningham.
(Joan
$28,300)
Fontaine).
Over
This week's show Is “Oklahoma,” the established draw of the Gersh- Russell.
as such. Management claimed no
$18,400 (previous week, nearly $20,adverse audience response through- and best advance of the year in- win music, but weekend trade
600).
Hammer- pulled up the final take. Earl
dicates the Rodgers
out the week.
Teahouse of the Aufrust Moon,
Arlyne ‘Sweethearts’ $7,600
O’Neil,
Betty
With a fine advance sale for the stein perennial may well be the top William,
Beck (C) (40th wk; 320: $5.75-$4.60;
Guy Raymond, Morely
current “Stalag 17,” the local thea- grosser of the eight-week series, Frank,
For 4 in Fort
1,214; $31,681) (David Wayne, John
Kermoyan,
Michael
tre^ is running about 15% ahead of too. Cast is headed by a flock of Meredith,
Toledo, July 20.
Always getting the
Forsythe).
“Oklahoma” vetemas, including Charles Nelson Reilly headed the
last year’s strong trend.
Fort Wayne Light Opera Festi- standee limit; almost $132,200 again.
Harry Stockwell, Gloria Hamilton,
“Sweetwith
$7,600
grossed
val
EnglishDonahue,
new
Pat
Jerry Mann, Walter
“Carmen,” in a
Lakewood Mgt. Shift
language adaptation by Virginia hearts,” pulling in over 5,000 peo- ‘Roberta’ $15,800, Cleve.
Operation of .the Lakewood Play- Englund and Dave Mallen,
Card, opened last night (-Mon.) in ple in four performances at the
house, BarnesvUle, Pa., has been
Cleveland, July 20.
outdoor theatre in
•taken over by Charles O. Carey.
show
Edgar Daniel plays the title role the 7, 600-seat outdoor theatre in Franke Park
tune
third
“Roberta,”
(15-18).
House had previously been under in “Papa Is All;” which opened Swope Park, with indications of Fort Wayne last week.
staged by Musicarnlval here, drew
run.
the
marked
weather
Perfect
season
management of John-Kenley. Resi- last night (Tues.) at the Green being the top draw of the
performin
seven
$15,800
good
a
Lewis Bolyard, native son, came
It’s expected to draw
dent staff includes Charles Avery, Mountain Playhouse, Poultney, Vt. thus far.
at $3.50 top last week in the
York for his first ances
-director; Bert Heckel, scenic-' de
font thppfrP
Ed Zimmerman and Mary Alice about $60,000 for the week’s stand, back from New
appearance in his
signer;
Jim Gildersleeve, stage Bayh had the leads in last week's comparing favorably with “Call professional starring as
Jack Cassidy and Patricia Ruhl
Prince
hometown,
* IIV
racked up
which
TV»1*V«*
iTiouniut
-r AIV
_
Me Madam,”
manager, and Tommy Brent, flack. production of “Captain Carvallo.” 1VAC
j
all-Equity cast
Carol Mason costarred as were featured in an
Resident
actors
include
Mary John C. Hurd is producer-director $65,000 for 10 days as the season- Franz.
in the 1,600-seater.
Sylvia.
Grace Canfield, Stanley Cobleigh, at the strawhatter.
opener.
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Therefore,
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an earnest effort, he is defeated by*
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High cost of Broadway produc->
tion and the generally negative
disposition of present-day Mam
w plays of a clasaudiences to
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sical nature would make Robinson
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presentation In
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Det tor
risky bet
Times Square legit sector. Work is
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exceed 200r including an orch of
50.
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like that of Mavor Moore as the
*
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meaning, and give performance;
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of the production, same sin this judge secretly nar- un j vers tty execs themselves. Event,
and Aas director
*
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the latter capacity he has bors.
however, has caught on steadily,
— ..
achieved much vitality In the
The surprise of the Festival is .especially wkh the younger folk,
but
ha£
action
h
scenes of physical
”
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Directed by Guthrie This yea r, for the first time, the
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!J'5f
of «S?»^
the play an n cHrrin«» Mason,
allowed the first half
and starring Mason it is a power- chamber of Commerce is giving
^
- .
. ful
packs a wallop, the fest its support, even making
nrodiuction that Packs
m
4 _
fill production
overcomes
quite
never
revival
The
the Sophoclean tragedy a money contribution.
mtmnt U’ e ‘ ediUm tKus indHC?d Geor- In staging
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:
Guthrie has used masks, ritual and
- Tn
scale, to
.
the grand scale
onjte
classic style on
The need for an Imposing actress
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basic passions of anthe
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present
by
satisfied
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character
as the title
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stature..
tremendous
of
heroes
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Apprentices at the Bucks CounJacqueline Brooks, Running a wide
on ty piay house, New Hope, Pa., inMason, reportedly .dowp
.
emotional range, she scores impres.
r ti
continued
from page «
opening night, came back with a clude Abbey Perelman, daughter
sively in an exhausting role. Also
standout is Charles Aidman, whose of the August Moon” produced by bang two nights later, bringing 0 f humorist S. J. Perelman, and
Thesus rings with authority. As Charles R, Meeker Jr. at Dallas is force and tremendous power to the penny Funt, daughter of playHippolytus, William Andrews looks nn
helievpd th hp- off However central character whose arrogance wright-tv scripter Julian Flint
“Mary
the part but his acting lacks polish, T
Mnri flv A ndpr(!n n»c “Alma’- and pride bring destruction upon Robert Feyti will appear
as is the case with Barbara Waide
of Scotland/’ windup production
“
„ ac currehtlv laving off is a tour him. The movement throughout, of the Helen Hayes Festival atjthe
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p
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_ Opera. House, p*n_ Duming--

Ethan Allen Theatre, Brandon,

Vt.

(27-31).

Put Them All Together, by
Theodore Hirsch and Jeanette Pat-

ton-Somerset

(Mass.)

Playhouse

(26-31),
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Lily

Lodge, daughter of

cesca Braggiotti), is one of the featured supports for Victor Jory in
“My Three Angels" at Eddie Rich’s

- MVY Summer Theatre
Thoofn.
£*^’ NHer’
father a former
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in Local Court Suit

Philadelphia, J uly 20.
Philadelphia Ballet Co. Inc., was
enjoined from the use of that

name by Judge Edward

Gaf-

J.

Common

Pleas Court here.
Suit was brought by the Philadeland phia Civic Ballet, operated by

an

Congressman, was a stage
*
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Festival
Shakespeare
cJde
screen star from 1932 to 1942.
“Can-Can” is a possibility to go has become established as an anNeal Prince, who was production
de
on the road during 1954-55, dependGrif.
n ual event.”
1
assistant for last season’s BroadI
ing on its b.o. stamina on BroadC/€> Cx /(6
way presentation of “Lullaby,” .is
r
pi
way.
“King and I,” now playing
a
h
0
1
the Coast is figured a sure bet to
Players, Cecilwood
Duchess
ood TheaThe
DSfhers pifyers
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ccntinue touring through the new
tre, Fishkill,
tre
FishkiU N.Y.
Jufte Monk
N Y ...Julius
...
will resume cabaret stock shows
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in
season. “South Pacific,” nearing
shows’in
.
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Provincetown, Mass., July 29 at the'
the end of a summer stand in
Surf
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Sea
Horse,
of
with
potent
figured
Washington,
is
university’s
Lees, head of the
deABROADWAY
enough for return dates in. most partment of speech, the stage and performances seven nights a week
of the key cities it has previously production director, and William on a.twice-nightly basis. Monk had
SHOW
previously produced cabaret shows
visited, plus first dates in other F. Christensen, ex-Coast choreog"1
in Provincetown during the 1946At last, the Broadway theatre is an in? spots, such as Philadelphia.
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opus on display is considerably *Vft0 rt
a second company staredited, accenting human relation- touring
ships and playing down social com- ring Eddie Bracken, may get a
second' troupe on the road if bustsecond
ment.
No matter how it’s cut. the story ness on Broadway fails to hold up
still concentrates on the relation- for the original edition headed by
ship between buddies George and Tom Ewell. “Picnic” another 1952T
Annie itinerant
itmnront laborers,
lbhnrnrc Chuck c-o
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and Tanya Moisei- Playhouse the week of July 26 as Playhouse, Andover, NJ. (19^24)
masks and gowns are vjsu- p ar t of a double bill which also in- (Reviewed in Variety, July 14,
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eludes James Thurber’s “Thirteen »54).
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Sudden Alarm, by Geife O’Donnelh-rCape Ann Playhouse, Gloucester, Mass. (26-31).
13 clocks ^ by j ames Thurber,
and Trouble in Tahiti, by Leonard
Rprnstein
IVestDort
(Conn
'
cSunti-y^Playho^e <2^31 ).
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Norman and Alicia Craig.
The Craigs said they have been
us i n g that name since 1948, while
the p hila delphia Ballet Co. was

*****

April 29 of this year,
Griffiths
held that the
Craigs have employed the tUle so
long it has^ become identified vun
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their activities.
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favorabl y with the last couple of
and to acquire broad interests in the en- seasons, is nevertheless far below
tertainment fje!d by diversifying not the touring crop of a decade and
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However that is just
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experienced.
profeMFonai advisers, more ago.
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has Geraldine Page and Jenny
and style. Christensen’s dances Hecht listed for Aug. 3 in “MidShowcase Theatre,
and dance direction gave the show summer.”.
fluidity of movement with some Evanston* 111., winds its Summer
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a two-week run
flavorsome western steppings and
fug.
*taiag 17.
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Day By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).
Edmaa, Arts (7-13-54).
Follts Bergere, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
Guys and Dolls, Colliseum (5-28-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
i Am a camera, mew
Intimacy At 8:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Joyce Grenfell, Fortune (6-2-54).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Love Match, Viet Palace (11-10-53).
Manor of Northstaad, Duchess (4-28-54).

i

(Mich) Summer Theatre.
t nnc> j
Lees’
Lees direction was clean and
largely uncluttered, despite the big
Sturhridge Halfway
choruses of daheers and singers.
Sturbridge, Mass., July 20.
Abravanel guided a smooth orchesSturbridge Players, of Local
tra (garbed in cowhand outfit) and Merry-Go-Round Theatre are curwilling
cast
through sprightly rently hitting the halfway mark of
music numbers with an overall their fourth season with a tryout
master touch. Tyers and Miss Hur- of Jack Perry s Without Consent

the initial investment; "Mister Roberts"
naid off
n(t 5
s tn
i: “Harvey”
“Harvev” paid
nairi off
oiT *40
am to
tn
paid
to 1;
*50 for every $1 invested.

These are extremes, of course; the returns on the average successful shows
are not that high and many shows are a

into a production of highly professional merit that had pace, spirit

(Figures denote premiere dates)
After -the Bell, Globe (6-10-54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
Angels In Love, Savoy (2-11-54).
Both Ends Meet, Apollo (6-9-54).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s <12-1*53).
Cockles A Champagne, Savllle (5-28-54).
Dark Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).

Moon

Is Blue, Vaudeville (3-5-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Never Too Lata, Strand (6-3-54).
New Ravua, Phoenix (7-6-54).
Pal Joay, Prince* (3-31-54).
Reluctant Heroes, Whitehall (9-12-50).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her MaJ. (4-22-54).

We

Must Kilt Toni, W'mlnster

(6-29-54).

Wedding In Paris, Hljpp. (4-3-54D. _ _
Where There'* e Will, Garrick (6-17-54).
Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).
You'll Be Lucky, Aaelphl (2-25-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
e
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distribute^ these

contributes
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hilarious

Was charming but too en-

g iC Among^localites, Jofin A.
? "
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S
mincing
tailor), William Shatnet Nicolaysen
stood out for an imposand Donald Harroh as Lucentid ing Jud Fry, Alan Frank for a
u;*.
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ant TraninFrance
rL,« All
III Hakim,
l// V ™ Keith
V «tiv. M. Engar
V
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A
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breezy
-ranees
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fj*
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^r L?e,
Ah^been
Hyland, delightflyy fresh and pert for a lusty Win Parker and Lila
3
'«
the
goody-good
Bianca;
William
"£
E.
Brimhall
for an engaging Aunt
mean that t^SmTissionT/, ei?hlr
proved or disapproved these securities or Hutt as a disappointed suitor, and Eller..
ready
$60.0«« Budget
SSTf the°statementT?rrth*f OITerinif Cir* DoU S Ias Rain aa a r»« h
servant.
cuiar issued in connection therewith,
Curve of the Utah Stadium seats
Guthrie’s Genius
5,000. Stage in the field te a raised
Guthrie’s genius in direction is one, with no curtain or sides, and
BROADWAY ANGELS, INC., DEPT. V-1
shown especially in the way almost with simple movable sets. Over29 West 65ih st.
N. Y. 23, N. Y.
a11 °f these Canadian actors, with hanging and footlight mikes give
TR 4-1815 g’l
J
u
Send Offering Circular
Clrcu,ar without
WIthout
cost
little
professional training in perfect sound, and amplification is
J
w obligation.
or
obligation*
penses leaving *201,750 working capiUi.
the entire issue is sold direct, the
working capital is estimated at *260,000.
a Letter of Notification under Regulation
fiied with the Securities &
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Salome A Prostitute, St. Mart. (7 20 54).
Six Characters, St. Jas. (7-20-94).
Meat a Body, Duke York (7-21-54).
Murder. Story, Cambridge (7-22-54).
Wooden Dish, Phoenix (7-27-54);
. ..
.

Your Entertainment, Lindsey
Duenna, Westminster

(7-27-54).

(7-28-54);
(8-5-54).

Salad DSys, Vaudeville

CLOSED LAST WEEK'
East Lynn, Sadler’s Wells (7*1*54).
Going To Town, St. Martin’s (5-20-54).
Welting For Gillian, St. Jas. (4-21-54).
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Shakespeare, are able to not only
grasp but convey characterizations
with sureness and style.
But
“Measure for Measure,” under less
2 0 kj E
ZONE...
inspired direction,
demonstrates
Guthrie’s importance to the Festival
Under Clarke’s direction, the
J actors speak without conveying
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“Oklahoma” ran for seven performances, July 10-17. Abravanel
will follow the musical, as usual,
with an opera, t giving “Aida” for
four showings July 26-28-30-31.
Imported leads will be* Beverly
Sills, John Drury, Gloria Lane and

CAB CALLOWAY
!08th

Week

os Sportin' Ufa

“PORGY AND BESS”
Currently July 12 to Aug. 7

PHILHARMONIC AUDITORIUM
Lot Angolos
Mgl.i

BIU MITTLER, lilt Iraadww, N.w Ywk

LITERATI

Wednesday*- July 21, 1954
nlque. Joseph will accent “I Was
There” as his lecture circuit theme,
giving his spiels ;ihe “roving reporter” approach...

‘Re-Di

*

Joseph, meantime,

«-

>.

*

Correspondents’ Reunion *
tv audience participator, and was
It* was correspondents’ reunion glven a whirl iii Skouras film theatime in Spain last week, Ex-corre- tres Af a screen game.
,

spondentg-turned^ntjvellsts Irwin
.>
.
,
ReligipSd Efforts
Gammons
Shaw, Ray Brock and Phil WertenRoland Gammon r managing editoacher happened to Trim ipto each
resignother at St. JeanDe Luz, the spot tor of See for four years, is
just across, the Spanish border into ing to complfete his text and picvyui xu o great
tuc world’s
aiviy ua
lure story'
of the
6A ^av reTrance where correspondents used ture
The. took, which will be
to dash out to file dispatches and ligions. The
” will be pubOne
the
Spanish
Is
during
“Truth
‘mail
called
up
pick
'' k
lished by Harpers Oct. 6, Mr. GamCivil War.
Brock and Wertenpacher went mon, wno has studied Christianity,
the
Fiestas'
de
Judaism and other major faiths in
on to Pamplona for
San Fermin, the greatest shoeing the U.S., Eufope and Asia for many
will act as press director of
Inthe
Brock,
years,
war.
since
bulls
of
cidentally, reports that attempts a rpund-the-worUT goodwill flight
are being made to set up ah inde- of 30 business and religious leadpendent producing company to ers which leaves New York on Aug.
turn out a film version of his up‘th. WnHd
d Prnam«t
coming biog of Ataturk, “Ghost on
?

tTT

'

breaking
Travel
Guide” into three yolumes. expanded, revised and updated, the
first to embrace Europe ajid the
Mediterranean; Na.^ will be LatinAmerica; the third on the Orient.
He also has a new Mexican travel
guide due, also via Doubleday.
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Horseback.” It would be a joint
Turkish-American company to film

the biog in Turkey in the fall,
using an American star, producer
and director, With rest of the com</
pany Turkish.

Ben Hecht’s ’Marilyn Monroe’
Ben Hecht, who .ghosted, the
Marilyn Monroe biog, and Doubleday, the publisher, are awaiting
That’s a
the star’s formal OK.
condition of their contract, but for
the moment it is in a state of flux.

. :

his

m<£F,e or

.

.

^c®s straightforward prose,

German News Agency, and Theodor

jost, editor of the Wuerttemin Hollywood/as guests
with deim-wdrld chflTRctcr sketches qj the film industry
matters by selling the British syn- —his young reefer-pusher, for exEdward E. Lewis, 'for the past 10
dicate rights, without Waiting for ample, and again with a repulsive
the necessary okays, and that’s .creep who blackmails unwary years director of sales for Fawcett
where the matter rests right qoW. doxies. JWolfe is less successful publications’ book division, joined
National Comics Publications as
with Biff, Die weeping moyie cow- director of retail sales,
Perma-Pocketbooks Merge?
boy; and his two leads, a ghostArnold Horwitt has short story
Behind the announcement that writer and his misunderstood
the August issue of Ladies’
after Aug. 1 Leon Shimkin, presi- dream gal, are^ pasteboard cutouts. R ome journal, “Once In Love With
not
will
is
there
Books
Inc.,
Despite
dent of Pocket
its 4ocale,
Amy!”, inspired, says Horwitt, by
handle Permabooks’ distribution, much show biz in this book, but my own 18-month daughter Elisakaleidoscopic beth
of
Wolfe's
is. the move by Doubleday and its some
president, Douglas N. Black, to get wordage recreates the midtown
Bennett (Random House) Ceri
out of the paperback reprint busi- maelstrom with vivid penetration, distributing the fall literary suppleDotvrt.
ness.
Pocket will take over
ment of the London Times to the
Perma’s commitments, and there
U. S. literati set. Supplement will
Beebe*
will also be Joint Perma-Pocketto
"From Mark Twain
cover
VWf V*
the A44UVA4VUU
American publishing
HUMWIRUMI)
.
«
..
• |
book publications.
The _ bibliography of Nevada’s scene
It’s no secret that the market Virginia City and the Comstock
Young 5c Rubicam agency’s Paul
weekbythe
became glutted; that racks were Lode was enlarged this
G ardner sold a piece to Nation’s
cluttered with too many titles, and pubncahon by the Stanford TJm- Business on what’s happening to
the public had little choice for dis- versity Press at Palo Alto of Com- America’s golf courses. He hancriminating sampling, with result
The Story _ of died the National Golf Day pubthat the jackets became more and The Territorial Enterprise. Author licity f0 r Life mag, one of Y & R’s
more lurid, and after a. while these is Lucius Beebe, former member clients.
too palled. Other- paperback out- of .the N.Y. Herald Tribune staff
Marvin Albert and John Davaney
fits are said to be faced with simi- and now publisher of Nevada s old- appointed
managing editors at
lar economies.
One result of the est newspaper where Mark Twain Pines Publications, announced by
P-P merger was .Mel Evans’ exit cut his reportorial teeth, in 1864. Norman Lobsenz, editorial direca
in
beingJssued
“Commotion
is
from the Doubleday affiliate to set
tpt
See and Real magazines. Alup his own “book packaging” busi- smgle ediUom of 10,000 copies but fiert will hold the position on See
With two bindings: a paper jacket Magazine, and Davaney on Real.
ness.
,
selling for $2, designed for Former was with Quick and CBS;
The Doubleday move has no
bearing on its Anchor Books (95d the tourist trade in Virginia City, Davaney formerly managing ed of
line),
which more nearly ap- and a $3.50 edition for national gold.
proaches England’s Penguin Books, distribution. Publisher is supplying
Past and present executives of
or the Image Books (Catholic pub- Virginia City saloons, the only street & Smith are said to have rebookstores
the community, with i axe d after getting advance reports
lications), a 35-95c line.
Defense of the paperback pub- racks and two^ color posters^ with on Daisy Bacon’s book, “Love Story
From Mark Twain Writer,” which has only praise for
lishing industry as a means by the_ overiine
which culture and good literature to Lucius Beebe. Initial sales are ^ er former company. But the mood
as book Is may no t i as t after they learn that
reported
satisfactory
are made available to the mass
audience has been made by Kurt advertised as Western Americana s jj e j s now a f WO rk on a novel with
Enoch, president of the New
publishinB
The* Verritorial^Ente^H^se’ltsS^f
American Library. Enoch, in an
article appearing in the July issue is contemplating- devoting two pf
The annual press party at the
road
the
billboards
on
outdoor
its
of the Library Quarterly, also is
Saratoga flat track will be held
optimistic about the paperback's up from Reno to Virginia City to Sunday (25), in advance of the
Commotion, which might well be meeting’s premiere Aug. 2. Newsfuture, pointing out that improveever
ments in manufacturing, distribu- tlie first outdoor advertising
pap eri radio and television people
tion and promotion will tide the devoted to a work of belles lettres. will be guests of the Saratoga Racindustry over from its current
ing Assn, in the clubhouse. George
.
‘English Wits
critical condition.
R, Nelson agency, of Schenectady,
,
Macmillan
is giving cover in Au- holding the account, has made rue
Interesting sidelight in the ar'
ticle is a breakdown of the 1953 gust to a collection of biographical arrangements
paperback output 51.3% general once-overs about “English Wits.”
The late playwright Sidney
fiction,
18% mysteries, slightly Anthology was assembled by Leon- Howard’s daughter, Miss t Sidney
over. 18% westerns, 6% non-fic- ard Russell; literary editor of the Damrosch Howard (also named for
tion, and 7% miscellaneous (po- Sunday Times, London.
her grandfather, Walter Damrosch,
from Alexander the conductor) married Cass CanWits range
humor and anthologies).
etry*
Total estimated output for 1953 Pope and Dr. Samuel Johnson field Jr., of McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
by 16 firms is 292,000,000 copies, through Charles Lamb to Oscar and son of the chairman of the
Wilde, George Bernard. Shaw and board of Harper’s. Her sister is
of 1,061 titles.
“Saki.” Essays on subject matter Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn Jri* who was
come from. 14 contributors.
Donenfeld on Sex Comics
matron of honor at the wedding
Harry Donenfeld, president of
June 17 in Union Church, TyringNational Comics Publications and
Lasky’s N. Y. Post Suit
ham, Mass.
v.p. of Independent News. Co., says
Author Victor Lasky has brought
comic books dealing with horror, a $500,009 suit against the N. Y.
sex, vice and crime are being run Post and columnist Murray KempBravo? Fine!
off the. newsstands.
ton. Filing of the suit was revealed
Mario Rivas Montes, United
Citing widespread public clamor last week in N.Y. Supreme Court,
Press correspondent in Guaagainst corrupting influence of When a hearing was set for tomortemala City during the recent
horror and sex comics on children, row (Thurs.) on a motion for disRevolt, had a tough time talkDonenfeld Asserted some are “ab- missal by the Post’s attorney.
ing himself out of jail when
solutely injurious” to juveniles.
Lasky claims he suffered in name,
the Arbenz regime intercepted
His own firm publishes some 49 fame, reputation, credit and intwo cables from UP’s N.Y.
titles,
with circulation totaling come from an April 1 column by
headquarters. The wires read,
about 100,900,900 per year. “Supfer- Kempton, one of the newpaper ’s
maa” is his major comic, with other Washington correspondents. Lasky
“Anything to reports Arbenz
big sellers ihcluding “Batman” and named as defendants; Kempton.
resigned? Bravo.”* and “Need
Robin, Dean Martin & Jerry. Lewis, editor Jame? A. Wcchsler and pubArbenz resignation: Fine.”
Post
Bob Hope and Mutt & Jeff.
lisher Mrs. Dorothy Schiff.
Commie-dominated Governattorney M. Marvin Berger moved
ment officials at first wouldn’t
gbr dismissal pn the ground the
Harry Latz’s ‘Spellbee’
believe Montes when he told
Harry Latz, dean of direct mail complaint didn’t give sufficient
them that “Bravo” stood for
specialists in New York (and of the facts for a damage action.
Jorge Bravo, UP night Latin
family which once owned the
and that
editor,
American
Alamac hotels iii Atlantic City and /
Dick Joseph Jbeciurlng
“Fine” meant GesfOrd Fine,
of
editor
Manhattan), has made
Joseph,
travel
Richard
deal with
He fieditor.
Latin
American
Bell to syndicate -his game Spell- Esquire and prolific travelog book
nally convinced them that the
pee. it’s now set up as a circula- author for Doubleday, is’ being set
news
legitimate
cables
were
tion-promoting adjunct.
by Colston -Leigh for a modern
queries.
Spellbee started originally as a version of the Burton Holmes tech-

Meantime, literary agent Jacques
complicated
further

The author,
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noticeable

black-and-tan.

form of bingo—involving a
“skill” ‘ gimmick—is back on the
boardwalk along with the traditionthat a
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leavquite o ercrowshis
his search of material for the film,
Result is that Doubleday can’t
ing them unsupported and curious- « 0n the Waterfront.”
schedule it specifically although ly undiraensional when he drops
pr, Heinz Bartsch, manager of
very content with the Hecht-MM
writes
punchy approach and

Chambrun

Larry Steele produces and emcees his excellent
show, “Smart Affairs of 1965,”
with cast comprising Mabel Scott,
Lewis & Chisholm, Ipn Bubeau
al auction rooms, rum empori- Fontaine, Merdis Thomas, Sir LiEstelle Price, and
ums, jewelry displays and the like. onel Deckels
filler & Gibson she’s Olivette
Plenty of Talent
Miller, daughter of Flournoy Miller
'Along with. the.Paramount pitch, (& Lyles), songsmiths of the yesterShe’s
which had the Tisches’ Traymore year click, “Shuffle Along.”
a personable swing harpist with a
Hotel as its fd€al point— and inci- nice specialty that would register
dentally, the new. Prestdn (Bob) on tv; her partner is a ’-funny valThe Paradisq is
Tisch; managment is doing a savvy entine” funster.
the merged result of Williams’
job

for a spell althbugl}

Gale Storm has a byline yarn in
the October issue of Woman’s
Home Companion,
Gordon Gordon’s latest book,
“The Talking Bug,” will be pubthere, too, which is in itself
lished by Doubleday.
[another type, of success story it
Charles Marquis Warren’s latest is noticeable that A. C. isn’t want“
The ^"8 Swords," will be ing for nite life. There are dozens
>
coumnes novel
n^Rih BionVw1ll^slt 2^ounTr1^s
run as a serial, his fourth, in of bistros west of the boardwalk
in the interests of peace.
Satevepost
for all brackets, and there is beauGeorge Sullivan advanced to pro- coup talent all over the place.
T«
mnndnrn motion manager of Pines PublicaThe Par bunch outdid itself in
tions, succeeding Norm Hill, now
House, ^3^| ^Bernard
making' the title “Living It Up" a
director of promotion.
o
reality
in
king-size
hospitality
Jose Ph Hayes’ novel, “The Des(TimeVSouaref erate
mn a
Hours,” chosen as one of treatment: The boys did a smart
P
wSSL ai
Wolfe»
the four stories for the summer promotion job in also “promoting"
and One-time night city editor for edition of the Reader’s Digest Con- gifts and gadgets for all invitees.
Paramount Newsreel, elects to do Sensed Book*;
Paul (Skinny) D’ Amato, bossman
a styled job with his novel. His
“Drama in Hoboken,” by Budd of the 500 Club where the comics
charac^ra are dewloped^in fre- Schiilberg, in the current (August)
first started as a team eight years
e
netic mosaic. Often
fSi issue of Holiday magazine, tells of ago—hence* the “local boys make

t

effort.

Continued from page 2

’“Woridtfrtdfe

Club Harlem and Altens* incumbent management, but that hasn’t
deterred' two other sepia spots
springing up, instead of consolidating into one.

Hamid’s Tops

George A. Hamid easily has the
top mass draw of the town, with
his Steel Pier including everything from firstrun films, vaudeville, dansapation, an aquatic show,
kiddie show and countless sideshows, latter on a concession basis;
The Flying Constellations (first
time in America) are’ a standout
of the water show, with their airgood”, pitch did a Billingsley for plane prop high aloft, a real
the press with everything except thriller, as is The Diving Horse.
Martin & Spike Jones is jamming them in
the cuffo Sortilege.
Lewis are in for 10 days there on the Marine Ballroom/ alternating
one of those “expenses only" deals with Hal McIntyre (since sue-,
because,
obviously,
the 600-ca- ceeded by Claude Thornhill L Bill
pacity room at $3,50-$4 minimum, comprised Georgie Shaw, Johnny
and a crack supporting show (in- Morgan, A. Robins (successor?),
cluding The Skylarks, the hoofing Bobrow Bros, and the Benby Girls,
Mayo Bros, and maestro Dick Sta- Al Rickard does the booking for
like
personalities
and
bile with a basic musical quintet to Hamid,
Frankie
Ray,
Sinatra,
sit in with the local band) couldn’t Johnnie
Laine are the usual thing.
afford them normally.

—
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Names Used
who

Big

However,
savvy local

D’Amato,

is

Musical Bars Aplenty
There are musical bars in plenty.

a

does take the
rubberband off the bankroll during
the summer with bookings like
Sophie Tucker, Betty Hutton, and
the like. In the winter he really
makes money with banquet parties,
convention groups, etc.
Par’s organization of “Living It
Up” premierb at the Warner Theatre was wisely geared for something beyond the local level. Dave
Garroway’s video show, originating
from in front of the Warner, on
the Boardwalk, on the morning of
the opening night, was immediately reflected in wires and phone
calls back to the distribution boys
from Pittsburgh, Chicago, etc.
Playdates were unsubtly made part
of the tv pitch. Deejay Freddie
Robbins emceed and taped interviews for future usage a§ did
Pegeen (Ed &) Fitzgerald fois her

The major hotels have champagne
dance contests and name bands.
The burlesque houses do big, and
next Friday, night John H. Harris
opens his “Ice Capades of 1954”

citizen,

for the summer at Convention Hall.
truly unique personality spot,
literally a foodeasy, is Jimmie’s,
billed “Just a Hobby” and offering “Menu-—you will eat what we
give you and you will enjoy it.”
He’s a personality kid of "over
39,” who harks back to the old

A

|

j

i

j

!

Knickerbocker Hotel on Broadway
and 42d St., name-dropping Cohan
Harris, Caruso, Sime et aL He

lit

,

has a closed-door policy; the best
snacks extant; keeps his cheesecake in a prop safe; makes sensational miniature steak sandwiches;
and has autographed photographs
adorning his two-by-four bistro
of

Irving

Eddie

Berlin,

Fisher,

WABC (N. Y.) broadcasts, and Jimmy Durante, politicos, et. al., atother radio-video regulars, such as testing to his gastronomic prowess.
Bill Grady,
Ed Hurst, Priscilla Jimmie’s calling card includes two
Fortescue, Jerry Gaghan, Harold V. months’ out October for ginrum-

—

Cohen,

’

Nancy

Welles, et

Craig,

Barbara

my and November

The approach to the 500 Club
renamed Martin & Lewis

was

Street; Mayor Joseph Altman was
for the
in the lead car with
motorcade from the airport (where
four busloads of press, et al. con-

M&L

tab

is

for fishing. He
spot. The
likes you

Miami Beach
a quiz show if he

also has a

al.

—

it can be light, mostly it’s a war
debt computed on his unique takeit-or-leave-it system (? !?).

Rundown

A sampling of the shows; Lionel
verged). For the preem a wheel- Hampton headed the show at Ben
Cotey’s
Dude Ranch; Bob O’Neill
chair parade from the Traymore
to the Warner was one of the is at the Hialeah Club; the Hotel
Traymore
has the Jay Jerome and
stunts, each chair carrying the
billing of the personalities. Janet Bobby Rivera bands, plus Penny
Davis;
Martin
Portnoy orch and
Leigh, featured femme lead In
“Living It a Up," helped Martin & Weela Gallez are at the Holiday
Room;
Bambo
Club
is a windupLewis cut an 8th anniversary cake
on a podium in front of the the- pery where Red Morgan has the
Kay
Martin
and
Trio
Elaine WildManaging director A. J.
atre.
Vanni did a good job organizing er; Bobby Roberts’ band is at the
Hotel
President
along
with Jan
matters with Par. A motorcade on
Powers, Pedro Albani, Franc Peri
the Boardwalk was also a first.
and
Lady
Rhoda,
Magico.
Vic
Behind Scenes Stuff
Earlson’s Cotton Club has “Sepia
As is usually the case, some real Scandals" with Jackie (Moms)
with Mabley, Stump A Stumpy, Baby
behind - the « scenes
work
proper city contacts must be af- Dee (MGM disker), Rose La Rosa,
fected in stunts of this nature as Graham Billie’s Kansas City Band
the key men are Louis F. Cunning- and the Bernie Peacock Trio. The
ham, the p.r, topper of A. C,, who Ritz-Carlton has Herbie Collins;
was laregly responsible for the the Punchinellos are at the Shel.

.

-

show burne; Vicki Wells, Manny King,
Whiteman-ABC-TV
originating from here (Hamid pays Al Anger, Imogene Lee, Barbara
the network $5,000 a week for the Curtis, Al Baker and Bob. Ridley
facilities) and Mall Dodson, who di- head Billy Kroud’s burleskery at
rects the city’s advertising and the Globe; Billy Kretchmer is at
promotion. Cunningham and Dod- Bill Kurtz’s Famous Club; Jackie
They now Henkins heads the Paddock’s new
son work as a team.
have a $320,000 Centennial Year show comprising Fairfax Mason
last
from
$180,000
budget, upped
Connecticut"),
(formerly
“Miss
They are regular city em- Albert it Dean Diane, Sierra Hall.
Year.
headployees, working from press
Elaine Sotherland; Art Smith and
quarters in Conventional Hall. Lou —Jules Lavan are the musiemakers
Cunningham is also p.a. for the at Jack Voight's Edgewater; Ted
A. C. racetrack, in which Mayor Forrest Quartet, featuring Joan
Altman is laregly interested.
Harrison, and Penny Parker are at
Of the city’s highlights, Amato's the Hotel Chelsea; and there are
and
500 Club is the top nitery but the dozens of other musical bars
Club Paradise, operated by Cliff jam joints all over the map. P.S.—
No.
Williams and Ben Altens (Jack there’s also Hackney’s, still the
Southern manager) is a topflight 1 seafood showplace restaurant,
Paul

—
O'
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CHATTER
Broadw&y
exec veepee Robert W, Sarnoff and bis wife back from their

NBC

European holiday.
Irving Greenfield, Loew's attorney, winged out for a vacation in

Europe and

Israel.

Ben Thau, Metro studio exec,
back to the Coast following a trek
to Europe and a stopover here.
RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom to
San Francisco next week for the
annual conclave of The Bohemians
at the Grove.

Publicist

Edward

L.

Bernays

chairmaning the Golden Jubilee
reunion of Public School 184 (Manhattan). class of January 1905.

Marie Torre, amusement editor
the N. Y. World-Telegram &
of tv producer Hal
Friedman, in Lenox Hill Hospital
appendectomy.
an
with
Richard Skinner, associate producer and general manager for the
new Huntington Hartford Theatre,
Hollywood, leaving Friday (23) for
of

Suh and wife

the Coast after a week in N. Y.
lining

Sam

UP shows and
Spiegel,

talent.

indie

producer

whose "On the Waterfront” preems
at the Astor next Wednesday (28),
returned over the weekend from a
European junket which took him to
London, Rome, Venice and Paris.
Magico Paul Duke leaving Friday (23) on the S.S. Nassau for a
week’s date at the British Colonial.
Nassau. He’s also doing his oneconcert at State Teachers College, Oneonta, N.Y., tonight (Wed.).
Norman Reader, ad-pub chief of
French Gov’t. Tourist Office, guest
speaker next Monday <(26) at the
luncheon meeting of Admen’s Post
209, American Legion, Hotel Lex-

man

here are among pic houses shuttercoise Arnoul and Daniel Gellu,
Hollywood
ing for summer season. Quirinetta
with exteriors starting In Lisbon
*
restored.
being
Katy Jurado in from
.
next month.
Dr. Roger ManvCll, director of
.
McGinnis married last City.
Niall
Tony
and
serve
Guerin
Pierre-Louis
the British Film Academy, to
to Eleqnore Ham-:
Wednesday
'
Buddy Baer aired to Chicago for
Azzi planning to open a new nitery on the Venice Festival jury.
Rome's city hall, Steve
macher
on the Champs-Elysees featuring a
ABC organizing a junket to Ab- Szekely In
Gyory were re- deejay conclave.
and
Klara
the
U, S. sepia show packaged in
erdeen next week for the opening cent couple wed in same spot.
Les Tremayne in Frisco to bally
They are ogling the old of their first new postwar theatre.
States.
‘‘1,000 Faces -of Rome," series “Susan Slept Here.”
Aiglon and Carrere’s for possible
Ballerina Margot Fonteyn elected
Tony Martin back after enterof rescreened oldies .shot in and
site of the boite,
presidenttof the Royal Academy of
do- taining the governors' conference
Baron Valentin Von Mandel- Dancing, succeeding Dame Adeline about Rome in past 10 years,
Legit
Theatre.
Sistina
in
the east.
well
at
ing
to
S.
stamm heading for the U.
Genee.
Hunts Hall heads for Europe
house running pix to bridge sumwind up affairs before returning to
W'. H. Allen has acquired sole
shortly
after winding, his current
hiatus.
mer
advisor
technical
Gruns
act
as
Bernard
Spain to
rights to publish
“Bowery to Bagdad" stint,
or Spanish producers on pix only authorized biography, of the
20th-Fox closed down Jts “Desidestined for the U. S. market. late Oscar Straus.
ree” set due to illness of Jean
Atlantic City
Mandelstamm will also do some
Visitors last week included LouSimmpns, who has- title role.
articles on the U. S. for French ella Parsons, Mrs. Joseph MankieBy Joe W. Walker
Slier will Corwin, head of MetroLeonard
mags.
wlcz, Francoise Rosay,
Wrestling back in Convention
oytan Theatres, recuping at Good
Spigelgass and Ethel Reiner.
Hall ballroom Saturday night (24);
hosp following surgery.
amaritan
FranTerry
and
goNeilson
burlesque
Phyllis
Uptown boardwalk
Wilt Melnick, agent with the
ces. King are. out of the new edition ing strong with show this, week
Louis Shurr office, confined to St.
San Francisco
of Cecile Landeau’s revue, ‘‘Cockles featuring Anh Perri.
John’s Hospital following a kidney
By Ralph J. Gleason
Champagne,” at the Saville TheMills Bros, at Steel Pier Music
stone*- attack..
Tony Travis making the d.j. atre.
Hall, with Claude Thornhill* and
Charles J. Feldman, UniversalJerry
solo
of
for
set
a
wing
the
Wanamaker
under
Sam
rounds
band in Marine ballroom.
International sales veepee, in from
performance on tv when he'll perJohnson.
Diamond Joibilee of Light numSaul Zaentz, eastern promotion form both parts in a Chekhov pne- ber featured in “ice Capades,’ Gotham for huddles at studio
manager of Clef and Nqrgan rec- acter; "A Tragedian In Spite Of which opens here Friday night (23) anent upcoming production.
Himself.”
ords, in town on vacation.
in Convention Hall.
arrived in Lon
Widmark
Jean
Ray Coen, Coral distributor,
Jimmy McCullough, pressagent
-T.
,
disk don- yesterday (Tues.) to join her for j oe Walcott when he was world
took Don Cornell to eight
_
jockey shows in one day plugging husband who is currently starring heavyweight champ, doing p.a. job
.Phil Phillip's In Bethany Methoin “A Prize of Gold for Warwick for g^inny D’ Amato at 500.
“Susan Slept Here.”
dist 'for major surgery.
Jerry Wexler and Ahmet Erte- Productions. The unit is on locaSylvia Karlton and Philip Prin
Agent Larry Lux to- Billings
visiting
Berlin.
tiori in
gun of Atlantic in town
die have leads in “Finian’sedlaint
,
Memorial Hospital for 17 days.
Charlie Forsythe convalescing bow »
jocks, dealers and their Northern
hich opened a week’s run
Marie Wilson current at Drury
California distributor, Bob Chat- from hernia op, which has kept i a et ’night (Tues.) at Musical Gate--Lane Summer Theatre in “Little
him in hospital for six Weeks while way Playhouse
ton.
in. Somers Point.
Hut."
Rodgers Rickenbrode, promotion his staff was moving his music
Club
in
500
opens
Betty Hutton
Vincent. Price is starring in
Square to Sunday night (25) following Marman for Bell Records, on the business from Soho
"
“Winslow Boy” at Salt Creek
Coast for a month, hit town for the Charing Cross.
Lewis, with Will Mastiri
tin
Billy Daniels winds up his Brit- Trio featuring Sammy Davis Jr., sjtrawhatter.
world premiere of “Susan Slept
v
“Star Night"- promoters hosting
Here” to plug the soundtrack disk ish vaude tour this week and back for repeat following week.
dee
200
jays from this area at
over
plqnes back for New York with
on Bell.
late in

_
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Benny Payne and

ington, on "Americans Abroad
Asset or Liability?”

Portland, Ore.

By Ray Feves
up for auction
Hilo Hattie and Her Hawaiian
today (Wed.) and tomorrow at ArRevue
held
for a second week at
period
Besides
furthur Ross Inc.
Club.
niture, the ‘,‘Kiss Me Again” de- Amato’s Supper
Joan Crawford and her three
lineator’s possessions include origifor a couple of
daughters
town
in
nal musical scores by early 20th
vaca
century composers, among them days last week (13-14) while
Fritzi Scheff relics

•

Victor Herbert.
The Jewish Theatrical Guild received a three-line memo from
Fred Allen, in characteristic lowersimple
with’ the
typing,
case
message: ‘dear dave: a check,
signed by the comedian. The $500
contribution was addressed to Dave
Ferguson, exec sec of the JTG.
Hotel Pierre’s house officer Jack
Frazer explains the constriction of
of
(Eddie)
yesteryear act
his
Weber, (Fred) Beck & Frazer
(“three boys plus piano’’) to (Frank)
Stillwell & Frazer (“two hoys at
“when vaudeville
that
piano’’)
started to decay we ate the third

Ml

.

tioning in this area.
Don Cornell, The Gaylords and
Jerry Fielding orch in at the Para-

;

|

Bill

—

&

Tucker due
Rockwell on Sophie

.

August.

July 25. He opens at the Mocambo,
Hollywood, Aug. 3.
SRO notices are going out for
By Les Rees
the Royal Festival Hall season of
Star Playhouse offering “The
the Vienna State Opera Co., start-*
ing Sept. 13. Qver 30,000 seats Play’s the Thing.”
“Remains to Be Seen” on tap at
were sold within the first five days
of the announcement and only a Old Log strawhatter.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre prefew remain at $9 per.
senting. “The Curious Savage.”
Pianist Carmen Cavallaro holding over at Hotel Radisson Flame
Miami

Bead

Chez Paree Saturday (S54).
Mary Small hero briefly last
week on p.a.’s for her hew Epic
disk, “I Love Johnny, Johnny.”
*

:

Weintraub, secretary of
stopped in Chi last week
for meeting of the Windy City
Milt

ATP AM,
local.

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Cushman
week adopted five-day-old
baby boy, their first. Cushman is
pressagent for Chez Paree.

last

Doris Gray, pianist at Barclay
Club, slated to. play with North

Room.
By Lary Solloway
Tex Beneke and. his orchestra
mount Theatre on filra-vaude polMorris exec George played from Prom Ballroom oneWilliam
today
for week beginning
icy
Woods had a brief stay at the nighter.
iWed.).
Buddy Heller into Persian Palms
Latin
Quarter Supper Club Saxony.
Former AGVA rep Jerry Hirsch nitery with exotic dancers Penny
opened last week (15) in basement
joined exec staff of the Beach- Parker, Ann Lee and Jean Idelle
of Nortonia Hotel. Paul Blanchard.
and emcee Jane Rubey.
Dancing Blanchards, Jerry comber.
of
Pat Morrisey installed as feature
Lowell Kaplan, manager of the
Pirigeree, Rod Louden arid Don
newest intimery, 70-seat- Lyceum, in New York vacationing
Ruse are owners. “Fun For Your in town’s
En Rose.
and seeking attractions for coming
Money,” with Danny Daniels. Paul er La Vie Raye
leased Harry Rich- season, which opens next month
Martha
& Rosalie. Vincent, and George man’s home here for duration of
with “Picnic.”
Arnold orch the preem show.
her_ Beachcomber engagement.
y*i
Comedian v0viv
wiitcuiau
vmuvui an a11thJack Carson,
a
^

m

.

a.

•

town, staying at
Signe Hasso
the Algiers while playing a twoweek engagement in “Candlelight
at the Biltmore Playhouse. Sylvia
Sidney and Luther Adler also at
the hostel, with son Jody.
Harry Tarfel, former partner in
the Sans Souci, broke ground in
Bal Harbor sector for a 270-room

Shore Symphony at Lake Geneva,
Wis., Aug. 8 under Izler Solomon.
Cathy Keating, formerly with
Coral Records in Chi, now doing
indie promotion fop Tony Tarvis.
She’s currently

touring

midwe st-

ern keys to plug “It’s Easier Said
Than Done" on Victor label.

Pittsburgh

By Hal V. Cohen
bour addition to WCCO AquatenMarty Allen and Mitch DeWood
n j a j gb ow, which also Includes Art
Cal-Neva Lodge with Joni
into
the
Linkletter, Helen O’Connell, Curt
Massey, etc., and which is pre- James
Janice
Norris to Asheville, N. C..
top
Auditorium
sented at
at $5.50
for several weeks of summer muslas well as over air.
j.

man.”
Omaha
Harold Rome-Joshua Logan muBy Glenn Trump
sical, “Fanny.” was so oversubGil Gray Shrine Circus booked
scribed that Manie Sacks was re- for Norfolk July 24-26.
funded $5,000 of his personal inca j stock*
Jimmy Murphy troupe played
vestment. RCA has a $25,000 stake the July 17-18 Dodge, Neb., Rodeo.
Lincoln Maazel, father of boy
in the show. It also has $125,000
maestro Lorin Maazel, launching a
Ireland
Ex-orch leader Pat Ash a key
in Mary Martin’s “Peter. Pan” man as Lincoln plans its new City hotel which will feature a cafe tail
singing career.
By Maxwell Sweeney
ored on some lines as’ the. Blue
which opened Monday night (21) Aud.
Mrs. Evan Evans, mother of
Turner Layton inked for The- dancirig Evans Family, operated on
in Frisco. Sacks also haj a perThree Jones Bros, into second Sails Room of the former.
atre Royal, Dublin, opening July at West Penn Hospital.
sonal $5,000 stake therein.
week at Don Hammond’s Seven
25.
Robert Francis in over the weekSeas,
Ben Lyons and Bebe Daniels end to plug “Caine Mutiny,” openFire Island
W. A. Thomas Carnival Co<
will make “Lyons Family” film ing Friday
(23) at Harris.
played Elgin, Neb., Festival last
By Mike Gross
Cape Cod
here early 1954.
Fred Kelly arid his wife have
week (14-15).
Georgia Gibbs’ bikini was within
Cicely Courtneidge in for revue opened a dancirig school in their
By Earl J. Dias
Jack Bell’s stage revue an added limits.
stint with “Bits and Pieces” at hometown of Closter, N. J.
Marshall Field vacationing on feature at the Alliance,
Neb.,
William Morris office agent Lou Olympia, Dublin.
Martha’s Vineyard.
Local playwright Rosemary
Rodeo last week.
Weiss at the Jess Kimmells.
Diana Hyde named overseas pro- Casey’s “Late Love” skedded in at
Herb Lewis appearing at Olde
Wheeler-Pittman agency bookDick Frohlich, ASCAP publicity gram producer for Northern Ire- least 20 strawhats this season.
Surrey Room. Falmouth.
ing the Polk County Fair at Os- director, summering at Seaview.
land BBC transmitter.
Mystery writer Georges Simenon ceola, Neb., Aug. 2-5.
Singing team of Mary Martha
Moss Hart’s
Beverly
Blazer,
Ronald Grierson Co. booked for Brlney "and Bob Carter turned
in for a month’s stay at Edgartown;
Tommie Holden Motor Maniacs,
June Lockhart at Cape Play- featuring Holden’s 13 - year - old secretary, in for a 10-day vacation strawhat. season at Bray Dublin down" Honolulu to be with their
Tunesmith Roy Jordan winding neighborhood sedside spot*
house. Dennis, for “Sabrina Fair.” brother Larry,
fcirnilies here
touring state.
up the second act of his musical,
Harold Mendelsohn in as flack
Playwright John Cecil Holm at
Gene Kaufman, son of County
Secretary Ed Schultz
week “Three Bags Full.”
for U.I.’s “Captain Flash,” cur- Court Judge Louis L. Kaufrtian/exChatham home for brief vacation. signed “Dancing Waters”last
for NeOcean Beach film house installed rently on locatiori near Dublin.
Straight Wharf Theatre. Nanradio broadcaster,, doing bits with
braska State Fair in Lincoln Sept. a 22-foot wide screen over the
Productions will ^stage
tucket, under new management of 5-10.
weekend for C’Scope at the sea- “The Male Animal,” by James summer opera company.
Nola Chilton and Lee Nemetz.
Ak - Sar - Ben’s outdoor vaude shore.
Thurber and Elliott Nugent, next
Playwright A. P. Mollison in for
show
for members last week inFlaok Paul Benson and his wife month
premiere of his new comedy, “Lisa
cluded A1 Flosso, Joe Termini, Charlotte (“Solid Gold Cadillac”)
Berlin
Seamus Kelly, Irish Times coland the. Lords,” at Gordon Argo’s Rudenkos,
Sheri-Dons and Ralph Van Lein at the Lou (CBS) umnist, pacted by John Huston for
Orleans Arena Theatre.
,
By Hans Hoehn
Marterie orch.
Melameds.
role of Flash in “Moby Dick,” now
Harlem Globetrotters appearing
Among the weekenders: Deejay in production here,
Sportpalast.
Fred Robbins, publisher Herb
Lord Moyne has authored new at
Paris
Robert Siodmak pacted by CCC
Reis, tv director Burt Shevelove, comedy,
“Riverside Charade,”
By Gene Moskowitz
and Emil Mogul huckster Les skedded for Abbey Theatre pres- to direct Hauptmann’s “The Rats."
Jerry
By
Gaghan
Shooting starts in winter.
(28 Rue Huchette ; Odeon 49-44)
Dunier.
entation next month.
Bill Harris, trombonist whose
Sue Stanley, U.S. singer, into the
A full-length documentary film
Dermot K. Doolin, general seccombo is at Blue Note, will tour
soccer world championDinarzade here.
retary, and Louis V. Nolan, legal about the
in Switzerland released here
ship
Anna Held Jr. finishing a book Japan in the fall.
Rome
adviser, will represent Irish AcJoseph Berger, former assistant
cinemas.
numerous
on the life of her mother. Irvin
in
tors Equity at International Actors
By Robert F. Hawkins
branch manager of Capitol RecHagenbeck Circus moved froin
Marks agenting.
Federation
gabfest
in
Hedy Lamarr at the Grand.
Venice,
the
Funkturm
Curtis Courant here to study ords here, has been upped to Pittsto another local Rh
Writer Guy Elms to Capri for opening Aug. 25.
possibilities for Franco-American burgh branch manager.
cation near the new Ford FoundaIrving Feld, of Super Attrac- month's stay
pic coproductions.
tion Memorial Library.
Oscar Homolka in from «Paris
Gordon Heath and Lee Payant tions, Washington, has booked BalBiggest grosser in eight German
celebrating fifth anni of their lS-Thea"5eTor; two-nighrs tand aft*-fininshing tv stint,
key cities in June was “Eine Frau
William Holdens (Brenda
By Matty Brescia
intime Left Bank boite, L’Abbaye, at Academy of Music in November.
von Heute," domestic film. “From
Paul Olefsky, former first cellist Marshall) at the Excelsior
Henry Busse at Peabody’s Plan- Here to Eternity" (Col) landed fifth
this week.
May Britt, young Italo actress, tation Roof for two weeks.
Moulin Rouge picture house, of the Philadelphia Orchestra, will
spot.
Jimmie Boyle, now touring midclosed for renovations, opens next not return to local symphony on off to her> native Sweden for
Hans Domni’Ck will show his
’s vacation.
South flacking Columbia pix.
season as the first Continental his discharge from service in the
“Der Goldene Garten,” full-lerigth
Howard Hawks directing “Land
fall, but will join the Detroit SymTeddy Phillips and crew at Clar- documentary on California, at the
Cinerama playhouse.
Of The Pharao’s” for Warners at idge Hotel’s Magnolia Roof for two forthcoming Cultural Film BienAdolph Zukor’s “The Public Is phony.
Friars Club, South Jersey nitery, the Scalera Studios here.
WG0kS*
Always Right” being published
nale at Venice.
Corinne Cal vet set for Lux proCharlie Britt, WMPS commercial
England’s Warwick Films curhere in. French and running in ex- Was robbed (18) for second time in
two. months, when thieves carried duction, “Le Ragazze Di San Fre- chief, to Alabama for a two-week rently shooting “A Prize of Gold
tract form in two big dailies.
Renee Jeanmaire vacationing away safe containing upwards of diano,” shooting in Florence.
vacash.
here, with Richard Widmark in the
Italo tv set total, July 1, an estiHarold Walker, WDIA commer- lead, and Mai Zetterling cohere and setting up plans for a $1,500. Club lost $6,000 in initial
mated 52,000, for high rise in 1st cial boss, back from a month’s tour starred. Mark Robson directs.
musical here next season after she robbery.
Elaine DuFeen, nitery songstress six months of regular telecasting,
fulfills a Hollywood chore as the
of New York agencies selling staGerman newsreel, Blick in m®
Patachou has left the Belvedere tion on changeover to 50kw.
lead in Irving Berlin's “Miss Lib- who lost out in runoff for “Miss
Welt’, in Association with DEFAs
Pennsylvania” title, went to “Miss delle Rose show. Bruno Quirinetta
erty."
Sonja Henie and her ice show documentary film unit, is currently
Trevor Howard to star in French Universe” contest, Long Beach, continues, on, with Irene Hilda, skedded’ for one week beginning making a -documentary film on tne
pic,
“Les Amants De Tage” Cal., at own expense to enter as Zuidema, etc.
Nov. 10 at City Auditorium for Protestant Church Day being held
Arcobaleno and Corso Theatres Charley McElravy Attractions.
(“Lovers of Tage”), opposite Fran- “Miss Philadelphia."
in Leipzig (East Germany).
t
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JACINTO BENAVENTE

•

JOSEF ISRAELS 2d

Benavente y Martmez,
Spanish playwright, diedv July
Auth^/ ahwit 200
Madrid.
14 in
Prhe for
plays, he won tho Khtfel
literature In 1922. Boat known of

Josef Israels '2d, .48, writer and
publicist; died July* 16 in New
York, of a heart attack. DuringVthe
past four years, he had been in
Austria Where he was a correof
outside
spondent for International News
performed
his plays
and Variety.
He
Snanish-speaklng countries were Service,
"The
to New York recently to
and
returned
Interest”
Of
Bonds
-?he
Abhorred." The former was put handle some public relations work.
Early in his career, Israels was
the Thein the U.S. in 1W9;
Jacinto

;

87,

*

NBC

W

on

.

.staffer on the New York World,
as a director
the radio and- motion picture division of the democratic National
3
Committee
during
Alfred
E.
Benavinte™fl^°&lefagth play Smith's Presidential campaign; A
year later, he ^formed the firm of
Publicity
Associates
with
his
House”)?presented in 1894. His last mother, the late Mrs. Belle L. Moswas
cowitz,
Which
functioned
Hapband,”
until
Bronze;
niav'-“The

and was revived three a

atre Guild

times thereafter

up

unt#, 1951.

The In 1928 he served

g;-ffSjt Pp«drffi
m

produced in Madrid liUjfc April. In
thea1909, he founded a. childrens
tre for. which he wrote such, juve

1948.

Israels covered news events in
many, parts of the world and had
plays as "The Prince Who Learned been public relations counsel for
Everything Oujt of fiooks.” In 1920# Emporer Haile Selassie of -Ethiopia
He was' appointed director of .the for several years. He Wrote numTeatro 'Espariol, the Spanish na- erous mag articles and was the aii-’
;

.

tional theatre.-

^

'

'
•

a
TT
In 1923 Martinez toured the U.S,
and Latin America ‘with his own

company. Tie’ also made

theatrical

thor of several books.
His wife, Ilka Windisch, a Viennese actress,, a brother and a sister
survive.'

JACK ADAMS
*•

•

>

•1*3

.

A'

.

*•

umn. One of the

“Amphibious

pix,

won an Academy Award
“Oscar” in 1943 for the best one

Fighters”

company and workedjoh scripts, for
celluloid versions of his plays..
••

v

•

, .

Joseph Bernhard

Joseph Bernhard; 65, longtime
film industry executive and a consultant on management relations
for Stanley Warner for \the past
six months, died in New York July
15,. after a long illness. A Philadelphia realtor Who owfied several
theatres in that area, he joined
'

Warner ’Bros.’, real
ment in 1930./
Bernhard

estate depart-

subsequently

Loving

In

newspaper job was in
1901 with the Nashville Daily News.
In 191 1 he came to New ork to
work on The Evening Mail.. In
1914, he joined the N: Y. Herald
Tribune, remaining with that paper
until 1930 when he began writing
for the North American Newspaper
,

.

Alliance.

Wife and a daughter, the former
Florence Rice, a film-legit actress,

was

dependent film-maker. They were

JENNIE

reel film.
Rice’s first

survive.

named general manager of Warner
Bros. Theatres,, then held the post
of v.p.-director of .Warner Bros.
After wartime '’service
Pictures.
with the Navy as an efficiency expert, he re-entered the film industry to establish United States Pictures in partnership With Milton
Sperling.
Resigning from USP in 1947,
Bernhard was a key factor in the
organization of Film,CIassics, which
distributed modest budget pictures
for several years. ^Outfit is now
defunct. Bernhard also Was president .in 1948 of Cinecolor Corp.,
predecessor~firm ofthje Color Qorp.
of America, In addition, he had
produced three pictures as an in-

Memory

of

MOSCOWITZ

LORD GRANTLEY
Richard Henry -Brinsley Norton*
Lord Grantley, 62, British filmite,
died in London July 12. A descendant of Richard Brinsley
playwright,
the
Lord
joined United Artists in
became a director of

Sheridan,
Grantley
1931 and

Dominion

Films and Pinewood Studios. Within a year after joining the company, he was made executive direc-

The Family

York- Also surviving are two
other sons, two brothers and four
Father#
sisters.
an
ex-dentist

Sexless Tags

headed

Continued from page 5

the.

Lerner

Stojres chain.

“The Star” became “Bittei? Tears”
Jean Empson, 48, story
actors in postwar Germany, he- last anylyst at Columbia, died July 13 and “Titanic” turned into “And the
rt
*
appeared in “Gruen 1st die Heide, H in Hollywood, Surviving are her Sea Engulfed Them.”
Titles frequently take into ac“Am Brunnen' vor dem Tore,” mother and two brothers, Harry
“The Kid
count the local angle,
pension Schoeller,*’’ “Der Keusche and Jerome Gruskin. °
From Left Field” was switched to
Josef” and “Land of Smiles.”
Widow, 69, of theatre- architect “The Little Giant,” the fair asLAWRENCE MOONEY
John Etaerson, died July 15 in Stan- sumption being that- baseball-con/ Lawrence Mooney, 86, former ford,
Conn.
A son and two scious Latin Americans, had heard
operatic singer and music teacher, daughters survive.
about the Giants.'
died July 16 In New York after a
As a rule, once a foreign title
long illness. Bprn in Dublin, IreFred Oliver Jacobson, 69, pio- has been- picked, it’s translated
land, he became a member of the neer radio and vaude actor, died into the various
different lanMusgrove Opera Co., singing bari- July 15 in Chicago. Wife and guages.
Not so with “Executive
tone roles both in that country, and daughter survive.
Suite,” a term that wouldn't make
Australia.
sense to anyone outside the U. S.
Mooney retired in 1938 as chair->
Father, 74, of Abe and Barney
man of the music department of Weinstein, operators of two Dallas Film tells of tjie competition
Washington Irving High School, night clubs, died July -16 in that among big biz executives for the
top job in a company* It became
where he .had been associated since city.
“The
Schemers” In Germany;
1907 when he came to N. Y.
“Thirst for Power”' in Italy; “A
His wife survives.
Father of Mary McLaughlin, Chair Is Vacant” in Sweden; “The
vocalist with George O’Neil orch Top Man” in
Holland and “The
ESTHER S. MILLER
Mrs. Esther Shaw Miller, 50; one- in Pittsburgh, died in that city Tower of the Ambitious Ones” in
time actress, singer and dancer, July 5.
France.
died in Laconia, N. H„ July 12,
another
Darling,”
“Jupiter’s
Irene Savini, wife of Robert M. somewhat obscure title for foreign
after a long, illness.’ A riative of
Honolulu, she sang and danced in Savini, prexy of Astor Pictures, audiences, became “Never Trust a
died
July
in
Huntington;
L.
I.,
15,
the Hawaiian Room of the Hotel
Woman” for the rest of the world.
Lexingtoh, N. Y., for seven years. N. Y.
Classics, like “Julius Caesar” and
She also appeared in several
“Knights
of the Roundtable,” are
Mrs.
Edna Hunt Gatehouse,
Broadway musicals.
preserved in their original form
Surviving are her husband, C widow of Marlin Hunt, creator of
titlCrwise.
the
“Beulah”
radio
character,
died
Walter Miller; two brothers, and
Foreign title' determination usuJuly 9 in Beverly Hills, Cal.
a sister.
ally represents teamwork, with the
Jackie
Saunders, j>6,
formep foreign branches called upon to.
FLOYD H. TOTTLE
stage and screen actress, died July offer suggestions and pass on titles
Floyd H. Tottle, 46, a saxophon14 in Palm Springs, Cal,
dreamed up at the homeoffice.
ist in the Ray Bloch orchestra, was
found dead in his car July 18 in
Mas^apequa Park, L. I., N. Y. Police said death was due to fumes
Ideal
Sandra Gershwin Godowsky to
coming from the car’s exhaust running through a vacuum cleaner Ensign Charlies Franklin Faddis,
Continued from pace J
Westport, Conn., July 18. Bride is
hose into the window.
Several .notes addressed to “his the granddaughter of the late have never ha<f such ah opporwife,
Betty Ann, indicated de- pianist-composer, Leopold Godow- tunity to crack the Yank market.
spondency from his inability to sky and niece of lyricist. Ira Gersh- But this is on condition that they
cure himself of alcoholism.
win and the late composer, George specially groove their output, that
is;
stress values that transcend
Gershwin.
MEADOR LOWREY
Eden Hartford to Groucho Marx, country-to-country borders.
Meador Lowrey-, 52, former radio Sun Valley, Idaho, July 17. He’s
Point is made that German pronews commentator, died July 15 in the comedian-emcee.
ducers are concentrating at this
Dallas. Entering radio in 1935 as
Sally Perle to Mel Gold, New time on costume and opera prodstation manager of WHAS, Louis- York, July 2. Bride is an agent; uct.
This is great for Germain
ville, Ky., he later was a "news
audiences but there’s no demand
he’s a tv film ..producer.
commentator at KRLD, Dallas,
for
such
material in the states.
Sidney
Damrosch
Howard
tofrom- 1940 to 1952. He was with
Offered
an example of how a
KLIF, Dallas, until last January, Cass Canfield Jr., Tyringham, foreign picas
can take on “AmeriJuly
Mass.,
17. Bride is the daughwhen he left radio to start pubter, of the late playwright, Sidney can values” is Columbia’s “The
lishing a weekly news-letter.
Survived by his wife, son and Howard, and granddaughter of late Paratrooper.” Although lensed in
conductor Walter Damrosch; he’s England, the assignment of Alan
sister.
with the McGraw-Hill Book Co. Ladd -in the lead spot meant cirand is son of Cass Carifijld, board culation in the U. S. for the pic.
AUGUSTO COSTA
[chairman Of Harper & Bros., pubThis is an example of what
Augusto Costa, 54. playwright, lishing firm.
Goldenson has in mind the use
died recently in Lisbon of a heart
Terese Hayden to William Clow. of an American player or director
attack. He wrote a number of sucNew York, July 14. Bride is a legit or writer to de-emphasize the
cessful plays. Perhaps best known
producer; he’s with the off-Broad- “alien” nature of European apd
of hjs works was “The Straw Near
way
Phoenix Theatre.
other films.
the Fire,” produced at Lisbon’s
Velia Sanchez Belmont to Andy
Teatro Nacional in 1940. -After his
Russell,
Mexico City, July 9. Bride
•
health failed he contributed literary and political articles to the is an actress; he’s the radio-tv
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Mapes,
singer.
Portugese and foreign press.
Angela O’Connor to James. daughter, Johnstown, Pa.. July 7.
Survived by wife and two sons.
Trainor, Dublin, July 12. Bride’s a Mother and father are both ice
Mrs*

.

.

j

;

MARRIAGES

Mrs. Helen Collamore, onetime
Vaudevillian and legit actress, pro-

known as Claire Benedied July 18 in New York
“Japanese War Brides,” “Journey after a long illness. She had appeared in vaude with her father,
Into Light”- and “Ruby Gentry.”
Surviving are his wife and four the late Lew Benedict, and later
sons. One son, Jack, is an indie headlined her own act on the Orpheum circuit.
producer.
In legit. Miss Benedict appeared
with
Walter Hampden in “Hamlet”
ELIZABETH G. KOSKOFF
Mrs. Elizabeth Gilbert Koskoff, in 1918-19 and in 1920 performed
Playwright and former music critic, in “Clarence.” She later went to
died in Pittsburgh July. 11 after a the Coast and was seen with MarAnglin in
“Hippolytus.”
long, illness. Daughter of Henry F. garet
Gilbert, the late American com- Other plays in which she had roles
“Romance,” “Czarina,”
poser, and wife of Dr. Yale D. Kos- included
koff, neuro-surgeon , and director “Starlight” and “The Kreutzer So*
of research at Montefiore Hospital nata.” She retired in 1930.
Her husband survives.
in Pittsburgh, she was a graduate
ol the Yale Drama School and also
COHEN
attended the Baker .Workshop. BeMax Cohen, 58, who operated the
fore moving to Pittsburgh, she was
music reviewer for the, New Haven Minerva Film Exchange of New
Register and the Bo&On Traveler. Jersey and Washington, died July
While in Pittsburgh',' Mrs. Kos- 13, in Washington after a long
kolf directed a number of religious illness. After coming to WashingPlays aiid, organized theatre- classes ton in 1940, he was associated with
for children. A playlet she au- several firms in the film distributhored, “The Uncle,”
Chanukah tion field over \the years before
production, won a national prize, opening his own business.
A native New Yorker, Cohen
poyeral years ago, she Wrote “The
I'itth Freedom,” an outdoor pag- served In the Marine Corps in
eanr staged at Forbes Field ,in World War I, and was a member
fittsburgh for the Community of the Motion Picture Pioneers,
Chest. The Philadelphia' Orchestra Variety Club and Cinema Lodge of
and the Pitt Symphony- Orchestra B’nai B’rith. He is survived by his
severa! times performed “Jack and wife, a son, daughter; a sister and
the Beanstalk, a
musical composl- two brothers.
ti° n by her
brother-in-law, Reuben
Koskoff, for which she did the
LUDWIG SCHMITZ
narrative.
Ludwig Schmitz, 70, German
Survivors, in addition to her hus- stage and screen actor, died rebother, include a apn, a cently in Munich of a heart atdaughter and a sister.'
~
He was considered as one
tack.
dict,

,

,

MAX

'

i

.

Chance

.

—

(

A

fessionally

*

in

New

tor of production.
In 1937, Lord Grantley founded
Pinebrook Films Ltd., the first
company to make cooperative
films.
From 1938 to 1940, he was
RUSSELL G. CARTER
chairman of the British Film ProRussell G. Carter, 66. former asducers Assn.
A former director sistant sales manager for WTAM,
of the J. Arthur Rank organization, Cleveland, died July 13 in 'South
he became chairman in 1941 of Euclid, O. A onetime steel salesPascal Film Productions, produc- man, he entered the radio business
ing exclusively all George Bernard more than 20 years ago with
Shaw stories.
WTAM. Retiring last. year.
son and a daughter survive.
His daughter, a brother and two
sisters survive.

CLAIRE BENEDICT

July 26, 1*53

Alan Jay Lerner, died July 18

’

an occasional appearance as a per1939 had a role in
GRANTLAND RICE
former and
Grantland Rice, 73, vet sports
“The Bonds of Intere?tV* .At one
time, he.had his owUJWrti producing writer, died July 13 in New York
following a heart attack. His syndicated column, “The Sportlight,”
,V
appeared in over 100 papers and
OF
IN LOVINQ
was carried in New York in the
Daily Mirror. Besides’ his sports
coverage, he also wrote’ poetry and
A Dear Hutbancf and .Father
had collaborated, in the production
of a series of one-reel sports films
Who Fatted Away*Ally 20. 1953
bearing the same title as his colMRS. MARIE ADAMS. A«B JACKIE
•»*

of Germany’s most popular comics
although he often appeared only in
supporting roles. '
,
Schmitz’s biggest - staged kit was
thetitle role in “Schneider Wibr
bel’
which he ; portrayed 1,042
times.
One of tne busiest screen

BIRTHS

musicomedy

skaters.

singer.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cleary, son,
John Whiled, Pittsburgh, July 11. Mother^ forPittsburgh, July 9. Bride’s on tv
mer Nancy Lee Garver, dancer.
in Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. William Larkin,
Joan O’Brien to Billy Strange, son, Hollywood. July 9. Father is a
Los Angeles, July. 18. Bride is a radio and tv writer.
vocalist; he’s a guitarist with TenMr. and Mrs. Thomas Mosley,
hessee Ernie’s band.
son, Burbank, Cal., July 14. Father
Stella Bianco to Bill Dorais. San is sales rep for RCA Victor record

Marlene Gornall

to

!

Francisco, July 18. Bride

is

KCBS

!

division in L. A.

Lieut.
and Mrs. Thomas J.
traffic manager; he’s a KLX anScully, twin sons, Topeka, Kans.,
Ike Kahn. 76. oldest member of nouncer.
Gerri Lang to Barry Kaye. New July 15. Twins are the grandsons
the Memphis Federation of MusiBride is a model; Of Frank Scully,
cians, died recently in that city. York, July 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. MonFor years he was pit orchestra he’s a disk jockey with WJAS, tei,
Hollywood, July
son,
14.
leader at the old Orpheum, Lyce- Pittsburgh.
Father is a music publisher.
um and Pantages (now Warner)
Shirley Louise Lee to Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Conn Murray,
Theatres in Memphis.
Mayer, San Antonio. July 8. He’s daughter, San Francisco, July 10.
Surviving are his wife and two publicity director for Statewide
Father is with KNBC neVvs debrothers.
Drive-In Theaters Inc. there.
partment.
Jane Sparks to Alfred Ruscio,
Mr;, and Mrs;
Gerard Dunne,
SAM FIELDS
Ellenville, N. Y., July 11. Bride son, Dublin, July 11.
Mother is
Sam Fields, 38, film editor, died and groom are thespers.
comedienne paddy Dunlea.
July. 16 in Hollywood, following a
Mr. and Mfs. David Carlisle,
heart attack; He had been in the
son, Philadelphia, July 14. Father
•film business since 1937, his last
is tv sales account executive at
post being with Allied Artists.
WFIL-TV.
*
Surviving are his wife, two sons
Mr. and- Mrs. Harry Katleman,
Continued from page 7
and a brother. Jackie Fields, forson, Los Angeles, July 11. Father
mer welterweight champion.
mag’s editorialist re the strict is a literal^ agent at MCA.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Quinn,
standards by which the Catholic
ART O’MURN AGH AN
daughter, Los Angeles, July 13.
Legion
of Decency judges films.
died
O’Murnaghan,
actor,
Art
82,
Father is district manager for
He maintained many had become Stanley Warner Theatres.
Former stage
ini
Dublin July 8.
manager for the Dublin Gate The- impatient with producers aqd othMr. and Mrs. Robert Schultz,
atre, he became an actor and ers who plead for freedom of the son, Manchester, N. H„ July 11.
toured with the company in Egypt screen, etc., by quoting "eloquent Father is an announcer at radio
and the.. Near East.
if irrelevant phrases from Thomas Station WKBR in that city.
Surviving are his fbur sons and Jefferson, and misquotations from
Mr. and Mrs. John Horton,
two daughters.
Washington, July 5.
Voltaire.” Freedom of speech, the« daughter,
editorial held, “implies responsibil- Father is Universal Pictures rep in
Josephine
upper man Langdon, lty, and if the entertainment and, capital; mother is the former
„
75, sister of actor Ralph Morgan, publishing worlds refuse to exer- Drucie Snyder, onetime freelance
the late actor Frank Morgan-, and eise
tv commentator, and daughter of
ei.co responsibility,
rp.cnnnsihilitv someone
snmpnnp pIcp—
else
aunt of actress Claudia Morgan*
ex-Secretary of Treasury John
the Congress, state or local governdied July 13 in Hastings-on-theSnyder.
ment, If necessary—should do it
Hudson, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCarney.
forl inem.
them.”
daughter, White Plains, N.Y.. July
„
f
Mag complained that “many of 13 ^Mother is singer-comedienne
Mother, 76, of G. F. McMahon,
former Hollywood talent agent, and those who call most loudly for Helen Halpin.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rich. son. New
grandmother of child actor Glenn freedom of speech do so in connec
McMahon, died recently in New tion with ideas for which they have Rochelle. N. Y,. July 15. Father
of
manager
sympathy, and are strangely quiet is
merchandising
York.
when ideas they oppose are cen- WNBC and WNBT, the NBC flagship stations in N, Y.
Father* 67, of , lyricist-librettist sored or ignored.”
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The
ROBERT Q. LEWIS

SHOW
-on CBS-TV
Monday

thru Friday, 2-2:30 P.M., EDST

- on CBS-RADIO
Saturdays,

1-12 Noon, EDST

1

with
JAlsI

ARDEN

THE CHORDETTES

HUNT

LOIS

DON
JAYE

LIBERTO

MORGAN

P.

LEE VINES

EARL WRIGHTSON
and RAY BLOCH and His Orchestra

TV

TV

AL SPAN
FRANK SATENSTEIN

Producer,

Director,

Radio Producer-Director,

BRUNO

ZIRATO,

Jr.

TV SPONSORS:
Alka Seltzer (Sept.)

General Mills (Sept.)

Best Foods (Current)

Helene Curtis (Sept.)

Doeskin Tissues (Sept.)

Johnson's

C. A. Swanson

&

Wax

(Sept.)

Sons (Aug.)

RADIO SPONSORS:
Helene Curtis
Royal

Crown Cola

Van Camp's Chicken of the Sea Tuna
Pinesol (Nov.)

THE NAME’S THE SAME
ABC-TV, Mondays, 10:30-11 P.M., EDST

Goodson-Todman Production
for

C. A. Swanson
Van Camp's Chicken of the Sea Tuna

Press Relations

Exclusive Representation
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Washington, July 27^

.

Sied

to the White
presidential, approval,

Rouse

-

—

;

Hollywood, July 27,
Sammy Fain and Paul Francis
Webster, Oscar-winning tunesmiths,
h e b6en optloned for Ered
H>? “‘ghness,
ev' la
f£
l «*!*$
for jndie film prothe Bachelor,"
*

-

swstow

_

.

The measure

appropriation of
authorises an
$250,OOp for expensets of the Comnftssjph <vhich will have a secretary
general at-$15,0Q0 a year and an
£?sistai)t secretary-generals at $12,•

>
The Commission

television’s future role in thd nation's economy; and, finally, we are
developing a color broadcast service that we expect to sweep, with
sage fire speed, across America.

i

.

.

Another boost in boxoffice prices
on Broadway is expected this fall,
at least for musical shows. -No hike
contemplated for straight plays,
Legit Hit/ ‘7 Year Itch’ is
as far as known, but several manTheatre telecast of the legit hit, agements are reportedly mulling a
“The Seven Year Itch,” is being S7.50 top, tax included, for incomlined up by Box Office Television ing musicals, compared to the
as the first in what it hopes to turn present $6.90.

B.O.

TV

of First B’way

:

into a regular series of Broadway
legit shows to be brought to the
theatres.

“Itch,” being in the nature of
an experiment, will be offered exhibs at between 50c and 75c per
seat on a non-profit basis for Boxoffice TV. Outfit says the, price
reps actual costs. Theatre telecast
is due to come off in late October,
according to William Rosensohn,
vital life; we are tossing out, as Box Office exec v.p.
inadequate and short of the mark,
the estimates of other years on

.

.

’

500,,

constant change, and

‘

.

.parte* political party.

The great lesson of our past is
that broadcasting is a business of

,

•

iviembers Of the Commission will
include'- two Senators and two Reprftsentatives. Five)" members are to
be. appointed by the President, inpTttding&f least Ohe.from the ielecommunications industry and at
least one from the field of educatibn.
Rot more than five of the
htrie members ihay be from the

By ROBERT W. SARNOFF
NBC)

(Executive Vice-President,

we have evaluated that lesson to meati that our
future hinges on our ability to
adapt to change.
So today, under Pat Weaver’s direction, we
at NBC are adapting on a scale,
and with an intensity that is
io 1
_
J;
r
Negotiations are on for Doris^Day unique even in an age of change.
star. Tunesmiths may package We are proposing new programh ?w for Broadway after they ming concepts that shear off
|
«msh. writing score,
abruptly from the past; we are
old radio sales patTt’s based on a resolution Mrs. enbalming
Roosevelt introduced in United terns and creating a new service
with the promise of a long and
Nations.

The"

measure, establishing an Internaflmal raecbmmnmcatloaCommisSion, wjifc approved by the House
Mtbbut debate. - It bad passed the
IftdSSfclaSt

“

-

b^rntae-man ‘Highness, the Bachelor*
From Ide^by Mrs. F.DR.

w^ek/abd sent
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Acts
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fa s * or s v e lal
£
f,
yeai s, a .d?a$tic change
is. taking
concepts of providout or eX
S?
r
of t e e l acy f
v
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j
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1 being debated for the
-
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years

Paramount

‘

—

Hops

|

|

thrillers
•..
.
,
^According to .many who have
"

-comteould
it*
be. steered toward entertainment Qf
tolls, The latter type layout has
dominated exhibitions for many
yOars, and many committeemen a?
well as bookers feel that the switch
entertainment Is necessary to
ntaihtaln attendance.
Customers,
jhey- say, no longer Want to be
Jarett by high acte ^or similar
fate

W

Needed

.
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Met Opera
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/pookers consequently will be left
without a sizable segment Of reli$BIe talent this year, if wholesale
(Continued bn page 120)
*
•

it

week. “Whatever the right or
pf it may be, the theatre
today is
hit-or-flop
matter.
a
There’s no longer any such thing
as a moderate hit what they used
to call an in-betweener. So you
have to gamble on a smash.
“If you get it, the public will
pay anything for tickets, plus whatever the broker or scalper adds.
If you have less than a hit just
a nice, pleasant show, for instance
—the public won’t pay anything

—

5%

.

As one manager expressed
this

;

—

—
more
HI

it-

wrong

i

.

^

'

!

A

.

We have financial projections
that lend a backdrop of realism
to. the things that we are planning
and doing. Our present NBC estimates of the total all-media adverfor seats.
tising expenditure in 1956, both
You can’t give ’em
away.”
national and local, have been re.
Couple- of weeks ago, -Albert
It’s pointed out that even with
vised upward to a total of more
Greene
who
runs the Avenue U
(Continued on Page 124)
than $9,700,000,000.
And we an- Theatre in Brooklyn dreamed
up
P art .of' television films Major ticipate that television,
lclcV i a um, national
u«
what he thought was a great stunt:
agencies such as Music Corp. of and
a^d local, 'will
approxiwill attract apj
Chrome-plated pennies to ram
America and others have became mately
ma tely 20% or $1,900,000,000
$1,900,000,00
of
home the exhibitors’ protest Rubirosa
Test
interested in giveaways of all kinds, this total.
fij
Both of these figures,
against the
Wagner admissions
Dishes, once the support of the of
0 f course, represent alltime]
alltime highs.
tax,
exhibitor, are expected to move
Of ‘Distinguished Merit’
The dollar total for televisi
television is
This week, disillusioned and
tetp the telepix arena in short an impressive one, but the percenp(
order
nursing a new respect for the law.
(Continued
Continued on page 32)
(
for
Permit
Greene
was washing his hands of
Premiums are used soley to ex- Hollywood, July 27.
the whole affair. “I’m throwing in
ploit the show< The agency inter_
Porfirio Rubirosa will not gallop
the sponge. The Mayor wins*” he
ests the sponsor in buying some If
1C* '1
thataway in pursuit of Zsa Zsa Gadeclared ruefully.
related product or an item easily II
bor
in
Republic’s “Rubi Rides
Greene
originally
looking
was
l/CCIlO
tied in with the show to be disThe international playfor a dramatic way to drive the tax Again.”
tributed in any manner suggested
boy’s career as a western cowboy
burden
home
to
the
public.
So
he
tee bankroller. It’s usually
had 36,000 pennies chrome-plated. star was nipped in the bud by the
done at counters of retail outlets,
I
Instead of adding the tax to his U. S. Immigration Service, which
1 lv
• 1
or by writing the station or sponticket, he gave his patrons the sil- denied him a work permit.
So r< jt» s a means of measuring as
Reasons for the denial were not
(Continued on page 120)
rep of ' United States Steel
well as. building audiences,
given out officially but it was
..
,,
„
did a tour of film company for,
„ ^
For exam e Abbott
Costello
learned
that the verdict was the reeign departments over the past
u
?
sult of “misrepresentation” and
week, seeking out deals whereby N.Y.
Inks
o£
0S Memoranda- pads, and
“failure
to meet the the necessary
the companies would sell their
, ^u7
ov
a1 1 klnds can easil y
s
British Cabaret Singer conditions of employment.”
blocked money in Brazil for dol^
,
be
e sponsor,
ln by u,
announced that Rubilias
been
It
July
London.
27,
lars at less than the exchange rate.
The important thing in the tele Distributors usually are eager to
Erno Merringer, singer, cur- rosa would play himself in the
premium- business, according to hear about any proposition where- rently appearing at the Hungarian.j film, and Immigration Service ofthose, that ^re knee-deep in this by then can defreeze earnings in restaurant cabaret, goes to New ficials at first indicated that he
kind of proposition, is never to a foreign territory.
York in November to appear with would be granted a permit, on the
take any item from a manufacground that a man doesn’t need
But the situation in Brazil has the Metropolitan Opera:
turer for free. Always pay for the changed.
He was booked as result of an much dramatic ability to play himNo film outfit now has
Later it was discovered that
stuff so that the merchandiser can enough coin tied up in that coun- audition he gave .in, Rome some self.
(Continued on page 120)
months ago for a scout’ of the Met.
(Continued on page 119)
try to consider any exchange.
.
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Its

,

Tor

I

Chromed Pennies

will be required
findings and recommendations by the end of 1955..'
’IlI^L \|*JL ’ I;
Three months after it submits its
IflSfl 1lllll* AJ1U
i
iriOIl
report it will pease-to exist.
'The* bill directs the Commission
_
,
-,
Premiums, once a v *tel P ar t of
to examine, study and report on
the objectives, operations, and ef- the film ‘exhibition business, is
starting to appear as an integral
(Continued bn page 119) ~
-

td report

;

In general, the rationalization of
the upped scale for tune, shows is
twofold. For one thing, production
and operating costs have continued
to rise, thereby reducing the profit
margin and lengthening tbe time
necessary to repay investments.
second basis for the b.o. boost is
the belief that the traffic will bear

,

-

'

.
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tinted or blaek&white,
to
No matter how it’s sliced,
“Spectacular” or familiarly patterned, panel orqifiz, 4g>mball or
slick, It still gets back to the Bard’s classic crack about the play’s
the thing.
*

'

KAPLAN

By MIKE

Las Vegas, July 27,
Sex is the point in this gambling
town, this week. And it's being
made the easy way by Mae West,
who made her nitery debut tonight
(Tues.) at the Sahara Hotel.
Easy for her, that is. But the
Sahara has been badgered for
weeks by guys who insist that the
famous Invitation to “come up and
See me sometime” was directed at
them personally—and naturally
•they’ve got tb have a ringside seat.
There’s no telling at this point how
it will turn out, but it seems like
a safe bet that Miss West will set

new attendance record

a

room—which

is all she’s

for the

interested

Opera and

silent

Alms

star, 'has

David

Marlowfe,

Julia
;

j

make anything out of this
is.
Monev that is
Money,
,

Calve and

many

satisfaction.

Pull

.

'

;

j

i

I

,

TT
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Leland Hayward S illness
Leland Hayward is ill on the
Coast and there were conflicting
press time yesterday
(Tues.) on his condition. Authorities at Good Samaritan Hospital,
Los Angeles, stated that his condition was “good," but reports on
Broadway was that his illness was

reports

at

;

j

|

|

j

j

j

some to exits
The quartet was hustled into a
police wagon and taken to the nearlest police court, where upon con-

j

very serious.

The

prolegit-film-television
ducer entered the hospital last Friday night >23) for treatment of an
“intestinal disorder.” Attempts to
reach Mrs. Hayward at the hos-

;

Ernest Hemingway’s “The Old Man
and the Sea,” to star Spencer
Tracy.
In addition, he is preparing the
production of several tv spectaculars for NBC and is planning to
partner with Edwin Lester in the

Broadway presentation

this fall of

’

But back of

disorderly

of.

‘

,

j

j

'

j

!

;

j

On Edwin Booth

Black Shield of Falworth,” a tinter
Cinemascope starring Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh and David Farrar.
J. Arthur Rank is sending “The
Rainbow Jacket” to represent
England. It’s a tinter about horsestarring jockey Gordon
racing,
Richards. Rank has also promised
to send some English filmstars.
France will exhibit ‘.‘Le Grand
Pavois” (“The Big Flag”), a wartime sea story, done on board the
cruiser Joan of Arc.
Italy will present “Maddalena”
and has promised to send some
for personal appearances,
stars
Germany has “Roads of No Return” and Mexico “Quando Me
Voy” (“When I Will Go"), starring
Argentina
Liberdad Lamarque.
(“The
“El Abuelo”
offer
will
Grandfather"). Spanish producers,
of course, will present various pix
Festival has been organized by
the Spanish Showbiz Syndicate, directed by Vicente Casanova, and
by the Cinema and Theatre Dept,
of the Spanish Ministry of Information, directed by Joaquim Argamasilla, with Miguel Echarri Gamundi
as general secretary.
There will be cups and prizes for
best actor and actress., etc., but
they’re strictly unofficial, as it has
been decided that the B cinema
festivals, such as this one, must not
in

,

t
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Hollywood, July 27.
Two cases of mistaken identity
were unearthed Monday as California State Senate Un-American
Activities Committee heard Vet-

FILMS AS COME-ON

>

FOR FOOD

’N’ DRINK eran film legit producer-writer
Omaha, July 27.
A1 Lewis demand a change in the

Crest Drive-In Theatre at Bea- system of listing persons involved
Neb., is trying a new gim- in Red probes in order to protect
mick to fatten its snack-bar sales. innocent
people
with
similar
The idea: A dusk-to-dawn show, names. Committee indicated it
with all different features and would adopt his plan. Lewis asked
shorts at 50 cents admish.
for vocational indentification, an
The reward to late Stayers: end to abbreviations, declaring
Free coffee and doughnuts at that research scientist named Aldawn.
bert Lewis was listed in Committee’s annual report but was listed
in index as “A1 Lewis,” consequently
many showbiz people
Babel cf Tongues
thought, producer was listed.
vocational
Producer
declared
Paris’ 1st lnt’l Legit identification would have protected him contending he had alFest; 12 Countries Join ready suffered damage as result
trice,

—

—

No Bar

To

By GENE

-

of listings.

MOSKOWITZ

First International Festival

Dramatic Art winds here

this

Other case of mistaken identity
was Jesse Lasky Jr. who was serving on General .MacArthur’s staff
in Pacific at time he was supposed
to have been associating with sub-

versive elements.
fest 12 coun-’
Remaining three witnesses
presented 16 offerings in Howard Estabrook, Art Arthur,
their own language (Italy, Norway, William^ Kozlenko-»-admitted assoYugoslavia,
Ireland,
Denmark,
( Continued on, .page 120)
West and East Germany, Spain,
Poland, England and Israel), and
France had 22 offerings of both
Gallic and foreign plays in i\ Conservative
Biz
Comedie-Francaise and by various
younger troupes in several PariTo
Join in

—

Golem.” During the

To

Life in

Sex

Rash of Paris

Pix—All

Tres Frank

Paris, July 28.
rash of heavily exploitable films has broken out here
this summer.
Recent bannings,
and subsequent earnings, of such
hot pix as “La Rauge Au Corps”
(“Storm in the Flesh’’)* on nymphomania, “Le Ble En Herbe” (“Flowering Wheat”), on adolescent sex

A sudden

Nuit”

and

(“Night

Fresle,

Maria

One
Canada and Foreign

—

1

:

week with Israel repped by its
Habimah Theatre in Levik’s “Le

Come

“Compagnes

De

Companions”),

on

Raymond

Pellegrin and

Bill Marshall. Latter pic concerns
call girls, with
Nicole Courcel,

Regular Subscription Rates
Year—$10.00
Two Years— $18.00

-

of

‘French Postcards’

liiie

State

competed with

turgy, which have done so much to take the picture business
back on the high road. That is why broadcasting showmanship
on- all fronts .faces so great a challenge circa ‘54-’55.
Abel

The

Currently’ shooting are “Les Impures” and “Les Clandestines,”
both dealing with joy girls. Former
treats trafficking of the gals by
panderers, and more completely
with the life of one gal trapped
into vice by love. This has Miche-

....

—

and now may
The same challenge to Hollywood has already achieved a marked forward step with improved and challenging technological improvements in cinemahas battled, encroached upon,,
find itself, in turn, combatting.

it

Paris, July 27.

prostitution, are being followed by
another group of productions dealing in the more risque realms of
film subjects.
J

'0

Since the gauntlet Is now so directly to the showmen, it marks
a signal challenge of our times that may well have historic import on the medium in relation to other forms of show business

(Continued on page 22)

initiation:
.•

thing that sells
the peach; the miracle that brings so much visual-audible entertainment into the parlor has now been digested as another
marvel of our age.

.

Film

Hollywood, July 27.
Eva Le Galliehne has finally appeared on payroll in Hollywood,
but not as an actress. Noted legit
player and producer of Shakespearean dramas reported for work
at 20th-Fox as technical consultant
on “prince of Players.”
Film is based on the biography
of Edwin. Booth, Shakespearean
One part of Miss Le Galstar.
lienne’s assignment will be the
staging and coaching of the “Romeo and Juliet” sequences between
Richard Burton and Maggie Me-

must be the programming. ^That’s the only
sponsor’s wares and/or tv sets. The bloom is off

it all

-

San Sebastian, Spain, July 20.
The first International Cinema
Festival of San Sebastian will be
held here July 24- Aug. I. Hollywood is repped by Universal’s “The

conduct,
threatening murder and disrupting air authorized public eritertainment, they were each fined $4,
which they paid and were released,
Pardave. who is aging and recently recovered from a nerve ailment. required medical attention,
The theatre management and Pardave stressed that the attack was
not motivated by ridiculing the
government or politicos or both in distribute prizes, which are reany way. but that, seemingly, the served to Cannes and Venice,
Festivities include two big recep(Continued on page 24)
tions and ball, one' July 24 at the
Sebastian Tennis Club and
San
.
e/~
,
one July 31 at .the deluxe Hotel
L6 GalliennC .Consults
Plus a bullfight
Maria Critina.
viction

the latter’s Coast production of a
musicalized “Peter Pan,” starring!
Mary Martin. The show is current
in San Francisco.
Namara.

Please send

*

l

.

j

yesterday were unsuccessful
when she declined to take calls because she didn’t “want to talk to
anyone.”
Herman Bernstein, Hayward's
general
manager, said on the
Coast that there is “nothing serious, nothing be alarmed about."
Exact nature of the illness won’t
be known for several days, after
intensive tests are completed.
Hayward has been in Hollywood
for a couple of months to work 'on
his screen production of “Mister
Roberts" for Warner Bros, release.
He is also readying film adaptation of the Lindbergh autobiog.
“The Spirit of St. Louis,” and
pital

Mexico City, July 20.
Cloak-and-dagger stuff with wild
west overtones stopped the show

performance

i

,

$4

Mex;

recently at the
of “Orpheus in Inferno,” one Of
the few local legit clicks currently,
at the Teatro Fabregas, when four
men, each toting a pistol, swarmed
on the stage and menaced Joaquin
Pardave, veteran comic, who is one
of the stars.
Audience for some minutes
couldn't decide whether what 'was
happening was a sequence of the
show or an intrusion. When police
and firemen, on guard in the house
sprang onto the stage, and seized
the quartet, customers hastened
but without panic, to the rear,

i

I

T

Costs

j

’em.

Conflicting Reports

It

in

That’s Popularity, Si?

i

!

n

Others.

a Gun On an Actor

And

I

!

Yes, there are plenty of radios on porches, in bathrooms while
shaving, on beaches when picnicking, In automobiles whUe driving, and already “the second tv set” has movfed that extra set
into the bedroom (for “late show” or other more conyenient
viewing). And pretty soon that “third set” (color) will Become
par for the course.
\

WALTER PLANT

Collection also includes portrait
studies of Miss Farrar in costumes
dra
operatic ana
and ar«nqr various operauc
in her
mr.ticroles, pressbooks, scrapbooks,
and ? group of her original phonograph recordings.

much money in preparing for this
bistro bow that all she can hope

“I haven’t thought about the
cost," she says in a serious vein,
Continued on page 127)

Currently On Tour
Under Personal Management

Lehman, Gatti-Casazza,

Lilli

cini,

Emma

rich ingredients necessitate greater skill to produce a palatable
fare than the quick-lunch dispensaries.

.HORACE HEIDT

Belasco,

Charles Dillingham, Cecil B. DeIrving S. Cobb, Fannie
Mille.
Hurst. Richard Harding Davis, Puc-

The

is

The spectaculars are not going t‘0 kill off the medium any
more than “South Pacific” kayos Menashe Skulnik’s “5th Season.” There’s plenty of room or variegated cross-section of entertainment whose sole obligation is sound entertainment values
for the dollar expenditure. Not everybody likes a 12-course banquet—-the major concern really lies with the chef because such

ters is signed by such leading figures of her time and since as Sarah
Bernhardt, Minnie Maddern Fiske,
j

,

j

.

;

Urn
wpek stand.
stand
two-week

"But,” she inquires archly,
“what's wrong with that?”
Actually, she’s out to break records. since the reputed $25,000 per
week won’t cover the cost of the
arrangements, costumes,
special
services of Charlie O’Curran as director or the salaries of the trio,
Louise Beavers and the 18 boys in
her act. “My athaleets,” she calls

&

But no matter how it’s sliced it’s Still a case of show' business
—and that means the show must be.good. Or else.

presented a collection of hundreds
of autographed letters from top
figures in the operatic and entertainment world to the Library of
The collection of letCongress.

Oddly enough. La West doesn’t
eal who has made’ a bigger
profi/out of sex th™nanyone tWs
side of the Mann Act has spent so

'

Washington, Jqly 27.
«
Geraldine Farrar, dnetime Met

“I feel like a million tonight."
she confided as the show got underway. “But—one at a time.”

for

Radio-TV Review &
Preview number embraces the gamut from tfon’t-forget-the-mlllions-of-radios-in-automobiles-and^dn-the-beaches (who , can’t
be polled) to astronomic money for the fall seasoln’s proposed
television spectaculars which, will make v a “Ziegfeld Follies”
Marqp unit, ^
budget look like a Fanchon
4

FARRAR LETTERS, PIX
TO LIB. OF CONGRESS

in.

figure to

'

Cross-section opinion in this 9th annual

Mauban

and

Dominique

Willms. as the telephopable chicks.
“La Cage Aux Souris” (“Mouse*
Cage”) tells about a gal's reformatory and all the aberrations within.
Jean-Paul Sartre’s “No Exit” is
being filmed here. It deals with
the hell undergone by three people
locked together in a room through

(Continued on page 119)

tries

Show

sian theatres.

Names

Move

Prestigewise this was successful
Censure Sen. McCarthy
in bringing a good crosS-section of
Prominent names in showbusiinternational theatre to Paris, giving many young troupes a show- ness and allied fields are included
casing and having a multilingual in the citizens’ committee which
theatrical choice for the many- last week went on record as urglingoed tourists now pouring into ing support of Sen. Ralph E. Flanders’ proposed resolution censur(Continued on page 119)
ing Sen, Joseph R. McCarthy. The
group sent a telegram to all SenaCENSORSHIP
tors asking the McCarthy rebuke.
Those who signed the telegram
Regular Hollywood Features Okay included Spyros P> Skouras, presiBut U. S. Sexsationals Bad
dent of 20th-Fox; Samuel Goldwyn,
indie film producer; Chester LaHollywood, July 27.
Roche, former board chairman of
Hollywood-made films are the American Broadcasting and now
most popular and Cause the least head of the ad agency which bears
censorship trouble in Hong Kong, his name; John P. Marquand, auaccording to Cmdr, R. S. Barry, thor; and, from literati, Douglas M.
chief
censor
of
the
British Black, president of Doubleday &
colony, currently in Hollywood on Co.; Cass Canfield, chairman of
his way to England.
Harper
Bros.; John Cowles, presOn the other hand, pictures of ident of the Minneapolis Star &
stripteasers, made in America but Tribune Co. and board chairman
not by Hollywood studios, causa the of Cowles Magazines, Inc.; Palmer
most trouble for the censor. Sec- Hoyt, editor and publisher of the
ond in this respect are films show- Denver Post, and Ralph McGill,
ing violence against the law.
editor of the Atlanta Constitution*,

HONG KONG

&

NCTUHES

July 28, 1934

,

What with “ fearer features and
a larger investment; - studios are
out for pre-sold values in their
story huy.s these days.
One direct result of this concenU BORROWS $?,393,0Q0
TRIAL
BOND,
tration has been a sharp drop in
the purchases of originals this
Lower interest Enables Redemption
to Argue Walt
Melancon
Tried,
year. A gradual trend in that diof Debentures
Disney Salary Excessive
rection .has existed over the past
several years.
Where, in 1950,
Seeking to take advantage of the
Los Angeles, July 27.
lower interest rate, Universal is originals accounted for some 74%
Suit filed by stockholder Clemborrowing $2,393,000 from the- of all stories bought on the Coast,
the 1953 figure is down to 64%, ent J. Melancon against Walt DisFirst National Bank of Boston to
ney Productions and its officers
redeem its outstanding 334% sink- and it’s likely to be a lot lower for was dismissed by Judge Arnold
ing fund debentures four and a 1954.
be“The cost of pictures today de- Praeger in Superior Court,
half years ahead of their due date.
cause the plaintiff failed to post a
Refinancing of the debentures mands the greatest possible insursecurity bond by July 15,
$70,500
wasn’t due for completion until ance at the boxoffice,” Henry
ordered* by- the court.
March 1, 1959. However, U will re- Klinger, 20th-Fox associate story as
Melancon, who owns 500 shares
deem them on Sept. 1, 1954. Total editor, commented in N. Y. last
of
common stock in the company,
week,
“Buying a wellknown title,
worth of- the debentures currently
in the hands of the public is $2,- or a stage play, provides that kind asked ah accounting, contending
.

proposed
Anderson’s
Robert
treatment of his “Tea and SymMetro
hopes
which
drama,
pathy"
to clear with the Motion Picture
to
understood
is
Authority,
Code
It
involve a flashback device.
controtwo
play’s
the
retain
would
versial points, the adultery angle
and the use of the word “homo*

sexual."

.

.

In the proposed story version,
the young hero, Tom, who becomes
the center of scandal in the boys’
boarding school when he is suspected of having homo tendencies,
would return to the campus as a

The flashback would end when
the now-adult hero’s sons enter the
room and rouse him from his rev(Continued on page 28)

Code

duction

people,

Anderson

claims.

(The trade in N. Y. expressed sur-

Metro would have
that
prise
bought such an important property without at least a tentative nod
from the Breen office. Impression
is that some soft of Code approval
has been secured.)
Returning from the Coast last
week Anderson said he’d do the
final treatment for the studio some
time after October. Film will. be
in color and is. likely, to star the
that Walt Disney was drawing too
of security.”
original Broadway team of Deborah
Klinger agreed with other story much salary.
Kerr and John Kerr. Anderson
editors that it had become extremesaid he had talked to Kerr about
ly difficult to come by properties
the idea, and the actor was enthusiwith built-in audience appeal and
astic.
There’s a possibility, tpo,
Goldstein Dies
Leonard
that 20th, like everyone else, was
that Elia Kazan may direct.
.

.

giving its old library the once-over
Ideas
At 51;
for possible remakes.
Reasoning is that the composiHeld True to
tion of the audience has changed to
such an extent that it’s now safe
Leonard Goldstein, who died in
to rework the old reliables, keep- Hollywood last Friday (23), was a
Scope for hypoing the picture busi- ing only the titles. “Magnificent producer who, with marked sucness but “would take color over Obsession," new Universal version cess, refused to yield to any of the
any widescreen process." A tint- of the Lloyd Douglas classic, is industry trends. He made his films
cleaning 'up in its initial dates.
in multiples of two, three or even
ing job gives a film “more re“At first, we were worried that four at a time when most of his
alism,” opines Miss Parsons. Fur- some people might think this is a Coast colleagues, because of inther, she figures there’ll be even
dustry uncertainties, were cautious
(Continued on page 18)
about a single project
added effectiveness to be derived
Goldstein refused to accept the
.
from color via new developments
theory that in the latter-day marwhich she anticipates in the future. Ex-Coaster Spiegel
ket only importantly-priced prodMiss Parsons, whose newest prothe Traveling
uc^ could turn a profit. He conduction is “Susan Slept Here” at
Hollywood will continue to see
with lower-case budgets. He
RKO, now in N. Y. for bally work, little of Sam Spiegel, on the basis tinued
turned a continuing profit. His
states: “I never want to make a of the indie producer’s
future film- most notable successes included
black and white picture with the making plans. He has three .new
the “Ma and Pa Kettle" series of
exception of a mood drama and features lined up, the first to., be
earthy comedies which consistently
even there you might be able to lensed at unselected location in
grossed over $2,000,000 each in douse low key color."
Europe, the second in Connecticut mestic film rentals.
The femme filmmaker believes and exteriors for the third will be
Goldstein, who succumbecMo a
SuperScope (the Tuschinsky vari- done in Spain.
cerebral hemorrhage at the age of
able lens) is the best means of
Spiegel, who heads for Europe 5i, had a reputation for taking, a
standardization because it gives shortly, stated in N. Y. over the casual approach to his own heavy
exhibitors the aspect ratio of their past weekend he hopes to get production schedules. He used to
individual choice. In C’Scope she started on the first of the new trio rib other producers for their’ con“misses the height now obtained
(Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 18)
on the ordinary postage stamp
screen."
Miss Parsons anticipates the
future will bring standard prints
with anamorphic sections which
would allow for the screened picture to widen to suit panoramic
Biz Brisk Despite
Days; ‘Caine’ First for 4th
scenes. As for stereophonic sound,
‘Wind’ 2d, ‘Living’ 3d, ‘Obsession’ 4th
the producer said tests of this With

Had Own

Bows

him.

on the basis of a suggested treatplay’s author, Robert
Anderson. Revised version hasn’t
as yet been submitted to the Pro-

ment by the

:

successful novelist, accompanied
by his two teen-age sons. The occasion would be a. reunion, at
which he would meet his old room- 393,000.
mate, the star athlete, Al.
Making a sentimental inspection
of his old room in the 'dorm, he
would fall into a reverie, which Harriet Parsons Votes
would contain all the key elements
and dialog of the play, climaxing
For Color Values But
with the tense dramatic scene in
which the sadistic professor’s comto Widescreen
comes to the
passionate wife
Producer Harriet Parsons offers
youth’s room and, to convince him
with
affair
of his manhood, has an
thanks to Cinerama and Cineiha,

Broadway legit hit “Tea and
Sympathy" was acquired by Metro

NO

NO

Filmization of this property ofers some unique Code problems
since it involves both adultery and

Them

And

(Continued on page 22)

I

;

:

/

London, July

Now

Man

Sam

Council of Motion Picture Organizations’ three-man board of
governors has okayed a revised
blueprint for conducting a nationwide poll to determine the public’s
choice of best Aims and players.
Television looms large in the plot.
Project is now to be presented
to film company presidents by Al
Lichtman, member of the board
and director of distribution for
20th-Fox.
Unanimous approval
will be required.
Plan,
for
calls
as
adjusted,
sponsorship of a tv show in the
fall, running an hour in the minimum. This would showcase clips
of important pix from each studio,
with the emcee chores being handled

June

14, 1954.

No

reduction in working hours
granted although there are

was

provisos to curtail total

technical

hours

if

production volume can be

assured.
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Dog

by one or more Hollywood
Time/
“names." Announcement of the first
“distractpoll, skedded for January, would “Susan" shdwed it to be
take place; Idea is to whip up fur- ing in group conversation scenes
Although most first-runs are “Student Prince” (M-G) and Dether interest irt the industry in although its use with music was now in middle of summer dog days, metrius and Gladiators” (20th) are
general and the new product and impressive."
when it is tough to do business the runner-up pix.
“7 Brides for 7 Brothers” (M-G)
canvassing of audience tastes in
with any sort of pic, trade at key
particular.
city deluxers continues surprising- looms as standout newcomer, based
WILL BE SHOWMEN ly big currently. While several on the terrific biz it is doing initial
Voting would cover a full year SHOWMEN
f
of pic releases, in contrast with the
cities had a brief respite from the week at the N. Y. Music Hall. Take
original plan which called for a Theatre Video Up Against First torrid heat, most keys covered by of $187,000 Constitutes one of the
Rival Claims
ballot-box derby every three
Variety report a resumption of bigger first stanzas at this vast the(Continued on page 22) f
heat waves. In some spots, the air- <itr6
Here’s the first known instance cooled theatres are proving the
“Susan Slept Here” (RKO) hints
of trade rivalry in a new medium only place where the populace can promise, with fine takings in Fris'CAINE MUTINY’ AT 70%
theatre tv.
co.
“Ring of Fear” (WB), also
get relief,
Television,
Network
Theatre
“Caine Mutiny" (Col) again is new, is a bit spotty currently,
Exhibs Should Reap Bonanza, Not
which sponsors the IVIetropolitan holding onto first place for fourth, being disappointing in MinneapoDistrib, Argues Berger
Opera Opening Nov. 7, is miffed week in succession. “Gone With lis, perky in Providence, modest in
over the prominent billing Ed Dorf(M-G) is rising like a hur- Balto, good in Washington, sock in
Minneapolis, July 27.
man is according “Met stars’’ for Wind”
ricane to move up to second posi- Detroit but light in L. A. “Gambler
North Central Allied is on anhis “Opening Night at Carnegie
From Natchez” (20th) is fair in
other of
tion, as against fifth place a week

27.

Arbitrators have awarded a 15%
raise, with ifs, to the Assn,
of Cine Technicians whose quarrel
almost tied up all British laboratories during the spring. The 15%
raise will be inclusive of any boosts
given individual workers since the
1951 pact. Award is retroactive to

wage
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ABEL GREEN.

Editor

—

war paths

its

again.

Its

guns this time are directed against
Columbia’s formula for selling
“The Caine Mutiny" in this territory on a 70% Split, regardless of
the situation’s size, but with a
guaranteed minimum 10% exhibian ‘infinitesimal’ profit."
Bennie Berger, NCA president,
,
has issued a denunciation of the
.

Hall" concert offering to theatres
Oct.

;

5.

The only real Met “stars," holds
TNT, will be piped to the theatres
on the Met’s preem night which
year has been tailored potpourri fashion to suit the theatre
audiences’ fancy.
this

.

company “for following present
distributor custom of pricing the
best boxoffice' pictures out of the
Los Angeles, July 27.
reach of small exhibitors who, in
Player contracts between Metro
order to survive, need them on a
were
three minor thesps
basis that would yield a ‘good,’ not and
granted official approval by Judge
an ‘infinetestimal’ profit."
Court.
Superior
Berger says that “this artificial Arnold. Praeger in
type of protection insures the exContractees, for seven years if
hibitor against loss all right, but options
are
James
lifted,
are
denies him the earnings he must Drury, 20, at $250 to $1,500 weekhave to offset his lack of worth- ly; Luana Lee, 18, $100-$1,000,
while gains and losses on average and. Sandy Descher, eight, $200and mid-week pictures generally." $7501
•

(Col), another new
entry, is fine in Boston and brisk
“Sins of Rome” (RKO),
in L., A.
fair in Providence, looks good in

“Pushover"

.

Legitimate

Pictures
Radio-Television

I

.
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(20th), okay in Omaha,
and fair in Mon“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par)
looms pleasing in Washington and
Denver, fair in L. A. and light in

Large”

dull in Balto

.

Music

.

is

.

,

New Acts
Night Club Reviews
Obituaries

nice batch of coin currently via
three big dates. “Mari With Million" (UA) is fine in Chi, Balto and
N. Y.
“Genevieve” (U) big in Mini e“Gorilla
apolis, is fancy in K. C.
at

.

Literati

(20th),
Fountain"
“Coins
in
which has rounded out most of its
big key city playdates, is adding a

(20th),

Bins
120
Chatter ............... 126
Film Reviews
6
House Reviews
119
Inside Pictures
f.
28
International ............

St. Louis.

session.

third
last week, is taking over eighth po“Knock on Wood" (Par) is
sition.
pushing up to ninth by dint of ad“Johnny Dark"
ditional dates.
(U) rounds out the top 10 list.

I

Buffalo.

“Living It Up" (Pah) new
ago.
Martin-Lewis comedy, is capturing
third money with every indication
It is in 10 keys
Of goihg higher.
covered by Variety this stanza.
(U)„
Obsession"
“Magnificent
although in only eight keys, is moving up to fourth spot, 'this being
the initial session that it has
opened in any considerable number of spots. “Cinerama" (Indie)
is winding up fifth.
“High and Mighty” (WB), which
was second last round, is’ finishing
sixth
while “Apache" (UA) is
holding in seventh, same as last

“Garden of Evil"

INDEX
.
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PICTURES
BEN

The time period has been ex-:
tended again, now to Sept. 30, in
which holders of RKO Pictures
Corp stock have the privilege of
the
selling their shares back to
per share,
at
$6
corporation
pespite the

still,

Judas

Up To

Ren Babb, associated with David
O. Selzniek on the Coast front 1946
through 194&, has joined the Selznick Releasing Organization, as adpuh chief in N. Y. Babb also has
been promotional rep for iy. Peter
Rathvon, film, financier; and other
indie producers.
He’ll get underway immediately
with the campaign for “Duel in
the Run” and other £RO reissues

Date

Hollywood, July 27.
entertainment as
is
well as spiritual elation inBiblical films, according to Dr.
James K. Friedrich, clergyman
who recently Completed his

continuing offer,

set fpr this fail

theatrical picture, “Day of
Triumph,” after years of producing for church showing.
In “Triumph,” a story of
Christ, Dr. Friedrich explained, the public, will see a new
concept of Judas, who is port-

and

.tyinter*

first

shares owned by Howard Hughes.
Reason, of course, is that Floyd
issue
the
of
biiyup
Odium’s
on the open market has kept
level.
$6.50
the
at
pegged
the price
Minority holders aren’t unloading
on the theory that if the stock is
worth that amount to an investor
like Odium it’s worth the risk of
And cerholding it themselves.
tainly there’s no point to tendering their holdings to the corporation at a price under the open market quotations.
Intriguing aspect of the overall
situation is that few, if any, small
investors who are continuing their
stock ownership have any idea of
It’s the
the corporation's future.
holding outfit whose only asset is
the cash which Hughes paid in buying the picture company’s assets.
Odium, as head of Atlas Corp.,

Educated Guess: Rank

Show Big

rayed not as a deep-dyed villain but as a materialist, well
meaning but tragically bungling.

made

Picture was

J.

Sinai.

commented a
'.‘This way,”
Par "rep, “De Mille will have a
God’s-eye view of it.”

Statement Will

Sept.

Fiscal

Arthur Rank Organization has
the books on one of its

best years financially.

with-

The

fiscal

and the

year ended last month
and loss statement

profit

expected in September. Because
of the intricacies of bookkeeping

is

England,

in

speculating

there has been no
on the exact amount

of profit.

Rank’s “home” business over the

market have been

solid

showing.

(In the U. S., the level of earnings
Indie distribs on Aug, 9 will be has shown no noticeable ups or
given a complete rundown on the downs.)
Rank’s widespread theaTheatres Total
recent French film agreement by tre business has been healthy over
Motion Picture Export Assn, prexy the year.
Eric Johnston. He’ll be the speaker
est;
After Sell*0ffs in
Rank, incidentally, has an imat a closed membership luncheon portant newcomer now in circulasession of the Independent Motion tion in the U. S. Although it teed
Picture Distributors Assn, in N. Y. off in an art house in N. Y., the
n
t0
!"
Invitation to Johnston reflects picture, “Man With a Million,”
h"?dfn«rs o
ldating its t
the indies’ concern lest U. S. film Gregory Peck starrer, is expected
as to leave only the most profitable j coin may be used hv
by the French to chalk up $1,000,000 in Yank
is
operations active, RKO Theatres
market income.
(Continued on page 22)
about set to dispose of all houses
Recent
west of the Mississippi.
disposing of three theatres in L. A.
r
and San Francisco was only the

60 RKO

{
;

,

,

.

Arnall, in discussing his differences with MPEA, said he was determined “once and for all” to establish whether or not the government approved of an American industry granting subsidies to its
competition abroad “as a tribute
for the right to trade there.” He
added that this was a matter of
for
principle, and repeated that all he
Compromise arrangement
issue in was trying to do was to “strengthen
settling the film tax
the
cost
France which threatens to
(Continued on page 22)
I

That
past year has been strong.
is, Rank’s pictures in the British

Clauses Aug. 9

U.S. distributors around $10, 000,000 is seen by Sept. 30.

Talks with French government
have been held in Paris,
and the tJ.S. Motion Picture Export Assn, has had a tax committee
officials

negotiating there. Companies are
resigned to the fact that they may
have to shell out some money to
adjudicate the levy, but at least it
figure.
forbidding «sure.
De a lorDiaaing
won’tt be

Every Nation

\

Germany,

fire

By

Further move

in

program

j

RKO

Theatres

saw

some 20

additional employes of *the company cut loose from payroll in the
last 10 days. Several of them had
What
been with
foj; years.
action will be taken on district and
house managers in the areas where
present
houses are to be sold at r
is worrying these executives. Some
of the district managers already
have converged on N. Y. to learn
of their future prospects.

European production on the whole isn’t making
money, which local producers blame on their lack
of foreign outlets. This “cramped” feeling has resulted in two distinct lines of thought:
1. Every effort must be made to push the development of the foreign markets which any industry
needs to survive (Hollywood gets some 40% of its
revenue from abroad).
2. The home market must be made “safer” for
the native product, i.e., the government must protect the local industry via import and screen quotas,
Companies' execs in N.Y. concerned with the
foreign market see the pendulum at present swinging more towards the first line of reasoning. They
say European producers feel that governmental or

RKO

—

LIKES 'THE

FRED HIFT

market,
“They’re like a fellow all dressed up with no
place to go,” a competent American observer just
back from Europe commented this week,

,

j

|

I

i

other assistance should be directed towards helping
them sell their pix abroad, even at the possible

RAINMAKER'
j

.

j

Harriet Parsons

Recommends Film expense
'

Of Upcoming Stage Play

of pi’oduction at

Germany Divided

Harriet Parsons. RKO producer.
N Y. Monday <26) she
to interest the studio in a
pre-pioductir i deal for “The Rainmaker,” legiter which N. Richard
Nash scripted. Play is to be presented by Ethel Linda Reiner at
the Cort Theatre, N. Y., Oct. 28
with Geraldine Paige in the lead.
Miss Parsons said she would like
to produce the picturization with
Frank Tashlin as director. They
recently completed “Susan Slept

hopes

Germany is cited as an outstanding example where
the two factions are currently at loggerheads over
There is a sizable group in
future procedure.
Germany which, aiming for domestic amortization
of German films, is moving towards a series a restrictions. This includes the revived UFA interests.

.,

;

j

Among their objectives is an amendment to the
General Agreement on Trades; and Tariffs to
permit Germany to impose a numerical limitation
on imports. As GATT is set up now, any country
that didn’t have any such restrictions before it
signed GATT, couldn’t add them later, it’s felt. that
the amendment would be one way of bolstering the

Here” at R£0.
[German industry.
xr j
xt„
long ago Miss
Reiner sought
Not
..
.
Apart from that,
to interest Metro in a deal but the
.

i

home.

j

stated in

.

,

-

,

.

..

company nixed

it.

..

•

.

..

this group is plugging for the
introduction of a "release tax which will be levied
all films, not only American imports.
The resultant coin would be plowed back into German

on

.

|

t
r*
j
Johnny
Green Repacted
As Metro Music Tophand
x

.

/S

a

!

production
This tax would be a Stiff penalty and undoubtedly
would serve to trim the number of lesser imports.
UyviiwitwI Tniv 97
“ id >*»*«**'
‘2* *4*
Metro handed "Johnny C?een •
new sovemycar contract as head of $10.000 and $12,000 for black-and-white productions.
the studio music department, a
Would Grim p U.S.A.
post he has held for five years,
He was originally siged as a com-; The Protectionist group is out to cut U.S. imports
Overall 1953 imports into Germany ran to
poser and conductor in 1942.
In addition to heading the music 400 films, 250 of which came from the U.S. Of
Jr
the 250, a total of 200 came from Motion Picture
department, Green has directed
music for such films as “Briga- Export Assn, member companies.
doon,” “Rhapsody,” “An American
The other German trade view and one that is
in Paris” and “The Great Caruso.” obviously favored by the Americans-— leans towards
He also* ^produced the
Com an effort to gain a respectable foreign market. Alcert Hall series.
though the Germans, more than any other European
'

j

i

.

!

—

;

j

,

—

,

MGM

1

time.

In a letter to the House Ways
and Means Committee, which is
holding hearings on the measure,
said it favored the aims of
the bill partly in the hope that

MPEA

(Continued on page 22)

Markets—

N. Y. to L. A.
Leroy Anderson
Hugh Benson
Frank M. Folsom
Helen Greco
Gerry Gross
Spike Jones
Freddie Karger
Jenny Lewis
George R. Marek
Gerald Marks

audience,* tend to support their own films, their
industry feels the loss of its most important export
•
outlets pre-war.
Recognizing that this may be one way of solving
well
Germans
are
the
dilemma,
the native industry’s
on their way to establishing a special bureau to push
would
come
Financing
films.
their
the export of
from an increase in censorship fees,

Italians

•

This

is

and French

Dean MartinVictor Stoloff

__

Jane Wyman
William Zimmerman

same pattern as has been
European industries. The

essentially the

by other
laid down
Italians have splurged heavily on promoting their
film. export; the French are going to establish an
office in N.Y. very likely this fall, and the British
are said to be talking in like terms, with reports
that an export center for British product may be
set up in London.
In his presidential address to the British Film
Producers Assn, on July 7, Robert Clark delivered
an urgent plea for a single org to sell British pix
abroad. J. Arthur Rank outfit now gets some 50%
of its revenue from abroad and dissatisfaction has
been expressed over these results.
The French, have decided to make a unique tieup
between stimulating local production and encouraging export as they apply use of the $390,000
obtained under the new Franco-American film pact.
Coin is to serve as a fund which French producers
can tap for production financing, loans being made
as a bonus for French pix sold abroad.
Grovving importance of the German market has
U.S. distribs worriedly contemplating developments
there. Execs feel that restrictions can be stemmed
for a while, at least, if the American industry moves
to support the export-minded German element. It’s
stressed at the companies that, whatever the future
may bring, it’s worthwhile maintaining the German
status quo for as long as possible since the market
delivers an average of $10,000,000 annually. Attitude is that the export-minded German trade faction

must be encouraged

via

that the American market
product from abroad.
!:

...

.

latter

some considerable

(Continued on page 22)

That Payoff Is Always in Foreign
Hopefully Knock at Uncle Sam’s Gate

Spurt in European production activity sees Continental film industries in an increasingly expansionmood and frustrated ovpr tb°ir inability to
ist
capture an adequate foreign, and primarily the U.S.,

!

for

Film Biz Has Same Need

Still

come out

French 8% turnover tax,
cus toms tariff
would be imposed on both earnings streamline the customs laws.
and'remittables, has been hanging

in Present Efforts, Illustrates

Overseas Producers

Not only is the disposition of the
theatres plan an economy move
but it is also’ figured to add an
additional $5,000,000 or more to
the corporation's coffers when the
program is completed.

economy

s

RKO

Theatres comprises 78 houses and it would have
only 60 theatres left when the move
towards getting rid of the western
houses is- completed. Understood
that the bulk of the cinemas which
are to be sold are marginal or losing operations at the present time.
About 17 theatres west of the
Mississippi will be cut loose from
RKO if present plans go through.

Motion Picture Export Assn, has
in support of the general
_ UrDoses of a pending bill to simwhich
schedules and

m

j

At present

some concrete evidence
is

wide open for quality

Too Ponderously Teutonic

In that connection, execs expressed themselves
highly pleased with the recent German visit by
Leonard Goldenson, United Paramount Theatres
prexy, who emphasized just that point to the Germans. Latter haven’t turned out many pix with a
U.S. market potential,
Main beef against their
product is that it’s too ponderous and frequently

morbidly downbeat for American taste.
American distribs feel that, on the whole, they’ve
progress in persuading Europeans that no
conspiracy against their pix exists in the U.S. market.
Factor in this has been divorcement of the

made

with the Justice Dept.

to confer

closed

out a distribution deal.

first step.

Trade Commission “as well as
other government agencies
and possibly also the legislature.”
It’s no secret that ArnaU plans

eral

with

Year

(Continued On page 24)

W

Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers “anticipates continued cooperation”: with and from
the Motion; Picture Import Assn,
with which it is engaged in a hassle
over what it claims to be a “subsidy” provision in the French film
agreement.
Statement came this week from
G. ArnaU, SIMPP prexy,
Ellis
prior to leaving Atlanta for Washington where lie expects to confer
with the State Dept, and the Fed-

On High

^Paramount is in process of
picking up a helicopter for use
by Cecil B, De Mille in his
upcoming production of “The
Ten Commandments.” De Milln
wants to shoot the Decalogue
scene actually atop Mount

•

There

yet
close to 3,000,000 shares have
redempto be tendered at the $6
1,262,120
include
tion price. These

DeMille

:

theatres. Even so, it's realized in N.Y. that a. great
deal of misunderstanding prevails in Europe regarding the potential of the American market.
European industryites find it difficult to grasp
that U.S. exhibs will play good pix, from whatever
source, Americans complain. At the same time it’s
freely admitted that exhibition nurtures a degree
of prejudice against foreign language pix, even when
they’re dubbed.

L. A. to N. Y.
Robert Anderson
Bruce Becker

John Dietz
Joanne
Jinx Falkenburg

Dm

Charles K. Feldman

W. R. Frank
Truman Gibson
|

Sara Hamilton
Shirley

HarmCr

William J. Heineman
Betty Hutton

Ben Kamsler
Mori Krushen
Gene Lockhart
Arthur Lubin
Albert Marre
Harold Rand
Joe Roberts
George P. Skouras
Spyros P. Skouras
Ann Sothern
Charles Weintraub

N. Y. to Europe
Rita Allen
Willis Conner
Dr. Lee DeForest
Edward R. Kingsley
Patricia Medina

Yehudi Menuhin
Burgess Meredith
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Bella

Spewack

Sam Spewack

Europe to N. Y.
Vivian Blaine
Constance Carpenter
Mattiwilda Dobbs
Barry Gray

Vida Hope

George Jessel

Max Liebman
Don Loper ^

‘

W. Manchester
Roger Machado
P.

Teresa Mayo
Guthrie McClintic
Bernard Prockter
Irene M. Selzniek
Marion Wilson
Willie Wilson

1

Wecfaeftday, July 28,
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MCTUBES

.

4

5

-

y

3y HERMAN LOWE
now

4

Washington, July 27.
new tax .bill,

.

A

sleeper in the
awaiting final

‘C

9

ipay

action*

prove far more profitable to the
motion picture studios than" the

14% tax credit section that was
knocked out of the measure. The
sleeper, about which most members of Congress are completely
unaware, is the new sec. 6316, introduced by Senator William Ful-

By GENE ARNEEL

Asln Can-Can
Hollywood, July 27.

•

Even with Gaby Bruyere’s
racy dance scissored by the
U.S. Customs Department, the
French .film, “Le Plaisir,”
drew a “C” rating (condemned) from the National
*

Legion of Decency.
,
The dance is called “quadrille/’ something like the can-

The film business is living it
In nearly all exchange areas
up.
of the country the boxoffice improvement over the past few weeks
has been substantially stronger
than what earlier had been anticipated.

The

situation somewhat fits the
pattern of season-to-season boxoffice ups and downs in that an upswing was noted in -late June and
early July in each of the past four
to five yqars.y Encouraging theatremen at this time, though, is the
hefty gain now being shown.
At

bright (D., Ark.). It states:
can, only more so.
“The secretary or his dele gate is authorized in his discretion to allow payment of
taxes in the currency of a foreign country under such cirthis point in the previous years
cumstances and subject to
the exhibitors found business taksuch conditions as the secrer
ing what they termed a “firmer
tary or his delegate may by
.”
tone.”
Now the showmen are usprescribe
regulations
ing more enthusiastic language.
This is as Wide open- as a barn
The income at United Paradoor. So far as Hollywood is conmount’s over 600 houses in the
cerned, it sounds like some of the
S.
has been
U.
“considerably
sweetest music ever sung. It means
ahead” of last year, states Leonard
that if the film companies can convince this Secretary of the TreasGotham, exhibitors are far from Goldenson, head of the outfit.
ury, or a successor, the studios satisfied with their partial N. Y.
Sol A. Schwartz, president of
could pay a< portion of their U.S. Supreme Court victory in the fight
Theatres, is high on prospects
income taxes in earnings which the against the. town’s 5% admissions for the entire third quarter, that
studios can't get out in dollars. It tax. They are still plenty burned is, July through September.
might, for example, be used to pay over the levy and, at a meeting
Other circuit ops relate they
income taxes on our film earnings yesterday (Tues), it was made clear have been chalking up returns 15,1
abroad.
there will be no letup in the 20 and 30% over 1953. Only beefs
At present, if a U;S. studio oper- maneuvering to outlaw it.
heard were by some smaller, subon page 28)
( Continued
Theatremen last Thursday (22) sequent-run owners who claim they
won a round that had little mean- haven’t had a crack at the better
ing in their N. Y. Supreme Court boxoffice pix as yet.
‘Sabrina’ Out of Hall
bout With the city administration.
Goldenson, Schwartz, 'et al., atJustice Nicholas M. Pette ruled tribute the b.o. advancement to
Delaying
Insure
thaL the defendants were over- the new Hollywood output.
Golstepping their authority by taking denson cited as doing “very well”
Of Vital ‘White Christmas’ tax money that, sometimes ex- this lineup of releases: “High and
Paramount’s “Sabrina,” starring ceeded 5%. This comes about the Mighty.” Warners; “Student
Audrey Hepburn, Humphrey Bo- when the tax actually amounts to, Prince” and the .reissue of “Gone
say, between 2Yzc and 3c and the With the Wind,” Metro; “Caine
gart and Bill Holden, has been reMutiny,”
Columbia;
“Apache,”
moved from the schedule at N.Y.’s city rakes in a full 3c.

Theatre Owners of America is
its recentlydiscussed “industry coordinator.”
TOA exec committee is skedded
to meet in N. Y. during the coming Week to- discuss the qualifications of various candidates for the
job which would be primarily concerned with the encouragement of
indie production.
The TOA group is in a position
to settle on a personality under directives stemming from the TOA

on the brink of picking

Iri*h-and-Water
happend

It

at the big press

junket to the “Moby Dick” location in Cork, Ireland. Prior
to the departure from Dublin,
someone spied Louis Elliman,
.

Odeon
sipping

(Ireland) Chain topper,
his Irish - and - water

amidst the newsmen.

One

of

the

fourt-estaters

.

posed a gentle query: What
was he doing, there? Elliman
gave this a moment’s thought,
then came up with this tongue-

board meet in Hollywood in late
The whole scheme'; howJune.
ever, must still be approved at the
Chicago TOA annual meet Oct. 3lrNov. 4.
Various execs with experience
sufficient to meet the coordinator
requirements Ijave been privately

breaker:
“Forgive us our press passes as we forgive them that
press pass against us.”

discussed by TOA leaders. Among
them are William F. Rodgers and
Ned E. Depinet.
Resolution passed' by the board
in -June stipulated that the person
picked for the coordinator post had
to be “qualified and experienced”
to carry through the TOA plan

RKO

which Would “comprehend

;

No

To

Radio City Music Hall

at Par’s rehasn’t yet set any
plans for showcasing the pic-

quest.

new

'

Company

ture in Gotham*

...

About 20 representative circuit United Artists; “Garden of Evil,”
and indie theatre heads sat in at “Three Coins in the Fountain" and
yesterday’s conclave, held at the “Demetrius and the GladiatdVs,”
The exec related Parahome office.
Specific 20th-Fox.
Loew’s
course of action wasn’t drawn but mount’s “Knock on Wood” did
business
and Universal’s
there were indications that the good
(Continued on page 22)
exhibs will take an appeal from
the decision. Their ultimate aim

Switch came as a result of a
booking scramble at the Hall. Original idea was to follow the current
“Seven Wives for Seven Brothers”
(Metro) at the kingsize theatre is a court order declaring the basic
with “Sabrina,” the latter being principle of the< tax unconstitupenciled in for Sept. 2.
This tional.
might have interfered with “White
The theatre owners gave their
Christmas,” however, it was later four legal representatives broad
felt. Par and the Hall have a deal powers to carry on the battle, that
for “Christmas” to open in early is, to act largely at their own disOctober, and Par wants to spot- cretion. Attorneys are Edward C.
light all its attention on this entry, Raftery, Mitchell Klupt, Leopold
which is the rst in its Vista Vision Friedman and Miltpn Weismah.
process.
Friedman, Loew’s councel, presi*
M-G’s "B r i g a d o o n,” Cinema- ded at the meeting.
Scoper costarring Gene Kelly and 0
administration already has

Cyd

Charisse,

is

now

slated to folat the Hall.
incidentally, will

low “Seven Wives”

“Christmas/’
be the first non-M-G production to
play the Hall this year. M-G has
had the house tied up with pix in
this order: “Knights of. the Round
Table,”
“Long, Long Trailer,”
“Rhapsody,” “Rose Marie/ “Executive
Suite’
and the current
“Prince.”

M-G’s

City
disclosed it will appeal Pette’s
on the grounds that
decision,
collecting a. full cent in tax when
literally it should be a fraction
over Yic is a matter of standard
practice in monetary transactions
in all fields.

IATSE

STONEWALLS

'SALT'

production to play Biberman Funds Drained by Long
the Hail was “Young Dr. Kildare”
Stall in Chicago.
in 1938. It ran one week.
first

Chicago, JuIjl.,27.

20TH’S 650-750G DEAL

Fate of “Salt of the Earth” is
still undetermined here, which is
to say efforts of its producers in
‘CAN-CAN’ IN C’SCOPE negotiations with the adamant op“Can-Can,” the Cole Porter-Abe erators union, IATSE Local 110,
Burrows musical now in its 64th are. at. a standstill. Meanwhile, fiweek at the Shubert Theatre, nances are dwindling for IndepenN. Y„ has been bought by 20th-Fox dent Productions Corp., which is
for $750,000. Deal Was made last the formal name of the company
week on the Coast by Spyros P. headed by. Herbert Biberman, who
Skouras, 20th prexy, and Darryl directed “Salt.” Company has had
F Zanuck, 20th production topper. to relinquish its office space here,
Terms call for a $650,000 down its sole employee, Mimi Gilpin, and
payment. Remaining $100,000 will has also let go its local pressagent,
be shelled out by 20th via 10% of Herb Kraus.
the profits from the production
Biberman still maintains hotel
which will be- made in Cinema quarters at the Morrison, and he
Scope.
Contracts remain to be has hired attorney Richard James
drawn, bur this is the tallest coin Stevens to prepare "a lawsuit
20th has stacked on a property in against, the union. Biberman said
years and the third highest ever he would file suit only if his prespaid by Hollywood for any musi- ent tactic, of rallying public concal.
cern around the pic, should fail.
“Can-Can,” a Cy Feuer-Ernest
H. Martin production, apparently
Eugene Moulaison, manager of
roused interest primarily on the Loew’s Strand,
Syracuse, has been
Coast with the N. Y. homeoffice transferred to manage Loew’s,
slightly less enthusiastic over the Canton. O. He came to Syracuse
deal.
in 1952 from Boston.

FOR
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ST.

ART

SPOT, LEASED BY BRANDT
David

Weinstock,

president

Film
this

drew

companies

week from an

comfort

optimistic re-

port from the International Mone-

Fund, relating progress towards the relaxation of trade barriers and the introduction of unitary

versal convertibility.

erates

the
57th

Corp.,

thereof.”

There appears increasing realization in exhib circles of the necessity to give concrete encouragement' to the indies if the flow Of
product from that source is to be
increased.
Several of the major
circuits, such as Walter Reade Theatres, for instance, have gone be-

yond the Makelim series in guaranteeing playdates.
Reade for one
did it for Filmmakers’ “Private
where, according to reports, con- Hell 36” but only on the basis of
vertibility of U. S. earnings may- this single picture.
Exhibs, who get a good many inbe achieved shortly. But even as
quiries re their willingness to guarthe fund foresaw an optimistic fuantee bookings, increasingly are
observers
ture,
American
extelling the indie that they’re willpressed doubt that the British
ing to give them support even
would move soon to free their curwith cash provided they’re prerency.
sented with an attractive package
For one, they said, the British including script and cast.
can be expected to move very cautiously since, as the banker of the
sterling
area,
any policy they
Goldsmith Elevated
choose to adopt is apt to set a pattern.
For another, they are waitAt Metro’s London HQ;
ing for further U. S. moves on
trade liberalization before acting.

Of

special

officials

interest

comments

were fund

re

Britain

British answer depends to a large
extent on the overall economic picture, it’s argued at the same time
that, whatever is done, the British
The Normandie was built by
Weinstock on the site formerly oc- likely will seek to protect their incupied. by the Lotus Club at a re- terests in connection with Ameriputed cost of $1,000,000, opening can production in Britain. Also to
in December, 1951.
House has es- be considered are the amounts currently spent by U. S. distribs for
calators taking patrons to different
prints in London.
levels.
It likely will be the key
If exchange restrictions are liftdeluxer operation for Brandt in
ed, the natural tendency would be
N. Y.
Trans-Lux will operate the house to transfer all earnings. It's felt
under the present arty theatre that, in that eventuality, the Britpolicy. Weinstock continues in the ish would move in some other way
theatre biz, still retaining four to protect the local studios and
other houses in N. Y. and New Jer- labs. One way of .doing this would
He gave up the Normandie be to raise the screen quota.
sey.

operation.
“Le Plaisir” starts its
11th week at the house today
(Wed.).

Variety Club Epilepsy Fund

A gift of $6,000 brings to $23,000
the year’s total given to he Variety
Club Clinic for Children with Epilepsy at the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, N. Y., by the
Variety Club Foundation to Combat Epilepsy. William J. German,
prexy of the Foundation, made the
presentation to Dr. H. Houston
Merritt, director of neurological
service at the medical center.
An additional $7,000, according
to German, has been expended during the past year on the public
education services which are designed to bring about a better understanding of epilepsy. German
will
be
said
additional
stress
placed on the educational program
during the coming year.

Monetary fund’s survey found

a

“clear indication
that the leading nations are endeavoring to remove the impediments to trade and
to lay the basis for currency con.

.

.

Eckman Goes On

‘Dean’

which op-

Normandie

Operation to devote more time to
other interests.

—

—

of
While nothing official is available, there has been talk that when
Theatre,
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture ExStreet,
N. Y., has
West
port Assn.' preXy, sits down with
granted a lease on this house to the
the British to discuss a new film
Trans-Lux Theatre Corp. for a pe- pact
in Washington in September,
riod of over 27 years. Trans-Lux
he will be asking for full convert(Brandt) takes over Aug. 4, with
ibility of pic earnings.
“Adventures of Robinson Crusoe”
While it’s, recognized that the
to be the first pic under the new

One Ten Realty

mat-

all

ters relating, to the exhibition,
production and distribution of motion pictures and the financing

•

Realignment in Metro’s British
setup sees Charles Goldsmith taking over as managing director of
Pictures Ltd., New Empire
Ltd. and various other M-G subsidiaries as of Aug. 1.
Sam Eckman Jr., dean of the
American film corps in London and
M-G topper there for the past 27
years, will continue fully active in
the operations of the company both
Pictures Ltd.,
as chairman of
and as director of Loew’s International.
It’s emphasized that the
change in no way implies Eckman’s
retirement.

MGM

MGM

Back in 1946, Arthur Loew Jr.
and Eckman agreed on the necesEckman to acquire an assistant and Goldsmith was picked.
However, he was unable to remain
sity for

in

Britain

at

that

time.

He

re-

turned in Aug. 1952 and since then
has been operating under the title
of assistant

managing

director.

NLRB DUCKS ‘LOCAL’
LABOR-THEATRE FITE
Washington, J uly

vertibility.”

27.

National Labor Relations Board
over the weekend
its new position against interferMETRO RENEWS WEINGARTEN ing with local theatre labor disputes. The Board refused to take
’27
Starter on Lot Will Next jurisdiction in an L. A. dispute beProduce “The Tender Trap”
tween the IATSE projectionists
local and Southside Theatres and
Hollywood, July 27,
Fanchon and Marco. It upheld the
Metro has set a new longterm intermediate report of its trial exwith
Lawrence Wein- aminer.
contract
The position, as explained in the
garten, who has been a producer
and member of Metro’s executive examiner’s report:
“If we are to have proper regard
staff since 1927.
Promptly assigned to him “The for the realities of the situation,
Tender Trap,” upcoming legiter we must consider to what extent,
purchased in pre-production deal. if any, the operations of South“Trap” is by Max Shulman and side, and the Baldwin and ParaRobert Paul Smith. Will open Oct. mount Theatres are integrated into
(rnntimipri nn nai?p 24)
10 at Longacre Theatre, N.Y.
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little
routine
offering
,
Two Moons, an Indian, well;’] swashbuckler
1
(imiTiSH-COLOR)
Marshall, the governor; Carl Ben- escapism
tor undiscrlminatlng
ton Reid, Philip Ober^ an^ Robert lienees
share
of
will: get its
Broad, hokeir bailetinellettdu^
playdates in the general market.
Topnotch western drama, with'
biqua seller"' outside the U*K*'
ing importantly.
assortan
names, entertainment values
and
Loliobrigida
Gina
beauty,
breath-taking
but quota tag should help
of
Scenes*,
for sturdy boxoflice.
locally*.
with the desert's limitless depth jnent of other lovelies are the
of vision, are captured by Joe Macfootage.
of
h ed in -the.. 83 minutes
Dam
ol
HCA At TllO
•, ««
1
t ^
London, July 13.
e
Sonalil'r nv/iAMTiAn
ex
They." and"*the" italian' landscape,
20 M1 -F0X
*
h !iS‘il
footduviton. stars Speyer Tracy, Robert new C. Scope taking lens. This
are enhanced more by Jack Car* le ^s
Widmark.
winmar*.
Ricnara
Richard
Peters,
Peters.
CinemaScope,
Cinema&COpe,
*»
Jean
grownup
Wagner,
Wagner.
sho ws a
ShOWS
Up sg striking
™uieuJiui: photog- .«»*
PatheCOlor
ifnj. Guy Rolfe. Bandy; feature* .Eunice
iing*
dif
SiriKing Pathecolor
d
O Brlen, agenropefit
features Katy. Jurado.^HuRh
that hag lived UD to the
feaf
Dmytryk. Screenplay, Ricnara iwurpny,. promise oi ine pioneer ine none.
screenplay and direction, Whicn Quest. Screenplay. Guest, Doreen Mont-
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Paul Richards

Ahh Morriss
Aha
Mornss

...
.

w

1

.

running

minutes

toff

Marquee

time.

save for Fred
the whole this
with Robert Wagner, Jean Peters Columbia release is a punchy, exand RichaFd Widmark for marquee pioitable entry geared for good
punch. The same care was used b.o. returns especially in the action

the featured

headed by Mexico’s Katy
and these^ talents, unde

ytry

light

MacMurray but on

players,
Jurado^,

ous direction of E^wax
manage to keep the dra

is

Roy Huggins screenplay,
up
nes by
as
c Ballinger,
i» Tr °!IL
Walsh and -arir
William S.

Yo^

m

and a bundle of stolen bank

face

irediiueiii, not—
hot—ana
the script treatment!
and wnen
whence
the heat came that
merit, but tne
the direction arid the playing make was the end of the errant cop.
appeal.
MacMurray along with fellow
it come off with audience
KoH so
cn mueh
of the rlpteetivec Phil Parov an
, n(i Allen
A ii__
h\
Seems too bqd
_
1
^
to watch
gun
story is told via an unnecessary bourse are detailed
is moll Kim Novak in hopes she’ll
there
However,
flashback
the irouping
and lead
trouDine a
learf them to
tn Paul
ptni Richards whos
«!h«'c
in trie
enough force in
mand
0 ri the lam with $200,000 in a bank
direction to sustain mood
Of heist.
Thic is
ic particularly
nartreillarlv true of
heist
IVTaelWiirrav led
leH on
er« by
hv sexy
cov«
MacMurray,
terest. This
Tracy’s performance, since he has .Miss Novak’s suggestions, kills
the difficult task of making alive Richards. However, the loyal shera character already dead when the locks wise up to what’s going
6 on
in “
n'lliiro opens.
nnpnc
tim^
tn Vhnot
“»
me to
snoot rfnwn
down th»ii
picture
their „n
unFilm starts, with Wagners re- trustworthy colleague and break
lease from an Arizona prison after the case.
are generally
serving a three-year sentence. The .. Performances
enmity that lies between him and credible under Richard Quine’s

niS

'

^

Paul Cavanagh. william Phiuips.
Benny Rubin, Steve Darrell, George
Berkeley, William Tannen, Richard Cutting. Directed by- william castle, story
and screenplay. John t. wuiiams; cam-

Jr..

!

!

three half-brothers, Widmark,
Hugh O’Brian and Earl Holliman,
is quickly established. Wagner had
been the favorite of their dead
father, a fact the other brothers
resent, and also, he believes them
responsible for the father’s death
The
while he was imprisoned.
scene shifts from this strong early
sequence, taking place in the office
of the governor, E. G. Marshall,
where they all try to get him to
leave the state, to the once proud
family ranch, now decayed from
neglect. There Wagner recalls the
events that led to his imprisonment. This recapping of bygones
taps 70 minutes out of the 96
minutes of footage. before the hate
that is in him boils over into a
smashing .fight to the death with
Widmark, ending the feud that has
split the family and paving the
way for his union with Miss Peters,
Within the flashback Tracy is
shown as a domineering cattle
baron, w'ho rules his four sons and
vast empire ruthlessly by his own
lawrs. However, time is running out
for him as civilization Advances,
and he takes the law into his own
hands once too often in destroying mining property and injuring
miners: Hauled into court, he is
saved from prison by Wagner, who
goes instead. Widmark then leads
the other brothers into open revolt, precipitating Tracy's death
and the break with Wagner.
It is a finely handled characterization that Tracy gives to the cattle
baron.- Wagner dqes his best work
yet as the half-breed son of Tracy
and Miss Jurado and Indian princess poured in her love. Her role
is endowed with a womanly understanding that is one of-^he film’s
betler points. Miss Peters satisfactoruy portrays the girl whom Wagner loves. Widmark’s gift for men*
ace rates a hackle-raising display
his
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Flynn conducting .the
amatory cliase of Gina Lollobrigida and other beauties.
Routing escapism.
* V AAJ TT vv«
Hollywood

release

Julv 27
VUIJT
of j. Barrett

f

r*
7
Halo
Hale

c,es
y

lobrigida;

features Nadia Gray, Cesare
Danova, Rolando Lupi, Paoia Mori. Write r2

.

July 22,
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The performance of the key principals, plus some among the supporting players, comes off on the

“7~

Errol Flynn leaps from
TA‘ itri nH/\m in 4 U ^
^
,

at

.

,

window
^J

‘

4-

credit side. under
tion. The outdoor
JJ
1 _
_ j
1

m

Castle’s

dlrec-

values are well
1
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_

,
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This enmity, and the greed of a
land-grabber, with the help of a
s *? eri£f » cause^the violent
death of Cavanagh, and Billy goes
on the prod for revenge, commit-

SS^

-

*

...

girl himself.

{J® a£ a rendezv ous with
Sf2 Miss
SP

treatment and

w

ting some murders himself. Gar*
^Na d£ G?2? Tett becomes the honest sheriff
Paoia Mori with^ the necessary job of bringing

‘

ftilted
stilted

P
2
slotting on ilS.
Its B'tlSiC
music theme.
theme,
Lux production,
Produetl0
n n*and
« nd
release.*
stars
Stars
P
..L
«
M’niCAnA Ice
T ici^if
1
fAta
Geo^e. Mfrchai?
Episode
is Liszt's love for a RuscSna.Marif'
Cart ale
Directed by Riccardo Freda. Screenplay, sian ririncess-. Colette Marchand,
~
era ^ainecoior;, noaoito LomDarui; eartor, Mario seralden. At Marignan, Paris,
prince who is much older than
•_
Running time,
lima n
AC mins.
AAI UC
_i_ _
m.
«
...
l
Running
gj^e
The lovers decide to get
Theodora .......... 9i a ana.^%canaie h er marriage
annulled but the
Cappadoce
Henri Guisoi brutish husband blocks this and
Roger Pignut Liszt enters a monastery. When
!
£ I!‘ld rei
gfc aas
the husband dies it is too late
Scarpaa ;
carlo* Sposito because Liszt has been ordained.
—
Sudsy affair is leavened with
Another in the SDec-color cvcle gHnipse of the Hungarian Revolu0 f Franco-Italian films unrolls in tion, an orgy at the prince’s house
this Roman extra vaeanza This re- >vit h plenty of bare bosom and
countsTe ^loJes'^ofTheodo?! and some dragged-in dance rouane.
Emperor Justinian in his lush ByDirector Andre Haguet has g-ven
zantine Empire. Usual chariot races this good commercial mourning.
and battle scenes abound in this, Color is good with other technical
but lack of names and disjoined aspects adequate.
Michel Simon
narrative of film,. plus the familiar Scores in the role of the Prince,
settings and story, make this of but Colette Marchand shows she
thesper.
negligible
chances_ for
r
the
M v
V1 * w *
dancer than
*
^ U. S. is a better
.

^se

,pcurs
-Tr
Jr.,

raphy and

characterization " make this primarily a local product. For the
u S.,
U.
s - there isn't much here except for possible limited
n mi ted special

ilvwanlinia

Gina Loiiobrigida
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mins.
Errol Flynn

time, 83

Renzo.

Theodora- Illiperatriee
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Costumed swashbuckler, with
Errol

Artists

sken ^ Inend, Pat

Story opens with Billy on the
run across a county line after having kiiled another maa
more
self defense.” With him is Garrett,
played ^by James Griffith, and they
get jobs on the ranch of Paul
Cavanagh. Billy :promptly falls for
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the Dlil *
Nourse, a vet plain- tlon 10
BilJ y the Kid played by Scott
clothesman who’s bumped off in
the line of duty, and Richards, as Brady, is shown as practically
the bankrobber, provide competent
forced to become a killer a dubisupport along with those cast in
c„
„ ofl, P A: p treatment ususympathetic
lesser roles.
Lester H. White's ous
camerawork gives the fil pi a lift ally accorded early outlaws in
while the musical score as con- films. The killings in this offering,
ducted by Morris Stoloff is another nrnriurpri hv <;am Katzman anrf riiasset. This Jules Schermer produc- p
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a flashback The Duke
which he defies the ailing Lenzi .......

j
A’DiUaW? A«4 H

.

.'

.'

which moves the plot £?«,e I!10n n i^r a„1iace
1
along at a good clip. MacMurray Jack Poe°
Frank Sully
..'.’.I'.’/....
William Fawcett
portrays the cop who goes wrong Parsons ......
L
G
Murphy
Griffin
Robert
in a low key, moody delineation in
keeping with the character of the
role.
Phil Carey impresses as a
Another film version of the vio~
handsome alert copper who keeps lent life of the leeendarv killer and
his mind on his work. Miss Novak,
n _ 10 slanaara
cta
arH Iare 10r tne
11 aHHc
aaas up
who reportedly is being groomed
by Columbia as a possible rival of outdoor program market. The cusMarilyn Monroe, shows possibili- tomers who buy this type of west-

The featured and supporting per311

Tom Watkins
Tom o’FoUiard

wL

r H fff uh
h

.’

!

direction

ie

—H?
m i
with WaSoeT^and

‘

Bob miinger
John h. Tunstaii
Charlie Bowdre.
Arnold Dodge

room

.

era <Techn»coior). Henry Freuiich; editor,
Aaron steii. Previewed July is, 'M. Running Ume, 72 mins.
Iniiiv
SPAtr Rndv
Kirt
Brady
Scott
Billy the Kid
a
U
S J

Mt rS£t

A young playboy picks up # girl
on his way to the family home at
a resort town. She is a frighten-

.

_

_
St.
ductio
Stars Scott Brady,
Bradv. Betta st.
duction.
star*
John; features James Griffith, Alan Hale

;

.

ingly direct creature who tells only
the. truth. When she can't, find a
she moves into the hoy’s
house, and the trouble begins. She
upsets everything from domestic
bration after her opening triumph, relations to a $1,000,000 loan the
she discovers his infidelities with father is trying to get for a new
.nnthor Himopr
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atrimio invention. After sowing
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another
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K the
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this uneven film. ’Miss Laage as the
her
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dearing quality needed into the
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ro e Auc air is oka V in the silly
danefnefootsteps
iooisieps. ^ ine ro ]J e 0 f tJ be young man of the
fn mama
mama’ss dancing
plot ^ takes its jnajor melodramatic house, and the rest of the cast
twist when ^e husband returns as pi a S the absurd"roles to the best
y
a Hollywood talent scout deter- 0 f their ability. Only in character
mined to put the child on to the j s Amedee, as a near-sighted vinscreen arid take it out of the naotn- d j c tive chauffeur who shows that
*
sacrifices his
ei s ca e »
there
W was
TV WM the OVl*
germ of a fine comic
T
.
[
when hls plans g0 awry
idea in this film.
Mosk.
osk.
suggesting the
rarely
Although
"
talents of a ballerina, Miss Zetterling handles the dramatic aspect
of the role with warm and precise
(At The Order Of The Czar)
confidence, leaving the main tear(FRENCH; COLOR)
jerking angles in the very capable
Paris, July 20.
Gamma release of •Florlda-Gammn-Oska
•Fiorida-Gammn-oska
hands of Mandy Miller, the moppet who hit the marquee with her P*ri)rlv ® tiHn ™££ s*-?lIicl? el
performance in “Mandy.” Terence sc?eenpVay, H.T i^grknd; camcra (Gcva.‘
once
type-cast, color), Nicolas Hayer; editor, it. Quignon.
Morgan,
again
ar enan ' Pan9, B uni* ln« tlme 10#
Plays tbe worthless husband in Mms
obvious overtones.
Rolfe gives a Prin
Michel s.mon
i
nce
believable
rely
performance caroiyne
s
Colette Mnrchand
Jacques Francois
as the doctor while Eunice Gaysori Liszt
jumps into prominence with her crand S Duke 7.7.7. Lu ?!w nn wifiy^^Fritslh
.’.V.V. V.
Jacqueline Gay
interpretation of the other dancer Servant
who gets ditched in New York.
Color opus recounts a highly roFilm has been casually directed
by Val Guest who also collaborated mantic, melodramatic episode in
the life of the Hungarian composer
on the screenplay.
Myro.
Franz Liszt. Familiar ingredients
of a pompous and far-fetched biogbio.?-

Hollvwood
Julv
Hollywood
July 23
1
Sam Katzman proColumbia release
rciea^ of SmKatzman
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Prima ballerina of the plot is
Mai Zetterling who, pushed by her
worthless, manager husband, because he regards her as a handsome meal ticket, gets a starring
engagement at the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden. At a cele-

outdoor proard fare for the Outdoor
gram
J™ market.
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Hollywood, July 27.
tp send a letter to Leonard
'American
Goldepson,
Broadcasting-Paramount
H.
Theatres proxy,
demanding an explanation of his recent overseas trip for the purpose of 'Stimulating film production abroad for the American
market, *
Council has been campaigning against foreign production on the
ground that it throws Hollywood workers out of jobs.
>

,

.

*

..

v

Apropos Variety’s recent story on importance of foreign locales,
authentic and beautiful scenery of two U.S. plx made overseas
were kudosed by the Chicago Daily News in an editorial last
Thursday (22). Editorial said the “striking and genuine settings,
unfolded in color on a wide screen, can make even a double bill
well worth three hours in a movie theatre,
“The true romance in ‘Three Coins in the Fountain’ comes as
the camera roams over the magnificence of Rome's hills, picks
up a symphony of its fountains and noses out of the ancient Appian
Way into the lovely Campanian countryside. The desert and mountains of ‘Golden Mask’ are North- Africa.”
Paper said that while a camera can “lie like a gentleman; it
can rarely lie enough to cover mediocre plotting and acting. But
in such authentically backgrounded films ... whatever the players
do itf the foreground is just a bonus. Hollywood may have its
faults. Not knowing what to do with a camera is almost never
one of them.”

'

...

/

N. Y. Circuit

Head Muses On

Foresight Versus Hind-

Maximum Results
— ——
—
4
‘‘Three Owe Way To Get 'Em

'

-

'

.

Release of 20th-Fox’
Coins in the Fountain” hasrammed
fact that the welfare of
some film product is Subject to the
Whims and rule-of-thumb judgment

A New

York

In

Dallas, July 27.‘
William O’Donnell, general
manager of Trans-Texas Theatres has set Thursdays as
“Guest Night” at the circuit’s
Rialto Theatre here.
Each week a different group
will be invited to be the guests
of the circuit at the opening

home the

circuit

operator over the past weekend
the observation anew.

made

The exec, w'ho must go unnamed
related his own experience
with the film. It Was booked for
three weeks at one of his outlets
but on the basis of its rather unimpressive boxoffice start, he and his
associates had the time period fut
to two weeks.
He stated: ‘But we found ‘Coins*
to be one of those pictures that
build up over an extended period.
The
The opening isn't smash.
word-of-mouth takes a while to
penetrate. But after a while you
find the audience getting larger.
The ‘word’ has gotten around.
“In our case, instead of limiting the ‘Coins’ run to two weeks,
we held it for four-— a week longer
than the original deal,”
he.e,

of a

new

attraction.

Metro, shooting after big bally
for
“Seven' Brides
for
Seven
Brothers,” almost found its plans
had backfired when seven real-life
”
brothers went gun shy.
Film company to start at the
beginning a few weeks ago announced it was on the prowl for a
septet of unmarried freres, the
idea being to bring them to N.Y.
for the opening of the film. This,

(In Richmond, Va., “Coins” set a
long
distance
first-run
record,
holding for seven weeks.)
The circuit operator, made the
point that because of the moneymaking nature of -the film, it’s not
unlikely that “Coins” will be given
insufficient chance to prove itself
at the b.o. in some theatres.
An
easily - discouraged theatreman

—

—

imaginative approach produced

The

argument will be

act.

MPEA

—

Exhib Headache
With newspapers hard pressed
by operating costs again hiking ad
rates, film theatres in various sections of* the country are seeking
means to apply a brake. Although
no outward action has yet been
taken, many exhibitor units, are
forming committees to study the

situation.
is in

the midst of readying a report on
advertising rates based on survey
made of its many theatre members.
In: Chicago, Allied of Illinois, has
named a special committee “to look
into the matter of greatly increased
rates for newspaper advertising
which they (the board) felt is becoming too excessive.”

male

friend

stepped

RKO

YUL BRYNNER QUICKIE

TO EGYPT FOR DE MILLE

Pirosh on 'Girl Rush'
Hollywood, July 27.
.“Ten Commandments” film.
Robert Pirosh has been sighed
Brynner will be there for two
by producer Frederick Brisson to days making scene showing him
write and direct “The Girl Rush” leading chariot army. Later Brynat RKO.
ner reports to DeMille at ParaBrisson has a Sept. 20 starting mount in- Hollywood for main film
date for the pic, which is to be chore after finishing “King” tour
lensed in VistaVision.
in March.

$417,602.

Second quarter earnings in 1954,
including

$12,267

before

taxes

from sale of capital assets, climbed
to $418,666. Net for the corresponding period of 1953 was $92,240,
including $5,569 from gross gains
on sale of capital assets.

released

office appeal of

Far,

Company,

the

box-

some

‘’with

1,800

checked in
engaged in
the foreign market,
a determined push to speed the
by admedium
adaptation of the
ditional houses in the four corners
C’Scope

installations

is

of the globe, anticipating the day
w'hen C’Scope film will reach more

Makelim’s ‘Were

normal

Fine,’

.

Cinemascope pro-

ductions so far not only has
up for the loss of 20th-Fox’s customary outlets but continues to exceed all prior revenue from them.

methods to the fore nowadays
Lincoln Theatre marquee last
week had this come on:
“See It In 2-D”.

Doing

abroad,

made

Dallas/ July 27.
3-D,
Cinemascope,
With
Cinerama, and other special

Nix

b.o.

levels.

Situation is being watched with
more than passing interest by observers at the other companies.
Latter are in a slightly favored position since their gamble isn't as
100% as that of 20th they have
both C’Scope and 2-D product to
offer their foreign customers.
According to 20th execs, their
foreign income overall is about
ahead of last year, a remarkable
accomplishment in the light of the
fact that this means obtaining more
revenue from a comparative handful of theatres compared with some
In the past, 20th
20,000 houses.
figured that it got about 80% of
its foreign revenue out of no more
than 4,000 houses.
There’s no attempt at 20th to
deny certain negative factors
where
situations
that,
in
the

—

Having covered about 60% of
U.S. exhibition. Hal R. Makelim
said in N.Y. last week that he has

3%

accumulated “over 1800” non-cancellable pay-or-play contracts for
his projected series «rf 12 pix.
his guarantees to
exceed the 3,000 mark.

Makelim expects
First

of

the

productions— he’s

got three of them cast by now
goes before t^e« cameras in September, Makelim reported. Initial trio
will be in black-and-white. He expects to employ a salaried booker

.

i

and eight salesmen working out of C’Scope isn’t installed, it’s eitjier
Los Angeles to sell “residual” ac- losing customers or else has to
(Continued on page 22)
counts.
His “charter members” will get
the 12 pix at pre-determined flat
rentals and will share in 50% of
all profits, including eventual coin
from tv and overseas distribution.
Only foreign deal made so far is
with Monarch Films w'hich Will

handle Makelim’s distribution in
Britain.

Makelim

Theatres’ net profit for the
hassling mood, and in- first six months of 1954 (the comin,
in
sinuated that one of the brothers pany operates on a calendar year
was a masher. All seven brothers, basis) soared to more than 100%
realizing the man was not referover earnings for the first half of
ring to potatoes, which they don’t
grow anyway, immediately wanted 1953, The second quarter of the
back to their protective homeland. current year brought a gain of well
And certainly, if they did stay in over 300%.
Gotham, there’d be no more of
Corporation yesterday (Tues.) rethat flashbulb stuff with strange ported net income before deducThis meant a damper on
girls.
tions for special items of $954,117
(Continued on page 24)
for the first six months of this year.
The. special items referred to losses
of $86,000 on disposal of theatre
properties which, in turn, meant
elimination of $35,000 in Federal
tax obligations. The net after all
Hollywood, July 27.
and deductions amounted to
taxes
YulBrynrter goes to Egypt during his Oct. 25-Dec. 5 vacation $904;024. Net for the first half of
from “King and I” Oh tour for just 1953, similarity after all taxes and
one shot in Cecil B. .Demille’s special deductions, was listed at

femme’s

Ahead On Its Gamble So

fully

that’ in

bringing such banks
sizable American deposits running
into millions of lire, the favored
banks should return the compliment by putting up production
coin. Meanwhile, MPEA will continue to do business with the Bank
of America but obviously on a less
extensive scale.
Under the Italian film agreement, 60% of the Americans’ earnings will be remittable and the rest
will be frozen and earmarked for
cinematographic purposes. • Deal
eliminates prior subsidy provisions.
There’s been no indication of how
much money the Italians have left
of- the some $3,000,000 they received via prior subsidy payments.

RKO Theatres

actually wasn’t part of the
All agreed but then this

Watch Overseas C’Scope;

See Genuine 2-D!

for

—

who

20th

industry has now
submitted to the Motion Picture
Export Assn, a list of some 15
banks of which the MPEA will
pick three or four in which to open
its accounts. The Italian producers
will go to these banks and seek to
obtain assurance that they’re open
to film finance possibilities.

—

|

Distribs

Italian

results 10 days ago when the London Free Press, London, Ontario,
received a call from a reader.
Reader knew such a family residing in a remote farm section of the

j

,

gage in motion picture financing.

constant cameraman companion
asked one of the visitors to pose
with a pretty femme passenger

Ad Rates New

Theatre Owners of America

filmmakers.
Here’s the way the deal works:
Up till now, the American distribs
have been banking only at the Bank
of America (no direct connection
with the U. S. bank of the .same
name) which, however, is one of
the Italian banks that do not en-

has" been promised an accounting, but has received none.
Continuing reports that some of.
that coin is being plowed Into production have been denied.
The Americans actually have
very few frozen monies left in Italy,
Canadian backwoods country.
Metro was got in touch with and Another compensation deal for $1,press agent Halsey Raines (who 000,000 the third such transaction
involving Finmeccanica has just
has since become known as the
“eighth brother”) went to fetch been completed. Americans are
them. They figured the setup was paying a fairly high premium
safe enough and a few days away 14% above the official rate of exwouldn’t hurt the corn and bean change to get their money out.
crops.’ Also, four of the unwed Various compensation deals are
brothers, who range in age from pending al^o in France, where ap34 to 52, had never been oh a rail- proximately $2,500,000 to $3,000,000
road train and this was a good op- are frozen. Still another compensation arrangement is currently* in
portunity.
Tours of the nightclubs, Coney the works in Spain.
Island, radio and tv were neatly
fitted into the agenda.
But first
was a boat ride around Manhattan
and this was the voyage that
sprouted fireworks. Raines and a

er,

.

Hike in Dailies

,the Americans. It’s simply a way
of inducing conservative Italian
banks to play ball with the native

Italian

•

and what they want?"

ican film outfits in Italy would
“diversify” their local bank accounts as a means of helping Italo
producers raise needed financing
is a proposed part of the new ItaloAmerican film pact.

return

.

or maybe one. whose digestion" is
acting up on him—might yank the
film after only a few., days, said
the showman.
The circuit head’s advice to theatremen is to get as close to their
audiences as possible, “There’s no
scientific way o^ knowing the value of a picture,” he commented,
“So you must take the customeA*s’
pulse, that is, sit in with the audience and gauge reaction and
eavesdrop on lobby conversation.
This is not scientific, but how else
can you learn how the public feels

Provision under which the Amer'

Arrangements in no way involve
any production coin guarantees by

/

sight In Getting

of exhibitors.

Chicago, July 27.

•

Hollywood Film Council, AFL, voted

»

7

said his pix

Tensed for all screen sizes but expressed doubt that any of them
would be made in Cinemascope.
DeLuxe will*do his lab work. The
producer indicated that, after September, he intended to roll off one
film a month. He said a number of
exhibs had offered financial par(Continued on page 22)

NO REPUBLIC PERMITS

UNDER FORMOSA DEAL
Republic, which just recently
up offices on Formosa, has
emerged as the stumbling block in
the divvying up of the reduced import permits granted by the Naset

tionalist

Call Exhibitors

would be

Chinese government.

First block of licenses issued
to the eight distribs
with offices on Formosa. That left
Republic out in the cold. Allied
Artists distributes via an inde-

134— went

pendent.
Before tackling the job of dividing the permits, Motion Picture
Exports Assn, has asked the film
.

board on Formosa to prevail on
the government to issue extra licenses for Republic. Meanwhile,
the companies are limiting themselves to seven imports each until
the matter is settled.

lazy Ranters
Indie
distributors
have their
own beef about exhib squawks
anent a product shortage, in don’t-,
mention-my-name comment, these
distribs charge that the theatremen are just plain lazy and refuse
to apply some showmanship effort
on off-beat pictures, w'hich with a
degree of promotion, might chalk

up some mid-week

biz.

While th& exhibs rave and rant
about terms, the shortage of good
little pix. and Hollywood’s predilection toward few er and bigger
pictures, the indie distribs claim
they are passing up many worthwhile films w'hich, because they
lack b.o. names or the Hollywood
(Continued on page 22)
r

Fred Fox Called

Home

Hollywood, July 27.
Sid Rogell, new executive production manager at 20th-Fox, has
appointed Fred Fox, currently in
England, as studio manager.
With the company for 19 years,
Fox has recently been functioning
as production manager of 20th-Fox
units in London. He Is returning
pronto.
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PICTURE GROSSES
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‘GAMBLER’ FAST KHG,

L.A. Big Despite Heat; 'Obsession

St. Lduis, July 27.
" Biz is steady at the big deluxers
here this session after a break in
the prolonged spell of torrid ternperatures. Holdovers are still grabbing nice coin with, G?.ne
Wind” one of leaders. “Cinerama’
out-of-towriers
is holding up with
Highland
giving it a strong play.
Mighty is nice in third frame.
“Personal Affair” loom? neat

Nifty 30G, 'Pushover
4
Los Angeles, July 27.
Perky pace features most firstrun theatres here this week, pushing deluxers substantially ahead of
corresponding frame of a year ago.
Strength is being shown all along
the line in the face of continued
very hot weather.
/‘Magnificent Obsession’’ shapes
standout with socko $21,000 for
week
“Apache” is

initial

Warner Beverly.
$19,000 at Fox Wil-

at the

big

three

situations
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Based on 21 theatres.)

......

Last Tear

$623,000

Based on 23 theatres

last
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week.

cis Joins

$24,000, also in three sites, plus
added coin from drive-ins. “Pushover” is taking brisk $21,000 in

Q
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(Par), $13,500.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.) (1376; $1.20-$2.65)—“Cinerama” (InI\ k
die) (6th wk). Great $29,000 with
•
11
addition of first Of special student
l/Cltj Idl
matinees at $i scale. Last week,
$28,000. Branch boxoffices opened
July 27.
Detroit,
D(
in Dayton, O., and Louisville, Ky.,
run hert.
_
Good biz is in prospect for the forOirand
CRKOl.- <1,400; 5°/-84)-—
currently, “Livhouses
downtown
down_town
— * •*
_t.
^(Par)
Wood
Knock
On
the
at
lively
looks
Up”
it
jng
Last week. Silver
Michigan ‘‘Ring of Fear” at the
and Blue Parrot
?oeko, Meanwhile, Lo de
p a i ms shapes socko.
providare
strong
s t ong holdovers still
9151
Keiths (Shor) (1,500, 75^1*25)
mnAh
Af
fnn
coin with “Gone
v * top
of
1
nc much
a® 4
r min
lllR
n
<20th> <M
heading' thi list l«r “3 Coins .b -ft-itg." ;
sec$11,000
after
$8,500
Trim
wk).
Wk).
,A week
Artists,
..root at the United Artists.
nnYnd
c GCO
ond round
^Caine Mutiny” continues great at
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$27,000.

New

Up

Pix Perk
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Last week.
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Pitt;

P9AAAA

Colossal $30,00(1,
$30,000,
‘Caine’ ColOSSal
‘Caine

i^fn;tkr2nii
Kaye 15G, ‘Wind’ 25G, 2d
3»asS*rW‘«s
‘WimT
Lt/U
1?
TTUIU Wham
1011
and “Make
“High
Downtown
and Mighty” (WB)
A
Cm
^
hke
80-$l)—
Ilmaha Stonflnilt Palms
C

,

1IC1111

United Artists (UATC) <2 100;
p ox (20th) (2^50; 75-81.49)—
W>y ‘^Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th)
Laredo
90-$1.50)— “Down
(Rep) with Tex Williams, Bell Sis- 3d wk ). okay $15,000. Last week,
Scant $25,000.
stageshow.
heading
ters
$1,500 in 3 days, and replaced by
Gc!dman (Goldman) d.200; 65reissues. Last week, ^ub run.
S1.49)— “Gone With Wind” (M-G)
Los Angeles, Iris, Loyola (FWC) (reissue) (3d wk). Gusty $21,000.
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$l(Fox-Detroit)
J5,000;
$1.25)— “Garden of Evil” (20th)
in Hiding”
j “Man in
Uidina” (UA)
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(2d
and
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MadisShTn
With Wind' (M-G) (reissue).
!£n
Fvil” is fairly good in “Gone
f
d ®"
wk). Still plenty lofty at $24,a the^Foxf “Cine- (2d
d session at
second
OOO
wake of $27,500 preem for
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id in 71st week at tne
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near _ record h ^re in recent years.
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(Loew’s) (4,000; 51-69)

Orpheum

Philadelphia, July 27.

Mutiny”

vUl

f

Fine
Biz generally is on upbeat here “Cradle of Crime” (Indie).
a caa T
Crucloudburst Sunday $6,500.
“Robinson I’pllweek, nD/tKtnc/vm
Last4 ...aaL
shades big $58,000 in two houses, although the
(25)
washed out most of night soe ** ( ua) and “John Smith, PocoAnother good holdover is “Student
leader hontas” (UA) (2d wk), $6,008.;
$6,000.
“^pacheV is standout '^Ihontes"
Prince" ^vith $23,000 in second trade. “Apache”
1,000; 82)
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
pageant
Mighty” with a sock session at the Mastweek two sites. “High and Mighty’
week,
of terrific _“Sins
Good
“Rinc. of
_
i_
j
ronnn
tv»irH Fnv baum
bau hi mainly because
nf Rome” (RKO).
(RK.O).
•
_ _
2M
n V% A maa
__
_ In
is handsome $8,000 in third Fox.
HITaIIa*, a f V
v
—
shaoes
Kings”
of
“Valley
getaway.
subsequentTrun.
week,
Last
$3,000.
round after long stay hereabouts.
surprisingly stout at the Arcadia.
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
Week
This
for
Estimates
Batch of holdovers is holding up 82) _“Personal Affair” (UAL , Fast
trade to a strohg level.
Warner Beverly (SW) <1,612; 90Obsession
“Magnificent
Best of these is “Gone With Wind,
$1.50)
and Sullivan” (UA), $3,000,
Last week, lofty in third at the Goldman, and]
Socko $21,000.
(U).
st. Louis (St. L, Amus.) (4,000;
$4.- “Caine
wuv. only
nnlv $4,“riainp Mutiny,”
\Tntinv ” solid in fourth ah,
~„a Mighty” iwRi
(WB) (3d
(WB) (5th wk),
M” iwri
“High and
“Dial Tuf»
6 9)—-‘•xjir.v.
round at the Randolph.
vvk)>
L0 ft y $13,000. Last week,
800.
„
9012,296;
<FWC)
AVilshire
Fox
$15,500.
Estimates for This Week
$1.50)— “Apache” (UA). Big $19,Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
f S* S )
(625Arradia
5 89-81 30)—
d
000 or near. Last week. “Coins in „ V a[, PV of Kinss” (M-G)
F ne 82)— “Personal Affair” (UA). Trim
(8th wk), $8,900.
Fountain” 20 th) voiu
fountain
S4.000. Last week, “Great Gilbert
(S
“Executive
<511500.
Last
week.
e
k
_
.
co nnn
(UA), $3,000.
and Sullivan” ittaVLos Angeles, Paramount, Holly- Suite” (M-G) (9th wk), $4,800.
wood, (ABPT-FWC) (3,200; 756; 70Boyd sw) ,1.450; $i:2fi-$2.60)—
$1.10)— “Pushovee. (Col) anil Laix.; <Cineram;) ,r
(4 2d
wk).
Indie )
Vs. Billy Kid" (Col). Brisk $21,000. stlirdy $13 500. Last week, $13,Last week, in other units.
000.

Caine
of *'Caine

topping the overall field, “Knock
Oh Wood” is very strong on moveover at the Grand. ^“3 Coins In
Fountain” looms bright in third
round at Keith’s,
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-84)—
“Living It Up” (Par). Hotsy $17,000. Last week, “Knock On Wood”

'

Dust” (AA), fancy $16,500.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 75-$D—
“Gone With Wind” <M-G) (reissue)
Last
(4th wk). Rousing $15,000.
week, $21,500.

after

Wind” continues, to hold lead
among pop scale houses with a
smash take. “Cinerama” is still

—

theatres.)

:

N
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 51-69)—“FranWacs” (U )and “Fireman
Save My Child” (U). Opened today
(Tues.), Last week, “Gambler fronf.
Natchez” (20th) and “Arrow in

.
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Estimated TotalGross
$2,982,200
thi«
h week
(BdSed on ii cities; and 220
theatres, chiefly first rims, ineluding N. V.)
Total Gross Same Week
^ast Year ...... $2,625,300
(Based On 22 cities and 225

Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20“Cinerama” (Indie) /25th
$2.40
wk). Fancy $17,000 after $18,000

.

—

JlCjf

spots.

Estimates for This
Estimated Total Gross
$536,900
This Week
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eight-week showcase engagement.
“Dial M” is headed for a good

two spots.
Second stanza

Cincinnati, July 27.
‘‘Living It. Up/’ pnly downtown
newcomer, Is headjn gyfc>r a botsy
Albee se&dtni, Martim-Lewis comedy shapes to get $17,000. On holdover at the Palace, “Gone With

'

m

Broadway Grosses

showcase run._
“Coins in Fountain” looks nifty
in

vlllvl Cl

_

shire, also on a

$30,000
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Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, July 27.
big
loaded with liie
is
the su
“Ring product, anA^ it looks
.

(3d wk), $16,000.
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Umana
Standout
Omaha JianaOUl
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Haste to Live” (Rep).
Lively .$26,000. Last week,

(UD)

(2,961;

i

rSn^ ahe^d
h

any,”

1

of ?he pack

r
e
“Hell Below Zero” (Col) and “Out- at
Omaha. July 27.
^J\ a zi n| “Gone Wifh Wind^is
6 00
$ 116
“Gone With Wind” is smash at la Ma^fson mD)" ‘d 990
far behind at Penn. “Knock
hot
«
5 -$I
81-81.50)— Last week, $28,000.
qq^
50)
25-$I
$ii° 2
1,248;
0 $1
814;
(2.097;
$
only a
Orpheum this week to pace onlyJ-- (Col)
(r°ni ) (4th
wk) On Wood” jumping at the Stanley
4th wk).
Mutinv”
“Coins In Fountain” i20th) and
Mutiny”
Masthaum (SW) (4,360;
(4 3fin* 75-81.30)
an)
Mastbaum
other
fare is —“Caine nftft T. act
new ^Tare
session. urner
session
Other new.
moderate sessmn.
(Indie). _» Apac
a
riT a
L $43,000,
nnn mooeraie
pck.
Thunderbolt
1 a cf W
wee
k $25,000.
$25 000 although not as strong as
“Titfield
ie
(UA). o!
Smash
1

i
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Nifty $30,000. Last week, in other

as t

(

“High

week,

and

Mighty”

WB) t'3d wk), $15,500.
a.m., four hours earlier than usual.
P
Midtown (Goldman)
VIUIUIIIUU
OV
(1.000; 74UAC at
the
U1C
*
“Gorilla
lUOIkO oke
looks
at*the
UU1 Ilia at
tfi Large”
JJOIAC
AA AAA T
„
>AA IP
Apache
week.
week,
in TTiict’*,
at thn
$1.30:— “Garden of Evil” (20th) Dmoh,
the Slow $9,000. Last
“Arrow in
Dust”* at
Omaha. "iprnw
Kidd Sja^ Ghrl”‘
and
(WB)
<34 Wk). Oke $8,500. Last week, Brandeis immodest. Underfund JVA) and
885; 70-81.10)— “Dial M”
(m.o.), $10,000 for third week
“Captain Kidd, Slave Girl” (UAL $12,000..
house (Col)
drilling AAA
UAlAAJlIg
street
VVV US
in A.A
front
VIII. VA
of 1AVW0V
in ObX
J
a°wniown
Last; week, with
4
2.500- 99- entrance discourages pedestrians,
w»-a j
Rando i Dh (Goldman) (2.500;
riTAi n qoo.
£S?'tLast
Hoi- $i. 80)
with nu.week, >vuxi
L^SI wees,
$24,000.
Good $Z4,UUU.
UOOfl
4<Caine Mutiny
Mutiny”» (Col) (4th naturally. “Garden of Evil” looms
$1 8 o)_“Caine
^PJ**** Gone
r
(reWith Wind
$1^5)
lywood exc uding Vogue, Francis wk) Solid $22,000. Last week,
zeek $35,- good at the State in second round.
Tremendous
wk).
issue) (M-G) (2d
»U) and -River Beat
Wacs
Joms
qq 0
Estimates for This Week
.v
i*f\4 AAA
!&l_‘
/) AD
i
Last
$36,000.
week,
$34,000
$34,000.
$64,000 in
821,000.
Lip),
stanley fSW) (2 93o 74-$1.30)—
4-$l. 3 °)—
Q(
50-75)—
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; ww
* ^
«
anooiauau;
(1,700;
u
Adams (Balaban)
AUffun
seven drive-ins
“Living It Up” (Par) (2d wk). “Arrow
in Dust” (AA) and “Pride $1.25)—“Student
Prince”
(M-G)
Hillstreet, Pantaees iRKO) <2^ Hefty $18,000. Last week, $27,000, at Hi ,. a n
/ A A )
irA«*«r tvi n/iorf
n
am aaa v
_ v_
ofRlue
Grass”(AA)
Verv
modest
Last
week,
k)
F
5
t
,000,
$?
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)— J3 000^^ Last^^ week^
752: 2.812; 95-S1.75)— “Caine Mu“
of Fear” i8
Q 5n^
00
$58.- “Gorilla
2d wk). Strong $08..CoD '2d
at
tiny” 'Col>
Large” (20th) and (WB) and “Blackout” (Lip),
nSn ^ 'il _%
$5,009
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc000. Last week, fancy 881.600. with “Desperado”
(AA). Poor $7,000. at 50c-85c scale.
tions)
(1,194; $1.40-$2,65)— “Cinenew record at Pantages of $46.000. Last week, “Yellow Tomahawk”
Great
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 65-90). rama” (Indie) (71st wk).
Hollywood Paramount. Loew’s 'UA) and “Lone Gun” (UA), $9,- —“Gorilla
(20th)
Large”
Large
and
“Gorilla
at
Last week, $21,000.
$20,000.
1.430: 2.404; 500.
State Vf&M-UATC*
^
j
“Rocket
locket Man” (20th)
(20th). Oke $6,500.
r
*
ns
’L
1, x, <T-L)
80-$1.50)
(500;
(M-G)
50
^-“Student
Prince”
”
3T1 -SI.
T,
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ist
week, “High, and
d Mighty”
a . . > nr
(M *7 A A A V
units.
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Estimates for This Week
W
"(Shea)
(Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)
Fulton
wl
“Coin in
to Fountain” (20th) (9th wk).
‘‘Coin
Fancy $7,000. Last week, $9,200.
Harris (Harris) ((2,100; 85-$l. 25)
^-“Caine Mutiny” (Col). Matinees
hut niehts are turnle
a litfi...__
Should do terrific $30,000.
aways.
or near. Last week, “Johnny Dark”
v
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/TT
Ann
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G
M’Warner Downtown. Hawaii iSW-i®®®*
°° d $23 -° 00

—

fB)
^WB)

JJ& t-

-
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Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$130)
2d wk). “Student Prince” (M-G) (4th wk).
“Ring of Fear” (WB)
S^nnt $6,000. Last wgek, only $10,- Neat $9,500. Last week, $10,500.
ans '?iux W® rJd (T-L) (604; 99600; also dying in four drive-ins, _.T^.
under* $L05) “French Line” (RKO) (7th
way unaer
Wo.uuu,
000 .way
one’ nabe with°$33
;wk) go _ so
Lagt week> $ 3t _!
hSoes
hones.
^
700<
(UATC) (1.538; $1- 7(
Egyptian
$150) “King Richard and CmGfcS)

(

1.757;

1,106:

80-$1.10>

i

j

1

—

;

—

.

sorters”
WB> (3d wk). Slow $8,-’
000. Last week. 810.400.
Four Star (UATC) <900: 90-81.50)
“About Mrs. Ladlie” (Par) (4th
wk). Fair 83.900. Last week, $4,600.
Ritz (FWC) (1.363; Si-Si.50)—
“Garden of Evil” (20th) (4th wk).
Mild ? $2,600. Last wee^ with Los
Angeles, Lnvola, $19,000.
Fox (FWC) <965: $1-81.50)—
Hi eli and Mighty” (WB) (3d wk).
L»st week, with L.
Iturdy $8,000. L*»st
Sturdy
A. Paramount. $19,500.
Chinese (FWC) <1.905; $1-$1. 80)
wk).
(20th)
(6th
“Demetrius’’

Okav $9,000 in 9 days. Last week,
$9 500:
Fine Arts (FWC) (631: 80-$1.50)
—“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (6th
wk). Fine $1,800. Last week, ditto,

W
ornot<
Warner

HoPvwood YQWY
(SW)
llnl viirAAd

—
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Order Pomp for ‘Egyptian

51 1 ,UUU
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, T
Great $4,500. Last Week,
yrflgll
mil 1IU,
l lG. time
wIUCH IjCAU
M
gcotch 0n Rocks” (Indie), $2,000.
Stanley
(SWi (3,800; 65-85)—
D;nrt;nrt *1 A Cflll
fCttl lUDglDg <plU 9 3UU “Knock on Wood” (Par). Danny
sailing along nicely
comedy
Kaye
MmneiinAli*; «iuxy
Julv 27
*
ivnnneapoiis,
.r.
ficnnn
t
with great $15,000. Last week,
-of Fear » (WB) $10 ,000.
iwen tnougn me annual summer Ri
,
Mnle

Wham $25,000. Last week,
“Student
Student Prince” (M-G), $10,000 at

issue).
me).

60c-80c
c-80c scale.
State (Goldberg) (875; 50-90)
u..!nr /arn-v.\ ,oj „.i,\
(20th) (3d wk).
“Garden of Evil”
Okay $4,000. Last week, $6,500.
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Kansas City, July
Heavyweight
newcomers
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W arner

mardi gras Aquatenmal with its
competition ^undoubtedly
strong

(SW)

_“ C ineranla”

’

m n • 1 AAA
i
I lO«*l7 KVlirnt
DlUflll
'Apache Fast 13G,
1/dlH Bright
J«7 'Dark’
O 20G
27.

(1,385; $1.25-$2.65)

wk).

(33d

(Indie)

ennAn/1
mAolr
of
second
week at
PfllffllTlOUilt
Garden of
continues sock while
Evil” in second week at the Roxy
looms solid. Last week s biz generally was boosted as much as 25%
by the 100-degree and higher
heat which sent patrons hurrying
to refrigerated theatres.
theatres
Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)—
85-$U—
“Genevieve" iU) (15th wk). Roiling
along at fine $1,900. Holds. Last
week, same.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)
“Apache” (UA) and "Gypsy Colt”
<M-G>. Fast $13,000, and staying
over. Last week, “Hell Below Zero”

—

$10,000.

1
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S

(Col),

Nice $7,000, may go a fifth. Last
week, $11,000.
Orbheum
(Fox Midwest) (1912Orp
“Magnificent Obsession”
75-$l)
(U). Terrific from opening gong,
with giant *$21,000 or over. House
reopened for this one after being
dark many weeks. Looks in for run.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
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27.

“Caine Mutiny” is still packing
them in to gi Y e ^ trand a hefty lead
currently.
first-runs,
all
over
Second in line is Majestic with
"Ring of Fear.” State’s “Indiscretion” looms fair
Estimates for This Week
50-70)Albee- (RKO) (2,200; 50-70)—*
“Sins of Rome (RKO) and Over-

“Cinerama”

<

15G, 2D

PROV; ‘CAINE’

’
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still is powerful.
Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75-$2.65)
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (15th wk).
Plenty powerful again. Last week
with two extra matinees was one of
70-90)
“Knock on Wood” (Par) run’s biggest. Current round is
rirnnf
rtArt
T-I a) f c
HfUl
T
nef n
.aaiinnn
Holds frail
Great ^19
tall COfl
(2d
Last
$12,000,
week,
$20,000.
$25,000.
again. Last week, whopping $18,Gopher (Berger) (1000* 85)^—
000, biggest at house in years/
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue)
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 65-85)
(*jd w k)
Broke hohse record in
“Garden of Evil” “(20th) (2d wk). first stanza and will do almost as
Fancy $9,000. Stays on. Last week, much currently at smash $12,000.
$12,000,
Only three shows weekdays ‘and
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra- f 0U r on Saturdays and Sundays,
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; and lines are lone
Last week
65-85)—
“Johnny Dark” $14 000.
700; 1,217;
Nile” (20th).
(U)an(i “Princess of
<
fVriA
(Pari
(innA65-85)
Lyric
(Par)
(1,000,
Racing to great $20,
e k “VnAAlr
Wnnrl" XParl Tm.o.).
mnl
n f 'Knock on Wood" (Par)
1 *16
n V-‘,r
0f
strong $5,000. Last week, “HighT? $16,000,
f, » onn^
Blue Grass” (AA),
way Dragnet" (AA) and “Private
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)
Eyes” (AA), $4,500 at 50c-75c.
“Fanfan the Tulip” (UA). Happy
85 -$1)—
Radio City
(Par)
(4,100;
a,uuvi auu
uviu 3
Last week,
uasi
ween,.
and holds.
....
/L
$2,000,
fi
A
AA
4
“Henry
Henry the 8th” (U)
and “Lydia” Garden of Evil (20th). Fair $11,
(l
(Continued On page 24)
(Indie) reissues), $1,700.
$1
)

&

}

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 75-$li—

and

sturdy holdovers ale maintaining
a fast midsummer p«
pace at the boxoffice here, with heal
heat wave actually
figured as helping “Magnificent
Obsession” at the Orpheum is
standout with a smash session,
“Johnny Dark” in four Fox Mid
west first-runs is getting a great
play. “Apache” at the Midland also
looks strong. "Knock on Wood”

Splashy benefit preem is being
planned
20th-Fox
Eeypti^rv at
Froceeas g0 t0 the
March of Dime.
Darryl F. Zanuck, who produced
“The
ine Egyptian,
Egyptian,” will come east for
for*
the event which will be given full
radio, tv and newsreel coverage,
Roxy will be refurbished for the (Col) and “Massacre Canyon”
occasion.

75(re-

continued over the weekend to dinn v#»rv
wpII
We “ a«s $14 000
Ve
vert some traffic from, first-runs,
e Is last
t
^
w
a
nn/\U MAtiiAArMAno
no 4<
T itriruf Tr
I In
“Living
It Up,”
such newcomers as
week.
v
“Garden of Evil,” “Ring of Fear”
strong,
plenty
are
and “Genevieve”
(
Ace FEAR’
/ill. Holdovers, too, doing well.
$9,000,
Lilli newcomer looks to be “Living,”

in
(1,364; jin

(Indie)
"Cinerarfia”
$J,20-$2.65)
(65th wk), Into 65th frame (25)
after hefty $34;400 last week.

WOW

LlYlDC

IIiVm
Obsession Magnificent
in K.C.;
;UII LIU
21G 111

I

—

.

Orpheum (Tristates) (2.890;
)—““Gone
$1)—
Gone With Wind” (M-G)

*

1

—

^

80c^

(3d wk), $5,500 at
a? 80c top.

65-$l)
(reissue)

Last
?zd,uuu
Blistering $25,000.
(Zcl wk).
(2d
week, $33,500, and almost $9,000
last
s
film
better than first week of
reissue at this house just seven
ago.
years
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA). Giving
art naber first real biz in some

1

(

-

»

Don*i
(Loew rS) (3,300;
Penn YT,
“Gone With Wind” (M-G)

I

Pacific

(AA).

Fair

$5,500-

(U)
<U'
uroDlr
Dark
“Johnny Dark’
week, “.Tnhnnv
(RKO),
rriu«i>
vxin Friday”
oaini s Girl
and “Saint’s

T.acl
Last
flnci

$ 7 -® 00
Majestic
*

0 onn
5<wu)
(Fay) (2,200,
“Ring of Fear” (WB). Perky $9-OOOvLast week, Garden
(20th), upped scale helped this
.

.

,

,

$13,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,200; 50-70)Indiscretion American. Wite
“Indisci
Pnl) and
a-nrt
“Saracen Blade” (Col).
“Saraeen
(Col)
r,,t p eg non
Last WeCA,
week Apache
$»,UUU. IjaSl,
(UA) and “Sabre Jet” (UA), $14,-

000
65Strand (Silverman) (2,200;
$1.25)—“Caine Mutiny” (Col) <2d
solid
Wk). Still best around, with
ex$15,000. First sesh exceeded
pectations with $21,000.
.

Wednesday, Jqly

2ft»

^

1954

PICTURE CROSSES

p^RIE^Y
‘OBSESSION'

F0RT4

WOW

14G,

‘HIGH' 10G,

2D

Portland, Dre.* july 27,
Big news here this stanza is the,
terrific

biz’

“Magnificent

There’s no lull to Loop^ biz despite the holdovers in 10 of the
dozee houses.' Both new entries
••Paid to Kill'- and “White Fire,” at
at the World should do Okay. But
the main strength is to the longe
runners, Weather*, has b ec o

m

milder.

Strongest of holdovers

is

first
is

Lake

week with $47,000. Statestill swimming nldng at

tax.

high speed: with fourth frame of
“Caine Mutiny;”
Third week of “High' an d
Mighty” with Tommy Leonetti
heading the stageshow is hold’.ig
well at the Chicago, “Cinerama,”
which reaches the one-year mark
at the Palace Thursday <29) was
helped by the extra publicity.
Oriental winds up a profitable
fifth week of “Demetrius and Gla-

-

1

—

"Obsession’ Boff

“High and Mighty’? (WB)
(2d wk). Big $10,000. Last week,

Boston, July 27.
Despite the fact that this is the
normally slack season, b.d.- biz at
downtown deluxers is bolding up
strongly "Magnificient Obsession”
Estimates for This Week
opened smash at the Memorial,
98-$1.25>
Chicago (B&K) (3,900;
with' a great session in prospect.
.—“High and Mighty” (WB) with “Living It Up” at the huge Met
Tommy Leonetti topping stage bill looms nice. “Gone With Wind,”
(3 .wk). Fine $43,000 after $53,000 in for its fifth return date at State
1 Agf U/APK
and Orpheum, is surprisingly big
Loop (Telem’t) (600; 90-$1.25>— for an oldie. “Caine Mutiny,” in
“Julius Caesar” (M-G> (4th wk). fourth stanza at the Astor, is
strong $8,700. Last week, $11,700. strong. “Pushover” shapes fine at
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65- the Pilgrim.
Estimates for This Week
$1.25)—“Paid to Kill” (Lip) and
“White Fire” (Lip). Good $14,000.
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 85-$1.25)
Last week, “Adventures Robinson “Caine Mutiny” (Col) <4th wk).
Caruso (UA) $10,000 in second Very nice $18,000 following $24,-'
week.
800 in third.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 65-87)
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
“Man With Million” (UA) (5th wk).. 50-$l)—“Man With Million” (UA)
Nice $6,000. Last week, $6,300.
(4th wk). Good $6,000 following
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25) $7,000 in third.
—“Demetrius and Gladiators”
Boston (Cinerama Productions)
(20th) (5th wk). Okay $16,000 after (1,354; $1.20-$2.85)
“Cinerama”
last week’s $18,900.
(Indie) (30th wk). Very good, $13,Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40) 000 following $13,500 for 29th
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (52d wk). week*
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
Great $35,000 on first anni of run
here. .Last week, $32,000.
“Scotch on Rocks” (Indie) (2d wk).
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 50-98)— Oke $7«000 after $7,500 last week.
Fenway (NET) <1,373; 50-90)
“HeR Below Zero” (Col) and “Saracen Blade” (Col) (2d. wk). Lush “Duel in Sun” (SRO).
Opened
$20,000. Last week, $24,500.
today (Tues.). Last week, “A Girl
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98- for Joe” (WB) and “Guy With
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (4th ;Grin” (WB) (reissues), sluggish
$1.80)
wk). Not homing up well but still $2,500 in 5 days.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)
big $35,000. Last week, $45,000.
“Magnificient Obsession” (U).
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“Scotch on Rocks” (Indie) (2d wk). Opened strong with smash $28,000
Stout $4,700 after opening week’s in sight. Last week, “Francis Joins
Wacs” (U) -and “House of Black$5,300.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98- mail” (Indie), $13,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 50-90)
“Magnificent Obsession”
$1.25)
“Living It Up” (Par) and “Make
(U) (2d wk). Terrific $42,000. Last
week, $47,000, new record here for Haste to Live” (Rep). Fine $27,000 shapes. Last week, “High and
20 years..

row

27.

Biz continues -at far better than
a
normal summer pace here,
thanks to a run of strong pix, many
,

them solid holdovers. Topping
the newcomers are “Apache” and

of

“Ring of Fear.” “Caine Muting”
and “Gone With Wind” continue
in the smash class. The oldest of
them all, “Cinerama,” seems to
have taken a new lease on life.
“Prisoner of War” looms nice as
another radio newcomer.
Estimates for This Week'
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)

“Gone With Wind” (M-G)

(reissue)

(2d wk). Terrific $28,000 after $40,000 opening stanza, all at house's

‘

;

$25,000.

World (Indie)
ment of Truth”

98)—“Mo-

(697;
(Indie).

Adults

only label helping to fine $3,500.,
Last week, “Ana” (IFE) and “Bitter Rice” (IFE) (3d wk, $3,000.

L’ville Cooler, B.0,

Up;

‘Wind’ 18G, ‘Mighty’

9G

Columbia
—“Prisoner

—

—

—

—

—

—

Louisville,- July 27.
Town has recovered from the
recent heat wave, and film houses
are generally doing very good biz.
“Johnny Dark” at the Rialto top
new entry, with sturdy returns
Swamping
Second week of State’s with four
Shows “Gone With Wind” looks
sock. “High and Mighty,” in third
610 200.
week at the Mary Anderson, should
San Francisco, July 27,
be on a par with second week.
City Is virtually 100% holdover
“Tanganyika” at the Kentuky is outside of some arty theatre open- ‘Living’ Lofty $15,000,
just good,
ers. One of best long-runners is
Seattle; ‘Garden’ 11G
"Caine Mutiny” sock in fourth
Estimates for This Week
Seattle. July 27.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 50-75) stanza at the St. Francis. “Living
II
Up”
also is fast in second frame
Real summer weather has finally
—“Tanganyika” (U) and “Egg and
1” (U) (reissue). Good $6,000. Last at Paramount. “Susan Slept Here” arrived here but it is not cutting
week, “Black Horse Canyon” (U) is rated fancy in first holdover into film biz much. “Living It Up”
and “Fireman, Save My Child” round at Golden Gate.
is rated giant at Coliseum while
Estimates for This Week
(U), $7,000.
“Garden of Evil” looms big at the

2d

—

,

Stout $9,000 same as wk).
Fine $12,000. Last week,
second frame.
$16,500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1-$1.50)

50-75)

—

“Johnny Dark” (U) and “Garden of

—

Evil’*

(20th) (2d

wk).

“Miss *Robin Crusoe” (U), Hefty Mild $14,000. Last week, $22,500.
$12,000. Last week, “Garden of
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 75-$l)
Evil” (20th), $15,000 at 99c top.
“Student Prince” (M-G) (2nd
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 65-85)
wk).
Big $15,000,
Last week,
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue) $20,000.
(2d wk). Socko $18,000, with four
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-90)
shows a day. Last week, $28,000.
(Continued on page 24)
’

—

—

$18,000.

Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 70(WB).
$1.75)—“Ring
F,ear”
of
Opens today (Wed.). Last -week,
“High and Mighty” (WB) (4th wk),
good $34,000 after $41,000 for third,
week, to wind up a highly profitable

longrun,

for

especially

this

time of year.
Parte (Pathe Cinema) (568; $1.25(UA)
Choice”
“Hobson’s
$1.80)
(7th wk). Held at snappy $9,200 in

—

ended last Sunday
week was $9,500.

sixth stanza

The

fifth

(25).

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

—

"7 Brides
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)
For 7 Brothers” (M-G) and stageshow. Soaring to terrific $187,000
in first week ending today (Wed.).

tomorrow
winding
stanza
(Thurs.) is headed for very big
$12,000 after $13,000 in first week.
Stays on.
Holiday (Rose) (950; 90-$1.65)
ond

*

“Smart Money” (WB) and “Roaring-Twenties” (WB) (reissues) (4th
Fifth Avenue. “High and Mighty” wk). Current session ending tolooks fine at Music Hall. “Caine morrow (Thurs.) looks to hold with
Mutiny” still is great at Paramount okay $5,200 after $8,000 for third
week. Additional ad space helping
in third week.
this combo on extended-run.
Estimates for This Week
79(1,736;
(Brandt)
Mayfair
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 6590)— “Weak and Wicked” (AA) and $1.80)— ‘Apache” (UA) (3d wk).
tomorrow
up
finishing
“Double Confession” (AA), Slow This round
$2,500. Last week, “Tanganyika” (Thurs.) likely will hold with big
(U) and “Cat Women” (Lip) (2d $32,000 after $29,000 for second
week. Continues.
week-5 days), $1,900.
Normandie (Normandie Theatres)
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 6590)
“Living It Up” (Par) and (592; $1-$1,80) “Le Plaisir” (Indie) (11th wk). Finished 10th frame
(Continued on page £4)

—
.

first

morrow

(20th)

opens to-

(Thurs.).

row (Thurs.).
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
$1.20-$3.50)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
(60th wk). The 59th session ended
Sunday (25) held at smash $39,000
after $39,200 for 58th week. Con-

—

tinues.

‘Living’ Lively

Mo;

$16,000,

‘Caine’ Tall

17G

For 2d, ‘Fear’ NSG 8G
Baltimore, July 27.
Fairish grosses loom here this
week, with even new, big pix not
doing much at wickets. Among
few newcomers, “Living It Up” is
solid at Keith’s.

Second round of

“Caine Mutiny” is torrid at the
Hipp. Another new arrival, “Ring
of Fear,” is slow at the Stanley;
“Demetrius and Gladiators” is
holding nicely in its third week
at the New,
“Gone With Wind”
shapes good In second Century
“Pushover” (Col) week.
in first week.
opens Friday (30).
Estimates for This Week
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.50)—
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25“Malta Story” (UA) (2d wk). Sec-

.

Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200; 90)Golden
“Susan Slept Here” (RKO)
75-$l)_“High and Mighty” (WB) and “Queen of Sheba” (Lip)
(2d
(3d wk).

.

"Broken Lance”

Mighty”

.

'

‘Dark’ Rousing $12,000,

and

Holds.
(Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)
of War” (M-G>. Nice
$8,000. Last week, “Men of Fighting Lady” (M-G) (3d wk), $6,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)
“Captain’s Paradise” (Indie) (10th
(430;
wk). Neat $3,800 in final week
Mighty” (WB) (3d wk), $14,000.
“Daughters of Destiny”
$1.80)
after $3,700 last week.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 65-$l)
(Indie)
wk).
Third
session
(4th
75-$l,25)—
Keith’s (RKO) a, 939;
—“Gone With Wind” (M-G). Fancy “Caine Mutiny” ' (Col) (3d wk). ended Sunday (25) was fair $2,800
$25,000 shapes. Last week, “Flame Great $28,000. Last week, $32,000. after $4,000 for second week. “The
and Flesh” (N-G) and “Massacre Continues.
Cowboy” (Lip) opens Aug. 2.
Canyon” (Col), $15,000.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 85-$2.20)
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; (60Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (5th wk).
Fair
“Duel in Sun” (SRQ). Opened 10)—“Ring of Fear” (WB).
Current stanza ending today (Wed.)
“High
and
week,
Last
17,000.
today (Tues,). Last week, “Girl for
looks like great $47^000 or over
Joe” (WB) and “Guy With Grin” flighty” (WB) (3d wk). $9,000.
after $62,000 for fourth week.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 65-95)
(WB) (reissues) mild $8,000 in 5
Stays on.‘Apache” (UA). Socko $25,000 or
days.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.85)
>ver. Last week, “Demetrius and
Pilgrim (ATC) <1,800 60-95)
“Living It Up” (Par). First ses“Pushover” (Col) and “Law vs.'- Radiators” (20th) (2d wk), $14,000.
sion. winding up tomorrow (Thurs.)
(Lopert) (435; 55-$l)
Billy the Kid” (Col). Fine $12,000. — Playhouse
is heading for terrific $50,000 or
“Abotit Mrs. Leslie” (Par). Pleas- close. Holding natch! In ahead,
Last week, “Hell Below Zero”
ng $7,000 or near. Last week, “Long Wait” (UA) (3d wk), $9,000.
(Col) (2d wk), $7,000.
‘Knock on Wood” (Par) (14th wk),
State (Loew’s). (3,500; 65-$l)
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD)
“Gone With Wind” (M-G). Fast >5,000.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40) (7th wk). Sixth frame ended last
$15,000. Last week, “Flame and
(indie) (37th wk).
—“Cinerama”
Flesh”
night (Tues.) was snappy $10,000
(M-G)
and
“Massacre
Climbing back above $16,000. Last after $11,000 for fifth week. Stays
Canyon” (Col), $10,000.
Recent '« upswing
veek, $15,000.
.
on indef.
of
use
heavy
to
credited largely
Globe (Brandtf <1,500; 70-$1.50)
•adio advertising,
—“Hell Below Zero” (Col) (2d wk).
H.0.S
Frisco;
Trans-Lux, (T-L) (600; 70-$l)
Week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
‘Man With Million” (UA) (2d wk). looks like modest $7,500, including
‘Living’ Fast 13G,
3ood $8,000 or close. Last week, preview anticipation after $9,000

regular tab.

.

—

98-

last night (Tues.) with good
$4,500 after $5,500 In 9th week,
“Adventures of Robinson Crusoe”
(UA) opens soon.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Silver Lode” (RKO) and 8 acts
of vaudeville. Week ending tomorrow <ThursJ shapes to hit nice
$20,000 or over. Last week, “Diamond Wizard” (UA) and vaude,

continued
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
surprisingly “strong with $34,000
for fourth stanza at' the 'Paramount. “Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue)
“Ring of Fear” opens today (Wed.). (9th wk). Present round'*- winding
“Gone With Wind" looks to reach up Friday (30) is heading for good
a good $19,000 in its ninth session $19,000 after $28,000 for eighth
rounding iip Friday (30). “Magnifi- week. “Magnificent Obsession” (U)
opens Aug. 4, which means the
cent Obsession” comes in Aug. 4.
“Apache” continues to hold well, 10th week will run only four days.
with a big $22,000 likely in current
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
(3d) week at the Mayfair. “Malta “Man With Million” (UA) (5th wk).
Story” held at sock $12,000 in sec- Fourth stanza ended Sunday *(25)
ond frame at. the Guild.
was fancy $9,700 after $11,000 for
Astor is preeming “Waterfront” third week. Stays.
today (Wed.) after five weeks with
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;
“Indiscretion of American Wife.” $1-$1. 55)— “Victory At Sea” (UA)
Victoria launches “Susan Slept (3d wk). Second frame ended SunHere” tomorrow (Thurs.) after four day (25) was fine $6,200 after $7,000
fairly good weeks plus three days
opening week. Holds.
of “About. Mrs. Leslie.”
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1“Cinerama,” now in its 60th ses- $1.55)—"Lili”
(M-G) (73d wk). The
sion at the Warner, held at smash
72d round ended Monday (26) still
$39,000 in 59th week.
was in chips with $6,300 as against
Estimates for This Week
$6,100 in 7 1st week. Stays on.
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 50-$1.75)
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50—“Waterfront” (UA). Opens today $i:75)—
“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par)
(We<f.).
Last week, “Indiscretion
(5th wk). Fourth stanza ended Sunof American Wife” (Col) (5th wkday (25) was moderate $8,500 after
5 days), mild $5,000 after $8,000 in
$10,000 in third week. “Susan
fourth week.
Slept Here” (RKO) opens tomor$1.50Baronet (Reade)

•

•9

Washington, 'July

—

.(1,198;

heading for a

(Thurs.).

“High

VafkrW’TT*
a vhi
v

—

(Essaness)

is

I

—

Woods

Up”

32G 34 High’ 34G

ended

Hit record opening day and for
four days of a new film here.
Last week, “Student Prince” (M-G)
and stageshow (5th wk), $130,000
to finish a great longrun. “Brides”
drew long lines over the weekend,
with opposition benefiting as a
wk). Tall $9,000. Last week, $12,- extended-runs with a great $47,000
consequence.
000 .
or close likely in its fifth round at
Roxy (Nat’l, Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
the Capitol winding up today
(Wed.). “Garden of Evil” is finish- —“Garden of Evil” (20th) (3d-final
ing a 6-day third week today at the wk). Final session of six days endRoxy with a moderate $32,000. ing today (Wed.) looks to reach
“Broken Lance” moves in tomor- fair $32,000 after $41 ,000 -in second.

—

$1.25)— “Garden of Evil” (20th) (3d
wk) Excellent $18,000. Last week,

It

;

.

—

“Living

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90- smash $50,000 or near opening
$1.25)—“Paid To Kill” (Indie); plus week at the Criterion. The new
Don Cornell, The Gaylords, Jerry Martin-Lewis pic started out in terFielding orch heading stageshow. rific fashion, and held in great style
Hot $12,000. Last week, “Monster over the past weekend. It looks in
From Ocean Floor” (Indie) “Great for a run. Third new bill is “Silver
Jesse James Raid” (Indie), $4,900. Lode” with vaudeville at the PalUnited Artists- (Parker) (890; 90- ace, where a nice $20,000 looms.
$1.25)—“Caine Mutiiny” (Col) (4th
“Caine Mutiny" is leading the

—

1

last year.

$15,500.

diators.” “Knock pn WOod” is set
to follow. “Garden of Evil” is excellent at the Woods.

—

—

“Magnificent Obsession” or threat of it in early evening to
(U). Wham $14,000 or close. Last some sections of N.Y. partially
week, “Hell Below Zero” (Col) and blamed. Street is suffering from too
“Drive .Crooked Road” (Col), $8,- many holdovers but this situation
800.
will be remedied in the coming
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Titfield week by the launching of many
Thunderbolt” (Indie). Happy $2,- new pix. '
500, Last week, “Genevieve” (U)
“7 Brides for 7 Brothers” with
(5th wk), $1,800.
stageshow is soaring to a terrific
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 90- $187,000 at the Music Hall opening
$1.25)—“Student Prince”
(M-G) round, not a new high but one of
(2d wk). Lofty $9,000. Last week; Hall’s biggest weeks. Pic broke the
$11,700.
opening day record at the Hall on
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1- Thursday (22) and a new high for
$1.25)- “Demetrius
and Gladia- fir& four days of a preem week. It
tors” (20th) (5th wk). Okay $2,000, is running way ahead of “Band
Wagon,” in both money and attendLast week, $2,500.
“Wagon” played the Hall at
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- ance.
around same period of the summer
$1,25)—

$1.25)

estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement*

“Mag-

nificent Obsession,” terrific in its
second at the United Artists after
breaking a 20-year house record in

the

47G

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i. e.,
without usual tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing, percentage, hence the

Me Vickers, and "Moment of Truth”

top,

and in opposition to a stageshow at
5th,
the Paramount.. “High Mighty”
shapes big in second session at OrLaunching of two new, strong
pheum. “Paid To Kill” with stageshow topped by Don Cornell looks pictures in the past seven days is
giving Broadway an extra lift this
hotsy at Paramount.
stanza. Most deluxers enjoyed a
Estimates for This Week '
strong Saturday but biz was some-'
90Broadway (Parker) (i,8$6;
what slow Sunday (25), with rain

Are Net

.Estimate*

M

being recorded by
Obsession” at the

Broadway playing with $1.25

"Garden’ Hot 18G, 3d, "Caine’ 35G, 4th
Chicago, July 27* -

9

.

—

65-95)— “Gone With Wind” (M-G)

Good
(2d wk).
(reissue)
after $11,500 getaway;

$8,000

Hippodrome (Rappaport)
50-$1.25)
(2d wk).

(2,100;
“Caine Mutiny” (Col)
Tilted scale helping to-

—

wards potent $17,000 after $26,500
opener.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 3046-80)— “Living It Up” (Par). Rousing $16,000 or close. Last week,
“Knock On Wood” (Par) (3d wk),
$6,500,
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)

"All

Quiet

Western

Front”

(U)

Starts tomorrow (Wed.)
after second week of "Little Fugitive” (Indie) hit okay $2,200.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-44-70)—
(reissue).

"Black Horse Canyon” (0). Opens
(Continued on page 24)
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SCENES

FROM
"Extremely impressive* Twentieth Century*
j$ to be congratulatedon their Jineup
of product and the confidence' they have
expressed for the future and in the
progress of the industry."

fox

64RDEN °fEVIL

— Walter Reade, Jr

.,

"I

was tremendously impressed. The

Broken Lance
1
.

ll

,

— Walter Higgins

,

—Arthur Krolick,

come."
RICHARD WIDMARK

KATY JURADO

•

Prudential Circuit

"Unquestionably a display of some of the
greatest pictures we shall have the?
pleasure of seeing, for some time to

JEAN PETERS

•

I

accounts

all install

Paramount Theatres, Buffalo

—A Wen Smith,
Detroit, Mich.

is

the

any

film

me

a

first

'

c

-

-

‘

,

n

a

GnemaScoPE
CLIFTON

"Tremendous demonstration of this great
medium from 20th Century-Fox. The
company is to be congratulated on the
forthcoming product and on their scope
and grandeur."

— Robert Falk

Town Theatre
Mankato , Minn.

WEBB JUNE ALLYSON VAN HEFLIN
"I

ARLENE DAHL

'

CORNEL WILDE

was

see the wonderful probe forthcoming from Fox

thrilled to

ductions that

will

Studios. The color, the sound, the complete

focus of the picture at
better

by Dliuxi

SIMMONS

-

VICTOR MATURE

the

new

to dll of

—Myron

industry."

Blank

Central States Theatre Corp .,

GENE TIERNEY

-

in

and greater audiences

bring a

Skouras have done for the entire

GnemaScoPE
IEAN

will

my experience thaf
tried to
all

thanks to

make

the Fox

—Mel Koff,

officials."

Glen side Theatre, Glenside, Pa.
"...As Mr. Zanuck said— The future looks

much

brighter."

Theatre,

—Russ Leddy,
Green Bay, is.

W

"Speaking for the small town, CinemaScope is greater than ever. After seeing
the demonstration,

am

looking forward to

—Joe Shannon,

bright future."

New

Life Theatre,

Woodsfield, Ohio

production, the exhibi-

this

walk out feeling two and a half
times better than ever. Thanks to 20th

tors should

Century-Fox genius' for producing fine
motion pictures. Our industry knows what
the outlook for the future will be."
—Max Chasen, Hollywood Theatre,

our theatres. We are most appreciative of
what Mr. Darryl F.Zanuck and Mr. Spyros

£cyPTiAn
C-ilo'

times

form of entertainment

pictures

THE

all

in

My

man.

rich

"After seeing

FRED MacMURRAY

LAUREN BACALL

time

company has ever

Orpheum

WOMA\ S WORLD

stereophonic sound."

Mutual Theatre Service of Michigan,

"This

stories.

'l

Broken Lance

ROBERT WAGNER

Texas

"So greatly impressed with the superiority
and stereophonic sound that
am going to recommend that my

me

1'

GnemaScoPE
SPENCER TRACY

(Bob) O'Donnell,

*

a tremendous lift and it is
my wish that other distributors would
follow in line with Fox and use CinemaScope, Stereophonic Sound and good

duce* give „

5*

J.

Interstate Theatre,

of the lenses
properties which they have started to pro-

c

—R.

life."

President7

Theatre Owners of America

SUSAN HAYWARD

RICHARD WIDMARK

'r

my

.

ClN EiMA ScopE
GARY COOPER

"Great technical advances. Greatest linein the history of 20th
Century-Fox. One of the great thrills of

up of pictures

Atlantic City

"Could forget about T.V. competition after

— Robert Lowrey,

seeing this."
StaHite Drive

In,

Jonesboro, Ark.

Des Moines Iowa
MICHAEL WILDING

BELLA DARVI

•

EDMUND PURDOM

and

as

•

PETER USTINOV

The Egyptian

Mr.

&

Mrs. John Praggastis,

State Theatre,

Ross
at

ITNTAME0
Co

r

fty
y

0e
U

l

j

«

CINemaScoPE
SUSAN HAYWARD

TYRONE POWER

•

No Business
Show Business
Dt-

L

w if

ClN emaScoPE
MARILYN MONROE

•

ETHEL

MERMAN

DONALD 0 CONNOR MITZI GAYNOR

•

•

Isis

City;

Theatres

Monmouth & Independence, Ore.

the res

Co O'bv

Oregon

Century-Fox pictures constitutes the finest
program ever issued by a major studio.

Irving Berlin's

Like

&

"I think the difference shown in this reel
between stereophonic sound and both
optical and magnetic is an eyeopener. It
proves beyond a question that stereophonic sound is a vital part of proper
theatre presentation. It goes without saying
that the lineup of forthcoming 20th

*

DAN DAILEY
JOHNNY RAY

ntiiftiiittiiniiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiijiini

i*« 1

1

"I think it is the most exciting thing that
have ever seen and it proves that Stereophonic Sound and CinemaScope is the
greatest innovation that has been brought
I

"Without Stereophonic Sound, an exhibitor is not a competitor."

»>**»*****

*

movie-goers in the last
25 years. Fox is to be congratulated for
their untiring and single-handed exhibition
in bringing a revival to the Motion Picture
to the millions of

Industry."

—Isadore Rappoport,

Towne

Theatre, Baltimore,

Md.

"The outstanding "pictures that Fox are
making in CinemaScope should make a
great attraction for the people."

—

Bi//

Volk, Terrace Theatre,

Robbinsdale, Minn.

.

),

Wednesday, July 28, 1954

saw

they

THEIR FUTURE

.

WITH THE MOST IMPOSING ROSTER
OF PROPERTIES EVER ASSEMBLED BY

A MOTION

PICTURE

COMPANY!

DESIREE Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Merle Oberon, Michael Rennie and Cameron

*

Mitchell

A MAN CALLED PETER • LORD VANITY Samuel Shellabarger's finest novel • DADDY
LONG LEGS Fred Astaire and Leslie Caron • PRINCE OF PLAYERS Richard Burton as Edwin
Booth • THE RACERS Kirk Douglas and Gilbert Roland • THE LEFT HAND OF GOD • SIR
WALTER RALEIGH • BLACK WIDOW Ginger Rogers, Van Heflin, Gene Tierney, George
Raft, Peggy Ann Garner • THE GUN AND THE CROSS • THE ENCHANTED CUP • THE
v

QUEEN OF SHEBA
JEWEL OF BENGAL
TIGHTS Sheree

KATHERINE

•

James Stewart

North

•

THE

•

THE GIRL IN THE RED VELVET JSWING •
TIGRERO! • THE WANDERING JEW • PINK
•

MAN WHO NEVER WAS

SABER TOOTH

•

•

THE TALL

MEN Clark Gable

• ALEXANDER THE GREAT produced by Frank Ross • THE IRON HORSE
THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH Marilyn Monroe • THE KING AND I by Rodgers and Hammerstein
THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD The Greatest Life Ever Lived as told by Fulton Qu,r$ler

•

they said
"The public is waiting for the product—
what We have just seen ts what they want."

—Forrest Pirtle
Pirfle Circuit, Jerseyville,

"I think the line

"With a line-up of pictures like we saw
here we can face the future with confidence.

It

was simply wonderful."

—Air. Nick Johnson, Majestic and
Wisconsin Theatres, Sheboygan, Wis.,
Strand Theatre, Manitowoc, Wis

III.

up of product is very inspir-

f

we

are in for some great
pictures. Fox should be commended for
what it has contributed to motion pictures,

"I

especially

tacular product after product.

ing.

It

looks like

in

production."

—A/ Forman, Forman Theatres, ( Portland

I

was never so enthused in my whole life.
amazement watching spec-

sat there in
.

Poli Theatre,

Hartford
"Future product looks the best I have seen
a long, long time." Vincent R. McFaul,

—

in

"Twentieth Century-Fox should be commended by the men of our industry for the
future it has placed in our business."

—Fred Serrao

,

Circle Theatre,

New Kensington

,

Pa.

definitely

—Norman Levenson,

"The showing of advanced product was
terrific. I do not see how anything could
be better.

—N. A. Rhoades, Woodland, Wash,

It

indicated the brightest future the Motion
Picture business has ever seen."

Loew's Buffalo Theatre, Buffalo
"I

think

product

wonderful. The coming
wonderful l*m glad j have

it is

is

stereophonic sound."
—Airs. C. B . Hudson,
i

•
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Color by Technicolor

Mature

Jean Simmons

•

• star•

Victor

Michael Rennie

*

'

jgjfu

starring

HOW TO MARRY A

/..

V

•

yfr».

4

*

'Vjh

i

J

V'

Color by Technicolor
Janet Leigh * Robert
Debra Paget * Sterling Hayden

James Mason

•

*

RIVER OF

NO RETURN

v

MILLIONAIRE

HELL AND HIGH WATER

•

starring Richard
Bella Darvi with Victor Francen

Technicolor

•

Color by

Widmark

KING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES

•>

'

v

x

K
*

•a

•

Anita Bjork

• Rita

-

<C^\' s

.-

*tk
X&t

Gregory Peck

-

Color by Technicolor-De Luxe • starring Tyrone
Power • Terry Moore • Michael Rennie

'"wKC'v^W'Ns

starring

*'

X

|WV-

NIGHT PEOPLE

by

&

1

Color by Technicolor • starring Marilyn
Monroe * Betty Grable'* Lauren Bacall and
William Powell

to

Color

X

*

-mm

U>

•

Technicolor • starring Robert Mitchum
Marilyn Monroe * Rory Calhoun

\

m
&'

vL

PRINCE VALIANT
Wagner

f

*

i<r

ft
^

ring Richard Burton

rVjTv

<

'll

'

THE ROBE

*

-

m*r£j

c-*'

.
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'
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•
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Color by Technicolor
Broderick Crawford.

•

Gam

NEW

FACES *
Leonard Sillman's
ous Color * starring Ronny Graham
Kitt •

Robert Clary

•

in Glori*

Eartha

Alice Ghostley

BENEATH THE 12-MILE REEF
by Technicolor
Terry Moore *

*

starring

*

Color

Wagner

Gilbert Roland

—
Don’t

Robert

•

^

V-

^
.

fe.

r

;

>

T
*

a?

Jf*V

.

*

i!

jy-

short-change

your
patrons!
Give them

3 COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN

•

Color

by Do Luxe * starring Clifton Webb * Dorothy
McGuire • Jean Peters * Louis Jourdan

Demetrius and THE GLADIATORS
* starring Victor Maturo
Susan Hayward • Michael Rennie * Debra
Paget • Anne Bancroft * Jay Robinson

Color by Technicolor

CINEMASCOPE
at

its

best.

.

aa

4-TRACK MAGNETIC
STEREOPHONIC SOUND
for best boxoffice results l

Wilson to

Do Musical

Based on Korda’s ’Henry’

Rome, July

20.

±

national
in
screening time, and partial to fulltime shuttering of many. Italian

Sharp

London, July -20.
Sandy Wilson, author '*of the
current'West End musical hit, “The
Boy Friend,” which is to be staged
on Broadway in September, is to
do a musical adaptation of Sir
Alexander Korda’s “The Private

reduction

has been decided by
ANEC, Italian exhib group, for
Move, adthe. next few weeks.
mittedly of experimental nature, is
showcases;

DUBBING IN HOLLAND
BEING STEPPED UP

again handle the production chore.
It is planned that when the new
Amsterdam, July 20.
is staged, in* London next
Until now, dubbing of foreign musical
it will be. presented in assoyear
pictures has seldom been done in
result., of the new 20% tax,, apciation with Korda.
were
several
Exceptions
Holland,
proved by the Italian legislature,
pix. Now Haghefilm in The.
hitting film entrees in this country. Disney
The 20% levy is in addition to Hague has developed a new system
there are some
other cuts per ticket already taken for dubbing and
if
by the government, and would total distributors who want to see
at
an estimated $6,000,000 per year dubbed pictures will do better

Thrillers

the boxoffice.

for the Italian treasury.

Filmex, biggest importer of Germove, contemplated
man pictures in Holland, made an
for some time, had been actively
with Haghefilm for the
agreement
fought by all sectors of the Italian
dubbing of two German pictures,
,pic ipdustry, who pointed out its
in Montevideo” and
House
The
dangers, the impossibility ot a^ fur“Hokus Pokus,” both formerly
ther compensating rise in ticket
of Curt Goetz, Two
stage-successes
prices, as well as to the abolition
stage-actors,
Cables very popular Dutch
of the similar U. S. tax.
Cees
and
BouWmeester
Lily
were addressed to ministers and Laseur, will speak the main roles.
government bodies concerned with Dubbing-director is Wim Povel,
passage of the tax bill by ANICA,
known here as narrator of several
AGIS. and ANEC prexies, but withnewsreels.

Treasury

™

period.

,

i

|

t

*

.

.

i r.

Germans Now Admit GIs

Awaiting Rnss Bid

as well as get
boost for films.

Berlin, July 20.

hibitors’

American troops now coming to

it

Gertnany are shown a film on -this
country which explains, among

£

frequency of German handshakes
ana greetings.

L ° ca

‘

a

new

|

convention, exhibs made
they were now out

clear that

to establish a

norm

in new techof projection

niques and matters
and sound. However, some brought
up the point that since the eventual
usa g e wou i d depend more on the

^

.

J

.

.

and

directorial

processes

j

usage of

most
would be a house
the

gent installation
equipped for variable formats. Recetlt VistaVision showing had many
exhibs ask ng pointedly about dit!
®.
ferences bel e Jn this ' nd ana morphoscoped product, and what ad*“*»«« were gained in only using
the spread
projection, etc.
;

:

1

because
enough.

.

.
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Yank
London

n^k

summer

has not helped much
they don’t stay long
Felt that there is little
The weather is
to entice them.
certainly no inducement. Night life
is very dull compared
with the
Continent. So they go there. For
the datives, the prices of theatre
admissions are too high v In the
old days, locals could take their
wives, or sweethearts, to a dinner
and show in the West End for
around $10. But today it is more
than double that amount. Another
thing cutting into the theatre intake are the massive ice shows.
These are spectacular and cheap,
with prices, ranging from 50c to
These show$ absorb 14,000
$1,25.
people daily, all theatre habitues.
Actually, there are four musicals
now* in the West End cleaning up,
with the 'added novelty of two
being English. Arid one is getting
This
the top gross of them all.
topper is “The Palladium Show,”
which is doing a steady $33,00d
per, with seats sold for months
ahead. Show is such a hit that it
likely will run until Dec, 11. Then
it is to be transferred to either
the Casino or Stoll because the
Palladium is wanted for the anthe

<

;

.

hill fast.
Expected influx of foreigners, mostly Americans, during

be chairman.
Revivals of Jean Paul Sartre’s
“Respectable Prostitute” and Oscar
WHde’s “Salome” (banned for 40
years) formed a double bill at the
St. Martin’s the same night with
an unknown cast, “Prostitute” was
greeted with derisive laughter;
“Salome” was acclaimed for its
sound production and commendable
performances by Australian newHamburg, July 20.
comer Frank Thring, as Herod,
and Agnes Bernelle in the title
On the basis of an agreement
Plays, presented hv Fredrole.
earlier in the year, distribumade
erick Farley and Meldon ProducGermany started
tions Ltd. and directed by ired- tors throughout
crick Farley, are too dated-, and last week an intensive campaign
unlikely to prove real b.o.
to sell their output a year ahegad.
Laurence Olivier Productions A standstill on distribution had
presented “Meet a Body,” comedy
been agreed should operate until
thriller by Frank Launder and SidJuly 1 but from that date onwards
ney Gilliat, at the Duke of York’s American, German-American and nual. pantomime, “Goody TwoShoes.”
Play, origin
last Wednesday (21).
British distribs were involved in a
Other Musical Hits
ally produced during the war, has
countrywide scramble for playThe Other musical packing them
been rewritten and stars Brian dates.
in is “The Boy Friend” at WyndReece and Joy Shelton, radio fa
With the continued upswing of harri’s Theatre, doing steady $6,600
Modvorites, as amateur sleuths.
in
per,
which is capacity. Of the
erately amusing, it may attract on German-speaking pix which
eludes
the output of Austrian pro- Americans,. “The King and I” is
marquee names, but a sustained
Director is ducers, U. S. distribs fear a 25% pacing the others at $24,000, and
rim is improbable.
squeeze of the lucrative German expected to go until the end of
Henry Kendall.
Last year the member next year, making a two-year run.
Another thriller. “Murder market.
companies of the Motion Picture In the real hit class is George &
story,” a first play by Ludovic
Export Assn, earned $17,500,000, Alfred Black’s “Wedding in Paris,”
Kennedy depicting a retarded on the basis of 170 distributed pic-at the Hippodrome with a steady
youth hanged for complicity in
tures.
Jh addition, there were $17,000 or capacity.
murder by his friend, opened at the 50 more
U. S. films released
Of the Straight shows, the topper,
Cambridge Thursday (221. Enthu
channels
independent
through
is the American hit, “Teahouse of
siastically acclaimed for its acting,
These earnings represent 28% to the August Moon,” with steady
by unknown players, play is too
30% of the total film rentals in capacity intake of $14,000 per. It
morbid for average audiences,
West Germany;
looks an easy two-year run. But
theme being obvious propaganda
In the current year, some U. S. standout is “Reluctant Heroes,” at
against capital punishment.
distribs believe their rentals will be the Whitehall, which finishes late
down by at least 25%. The decline this month when it will have com'MOBY DICK' IN IRELAND
in American earnings is the result pleted a four-year run.
Starting
of expanded German language pro- at $7,500, which it grossed for
John Huston. Starts Location Work duction, expected to rise fromN 103 some years, it’s now nearer $3,500,
In Youghal
pictures in 1953 to 130 in the cur- but still profitable.
Coliseum’s
rent year.
“Guys and Dolls” is skedded to
Youghal, Ireland, July 20.
close at the end of September,
Lensing of land location sewhen it will have completed a 15quences for John Huston’s version

Herman Melville story*
Dick,” began in this sleepy
'The Rohe
(20th) was one of half-neglected
seaport town of
Their first show .was a complete the top grossers here last year and 5,000 people last week, with an insellout (7,500 spectators). In addi- since then .three other Scopers ternational press junket attended
tion to their regular appearances, have done fair to fine biz. Exhibs by U.S. Ambassador William H.
they gave a special performance felt VistaVision was a definite in- x a ft to see it started. Waterfront
for East Germans, jobless and novation in projection and its section has been converted with
other .needy people at consider- clarity and size was another step clapboard and paint, -spars and
ably reduced prices. United Artists forward, but general consensus rope into a replica of New Bedford,
cashed in on their popularity and f e lt that a H the processes were Mass.?} around 1840, Requirements
preemed their film, “Go. Man, Go.” headed in the right direction of called for dredging of harbor to
According to Abe Saperstein, enlarging the scope and sweep of bring in three schooners. About
Globetrotters manager, he still the screeri; and both were heading 2,000 cubic yards of silt has been
keeps open his offer to* play the f?r a future lessening of installa- shifted, making the harbor naviThe variable screen gable for the first time in years.
Russian national basketball team tion costs.
(European champion) in Moscow, is in mapy of the big houses here,
Picture, claimed to be the bigbut no positive answer has ar- and over 100 are already equipped gest budgeted film ever made in
[for Scope. As in all cases, it boils the British Isles, is an Elstree Picrived from the Kremlin as yet.
“Stateside Showtime” is the lat- down to receipts. The old and banal tures Production. It will be dispix,
in
any tributed by WarnerSi Gregory Peck,
est musical variety revue to ap- statement of good
pear before local GIs. Cast includes process, making the grade is also who plays Captain Ahab, and the
Berk & Hallow, tap dance team; being bandied about here,
other players including Richard
Ralph English, come.dy juggler;
Basehart, Leo Genn were on hand
Harry Reser, “The Man With the
for the film’s production start.
3
Acts Set For
Banjo;” Cabot & Dresden, ballThe
production
team
here,
room dance team; Strawberry RusColony Cafe which tied up hotel facilities in
sell & Julia, comedy team, and
seaside resorts for miles around,
London, July 27,
Vickie Villani, song stylist.
Three U. S, acts have been include several who were with
booked to appear between August Huston on earlier pix. Script is by
science fiction writer Ray BradCourtneidge to Berlin
*Vid October at the Colony, teeing,
bury. Production manager js Cecil
off with pianist Wally Griffin who
Dubliri, July 27.
Ford, former Gate Theatre stage
Cicely Courtneidge, with her re- bows at the restaurant Aug. 9 for manager.
He will be followed
vue, “Bits and Pieces,” staged at four weeks.
Other locations for "Moby Dick”
Olympic here last week, has taken Sept. 6 by Lucille and Eddie Rob- are off Madeira and
the Azores,
rier company to Berlin
for two. erts, with Betty Reilly taking over where
open boat whaling sefrom Oct. 4 until Nov. I, Engageweeks.
quences are currently
filmed
On returning to London, she is ments were set by Jock Jacobson by a second unit withbeing
Portuguese
skedded to play a double role in and Norman Payne for MCA,
whalemen; the Irish Sea (between
a film, “Miss Tulip
Stays the
Next item on restaurant’s enter- Wales and Ireland) for the open
Night,” With her hus.barid
tainment menu is chirper Trude sea sequences, arid at Elstree
Hulbert), at Sheppevtori
Studios. Adams who bows Nov. 1.
Studios.
.

,

\

i

publicity

At a recent ex-

:

1

the Germans "fart* tiring harder
.
understand Amencan eceentr.cto
ties; and that, in effect, they are
not a difficult lot.
favorites with Borlinera
Special
H
are the Harlem Globetrotters, currently appearing at the Sportpalast.

including
film industry*
producers, directors and stars, will
be coming from Rome to attend the
presentations and also to participate in festival social activities,
which will include a film ball in
aid of the London Italian hospital.
The Earl of Harewood has been
named president of an advisory
committee in connection with the
festival apd Robert Clark, British
Film Producers Assn, prexy, wll
talian

moment.
There are a number of feasible
reasons why. legit is going down

]

French exhibs are a
wary lot. it was foregone that they
needed the hypo of new techniques,

Not Bad Lot; Saperstein

other things, that American soldiers are advised to associate only
with the riicer t>pe of Teutonic
ridicule the
gnls, and told n*

Italian product,

[

onstration of VistaVision.

Though

Still

est

the position looks almost hopeless.
There are 35; theatres currently
open with only around 12 in the
real money.
Some are making a
slight profit, while others are lingering and hoping for the best but
ready ,to throw in the towel at any

.

.

F1

Likely

Michael again receiving an ovation.
Too highbrow for popular consumption, but may draw for limited

i

l

with royalty
Attending the opening performance.
the
of
Prominent members

First' production in a busy week
was Pirandello’s “Six Characters in
Search of an Author,” transferred
from the Arts Theatre Club to the
St. James* Theatre last Tuesday
(20), with Mary Morris -and Ralph

;

I

Seem

London, July 20.
The Tivoli Theatre" in the Strand
will be the scene of the second official Italian film fest organize^
by Unitalia Film under the auspices of the Italian government,
which is to run Oct, 25-30. Gala
preems will be held nightly of lat#

London,. July 27.

[

j

Dominate But

Short Runs

foreign
out achieving purpose.
The only practical solution to a
situation which finds exhibs running potentially in-the-red shows
whose sole beneficiary -is the
Italian treasury, the ANEC announcement states, is simply to cut
down on the number of shows.
Further counter-measures are be
ing planned.
Among other tax bills affecting
Paris, July 20.
the already tax-plagued film indusWithin a year Paris has featured
try are those setting new levies]
the unveiling of most of the new
on advertising. Press ads, as well
Though
U. S: film techniques.
as magazines, radio, and tv (when
tv was riot the competition it was
tv advertising, felt imminent, is
biz was
film
and
States,
the
ne
n
jl
...
.j
allowed,) publicity will be taxed
bebl at a no1
g° ve nn en t 3id
4%. while screen advertising, much and the growth of coproduction,
J ^
the
used here, is scheduled to give a
the
b.o. level also behoo\ed
12% slice to the treasury. Ads on falling
blb to
ook n 0 an<*
government coupons, matchbooks French e *
j.
new
whenever possible
adapt,
are taxable 2%. What s more, tax
ameleliorate
would
that
[.techniques
bated on official rates anis
make
lon conditions, and
nounced by publications, etc., while p.f ojef:t
the * llm as ample an entertamits w.k. that most publishers cut
3 ’ D go *
as p 0S ble
f rr
.,
,.
this rate for steady customers. Tax
9
JL
short shrift but the widescreen
case will be for the higher
in any
*
hAi*A
Ia
inn
r'inbmo
vnnno
Cinemascope
is here to stay, and
figure, whether paid or not.
has come and conquered, Perspecta
sound has been unveiled and most
recently Paramount held its demt

By HARRY* REGENSBERG
West End IegR°^ dOntinues^’on
the downbeat. Add with commercial tv practically on the doorstep,

LONDON’S 2D ITALIAN

Henry VIII,” The rights
have been made available to Wilson and Vida Hopei the latter will
Life of

the

month run.

Assoc. British Net Hits

Show is now doing
made coin early

so-so after having
in its run,

“Moby

in 1953-54
’Can-Can’ Due in Soon
London, July 20.
“Can-Can,” also an American hit,
Despite an attendance drop dur- is set to replace, ryith French tv
ing the year ended last March 31, and diskef, Line Renaud, to play
the Lilo role.
Robert Morley’s
trading profits of the * Associated
“Hippo Dancing” at the Lyric is
British Picture Corp. jumped apwith ,a
another
moneyspinner
proximately $400,000 to over $6,steady $7,500 and showing a good
200,000. The pet earnings show an
the

$1,500,000

increase of $195,000 or better than
$1,500,000. In the annual report
published last Week, Sir Philip
Warter, company chairman, reveals
that the decline in adrinssions appears to have been arrested, with
'

attendance now improving.
He said the corporation had faith
in the new exhibition media as a
means of attracting the public
away from home tv and said the
first stage of the new technical
program callecFfor 160 all-purpose
installations for showing C’Scope,

profit.

“I

Am

a

Camera”

at

New

Theatre is very healthy at
$7,000, which Is capacity for this
medinm-seater.
The Haymarket’s
“A Day By the Sea” chalks a
weekly $9,000 and is good for many
more months.
Back in the musical and revue
field, there is the Noel Coward
epic, “After the Ball,” adapted
from .Oscar Wilde’s- “Lady Windermere’s Fan,” getting fairish take
of around $8,000; Val Parnell &
Bernard Delfont’s '“Pardon My
French” (a Folies* show) at the
Prince of* Wales, healthy at $18,000,
and figured to run till next March;
Jack Hylton’s “Pal Joey,” at the
Princess, good at near $11,000;
Jack Hylton and George & Alfred
.

VistaVision, etc.
Sir Philip indicated that ABPC’s
production policy of a limited
schedule did not involve a dip into
the company profits, thanks to the
Eady subsidy, which contributed
around $1,200,000. From its picture
theatres, on the other hand, ABPC

had contributed more than double
that amount to the pool. A sum-

mary

ABPC
its

since 1946 showed that the
in that period had reduced

bank borrowing by about

$6,-

Black’s “You’ll

Be Lucky”

at the

Adelphi to steady $10,500 at which
gait it can stay until fall.
Several Straight Shows Okay
Criterion’s “Intimacy at 8:30” is
getting
good $6,000, nearly
a
capacity per week for this small
theatre. “Joyce Grenfell Requests
the Pleasure” revue at the tiny
.

loan capital by
$11,000,000 and im- Fortune Theatre, is very healthy at
proved its liquid position by almost $5,500.
Other straight shows in
$3,000,000.
(Continued on page 15)
000,000,

more

cut

than

its

.
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Mex Extras’ Wage Hike
Mexico City, July

<

20.

One thousand pic extras, affiliated with the technical-manual
workers, local of the’ Picture Production ; Workers Union (STIC),
were allowed a 10% pay hike, retroactive to June .l, by decision of
the Mixed Committee of Employhibitlon bec»«ie an established
ers-Labor of the Cinematographic
jvvvj
'Canyon’ in Dutch
entertainment, Aave Argentine exIndustry.
hibitors ,ha4 sq .much to contend
Upswing
in living cost# since deEquipment
Far East
With Holland Censors
with as at this time.
valuation of the peso to 9c April .
Tokyo, July 20,
Amsterdam, July 20.
19 warranted the extras’ pay hike,
Their majors headaches, apart
Since
the first of the year, eight
of
con*
Division
and
The
Motion
Picture
the
scales
Committee
indicated. ...
from lc* admission
pix have been nixed ‘by the Centinual demands iron* their workers, the U. S. Army Special Services
tral Board" of Censors In The
are the obligatory Vaudeville Law, Section has begun a vast $1,500,000
Hague as being not admlssable,
plus the protection Law, which asof
installation of new. di- Lisbon’s Film Season
program
even for persons above 18 years.
time
to
naplaying
signs the best
These comprise two , Russian
which invariably mension film equipment in its
pictures
tive
Spotty;
Arrpy and Air Force theatres
films, "The Village Teacher” (Sobring* them losses.
throughout Japan, Korea and Okijoesdetfilm) and "Mltrea Cocor”
is
disproblem
growing
Another
nawa, it was announced here this
(Sovromfilm); two French, "Le
sension amongst native producers, week.
Fpnds for thev. switchover
Ble en Herbe” (Franco London)
Lisbon, July 20.
who are now accusing, exhlbe of to Vista Vision, Cinemascope and
and
"La Danseuse Nue;” two Gerbeing in cahoots with major film Perspecta Sound will hot come out
The film season here bas been man films, "Die Diebin von Bagstudios, to exhibit their product of the taxpayers’ pockets, but will spotty so far. Exhibitors say that dad" (Pontus Allianz) and "Toedthe addition of about six new liche Liebe” (Pfeiffer); the Frenchexclusively. The fact is that actual- be taken from opertaing profits.
cinemas each with seating capac- Mexican coproduction "Aventurely the exhibitors prefer to deal with
Recent VistaVislon demonstra- ity/ from
the only two studios capable of
1,500 to 2,000 (giving 21 ra,” add RKO’s "Devil’s Canyon.’’
tion for Japanese distribs and exshows a week instead of the aver- For the lastnamed picture a re*
turning out reasonably commercial
hibs. held at the Army-operated
.
pictures.
age
has
meant a loss of biz, view has been asked.
10)
Theatre in Tokyo, Is
The hike in the number of bigger
The Exhibitors Federation Ernie Pyle
said to have spurred the move
first-runs has run ahead of availcreated jrt a recent convention in
Changeover of 35m houses will able cinema
populace, making for
Buenos Aires is already achieving
take about 15 months to complete, an actual overseating
situation.
some unity designed to lick these
action.
Greater number of houses has proproblems through concerted
duced a considerable increase in
The first result is the decision
the number of pix imported by the
by several provincial governors to
35 distribs.
cancel autonomous taxes- which
they levied against exhibitors in
It is estimated that Hollywood
Gradually the
their territories.
pix have about the double of the
Rome, July 20.
Federation hopes to bring all state
boxoffice takings of all other imgovernments and municipalities inports combined in Portugal. DisYank companies placed seven
tributors Of- U. S. product send films to Italy’s three pix in the
to line and prevent their setting up
their own individual taxes nn film
home every year the $500,000 alParis, July 20.
top 10 boxoffice slots for the first
exhibition.
With his last film, "Si Versailles lotted to them by the Bank of Por- six months of the current season.
United action by the Federation
tugal. The country is in a sound
Versailles
("If
Conte”
M’Etait
also succeeded in warding ;off, at
financial position and one of the Based solely on key city first-run
least temporarily, enforcement of Were Told to Me”), turning out few ones in Europe from where figures, “Qud Vadis” (M-G copped
the Vaudeville Law outside the to be the biggest grosser in decades U.
film companies can get all of top spot at $477,000. An ItalianSome provincial
their earnings plus the revenue on made, "Bread, Love and Dreams”
city of B. A.
here, Sacha Guitry has become
governors, anxious to curry favor
foreign pix (mostly Italian and (Titanus), was second with $382,000
with the national administration, the No. 1 spec film producer-direc- French) which they distribute in for the period, but may be passed
Though the trend to- this country.
attempted to rush enforcement in tor here.
by "The Robe” (20th), with final
their jurisdiction, but were pulled ward historical, color films had
The Cinema Imperio, managed figures not being in yet on this
up short by the Federation’s action been growing, it took raconteur by Jose Gill, is figured to have had item.
in stressing many dangers involved.
the biggest grossing pix last seaSeven-city figure for the CinNow that they achieved some Guitry to really tap the public son here. This new house, seat- ema-Scoper
was $351,000. Followsemblance of unity, the exhibitors penchant for a desire to relive the ing 1,850, is situated in a rapidly
ing
is another Italo-made, though
in
history
French
of
are striving to haye the Vaudeville glorious days
growing residential district. "House
coproduction with France, “ReLaw amended* if not repealed, and these days of anxiety. His lush of Wax” (WB) and “Roman Holi- in
turn of Don Camillo,” which toat the same time they are also par- Gallic rehabilitation of Versailles day” (Par) each topped 50, 000 pattalled $267,000 for Dear Film.
with the Entertainment is just what the French wanted, ronage draw.
leying
“Roman Holiday” (Par) was next
that
vein
in
Board for changes in the Protec- and Guitry is staying
with $231,000, followed by “Pristion Law. They argue that they can- for his next film, “Napoleon,” now
oner of Zenda” (M-G) at $25,000.
not continue being forced to pay being made, which will cost a huge
“Salome” (Col) took seventh
the piper for the entire film indus- $1,500,009, feature 100 stars, have
Legit
place, with a $207,000 total, fol*15
battle scenes.
try by having to hold over native 3,000 extras and
Continued from pace 14
in order by “Peter Pan”
lowed
films which audiences reject, even
will
be
he
more
says
Guitry
when invited to view them off the scrupulous in historical detail in the money are Jack Hylton’s "Love (RKO) with $196,000; “Shane”
(Par) with $166,000; and another
cuff. The exhibitors point out that this film and 25 historians worked Match” at- the Victoria Palace, just
they would prefer to apply another with him six months on the prep- transferred from the Palace, doing Italian-made, “I Vitelloni,” windtax on film admission scales to set aration of the scenario. Napoleon a good $8,000. Star Arthur Askey ing up the first 10 with $163,000.
up a fund which would let them will .be played by two actors. His expects td quit the show in August
award cash prizes to the best local life will be traced from his boy- to star in a film of the show.
productions.
hood on Corsica to the placing of
Cecil Landeau’s revue, "Cockles
The decline in' quality of the lo- his cinders in the Invalides here.. and-Champagne,” barely got startcal material under the Protection Playing Nhpoleon are Daniel Gelin ed and is now about
IN
VISIT
$45,000 in the
system has become' too obvious for and Raymond Pellegrin, and Guitry red. Landeau is searching for big
Buenos Aires,, July 20.
the authorities to ignore it any has reserved the role of Talley- star to bolster up show. Picadilly’s
Jean-Louis Barrault, Madeleine
further and as a consequence the rand for himself. It is Talleyrand "A Question of Fact” has had Renaud & Co. have just
closed a
exhibitors have a better chance of who tells the story.
Other stars fairly long run, but now folds to legit tour in Buenos Aires, which
for
succeeding in their efforts
slated for large and even bit roles around $4,000 with nothing set to had an even bigger impact than
amendment.
are Yves Montand, Pierre Bras- replace. Ambassadors’ “The Mouse- their previous visit in 1950.
seur, Serge Reggiani, Jean Gabin, trap,” is doing well in second year
Aside from 16 performances at
'
Henri Vidal, Robert Lamoureux, and is a moneymaker, even now the Odeon Theatre, which were all
Lack of
Authors,
Luis Mariano, Jean-Claude Pascal, being profitable at around $5,500. SRO, Barrault lectured
almost
Danielle Darrieux, Maria Schell, Star Richard Atenborough is ex- daily on thespian subjects to legit
Patachou, Micheline Presle and pected to quit in a couple of student groups and public. As a
Capable Actors Hurts
Michele Morgan. This can’t (miss, months for pix commitments when grand finale, in celebration of Bastille
Day,
he
produced
Paul
Legit Theatre for pic has already been sold to show will have to fold.
Guitry is already
five countries.
’Witness’ Doing $9,000 Weekly
Claudel’s “Christophe Colomb” at
Paris, July 27.
preparing a history of Paris from
Agatha'
Christie's other play, the Colon Opera, under French
Albert Bessler, here with the its beginning to tile present, with
“Witness for the Prosecution,” at Embassy and Argentine Ministry
West German Schiller Theatre of another all-star cast.
the Winter Garden has topped of Education sponsorship, to an
Berlin during the current Interna$9,000 but is now nearer $5,500. overflow house.
tional Drama Festival, has aired
But it still is in the black since
French legit thesps are .accushis views on present legit probhaving a small overhead. Duchess’ tomed to enthusiastic audiences in
lems
Bnenqs,Aires, July 20. 4
Never, since, motion picture er-

Mexkc City, July 27.
National Cinemotorraphtc In-*
dnstry Chamber, Which represents nearly all elnemas in
Mexico, last night (Mon.) announced that all houses as well
ss all distributors’ offices will
stay, closed until the government "ends an ergy of cheating and abuses with which
STIC leaders victimize impresarios without the least
benefit to porkers.”
It also appears that produc-

>

RKO’s

.

Pk

•

Too Many New,

tion will he affected shortly.
Reports Indicate that the film
production- workers union may
force suspension ef all filmmaking by calling out actors
STIC.
In
with
sympathy
There’s also the pecolbility
that STIC may move to shut
legit houses, apt perhaps all
amusements In a bold attempt
4e wage total war against the
Industry's employers.
Mexico’s biggest- film industry
strike in years, Involving everything
excepting production,
is
unique because it is a strike against
a strike. Labor Ministry had induced the unions to delay a walkout provoked by the demands of
the National Cinematographic Industry Workers Union (STICi on
operators of 1,237 cinemas and the
23 distributors (eight U. S.) for a.
35% pay hike. But on July 23,
STIC called a strike. It was only
against a few cinemas here and in
the provinces, the other exhibitors
closing their bouses in sympathy
with the STIC-struck establishments, and the distributors did

•

•

.

.

*

.

•

r,

.

Sympathy

Seemingly to partly compensate
for the loss of practically all
their cinema advertising, important revenue, the Chamber ran

them

half-page ads in all dailies, blaming STIC for the shutterings.
Sympathy-closing cinemas have
this notice on their front doors:
“By decision of the National
Cinematographic Industry Chamber, this theatre has suspended its

BARRAULT, RENAUD OK

BUENOS AIRES

functions.’*

Not involved in the strike are
seven grind houses as well as the
Cine Versalles, a sort of subsequent-run that the STIC operates;
and the Teatro Iris. Latter .has
been exhibiting Russian pix, with

New

in

Germany. Main

(difficulty,

he

*>pined, is the lack Of promising new authors, and the necessity
of going back to the standard and
pre-war authors for material. He
feels that the shortage of new
authors Is further complicated by
the dearth of competent actors
with
sound professional backgrounds. This all results from the
black years of the Hitler regime
from 1933: to 1945, and most especially during the war, he pointed

out.

Bessler said that before the war,
there were 270 theatres in Germany. Now, there are only 230
houses, with 169 in West Germany
*’

Germany.

61 in East
The biggest loss was in Berlin itself which previously had 40 theatres and now only has 12 (six each
in the East and West). However, he
felt that Berlin would still remain
the legit metropolis of Germany,
He made i£ clear there were no
contacts between the East and
West, Last year when a West theatre tried to play a piece by Bert
hold Brecht, it was boycotted:
He .said that the German postwar difficulties did not kill the
taste for theatre.

and

-

TWO

CHIEFS TO GUIDE

“The Manor of Northstead” has no
VIENNA BURGTHEATRE worry at over $6,000, and is good
for several months. At the Savoy;
Vienna, July 20.
“Angels in Love” has never made
Recent appointment of two heads money at around $4,500 and is

this country, which looks up to
France as a spiritual mentor, but
the Barrault-Renaud tour has exceeded anything previously known.
The way in which teenage thespian
and French students managed to
dig tip the $18 required for orchestra seats or $5 for balcony
standing for the Barrault shows

.

Jfor

the

state-owned

Burgtheatre,

top legiter in the German-language
world, came as a surprise for outsiders, but insiders knew that this
has often been the case in the long
history of the stager, founded in

fold soon.
St. James’
“Waiting for Gillian” is only so-so
at barely $7,000, and is about
likely

to

Martins’ “Going to
Town” is lingering at around
Jack
$4,000, and forcing its run.
Hylton’s revival of “The Moon Is
Blue” at the Vaudeville is getting
by at $3,500 since overhead is
small. Henry Sherek’s “The Facts
of Life” at the Cambridge has suffered by being moved from the
Duke of Yorks just when it was
building up. It is expected to close
in a few weeks with intake barely
through.

St.

was unheard

j
1

Mexican vaude support.
The “grinds” and playhouses
open are doing big biz, thanks to
the strike which deprives a city of
nearly 4,000,000 of its top diverWalkout is said to be costing
the local government around $7,500 daily in tax coin. Cinemas involved represent a $48,000,000 investment. U. S. distributors hit by
the strike are Par, Columbia. Metro, Universal, WB, RKO, 20th-Fox
sion.

and Rep.

Majors O.O.’ing English
Version of Berlin Fest
Prize Pic, ‘No

Way Back’

Berlin,

July 2 1

.

“No Way Back” (“Weg ohne
Umkehr”), already booked into 73

is matching the biz
Grosses on the Barrault-Renaud theatres here,
done by "Here To Eternity" (Col)
tour must have run to around
in houses where it has opened.
$150,000, but transportation costs
The bookings to date on this Berand the company’s fee must have
impresario Jose lin Film Festival prizewinner coninto
cut well
stitute something of a mark beCarambat’s percentage.
cause there are only 200 theatres
in the city.
‘Doctor’ Fill* the House*
“No Way Back” won the nod as
th? best German pic of the year
Edinburgh, July 20.
“Doctor in the House,” English at the 1954 Berlin Film Festival
film comedy, is notching up b.o. while Rene Deltgen captured the
successes all over Scotland. Feature “best actor” award for his role in
H. M. Majewski,
has entered its seventh week at the the same film.
Cosmo cinema in Glasgow, after Who composed the music for
playing at three other city-center “Back,” copped the “best music”
prize for his score.
cinemas.
The English version of “No Way
Clicko 0 ?" “Doctor” “Genevieve”
and “Monsieur HuloV’ has resulted Back” has been completed and a

•

1776 by Emperor Joseph II.
The two new men, Adolf Rott,
well known director, and Friedrich
Schreyvogel, well known author,-}
were picked after a two-month deliberation by highest officials of
the country.
The Burg Theatre once had three
chiefs. This was shortly after World above $4,000.
New shows of importance being
War II, when author Max Bahr,
businessman Robert Michel and ac- lined up include Jack Hyltoifs
tor Max Devrlent formed a tri- American hit, /‘Wonderful Town,”
umvirat. The most unique Burg- with Hylton in America to get
theatre management was under the some Broadway name for the top
founder, Emperor Joseph II, him- role. Emile Littler and Peter Daubself. He acted as chief, but appoint- ney’s “Sabrina Fair” due at the
ed for each day a different assistant Palace early in August with Ron
manager, The famous Burgtheatre Randell, who came over in the
nop, ”ine
“The Fifth
r inn season,"
Season,”
had a new. head 365 times a year, Broadway flop,
signed for the Joseph Cotten role.
so to speak.

of.

irked

leaders.”

London

.

shutting

the
STIC, which demanded that the
Ministry sock the sympathy strikers with constitutional chastisement for ceasing a public service
or fines of up to $160 daily per.
The demand was answered by the
National Cinematographic Industry
Chamber, with the statement.
“We consider it cheaper to pay
all fines for closing our theatres
than to continue appeasing the insatiable voracity of immoral

.

German

^

likewise.

.

,

i

I

Cosmo management moving
in
their annual month of film revivals
from May to July.

print is now on its way to N. Y.
for screenings by several American

major

distribs.

y i
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hold audiences

A box-office picture!

Gets the

Sweeping

CinemaScope spectacle

"Sweeping action

full

in

the

RWf: t

:ta-

spellbound by

its

action,

'«

full

CinemaScope

dsm*

*****

eye-appealing drama

deadly struggles,

treatment and the

spectacular treatment

and fast action!"

suspense and

grossing prospects are

-a

SHOWMEN'S

breathtaking scenes!

excellent!”
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VARIETY

to the
* i

richness of the

very big picture, a

A

very fast and

pageantry!”

lusty, lavish,
-v yjyfcM*

spectacular

1#^

M.

m*

from Warner Bros.!”

1
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x
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DAILY VARIETY

CinemaScope adds

Pi

box-office entry

fascinating picture,

entertainment that

with one of the most

garner a considerable

exciting final sequences

audience!”
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Continued. from pace 3
outcome' of

theijr

cern oyer the
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Ottawa, July 27.
Recent switches in the National
Film Board executive offices are
reminiscent of NFB’s Jphjj Grierson era when, it was legend, an office boy could become a film pro-ducer overnight. NFB appointments lately included a film producer, Michael Spencer, as chief
of the board’s liaison staff; Ian
one-time magazine staffer
Neill,

"

... . j
At the time of his death he had
One»
properties turning.
three
“White Feather/’ is the last of 10

activities.

Protagonist* of Blue

.

Beard’s Bonanza
Hollywood, July 27,
Hecht-Lancaster productions
has gone in for beard production as a means of .rounding
up enough bewhiskered extras
for “Gabriel Horn,” on location in Kentucky, Beard-raising contest is under way in
the Owensboro district where
most of the film will be shot.

representative.
European
Latest move is naming of an administration and -personnel officer,
J. VV. Cosman, to head the international division of NFB’s distri-

dent,

•

.

May Provoke Tax On

with

Reels—Latest Worry

Columbus, July 27.
in all / categories. .More
As Ohio awaits the decision of
than that, with wartime shortages,
Ralph
J. Bartlett on an mas
[Judge
(Grierson teed
material
of
Canadian govt, film commissioner junction which, in effect, would
in the state,
censorship
film
in 1939) even apparatus and equip- end
ment had to be invented, developed there is a feeling here that the film
sowing
a field of
may
be
industry
and manufactured.
in its vigorous antiOn-the-job training was usual. A dragon’s teeth
efforts.
mimeographed 'memo would notify censOrship
If Bartlett decides to throw the
a producer of films he had suddenly become a publicity officer; an ac- 41-year-old Ohio censorship law in
vacation
ashcan (a decision that would
the
counlant returned from a
S.
to find himself a distribution exec., be fought all the way to the U.
Court); the state could
Supreme
working
or a still photographer
in the northern icefields got a mes- and just might take reprisals in the
sage to get hack to Ottawa and be form of an outright reel tax, a tax
that some observers believe would
an editor behind a desk.
than the present
Grierson was pioneering and had be much higher
per reel censorship fee at pies53
guide
to
precedent
no
|

i

j

f

j

:

__

;

him! He missed once in a while ent.
Some of the state’s top lawyers
but his batting average was high.
Current commissioner, Dr. A, W. say there is nothing to prevent
ofuniversity
Ohio
from slapping a $5 to $10 tax
Trueman, a former
an active, widespread for each reel of film shown in Ohio
fieial. has
around
The state could really
industry
profit.
for
and growing film
him. both privately-owned and gov- clean up on such a levy because
practically all clear
NFB
be
largely
by
would
it
erned. established
“graduates.” He has little taxpayer money since there would be no exmachinery to
compared
pensive
censorship
apathy and opposition
with the general, often furious op- maintain. Such a tax could easily
revenue
his
state’s
and
triple
the
Grierson
or
double
position faced by
Trueman must, of from films.
organization.
come
has
course, decide if the time
Actually, this is a lot of suppos
when NFB can reach into industry mg. If censorship is tossed out
for personnel or if it must continue O hio would lose only about $300to be an unofficial training ground, qqq
n revenue and a new tax
possibly also a proving ground, for tripling that amount would be faircreative and technical motion pic- ly difficult to justify since the state
ture staff.
is riding along on a comfortable
But as the film industry ac- surplus which has been estimated
cepted Grierson as a film-maker may exceed $40,000,000 this year,
and organizer it seems to have acjudge Bartlett in Common Pleas
cepted Trueman as an administra- Court here has been taking his
tor.
Industry and other eyes are time about rendering a decision in
currently on the Trueman exec, the injunction suit to outlaw cen-,
switches, particularly in the face of sorship brought by RKO,. Indethe forthcoming NFB move to pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio
Montreal, to see if they are smart, and exhibitors Martin G. Smith of
or just gambles.
Toledo and Horce Adams of Cleveland. He has recognized the gravi;

'

!

last

distributor.

distribution fold.
All three films will be continued
production for delivery
or 20th, Not consideither to
ered as yet is the future course for
the indie, unit, particularly as it
concerns the balance of the UA.
contract. This is to be decided by
the various parties, including Goldstein’S partners, Robert Goldstein
(a twin brother) and Robert L.
Jacks. Robert Goldstein has producer’s credit on “Black Tuesday

UA

and “Stranger on Horseback” and

d

all three.
Goldstein entered the 20th deal
after an association of nearly five
years at Universal had come to an
end over differences on his re-

(after taxes)

S’

;

!

SAN DIEGO’S CAPRI

mm tunn

STARTS 1ST RUN BIDS

!

,

•

San Diego, July

27.

of a new showcase theathe Capri, by Burton Jones,
resulted in first-run bidding
In
the first time in this city.
past there has been practically
competition for first-runs in
area.

Opening
tie,

has
for

the

no
this

;

;

Jones bought “About Mrs. Les-

ty of the decision, which most certainly will be appealed whether it
is pro or con, although it is felt

there exists a preponderance
of precedence in recent Supreme
court rulings which would back up
a decision outlawing Ohio censorship.

UNDISCLOSED PAYMENTS
Out-of-Court

Settlements

of

lie” to launch a strictly showcase
policy, opening with a $10 charity
premier on July. Policy also calls

Antitrust Suits In Chicago

for the exclusion of children under
17 unless accompanied by parents.
The Capri seats 700.

Two more antitrust suits against
the majors were settled in the usual manner—out of court
here last

Chicago, July 27.

—

week.

Ralph Clare Heads Drive
Hollywood, July 27.
Chairman of the Motion Picture
Permanent Charities’ 1955 drive
will be Ralph Clare, representing
more -than 20,000 members of
guilds and unions on the film lots.
Campaign, starting in September,
will be the 10th conducted by
MPPC. To date it has raised morel
than $16,000,000.

Kay Lenard Vice Ed Ralph
Owing
unit

Hollywood, July 27.
to press of business as a

production

Walt Disney

lot,

manager on the

Ed Ralph turned

his resignation as president of

in

the Motion Picture Industry Council.

His

successor

is

Kay Lenard,

M.PIC ve.epee, who has been acting
prexy during Ralph’s absence.

s5rp'erios."forrs

where

best.
The young people dimly remember the title, and they know
the Douglas book. So they come

in droves.”

desire to latch on to presold values is inherent in 20th*s
purchase Of Fulton Oursler’s “The
Greatest Story Ever Told” and,
again, in Metro’s shelling out of
heavy coin for “Tea and Sympathy.”
In fact, because Hollywood knows the penetration capacity of a Broadway legit click
t
h
h
vnB
paying
have
been
tag,
studios
stage than
closer attention to
ev er oeiore.
xvot in many years
have the studios bought up as
many legit properties for screen
“Oklahoma,” being
adaptation.
lensed in Todd-AO, and CinemaScope, and “Brigadoon” are more
examples of Coast studios hitching
to a famed stage vehicle.
While the studios have no hesitation
in
snatching up suitable
yarns on the bestseller list, particularly if they're the type that lend
themselves to spectacle treatment
for the wide screen, .they're complaining about the paucity of published materials to suit their needs.
Some examples of pix based on
bestsellers are
“The Egyptian,”
“Desire,”
“The High and the
Mighty,” “The Silver Chalice,”
“Prince of Players,” "Executive

,

>

:

:

In disclosing the earnings, ABpresident Leonard Goldenson
stated a shortage of “boxoffice”
films and the introduction of tv in
some areas were adverse factors in
the second quarter. He said, however, there was improvement in
theatre grosses in June. The prez
added he anticipates further improvement “based upon the quality
of pictures scheduled for release.
in the third quarter.”
Re the broadcasting end, Goldenson said ABC showed better results than expected in the second
1954 quarter, managing to operate
at the break-even point.
Letter to stockholders sent out
by, Goldenson included dividend
checks for the second quarter in
the amount of 25c per share of

“Frorii

I

helped

in the past

UNITED PARAMOUNT’S

PT

3

reissue of the Irene Dunne-Robert
Taylor picture,” a U exec admitted.
“But it’s turning out all for the

'

.

exactly

j

l-share profit.

•Told Tales

Devon Amusement Co., operating the Rich theatre, was suing for
and the Cicero Amusement Co., which has the Vilas Theatre. was asking $360,000, settled [Suite,
“Caine Mutiny,”
their claims for undisclosed sums. Here to Eternity,” etc.
.7300, 000,

—

1

j

Same

of“ows e ^“ead"

Hugh M.

Flick, the N. Y. censor,,
has held that, in some ways, the
changes produced by film biz
i

.

;

i

.UK New

$2,<

Chicago television station WBKB,
which accounted for the high per-

,

.

,

-

•

>

censorship statute along the N, Y.
last week in Baltimore
where Sydney R. Traub, chairman
0£
censorboard, told a special
committee of the legislative council that Maryland’s present law
was inadequate” and should be
moulded along the N. Y. pattern,
.
.
. "
A . state
where
no changes are
h^ely next year is Virginia whose

'

interest.

:

considered ^the

he has had a
certain amount of leeway In interr* profit for the first six
and Isnt proper
of the current year were P'^ingwhat is
under the statute’s broad proviJO, or 40c per common
ions thc ]law 1# now speUed out
share, compared with $2,236,000, 5
him At the same time; Flick
ner common snare,
share in me
the for
or *159 per
.
...
d th
t CVCU Wim th
new
aUlllHlCU
w
llldt)
illv llv
statute, his board was bending
net cap gains, mainly via sale of backwards to avoid any clashes

which Robert Goldstein owns an

.

Ronde” and “M”,

it

mi es C ame

$344,000.

ters also survive. One of the brothers, Spud, is traveling secretary
with the Cleveland Indians in

Continued from pace

that

865,000 in the second 1954 quarpressure—haven’t
ter, compared with. $2,521,000 in

munerative status. The parting was
a friendly one, however.
Two other brothers and two sis-

;

indicated

wording of the N. Y. and Ohio Statutes too vague to be applicable*
leaving most boards with a sharply
reduced statute to work with.
First official move to rework the

common :***'.

would have been

^

on

in tulin g

the depreciation
charges, the net operating profit

;

:

By

Paramount
aiaiuuuui

1

Without

On

;

Ki

"•

Impression is that' attempts will
be made to “tighten” the language
of the various statutes, along the
lines of the new New York law
which attempts to define the mean<
ing “immoral” and “incites .to
crime" The U. S. Supreme Court,

^«

Sngs a? 17b

Jacks is the producer of “White
Feather.” Leonard Goldstein had
been listed as executive producer

;

’

tha]t,

spring ©f l955.

5
of
the earnings
included,
\vere equal to 15c per common
share.
Second quarter of 1953
brought operating profit of $756,000 after $1,765,000 for depreciation.
Cap gains were listed to

.

.

J

up.

nn?.
000
!

Ja^aSa
$25,000

a cer-

.with the t exception of
Visgihft, ^»ost Of
the remaining* five -States will seek
to strengthen their censorship laws
when their legislature».meet .<in the

Income was higher but heavier
depreciation charges due to the in-,
stallation .of theatre widescreen
and sound equipment caused a
slight drop in American Broadcasting-United Paramount’s nel profit
for the second quarter of this year.,
Operating profit^ for the second
quarter amounted to $715,000 after
at 10 n charges of
d

full-

now considered almost

It’s

New York and

,

its

.

tainty

AB-Dnited
Ulllicu
AD

page ad in which UA “welcomed”
Leonard Goldstein Productions to

;

Douglas County of. the ’Territory of Nebraska: in 1858.
The parchment is still in. excellent condition and the handwriting legible. Loser hasn’t

Depreciation Revealed

Ironically,

week’s Variety carried a

through

states.

.

X1

that

Recent..defeat of censorship in
of* censorthe likelihood of: -retaliatory
and precautionary moves in The
various legislatures of-censorship
ship* to

at Hastings, reports finding:
warranty deed filed in

shown

Other two films currently shootand
ing are "Black -Tuesday”
“Stranjger on Horseback,” both for
release*, by United Artists as part
of a 10-picture deal recently closed

scratch

nm

;

Kansa» has alerted foes

27.

A

lot that Goldstein suffered the attack.- He was engaging iff a telephone conversation from the office
of Sypros P. Skouras, 20th’s presi-

Outlawing Ohio Censors

pr•actically

Omaha, July

C’Scope was made.
Incidentally, it was on the 20th
.

offered jobs in the film.

bution office.
Grierson had a reason: Canada’s
film industry was still very much
in the moppet stage and personnel
had to bo trained On the job from

Drive-In Debris
Almost anything may be
foiind by drive-in lot cleanup
crew. Fred 'Teller of the Strand

format, in contrast with 2Qth’s own
studio program of only CinemaScope pix. “Feather/.’ mow shooting
in Mexico, later was determined -as
particularly "suitable for -the Widescreen process and a switch to

Kentuckian who raises the
most luxuriant wind chimes
will get a U. S. Savings Bond,
and all the contestants will be

NFB

t

Laws Smarting, May $6t Mpre

Obnoxious Statutes Passed

.

films to be made /under a tieup
with 20th-Fox. When Goldstein and
20th teed off on this pact, ail 10
films were to be made in -standard

.

and until this month secretary of
the board, to film production;
Carl Lochman, former Civil .Service personnel expert and recently
with NFB’s distribution office, as

v\tr\n

28* 1954

-

Mm

nm

Jtaljr

.

common and

£ame sum per

'thq

preferred share.

SNATCH-AND-RUN NETS
$700 FROM DRIVE-IN

CINEMASCOPE SPLURGE
Minneapolis, July 27.
United
Paramount. Theatres,
which has had C’Scope only in its
local Radio City and St. Paid
Paramount, downtown, and in its
neighborhood Minneapolis and St.
Paul Uptown theatres, is now installing it with four-track stereophonic sound in all of its other
.

.

Twin

Cities’ loop first-run houses,
the State and Lyric here and the
St. Paul Riviera.

Harry B. French, circuit’s president, states C’Scope is under consideration for the remaining seven

Twin

Cities’ neighborhood bouses,
four here and three in St. Paul
Involving new wide screens in
all instances and to include various alterations arid improvements,
the installations will involve an
estimated $75,000 investment. And
local trade circles are hailing the

move

as another expressiori of
United Paramount’s confidence in

exibition’s future, also indicated
Buffalo, July 27.
by the construction of a new $350,First drive-in theatre holdup in 000
conventional
now
theatre
this area occurred Sunday (18) [nearing completion in Minot, N.D.

when

a lone thug, combining the
technique of holdup man and
snatch thief, grabbed nearly. $700
from the Aero Drive-In and
'

va jS®hed.

~

Columbia Retides Two

;
Switch in a couple of pic titles
of the cashiers went has been disclosed by Columbia*
to one of the theatre’s boxoffices .The
went
Cinemascope
that
late in the evening to get change through
production as “Rough
for the concession she was fol- Company” is now billed “The Violowed by the thief who grabbed lent Men.”
the money from the cash drawer,’
The entry which had been known
stuffed it into his pocket and ran. a g “Violent Men” is now called
Search of the surrounding fields “Ten Wanted Men.”
and area roads by Buffalo police
.

When one

<

was without

results.

McMahon, Ballyhooer
International Popcorn Assn, and the Theatre
Owners of America have set plans for a combined theatre concessions forum at the 1953 TOA convention Oct. 3I-Nov 4 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
The IPA execs have outlined a tentative agenda for their com
ventiort sessions, which will also be attended by TOA concessions
representatives. The Nov, 4 session of the TOA meeting will be
devoted to a summary of the IPA meetings.
Participating will
be theatre concessions leaders, representing manufacturers, sup^
pliers, and theatres.
Feature of the convention will be a combined trade sh&w. with
IPA, the Theatre Equipment Supply Manufacturers Assn., and the
Officials

of the

.

Theatre Equipment Dealers Assn.

‘Apache’ Hit in Philly

Horace McMahon, vet stage and

screen performer, left N. Y. for
“Apache” set all-time record for, Chicago Sunday (25) for a twopreview opening (23) at 4,360-seat
« ClieaH ei„ n t
Susan S p
Mastbaum Theatre, flagship of
Stanley, - Warner
Circuit,
Ted Here,” RKO entry in which he has
Schlanger, zone manager, reports,
a featured comedic ^ole. Flint opens
Hecht-Lancaster production got at the Wood Theatre in the Windy.
$1.49 top, but was coupled with City Aug. 10.
closing day of previous film cutActor will make the press and
ting down turnover. Previous high tv rounds, in addition to calling on
Following thi9
for opening at Mastbaum was $11,- Chf disk jockeys,
000 closed up by 3-D debut of he’ll return to Gotham Where he’s
"House of Wax"
eyeing a legit assignment.
‘

HlTTOIkBS

t&fKMwFt
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I*

NATIVE-STYLE PIX AND LOCAL SAVVY
Ad-pub directors of the major companies,, at a N, Y. meeting last
week, turned down a proposal to sponsor an elaborate insertion
tip*
in Editor & Publisher which would, list the important product
As outlined by the press committee
coming from all companies.
Organizations, t^e plaft was to
of the Council of Motion Picture

ALONE ANSWER COMMIES HIMALAYA
Anti-Red films for propaganda
use in Asia must be produced on
he spot if they’re to be effective,
says Tom Hodge, director of the
One Antitrust .Action Settled By films division for the Federation
'Stipulation’—Another Pendsr
of Malaya information department.
In N.Y. this week, Hodge, who
St. Louis, July 27.
as head of the Malayan film unit
The- $45Q,00Q
suit has been turning out -documents^
antitrust
brought by Louis, Sam L. and S. ries at the rate of five a month
Zanvic Sosna, operating as Louis Since 1952, Stresses the need for
M. Sosna, against the Frisina
<4-

impress fourth estaters with the quality and scope of Hollywood's
new wares. Insertion had been suggested as part of the windup
the 26th and^ final one
in E & P.
of the COMPO. series of ads

Q» T» TERMS

*

'
_
for heat month.
*
.
Rejection of the idea was based on the preference to keep the
ads strictly in the institutional vein, for which they had
been’ designed, at the start.
•

is set

•

•

.

.

COMPO

Amusement

„
Affoinct llimealr
rinime
I1UII5WI
UaiDlS AgfUllOl

Los Angeles, July

court according

SHIFTING VALUES
IN CHICAGO

LOOP

Chicago, July 27.
Installation
.

of

.

Cinemascope

OWN QUOTA
NOW FOUR

Hollywood, July

27.

Under contract to produde two
pictures annually for Allied Artists
release, William F. Broidy
will increase the number to four
this year and four in 1955.

at

the Roosevelt Theatre for the first
run showing of “Ring of Fear" on
Aug. 11 is clearly a sign of the
times: the Main Stem deluxers
now are all gunning for big product with holdover likelihood, leav-

cant that, besides the arties, only

two small downtown houses haven’t
as yet gone C’Scope. the Loop and
the Monroe, yet both are able still
to play choice Hollywood offerings,

Lined up for the remainder of
1954 are “Dynamite Anchorage,"
“Cry’ Vengeance," “Rider of the
.

Ruby

Hills" and ’"Desert
Damned," in that order.

of

the

Town Repeals Tax

stipulation

jor American film distribs.

m

equipped for single-track op
sound to project four-track
magnetic sound films through ex-

ticifl

losses amounting to $250,000. The
Kansas City, July 27.
corporation has been headed nomShowing of “The Moon Is Blue" inally by Buffalo Council President
in the State of Kansas still is taboo
Elmer F. Lux.
because bf a legal technicality, alAt the same time, the Federal
though a ban of the picture by
granted Schine permission
the censor board was declared un- Court
buy the furniture and equipconstitutional
last
week.
Two to
ment
of the Lake Theatre, CananKansas theatres which attempted

*

slips

to its 12 employees, City
Council, by a 6 to 1 vote, decided
to repeal 'the city’s 3% admission
tax.
James Rairdon, theatre official, said that as a result, the
house probably will remain open
during the summer.

to

show the picture with openings
Wednesday were forced to canunder orders of Mrs.

last

cel bookings

Frances

Vaughan,

chairman

of

Kansay Board bf Review.
The decision against the ban was
given by Judge Harry Miller, Jr.,
in
Wyandotte County District

the

Councilmen said, they received
numerous requests from filmgders
to repeal the tax, so the theatre

could contibrie* operation.

Bluemound, Elm Grove,

„

Court

(Kansas

in
City, Kans.)
to the litigants, and
official entry in the court journal
has been delayed until he returns
from his vacation in mid-August,
Best available legal opinions are
that the order does not become official until properly entered in the
journal.
Aucauc
Kansas ±jri
Drive-In
ivciti Theatre
The
x 11C ixaiioaa
and the Overland Park Theatre, in

memo form

I

I

Warners, 20th-Fox and Universal
were slapped with a $450,000 antiSkouras Fetes Clare A trust
suit in N. Y. Federal Court
Glare Booth Luce, the American this week. Plaintiff is Ida AmuseAmbassador to Italy, is being rrient Corp., operating the Fleethosted tonight (Wed.) at a dinner wood Theatre, the Bronx, N/Y,
at the 21 Club by Spyros P. SkouComplaint alleges the defendants
ras, 20th-Fox prexy.
discriminated against the FleetDiplomatic and Congressional wood in favor of J. J/s Kent Theleaders along with top industry atre.
states
that
the
Plaintiff
execs are invited to the shindig. Fleetwood has been denied a fair
Mrs. Luce is the author of “Come crack at product since Ida purto the Stable" which 20th filmed? in chased the house from J. J. in
1949.

\

1952.

involved here wasn’t so much a
concern over the inability of the
local product to get on the screen,

Nq

Divorcement. There!

Hodge spoke pridefully of hit
film unit which, he said, is doing
its part in trying to build a nation
out of the three main -racial groups
in ^the Federation— Chinese, Malay and Indian. The unit, which
started
with studios converted
from old Japanese warehouses and
in October will start, construction
of a new $350,000 studio building
in Kuala Lumpur, ’lenses its tworeelers in 35m. It has its own lab,
excellent equipment and employs
135. all locally trained.

...

„

These pix, all documentaries, ars
shown in the 284 regular houses
and exhibited also via 83 mobile
units in 16m. “They are all positivs

1

Hodge explained, “films
designed to make the people fee]

pictures,"
1

Elmart was owned by Hildemaft have been combatting successfully.
Encourage the Locals
Hodge maintained that, as important as showing films, was the
and their wives and children.
Western effort to aid and encourage local efforts. “We’ve got to
help these people technically and
in other ways,” he said. “I think
it’s important to bring in experts
LICENSED
to teach the proper use of machinA licensing deal has been con- ery, for instance.” Hodge has
cluded by Perspecta Sound with brought to Malaya four British film
Stelrna Inc., of Stamford, Conn., technicians for limited periods to
to manufacture Perspecta’s stereo- pass on their know-how to Malayans. The Americans also are sendphonic sound integrator units.
This is the first venture of Stel- ing in technicians. “It’s no use taking one man to Hollywood and
engineering
and
electronic
ma, an
firm which has turned out equip- teach him the tricks," he observed.
ment for the Navy, in the motion “When he comes back, he doesn’t
picture industry. Stelrna will dis- have that type of machinery to

STELMA OF STAMFORD
BY PERSPECTA

substituted other pictures when
given the word by Mrs. Vaughan.
Judge Miller based his decision tribute the Perspecta integrators
on previous rulings of the’ United through
regular equipment
States Supreme Court, ruling that dealers.
the Kansas statute- under which
the board banned the film is not
sufficiently definite and does not United Paramount Rally
clearly define what is “obscene and
immoral" in the picture.
Links
.

At Shawnee Golf

Song Will carry the situation.
About 75 are expected to attend
Product
and Washington this annual shindig.
(music)
Tiomkin
considered the prime
(lyrics) did the “High Noon" song situation is
topic.
for Kramer.
Stranger."

pic’s title.

Wise.'

Bronx Antitrust Action
RKO Theatres, J. J. Theatres,

Government and other circles, in
Malaya and elsewhere, felt this
was a poor practice inasmuch as
it narrowed the theatres' choice,
Hodge explained. He added that

Corp. and that all of the stock of
the latter corporation was held by
Louis W. Schine, J. Myer Sehine

Theatres
.Paramount
United
Ballad Into Kfamer Film
toppers from all over the country
Dimitri Tiomkin and Ned Wash66, Lawill
at. Shawnee, Pa., Sept.
meet
Grange, 111., Pendelton Pike, In- ington have penned a ballad to be
and a
dianapolis;
Ridge Rd., Griffith, incorporated in Stanley Kramer’s 21-23 in a policy powwow
of the overall exhibition
Ind.; Natick, Natick, Mass.; East upcoming production of “Not As A review
Side, Detroit; West Side, Oak Park,
Mich.; Airway, St. Louis; Hi-Way
4Q, Indeperidence; Manchester Rd.,
Kirkwood, Mo,; Route 10, Livingston, N. J.; Route 46, Saddl River
Twp., N, J.; Montgomery, Cincinnati; East Side, Cleveland,^ and

referring to the common
of individual companies
deals with theatres for
their entire available playing time.

they belong. It’s a very important
anti-Red propaganda weapon in
that part of the world.” Occasionally
the unit also comes up with
daigua (N.Y.), formerly operated
by Schine. DJ attorneys said at the pix about the terrorists which the
British
under Sir Gerald Templar
hearing that the capital stock of

isting amplifier systems.
The ozoners are: the

Bellevue, O., July 20.
After the State Theatre, Bellevue’s only filmhouse, gave notice
it would shutter, and sent dismissal

He was

making

—
From

n

suburban Johnson County, Kansas,
Camden, N. J., July 27.
Smith Management Co.,- of Bos- tentatively booked “Moon,” but
ton, drive-in theatre chain, has
signed for installation of RCA magnetic
sound equipment in 14
ozoners in eight states, it’s disclosed by J. F. O’Brien of RCA.
The 14 Phil Smith drive-ins are
to be equipped with new PG-391
sound systems, which enables thea*

of

practice

;

B&K

Smith Management Puts
T X
A
KLA Into
14 UZOnerS

One

the reasons a Singapore committee recently extended the 10%
quota for British pix was the conBut GovL
cern that eliminating the quota
Buffalo, July 27.
might place a monopoly in EnglishThe operations of Elmart The- language films into American
atres, Inc., one of the nine motion hands.
;

Roosevelt’s CinemaScope is being installed without stereophonic
sound. It’s the last of four
deluxers to be so equipped.

tres

Ohio

a

and
and

Singapore over the business methods adopted by several of the ma-

-

*

*

Hodge also reported a degree of
resentment in Malaya (which comprises seven federated states
two
British
settlements)

also
dismisses
counter
claims of the LoeW’s, - Inc.; Vitagraph, now known as Warner Bros,
Picture Distributing Corp.; RKO
picture (distributor and exhibitor)
Radio Pictures, 20th Century-Fox
contempt proceedFilm Corp.; Columbia Pictures defendants in
ings now pending against the
Corp. and Universal Film Exchain in Federal
Schine
Theatre
changes, Inc.
^
characterized as a
The settlement' does not affect Court here was
catastrophic failure*/ and the corthe Frisina Amusement Co. and
poration was pronounced to be
the Mexico-Frisina-Theatres Co.,
by its counsel. These repanother defendant and it contends “broke"
resentations were made upon a mothere was no cause of action
tion by Elmart for permission to
against it as the company simply
four of its theatres to
contracted for, pictures needed in dispose of
the Cumberland Amusement Co.
their Liberty and Rex theatres in
The motion was denied by Fed.Mexico, Mo. The suit charged the
plaintiffs were deprived of films eral Judge John Knight after govneeded for the successful operation ernment attorneys objected on the
of their house, also in Mexico, Mo., ground that Elmart is a Schine
and resulted in a loss of $150,000. family-controlled theatre and .statThe counter claims were bqsed ed that the Justice Department
on alleged extra rentals and- dam- had information of a definite re
between Cumberland
ages in connection with the show lationship
ing of their films -in Sosna houses and Schine.
in Mexico and Moberly; Mo.
Counsel for the company stated
further that of the original 13 theatres owned by Elmart orily four
’Moon’ Can’t Exhib Until
were now operating. It was prov j
posed to leave these to Cumberland for $5,000 and half the profits.
J“d §e Returns
His
Elmart was represented as having
Vtirahmt
capital
vflvauuu, Tniarc’
LUlCIo VardiVi
f CI llltl sustained operating and

,

FOR ALLIED

to

ulation

In
recent
past,
McVickers,
United Artists, arid Roosevelt were
regular double-feature houses^, and
Chicago Theatre had proUsing direct mail approach to in*- the
grammed only two-week bookings
dustry and trade unions, Palace
regularly. That’s all changed now.
has bisen tacking on an extra SaturMcVickers and United Artists have
day matinee nearly every week.
a procession of quality product on
Anni of "Cinerama" is being tap for single-featuring, and the
celebrated in the theatre with Chicago is aiming for six weeks
luncheon for politicos, local digni- with “Living It Up/’ While Balaban
taries, and press on July 29. Fan- & Katz toppers insist the
Roosevelt
fare will be in cooperation with the will undergo no permanent change
State Street Council, merchant of policy with its showing of
members of which feel they’ve “Ring," nevertheless even a ternbeen helped by the picture’s draw. porary change spotlights the trend,

BROIDY’S

-

111.,

United States District
Court here. Terms «of the settlement were not revealed. The stip-.

'

Palace Theatre has larger seating
capacity than the Selwyn.
“Cinerama’s" radius in Chicago
involves close to 17,500,000 people,
and the number of large conventions held here the year around
has brought in hinterlanders from
other parts of the country-. An added advantage here is that Chi “Cinerama" doesn’t have as much legit
to compete with; for the conventioneers, as does Gotham’s, House
estimates it draws roughly around
40% of its patrons from visitors-totown, and guest book at present
lists some 50,000 names.
Company has been very aggressive promotionally, staging special
showings for school groups and
clubs and going out after package
tours with railroads and buslines.

Springfield,

Info pix with which Aslaic audiences can ideqlfy. “It’s useless to
make fine propaganda films in
Hollywood," he commented. “That’s
not the kind of thing that the people can relate to their own experiences or the Red terrorists in
the jungle."

and some of the film distributing
companies has been settled out of Claim Schine Subsid
filed in the

27.

Bernard Reich, attorney for
minority stockholders in their fight
against upward Hughes and RKO,
filed a ^written argument and
memorandum" in Federal Court
Chicago, July 27.
protesting the. Nevada and Dela7
As 'of now “Cinerama" will ware judgments, especially the one
exhibiyear
of
which approved the sale of RKO
first
its
out
round
are assets to Hu.ghes.
tion in Chicago. Local toppers
Attorney claimed that Hughes
claiming a Windy City record lor could not legally buy up. claims
the
any film on its first run with
against
himself,, thereby “deprivboast that “Cinerama" will have, ing dissenting stockholders of their
played to over 1,000,000 people and rights." The approval obtained in
grossed over $2,000,000- by its 52d Nevada, he contended, was brought
week. Pic figures to outdraw “Red about by collusion between the deShoes," which several years ago fendants and tfic; plaintiffs’ eastern
played a road-show first run. at the attorneys.
Selwyn theatre for .about 18
months, because “Cinerama" holds

more showings weekly and because

Co.,

FOR SOSNA

’
«

Ann

Arbor, Mich., July 22.

’
Melcan' see 3-D movies without glasses, says Wilton
“It is, one
horn, geology instructor at the University of Michigan.
and
practice
First,
needed?
What’s
talents."
of man’s latent
when
imagination. Then, relaxation. “Most people are too tense
eyes."
their
with
they do anything
..
.

“Anyone

.

Melhorn discovered by accident he could work the

.

trick.

4Wp .

The

that one glasses I was given at 3-D movies were so uncomfortable
day I just took them off, squinted, blinked and wham things
themselves."
came into focus all by
He admits he .has a head start on others who want to learn to see
AS a geologist he has studied aerial stereoscopic
3-D au naturel.
photographs. for years. Most of his colleagues rely on a stereoscope
Not Melhorn. He just reto get the three-dimensional quality.
laxes, squints, blinks and he’s up to his eyes in depth.

—

work with/’
Red propaganda

in

Malaya was

minimum due to the prevailing state of emergency, Hodge reported. Elsewhere in Asia, Soviet
pix may attract attention but more
as a novelty than an indication of
an eager and receptive audience,
he thought. He also considered the
KJ.S. Information agency pix service well-run and effective. The
Americans are distributing some
of the Malayan film unit pix.
Hodge said films in the Malay
at a

language were being turned out
by two producers in Singapore but
that their market had been seriously affected by an Indonesian law
which provides^that three pix in
the Malayan language produced in
Indonesia must be exported for
each Malayan-produced film imported. Malaya market alone comprises
a potential audience of
6 000 000
Hodge, who’s actually a British
Foreign Office “loanout" to the
Malayan Federation government,
said he was eager to make a Malayan feature that would cut across
all of the racial groups and would
have as its theme Malayan unity.
While in N.Y., he’s discussing an
arrangement whereby British Information Services would act as
the U.S. agent for the Malayan
film unit documentaries. Hodge,
currently on leave, expects to go
back to Malaya later this year.
,

,

.
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MILLIONS WILL SOON BE HEADING TO YO
The most unusual and
intimate journey into

JAMBS

human

passions ever filmed!

STEVsART
in

8

«

Alfred
Hitchcocks'

REAR

WINDOW

Miss Torso —
Hot nights or cold,
her shades were

never drawn!
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UR BOXOFFICE “WINDOW
“HITCHCOCK’S BEST...”
-M.

%

.

“Hitchcock’s biggest
boxoffice success.
knock-out. Recommended on all counts
without Qualification.”
-M. P. Herald
,

A

The Party Girls — Day or
night
secret eyes were
always watching them!
.

P. Daily

.

“Sensationally good.
Top line entertainment.

J

in

the dark

.

.

.

Hitchcock at his best.”

—Film Daily

a crime of

passion blazed!

m

TheStrangers
until a little

—Unknown

.

keys
Sturdy grossing
and elsewhere. Very
earthy quality to

.

dog plunged them

into the spotlight of terror!

relationship

between

Stewart and Miss Kelly.

Both do fine job.”— Variety
It’s

easy to review this

They
should book it and play
it. They will make
for exhibitors.

The Honeymooners —
Too happy to see the

money with it.”

terror that lurked!

— Hollywood Reporter
‘Bright boxoffice

outlook. Tight suspense
»

show.”

— Daily

Variety

New York
Miss Lonelyhearts — Ready
to risk anything for one
last desperate fling!

li
.!:

i.

a*

C

«)

PELL CORET THELMA RITTER
FRED HITCHCOCK

Screenoiay bv

jOHN MICHAEL HAYES

)
1V0LI
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PICTURES
Edna Bidder’s Action Says

‘French Line’ Into

Subsidy
MPEA’s hand”

the

if

it

really

“Sunset Boulevard,” a top grosser
for Paramount several-years ago,
have was lifted from her unprOduced
organizations
clashed over that part of the play, author Edna Buckler charged
of
details
French agreement
Friday (23) in a $2,000,000 piracy
which have now been received by suit brought against Paramount in
a
requested
Arnall, who has also
Prior to
N. Y, Federal Court.
cOpy of the latest Italian deal— June, *047, she claims, she wrote
which splits a $750,000 reserve “The Fifth Freedom,” “a new and
fund in France. A $390,000 chunk original play’’ which was copyof the coin goes to the French gov- righted as an unpublished work.
ernment with no strings attached
Miss Buckler* according to the
and with no purposes specified.
submitted her script to
The rest will eventually be' re- complaint,

Good Grosses
pleted a five-day run at 76 N. Y.
theatres Monday (27) with tall

no known complaints

two

—

RKO’s “The French Line” comcoin,

.

(afecord-

ing to the film company) and some
differences of opinion with the
N. Y. Times about advertising
copy.
The daily considered the art mitted.,
nixed
work unacceptable.
2 Schools of Thought
There were no
SIMPP says the $390,000 repreany changes.
printed
dailies
Other
Times ads.
sents a “subsidy” of the type
the insertion which featured a big* MPEA prexy Eric Johnston had
Russell.
Jane
of
curved likeness
been warned by SIMPP not to
holds,
The copy stressed, “That picture! grant in the future.
so
heard
you’ve
dance!
That
with equal vigor, that the money is
much about,”
paid to the French government, not
“Line” grossed over $350,000 in the local industry, and reps the
the widespread simultaneous run settlement of a disputed fund.
Following Arnall complaints and
for the five-day period. This is more
than the pic likely would have requests for clarification to both
Theatres, normal the State Dept, and the FTC, relataken had
Pictures, tions between MPEA arid SIMPP
outlet in N. Y. for
booked the film, according to a chilled very considerably, with
cirthrowing out hints that it
The
rep.
film company
may no longer extend to the indies
cuit nixes Code-less pix.
had
whole-hearted cooperachain
same
the
the
However, if
run the film it still could have tion which' characterized their rethe
of
before.
many
lationship
in
played additionally
Asked whether he’d sit in on the
theatres which did run it the, five
talks for a new British agreement
days.

RKO

MPEA

—

.

RKO

RKO

RKO

MPEA

•

RKO

-

,

j

.

with

•

MPEA

in

Washington in

late

September, Arnall said he hadn’t
heard anything so. far, but that he
fully expected to be a party to the

'French Line* Pickets
Minneapolis, July 27r
“The French Line” is experiencing rough going in St. Paul,
Members of Catholic youth Orthe
picketing
are
ganizations
Royal, independent neighborhood
house where it’s having its first~run after being turned down by
all other conventional and drivein

negotiations. “I assume the British
will get in touch with us,” he declared. “Either they or the MPEA.
Then there’s the possibility, too,
that we may make an independent

arrangement with

London.”

He

cooperation between his group and the majors
theatres.
Banners carried by tho picketers [wasn’t forthcoming “it’ll be their
"
denounce the picture and urge the fault, not ours.”
Arnall acknowledged receipt of
public to remain away from it.
St. Paul newspapers have been a letter from the FTC, telling him
carrying the Royal’s ads for it that the complaint was being invesligated. The State Dept, also has
uncensored.
Latter got the
to Arnall.
I written
Washington yesterday
in
letter
It’s said to be politely
Tues. 1.
stressed

that,

if

But later, it’s asin 1947.
serted, her brainchild was returned
While
to her as “unacceptable.”
this was a disappointment, the pa-

Par

pers recite,
concerting

|

1

i

i

!

negative.

Continued from p»«e J
'

Informed of the argument of sevMPEA companies that hidden “subsidies” exist in many
places, notably jn Spain and and

—

eral

an allegation of homosexuality.
Anderson, who’s said all along
that he wouldn’t permit anyone for that matter also in Britain via
to make “Tea and Sympathy” into the Eady Plan -Arnall maintained
unless the essential that it was “time that double talk
picture
a
We must
ingredients eft the play were pre- is brought to an end.
served, said he was wholly satis- get this question straight, once and
fied. with the solution he and the for all, and I intend to go down the
studio had worked out and that line to get it straight.”
Kazan had been consulted on the
He observed that, if foreign gov-/|
changes and had felt they didn’t ernments were forcing the MPEA
detract from the original.
to pay tribute for trading priviCode’s position on “Tea” so far leges, “then it’s time our governCode ment stepped in and called a halt
has been strictly negative.
reps came to N. Y. earlier this year to it.”
to o.o. the drama and emerged
'

—

'

with the opinion that it couldn’t be
made into a film without drastic

Called ‘Ranters’
Subsequently Anderson
filming “Tea,” with a
Continued from page 7
and at one point
stamp, are given the brush off.
considered doing it himself.
Playwright stressed that there This, it’s claimed, despite the
was no particular hurry for Metro crescendo of shouts that it’s tough
to tackle the pic since the release to find product to keep the thedate for the property doesn’t fall atres going. “They complain about
due until Sept. 1, 1956. Studio, he reissues,” said one distrib, “but it
said, was very anxious to retain the seems they’d rather buy a reissue
His deal with M-G than take a chance on an off-beat
play’s quality.
doesn’t include any “out” clauses new picture.”
Dealing with exhibs, both smallshould Code objections giim up the
“In that case we’d just town indies and N big chains ops,
works.
have to try again,” Anderson com- presents a peculiar paradox, it’s
claimed.
Even by advancing to
mented.
Since discussions with the Code the exhibs their own arguments
Anderson
ahead,
about
the
product shortage and
still
are
people
refused to discuss what changes in the high cost of major studio prodfor
proposed
fails
uct
to
penetrate,
according to
being
are
the play
It’s pointed the
distribs.
The exhibs, it’s
the screen version.
charged,
tjie
narrow
Goldwyn
take
view that
Samiuel
out* however, that
managed to lens “The Children’s. only what’s been successful before
will
from
succeed
again.
departing
Hour” and, while
the original, came up with a very
number

of indies

;

!

|

,

[

I

j

j

j

fine

film.

Also Veiled in secrecy at the mois the sum Metro is paying
Anderson for the rights to “Tea.”
He’d only say that it was a very
considerable amount,' and that he
has no participation in the profits.

San Sebastian

ment

Continued from page 2

Sunday

(25) and various cocktail
parties offered by the participant
countries.

;

Sebastian

Turnover Tax

being

'

'

their use.

»

According to the latest advices
Paris, the French don’t in-

from

tend setting up any distribution office in the U. S. but may establish
Even so,
a promotional agency.
the coin for such a setup wouldn’t
come from the $390,000 handed
them by the MPEA Us settlement
of a dispute $750,000 reserve fund.
Rather, it’d be financed via Film
/
Aid Law monies.
Observers point v Out that the
whole argument over subsidies may
be somewhat academic since, even
if the French or any other industry
decide to open a distribution office
in N. Y,, it’d be very difficult to
pinpoint the exact origin of the
financing.

C0MP0

Video Poll

Continued from page 3

refuse to bankroll the operation,
COMPO’s alternative would be to
promote a tieup with an already-

sponsored network airer. “This
would he sort of hitch-hiking,” a
film company exec admitted.
COMPO reps figure the annual
poll could be shaped to complement Hollywood’s own Oscar con-

By spotlighting the differences in the public’s selections and
the voting by the film colony’s own
personnel, even greater attention
would be drawn to the Academy

test.

Awards,

it’s

said.

Continued from page ?
ticipation in the series, but that he
didn’t think it was wise for him to
enter into such an arrangement
since it’s his conviction that exhibs
should stick to what they know.
Makelim was in Milwaukee Monday (19) and then went to the Coast
for meets in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Portland and Salt Lake
City.

.

border,

;

[

i

yearly flock to this

summer

resort.

.Cincinnati,

•

July 27

.

to . thfc, Inttffhafional
Alliance; of Theatrical Stage Employes and? Moving; Picture: Machine, Operators, AFL, convention
Aug. * P-13 will be the executive
board meeting, starting Aug. 2 in
the - Netherland Plaza, headquarters hotel.

;
’

$

?v v

It’s one
CincyV biggest conventions of; the .year and is. welcomed not only. by. vine hotels,
which are feeling’ the motor trade
shift to motels, but by the business houses. Delegates from 500
locals will number 2,500, who will
bring along as many, guests.
Harland Holmden, general Secretary, already booked 2,000 hotel
rboms. He was here last week from
New YorkYor a huddle with Qincy
committeemen* They include Ray
Fabing, stage hands; Eritl Wagner

and William Lynn,

projectionists;
Morris Zaidins, treasurers and
ticket sellers, and Edward Norton,

theatre employes.

I

Upward

Continued from pane 5

“Magrilficent
fine opening

Obsession”
Chicago.

,

had

a

iri

But what about the fall* when
the top television programs return
to the living room?
“If the product is there the motion picture theatres will do very

One

exception

in the currently
rosy picture is Britain where, according to reliable sources, its revenues have dropped sharply since

the break with the J. Arthur
Organization,

Rank

Customs’ Bottlenecks

commented
Goldenson.
“This showed with thfe good pictures we had in June. Each medium
has its own vitality and both can
do- very well standing side by side.”
It’s apparent thatj some influential Wall Streeters share the same
view and believe the, right kind of
product will continue in availability.
This is reflected in the
strongly supported theatre stocks
on the N. Y. Stock Exchange over
the last couple of months. Stanley
Warner has leveled off at .About
$16.50, up from a low Sot the year
of $11.12 1/&;' RKO Theatres is near
$8 daily, up from a low of $4.50.
National Theatres has hit a new
high of $8 for the year,
Loew’s
has been trading at fractions over
compared
with
low
of
$16,
the

well,”

.

Continued from pace 4"
$13.25. One issue of the American
there might be reciprocity from Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
other ..nations.
hit -a high of $17.87V£ last week,
‘JThis American industry fre- ^Although
one picture doesn’t
quently encounters difficulties in represent the entire market, of
customs course, Par’s “Living It Up” is an
expeditious
receiving
clearance” for its pix abroad, the example of how tall the. grosses can
letter stated. “It seems logical that go. This Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis
with the simplification of out own comedy in early dates is outdistanccustoms procedure foreign nations, ing by far the team’s previous high
will be encouraged to take similar money entry.
Latter wa6 “Sailor
action and thereby stimulate more Beware,” which grossed -$4,300,000
international trade
and comity in U. S. and Canadian rentals.
among nations.”
Par is now comparing “Living”
The committee had asked MPEA, .with “Shane,” the company’s top
along with other trade orgs, to grosser ($8,000,000 in domestic
state their position on the customs money) .last year.
The following
bill. MPEA, in throwing its weight are
opening - day theatre gross
behind the -revision, pointed out figures:
that 90% of its product is exported
'Living
Theatre
City
It Up" “Shane"
and more than 40% of its gross Metropolitan
Boston
$5,000 $4*400
revenue derives from the foreign Paramount
Buffalo
4,200
4,100
Stato
Portland
1,900
1,300
market. The bill itself has no diP0 taco,
Albany
2,700
2,000
rect and specific reference to pix Stariley
Philadelphia 5,500 *4,600
Paramount
Springfield
and their problems.
2,200
.1,800
good many foreign countries
* "Shane’'
played Philly's Mastbaum
operate with antiquated customs Theatre,
which has 4,360 seats, compared
laws that, are tedious and cause with the Stanley's 2,932 capacity.
The b.o. behavior of three difexpensive delays in the processing
ferent type current releases .furof American pix.
ther mirrors the money impact of
much of the new product. UA’s
“Apache,” which is a less than
’

months.
However, the tv show
being aimed for would be produced
four times annually to 'sustain interest over the long haul.
In the event the company prexies

:

penalties are retroactive.

W
, ^
Prelude

,

Oversubscribed No. Carolina
The North Carolina unit of
on the
a great Theatre Owners of America, acnumber of tourists, mostly French, cording to Hal R. Makelim, has
come over every evening from over-subscribed to ‘his production
Continued from page 4
Unde* this plan,
Biarritz and other seaside resorts plan by 50%.
Paramount was the first outfit to on the other side of the frontier, theatres guarantee playdates to the
producer
before
be assessed to the tune of around which is kept permanently open.
he launches his
$800,000, with Universal and M*tro The local hotels have been full program of 12 pix a year, delivernext. Distribs took the issue to the since the middle pf July and cihe- ing one each month,
local courts. Trouble is that the mas, theatres, dancehalls and niMore than 160 theatres were reptax has been on the books for a teries are doing a roaring biz with resented at the N. C. meeting last
long time and the levy as well as the thousands of Spaniards who week which Makelim personally ad-

San

Spanish-French

novelty appeal of C'Scope attractions, a process which already, has
taken place in tlrtJJ. S, In other
words, they say, how long Can 20th

continue to bank on the comparawas even more dis- tively few situations to outgross
Par produced the much larger prior number of

,

changes.
discussed

the installation of C- Scope equipment at sufficient Speed, to make
up for the gradually diminishing

when

!

[

with the" available 2-D
Since the foreign, marproduct.
between Six an#
’anywhere
ket is
eight months behind the domestic,
market release-wise, 20th is still
riding out the tail of this backlog.
However, it’s coming close to the
end and beginning to 'feel the
pinch.
wondering
are
Industries
whether 20th will manage to speed
do’

“Boulevard” in 1950. For, the plain- customers.
tiff alleges, this was piracy of her
Over 200 A Week
“Freedom.” Besides the $2,000,According to 20th, it isn't at all
000 balm, she also asks an account- worried about the future, partly
ing and attorney fees.
because installations are going into
the foreign market at the rate of
anywhere between 200 and 300 a
week, particularly since .theatres
Johnston
now can play C’Scope with optical
sound. Also, says 20th execs, in
Continued from pace 4
some of the smaller markets, one
to set up a distribution organiza- or two C’Scope-equlpped houses
tion in this country similar to simply do the job of all other
The indies houses in that area combined, and
Italian Filins Export.
have complained about IFE to the this can be expected to continue
Federal Trade Cprtimisston.*
for a good long. while.
One of the solutions, of course,
Indie importer-distribs have no
objections to “subsidies”, per se, would be for 20th to make availWhile
its C’Scopers in 2-D.
able
to
as long as the coin isn’t used
finane'e a competitive setup, which, this is part of the company’s long'planning
both
for
^doj-range
the
them
as they see it, might, deprive
of the opportunity of bidding for itiestfc and the foreign market, no
being
made
towards
such
move
is
any French pix they want. In this
the indies differ from the Society reduced versions.
For the moment,; in the vast maof Independent. Motion Picture
Producers which is launched on a jority of territories, 20th’s CinemaScope
pix are showing what’s
campaign against all kinds of subsidy arrangements, regardless of termed “amazing” b.o. strength.

'

‘Tea and Sympathy’

it

INCINCY

Continue* from peso 7

make

meant what it sakl, Le., that it’s
opposed to subsidies.

The

Overseas

’Sunset Boulevard’ (’50)

Continued from pise 4

dressed.

A

Sam

Spiegel

epic-scale and somewhat offbeat
western, has been unusually strong
across the country and broke a
late this summer.
Producer said single day’s record in Philadelphia
this will be based on an “outstand- with close to $12,000 on opening at
ing novel,” otherwise unidentified. the Mastbaqm Theatre in that
The Connecticut locationer will city.
be an adaptation of “Morning’s .at
M-G’s “Gone With the Wind,”
Seven,” Paul Osborn play which which is probably the most rethe late Dwight Deere Wiman pro- issued of all features, is going great
duced and Joshua Logan staged in this time out. In the past week
1939.
Osborn is now at work on this David O. Selznick production
the screenplay and indications are grossed over $300,000 in 15 J firstthat Elia Kazdn will direct. Film- run houses, many of them holding is skedded for next winter.
overs*
Third project will be a picturlThird is a kingsize musical,
zation of “This is the Hour,” Lion M-G’s “Seven Brides for Seven
FCuchtwanger novel which was a Brothers.”. Last Thursday's openBook-of-the-Month selection. Spie- ing at N* Y.’s Radio City Music
gel intends to use a widescreen Hall established a new high in the
process
in
the
production of theatre's 21-year history for a sin“Hour.”
gle day. The take was $25,100.
Producer is Europe-bound to suOn the overall, every major compervise the dubbing of his newest, pany has at least a couple of en“On the Waterfront,” Columbia re- tries in the bluechips sweeptakes.
lease, in French, German and Ital- The national boxoffice picture has
ian and to attend the Venice Film l-been
brightened
considerably
Festival, in which the film is thereby.
‘
entered,
An. interesting sizeup of overall
“Waterfront”' was shot on loca- b.o. conditions was contained in a
tion in the Hoboken, N. J., pier single comment by an eastern cirarea.
Spiegel’s outstanding click cuit operator over the past weekof a couple of years ago, “African end.
“I haven’t heard any talk
Queen,” was shot abroad.
lately of theatres closing,” he said.

Continued from page
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KINGS
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You Can

How It Happened

See
»

I

VALLEY OF THE KINGS

™

Hl'-

TODAY'S HEADLINES

Timeliest,

Most

COME TO

LIFE

Marquee: Transparencies, flags and bunting around
marquee highlighted with strings of lights from top of theatre
in canopy fashion. Floodlights and special moving lighting
effects for “Hollywood Opening Night” ballyhoo.

.Special

IN THE

Thrilling Picture of the Year

Lobby: Big 40 x 60’s around the theatre with newspaper stories
of the Cheops discoveries tieing in with picture. Tell -A-Story
display in prominent lobby spot illustrated with 8 x 10 color
photos and slides. Ushers wore ribbon arm bands.
Teasers was used three weeks in advance followed
regular trailer for two weeks ahead of opening.

Trailers:

by

RADIO AND TV
Supplementing

M-G-M

’s regular radio spots, there were three
contests, plus the Eleanor Parker interview record. Saturation

TV

campaign over a three-day period prior to opening. Dr.
Carl Hersey, local authority on Egyptian culture interviewed
on TV; other TV interviews with Curator of Rochester
Museum regarding the significance of the Cheops discoveries;
visit of a girl in Egyptian costume to programs with perfume
tie-up

and

invitation.

STREET STUNTS
Poles with 30 x40 cards attached were stuck in-the ground at
excavation with copy: /‘Danger! Men at work! Looking for
the Tomb in ‘Valley of the Kings'.” Also, sidewalk stencils
with copy: “Straight Ahead for ‘Valley of the Kings’.”

M-GM’s SPECTACULAR ROMANCE FILMED

TREASURE HUNT

IN EGYPT!

local beach searched for hidden
envelopes containing certificates redeemable for prizes in tie-up
with local store chain. Widely publicized* through the stores,
the newspapers and radio;:-

Thousands of bathers at

VALUYOf the Kl NCS
•tarring

TAYLOR- Eleanor PARKER- tumkoh
SAMIA GAMAL
KURf KASZNAR VICTOR JORY
by C W. Carom
.^Robert PIROSH^Karl TUNBERG
NMTtr
moTOGiurwoN
by ROBERT PIROSH
EASTMAN

Robert
;,. k

•

Scholari"

COLOR

ABOVE:

•

TECHNICOLOR

*

Directed

was exploited with 18 Branches
posting material and photos on their bulletin boards.
City-wide tie-up with libraries

Special 1-sheet capitalizing on headlines of Cheops discoveries.

THE BUSINESS!
M-G-M

LIBRARIES

•

•

the business, and Loew’s Rochester Theatre
reaped the business in return. This test engagement has proved
beyond doubt that in “VALLEY OF
KINGS” showmen
have a solid, up-to-the-minute, attraction with a wealth of

gave

it

HYPNOTISM

IN

WINDOW

In the window of a leading downtown store, a girl dressed in
Egyptian costume was placed in a state of hypnosis with
contest;

“GUESS

WHAT TIME SHE WILL AWAKE?”

Unusual publicity and word-of-mouth.

THE

promotion angles.

FUNDAMENTALS
The fundamentals of local penetration were thoroughly covered:
Posting: 800 cards attached to poles in mainstreets downtown
and suburban. 200 special 1-sheets planted in store windows,
on buildings, at bus and railroad stations. (Shown above.)
100 pictorial posters on special 1-sheet boards city- wide. 75
regular pictorial 3-sheets posted in key locations. 4 beautiful
pictorial 24-sheets in downtown spots, 125 de luxe window
display cards placed in better stores. 50 cards (22 x 28 size)
tacked 0 $ newsstands downtown.

NEWSPAPERS
Advertising: Underline 20 days in advance of opening. Large
scale teaser campaign ’followed by big display series.
Publicity: Overseas telephone conversation between local
columnist and Cairo was just one of many press breaks, inter*
views, feature placements, contests.

WINDOW

TIE-UPS

Countless window flashes: Robert Taylor photos in men’s
shops Eleanor Parker coiffure photos in department stores
and beauty shops; travel shops/ photography stores featuring
scenes of Egyptian backgrounds; jewelry stores.
:

—

!
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Harry Frenchs Credo on

Sockeroo $21,000,

‘High’

.

Profits

Denver; ‘Leslie’ Fat 9G
/
Denver, July' 27.
“High
and Mighty” Is proving
Still
Disappoint
But,
Net
Ever
new mighty entry here this week
Bett Product
the Centre, and is holding.
(Continued from page 8)
of ‘Television' Age’ at
Gloom,
Far
This Is
“Caine Mutiny” looks big again
“Student Prince”
4
and is holding a third at the Den- 000. Last week,
Wk), $9,000.
„
ver. “About Mrs. Leslie” and “Ad-' (M-G) (2d
20TH BUYS 34,000 SHARES
By LES REES
(RKO) (2,890; 75RKO-Qrpheum
are
ventures of Robinson Crusoe”
WellMinneapolis', July 27.
Alad- $D—"Ring of Fear" (WB).
and
Denham
over
at
holding
Companies Also Acquiring dirt, respectively. “Apache” is nice liked, but not as big as hoped for
Harry B. French, president of Other
opposition. Fine
strong
of
face
More of Their Own Common
in
on second Paramount session.
the United Paramount circuit here,
$10,500. Last week* “Hell Below
Estimates for This Week
is confident that the film industry
Many film and theatre corporaAladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)— Zero” (Col), $8,500 at 85c top.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 75-$l)—
Crusoe”
Robinson
has licked tv in the only possible tions are on a stock-buying spree “Adventures
“High and Mighty” (WB) (4th wk).
way to do it That is, by assuring again, acquiring their own. common (UA). Fine $4,500. Holds. Last Has
proved a boxoffice barn burntheatres entertainment that’ll be and preferred issues to cut capital- week-, “Man With Million” (UA)
Last week,
Great $7,500.
er.
the (3d wk), $4,500.
so vastly superior to what video ization structure. Specifically,
$9,000.
50dividend
Broadway (WoTfberg) (1,200;
will be, serving up there’ll no burden of maintaining
State (Par) <2,300; 65-85)—“Liv(UA).
85)
Tomahawk’’
of
“Yellow
number
the
as
is
eased
records
longer be any comparison.
Terrific $17,000.
Fair $5,000. Last week, on reissues. ing It Up” (Par).
shares is reduced.
(Par)
He points out that never before outstanding
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)-— Last week, “Knock on Wood”
Twentieth-Fbx reported purchase
(2d wk), $8,000.
in all his long industry association
(WB).
Mighty”
the
“High
and
of another 34,000 of its common
65-$1.20)—
(400;
World
(Mann)
so
when
time
a
been
has there
week,
bringing to 125,000 the total Smash $21,000. Stays on. Last
praise on
much outstanding product was shares,
(20th) (4th wk), “Genevieve” <U). Lavish
bought in. Stanley Warner picked “Garden of Evil”
all hands for this British picture
impending aS is the case today.
10 000
of its common issue $
up
67,400
Smash
is big.
Denham (Cockrlll) (1,750; 50-85) and word-of-mouth
And he believes that theatre at- which, added to a previously ac“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par). Good $5,000. Last week, “Living Desert”
tendance can be catapulted to a
quired 150,000 shares, brings the $9,000. Holding. Last week, “Knock (Disney) (7th wk), $3,500.
record high in the late summer and
total acquired to 217,400. Numer- on Wood” (Par) (3d wk), $7,500.
coming fall.
Theatres leads the
ically, RKO
JM
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
That’s why, says French, the field, having picked up 539,550
“Caine Mutiny” (Col). Fancy $22,circuit next month will launch its shares via its recent stock tender
000. Holds again. Last week,
greatest and most extensive sell- operation.
Previously,
150,000
BUFF.J ‘OBSESSION’ 19G
ing campaign, spending a record shares were purchased, for a total
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)—“Out
Buffalo Julv 27
amount on newspaper and other of 689,550.
Wk> * P°° r
h S V
here this stanza are
Standouts
advertising and going all out other«i1 n nn ia«St
500
V
S wpS?
Columbia bought up an addition- ^
Obsession” at Lafa200- do- “Magnificent
i2?Mmm
»n)
?u!5iifhPr^W2
wise in every way- possible.
(Wolfberg)
v,
Paramount
(2,200,
al 230 shares Of its $4.25 cumu“Uvine u
It Un”
rara
up at Para85)—“Apache” (UA) and “Return yette andbothliving
But French isn’t equally optimise lative preferred.
being smash. “Gone
mount,
Treasure Island” (UA) (2d wk).
tic about the financial prospects
still is big in, third
Wind”
With
Neat $10,000. Last week, $19,500.
for the circuit’s theatres. “We exweek at the Buffalo,
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 35-50)
pect to play to more people and ‘SUSAN SLEPT HERE’
Estimates for This Week
“Project M-7” (U) and “South Sea
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,060; 70-95)—
bigger grosses than ever before
Sinner” (Indie). Lean $2,000. Last
Gone With Wind” (M-G) (3d wk).
now that it’s a certainty that every
CHICAGO
PINKED
FOR
week, “Arrow in Dust” (AA) and Big
$10,500. Last week, $18,000,
week will bring one or more topRKO’s “Susan Slept Here,” Dick “Pride of Blue Grass” (AA), $lj500.
Paramount <Par) (3,000; 50-86)
notch pictures,” says the Minne“Living It Up” (Par) and “Dragonsota Amusement Co. Paramount) Powell-Debbie Reynolds costarrer.
fly Squadron” (Indie). Heading for
president. “But, at the same time, has been given a “pink permit” by
‘Living Desert’
wow $22,000 or over for MartinFilm
that doesn’t mean our theatres and police censors in Chicago.
Lewis comedy. Last week, “AdvenChi,
Theatre,
Woods
the
at
opens
Minneapolis, July 27,
others will be able to make a lot
Crusoe” (UA) and
documentary ture Robinson Pocahontas”
of
Performance
of money, In fact, in this respect Aug. 10.
(UA),
“John Smith,
means
classification
“pink”,
The
the situation sizes up somewhat
“The Living Desert” at a 400-seat11
000
$
paradoxically. Film rentals are at the pic is okay for adult audiences er downtown ^theatre, the World, is
Center (Par) (2,000; 75-$D—
is not
billing
type
of
This
only.
an all time new high. Also other
causing talk. In six weeks, the Dis- “High and Mighty” (WB) (4th wk).
operating costs are at a new top frowned upon by some exhibs, if ney picture has grossed an esti- Sturdy $8,000. Last week, $12,500.
and we’il have to spend record not all, for it gives a film a certain mated $30,000.
Lafayette (Basil) <3,000; 80-$l)—
amount of spotlighting that pays
sums on advertising.
Fifth
week was'"' declared in Magnificent Obsession” (U). Smash
newspaper ads to be “positively’ $19,000. Last week, “Drum Across
“Maybe the situation is such off at the b.o.
the final one, but when its gross River” J.U) and Fireman Save My
that we’ll have to forego much of
exceeded the fourth’s another stan- Child” (U), $8,000 at 80c top.
the financial gain we feel entitled Manager Broke Berger’s
Century' (Buhawk) J3.000; 50-80)
za was in order.
to in return for the satisfaction of TVn-RilrP
Spt Rpropr
merger
^O-mKeiVUie^Oez
Ted Mann, the theatre’s owner, —“Gambler From Natchez” (20th)
defeating what many felt would
“Rocket Man” (20th). Fair
and
publicly
apologized
July
27.
for
his
Minneapolis,
premaspell our doom tv.”
Bennie -Berger, North Central ture “final week” announcements. $6,500 in 5 days. Last week, “Battle
Rogue River” (Col) and “Monster
Allied president and circuit owner,
From Ocean Floor” (Lip), $11,000
is an avowed opponent of boosted
in 9 days.
admissions for any pictures except7 Brothers
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20G, ‘Knock’ Indy 19G
Toronto, July

product apt**!, biz is on the
upbeat currently*
“Gone with

Wind”

*
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Wow

is

doing socko, capacity

biz

Loew’s with lengthy lineups.
Such -newcomers as “Knock on
Wood” and “Garden of Evil” are

at

also neck-and-neck in hefty second
place, latter being especially big.

“Francis Joins Wacs’Vis okay

Uptown.

at

'•••-

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,
State (TayiojrV (1,059*^55; 694; 698;
40-70)—“Yellow Tomahawk” (UA)
and. “Riders to the Stars” (UA).
Big $15,500. Last week, “Arrow in
Dust” (AA) and “Prisoners Cas-

bah” (Col), $15,000.
Hyland (Rank) <1,354; 60-80)—
“Kidnappers” (Rank) <15th wk).
Steady $5,00Q. Last week, same.
Imperial' (F.P) 43,373; 50-85)—

“Knock on Wood”

Lusty

(Par).

Last week,
“Greatest
$19,000.
Show” <Par) (reissue), $8,500.

Loew’s (Loew’s)

(2.090;

60-80)

“Gone with Wind” (M-G) (reissue).
Smash $25,000. Last week. “Student Prince” (M-G) (5th wk), $8 000.
Oilebn (Rank) <2,318; 50-$l)
(‘Garden of Evil” (20th). Wham
$20,000. Last week. “Indiscretions
American Wife.” (Col), $9,000 in 8
(

v

days.

50-85)—
(FP)
Shea’s
(2.386;
“Secret of Incas’* (Par). Nice $13,000. Last week, “Dial M” (WB) (3d
wk), $9,500.

.

,

27.

On

-

—

1

Mighty 25G Tops

Toronto; ‘Garden’ Lush

.

Towne

(Taylor)

(695;

60-90)

La Ronde” (Hakim) (3d wk).
Strong $6,500. Last week, $7,500.
University (FP) (1,558: 50-80)

“Front Page Story” (IFD). Okay
Last week. “Queen of

$6,000.

Sheba”

(Liop), $8,500.

Uptown (Loew’s) (2.745: 65-80)—
“Francis Joins Wacs” (U). Okay
$10,000. Last week, “Tanganyika”
(U), $10,500 in 8 days.

I

—

|

‘Caine*

Hotsy $40,000,

Clever ‘Obsession’ 19G
Cleveland, July 27.

n

NLRB Pocks

ing for a very rare release like

Continued from page

7

SAN FRANCISCO

Storming in like the Marines,
“Caine Mutiny” is hitting the
Allen’s boxoffice with a mighty

“Quo Vadis.” And he even showed
Continued; from pace 5
Metro’s hotsy plans, for the pro- “The Robe” first-run in his only
(Continued from page 9)
gram included press shots of the two towns where he thus far has the complex -of the Fanchon and Living It Up” (Par) and “Private impact. Pic was record for first
give house its
brothers with show dolls, models, presented it -at regular 50c admis- Marco, Inc., system, since if I Eyes” (AA) (2d wk>. Fast $13,000 four days,' and will
greatest session in weeks. Fine
etc., at all points.
sions. Also, he has refused to install understand current and prevailing Last week, $23,000.
weather is helping most spots.
Raines
was sympathetic and C’Scope at his local loop first-run policies the Board will not asSt. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.50) “Living it Up” also new at State
understanding but allowed as how Gopher or bid for any pictures sert jurisdiction over what is sub“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (4th wk). is nice.
Continuing smash is

ss

—

—

—

j

even U.
graphed

S.

senators

are

photo-

Sock $19,000. Last week, $25,000 “Magnificent Obsession”
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre, Palace, with a third ^week

merebecause its ownership is linked
with or related to that of similar
enterprises in other states
“1 am unable to find any evidence in this record upon which
to base a conclusion that a labor
dispute involving the eight Calilarly.
Berger’s explanation for the de- fornia theatres would have any
viation is that he was away on va- effect whatever on the operations
cation when his general manager, of F&M Stage Shows, Inc., wholly
j*
...
M r»
«.i
_
-J
m n
Gil Swenberger, without his knowl- owned subsidiary of Fanchon and
edge, raised the afternoon price for Marco, Inc., or on the corporation’s
“Gone With the Wind.”
holdings in Missouri or
Maybe so, say other prominent
exhibitors here, but perhaps the
fact that the picture runs three and
Pull
a half hours, permitting little, if
any, turnover and the further fact
Continued from page

there

i

amid

if

a boosted scale

is

the
press
interviews- 'Toronto
Daily Star and the London Free
Press each sent a reporter to cover
the entile junket; many Canadian

stantially a local enterprise

involved:

femmes.
The
However, for “Gone With the
brothers relented and went on the Wind,” now running at the Gopher
town, doing nine radio and tv ap- which was awarded it on competipearances
and
catching
four tive biSs, the matinee tariff is up
niteries in addition to the carnival from 65 to 85c. The night admisrides at Coney. Further there were sion is the latter, the same as regu-

ly

i

.

“Immortal City” (Indie)
wk).
$40*00
"

j

.

papers gave it a heavy play). At
one such session, the brothers were
asked if they’d like to meet Marilyn Monroe. One said yes, another
said
he’d
prefer
Ed Sullivan.
Seems they have a tv set on the
farm.
Anyrate, Metro had the boys out
to three every morning before get- that Berger’s successful bid for it
ting back to their quarters at the probably involved a guarantee acWaldorf-Astoria (No pinch-penny counts for the “sacrifice of principle.” It’s pointed out that the
outfit, this Metro).
Upon fixing to start on their re- second of the only three week-day
turn trip, the seven brothers, still shows and the one attracting the
matrimonially aloof, reckoned as largest crowd starts at 5 p.m.
how they’d like to see N. Y. again
l_

.

*

!

•

some

A

time. But less violently.

cynic

(there’s

one

in

every

Techni’s 32c a Share

Hollywood, July 27.
Technicolor, Inc., reported a net
really seven brothers, really rube
profit of $622,784, after taxes, for
and really unmarried. Or whether
the six months ending June 30,
they were a group of sharp citizens
who played their angles well in This is equivalent to 32c a share.
Profit for the first six months
getting to, and doing, the big town
of 1953 amounted to 84c a share
at Metro’s expense.
on a net of $1,608,000. Operations
for July are heavier than those
of the corresponding month last

crowd)

wondered

if

these

were

Republic’s Net: $480,393
Republic Pictures and its subsidiaries chalked up a net profit
of $480,393 for the 26 weeks ended
May 1, the company reported last
week. Figures represents a slight
climb over the $473,150 earned for
the similar 26- week period in

year.

WB Brass

.

I

j

.

1

•

_

_ *_

2

.

Okay

$2,800.

1

1

i
1

(6th-fina!

Last

week.

.

Bridge (Schwarz-Reade) (399; $1$1.20)—“Always a Bride” (U). Nice
$4,200 for first week ending today
(Wed.).
Last week, “Daughters
Destiny” (Indie) (3d wk), $2,100
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)
“Kon-Tiki” (RKO) and “The Informer” (RKQ) (reissues). Good
2
$3,000. Las* week, “Times Gone
,
four were hireli ngs of an unnamed By” (Indie) and “World of Don
senator who was jealous of the old Camillo” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,300
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1)
actor becaus e of his popularity and
“Mr. Denning Drives North
the esteem in whlch not a few, who
(Indie) and “Lady “Godiva Rides
are old enough to be his grandAgain”

—

—

r

...

<3,700; 60-90)—
Large” (20th). Mild
week, “Tanganyika”

Hipp (Telem’t)
at

.

$8,000. Last
<U), $10,500.

Lower Mall (Community)
60-90)—“Moon

Is

(585;

Blue” (UA) (10th

wk). Steady at $2,500 with $3,000
for last lap.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90)—
“Apache” (UA) (m.o.). Fine $6,000
for third downtown round. Last

week, “Saracen Blade” and “Massacre Canyon” (Col), $9,000.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 75-$D—
“Magnificent Obsession” (U) <2d
$19,000. Stays again.

Good $3,200. Last wk). Sock
week, “Two Cents Worth Hope” Last week,
(Indie).

daughters, hold him.
The theatre impresarios declared that' the script contains
nothing that touches upon politics
in any way and nothing said or
done on the stage can in any way
offend the touchiest politico. Pardave said “I could take this as a
joke when I was starting my career; but now it is different.
I
can’t see any joke in this.’

$26,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-90—
“Living It Up” (Par). Nice $17,000.
Last week, “Apache” (UA) (2d wk)
$ 10 000
(Continued from page 9)
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 60-90)
“Lone Gun” (UA). Giant $15,000.
—“Gone with Wind” (M-G) <5th
Last week,, “Desperado” (AA) and
wk).
Remarkably lively $7,000.
"Bowery Boys Meet Monsters”
Last week, .$9,000.

.

(Indie) (3d wk), $2,200.

SEATTLE

,

(A A). $6,200.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2 f 500;
$l-$ 1.25)— ‘Garden of Evil” (20th).
Big $11,000. Last week (65-90)—
“Indiscretion American Wife” (Col)

and “Started

in Paradise” (Lip),
$4,800 at 90c. top.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 53-90)

Odium’s Tactics
Continued from page

5 days,

“Gorilla

A Gun

I

set.

Estimates for This Week
erama”
Stout
Allen (S-W) <3,000; 70-$1.25)
$30,000. Last week, $28,500.
“Caine
Mutiny” (Col). Colossal
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
70-$l)—“-Apache” (UA) (4th wk). $40,000 or near. New high in first
days
here.
Last week, “High and
4
Oke $6,000. Last week, $8,500.
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; 85-$1.35J— Mighty" (WB) (3d wk), $11,000 in

.

'

the

at

— “Cin

(1,458; $L75-$2.65>
(Indie) (30th wk).

Calif.)

4

—“Gog” (UA) and “Capt. Kidd,
an investment trust, clearly is out Slave Girl” (UA). Fair $4~5G0. Last
for control but has yet to indicate week, “Silver Lode” (RKO) and
what he’ll do when he achieves this “River Beat” (Lip), $4,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) <850; $1aim.
The $6 per share offer, which] $1.25)— ‘Man With Million” (UA)
has been extended to Sept. 30, also (4th wk). Good $4,000. Last week,
1953.
applies to Hughes’ own stock. He $4,200.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; $1Profit for the current sixmonth
hasn’t tipped his plans, either.
$1.25)— “High and Mighty” (WB).
stretch
was $1,045,393
before
It’s apparent some light on the
(2d wk). Fine $9,000. Last week,
Federal tax provisions, estimated
matter will be thrown upon the
$14,500.
Federal, normal and surtaxes of “The Silver Chalice,” “Helen of outcome of negotiations between
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
Troy,”
$565,000. Comparable period last
“East of Eden,” “Land of Odium and Hughes on what is $l-$l,25)—
“Caine Mutiny” (Col),
year saw the take at $1,019,150 be- the Pharaohs,” “Drum Beat” and vaguely described as a “stock (3d wk). Lofty
$12,000. Last week,
fore tax provisions of $546,000.
“Track of the Cat.”
deal.”
$18,600.

on Coast

Hollywood, July 27.
Warners’ homeoffice brass and
district managers, headed by Ben
Kalmenson, are in town to view the
studio’s new product and to organize selling campaigns^
New films, some still incomplete,
to he inspected include “Dragnet,”
“Battle Cry,” “A Star Is Born,”

i

<«

.

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page
tomorrow (Wed.) following
$3,300 for “Johnny Dark”

New

9)

fairish
(U).

D—(Mechanic) (1,800; 35-$

“Demetrius -And Gladiators” <20tli)
(3d wh). Strong $7,500 after $8,800
for second.

Playhouse (Schwaber)

(420;

50-

Million” (UA) '2d
wk). Brisk $4,500, L*ast week, $5,200
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-80)—
“Ring of Fear” (WB). Modest $8.000. Last wbek, “High and Mighty

$1)—“Man With
.

(WB) (3d wk),

Town

$6,000.

(Rappaport) (1,600; 35-80)

—“Gorilla At Large” (20th). Dull
Last Week. “Garden ot
$7,000.
Evil” (20th) (4th wk), $5,000.
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NEW ENGLAND

PARAMOUNT and FENWAY

THEATRES, BOSTON, MASS.

and 300 ADDITIONAL THEATRES, INCLUDING:

,

h^iwjBM

M«P

7/28
7/28
7/28
7/29

7/29

PARAMOUNT

Manchester, N. H.,
Burlington, Vt.,

New Bedford, OLYMPIA

8/1
8/1

Hartford, Ct., ALLYN
Worcester, CAPITOL

8/4
8/5

Lowell, Mass., STRAND
Brockton, Mass., BROCKTON

New London, Ct, CAPITOL

Newport,

R.

I.,

STRAND

Nashua, N.

H.,

,

\*

^

s

C'

8/11
8/1 5

Holyoke, Mass.,

STRAND

STATE
Portland, Me., STATE
Pittsfield, CAPITOL

Brattleboro, Vt.,

PARAMOUNT

Meriden* Ct., CAPITOL
Lawrence, Mass., ASTOR

7/31
7/31

Bangor, Me., OPERA HOUSE
Fall River, Mass., EMPIRE

8/4
8/4
7/28
8/13

Providence, R.

I.,

ALBEE

New Haven, Conn., PARAMOUNT
v N
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THEATRE FOLDS
Bui Not Because Final Booking
Was Trench Line!

Hollywood, July 27.
Stewart Granger set for one of
the leads in Metro's “Bwani Junction," which Pandro Berman will
Ike Jones and Le Roy
produce
Baskervllle into Otto Preminger's
. Walter Reed
*
‘‘Carmen Jones"
Pine-Thomas’
snagged role in
Tony De“Blue Horizons"
Mario set for stint in RouseGreene’s “New York Confidential."
“Crashout" has been set for
.
indie production by Hal E. Chester
with William Bendix, Arthur Kennedy and Robert Strauss toplining.
Mexican
Gonzales-Gonzales,
.
comic, cast by Warners for role of
Martinez Martinez in “Strange
Tony Martin
Lady in Town’*
and Cyd Charisse will co-star in
Metro’s “Have Tux, Will Travel."
“The Mean Streets," novel by
.
Thomas B. Dewey, purchased by
Columbia and handed to Lewis J.
Rachmil to produce. Arnold Laven
.

.

.

.

by 20th-Fox for Pope Pius VII stint
in “Desiree" ... Producer George
Moskov set “Woman of the Montemarte" for indie production.
“The Power and the Prize,"
novel by Howard Swlggett, purchased by Metro and skedded for
.

production next year with Nicholas

GV.y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending. Tuesday (27)

Minneapolis, jTuly 27.
It" now develops that the laterun twin bill 25c St. Paul neighborhood Royal isn’t tempting fate
by booking “The French Line" in
this strongly Catholic community.
The house was going out of business anyhow following run of "The
French/. Line" this week. Bob
Hazleton, who has operated it, now
reveals his lease is expiring and
wilt not be renewed,
* Owners will convert tp other
commercial purposes.
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Gravis. Productions,

Tom

headed by

Alan Jackson As Mate
Hollywood, July 27.
Alan Jackson has been added to
Roy ?.l. Brewer’s slate as v.p. opposing incumbent Carl Cooper.
Brewer is battling IATSE prexy
Richard Walsh for the top spot in

Wray

Grics and

Davis, set
indie
film
Peter Finch signed to costar with Errol Flynn and Joanne
Dru in Allied Artists’ “The Black
Prince”
Cecil Kellaway cast by
Metro in “The Prodigal.”
Vici
Raff into U’s “Foxfire”
Peter
Cushing set for stint in Coronado’s
“The End of the Affair”
Steve
Ritch inked for role in Sam Katzman’s "Bugle’s Wake”
Mike
Mazurki, Bill Philips and Henry
Kulky join cast of Greene-Rouse’s
“New York Confidential"
Michael Wallace snagged role in
“Carmen Jones"
.
Contract be-

“The Squealer”
.

second

as

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the international, with the decision
due when delegates convene for
the annual convention at Cincinnati Aug. 9.
Jackson is business

.

.

.

.

.

.

agent of IA Laboratory Technicians

.

683.

Lab

.

.

.

.

.

.

local,

I

j

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

/ Prank Chase signed
by Universal-International for role
in “Man Without A Star”
Una
Merkel returns to pix after a two

tial" parts

.

Trans-Lux

1614

31%
36%
32%

32%
36%

6%
7%

5%

5*

8

34

6%

.

.

.

23%

22%
23%

.

71

70

71

.
'

12

16%
21

‘

.

.

%
%
+• %
+1%
+ %

5%
„
16%

12;

+1

+
+

17%
71%

44

4%

4

309
257

13%
13%

'12%

13%
12%

17

3%

3%

3%

14
14

—%

4

12%

+ 14
—
%
—%

Ask

9%
27/a

3%

1

1

%

%
2%

im

38
1214

%

2
15/16
? 6/16
36

;.

,

ii%

Walt Disney
*Aetual Volume.

9%
1014

10

.

'

1%

15/16
12

—%

+ %
+ %
+ %
+ +4
+ 1/16

—2

%

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus drCo.l

LITTER

OF LITIGATION

Schine Attorneys Busy On Other
Antitrust—Win New Delay
Albany, July 27.
second extension of time., to
Aug. 20, for* the Schine interests

A

.

.

.

.

place. Walsh as top
clared.

IATSE man,

de-

Brewer predicted he would win
year absence in a leading role in by substantial margin. He winds
Hecht - Lancaster’s “The Gabriel qp trek at Cincinnati Aug. 9 when
Horn” . . . Leonard George pacted convention opens.

Installations

of

Cinemascope

and the eight major distributors to equipment throughout the country
file answers in the $750,000 triple- are reaching the 6,00Q mark, 20thaction

antitrust

recently

suit

Fox

reports.

brought by two Smalley corporaCompany’s- survey Also shows
involving the
Smalley Theatre in Norwich and that, in'^addition to the CinemaSchine’s Colonia in that city, has Scope productions coming from
been granted. The attorneys are 20th next year (24-26), other stuties or groups.
Universal common and preferred tied up in another and earlier dios and indie producers have ansoared to new high ground for ’54. Sherman Law action brought by
nounced plans for 125 C’Scope feaThe common pushed to 24%, up St. Lawrence Investors, Jnc., opabout a point on the week, while erating^ the American in Canton, tures to be made in 1955. On July
the preferred hit a new high of 71. against the same defendants, in- 12, of the 25 pix before the camStrong earnings plus the fact that volving the Strand and Pontiac, eras in Hollywood, 19 were being
the company’s “Magnificent Obsesr Schine houses at Ogdensburg.
lensed in C’Scope.
sion" was launched with terrific reTwo preliminary sessions in that
Latest available figures show a
turns in first key engagements was ease, following other recent ones total of 5,793 houses equipped for
also in New York City, were held in. C’Scope
Decca
responsible.
held
However,
in the U. S.
at Albany
soared to a high for the year
week.
Leonard L. that’s a week ago, and installations
last
..
„
llvs, where it was up more than Rosenthal, local film attorney, rep- are proceeding at the rate of more
a point on the week.
resents James Papayanakos’ St. than 200 each week. Of the 5,793,
Loew’s edged up to a new peak Lawrence Investors, as he does the a total of about 5,100 are listed as
at 1614 where it wound up the gmalley
Raichle, “possibilities," i.e. theatres each
corporations.
session. Republic Pix shares both (Moore & Tucker, of Buffalo, appear individual film can play.
registered new nigh marks, com- for the Schine companies. Edward
Theatres fitted out for stereomon going to 5,2 while the preRaftery, of New York is counsel
Expecta- f or jj 0 th the distributors in the phonic souhd number 3,262. Those
ferred edged to 12
that
can play C’Scope with optical
tion of excellent earnings, later in Canton-Ogdensburg suit. It is exsound only total 2,173; 182 installthe week revealed, as wll as talk
jj e
j n u. S. District
c ^ e(j
ations
have- mixers permitting them
about several parties attempting to Court some time in the fall,
to
play
stereo
sound
tracks
gain a foothold in the company
through
a single hoj:n, and 213
probably had something to do with
houses are equipped for single*
the climb.
track
magnetic.
are
Drive-ins
Paramount Pix ranged between
C’Scope Installations
joining the parade, with 649 hav32 and 3214 much of the week, not
Minneapolis, July 27.
ing
the
necessary
equipment.
fai from the year’s high price of
United Paramount will install
Largest number of installations
33 4. RKO Pix was selling around
Cities are in the New York area which
more of
6% much of the session as con- C Scope infollowing
RKO-Theatres has 491. Washington has 260, Attheatres
tra.sted with the 1954 peak of 1
RKO Theatres held close to 8 most acl,on ,r] readying its second local lanta 269, Boston 220, Philadelphia
Lagging behind are Alof the week. High for the stock is house, the Pan, for ,the one-track 271, etc.:
bany with only 81, Denver 84, Des
Warner Bros, wound up. optical sound variety and a .number
SVs.
...
Minneapolis and St. Paul ® x hib- Moines 67 and Indianapolis 99.
right at the year’s highest quotaitors joining the procession at this
tion of 17%.
Other film or theatre issues to time.
Harry B. French, the big circuit’s
hold near their '54 peaks included
Columbia Pirt, General Precision president here, has decided on the
Equipment (up over a point on the equipment with stereo sound for
IN
week), Stanley Warner, 20th-Fox the second of his four Minneapolis
and National Theatres. Last named loop theatres, the State, and in
Richmond, Va., July 27.
seldojn was more than a small frac- one more neighborhood house in
“Gone With the Wind” breezed
into Loew’s Theatre (2,280 seats)
lion away from its high mark of each of the Twin Cities,
the year, which is 8.
Presently the only Minneapolis here July 16 and quickly demonand St. Paul Parairiount C’Scope strated its boxoffice magic in this
downtown theatres are Radio City former capital of the Confederacy.
Says Attendant Beat Him here and the St. Paul Paramount.
George Peters, Loew’s manager,
Of the circuit’s seven Minneapolis found customers at 8:30 X.M. the
Greensboro, N. C., July 27.
day
of the opening, a block-long
and
are
Paul
Uptowns
alone
St.
in
which
LeonA damage suit
ard Bowden of Bassett seeks $100, equipped for the projection. RKO line with an hour. Telephone rang
on
questions
constantly,
with
now
has
C’Scope
all
of
in
three
its
000 from the Martinsville Theatre
Management, Inc., operator of the Twin Cities’ theatres, the two here prices and showing times.
ediand
the
one
in
Paul.
chain
The
St.
Rives Theatre at Martinsville, has
Edith Lindeman, amusement
been filed in Martinsville circuit operates no nabe houses.
tor of the Times-Dispatch comcourt.
Six more Tvyin
Cities
inde- mented upon “jjroves of teenagers
for the
Bowden claims he suffered seri- pendent neighborhood theatres Who are viewing
ous and permanent injuries, both have gone for C’Scope with one- first time. “The majority of them
of a physical and mental nature, as track optical or stereo sound dur- have not read the Margaret Mitthe result of an assault made by an ing the past week. They bring to chell novel and do not have their
employee of the theatre on April 18 the total of Twin Cities' subse- minds cluttered with comparisons
with the book."
5, 1953.
quent-run houses so equipped.
tions against them,
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.
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NEW GENERATION TURNS

.

one of the largest in
Hollywood with 26 delegates, had
previously affirmed its support of
tween Dennis Morgan and War- Brewer, and voted coin to support
ners has been amicably settled, his campaign.
with actor now a free agent
Brewer's Predictions
John Sturges set by Metro to diBefore leaving on his final prerect “The Scarlet Coat.”
election trek around country, Roy
Larry Taylor set for role in Brevver predicted that personal at“Helen of Troy" at Warners
tacks and last minute “smears" will
Alvy Moore into Sterling Silli- be stepped
up between now and
phant’s “Five Against the House"
Ed Penny joins Hall Bartlett’s IATSE convention time by sup.
“Unchained” cast
Karel Moore porters of I A prez Richard Walsh.
“On issues we’ve raised, the curpacted for stint in Warwick’s “A
Prize >f Gold”
Steven Geray rent administration is bankrupt of
and Barry Kelly set by Rouse- answers which make sense to our
Greene for “New York Confiden- membership,". Brewer, out to re.

80%

1514
714

614
8

Polaroid
U. A* Theatres

.

.

.

1114
214

Technicolor

*

12%
16%
22%
24%

3% Allied Artists
9% DuMont ....

King Bros.

.

.

.

\

•

17
17%
71
72%
American Stock Exchange

Cinerama. Prod. ....
Color Corp. of Amer.

.

From an official standpoint, the
Darvi pacted for femme lead in
problems to be, discussed at the
“The Racers” at 20th-Fox
convention
starling
Richard Cutting and House Peters Cincinnati
Jr., set lor stints in Allied Artists Aug. 9, as seen by the present IA
heirachy, are U) questions con“Target Earth.”
Robert Bice cast into U’s “Fox- cerning the fundamental relationfire”
Lonnie Chapman snagged ship between the International and
lole in Warners “Young At Heart” its local unions, (2) consideration
James Cfaig and Otis Green of the technological changes in the
assigned roles in Otto Preminger’s entertainment industry and their
“Carmen Jones”
C?Iia Space influence on the union, (3) organand Emil Sitka set for stints in the izational progress made by the
Gieene-Rouse indie. “New York various craft unions, and (4) “our
Confidential” .-. ...Russell Hughes civic responsibilities in a world
signed to screenplay “The Mean which is rocked by conflict and
Streets" for Columbia
Sean thrown of keel by opportunism arid
McCIory parted by Metro for a hysteria.”
featured role in “Moonfleet”
The convention proper will be
John But’er, Houston Branch and
Richard Wormser contracted by preceded by a week-long meeting
Republic to pen three separate of the general executive board at
films
Karin Booth set by Sam conventioh headquarters at the
Katzman for femme lead in “Bugle’s Netherlands Plaza Hotel. In addiWake"
Katy Jurado assigned tion, each of the 14 districts of the
in 20th-Fox’s “The Racers"
U. S. and Canada will hold convenFrances L. Sullivan added to “The tions Aug. 6-8.
Prodigal” cast at Metro.
.

.3414

16

B3%
24%
11%

.

.

.

,

Tueg:
Close

.

.

.

.

33%
37%

.

.

'

.

8%

Chesapeake Industries.
Cinerama Inc.

.

.

.16%

’

Bid

.

.

.

11%.

.

.

.

.

'

61%

Allied Artists, pfd ...
Capitol Records

.

,

.

;

Low
16%
62%
61%
23%
10%
60%

Over-the-counter Securities

.

.

,

...

314

.

18%,

•

65%
63%
24%

...

.

.

..

580
22

.

18
Col; JPic.
79
.
... 752
Pete*
169
: Eastman Kdk,
Loew’js ...... 851
398
6% Nat. Thea.
101
26% Paramount
Philco ...... 118
28
22% RCA .. .. .. .. 997
98
2% RKO Piot^
4% RKO Thea. .. 93
3
Republic
127
10% Rep., pfd. .... 12
11% Stanley War. ’131
1814 20th-Fox .... 384
18% Unlv.' Pix.
30
*70
6314 Univ„. pfd..
13% Warner Bros 109
30
63% Zenith

.

.

*.r

CBS„+B”

.

33%
37%

.

;

.

8%

•

.

W

CBS,

71

-

High

in 100s

18% 14% Am Br-Pac Th

“The Square
Nayfatk producing
Jungle" purchased by U banded to
Albert Zugsmith under Jhis new
James Cagney
producer pact
signed by Metro to co-star with
Doris Day in “Love Me or Leave
Charles Marquis Warren
Me"
inked by Allied Artists to direct
Bar“John Brown’s Raiders”
ton MacLane and his wifcu-Charlotte Winters set by U to portray
..Coman and wife in “Foxfire”
lumbia bought A. E. Bezzerides’
“The Great Lakes" and assigned
/
Lewis JTBacbmil to' produce
By MIKE WEAR
Russ Conklin and Jonni Paris
snagged roles in Columbia’s
Despite the fact that stocks gento
Film
fights
Wake"
“Bugle’s
will direct.
erally were mix^’d much of last
“The Miraculous Fish" bought, by
amusement
RKO has lifted, its option on Anthony
Quinn and Josef Shaftel, week* in Wall Street,
Rory Calhoun
Ursula Thiess
issues continued to display stamand Julia Adams set by U to cofor nine
responsible
This
was
ina.
Russell
star in “The Looters" /
new high marks for the year arid
Hughes paCted to screenplay “The IA’s Dick WalsK Keeps ‘No
shares,
other
numerous
by
strength
Mean Streets" for Columbia
particularly in the film section.
Sterling Hayden for star role in
news,
iriunediate
little
There
was
Press Campaign’ Role
Ivan Tors’ “Ten Miles Up
in most instances to account for
Linda Christian signed by U for
a
was
it
rather
bullishness—
role with Jane Russell and Jeff
Versus Brewer Rivalry this
matter of discounting upwards the
Chandler in “Foxfire”
John
/
indicating that ihe up- earnings and future prospects sevWhile
Carradine into Hecht-Lancaster’s
“Gabriel Horn"
Guy Madison coming 42d convention of the In- eral months from now.
Radio Corp. of America climbed
and Brad Dexter signed by 20th- ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Fox for a one year for seven-year
to a new peak for 1954 at 34*14,
Stage Employees in Cincinnati
thespacts
Finale of the “Alexshowing a gain of 2% for the week.
ander Ragtime Band" six-part se- “may be one of the most lively CBS shares held around recent
quence in “There's No Business and crucial in the entire history of levels, most of the time being sev;
Like Show Business" had 250 dancthe Alliance," the official pre-con- eral points below thdlr recently esers and 40-piece band.
many in
vention bulletin makes no mention tablished new highs. To
Walter Pidgeon set by Metro for
mostly a matter
of the challenge to the regime of the market it was
role of Jane Powell’s father in “Hit prexy Richard F. Walsh being of consolidating its position after
The Deck"
Cesar Romero as- made by Roy M. Brewer, former the long, sustained climb.
Broadcasting - ParaAmerican
signed role in 20th-Fox’s “The IA Hollywood rep. The bulletin,
Racers"
Richard Brooks signed according to a spokesman, deals mount common and preferred both
for the year,, for
highs
to screenplay and direct “Black- only with official functions and hit new
mer at 18 and latter at 18%. Move
board Jungle” at Metro
Walter does not go into politics.
reports in the
sparked
by
was
Reed into Pine-Thomas’ “Blue
This policy apparently follows
Horizons"
Frank Gruber inked
Street that Lehman Bros, was buyby producer Sam Wiescnthal to the dictum laid down by Walsh who ing into the stock. American Seatscreenplay “Salt River" for Olyjn- is adamant in not airing the Brew- ing advanced to a new high price
Walsh,
openly.
pic Productions
T^alcolm At- er controversy
of 3014, reflecting no doubt deterbury and William Clialle into while»not expressing his views for mand from theatres for refurbishpublication, is presenting his side
“Man Without A Star" at U
ing. Technicolor went to 13%., new
“The Human Jungle" is release at closed-door meetings of various peak in recent months, after sustitle of Allied Artists pic lensed as IA locals. In Hollywood, he agreed
of days.
“The Police Story” ... Tony De- to debate Brewer only if the press tained buying for a couple
There were late reports of buying
Mario joins Rouse-Greene's “New were barred from the session.
interested
parby
shares
Techni
of
York Confidential" cast ... Bella
. . .

Weekly Vol.lVeekly Weekly
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and operated Lyric Theatre at New
Ulm, Minn., for many years before
Bachman, in charge selling j t to Eddie Ruben circuit
of maintenance -and^ sound for an(j who was killed in’ auto acci.
Stanley Warner .Theatres Newark dent, feft
left $1,338,953
$1,338953 estate.
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In 1951’ has
House Un-American Activities Committee's Red probe in
developed into what amounts ta ajoyalty test In the motion picture
industry, according to Harold W. Horowitz, law professor, writing in
Bill Twig Week will be observed
“Unfriendly" witnesses in those
Law. Review. “Unfriendly”
current Stanford Law
Bros, ex- the current
au, 22-28
Aii«
^29 bv Warner Biai
worked' in
n pictures:
pictures; since
honor of the Pitts- hearings, he declares, apparently have not worked
,ta« in
In ho^or
change^ staff
their
calls tapered* pff or ended,
added
“If
employment
He
then.
came
who
manager,
burgh branch
here several months ago to replace they had no practical recourse due to problems of law and of proof
in establishing the existenge of a possibly illegal conspiracy not to
Jerry Wechsler, who resigned.
y them:
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in Rochester
escaped damage when
narrowly
fire in
Ohio. Overman is now with Cine-'
John Marlow widening screen at firemen battled a thiee-hour
"'Mby turmture storage buildrama.
his earner near Herrin. HI., making ?
_ Arlic Crites, of the local office of jt one of widest drive-in screens
Frontier
Circuit,
Theatres
an- outside of Chicago.
at
nounccd that Dub Speickerman is
IN. C.
Mrs. Regina Steinbefg, owner-!
e V J?? an ^er of Palace and Tex operator of the Madison in Madiclosing of the Rivoli at Lincoln?k
i)
OK
Theatres at Burkburnett. rc- son
con m..
111.
fraetured wrist ton temnorar v left thof
suffered a fractured
city with
that ou.r
placing Louis Littlcfair, transferred in an auto accident near Columbia.
on"y
y on? uptown^ film ^house. But
to Gainsvelle.
111. Her brother suffered minor ina E Miller who eoerated the
John T„ Johnson is new owner of juries
t„;,i v.\
Rivoli. said he is retaining propr
Valley Theatre at Valley Mills.
V, ith the lighting of their new
ertv n e ar the postoffice there fm^
purchasing the Muse from Don ozoner near Paris. 111., E. L. Staup,
construction of another modern pic
*
T
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Bowen
Delphos. O., and Leon Larodsky, hnuce
n ~ shuttered
.vUs.i*
it
T
lex
Paris
their ozoner near]
Construction of a modern 350S,i! F
I
Tanner a »d Milburn.mwn Jaiodskv owns and operates
Sker^iUe
seat
se <t cinema started at Bakersville
&ni!. e ‘
the Pans and Lincoln m Paris.
_
hv C
F Blevins.
Blevins It will be operby
C. E.
Three men arrested at Tyler who
Frank Rodgers has sold his Star, a t ed under lease by
D. Calhoun
O D
Y O.
have admitted robbing the Sky a 420-senter. Newton. 111., to C. B. ated
pfnl
Pine.
Spruce
P
y e
nVC ' ln at Waco Jast June Simmons, Cisne. III., who also of Soruce
£> (J?
Olf o-UU.
nuns and
un H finpratpc
noo r
i
rvnn
owns
operates an
an (wnner
ozoner near
Newton.
„
Evergreen’s Oscar Nyberg workng
getting ready to* preein
Film industry here taking heart
»
the new Fox Theatre the first part
from Minneapolis Federal Reserve
Tne Little, new 450-seat theatre 0off A
August.
ugust.
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_
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Keith Petzold has resigned as

Overman
Bernard
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Hollywood’s Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, recently
in financial difficulties, has made arrangements for major studios to
resume using the Academy Theatre for previews on the same terms
as in bygone years. Charles Brackett, Academy prexy, explained that
temporary budget difficulties were created chiefly by the expenditure
of about $160,000 in. install new wide-screen equipment, stereophonic
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Loren Ryder, Paramount engineering head, stated recently on the
Coast that the Par-backed VistaVision .process will be standard in
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Europe by the end of this year. On return from a trip to the Continent, Ryder pointed to J. Arthur Rank's announced plan to convert
theatres for V’Vision and to use the lensing system for production.
The exec revealed that eight pictures have' been completed here in
Y' vi sion and five more will be finished by Jan. 1.
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“The High and the Mighty,” which has been receiving protests from
some of the airlines because it deals with a flying hazard, received
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one noteworthy televised vote of confidence in Chicago last weekend,
William A. Patterson, president of United Air Lines appearing on
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WBBM-TV

Jones circuit and has taken
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Good crop outlook
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also rated

a favorable b.o. factor.
When he held “Living Desert”
a seventh week after having announeed at outset of fourth, fifth
and Mxm
«mi
sixth they
mey wouia
would “definitely,”
uennueiy,
“positively" and “absolutely” be
the last, -Ted Mann of the World
headed his newspaper ad “O.K.
Mpls.— Wc’rc Sorry.” Ad then.J
apologized
"so,
without predictions w
tions,
we’ll
iust’sav*
usnal-helH
e 11 just
Say: ‘As
say
As usual-held
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a po- Irv Kupcinet’s
show, pointed out that the skill of the, crew
sition as executive secretary of the' in the picture and the numerous safety measures shown should give
t« n
Jr. C.
Jr
c - of p
C.
travelers more confidence in air transportation.
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the Lyric

Sleeper Tax

Rouses Point, near the Canadian

border.
uuiuci. ne
He cunuiiues
continues 10
to operate
the Lyceum in Champlain. Kennedy’s Lake, built several years
ago in Chazy, has not been open
last or this summer,
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distributing
subsidiary
abroad it oavs income taxec on the
fnrnipn earnings
earning only
nnlv as
a« they
thev are
foreign
converted into dollars and brought
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ba,::k to this country. Then the income taxes must be paid in dollars.
atps
ates
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American company runs its
zone manager for H
foreign
distribution
agency
—
as a
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Theatres
here,
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V, 7
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appointed one of chairmen of Post- branch, then the income may not
Gazette Dapper Dan Club’s Celeb- be segregated. U.S. income tax
IIIUOV be
in niliviivail
rities golf tournament at Baldoc must
UV f/cuu
paid 111
American UUliaiO
dollars
Hills Country Club Sept. 10-11. even if the foreign earnings are
Organization
goal,
has
set
$250,000
to
brought
this
not
country.
Theodore B. Melzer, who owned, which it will turn over to the
The new tax bill, however
however, does
Variety Club for new wing it is take care of this situation. It will
building on
Foundling permit taxes on eirnlngs of forRoselia
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Home
and Hospital
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eign branches
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ai t
\ht
® pt ° n ° f the
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li’dr 45th reunion of his high school
American drstributor.
class. Dcpinet’s father, John, was
Under
either
situation,
however,
at one time mayor of Erie.
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Rockefeller Center
exhib in Apollo, Pa., now holding, coin would be a windfall for the
down politico job in Harrisburg, studios, bigger than the one which
0TNEIS
“SEVEN MIDES FOX SEVEN
being in a state purchasing unit, didn’t go through.
is CINEMASCOPE
Ponsctto sold his theatres several
The tax credit provision, killed
JANK POWELL • HOWARD KIEL
months ago to Clyde S. Waugaman. in the House-Senate joint conferColor by ANSCO • An M-G-M PiduM
Steve Rodnok, Jr., Oakmont the- ence on the omnibus tax bill,
neTimUUlM nut PIUBniTIN
atre owner who recently qualified would have permitted an extra
for Pennsylvania state ^amateur \±e/Q credit on foreign earnings of
gold tournament in Philadelphia u,S. manufacturers who
produce
abroad. It is part of an administraU
rili
which he suffered ^while* tion P lan to encourage foreign instraightening a stage draoe at his vestments by American companies,
'
A bill covering this will be inOaks Theatre.
Leo J. Guerrln, vet Erie theatre .troduced in the 84th Congress
COPS JUtWlSNISCOtOf
FmUowm Froducilon
owner, joined the staff of Hagmahn which meets next January! At that
time, the motion picture compaRealtors in that city.
Roosevelt Theatre building on nies will again make a pitch to be
Center Avenue, in the heart of the included among the beneficiaries,
9 9AVWAVtf 43 43l

Eddie Cantor, at Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minn., for checkup, WMconsen ted to appear on stage of United
Paramount’s Chateau Theatre to.
make presentation to winner of
area’s Miss Universe beauty conr

M. A. Silver,
MlttlllVJ'tfaillCI
Stanley-Warner
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Week of Aug. 6 has been set by Chicago Variety Club, Tent 26, as
time to pass the hat in theatres for La Rabida Sanitarium collections.
Film houses here will show a special appeal trailer, featuring Fran
Ainson, to
Allison,
10 nypo
contributions irom
hypo coniriDUtions
from customers ior
for the uni
Chi tent's favorite
c harity. Last year’s collection brought in over $70,000.
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In tbe
Jn
the strongly Catholic community of St. Paul, the
tb independent
a neighborhood hpu§e, is daring to show “The French Line” for
i,
fi
—1A
J _
first run, although the theatre never before has had a firstrun.
All other St. Paul theatres, conventional and outdoors, had refused
'
to book the film.
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While Jt/M
Oklahoma
is being filmed in Arizona, part of the cast is
housed in Mexico. Company numbering 325 persons overflowed accommodatlons —
in ~Nogales, Ariz., so 14 Agnes DeMille dancers
shifted
wwaivvf W were
v oil**
tb e border to Nogales, Mex.,
Hex., still farther from Oklahoma.,
°V er the
Oklahoma.
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' In its
ds July 19 issue, Life mag gave Joan Rio’s gorgeous gams a
f
double truck layout in color. Next day Columbia cast her in “Bugle’s
Wake.”
She’ll play an Indian maid with her gams completely covei'ed
%
e
«
by buckskin leggings.
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Aiwlerson's ‘Sympathy’ Scenario
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air conditioning.

around $1,000,000 is in the works in
Compensation deal involving «u«u..u
o
Spam
Arrangement is said to involve a religioso organization Deal
covers funds accrued up to Nov. 30, 1953, when .the Spamards discontinued their system of handing import licenses to local producers
as bonuses. TherC’s no allocation problem .involved here since the
coin will be divvied up according to whatever the distribs have in
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The Manchester Drive-In has installed one of largest widescFeens
is
England. It is the
in New
-

bein« converted into a church. The
since
operating dllitc
nil* UUl
not been
UCC11 upciaiuift
house has
dUUM’
U
other VJV.1UI1V.I.
defunct
June. 1951. Three UUIV1
nabes, the Plymouth, Leest. Louis
^
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nothing morally objectionable in good grosses,” the Cath0 ]j c New World of Chicago editorialised last week in citing Cinerama s one-year gross of over $2,000,000 at the Palace in that city as
an example of how producers can make money without the “Movies
sly uuiuciiinnuenHollywood piuuuww
uw siy
For
or morons
Morons” uieoo
credo ui
of sonic
some nunywuuu
producers in “the
r
does, the spotty situations, out and out filth . . . their crude. sophom0 ric and sometimes imbecilic productions , . . which they try to
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DALLAS

B rt ^* yte 1, Pj esidejt emeritus of Actor s Equity, will plug 20thf <l
i
during a month-long, tour of central and eastern
“The Egyptian”
Fox’s
states starting Aug, 9. The actor, who doesn’t appear in the film, will
appear before professional, business and civic clubs and organizations
to tell the story of the research and preparation that went into the
making of the picture. His tour complements the cross-country trip
currently being made by two traveling exhibits containing items used
j n “The Egyptian.”
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E. McClain, district manager
Central States, on hand for

opening of Cinemascope at Sun
Theatre York, Neb. “The Robe”
was opening pic.
Burt Lancaster in city last week,
Dale E. “Dick” Gardner named
to manage Admiral Theatre * by.
owner Ralph Blank; replaces O. H.
who will pilot the
“Jim” Schlatter, Avho
Dili
and Bill
which Blank aim
vv ozoner wnicn^ijianK
new
re u a r a
Miskell are hu ld ^ 6
n
Kans.
Manhattan
comes from

,
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in for huddles with j n ^e fall
Robert L. Lippert on distribution
p oor bi z resulted in shuttering oi
plans for four August releases by the State in O’Fallon, 111., by FranLippcrt Pictures: “Terror Ship,” c is Berry
“The Unholy
“Silent Raiders.”
shuttered
st Louis Amus Co
Four” and “Life With the Lyons.” one 0 f its units, the Lafayette, a
Jack Thomas, onetime general 750-seater in south St. Louis for
manager of Hallmark Productions, indefinite period.
rejoined company to become its
William Eimmerman temporarily
franchised distributor in L. A. and cioced his Vita in Warrenton, Mo.,
San Francisco zones.
permit installation of Cinemato per
Jules Goldstone to handle the- Scope,
‘ope.
,
,
at rical distribution of “Time Out
High wind blew down screen
Higi
of War,” produced for tv by Den- tower at dnve-in operated ^by Lehis and Terry Sanders, post^gradu- rov jja
students at UCLA. It was reopened when tower is replaced.
n nr,
hue nraonm
i..
program
shown
CBS’ Omn
Omnibus
on r’llQ*
bv
Building formerly
occuDied U..
last January.
the AfarvTand in *;oiith St Louis
.

merely lashing out at so-called “obscene and immoral,” features withai*4
aIaaM 'tlfkAlWdAtMA
TaIIA
1a44am
wholesome nwA/lllAi*
product. Jovan’s
letter
out making mention of clean,
recommending that the paper get behind good pictures precipitated'
56 column inches of frontpage space in last week’s issue anent 17
current fiipis that have Legion of Decency blessings.
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The Stahls formerly owned the
too. It is now being operLeona,,
c ®,na to
i
4°u
local As
**
"

sunoay .mgrm 6
v
appointed manager" of Paramount s services every
Chicago exhibitor reactiop to the constant barbs against the film
?»
ozoner.
Altoona
AA itnrmu zvinntxV
r
Time Theatre, Rochester, Minn., the Blatt Bros.’
c«?Llo«? nnn n°An?inia
home industry tossed by Catholic publication, the New World, is being, led
U
James Jovan, owner of the Monroe Theatre. In -a letter, Jovan
by
a«afn^ after two veai^ in”' France
newspaper for doing no justice to motion pictures' by
with Armv Special Service, is back assailed the

paigns with

-
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coming camthe_• Stanleyagain
at his old job in l_?i*
_ _V
J.M.iti
ST.
Fox West Coast exWarner Theatres booking dopartecutives Spence Love, Bert Pirosh,
Tom Barry and H. Geiger who men t,
Bruce Fowler and Roy Evans.
Lonshuttered their Lee in New
William N. Pizor and Arthur d on, m 0 expect to relight house

from N, Y.

T^^wjr

hoiders^ot
who was one eftfe
MeWl on
and now they are doing the tape as having disposed of part of hef holdings. Present price around
year. Purii
equal to $28 fof the old issue before, the. split
thing to their* remaining $13 is
Stahl, chases
the
property,
chase:
of Technicolor' were reported to come from buyers on the
theatrical
:
Coast
which shuttered early this month. Coast.

ween

one-track

the shares

same

making rounds

houses as

Activity of Technicolor In last week's stock-market
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more
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included Vcra-EUen, Carlo Thompcnn To^ir -rjiircnn
arid
and
-nn
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Elite in Homestead and remodeled
a 20-unit apartment l^uildit into
tato a*

j

charge
th
G of sound.
Administration
The °VetCra1is
has ^signed a contract with Altec
to sales
Service Corp., according
S
T, raci,
covei/*
coverjr.
Pact,
Jr,
Setter _Jr,
jNeuer
Piet, covei>
chief jl.
L. P..
u.
D, Netter
cmet
ing
Ing 178 V. A. hospitals, provides
for the use of Aitec service enginee.rs in the inspection and maintenance of 35m film projection

,

retirement from show business.
Several months ago, he and his
son, John S. Stahf, closed their
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,

Charles
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years,.

continued from pace S

He then

goes downstairs and,
seeing the door 'to the professorhousemaster’s room open, enters
and finds his former persecutor
still occup; ing it.
The professor

erie.

*

^

-

professor’s.
The scandal, she reveals, was the reason her husband
had never won the expected pro-

motion as headmaster.

.

Original, legit version of “Tea
him a letter from his wife, and Sympathy,” produced by the
who had died some years before. Playwrights Co« In association with
•

gives

This letter addressed to the.novbut never mailed, reveals that,
contrary to her Intention at the
time of the scandal, she had not
left her husband.
It expresses her
satisfaction that he overcame the
unjust suspicion and made a suecess of his life, but says that he
did so at the.cost of her’? end the
elist

Mary K. Frank, is currently in its
44th week at the Ethel Barrymore
Theatre, N. Y.> with Joan Fontaine
as star. Deborah Kerr, who origin
nated the femme lead, is currently
making a film in England, but is
due to head a second company on
a Coast-toCoast tour starting early
in the fall.
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The fact that the rival CBS boys, administered a fast sneik
punch and grabbed off Ethel Merman for tv without so much
as a by-your-leave, coupled with the fact that still -another Columbia
forward pass almost clinched a Mary Martin deal, necessitating
a last-minute Pat Weaver interception on behalf of NBC, appears
to have left in its wake a lot of ill feeling.
Major bone of contention, from all- indications, lies between
Miss, Merman

and Leland Hayward.

It

’

;

.

a>
Will

Going—

Both NBC-TV and CBS-TV could
As an indication of bow tough it
well find themselves in something
of a spot on client relations next is to buy night time on NBC-TV,
season, all depending on how the here’s the present scorecard on
new programming fare, notably in availabilities;
the realm of spectaculars, shapes
There’s a half-hour alternateParticularly in the case of week left on the “Big Town” Wedup.
NBC, it took a lot of doing to- set nesday night show (with Lever
the new, ambitious fall program Bros, sharing the tab on the other
schedule, including ultimatums to Meeks), plus the Saturday night
some of the sponsors even to the 8:30 to 9 period. Whoever buys the
extent where Pat Weaver
Co. latter
segment must take the
were ’subjected to some pretty “Great Gildersleeve” show which
ajjxious months in wondering if the network is installing in the
*
Ihey’d actually get away with it.
period.
All that is water under the
Although the Friday night at 8
bridge, hoWever, NBC (and to a Red Buttons display for Pontiac
lesser degree CBS) did get away hasn’t been firmed
up as yet, no
[

&

with it, with only one client, Firestone, going awasr mad. The others,
either willingly or reluctantly, depending on how good or bad their
show was, fell in with the networks’

other client can touch the time,
M'hich has been put “on ice” for
the auto company.

Otherwise

it’s

SRO.

“biggef arid better” program plans
by agreeing to discard old properties arid put their coin into new
shows
most network-controlled.
Obviously it puts the network
in a position where it has no alternative but to deliver a stronger

—

Permit Coast Playoff on Spectaculars
'Evening Time Periods

In

—

and healthier show or else. What
does a network say to one of these

NBC

and leading' film labs are-f
working on a method to produce
kinescopes of color shows within
Lou Holtz on
three hours so that the Coast can
Hollywood, July 27.
carry the web’s spectaculars and
Lou Holtz will headline a new
other segments in their proper
time periods. As of the moment, cross-the-board variety show oh
web is planning to air the specs KNXT late^ in September.
on the Coast on a live basis, that
He will have multiple sponsoris, three hours behind time.
ship and be telecast from 11:20
to
midnight nightly.
NBC color experts said that the
quality of kinescopes present no
problem RCA consultant Hr. Alfred N. Goldsmith described them
as "amazingly good” but the key
problem is. that of time. Under
present* conditions, the labs can
turn out a. color kine print in as

KNXT

clients if the new entry fails to deliver the same cost-per-thousand
sales impact as the show tossed
off?
Speidel, for one, was fairly con-

To Ride Sept. 26

Whatever differences there Mere
audience reaction and that threw a monkeyMTench into

tent

with

sales

from its Moriday night “Name the projected two-hour “Tonight”
Tune” show, which NBC network show starring Steve Allen

That

tossed out to make way for the
Sid Caesar show and the onea-month Leland Hayward SpectacuSpeidel agreed to play ball
lars.
and has poured its coin into the
new NBC lineup. Obviously everything’s in NBC's favor, particularly in the case of the specs. Just
how Caesar will go it alone is still
in the “wait and see” department,
but -even here the odds are certainly stacked in his favor.
But chiefly. Speidel, as with
other clients who aigreed to agree
with Weaver’s new program concepts; are expecting more than
they had last year. How will Pet
Milk react if the new George
Gobel Saturday night at 10 show
doesn’t offer the same satisfaction— and sales impact— as the Saturday night at 8:30 “Amateur
Hour. * Which is being cancelled
wtih some prodding from NBC

new

__

—

—

NBC

officials
as three days.
said that with a little prodding by
sponsors, that could be reduced to
one day. But What the web is aiming at is a “quick method” of processing for a three-hour replay.
little

Going,

,

was Hayward who brought

Merman and Miss Martin

together for the now-storied Ford
50fh anni show (the first spectacular in tv annals), with result
that Hayward considered it ‘‘understood” that Miss Merman would
naturally fall in with his 'upcoming “specs” on NBC-TV. But
apparently someone at NBC was asleep at the 10%ery when it.
came to negotiating a deal with the singer-comedienne for ’54-’55:
Thus, when CBS made its attractive offer, Miss Merman couldn't
see where she was under any obligation to Hayward ort future
tv commitments. It was a case of “anything goes.” Apparently.
Hayward thinks differently.
The real blowpff, it’s understood, came when CBS board chairman Bill Paley, then CBS "program veepee Hubbell Robinson initiated overtures to woo Miss Martin over .to the Columbia fold.
Obviously that was a toughie, in view of the Hayward-Martin
association with their preseitt “Peter Pan” musical legiter. But
when it got around to talking money (CBS reportedly offered her
$100,000 in advance which she could pocket with ho strings attached if the right tv vehicle wasn’t forthcoming for her), it-s
understood Weaver blew his top. Within hours after he went into
action he had the star committed exclusively.
_

Miss

All too mindful of what happened in the case of Steve Allen

By GEORGE ROSEN

fan offshoot of his present WNBT,
Y., late-night shOM-case) Mere
finally resolved last week, M’ith
result that the newest target date
for the premiere is Sept. 26.
Show Mas originally planned as
a late summer entry, M-ith Ruppert.
sponsor of the local shou\ notified
that it would have to make way
for national clients. However, a

when they permitted him

to

move

NBC camp, there’s now
apprehension within CBS
circles as to whether it M'as the
smart thing to do in allowing Red
Buttons to “get out of the house”
and thus 'invite immediate overtures by NBC. Actually it’s all
part of the unprecedented competition existing in tv today with
its two-fold ambitions: (a) get the
into

the

some

strongest program lineup you can;;
(b) prevent the opposition from
getting what you can’t have.
With Allen noM* firmly established as a major tv personality via
his- late-night WNBT, N.Y., shoM’casirig (program goes network in
September!, particularly after CBS
had spent a mint of coin giving
him a Columbia buildup, more
than one of the CBS brass has
since expressed outspoken regret
over alloM'ing Allen to “get away,”
With NBC breathing down Buttons’ back and with Pontiac extending a “come on in” for the Friday
night 8 o’clock slot lopposite CBS'
“Mama” tv’er there are some nervous twitters over the possibility
of Buttons emerging as one of
NBC’s topflight comics and in the
process M'hittling down the CBS
competition.
Ironic aspect of the Mhole situation is that, on his closing CBS
show for General Foods, Buttons
Mound up in the No. 1 national
Nielsen spot bn number of tv
homes
reached,
even
topping
Jackie Gleason, who Mas in the
No. 8 slot.

N.

NBC-TV apparently isn't averse
few weeks ago the brewery outfit
Mas notified that it could have a to grabbing off rival CBS person13-week renewal on the show be- alities for its ambitious series of
cause the network plans had struck Spectaculars. At least, it's managed

to lure Ann Sothern into the spec
Ruppert M'ilf still have an ident- roster of stars.
Miss Sothern. Miiose "Private
with the program after the
Sept. 26 bow, M-ith Allen going on Secretary” alternates M-ith Jack
from 11:15 to 11:30 with a strictly- Benny in the Sunday night 7:30 to
8 slot on CBS-TV, will be starred
iocal presentation.
From 11:30 to midnight “To- in Max Liebman’s presentation of
night” will ride on eastern hookup; “Lady in the Dark” Sept. 25.
Initially,
NBC made overfrom midnight to 1 a.m. take in all
the east and midM'est affiliates, tures to Ginger Rogers to star in
and from 1 to 1:30 carry on for the the tv adaptation, but negotiations

a snag.
ity

Commercials on the spectaculars,
Chicago, July 27.
incidentally, are already being sliof
for several of the bankrollers by
CBS Radio appears to have taken
various producers, and they would the rap in Miles Labs’ $2,000,000
represent the first color film com- cutback in daytime radio as the
mercials to go on the air. Princeton client makes a major reentry into
Film Center has already shot a daytime tv after a three-year abseries for Oldsmobile; Screen Gems sence.
Whereas Miles spent $6,eevn though Pet Milk attests to
is shooting for RCA; Ford and 000,000 in fadio last year, it is now
fell through.
even though Pet Milk attests to fnidwest stations only (a la the
Westinghouse also are shooting Cutting back to $4,000,000.
This Mill be Liebman’s second
merchandise plus values in moving early morriing “Today” show'.
their blurbs in tint. Some of the
spec of the season. M’hich opens
picked
enough.
NBC
up
Oddly
Gobel is a
cans off the shelves.
bankrollers will stick with live some of the Miles radio biz.
Sept. 8 with a 90-minute. Betty
As network property.
pickups* but most are convinced result of one of the most extensive
Hutton show.
So. too. is Celeste Holm, in this
that the key problems in colorfilm pitches in recent
annuals, with
have been licked and that all that the topmost network brass lending case CBS. She goes into the Sunday night 9:30 to 10. period as
is needed is the allowance for more
a hand, NBC wrapped up a sponfor
replacement
time and money to the tintfilm sorship deal for “Just Plain Bill” Bristol-Myers’
Charles Antell is plumping a
“Man Behind the Badge.” That’s
producers.
Web managed to how
cross-the-board.
CBS preferred it. Unless it bundle of coirf into ne.tM’ork radio
through
its dissnag the strip sale
delivers a better Nielsen score in the fall, with ABC on the receivSt. Louis. July 27.
count formula, which gives the than “Badge,” what, some are woning end. Cosmetic firm has bought
A barbed arroM' was shot at tele^
advertiser a three-way stretch tied
dering, does CBS say to Bristol- four daytime quarter-hours on the vision last week when August L.
in with the continuing' “News of
Myers, or vice versa?
web and has also signed for three Schultz, a Mitchell, S.D., Chirothe World” and “Break the Bank”
anticipations weekly on the net- practor said “millions of the nastrips.
M’ork portion «f Martin Block’s tion’s children will be injured by
Falling by the wayside are CBS
deejay show.
*the “tv squat,” a sitting position
Radio’s “Hilltop House” and “Curt
Quarter-hour buys will be filled on the floor with legs crossed. AdLrindon, July 27.
Massey Time,” both of which were
by Antell’s OM*n shows, M’hich are dressing delegates to the National
An all-FM operation for the
Hollywood, July 27.
cancelled.
Chiropractic Assn, here Schulta
BBC is on tap, with the House' being developed now. There’ll be stressed
Cy Howard is not renewing with
New Miles network tv purchases
the idea that good posture,
a quiz segment, a beauty tips show
of Lords already giving its
CBS when his current pact runs out total nearly ,$3,000,000 and wind
preferably
in chairs is essential to
unspecified
others*
and
two
Richokay, Unanimous Parliament
Aug. 21, terminating an association up as a dead heat between the
ard Llewelyn. the firm’s key pitch- health.
in
view
greenlight
assured
is
of 11 years. He’ll, set up his own two networks.
Client is buying
He
included
groM-nups in his
the
will
handle
of
at
least
man,
one
of fact that the Labor Party,
outfit, Cy Howard Productions, for into CBS-TV’s Garry Moore, and
“tv
They’ll air Tuesdays arid Marning against their own
four.
when it was in power, had
the packaging of radio and tv Robert Q. Lewis Shows, and NBCslump”
asserting
that “television
start2:15
and
Thursdays,
at
at
5,
made a similar proposal to
shows, ’ pictures and stage ven- TV’s “Three Steps to Heaven” and
ing Sept. 14. Block, participations has caused many Americans to
to FM.
from
switch
tures.
“Concerning Miss Marlowe” serials.
will run for., eight weeks, starting moan. “Oh, my achin’ back; it’s my
Manufacturers, of course,
He will continue to be available
In addtiion to the tv web buys,
Sept. 13, in the Monday. Wednes- sacroilliac.”
will hike the price of sets
to CBS on "a freelance basis and Miles plans to again spend $3,000,day and Friday 3:30-3:45 segments.
(from $45 to $60) and there
remains as producer of “That’s My 000 in spot tv.
announceone-minute
They’re
will be an increase in the govSet Sales
In
Boy,” which he created and proGeoffrey Wade' agency handles
ments, M’ith Antell being the third
ernment set ownership fee of
duces. On this basis he will also the Miles billings.
the M’eb has found for
client
about $1.50 per year once
produce a pilot of “My Wife Irma.
But
Canada,
Radio
spread.
network
Block’s
Standards are promulthe
Howard retains his royalities and
Ottava, July 27.
gated.
participation in the profits of “My Voice of Prophecy
Sales of television sets Mere up
flock of ne\V
stations
A
Exit
Jovien's
Boy,” “Irma” and “Life With
radio sales down in 1954’s firs'!
and
are to be built throughout
Hollywood, July 27.
Luigi.”
Hides Again on
four months' in Canada, reports
will ride
Great Britain.
Harold Jovien has exited MCA’s the federal statistics bureau.
Hast year CBS offered Howard
ABC Radio pulled in another of
on all three BBC channels.
division after two
radio-tv
Coast
a longterm deal, providing exclu- its longtime clients for a 52-week
Increase In tv sales over thi
years with the agency to set up same 1953 period was 42?f, with'
sivity of his services.
It’s recalled that a Labor
He balked renewal': ride, pacting Voice of
his
own packaging and talent radio sales doM-n 25 c r.' Figures:
on this because of a future commit- Prophecy for the sixth straight
Party delegation a few years
office, Premiere Artists arid Pro- 136,723 tv Sets sold, ’40,705 more
ment with Hal Wallis to write an- year for its. Sunday religioso proback visited the U, S.’/for
ductions.
than in the first quarter last year,
other film comedy for Martin and- gram. Show features Dtv H.M.. Sr.
huddles M’ith Morris Novik’and
Lewis -and plans -for staging an Richards.
He’ll agent radio and tv packages and 39.282 radios. 20,727 less than
other
prppbrients’’ in “casoriginal comedy, “Long Live Lilly;”
1 1953’s first quarter.
ing” the
as well as handle personalities.
picture here.
Western agency set the deal.."
5
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Lee Sees ‘No Useful Purpose* In
Hollywood, July 27*
In the first time a brewer has
firmed a radio or television snow
beyond 26 weeks, Schlitz has allocated $1,250,000 for production in
renewing Meridian Pictures' for 52
telefilms.

Tab
Washington, July 27.

FCC Commissioner Robert
Lee said today (Tues.). that he

E.

Doggin’

is

which
opposed to the .Bricker
would place the networks under
Bill
the
FCC.
direct regulation by
hasn’t progressed in Congress since
back,
time
it was introduced some

vision will be going to the dogs

but literally. Screen
reportedly close to
wrapping up a network deal
on its “Rip-Tin-Tin” series,
and with Television Programs
of America’s “Lassie” already
this year,

Gems

but Sen. John W. Bricker, who’s
sponsoring the bill and is also

chairman of the Senate. Committee
on Foreign and Interstate Commerce, has indicated he may call
hearings on the measure this .summer. The Committee has jurisdic-

tion over

FCC

before expiration of the present
deal, production on new series by
Bill Self begins Oct. 4 S

It

is

CBS-TV on Sundays at
7 for Campbell’s Soup, the
canine, set looks to be in solid.
Screen

Comr. Lee said in response to
questions at a National Press Club
luncheon, “I do .not favor legislation at this time to give the FCC
I do not
control over networks.
think it would serve any useful
purpose nor do I think it is necessary.” Lee is the first FCC member to take a public stand on the
Bricker proposal.
Lee’s very appearance as a Press
Club speaker, incidentally, stirred
speculation here that he might be
a choice for the chairmanship of
the FCC. Chairman Rosel Hyde’s
one-year term expired April 18,
and since that time there’s been no
wiqrd from the White House as to
a successor. Industry wants Hyde
again, but Republicans want Comr.
John C. Doerfer. Lee might prove

stars

a.

juve,

Tommy

a

compromise

Rettig.

Announcement

Pitt Steelers’

case for specs. As with all the other
big-big-big shows, it’ll be in compatible color.

TV

Client

Pittsburgh, July 27.
All of Pittsburgh Steelers’ away-

frQm-bome

football
telecast again over
son, with Atlantic

games

WDTV

will be
this sea-

Refining Co.
once more footing the bill. It’s posDramatize TV’s Use
sible Atlantic may bring in a cosponsor on the deal later, but that
In Military Maneuvers hasn’t been set yet.
Joe Tucker, sports director of
It is expected that David Sarindie radio station WWSW, will do
noff and
General Matthew B.
the play-by-play, just as he did
Ridgway, Army Chief of Staff, will last year for
same bankrolled with
participate Aug. 11 in the Fort Bob Prince handling the color.
I

to

|

UHF

:

|

Meade <VaJ

j

;

Washington, July

27.
!

The Senate Finance Committee
last night (Mon.) approved a compromise tax relief measure designed to help
stations ease

i

tizing

color telecast dramaTV in Military

“The Uses of

Maneuvers.”

NIELSEN'S FRISCO SETUP
San Francisco, July 27.

An NBC mobile color unit will
pick up with Signal Corps activities.

UHF

;

The

special

show

will

Research outfit, A. C. Nielsefl
drama- Co., is going to build its own head-

these logistics, hence the mili- quarters here.
their economic crisis. Unit recomArthur Nielsen, president of the
mended tax slash of $7 on each tary brass, including the RCA
board chairman who is a Brigadier firm, expects the building to be
UHF-equipped set. the cut to be
General.
ready
by November of this year.
made at the manufacturers level.
Measure in effect would cut the
total price of an all-channel tuner
tize

|

j
I

l

(UHF-equipped set) by some $14 at
the retail level, according to estiof the RadiO-EleclronicsTelevision
Manufacturers
Assn.
RETMA estimates that the current
mates

price

differential

between

Begins to Perk;

VHF-

only sets and all-channel tuners is
about $20, so the effect of the comParis, July 27.
mittee recommendation, if voted by
There are definite .signs that
Congress, would be to cut that differential
to
about $6 to $10. television, the bandied baby of
RETMA hasn’t announced its posi- show biz here, is beginning to make
An important factor
tion on the recommendation; it had itself felt,
favored complete elimination of in this growth is the recent sucthe 10% tax on the all-channel cess of the eight nation international
hookup, Eurovision.
tuners.
AlVote was a compromise on the though there were some technical
difficulties
and the language bar10% proposal, made by Sen. Edwin

Johnson (D., Colo.), who also is
ranking minority member of the
Senate Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce. Treasury
Dept, had testified that elimination
of the 10% tax would cost the Government $115,000,000 a year, and
opposed it on that ground. Department went along with the $7 per
set cut, even though it estimated,
that it would cost the Treasury an
C.

j

to

WJRT

ing the. winter and spring, following its coverage of the NCAA foot-

Details of the exhaustive coverage were announced at- a press
luncheon by ABC-TV exec v,p. Bob
O’Brien and NCAA rep Asa Bushnell on Monday (26) at Toots Shor’s
in N. Y.
At the same time, they
announced the fall football schedule, which kicks off Sept. 18 at
Berkeley with California vs. Oklahoma. Included in the sked are
Television Writers of America is
such games as Southern Methodiststill withholding use of pickets in
Notre Dame (he finale, on Dec. 4 ,New York as the union ends its from Dallas); Army-Navy (from
first week of striking against the Philadelphia, Nov. 27); and BaylorTexas (from Waco, Nov, 6).
three major video networks. HowSponsorship dfeal on the grid
ever, Ira Marion, TWA veepee in
package hasn’t been set yet, but
New York said that by this after- O’Brien
said he had hopes of annoon (Wed.) or early tomorrow
nouncing a national sponsor before
“something big might break.”
the week is up.’ He carefully
Marion would not clarify his ducked all questions on sponsor
statement, but it is generally ex- ship
and price of the rights, but
pected since neither TWA or the did bring out with
Bushpell that
three networks have come any ABC-TV’s
bid was about the same
closer to an agreement over freeas other networks.
Along with
lance script demands or a union
the sponsor for the games, bankshop, that he was referring to
rollers for the fore and aft segeither use of pickets in V N.Y. or
ments will probably be announced.
support from other unions.
No pitch has been made for the fall
Chief item for speculation is why and winter schedule yet, pending
TWA hasn’t followed the western firming of the actual events.
region’s example in the east, and
It’s planned to pick up such consent out picket lines at CBS-TV,
(Continued on page 88)

be Mary

;

As Aid

Don Faust

by

Amount Penn will receive as its
share of the tv rights for the Penn
State game is approximately $75,000. Red and Blue alumni spokesman said burial of the hatchet was
dictated not Only by the departure
of Murray, but because of the athletic deficit last season.
The game will be carried over
the ABC network, with WFIL-TV
as the originating station.

will

comprise “Still Life,” Red
Peppers” and “Shadow Play.”
Hayward spec will originate from
the N.Y. Century Theatre, recently
mission would never discriminate acquired by NBC as its major
show-

!

week's

that.

will

j

up 26

alone.

tv.

grants, newspaper ownership is just
one factor to be considered, and
expressed the hope that the Com-

educational tv, he said that
in particular areas where educators
indicate little progress he “would
not hesitate” to make “an adjustment” on the use of a reserved
educatiQnal channel.

will pick

on

Martin, who is currently appearing
in the Coast production Of “Peter
Pan.” legit musical which is heading for Broadway under Hayward
sponsorship. Others appearing with
Miss Martin will be Joseph Cotteh,
David Niven and Cyril Ritchard
(latter also appearing currently in
“Peter Pan”). “Tonight” one-acters

On

ABC-TV

of top cpllegiate sports events dur-

NBC-TV Spectacular; when he'll
present Noel Coward’s “Tonight at
8:30” in the Monday night 8 to
9:30 period. It’s probably the most
^tar-studded vehicle yet presented
Heading up the cast

against the publishers.

made

at

Pittsburgh, July 27.
Faust, formerly with
here and still a stockand.
holder in the latter, UHF Channel
16 here, has been appointed general manager of WJRT, Channel 12,
in Flint, Mich., which will also
serve the Detroit area.
Faust takes over his new duties
Aug. 15 and station expects to begin telecasting a month or so after

Leland Hayward has hit the
jackpot on casting for his Oct. 18

the question of UHF, he said, “I
would hate to institute legislation
to solve isolated situations. I think
hurt the industry as a
it would
whole.” On newspaper ownershiD
of radio and tv stations, he declared the FCC does not discriminate against newspapers in granting licenses. He said in contested

was

,

game

Penn’s new athletic director Jerry
Ford, successor to Franny Murray, who led the fight against the
NCAA for three seasons. Penn first
decided to drop out of the NCAA
and telecast on its own; but opposition teams balked and dropped off
schedule. University then gave up
all telecasts and single-handed war
against the NCAA is said to have
cost $150,000 in television fights

at

choice.

’

4

TV Back

er the Penn-Penn State
Franklin Field, Oct. 30.

In response to other questions,
far afield on all phases
of current FCC considerations. On

.

-

Philadelphia July 27.
Three-year hassle between the
U, of Pennsylvania and the National Collegiate Athletic Assn,
over restricted football telecasts
ended Sat. (24) with 'the announcement that the tv cameras, will cov-

.

Lee roamed

.

.

Ends;

Gems

already has
four films in the can on the
series, which, stars Lee Aker.
“Lassie,”
incidentally,
also
.

,

'

set for

matters.

-

.

up two months

was. picked

looks like network tele-

It

bill

There’s a strong possibility that AJB0-TV may tor on the air
next June. Web may
up onCrOr-more of
NCAA football games in tint, or may give the color treatment
to one of the winter and spring college sports events, such as
the Intercollegiate Rodeo or the Collegiate Crew Race from
Syracuse, which it’s committed to telecast, under it#’.; .NCAA
v
agreement,
Jv
Possibility was admitted by ABC exec v.p. Bob 0*B?fen,^Ho"
line,
that
from
ABC has taken on color—namely
the
departed
that the web won’t step into 'tint until it’s ''commercially, feasible.’*
O’Brien based the web’s timing on two factors; (1) at- the pace
color tv is making, there’s a possibility of a $500 color -set before
long, and when it reaches the market, ABC; will air color; Valid
(2) if colorcasting increases to the point where ABC uMuld 'be
placed in a poor competitive position by staying out of tirrt; the
web will begin colorcasting.
Web still hasn’t bought any equipment, but it’s been surveVty&
studio sites and other color problems as yvell as keeping abreast
of latest tint developments. O’Brien said nothing definite
been decided, but pointed Out that the web has until next June,
nearly a year, to air one of the events in tint.
,

Krith color before

the

rier is still somewhat of a problem, the overall effect hookup was
successful.
Jean D’Arcy, instigator of international tv, is pushing
for a repeat this December.
For
the first time since its. inception,
t.v will not have a hiatus here this
summer. Instead, it will have an

No Summer Hiatus
covered
various

in residual gains in the
countries, is also being

looked into.
This month will see 24 hours a
week of transmission instead of the
usual 35. A new wrinkle will be
two weekly live theatrical shows
featuring both legit and opera,
Among those lined up are “Barber

Germaine Lefranc’s “25
Heures De Bonheur” (“25 Hours
and Claude-Andre

of Seville,”

of Happiness”)

Puget’s

perennial

“Levs

Jours

Heureux” (“The Happy Days”).
In August there will be a live
legit show every Saturday.
There
also will be an attempt to show
better and newer full-length films,

Meanwhile, the construction of
even more ambitious program than new
transmitters are going ahead
usual despite the fact that most
and the present two, at Lille and
people, who can afford sets, will
Paris, will soon be supplemented
estimated $50,000,000 next year be out of the city in August.
by ones at Marseilles, Lyons and
(figuring an output of 7,000,000 sets
Eurovision also showed up the Strasbourg, The estimated 160,000
and assuming all these would be fact that most of the international
sets, now in operation are expected
UHF-equipped).
beams enjoyed greater popularity to soar in the next few years.
$en. Johnson said that Sen. in neighboring countries
than at However, the price of sets (averCharles E. Potter <R., Mich.) ap- home.
Another difficulty, which age $300) must be drastically repeared before the finance group as is the gripes of the International
duced before tv can become popua witness and strongly uvged com- Syndicat
of
Authors,
Actors, lar. It is state-controlled, and will
plete elimination of the 10% tax. \ariely and Musicians
on not being continue under this supervision.

WDTV

Don

WENS

ball

“game

of the

week”

’

this fall.

apparently was this promise to
national coverage Via tv to
Other sports such as basketball,
track,
field,
boxing and other
events that won the football Contract for ABC-TV, rather than the.
mere size of its bid and the radio

It

give

and tv fringe programs
ously announced.

it's

previ-

.

NBC-TV and ABC-TV. Belief is
many of the scribbler union’s
New York members feel their staff

<

that

the networks jeaporized.
would not comment on the

jobs

at

TWA

MCA’s Hurry-Up

subject.

one-fourth of TWA’s
400 or so members are situated in
the east. A great many of them
hold down staff writing jobs at one
of the three networks. Only at one
MCA-TV, the syndication arm of
of the six news or continuity de- Music Corp. of America, is moving
partments at the networks does into the sports field this fall via
hold command, that being in .acquisition of two packages proCBS continuity where the union duced by Tel Ra Productions of
and CBS labor bosses have for Philadelphia. One is “Touchdown,”
several weeks been bickering over a weekly half-hour series featuring
pay scale.
highlights of five college football
So far in that dispute CBS has* games being played each week in
the
fall.
agreed on a union shop for continuity writers, but the wage issue
Under the distribution plan,
is not resolved by any mpans.
films will be processed and rushed
demanded a minimum of $195-197 via air express to stations within
weekly while the web “offers $155. 48 hours following the games. Tel
A network spokesman said the con- Ra will make 13 half-hours in all,
tinuity
department negotiations each being turned out on a Satur“had been suspended and we’re day. Byrum Saam will handle the
awaiting word from the union.” commentary.
has denied a suspension ocOther package, “Telesports Dicurred.
gest,” is a series of 39 half-hours
In the meantime, while
in depicting top sports events of the
New York is mulling a decision re week. Tel Ra crews ’will cover key
picketing and is trying to clarify events in every category, with Bob
its role in the overall strike, Ben
Wilson narrating.
Starr,
western prexy, indicated the strike is gaining support.
He said that he’d received a numWPIX Sports Coin
ber of calls from actors and musiWPIX, N. Y., inked the first
cians offering aid.
sponsor to its extehsive video cov/
Murray Karmiller, eastern chief erage of Madison Square Garden
of TWA, said, that the strike could sports events. Robert Burns Cigars
“knock out most of the big tv has bought a quarter of the 69
shows.” A net spokesman, On the sports shows.
otheii hand,
claimed there are.
Deal commences Oct. 27, and
enough freelance writers to take was negotiated through Young &

Roughly

Grid Fix for

TWA

TWA

.

TWA

TWA

TWA

over.

Rubicam.

TV

-
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Hardware Industry’s
Apparently there'* more than meets the eye in

the.

Lux

Show Set For ABC

Splurge; Panel

Philadelphia, July 27.

By FAREEEL DAVISSON
Chicago, July 27.
Something akin to open warfare
has -broken out between three of
the lour Chi tele stations in *n increasingly .bitter rivalry for hometown dominance. Besides the usual
endless pulling and tugging for
one another’s choice local accounts,
the fray has entered a new front
touched off by a .series of actual

..

and attempted talent raids that
have left some bruised feelings in
their wake.
Involved
NBC’s WNBQ,
are
ABC’s WBKB and CBS’ WBBM-TV
where, for a number of reasons, the
>

.

Olympics’ for Coast

‘Jr.

negotiation* for a

Todman panel show “It's in the
Family,” to run Thursday nights
over ABC-TV ‘ our 70 stations.
Package is estimated at $3,500,000,
with the network getting $2,500,000
and the remainder going for fulla Coast version of the firm’s page newspaper ads throughout
country.
showcurrently
“Junior Olympics,”
Creator of package is Preston
cased in N. Y. on WNBT, the
Enterprises, of Upper Darby, Pa.,
NBC-TV flagship.
which is acting as a clearing house
He’ll also meet with Cary Grant for the retailers and manufacturers
over a possible vidpixer starring involved.
Barton Preston, president of firm, just returned (23)
Grant and his wife, Betsy Drake.
from conferences with manufacturers in Chicago and said negotiations with ABC will be finished
within couple weeks.

Packager Gerry Gross planes to
Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) for
huddles with partner Norman Baer
and Gross-Baer Coast manager
Abner Greshter on development of
the

.

•

.

Although entire hardware industry is involved, programs will
be presented under sponsorship of

coming months.
There’s

the

“Retail

aggressive

WBKB

considerably

easier,

and cheaper ways

to collect for charity via the broadcast media than by use of tele T

Point is taken by a spokesman for the Herald Tribune Fresh
Air Fund, which is already $15,000
ahead of the better than $1,000,000^
for underprivileged N. Y. youth,
thons.

and the campaign

has until

still

December for final
The Fresh Air Fund,

late

tallies.

to get the
metropolitan area children into
the country for part- of the summer, has been using 24 AM, nine
FM and seven video stations in the
vicinity to help boost charity returns.
Setup among broadcasters,
arranged by Mike Jablons,
as
braintruster for FAF’s promotion,
has stations running free pliigs

whenever possible from

last

Color

TV

Schedule
NBC

The Marriage—July

29,

scheme of
.

cently

10

p.m.

Today and

Home

(mobile

unit pickup of rookie fire demonstration from Philadelphia)—
July 28, 7 a.m. and 11 a.m.;.,
(mobile unit, pickup from PhilJuly
adelphia Art Museum)
30, 7 a.m. and 11 a.m.

—

Time

for Color (film)
5 p.m.

—July

30,

until next August.
In each instance, Jablons has asked stations
to devote one day’s charity plugs
to FAF alone, plus those scattered
over the four-month period. There
were an estimated 700 spots and
85 radio and tv shows used so far
in the campaign.

“Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,” one

showcases,
is
being
dramatic
brought out of camphor, but this
time in an entirely different form.
Whereas the original hour-long
series represented video adapta-

Then, with performers doing little
more than to say v a few well-chosen
words re FAF on their regularly tions of plays by Pulitzer Prize
skedded shows, it proves less im- dramatists, the new series will be
posing on their energies. Last, as
30 minutes in form and devote it'

FAF

turns

80%
long

points out, the financial reso far amount to roughly
more than most of the day-

extravaganzas

can muster.
Laying as much as an estimated
50-60% of that off against plugs
in the Herald Tribune and from
direct-mail,
the
radio
and tv
stanzas employed make more than
most all telethons do currently.
,

flagship in N. Y., will air Ziv’s
•‘Favorite Story” in tint.
All the
•‘Favorite Story” segments were

originally shot in color, but this is

Italian

Film Festival

On WXYZ-TV
WXYZ-TV

Fall

Sked

them

to protect
and expand. And there’s
TV’s veep, H. Leslie Atlass, who’s
overlooking no angles in his drive
to assert Channel 2 along the lines
of the kingpin
radio plant.

WBBM-

Meanwhile
manager
general
Frank P. Schreiber and his WGNTV colleagues have kept themselves fairly aloof from the intramural skirmishes: The Chi Trib
station has made no major forays
into the flesh marts since it wooed
deejay-comic Ernie Simon from his

NBC

series

longtime
WBKB association a
couple seasons back.
Although they’re still keeping up
the “friendly rivals” front, it’s common knowledge that the WNBQ
gang weren’t overjoyed with Quinlan’s success in romancing back the
“Creative Cookery” talent package
with its $10,000 weekly gross potential. And now that the Chi ABC
contingent is eyeing Burr Tillstrom’s “Kukla, Fran & Ollie”

whose NBC status is up in the air,
relations are not* expected to get
any friendlier.
It’s not lost on Herbuveaux and
Heinemann either that Quinlan is
making good use of sports gabber
Tom Duggan and moppet fave Win

Stracke, both of

whom

splashed

in-

prominence on WNBQ’s Chan-

to

nel

Preston described new program
a combination of “What’s My
Line” and 'Tve Got a Secret.”

as

period for a presentation of the

“atom

Program as outlined got favorable
reaction from meeting of manufacturers, he said, and situation at
present finds
waiting for commitment. Show will run half-hour
length for 39 weeks, and they hope
to kick off by last week in Sep-

stqry,” there’s a possibility

that each of the Special shows to

be produced by Henry Salomon

may subsequently be

released for

|

|

ABC

j
•

theatre

presentation,

using

addi-

would follow
pattern of the Salomon-produced “Victory at Sea,” which has
already preemed as theatrical fare.

tional footage. This

the

being retitled "Three-Two-OneZero.” It will have a special musical score by Robert Russell- Bennett, who orchestrated and conducted the Richard Rodgers score
for “Victory.” Alex Scourby will
narrate the atom show.
“Telementary” series is designed
to portray the “intellectual climate of the U.S. in our time"
with at least three more on tap for
is

the

terprises, although in

category,

Can’t Miss'

,

night”) via

WOK,

Products, both

same
tally,

Dpz.

N.Y.

made by

the

manufacturer incidenare Shut-Eye and No-

its

Deal covers all phases of industry
manufacturers, wholesalers
and retailers. “It’s in the Family”
was especially created by Goodson
and Todman for the hardware

1

—

|

;

!

trade.

'

upcoming season.

TWO NEW SHOWS ON
CBS-TV FILM AGENDA
CBS

Television

F.ilm

*

Sales

SWG

its CBS Newsby the addition of two

weekly shows,

to

be sold independ-

SWG

ently of the newsreels, however.
The vidfilm subsid is planning a
weekly news feature, “Eye on the
World,” which would be patterned
after the defunct “March of Time,”
and a weekly sports wrapup.
It’s

Hollywood. July 27.

^

With the telefilm writer increasingly prominent within the Screen
Writers Guild,
is considering
expanding its annual 'awards to
take more note of the teiescripter.
Last year, first time the tv pix
writer received an award,
made one such presentation for
the best teleplay.
But the guild
is now studying plans for three tv
pix writing awards, as the accent

is

planning to augment

—

turns to

tv.

Under the plan being mulled by
the Television Writers Group of

currently

SWG,

there

will

be nominations

for best story and teleplay and best
teleplay in four categories: Comedy,
drama, western-action and

mystery-melodrama.
A screening committee would be
appointed by the exec committee
consisting of 100 members, on the
basis of their work as follows: 25
who have written comedy. 23
drama, 25 western-action, and 25
mystery-melodrama.
Best show in each of these cate*,
gories will be determined’ quarterly, after a showing for this purpose, -by a majority, vote of the
entire screening committee or as
many of it as can attend.

yet' selected.

"

Jim McKay’s Car Coin
Plymouth division of Chrysler
picked up the tab bn Tuesday and
Thursday segments of Jim McKay’s
sports

Sidney Garfield Associates
is attempting to cover itself
both ways. It has pacted to
advertise two entirely opposing’ products on the same allnight deejay stanza (“Mr. Mid-

promotional

ultimately will have

own agency, promoter added.

,

will

has been con-

tacted as yet, Preston handling all
details so far himself. Preston En-

:

planned to use
CBS commentator Bob Trout as
narrator on “World.”
Idea is to
take one or two top stories of the
week and explore them beyond the
treatment they get in daily newscasts, with special footage shot by
CBS Newsfilm crews. Audition is
who anchors WNBQ’s classic 10 to being cut this week. Sports show
11 weeknights “Five Star Final.” would be a roundup of the week’s
Youle, a former Chi NBC news events in sports, with a w.k. sports
writer, owns one of the most fabu- figure planned as emcee, but not
lous success stories in local tv annals with bankrollers waiting in
line to get aboard his meteorological gabfests. This would be one
defection the NBC'ers wouldn’t
take with a smile and it’s a sure
bet to trigger a counterattack.

No agency

tember.

;

Salomon’s initial venture, originally called “Fission and Fusion,”

film service

5.

USA.” Un-

j

.

Detroit, July 27.
has purchased 30 of

be the 104 Italian films offered by
Fortune Films for television. The
Film was shot in 35m Eastman pictures were lensed between
1949 and 1953:
by Ziv on 'the Coast. Sponsor,
John Pival, WXYZ-TV tv direcSchaefer Beer, has experimented
tor, said he hopes to sell the films
in tinted commercials but
will use in a package, with prices up to
a black-and-white filmed blurb in $1,000 per film, and expects to
have a Sponsor signed for an early
its opening filmed
broadside, then
kickoff of the weekly Italian film
black-and-white
live
announce- “festival” night in the Detroit
ments for the rest of the show.
market.

the first time any of
aired that way.

reps

But it’s Atlass and the .;CBS
news stories powerhouse that's giving rise to
honored by the Pulitzer Prize Com- speculation that he’s attempting to
mittee.
set -off sort of a "Paley’s Comet,
Revamped property is owned Junior Grade” with lush offers to
jointly by Alex Segal, who directed some of the local tv figures to join
the original dramatic series, and the Channel 2 family. Already in
ABC-TV, with some of the. if & the WBBM-TV bag is deejay
when sponsorship coin also going Howard Miller who’s moving his
to the Columbia U. Pulitzer Com- two-hour Friday night stint over
from WNBQ next month.
mittee and School of Journalism.
Although the parties concerned
Under terms of his new ABC-TV
contract just signed, Segal is per- aren’t talking, it's been learned that
mitted to deliver at least one of bis Atlass has made overtures to NBC’s
own packages (under a co-owner- toprung weatherman, Clint Youle,

entry.

TV

intra-trade

self exclusively to the

ship plan with the web), with the
network in turn earmarking $40,000
to get a pilot kinnie rolling. Segal,
as result, chose the hew Pulitzer
First color showing of a regularly scheduled vidpix series is set
for Aug. 16, when WNBT, the NBC-

their

.

of tv’s earlier and highly-kudosed

With the first of the

ment team headed up by new- general manager Jules Herbuveaux of hour-long “telementaries” bowwith George Heinemann continu- ing on Sept. 13, when the network
ing as program manager who have
preempts the Monday night 8 to 9

.

May

Jablons maintained there’s nothing either very new or spectacular
about the plan, and probably because of that too few charities saw
its benefits.
First, it costs nothing
for production. (There is no payment, as alleged with many telethons,
for talent or facilities.)

manage-

WBBM

WNBT
Here’s Looking At You
July 26 through July 30, 1:30
p.m.

WCBS-TV

WNBQ

Store,

individual dealers in area. Tie-in
newspaper ads will carry not only
the products plugged on evening
show, but also list names of dealers within station coverage.

things. There’s the re-

realigned

Hardware

der proposed set-up three different
manufacturers will be represented
on cooperative basis each week.
There will be a slight charge to

veepeed by Sterling
(Red) Quinlan who’s out to make
his mark in the AB-PT corporate

operation,

are

is set to wrap
new Goodson-

Hardware industry

personal, prestige stakes are unusually high, And because of the
taking
managerial
personalities
part, it’s an explosive situation that
promises to add plenty of fireworks
to the Windy City tele scene In the

effective

TV

i

has been a staunch champion of these programs, which have won
wide recognition within the trade and particularly among tv script-*
ers generally. Coe reportedly has a personal ownership stake
in the program, along with Talent Associates, which packages the
show, and ifs understood, that internal friction hasn't contributed
toward easing the situation.
Whether or not Coe will check off the Philco-Goodyear series
completely is aaid to be problematical. Some q.t. huddles have
been going on at NBC 'In an effort to resolve the ticklish- situation.
If Coe continued* his identity with the Sunday program, it's reported It'll be on a limited basis, with another producer also
brought into the picture.

There

$3,500,000

pacting

of Fred Coe for it* upcoming hour-long Thursday night dramatic
series .on N&C-TY, an4 although the parties concerned are reluctant to 4i*cus* the matter, it will definitely have a bearing
on next *; season'* Philco-Goodyear Television Playhouse Sunday
night display. \
For some time now it's been known that there's been rough
hoeing op the philco-Goodyear series, stemming partly from the
fact th^tc the Client# have expressed dissatisfaction with the
“realistic , ptfyry, material used on the show (tabbed as the Paddy
Chayevsky-type of tv playwriting). Coe, producer of the series,

more

SI

*

capsules

on

“Six

O’C’.oek

Report” on WCBS TV, N. Y. Deal
runs for a full year,
CBS-TV flagship has also picked
up some spot coin from three
bankrollers. Morton Packing Co.
and .Canada Dry have signed for
August campaigns at the rate of
12 announcements a week, while
Guild Wine has picked up 12 daytime spots a week for 39 weeks
starting Aug. 15.

New
Two

Ziv Additions

salesmen. Stan
Jack Sloan, joined
Ziv Television Programs this week.
Smith is former eastern sales
manager of ABC-tv. He resigned
from the web a month ago. Sloan

Smith

i

!

i

vet

video

and

WOR-tv.
is former sales chief of
N. Y.
execs
account
as
work
they’ll
in the N. Y. office.

—

f

.
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7

..DuMont went
week and within

action

into

:

last

the five-day July
19-23 span wrapped up in excess
of $4,000,000 in billings for the

assistant
semester (exclusive of pro- the post of administrative
to Ted Bergmann, topper >at the
•production costs). Sales
DuMont network.
\
Staff under Gerry Martin signed
Promotion, from business mana13 contracts in the five days, set- ger of network programming and
record for DuMont in production, is effective Aug. 1.
ting a
’54-’55

of accounts sold

.

and

,

hours put under commercial sponsorship.

"Life Is Worth Living,” DuMont
inked Vitamin Corp. to ‘‘The Goldbergs,” American Chicle to ‘‘Rocky
King, Detective,” and P. Lorillard
to Dennis James’ “Chance of a
Lifetime.” Return of these shows
and the new additions give the

“Ford Theatre”

SAMMY KAYE,
Monmouth
Odds— On Favorite
Goes To
boxing slot Friday nights,
has already lost three key

NBC-TV
affiliates

live

hold
J

;
1

focal point

the tv

capital
of
the
southwest was
..
..
brought under investigation t
by .the
Harris County Grand Jury.
,

the

probe into promoter John Van Gildern’s Valiant Film Productions,
Inc., and Valiant Investments. Inc.
Investigation
was initiated in
June by the Better Business Bureau of Houston, which turned
over its files to the attorney gen-

i

office.

'

;
!

»

j

;

:

witness. Martin Allbritton,
executive' veepee of the companies.
said he believed Valiant Films still
“has tremendous possibilities” and
that Houston well might become
the center for tv production.

down

show

according

it.

Thus far,, none of NBC-TV’s 13
film shows have been shot in color,
but
all

them are

In light
built around International sid would not comment.
Boxing Club bouts, has until cur- of the fact that it’s claimed all
rently been part of the overall along that it could convert to color
series,
“Greatest Fights of the on 24 hours’ notice the “no comCentury,” that has been seen af- ment” is revealing.
Others have either shot in tint
ter the Gillette Fights, Hereafter,
Mannie Baum Enterprises will syn- on an irregular basis or are experi“Dragnet’s” Christmas
dicate “Century” package as sep- menting.
arate from IBC films.
Former show was shot in color and was
aired
in
tint.
Very fact that the
possesses
vidpix
of
important
fights, other than IBC, that have web is ready to put tintfilm on the
been used via NBC-TV for the last air will probably encourage the
five years.
producers of the web shows to step
Since both Cayton and Baum are out in their use of color film.
divided, and both are pitching
Locally the net expects to air the
h§ht pix, and since it is believed tinted “Favorite Story” in August
thM the Mutual of Omaha “live” via WNBT in N. Y.
It’s a Ziv
lineup is not completely set, there package sponsored by Schaefer and
i s bound to be a continued threethe first 39 of the films as well
h s s e for advantageous post- as the second jtear’s production
~ l
^nday^
night slottings. Even 'now underway are tinted.
If the
?.
after the- insurance firm settles test run on “Story’ (turns out well,
its affiliate card, it is generally ex- it’s a good bet
that the station will
pected that Cayton and Baum will give the tint ride to other syndibe in keen competition for,, the cated properties airing on the out;
'

-

.

;

'

•

.

:

other

choice

post-fight

spots.

:

let.

N.Y. ‘Only Listen/
....

......

W*iat might prove one of the
significant yardsticks in the
has begun another
series called “Father Mike”
Mike concon purchase of early morning advertising
media were the results of a
cerning a priest and his parish.
survey on NBC-TV’s and CBS-TV’s
7-9 a.m. stanzas by Advertest. The
research service, conducting a special survey into 765 video homes
ZIV
INTO
in the New York metropolitan area
for WOR, General Teleradio audio
outlet,
discovered that 60% of
Ziv Television Programs will set
those tuned in to either or both Of
up offices in London, Paris, Rbme, the tv shows “spent most of the
Frankfurt and other European time listening.”
Of all the homes interviewed the
cities following a preparatory surnumber of males and females^givvey by Edward Stern, president of
ing answers was pretty evenly
Ziv’s international division. Stern
split, and of the total 199 people
left for the Continent this week to
(26%) said they had either or both
huddle with execs of Eurovision shows
tuned in at one time or anand individual stations and net- other
during the rating week, May
works in nine European cities.
10-17, Only 24% of the audience
Telepix firm has been in the for CBS’ “Morning Show”
and
Spanish market for over a year NBC’s “Today” devoted the majornow, and via its own dubbing op- ity of their time watching; another
eration in Mexico City, has turned 3.6% watched sometimes
and lisout some 234 half-hour Spanish ened others, and the rest, had the
language copies of its American shows tuned in but neither watched
syndicated series. Additionally it’s or listened.
got “Cisco Kid” on the BBC. With
Considered also in sizing up the
Eurovision now a reality, Ziv feels audience picture for either
audio
the time s ripe to move onto the or video during the early
morning
European scene.
hours is a report done for the same

and

.

?

during March an

From

April.

a Pulse survey,
just where people
di
their radio listening from 8:15 a.rr
until late in the afternoon. Th
greatest portion of those querie
(again in New York) showed tha
nearly 50% were eating or servin
food from 8:15-9 a.m. For the sam

i

showed

i

j

SPREADS

EUROPEAN MARKETS

WOR,

station,

j

!

'

will take $930,000,000, or 11%.
In 1955,
estimates that all
advertising will reach about $9,200,000,000 and that television’s
share will be $1,300,000,000, or almost twice its 1953 gross.

NBC

i

!

In

all

planning

,

time another

40% were

washin

or cleaning in the kitchen. Rang
ing behind were chores like bed
making, cooking, or baking, iron
ing,

more

activities,

NBC

is operating on the confident assumption that the nation’s economic graph will continue its up-

ward spiral.
This is, of course,
reflected in our estimates for total
overall advertising expenditures.
But it is also a reflection of our
profound belief that color television itself will be a decisive factor in spurring the American economy to record production plateaus
over the next five years. We believe the impact of selling via
color television will be greater
to

(The total added up t
than 100% because ther

etc.

were multiple activities.) it wa
determined by some of the re
searchers that the 4.6% of th
housefraus, who spent that three
quarters of an hour sewing, mend
ing or knitting were probably th
only ones— other than for the 7.29
which just listened to radio, ran]
as potential video viewers. Puls
also released figures recently oj
homes using radio and homes us
ing video between 7-9 a.m. Figures
respectively, were 21.9% and 5.7%
{
has already armed sales
men with roundups of the Puls*
and AdVertest reports and ha
them hitting the agencies with th<

WOR

findings.

the

many

in-

stead ef the few.
We are doing
it
through a “broad base” prothat puts color,
as well as black and white, within
the financial reach of nearly all
businesses. On NBC television, an
advertiser can spend less than
$5,000 for a single program insertion or as much as $300,000 for
a single color spectacular.
There
is no broader base than that in
any advertising medium today.
This is part of NBC’s magazine

gramming concept

company was incorpoMarch and has been turn-

.

believe that

|

than any in merchandising history.
Our job is to make that selling

film

completed six films in its “Operation Wildcat” series on the oil iri-

we

power.

power available

rated in
ing out tv entertainment films and
commercial movies. The group has

In effect,

radio.

we

|

it’s

of

|

'

—

its

If

understood that virtually
testing.
Screen
claims between 30-90 video mar- Gems is understood to be planning
to shoot “Ford Theatre” in tint
kets so far in its lineup.
The Cayton property, a vidpix this fall, but the Columbia pix sub-

S

'56

medium a host of new advertisers
project the financial history who could never, before afford it,
of television from 1952 up to 1956, and it can also bring back older
which will be the first full year advertisers who merely need to be
of unfettered growth for color shown, new ways to use radio. As
television, we get a trend graph the broad base of economic* supthat leapfrogs
upward in this port for radio, which we -at NBC
Seek, begins to shape up, it may
fashion:
well result in a sizable re-infusion
Only 7% In ’52
of advertising on the old basis of
In 1952, of an all-media total half-hour and quarter-hour proof $7,150,000,000, television’s share grams. If so, that’s all to the good.
Our aim is to rebuild radio by
was $509,000,000, or 7%.
using .every tool we possess.
In
In 1953, of an all-media total of
television’s
share doing it, we expect our new con$7,803,000,000,
cepts to make radio an effective
was $689,000,000, or 9%.
and enduring medium, compleIn 1954, of an estimated $8,500,menting television and doing a
000,000 to be spent in all advertissales job that no other media can
ing, we calculate that television
of

to

NBC-TV. The

is

request

the time from the end

of the Gillette fights until 11 p.m.,
with the average length of each
program expected to be slightly
short of a quarter-hour.
Sponsor

Other witnesses, were Willard
Harjes, treasurer of the firm; Aubrey Farb, former accountant for
the group; Mrs. Maybell Cheney,
and D. F. Niebuhr.

dustry

time,

;

The

One

The

first

series

!

state auditor’s
office began checking into the corporations’ books about 10 days ago.
eral's

the

plans in the works at

prepared to air any of its
NBC-TV show, beginning this
coming Friday, is called “Greatest regular vidpix segments in color
or regular basis if
a
one-time
on
Moments In Sports.” Emceed by
the shows’ agencies or producers
Walter Kiernan, the
will

,

in

for

web

(Continued on page 90)
^

In

Continued from page 1

network radio can no longer move
forward only under the traditional
sales patterns so familiar a decade
In the days when radio enjoyed ago. The ensuing 10 years have
clear command of the airways, it changed not only those patterns
never accounted for more than but the thinking that went _along
16% of the nation’s total adver- with them.
Yet television, still
tising dollar.
For successful survival, radio toat the break-away point of the day needs the flexibility, economy
Filmed programs will be color- great color derby, already promand efficiency of the magazine.
basis
cast this fall on a regular
ises to outstrip radio at the crest Such selling can bring into the

1

testified

$1,900,000 TV Ad Coin

Room”

when viewed
is even more so
in the perspective of previous television years, and against the background of radio’s peak-power years.

.

witnesses

6

tage

‘

Five

BRILLO

Columbia Records Exclusively

—

j

city

Post. Foi'

“Serenade.

“World’s
syndicator of the
Greatest Fighters In Action.” The
network hoped to capture the stations for the Friday (30) starf of

to

{

Houston, Tex., July 27.
tv film company which has

e

r

The

“Sunday Serenade" and

shows. To start svn dicator of “World’s Greatest
sometime during the second week Fighters,” latched onto WPTZ,
in September, Consolidated Cos- Philadelphia;
WBZ-TV, Boston;
metics, Inc., through Frank E. Dug- and WBAL-TV, Baltimore, each an
van art
Thev important NBC affiliate and a key
agency, has inked for “They
gan
ad aepnpv
Stand Accused,” a 60-minute court- market for Mutual of Omaha.; Presroom drama, in 34 markets. Wal- ently, agency for that sponsor, Boter H. Johnson Candy has signed zell & Jacobs, is mulling delayed
©n to sponsor one night weekly broadcasts (kines) in the three es©f the 15-minute “Captain Video” sential markets.

been publicized as the
ihat would make this

at

ARC-TV, Aug.
ABC- Radio

In a contest for the posLGillette

i

There are three new sponsors sponsor Mutual of Omaha.
Who’ve bought all or part of three
Bill Cayton, ad agency head and

—

is

conflict.

.

DuMont dramatic

;

JWT)

HOTEL ASTOR ROOF

a chance for a 30% upbeat
in billings in '54 over ’53, indicated
Ted Bergmann, network topper.

—

(also

on Thursdays -9:30 NBC-TV,

creating still another agency conflict involving both “Playhouse”
and Kraft.
Brill has signed via JWT to sponsor Sammy Kaye in the
ABC-TV Thursday at 9 period in the slot preceding Kraft. No

Working Out His Horse at

web

A

’

,

The web has four renewals in
the bag and nine other chunks of
new biz. In- addition to the fall
return of Bishop Fulton Sheen’s

r

By one of those strange quirks of slotting, J. Walter Thompson’s
tv clients account for a big chunk of the Thursday flight programming on the major networks, resulting in a situation where JWT
is competihg with itself with conflicts and overlapping of stanzas.
All told, the JWT biz pours a weekly (time and talent) grand total
of about $300,000 into the ’NBC-CBS-ABC coffers. Over a season
x
it adds up to a $12,000,000 sponsorship stake.'
For example, agency’s hour-long “Lux Video Theatre” preems
In the fall in the Thursday night 10 to 11 slot on NBC-TV.* (This,
in turn, will necessitate shifting JWT’s “Foreign Intrigue” 10:30
show on a number of NBC-TV stations, including 'WNBT, N. Y.,
to another night.) With “Kraft Television Theatre” occupying the
9:30 to 10:30 period on ABC-TV, there’s a 30-minute (10 to' 10:30)
overlap on the two dramatic stanzas. Agency’s' Parker Pen is an
alternate-week Client ptu sponsorship of CBS-TV’s "Four Star
playhouse,” presently seen at 8:30 on Thursdays, but in the new
shuffle to* make room for the 8:30 to 0:30 Chrysler series it’s
planned to shift “Playhouse” back to 9:30, thus -v involving JWT
in a conflict with its Kraft show on ABC.
•

sales

number

>

I

.

Dick Geismer has been, upped to

gram and

the

*n

duplicate.

Of course, all these plans,
projects and adaptations won’t mature overnight.
There never has
been, there never will be an easy
path to success in our business-^because it is a business of pioneering and change. But it is the type
of business that rewards those Vho
plan, who invent, who risk, who exThat

plore.

is

what,

we

NBC

at

are trying to do.

ROSEE

& ROY DOTY’S

‘DANNY DEE’ TELEPIX
Packager-publicist

Irwin

N.

Rosee and artist Roy Doty are
moving into the telepix field via
filming and syndication of their
“Adventures

of

Danny

Dee,”

which has aired live on WABD,
the DuMont flag in N.Y., for the
past 16 months. Rosee and Doty
(former packages the show, Doty
is the star) have incorporated as
Danny Dee Enterprises and Will
distribute the juve segment as a
five-a-week quarter-hour strip.
First sale on the show is already
in the house, with Pez, cosponsor
of the live segment with CocaCola; picking it up in five markets
for a fall start. Pez will sponsor
in Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia,

concept of television programming Cleveland and Buffalo. R6see said
and- sales.
Introduced by Pat an initial letter to stations drew
Weaver in 1949, it set the stage 120 requests for audition prints.
for the type of wide advertising Show is priced as a low-budgeter,
Support that we believe essential with cost of five quarter-hours
for maintaining television’s up- running on the average from $50
ward spiral, Its success is beyond to $250.
Firm has already shot 130 of
dispute: .fully one-third of all the
nighttime programs on the four the segments, equal to 26 weeks of
television networks are now spon- programming, at the Charter Oak
sored by rjnore than one advertiser. Studios in N.Y. Show is a kiddie
It might even be labeled a spec- program on which Doty draws and
tacular success if you balance the narrates, with the drawing-board
record against adverse industry coming to life via a “semi-animaopinion, a short five years ago, tion” process. Eric Blau is. writing
when the magazine concept was the series, with Rosee as. exec
proposed as another NBC drawing producer. Show will stay live on
WABD, incidentally..
boafd design for progress.
First
tried on “Your Show of Shows,”
Omaha Sam Cohen has been
then nurtured on “Today,” and fi..

;

,

—

matured on “Home,” the named day news editor and Hugh
magazine concept of selling is now McCoy night news editor at KFAB.
Cohen is former associate editor
fully accepted throughout the inof the Jewish Press and editor of
dustry.
the South Omaha Eagles monthly
This magazine concept has also mag. McCoy
has been with KFAB
become the cornerstone of our the past two years after a hitch
plans
for
revitalizing
network at WCOP, Boston.
nally

—

a

;

pmiBFf
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survey on television commercials has been completed by AdverRanking as the “most popular” commercial for the
second year in a row was that done for Lucky Strike ciggies.
Based on a 755-home sample taken in June, the report covered
several aspects of video commercials, chiefly their value as entertainRanking second to Luckies in the
ment and their power to convince.
0
entertainment (“mosT popular ) end was Chesterfields. Third and
fourth, respectively, were Philip Ifforris and Schaefer Beer.
Study covered 12 product categories for each of which respondents
were asked what one. they thought most convincing. Llncoln-Mercury
replaced Chevrolet among car. ads. Among beers, Ballantine won
for the second year* in a row. Other categories were cereals, instant
coffee, cdsmeticS, deodorants, laundry soap, shampoo, soft drinks,
toothpaste and tv receivers.

X

test Research.

$1,500,000 Billings in N.Y.

;

By ART

EQUAL TIME ISSUE
IN MINN. CAMPAIGN

Minneapolis, July 27.
Some 30 Minnesota radio stations carrying a 30-minute weekly
“Report to the People” program
furnished by U. S. Sen. H. H.
“As Others^ See 'Us,’* the roundtable discussion featuring Stateside
Humphrey, Farmer-Laborite, who
correspondents of foreign newspapers which bowed some weeks ago
is a candidate for re-election, face
as a one-shot on WNBT, N.Y.,' returns as a regular Sunday feature
the threat of being compelled to
this week (1) under the title “Through Other Eyes." It will air on
donate a similar amount of time
the NBC-TV flagship at 3:30, with John Wingate as emcee.
to his Republican opponent durGuest correspondents for the first show are Richard Greenbrough
ing the impending political camof the London Daily Mail; Pierre Crenesse of the French Broadcasting
paign.
System and the Parisian Libere; Ettore Della Giovanna of II Giornale
Over 250 TV programs to date.
The stations have considered the
d’ltalia; and Krishna Balaraman of the Madras Hindu.
Show’s a Recent appearances include STU- program a legitimate public .servCrenesse-Herb IVloss package under supervision of WNBT-WNBC news DIO ONE, SEARCH FOlt' TOMOR- ice,. but A. C. McIntosh, chairman
ROW,
BEHIND THE BADGE, of the volunteer committee for Val
chief Bill Berns. Mike Gariulo will direct.
etc.
i
What have I done for you Bojornsqn, the Republican candiBattle of the New York antennas continued this week, with two
date, charge it’s political and derecently?
.new developments in the legal hassle over rent charged by the Empire
signed, to promote Humphrey’s
LE 2-1100
State Bldg, to the seven Gotham tv stations for housing their antennas.
candidacy.
developments
was
the withdrawal as arbitrator of Judge
One of the
McIntosh has served a demand
Simon Rivkin, the other an appeal by the stations of last week’s inon the stations that they give air
junction denial by the N.Y. Supreme Court.
time to Bojornson equal, to that
Stations carried the case over to the Appellate Division, 'which
which they use in broadcasting the
granted a stay of arbitration until Sept. 14, when it will kear the,
Humphrey reports and, pointing
appeal. Stations want arbitration proceedings stopped, their leases
out that under federal communicadeclared under jurisdiction of the rent. control law and a maximum
radio' stations must give
tions,
boost of 15%,. plus other considerations. Injunction was denied in
equal time to political candidates,
Supreme Court by Justice Benjamin Rabin. Withdrawal of Judge
says that if he’s refused the matter
Rivkin from the arbitration panel Was also, viewed as a victory by
will be referred to the state attorthe stations, since he had been appointed by the building and had
ney general, a Republican.
tended to support its views, the stations said.

WM. KEENE

MAN

'

—

:

—

'

New York chapter of American Women in Radio
television held
board meeting of the season last week and set its fall program
into motion. Chapter, headed this year by WABC-TV’s Nancy Craig,
will hold an evening event Sept. 16 with Gotham station execs as
special guests. It also set its first job counselling workshop for Sept,
27. Committee chairman for the fail include: Doris Corwith, NBC,
membership, with Martha Rupprecht, CBS, as board liaison; Helen
Sioussat, CBS Talks Dept., and Dbncan MacDonald, ex-DuMont, pro-

&

its first

Memphis, July

27.

The suit “ante” filed in this state
against Rep. Pat Sutton (Dem.,
Tenn.) has been raised to a cool
$3,000,000 over alleged communistic ‘charges made by the Tennessee
lawmaker against two individuals.

Last week, Edward Lamb uncorked
board liaison; a $1,500,000 suit against Suttoh
Lillian Okun, WMCA, director of job counselling committee, with over being called a Communist in,
WQXR’s Pat Hurley cO-chairman and Miss Craig board liaison; and talkathon staged in Nashville. This
Agnes Law, CBS, friendship committee, with Mimi Hoffmeir, NBC, past week Sutton was plastered
with another $1,500,000 suit filed
board liaison.
by J. Lacey Reynolds, WashingA casual remark on the air by WNEW, N.Y., gabber Bill Kemp ton newspaperman.
started a very offbeat radio contest. And despite the fact that it’s
Whitworth Stokes, Nashville atbeen very successful, station topper Dick Buckley ha§ firmly nixed torney representing Reynolds, said
any further such deals, even though he’s paying off on this one.
“on last week’s talkathon (in NashKemp started the contest by saying he’d give 10% of a desired ville) Pat Sutton tried to slur
salary increase for the best suggestion on how to get one.
Reynolds with ‘Communist’ association. Reynolds immediately sent
WHOM, N.Y., had the heaviest share of the Latino radio audience a telephone message to Sutton,
in 36 quarter-Iiour segments surveyed by Advertest
Research. The while he was still on the air, adFortune POpe specialized-market station held down first place in 26 vising him that such remarks were
of^the quarterrhaurs, and in the remaining 10 segments was within actionable.”
Stokes’
statement
a fraction of the competition.
continued by stating that Sutton
_ T °,p non-competitive -quarter hour via
was Knickerbocker made an “oh-so-sorry effort to
Beer s News from Puerto Rico” at 9:45 p.m. Top competitive
stanza, butter Reynolds up but the" dam7 P-m*' was “El Tfemendo Hotel” for the Rice Growers Assn, of age had already been done.”
Calif. Chief opposing station .was WWRL,
N.Y.
Reynolds suit was filed in the
Seymour Weiss, head of the Hotel Roosevelt, New Orleans, has been same manner as Lamb’s, involving Sutton along with Stations
rk on busi hess attendant td\ a new 300-room wing being
i?
s
WSM, WSM-TV; WLAC, WSIX and
added to >he
famed N.O. hostelry.

Now the City
UHF Famous;
WCAN-TV $1,500,000 Biz

Milwaukee

That Made

Milwaukee, July 27,
be any doubt that

.

gram committee, with NBC’s Pauline Frederick

as

.

.

WHOM

Among the details is a deal just set with Maine Sacks for
television receivers into each of those rooms, plus
others.

RCA

Folsom Hits the Road

Calkins & Holden, which
a
couple of weeks back shortened its
corporate name, has no intentions
of doing the same with its radio-tv

Prexy Hay McClinton

activities.

said last

week that the agency is
planning an expansion into broadcast media hitherto unattained by
the percentery.
It’s all part of a general expansion program, with C
out after
new clients. There’s to be no playing down of other media, McClinton said, but agency wants to find
breadth, and diversification” via
all media.
Radio and Jtele, he said,
are top sales media, and while in
the past the agency has. had many
clients unable to use broadcasting,
its now actively soliciting broad.

&H

San Francisco, July 27.
Frank M. Folsom, president of
the Radio Corp. of America, is*in
this neck of the country on a more
or less social, get-together attendant
to the annual conclave of The
Bohemians at their “grove”' near
here. And when he returns to his
New York headquarters he wilt hit
the road on behalf of tinted television
with
two
major talks
scheduled.
One is for Sept. 14 before the
N. Y. Board of Trade on “Color
TV Enters Trade & Commerce”
and the following week (23) he
will address the Chicago Security
Analysts on the “Outlook for TV &
Electronics.”

Washington, July 27.
media clients.
Robert K. Richards^ administraThere’s been no specific expansion tive veepee of the National Assn,
in terms of new clients
or widened of Radio and TV Broadcasters, bebroadcasting activities as yet, but came part owner of two West VirMcClinton said by the fall the ginia radio stations last week when
agency should be moving into full the FCC okayed his purchase, in
indicative of the fact that partnership with Walter Patterson,
.

^

^

Memphis—Charley

Memphis

and

Sulliva

Midsouth

has exited his

WMC, Memphis NBC

join the
here.

Joe

pos
out

Bankhead

all of

Nashville.

Sutton also was embroiled in
another radio political “jam” later
in the week over Station WOKE,
Oak Ridge. The Tennessee congressman, who is opposing Sen.
Estes Kefauver for the Senate
seat here in the Democratic primaries skedded for Aug. 5, was
alleged to have labeled Frank Wilson, w.k.
Oak Ridge American
Legion leader, as a “conscientious
objector like Frank Wilson ..because if he hasn’t got guts enough
to defend his country, I don’t want
This broadcast flooded
his vote.”
WOKE’s switchboard as Wilson,
an ex-GI, served overseas in the
Italian campaign.
Harry Weaver, station prexy and
general manager, was concerned
about the broadcast by Sutton and
was out to avert another law suit
and immediately took to the air
defending Wilson.
WOKE said
over its station in part: ”The man-

agement of WOKE regrets any reflection upon the patriotism Of a
FCC Okays Station
local citizen. Frank Wilson, that
the
Deals for Bob Richards may have been contained in Pat

cast

the firm means business is
the
signing over the past few months
ve
ack ^an r,c as. chairman of
the plans board and Peter
Krug as
director of programs.

WSIX-TV

manager
Mich.,

and

of

of

WKYR

WKHM,

WHAR

Jackson,

in Clarksburg,
Considerain Keyser.

tion for the properties is $135,000
plus.
Richards, has resigned as an officer of NARTB, effective Oct. 1,
under rules prohibiting staffers
from having broadcast station interests, but will continue with the
organization in a consulting capacity.

Lest there

.

UHF

television is here to stay in
at least one market, Lou Poller,
prexy and general manager of

WCAN-TV,

disclosed plans last
for a new studio building to
$250,000. Decision to build
the new plant, coming on the heels
of a $1,000,000 order placed with
General Electric for a new 60 kw
transmitter and a color equipment
setup, bespeaks the optimism by
the WCAN-TV management as to
in this
the future status of
currently three-station city.

week

AM

servatively set at $1,500,000, according to producer Sholom Rubenstein.
:

In addition to well over 1,000,006
Yiddish speaking Jews, there are
who
people
another
1,700,000
though they rely largely on English, are a potential audience for
programs thematically Jewish. And
nearly all the Yiddish and much
of the Ahglo-Jewish listeners are
tapped by one production outfit,
Co.
Advertisers’
Broadcasting
Though there are others, this firm
Yiddish
pro14
does around 12 to
grams daily at the height of its
operation. Its topper is Rubenstein
who produces shows ranging from
news to juve panels for a sales outfit
called the Joseph Jacobs Organization. Jacobs in turn sells to
national
advertisers,
who have
The
“kosher” products to offer.
list is extensive and includes food
names like Maxwell Instant and
Regular coffees, Birdseye foods,
Jello
Cereals,
Puddings,
Post
Parkay Margarine, Kraft Oil, Spry,
.

Criseo.

Other manufacturers

in-

clude Colgate, Ajax, Halo, Fab, Vel,
etc.

One

of the most interesting item*
Yiddish language broadcasting
has been the return of Kotex after
belter than a decade of silence in
radio advertising. Then they were
on for only a short time in th«
(Continued on page 94)
in

Despite Whiteman Fold,

ABC Sees a TV

UHF

Actual construtcion work on the
new building is due to get underway next month. It’ll be dubbed
“Milwaukee’s TV Capital” and will
include two studios, one measuring 3,000 square feet and the other
2,500. Poller hopes to be able to
move in within 90 days.
Prexy looks for the UHF’er to

In

AC.

Future

Originations

Atlantic Citty, July 27.
to raise by publio
subscription $25,000 more to keep
the Paul Whiteman “On the Boardwalk” on the ABC tv network
for five more weeks has failed, but
businessmen here are determined
that outstanding events shall bo

The drive

viewed nationwide by tv set owners.

gross close to $1,500,000 this year,
In preparation for this, memits first full year on the air.
The bers of the Atlantic City Television
station lighted up its Channel 25 committee met Friday (23) with
last September and started making ABC execs to further explore the
money the second month it was, on possibility of televising future
the air. He reports that the sta- shows out of the resort.
tion’s current weekly billings of
ABC, on invitation of the local
$13,547 are broken down thusly: committee, is sending engineers
52% local; 18% network via his here within two weeks to survey
CBS-TV affiliation, and 30% na- facilities at Convention Hall that
tional spot revenue.
they will be in a better positioa
When WOKY-TV went into the lo make suggestions regarding the
black also in May of this year, it establishment
of
permanent
a
gave this beer city the distinction studio in the hall as well as equipboosting two money-making ing the ballroom for tv purposes.
of
ultra highs, with the activities of
Robert Lewine, program direcboth stations drawing much intra- tor for ABC, said the network
is
trade interest because of their pleased with “On the Boardwalk”
unique-for-UHF status. City w as which pioneered television
in the
pioneered VHF-wise by the Jour- resort. Originating on
SteeL pier
nal’s
WTMJ-TV which still, of and broadcast each Sunday
night
course, remains the big money over
68 stations, the show goes off
maker.
the air Aug. .1, terminating a 10week contract. Lewine said the
last check showed the Whiteman
show had progressed to a nine-city
Sat. Pitch
Trendcx Rating of 7.4.
At Teenage Market
“I believe Atlantic
City has
WNBT, the NBC-TV flagship in great possibilities as a summer reN. Y., will take a cue from its placement center as well as for the
parent network by patterning a televising of certain conventions
new hour-long Saturday show if the necessary technical arrangepitched at the teenage market af- ments can be made,” Lewine told
Segment, the committee.
ter the web’s “Today,”
.

r

.

WNBT's New

—

WVKO

here.

language audience is radio. While
there’a only a hint of video, and
while the Second Ave. legit and
vaude houses that cater to the
Yiddish tongue are down to a
shadow,
has had its biggest
year. The buildup has come over
the past five years and has reached
an annual advertising gross con-

cost

political broadcast by Rep.
Sutton carried on this station.”
Station exec Weaver also offered
Wilson free time to reply, but he to start in the fall,, will be called
declined the offer and stated he “Teens Today,” and will give the
preferred to purchase the time in .youngsters news of teenage activiorder that he might discuss cam- ties, fashions, etiquette, makeup,
bring
Sen. etc.
and
paign
issues
Kefauver’s “message before the
Gene Rayburn has been set to
people.”
emcee, with Judy Archer, teen ediSutton stated here earlier that
tor of Good Housekeeping, as his
he “welcomes and is highly honEddie Safranski Trio
sidekick.
ored by the $3,000,000 in law suits
will supply the music, with a difnow levied against me.”
ferent teenage vocalist appearing
Columbus Mrs. Harriet Delman, every week via a contest among the
WNBT proformer
director
of city’s high schools.
continuity
WDEL, Wilmington, Del,, has been gram chief Steve Krantz is exec
named assistant in the traffic and producer on the show, but no producer or director has been assigned
continuity departments of

,

WOODSTONE

The major entertainment medium for New York’s vast Yiddish

to

date.

He said other networks also
would be interested in originating
shows here. ABC was tentatively
arranged for televising a portion
of the final night of the Miss
American Pageant, the first time
that this event has ever been done
“Live.”

The Whiteman program got under w'ay late in May after the city
had put up $25,000 and another
$25,000 had been raised by public

subscription to finance the
The resort television com-

project.

mittee had been working to get
an additional $25,000 for several
weeks.

TELEVISION REVIEWS
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WHAT’S IN A WORD?

S3

RED SKELTON REVUE

With Clifton Fadlman, Faye Emer- With- Skelton*’ Liberace, George
Audrey Meadows, Mike
son;
Liberace, Tony Curtis, Amin
Wallace, Jim Moran, guests
Bros., Redettes, Sahara Hotel
Producer; Peter Arnell
line, Lud Gluskin Orch; Steve
Director: Lamar Casselli
Dunne, Boh LamOnt, announcer*
30 Mins., Thurs., 8 p.m.
Producers: Doug Whitney, Jack
CBS-TV, from New York
Donohue
It seems that an enterprising Director: Donohue
producer can always come up with Writers:
Hal Goodman, Larry
a different twist for a panel show.
Klein, Al Gordon, Hal Goldman,
“What’s In A Word?” latest entry
Martin Ragaway
'

The much-feared (by Sponsors) 7 so effective as to be hardly noticeable.
Henry Morgan was a perferct lamb
Best of the talent were a couple
his six-week
in the kickoff show of
of comedians,- Jerry Van Dyke and
Garry Roy Bolla; an aero trio named The
stint as replacement for
singers Doris Johnson and
Moore on the latter’s morning Trojans;
Keith Fisher; a harmonica trio, the
show on CBS-TV/ Morgan did the Harmonica Biffs; the Sandy Valley
commercials Monday (26), but not Boys; and a young Korean, boy
in- adopted by the 5th Air Force,
in his customary style: He wasTong II Han, who delivered some
stead a perfect, even fervid pitchexcellent Chopin interpretations/
Sheets
Contour
Pacific
man for
Other Air Force talent ranged
(getting into bed) and for Hoover from mediocre to bad, and what
Vacuum Cleaners (Howard Petrie, could have been the hit of the
show, the Hap Arnold Honor
subbing for also-vacationing Dur- Flight from Sampson, was hahlward Kirby, did the work here, pered by bad audio pickup of the
beating a rug for comparisons group's singing, and some fluffs by
*

boys
marching.
the

sake).

.

Those sponsors out of the midwest who raised a beef When CBSTV decided t° assign the summer
chores to Morgan need have no
fear. Not only was he -a perfect
gent with their products, but once
again proved he’s a highly amusing

guy whose appearance on the. networks as a regular is long overdue
current
these
outing proves a revelation to sponsors, it might well prove the same
He should
for Morgan himself.
have learned by this time that
products
bankrolled
spoofing the
may provide the' funniest material
available (and in Morgan’s case,
quickest
it is), but it’s also the
way to go off the air.
Point is that Morgan can be very
funny without bothering to bother
the sponsor. With Petrie, he turned
out a pleasant half-hour segment
that should improve as he grows
more familiar with the surroundings. Morgan’s sense of humor is
as sharp in. the morning as it is
late, at night (where he’s been doing most of hi$ radio-tv work for
the past few years), and* there’s
no reason why he shouldn’t be
regarded as a natural candidate
for his own daytimer.
Aside from Morgan and Petrie,
others featured are singers Ken
Carson and Denise Lor, who
haven’t started their vacations yet.
They delivered nicely in a duet,
and Carson came back for a nicelydone single. It’s a relaxed, fast-

many

years. If his

themselves

in

quintet of panel pros. Clifton Fadiman, who’s become w.k. in the
q.&a. field, moderates with Faye

their

TELEVISION

Chan.

Personal Mat.:

JULES ZIEGLER
Frederick Wertham/ psy
an interview via “Today” over NBOTV, Friday (23), on TAYLOR GRANT
the recent wave of crimes, espe- Director: Dennis Kane
cially by juveniles, laid a major 10 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 11 p.m*
,
share of it to comic books. “If I PIELS’ BEER
wished to teach crime and brutality WFTZ, Philadelphia
to children,” he declared, “I would
Taylor Grant, who was a fixture
invent the comic book' industry. at WCAU a decade ago before he
The comic book industry has been went on to network chores, has
invented. It is a flourishing busi- been brought back to Philly by
ness, which earns about $1,200,000 WPTZ to combat the late night
a year. It is an enormous industry, news rating of WCAU-TV’s John
and a very large part of it has as a Facerida. Although following the
result Hie corruption of children usual pattern Of headlines, dein the direction of brutality and velopment and light finale, Grant
dishonesty.”/
is working on more personalized
He thhought “you can say that reporting. He uses the phone excrime Comic books are the vast tensively to call up a Washington
majority” and they “incite 14 or statesman, or a friend in Guate15-year olds ”
Dr. Wertham at- mala, which results in the “He
Dr.

.

.

“rape, and violence and
instigation to, excitement” to cOmic
books. Western comics were also
condemned by the psychiatrist.

tributed

Jaco.
of

emcee and addition

of

sponsor hasn’t changed the Values

told me tonight” style of reportof
“an informed
instead
age,
source.”
Rise of interest in the news segments locally is indicative* of the

trend" stemming frpm the MurroWMcCarthy hassle. Grant’s work
shows preparation and understanding and his ^delivery accentuates
authority, far more than straight

“Bank on the Stars” on NBC-TV,
Saturdays at 8 p.m. to any appreciable extent.
It
still
seems a reading
of

basically untenable situation with
the major entertainment in the
fact that it’s now possible to see

Summer.

ABC

KWTO

’

KWTO

.

m

.

;

:

KWTO

,

KWTO

,

i

I

KWTO

-

.

Saturday night

Foley will be per-

manent emcee, with Grady Martin
and the Crossroads Gang as the
permanent band. Guester on the
opening show is Capitol Records’
Jean Sheppard.

Emerson, Audrey Meadows, Mike
Wallace and Jim Moran on the
board to showcase their wits. Their
talents are wasted, however.
Format calls for a guest to offer
cue words to the panel with which
they are supposed to associate the
key guess word. Yocks are nabbed
via the offbeat associations like
with the word “meatball/’ The cue
was “small" and “round” and the
association was “does an Englishman put it inohis eye?” For the
most part, the quips are similarly
styled so the stanza never added

up

to

much.

On

the preem show Thursday
Charles Coburn headed up the
guest lineup. He got his plugs in
for his current strawhat tour before getting into the spirit of the
game. It seemed difficult. Gros.
(22)

TOWN AND COUNTRY
stars and stock characters.
With Jimarlen Trio, Johnny MorExpansion to an hour format,
ris, Stan Dyer
while permitting greater freedom
.

Producer:

Ken Barry

for integrating Skelton’s guests (as
with Liberace in the initial segment) also gives greater emphasis

Director: Jim Nelson
30 Mins.: Mon., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining

KSTP-TV, Minneapolis
The Jimarlen Trio, a

to that

local

in

he remains objective
about the news and is not a commentator per se, Grant’s style
tends to the editorial. Gabber feels
.

problem of material.

The

strument.al and singing group, long
have been favorites in the smaller
clubs hereabouts and have iriiz
tr a e t
ble following with
l
^; ri
a KSTPrTV
daytime show. Moving
into this more important night are stretching in short order. CBS*
spot and augmented by good-look- sagacity of giving Skelton 60 minmg, likeable. Johnny Morns one utes with th* sa * e kind of format
of the station s own personalities, that’s given him trouble in.
30 is
and singer Stan Dyer, they come hi(?hly questionable,
up with a pleasant once-a-week
.
.
imted.
the
preem
stanza
was
half-hour interlude of songs, music and quips that fills a vacant a * alr *y good one.- Liberace made
a
yeoman
contribution
via
his
atsummer niche nicely and should
[soloing, a very funny piano cetract an audience.
.

t

^

^

.

“Freddie the Freeloader” sketch
(of which there’s one classic, the
rest so-so) was a weak segment.
“Klem Kadiddlehopper” outing
was a quickie' and a good one. But
that every-week; 60-minute grind
is sure to show where the seams

I

!

;

;

,

|

of a newscast.

While

. .

,

£

S ke
lt’s a quiet, informal, unpretenRn 8
d ev
6
opinion is neces- tious session. The Jimarlens com|£ JJ”™
!
be r r
while his viewpoints prise two men and a girl. The men
0 _f
r
aren’t likely to run to extremes, play the accordion and banjo and 5i 0J f£led uaSmthnr,i1
Qi
they are certain to involve some all three warble to their own ac- f
risk
which is a departure on the companiments, Their numbers L, berace delivery, he s endowed
^ind
mediocre
local level of newscasting. Spieler mostly comprise original and effect*13 *
an e *“
reads seated at desk,, unsmilingly tive arrangements of perennial fa- versatility.
” en t foil for the Skelton zanice
until the closing trivia which fol- vorites, but with a few current hits
lows the tested “leave ’em with a also tossed in. Dyer’s good set of ness
Tony Curtis appeared briefly for
smile” prescription. Film clips pipers are heard in solo contribbreak up continual focus on re- utions and in entire ensemble of- a plug for his upcoming Universal
* .
release.
“Black Shield, of Falporter.
ferings.
Funny bit here came
Introducing the musical and vo- worth.”
Routine on show caught had
little local slant. Grant, who is a cal selections and engaging in com- when the director switched from a
summer AM network replacement mentaries and observations. Mor-}film clip showing lots of fighting
for Walter Winchell, has top- ris confines most of his Small talk to Skelton on camera, mouth wide
drawer delivery and editing. News- to such commonplace subjects as open. Amin Bros., a pair of Egypcaster does no imbibing for his the weathen This makes for homey tian imports, delivered some sock
client, just begs off a minute for) and intimate touches on the side risley routines (and director Jack
Gagh.
of pleasantry. A good sense of hu- Donohue rates a nod for an excelthe commercial.
mor crops out frequently.
lent overhead camera shot that
Sung and played were such oldie showed off the team in too style),
SUMMER LIVING
With Josephine McCarthy, Ray Mc- standbys and current clicks as
An upped budget has given
“Little Things Mean a Lot,” “Old Skelton 511 the trimmings, inc’udKinley, others
Man River,” “I’ll Take You Home n g tj le if ne from Las Vegas’ SaProducer:* Selig Alkon
Directors: Milke Gargiulo, Hugh Again, Kathleen,’ “Your Voice,
hara Hotel. They showed up niceand jy j n a square dance number.
“Out in the Cold Again
McPhillips
thp Fountain.”
Fnnntflin. Re
R e_ David Rose’s orchestra, batoned in
Coins in the
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:30 p.m. ‘Three rmnB
quests for future shows are in- the opener by Lud Gluskin, did a
WNBT, New York
Rees.
topnotch showbacking job, espe“Summer Living” was light but vited.
cially with Liberace. Donohue and
last
viewed
it‘had substance when
YOURS
INFORMALLY
co-producer Doug* Whitney have
week (21). This JosephineMcCarthy
Sinclair, .Andrew endowed the show with okay proLister
With
strip came on two weeks ago, de
AI!? n ’,
duction values all the way round.
signed to expose cooking, child
nnrA and
in a household
VimicphnM topics
tonirc of
nf all
all Producer. Ijlojd Brydoti
Chan.
Care
30 Mins.; Wed., 10 p.m.
kinds, and she avoided the prosaic
Toronto
from
CBC-TV,
by 'mixing equal parts, of those
Here is an engaging summer SUNNYSIDE FOLKS
things with art, for example. Wheh
stanza which could flop miserably With James Keith, others
she got the o.o., her first guest
except for the presence of people Producer. David Stone
was Prof. George Weber of Rut- like author-playwright Lister Sin- Director: Ray Lee
gers U. He rendered an interesting
clair and radio-video producer An- Writer: Keith
analysis (with picture) of Chinese
drew Allan. All they do is sit 30 Mins.: Sat., 10:30 p.m.
art. While his meaning wasn’t alaround and gab about nearly Sustaining
ways clear, his feelings about the everything
to KSTP-TV, Minneapolis
from aardvarks
subject were, and in that way. he aspidistras, but. either the gabbers
Veteran producer David Stone,
and Miss McCarthy made the eso- are deft with the necessary know!- who specializes on the bucolic in
teric exciting. Femcee called this
edge or they’re well trained in ad tv arid radio entertainment, cleversession part of her “lemonade vance, or both, and the session ly provides a drarriatic framework
series of lectures.”
keeps the viewer tied to the screen. for religious hymnfests back on
She has a charming way, and Called “Informally Yours," show the farm in his new video offering.
so does her assistant for the hot caught was subtitled "A Is for He takes his audience to little
Sunnyside to meet its folks who
spell midday telecast, baton-mas- Aardvark.”
Series is informal.
ter-rturned-gabber Ray McKinley;
Subjects hit in the opener’s have assembled ih the Pop Wigliving room for hymn singing
gins’
angels,
the
afterof
Ip the second event
rambling talk included
noon, McKinley helped the gal with a long discussion on them by and spiritual conversation.
It’s real homespun fare in a restdemonstrate how to make a “rose Allan who read Satan’s defiant
Lost” ful, restrained and reverent mood
“Paradise
^potpourri” (incense for the house). speech
from
As with previous art discussion, it Sounding more- like a fire-preacli- which contrasts sharply with the
vast bulk of programs coming over
aspidistras
was light but showed genuine fng cleric than Satan;
knowhow and held attention. Even against a brief background of the air and oldsters’ memories will
envision the days when “The Old
“Greatest
of
to
around
more
disk
^got
when the brace
Grade Field’s
functional topics, like eye care ih Aspidistra in the World”; a fast Homestead” and “Shore Acres’
the summer as discussed with an rundown of origins of everyday held the boards. As a departure
the
optometrist, material was kept in- things like, clothes, smokes, food, from what may be considered
register.
teresting as well as informative. with cartoons to illustrate them, present norm it should
on
late
appropriately
Coining
There’s no reason why, if sponsor etc'
is cal“Informally Yours” should gar- the Sabbath eve, the show
can be cornered, the series shouldmainly to rural!-appeal
to
culated
audience.
hot-season
winter.
through
the
continue
hefty
ner
n’t
a
(Continued oil page 90)
Gorm.
Art.

from current films.
Ventriloquist Jimmy Nelson has some
taken over in the emcee spot from sary,
clips

“Colgate
Comedy Bill JSullen, But it doesn’t seem
Hour,” originating from the; Coast
fair to blame the program’s lack of
Sunday (25), was a neat -entertain- entertainment on the emcees.
It’s
ment package sparked by Jay Law- a basically bad session. Nelson
rence’s comedies. Lawrence came flanked
by a pair of dummies can
up with a firstrate routine in which be entertaining at times. However,
he did carbons of Clem McCarthy he seems somewhat abashed
at
and. Bill Corum in their blow-by- asking couples
brought to him how
blow descriptions of a fight. Other they met their spouses. And
seemCoast regulars on this series, Bobby ing to be a basically nice
kid, he
Van and Jack Prince, performed should be.
various hoofing and comedy-singThe question and anwser periods
ing bits, best being Van’s hot-rod lack complete interest. Questions
jitterburg routine.
are based on what the contestants
Guest lineup included Pearl have seen in the film clips, and the
Bailey, who had sprained her leg answers or lack of answers can
in rehearsal and somewhat handi- only lead to annoyance by the macapped by having to sit on a chaise jority of viewers.
Jose.
longue during her numbers. She
scored on “He’s Gone” and “Toot
Toot Tootsie Goodbye” with her
Radio Gets Thaf
usual
trademarked mannerisms.
Hollywood actor. Jeff Chandler,
Hillbilly
Yen; Affiliate
who has emerged as a crooner on
Decca Records recently, delivered
two numbers in his simple, but
Grabs Red Foley
appealing' baritone style. Numbers,
ABC Radio will move into the
G}?1, A Boy A Lamplight”-and
u&u
country
music
field for the first
That s All She’s Waiting To
Hear,
were a back-to-back plug time since hillbilly became bigtime
with
half-hour
'weekly pickup
a
s
release although
“I
this fact .was not pinpointed on of the two-hour jamboree out of
in Springfield, Mo^
the show.
Station
has expanded its country
Herm.
music setup in a big way, having
signed ex-“Grand Ole Opry” star
Ed Sullivan always seems to find Red Foley as a permanent artist.
compensating factors in the weakABC’s pickup of the show, which
^is shows.
est
Sunday’s (25)
Toast of the Town” offering is an starts Aug. 7, is jn line With the
example—an Air Force talent seg- web’s, new music-and-news night®bt that made up in atmosphere time setup. It will air in the Satwhat it lacked in entertainment urday night 10 05-10 30 time for
about six weeks, then probably
values.
With a straight parade of more move to a Sunday night spot when
or less routine acts on tap, Sulli- the web’s NCAA “Victory Dance”
van decided to dress the show up kicks off. There’s a possibility the
y* a an a l fresco origination from web may pick up some daytime
„
Mitchell Air Force Base in Long country music strips, ifIsland.
Using only an imposing comes up with any.
array of planes as a setting, SulliAccording to ABC national proVan and Mario Lewis did a fine job gram chief Ray Diaz,
is in
5**^8 the show with the planes a bid to take the / country music
as backdrops or as integral parts dominance away from
Nashville.
..
ot .the settings. A quartet
perched
prexy
~ Ralph Foster- has
on a bomber engine, for example,
Talents Inc,, which
or an honor guard and hand march- formed Top;
operate
a booking agency
as
will
ing out of the nose of a Globema ®ior, made for some "effective and package firm to turn out the
country music shows. Station has
and at times spectacular results.
auditorium, from
^JSSest plaudits here should go built a 2,000-seat
jamboree every
to the topnotch technical
crew and which it will air a

wnat could have been a monotonous background alive and exciting. s how started in
daylight, but
the switch to artificial lighting
was

Currently on Tour
Carrot-Top Juvenile

BROADWAY—ROAD

chiatrist, in

moving half-hour, and Morgan fits
nicely into Mobre’s relaxed and
friendly pattern,
Chan.

aireetor John Wray, which in spite
of a few stray stagehands,
kept

JIMMIE CHRISTIE
Versatile

.

as its latest means of countering
Milton Berle’s Tuesday at 8 domon NBC.
Skelton has
ination
moved into Arthur” Godfrey’s
Wednesday at 8 showcase as a
summer replacement (first time
“Godfrey & Friends” has hiatused)
preliminary to the full-hour barrage vs. Berle & Co.
CBS over the years has tried
half-a-dozen formats opposite
Berle. and the Skelton showcase is
merely a wrapup of previous
stanzas.
It shapes up as a fairish
variety Show, but it’s doubtful
whether it’s going to make much
of an impression against Berle.
Another important consideration
is that Skelton once again is relying on his stock characters as the
guts of the show, and material can
run out very quickly that way, as
has been the Redhead’s experience
in the past. Meanwhile, Berle is
sitting pretty with his “story line”
format
centered
around
guest

.

.

Change

CBS-TV, from Hollywood

.

public relations gesture for the Air
•Force. But the scenery stole the

x

TONI

( Weiss & Geller ; FC&B)
As a 30-minute tv
an evening.
Coming weeks should give a
show, however, it’s pretty light- fair indication of the wisdom Of
weight fare.
CBS-TV’s move in expanding Red
Big plus in series’ favor is its Skelton’s showcase to a full hour

As a change of pace, the show
was worthwhile not only for its remote values but as a goodwill and
show.

60 Mins.; Wed., 8 ‘p.m.
CO.; FRIGIDAIRE

out of Peter Arnell’s production
factory, is a word association game
that’s probably been played in
some living roohis to while away
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THERE
‘Was

It

Worth

There I was,
at 4* p!m. one
winter afternoon, lazily dreaming about the. warm summer months
ahead. I pictured myself sitting behind the wheel of my speedboat*
“Tempo VI,” charging -swiftly down the Detroit River, and racing
like mad for every trophy In sight.
Then the telephone rang. In the other end of
the wire was an associate of Robert Moses, Com- ',
missoner of New York State Parks, with a query.
'
“What kind of show could you and your brother*
produce for us in the Jones Beach Marine Theatre

Some Post-Mortems

On The

D.C. Hearings

By JOHN DALY

(

& Public Affairs V. P. ABC-TV
McCarthy- Army hearings have moved off the

Special Events

this

)

t

Now that the
tv screens and the acrimony

ABC

nation’s

our coverage.

ABC

carried the whole thing— 186V6 hours of it
a network ranging from 55 to 70 stations.
DuMont also offered uninterrupted coverage, feedand CBS
ing a network of about 10 stations.
rejected live coverage, offering filmed highlights
in a late evening spot each day, for perfectly valid
economic reasons.
Our actual out-of-poGket cost for the 36-day pe-

—on

NBC

riod was about $360,000. But the merchandise we
have to sell is air time, and we gave away 186V&
hours of it, worth many times that amount. No
store can stay in business long if it gives away
large portions of its stock, particularly if the mere
process of giving it away is costly in itself, and

John Daly
no more can a network.
So the main question to be answered is, “Was it worth it?” The
answer is a firm “Yes,” dospite the fact that ABC bore a disproportionate share of the burden of bringing the hearings to the American
viewer. As protagonists on both sides of the controversy said many
times, the viewing public was the real jury, regardless of the committee’s report. That jury was entitled to get the testimony— at the
moment it was being offered not edited, not paraphrased, not summarized, and not late but complete and instantaneous.
As the Number 3
It is a responsibility that ABC was glad to accept.
network climbing steadily in our long-range campaign to equal or surpass the top two, we need the public’s good will and we need new
viewers. Our coverage of the hearings, cited by a number of critics
as outstanding public service programming (and, frankly, we anticipate
several formal awards for it), brought us both. But regardless of the
competitive situation among the -networks, regardless of any benefits
that may accrue to networks covering vital public events of this sort
In the future, it is the responsibility and the duty of the television in-

—

JOE FRANKLIN

HOW MUCH
REHEARSAL

in

Too Much or Too

There are two possible dangers

in a free,

y

when

members on Long

You’re the Guy, Guy*
that no matter how many Mr.

|

I soon discovered
So-and-Sos I might
have heading Up the various departments, sooner or later I had to get
deeply involved with the problems of each.
I soon discovered I
couldn’t hope to just sit back, smile, occasionally sign my name to some
sort of document, and otherwise not worry about a thing.
A little matter of some $250,000 arose. We figured that would be
about the amount needed to get the show &upched. That would be
easy! Everyone I knew and his brother wanted to buy a piece of this
show at first. Should I bore you with the details, or should I come
right to the point and tell you that the windup was that my brothers
and myself had to put up almost all that dough out of our own life’s
savings.
As many a producer before me has learned, today’s wouldbe backing ofttimes tomorrow goes a packing.
Everyone who was
beggiffg for a slice of the show at first began to ffnd a reason for not

—

—

talent and other costs exceed the
amount provided for in the show’s
budget. Yet, if I were asked whether additional rehearsal time is wise
or necessary, my answer would be
in the affirmative.
I

place great emphasis on the
time.

significance
of
rehearsal
Briefly, a sound philosophy

and an
one is: “You never get
enough and you can always use
more.” The medium’s fast and fuaccurate

!

!

rious pace, with its demand for
quick “program turnover” to sat-

hungry for tv enterthe genesis for the situ-

isfy millions
is

Nights” score in order to insure that other artists would record the
tunesl

Have you ever found yourself besieged by phone calls begging you
members of the cast of your show to appear at this
show and at that benefit show? Have you ever found yourself

to get various

benefit

—

loaded down with a schedule of personal appearances at all hours 6f
the day and night to make speeches and do a lot of other things in
order to plug a show into which you have sunk an awful lot of money
Now, I’m an adnairer of unions and the manner In which they have
helped entertainers. But, have you ever found yourself dealing with
50 unions you never even heard before?
Have you ever gone out
apartment hunting on Long Island for principals in the cast?
Well, it’s turning out to be a lot of fun. But sometimes I wish I
had just kept on dreaming and never answered that phone.
Take it away, Billy Rose!

—

whereby “you never get
enough” rehearsal time.
Despite
these limitations, “The Goldbergs”
have been most successful. Yet, 1

ation

wish we could squeeze
more rehearsal hours so

camera

many

in

that our

changes,
blocking, .etc., could be further
polished. “The Goldbergs” schedule normally calls for off-camera
rehearsals at a midtown hotel for
four hours on the Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Monday preceding our Tuesday telecast. And on
Tuesday the cast will be on-camera
for about five and one-half hours,
positions,

and practice
camera.

for

script

one

hour

off-

In my own case, since I deliver
the opening and closing commercials for Vitamin Corp. of America,
I

take on

more rehearsal time on-

camera for the commercial reading.
“The Goldbergs” cast spend

many hours at home reading their
lines and gaining the mood of the
particular story plot. Although, the
actor is by himself it, nevertheless,
is a form of rehearsal
an Individual or private rehearsal. Like
our studio work, this form of rehearsal is important to the actor
and to the play’s success.
Oddly enough, though I write

—

BEN GRAUER
rv

NBC

RADIO

Is

6

Rehearsal time must be consid- songwriters. Suddenly I found myself knocking on publisher’s doors.
ered in the light of economics. As a bandleader I’m always trying to get the jump on other artists by
Added rehearsal hours mean added having my recordings of tunes on the market before theirs. Now, sudcosts.
Sometimes the additional denly I found myself holding back my own recordings of the “Arabian

tainment

i

Island.

Gertrude Berg

—

t

as a result

cast

Iron out problems with the union!”

signing a check.
Step by step we learned—the hard way.
Have you ever tried signing a cast? Brother, you’re never had
troubles until you get into THAT routine.
We wanted Lauritz Melrehearse about five or six hours chior for the lead, and nothing was going to stop us. In order to get
more. Add to that the many hours him I flew our production supervisor, Allen Zee, and John Jacob Loeb,
each of “The Goldbergs” spends who wrote the score with my brother, Carmen, to the Coast to run
studying through the entire show with him and convince him to change his
at individual rehearsal
and it adds up that mind about going hunting in India during the summer. It was a tough
lines at home
hundreds of rehearsal man-hours fight, but we won.
are used to put over one 30-minute
Have you ever tried to get tunes published? Now, there’s a switch
family drama on tv.
for you! As a bandleader I’m always trying to get out of the way of
of about
10 actors will

—

if,

some-

cast

—

And

weeks

thing about
the show “is
missing,”
the

—

fulfilling it well.

those

other

.

of the experience, an intra-industry regulatory body such as I have
proposed comes into being, it will have been worth it many times over.

minimum.

For

unregulated situation as

the show going to be a hit?
"

hearsal. That’s

the

—

and

Get living accommodations for the

GERTRUDE BERG.

Television rehearsal time for a
3Q-minute family drama such as
“The Goldbergs” is “elastic time.”
With luck we can get our show
on the tv road
with total of
22
hours of
on-camera and
off-camera re-

Little

regards televising important events such as the McCarthy-Army hearwith all channels carrying the same thing and
ings: first, overcoverage
leaving the viewer no choice if he simply is not interested; and second,
no coverage— With all networks ignoring the event, or at best giving it
skimpy highlight coverage, because they are technically free to ignore
Of
it if they choose and because covering it would cost them revenue.
these two dangers, the second is obviously the graver.
The only way of avoiding these dangers-^and this is the whole point
of this article is the formation of a responsible, industry-wide committee, armed with a certain amount of authority, to see (1) that
such events are covered by television; (2) that they are covered continuously and fully; and <3) that the financial burden of such coverage is
How this is to be done is a matter of detail.
equitably distributed.
The important thing is that it must be done.
In the early days of network television, when cable facilities were
Inadequate, an all-network cable allocations committee saw to it that
each network got its share. This, of course, was equitable distribution
But there is much more
of a commodity that was in short supply.
urgent need now for a body to see to equitable distribution of a commodity that is in abundant supply responsibility to the public for complete coverage of vital events that affect their lives.
As a final note, sponsorship of such events must be permitted, without quibble or unreasonable condition, to enable the networks to recoup some of the gigantic revenue loss protracted coverage causes them
to incur. The belated permission granted in the case of the McCarthyArmy show was like withholding sponsorship rights of the World Series
until the third inning of the second game.
But despite the heavy cost of our 186t£ hour “telethon” from the
Senate caucus room, it was definitely worth it in terms of prestige,
good will, attracting new viewers and, most of all, the satisfaction of
fulfilling a high responsibility

ENOUGH?

IS

dustry to provide the nation with such coverage.

Danger

m

summer?”

Several years ago, along with several dozen
other would-be impresarios, we had put in our
bid to produce a show *for the 8,200-seat outdoor
amphitheatre, which is operated by the State of
New York. My bid was not accepted then, and
now we were being invited to submit another one.
To make the long story short, our bid to produce
_
.
.
Gay Loml)ardo
a musical version of “Arabian Nights” was selected
from the 16 submitted to Mr. Moses, and overnight we had' become
theatrical impresarios.
Thick and fast the problems started to come. I have been on merryM.C.’s “Stories For You” followed go-rounds in my life, but
never one that got me quite as dizzy as this
by “JOE FRANKLIN’S MEMORY
LANE” over WABC-TV, N. Y. 2-3: 55 one! It wasn’t long before I almost wished I had never heard of
“Arabian
Nights.”
In
between
dance sets at the Roosevelt Grill,
p.m., Mon. thru Frl.
On Radio: “MAIN STREET while driving my car home at night's, and while tossing-and-turning in
MEMORIES,” Syndicated Nation- my sleep I could be heard muttering:
\
...
ally.
“Get* the book written. Get the score written. Iron out problems
PLaza 8-2664
with the union. Get costumes. Get scenery. Iron out problems With
the union. What kind of lighting do I need? How are we going to
fill that 8,200-seat theatre every night? Iron out problems with the
union. How do we cope with the sound problem in an outdoor theatre?
We need publicity. Iron out problems with the union. Get the stars
Who gets how much billing? Iron out problems with the
signed.
union. How do we lick the transportation problem? - Will it rain too
much?' Iron out problems with the union. Where are those backers?
Who’s going to publish the music? Iron out problems with the union.
'

and excitement have died down, we at
have had time thoughtfully to assess the marathon speptacle and

—

WAS

I

By GUY LOMBARDO
sitting in my room at the Hotel Roosevelt

It?’

each “Goldbergs” script, I also
study my lines at home. This rereading also points up the need for
certain changes and brings fresh
ideas to mind.

LOUIS

HAYWARD

"THE LONE WOLF"
Distributed by United Television Program*, Inc.
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Boxoffice
Some Key TV Agency Execs Discuss the Plus and Negative Values
Of the Trend Toward ‘Shared Sponsorship’ in Sub-Dividing

In Which
'

Shows
By EMIL
(President,

MOGUL

the commercial message, and thirdly; there was an intangible, but none the less very powerful psychological
impact of a sales message coming in connection with the
right psychological background. There are' other factors,
but these are the major ones that made radio different
from other types of advertising media.

Mogul Agency )

Advertisers and agencies are primarily concerned with
To the extent that “show biz” in
selling merchandise.
radio and tv is fundamental to selling merchandise, agenIn addicies are also concerned with “show biz” itself.
tion, even agency men with the purest statistics in place
of corpuscles in their blood alsp have a certain amount
of “ham” in them and there are plenty of frustrated DeMilles and Worthington Miners on Madison Avenue. But,
by and large, I don’t think the agencies’ egos are hurt too
badly by being forced to stick to the commercial aspects
of radio and tv fare and to watch the show itself strictly
from the wings. After all, agencies are far more interBut note
ested in the boxtop than the boxoffice count.
that I said “forced.” I don’t think any ofMis have abandoned “show biz” voluntarily.

Those Same Intangibles
Televisiqn
casting;

—rating-wise, quality-wise and,

most important,
cost-wise—despite the general belief that network and
package producers can do a better job of building programs than agencies can.
Nevertheless, I for one don’t particularly miss the days
when a major show and a 'major star belonged exclusively
to one client and one agency. We’re advertising agencies,
not talent agencies. Nor do I miss the glamor and “prestige” that were often associated with full sponsorship of
a major show. Participating and. alternate week sponsorship may be lacking in these qualities, but they do enable advertisers to reach audiences that would otherwise
be way beyond their budgets as solo sponsors. That isn’t
bad for business; it’s good.

Coats

Too

Inflated

do miss from the good old days is the more or
less realistic relationship that existed between what an
advertiser bought and what he paid for. In tv today there
just doesn’t seem to be any correlation at all between
what shows should cost and what they do cost. It’s an old
subject and a sore one and I don’t intend to drop more
salty tears on the wound, but the fact is that today’s tv
costs are so thoroughly inflated all the way up and down

What

I

the line that there is only a little blue book of blue chip
advertisers who can afford to pay them. And the list is
getting smaller all th£ time. That aspect of the problem
isn’t good for business'; it’s bad.
I think it’s bad, despite the figures that many of the stations are showing because, if tv keeps rarifying Us atmosphere at the same rate, the time may- come when they
won’t be able to breathe in it at all. What happens after
participations and co-sponsorship and alternate sponsorship? Will the smaller advertisers buy tv “ads” the way
they buy magazines or newspaper space? And if that happens. will the public stand for it.? When color somes into
its own, will even the blue chip advertisers be able to
finance it. or will tv have to turn to the public on some
kind of “pay as you see” plan ?
Another question. If tv advertising continues being
concentrated into fewer and fewer hands, will the FCC

and

FTC

start

worrying about monopolistic tendencies and
large numbers of competing stations?
could happen.

begin

licensing

Seems

to

me

it

By NICHOLAS
(

E.

KEESELY

Senior V.P., Radio-TV, Lennen & Newell )

Costs have been forcing a major change in the buying
of television programs which is a cause for considerable
concern to those of us in the agency business charged
with the responsibility of handling of broadcast advertising for our clients. When radio put a new type of advertising medium into the economic structure, it developed
so that sponsors owned their own programs in their entirety, and the agencies, for the most part, created and
produced these programs for their sponsors.
The terrific cost of television, has forced two things to
happen: (a) Programs are now being produced almost
entirely by independent production companies including
the networks, and sold to advertisers as complete packages and finished entities; (b) Many bf these programs
are sold to two or more advertisers, rather than following the radio pattern of a show representing one sponsor
’

only.

Whether or not better programs are produced by the
Independent production concerns than would be produced
by the agen^es, I will leave for another discussion, but
there seems lo be no question in my mind but that most
outside-produced programs are not so well tailored to
individual advertisers’ interests and needs, or with complete compatibility for his product message. This can be
an important factor in the long-range television results.
When radio came into being, it produced sales results
far in excess of those which could normally have been
expected from conveying X number of advertising messages to X number of people. As a result buyers took a
long hard look at radio to see what made it different
from other media, and it was soon recognized that while
basically all advertising is a matter of delivering sales
messages to prospects, radio has certain definite “pluses”
over and above the arithmetic of the medium, which
Pluses” greatly increases its effectiveness.
The most
obvious of these Is the tremendous good will toward a
product and the manufacturer that resulted from giving
the public entertainment which the public liked.
This
goodwill even went so far, in many cases, of creating a
teeling of obligation to buy the product on the part of
many people who enjoyed the program. Secondly there
was a softening-up process on the buyers’ normal sales
resistance that resulted from entertainment preceding

it

is

an extension of radio; it is still broadentertainment brought into the prospects’

is

homes by an advertiser on a gratis basis. The entertainment is bigger and better so air of the intangible factors
that made radio great should apply to tv, even more so.
*But the economics of this new medium have forced
costs to rise to the point that shows have to be divided
and sub-divided in order that many advertisers may be
able to buy into the medium at all.
At a glance, this
division of costs seems like a good idea for it is' making

As a matter of fact, some agencies, including ours, still
do produce many of their own shows and do very well
with them

for Multiple Clients

televison
-

available

to

many

advertisers

who otherwise

would not be able to utilize this powerful medium. But,
I for orte, am wondering whether this trend is not also
bad, in that it is throwing away some of the essential
ingredients that made broadcasting such an outstanding
sales tool.
Certainly when more than one advertiser
sponsors a show, the identification of that show with the
advertiser, and the goodwill engendered toward the sponsor must be greatly diminished, if not eleminated entirely.
The show ceases to be the property of a given advertiser
and brought by him to the viewer. Rather, it becomes
merely a vehicle in which messages are put. The greater
the extent to which the show is divided, the greater
the dissemination of any feeling of goodwill toward the
sponsors, or any obligation to them.
So, while the trend of dividing programs up may permit
many advertisers to get into television who would not
otherwise be able, this process may at the same time be
destroying the valuable “pluses” that tv normally would
have, and thus, decrease the returns from the advertising
investment.
One of these days we may finally reach
the point where tv, with all its impact, is no longer paying out, because eosts have risen to the point where the
purchaser gets so little, that this “little” cannot bring
back enough.
Let me emphasize however, that I am expressing concern over a trend and where this may ultimately lead us.
Television will always be expensive hence for many advertisers ways must be found for sharing costs if the
medium is to be open to them. The creation of programs
on a “shared” basis is therefore good.
But,

if

costs continue to

grams must be shared

rise so that eventually all proand the large advertiser for his

several million dollars gets only a one-third or one-fourth
sponsorship and the advertiser, with a million or so gets
only one-tenth or one-twentieth participation, then it may
be that tv will have priced itself out of its proper heritage.
It seems to me that the best answer to skyrocketing tv
costs is not ways whereby tv can be broken into smaller
and smaller bits, but rather the answer lies in finding
ways of keeping the costs in hand.

By SAM NORTHCROSS
(V.P. In Charge of TV,
,

Wm.

Esty)

The growing trend in television towards multiple brand
sponsorship seems to me to be not so much a question
of desirability but of feasibility.
The underlying reason
for the trend is primarily one of economics. In the days
of bigtime radio it was possible for many advertisers to
hold exclusive program and star franchises. There were
more desirable time periods and costs were considerably
less staggering.
I believe" that one of the greatest attributes of radio
advertising was the identification of product and show
or star with corresponding development of listener loyalty.
The rising costs in television of both time and talent,
however, make it impractical for many advertisers to
maintain this kind of exclusivity even though total advertising budgets have greatly increased in the past five
years.
The average 52-week cost of a half-hour evening
franchise today exceeds, in many instances, the total advertising appropriation for individual brands. The number of network television shows on the air today, including daytime and evening, which are sponsored by only
one brand is relatively few. In evening tv, 65% of the
half-hour periods between 8 and 10 p.m. are held by individual sponsors but in most cases, these are divided
between brands within the parent company.
I doubt that anyone would *-argue that it would be desirable for every product to be identified exclusively with
an individual program and time period, but there are
obviously not enough periods available or enough money
to support such an ambitious campaign. As color becomes
more important, programs will become more expensive

and this trend
to increase.

towards shared sponsorship seems likely

Fewer Impressions Necessary
The treHowever, there are compensating factors.
mendous impact of television makes fewer impressions
Color, of
necessary to accomplsh a given selling fob.
course, will add another dimension to the medium and
will probably more than offset the diminution of commercial identification which normally accompanies shared

the merchandising ahd point of sale areas as well as the
broadcast-advertising advantages.
There is, of course, a favorable aspect of the broadening
tendency towards participating sponsorship in that
many products with modest advertising aooronriation'i are
able to enjoy the benefits of large audience reach by
having their commercials in programs that they could
The great power
not possibly underwrite themselves.
of nighttime television in getting new products off the
ground or revitalizing brands which have slipped into
obscurity could hot be done economically through any
other means..
In summary, we feel that exclusive program-brand association is always desirable when it can be accomplished
within the framework of reasonable economic considerations.
The mounting cost picture in television forces the
agency towards ever increasing efforts to effect maximum
efficiency in the use of the medium and particularly
in the direction of greater ingenuity and imagination in
the creation of good commercials and the most effective
means of integration, within the body of the program. Insofar as program selection is concerned. I think agencies
are becoming more and more “show biz” conscious in
order to achieve maximum circulation. There is greater
competition for audience today and in the immediate
future than ever before.
As far as time costs are concerned, we* are always hopeful that the return of competition and free enterprise
in many major markets since the lifting of the FCC freeze,
might serve to put a brake on increasing outlay for facilities or even in some instances, result in a cut in time rates.
.

OMEN

IN

THE GLOAMIN’

By JO RANSON
It is customary in the month of July to wrap the shantung turban around the noggin’ and reach for the 12-inch
crystal ball at the East New York Indian fakir’s parlor
and look into the blasted globe for sure signs of what is
ahead in this thing called radio, television, shortwave
diathermy, r^adar and the Madison Avenue, chromiumplated ad agencies.
As the bump and mitt joint savants doth declare, there’s
a handsome, tall omen in the gloamin’ and color radio

will knock the daily gazettes for air aerial loop in the portisan (What did the guy say?) His eyes somewhat dimmed

from watching whodidits on the crackling audio-visual
channels, sees the following momentous events:
Arturo Toscanini again poising his baton over the

NBC

Symphony from Carnegie Hall.
Three more metropolitan radio

stations ushering in programs specially designed for the Negro market in Harlem,
claiming
prior rights to the title
and each .of the emcees
of Mayor of Harlem.

Jim Moran, the professional screwball, proving that one
can get color blind watching color television.
The First Dental District Society presenting Eddie
Fisher with a citation reading: “Boy With the Most
Charming Smile and Teeth.”
The Second Dental District Society presenting Luoy
Monroe with a citation reading: “Girl Witih the Most
Charming Smile and Teeth.”
Educational tv going the way of Judge Crater.
A distinguished solon from the state of Arkansas or
perhaps South Carolina rising in wrath to denounce television as a vortex of sin and corruption.
Perplexed citizens asking what ever happened to Julius

La

Rosa.
Press agents for optimistic associations starting to issue
tips for the protection of your eyes during color telecasts.
New York City saloons changing their names to Pink
Elephants when color tv replaces black and white over
the bar.
Ted Husing not broadcasting sports events.
Four more disk jockeys popping up as co-authors of

pop tunes.
Bernice Judis refusing to stay away from the radio biz.
•More name bauds doing singing commercials.
The D. A.’s office announcing that deejays are not

above reproach.

Ed Murrow blasting Senator McCarthy.
Senator McCarthy blasting Ed Murrow.
Jack O’Brian blasting Ed Murrow.
Fulton Lewis Jr. blasting ex-President Truman.
Gabriel Heatter praising Abraham Lincoln.
editor asking whatever became of facsimile.
John Crosby doing three more columns on the American language as spoken in the poshier ad agencies.
Harriet Van Horne praising John K. M. McCaffrey and
John Daly.
Ben Gross turning author and gracing “Author Meets
the Critics.”
Nick Kenny asking the good folks to dip their pens In
sunshine.
Floral Park cops stopping fist fights over ad-Liberace

An

‘

gags.

Betty Furness failing to open a Westinghouse deep

sponsorship.

The advantages to the advertiser of controlling his program franchise be it for one brand or a- group of products—are several and obvious. Not the least important
of these is the item of cost control. Another, of course,
the substantial value of creating strong consumer
is
loyalty for a family of products by consistent association
of program and company.
This advantage extends into

—

freezer,

Henry Morgan, on again, on again, off again.
George Jessel continuing to berate the raters.
J. Fred Muggs promoted to a vice-presidency

of

NBC

in charge of station relations and program development.
More bagel gags now that the simonized doughnut comes
in cans ready to heat and eat.

!
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No Slimmer Slump For

By JANE PICKENS

That Oldtime Religion
By

in showbusiness today got their basic training in vaudeville, stock, perhaps an amateur theatrical company or as an Apprentice
with a reputable* theater group.
"mechanical!' training lit much the same
I, of course, received
fashion, but strangely enough the most important things I learned

Most people

ART BAKER

my

in order to guarantee us
minimum of competition. They
decided to conduct an intensive a
invariably agreed.
tapping of the country’s collegians
It was the advance man’s further
for new blood for Warner Bros.
duty to estimate the maximum size
As a guy of our expected "house” and aronce range for the erection of a huge
that
thought
tabernacle, complete to
William & wooden
benches, potbellied stove and sawMary was a dust floor. Shrewdly, he specified
opera a building with a capacity of only
soap
and that Mar- half of the estimated audience.
I

see where

Mervyn LeRoy has our "run”

about showbusiness and life itself came from a woman who had no
real background in the entertainment field, my; mother.
She had a beautiful voice and a great love of
music. Her name, Adelina Patti, was derived from
the great opera singer of her day. Mother wanted
her daughters; Grace, Helen, Patti and myself to
carve musical careers for ourselves and sort of
fulfill her own ambitions. -But she was by no
means anything like the "stage mothers’! of today
who stop at practically nothing to attain some
measure of fleeting fame for their children. She
wanted us to be -happy first, and if sb.g for an
instant had’ suspected that we; weren’t completely
delighted in studying music,' I know that she
k/- " w
wouldn’t have thought anything at all of letting
us do something else. Jane Pickens
I remember she used to dress all of us alike
and when we sang at church or .social functions in. Georgia, all the
neighbors would remark about .those "identically dressed” Pickens
Sisters. A few years -ago my sisters Helen and. Patti had occasion
to visit the old homestead and the first thing that some of the old
timers, commented about' was how our mother always used to dress

who

quette

*

was

Weeks later, after the "show”
for
grocery opened, the local papers would
on the corner, carry stories announcing that unI’m in no po- expected crowds at the "meetin”’
sition to pass necessitated enlargement of the

French
the

.

s

HANK SYLVERN

The enlargement was

on tabernacle;
judgment
Art Baker
campus duly made, permitting the big
t h e
three-quarters of
as a likely source of talent for the barn to handle
the advance man’s estimated audiCinema.
qualified to suggest ence.
But

I

Musical Director

MUrray

Hill 8-6600

do feel

Several days later, with treMr. LeHoy’s project inif
ancludes a quest for theatrical ex- mendous ballyhoo, it was
do nounced that enthusiastic overflow
genius, he could
ploitation
worse than veer from his rounds crowds were forcing yet another
Ulti-^
of the halls of ivy and check into enlargement of the edifice.
the doings at what might ba called mately, it was expanded to seat
exwith
the
attendance
you’ll excuse my cleverness) the entire
(if
ception of a handful of SROs, who
the "balls of revivy.
adto
our
assets
were valuable
Only Minor Changes
vance publicity in the next town
on the schedule.
meetrevival
of
speaking
I’m
One of my duties as song leader
ings, camp meetings, tent meetwas to promote the chief audiencewill.
you
what
them
all
C
ings
feature of the event.
participation
Long before my ABC-TV career,
This consisted of organizing, rein the days when I was on the road
directing tw.o imand
hearsing
as a song leader with some of the
choirs
drawn from the
nation’s leading evangelists, we re-, mense
One was
citizenry.
the
of
ranks
ferred to our gatherings, and the
of
rambling temporary structures in comprised of adults, the other
into
numbered
each
fry,
and
small
Which they were held, merely as
Evangelism being the hundreds of voices. Perform“tabernacles.”
were billed (with some
ihe timeless thing that it is. I’m ances
imagination, desure that whatever changes have stretching of the
pending
on the singing ability of
been made in it since my treks
recruits at hand) as "concerts.”
along the sawdust trail involve the
only such minor details as terB.O. Builders
ninology.
My choirs were smash hits. At
So, in describing certain exthe
amples of exploitation that were least, they never failed to build
Even fiery atheists
30 “boxoffice.”
tactics
evangelistic
;tandard
couldn’t
agnostics
apathetic
and
rt
Mr.
/ears a .o, I think I can assure
leRoy that he would find many of resist the temptation to hustle
down to the tabernacle and watch
.he same practices being followed
Fred
In my humble opinion, the little cousin Lucy and uncle
;oday.
sing in the choir.
techpeople who developed these
Came the day when the show
niques long ago and who foster
them nowadays rate as top show- closed, and once again the "gate”
From them Mr. LeRoy or, was hypoed when the flock
men.
lor that matter, any show biz big- jammed the tabernacle to watch
gie might glean a few undreamed- the fun as the evangelist staged his
farewell performance. Just before
jf tips on the luring of audiences.
Our routine called for a tour of the "final curtain” he would
of
launch the grand finale by destate
every
:ities and towns in
manding bids for the -lumber and
'.he Union throughout the year. We
fittings of the building, itself. The
weeks
six
made a stand of about
evangelist’s last act in the town
each place.
was to turn over the receipts from
Holy ‘Advance Men’
the auction to the townsmen who
What would be called an "ad- had donated the wherewithal to
vance man” in today’s parlance fig- erect the tabernacle in the first
that

them

-

—

|

jred heavily in our strategy. This
representative would visit each
town on our itinerary several
aeeks before the evangelist and
ais troupe were scheduled to arrive.

He would

call

Any deficit was made up
place.
from the troupe’s collection-plate
funds.

Theq, with accounts squared and
mighty record of souls saved, he
on the local headed down the road to where
were waiting
crowds
urge them to overflow

Protestant pastors to
bar their doors for the length of

a

again.

in the fashion of twins.

When

Helen, Patti and I first formed The Pickens Sisters and Grace
sort of personal manager, mother, stay edin the background.
to say, "There’s .just so much limelight, and there’s no need
for me to go around using up any of its rays.”
In those early days of the Pickens Sisters, mother used to answer
all our fan mail, She’d write the cleverest replies and even take care
of our interviews. Once I had an appointment with a newspaperman
and somehow we got our dates 'mixed and the poor man just kept
waiting when I didn’t 'even realize that the interview was .for that
day. Well, Mother wrote him a note the. very next day apologizing
and claiming that she was buying me a brightly numbered calendar
to carry with me at all times and would he accept a bottle of scotch
"that was pinched.”
She was so full of fun and the zest of life, everyone loved her.
Tex McCrary affectionately called her "Granny” and. was very fond
of her. Mother appeared with me once on Mary Margaret McBride’s
radio show and after that she returned to Miss McBride’s show many,
many times by herself.
Once when we were quite young We were scheduled to sing at an
Episcopal Church in Georgia and durinjg one part of the ceremonies
the entire congregation' was required to rise. Mother became so
engrossed in us that she suddenly discovered that long after she was
still standing, everyone else in the congregation had sat down and
were ignoring the pastor- to watch her actions with great interest..
With all her great interest in our welfare she never came backstage
to a performance. She felt that it was not her place to enter our
"working quarters” .as she put it. ITL never forget one thing she
taught me, "It’s more important to be a human being first and a
singer second ... I try very hard to live up to that bit of advice
everytime I sing.
Mother always told us that being a gracious, warm person was
two-thirds of success. Her profound understanding of the problems
that are unique to showbusiness was at times amazing. Her observations and comments concerning these problems served as my finishing

became a
She used

By

WALTER KIERNAN

The complaint has been made
that television "eats material faster
it can be written” and there
seems to be some justification for

than

the statement.
In our house pur set often can

be heard quietly munching on an
old dramatic plot hours after it has
been turned off and often we find
little bones of old jokes, picked
clean and neatly piled on the floor
beneath the picture tube in the
morning.
The last time we had the repair
man for what seemed to be "dimming of the picture tube” he reported that he found traces of a
weak plot which had clogged in the
picture .relay. He said "the yoke
just couldn’t swallow it.”
We said, "How is audio?” He
said, “You know audio . you just
can’t kill audio and it survived anything people threw at it in radio
but picture is different. Picture is
.

.

sensitive. You look at picture and
there is some fellow saying something he said before and further-

.

school.

1

I may not have learned all I know about life and my profession
he from mother, but I certainly learned a better understanding of both
more he is LOOKING
looked when he said it before. Your from her, for when momma told me, I listened.

just like

ears are willing to forget that they
heard it before and made your
mouth laugh but your eyes sniff
where did he
and say ‘Oh boy
”
dig THAT one up?’
.

We

.

.

terial?”

.

be the usual question "What’s on
next?”

"the inside” on everything. (Come
to think of it he has no rug on his

Shed your tear for "television
eats material” I will save mine for
that most fraught-with-peril-to-en-

"eats material” and
automobiles eat gas. Nothing much
more macan be done about it
terial for television and more gas
for the car. Just the facts Mam.
"South Pacific” played Broadway
for so long it seemed indecent the
whole town didn’t switch to the
sarong. But "South Pacific” could
play to the whole television population in one night and there would

tertainment

"How about NEW ma- head either.)
He said, "New material on
Television

said,

a half hour show has a life expectancy of 29 minutes and 30 seconds
then it becomes OLD material*”
However, this is not a problem of
the panel show with the magic gimmick whatever it may be.
It is reasonable to assume that a
woman who saddles pigeons for
mounted races can look forward to
appearing on "What’s My Line?”
without duplicating anything that
ever has been done before. The
.

rug in his Office. That’s "new material” to people* who like to be on

.

.

.

.

through with

it.

A man

.

!

Buy

whose

That.”

My own show "Who’s The

Boss?”

features secretaries to well known
persons. But we can stretch a point

and put on the' girl who answers
mail for Elsie the Cow or Morgan
the vivaciously dull Bassett, hound.
These are for fun but the .real
viewer interest develops from the
sidelights on the important or well
known persons as told through
.

their secretaries.
~
|

That’s Right, Walter

j

Did you know that Liberace was
a heavyweight boxer in his youth?

we until the only girl
In his orchestra told all pur viewNeither did

ers. Did you know-that his name
is Walter Liberace and now that
you know
(strike that.)
Can you picture young William
Randolph Hearst, 3d, trudging into
.

,

.

his Dad’s office carrying his pwn
miniature briefcase and gravely

BOB RUSSELL
.

i

•

was

.

.

two programs at once.
And none of us with more than
one brain at one time!

will handle

secret is "I slept in George Washington’s bed” has fool-proof new
material. And a fellow who has the
pool cue with which W. C. Fields
once bludgeoned a fellow performer in context has a valuable
alid valid reason for offering it on
"I’ll

"That

phrase

pretty good . . . what’s on next?”
This" is not only a hungry brute
to feed and a fast eater but his
tricks no longer are applause.
"That’s pretty good
what’s on
next?” may be, the death of us all.
They’ve already got a screen that

material in this case is chewed
thoroughly, digested and we are

'SEALTEST BARKER ‘BIG TOP’, C.B.S.-T.V.
MISS UNIVERSE. PAGEANT, Long Beach, California
MISS AMERICA PAGEANT, Atlantic: City

Mg

*

"dictating” to Heayst’s secretary?
She brought that out.

GERALD MOHR

Millionaire Averill Harriman has
a desk, two filing* cabinet’s and no

"FOREIGN INTRIGUE?”

Starring in

This Fall on

NBC-TV
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remember when I was a kid pencil poised, asked him what he
wanted to be when he grew up.
in long Island, and people
He thought for quite a while and
asked i#e what I wanted to be an expectant thrill came over
me.
when I grew up.- I'd peek out over Perhaps he's the one
rttaybe
jny Bu?ter Brown collar, draw my- at long last I’ve found the one kid
who Vipnts to live, rent free, oh
self up to my full three feet and
Pennsylvania Avenue. A long mosay, “I wanna be President." (And ment went by, and
finally he spoke.
I may still make it, too, if I ever “I want to be an account executive," he said* Dumbfounded, I
get to be 35).
And it wasn't just me. It seems asked why. “Well," he shrugged,
“where else can you get 15%?"
as if everybody^ wanted to be He
was obviously a sponsor’s son
President. In fact, the Way things so I treated him with the deferlooked when I was 10, I'd have ence due a young man in his posigiven six to five we’d wind up with tion and drew a bpard on him. At
.1

r

out

.

.

voters.

—

that
an account executive is
closer to President than a comedian.

^

But times have changed.
I guess in the past seven or eight
years I have put this same question
both on
to several thousand kids
the air on “Juvenile Jury” and in
Their
answers
would
life.
private
amaze you. Something has happened to our impenetrable heritage and I think radio and tele-

•

But what

this country coming*

In another 10 years of radio and
tv, it’s conceivable that no one will
say he wants to run for the presidency, And it won’t be just for

—

politic a

maneuvering either.
Something must be done about it—
and quickly
before the highest
office in the land falls by the wayside. I have a few suggestions—
all of them disrespectful
but apparently necessary if the youth of
our nation is to recapture our

Remember

vision are the culprits*

is

to? Where are we to find our future presidents? The situation, my
friends, looks bleak indeed.

—

1

—

when you were a kid? What did
you say when someone asked you
what you wanted to be when ypu

—

—

grew up— Sure President. Well
Robert Montgomery or no Robert
mother’s ever present dream that
Montgomery—kids don't want to Junior would someday grow up to
be President any more. Cowboys— be President.
sure— baseball players yup priFirst of all—from now on, the
w
vate eyes plenty but President— President should deliver his tv
speeches
in a 10-gallon hat with
none. I even had a youngster tell
boots and saddle to match. If this
me once on “Juvenile Jury" that he doesn’t improve his rating with the
would like to be a quizmaster. small fry, perhaps he should learn
Probably was a juvenile delinquent to come on with a flashing smile,
a cheery wave and a: “Hey, grownat heart and had visions of abups, what time is it!” It would
.

—

—

—

—

•

.

sconding with the loot.

And

just

to show you I have no political
bias
lots of kids tell me they
would like to grow up to be a piano
player. Sure look' at the Democrats
smile—You think Harry’s
piano recital on tv was the inspiration How naive can you be?
Liberace did it. I heard of one
little
fellow ask his mother to
get him a bathinette shaped like
a baby grand because he heard

—

.

—

—

(

Liberace’s pool was so fashioned.

The Young In Heart

j

|

I was walking down the street
the other day. when a curly headed
tyke approached me. “Didn’t I
draw a beard on you one Saturday
on the CBS-TV Winky Dink Show?”
Delighted to be recognized, I forced

help, too, if instead of concluding
in the normal manner, he wound
up with: “Well, it’s time to blast
off!”
I feel we should train our creative 'thinking along completely

new

lines. Since the present moppet fare seems to be shaping so

many

destinies,

we need programs

like “Hilltop White House” and
“Ridin’ Herd on the Eighty Third."
Televised baseball games must give
way to golf, matches. And if Mr.
District Attorney wants to spot a
trend, he’ll convert to “Mr. Attorney General.” The only shows of
the current crop that can safely
remain are “Foreign Intrigue” and
Dr. Ike U.”

This may all sound sacreligious
to you and certainly facetious but
an autograph on him, and admitted I speak not only as a performer,
that I was the one. “Well," he but as a deeply troubled parent.
said
“you look better that way." I can tell you I am extremely apNot to be daunted by his obvious prehensive about my own son’s
poor attempt at humor, I whipped aspirations for the future. His
out a piece of paper and, with favorite tv star is Trigger!

—

(

By GEORGE ROSEN

.

.

more presidents than

By JOHN AARON

OFF

—

The big question today, and one
that will probably be reasserting

&

Co-producers of

*

Nothing
It’s a dull summer.
do pn Friday nights. We still run
across friends ... old and new ...
but it’s hard not to start plotting
with them on just how we are goto

with renewed accent until
translated into, a reality, is.
the major radio networks
ing to set things up for this Frieither singly or collectively— deOnly
day's "Person to Person."
cide they’ve had it, arid turn the
network time over to the stations. we are on hiatus.
There are some who say it is Just
Things are so quiet that even
a question of 'time*, maybe one year, Ed Murrow has managed to stay
maybe two, perhaps even three, de- put at his Pawling home for . .
,
pending on how long NBC, Columbia and ABC are Willing to lose oh, six straight days at last Count.
money.
It’s been a very short year for
When not long ago some NBC “Person 'to Person.” Because it's
radio affiliates made some feelers
been so much fun. Maybe nothto the network brass about selling
the network to the affiliates, it was ing is fun when an audio line goes
something more than kidding-on- out at the last minute or our wiremicrophone refuses to work,
the-square.
It wasn’t surprising less
that it got them nowhere. NBC’s or our picture from a distant point
Maybe It’s not fun when
refusal to entertain the proposi- fades.
tion “’at this time” was anticipated. a guest we have invited months
But it’s for sure that, within the in advance suddenly remembers a
next year or two, the overtures mandatory trip to Europe; when
comes
will be stepped up at an acceler- the child, of another guest
ated pace as the affiliates' become down with the measles; or when
more and more restive over their one of our directors calls on a
“network bondage” and seek escape late Friday afternoon and says:
may be one of the
to go out on their own. They make “This guest
no bones over the fact that that’s world’s best fighters but if he
hair I’m
the way they’d like it; the link with doesn’t get oufc of my
the parent*web is becoming more gonna bust him one.”
But we’ve forgotten those things
arid more of a cross to bear (financial and Otherwise) as the networks ... until Sept. B.
step up their demands that the staNo Stage Fright
tions sacrifice a little here, a little |_
Last October Ed Murrow was
there, towards helping them; reoffering bets that at least one of
solve their plight.
Even though it isn't going to our Friday night guests would
happen tomorrow, the question is politely greet him on camera then
being asked: “Who will be the first suddenly walk out of his living
to throw in the sponge NBC; CBS room or den in high stage fright.
(Oddly enough, for all It almost happened Once, (with one
or ABC?
its travails of the past, Mutual net- of the most accomplished actresses
work, with its penetration of the of our times) but it hasn’t hapfringe, rural areas where radio is pened yet and we haven’t asked
Ed what he’ll do if and when it
still important, and whose overall
modus operandi is being translated does.
into profits, is considered having
We do know what we’ll do (we
the best chance of survival in the think) if we have line failure. But
future.)
the phone companies from Boston
Considered as a possible strong to Louisville and New York to
factor in bringing things to a head Los Angeles have managed to make
is the imminence of bigtime color
things work ... 80 times in a
television, with mass set circula- row, too.
tion and programming translated
There’s only one thing we’re
into a big rainbow blaze, all of sure of on “Person to Person."
which could be a reality in the next People are more interesting than
20 months or so, For just as black- anybody. Maybe on some Friday
and-white tv had been the “vil- nights from October to July Some
lain" in the downgrading of net- of our viewers haven’t agreed.
work* radio’s influence and afflu- Then it’s been our fault. We acence, it’s held by many that the knowledge that we import some
death blow will be admin- slight distractions when we bring
real
istered when color siphons off that 15 men and four cameras onto a
heavy additional drain on advertis- recently cleaned broadloom and
ing budgets. Just as b&w became
—-and still is the glamor medium
which the advertisers are so anxious to embrace, regardless of
what it’s doing to their radio
budgets, there’s little doubt but
that the impact of tint will throw
the client for a loop—moneybags
Itself
it's

when

.

|

—

.

.

AM

JESSE ZOUSMER

Person to Person’)
brush elbows with the family Meissen or an original Renoir. But
we've never lacked the complete
cooperation of everyone who has
been on the show. How else do
you explain:

Deborah Kerr giving us the
whole 11:17 of her second act
break, to answer questions for Ed
Bill
in her dressing room
Corum stopping Churchill Down’s
Kentucky Derby eve cleanup to let
.

.

.

our technicians set their wires . .
Marciano and Charles breaking

.

their training camp rules to stay
up as late as 11 p.m. the week
before their big fight . . . Archbishop Cushing turning his 60room chancellory Over to our crew
.

Emmett Kelly

.

.

staying long

after show time to tell circus
stories and sign more autographs

than any other guest was asked
Dick Rodgers and Sam
Gold wyn acknowledging that when
“Person to Person"
it comes to
they would willingly take “directo sign

.

.

.

Louis Seltzer, editor of
tion”
.
the Cleveland Press, pinch-hitting
at a luncheon meeting with a complete story of his Friday night “ex.

.

Jerry Lewis costperience”
ing us number of dollars in overtime by doing a constant series of
.
“10-minute acts” for our crew
The Queen Mary, on the eve of its
departure, holding up loading operations so we could interview the
Captain from his quarters ...
Helen Traubel, making a mad rush
through theatre traffic in a taxi
so she could get home from a night
club appearance in time for “Person to Person” . Guy Lombardo
bringing his racing boat 20 miles
by truck so that he could have it
on the lawn of his home for the
audience to see.
.

.

.

.

.

.

•

We’ve made a number of friends
as a result of

“Person to Person.”

Ed Murrow knew many
of our guests before' our show
started. But some of our men this
summer will fish, swim and sail

Of

course,

boats with Friday night friends.
We correspond w'ith others. And
one faithful still calls us from various parts of the country just to
check on who is going to be ouc
first

guests .in the

fall.

and this is
More interesting
.
we've
a tribute to Ed Murrow
Friday
night
from
offers
had six
friends for Ed to either produce
dream
ideas
or
their television
them up a «£how.
.

.

.

We
But

start

it’s

again

a dull

in

.

September.

summer.

—

’n’

all.

The sad aspect of the whole situation is that, far from taking it
lying down, the radio networks
have tried time and again for that
elusive magic that would help the
advertiser to see the light and restore network radio back to some
semblance of its onetime bigness.
That the network radio exec’s job
today is the most frustrating in the
industry’s history has become axiomatic/ He’s explored every avenue, every pattern, with or without
charts; he’s pulled every measurehat
ment technique out of the
to forcefully demonstrate that radio

AM

never had so many listeners as to-

and cost-per-thousand-wise,
there never was a buy, anytime,
anywhere, as buying network radio
today but tv has done its damage.

day,

—

’Today’s’ Pioneer Coin
Chicago, July 27.
to
lure in the new-to-tv advertisers as
witness these sales logged by the
Chi selling crew: Malt-O-Meal
aboard for 39 participations; Ne-

NBC-TV’s “Today" continues

.

JACKSON BECK

braska Consolidated Mills, 33 insertions, and the Maytag Co. 28

Announcer

THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR

spots.

GEORGE FENNEMAN

Latter is a “Today" repeater who
tried out the eyeopener jast spring.

Narrator- Actor

MUrray

Hill 8-6600

.
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The

New

Radio: From
Parlor To Pocket
THOMAS

(

By
F. O’NEIL
pres^ Mutual Broadcasting Syste

Pierre Et

(Freelance Announcer)

M. Etienne Dupuy

m

46, rue Joijvenet

Paris XVI, France

)

The “Age of Miniaturization” this is most important, over onefifth of the population has between
for radio is here. And it’s opened
three and seven sets in their homes
entirely new avenues on program —scattered all over the place.
for
research
listener
and
planning
Necessity Not Luxury
network broadcaster$.
the basis of this survey alone
Two years from now— and I it On
can readily be seen that right
rethink it’s that near at hand
now 30,000,000 people own movsearch specialists will be measur- able radio sets. And with today’s
ing radio audiences in numbers of engineering developments it can
that shortly and I'll
not in radio also be seen
people,
listening
stick with my two-year prediction
For by then the current
homes.
will have

—

[

Mon cher ami:
Now that I find

myself well installed here in New York, I am able
you some of my impressions of this grand city. Ah, Etienne,
about, by here, by there, since my arrival
been
running
have
how
last Wednesday! It is true that there is much that is ugly here in
New York, but there is also much that Is of beauty I Suppose* that
the same is true of our beloved Paris. One of the things that I find
the most interesting here is the television. While we have the television
in 'Paris, I am obliged to admit that one has the television here much
more formidably. They haVe seven postes of television here in New
to write
I

|

—

—

—

trend will be most manifest, i'.e.,
people will be “wearing” radio sets
on their persons as nonchalantly
and habitually as they wear
watches, fountain pens and cloth-

tptable

easily

believe, at least three or four more in the
provinces in~ the rest of the country, and I had of the good ^fortune
They are called .“chanels,” and there is one

York City alone and, I

an

—virtually everyone

.

La Television

By JOHN SAVAGE

unit to carry

with

him wherever he goes. It’ll be as
comfortable and commonplace as

STAATS COTSWORTH

to visit one of them.

named after our famous perfume Chanel Number Five, which will
“Radio’# Top Dramatic Actor”
hearing aids. Radio truly
how much in friendliness they regard us. (All of New York
not a Title Role Front Page Farrell, NBC show
seems to be interested in French things: French wines, French foods,
CBS
Photographer,
Crime
luxury.
French desserts, French women, and other such delicacies). And
Long Theatre Background
ing jewelry.
When your radio audience is
Available for TV
As soon as they have made the
friendly!
are. so
they
Baum Newborn Agency
Miniaturization of radio parts measured in 100 or more millions
acquaintance, they give me a sobriquet; When I say my name is
has been going on for two decades. of people, and not in 48,000,000
Pierre,. they immediately commence by calling me “Lucky” (c’est a
You’ve seen good examples of this radio homes, you have a definite
dire, “avoir de la chance”), then they burst into great friendly laughs.
art in the development of hearing programming problem.
C’est bizarre, but not unpleasant. But to return to our muttons
aids quite common items to be
Most of us have been assuming
Vive La Mayonnaise
“worn” these days. But in recent our radio audiences are homebound
years one single amplifying unit or car-restricted people who never
As I have said, I visited one of the great postes of television here
development, th germanium wafer stray too far from the set in order
to see how it is made and I had the pleasure to meet a charming.
accelerated and to hear the programs they wish.
has
transistor,
American woman who made the interview with me. So you see, Etienne,
L
-By BILL
practicalized that. trend to the'point This assumption has developed the
She asked
I have been “on,” comme on dit, the television myself!
sketches
Special
where engineers' dream
bloc-booking trend that’s become
(Director of News
me questions as one would expect concerning do I like the United
are becoming consumers’ realities. standard procedure among schedEvents, WNBC-WNBT, N. Y.)
States and from what part of France am I, and I responded so well
Everybody knows about Dick ulers.
When that gorgeous Pan-Amer- as possible while, of course, I do not speak an English all perfect.
Tracy’s Wrist-watch radio. They’ve
However we now know, too, that ican stewardess with the charming She seemed to be a very nice lady, well educated and possibly of
read about it for the past three portable and automobile set listen- Norwegian accent announced over good family, but there is a certain detail about American women,
Last year the dreamer ers have made their impact on the Boeing’s p.a. system as we took that— it is difficult to explain. They have the air of ’having authority
years.
who envisioned such a set actually programming by insisting on off for Honolulu from Los Angeles, like men, and are independent like men, and even; seem to have the
presented a working model .to quickie news digests, quickie in- “Ladies and gentlemen, may I money like men, so it is difficult to judge how successful they are
Tracy cartoonist Chester Gould in formation shows and easy-to-listen- have your intentions ...” I knew as women. (I have no means of knowing, of course, 'since I am here
the Allentown, Pa. research lab to musical fare.
We’ve got them that my scheduled 12-day around- only several days, but I shall be able to write you on this subject by
Other scattered throughout our entire the-worid flight from Idlewild to the end of the week, I should think, at the latest.) She asked me
where he’s employed.
specialists, have made sets so small broadcast schedule.
And we’ll be Idlewild (May 1-May 13) was des- what was it that I found the most striking here, the skyscrapers or
they fit inside the cap of the aver- doing more and more of this type tined for Success. My assignment the American women or what was it? And I responded no, the most
age fountain pen above a writing as time goes by. Network broad- to report on tourism 1954 as part striking was the habit Americans .have of putting mayonnaise on
end that works, too. A lab techni- casters and station operators must of the Weekend Travelcade supple- fruit in salads. (This is difficult to believe, I know, Etienne, but it
cian who wanted to hear our own realize they’ve really got new au- ment over the NBC flagships in is trde. AH of the French colony here talks about it.) She burst
“Game of the Day” baseball play- diences to reckon with in the next New York. For Variety readers into laughs. At one time I requested her not to speak so fast while
by-plays without disturbing an as- two years.
They’re going to be herewith some bits of information, I do not speak an English all perfect and it is difficult to understand
sociate at a nearby work-bench reaching the Woman who “wears” names, locations, etc., culled dur- Americans because they aU talk so. fast and wave the hands so much
actually fitted a transistor-powered her radio set in her haf, the man ing the dizzy pace of a dozen mem- about, and she responded, “Please do not tell me how to conduct
radio inside one unit of a set of who wears his set in his vest or orable days “While Berns Roamed.” the interview and I promise not to come to France and tell you how
earphones.
jacket pocket and the youth who These will come in handy if to step on a grape.’
Consumer demand is prompting carries it in his pants pocket No planning a fast trip or the full
She then made the publicity for a product. This is an important
more and more manufacturers to longer can broadcasters generalize Jules Verne 80-day treatment.
part of the programmes here in the television* to make the publicity
make portable radios, according to certain hours to certain age or
Carry plenty of calling cards. for various products. She had a bottle with some kind of liquid in
the latest R. T. M. A. figures. A sex brackets or to specific interest Dealings with Asians and Euro- it and, before she said what the product was, she said, “While we
survey by Alfred Politz Research, groups. With 125,000,000 “walkers” peans are expedited if you have have a real Frenchman with us today, I will ask of him to taste this
Inc., for example, showed that three as a potential audience, there must name and title cards handy. The so he will tell you how it is good.” So I sipped from a glass and
out of four home radios in use be programming which the peripa- longer your title, the easier to get said, truthfully, that it was extraordinary, different from anything
are easily movable either table tetic listener will want to tune to along.
I have ever tasted. “This must be the roots beer of which I have
And regularly and stay with throughmodels or strict portables.
Recommended in Honolulu the Often, heard French people in America talk so much about,” I said.
out the day.
Missionary’s Downfall at Don the" That was a gaffe, Etiertne. It was rather a bottle of wine grown in
There is every reason to believe Beachcomber (Fresh English gar- New York
State, which is a department somewhere to the northwest
that -the latest developments for den mint; chunks of pineapple,
of New York City. The lady ended the interview soon after. I have
the consumer will be positive ad- liqueurs)
Britain’s Comm’l
you don’t feel a thing still not tasted the roots beer.
vancements- technically for the until after Wake Island.
So I am well enjoying myself. I have made the acquaintance of
broadcasters.
There is available,
Having a Tongh Time
When writing to the fellows several charming young American ladies, but they lose the interest
for example, a shortwave transback at the plant, use PanAm in me when they find that I am not a count nor a baron. It would
ceiver no bigger than a cigaret
brief,
ie:
messages
postcards keep
Getting Off Ground
perhaps be better, Etienne, when you make your voyage to America
case that will transmit a high“rough trip, working like a dog
next year, to have some cards of visit imprinted with your name as
London, July 27.
quality signal over 100 miles. Radio etc.”
This is art envy-killer, yet “Baroh.” A French boy I know here, who, it is a fact, is a waiter in
reporters
unruffled
conceivably
can ramble keeps your name alive.
Although frequently
,
a French restaurant, has introduced himself to some charming, young
by the major political issues con- t will with such equipment bringBest guy to know in Tokyo: Pat American ladies as a baron and has had a success crazy with" them.
ng listeners news as it happens
American
PRO.
fronting the nation^ the House of from
Pan
Fitzgerald,
So much and to the extent that one of the young ladies has sweared
where it happens. Such sets
. beautiful
.
to throw herself off the. Rockefeller Center, which is one of the
Lords have been getting hot under actually are being tested by our Catch Japanese tv
films. Surprise note: Some of the skyscrapers, if he does not marry her. As I have said, I should be
the collar and sitting up unusually armed forces for controlling troop
movements and may eventually be best steaks in the world served in able to report much more completely about American women by the
late in the debates on the Teleof end of this week, for- now I am,
permitted for commercial radio Tokyo. Statistical note: 80%
in
vision Bill which will permit the
Yours affectionately,
use.
We’re unable to tell just single American men working
months
six
more
than
Japan
for
Bg.ron Pierre Guerin
Introduction of a competitive com- when.
marry
Japanese girls. Need not
c/o
next
It
Britain
apparent
in
is
service
that
with
mercial
these
night club.
New York City
The upper chamber, which new developments emerging from visit more than one
year.
Same acts tour clubs throughout
normally concludes its delibera- the blueprint stage we must keep
evening.
the
tions in good time for dinner, has programming apace with technical
for laundry and dry. cleaning. Even ment! Hotel reservations difficult
Hong Kong hints. Go directly to modern drug store here. Imporhad several late sittings including progress.
try Hotel Mediterraneo, very
Broadcasters should be ready for Mart Cheong, Gloucester Building, tant to have passport In order. cordial. Two best guys to know
one lasting until after, and another
and
pick fabric for custom-made Possible
transition
minutes
the
few
of
radio
just
a
“from
parwhich closed
trouble spot. When in Jack Begon, NBC, of (if you are
Perfect- and economical. transit,
lor to pocket.”
If they’re not, suits.
before, midnight.
don’t leave airport.
from <CBS) call Jim Grieco at
Wander through narrow streets ...
Rome: Great place for assign- American Express. Nice helpful
The net results so far from the they’re selling radio, and them- take cable
ride rickshaw.
car
selves, short.
heated
today’s

then

becomes a necessity

—

—
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YMCA
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exchanges

have

been

.

of

ment

one

or.

two

—

.

gal
Adriana Alberti, Pan Am.
Get Borsalino hat, ties. A must

New

is

sitions, particularly

.

Most hep guy in Hong Kong—exYorker Jerry
O’Donnell
(known by all thereabouts).

The governstanding firmly to the basic
principles of the bill and is agreeing only to minor modifications
which are designed to strengthen
the legislative measure. They haye
nixed all major amendments but
agreed to look into several proponegligible importance.

De Lorso

world. Met
fight reporter Nat Fleischer here,
celebrating 50 years of fisticuff
writing. Stay away from drinking
water.
Try the native mekong

re-

in

whiskey made from rice

nting to religious broadcasting.

Hotel. First American press agent
hired by this staid organization <in
June) she has the town in her

—no hang-

—

overs.

Pitt

Daytime Indie

owns West View amusement park
kere*

__

too.

|

No

difficulty

English

getting

language.

along With

Rotary

Club

Rangoon meets on Tuesdays,
Karachi. Look up Mr. Ahmed

MCA

SHIRLEY EGGLESTON
T.V.— RADIO

BROADWAY—SCREEN
LE

2-1100

Joffer (Victoria Road) of the
(that’s the local congress).
Very
friendly to Americans. Bring your
own brand of cigarettes. Difficult
to get here. Ivory worth purchasing.

Beirut. Climate similar to N. Y.

Beautiful

new

airport.

Good spot

But the language

.

.

London

Rangoon. Churches here worth
seeing.
Encountered moviedom’s
Lew Ayres shooting 16m color on
world religions. Expects to spend
about six months in these parts.

Fetches 50G in Sale
Pittsburgh, July 27.
Sale of one of Pittsburgh’s daytime radio stations, indie WPGH,
to John Kluge and Associates was
announced here last week. Sum involved yas said to be in excess of
(50,000. The 1,000-watter is located
in the East Liberty section of town.
Kluge outfit also has radio holdings in St. Louis, Nashville, Orlando, Fla., and §ilver Springs, Md.
Seller was George Harton, who also

Reservations difficult here,
•
is easy
fine last stop before returning U.S.A.
Recommend Dacron shirts—fine
for travel. Keeps baggage weight
down, alleviates laundry problem.
For taping purposes, carry battery-powered unit (I used Tapak).
This eliminates current problem*
cycles, etc. Also advise Bell &
Howell Filmo, Broadcast facilities

palm.

And There Stood Lew Ayres

1

—

Restaurant.

Paris: Explore this one yourself.
You can’t go wrong, even if you
go wrong.
London: The new key gal here
is Jeannie Gilbert, Publicity Savoy

Bangkok. Go to boxing matches.

Most sensational

—

readily available- Tqkyo, Rome,
Paris, London—-on quick trip.
The total here was 25,000 miles
days
. . . five days in the air, seven

AXEL GRUENBERG
RALPH EDWARDS*
“THIS IS

YOUR

LIFE*

on the ground.

There’s nothing

world—there’s no

place like

like getting out Of the^ office for a
few days and going around the
it.

Wednesday, July 28, 1954

REVIEW-PREVIEW

PSSSEfr

•*>

41

Event took place at Rome’s Palazzo Pallavicini. Reason was pptning of exhibit nf DaU’g paintings,
jewelry designed' by him and. water colors illustrating
^
Dante’s “Divin<*ComedyJ/
Jewelry included a pair, of «*ruby Ups with pearl teeth
to give to. your girl jo her friends' can- say, “Darling!
Your pearls are like teeth!” Dali's rebirth had him popof S. Dali.

i

<

U==By

JAMES CARHARTT

& NICKY WINTER^

ping out of So called “metaphysical cube.” Cube looked

Genoa.

.

*

Paris only. Coaxial Paris-Marseilles relay cable is previewed for late '54, meaning if any two responsible
Frenchmen can agree on any one thing, including which
way the cable should run, Marseilles may have tv by 1960.

The first thing you see on -entering major Italian cities
familiar aerial-cluttered roofs. Major Italian broadcasting outlet is, natch, Home, with relays in Milan and
Turin making reception pretty much countrywide. Programs here are where U.S. tv was in ’48, during the
pioneer or Dagmar period. Reception seems designed to
prove bearded ladies can -always work. Cameras don’t
move. Actors do, and always seem to do so uphill. But
they’re trying here. In France, you Can get the Comedie
Francaise and old movies. Italy has more variety and
even older movies.
Viewings here begin at 5:30 p.m. Mondays through
Saturdays, run through 6:30-7 p.m., then off till 8:45,
then back on continuously till 11:15 windup of late news
and sports. Sundays start with 11 a.m. mass (cast is
excellent but script could be cut) following which off
till 4 p.m. to close. Total: 36 broadcast hours per week.
Typical tv day goes something like this:
is

,

Hopalong Giuseppe

.

1

|

Kid’s Programs. Usually standard daily openings. Fare varies. Old Gene Autry tv films, features Ole
(dubbed) Gene a-lopin’ down that sunset trail twangin’
“O Sole Mio” on his git-tar.. Or an old Bobby Breen
movie, “Rainbow On The River,” in installments, a very
good way to see this one. Or a lecture oh ancient Roman
architecture. (Yes, for kids!). Or marionettes. Italians
know how to handle puppets, as witness Mussolini and
King Victor Emmanuel. No Capt. Video. No blood. No
One day of similar broadcasts and U.S. kids
bodies.
5:30 p.m.

would go back to Radio and “civilized programs.” Follows
filmed documentaries that must even have bored people
Who made them. “How to Make .A Wheel,” “Ancient
Roman Ruins,” “Piano Duets For Four Hands.” (This
is invaluable for four-handed people). Then off till 8:45
news and night’s big programs. Unsponsored, and featuring, for the most part, gal announcers. Sort of Betty
Furness minus Westinghouse. Night shows run to maybe
U S. tv films (“Dangerous Assignment” or Stu ErwinJune Collyer Show. Dubbed, of course). Pop music shows,
one called “The Five Senses Are Now Six,” greatest nomeaning title in tv history. Or panel shows, such as “La
Vita Cominci A Ottant’Anni.” (“Life Begins At 80”). Now
where did they get that title, d’you s’pose?). Night we
caught it. this one kinda fell apart. Idea was oldsters
would listen to modem problems and tell how they solved
same problems in their youth. Announcer brought on
very smooth dish with a problem:
Announcer: (To old girl on panel. About 83) Now supposing you were like this signorina
. 22 again and
a young man Was courting you ...
Old Girl: I was married at 15. At 22 I hqd five children.
If a man came courting me when 1 was 22, my husband vvoulda shot him.
Announcer: Yes, but ...
Old Girl: Whatsamatter, no one want to marry her?
.

.

*

She’s still single at. 22, she’s too old to get married.
(To one of the “boys” on panel, a stripling of 118
or so) Would you marry an old maid of 22?
Announce*: But that is not ,
Old Girl: (To Ann’c’r) You shut' up, you. (To “boy”)
Would you marry an old maid 22 with a problem?
Old Boy: Sure. If she could cook.
This went on for* quite awhile. We never did find out
what the 22-year-old’s problem was. But you see how
simple life in Italy is.
.

.

Vaiideo

1

Then, couple nights a week

big TVaude program^
Sometimes called “Gran Festival dei Varieta.” Or “Rosso e
Nero” (Red and Black). Whatever it’s called, program
Is like Jackie Gleason show without Gleason.
Acts if
that’s what they are
introduced by emcee and femcee.
Boy looks like an underweight Jackie Miles. Gal acted
like Honeychile Wilder, looked more like Thornton. Before each intro, this pair makes with small talk. Talk
was never smaller. Acts caught included guy who gave

—

,

seven minute “comic” monolog on different ways people
die. Guy should play the Adams in Newark and really
learn how to die. An American gal singer name swallowed by m.c. sang “Black Magic” in English. Next, a
Truth or Consequences bit of three Women shaving three
strange men. Followed short pause to clean up blood.
Fmale: M.C, and femcee sang about how they would be_
back next week. Very threatening.

—

—

Drama

I

Friday nights, repeated Sunday aft, is big drama program; This may be adaptation from French, something
by Pirandello (We asked an Italian friend, “Where would
Italian theatre be withdut Pirandello?”. Answer: “What
Italian theatre?”) of something written for tv. Originals
are for a star and several other people who, for all they
nave to do, just happened to be at the studip that day.
Acting is very much the, “You mean ,
.? and. a heavy
pause school. The star plants herself in front of the
camera and everybody comes in from time to time and
sorta tells her things. She reacts. Then the person she
was told things about comes in. She re-reacts. Then the
person explains. She reacts again. Then everybody clears
awoy star has her big scene, and Theda Bara at. her
height never heaved more bosom, Most tv dramas here
seem to be about an older woman married to a younger
man. Evidentljnat Italian weddings the “Something old”
.

is

the bride.

Which brings

us,

make

11
1

.

.
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one way or another, to the rebirth

By ARNIE ROSEN

r

1

"

~i

Producer Is

& COLEMAN JACOBY

Monica Malamar, our tintype for today, is a natural
blonde and has been for five years. She frankly admits
to being 28 years old.
(“I decided to be an actress when
I saw my first motion picture in 1919.”)
She considers herself a fine dramatic actress and will
only accept roles befitting her talent. She will soon be
seep in the nearly completed “Monster From Planet X.”
The secret of her success in Hollywood is “Work, work,
work.” She denies that you need connections to succeed.
Her ex-husbands include a plastic-surgeon, a dentist, an
agent and a producer. She fell in love with her present
hubby at first sight, “but I didn’t want to make another

that statement 1
.

A—

Bv ARTHUR HENLEY

mistake so we waited almost four days.” His name is
Ramon Barcelona, and he is a fine, sensitive actor even
though only two months ago he was a fine, sensitive
primarily
bought an idea? Well, these are changing times. From a
truok-driver.”
production standpoint ,the way tv and radio have devoured
Monica is an incurable romantic and even blase Hollyand are presently consuming producers’ ideas, it seems
wood was thrilled when at her wedding ceremony she
to be time for the producer to put the emphasis on an-.: said breathlessly, “This marriage will last forever
if
other part of his package: the treatment—the way the
he gets a job soon.”
idea is put together!
She is a voracious reader and devours 10 or 12 books
Leave us face it. Any idea for a show is only as good
a week but finds that it interferes with her diet.
She
as its execution.
This is a point commonly .underrated
has an extensive library consisting of almost 30 scrapby the men and women Who supply the brainstorms on
books.
radio and tv.
But let’s take a lesson from the radio-tv
She desperately wants to play the part of Madelyn,
writer. All his ideas do not differ drastically. It is what
the wanton wench in the new bestseller, “The Magnificent
he does with them that makes them each, unique and
Neurotic,” and has been beseeching S, H. Mogul, the head
individualized them. And although by definition, a proof the studio.
(“I thought, I had him convinced a dozen
ducer is one Who produces, by habit he more often creates
times but he changes his mind every morning.”)
(or represents) and markets ah idea.
At least so does
Monica was discovered in a drugstore sipping boilerthe package producer. But the tremendous rate at which
makers just a few weeks after being expelled from High
ideas today are consumed calls for more dynamic action
School.
on the part of the producer.
She once posed in the nude for a photographer but
What packaging is doing for the client, the package
insists
that it was all a mistake.
(“I didn’t know he was
producer must do also. He must take that idea and wrap
going to take pictures,”)
it around with the sort of treatment which will make it
stand out with individuality.
She loves to cook and putter around in the kitchen and
This applies to any kind
once prepared a whole meal by herself. She denies that
of show; this in the long run, I am convinced, is what
she is a clothes-horse.
will make particular radio and/or tv shows peculiarly
Most of the time she lounges
outstanding.
around the house in a pair of blue jeans designed for her
Of course, we start with an idea on which to base the
by Christian Dior.
program. But then must come the most important step
She sleeps in an oversized Army Cot, and leaves the
(and one which is. undersold, nipe times out of 10) that
windows wide open except in the summer. She sleeps
of presenting the idea uniquely.
It all boils down to
in the nude except when she wears frilly nightgowns over
something the movie business learned many years ago,
her tailored pajamas.
that after the basic idea must Come the treatment. And I
think that this treatment is going to spell out the vitality
of the fantastic new medium called television.

(’Make Up Yoytr Mind') Remember when agency men and their clients
.

.

.

:

Pace

&

One Man’s Newsman

Tempo Count
;

On

‘‘Make Up Your Mind,” which we created, and
produce^ for the Continental Baking Co. on- CBS Radio,
we believe we have a pretty original idea, sure, but we
have tried to clothe it Ih a tightly-knit production which
we believe and hope makes it outstanding and gets the
very best out of the idea. And in tv we will do the same.
And what makes one treatment successful and another
a flop?
Many factors. Such fundamentals as pace and
tempo, and such details of production such as proper
casting, display of the idea within a simple but effective
frame Which advances the premise and doesn't detract
one whit from the action. And let us also introduce a
point which, most producers are either too modest to admit
or else too busy to notice: the individuality of their own
hand in putting the show together and getting it across
There was a time (which unfortunately Still exists in
many quarters ) when show biz-wise people thought that
only public service shows could be educational and only
commercial shows could be entertaining. If I may interject here, our program, “Make Up Your Mind,” which
has been on the air for nigh on to a year, dispells a bit
of this gloomy conjecture. Its consistently high audience
response appears to evidence the fact that both entertainment and education can be successfully combined.
And what makes it possible? Well, we like to think it’s
taking an idea (in small letters) and by dint of production. making it over into an IDEA (in big letters). Which
makes for a perfectly saleable commodity and which we
started out to say in the first place.
i

is

—

1

tv can

Look, Ma,

^

.

an ordinary wooden box, but that may have been
bad camera .work. Dali wore a re-birthday suit in natty
awning stripes with a damask vest. Came to center stage
and announced (1), he would have another rebirth in
his native land. Spaln, which could use a rebirth of its
oWn; (2), all young painters ’Should;. follow his example
or they would die (applause here);. .and (3), his rebirth
on Italian tv made him “feel like a virgin.” No other

like'

So you think U.S. tv has everything? Well, on what
channel did yon catch the re-birth of Salvador Dali?
Because the televising of this event, which left milllions
of Italians in a state of apathy bordering on the "supernatural, was the major attraction of our two weeks of
watching Italian tv. Only one thing could top it: star
r
the wacky painter of wacky things for the wacky-butwealthy in a new series: Kukla, Fran & Dali.
\>f
which
more
later,
the rest of
rebirth,
After Dali’s
Italian tv looks pretty tame. Matter of fact it looked
But
Italo
is
far ahead
that,
too.
tv
pretty tame, before
of French tv. In France, on a clear day, you see tv in

By

No Money

HERBERT HIRSCHMAN

{Producer of CBS-TV’s ‘The Web’)

When

a television show is acclaimed, each contributor
to the final result tries to take credit unto himself. When
As a
it is bad, the handwashing is every bit as frantic.

By
(

DA VIDSON TAYLOR

Director of Public Affairs,

NBC)

.

He should be

as

much

at

home

in the

world as Henry

Cassidy.

He ought
holtzer

to

be as modest and as able as Frank Bourg-

and as modest and as scholarly as Winston Burdett.

He knows his medium as well as Edward R. Murrow,
He could well be as. engaging as John Charles Daly.
He would be lucky to know as many important people
.

as Richard HarknesS.

He
He
R.

is as balanced and as clear as David Brinkley.
has as cold an eye in looking at the facts as Irving

Levine.

He is as sure-footed, as Frank Blair.
He has as much curiosity as Charles Collingwood.
He is as direct as Ray Scherer.
He is as educated and as analytical as Joseph C. Harsch.
His conscience is as keen as Reuven Frank’s.
He has John Cameron Swayze’s cordiality and built-inrating.

He is as down to earth as Morgan Beatty.
He pretends no more than Bill Chaplin, which

is

not

broadcasting

af-

at all.

He should understand international
fairs as well as Romney Wheeler.
He writes as well as Elmer Davis, and

has as memorable

a voice.

He is as good at quick decisions as Gerald Green.
He is as understanding of human beings and their
worlds as Larry Lesueur.
He is as adventurous -and as kind as Lowell Thomas,
Senior or Junior.
He is as young in heart and as ambitious as Roger
Kennedy or Bob Abernathy.

—And

director and erstwhile story expert, I have
definite ideas as to who contributes what.
the components of a dramatic show are script, acting,
direction and physical production I would assign the
following percentages to the various contributions: Script
50; Acting 20; Directing 20; Physical production (sets,
props, costumes, etc.) 10.
What does this mean? Well, among other things, it
means that niy story editor, Eugene Burr, now thinks I’m
a prince among producers; one of my directors, Lela
Swift, will wither me with a glance of next time we meet,
and niy other director (myself) is schizophrenically saying,

He is as experienced as Earl Godwin and as H. V.
Kaltejborn.
He has as high a moral sense as Pauline Frederick’s.
He is as widely travelled, with as good 0 work record
everywhere he has been, as Red Mueller.
He is no more at a loss for words than Bob Trout.
Hs is as unimpressed as Larry Spivak.
Hff talks as crisply as John K. M. McCaffrey.
He can swim in the sea of ideas as well as Ben Grauer.
He is as deeply roo,ted in the American soil as Clifton

“traitor.”

Utley.

for my designer, set decorator, costumer and lighting
man, I shall just have to be extra polite to them for a
couple of years to come. But I would be kidding if I
didn't admit that story is and always will be “the thing.”
An interesting story with believable characters can be
acted with bare * competence, against grey drapes and
photographed on a 50im lens by one camera the audience
will still think it’s fine. A poor story acted by stars, set

as funny as Walter Kiernan.
is as good a stylist and as good looking a i Eric
Sevareid.
His manner is as simple and unadorned as Clint Youle’s.
His approach is as fresh as that of John Rich.
He knows German history like Die'c Hottelet, speaks

producer,

some pretty
If

—

..

As

—

magnificently

and photographed with imagination and

skill will, odds on, leave the audience uhhappy.
This does not mean, of course, that a story is not improved by the other elements; a good story becomes a
memorable one, a fair story makes a good show, and
a terrible story fools -you some of the way, when it is
acted, directed and produced with talent.
Obversely, the effect of a good story can be minimized
by improper direction and poor acting; A television show
is the synthesis of many talents— each contributes to the
whole.

He
He
He

is

as dogged as

All This,

Too

Ed Newman.

is

French like David Schoenbrun, and knows Rome like
Jack Begon.
He has the nerve of Eugene and Charles Jones.
His police contacts are as good as Bill Birch's.
He has as warm a heart and as much writing ability as
Bob McCormick.
He does not consider himself wise and aspires to
accuracy.

,

,

.

He knows that radio and television are the greatest
news medii thus far devised, and wishes that this truism
were as obvious to his employers and his critics as it is to
him.

—
'
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Live or
Sure It’s
.By

The Truth

HERBERT SUSSAN.

be better on film?’* We must
admit “a yes or a no answer” is
Impossible.

There are important values
gained in both techniques. On film,
the possibility of a technically superior sound track made by the
singer and orchestra on a
recording stage
is the strong-

argument

for filmed tv
musical shows.
The kind of
music balance
on
displayed
the recording
records
star’s

more likely
under t h e s e
on

and presentation. On film,
we would have been weeks late.
Much of the impact might have
been lost
Fourth, the spontaneity and informality onstage during live tv
presentations sometimes create an
atmosphere of added charm and
warmth that may be lost on film.
Live or film, the 15-minute musical series offers a tremendous
setting

challenge to the producer-director,
as well as the singer. During the
past year, we have staged more
than 500 songs on the Fisher series,
aiming always at good taste and
effectiveness. In a dramatic series,
there is the script as a startingpoint. In the musical series, it’s
the songs, the lyrics, the personality of the singer.
From these
intangibles, situations with meaning and reality must be created.

Herb

Snssan

-live tv.

As Long As

j

On

film,

DURWARD KIRBY
GARRY MOORE SHOW
CBS-TV
GOODYEAR TV PLAYHOUSE
NBC-TV
JUSTICE—NBC -TV
HILLTOP HOUSE— CBS RADIO
ANN'C’R — M.C. — NARRATOR

.

is

conditions than

the singer

It’s

True

may enjoy

Regardless of the technical methe luxury of retakes. Live tv is
dium, the main problem that
a one-shot, hit-or-miss proposition. should occupy the
producer-direcIf a stagehand accidentally comes
tor’s mind should always be to
in front of your camera on air, or
present the singer in “true” situa camera “konks-out,” which does
ations. This may appear completely
and has happened, there is no obvious. Yet, it
is a main pitfall.
second chance. More than 15,What the singer says and does
looking
000,000 people may be
on
his show must be true for him.
over your shoulder. The cutting
First find the
room floor is a better place for ation to live-in,springboard; a situone in which the
such scenes, not the tv screen.
singer can logically be presented.
The singer, as well, on film may Make it true make it a living
divorce concentration on singing situation in which the singer might
from his movements and action on really find himself, and make it if
camera. Working against a play- you can, a situation into which the
back, he is more relaxed, knowing audience can project itself.
that performance of the song itself
The tendency to feel that the
is already completed.
singer alone can carry the song is

—

therefore,

film

is

I've
;By

Got

MEL ALLENs

^

s

'

*

,

\

—

j
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Thirdly, the live medium provides greater production flexibility.
The singer can capitalize on the
audience’s
interest
in
topical
events. His songs can be of the
moment; the hits at the very min-

How we meet

tinues.

lenge

is

that chalcertainly the full test of

our talents.

Vitamin Corp. Seeking
’Goldbergs’ Go-Sponsor
To

release more coin for radio
and tv spot campaigns and to al-

low holding onto the “Goldbergs”
via DuMont on Tuesdays,
Vitamin
Corp. of America is seeking a
cosponsor for the hajf-hour situation
comedy. Show has been costing

company, advertising

its Rybutol,
tinder $18,000 for talent on the stanza and perhaps
that
on more for time costs on
a 167
station lineup, and for fall season

somewhere

cost

IS to go up.
All 167 stations,. th<} lineup given
as part of Bishop Sheen summer
heritage, was an experiment for

Rybutol. The sponsor normally
pitches in about 30 prime tele markets, but since the additional' stations

came

good

price,

Stadium

are

ANTHONY ROSS
Now .Starring In
"THE TELLTALE CLUE”
for PHILIP MORRIS
CBS TV — Thursdays at 10 PM EDT

of these win bring my total of tv
films to 104.
Many of these last

26 were made in

color.

Keeping

The Answer Is Obvious
suppose I might have given all
a second thought had I not
I
don’t think it’s difficult to
been able to reach back in memory explain the hold of the western
on American audiences. For one
to my first motion picture. This
thing* any youngster, six to 60, has
was a mild cliff-hanger in 13 parts little trouble identifying himself
called “Phantom Empire.” The Em
with .his cowboy hero who accom?
pire of the title was an inter- plishes his feats of derring do
planetary never never land where with the most natural kind of maI

|

terials at hand—his fists, his horse,
his rope.
These ingredients are
readily available to almost any one.
The cowboy’s clothes are comfortable and hardy and for the most
this part the kind of thing any kid
wears for active play.
The cow-

opus was 1932!
After that I stuck to the wide
open spaces terra firma variety and
I know that’s why I’m around to
ride the tv range today. Matter
now into my fifth year
of fact,
on the newest medium.

who

;

Tm

tur e s sent
their

way over

the Micro-

—But The

|

phones.

Comes the
fourth

inning,

ho w e v e r

,

The year we made

screen.

directed at the
radio audience
'get a
clear view of
the play - by play through**
the word pic-

My
Mel Allen

I

lean back, do a Jekyll-Hyde trans

point

Westerns Stay

is

obvious.

Fads

1
in

entertainment come, they go. The
western remains. For many years
the so-called “oaters” or “horse
operas” provided a boxoffice backbone for motion pictures. Through
its short history they have been
and continue to be a source of
tv’s richest revenues.
I’m aware some may consider me
a mite prejudiced, but my long
personal experience bears me out.
I have staked considerable on
my belief in the western on tv.
Early in 1950, with my partners,
Armand Schaefer and Mitchell
Hamilburg, I formed Flying*A Pictures. When we’d completed my
initial 26 half-hour films especially

home screens, we began to
branch out. Since, we have completed 260 movies for tv.
We have made 78 “Range Rider”
pictures. For this series we developed a youngster whom I sincerely believe to be the best of
the new western stars, former stunt
man and the first true action cow
boy since Tom Mix, Jack Mahoney.
Yon Got A Hep Audience
Next we completed 52 “Annie OakIn video the sportscaster takes leys.” Again we chose to gamble
on the task of an entertainer. He’s with
a new star personality, Gall
got to supply the commentary with
a certain amount of anecdotal ma- Davis. I might say this gamble
terial, background and the like that has paid pff handsomely. “Annie
adds to the viewer’s enjoyment and Oakley” is currently sponsored by
would make a limited viewer’s Canada Dry Ginger Ale in 80game (as it is in tv) less enjoyable odd markets on an alternate week
basis and we recently sold the
without it.
He’s got to revert to radio tech- series to the B & B Popcorn Com
nique once in awhile because it pany in Chicago in a deal which
can’t be forgotten that not. every- involves over $1,000,000.
Gene
one watching the game is a com- Autry, “Range Rider,” and “Annie
plete scholar of the game. There Oakley” are all syndicated by CBSare some people who watch base- TV Film Sales. We also made a
ball only occassionally and sports- number of filrris for the Pacific
casters would lose them forever if Borax Company’s “Death Valley
it were not for certain explanatory Days” and for the “Cavalcade of
comments
accompanying
some America” programs, As we li
plays.
creased our output we expanded
Now when we tend to go into our facilities.
detail about a specific play jjome
At Flying A we now‘ have our
oldtime fan might think we’re own sound stages and completely
“talking down” or telling him of equipped studios and
executive
some unnecessary data.
offices in our own building on SunAll we’re doing is considering set Boulevard in
Hollywood. Last
the novice viewer, the less seasoned year I bought the Monogram Ranch
rooter and the lady viewer. If it ip Placeritas Canyon to handle
were not for a thorough explana- some of our location work. This
tion of some plays on television I has been completely
refurbished to
doubt if the number of women include all the most modern facilibaseball fans would have increased ties for tv filming. Incidentally
my
as sharply as they have in the last first tenant was my esteemed co-

at purportedly such a
it was felt that the Ducasing
might provide a
chance for expansion. Whether
agency for Rybutol, BBD&O, holds
onto as much of that enlarged'
chain as possible, should depend
largely on the results of sales in few years.
For the overall task, however,
undeveloped areas and on the Nielsen marketing reports next mqnth.;
(Continued on page 88)

Mont

In July I began an additional
group of 26 more films to add to
the Gene Autry series. Completion

the villain pursued me with a ray
gun and the dotty queen of the
The first three innings of the piece kept track of her subjects
ball games ’that I do from Yankee by spying on .them through a tv

_

j

Range Rider.”

abreast of tv’s progress our guess
is that within two years, color tubes
only tv discovering Outer- Space.
At that time a number of people Will he in enough home sets to
make this a highly profitable
asked me if I wasn’t worried. May- series. I believe that’s true
despite
be Gene Autry should put Champi- the fact that what with color prices
on out to pasture and mount a plus rising union scales and raw
rocket ship—-before it w a.s too late materials, 'the price per film will
amount to more than $3,000 more
Westerns, it was not too darkly
than each picture in our initial
hinted, were belhg supplanted in group.
the kids’ affections.

between radio and

I run a race
television.

9

.

Jr.” with pilot film already
completed. This will star Dick
Jones who’s been so successful as
the youthful sidekick for “the

Bill,

this

not entirely true. There is no
and start mj television
probably a more efficient medium question that the recording artist formation
stint from the fifth inning until the
for tv musical shows than the live; has proven he. cap sing the song;
medium. Economically, as well, his success attests to this. The end of the game.
This transformation is a bit more
syndicated shows offer a more next step* is to make the audience
lucrative approach for the per- believe the song itself and the involved than you might imagine.
With
the aid of some mental hocus
former and the packager.
situation in which the singer is
pocus I’ve got to change my entire
The values at stake rn the “live” performing it.
from one that deals exapproach
If, finally, these situations can
tv series, however, should not be
an imagiunderestimated. First, the excite- be identified with the experience clusively with creating
for the listener, to one
nary
picture
ment element to an audience of an and personality of the singer him-;
clarify and
"in person” appearance of a top self, the audience will come to feel that merely serves to
that is berecording star is basic to the live that they are “let-in” on things and color the actual picture
show'.
Eddie Fisher can draw develop a loyal, intimate attach- ing sent to the tv viewer.
breather
inning
fourth
that
In
thousands to any theatre personal ment with the singer and his show.
I've
appearance: on live tv, this situa- This, we always strive for with between radio and television,
the deon
rheostat
to
place
a
got
tion is multiplied by hundreds of Eddie Fisher.
Film or live, therefore, the key scriptive phrases. The amount of
thousands.
i.
_
r
basically the star and his talking that is done on video has
Secondly, the immediacy and in- * s , s
to be less than on radio because
timacy of the live medium adds to relationship with his audience. Our
we’re no longer telling the fans
the impact of the singer’s per- audience seems to love the “live”
at home of what is happening, they
moments
with
Eddie;
the
feeling
formance. As he reacts to the
that they are a part of what he is now can see that for themselves,
presence of the audience in his
so the approach" must be changed.
n
the
faux-paS
.*
that
reveal
the
theatre-studio,
the
audience at
f
The job now becomes more of a
home feels an undefinable part of slr”P e * ac * ^Imt none of us is color commentary than a straight
his personal audience. The simple, P ertec t. and the excitement of “in
narration. Now that the fan
factual
e
^son
shows,
theatrical situation of a live singer P
sees the plays as they occur we’ve
** yes or a no answer”
film
singing to live people definitely
help him understand the
got
to
<>r
we do n °t have it. But,
comes over the screen arid projects
regardless of the medium, the more complicated ones and “color”
into the living room.
weekly challenge to the star and the routine plays with relevant
Give Flexibility
the producer and the director con- facts.
Technically,

Go, But

By GENE AUTRY
There was a brief period a’ while
back when it seemed that whenever you tuned in, the home screen
resembled nothing so much as a
and white kaleidescope.
black
Strange and wonderful shapes appeared and with them weird
sounds that prompted more than
one of us to clamber to the roof
to check the aerial; But it was

Director ,

er’s

est

1954

• • •

-Coke Time ’)
During the McCarthy-Army ute he is singing, not several weeks
hearings, the most difficult prob- behind. When Irving Berlin wrote
Afraid” based on a
“I'm' Not
lem seemed to be to get “a yes speech by President Eisenhower,
or a ncr answer.’’ Recently, in we were able to introduce it on
Hollywood, I was asked, “Wouldn’t Eddie’s “Coke Time” show the
with a suitable
tv musical series like Eddie Fish- very next evening,
(

28,"

for

boy

always

is

a*

good

guy—-who

doesn’t want to be? Above all he
a truly American hero.
His
origin is in our own great plains
and they are his habitat. He is a
is

sportsman in the most romantic
sense.
He embodies all the virtues which we have been taught to
emulate from earliest childhood.
Today’s cowboys owe much to
the original western stars like Buffalo Bill, Bill Hart and Tom Mix.
These men; their names and their
exploits have become such a glorious and timeless tradition that,
their aura still surrounds today’s
purveyors and will doubtless continue to do so as long as there is
a man to ride the range and a child
to see him.

Like his milieu the cowboy star
enjoys exceptional longevity in a
business noted for the quick turnover in its heroes. I’ll confess this
factor influenced my own entrance
into tv. I believe that many youngsters who are still too young to go
out to the neighborhood movie
house can see Gene Autry, yes,

Roy

and

Rogers

and

Hopalong

Cassidy oh their home screens and
conceivably form a viewing habit
which would "assure an audience
for

many more

comforting
doesn’t

generations. It’s a
idea and 1 hope it

sound

complacent.
Tjie
is that we at Flying A are
constantly seeking improvements
and variations for the tried and
true themes.

fact

Long ago I introduced the singing cowboy and though the desirability of this innovation has been
debated the public has seemed to
like it. In our “Annie Oakley”
series the girl rescues the boy, outwits the villian and rides off into
the sunset, a twist which has gone
over big where we hoped It would

—with

distaff western fans—But
basically, we keep ’em western.

As

I

said, fads

but those
along.

dogies

come and go
git

along,

.

*

hort,

Hopalong Cassidy.

We now
another

have in preparation yet
western series, “Buffalo

MAGGI McNELLIS

git

z
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Pedals,

By

SAMMY KAYE _»

Television has Invaded the home,
'what have
theatre, nightclub and
But the aU-iTOPortant place
von
gle an,
television hasn't Invaded to
Now, ol what POSslble
tomobile.
to an
be
automoblle
an
can
value

By ROBERT E. KINTNER
(President, ABC >
;

When

I

was many years

yotinger, in Stroudsburg. Pa., we used io do relatively little viewing—because of the dearth of “flavors”—will
go" down to the corner store and buy ice ' cream—either chocolate or likewise become heavier consumers.
also feel that the super-duper black and white sundae—chocolate
vanilla—for a nickel. As we grew a little older and more selective,
and chocolate sauce, crushed nuts
Entertainer, you asK. The .answer we changed from the corner store to
another ice creamparlor that- and Vanilla ice cream, marshmallow
-take & peek at the car
cherry—can become a trifle palling after you’ve
a, maraschino
is simple
•and
featured many flavors. Qur youthfur tastes became
Facts and figure* Trove
three in a row. By that we mean that a spectacular can
had
two
or
radio.
'
. jaded by a two-flavor choice.
A
more people listen te' the radios
And so it Is in television. Despite the fact that only be a spectacular by virtue of its scarcity.
to thi
ABC-TV is adding new flavors to the television menu. “Disneyland,”
their cars than they do
Nielsen lists some, 25 different program types for
during
ropm
living
their
in
which premieres over ABC-TV On Oct. 27 is, we believe, an entirely
radios
tv, it is essentially a chocolate and vanilla choice
Makfes sense,
Each week it will present a full-hour of extelevision flavor..
new
the summer monthe.
that most viewers have. And, as in the ice cream
sometimes
long,
Those
with such program drawing on four different contoo
business it takes more than a limited selection to citing entertainment
monotonous rides Ironf home to
for its source material.
cepts
attract the broadest possible market.
Football schedule,
In connection 'With the award of the 1954
beach, to mountains or to summer
That corner store proprietor sold a good deal
with fnusic
programmed complementary programming in both radio and
resorts, are made easier
of ice cream, but the parlor in’ anotherpart of town ABC has
tubes
of
maze
the
tv consumers
from
heavy
the
to
both
appeal
definite
have
television
that
will
flowing
sold far more.
There, the chocolate and vanilla
well. This programming stems from a conand wires behind the dashboard.
volume may not have been as high, but the total and the light consumers as
to
something
me
gave
light,
it
possible
and of disbest
sports
in
know
of
presenting
college
the
cept
I
volume of aft flavors was substantially higher.
playing the many interesting and thrilling facets that are a part, of
think about and other musicians,
Advertisers face the same problem today as the
singers
and^
leaders
Bobt.
Klntner
sports.
orchestra
corner store proprietor.
They may offer their college life and
When
Additionally in the winter and spring, ABC-TV Will telecast a series
should realize its import.
viewers a very limited number of program types, and in so doing atcollegiate events on Saturday afternoons to. give new appeal to
the average American spends an tract the bulk of their
from
heavy
volume tv viewers, of 26
the
customers
evening at home he seldom twists
the American sports appetite. Basketball and baseball will definitely
enter- who are essentially unselective. New Nielsen research shows that half be on this “post-football” schedule, but for the first time we hope to
night’s
for
dial
a
radio
his
He generally tunes in Of all viewers spend twice as much time with tv as do the other half. bring into the nation’s living rooms the telecasts of such “exotic” sports
tainment.
But put This atrophy is not unusual it applies equally to magazine and news- as rugby and lacrosse, and never-befofe-hetworked events, in gymnastics,
his favorite video show.
paper reading, to the beer business (I am told that 75% of all beer is
College wrestling and swimming, fencing and a host of others.
the same guy in an automobile and
turn to consumed by 25% of its drinkers) and to almost any consumer product
to
friend
one
has
Here are extra flavors that will pique the-appetite of sports fans, and
he only
name.
when conversation starts to lag and that you can
create an appetite among non-fans.
radio.
car
the
that’s
and
television
to
dull,
is
the
consumption
of
grow
What must be done to broaden
To sum up: Today, even the chocolate and vanilla customers are ^beradio shows, offer the viewers a variety, of flavors possibly not the 28 flavors that ginning to tire of the chocolate and vanilla diet that tv offers. The
That is why on
slant
in
usually
I
CBS,
and
drama,
than
the
Howard Johnson features, but certainly far more
consumption rate of television is gradually, but surely, declining .
both ABC
some of my musical selections to situation-comedy, panel show combination that comprises the vast bulk the average minute of nighttime viewing a smaller percent of tv homes
only
year
realize
from
the
down
trade.”
I
year
was
last
and
"carriage
last,
year
than
of tv programming.
are tuned in this
the
."

We

—

:

NCAA

..

.
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my

.

too well that these same people are
tv fanatics and seldom listen to
juke boxes.
...
T
Like other recording artists I.
realize the only way I can sell
heard.
them
have
to
is
my records
I'd like to have the royalty on
every record sold over the car
me, it would
Believe
radio.
amount to a tidy fortune.
The car radio is here to stay.
What can replace it? Television?
I seriously doubt whether we will
ever have legislation permitting
television sets in automobiles. The

‘Pistachio,

Burnt Almond

&

before.

Peach’

•

would prove too much.
Cars would pile up on the nation’s
highways.
I’ll say the car radio is with us
for a long time and if only a small
segment of the motoring populace
of this country hears my records
or my orchestra over the air, then
believe you me, I am reaching
millions. That is why radio is still
a mighty important medium to me.
And for those who say, “Radio is
dead!” start counting the “live”
motorists on your nearest highway.
distraction

appetite for, and the consumption of, television should Increase
Substantially when networks can offer advertisers, and advertisers can
offer viewers the “pistachio, burnt almond and peach” program needed
to afford the broadest appeal.

The

In broadcasting such programs, not only will the chocolate and
homes increase their tv consumption, but the homes which now

vanilla

—

.

What the industry needs badly is new flavors not the old ones in
new packaging. The public wants to choose from many kinds of pro?

grams. This is the great creative challenge—to devise programs that
will increase both the general appetite for and consumption of television among all tv homes, the heavy and the light viewers alike.
ABC-TV is working hard to create and develop new television flavors.
Advertisers can look forward to buying them by the cone, cup, quart
or gallon.

•

Ottawa, July 27.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and

ARTEA

-

cued the commercial
announcer and the cam eraman as*
signed to him, to be on the ready
for an emergency. In an instant,
the switch was made, and ft turned
out that an embarrassing situation was avoided.

and whole-heartedly, they want
your gratitude, your respect for
a job well done. Believe me, they
sweat out their particular chores
/
when the chips are down during
the air show; and, believe me, you
By CHARLES MARTIN
show them your unstinting thanks.
(Producer, The Telltale Clue’)
We once had a script with the
production No producer can operate otherwise,
television
In
In the early days of television, a Well,
producer would invariably rush there’s another—far more im- week in and week out on a top action taking place around 1900
as
is
producer
wit,
“A
to
portant
after
a
series.
and it mentioned a railroad streamout of the control room
I think it
broadcast and congratulate the per- good as his crew.”
Naturally, it’s the little things liner. It wasn’t until air day that
forming
art- should' get wider recognition in that count most with such a team a sharp-eyed secretary spotted the
For it’s
ists on their our burgeoning medium.
—just as the little things that go obvious incongruousness, and thus
exemplary true*
wrong in a show that show up saved us from a flock of letters
showing. Just
from critical fans. Aiiother time.
Let’s take the average public biggest.
I’d like to name a few
At the tail- There was the time when an audio [I wa s ready to highball a show
like on Broad- watching tv at home.
or
in end of a broadcast the balops name boom, swinging iii a 180 degrees into action when suddenly I look
way
As I was
Hollywood.
the stars and featured players, and, angle with split-second speed, got for my marked script.
today, if time alldws, the producer, -the fouled with a cable.
But
The stage looking, my script girl, who’d been
the chaneeS director, the writer and the musi- manager, though it wasn’t his func- at my side constantly, sped into
The inescapable tion, dashed over and untangled the control room like a comet flashare that when cal conductor.
he dashes out conclusion, in the whirl of shows, the cable. If he hadn’t done so, ing the script in her hand. She’d
on the studio is that they alone were responsible the star would have mouthed noticed it was missing and without a thought scampered out onto
floor he makes for the production.
silent words on the screen.
look for it.
a. beeline for
What about the '40 or 50 others
Another time, near the commer- the studio floor to
ChaS. Martin
the floor manwithout cial at the close of the first act,
the nameless crew
I could go on with scores of such
other
ager, the cameramen and the
whose teamwork, each and every the stage or floor manager sensed incidents to show how a big teletechnicians who have helped to one of them, the program couldn’t something was wrong with the lady vision crew can work to the adput his show together. And that’s have gone on; without whom there star and flashed the control room. vantage of a producer or director.
would have been the difference of It seemed to him she was going But I think there’s no question
the way it should be.
They are to faint. While he conveyed this that crew teamwork makes or
You’ve heard the expression, a good or bad show?
but not to information to the producer and breaks a tv show.
forgotten ones
the
“An actor is as good as his script.”
director, he.

A TV

Producer’ss Only
As Good As His Crew

.

*

—
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the Assn, of Radio and Television
Employees of Canada have inked
their first collective agreement. Effective Aug. 1, it gives more than
1,300 office and studio workers a
6% pay boost, retroactive for Feb.
1 of this year.
Pact was signed for CBC by J. A.
Ouijmet, g.m., and for
by
its
executive
F.
E.
secretary,
Wilcox.

.

—

—
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the producer.
a shrewd producer who
It’s
molds his production crew into a
crack team. If he inherits such a
team he counts himself lucky. If
he has to build it, he builds carefully, though usually he must dp
Sure, the big name
it in a hurry.
artists are important, but the producer knows better than ayone else
that it is the boys and girls behind
the stars in the production setup
that make them important in any
given broadcast.
For 30 minutes, every second is
The margin of error is
crucial.
A dozen persons are
frightening.
blending their efforts in the control room, and out in the studio
there are two dozen more trying
to follow through, trying to anticipate, watching for the unexpected, on the qui viva to cover
for any flaw or error.

’

V.

,

That Esprit de Corps
You, as producer, have that wonderful sense of security, a deeply
conscious feeling of crew esprit de
corps

—the spirit of devotion, pride

and self-confidence on the part of
»
your team.
But, oh boy* if you haven't got
Their standards
it, you’re licked.
the technicians, the prop 'men,
the lighting experts, the cameramen, et al. are very high, as
they've got to be top professionals
to hold their jobs, and if you don’t
click they can (and will) lower

—

*

—

HOLLIS IRVING
Lexington 2-1100

the

boom on

When

you, so to speak.
they work with you smoothly

JOHN TILLMAN

YOUR CON EDISON REPORTER
On-the-Scene, On-the-Screen

WPIX

July

‘LET’S

How To

MAKE A

In Which the Author Voices, the Opinion That ‘Night Will Alw&ys
In Rates and Ratings Unless Something Is Done About It

—

ROBERT

By
Having spent a notch under two
decades in the land of the free
offer and the home of. the brave
client* I feel that I have more
than a dilettante’s interest in differing with a little, sort of industrial non-noodling that’s been go*

The

"fad'’ is quite recent

and

A.

SCHMID

(V.P., Mutual Broadcasting System
on my left or the gentleman on
my right (but do want to say to
you who are still with us this far
down the line) is that something
can be done and should be done,
about nighttime radio. I mean it.
Here is a prescription that I can
assure you actually wroks. I know
.

because we at Mutual have been
following it in our nighttime pro-

ing on.
is

gramming

becoming as popular as Scrabble or
Gin Rummy and is being practiced
by our best people. Frankly, the

spite tv

for

And

two years.

and everything
nighttime

coajst-to-coast

de-

our
audience

else,

pre-tv levels, and
our nighttime billings (thank you!
have. newer been so high.
is

is to cut radio’s nighttime
rates to keep advertisers happy (? )
—and then to cut nighttime programming costs to make ends meet.
The only trouble is that the listener doesn’t know—-and couldn’t
care less— about the new bargain
basement rates; but he is, of course,
all too aware, of the bargain-base-

“fad”

up f7% over

The prescription is based on this
very sound formula*
a. All
good programming is
good programming at any time.
b. Nighttime can be as good
a time as any time with sound

block programming of name talent
ment entertainment.
Time was when I could enjoy and crackling drama, music, news,

a dinner party as affably as the
fellow across the table, taking part
with proper enthusiasm in both
the nutriment and the conversation dished up by whatever chapter of the local Vivisection Society was assembled that evening.
But now. ...
What could be more pleasant
than to have a beautiful blonde
dinner companion (all she caught

and mystery.
these periods with
c: Stack
stars whose marquee value will attract listeners and whose voiceappeal will hold them. ( We picked
Madeleine -Carroll, George Sanders,
Peter Lorre,

etc.).

full use of tape—it
can deliver the stars and save you
money. Most tv artists today are
eager to tape shows because of the
from the host’s mumbled introduc- minor drag on their time compared
tion was that you were "in radio”) to the terrific requirements of
lean across the damask and con- television.
fide, in an ear-splitting whisper,
e. Once you've got the period
‘When is radio going to do some- set, leave it alone. Don’t jockey
thing about nighttime programaround.
Sweat it out and out
tell you what an{ ou t g n d it'll bring 'em in and
I’ll
ming, hon?”
j
might be more pleasant than to ah- n an^ ] n
That’s the key to ind.

Make

j

\

j

i

:

!

j

j

sWer that: A fortnight riding up creasing listeners, mail-pull, and
and down the Eiffel Tower in an sa i es<
empty lift or sitting underground
B “‘ “ ‘ his preseript ‘ on is
0
in a Kentucky cavern (I meant ,
,
,i°
tough to take for
some of our other
cavern .... tavprnt
network and station colleagues,
Everyone, I know, is an embryo then I have a really blue-sky sugHarriet
Van Horne, of John gestion (which makes better dinBut the reason I’m ner conversation anyway!) which
Crosby.
tempted these days to rip out ipy I want to share with you.
assailant’s beautiful blonde tresses
Note listen closely: Here is a
(by their beautiful brunette roots!)
program idea for the nighttime
is not because she is wrong about
radio show to end all nighttime
nighttime broadcasting, but beJ ans v
n mtl
r d, ° sh ° ws and
!

1

J

,

*

’

'

"

i
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By HAL DAVIS

'

(V.P.,

Charge of Promotion

—on

‘Even

radio!),

if

.

-

,

,

.

—
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for teachers, set ownership is still
below the norm, at 839c.
Program favorites included syndicated film shows as well as network programs. Elementary school
faves were "I Love Lucy” “My

Margie,”

“ROy. Rogers,”
“Superman” and “Topper.” High
school pupils preferred “Lucy,”
“Dragnet,” “I Led Three Lives,”
“This Is Your Life,” “Colgate
Little

television as selling media must
do much more than they have in
the past if they want to not only
hold, but develop new business.
Maybe what the networks and
stations need is a new kind of office holder added to Fred Allen’s
favorite targets. That’s a guy who
can analyze what’s happening in a
business or industry and convey
that knowledge to everybody in
the programming and sales end. ~

understand what
makes, how it is made,

must

client

a

how it is
who sells it and to whom
and who is supposed to make a

sold,

on the Whole deal.
That has nothing to do with a

profit

.

staff of writers who turn out jokes.
client has long experience
with expensive machines and .production facilities - costing much

The

more than the average comedian.

He buys

these machines in the full
confidence that they will deliver
as advertised * and stand up for a
The. average client In the pack- long time.
He expects his adveraged goods field has much more tising to deliver in the same manappreciation of A. C. Nielsen's ner. And if it doesn’t, he replaces
charts covering distribution and what he's doing with something
product position than he has of Mr. which has a better chance of de|

Gotta Ask For Right Chart
,

|

livery.

Clients, themselves, are finding

much of their profit these days in
new items. Even the most tradiof companies is looking
around for something new to diversify and expand its lines.
What,
then, is the chance of traditional
thought in radio and television to
survive? None.
It’s an exciting opportunity for a
tional

lot of

new business

for everyone.

Radio and television are dramatic
and stimulating.
They can stir
people to* talk and act.* They also
produce much that is routine, commonplace and just plain boring. In

she

you that there may
be room for repeating the best of
Godfrey and the best of Groucho.
can’t you carry a good thing too
far? And what program manager
really is proud of the rocketing

long run, they will succeed
as media when they accept their
position in the selling structure
of the. advertiser.

the

revival of vintage scripts?

What Can You Do With A Dame,

Desperation to change the subject, plus a glimpse of the brandy
decanter on the sideboard, generally induces enough courage to
enable you .to get back to safe
ground through a basic, factual
comparison between the American
way. of radio, with all its horrendous commercials, and the
British system, with its tax-sup-

.

'

will agree with

|

E),

;

night for the third time (no, not
.tv

£

,

You can also count on at least
one Arno-equipped matron from
Westchester to chime in at this
point about the dramatic radio
program which she heard only last
;

it.

*

sidestep her, what do you say to the
charming old geezer who has cornered the dental-supply industry
and keeps flashing his own trade
mark every time he smiles, and
when he adds that he thinks nighttime radio is just becoming a jukebox wired for sound.

on

K

And all
Just don’t pay any attention to Nielsen’s rating charts.
basic documents should be
the sales problems of your adver- those
shown to producers, talent and
and
ratings
about
Worry
j anybody else connected with a profirm, , ju$t to keep networks and tisers.
jokes and sheer entertainment. gram;
heir affiliates happy.
.j
;
Commercials: .Absolutely none. Then worry, about what happened
Maybe It’s not their job to worry
Bill to: All U. S. power and
But when
business*
about such- matters.
to
ight companies; they’ll be deFor the umpteenth tithe, Variety cancellations come through, the
ighted to finance this epitome—
speculations, are rife*, grim, and
simply because .it is bound’ to keep is loaning me space to propound generally without any knowledge
people out of bed consuming cur- my favorite theory.
Clients still whatsoever Of the basic reasons be/
rent far into the night.
buy programs to help sell mer- hind the moves. The problem in
I don’t care whether you use
They have as little brand the radio-tv;buslness seems to be a
either, both, or hdne of these sug- chandise.
lack of perspective concerning the
gestions, but. for the good of the loyalty to talent as customers have
relative importance of these media
istener and the good of' the in- to their' products. And in today’s
in business.
dustry. ..
a number one company has
market,
Advertising successfully means
‘How about making a night of
public franchise.
24-hcur
a
proper consideration of all media
about
it, boys?”
Is tli at wrong? Not from where in terms of the sales problem prethe client. AtK&E, r for
And the radio-television in- sented. by Joe
I sit.
Braun, our boss of
example,
dustry might well take a look at Media, has to supervise daily dewhat’s happened to the record peo- cisions between all kinds of mediae
Records, till very recently, In so doing, he and his department
ple.
work closely with gents like Wick
have been merchandised in tradiCrider, who runs the radio-tv opThe eration. Even though Crider has
tional entertainment style.
record business refused to have helped boost K&E radio :tv billChicago.
the slightest truck with the notion ing in the past few years, his
Viewing habits among Chicago that they were selling a product recommendations are arrived at
elementary and high school stu- for money to people. This was the after long sessions with media and
the account groups on what would
dents have undergone little change
entertainment-show seem best for a given situation.
of
from last year, according to North- magic
could
consumers
And
business.
The buying of a radio or tv propwestern U. Prof. Paul A. Witty’s
darn well try to find where these erty is only the beginning of the
fifth annual survey of television
among Chi school children, their records were to be had because marriage. And the divorce rate
weren’t going in these media is considerably
parents and teachers.* Tele con- the record companies
higher than the national average.
tinues to be the favorite leisure to help.
Well, selling records is now a big Because the client buys programs
time activity of elementary school
You can get them in to meet a selling heed, all other
children—^while it’s less important business.
to high school pupils, who spend strangC places, such as supermar- considerations are secondary. And
about 14 hours a week at the set. kets. And the record business is ir the program isn’t used to sell
Overall viewing dropped slightly taking a leaf from package goods correctly, and isn’t merchandised
—from 23 hours to 21^ for ele in packaging and merchandising. correctly, that program stands a
mentary school pupils, from 17 to And it’s not hurting at a!l. Matter good chance of being dumped for
something else; not necessarily in
14 for high school students, from of fact, the business is growing.
The difference is in the change the same medium.
19 hours to 16V£ for parents and
These are itchy times. And it
from 12 to 11!£ for teachers. $et from pure art to pure selling. Now
ownership has gone up consistently pure selling might include a Tot of behooves all in. the business to
pure art, if that meets the require- •inderstand the basic facts of life.
it’s 969o (Witty says the satura
tion point has been reached), but ments for the sale. But radio and Individually, and collectively, we

?
cause's!* is “so right. "
\
I
a , 1 e
What do yotf say to a dinner «“»*: , I ‘,.sl
Talent. None -S
but. the highest.
guest who winters in Palm Beach,
Comedy Hour” and “Liberace.”
show business
Summers in Bar Harbor and has paid
Writers: Positively the best Parents liked “Lucy,” “This Is
hardly a rackful of Mainbocher
Your Life” “See It Now,” #“What’s
rags to her name (except that she skills money caiti buy.
My Line?” “Kraft TV Theatre”
isn't really typical) when she tells
Time Period: Scheduled to and “Arthur Godfrey.”
Teachers
you that too many Disk Jockeys reach every American listener at liked
“What’s My- Line?” “Kraft,”
(D. J.!s to you, old boy) give her bedtime*.
Fred Waring, “Person to Person”
the D. T.’s? And even if you deftly
Sponsor: .Some
anonymous and “Omnibus.”
!

1$$4

That does not mean they must
up creative programming. It

give

does mean, that sales sense must be

added
-

'*

to creative

programming

if

they are to remain fn business.
The handwriting has moved from
the wall to the contracts.

“jEzSt-

,

ported, plug-free wireless fare. But
^even here you are trapped. Just
after you’ve explained that our
blessed British cousins actually
listen to their radios less than ’a If
As much as we do the social Einstein of the “g ve-radio-back-to-th'e
peoples” league turns to you dues
tioningly.
It just so happens, She
says, that last evening she .timed
the number and length of commer
cials on her favorite radio show
with her new stop-watch. Her
findings do more than anything
you’ve eaten in days to upset your
digestive tract.

'
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Frisco’s 1st Simulcast
Sari Francisco.

The

.

—

{

.

What

I

seldom admit

to the lady

audience program
to be regularly simulcast in San
Francisco goes On* the air Sept. 4
when KGO-TV takes over Dean
Maddux’ “Budda’s Amateur Hour.”
Maddux, who has broadcast the
show for 18 years with KFRC,
switches stations for a weekly halfhour stanza, 7-7:30 p.m. on Saturdays.
Show will score another
first as it will mark the debut of
KGO-TV’s new Studio A in the
new KGO building pn Golden Gate
Avenue.
The 1,000 square foot
studio is the largest in San Franfirst local

*

JACK SHAINDLIN
Musical Director
Louis de Rochemont’s “Cinerama Holiday”

cisco.
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variety torthe-air conditions,
to present the best

mat seemed

conditions for workshop, study of

the medium..
This program, which
:

we

,

called

New

Revue," permitted every
kind of production and lighting
experiment and presented most of

(Mr. Blondeau

i

t

Last November, CBS Televi$ion
put on the first reguliriy-scheduled
ioior series , telecast tinder tbe
the time,
L T; S. C. standard*,
it was decided* that the best Way
io learn about color was to begin
working with it under actual on-

tureon the Color tube that the eycr
was seeing out pn the studio floor.
As we went along,, we began to
try low key end mood’ effects.
When Maria Tallchfef appeared,
she was provided with a formal

important grqup of French commercial radio producers, adverpromoters and several newspapers have recently
formed a company whose specific purpose is to spank a little life
into what might have been a still-born baby—French television!
‘

known as International TV, of which I am a member,
announced its plans, which may eventually transform French tv
into, an exciting and dynamic medium. We envisage the construction
6f a TV City in Paris, including the transformation of “Velodrome
d’Hiver,” Paris’ Madison Square Garden, into a mammoth tv studio
where rtiany of the great European sporting events will be televised.
As a result of this construction, we are planning to obtain from tha
government permission to televise certain sponsored programs.
This group,

garden setting in subdued tones.
A group of Flamenco dancers was
presented iii brilliantly colored
costumes, well lit, in front of a
purposely less-intense backdrop in
the style and mood of an El Greco
with only two or three darkish
colors. This type of staging focused attention on the excitement
of .the performance itself. In brief,
it kept the viewer’s concentration
where' it belonged—on the entertainment itself—and color became,
as it should be, a new facet of production rather than a new medium

The who enlivened the

has.

Since the U.S. is the furthest advanced in, tv, we have decided to
study your: techniques; both technical and artistic. I was chosen to
represent our group in the U. S. because of my affiliation with American tv, being the first European to present a live show in this, country
(“Dollar A Second"). I have spoken to many tv engineers, producers
and directors here, and have received wonderful ideas for future use
in France. We are continually looking for new programs, both film
and- live, which will be compatible with French taste.
French tv, I am sorry to say, is in a* rather sad state at the present
time. ’The reasons are obvious. Our- nationalized tv industry has only
three stations operating presently—Paris, Lille and Strasbourg- with
an average viewing audience of 300,000. Television viewers have increased very slightly during the past year because of the lack Of
interesting programs and relatively few hours of tv broadcasting per

KENNETH ROBERTS
TV and

Radio for

TONI-BULOVA-ESSO-IPANA

stage with her

on Nov. 13 and by brilliant titian hair, needed very
the 18th of June, some 30 shows little surrounding production other
than' ah attractive neutral, back'
and some 200 musical and variety ground.
She offered as much color
acts later, we had learned every- as anybody could possibly want.
thing we hoped we would—possibly
No Time Ft Guesswork
series started

more.

"

Economy in the use
colors.
of color quickly became our rule
of thumb. When Edith Adams ap-

many

peared and sang two of her songs
from “Wonderful Town" we used
only the poster from the show be-

—

in learning how
color show was invalu-

Our experience
to plan

able.

a

(MPO

Television has long proved a gold
mine to the nation’s advertisers.
Soap flakes, cigarets and soft

Makeup, which we thought would
be a difficult problem, turned Out
to be a fairly simple matter. Oddly
enough, normal street makeup provides very satisfactory results and
even now, it is no more difficult
nor time consulting than for black
and white.
I don’t think- we have learned
the answer to' every problem by
any means, but I think we’ve got
most of them. The color technical
crews worked closely with us and
the value of their experience can’t
even be estimated. Had it not been

Today, more and more television
viewers are gently prodded .into
buying products by documentary

drinks zoom up into aggressive
closeups, punctuated with pitch
and jingle, battering down sales
resistance with as much force as
a coaxial cable can stand.
.

promotion films.

tv obviously

is

not.

Our radio sponsors and producers, who have be en waiting

the coming
of tv, now realize that their only solution lies in a commercial tv
pictures which make little, if any, network. It was this realization that brought about the formation of
mention of either their sponsors our new company, International TV.
or their sponsors’ products. HuntOur present plans, providing for partially sponsored tv, will not
ing, fishing, the curiosity of youth, only furnish excellent programs for the French tv network, which will
life on farms and ranches, forest
include Lyon, Nice and Marseille, by the end of 1955, but also will
research take advantage of the great potentialities of the budding European
scientific
conservation,
1
and American history are just _a tv network known as “Eurovision.’?
few samples of the subject matter
Thus far, Eurovision has consisted of a series of international sports
free
granting
In
films.
of these
programs, plus outstanding public events like the Coronation and the
time, all the tv stations ask is that Pope’s address. But our plans are to institute several daily tv programs
the pictures be entertaining, and linking the major western European capitals. What 4ype of program*
convey their messages with sub- would all the countries of western Europe have in common?
tlety.
-Countries with different languages, customs, mores? Never before
The economy and effectiveness have the problems of Europe been explained within the same. medium.
of this genteel salesmanship have
First of all, the interpretation of news: Imagine, in all the western
spawned a vast, multi-million dol- European capitals,
tv studios set up similar to that of “Today” in
lar industry, where big business
New
York City and a program which switches from capital to capital,
is spending more and more of its
giving Europeans for the first time, an unprejudiced view of their
for
films
advertising dollar for
neighbors and their problems.
And, in a way, it all
television.
Also a program that strikes to the heart of all Europeans— their
began by accident.
homes. What better way of people understanding one another? An
$50,000,000 Annual Tab
international “Home Show’’ would do more to bridg tolerance and
In the early days, tv stations Understanding- among Europeans than everything that has been done
/ere crying for material. Looking till now. The day Germans start eating frogs’ legs and French begin
bout frantically, their eyes soon enjoying Wiener Schnitzel, then tv will have done more to bring about
harmony than all the treaties that have been signed between Franc®
ell on the thousands of sponsored
ilms already produced for school, and Germany in the 100 years!
hurch and club group distribution
It is a revolutionary concept but the tremendous potentialities of
hroughout the country. The movies tv leads me to believe that one day, in the not too distant future, w®
•roved such a success, that busi- will not only have such programming, but also will be exchanging
less today is slanting its films pri- news and entertainment with the U.S.
nariiv f nr fhp fiO. 000.000 television

.

;
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He had to keep in mind that, color actual show conditions. Our pronotwithstanding, most of our view- ducers and directors will have the
ers were seeing the show in black advice and assistance of the key
and white. He soon found out production and technical personnel
that pastel shades placed close to from “The New Revue," sparing
each other might be attractive them a great deal of trial and
enough in color, but made for a error. And I’m sure that as each
picture with little or no contrast of our production staffs begin acin the black and white translation. tual work in color, they will beA pastel pink and a pastel green, come infected with the same enfor Instance, were almost identical thusiasm for it that for 30 shows,
when rendered Into black and through the easy and difficult
white. He began to think of Color times, never left any of us for a
.

audience.
Last year two thousand firms
spent over $50,000,000 on motion
pictures. An even greater amount
Why?
will be spent this year.

American Cowboy" reached 27,000,000 people on 308 stations, and
Nash’s “Proof Through the Night"
played to 22,000,000 on 135 sta-

moment.

the color monitors.

Exploring Lighting

In our lighting experiments, we
found that
light
incandescent
worked much better than fluorescents.

It provided us with a more
even tone and was generally more

reliable for our purposes. One of
our top lighting ^supervisors, Sal-

—

$11,549.75,
of $30,049.75.

Distribution handling charges to date total $434.24.
In two and a half years “Gunning the Flyways" has played over
165 tv stations reaching approximately 26,000,000 people*
^
Total cost per person: $.0012.
And this infinitesimal cost per
person goes even lower every year
as the original Investment is prorated against an ever increasing
total audience.

—

ALAN. YOUNG
"Saturday

Night

NBC- TV

for Chemistry," sponsored by th®

Monsanto Chemical Co., was seen
on 32 stations by 5,500,000 people,
The examples are endless.
But more important than the siz®
The answer is two-fold. First, tions both over a two-year period.
weeks,
“Decision
in
only
six
And
of the audience is the impact on
the prestige gained for a firm, by
that
audience.
The production
informaentertaining,
showing an
cost, plus a $15 distributor’s charge
tive documentary is incalculable.
for
each
tv screening, buys th®
Toughabstract.
is
prestige
But
undivided attention of the viewer,
minded business men have found
with picture and sound, for 30 minthat these films also pay off— In
utes,
Another way of putting it
dollars and cents.
is that the motion "picture medium
ProMPO
example,
In 1951, for
delivers “advertising .readership"
ductions produced for Remington
almost equal to circulation.
Arms a motion picture called
Nash’s “Hunting in Alaska” and
“Gunning the Flyways.” The film
“Fishing in Alaska,” for instance,
two
for
has been in distribution
are not only the most popular and
and a half years, with prints being
heavily booked films distributed
handled both by MPO and .by the
by Modern Talking Picture Service
regional sales offices of Remingfive years, but Nash dealers
after
was
The production cost
ton.
have cited case after case of sales
Seventy-five prints cost
$18,500.
resulting from screenings
directly
or a total investment

importance and I think he spent
as much time looking at the black
and white monitor id the control
room as he did watching the more
vivid expression of his work on

vatore Bonsignore, was assigned
full time to color and he began
storing Up an invaluable backlog
of knowledge about color lighting
techniques. The ideal lighting situation was one in which the performers were lit separately from
the set, and he preferred light
from a low angle source very
much like footlights, as a matter
of fact. Since the colors changed
every time the lights changed,, we
needed complete and continuous
control to maintain the same pic-

Unfortunately, this happy solution has not been applicable to tv.
The two commercial stations, Telesarre— (located on the Northeast
border of France)—and TV Luxembourg, which are scheduled to begin
operations this fall, have already announced that the programs will
be broadcast in German, due to the very limited reception of their
tv picture in France. Whereas commercial radio is able to penetrate
through all France, via its more powerful wavelengths, commercial

But American business and industry have recently uncovered a
rich new vein of ore in 'tv—considerably dess forceful-, but probably more effective; free showings
of sponsored public relations and
sales

T

Nationalised tv, having no financial support from sponsors and
existing purely on a limited government grant, has npt been able
Since the war,
to hire the outstanding talent available in France.
the same problem existed for French nationalized radio, and the result
has been that the French radio audience, for the most part, now
listens to the commercial stations of Radio Luxembourg, Radio Mont®
Carlo, and Radio Andorra. These stations, situated on the French
frontier, being able to afford the best actors, writers and directors,
have given the listeners the type of programs they want.

Productions)

people on the staff of a show;
rather we needed a staff able and
willing to think out every production detail days before camera!
time. Nothing was left to guesswork. Our costume coordinator
had to plan carefully the color of
every necktie and every pair of
gloves, because they often became
a dominant part of a total color
scheme. We reached a point, I
should s^y after about six shows,
where we felt we were in control
and that we were running the color
program instead of, it running us.

—

I

Lack Financial Support

By PAUL DREISCHE

We' found we needed no new

hind her on a neutral-colored flat;
Martha Wright was shot mostly in
cloSc-up, taking advantage of her
own attractive skin coloring and
the rich color of her gown. Just
the performer alone made an at- for their constant readiness to try
When we fully new things week after week, I
tractive picture.
realized this, we had learned our doubt whether we would have
learned very much or have gotten
first importaint lesson.
very far. But they fought the good
Equally important In choosing
fight along with our production
colors for the show was considerastaff and we completed the course.
tion of how the black and white
As we begin rotation of all our
translation of the color picture
would look. George* Jenkins, our major CBS Television shows into
color designer with as much Hol- color, we 'do so with some seven
lywood ancT Broadway experience months of solid production and
of it
all
in color as anyone could have- technical experience,
under
had a new problem on his hands. achieved the hard way

contrasts very much as he would
gray scale contrasts.
Depth and
background detail took on a new

*

day.

1

|

It might be well to mention
some of the mistakes we made—
and the lessons we learned.
Our first temptation—perhaps a
natural one^-was to use too much
color and too many colors. I suppose we thought that now that we
were in “color" every picture
should be a riot of color; otherwise
we weren’t producing the show.
This policy didn’t make for very
good pictures. It took the emphasis off the performer where the
emphasis properly belongs, and,
of course, it made producing the
show about twice as difficult. But
by about the third week, we began
thinking of color schemes instead
of an arbitrary combination of

an

An

'

Television.

eurently in this country from Paris to help foster
international setup)

tising agencies, sports

itself.
The choice of settings
work shows in colori “The New was very often, dictated by the
coloring of the performer in queskind
of
new
totally
Revue" was a
tion.
For example, Janis Paige,

CBS

is

%

the problems We knew we were
going to face later on when we
began rotating all our major net- in

project for

By JEAN PAUL BLONDEAU

#

(Executive Producer of Color Programs, CBS-TV)

“The

45

Revua"
i

The

Ford

Motor

‘

Co.’s

“The

CY HARRICE
LExIngton 2-1100

of -these pictures.
So It looks like the television
viewer is in for a steady diet of
documentaries in the years ahead.
He will become very well informed
on a lot of subjects ranging from
grasshopper control to the romance
And if, in seeing the
of plastics.
scenic delights of the Hawaiian
Islands, the camera takes him there
via one of the sponsor’s passenger
planes, the viewer won’t mind. The
sponsor certainly won’t.

°
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By G0RDON GRA¥
General Mdna0er, WORf ^C?^r^)
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tline to he heed not
for him*
time to think' ^
time to live.. Tbbsfc ere se]f. Few" men ''jijwk shvffled off
die 5
tlie time* that try mens souls. ....
coil
mortal,
tp findltturpedso
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By ROBERT M, WEITMAN
ABC Programming,, Talent)

^

piece of c{e*n white
paper in the typewriter and you
think of an article yopvare going
to write. You try to put your
million picthoughts in focus.
tures flash through your mind taking you hack to the .past. The future is still- a blur, aiid. then you
remember what the hero of the

‘

A

-

in the simple arithmetic of the 8,000,000 people
of New York City for example. Certainly not more
are fortunate enough to escape
than perhaps
a New York, summer; another possible 15% seek
relief at the beaches and other outdoor recreations
during the daylight hours of the summer weekends. The same percentages probably hold true in

all of

play, “Berkeley Square” said: “You
are in a plane flying overhead, below you is the river- and time is
like that river. You can see where
it begins, where it is and where'

MEL BLANC

5%

w * ,iman

it

—

“Jack Benny Show" TV
TV “Musical Chairs’’— KTTV
Radio
“Cisco Kid”
‘Jack Benny Show”

Mutual Network

CBS-Network

America.

!

Television

We

were so busy developing our new industry that we forgot the
lesson that the theatres had learned. No, we didn’t close down. We
merely began to. stagnate. We tried to palm off on the public the
same cheesecake we had served to them some months before. But
the cheesecake had turned sour or at any rate it did not taste as good
•s that first bite when .it was first dished-out. So our television, auditnce turned away from us.
But the people wanted entertainment. They, all couldn’t get out
They went to the movies. At least there they saw fresh
bt the city.
entertainment. They hadn’t seen it before. But in the case of television the motion picture industry checked and found that television
was trying to put one over on its public during the summer months.
And quick as a flash they reacted by showing movies as good,, if not
better, than their winter movies, during the months that television
programming was weak.
It is my firm conviction that fresh, new shows will hold our viewers throughout the summer. That w e do not have to close up shop.
All of New York
and the rest of the big cities do not head for the
and the beaches during the summer period. According to the
\ hills
r

—

•

Consolidated Bdison Co. there are now more than 199,500 home airconditioning units in operation in the parts of the city serviced by
them. They anticipate that by next summer that total will be increased
by at least another 90,000 units. They know, too, that many homes
have an air-conditioning unit cooling off the same room that houses
Ihe television set. Distributors of such equipment report that in the
najority of installations the living room is the location of the first
lir-conditioning unit in the home. The sharp cut in the price of this
equipment will get them into many, many more homes.
TV can capture its biggest audiences during the summer by providng them with the kind of shows we are giving to them the rest of
he year. We can get them while they’re off-guard saving money and
sontinue to hold them through the rest of the year! And it can be
ione!

*

As I’ve said earlier, to rerun or not to rerun is the question facing
us during the summer. Where we have good shows we know the public
wants to see again, all is well and good. But we do not have enough
of these shows and so, in my opinion, we should try to program shows

new and fresh quality.
Certainly we can’t do it by ourselves. Beginning as soon as we can,
we should undertake a program of educating sponsors and potential
sponsors to the great avenues of television productivity available to
them during the summer months. We must make every effort to convince them to Join with us in the strength of our convictions. We must
demonstrate to them that we can now, during the summer, attract
large audiences and retain them with good shows so that this same
audience will stay with the show through the rest of the year. We
must get them to believe with lis that it’s “the good old summertime.”
of

Standard Oil of Indiana
Philadelphia, July 27.

John

J.

“Chick” Kelly, promo-

Chicago, July 27.
tion and publicity director at teleStandard Oil of Indiana has decided to go along again this season vision station station WPTZ, has
with ABC-TV’s telecasts of the been named assistant to David
Chicago Bears and Cardinals pro Partridge, general advertising and

games.

football

Standard

will

promotion manager of Westinghouse Broadcasting; Inc.

bankroll the 12-game package" on
18 midwest outlets with the web
co-oping the games in other mar-

sales

kets.

Chris

Announcement
J.

was

made- by

Witting, president of West-

ABC’s second National inghouse, who said Kelly will be
Pro League bundle set for this fall. headquartered in New York, startNetwork earlier lined up Ameri- ing Sept. 1. Kelly has been with
This

is

can Oil to sponsor the Washington
Redskins’ telecasts

WPTZ, one

it

of the chain’s three tv
outlets Since 1950.

were that

wish you could see

You
You are

easy.

it all,

living in a science fiction world.
You are not a time traveler like
the hero in “Berkeley Square” but,
you are living in an age of wonder

You hear

the kids

4
immortal

Today, his ^h'rase?,Jht
*rwte>
*
lit® than ever be-

to®****?.
greater pa,rt,

-/p\,

f!ore.

—And
—— .Then,

j

*
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——

There’* Pride
~

You tbmkof your

fhe
future because of the suecese.of ^he
classics on the “Radio Hayhpuse,”
you'd like to tell the. Man-WhoKnew-It-All that you are. planning
to present a transcribed; .’Series* of
Shakespeare’s great works: “Macbeth,” ‘The Tempest,” “ftomeo
and Juliet,” “Hamlet>” “Richard
Ill,” “Othello;” '“Taming of ihe
-

t

.

Shrew,’’ “Henry W.” And then you
decide to tell .him about a movie
<

reminded^ him of the^ climatic
speech the -hero made. You* don t
’

|o SgV&e^oon!" Ifsln atomic
Sge; an electronic age; a gadget
1
machine age. Speed and tension; fjj-j "*?
.
£
anxiety and international conflicts; “j?
hysterias of. all kinds echo around

tp

V
f_

n/fni'

*

;

By PAUL

WHITEMAN

’gg
m ^t

*
you: investigations, juvenile deYou think of the Man-Who-KnewEverybody recognizes the des- linquency, hoodlumism, inflation,
;
perate heed for developing new deflation, rising production costs, It-AU and your^reyiew-preyiew artalent, but when it comes to doing rising labor costs; fantastic new in- tide and you wonder -if you Ought
magic
The
write
‘Pride.
about
to
attiOld
the
something about it,
ventions; magnetic tape recordings,
Yoii are- proud
tude “let Joe do it” prevails in color television, miniature cameras, word is—Pride.
most quarters. With television eat- The echos thunder on: “What are to be in an industry which serves
ing up talent faster than any other we going to do about' the problems the public interest. You ate proud
medium of show business that we of the aged; what are we going pt the showmanship, program
have ever known, it is up to the to do about movie theatres closing ideas, the personalities, the. proprofessionals of our business to down; what are we going to do motion, the publicity, the enthusiamateur talent about residuals for half-hour tv asm, the courage, the efforts .of all
encourage the
shows.
films; where are we going to get the people in front of and behind
people give new talent; what’s golqg to be with the microphone who for years have
show
cases
In most
tried -to bring entertainment, -intalent shows the brushoff, and in UHF and VHF; when are there goformation and education ..to me
doing so make the jobs of those ing to be more newstations;what’s
growing and ever-changing audiof us with a sincere interest in wrong with -rating systems; how
the young per- many stations can live in one mar- ence. Yqu are proud of ..the fact
formers much ket; what are we .going to do about that you are still planning for the
nighttime radio; what are we going future, although you can’t tell the
harder.
At one, time to do about daytime radio; what’s Man-Who-Knew-It-AU what you are
there was the future of live programming; hoping for. But you know that
what he lacks; pride .and faith—
the vaudeville where are we going from here?”
have,
circuit for
The frenzied > questions whirl- th a t s something you
the develop- wind into silence and' fear. That
So you tell him about the Adverment of new fear translates itself into anxiety tising Council’s campaign on ‘The
performers: and complaints and do-nothingness- Future of America.” “The better
and worrying about the other you know America, the better the
future looks.” You tell him about
fellow.
they had a
the public service campaign you
Yon Think, Think, Think
are running in a letter writing cpnWhiteman chance to dePaul
velop their
You think of how the world you test entitled ‘Why I -Have Faith
You
talent and a sense of showmanship. live in relates to you directly. You in the Future of America.
But today there is no sounding think of the ratings and the sur- tell him about the tremendous mail
stage for the unpolished performer. veys and the research and the response, the beautiful and inspirThat puts the job squarely on the articles on the changing composi- ing letters.. And you relate it, to
shoulders of tv. It must develop tion of the audience. You think of your industry and to your stations,
its own farm system and the an- the bright young Madison Avenue You tell him that you can look
swer is the many amateur shows man you had met at a party re- into America’s future and you can
on both network and local, basis.
cently.
You mentally had dubbed set your hopes high. You tell him:
To start with there is Teally a him, the Man-Who-knew-It-All. He “This dynamic country has been
natural type of appeal in these had all the answers.
Indiscrimi- in a period of tremendous growth,
shows. People always pull for the nately, he knocked stations, net- This has mearit more jobs, more
in
underdog and these kids are
works, packages, programs every- money, more security, more homes
that category until they blossom thing was wrong.
And when he and more opportunities for everyout as full-fledged performers.
got around to WOR, I asked him one. As you look into the future,
Another thingTtnat many people to be as specific as possible. Glit- all that can be seen is promise
lose sight of is the amount of pre- tering generalities about programs, of even greater growth for your
liminary screening we, and all production, public service, new country and for you. This is the
talent shows for that matter, do ideas, new techniques, the lack of big promise. The sweeping changes
before getting a show together. initiative and imagination filled the that have been taking place in
Each week for our hour ABC-TV Martini air for another 15 min- America during the last dozen
show, “On the Boardwalk,” we au- utes. So I asked him if he knew years have been resulting in vastly
needs,
and meeting
dition about 400 acts and from about the allocations of public expanding
this group we select six or seven service messages, the time ’devoted these needs offers greater opporfew
we
do
to appear. Even the
to Polio, Cerebral Palsy, Heart tunities than ever before to pracsociety,
select are far from polished, there disease and a host of others.
I tically every group in our
just aren’t enough places for these asked him if he knew about the
are *n a new age of promise,
increase
kids to become polished.
Unprecedented
population
three-week
forum
Deane
Martha
«
had conducted on mental hygiene *n the past decade, marked imNot Just An Audition
j
for the Mental Hygiene Associa- piovements ip our living and workstriking
other
standards,
Of course, the Man-Who- in 6
As anyone can see, this is a ter- tion.
changes in the Americap scene
rific screening job. But our work Knew-It-All had never heard of it.
wide variety
doesn’t end there. After we take He had never heard of “Harlem have been creating^
needs meeting these- needjro
a handful of acts and give them Detective,” “High Tension,” “Spotfrom
opportunities
He fe u
a chance to audition on the air, we light,” “Colonel Venture.”
cut the six or seven down to three had never heard of our experi- which all of us can benefit,
Here in greater- metropolitan
ments in .new camera techniques.
winners.
ever
Then we take these three and He had never heard of the recep- New York with the population withincreasing,
we will never he
tion
accorded
non-violence
the
with the help of a few far-sighted
and
listeners
He out customers,
professionals we attempt to help “Colonel Venture” program.
these kids by rehearsing and coach- had never read the many news- viewers.
You think of all this as you try
ing them for a week. With the paper and trade press plaudits. He
little help we can give them in a never looked at the “Merry Mail- to put it all on paper and now the
week we bring them back on the man” or knew of the job Ray future comes into focus and you
stage to perform with costumes, Heatherton was doing on radio and know that it Will be as bright as
scenery and the full band. This is tv. He knew nothing of the many you make it. You know that the
what. I have in mind by helping public service films on tv and most eternal verities still held true,
to develop new talent. Just an au- of all, he knew nothing about the There is no substitute for hard
dition without- coaching is hardly “Radio Playhouse.”
work. As Edison said, “It is a matthe answer to the pressing need
You think of the Man-Who-Knew- ter of 2% inspiration and 9Wo
for new, trained talent to fill the It-All, the critic living in a vacuum perspiration.”
You know that
many, many programs aired every and you remember a little bit of there is a time to live, a time to
week by the four tv networks, not your Shakespeare. “What dreams die, a time to think and a time
to even mention the hundreds of may come,” Hamlet muses, “When to do*—
local stations that also have a need *we have shuffled off this mortal
You think It over and now you
for trained performers.
.” And know the theme for your article:
coil, must give us pause
When you consider that every for centuries literate man has
Now Is the time for
half-hour or hour show has gen- mused with him and taken pause, men to work together toward tne
. - (Continue^ oo. page 98)
.The words, are _ Shakespeare’s Jbut^ future.
.

v

;

:

-

|

I

plans-, fqr

“jy

—

Then Ca me

going.”

and miracles.

It is the practice of television to bring to the summer viewing public
reruns of programs previously presented. Albeit the majority of these
reruns are of fine quality, they have been seen before and unless they
are exceptional no, almost counted among the “classics’* the dial will
be flipped and maybe the set will.be, turned off.
It is my contention that the vast television audience of September
through May can be retained almost intact if we will not “sluff them
off” with reruns; that summer television viewing can be productive
for a sponsor who cares enough for his winter audience to keep them
through the summer.
Sure television dials are switched off in the summertime. The public
Is not getting the kind of entertainment they are accustomed to! They
get reruns on film, movies they’re seen countless times, and when
they do get a live show, it is far inferior to what they get the balance
of the year.
We find a parallel to the current thinking of the television industry in the thinking of the motion picture industry up until about
10 years ago.
Movie theatres used to close down for the summer period. Film
distributors hoarded their product for the cooler months. Then someone came along and showed movies in open-air facilities atop the
closed-in theatre. Business during the summer months zoomed. The
movies began to talk and the open-air theatre died because of the interference of street noises. Someone else came along with the idea,
of giving movie audiences the coolness of the outdoor evenings within
the confines of a theatre and the air-conditioning of movie theatres
was under way. Business in movie theatres skyrocketed.
|

is

You wish
.

.

Where, then, are the 6,000,000 or more people left within the limits
of New York? What are they doing? What do they turn to to give
them the pleasure television gives them nine months of the year?

—

?Lrd

You put a

To paraphrase William Shakespeare, “To Rerun Or Not To Rerun” is
one of the most important questions in summer programming.
Television, which in a few short years has won for itself a gigantic
audience, is apparently bowing to the dictum that its ‘bad-weather
friends” are not to be counted on when the sun
\
shines hot and bright.
Sponsors and their representatives, apparently
feel that since they have the means and the inclination to escape from their apartments and
homes during the summer days and nights, then
all of America can dp just the same.
It is an untruth. The proof lies
It is a fallacy.
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“Do you

to the listeners

believe the McCarthy-

Arnfy hearings should be continued on the present
asked a
*/

MUTUAL commentator.

s

Only one

request,

no induce-

ment mind you, but
151,000 answers!
ny -ywlk

o©
4

basis?’'

in

poured

-

M
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The

to theiffars

product cost—of
J.

thing!

all

r

—$100. The advertiser wanted
leads. First

MUTUAL broadcast
t

rolled in 3,500

and in— hold

•

JP
mi

tight— 13 weeks, 46,0001

Man had

to advertise for
j

extra salesmen.

x

up...
It (the

agency) wrote: “Sales

on our client’s product
‘way

up —around 25%

year.

This

is

for this

one success story

you don’t have
with anyone.

are

to share

MUTUAL was

the only media used.”

Sure we’ve an audience

lift

(even listening at night

is

up on Mutual over last

year

in the latest Nielsen report— M-F 7: 30-10 pm.) Sure we’ve a billing gain (the only network
to

have one in fact—Jan.-April ’54 over Jan.-April

’53).

Sure we

lift

our voice

*
t

in 328 markets other nets

But the

lift

that counts,

Want

lift.

Mister?

a

and other media

we

think,

is

the

miss. That’s the great strength of Mister Plus.

lift

Mister Plus gives clients'

sales.

!

1

.

!
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This is the compact, automatic plug-in unit, with which
you can enjoy the ne'Cf'45 rpm Victrola* records through
your present phonograph, radio, or television combination.
The case is not much bigger than a cigar box and the
whole unit weighs^ less than 6 pounds. Height 6H"t
width pX", depth pH"* Operates on 110 volts, AC ( the
standard home-lighting current ). There will also be complete table and console models'.
all beautiful, all compact, all with the famous RCA Victor “Golden Throat. .

/
1

is

A remarkably light

free of noise!

a pressure
ounce!

on the

tone

arm

exerts

records of only one-sixth pf an

u

When you

play one of these

new

records, only

and revolving at a speed of 45
revolutions a minute, you hear music, both classical

7

inches, in diameter

and popular,
quality

. .

.

at its recorded best. It has live-talent

a new

will astonish

WHY

new standard of performance

<l/i

clarity ,

depth and brilliance that

you!

45

RPM ?

'The use of a new turntable speed of 45 rpm in the

RCA Victor system is fundamental to its outstanding
performance. For the size of the record and the extremely high quality standards that were demanded^
it

S

ETTING
the

the, highest standard ever achieved in

field

of recorded music for the home,

RCA

Victor will shortly introduce a record and recordplayer system that
thrilling in
It will

is

entirely

new

in conception

plete in themselves. Altogether, they will

new

make

this

standard for recorded music available at prices

within the reach of every pocketbook!

WHY A NEW

finest tone quality in the history

phonographic art

.

.

and at

of the

less cost

cal difficulties

resulted in

convenience and simplicity of

were encountered which frequently

sion
,

quietest record-changing

mechanism

to records. Moreover, the cost

life-like

Non-breakable, long-life records which are
same convenient small size

RCA Victor

engineers to develop a

its

to

noise

and free

zone"

1/
2.

To

is

Toward a new standard

To develop a trouble-free automatic mechanism
changing records*

has been established
in-

records.

new system of recorded
know when you see and hear
Victor’s

Here are

new

You

new system does not make

your present phonograph and records obsolete!
simply attach the

plug-in player unit to the

instrument you have now, and enjoy both the old

is

there will be

a variety of other models, com-

its

superb perform-

the

•

*

will thrill to their performance.

compact and light— it weighs under

The player
six

pounds!

turntable is less than 7 inches in diameter, with
a spindle of
inches diameter. The tiny records

Wi

on and

off with

amazing ease! Inside the spindle

a trigger record-changer mechanism that releases
records with precision and camera-shutter speed. It
is

And

RCA

The

slide

and the new!

In

music! This you will

first record and automatic record
player ever designed to go together!

ance.

*

this

a new standard
.

,

.

in

RCA Victor sincerely

performance and value

a new standard that

Is

un-

matched by any other record or record player available
to the public at 'this time.

formerly placed on the design of both players and

While bringing you the most perfect music reproduction ever devised,

In the new 45 rpm victrola system,
believes that

In pursuing these objectives the engineers were

used.

cabinet!

in the history of re-

design the best record ever produced.

These objectives have been achieved

The convenience of storing several hundred of
the new records in an average-size console

TONE QUALITY

commis-

structed to disregard all limitations or restrictions

Records that are free of surface

at just this speed, the engineers

the pther advantages with the most

new system based on

all

of sound distortion throughout the entire playing area! Only the distortion-free "quality*

But

all

corded music!

the following objectives:

for

the

goes slower, part of the music inevitably be-

distorted.

have achieved

ever designed!

One hour and forty minutes of the music you
want with only one turn of a stack of ten records!

desired results.

of repairing changer units, plus the inconvenience
to the consumer, prompted

operation

The fastest

the automatic changer, mechani-

damage

would accomplish the

turns faster than 45 rpm, the small convenient

this size

comes
With the advent of

Unmatched

it

record will not carry enough music. If a record of

SYSTEM?

bring you:

The

the speed that
If

and

performance.

was -determined, mathematically and by pther
45 revolutions per minute was

scientific tests, that

We believe firmly that this IS a genuine new standard
and that the record business is bigger than any one
company. In recent weeks we therefore have shown the
new Victrola system to the

entire Industry, record as

well as instrument manufacturers.

The

results of ten

years of development and research, together with our
blueprints

them for

We

and technical knowledge, have been
no charge.

offered

their use at

are firmly convinced that the 45

rpm system

will

be the criterion for standardization in the future.

We

are equally sure that the public will corroborate

this belief.

player

For the new system of a record and a

BUILT TO

better music, to

more

GO TOGETHER
people, at less cost!

will

deliver

^
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•

to-your questions

$

.

RCA VICTOR has been deluged with questions about its
new phonograph-record system. Never has a
new development in the held of recorded music caused so
much comment! Here. are the answers to your questions:

completely

Does the new 45 rpni system make

1.

tional record player

No!

my

present conven-

and records obsolete?

•

RCA

Victor will continue to produce conventional
records in all. musical categories. And we will continue to

improve

this

78 rpm

product, giving you the benefit of

every technical advance that

is

physically possible to in-

OF THE “45”
*

Here’s what’s happened
to the RCA “45” since it
was introduced to the
public five years ago

^

corporate into the conventional record system.

*

A

Does the new system work With

2.

'

A

/

j

i

•

my

present conventional

14 records can

1.

now be

stacked on the spindle,

phonograph or radio?
Yes!

The compact,
on this page

trated

inexpensive plug-in player unit
easily attaches to

illus-

your radio, phono-

2 “New

graph, or television combination.

3. Is there
•

an improvement

Here

Yes,!

is

music

.

This

0

Orthophonic” high-fidelity sound has been

added.

in tone quality?

clear, brilliant, “live”

**

almost beyond

achieved through a unique combination of
factors: the 45 rpm speed; recording only in the quality
belief!

providing up to 3 hours of listening time.

is

0

3 “Extended

Play” (EP) has increased playing time

.

from 3 to 8 minutes for each

zone; the absence of surface noise; the lightness of the

side of the record.

tone arm.

4.

How else

is

the

new record

better?

The new records are smaller, non-breakable, light weight.
They are all the same size! Their special “shoulders”
eliminate surface wear. They can be stored conveniently
in any bookcase .. almost 150 records fit on one foot
of shelf. Albums are small, and dustproof.
.

5. Is the

SMASH

HIT!

duced— total

RCA

The

“45” has generated

1949 — when

interest in recorded music. In

sales for the record industry

year the volume

is

expected to reach a

the

“45” was

a

new

intro-

were $ 1 60,000,000. This

new high

of

$225 million!

new record-changer an improvement?

It is foolproof, quick, silent! The simple mechanism
works inside the spindle Time lapse between records is
only a few seconds. It cannot damage records. And no
needle to change; it uses the famous RCA Victor “Silent
Sapphire” permanent point pick-up.

Yes!

TO CELEBRATE
anniversary of the “45”,
.

.

.

RCA

is

this

enormously successful 5 th

now

offering another record first

y
the “Listener's Digest.” In brief the “L/ste?ier s Digest”

'

is

a
9

package consisting of an automatic 45 * c Victrola” phonograph, a
4 2 -page musical enjoyment guide, and— for the first time— a col-

some of the worlds

lection of

finest

music in digest form. Twelve

superb symphonies and concertos, carefully edited so that the^real

cream of the music remains, have been transcribed on 10
6. Is it easier to operate?

Victor

Yes! Stack up to ten records on the changer spindle, and
you can enjoy more than 50 minutes of playing time
without touching the record player. With only one reversal
of the -records, you can get one hour and forty minutes
of just the music you want.

No

have complete freedom of

selection.

forced combinations; you

Yes!

new system more economical?

It is

now

possible to produce a better record at less

Non-breakable and made of the finest vinyl plastic,
life than conventional records — up
to 10 times as long! Their smallness and lightness enable
speed and economy in distribution. Your savings in record
costs will more than offset the moderate price of the 45

Fidelity

“45EP”

and the

finest

and records the

to:

It reaffirms

RCA

Victor’s

“Give the public recordings of the

has longer playing

finest possible

musical reproduction ... to

rpm

and engineers.”

—T. M.

“Victrola”

player attachment or self-contained unit.

MCA
PIONEER AND WORLD LEADER

IN

make

RCA’s world-renowned

available to the public the achievements of
scientists

finest

music ... to achieve through our instruments

cost.

it

RCA

records.

That’s the five-year story of the “45”.
long-standing policy
artists

7. Is the

High

RECORDED MUSIC
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TWO OUTSTANDING TV
ii

ii

BREAK THE BANK
BERT PARKS,

M.C
Mondays, CBS-TV
J:30 P.M.*

10:00 P.M., E.D.T., for

DODGE DEALERS OF AMERICA

WOLF ASSOCIATES,

INC.

420 MADISON AVE.,

BUD COLLYER
ii

BEAT THE CLOCK
CBS-TV

I

ii

a

//

Sundays, ABC-TV

//

HITS

BREAK THE BANK"
NBOLtADIO

E.D.T., for

INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE COEFEE

WOLF PRODUCTIONS

NEW YORK

Inly 29^ 1954

AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS
Returning To

ill HOTEL, in
In September

DECCA RECORDS
ZIV TRANSCRIPTIONS

PRODUCER OF “ARABIAN NIGHTS”
Starring

LAURITZ MELCHIOR

at the Jones Beach Marine Theater

Publicity— DAVID 0.

ALBER ASSOCIATES: Gene

Shefrin

ExcImiIvs

Managtmcnt
’•j.

MUSIC CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

Wednesday, Joly 2S, 1954
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Management

JACK BERTELL
730 Fifth Avenue, New York
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“MAMA”

This

is the beloved Hansen family seen each Friday
night at 8:00 on CBS TV. Peggy Wood (Mama);

Judson Loire (Papa); Rosemary Rice (Kdtrin); Dick
Patten (Nels); Robin Morgan (Dagmar); Ruth
Gates (Aunt Jenny). Carol Irwin, producer; Ralph

Van

Nelson, director.

Vfdneiday, July 28, 1954
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KENNETH BANGHART
With the News
"If only

because so

many

television

news programs are preoccupied with
pictures and fail to give the really hard
news of the moment in a direct manner, special attention should be called
to a little-noticed newscast by Kenneth
Banghart, over NBC. He does the job
properly.

"Mr. Banghart is heard at midnight
five minutes he gives nothing
but straight news. There are practically no intrusive visual gimmicks, no.
frills and no interruptions. Mr. Banghart’s newscast is unusually well edited;
he delivers the summary without tricky
inflection. In short, he puts the news
above the picture, which is as it should

M

Mtml

and for

*
St

be.
,

‘Other news programs, especially the
major network news operations, might
borrow a leaf from Mr. Banghart’s
•how.” Jack Gould, N. Y. Times.

\§V

—

NEWS GAME
With Kenneth Banghart, Inez Robb,
Eloise McElhone, Hal Boyle, Walter
Kiernan

Wmmmm
RHMlf

.

Producer: Merrill Mueller

NBC, from New York'
"NBC has come up with a
jack

current

News Game*

events qujzzer

cracker‘The

in

Kenneth Banghart,
the veteran newsman, handles the
moderating stint as if he invented it
... Banghart moved the stanza along
,

rapidly without sacriflcidg the essenRadio is in a bad way if a sponsor
can’t be dug up for this smartly done

tials.

CARL REINER
THE SID CAESAR SHOW

NBC-TV

news quiz.”—Tr^au. Variety.

RADIO—WNBC
NEWS

TELEVISION—WNBT *
MORNING HEADLINES

4 P.M. and 11 P.M.
Monday through Friday

Monday through Friday

THE NEWS GAME
’

• to 8:30 P.M.
Wednesday*

Midnight

Roproientod by ALBERT
132 West 43rd St.
N«w York City
CHicknring 4-3741
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continues with the same top stars

same

• •

•

United States Steel Hour
4

originating live from

*

•

New York— alternate

Tuesdays, 9:30 p. m., ABC-TV

'>

.V.'

I

“CUE”

notes on

TV

THE SPIKE JONES SERIES
IS LOADED WITH SURPRISES
"We've been watching the Spike Jones Show
and we've found ourselves more than q little
grateful for him and his whole screwy gang.
Think We can tell you why, too. One of TV't
major troubles is that it has become static. It
ho longer holds enough surprises for the viewer.
With Spike and his crew, you never, know
where the next trick is coming from. There's

ie

.

never more than a tiny interval between one
and the next, the greater part of it is
damned clever material that has been ingeniously devised and carefully worked out.

stunt

Jones, himself, is a highly poised performer
who's as adept with a comedy line as he is at
leading a musical travesty."

—Philip Minoff, Cue Magazine, N.Y.C,

“FIREMAN SAVE

MY

CHILD”

Universal-Intern ational
"Fireman Save

My

Child"

is

a

fast session of

yocks and howls starring Spike Jones
and his City Slickers. A good response to the
fun seems certain in the general market and
titters,

Jones and his music makers (sic) probably will
back at Ul for similar offerings.

Jpe

Brog,

*

Daily Variety, April 27, 1954.

\

I’M IN

THE MOOD FOR LOVE”
RCA VICTOR

NEW YORK,

July

19— Spike Jones' top request

on personal appearances
ment of "I'm in the Mood

is his record

arrange-

for Love" involving a
Liberace take-off. When Jones hit Cedar City,
Utah, he was concerned about keeping the number in the show. He figured without local TV,
nobody would know Liberace. But Jones dis-

covered the town did know Liberace— from records. "Which records?" asked Spike. "Well, I
dunno the name of it," said a Cedar City authority, "but it's where Liberace says, 'George,
you're blowing out the candles'."
P. S.— It's
Jones'

own

version!

—Billboard

“MUSICAL INSANITIES OF 1954”
"Twice as funny as ever before"

—Louella Parsons

Personal

Management

ARENA STARS,

*A1?H WONDERS,

INC.

366 NORTH CAMDEN DRIVE, BEVERLY

HILLS,

CALIFORNIA

President

Direction

.

.

riVSUvvM

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
Presents

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO THEATRE

5

"THE JOHNSON’S

WAX PROGRAM"

Monday Evenings

NBC-TV,

9:30-10:30 P.M., E.D.T.

LLOYD GROSS
DIRECTOR

“MASQUERADE PARTY,” CBS-TV

“BREAK THE BANK,” ABC-TV

“PORTIA FACES LIFE,” CBS-TV

President

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MUSICIANS

Wednesday, July 28, 1954
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<%

KUDNER AGENCY,
NSW YORK

DITROIT

WASHINGTON

S

INC.

IAN PRANCIICO

WofceiHUy, July 28, 1954

HORACE McMAHON
,

,s

•r.:

'

,

“MOTOROLA"
“SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE"

\

'"^A

“WATERFRONT"
“LONE WOLF"
“MARTIN KANE"
FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
FORD THEATRE"

SUSAN SLEPT HERE" latest RKO

1

Release—

BOB QUIGLEY
PRODUCER

ON YOUR ACCOUNT
CBS-TV

JACK HURDLE
Producer of the

"Jackie Gleason

Show"

CBS-TV

RICHARD CLEMMER
PRODUCER
NBC-TV

s

Wednesday,

33,1954
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BROADCASTERS

are

1

now

receiving

seven important program scripts from

BMI on
filling

a regular basisk These scripts are

a

of

logs

vital role in

the daily programming

in

every* section of the

stations

country,

BMI makes no charge

to its licensees for this

a practical

Each script is designed as
program and its use for commer-

cial sale is

encouraged.

program

BMI

service.

scripts

to full

/*

ranging from five-minute shows

hour concert music presentations, are

mailed to BMI-licensed stations on a monthly
basis.

They

are written for commercial lise

and tailored to the needs of all types of radio
and TV operations.
BMI. scripts are perfectly suited both to the

...

*

station with a small staff, limited facilities

and curtailed budgets, as well as to the large
operation with full orchestra and complete program

Your program manager
them to work. If your
ately to

BMI

is

receiving

all

seven of the

staff.

BMI

program

scripts.

Put

packages are not being received, write immedi-

script

Stations Service Department.

SEVEN COMPLETE BMI PROGRAM PACKAGES
STORIES FROM THE SPORTS RECORD

THE AMERICAN STORY

BMI

Newest of the

scripts

.

,

•

prepared

Music and sports team up in

BMI In association with the Society
of American Historians. Each fifteenminute program consists of a single
narrative written by an oustanding
American historian, expert in the
period or subject.
Here are the fascinating .and inspiring stories of our
country from the age of discovery to the
age of the atom. Top prestige
by.

this series

devoted to eye-witness accounts of dramatic action on the baseball diamond,
in tlie prize ring, on the gridiron and
elsewhere ... A complete script
package available three titnes weekly

'

as a 15-minute presentation.

programming.
rJ

ACCORDING TO THE RECORD

THE BOOK PARADE

Timely facts about the unusual, with
musical cues that fit neatly into a
dynamic 5-minute show. Highly
commercial . . . Available 7 times per
week for 52 weeks. iVow in its 10th

Sparkling 15-minute scripts written by
the most prominent of literary figures.

r

being hailed as “a conand has
skyrocketed into national prominence.

This series

is

spiracy against ignorance"

successful year.

Another BMI script for to prestige
programming.

MILESTONES

YOUR CONCERT HALL

Full half-hour presentations . . . simple
to do, saleable, excellent listening.

The finest in concert music presented
as a series of full hour or half-hour
programs, three times weekly. Authori-

Usually four per month, sometimes
five.

Each

script

tative scripts which make concert
music popular music. This series
has proved that good music has a loyal
and solvent audience. Continuity is

commemorates a

special date or event of national

importance.

held to a

minimum—-music

maximum.

MEET THE ARTIST
Soon

to

be released

.

.

.

three-a-week 15-minute

scripts loaded with factual biographical

material about recording artists in the public
favor. Fills avital need in areas where such

data

•

CHICAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD

INC

NEW YORK

Js

•

TORONTO

not easily available.

Highly commercial.

589 FIFTH AVENUE
17, N Y

>

BROADCAST MUSIC.
NEW YORK

is

•

MONTREAL

at a

Wednesday* July

128,

1954
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Your Lucky Strike Hit Parade says:
//

while
A n d present s
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During
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V
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12-week

Wvv.v:-:-**;

,

hiatus

Your

Hit

so

Parade

will list in this space
the seven top tunes from

Your Hit Parade Survey
Here are your Lucky 7 tunes that
1.

you would have heard last Saturday
night, as

Little

Things

Mean a

Lot

determined by Your Hit

Parade Survey, which checks the

2. Hernando’s

Hideaway

best sellers in sheet music and

phonograph records, the songs most

3. Three Coins in the Fountain

heard on the air and most played

on the automatic coin machines.

/S>*'

You Love

Me

4.

If

5.

Happy Wanderer

6.

The

7.

1

Little

Shoemaker

Understand Just

How You

Feel

.Vo.M'VNV.

rDBE<
BE

am

HAPPy

GO
luck/

GS.

Be sure to watch Your

summer replacement
Saturdays at 10:30 PeMe (N.Y.T.)

is

“PRIVATE SECRETARY

Hit Parade’s

STARRING

ANN SOTHERN

NBC

Television

Network

AKE RO

ABC -TV
Sponsored by

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

DODGE
(Division of

ChrysUr Corp.)

iarry

nright
8c

riendiy

m

?lUe

Alanagemenf: Jules Green
Public Relations: Arthur Cantor

Wednesday*

Wj

<ys

28, 1994

Wednesday, JnIy2B, 1954

BUFF CO

MIKE WALLACE
i

"MASQUERADE PARTY"

"WHO'S THE BOSS"-ABC-TV
"WHAT'S IN A WORD"-CBS-TV

CBS-TV

MIKE and BUFF
MAIL BAGn
CBS RADIO NETWORK
Management: TED ASHLEY ASSOCIATES

Glamorous Personality tr

TV's /Most

GREEK GODDESS

The

of

SONG!

BENZELL
Preparation —

BETTY
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PROGRAMS
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GEORGE

TELEVISION

\

1,4/

'

' ,

*

r»4

&>*

'

s\-

'V

MU
PRODUCTION

Currently 9th

W

the

WEEK

(5

JERRY LESTER SHOW - WABC-TV
RESUMING SEPT. 20
BOOKED BY MERCURY ARTISTS

warn.

Opening AUG. 4th

<>•

/'/

//?

Personal

v.?'

$

-^4""

44 v'/£wm

Fifth

(4^

SANDS HOTEL,
Bill

with

Management

,

JACK BERTELL
730

times weekly)

Las Vegas

MILTON BERLE

Booked by Henri Gine

Personal Mgt.:

Avenue, New York City
Circle 5-7075

weeks)

CASS FRANKLIN

LOU WALTER'S ENTERPRISES,
9

.

INC.

75
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Sales Twist in

NALLE

PITTSBURGH

at the

Piano * Organ * Celeste
I

REMEMBER

MAMA

• Radio Registry •

Everyday, every

more than

night, in

1,000,000 Pittsburgh

District

homes

W

your customers are tuning to

Channel 2

Why

is

Pittsburgh^

first

And why

is

WDTV

WDTV

Because Pittsburgh buys , when you

them and

sell

N«w

them on Channel 2*

Eileen
LATEST

a

largest metropolitan market, with

buying power of 6

A

}

Dir.:

William Morris Agency

million

where Pittsburgh sees and hears
Use

Chicago

• Los

Angoles

•

San Francisco

BARTON

people, place your sales message
•

•

CORAL RELEASE

SWAY

So, to capture the nation’s sixth

retail

York

the choice

of local and national advertisers?

tell

FM

to Pittsburgh

people, Pittsburgh habits, Pittsburgh
tastes.

E L

TV

television

station so popular? Because

programs are geared

D

AM

— Du Mont’s WDTVI

itl

P0LA

WDTV— Channel 2— first

and salesmost

in

Pittsburgh!

CHASMAN

with the Finest
in Television

First

GATEWAY CENTER
PITTSBURGH 22, PA.

TEXACO STAR THEATRE

EXprest 1-3000
Owned and Operated by
ALIEN

B.

Mgt.i William Morris

Agency

DUMONT

HAROLD

C.

LABORATORIES, INC.
LUND, General Manager

ON

&$$<./

EVERY PAY
EVERY CHANNEL!

“THE
SPOKEN

WORD"

BROOKS

fcctSrf'

COSTUMES

*

JW.it Wit St., N.Y.C. >TW. H. 7-JI00

LEASE ONE YEAR
Medium

sized house on at
2 acres, commuting distance New York-SU 7-5763.
least

Thursdays
9:05

-

9:30 P.M., EDST

WQXR

.
Wednesday, July 28, 1934

piBaen

IT

TAKES A DREAM

TO MAKE A TELEVISION STATION GREAT

KTLA

BUILT ON

IS

TO BE THE

THIS

DREAM

. .

TO THE

PERSONAL STATION

VIEWERS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

kft
KTLA

W\

I

programming

reflects the tastes

and ideas

of Los Angeles people.

KTLA

has built

live talent

and

personalities

who

are "Local Celebrities'' to Los Angeles viewers.

n
kfi
KTLA
news events and

KTI
A
|

does the outstanding job

covers Southern California, the nation's second largest tele-

on KTLA mean more

dreams come

sales

power for our

Exclusive live programs
advertisers, our

St.,
•

PAUL

p$IC.

J

and person-

dream makes

their

true.

KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon

-

covering local

affairs of public interest.

vision market with 1,950,000 television homes.
alities

in

H.

Los Angeles 38

• HOI ly wood 9-6363

>

RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

THE BEST ADVERTISING BUY

IN

LOS ANGELES

PH

I

LCO

GOODYEAR
TELEVISION

PLAYHOUSE
MISTER
PEEPERS
Fred

Coe

The proof

.

.

3-3:30 P.M., Daily

.

v

TWO

KBIG wins
*

Peabody Award, 1952

“Radio Gets Results”

MISTER PEEPERS
*

Peabody Award, 1953

awards
;

TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE*
• Variety

CBS

Broadcast Advertising

Showmanship Award, 1953

Bureau,

Inc.

TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE
.

• Syivania

#/

"Summer

of

•

Award, 1953

7:45-8 P.M., Tuesday
BAB

TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE
TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE

KBIG was

competition,

the only station

9 Freedoms Foundation Award, 1953

and Thursday

year's national annual

In this

the great-

in

er Los Angeles area to win,

place or show.

: Personal
Von's Grocery Co.

ond Place

Grocery

Management

PETER DEAN

won Sec-

the Food and

in

classification

for
V

"Homemakers'
News."
J.

Company won

Finch

B.

Third Place

Edition of the

in

the

Home

Fur-

Classification for

nisirigs

its

saturation spot campaigns.

"These national awards honor

THE TELEVISION

PLAYHOUSE STAFF

the

sors

effectiveness

sales

KBIG

of

two charter spon-

for

whose

distribution

is

con-

fined to Los Angeles County.

KBIG's

watt

10,000

"salt-'

water-coverage" on the 740

DELBERT

MANN

kc channel

make

it

even more

who

resultful for advertisers

VINCENT

J.

DONEHUE

want

all

of Southern Califor-

nia.

'

ARTHUR PENN
BILL

NICHOLS

GORDON

10,000 WATTS

at

740

DUFF

j

GIANT

ECONOMY
PACKAGE OF
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
RADIO

NBC-TV

Sundays at Nine
The Catalina Station

TOD RUSSELL

John Poole Broadcasting Co.
KBID-TV

6540

9

KBIF 9

Sur/set Blvd.,

28, Calif.

KBIG

/

Direction

Hollywood

HOIlywood 3-8205
Nat

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Hop.

Robert Meefcer Associates,

Inc.
j

VcjliMlrfayi ltfy
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"
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A

-TV

L

P

H

\\

NBC-TV

for

Old Cold

Starring Jack Bailey

E

A

Gemini Production

D

W
A
R

\\

CBS-TV

PLACE THE

for Prom,

Pamper

y

D
S

>**•'•*> f*>*-H0*

A

Target

&

Carter

H

t

w*

,,

•

HOWDY DOODY

GABBY HAYES
• JOHNNY JUPITER
• THE AUTHOR MEETS THE CRITICS
•

• JACKIE

ROBINSON

KAGRAN CORPORATION
4 West 58 th

New

York

Street

19, N. Y.

MARTIN STONE,

President

as,

MSI

PtSSIEft

Wednesday* Jaljr. 28, 1984

’KTTUxi

•>

•

•
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JOHNNY MERCER
Now Off of CBS-RADIO
NO SPONSOR!

JOE QUILLAN
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

Co-Writer

Radio and

AND

TV

DIRECTOR

with

MAX

LIEBMAN PRODUCTIONS

NBC-TV

“OUR MISS BROOKS”

1

*

**

V

Wednemlaj, JalySB, 1$54

ptismtf

July

CHARLES MARTIN
Producer .* Director

-TIIE TELLTALE
for

CLUE”

PHILIP MORRIS

CBS-TV Every Thursday,

10 to 10:30 P.M., E.D.T.

DICK SCHNEIDER
DIRECTOR

“THE BIG STORY”
and

COLOR REMOTE
NBC-TV

WILBUR STARK-iERRY LAYTON, INC
Television

&

Radio Productions

270 Park Avenue, New York

M»

1954

P4me&

Wednesday, July 28, 1954
" -

*

'

"TAMMS'

,,
:

vXv:r-‘v:;: ^V; :;;:: ?*-

J

JACKIE MILES

GUEST STARRING Aug.

7th on the

Dorsey Bros/ "STAGE SHOW"-CBS-TV, 8 P.M.,EDST

MY NEW

ASSOCIATES
Personal

Management

JACK BERTELL
730 Fifth Ave. ( New York
Circle 5-7075

,

Wednesday, July 29, 1954

CAMEO

COPPER

CLEANSER

CANFIELD

•

TOASTERS

•

GLASS

CORNING

NEW YORK RANGERS HOCKEY—

WMGM

WORKS

*

PYRBX

VARS

AND TELEVISION

OODERH AM

O

DITZLBR

•

RAZORS

GILLETTE

*

WORTS

WH

l

S

K

FAINTS

GENERAL

*

AND BLADES,

U•

ELECTRIC

AND CANADA

S*

're ST E R N

EY S

RADIO

'

B-REW

^

Y

CO

WARM UP TIME AND SPORTS
EXTRA -WMGM
WILSON, GLICKMAN AND LEE

WORLD SERIES— MBS
BOXING, MONDAY NIGHT —WMGM

.

BERT

LEE
WMGI
"The Call Letters
of the Stars"

11

wk

p
w

°°
C*' th

.

o»t* olT

"*

#

NEW YORK
*

1*4

la
14
P^R/CirEf

APFLIANCES

MAGNAVOX

•

NATIONAL

LINCOLN

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

•
N*

HOT P O I NT

INSURANCE

LIFE

MOHAWK

•

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

CARPET

MILLS

CORT STEEN
DIRECTOR

PACKARD

MOTOR

CAR

COMPANY

PFEIFFER'S

•

BEER

VOICE OF FIRESTONE
PITTSBURGH

PLATE

GLASS,

PAINT

DIVISION

•

SNOW

CROP

FROZEN

ABC-TV
«

FOODS

*

SUN -MAID

RAISINS

•

HIRAM

WALKER -TEN

HIGH

WHISKEY

THE ARMSTRONG
CIRCLE THEATRE
NBC-TV

BRYNA
RAEBURN

CLIFTON FADIMAN
"CONVERSATION"

"WHArS

IN

A WORD?"

HAVE A HAPPY
RADIO REGISTRY

MU

8-6600

CAROL REED
"Rain or Shine"

"The Morning Show"

CBS

Television

There’s also a possibility that a the sportscaster is the one link becouple of additional games will be tween fan and game, to television,
added on Thanksgiving, since a where he is merely the one who
new NCAA rule provides that more aids in the understanding of the
game, we change from the role of
than one game can be aired nationContinued from page 30
narrator to that of commentator.
ally so long as all the games, are
this
at
However,
tests as the Penn and Drake Re- requirements.
At times we can aid the director
telecast in their entirety.
other games in the sked inlays; the IC4A Indoor Track Meet; point,
O’Brien said that the plan to tel- in sending interesting pictures to
clude:
Colorado
from
Rodeo,
the Skyline
ecast other non-football collegiate the home screens by tipping him to
1

ABC-TV Sports

;

Iowa vs. Michigan State, Sept.
M; the Collegiate Crew Race
from Syracuse; and, if it’s techni- 25;, from Iowa City; Stanford vs. IlAlto; Wiscally feasible, the Dartmouth Win- linois, Oct.2, front Palo
Web will follow up consin vs. Rice, Oct. $, from Maditer Carnival.
Cal, Oct.
Southern
son;
Oregqn
vs.
the football season with a Christmas Day pre-BoWl game wrapup, 16, from Portland; Penn vs. Penn
then will air the Sugar Bowl New State, Oct. 30, from Philadelphia;
Year's Day.
Meanwhile, it will Georgia Tech vs. Alabama, Nov. 13,
pick up the basketball game be- from Atlanta; Ohio State vs. Michitween last year’s NCAA champs, gan, Nov. 20, from Columbus, and
LaSalle and Niagara, on Dec. 11 Maryland vs. Missouri, Nov. 25
and another hoop contest on Dec. (Thanksgiving), from College Park,
18.
It will then move into the re- Md.
mainder of a 13-week winter schedAdditionally, on Oct. 23, web will
ule and begin a 13-week spring
apply the regional treatment, feed-

A &

sked that will carry

it

Flexible Grid

into June.

Sked

Pittsburgh vs. Northwestern
from Pittsburgh to the midwest;
Holy Cross vs. Boston U. from
Worcester to the east coast; and

based on.more than vague
but on experithe
ments
web held on KGO-TV,
He said
its San Francisco o&o.
KGO-TV aired rugby matches and
a gymnastic event that drew wide
attention and multiplied- the gates
events

is

wishful

thinking,

‘

He
for those events several-fold.
said video can prove beneficial to
demtypes,
all
as
sports
of
college
onstrated by the KGO-TV experiments, and at the same time, "*.*
college
of
all-round
exposure
sports is necessary to television itself.

ing

Football schedule, while it’s been
plotted out in advance, is open to
change in line with the “flexibility” Montana vs. Brigham Voung from
format worked out in this year’s Provo to the mountain states and
NCAA football committee rules the Coast. It’s the first time a recovering the tv showcasing. Any gional feed will be held on a
sponsor can switch a game two planned basis; NBC improvised one
weeks in advcnce of the game, pro- last year after the “panorama”
viding the switch meets with other treatments were abandoned.

ONE MAN’S

f

Two Heads
—

Continued from page 42

we’ve got to cut

down on

—

swing a camera to a certain secthe field wherever an
interesting event may crop lip.
Television has been a boon to the
novice fan who with the aid of a
clear picture accompanied by a
well defined commentary has been

tion *of

TV Farm System

iiia

UNt RIhNTVo

II

yet. Some radio men in New York
who are familiar with the Alaskan
market figure that television will
continue having a hard grind becompared to the former demands cause there is Ho source either
of vaudeville or the legit stage,* the wealthy or willing enough there to
task of providing goo A fresh shows support video:
Actually seen as a major part of
is mountainous.

As an example, take the show the video issue is the fact that
“Bombo” which A1 Jolson pro- about one-third of Alaska’s populaduced. It took over a year to write
the show. Then they studied the
show and spent six months Casting
it.
After that there was six weeks
of rehearsal in New York and then
five weeks of tryouts on the road,
always correcting and changing as
they went along.

it

t‘AIVIILI
.

V

TUC IlfAMAH
i

iil

III

ivumnii in

UVUAIICr
i

vii

nuuot

When the show opened it ran for
a total of five years in New York
and on the road. All the routines,
scenery and other elements that
went into that show were developed over a period of months, but
today everything must be done in
a few days for a television show.
As a last word, I would iike to
pass on some advice to the youngsters of today. Remember, success
seldom comes easy. You must keep
plugging and don’t get discouraged.
It takes a lot of work to become
a polished and successful performer. Study and practice at all costs.
One encouraging note for performers today is the greatest number of opportunities that television
provides for those with the stuff
for stardom.

Hogan, Frisco Drama
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Editor, Gets

i
1

E.

MORSE

ENTERPRISES

HOLLYWOOD

TV Show

San Francisco, July 27.
William Hogan, drama editor of
the San Francisco Chronicle, becomes the first of the local critics
with a tv show when he debuts a

•

CARLTON

most populated city, Anchorage.
There’s a tv station slated for Fairbanks but hasn’t gone on the air

Continued from page 46

AMILY

riiiii

a vigorous mar-

made

erally one week to complete its
writing, casting and rehearsing as

RADIO

Aiir

is

for radio, but so far hasn’t
a secure niche for video. The
market’s 310,000 .or more people
spend about $400,000,000 annually
in retail purchases, and they entice
advertisers' to invest an estimated
$1,750,000 per year in the ll radio

ket

able to grasp the intricacies of the
game in a comparatively short outlets.
period of time.
Alaska television is only about a
Yes sir, we may have to tone year old, and while no figures are
down our approach when switching immediately available as to how
from audio to video but the interest much advertisers have or are
of fans due to television has been
spending in that medium, the vast
considerably toned up. I’m all for
country has under 5,000 sets in use
the Jekyll-Hyde treatment in this
for its sum of two tv stations. The
case.
two stations, KFIA and KTVA, are
in competition in the territory’s

the gab

in television, admittedly, but never
at the expense of having most of
the fans search for an explanation
of a play that just happened. During the switch from radio, where

Alaska today

.

is military.
Because of this, it
expected that this large group is
mostly transient and unwilling, at
least now, to purchase or transport
a bulky video receiver.
Radio Perking
military factor, however,
s The
doesn’t appear to be a deterrent to
bigtime radio. Six stations in the
Alaska Broadcasting System and
four in the Midnight Sun Broadcasting System plus one indie,
KBYR, Anchorage, make about
$1,160,000 in local sales yearly with
another $600,000 in national spot
and network.
N. Y. reps for either Midnight or
Alaskan Broadcasting are pitching
hard these days to convince advertisers that Alaska has long been
civilized. Not only do they cite the
educational level in Alaska as
being higher than that of the U. S.,
but they have pointed out the
territory is “more of a family
area” today.
Men still outweigh
women in that country, but the latest census found that the overall
population was 62% male and the
population of the largest city. Anchorage, was 55% male.
Alaska
Radio Sales toppers in New York,
Roy Smith and Bud Soden, to
prove their point about “family
market,” say they have estimated
that teenagers and younger juves
proportionately comprise a larger
share of Alaska’s population than
their counterparts do in the U. S.
Both of these regional webs
have a healthy share of national
sponsors. Jim Fletcher, N. Y. rep
for Midnight, said that he had several bluechippers and so did the
Alaska spokesman. Noticed was
the heavy share of breweries ad-

tion

is

,

new program, “Drama Desk,” tonight (Tues.) on KRON-TV, the
Chronicle station.
Hogan’s show will be strictly vertising in Alaska. There is Budshow biz. He will feature film weiser, Schlitz, Carlson, Blatz, etc.
clips of upcoming pix, interview Now there’s a growing share of
directors, stars and technicians and pitches for diStaffers, with General
press agents will be welcome. Foods, Lever Bros., Libby McNeil
First guest will be David Butler & Libby, Kraft, Johnson’s Wax
discussing his new Warner’s “King making up a small part of the
Richards and the Gladiators.”
list.
.

—
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WHAT ANN BROUGHT HOME
THE THIEF
THE BRIDE THE SUN

CRIMINAL CODE

OUTWARD BOUND
APPLE OF HIS EYE
»
ALISON’S HOUSE
.COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW
THE WIND IS NINETY
NO WAY OUT
CAPTAIN APPLEJACK
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER
JUNE MOON
BARCHESTER TOWERS
THE SILVER CHORD
LOUDER PLEASE
THE ROYAL FAMILY

BROKEN DISHES
MINICK
RIDDLE ME THIS

THE FIRST MRS. FRASER
THE LAST TRUMP
THE GREAT BIG DOORSTEP
THE LAST STOP
THE GREEN PACK
THE GREAT BROXOPP
TRUANT IN PARK LANE
DOLPHIN’S REACH

THE ARRIVAL OF KITTY
VILLAGE GREEN
AS HUSBANDS GO
MIRACLE AT CHICKERSTON
THE WHOLE TOWN’S
TALKING
GREEN STOCKINGS

SIXTEEN

THE ROMANTIC AGE
THE ROMANTIC YOUNG
LADY

ADAM AND EVA

WINDOWS

OATH OF HIPPOCRATES
BIG HEARTED HERBERT

AUTUMN

SHORT STORY
MICHAEL AND MARY
RIP VAN WINKLE
PAPER MOON
BEST YEARS
A SOUND OF HUNTING
LAST OF, THE LINE

FIRE

THE ELEPHANT SHEPARD
LITTLE BROWN JUG
PINK STRING AND
SEALING WAX
BABY MINE
WITHIN THE LAW
YOUNG MAN’S FANCY
TIME FOR ELIZABETH
MISLEADING LADY

ENGAGED
THE FORTUNE- HUNTER
JANE EYRE
DELICATE STORY
OF FAMOUS MEMORY
YOURS TRULY
MRS. DANE’S DEFENSE
BRIEF MUSIC
BRIEF CANDLE
TILL DEATH DO US PART
INTIMATE STRANGERS
A PLAY FOR MARY
BEN FRANKLIN
STRANGLEHOLD

WHERE THE DEAR

THE TORCHBEARERS
THE FOURTH WALL
APPLESAUCE
FOOLISH NOTION
THE SHOW OFF
BERKELEY SQUARE
GREEN CARS GO EAST
THEATRE
THE TENTH MAN
THE WHITEHEADED BOY
POOR AUBREY
ICEBOUND
POOR LITTLE ME
LADY FREDERICK
HER HUSBAND’S WIFE
GREAT DAY
TWIN DIAMONDS
TRUTH GAME
CRIMINAL AT LARGE
BIOGRAPHY
THE DETOUR
THE IVORY DOOR
*

WUTHfeRING HEIGHTS

THE DOVER ROAD
THE FLASHING STREAM
THE OLD SOAK
HANSEL AND GRETEL
MEET THE PRINCE
TO CATCH THE WIND

MIRANDA
DUET FOR TWO HANDS
HER MASTER’S VOICE
GRAMERCY GHOST

ROOM SERVICE

FLYING GERADOS
BILL OF DIVORCEMENT

ANTELOPE" PLAY

.

BEDELIA
LITTLE DARLING

MAN

IN

HALF MOON

STREET

CLIMAX
ACCIDENTALLY YOURS
TO DREAM AGAIN
WHISTLING IN THE DARK
THE' HAPPIEST YEARS
IN LOVE WITH LOVE
-SEEN BUT NOT HEARD
THE GLOVE
NEW BROOMS
THE VINEGAR TREE
KELLY
THE OLD LADIES
THE DARK TOWER
VALLEY FORGE
MRS. MOONLIGHT
THE NINETEENTH HOLE
THE QUEEN’S HUSBAND
THE COPPERHEAD
LUCKY FINGER
MAKE WAY FOR LUCIA
BLACK SHEEP
STORM IN A TEACUP
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
LUCK OF •GULDEFORD
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

MERRY MADNESS
THE ADVENTURES OF

TOM SAWYER

BRIGHT SHADOW

OLD DOC
JOHN WILKES BOOTH
PIGS

*

..

JEANNXE

MURDER ON THE. NILE
ACCENT, ON YOUTH
MR. -BARRY’S ETCHINGS

FEATHERS IN A GALE
SEPTEMBER TIDE

*

-

,

ASHES IN THE WIND
EASY MARK
TALE OF THE WOLF
THE WREN
IRISH EYES
MOON OVER MULBERRY
STREET
JUSTICE

NEVER BE THE SAME
DEAR BRUTUS
LOYALTIES

-

GOLDEN STATE
INCIDENT ON FIFTH
AVENUE
THE NEW GOSSOON
PHILIP GOES FORTH
THE ROUND TABLE

;

INDIAN

SUMMER

THE SMALL HOURS
LETTERS TO LUCERNE
THE GRASS HARP

BACKGROUND
A KISS FOR CINDERELLA
THE DIVINE DRUDGE
MELODY JONESQUIET WEDDING
MR. 'LAZARUS

THE GUEST ROOM
SQUARE PEG
RIGHT YOU ARE
SO VERY YOUNG
AUTUMN STORY
MISS MABEL

BOY OF MINE
RAINY DAY
THE INTRUDER
LIKE FATHER
HER FATHER’S BUTLER
CORINTH HOUSE
THE BARRETTS OF
WIMPOLE STREET
WHITE CARNATION
THE PATSY
SMILIN’ THROUGH
BURLESQUE
NIGHT MUST FALL

DARK VICTORY

THE OLD MAID
UNEQUAL CONTEST
WISH TONIGHT
PETTICOAT FEVER
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
HOODLUM WITH A HALO
THE ADVENTURES OF THE
KIND MR. SMITH
CAP’N JONAS
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
GAVIN

BABYLON REVISITED
THE MISSING YEARS
ARROWSMITH
•

MRS. O’BRIEN ENTERTAINS

FOLLOW THE DREAM
THE SKIN GAME
THE MOLLUSC

SHINES ON

THE RUGGED PATH
THE SUMMIT
THE INN
PROLOGUE TO GLORY
THE THIRD VISITOR
AT MRS. BEAM’S
CRICKET ON THE HEARTH
JOY TILL MOURNING
TIME FOR TURNING
THE MUSIC MASTER
LACE ON HER PETTICOAT

THE CHESS GAME
ONE LEFT OVER
NEXT YEAR
THE GATE
TWO WEEKS IN THE

COUNTRY

KATHLEEN and ROBERT HOWARD LINDSAY
Greenlaw n, Long Island

e
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usually tour or five
regular ones, and a “quickie’' (i.e.
easier one) to wind it up. Show is
the only live quiz session of local
origination, and may well qualify
Continued from page 35
for the commercial label when the
viewing season gets into full
that it adds fall
ties, the 'religiously inclined, the has a strong point in
Quin.
the swing.
elderly and others seeking some a very visual attraction to
than usual interest that
relaxation and a brief escape front more
the day’s aggravations and worries. attaches to ether quizzes. That is
sketching of the clues for the
Biz
The hymn singing by the 12 the
panelists by artist Don Weakley,
guests of both sexes has organ muwho works nattily attired in smock
Continued from- page 32
sic accompaniment, It's woven toand beret and draws the charcoal
gether mainly by chatter regarding
figures for the delight of audience juve strip, beginning Thursday,
the hymns' origin and authorship.
Web aims to co-op show
Oct. 7.
cast alike.
Realism has been achieved in the and
Burke, who is known for both the other four nights. The candy
scripting and acting. James Keith,
markets.
who is also the scripteiy makes Pa special events and sports work at firm bought' in 80
creditable
in
presides
Heinz Series
elderly, KMBC,
Wiggins a true-to-life
He
kindly, friendly farmer. The roles fashion as quizmaster and m.c.
There is no certainty how a hushof his wife and friends also are in has show' set up with a panel of hush buy on Tuesdays at 9 p.m.
capable hands, Pop suggests to three, including Lotus Altman, a stakes up against the Johnson purviewers that they get their hymn pert and alert femme, and Mark chase, but it is believed a costly
books, too, and sing along with Stone, raconteur (Burke’s work)
Reports are that it’ll be a
deal.
him and his guests,. He also in- and public speaker, as regulars.
He calls upon others in the com- half-hour film stanza for H, J.
vites request numbers.
Heinz.
Exactly what the tieuo is
passmember,
third
the
munity
as
“Sunnyside Folks’' no doubt will
cannot be ascertained, but it is
be welcomed by many setowners ing around this guest spot.
knowledge that MCA,
common
addition
in
and,
bent
of a religloiis
Format has Burke give the date
to churchgoers who are a legion in of the event or person to- be iden- through its Revue Rroductions, has
themselves, others fed up with tified, along with a few vocal clues. been wrapping up a series of dravideo and audio frivolity if hymns Weakley then quickly whips UP a matic vidpixers, as yet untitled,
Rees.
well sung are their dish,
drawing to symbolize the matter for the canned goods manufacin question as the principal clue. turer. (It was expected that Heinz
Each panelist is allowed five ques- would spot buy but latest news
NAME THAT SKETCH
Sale
With Jim Burke* moderator; Don tions, and trick is to make the would indicate otherwise.)
identification before running out was made by DuMont on the basis
Weakley, artist
of the questions.
Audience is of the strong preceding hour, first
Producer-writer: Burke
invited to participate by submitting
Director: Lou Kemper
with Bishop Sheen at 8 and “The
subjects,
and receives a light
30 Mins., 3:30, Tues.
Thurs.
monetary reward if one is used, a Goldbergs” at 8:30.
Sustaining
To accompany 68 pro-football
better reward if it stumps the
KMBC-TV, Kansas City
This half-hour quiz show was panel. At least one of these audi- games to be telecast weekends via
introduced On Channel 9 a few ence submitted subjects is used on DuMont, the web has also made a
deal with the National Professional
weeks ago and is beginning to each show.
establish a bit of a following,
In the half-hour Burke is able Football League to film a 30-mindespite the hot summer months. It to work in about a half dozen ute wrapup called “The Greatest
subjects,

j

Television Reviews

•
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DuMont

sss

‘

N

'
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of the Week,”

fea-

Football Inlays
turing the top three or four minutes of each of the preceding
week's games. It’s a regional deal
already taken by Hamm Beer on

20 Coast stations and Dreyys, Ltd.,
in the Rocky Mountain area and
in Kansas City, Mo., and Chicago.
Since DuMont didn’t come up
with another national sponsor yet
of last year’s Westinghouse vintage, web has sold various refine-

ments

—

regionals,

one-shotters,

„

__
Chicago, July 27.

Mages sporting gOods stores’
The Aug. 13 All Stars-Detroit
Lions game will kick off the pro ‘‘Moments of Madness” on WGNunsqaSon with Miller Brewing as
jy are n’t so mad—in three years
..
derwriter. Brewery has the fray in
„ ex Panded from three
frm has
160 markets, per web reports, and
Atlantic Refining has come in as to eight stores in the Chi. area,
increased its jannual sales
half sponsor of the same game on has
30 New York, New Jersey, New volume from $3,000,000 to $5,000,become second only, to the
000
to
England apd Delaware stations.
The second game, Thanskgiving Davega chain in New York in retail
equipment sales. And the
$ports
morning between the champ Lions
and the Green Bay Packers, is be- four Mages brothers say that 90%
their
growth is directly attributof
ing sponsored by Plymouth Divi-

etc.

.

able to video advertising.
Mages entered tv in 1951 with a
DuMont has picked up Brewing weekly nighttime feature film with
Corp. of America to underwrite a tv budget of about $75,000—
Deal roughly one-third of the total .ad
all Cleveland Browns games.
calls for a network in Ohio, Penn- budget. The next year the budget
Atlantic was increased slightly to add
syl Vania and New York.
Refining has set coverage ori several special sports shows to the.
“away” games by the Philly Eagles, film diet. Last year Mages jumped
the Pittsburg Steelers and the New it/s tv allocation to $200,000, about
York Giants. Atlantic 'has signed 70% of the total, and addeq^ a
on Chevrolet as a co-sponsor in second weekly feature film. This
some markets. Many of these At- year the budget was upped another
lantic games are under title to the $50,000 tc buy Tirst run feature
nighttime showings,
oil firm alone, with the web pro- films for both

sion of Chrysler Corp.
Elsewhere in the football

pic,

.

-

That’s
Commercials are handled by
mainly facilities.
why sponsor signed on its own WGN-TV’s ace sportscaster, Jack
Brickhouse, and Morry Mages, ad
other half.
Also among the most recent sales manager of the sporting goods firm,
have been participation buys on Thats where the -Moment of
comes in. Once during
the second half-hour of the Paul Madness
Dixon deejay stanza. (First half the evening. Mages offers a singe
ltem for a price so ridiculously
of the show, according to topper
Bergmann, will continue being low that the viewers^ apparently
pitched in 10-minute segments.) can t resist it; when golf balls were
Vitamin Corp, starting Aug. 2, has offered at $2. a dozen, the. stores
bought five-minute participations entire stock of 3,000^ dozen was
the next day. These
three days a week. Metro-Goldwyn- sold by. noon
Mayer, filmery, has inked for one /Madness items are designed to
traffic; customers
increase
store
15-minute seg early next month, and
no
for the occasion the web will of- must come to the stores as
phone
orders
are accepted
mail
or
fer 40 stations in the lineup
Last, the electric industry’s Dia- f° r these items.

viding

mond

Jubilee spectacular has taken

The

“Madness”

gimmick was

on through N. W. Ayer 23 DuMont

developed by Art Holland, prez of

stations, including the o&o’s.

Malcolm-Howard ad agency.
land also handles Jim Moran,

;

n

_

f

.

-

-
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H.ol-

local

car dealer who, using television as

Sarnoff Inspects Guided
Missiles Test Center,
d0ne with a11 proper hoopla—remQte telecasts from the store,
celebrity interviews by Briokhouse
and Mages, and throngs of people.
Two months ago over 50,000 people
gone to the Patrick Air Force Base entered the store in suburban
to inspect the guided missile test Berwyn on opening day (Berwyn’s
Centre. They were met by P. B. population Js 51,000).
Reed, veepee in charge of GovernMages- feels that continued use
ment service of the RCA Service of tv will enable the chain to overCo., and A. L. Conrad, manager of take N. Y.'s Davega in
dollar

rilac Flnrfrnnirc RaIa
l/llCb LICLlIUUILb I\U1C
Brig. General David Sarnoff is
back from Florida where he and
RCA prexy Frank M. Folsom had

the
the

RCA

Missile Test Project at

Cape

Canaveral

area.

RCA

has 1,000 trained electronics personnel working for the

Government

and

Gen.
Sarnoff
wrote the Dept, of Defense that
he “knows of nothing as important
to the safety and defense' of our
country as the relationship of elec‘tronics to guided missiles.”
Brig. General Koch was the U. S.

Army escort to other military and
diplomatic dignitaries, besides the

RCA
dent,

volume,

launching

’

.

board

chairman and

presi-

WMPS' TENN. GRID SKED
Memphis, July

WMPS, Memphis ABC

27.

affiliate.
affiliate,

has inked a deal to air the complete grid sked of the U. of Tennessee games this coming fall. It
includes the 10-game slate teeing
off with the Tennessee and Mississippi
State contest booked for
Crump Stadium here on Sept. 25.
No sponsor has been announced
as yet

among them Lord Alexander,

Earl of Tunis, the British Minister
of Defense; Sir Harold Parker, permanent secretary of the British
MofD; Sir Frederick Brundrett,
chairman of British Defense, Policy
Committee; W. N. Hanna, Defense
Minister’s secretary; Air Vice Marshal Atcherley.

RCA prexy Folsom proceeded to
Beverly Hills and San Francisco
from Florida, due back next week.
.

It’s

Now WTVN
Columbus, July

The Taft

27.

Interests of Cincinnati,

whose purchase of WHKC here
from United Broadcasting Co., of
Cleveland for $253,000 was recently approved by the FCC, last Saturday changed the name of the sta-

WTVN

tion to
also own

Radio.

WTVN-TV

in

The Tafts
Columbus.

Hulbert Taft, president of Radio
Cincinnati and Radio Columbus,
announced Byron W. Taggart, an
18-year radio veteran, as manager
of
Radio, replacing WHKC’s
Carl Everson.

WTVN

LEE SULLIVAN
4FTR4 AWARD WINNER
BACK FROM CLEVELAND
Two Y«art on
WXEl-TV - WEWS-TV

Aftor

Memphis

—WDIA, Memphis’

WERE

-

full-

time indie 50kw, is now broadcasting around the clock on a 24hour sked.

Tom Goraghty

Enforprisos

LOngacro 3-1183

.
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house” on WABC-TV, planed to rolling
a.m.
the* Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass.,

Everett Mitchell’# 6:45

- .

.

WNBQ

tor of the

New York

back
(25)

.

.

new DuMont series, “One

Newcaster due
Please.”
two weeks.
William Hawley left Sunday
for Bermuda, to act in two
in

.

being filmed there, “Mandrake” and “Charter Boat.”
series

.

It’s

a girl for the

.

:

Tom Knodes

(NBC station relations director)
Bob Strunsky (ex-public relations

.

.

.

,

co-producer Fred W. Friendly and
his wife off to London, Vienna,
Venice and Copenhagen; program
assistant Natalie Foster in England
and France; and reporter Ed Scott
Jerry Lester gang
in Italy
goes off the air for a six-week
vacation from Aug. 4 to Sept.. 20,
With WABC-TV. signing off at 11:10
nightly in the show’s absence
Stefan Olsen set for a featured
juve role on U. S. Steel Aug. 3
Same net’s
outing on ABC-TV
program production chief, Chuck
Holden, in Green Bay on a two.

“Sabrina

for CBS, Inc,) has been shifted to
sales promotion at the network. He
was* associated with the same division some years back.

.

Mike Dann, NBG-TV national
program manager, to Coast for
huddles with Leland Hayward and
network programmers ... “Juvenile Jury” and "Rootie Kazootie”
John H. Curtis now scouting "Howdy Doody” for
week vacation
joined ABC-TV sales development prospective moppet panelites. Four.

.

.

.

I

.

.

presentation writer.
Producer-actor Sandy Howard
has been trying novel programming
for juves. On his “Colonel Venture” series via WOR-TV, he’s
slotted rs guests two local politicos,
as a

year-old son of agent Jack Lenny,
after appearing on “Howdy,” got
calls to do guest shots yesterday

“Jury”
and
on
both
“Rootie.” Because of conflict, kid
passed up ‘Ttootie” but took, “ju(Tues.)

and last Monday (26) he capped
off the solon appearance with that
of Cong. Jacob Javifs, N. Y. Re-

venile” assignment.
Too heavy a broadcast schedule
has caused John Cameron Swayze
publican
Bob Tompkins, Ben- to drop his “New York with John
ton & Bowles flacker, started an Cameron Swayze” daily column
11-city tour in connection with the for the McNaught Syndicate, alRoy Rogers video stanza
Allyn though after two years the column
Edwards replaces the vacationing reaches 70 papers.
Natalie
John K. IVI. McCaffery as modera- Core, who hosts the “A&P Play.

.

.

.

.

hubby John O’Hare

.

.

.

.

playing

Fair,”

June Lockhart.

Minute

part of the “See It Now”
staff vacationing in Europe, with

Good

catch

to

Television Chatter

.

.

.

in'

.

(Patti)

O’Neill, teenage video thesp, back
in N. Y. next week after a Miami
vacation,
Julius Bing in “The Hunter”

NBC-TV

.

installment Saturday (21) director at WICS, Springfield re.Hugh Benson, publicity director placing Jim Harelson . . George
at Roy F. Durstine Agency, off to Menard preems an early nwfning
farm show on WBBM-TV Aug. 16
the Coast for two weeks.
... Fred Kasper subs for Claude
Kirchner ds ringmaster of ABCChicago
TV’s “Super Circus” Sunday (1)
W. Biggie Levin has repacted ... Win Stracke’s daytime moppet
Chicago Title & Trust for sponsor- show bought by Polk Bros, on
ship of the Chi symphony orches... Curley Bradley filling
Wednesday nights in for Herbie Mintz bn his <f But
telecasts
tra
on WGN-TV. Bill Hyer of Levin’s Not Forgotten” strip on;
will while the latter checks off for a
office
Television Airshows
again handle 4 production on ‘the few days to attend wedding of his
hour-long show which will also get son Saturday (31) in Denver.
a DuMont pickup
, With Reinald
Werrenrath Jr., resigning as producer-director of NBC-TV’s “Ding
Dong School,” Dr. Frances Hor* Gomez’s
Hartford, July 27.
wich, who hosts the show, will take
over as producer and Len Salvo
Vernon “Lefty” Gomez, one of
as director ... WBBM-TV’s “In baseball’s greats, is currently conTown Tonight” gets off the sustain- ducting his “Lefty Gomez Show”
ing hook with Coca-Cola Bottlers on WKNB-TV, nearby New. Britain.
buying the Monday segments and Gomez is sports director of the
Agar Packing taking over Wednes- station.
Chef Eddie Douday nights
.
The former Yankee baseball star
cette returns to
Aug. 30
to host a daily half-hour cooking has taken over a 15-minute stanza
on
Saturday night for interviews
Jack
the
show
Drees to call
turns on WBKB’s telecast of the of sports personalities, spinning
national
model airplane derby of human interest yarns about his
from Glenview Naval Air Station experiences in the biz, analyzing
Sunday (I) with Polk Bros, bank- of games, etc.
1

,

.

.

*

WBKB

WNBQ

•

,

WKNB-TV Show

.

.

.

.

,

its

the Umbaugh
Agricultural Chemical Co. signing
.
on the Wednesday segments
WGN-TV telecasting three Sunday
night panel shows in conjunction
with the Second Assembly of the
World Council of Churches ...
Jack Hoskins is the new program

opposite

Pamela

farm show gets

sponsor with

first

-

WNBQ

.

I

With the Pepsl-Cola account in
the balance as well as many others
of lesser import, N. Y, television
stations WJPIX and WOR-TV are
challenging each other for afternoon video sponsors.
However,'
full effect of their respective sales
efforts or the strength of their
similar three-hour afternoon blocks
cannot be measured until late September and the end of the baseball season.

So far Pepsi, which had Steele’s
“Dancetime” On WPIX before he
deflected, in sitting on ’the fence
to see whether Steele or his replacement, Allen Ludden, will come
Ludden
UP with ^higher ratings.
is only one of three performers
the N. Y. Daily News station
brought in to replace Steele on
There’s Bob Kennedy in
July 5.
the 3-5 p.m. variety strip and Shari
Lewis in the juve “Kartoon Klub,”
following Ludden at 5:30. The latter

two shows on

WPIX

counterparts,

Steele

and their

unlike

the

dance segment for teenagers, are
being sold participating, and most
of these potential sponsors are
holding off also.
Whereas Steele had as many as.
40-50 participations a week, in addition to Pepsi, both his shows at
WOR-TV and those at WPIX are
doing barely enough in their third

week

make even one segment
And no matter what

to

profitable.

either station sales staff does, since
the probability of price-cuts by both
a chance for
nullifies
stations
sponsors to decide on the basis of
coin savings, salesmen will have
to be patient until post-baseball
to recapture even part of the in'

vestments.

*

WOR-TV

has started circulating
the July. Telepulse returns. They
signify that Steele is doing better
than he did the month before on
WPIX and he outpulled the Ken-

There
nedy variety show there.
were other slight audience advannoted by Telepulse for
tages
Steele, but observers close to the
matter have stated that since the
Giant and Yankee games via WPIX
ate up more afternoon time since
the July switch than the Dodgers
did on WOR-TV, there is no genuinely accurate measure of ratings
There have been too
available.

many

“inconstants.”

WBBM STAKES CLAIM
IN 'SUPERMARKETING’
Chicago, July 27.

CBS’

m

-

Ti
*

WBBM is

making

WBBM

..

lets.

Northwestern
of Northeastern Ohio .
Canada.

.

Pennsylvania plus
the bonus
Northwestern New York and
.

VIEWERS

218,500 sets in Tri-State Market
saturation .... 85% evening sets in use
.

RESULTS
place

.

h

60% morning

.

.

.

sets in use

.

.

.

99.34% set

70%

afternoon

sets in use.

Comedy Hour Contest ... 1st.
Drug-Ammident Promotion
.1st Audience

1st place Colgate

—Block

Promotion, Billboard

.

...

Dan Martin

is

heading up

the operation.

—

COVERAGE

Taking part in the special promotion package beside WBBM are

WCBS, New York; KCBS, San
Francisco; KMOX, St. Louis; WBT,
Charlotte, and WEEI, Boston. Due
to join next month are WMBR,
Jacksonville, Fla., and KNX, Los

Angeles.

.

Merchandising Promotion,

1st

Billboard.

»IHVh

SALES Scores of Success
motion secures

Stories

.

.

,

.

Winner

.

.

Saturation plus Pro-

sales.

MERCHANDISING Promotion
and the ERIE DISPATCH
.

on

affiliation
.

Point of

of the Westlnghouse

Award

WIKK-AM

SALE DISPLAYS
for promotion

football games.

Ask the

,

EDWARD PETRY man
for facts today

• tAOlO
• tv
• NIWSMPCI

afv

WHOO— Orlando, Florida

WTOD—Toledo, Ohio

No*

for|o*

WIKK-AM—6rb,
H

IOWAID LAM*
1

H09

-.

TOUOO,

OMO

. . .

WASMMOTOM

OMQ

... 1177

its initial

entry into the merchandising field
with a tie-in with the web's newly
formed “Supermarketing” operation that is teeing off with a package that embraces six CBS outlets
across the country.
Already inked for the
special merchandising push are
Kroger, A & P, National Tea and
Jewel Stores, accounting for some
850 chain outlets in the Chi area.
Advertisers spending a minimum
of $1,250 weekly for 13 weeks on
the station will receive a week’s
special showcasing of their products in the participating chain out-

'*'

y/u<te4 Inc*
NATIONAL
MM
MUttl

C°*

Po.

jh*

^

—

Dispatch

Erf.,

Reynold*- Fitzgerald

Pa,

on

Cincinnati, July 27.
educational tv station,
took to the air Monday (26) with
a
15-hour weekly schedule on
tTHF channel 48. Operation, supported by public subscription, is
pro staffed. Telecasts are Monday
through Friday from 4 to 5 p.m.
and from 6 to 8 p.m.
Uberto T. Neely, general manager, has Bob Huber as program
director and Geprge Brengel in
charge of news and weather. Huber was with WKRC-TV for five
years as director, producer and
production manager. Brengel is the
top freelancer on Cincy’s' three

WCET,

commercial

tvers.

burgh,

radio-tv

vet

Red

.

Thorn-

sportscaster

and kid show emcee, has a hobbies strip.

:
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Thanks DANNY

KAYE for a wonderful tour in South Africa
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RED BUTTONS

STORK CLUB (Repeat
Engagements) — NBC
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SHOW ROOM - ABC

Booked by WILLIAM MORRIS

AGENCY

Personal Management

730 Fifth Avo.,
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CBS COLOR

CHEVROLET
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JACK BERTELL
Ntw York City
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Wednesday,

PSVsUSff

Inly. 28,

1954

Management:

JOHN GIBBS AGENCY
30 Rockafalltr Plaza

Naw

York 20, N. Y.

Sam Sague in reported purchase of WDFB. for about $65,000
WEWS commentator Dorothy Fuldheim on European junket \
.
.
WJW’s
,
Brian Hodgkinson starting “top tunes” contest on
NBC General
Bill Lemmon purchased new home in Shaker Heights
Manager Lloyd Yoder to San Francisco on vacation jaunt ... . Johnny
Price, Musicarnival producer, invited all fellow-AFTRANS to “Student
Vocalist Barbara Page sang “Fun for Funds”
Prince” performance
recording in charity hoopla pitch.
prexy

.

.

From the Production Centres

.

Continued from page 34

KSTP
Saturday 10 p.m. radio show is titled “Hayloft Jamboree” .
director Elton Ryberg back at desk after training with ROTC air forces
Bonnie Beck of WCCO radio a bride ... Funk Bros.
at Enid, Okla.
Seed CO. inked as sponsor for WCCO radio evening “Farm Service
.

(

.

.

.

.

.

.

Inc., which last week announced it had been
retained as agency by KSAN to handle its TV promotion, dropped the
account like a hot potato after six days when it started work and
learned that Richard N. Meltzer Advertising, another local agency
has had the account for some months and was still, as far as it knew,
Red Blanchard, KCBS teenage click, has his first Columbia
on it
Korla Bandit signed with Snader
disk due for release this month

Long Advertising,

.

.

.

.

for 52 half-hour musicals

McGraw

Bill

.

.

sighed for the Gallenkamp

Muriel Landers subbing for the
Shoes commercials on KGO-TV
Vacationing Marjorie Trumbull on “Exclusively Yours” on KRON-TV
.

.

.

.

.

New

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

—
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Continued from page 33

WJAS

Cal T. Mara,

Miami Beach

publicity gal, in

for a couple of

Jurisdictional Hassle

a once-aShifts to Gotham Ring
a Woman’s
World” on WEVD. The sponsor has
Chicago, July 27.
considered in too touchy a field to
National Labor Relations Board
gamble on English-language radio. hearings on ABC’s request for
Yiddish is another story, “There clarification of the jurisdictional
are words based on Talmud (Bibli- language in the AFTRA
network
“It’s

at WMCK, has joined
Sid Dicklers celebrated their 12th wedding anni ...
who is .vacationing at
Schaughency,
John Stewart pinchhitting for Ed
Ted Kenney, chief engineer at KDKA, spending
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Westinghouse sister- cal interpretations), when it comes
operation
at
tv
a month in Boston observing the
Sportscaster Bob Prince grabbed one of the first to female hygiene, that make tellstation, WBZ-TV
Friedman
Diskin now fem- ing the story relatively simple,”
Betty
new Chevrolet Corvettes around
Leo Rubenstein observed.
ceeing “Saturday Night Date” with Earl Wheeler on WDTV
Wanda.
Saylor,
leader of E.Z.C.
his
wife,
engineer,
Heisel, WENS
and
‘Mdsing. Psychology’
Ranch Girls on Channel 2 for Wilkens Jewelry Co., have a mid-winter
Rubenstein stressed that “YidAnother hour added to Barry Kaye’s daily
date with the stork
.
dish
psychology” is vital to adverdeejay show on WJAS ... Jay Michaels, WCAE platter-spinner, and
Milton Ander- tisers. Therefore, his staff is one
his wife have, gone to Daytona Beach for three weeks
son handling WJAS “Old Tymers Party” nightly' while Hilary Bogden of the few in the package biz which
Buzz Aston and Bill Hinds prepares Commercials for agencies
is soaking up the sun on Cape Cod
ahd sponsors.
celebrated first anni of their evening tv program on WDTV.
In all, Rubenstein attributed the
.

Emory Molnar, former announcer

WEDO

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

CLEVELAND

,

.

.

.

contracts will resume in New York
Aug. 4 after adjourning here Friday (23) because of the radio-tv
union’s national convention Which
opens tomorrow (Wed.) in Detroit.
ABC’s petition for a reinterpretation of the jurisdictional groundrules separating AFTRA and the
was an outgrowth of a Series
of situations at WBKB, it’s Chi
o&o, over which union controls

AFM

musicians

when they indulge

in

At
increase in listening among New non-instrumental tv activities.
one time or another during the
John McIntosh won NBC’s first outing’s grand prize of a week’s York Jewry to "consciousness that “incidents”, w^iich date back to last
came
with
Hitler” and most reFlorida vacation
Radio’s Sohio voice, Bill Tompkins heard twice
.
cently (and accounting for the big March, both unions threatened to
daily over WTAM, takes on two-week WXEL. Sohio chores- while
upbeat) the “pride that came with strike the web.
Warren Guthrie is on vacation
Cleveland Press’s radio-tv editor
ABC and AFM presented their
birth of a Jewish State.” Last,
Stan Anderson back on job after upstate New York hiatus
WSRS the
"
— several thousand Jews have mi- side at the hearings here last week.
grated here in the last few years. Both argued for the interpretation
Bridgeport Stan Shaw, veteran
57th Street. 118 West
Cl 7-1900
In the Anglo-Jewish or thematic that the AFTRA codes exclude covpioneer of WNEW’s programming, Rubenstein last year erage of musicians when their nonGREAT NORTHERN HOTEL deejay and Matinee”
and made the initial dent in video. musical 'services are incidental to
decade
“Milkman’s
Room with Private Bath
their tootling. AFTRA, which prea half ago, joins turntable roster at Maxwell House, a -radio regular, sents its
witness next week, claims
from 95.00
WICC, Bridgeport’s potent 600- Commissioned him to put on six that the codes already spell out
shows near each of the major Jew2 Rooms and Kitchenette
their jurisdiction over musicians
kilocycler, next week.
ish
religious
festivals.
The
stanzas
from 160.00
Shaw returns North from Fort were carried on WABC-TV, key for when they perform as emcees, singMonthly on Lease
Lauderdale, Fla., where he was in ABC-TV. Maxwell House has made ers or comedians.

IN

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

1

.

.

:

:

.

:

Full Hotel Service for One or Two
Persons Included
_
Also Moderate Monthly Arrangements

1

——
.

.

;

—

His WICC an outlay for a similar setup this
last couple years.
sked will put him on air more than year,
(around $8,000 per show)
10 hours weekly spread over Monkicking off with a commemoration
day-through-Saturday span.
of the 300th year of American Jewry. On radio, Rubenstein has done
tv

show

a

for

WMGM,

N.Y.,

called

Sterling (Red), Quinlan, ABC
Chi veep, who sparked the petition,

was the web’s chief witness last
week and Was subjected to lengthy
direct and cross examination by
ABC’s
attorney
John
Moser,
AFTRA attorney Saul Pryor and
AFM attorney Emanuel Gordon.
Main AFM witness was Coast vee-

“American-Jewish
Caravan
of
it’s been on for a few years
under his production eye. Stanza,
an hour-long job Sundays, though pee Phil Fischer.
,

Stars,”

tion,

WOI-TV,

Ames, was estabpre-freeze period.
station to be
built by the winners of the contest
for channel 8, competition
for network affiliation will be inlished

4

at

the

in

With a second

VHF

tensified.

The Iowa State station has operated on a commercial basis since
its inception in 1950 and until
recently was the only source of television programs to a large population in central Iowa.
Commercial
operators have felt, however, that
there’s no further heed for the
station to operate commercially
now, that additional outlets are operating and that Ames should go
noncommercial.
An educational
channel (11) has been reserved
for Des Moines.

NARTB

.

1

Polled

It is understood the action is
inspired by commercial stations in
the Des Moines area where VHF
and UHF outlets have taken the air
since the Ipwa State College sta-

Finn has bounght

weeker* called

Members

ago.

ABC’s Chi AFTRA-AFM

Yiddish Talent

.

PITTSBURGH ...
.

...

.

.

40’s.

.

&

la.,

.

KNBC.

staff of

.

WOW-TV

on 1410 kilocycles, 1 kilowatt', daytime only
Arden Swisher, general manager of KMT V here, visiting Minnesota
to obtain vacation films from 10,000 Lakes Association
WOI-TV,
Ames, la., will transmit some network color tv programs this fall,
Richard B. Hull, director of the Iowa State College outlet, announced
last week
Thompson Holtz of KFAB and Lyle ^DeMoss of WOW,
both Omaha, to do emceeing chores at Jefferson County Fair in Fairbury. Neb., Aug. 3-8
KSO, Des Moines, held open house at its
new Radio Center last week
Benue Gress, ex-KGEK, Sterling,
Colo., has joined KCNI, Broken Bow, Neb., as newscaster.
LeMars,

A

Washington, July 27.
National Assn, of Radio and TV
Broadcasters is sounding out its
membership on question of taxsupported commercial broadcast
stations operating in competition
with private enterprise.
Ballots
were mailed out last week, returnable by Aug. 10, for yes or no votes
on resolution opposing “utilization
by governmental bodies or tax-supported institutions (such as state
universities) of any part of the
spectrum for commercial broadcasting
operations.”
Resolution
was originally submitted at NARTB
convention in Chicago two months

last week asked FCC for permission to increase
Ben Larsen emceeing
1 to 5 kilowatts
.
B.
B.
the Stars” program for
.
.
.
Broadcasting Co. got greenlight from FCC to operate a new radio

daytime power from

outlet at

Queries ‘Why

Station?’

tv series,
.

weeks

NARTB

.

.

KSPR, Casper, Wyo.,

pilot film in

IN

.

,

OMAHA ...

IN

“Donna Maria,” has just .finished shooting the
San Francisco with Anna Demetrio as star and script by
A1 Accardi, who has been broadcasting last minute
Howard Evans
fishing info to sportsmen for 24 years, has Switched his program to
.

.

.

“Dance Time Under

SAN FRANCISCO

.

.

.

its

Review” show.

IN

WHK

proceeding somewhat

is

delicately with the issue, inasmuch
as WOI-TV became a member since
the lifting of the freeze.
In addition to WOI, the U. of
Missouri operates a Commercial tv
station (KOMU-TV) in Columbia

on channel 8.
Several cities operate or may
operate commercial tv stations. St.
Petersburg, Fla;, is the licensee of

WSUN-TV, an

New York

ultra high outlet.
City, which operates

radio station WNYC, recently was
issued an authorization for commercial channel 31.

ROOM

3'/2

APT. for SALE

(Available for immediate occupancy)
3 rooms end a kitchenette.
Beautifully furnlshsd, complete with new piano.
Located an
8outh. New York (all windows
F* nl iral
faoino
park).
'

Write for appointment/
VARIETY, Box V 72654
West 46th Street, New York

134

directed at English-speaking Jews,
attracts an audience
least 20% of other
according to reports

HERB SANFORD
PRODUCER

GARRY MOORE SHOW

comprised

at
nationalities,

from survey-

ers.

For some months, tradesters
have been drum beatihg for specialized and foreign language programming, with negligible results.
However, Rubenstein estimated
that for around $3,000 per show on
a regular diet, he could produce a
worthy Yiddish tele series. ‘‘All we
need,” he said, “are the facilities;
we have the sponsors.”

Television

Actress

&

&

Radio

Announcer

Stanford to Southland

CBS-TV

Dallap, July 27.
tv per-

Bob Stanford, pioneer

A.F.T,R.A. f A.E.A., S.A.O,

former here, has joined Southland
Corp. as its director of radio and
tv.

He

will

direct

existing

pro-

grams and develop new ones.
Stamford was m.c. for the first
tv program to be aired over a local tv outlet in 1949.

(Call Radio Registry

MU

8-6600)

SPONSOR
.AGENCY-MAN
MR. PRODUCER
In a few weeks, the battle for ratings
television’s greatest season.

You may have an

will start in

what

is

likely to

be

important, expensive production

to launch ... or an established favorite to bring back in high gear.

Right now, you’re in the market for the biggest audience possible.

TV

GUIDE’S
you

readership

an audience you

is

will

be interested

in. It’s

an audience

made up of more than 2,000,000 set-owning
who are 100% interested in what you have to sell—
^

can’t duplicate elsewhere. It’s
families

.

superior entertainment.

Not

TV GUIDE

only does the
in

itself. It is

audience constitute a large chunk of population

the "cream” of the total television audience— the viewers

devote the most time to their
playing, who’s in

new

establishing

it,

sets,

who

and what’s on

who

take a genuine interest in what’s

next. It is the group responsible for

trends in viewing. Corral this audience and you have
the start of a superior rating.

High

costs /or production, talent

and time are

characteristic of

For Network sponsors, a schedule of advertisements
matter of simple economy.

To make your

ratings this year, let the readers of

which channel to look

for

large expenditures

network
in

pay

television.

TV GUIDE is

a

Off in still larger

TV GUIDE

your show, and

if it’s

a

know at what time and on
new show, what it’s all about.

your schedule of program promotion advertisements in TV GUIDE'S Second
Annual Fall Preview Issue. In a single issue, to appear Sept. 23, the editors of TV GUIDE
will wrap up the entire television season, complete with an Alphabetical Index
tailored to local time and channel. Your immediate decision to begin your schedule
in the Fall Preview Issue will be more than justified by the handsome circulation
bonus this special issue always brings.
Start

A phone

call or

note to any of TV GUIDE’S Advertising Offices will bring
all the details on this unique and inexpensive method of
merchandising your program to viewers.

you

Fall Preview Issue Closing Dates

Copy Due
Notional Section
Four-color
Two-cOlor, Block

A White

August 13
August 27

Regional Program Sections
Block A White

Advertising Offices
NEW YORK— 488 Maditon Ay..,
CHICAGO-6 N. Michigan

Av«.,

Plaza 9-7770

WAba.h 2-0366

PHILADELPHIA-302 N. 13th $*., LOmbard 3-SS86
IOS ANGELES— 1540 N. Vermont Av»., NOrmandy 2-3101
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Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

ity

VARIETY’S weekly

time factors , since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children's show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor*
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbreviations and symbols are as follows: (Adv ), adventure ; ( Ch), children's;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quia; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
*Women's. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the staare VHF. -Those ad agencies Usted as
tion's channel; all channels above

chart of cily’by-city ratings of syndicated and na-

40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau
wiU be rotated each week , with the 10 top-rated
each case, and their competition shown opposite. All

tional spot film covers

on a monthly

basis.

film shows listed in

Cities

ARB, based on the latest reports.
chart represents a gathering of all pertinent information about film iu each market , which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an. aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
ratings are furnished by

Thu VARIETY

show

in the specific

— day and

Attention should be paid to time

market.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

—415,000

.

WCCO.

'...MCA

,

.KSTP

."
.

.WCCO

.

.

.

.

NBC

CINCINNATI

Approx. Set
.WLW-T.

Kent Theatre (Dr)

1.

Titv Deter.tivA

8.

.

.WKRC

(Mvst)..

3. I Led Three Lives (Dr).
A Rail fro T1A IMv«tl

.

WLW-T

Boston Blackie (Myst)....... .WLW-T.

5.

7.

Death Valley Days (W)
Heart of the City (Myst)

8.

Liberace (Mus)

6.

..

.

.

.

.WKRC
.WKRC
.WKRC

.

.

.

.

.

....
.

..

43.0

Studio One.
Name’s the

.

,

,

.

.

.21.9.

..

.

.

.Sun. 830-9:00 ......... .17.0. ........

Wed.

.

.

» •

.

^ .....

8:30-9:00

Mnn

...

48.7

'31....

55.7

36... ......

45.7

65......

Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .WLW-T
WCPO
Cowboy G-Men (W)

9.

.

.

Ziv

.

....

1

...... .24.6
.22.7

..Sat. 10:00-10:30

.19.6

.18.5.

.

Wed.

.

Sat. 10:15-10:45

8:00-8:30

..

.

.

.

.

48.

...

52.4

65 ....
41
43.....

...

37.7

.

.

56.0

...

45.3

31

.

.

;..

.18.2........

45...

...

.16.0

38

.,.

SAN DIEGO

26
58

..Tues. 9:30-10:00 ....... .14.9

Flamingo

.

.

Sun. 1:30-2:00

•

11*5

•

•

Approx Set Count—220,000

•

•

•

...
,

.KFMB
.KFMB
.KFMB
.KFMB
Superman Adv)
.KFMB
Wild Bill Hickok (W).
.KFMB
My Favorite StOry (Dr)
Victory at Sea (Dpcum) ...... .KFMB
.KFMB
Life of RUey (Com)

Waterfront (Adv)
Death Valley Days (W)
Badge 714 (Myst).

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

.Sun. 6:30-7:00
.Fri. 8:00-8:30

.

.

NBC

.

.

.

.

.

’n’

.KNXT

Andy (Com)

.

.Ziv.

Fri. 9:00-9:30

Life of Riley (Com)
Death Valley Days (W)

8.

Captured (Myst)

.

.KLZ
.KLZ
.KLZ

. . .

KLZ

. .

.

'

.

.

. .

;

.

.

Tues. 8:00-8:30

NBC

.

.

.

.

.

of

.

.

..KFEL.

..

...

KFEL-

.

.

NBC

.Sun. 9:00-9:30

Ziv.

.Tues.
.Fri.

the

Law

(Myst)

I

9,

Liberace (Mus)
Racket Squad (Myst)

.

.

.

.

. . .

,

.

.

..

.

.

...

.

.

Liberace .............
60.0 Your Hit Parade ........
40.1 Kraft TV Theatre .......
42.0 Boston Blackie
Your TV Theatre ........
................

57.5

Baseball

19.7

Golf Tournament

3.

My

Favorite Story (Dr)

Superman (Adv)

.

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

6.

KBTV

.WBEN.
.WBEN.

....WBEN..
....WBEN.
....WBEN.
.

8.0

14.7

.

.

8.0

. . . r . •

.16.0

...WKRC
...WLW-T

16.0

33.3

WLW-T
WLW-T

..... 13.5

...WLW-T

.....12.4

.

.

. .

.

.

.

19.6

WCPO

.

. .

.

.

.

. .

..... <30.6

WLW-T

.

6.0

XETV (6)—TIJUANA
KFMB (8)—SAN DIEGO
KFSD (10)—SAN DIEGO

.11.6

KNXT
KNXT
KNXT

12.1

.......15.9

.......15 9

27

59.1

.

.

.

..

18.6....
18.4

.

18.2

.

..16.4

46.0

60.7

47.1
59.6

43.6

9.8
19.1

Studio

. . .

.

15.9
12.1

Playhouse of Stars ....
Ramar of the Jungle.
.....KFSD
Fireside Theatre
KFMB
People in the News
Place the Face
KFMB
Wild Bill Hickok

14.5

.

15.0

10.0

'

.

.

8.6

18.6

—KFEL (2), KOA (4), KLZ (7), KBTV (9)

Stations
.34.3.
.

31.8.

.26.7.

9:00-9:30

55
58
62

62.4 I

49.8

55.3
43.2

Am

the

Law

7:30-8:00

. .
r

KBTV

19:2

8:6
..KFEL
Front Page Detective
10.6Walter Winchell .......... ..KBTV
6.6
..KOA~
Janet Dean
10,4
Mr. District Attorney.... ..KOA
12.5
KLZ
Victory at Sea
.
..KOA ....... .28.0
Cavalcade of Sports
21.2
Sports; Greatest Figlits. ..KOA
.

.21.2.

.

......

48
38

55.9

.20.8.

.

......

37.........

56.5

31...

62 4

53.6 TVTnrVan’c Tli’pfr®
43.3

I’ve

33.1

Kraft

.23.7.

.

Mon. 8:30-9:00

.

.

Wed.

.

.

,

9:30-10:00 ....... .18.2..

......

36
42!........

6:00-6:30 ........ .17.8

......

53.........

Fri. 9:00-9:30

ABC... ........ .Wed.

19.2

.19.2.

.

.

.

Mon. 9:30-10:00

...Ziv....

..NBC

.

....

55 9

07

.

7:00-7:30

.

Got a Secret ........

.

.

TV

KLZ
KFEL
KLZ

.

.

.23.5...
.

.

;

.23.5.

. .

.

.

.

.

..

94....
100
..... 100
.....

.

.

Rft

.

RO
inn

.

.

.

.

.

...

HI

nafonfltra
57 9 TPmnf
x 1 viii Paoa
x agL l/vv^wtlV
C
33.4 Our Miss Brooks ........
25.0 Late Movie
23.5 Science Review.

17.6

.

20.8

........ 15.3

•

•

'.

WBUF

(17)

WBUF

•

...WBUF
...WBUF
...WBUF

9.4

...

2.0

...

...4.9

...

...

...

... 1.0

1.0

None

16 7 TCthol
.

.34.3

..KOA

Theatre

•

82..

.27.5..
Fri. 12:00-12:30

Wed.

nf Rilpv

T.ifp

Stations—WEE# (4),

.

.

.

.

KFSD

Guild ........
Joe Palooka
Sat. 10:00-10:30
.17.6
.WBEN.
Ziv..
Cisco Kid (W)
.14.7.
.....Fri, 7:00-7:30
7. Annie Oakley (W) ........ ....WBEN..
.11.8.
6. Wild Bill Hickok (W)..... ....WBEN..
Sat. 1:00-1:30
9.8.
....WBUF. .......Guild...
9. Liberace (Mus)
Sun. 6:00-6:30
6.9
....
....WBEN
3:00-3:30
Sat.
19. Kit Carson (W)
........
.........
5,0
5.

,

.

.

.14.5

..

...

One
591 Amos ’n’ Andy ........

.

.

.

WKRC
WKRC
WLW-^
WKRC

.

Saturday Night Revue.

21.4.'.

—130,000

Led Three Lives (Dr).
Captured (Myst)

21.1

....... 18.7

Montgomery Presents.
Four Star Playhouse
...WKRC
Studio One
...WKRC
Front Page News.
R;

—

Approx. Set Count

I

1.

MCA.

.KBTV. ........ .Flamingo

BUFFALO
2.

KSTP

.

.

.

....KBTV.

Superman Adv)

10.

.KBTV

.28.7

WCCO

.

Blue Ribbon Bouts
Bouts; Ringside Roundup

«

Am

7.

.

59.1

,«*•»»»•<

.

Sun. 7:00-7:30 ........

CBS

.

.

KFSD

.Mon, 8:30-9:00

NBC..

,21.9
.

Roy Rogers
Lawrence Welk .......

.Mon. 9:30-10:00

.

.WCCO
.WCCO

Shows

.

Led Three Lives (Dr)
5. Badge 714 (Myst) .....
8 Range Rider (W) ........

4. I

1

64.7

Approx. Set Coitret—200,000

2.

KSTP
.KSTP
.KSTP
.

46.2

••#••-* 24*5

...

Thurs. 7:00-7:30
Tues. 9:00-9:30

CBS

.

WCCO

.

38
36
46
32
30
39
27
36

•

...;.. 21.2

.Thurs. 7:30-8:00

DENVER
1.

..

7:00-7:30

Tues. 8:00-8:30

.

Amos

Sat. 9:30-10:00

Flamingo

Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .XETV.

9.

18.9

53 ........

..

...

Mon.

NBC
NBC

.

.

8.

.UTP..

.

Your Show

KJNXT (2)—L.A.
-KNBH (4)—L.A.
KTLA (5) L»A.

Stations

.

*

1.

. .

.

Liberace
Blue Ribbon Bouts. ..... i
Bouts; Fight Follow-Up....

43.3

. .

*
10.

.WCCO
.WMIN

Red Owl Theatre. ......... .WMIN

39.4

37

•

28.0

9-30-lftOft

Sat. 9:30-10:00

....Guild..

.

.25.1.

..Thurs. 7:30-8:00

McCann-Erickson

UTP.

Mon.

89.

Weather; Sports .........
.
55.7 Foreign Intrigue. ......

...

RATING
.,.,...12.3

Stations

.Wed. 9:30-10:00

.

41.9 Today’s Headlines.

42

STA.

—WLW-T (5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

Count—440,000
.

35.4 Counterpoint

.16.4

8:30-9:00

Sat. 8:00-8:30 ......... 14.7

.

64

........ .20.4

.Sun. 9:00-9:30

Same

52........

!

.

Ziv

.

.

43.7

.21.9

NBC
.

45.4

53........

.22.8

Ziv.

.

.

60;........
55

27 *4

.Thurs. 9:30-10:00

.Sun. 8:30-9:00

aired.

.KSTP

PROGRAM

.24.0

•

.

.MCA

.WLW-T.

... ..

.

...Mon. 10:00-10:30

ABC...

.

9:00-9:30

.22.8

.

is,

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

USE
SETS IN

Name That Tune

.Tues., 8:30-9:00

.

.WCCO

Hopalong Cassidy (W). ......

RATING

.

.

Guild..... ......

.^

.

.WCCO.
KSTP.
KSTP.

Mon.

.

SHARK
(%|

JUNE

...Mon. 8:30-9:00

ZiV
Ziv
..ABC..

.

KSTP
WCCO.
Liberace (Mus)

.

NBC

the film

—'WCCO (4), KSTP ~(5)» WMIN (11)» W!TCN (11)

TIMI

DISTRIB.

whom

Stations’

DAY AND
STATION

TYPE

.KSTP.

10.

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for

Approx Set Count

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

AND

.

Mr

14 8
9 ft iNone
11 3

AlKorf

»

«

»

• • •

WBUF
yYJL9V/x
WBUF

WBEN
Dull
ff

•

•

2.0

•

.

•

«

•

.

..

2.0

A4
*

8.8

Baseball

...WBUF

..

2.9

—
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Is It

MPTV)

You remember the quotation:
Thet best laid schemes of mice and men

Gang

An

aft a-gley

lea us naught but grief and pain
—Robert Burns ,
For promis’d joy,
*

(

(NBC

.

By CARL M, STANTON
V.P., in

By GEORGE T. SHUPERT
(Pres., ABC Film Syndication

Charge of Film Division)

A

think it has particular application to the film syndication business right now in several important areas. The
proper approach to these problems on the part of individual distributors will determine in large measure who are
going to be the majors and minors of the future,

strong syndicated-film operation is an important asset
to a television, network, while the network is replete
with advantages unavailable to an independent film syndi-

of the producing organizations have some rather
There are deals
peculiar ideas about distribution* fees.
being offered and faken by distributors at a 25% distribution fee for one and up to five or 10 individual sponsor
sales, then reduced to 15% for large
regional or national spot sales, and a
less amount for a network sale. Regardless of the quality of the product
and the presumptive ease of sale ber
cause of this quality, the basic selling
and handling costs are still there. The
large regional or national spot sale
requires just as much manpower cost
and out-of-pocket expense in’ terms of
promotion, publicity, advertising and
servicing as does, the same group of
markets sold individually. Any top-flight distributing organization capaEd Madden
ble of producing worthwhile sales results gets 35% for individual' markets, regionals and national spot sales.
When you move around this broad land of oUrs and see
some of the prices quoted for good properties in the medium and smaller sized markets, even though some of the
properties are previous network runs, you can only conclude that some of the pricing structures border on the
ridiculous. In those cases where it is a new property, it's
evident that the producer isn’t even going to get his production cost back. The prices quoted in some of the small
markets won’t even return that market’s proper share of
print and handling cost. I can understand this happening
on a “dog” property, but when it’s done on some of the
good ones, it becomes rather baffling.

There
network

I

mind you,

syndication Vastly outweighs the occasional instance of local competition
made inevitable by the nature of syn-

The syndicated film business, which
was given stature and stability In the
last year by the mushrooming of tele-

,

A

little more than a year ago there were 110. tv stations
In 64 cities. Today there are 385 stations in 239 cities.
Syndicated film programs are filling a large part of these
new programming hours which cannot be filled by network originated shows. It is a logical consequence that
the networks should extend the Scope of their activities
by going into the syndication business themselves.

in the face of

-

.

Is

for the 1954-55 season, the new network Riley’s
the first two network seasons of Riley.

however, certain mutual problems concern-

The Time For
By

All

...

REUB KAUFMAN

.(President, Guild Films Co., Inc.)
•

•

variety and entertainment interest of filmed program,

series, have helped to firmly establish film syndication as
an important factor in television.
Now it is up to the syndicators themselves to rise to the
Some
opportunity which has unfolded for syndication.
syndicators realize this opportunity also carries with It
the weight of syndication’s share of responsibility for the
welfare of the industry as a whole. Unfortunately there
are still too many syndicators who think tv is a ticket
to a quick buck. And, we still hear of individuals who go
into distribution-^become syndicators
of their single
pilot film or l^episode series without real knowledge or
preparation for such an undertaking.

Another prime advantage for a network-connected film
syndicator is the fact that network techniques and methods
of operation are automatically carried over into syndication. Programs are designed to meet the requirements
of advertisers and the tastes of the viewing public
programs which, in effect, move merchandise while they
attract large audiences.
A. network’s technological and physical resources are
also important assets to a distributor of syndicated film
The NBC Film Division’s shipping and library
series.
services are the largest of their kind in the TV industry.
Originally servicing 76 stations with syndicated programs,
network film shows and kinescopes of network programs,
the New York and Hollywood film exchanges (operated
by the Film Division) now service 285 stations with 2,000
prints a week, covering 4,000 actual weekly playdates.
Constant research by the NBC engineering staff makes
available to the NBC Film Division the latest technological
ahd electronic developments, in both black-and-white and
color TV-^-all of which enhance the quality of the product.
Future developments will encompass magnetic tape, new
scanning processes and other phases of this complex industry. Another unique technological advantage is the
checking of rushes and final prints on closed-circuit television, to insure the broadcast quality of each program.

.

—

To be successful in v syndication, the syndicator needs
more than a length of film and a telephone. It requires
organization, ' manpower, an adequate and continuing
source of quality program series, service departments
from public and station relations to client service and program promotion. These elements which are so essential
to successful syndication are costly and require substantial investment and access to large financing resources.
Equally important is the need for know-how the unique
knowledge of advertising and client merchandising as well
as programming, film production and showmanship.
It is due to the fact that so few syndicators have either

Competing With Network

•

•

industry.

Syndicators have reached a point where In their own
and for the benefit of industry generally they
must join, together in a strong and meaningful association
which will have the means to develbp and carry out a
continuing program for the improvement and protection of
syndication’s participation in the television industry. This
Ji?
task for which the majors must assume both responsibility and leadership.
interest

Because of the highly competitive nature of the film
syndication business, a basic requirement for survival is
the ability to sell programs to all stations and all advertisers. In recognizing this fact, NBC has given the Film
Division the scope to operate as a successful, incomeproducing arm of the company. This condition sometimes
results in local competition between an NBC Film Division
program and an NBC television network program.
We have, after all, no control over local time availabiliIf, furthermore, we sell a program to an agency
ties.
for a specific client and the agency places the show on
an independent station in competition with a network
program, we cannot control that, either. And the quality
and popularity of our programs is such that they have
outrated all network competition in many multi-stationed
.

•

—

the physical resources or the required know-how that syndication is rapidly settling down to a very few “majors”
and many “minors” among syndicators. The majors who
will remain in the big league can be depended upon to
be progressive businessmen with a full awareness of their
present position and future opportunity, and also of their
obligation to actively participate in and contribute to the
up-building of the whole tv industry. The smaller concerns who wail to pull themselves out of the minor league
within a short time cannot hope to survive with any degree of reasonable success. They are doomed to suffer
irom hunger (and all its consequences in the way of unsound business practices) while the majors will grow
bigger and stronger.
This is the trend in film syndication today.
It is a
healthy trend and cannot help but benefit the television

—plus

Web’s Physical Resources

The increasing shortage of desirable network time,
coupled with the growing demand by many television stat ions for a greater share of the money spent by advertisers
for tv time, plus the tremendous improvement in the quali1y,

Chief among the advantages which a network-affiliated
film-syndication outfit enjoys is its access to many of the
finest, most successful network film series, either during
the network run or following it. The NBC Film Division,
for instance, syndicates “The Life of Riley” in markets
not covered by the NBC television network sponsor (Gulf
Oil), simultaneously with the network run.
The overwhelming success of “Badge 714” (formerly “Dragnet”)
and “Victory at Sea” as Syndicated programs after their
network runs are strong arguments! in favor of a networkconnected film-syndication branch. Additional opportunities are presented by such NBC television network shows
as "I Married Joan.” “Letter to Loretta,” the Mickey

Rooney show ahd “The Medic.” Our current inventory
will soon be augmented by 39 new “Badge” episodes

ing advertisers, agencies and stations that call for collective action.
hope to see this year. the.
I, for one,
emergence of a distributors’ organization with full membership that can speak for the industry.

Now

vision stations across the country-—
and the consequent upsurge in the
number of local programming hours
to be filled-—is big business today!
Because the major networks have
recognized this fact, they have estabCarl Stanton
lished syndication arms and given
them the freedom to operate effectively in the highly
competitive field of tv film syndication.

markets.

•

This kind of competition, of course, is far from unhealthy. The success of NBC Film Division programs for
local stations and advertisers has created a general climate of prosperity for individual tv stations and has
performed a service to the film-syndication business as
a whole by giving impetus to the local use of this kind
of programming.
It seems to me that such competition is more than
compensated for by the fact that the network-connected
film syndicator is in a doubly strong position because
of (1) his freedom to distribute effectively such outstanding properties, produced especially for syndication, as

“The Falcon” and “Inner Sanctum” in competition with
independent film syndicators; and (2) his access to the
network’s finest tv film series.
A film-syndication network combination assures a steady
flow of fine programming to diversify and enhance an
inventory of programs produced especially for syndication,
It is, in the final analysis, upon this kind of organizationbolstered as it is by broadcasting experience, technological
resources and a deep-seated sense Of responsibility to the
advertiser and the viewing public—that the sound future
of the film-syndication business depends.

to the reported battle lines

up between some networks and
divisions?
within a

their film

drawn

syndication

Is it possible for film syndication to function
network without becoming a serious rival for

station’s time and advertiser’s money?
From what I have learned there is
no real; conflict between a network
and its syndication subsidiary if the
network is objective and recognizes
the need for ahd the place of film

syndication in the television industry.
at ABC there is real-understanding of the situation and genuine enthusiasm about the potential of film

Here

syndication.

A

network, as any other service or-

ganization,

is

.

All of the above, of course, refers to problems of the
individual distributor which he, himself, must decide in
the light of his own individual operation.
are,

dication.

•

industry will then begin.

There

no basic

conflict between film syndication and
television service. Although in some areas syndiis

cated film programs may be televised in competition with
network programs, the desirability for a network to
extend its television business through

an increase of 25%
over last year in network share sponsorships and what
this presages in the increasing trend toward syndication
because of flexibility and lower advertising cost.
.Some of the distributors who haven’t taken a good cost
accounting look at their operation are due for a rude
awakening this year and the process of shakedown in the
All of this,

.

cator.

Some

What has happened

provides

its

most successful! when it
customers and prospec.

tive clients with the broadest, most efficient and: flexible service possible.

Geo. Bhupert

•

With more and .more advertisers finding television a
highly effective sales vehicle, network time is becoming
increasingly scarce and the networks are hanging SRO
signs in most choice time periods. Consequently, national
and large regional advertisers who are unable to secure
network time would be shut out of . tv entirely if
syndicated films were not available.
These advertisers
have learned that it’s difficult, if not impossible, to obtain
network quality in live, locally produced shows so they
turn to top quality syndicated film programs to carry their
sales messages.
Consider the established national or regional advertiser
with a limited budget or the new advertiser who wants to
test the medium.
Through syndication, both are able to
buy films for spot advertising in the markets of their
choice, on the days aid in the time periods they require.
If they buy their film from a network syndicator, they
are assured of quality programming and service.
They
know that films will be delivered on schedule. They are
confident that their advertising plans will not be disrupted because a shoestring producer or distributor has
.

,

failed to live

up

to his obligations.

Then, when these clients are able to afford network
.advertising, 'they are usually favorably inclined to the
network which serviced them for their spot buys. Consequently, the network benefits as well as the syndicator.

Meeting Special Sales Problems
Another area

in which a network can serve its client
through film syndication is where an advertiser has a
special sales problem or wants to initiate a special sales
drive in markets already covered by his network show.
By buying a syndicated film, produced to network quality
standards, and programming it in specific markets, the
advertiser is able to accomplish his purpose without a loss

in

program

quality.

Perhaps one of the strongest arguments to prove that
there is no conflict between network and film syndication
objectives is the fact that within the past three years all
the networks have organized their own film syndication
departments to meet the growing demand for spot film
and to broaden their sendees to sponsors. These additional services will become increasingly important as new
markets open up.
Let’s be specific and look at how we handle film syndication at ABC. Almost a year ago I was asked to organize
a film syndication department because of an awareness
on the part of the ABC management of the important
role film syndication had been playing in television and
a belief that its importance would keep pace with, if not
outrun, the growth of the industry. In order to compete
favorably with other film syndicators it was necessary to
create a completely independent setup apart from the
other operating units of Ijie network. ABC Film Syndication was set up as a separate corporation, wholly owned
by American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc.
Right from the start we instituted what we feel is a
realistic first-come, first-served sales policy, without which
it would be impossible for us to compete on an equal
footing with other film syndicators. In all of our relationships with the network we neither getTrTor give preferential treatment.
This applies to the owned, and operated
stations as well as to our affiliates. All television stations
throughout the country are assured of receiving the same
type of service from us. We play no favorites.
Before joining ABC, I headed the film syndication department for United Artists and prior to that helped
organize Peerless Television Productions with Edward
Small to distribute 26 outstanding feature films. Previously, I spent many years operating the Paramount film
network for Paramount TV Productions, Inc, Now, having
worked in film syndication as ap independent distributor
and as a network syndicator, I liavfc formulated some
thoughts about both operations.
Because of the tremendous potential of film syndication, I believe that it
can be successful with or without network affiliation if
the syndictor has top quality programming, astute man-

agement nd clearly-defined policies.
We believe we have met the above requirements, We
are currently offering outstanding film shows whose previous successful network performances (incidentally, not
on the ABC network) are being repeated iri syndication,
“Racket Squad” and ‘'The Playhouse,” formerly “Schlitz
Playhouse of Stars.” Our third property, “John Kieran’s
Kaleidoscope,” is a successful combination of education
and entertainment and has proven itself a profitable sales
tool for a variety of prestige advertisers.
have kept and will continue to keep a sharp eye on
pur operating costs in order to’ pass our savings onto our
clients and we have instituted a set of policies which
enables us to provide the utmost in important services.
As advertisers continue to rely more and more on television as the most effective and efficient sales vehicle at
their disposal there will be plenty of opportunity for net-

We

works, their film syndication subsidiaries and independent
syndicators to prosper. After all, television is big business
and there’s room for everybody with the right type of
product and the enthusisam to sell it.
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Vanderbilts Didn’t Have

Never Mind the Sizzle--.

So Easy, Either

It

By MILTON

A.

BY A FILM PEDDLER*
•

neither was that of the. Vanderbilts in the early days of
railroading; nor of the \Fords -at the turn of the century;
.

Goldwyn,. and

my own

partner,

the early days of motion pictures.
I don’t dispute that of the whole turbulent business
that is television, perhaps the most frantic activity is
producing and selling television films, In the beginning
in

the television film

field

was not only frenetic—it was

also close to suicidal for all but a few. Two or three
years ago, scores of television film firms were making
brave noises about their pilots, their bankrolls and their

They were all over the trade papers with pubabout their executives and their products—generally
in that order, Try to reach most of them by telephone
now and all you’ll get is the bleak report, “Sorry, that
futures.

licity

telephone has been disconnected.”

However, that early frantic, wildcat, pioneer stage was
From it grew a business that may be only
a little less hectic and unpredictable, but which is certainly built on a solid foundation. The future of television films is rapidly clarifying, and anticipating further
readjustments which must take place, it couldn’t look
I say this because primarily the need is there.
finer.
Film as a medium and syndication as a vehicle are the
only places where television programming can expand.
The inflexibility of live shows and the congestion on the
networks leave no room for expansion in those areas.
important.

'

The product

is

Product Improves
better now than it has been and

1

will
general quality of television
it

be better in the future. The
films is bound to keep getting better because the firms
making them are getting better. Fewer and better,
I envision the day when 90% of all television films
in this country Will be produced by a half-dozen companies with strong distribution facilities. In the past,
distribution has been too often neglected. The accent has
been on financing the pilot or making the pictures without a real plan as to what to .do with the pictures when
they are finished.
It is at the level of distribution that the law of diminishing returns will operate. Only a “big-league” firm
has the resources to put an adequate sales force in the
field to do a successful sales job at the local level; and
even a “big-league” firm can handle only a limited amount
of product. This is the very nature of the business. It
is at this point that a television distribution company
differs from an old line motion picture company, which
can handle 50 to 60 pictures a year. While the number
of national or regional deals a television company can
make is theoretically unlimited, conservative planning
should regard such deals as windfalls (and unprofitable
for the most part'.

A

will live or die on its local selling. And
staff than any company has today,
not possible to do a thorough local selling job on
more than six to eight new series a year. Naturally a
company’s first interest will be in distributing its own
films, because to take on too many other films would
require an unrealistically-sized sales staff. It must follow,
therefore, that the top firms will be selling few other
than their own films. And when you consider how few
firms have sales staffs, where does this leave the smaller
firms?

company

even with a larger
it

is

Gotta

The

Know

Everything

yardstick by which survival will be measured conall of which are equally, important:
production facilities, national sales, local and regional
sales, and merchandising. Add the element which the
successful well-coordinated company must inevitably have:
sists

of four units

—

flexibility.

This latter must apply to all phases of the company’s
It must have a production staff and technical
capable of producing anything to meet the demands of showmanship which may call for a “Halls of
Ivy” or an “Ellery Queen” or a “Lassie.” It must be
able to handle any kind of sale, a multi-million dollar
deal on Madison Avenue or in Chicago, or a. $50 a week
deal in Minot, North Dakota. And it must have a firstrate, aggressive, ingenious and commercial-minded merchandising and exploitation department whbse imagination does not end with table tents and bottle collars.
Obviously what will happen more intensively than* it
has in the past is that the smaller companies will sell
or merge. However, this process, which at the time always
seems like a splendid solution, does not always create
a healthy condition because it merely aggravates the
situation of too much production, too little distribution.
The distribution problem will also continue to plague
those small companies which grow and prosper through
excellence of production. They will find themselves facing
the same problems: too much production, too little distribution. Film vaults soon runneth over.
I have been asked to state briefly, our thoughts on,
color. They couldn’t be more simple. We recognize the
value of color as a fruity source of spectacular publicity
and promotion. It is little else right now for the simple
reason that the color audience could fit into a sponsor’s
eye without making him even blink with discomfort.
Our plans are not to film in coloi; for the 1954-55 season
because the expense of doing so imposes an additional
cost on the sponsor which we agree may not seem to
•mount to much because of the general excitement concerning color, but which we honestly feci he will resent
activities:
facilities

i

Some years ago a' line from A. N. Whitehead hit me right
The line: “Genius is the ability to recog-

:

Griffiths,

(V.P.,

Charge of West Coast, Ziv-TV Programs)

—

The climate and

Programs of America, Inc.)
An article recently appeared in Variety entitled “Pity
the Poor Syndicator.” The article was well written and
factual in its approach. It may possibly have* been a
little pessimistic in its conclusions based on the. facts as
the author saw them.
True, the syndicator's life is not a bed of roses. But

nor of Zukor,

By MAURICE' jUNGAB

How’s the Steak?

GORDON

(President, Television

Edward Small,

28,1954

in the noggin.

nize the obvious.”
If you don’t believe that philosophers are the only pracr

men, or that Whitehead was a genius, -how else can
you account for him predicting so long ago what is happening in, the film syndicate business- today?
Give up? All right, here it is.
Why do producers keep spewing out in half-hour film
shows? We can put them, roughly, in three, categories.

tical

‘

.

The crime-mystery-intrigue type. Well, all right. But
enough's enough.
2. The dramatic-playhouse-anthology
shows. Plots rup from A to C; synthetic, contrived, glutenous glamour. 3. The comedy ‘family-situation kind. Stock
prototypes; unbelievable, hysterical humor laid on with a
1.

shovel.

be kind a moment. The gold rush was on;
it was a* baby industry, and when you have to go you
have to go. But little man, what now? Why, of course,
the obvious it always comes late.
In all endeavors: the crafts, art forms, the lively arts,
simplicity is arrived at last.
It seems you Can’t reject
until you know what to select. And television is still overproduced, plotted, gimmicked and gagged.
Production
is what you do a lot of when you haven’t any ideas. And
one series begat the other.
Well,

let’s

—

.

*The Little Story*
|
being overlooked is what Ed Murrow calls “the
little story”; the same insight Ernie Pyle brought to the
last world war, when all the rest of the reporters were
writing the big heroic story; it’s what is happening right
under our noses here in America; it’s what the poet, Ward
Wheelock, says somewhere: “ ... the reality we have
lost Sight of because, to use Shelly’s metaphor, it has
been overlooked by the yell of familiarity.”
Now understand, I’m not advocating shows that deal
with stark, grim realities. I know that more and more
regional and local sponsors want a family type show:
What

is

non-controversial humorously pleasant, de-sexed—
above all, Safe. And right or wrong, that’s what We have
to give them.

safe,

But these “little stories,” these too familiar things that
most of us overlook, are exactly the materials that, fic-

make for the ideal family type show. And
give you all sorts of variations. This is the reality that
provides the essence of great entertainment: self identi-

technical experience
from motion
pictures—are not the only reasons why Hollywood, rather
place
to
is
produce
York,
tv*
films.
than New
the
Another big reason is that the entire community of
Hollywood and Los Angeles has been conditioned* to take
picture-making Irt stride, whereas New Yorkers are not;
Hollywood and LA. grew up around the motion picture
industry. The whole atmosphere there is conducive tu the
making of films.. The kind of cooperation given by the

man-on-the-street there frequently means the savings of
thousands of dollars to a producer. This, in turn, frequently means that it makes the production of an entire
series— involving an expenditure of hundreds of thousands of dollars—possible where otherwise it may not
have been.
Take Ziv’s “I Led Three Lives” program, for example.
This series is based on the actual experiences of Herbert
A. Philbrick during his nine years as a counterspy for
the FBI within the underground. XJ. S. Communist Party*
It has been Ziv’s most successful production to date,

and we are now

an additional
are spending well over
for Its outstandhave been able to film 80% of

in the process of filming

year of programming, on which
$1,000,000.

Not the

least

we

among reasons

ing success is that we
our fobtage on location, mostly in and around Hollywood
ahd Los Angeles, thus injecting added touches of realism.
We once had an extremely complex scene to film in,
“I Led Three Lives,” Carlson, as Herbert Philbrick, was
left alone in a room by his communist “comrades,” who
then proceeded to spy on him from a hotel room across
the street. Also looking into Carlson’s room, and photo-’
graphing the documents he held up casually, were FBI
agents whose cameras Were equipped With telescopic
lenses. They were in the room right next to that occupied
by the commies.

'

As producers we could have built very expensive sets
still not obtained the effect of realism we Wanted.
So, we looked about in L. A., found two hotels directly
across the street from each other, explained our problem
to both hotel managers, and just like that we got the
exact setup we needed to film the scene so that It would
and

look real.

Now, you just Couldn’t count on being able to do anything like that in New York. It would have cost a fortune
to do the same. sCene in a studio if you. could find studio
space^-and the result wouldn’t have been nearly as

—

realistic.

New York has really missed a great bet.
a multi-million dollar a year industry.

TV'*fllms are

tionalized,

fication.

THE IASI LAUGH TRACK
By RAY BOLGER

Nothing interests people as much as themselves; how
they are alike other people; how they are different. What
interests them in things are the new variations of the
old norms of living; what amuses them are these variations as expressed in changing incongruities: the new pretentious, foibles, exaggerated values.
To be able to see yourself, as mirrored in some form of
entertainment, is the great common denominator. All of
us have our private little feelings, an intuitive reaction
to people and the world about us« And these feelings are
mostly in our unconscious—they’re vague and half submerged in our minds. When a play or book creates characters, reacting to reconizable situations that articulate
these feelings for us, the flash of recognition is the great
moment in entertainment.
Well, this is a lot of fancy talk. But it’s not an easy
point to put over. The idea of “self -identification” or “the
show must relate to the audience” has been kicked around
a lot. And when a producer does build a show with everyday people in everyday situations and uses the old, stock
characters in the same old "black and white” conflicts,
he feels he’s really giving his audience “self-identifica,

Canned laughter, like nature in the raw, is seldom mild.
Producers of filmed television shows use it to make sure
that comedy programs sound raucously funny. These
laugh tracks have, practically put the titter and the smirk
and the smile and the grin out of business.
No sir, they don’t make laughs like they used to.
I can recall when varying shades of humor actually
produced giggles and chuckles as Well as guffaws. But
that was before tv comedy shows were filmed. Now you
hear nothing but boffs.
During the past season on television I was both the
victim and the villain of canned laughter. As the star of
my own ABC-TV show, “Where’s Raymond?” I occasionally found myself bringing down the house with lines that
home viewers didn’t consider that
funny. Sly, maybe, but nothing to
really fracture anyone.

Canned laughter did the trick. We
not only used it but, as the owner of
the show, I okayed its use. That made
me the villain responsible for lousing
up Ray Bolger, the performer.

tion.”
It’s

!

Those S mall Differences

‘
|

|

But he’s missing the whole point. You don’t get that
sudden flash of recognition from- an idea you’ve had
pounded at you all your life. William James once said,
in effect: “As the years go by, there isn’t much difference
in people or things.
But watch out for those small difv

ferences.”

Nothing new under the sun? Nonsense. I suppose that
producers are pretty well removed from everyday living.
But doesn’t anyone in our business read the Ladies Home
Journal, McCalls, Woman’s Home Companion or Header’s
Digest?
They’re magazines with enormous circulations;
they’re chuck full of non-fiction-articles on the changing
mores of American living; their editors must know what
they’re doing.
Hasn’t anyone in our business read Fortune’s: “The Permanent Revolution?”
All of them are
full of new ideas that, fictionalized, would make story
lines with humor and drama.
Doesn’t anybody in our
business read?
Well, so Whitehead said it takes a genius to recognize
Me, I’m just studying to be a genius. But as a film
peddler working the great midwest, and having had this
idea in one way or another pounded at me by client after
client, after about the 200th-.time I caught on,
Maybe some of you producers will take a trip out here
someday— not one of those Cohn-Sehine tours you usually
make but an easy-going, off the beaten track affair. And
you ought to read “Is Anybody Listening?” by the editors
of Fortune, before you go.
You might learn how 'to- ask

.this.

questions.

It’s

an

art,

you know.

Or maybe this is something an American producer can’t
ever get. Look back at what Ward Wheelock said. Maybe
what a European producer should come over and
call it “American Intrigue.”
*( The author prefers to remain anonymous.)

this is

do.

Could

when
to

this excitement has worn of! and he has returned
measuring cost against results.

obvious that color is coming. When it gets here,
a commercial standpoint It hag grown beyond
the point of being a toy, wcTl be in it with both feet.
It is

when from

.

—What

Garlic Is to Salami’
men and network
|

Sponsorsr agency

television executives have established
a television tenet which holds that
laugh tracks are to filmed television
Ray Bolger
shows what garlic is to salami. So
when I decided to go into television and film my show,
the sound track naturally came along for the. laughs,
There are two ways to film a comedy tv program. One
is the way the motion picture companies do it. The other
is the way devised by Desilu Productions.' Their shows
unfold in proper sequence, like a play or a live television
program an invited audience is encouraged to audibly
register its reaction as camera and sound crews record
it all. This is called filming live.
Of the two choices offered me I had no alternative but
to follow motion picture technique. Our elaborate dance
productions alone, which lasted a little more than three
minutes on the screen, often took more than three hours
to film. Just one scene. It took three eight-hour days to
film the program. Using as many as il sets on a show.
We could neither find the room to seat a “live” audience
nor the audience to sit it out that long.
That’s where the canned laughter comes in. The producer takes the place of the audience.- Relying on his
own sense of humor, he decides that What’ he thinks is
funny should also be considered funny by the viewers at
home. Naturally, he thinks everything is funny. If he
didn’t he would have had the script rewritten before the
show was shot.
first season on. television has taught me many things
.
.
.
such as that canned laughter is. more likely to rub
viewers the wrong way than to induce them to laugh.
As a result we have made plans to revise our program
:

My

when

returns to the air this Fall.
be.no laugh tracks ... and that’s for sure.
will continue to be filmed. But it will be filmed
with ari audience and shot in proper sequence from beginning to end. The problem of sets and dance production
numbers will be resolved to conform with our shooting
schedule which, we hope, will not exceed 90 minutes per
show.
Laugh- if you want to. We wouldn’t have it any other
way.
it

There’ll

The show

—

;

/

Wednesday

r

My

2S»
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American telepfo fcroduqers, distribs and agencies are doing
double-takes: at ft continuing press barrage by British filmmaking
unions threatening "retaliation” against any moves by Hollywood
unions to curtail production overseas. ,One producer characterized
the British statements', latest of which was made last week, as
“fighting windmills.”. There’s been no real attempt to curtail overseas for almost a year, he said, and' what’s all the shouting about?
Fact of the matter is that there hasn’t been a real drive by
the Hollywood unions to curtail overseas telepix production since
against "Foreign Intrigue” fizzled out last year.
its campaign
Most recent, gesture was a gettogether with Coast agency toppers
a few week back that likewise produced nothing. And in the time
since the campaign to get Ballantine and J. Walter Thompson to
axe "Intrigue,” foreign telepix production has increased at least
four-fold.

•,

Actually, it’s believed that the British unions are
about sales of American-made vidpix to British

more concerned

commercial stations than they are about curtailment of American production
British
ago,
Equity
called
weeks
a
quota on Amerfor
Some
there.
ican vidpix to be played on British statements, and the four-union
statement last week on Hollywood’s purported drive against foreign production stressed that "an increasing number of American
films are being shown on British television, and with the introduction of commercial television it is clear that a not insignificant
proportion of the programs will be American recorded material."

Chicago, July 27.
Vidpix distribs are finding a new
“bread & butter” market for their,
reruns in a move by some of the
Chi stations to switch from feature
films to telepix for^ filler fare and

1

Teleradio to Shoot

Of

Own

39

‘Gangbusters’

Decision has been made by the
Film Division of General Teleradio
to shoot an entire group of 39 vidpix in the "Gangbusters” series^
There are 12 half-hours already in
the, can, with a 13th on the way

Time
hour programming.
was when features were relied
upon exclusively for late night
showcasing or tb fill a midafternoon hole but with the supply
dwindling more and more attenshortly.
tion is being given to the available
Production
on the detective
tailored-for-tv reels.
series is being done on the Coast
The trend toward vidpix is by Visual-Drama, the production
especially pronounced at ABC’s subsidiary of the relatively new tv
WBKB where for the past several film, outfit. !First four of the existmonths film director George Rice ing pix were shot by former owner
has been buying up rerun pack- Philips H. Lord, with three others
ages.
Rice now figures he’s got in the process when GT took over
over $250,000 wrapped up in his and finished the most recent five.
fringe

j

vidpix library which totals some
250 half-hours of programming.
He’ has bought 91 half-hours from
alone. And he sees the day

usage

product

by

will
be practically nil,
especially
if
the trend toward
tighter supply and higher prices
continue.

who

shifts

WABC-TV

to
in

a

To

‘Clipp s Card’

Vidpix distribs turned ah indif-

Sales Expansion
Unity Television has set a complete revamp and expansion of its
sales force in a “move to operate in
closer contact with the country’s
tv stations.
Arche Mayer, Unity

P r cxy, in announcing the move,
said “the days of telephone and
mail orders are gone” in the feature film business and said the new
setup will operate to fulfill
needs of the stations.

local

Key changes include appointment of Jerry Seisfeldt as Western
Uivisioh manager, operating out of
Bollywood (he replaces Connie
Lazar, who exited the firm); Noah
Jacobs, as eastern district manager,

moving up from the south; Frank
upra will be northwestern district
manager, Keith Goldsmith, New
England chief; Bill Young, north
central

By-

BOB CHANDLER

Television’s
pugnacious young
Offspring, the tv-film industry, will
do a total lousiness of $130,000,000
in 1954, according to the best inThat
dustry estimates available.
giant bite doesn’t include sales of
feature films to stations and spon‘

nor does

include producEntire
sum comprises programs filmed for
television and sold on a network,
national spot or syndicated basis.
For the first time, syndicated
grosses will exceed sales to networks or iiational sponsors. Distribution
companies will gFoss
some $70,000,000 via direct sales to
stations and local and regional
sponsors.
Producers of ^network
snows (some Of whom are also in
will
the
syndication
business)
gross about $50,600,000 via their
national spreads.
Sales on a national spot basis, that is to one
sponsor or alternate clients who
book their stations individually instead of on a network basis, will
total nearly $10,000,000.
Pointing up telepix’s growth and
fulfilling predictions that "majors”
would emerge from the hitherto
"small-time” aura qf the business
is the fact that eight companies
will account for about $50,000,000
of that $130,000,000 total.
The
next five companies will account
for some $15,000,000 more, which
means that the top 13 outfits in
the business will gross, approximately 50% of the industry’s total
ThaCs especially imbillings.
portant in view of the fact that
many of the network and national
spot shows are sold directly by the
producer, without dealing through
Distribs
a distribution company.
(as differentiated from indie producers) will gross a total of $95,000,000, including their network
and national spot business with
their syndicated billings.
sors,

it

tion of commercials for tv.

Film Division, CBS Television Film Sales, and MCA-TV
(figuring in sister company Revue
Productions, which sells on a national basis).
Four more will do
$5,000,000 or close, with the possibility that one of them may hit the
They are Tele$6,000,000 class.
vision
of
America,
Programs
Screen Gems, United Television
Programs and Guild Films* TPA
has an outside chance of bettering
$5,000,000 via upcoming product

ferent ear this week on the proposal made by WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, general manager Roger Clipp
that prices of syndicated shows be
based on the station rate card. Dis- in the fall. Firm gave an official
tribs simply said it can’t be done estimate of $10,000,000 for 1954,
on an equitable basis, and while but vet tradesters point out that
most of them agreed that there
(Continued on page 102)
should be a standard base on which
to compute rates, they said the
rate card method won’t work.
DESI, LUCILLE, CBS’
Principal objections to the card
proposal are these: (1) distribs
feel they must price programs acHollywood, July 27.
cording to their own conception
Joe Justman has retained 20%
of quality and according to production costs; (2) station rate cards of his Motion Picture Center.
are continually changing, and dis- Otherwise the studio is now the
tribs have a difficult enough time production headquarters of Desilu
filing rates without having to keep Productions. That means that Desi
up with individual station rates; Amazes (Lucille Ball) and CBS
(3) in the same market, three dif- each own one-third of 80% of the
ferent stations will have three dif- lot. Justman, the basic owner of
ferent rate cards based on differ- MPC; will continue holding 20%.
J. Arthur Warner, New York
ent circulation figures which one
does the distrib assign without an- “financier, was largely in on MPC,
tagonizing the Others along with as Justman’s backer, and got the
agencies and clients? and (4) the major portion of the Arnaz-fcallCBS coin. Amount is undisclosed.
(Continued on page 104)

S0% OF MPC STUDIO

—

booking

on

wll
io

every station in the naduring the month of August
hold film clinics for station pervisit

onnel.

Salesmen

will

travel

in

_eams of two, covering programming, sales,
merchandising and pro_ otion
and other facets of station
Jm operation. Mayer said that
" ™en under the new setup
*> e ib almost
weekly contact
6 Nations in order to pro-

J

vlQe better
sales service.

and Mexico

to Its client

list.

There’s not much of a dubbing problem involved, since
Newsfilm sends a scripted
commentary out with each
shipment that can easily be
translated into Spanish for use

oh a voice-over-film basis.
Soundtrack on the film is in
English, and the Latino telecasters have their choice of
leaving the English on the

production on its own may well
serve as a pattern to the other networks,
in
currently
entangled
jurisdictional

Ziv’s resurrection of "What’s My Name?,” the daddy of all the
in broadcasting, as a 30-minute telepix presentation
for syndication, is expected to spark an entirely new approach
"Name,” incidentally, will have Bill
to vidpix programming.
Goodwin as emcee, with Sheilah Graham also pacted as one of

the regular panelists.

.

Thus far the tv ’film marts have been putting chief reliance
on story formats in establishing a major toehold in telecasting.
However, the quiz-panel-game facet of programming has as yet
been practically unexplored, with the Ed Byron-created "What’s
My Name?” ns the first major invasion into this type format for
vidpix syndication. Similar type shows that have left their imprint
in broadcasting are now being eyed by other telepix impresarios.

problems

between

the unions which have heretofore
caused the webs to shy away from
telefilming.
If successful, the CBS negotiations with
and other unions
would save the network a great
deal of money, Currently the net
is forced to have even pilot telefilms lensed by independent vidfilmeries.
CBS’ "I Love Lucy,” in
which the net has a heavy invest-

SAG

While tv newsreel services generally have been operating in the
red, and NBC’s syndicated daily

ment,

is filmed by Desilu Producso is “Our Miss Brooks,”
another web show; the Amos ’n’
Andy show also owned by the net
is filmed by an indie company at
the Hal Roach lot.
Web plans a
few pilots, such as on "That’s My
Boy” and "My Wife Irma,” but
under the present complex problex problem of union differences,
it’s unable to shoot the vidpictures
done so.
One reason for the profitable op-j but .must farm them out.
eration is an expanded sales drive
Offers Farm Out, Too
Other networks have the same
that has seen the CBS subsid latch
on. to eight new station clients in situation. NBC farms out its “Life
the past month. Harris says he ex- With Riley,” "The * Falcon” and
pects the current client list of 18 other vidfilm series; ABC-TV does
to be augmented by 16 more by
(Continued on page 102)
November. Included in those 16.
Harris believes, will be some of the

operation did its swan
dive last week, CBS Newsfilm has
finally emerged as a profitable entity of CBS Television Film Sales.
According to Film Sales v.p.-general manager Leslie T. Harris, the
syndicated newsreel operation has
been operating in the black for the
past six weeks, the first time it has

newsreel

ex-NBC

tions;

j
!

whom NBC

subscribers,

has turned, over to INS-Telenews.
CBS will make an active bid for
their business.

More important

in terms of
(Continued on page 102)

niet

Empress Into Vidfilm
Shipment & Inspection
Another firm has moved into the
of vidfilm shipment and inspection. Emporer Films, which up
to now has operated in the nontheatrical production and distribution fields, has set up plants on
both Coasts to provide shipping,
processing, inspection and storage
of tv-film, along with servicing of
field

commercials on the pix.

Firm

will

mount

a

vide reels, cans, etc.;
process it physically;

|

j

CBS color engineers have developed a set of lighting standards
and developing densities .that will
enable telepix producers to shoot
programs in 16m at reduced cost
and little loss in quality, in transmission, it’s been learned.
First
sample of the new techniques will
be used in shooting of 13 tinted
Gene Autry pix for the web next
week by the cowboy’s Flying A
Enterprises.
One of the keys to the technique
is a special coating 16m applied to

show; pro- Kodachrome
store film

stock,

permitting

greater control in developing and
and break printing.
Autry is shooting his
down programs to remove spots next 13 pix in the process, and
and commercials and insert new there’s understood to be a good
ones. Firms already usinig the serv- chance that the web will air the
ice include Flamingo Films and
Autry segment in color in the fall.
Governor TV Attractions.
Meanwhile, Filmways Produc-

SG

Sets Detroit Office
Screen Gems continued expanof its sales setup this

week

with the establishment of an office

"game” shows

of a guild contract.
CBS is restrained by its contract with IBEW from using IATSE
cameramen at Television City, but
can use IA lensers off the lot or in
any new studio to be constructed.
CBS’ moves to solve union difficulties and get into active tv pix

tracks or eliminating it in
favor of a local narrator. It’s
a same-day service, with Caracas, the farthest, getting the
films some 12 hours after they
leave N. Y. via Air Express.

in Detroit, Ernest W. Montgomery
will head the branch as central
sales manager. It’s the fifth office

Const.

Mayer said that as a kickoff for
the new setup,
Unity’s field men

Not only is Latin American
video going for American syndicated shows, but it is using
Yankee newsreel; service as
well. CBS Newsfilm has signed
stations in Cuba, Venezuela

sion

the

Hollywood, July 27.
In a move which can have farreaching consequences in Hollywood’s vidfilm industry, CBS-TY
is
negotiating with the Screen
Actors Guild for a telefilm pact,
the first tv web to take such steps.
Web has been talking with SAG
about such a contract for three
weeks, in a move obviously calculated toward the net stepping
into active vidpix production instead oi farming out its shows, as
it’s doiiig now.
CBS labor relations director
Gene Purver admitted that two
meetings have been held with SAG
execs. He said that they were exploratory in nature, and concerned
wage scales and other conditions

Newsreel To Latins

'

topper, and A1 Shepard,
southeastern manager. Sid Weiner
m national tv film booker, with

Vmce Fiumano

99

«»

NBC

similar

New York

(Continued on page 102)

»

to exceed the $6,000,000

WBKB

Rice,
post at

•

Zfv, NBC, CBS, MCA Tops
Of the distribs, four are certain
mark in
individual billings. They are Ziv,

MCA

when feature

TV-FOMS

P4BSBBT&
s

subsid has estab-

the Columbia Pix
lished this year, others being Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas and San
Francisco.
At the homeoffice in N. Y.,
Arnold Fetbrod has joined the
firm as administration assistant to
the sales department. He’s pro-

duced programs on NBC, CBS and
Mutual for the past five years, his
assignment having been on
Westinghouse’s CBS closed-circuit
dealer session.
last

tions, which is shooting 13. color
"How to For You” quarter-hours
in N. Y. for CBS Television Film
Sales, has developed an "electronic

computer” which both
lighting
computes available light in a studio
and the balances in contrasts which

must be controlled
duction.

Device

is

in

color

pro-

adapted from,

those used on live color cameras
and applied to a film camera.
Chief advantages derived from
the new processes and techniques
is fact that producers can shoot
directly in 16m without having to
worry about loss of color values or
Prodefinition in transmission.
ducers won’t have to go through
the expense of shooting in 35m
and then making 16m reduction
prints, but can shoot and print
directly in 16m.

Wednesday,
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EARLE CABELL,

Jnljr 158,

1954,

President ,

CABELL’S, (NC., Dallas. Texas

“We
EDGAR

MACK,

J.

have been in the dairy business
in North and East Texas sipce 1932.
Last year we went in pretty strongly

Jr, Vice President,

RED TOP BREWING CO.

“We, and our local distributor, are
more than pleased with the way sales
of Red Top Beer are going in Lima,
Ohio, as a result of our sponsorship
there of CAPTURED. Both of us are
also pleased with trade and consumer
reaction to

MENT

in

booming

DANGEROUS ASSIGN-

Columbus, where

sales are

for

television,

with

DANGEROUS

oh WFAA-TV. The
results have had a great deal to do
with our setting new sales records,

ASSIGNMENT

the biggest year in our history. The
show has continuously built steady
.

viewing audiences even during ‘second
run’ and ‘third run’ showings.”

ROBERT BUCKLER,

Accl. Executive,

WALTER l KLEIN ADV. AGENCY,

Chirlitte, N. C.

“A

‘Thank You* is certainly in order
after your survey of results obtained
using

INNER SANCTUM

in Green-

Bunker Hill Canned
Our client’s brokers report sales
have jumped as high as 300% since
we put this product on television.
INNER SANCTUM is steadily making
a strong bid for the number one film
ville,

S. C. for

Beef,

rating on the station. Best proof of its
success is the fact that our client also

”

has ordered this show in Charleston.”

Partners in Profits
*•

Back of TV’s Top Syndicated Stars
%

Are America’s Smartest Advertisers
*

/
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SiB GRAYSON, General Manager,

RICHARD BRONNENBERG,
STANDrs. Muncie,

“As a

retail

Gen. Mgr.,

KMID-TV, Midland, Texas

Ind.

“I

jewelry outlet,

we must

excellent

have the very best in television entertainment A show must appeal to both
pocketbooks in the family. Such a
show we found in BADGE 714, starring Jack Webb. We feel that as a
sales

medium,

this

show

is

am

only too happy to endorse the
NBC FILM DIVISION programs . . contracted for before the
station started telecasting. From
previous experience I knew that I
could .actually build certain nights

,

.

VICTOR SEYDEL,

Director Radio and TV,

ANDERSON t CAIRNS,

INC., ADV., N. Y.

“When,

program accomaim of reaching
audience and associating the

a television

around these strong programs.
BADGE 714, HOPALONG CASSIDY,

plishes the twofold

the best in

a large

television today.”

DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT*NEWS

sponsor with an outstanding public
service program
it’s a great buy.
That’s why we are happy with VICTORY AT SEA for Thom McAn Shoes.
Ratings in our six major markets are

REVIEW, CAPTURED, VICTORY

—

AT SEA,
were

all

and

built

1

Ratings,

measure a program's popularity. But even more important than

popularity

How

is

the program's effectiveness as a sales vehicle.

effective are

NBC

FILM DIVISION programs

products? The best way to find out

is

to

in selling their sponsor’s

“Ask the men who have bought them.”

NBC FILM DIVISION
SERVING ALL SPONSORS
»

Itackatallai

rim. Haw

Yaik

»,

N. Y.

•

H.KkwrfiM

. . .

SERVING ALL STATIONS

Mart. Cklca*.

ta CaaafcrtKA Vklaf, StSMataal "St*aa*,Yaiaala

III.

•

Saaitl

4 Yiaa Sn.. H.II»»mS,

-, IJJUMia, JhHl. Jlaalital

programmed

at

key

and other strong programs
around these pivots.”

times,

high and growing, including New
York’s 16.1 at 7 PM Tues. Both we and
our client are pleased with the results.

INNER SANCTUM

carefblly

C«li*.

! ) !

Wednesday
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One,
for the huge upbeat.
of course, is the vast increase in
secthe number of tv stations.
ond is improved quality of the
product offered, and improved disand distributortributor-station
client relationships via elimination of the fast-buck boys among
final vital factor
the syndicators.
is the selling power of television
everyone with a product on
itself
the market wants to get on television with it. On the local level,
film is ideal it gives the small
grocer a chance to be identified
with a national figure at low cost.
On the national side, the networks
are SRO to the point where top
advertisers are going regional and
national spot, and the only way
they can do so is via film.

Juliy

28, 1954

sible

i

Continued from pace 99

estimates,
present
firm Television Service, upwards of
shouldn't do much more than half $3,000,000 on syndication only.
that.
National spot business is on the
Other firms which should exceed upgrade, as is the number of film
$2,000,00Q are Official Films (esti* shows on the nets. As of the momated $3,500,000); Motion Pictures ment, it looks as if tjiere Will be
for Television (syndication opera- about 40 half-hour film shows on
tion only; feature film division is NBC, CBS and ABC in the fall,
fabulous ) anywhere from $2,500,- and figuring an average program
000 to $4,000,000, depending op price of $1,250,000 on a 52-week
success of upcoming product; Fla- basis (39 plus 13 reruns, average
mingo Films, a. question mark since-f price $25,000 and half that for reit’s so new, but at present rate,
runs), sponsors wiB dish out $50,$3-4,000,000;
ABC Syndication, 000,000 for their web showcases.
over $3,000,000; and Hollywood
Number' of factors are respon-

by

.

,

‘

WILLIAM

NOW !

A

—

—

.

TWO

Continued front page 99

the same for its Ranny Thomas,
Ray Bolger, Ray Milland, Frank
Leahy and additional shows. Ob-

WOR-TV, General Teleradio staviously settlement of the union sit- tion in N.Y., has had a change of
uation would result “in a tremen- mind, and is now selling its $1,000,dous saving for the webs.
000 feature film package in eighths
Pact being talked with SAG instead Of quarters.
Move was
would / probably be the standard

guild vldfllm ileal, in which actors
receive $70' a . day minimum, $2.50
weekly, or a special three-day fate
Pact generally follows
of $175.
the major motion picture theatrical film contract, except for the
three-day rate and rerun pro-

prompted

visions.

that

ALL-TIME GREAT

by. the station’s sales de-

partment when it was felt that few
any potential sponsors were
ready to reallocate budgets to the
tune of $250,000 for a single local
if

tele operation. Further, belief

was

many ad

agencies are still
mulling network exposures for
those clients who could afford such
a proposition, at the expense of
local buys.
Films, on option from the Film
Division of parent GT for the past
months, comprise features
made as late a$ 1949 and are considered among, the hottest up for
tele sale now. Despite the fact that
other N.Y. tele outlets want the
package, WOR-TV says its 30 features will stay in the fold. One
source said that the pix will start
in the fall, regardless of sponsorship status.

two

with SAG. then extend to Screen
By selling the package in rotatWriters Guild, Screen Directors
Guild and the multitude of other ing eighths, the station hopes to
recapture'
most of the $1,000,000
crafts and guilds in Hollywood,
and it’s anticipated that CBS will originally expected. The new cutoffers
up
“twicA
as mjiny potential
follow this course if the talks With
advertisers.” In addition to WORSAG result in a contract.
TV, which offers to show each pic
14 times weekly, GT gave its Los
Angeles station, KHJ, an option on
the films at the same time last May.

TELEVISION SERIES!
America’s Top Weekly
Television Series of

CBS Newsfilm

Western Adventure

f.l

.

Under terms of the rerun provisos, an actor is entitled to 50%
of his original pay for. the third
and fourth runs of a vidpic; 25%
on the fifth run, arid 25% on the
sixth rUn, all later reruns being on
the house insofar as SAG is concerned. Some producers have preferred to pay* actors 100% or
double their initial salary, thus
buying up their rerun rights, which’
is permissible in the SAG contract.
The SAG film pact was the first
ev^r signed by actors in which they
received rerun com.
generally
bqgin
Negotiations

BROIDY PRODUCTIONS

F.

CBS-SAR

A

$130,000,000 For ’54

Vidpix’s

Continued from page 99

;

is the
setup,
vision
ago.

WILD BILL
1IHKOK

new

newsfiim’s

distribution

the result of a complete reconcluded some four months
Instead of shipping prints

Continued from page 99

only, CBS News- next month, is a strong telepic exfilm has set up laboratory, editing ponent for day-to-day. programming
and shipping operations in Los An- because they're cheaper, newer and
geles and Chi as well as N. Y. Each more convenient, cut as they are
handles a third of the country in to the tv pattern. Many of the
terms of shipping. More important, properties are now available for as
the laboratory and editing facili- low as $100 a run or $300 for two
Although
ties enable Newsfilm to fly put neg- years of unlimited Use,
atives to each point instead of com- they’re all repeats, .some of which
have
been
the
circuit
local
around
pleted prints, at much less cost,
a half-dozen times, Rice figures
European news, for example, that isn’t too big a hurdle when
comes out of N. Y., but it’s printed they’re reslotted for a different auin Gotham for eastern clients only.
dience.
For the midwest and west, negalaunched a midafternoon
tives are sent to Chi and L. A.,
last
vidpix
half-hour
matinee
where they’re processed, edited spring and it’s worked out so well
and printed there. Same goes in that it’s now planned to boost it to
reverse for newsreel footage from
a full hour with two 3Q t minute
Asia. EJach office also does its own
shows back-to-back. Station also
local news, and each therefore is
tested a couple of vidpix on its
for
responsible
assembling, editing* regular
“Nite Owl Movie” last
printing and shipping to stations in
week in place of a full-length feaits region.
Aside from the cost ture and may expand further in
factor, which is considerably rethat direction.
duced, stations favor the procedure
While over at WGN-TV, the No,
because it makes the news more lo- 1 Chi celluloid
consumer, the
cal and regional in character.
trend toward tele films is not so
Final factor is Film Sales’ mer- marked, there are indications that
chandising and library plan. Un- .they may loom larger, in the stader the latter, station keeps all the tion’s fall plans. The Tribune stafootage it receives, and is also en- tion has always, been the dominant
abled to compile its own weekly factor in the Windy City feature
news features via scripts from CBS film market and owns one of the
and clips its already received: biggest libraries in the country.
There’s a news quiz and a news
currently has Over 300
roundup which goes out free week- features and* westerns on its
ly as part of the package.
shelves.
But, As film ehief Elizabeth Bain points out, that's a low
mark for her vault,

New York

from

.

-CO-STARRING-

WBKB

Andy

MADISON
Now in

its

-

4th Year of National

DEVINE
TV Sponsorship by

The KELLOGG Company
Through LEO BURNETT Company

«L
The Newest Dramatic Act ion- Adventure

WGN-TV

Series Especially Prod uced

For Television Programming

SECRET SERVICE

For

Bill

FOR DETAILS WRITE:—*

WILLIAM

F.

Ml
i

HOLLYWOOD 14844

j

BROIDY PRODUCTIONS

Miss Bain, who has been buying

films for tv for Over six years* says
the feature film supply at the present moment is as tight as, Abe’s
.*
e
ever seen' it.
r
Telefilms have been getting a
whirl at WBBM-TV, likewise, although not as great extent because of the full lineup of CBS-TV
shows occupying most Of its schedule..
The Gene Autry series has
been making the repeat route for
the kiddie trade and there’s been
some thinking along the fines of
using vidpix for its signoff shows.
This opening market for the re;

Attorney” to. a reported 128
markets.
“Corliss” spread has been racked
up via several regional deals, including a nine-market purchase by
Lion Oil in the south; Sealtest in
its western Pennsylvania markets;
.Carolina Power '& Light for markets in both Carolinas; and Brown
& Haley for markets in the western states. On an ipdividual basis,
firm has sewed up Los Angeles,
Chicago, Pittsburgh, Boston, Philadelphia; St. Louis and Washingr
trict

26 Half-Hour Programs
Based Upon Actual Case-Histories
On File in Washington !
CAL-

Stations

Archer” secies in 54 markets
in less than three weeks and at the
same time pyramiding ‘‘Mr. Dis-

CRAWFORD
28,

128

to ‘Mr. D.A.’

liss

Broidy Co . Property

HOLLYWOOD

On

-

In the face of a general summer
lethargy in vidpix sales, Ziv is
moving quickly with two of its
series, having placed its new “Cor-

Starring

5545 SUNSET BLVD.,

‘Corliss’;

Latch

AGENT

(A

54-Market Spread

Ziv’s

ton.

„

is over and above the first
and second-run prime time ‘sales

peaters

for the fresher product which generally are made directly with the
advertisers.
While these in-bulk
sales for library stockpiling may
not add up to much ort an individual, basis they do loom significant
in the aggregate and point up the
apparently deathless vitality of the
various telefilm properties so long
as the price is right.
'

“Mr,

X). -,A.”

buildup follows the

big. regional deal set with Carter

,1

i

—

San Francisco Jerry BUndsen,
Herb Caen’s man Friday* pulled a

Products and- Shwayder Bros, last
spring. Other bluechippers now on switch when his ICGO-TV panel
show was dropped for lack .of sponthe list
include
Westinghouse,
it
Kreuger Beer, Falstaff Beer, Tex- sors, Bundsen promptly adapted
for radio and debuted the new
aco

Dealers,

Show

is

Lives” in

Ford Dealers,

etc,

show from the Starlight Room of

Second to “I Led Three the Sir Francis Drake Hotel Saturits market spread. First day
on KVSM, the hillbilly station,

Wednesday* July 23* 1954.
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He’s Jeffrey Jones— a man with a record;

gsy
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But don’t get us wrong. He’s a lawful,

1

te

v

'

*

sports-minded sleuth with a record of

down big audiences in every

tracking

/

W%%'

town he

B

49*8 in

*

'

hits':

'i

XV

film

New Orleans, top syndicated

show

in

town

first

in has time

period in Philadelphia, beating

the competition

month

after

all

month!

And he’s armed with a hard-hitting
new merchandising plan that will carry
advertising impact right to the point
of purchase.

'4T«&
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Here are

To
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all

get your

the clues you need.

man— and

top sales results-

1 ';

The

ask to see

Files of Jeffrey Jones,

a production of

.

.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES
with offices in

.

New York,

Chicago, Los Angeles, Boston,

Atlanta, Detroit St. Louis', Dallas and
.

Distributor

in-

Canada

is S.

W.

San Francisco.

Caldwell Ltd., Toronto

^

:

’

Wedne*day, Jnly 28, 1954

LOUIS D. SNADER
TV

LIBER ACE on

(Who Gave You

Film)

SENSATIONAL

NOW OFFERS YOU THE
<*.V.\V,SV.V|V.W.V.V

PANDIT

teC

KORLA

ON

Staged and Directed by
IN

ROY PRINZ

LE

FILM

AND 1/2 HOUR
MUSICAL SHOWS

BOTH

1/4

PRODUCEDBY

SNADER PRODUCTIONS,
9130 SUNSET BOULEVARD

HOLLYWOOD

*

CALIFORNIA

46,

.
for homeoffice huddles
Rogers & Cowan publicity manager Joel Wolhandler also to the
Coast for o.o. of Ziv production
Robert Young and
activities
his family leave for Europe today
huddles with
following
(Wed.)
Screen Gems’ v.p.-general manager
Ralph Cohn on Young’s upcoming
“Father Knows Best” series for

week

DUMMIES AREN’T SO DUMB
By
I

DANNY O’DAY

wear $115

neckties

.

made, cost $30 a

sh ®® sJ

My

pair.

or

te j ev j s i dn j prefer. I find television
ji
j^eps
y and myself on

mm

.

.

WNBT’s Ray
ciggies
.
Forrest, now on vacation, off to
Bermuda to shoot deep* sea fishing
pix for his “Children’s Theatre.”
Jimmy Yoham into “The Impersonators” cast, being shot at

have been knows when that monster camera
j s on closeup
and a jerking throat
muscle or lip movement and Bang!

—

together a good 15 years now. Our
acquaintance and association began
at a carnival out in Chicago. Nelson. the square, Won me at a bingo
game and we’ve been together

.

Kent

Qur toes Radio is great but it
causes one to relax and make you
care i ess on video, Jimmy never

.

I

radio

vaudeville,

nightclubs,

wardrobe

consists of 12 suits, 15 shirts,
7
neckties, and five pairs of slums,
all amounting to a p. re.v y
®
I ask you, which one is the dummy

Jimmy Nelson and

.

working the strings.
people often ask which medium,

dollar

five

suits,

my

which one of us was

to figure out

.

.

,

.

Bedford Park Studios by HeadEdward
quarters Productions .
J. Chandler, ex-FBI agent, joined

^e-s dead,

.

.

Which One's the Dope!

Television Programs of America as
Jimmy and I get along great. ah account exec for the northwest
since.
Sometimes he gets careless though! territory
United Television
T
were
years
Those first few
|I pull him back in line by yelling Programs got a N. Y. berth for
for my ego you see l was la e
£0r
to keep his mouth closed. “Waterfront,” on
precedin
kid
still
a
was
than Jimmy. He
We had a great time when we ing Bishop Fulton J. Shreen. La
grammar school. In fact our audifirst broke into television out in Rosa Macaroni will sponsor.
trying
time
of
a
ence had a devil
Chicago, too. It was during, the
war and the Navy had put up an
experimental station. All the directors, producers and even the tech
It's
hicians were women. In fact we
did our first show with Beulah
Zachary as producer and director
I’ve, got a soft (balsa); spot in
my heart for Gloria Swanson, too.
That goes back to the first time

...

—

WABD

|

-

i

Syndication

j

GDMMONWEAlffl

for

Jimmy and

appeared on Ed

J

Sulli-

fount/

1

—By EARL

dummy

.

n
in

toon*

me—I

that

guy

curred the

first

time

on

could have
Nelson oc-

we

—

appeared'

The hot

lights melted the
varnish on my face, gluing my
mouth to an open position. Man,
tv.

was

I

All

embarrassed!
in

racket.

all

a

it's

And Jimmy

pretty good
and. I have a

gentleman's agreement. I speak up
when he needs me most and he
keeps me away from woodpeckers.

r

a* far aa» lat,»l

lit*

station

••

Mojor Company Footoro*
• Westerns
• Serials
• Comedies

/>///

.

')< /<'

r.u'iiO'r)

(
<
,

i>u\

MORT

723

SA£KETT, Pres.
Seventh Avenue. Now York 19. N.Y

Chatter

New York
Aaron Beckwith, Gotham veep,
and Tom McManus, eastern sales
chief of United Television Programs, planed to the Coast last

in

Production)

Features • Westerns • TV-Ette Library
Comedies • Stockshot Library

Your Family Theater

where the teamwork

I

the coop.

.

.

There

in a nutshell is the appli-

word “teamwork,”
which we have lifted from the incation

of

Eiirs

y$lV&‘&S?END fOR DfflOiS OF ABOVE
COST SYNP/CATF F/LMS - FOE

MOW

# OVFe 25 7TPSS OF BUS/NESS.

ALL FILM PRODUCERS
Now

spirational lingo in the world of
sports; And it means simply this—
is
most valuable.
Proper that a tv salesman should also be
tion
booking, print control, inspection an ambassador of good will. His
shipment, greatest effort should be in cement
of prints after each
prompt methods of shipment and ing and maintaining public relaexpert editing, etc., are a few to tions in the three-way partnership
mention. But Hollywood Televi- on the highest possible plane.

Motion Picture Studio,

midwest

JACK DUBE

PETE RODGERS

southwest

BILL

DUBOIS

wo »t

Now

York: 15 Wost 44th Stroot

MUrray HiH 7-5535

’

N

Sendfor

tree brochure, or call

Y. Office: 129 West 52nd St.
Phone: Circle 6-6528-9

Hollywood: 1350 N. Highland Avonuo
Hollywood 4-0840

coast

JACK LONDON

-few

Inc.

* completely air-conditioned
* third largest in the Eat!
* 30 min. from Grand Central

—

—

east coast

!

Available for Productions

WESTCHESTER

the

V* Hr. Film Program
FEATURING:
The Greatest Hollywood Stars
B’way Personalities
JOHN CONTE, M.C.

HOLLYWOOD TO BROADWAY
(50 Programs

He must have

in.

.

and distributor.

True, to have had theatrical distribution experience fs naturally an
A thorough knowledge of
asset.
the physical part of film distribu-

*

lommonujEflLTH

is

comes

One

.

<#mmunl«al»

And here

SSftoO NOVR ANIMATED^^CARTOON

selling job. The
applied to the nership” to which I referred presincerely
that has taken quite a viously, that is, the sponsor, station
kicking around in the theatrical and distributor, present a situation
professions , is the^phrase “team- of dependence on one another
work.” This, however, has taken which is obvious. The show must
on a vital and essential meaning be good to command ratings so
the comparatively new and that the sponsor can afford the
in
rapidly expanding world of tele- tariff of the show and station favision.
cilities. This in turn insures suffiInitially, it must be pointed out
cient viewers who are the prospecthat there is a distinct difference tive purchasers
of merchandise.
between sales and distribution
Our 32 branches allow us to give
methods for television and the
theatre. Syndicated tv Celling is maximum coverage and cooperathe operation which involves the tion which is a distinct advantage
since being near to any station
whole team.
To me, syndication is a “three- naturally provides possibilities of
sponsor, intensive service in all fields.
party partnership”
.

letter.

me

murdered

the tv salesman must contact diligently all local and national advertising agencies in his area.
He
must know the important sponsors
which are prospective customers.

when

lets
carry the ball. And they
call this
dumb!
I guess the worst thing that has

cop

1^

from
tv, stations
(Pres. Hollywood Television
General Manager, Sales Manager,
Service, Inc.)
Program Director, all the way
Hollywood.
through the Film Department.
The tried and tesic- phraseology
The salesman knows that to be
of the sports world has often given successful, it must be a mutual
added impetus to business methods
“three-party part-

Jimmy’s a modest guy and when
he has to talk to a beautiful-woman
on television he gets tongue-shy
So, he just shuts his mouth and

i

COLLINS—

i

eration of the

here we are.

ever happened to

R.

‘Clipp’s Card’

Continued from page 9)
gated from the parent company.
Therefore, it has had to adopt its overlap, UHF-VHF and single-staown sales policy and it is com- tion market situations are so inpletely different than the selling of volved as to make the rate card
motion pictures to theatres.
proposal unworkable.
Being a subsidiary of the parent
Typical reaction was that of Telecompany, Republic Pictures, gives vision Programs of America exec
us the advantage of utilizing ex- v.p. Michael M: Sillerman, who
perienced film editors and cutters declared that “sliding rates for tvwho have edited a majority of our films to conform to each station’s
theatrical film to the station time constant (rate card) changes would
segment. In this respect half-hour hardly bring about the stability
shows are cut to 26Vfe minutes, hour Mr. Clipp wants.” Proposal, Sillershows to 53Vfc minutes and lVfe man said, “would create terrible
hour shows to 8014 minutes. These confusion and the fly-by-night comshows have complete story content, panies he wants to eliminate would
as only the filler is. eliminated. Of multiply like rabbits.”
course, on our productions made
Other distribs said they had tried
especially, for television, they are
the rate card method in the past
produced and finished at 26V£
with highly unsatisfactory results.
minutes.
They admitted there’s no standard
method for computing prices—“we
There’s A Difference
Now, ,as to the syndicate tv sales base them on what our experience
with each market has been,” one
difference
beman the vital
tween this representative and the said—but none could offer an alternative to th^, Clipp plan.
is
motion picture theatre salesman

Partnership

|

van’s “Toast of the Town.’’ Gloria
took too many bows and ran over
on our time and Jimmy barely had
time to say hello for us when the
show was over. But that Sullivan
is a great guy. He told us to come
back in two weeks. We did and

3pupmm
in

I

— CRESTVIEW 4-6651

sion Service, Inc. is only a subsidiary of Republic Pictures Corp.
and its sales and general method
of distribution are entirely segre-

A Three -Party

t

INC.

TELEVISION

CORPORATION
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HIGHLY RATED TV SHOWS
.

•

Preduced Expressly

IN THE

.

-

CAN!

for Television

"TALES OF TOMORROW"

mmmM

HALF-HOUR SHOW

/Ss.’s Ats/j

"INVITATION PLAYHOUSE"

mm

GARDEN^r

“LITTLE THEATER"
. .
.

IS

1

The

MADISON SQUARE
“THIS

7// Afj /s

CHARLES LAUGHTON”

MADISON

SQ.

Syndicated

GARDEN

Sport*

BILLBOARD'S

ptoud

annual

TV

"

voted

Sorio*

Pom!

Selling
,

.

in

response to a short announcement^ we
amount of cafds and

received dn unexpected
letters requesting that

in

film

gram awardsl

GARDEN' be resumed

'MADISON SQUARE

in

its

present form next

season.
Fuller

"CAMERA’S EYE”

&

Smith

&

Ross. Inc.

(BURKHARDT BEER. Sponsor)

26 FUMED SHOWS OF THE BIST IN
©Beta***"*

“GIGI

AND JOCK”

CURRENT SPORTS EVENTS DIRECT FROM

*

1

is*#*

.

v.r*W*
'

.

,. r »e'- t0S

THE SPORTS CAPITA! OF THE

*

WORLD

Si*

•

produced and

*

i„. bud#-**

i

write, wire,

phone

.

exclusively

BEVERLY HILLS
CRestview 5-1074

•

•

For audition print

WINIK FILMS

BEVERLY HILLS. CALIF.

CHICAGO

•

NEW YORK
PLaxa 1-0236

CEntral 6-3632

by

FILMS

The TEEVEE Co.
211 SO. BEVERLY DRIVE

distributed

.

.

ATLANTA,

G«.:

101 Walton

St..

Corp.,

Edward H. Steven*
N.

W.-WA

CINCINNATI, OHIO: George

3479
rirengel

CHICAGO.
203 No.

III.:

Ben Barry

Wabash— State

2-2818

HOLLYWOOD,

full details

wire. writ*, call

625 Madison Ave., NYC -PLaxa 9-5350

DALLAS,
So. Pearl

MIAMI,

Tex**:

W. B. Butz. 211
Sterling 2306
D. Besselieu

Expressway

Fla.:

W.

—
—

Second Ave. 78-2080
NASHVILLE, T*nh.: Robert B. Davis
416-A Broad St.—57480
Cal.: Jack Covel, 961 No. La Cicnega Blvd.
9536. N.E.

3711 Petoskey

and

PORTLAND,. Or*.: Merriman Holtz
611 No. Tillamook St.
RICHMOND, Va.: Martin L. Hogan
19 West Main St—72061

TORONTO, Canada: Lloyd Burns
760 Davenport Rd.— Oliver 8447

—Crestview

6-6139

JOAN DAVIS

MICKEY ROONEY

Starring

Starring in

“I

“HEY, MULLIGAN”

NBC-TV

NBC-TV

VOLCANO PRODUCTIONS,

in

MARRIED JOAN"

INC.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Also Servicing Agencies With Our Separate Commercial Department
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By MIKE GROSS
Julius LaRosa; “In My Own
Quiet Way "-“My Heart’s On A Fast
Express" (Cadence). Julius LaRosa
has some standout ballad and
rhythm material to play with on
this coupling and he belts 'em both
into the winner’s circle. The ballad,
“In My Own Quiet Way,’’ is. a
charming entry which LaRpsa
delivers in a warm and understanding way. This is a natural for a
long spinning run on all levels,

Last spring’s sock off-Broadway of the distractions from the conof the Kurt Weill-. fusing dialog and garish costuming.
Excellent Negro voices intrigute,
Bert Brecht music- Work, “Three- and there are many lovely
melodic
penny Opera," with Marc Blitz- moments. Composer 'Thomson distein's English adaptation of the rected the performance.
Bron.
lyrics, has now been recorded by
MGM. Album is a faithful and ex-

(Coral). “Lion Hunt” is the weirdest novelty to hit the wax market
If the jocks get
in some time.

presentation

it, the side could move out
of left field into the payoff circle.
The Nilsson Sisters, new vocal
combo, make the most* of the song
safari and they’ve got some strange
sound
instruthentalization
effect gimmicks to help them along
the way. “Willie Followed Tillie”
is just a minor league entry in

behind

and

.

.

citing

the

and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Consecutive Week, Aragon.
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.

151

The Lawrence Welk—-TV Show
Sponsored by
The Los Angeles Dodge Dealers

KTLA

Best Bets
JULIES LaROSA
(

WILLIE MAYS

-

MY OWN QUIET WAY

IN

My

Cadence

On A

Heart’s

Fast Express

THE TRENIERS ....

(Epic)

...

.

...

.

SAY HEY

5

and

Angel Records has just recorded
Bellini’s opera, “Norma," and the

is

Verdi

a must for Weill enthusiasts.
As with the recent stage revival,
the album starts slowly, but suddenly grips one (especially this reviewer) after a few scenes, to
hold one taut the rest of the way.
Book is a graphic, ironic satire on
18th-century British society and
mores; Weill’s melodies pre simple
but insidious, and Blitzstein’s fine,
compact, colloquial text blends in
perfectly.
Lotte Lenya (Weill’s
widow) stands out with her “Pirate
Jenny” song, as does Beatrice Ar-

Milan.
eghlni

Requiem at La Scala, in
The former has Maria MenCallas

the

in

title

role,

which she will sing at her Chicago
Opera debut next November. The
Verdi Requiem was recorded under direction; of Victor De Sabata.
“Norma,” which will be released
in October, has the following supporting Mme. Callas: Mario Filippeschi, Ebe Stignani, Nicola RossiLemenl, Paolo Caroli and Rina
Cavallari.

Conductor

is

Tullio Ser-

afin. The Verdi Requiem, which
was completed July 1, will be reinto the boxes. The orch changes thur with her “Barbara Song.” Jo
leased in the autumn. Soloists are
pace on the bottom deck for an sullivan’s “Polly Song” and the
“Ballad
of
Mack 'the Elizabeth Schwarzkopf, O r a 1 i a
arresting slow tempo treatment of themer,
Dominguez. Giuseppe Di Stefano,
Knife,” are other strong points.
“Lazy Moonlight.”
Revival on Broadway couple sea- and Cesar Siepi.
The Nocturnes: “Tasty Lips’
“Tasty
“Pom Pidi Pom” (MGM).
sons ago of Virgil Tjhomson-GerDinah Washington. in Oakland
Lips” is a neat little rhythmic item trude Stein opera, "Four Saints in
San Francisco, July 27,
pegged for the juke and coke Three Acts,” has also sparked a
Blues singer Dinah Washington,
crowd. The Nocturnes deliver with reissue by RCA Victor of the work,
after a string of one-nighters up
a breezy harmony styling and the as recorded in 1947.
Most of the
tune is pegged for their technique. original ’47 Negro cast participated the Sacramento Valley, goes into
Slim Jenkins. .Seventh Street club
This side will catch the fancy of
Album, in. Oakland August 5 for five days.
in the Broadway revival.
rouis
Bottom
deck
a
the jocks.
like the stage w'ork, will be a deSinger is backed by her own
tine offering.
Jan Arden: “Nowhere”-“Tonight, light to some and a bore to others. combo and this represents the first
My Darling” (Victor). Jan Arden, Opus, to this reviewer, sounds bet- name act in the club in over a
one of the recent additions to the ter on disks than on stage, devoid year.
Victor stable, makes a good showing on this coupling. “Nowhere” is
a conventional ballad entry but he
gives it the kind of lift that will
attract spins. “Tbnight, My Darling” is another conventional ballad but he does well by it.
The top 30 songs of week (mote in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Soundtrack
Col to
Published by Office of Research, Inc.’, Dr, John Gray Peatman
.

Out Of The Bushes

...

.

Channel

Requiem At La Scala

Disk qiay not
but it will at-

all tastes,
ract music and legit lovers,

LAWRENCE WELK

Angel Records ‘Norma’,

version, even though
loses something away

appeal to

The rhythm number, “My Heart’s every department.
On A Fast Express," is a zingy
Jack Gold & The Four Esquires:

item that’ll get quick action via the “Ev’rything”-“A Kiss Should Mean
dee jays and coinboxes.
(Cadence).
Sweethearts”
We’re
Willie Mays-The Treniers: “Say Jack Gold & The Four Esquires
IIey"-“Out Of The Bushes" (Epic*. get off to a good start in their
Pairing the N. Y. Giants’ slugger, Cadence bow. They’ve got a neat
Willie Mays, with The Treniers on wax approach and their harmony
the “Say Hey" song is a surefire techniques follow the style of curspinning bet on publicity value rent flock of pace-setting combos.
alone. Mays doesn't get too much Boys get a lot of appeal into
to do on the platter, but fact that “Ev’rything,” a slick rhythm item,

disk

work

from the theatre.

’

all rates some noise. and it should pick up hefty turnthe rhythm & blues table spins. Flip side also has a
groove with plenty of pep and catchy beat which should help it
bounce.
The rTreniers keep it in the jukes.
traveling at a brisk clip. They do
Merv Griffin: “A Girl With A
the same, sans Mays, for “Out Of Figure Like an Hour Glass”-“Much
The Bushes,” on the flip side.
Too Young To Die” (Columbia).

on

he’s

Tune

is

it,.at

in

,

.

Paul Whiteman Orch: “Whispering"-“You’re Driving Me Crazy”
(Coral). After a long absence from
the wax field, Paul Whiteman is
back in the groove with some nifty
instrumental sides delivered in the
style of the 1920s. Both sides are
bright and catchy and the vintage
beat, gives added impact. “Whispering” may get the spinning preference but don’t discount “You’re
Driving Me Crazy.”
Guy Mitchell-Mitch Miller Orch:
•

“What

Am

I

City"-“You’ve

“Hour Glass" is a cute blending of
words and melody and Mery Griffin whips it put in an ingratiating
manner.
Ic’s
bigtime chances,
however, are slim but it’s okay for
summer fare since it’s light and
breezy, “Much Too Young To Die”
is
a driving item with hillbilly
.

.

overtones.

It’ll

attract

some

atten-

tion.

Richard Hayman: “The High and
The Mighty"-“Tambourine” (Mer-

,

Do

Set

There's

already a lot of
Kansas strong shellac out on “The High

Doing In
Ruined Me"

(Columbia). It's beeik some time since
the Guy Mitchell-Mitch MillerRobert Merrill parlay hit wax gold.
They’re sticking to the old formula
on “What
I Doing In Kansas
City" and it could make some noise
for them.
Mitchell sings with
gusto against Miller’s lively orch
and chorus backing. The jukes will
go for it in a big way. The trio
changes pace on the reverse. It’s
a slow ballad that doesn't come
off too well.

Am

cury).

and The Mighty" and Richard Hayman is now an important contender.
On this workover, the
intriguing melodic, line gets its
boost from Hayman’s socko har-

From Disney Film
will

soundtrack album

“The
Disney's
Prairie.” Release date
Walt

Jack Pleis: “Cara Mia”-“Lone(Decca). “Cara Mia”
is a big. rich ballad item which
Jack Pleis’ orch and chorus give
topdrawer treatment. Johnny Amoroso handles the vocal lead adequately. Rates spinning attention.
“Lonesome Polecat,” from the
Metro pic, “Seven Brides For
Seven Brothers,” is a bright entry
with a hillbilly flavor; Pleis and
his boys make it a natural for the
Victor will
wax orch. On“March of the Comcoinbox trade.
manders," band shows up with the away in mags
The Nilsson Sisters: “L i o n kind Of vigor and sjyle that draws shows. Total
Hunt” - “Willie Followed Tillie" deejay spins and pulls the coins cover the cost

some Polecat”

issue a 10-inch
of the score of

Vanishing
is Aug. 31.
Paul Smith composed and conmonica licks. “Tambourine" is a
frisky piece that will attract plays. ducted the score, which has been
Viola Dixxy: “Every One Is Say- edited down to 28 minutes from
ing”-“Joey” (Original). Viola Dixxy the original 60-minute running
shows up a pleasant thrush for the time of the film.
platter market on this coupling of
“Every One Is Saying” and “Joey."
Victor Jazz Giveaway
Unfortunately the former tune
isn’t strong enough to carry her
The disk industry is now going
into the payoff bracket and the
in for giveaways.
In a move to
latter sohg already has been kicked
promote its jazz line, RCA Victor
into the bigtime by Betty Madigan
is giving away a special extendedon the
label.
With more
effective material and a little less play platter to anybody who reecho gimmickry, Miss Dixxy could quests it. The “Jazz Sampler" will
contain hot-to-cool selections from
create some noise on her own.
The Commanders: “The March six. Victor jazz albums by Shorty
of the Comman8ers”-“Lazy Moon- Rogers, Barbara Carroll, Sauterlight” (Decca). The Commanders Finegan orch, Don Elliot, Alex
are developing into an exciting Kallao and Nick Travis.
.

MGM

PKriety
1.

2.
3.

4.

10 Best Sellers

HERNANDO'S HIDEAWAY
SH-BOOM (2)
LITTLE SHOEMAKER (4)
CRAZY ’BOUT YOU, BABY

.

6.

7.

8

.

9.

10.

.

(4)

IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT
HEY THERE (1)
IF YOU LOVE ME (REALLY LOVE ME)
I’M A FOOL TO CARE (2)
.

(2)

.

(12)
.

.

.

.

Kay

Starr

l_.es

Paul-Mary Ford

.... .Capitol
.

.

.

.Capitol

Second Croup
HAPPY WANDERER
SH-BOOM
GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT
I UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL
MAGIC TANGO
THIS OLE HOUSE

Frank Weir
Chords
McGuire Sisters
Four Tunes

J

;

;

SOME DAY

WANTED

MY FRIEND

•

•

.

.

r

THEY WERE DOING THE MAMBO
UNDERSTAND JUST HOW YOU FEEL
STEAM HEAT
HAPPY DAYS AND LONELY NIGHTS

.

.

,

.

.

.... .Victor

of

Winterhalter

Victor

Four Knights

Capitol

Perry Como
Eddie Fisher

.Victor

Victor

Victor

Valli ...........

in the

.

.

.

.

.

.Victor

Mercury
Dot

Top

101

Wltmark

.

United
Miller
Jubilee

.

.

.Duchess
Peer
Shapiro-B
Lowell

.

.

.

Bourne

.

A

Things Mean
Magic Tango

Lot

Feist

.

.Chappell

.BVC

Make Her Mine

Man That Got Away
Friend

Sh-Boom
Some Day
Steam Heat *“Pajama Game”
Sway ...........
There Never Was A Night So Beautiful
They Were Doing The Mambo
.

.

Harwin

.

Paxton

H&R

.

—

Famous

.

Frank
Peer

.

.

.

Broadcast
Morris

.

.

Three Coins In Fountain-f“Three Coins In Fountain’ ’.Robbins

Witmark

.

.

Mills

.

Sunbeam

.

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case

of Ties)

Cinnamon Sinner
Crazy ’Bout You Baby

Raleigh

Sunbeam

Gilly, Gilly Ossenfeffer Katzenellen

Green Years

:

.

Happy Wanderer
Hernando’s Hideaway
Hey There
T
High And The Mighty
Hit And Run Affair
Huckle Buck
v
I Could Have Told You
If You Love Me (Really Love Me)
In The Chapel In The Moonlight
Isle Of Capri
.

.

Joey

,

.

.

.

.

.

Bogen ...... .Beaver
.Harms
Fox
Frank
Frank
Witmark
.

j

.

.

.

:

...

.

!

.

;......

.

Lazy Afternoon
Little
Little

No

.

Harms
Famous
Chappell

Shoemaker

.

Things Mean

.

.

A

Lot

Vesta
Paxtort

Chappell

H&R

Sh-Boom
Stranger In Paradise

There Once Was A Man
There’ll Be No Teardrops Tonight
They Were Doing The Mambo
Three Coins In The Fountain

Under Paris Skies
Y’All Come'

../....

• Legit musical.

Bourne
Feist

......

Upstairs
Friend .......
Soap, No Hope Blues

t Filmusical.

Duchess
United
United
Duchess
Shapiro-B
Lowell

.

Knock On Wood

Hugo

weeks sono has been

.Fox
.Frank
.Frank

;

>

Harms

.

Shoemaker

Little
Little

My

Jungnickel

.

Joey

My

Page ,
Fontane Sisters

number

—

—

Man

June

.Mills

And Neighbors

Friends

Green Years
Happy Wanderer
Hernando’s Hideaway *“Pajama Game"
Hey There *“Pajama Game"
High And The Mighty— t“High And The Mighty’
I Could Have Told You ......;
I Love Johnny, Johnny
I Understand Just How You Feel
If You Love Me (Really Love Me)
I’m A Fool To Care
In The Chapel In The. Moonlight

Rosemary Clooney ...Columbia
Frankie Laine
Columbia

Patti-

.

iFioures in parentheses indicate

Coral
Jubilee

\aughn Monroe

.

I

:

..London
Cat

Hugo Winterhalter

LITTLE SHOEMAKER
PERIOD

of July 16-22, 1954

.

Decca

Decca
Four Aces
Archie Eleyer ....... Cadence
Mercury
Crew Cuts
...... .Mercury
Gaylords
Mercury
Crew Cuts
Kitty Kallen
Decca
Rosemary Clooney ... Columbia

,

Week

Survey

e

Bugler’s Holiday

Wanted
Wedding Bells (Are Breaking Up That Old Gang)
Young At Heart

Kitty Kallen

(8)

.

5.

the giveand on its radio-tv
fee will be Tpc to
of mailing.
advertise

on Coin-Machines

LITTLE. THINGS MEAN A LOT (13)
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN (10)

Director, alphabetically listed.

Hollywood, July 27.

Columbia

.....

Frank
Frank

Acuff-R
.Morris
..Robbins
Leeds
.

„Starright

PMilEff
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payola, Part

II

—-Who

Me?

much money

in the record business that
“There must be so
we are limited only to the 2c statutory fee,” obIt’s appalling
serves one music publisher.
“Looks, like the phonograph companies are content with making a profit and keeping their bosses and stockholders happy,
so maybe all this excitement about ‘not knowing’ who's taking’

much

nonsense,” Observes another music
and who isn't,
man, “It’s evert an insult to their own intelligence to go through
the motions of ‘being blind’ about the whole thing.
is

so

Another music business veteran recalls that one of the. major
time ago made a bid to
man
along the lines of ‘‘We'll
&
year
if
a
you
won't
take,”
and the a&r man re$50,000
you
give
portedly said he was happy with his old deal, at half the moneys
and ‘‘since I’m producing the hits for you and the company’s
stockholders, why worry about ‘gifts’ from ‘grateful’ artists and
music publishers.”
diskeries, kidding-ort-the-square, some
something
repertoire
its artists

.

&

This is Part II of Payola, Incorporated, Uninhibited
Unabashed. It could go on—and will from time to time—reprising
the manifold chicaneries, deals, payoffs, cut-ins and open-andshut payola. One a&r man has been pricetagged with $2,000 for
delivering the top vocalist, on the theory that (1), if it results
in a 1,000,000 platter there is an $18,000 plus differential to be
split between the publisher and the songwriter (s); (2), it sparks
diskings by the other labels; and (3), ‘‘we'll get it back in the
long run from the performances.”
It is strange indeed that with the accent on Payola, Unltd.,
being what it is today, that so many have volunteered ‘‘all we
know,” and cheers are heard for the Variety expose. But as the
tactical maneuvers of how to .win recordings and influence a&r
men are detailed, there can be detected (1), a too glib knowledge
and closeup of the modus operand!; and/or (2), a wistful wishfulness that, if it happened to the party of the first part, and
that 1,000,000-copy platter came to pass, maybe it wouldn’t be
*
larceiiy but might be condoned as good exploitation.
-

And that

Hollywood, July 27.

London Records, U. S. subsid of
British. Degca, is the latest diskery
to become active in publishing biz
with its two firms, Burlington Mu-

(ASCAP) and Felsted Music
(BMl). Irwin Dash, who sold out
his interest in Irwin Dash Music
in Britain to Reg Connelly some
years back, has been named general manager of the London pubsic

•

lishing companies.

The major U. S. diskers, with the
exception of RCA Victor, have had
publishing affiliates for many years,
but these companies have not been
an important factor in the music
biz. For the most part, these publishing subsids were set up to hold
copyrights On original jazz instrumentals, Latin tunes, rhythm &
blues, items and country songs.
“Vaya Con Dios” was the last
pop hit to be published by a disk
publishing subsid, in this case Capitol Records* Ardmore Music. Paradoxically, Capitol artists & repertoire execs turned down the song
originally apd it was only picked

(Continued On page 108)

Hav

In

The gee-you-can’t-mean-me protestations are colored with accusations of giveaways, discounts, two-for-ones, double-dealing
deals with dealers, deej ay payoffs, behind -the -counter music

boss doesn’t think it

Another says, “What do you expect when a&r

men have ‘pieces’
have their own publishing firms, or write songs
under multiple nom-de-plumes.” Another adds, “Maybe the toppers figure that if they’ll get an honest guy, he’ll be a flop so it’s
a calculated ‘bonus’ to the cut-inners, and besides which it’s not
of artists, or

coming out of their pockets.”

Another adds, “So who doesn't like a Christmas present, and if
comes in July, and maybe. again in September or April, who
can hate a publisher; especially if it’s a. good song, and it sells.”
And another, “What do you expect* when the boss has his own
little brand of petty cash from selling, certain
(unnamed here;
at least as yet) -commodities back to his company.”
it

And another, “You gotta go through

this crucible of larceny

to survive. True, in the old days with only a few companies, if
sometimes an a&r man moved into a new house and we bought
him a baby grand for Christmas that was 500 bucks and was
done with charm. But today, firstly there are 65 different companies, any of whom can come up with that hit; and secondly,
it has created so much
competition; that, No. 3, some of the kiddies make no bones about it. It' may run the range from
a
kitchen-range to a stationwagon or a tractor because he just
huilt a house in the country, to most anything you can think of.”

This goes on ad infinitum and, even for the music biz, it’s become very ad nauseum. Admittedly almost everything and
everybody has a pricetag. “Nobody asks ‘what’s your plug song?’
any more? I’d fall over if I heard it, it’s been so long that it
hasn’t been asked,” says a music veteran. “Nowadays everybody
picks songs—jukebox operators with a ‘route’ of machines pick
em, disk jockeys pick ’mi, tradepapers pick. ’em, along with the
phonograph artists and the a&r men. Nobody wants to know of
the legitimate music publisher if it’s a ‘good piece of property’
and are we ‘gonna work on it?’ The only interest is on how much
sharing on the sundry gimmicks that have come up; It gets back
to

that ‘performance’

money

that’s the root of

it

all.

They’re

willing to sacrifice the sheet

on the premise

it’ll

music and even the mechanicals,
come back to them in the form of ‘Per-

formances’.”

There are sundry philosophies on the whyfore of this phenomenon. It’s variously ascribed to postwar disillusionment, so
that in as ruthless a business like the music biz they've become
oven more rampant in the chicanery. The music business
at one
time augured a future, as today’s veterans can attest, but with
the evolution and
revolution that has come With quick electronic
ues * or projection, propagation and exploitation, most of
in
this u^
has gone out the window, with the same facility as the electronic impulses that
broadcast this or that tune and/or personality into

sudden fame and just as quick death.
the era of the fast buck in the music biz. Everybody’s on
* 6 ' or so ^ seems
The ethical are under the same cloud
with tthe chiselers.
But even the angle boys speak with awe and
espect of the handful
who have not been contaminated—excepting that, as has already been evidenced, many are blind to
r 1 gno ran
t °* the chicanery. Or maybe just plain ignorant. And
if t
?ey’re that naive, they don’t belong in so sharply competitive
o
a
held as the music
biz.
To be continued.
Abel
th^?

1

‘

1

f

contaetman.

tomers new merchandise, but this
has proved to be; too expensive for
most small operators.
The sample albums to be made
be
will
Capitol
available
by
stamped “for demonstration only.”
Capitol will sell two of these to
each dealer at one-third of regu-

Senate Body KO’s

10% Tax on Disks
when the Senate

lar

dealer cost and dealers will
(Continued on page 112)

Fir

nance Committee voted to lift the
10% excise tax on disks. The Record Industry of America has long
been campaigning for an abolish-

perhaps the most forthright summatiori. Seemhas evolved into so widespread a scavenger
proposition that only Elsie Dinsmore or Frank Merriwell would
frown upon ft. And they belong in the mothballs.

everything else. Another says, “Why atnot name names affirmatively so my
means me,”

.

past several years.
also
Irving
Deutch
has
added Ray Osfeld, son of the
late plugger Jack Osfeld as

night (Mon.)

is

Why

As if the music biz hasn’t
enough headaches, it’ll now
be seeing double With the entry of' the first twin-brother
team into the songpluggiqg
field. Irving Deutch, general
professional manager of Peer
Music, has named his twin,
Murray, as his assistant. Murray Deutch has been in and
out of the music biz for the

ily

Washington, July 27.
up by Les Paul & Mary Ford after
The record industry, got its first
it was etched on an indie label.
Under the late Jack Kapp, Decca break in its push for tax relief last

ingly the business

store subornation, and
tack this negatively?

Capitol Records will go in heavfor albums, particularly classical albums, in the coming year, and
a number of new merchandising
aids have been developed to aid in
the promotional push for the packFlattery’s execs got a preages,
view of .the plans at the recent
annual convention at Estes Park,
Colorado.
Highlighting the drive to promote the albums will be Capitol's
new “Self Selection Sample Service,” under which dealers will get
sample albums for demonstration
purposes only. Idea of the scheme
is that record buyers frequently insist on receiving untouched platters.
Some dealers have been setting aside their own “demonstration” albums and giving the cus-

Which Twin Has Money

D.J.

Row Vs. 45s

The major record companies’ decision to switch over to 45 rpm
cuffo platters for the disk jockeys
is developing into a boon for the
Despite scattered
indie labels.
d.j. and radio staagainst the 45s in the
past couple of weeks, the majority
of spins are going to the 78 rpm
platters and that’s where the indies are cashing in.
The switchover to 45s is of major label origin so the indies are
playing it safe and sticking to the
78 speed while waiting to see
which way the wind blows. Many
of the indie execs believe that in
the long run the 45s will win out,
but while the radio stations are
steaming at the majors for initiating the switchover, they’re pouring
in their new releases and getting
more plays than ever before.
The battle of the speeds also is
effecting the young artist on the

ment of the tax, claiming that it
was unfair and discriminatory.
The Finance Committee also
voted to lift the 10% excise tax on
such phonograph player equipment
as turntables and loudspeakers.
The tax on phono machine cabinets,

however, remains the same.

The
pitch,

In Line

major

label.

45

Radio stations buckswitch,

especially

in

ing

the

New

York, are buying the new re(Continued on page 113)

JACK ROBBINS COPS
‘WATERFRONT’ SCORE
Jack Robbins has latched on to
the world rights to Leonard Bernstein's symphonic background score
for the pic, “On The Waterfront.”
The vet music pub is propping a

pop push on the main theme from
the score. It’s tagged “On the
Waterfront” and has lyrics by
John Latouche.
label
indie
Benida
Records,
headed up by Dewey Bergman, is
getting the first waxing crack on
the tune. Tune is heing cut tonight (Wed.) and will be rushed
into the market. Film opened today (Wed.) at New York’s Astor
Theatre,

utors,

With Disk Sales;

aimed

is

will kick off its
jaZz line this fall with pianists
Beryl Booker apd Don Shirley.
Both keyboarders were pacted to
the diskery last week. The jazz
platters will be issued under the
Cadence tag.

Bleyer, Cadence proxy,
also bolstered the pop roster last
week with the addition of The

Archie

Baby Sisters, The Four Esquires
and The Four Tophatters.

at

adding 500,000

players (RCA threemarket. “That’s
the
bound to help our record business,
and the entire industry,” says
RCA Victor g.m. Manie Sacks.
additional

Troupe

to Play

Far East

speed)

Norman Granz will kick off this
year’s “Jazz at the Philharmonic”
tour in Hartford, Sept. 17, and will
follow with a Carnegie Hall, N. Y,,
Troupe
performance next night.
this year consists of Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie. Roy Eldrige,
Flip Philips, Bill Harris, Buddy
DeFranco, Louis Bellson, Buddy
Rich, Oscar Peterson, Herb Ellis
and Ray Brown.
After six weeks

“JATP”

will

play,

on

“While
campaign

our ‘Listener’s Digest’
is primed to increase the
socalled ‘middlebrow’ music apappeal, the addition of 500.000
more machines to the market potential will have untold impact on
our industry.
"That was our company president Frank M. Folsom’s intent
when we first launched the 45’s,

in the U. S..
a one-niter in

Honolulu. Oct. 29 and then go to and now that we have a new comJapan for two weeks. Granz ran bination automatic, for all speeds,
his first “JATP" concert in 1944 it must hasten the day when only
and his annual jazz tours have the 45’s and the 33 rpm Or Sobeen grossing over $500,000 annu- called LP’s will dominate, and the
78 rpm will become as much of a
ally.
curiosity as the yesteryear lilyIn conjunction with his live con- horn phonograph machine.”
certs, Granz also has been building
one of the most extensive jazz disk
catalogs via his Clef and Norgran
labels. Virtually all of the "JATP”
performers also have been inked
to disk pacts and Granz has been
issuing some 200 longplay jazz sets
Erroll Garner has switched from
a year.
the Columbia label to Mercury.
The sales of his jazz albums, in Garner’s pact with Col wound up
fact, have been a key to the book- a couple of months ago and the
Several pianist had beep dickering with
ing pattern of “JATP.”
new towns will be played this year several major labels. Merc latched
because of unusually high interest on last week with a longterm deal
in jazz disks.
for waxings in the pop and jazz
The overseas market for disks field.
has also cued Granz’s foreign jazz
Garner’s pop sides will be issued
promotions; even though these are under the Mercury tag while the
Relatively low. jazz platters will be released under
riot moneymakers.
admission prices ($1 top iri Europe the EmArcy label. Bobby Shad,
cqmpared to about $5 in the U. S.) Merc’s jazz artists & repertoire
and high transportation costs make topper, planed to Chicago Monday
In ad- (26) to cut Garner’s first sides for
it tough to come out even.
dition, it’s difficult to get four solid the diskery. After the recording
weeks of booking in Europe since dates in Chi, Shad will head for
after playing the handful of capi- the Coast for additional cutting
tal cities, there’s no place to go. sessions.
Nonetheless, Granz makes his anto develop the
nual trek abroad
'
elk’s Fancy Take
disk market.
Hollywood, July 27/
Welk has been set for
Lawrence
Calder To New Spot
two one-nighters in San Diego next
A1 Calder has ankled his post as month at a flat $1,750 per stand.
rdfessional manager of the VeroWelk and his band will play a
ique-Avis music firms,
Kona Kai
Calder is now handling crooner private party at the
two
onimy Prisco whom he guided Club Aug. 17 and returns
the Maat
date
for
a
•om the King label to Mercury weeks later

ERROLL GARNER MOVES

FROM COL TO MERCURY

;

[

•

Cadence Into Jazz
Cadence Records

Victor pro-season sales
all recording ex-

on which

ecutives are concentrating, via inperson calls on the sundry distrib-

Granz Sets ‘JATP’ Dates

breaks in the
tion. front

RCA

W

!

j

I

!

j

;ecords.

*

rine base.

Reverse Cheesecake

Peter Potter Blasts Ignorant’

Jock

Sales pace of David Whit-

Buttons

& Berg

Gertrude Berg will., be paired
Red Buttons for her platter
Columbia. Mrs. Berg,
via
who’s been inked to Col for a
series of rdisks in. role of her tv
character Molly Goldberg, cut one
with

bow

with Buttons.
The waxing sessions were held

—

suppose there’s a market for it,
but it’s a synthetic market created
by the fact that people want to buy
records and are forced into buying
this stuff because there's nothing
else around.”
A&r men bear the brunt of the
because
feels,
Potter
blame,
they’ve been willing to record anything that looked like a fast-buck
item rather than maintaining some
>

Cuts 1-Shot Set for Col
Louis Armstrong, longtime Decca
Records pactee, is doing a oneshot

:

album under the Columbia

Armstrong’s Decca' pact
manner.
gives
leeway
for
outside
the
special project assignments.
The Col album will be a salute
to

composer W.

C.

“I feel sprry for the kids,” Pot-

missing

something really great. They don’t
know anything about some of the
great music that we used to have.
And the stuff they’re getting— well,
awful is about the only word. And

o

U

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports, ob-
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(Mercury)
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.

1 143

1

(Decca)

6

6

.

8

8

6 116

(Cadence)
“Hernando’s Hideaway”
(Mercury)

Shoemaker”

FRANK WEIR

comedy-on-wax because it
helped the deejays in their .terrichange the programming
pace of the show.
Thiele, who’s inked a flock of
tories

nitery comics, claims that nobody
loses money cn the comedy disks.
He turns ’em out at between $150
to $300 and even though the distribs order close to the vest, the
diskery ends up in the black.
Thiele currently is prepping a
longplay album for the comedy
The LP will be tagged
market.
“Laugh of the Party” and will feature such comics as Phil Foster,
Jackie Miles, Buddy Hackett, Herb

Shriner, Eddie Lawrence, Steve
Allen, Joey Adams and Jimmie
Komack:
Thiele
also
recently
added Myron Cohen to the Coral
,

7

13

8

10

9

11

McGUIRE SISTERS
10

.

.....

JEROME KERN’

Cole and Frank Sinatra waxings.
is also talk of a Minucci al-

5

10

10

.

9

.

Me”
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10

8

5

66

9

10

50

,8

42

10

35
9
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14
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26

(Jubjlee)

How
- You Feel”.
~
~K ITT Y~K ALLEN 'Decca)
“Chapel
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Moonlight”

in the
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EDDIE FISHER (Victor) “My Friend”
LeROY HOLMES (M-G-M)
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“Steam Heat”
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“They Were Doing the Mambo” ....

VAUGHN MONROE
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“I’m a Fool to Care”.

ALBUMS

13

..

4

(Capitol)

in the

PERRY COMO

SIX TOP

..

..
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•
.

“Wanted”

PAUL FORD

.,

6

.

(Decca)

23A 18
25

#»

•

FRANK SINATRA
21B

8

•

(Mercury)

18G

“Three Coins

8

.

«

(Victor)

Shoemaker”

BILL HALEY

19

(Capitol)

I8A 16

14

19

(Capitol)

“Sway”-

LES BAXTER

24
20

9

6

10

DEAN MARTIN
21

7

10

5

15B 18
17

30

(Decca)

“I Understand

Inc.

Paul Whiteman to be guest conductor at the Red Rocks Music
Denver July 30.

10

8

9
1

2

STUDENT PRINCE

PAJAMA GAME

Mario lanza

Broadway Cast

_

8

Victor

Columbia
i

•h

1837

ML

4840

*

.

4

5

6

GLENN MILLER

GLENN MILLER
MEMORIAL
GUnn Millar

SINCERELY, LIBERACE

MUSIC FOR
LOVERS ONLY

Victor

Columbia

Capitol

BL

H

STORY
Film Soundtrack

LM

•

3

.

.

previously composed “Ondine” for

79

(Cat)

FOUR TUNES
13

25

2

“High and the Mighty”

There

bum of melodies.
Newspaperman came over to
covel* United Nations for a Milan
daily, but his talents as “a Jerome
of
Kern-type
melody
writer”
prompted Spier to sign him. He

3

10

“Sh-Boom”

VICTOR YOUNG
12

Ital-

ian newspaperman-composer, tJlpid
Minucci, tp a term contract, with
a firm annual guarantee, and whom
the diskeries apparently endorse,
judging by Jo Stafford, Nat (King)

6

(Coral)

HUGO WINTERHALTER

SPIER NABS MINUCCI,

6

(Capitol)

Really Love

CHORDS
14

11

roster.

Larry Spier has signed an

You

4

8

(Columbia)

’‘Goodnight Sweetheart”
“If

10

7

....

“Hey There”
CREW CUTS (Mercury)
“Crazy 'Bout You, Baby”

KAY STARR

8

(London)

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

At

more

3 115

6

4

“Happy Wanderer”

Coral Records will continue with
diskery’s
sales meet recently, the distributors asked Coral’s artists & repertoire chief Bob Thiele to turn out

8

3

GAYLORDS
“Little

Festival in
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Comedy Disk Output;
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tained fro?n leading stores in
21 cities and showing comparative sales rating for this

“Sh-Boora”

kick.

Decca

'

“Three Coins in the Fountain”

comedy

.

.

out under their banner. In the re-,
verse manner, several publishers
have entered the disk business,
such as Acuff-Rose with its Hickory
Records in Nashville and Chappell
Music with Jubilee Records in N.y.
Entry of the diskers into the
publishing field is- a natural evolution of their role as the dominant
hitmakers. In the old days, the
bandleaders set up their own firms
and, more recently, most of the top
vocalists have a publishing firm.
In taking over the London pub
subsids* Dash is quite frank about
his ability to deliver the top artists
of British Decca. Via the backing
of E. R. Lewis, British Decca prez,
and Frank Lee, the label’s a&r
chief, Dash says he has at his disposal the full roster of British

.

PfrRtETV'

that’s mild.”

Its

.

'

.

of the minor

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS

W$XR

“They’re

The great majority

labels, however, are in the publishing, business in order to shave
their costs to a minimum and cut
in ori any possible hit that comes

.

Arm-

Handy.

ex-

That’s the chief interest
controlling tunes on the part of
the majors.
iii

.

Satchmo, Decca Pactee,

the library, grab a bunch of records and play ’em.”
“You know,” he adds scornfully*
‘some of these guys don’t even
know how to pronounce the names
of some of the artists they play.”
Potter emphasizes that stations
which Dlav classical music, only
in
(like RFA C here and
New York) are so fussy about their
platter pushers that they wind up
getting men whose musical know!
edge is extensive. Similar standards, he believes, might be helpful in the popular field.
concludes.

pany a sure grip on a tune's
clusivity.

.

night (Tues.).

Once strong cut 12 songs' for the packsort of musical standard.
they’ve recorded it, however, the age in Chicago recently. The sesonus passes to some of the thou- sion was headed up by George
sands of dee jays around the coun- Avakian, Col’s pop album artists
try.
& repertoire chief/ It’s skedded
’The truth is,” Potter says, “that for release this fall.
most of these guys haven’t the
faintest idea about music, g[Ood or
otherwise. They don't know how
to program and they have no background in music. They walk into,

ter

diskers is negligible, but getting
the copyright gives the disk com-

|

TO WAX
FOR CENTURY

JERRY

side
last

Continue* from page 107

once aimed for a big publishing
of the crooner.
but the diskery only]
empire,
from
Kruse received a memo
turned up With a big hit in, “Neat
the London office notifying
You,” published by Supreme Music
him that “the beekeake was on
in which Decca has a 5Q-50 interest
its way.”
with Bregman, Yocco & Conn, and
another in “The Anniversary Song,”
published by Mood Music in which
Decca partners with Shapiro-BernLESTER
In neither case, however,
stein.
was the diskery responsible for
KID1SKS
making the song a hit. “Near You”"
Jerry Lester has been pacted by was launched, by an indie label,
Century Records to wax a series and “Anniversary Song” became a
“The
of juve platters tagged “Jerry Les : hit via Columbia Pictures’
Jolson Story” soundtrack.
ter’s Kiddie Klassics.”
Numbers
Reviving
Decca
will
be comprised of classical
Decca now is planning td revive
themes with original lyrics by Coleits publishing operation with a cutman Kamile and Lester. The come- in for the artists & repertoire men
dian, who’s been doing the num- who bring in songs to the firm. Cobers on his. ARC-TV show, will cut lumbia last year set up an BMI
firm (Blackwood) and an ASCAP
eight sides for the diskery. Tunes
company (April) with Howie Richwill be released as singles and mond handling the actual selling
will also be issued as an LP album. and exploitation. In Col’s case, the
Songstress Irene Carlton will re- firm Will handle tunes submitted
cord with Lester. She’s also mak- directly to the a&r staff by songing guest appearances on his tv writers and material written for
show to plug the records and is video shows. The tune, “I Believe,”
skedded to bow over DuMont written for the CBS-TV Jane Froshortly as a featured singer on a man show, falls into the latter catecontemplated tv show headlined gory.
The publishing income for the
by Bill Castro.

4-

-.
‘Hollywood, July 27.
The natioa’s musical tastes nave
deteriorated badly since the end
of the war and jwo groups * must
share the blame-- overly-commer^
cial artists & repertoire men in the
record companies and disk jockeys
who have no knowledge of music.
That’s the conclusion of Peter Potter, longtime local dee jay and now
conductor of the “Juke Box Jury”
radio and television program on
which new platters are rated.
“Some of the stuff that is being
recorded today is disgraceful or
vulgar Ur both, ’’.Potter opines. “1

Disk Cos/ Pubbery Angles

“Cara Mia” on the London label sparked a request
from diskery’s sales chief
Harry Kruse to firm’s headquarters in London for photos
field's

Decca

DL

5519

LPT

3057

Liberdca

1001

352

\

.

'

,'

1954

Wednesday, July

MUSIC

PTB&tBff

109

eSt Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Hollywood, July 27.

Dallas, July 27.

%

Coast recording directors are
making on-tfieshying away from
concerts, and
snot tapings of jazz
result
of a new
as
a
sessions
iam
American Federation of Musicians'
schedule
a
of
sets
which
ruling
payment for such activity. Flathere feel the ukjase is equi-

Coin Machines

teries

table since it avoids a Complete ban
such as was proposed, at the AFMl

Retail Disks

maestro-pithe band
business about two years ago, is
making a. comeback next month
with a series of out-of-town dates
before
moving into the Baker
Hotel’s Mural Room here Sept. 12.
Reichman’s return to the podium
is in the nature of a crusade to
bring back dance bands.

Retail

anist

Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

national convention. However, the
scheduled fees undoubtedly will
sharply curtail this type of. activ-

^4

NOTE: The

with Variety.

veloped from

AFM

current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder

The

OVERALL IMPACT

positions resulting from these findings denote the

ways

points scored: two

the. ratio of

and three ways

of the bands to the attitude of
many batoneers who brush off
customer requests and who play
“such horrible music as bop and

is

so-called progressive jazz." As a
result , people stopped attending
the ballrooms and
and
hotels
stopped dancing. At the present
time, Reichman points out, bands
are relegated to supporting acts
instead of being the main draws,
as they once were, for hotels.

de-

in the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),

machines, sheet music).

in the case of tunes (disks, coin

TALENT
POSITIONS
This

..

*

Last

1

1

2

3

3

4

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Week Week
;

KITTY KALLEN

r

(Decca)

Al Martino Getting

MooSt

in

sicians and wind up with nothing
considered commercially saleit
able, but still have to pay each of

CREW CUTS

(Mercury)

.

v

the tooters the $41.25. minimum.
First local concert to feel the
of the ruling was Bob
effects

4

2

FOUR ACES (Decca)
ARCHIE BLEYER (Cadence)

Markus’ “Music on a Sunday Afternoon" at the Ivar Theatre Sunday

5

6

GAYLORDS

.

/t-x

•

]

-

•

$

j|^zy°>Bout You, Baby
)

Arrangements Lifted

Three Coins In The Fountain
Wedding. Bells

London, July 27.
is concerned with

Scotland Yard

|

the case of the missing music.

,

Hernando’s Hideaway

Al Martino, traveling by train
from Plymouth to Portsmouth for
a vaudeville date, was robbed of a
briefcase containing all his ar-

i

.

,

(Little

.

(Mercury)

.

•

)

to

'

6
7

George Van Eps. However, the
program included considerable material the plattery felt it would be
Unable to use but would have to
pay for and the overall budget

became

so great that the

FRANK WEIR

5
-

(London)

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

..

Okay for Pacific Jazz
San Francisco, July

8

CHORDS

9

McGUIRE SISTERS

10

was abandoned.

,

(Columbia)

......

KAY STARR

7

and San Jose Baker concerts July
21 and 22, plans to record a th'ird
concert either at Sacramento or
Fresno last weekend.

This

R&B

.....Goodnight, Sweetheart

...

(Capitol)

\y£v$S£

i

^

steadily.
He’s getting an average
of $5,000 weekly for his appearances. Since, arriving, incidentally,
.

(ASCAP. fBMI)

Last

TUNE

Week Week

'

1

1

2

4

3

3

4

2

5

6

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT
f SH-BOOM
THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN
HERNANDO’S HIDEAWAY ........
LITTLE SHOEMAKER

6

5

HAPPY WANDERER

]
:

;

'

;

Cap Maps Expansion
Its

1

|Thfs Oteljouse

Sh-Boom
(Coral)

POSITIONS

.

10

10

BLAINE BOPS BLOOPER

& Range
Robbins

SET BY RIVOLI LABEL

Frank

Jerry Blaine, topper of the indie
Jay-Gee label, filed suit in N.-Y.
Supreme Court last week against
Rivoli Music to enjoin latter from
peddling its Iongplay disk ’‘Excuse
My Fluffs.” Blaine contends that
it’s
an infringement on his LP
platter, “Pardon My Bloopers."
The “Bloopers" disk was compiled by Kermit Schaeffer and was
released last March. It has since
become a topselling album. The

Bourne

.

Fox

.

9

Frank

Witmark

.

Arc

#

Sunbeam

Cavanaugh Hits Road
Hollywood, July

27.
to enlarge its rhythm
& blues division, Capitol Records
is
sending Artists
repertoire
staffer Dave Cavanaugh on a nationwide .hunt for new talent. He
leaves tomorrow (Wed), heading
In a

Waring Preps Longest

move

&

directly for Kansas City on
leg of the five-week trek.

the

Big 3 Will Push

Tour; Seven-Week Trek

Urania for Royalties

Chicago, July
Waring’s Pennsylvanians

Dolly Bardar Tinan, daughter of

Fred

“Fluffs" disk was compiled by Don
Meyer and Blaine claims that it
much of the same ma-

Debussy Estate Sues

27.

contains
terial.

Blaine also is seeking an accounting of profits. Named as defendants operating Rivoli were
Allan B. and Arthur T. Jacobs,
Morton Craft and Noro Morales.

the late French composer Claude

Debussy, filed an infringement suit

start their longest tour about Oct.

first

against Urania Records in N.Y.
when the group begins a sevenBefore leaving for Europe last
Federal Court last week. Plaintiff
Scopp,
exec
Mickey
En route east, Cavanaugh will month cross-country trek. Waring weekend
claims that the diskery cut three
proCBS-TV
his
originate
will
with
Big
Three
(Robbins,
the
stop in Memphis, New Orleans, Atof
her father's compositions. “Panenroute.
lanta

and

Charlotte, arriving in
9 for an indefinite
the return trip, he’ll hit
Chicago,
Dallas and
Oklahoma
City. Success of severad
r&b sides
etched by Cavanaugh, under the
cognomen «‘Big Dave/’ has prompted Capitol to expand its r&b op-

New York Aug.

On

stay.

eration.

1

i

grams from four

cities

KRNT

&

Miller), disclosed that the
is planning to enlarge its
sales organization to service dealers and promote the company’s
educational catalog. Scopp indicated that the Big Three will lay
heavy stress on its standard catalog to supplement to exploitation

Feist

Paramount Attractions, formerly
active only in the convention and
club da£e field, and which recently
expanded into concert and special
attractions, will handle the tour.
Art Goldsmith, prez of Paramount,
has assigned booking responsibilities to Duane C. Peterson, former
Theatre, Des
manager of

Both Decca and

subsid label,
Coral Records,' are reducing their
nilcs to smaller radio
stations who
subscribe to the labels' disk jockey
service, Fee has
been cut from $8
its

and

ings.

is prepping a
that the songs were buildup of its 12-inch pop album
written before 1926 and that she line as part of its fall merchandisobtained the renewal rights in ing program. First step in the pro1952. Action seeks an injunction. gram is to enlarge the hottest
damages sustained and an account- selling 10-ineh pop albums to the
irtg of profits.
12-inch size. Extra material for the
large platters will be taken from
already in the can, but in
waxings
Selects Capitol
sortie, instances new material will
|

:

job being done for current picture

and pop tunes. He

said:

“The

i

pat-

:

Paramount

•

With Singer Adams

Hollywood, July 27.
After hearing him on one disk
band vocalist with David Rose,
Records has sighed ..Rush
Adams to a term recording con-j

as

Per month to $5. Move was made
because of the savings in switching
over from 78 rpm
to 45 rpm disks! tract.
iw the deejays.
Singer’s voice is reminiscent of
Over 300 stations have been sub- the late Buddy Clark,
ln
to'Decca’s jockey service. plattery feels the time is right for
^
Ti1
was inaugurated several months a singer of that type since the bulk
go in order to give
coverage to the of today’s teenage disk buyers
stations at a nominal fee. don’t remembef Clark who was
«
^eral
other major companies killed in a plane crash about five
nave similar
plans.
years ago.

MGM

.

MGM

,.

•

,

Scopp

will

visit

London

NAM

For Industrial Film

and

Three affiliates, B. Feldman & Co,,
Robbins Music Ltd. and Editions
France Melodie. Abe 01 man, general manager of the Big Three, is
already in Europe for this purpose

\

“Industry on Parade." Some footage Was lensed in the offices here
last week and further shooting is
scheduled for later this week.
Telefilm, devoted to explaining
the. operation of American business, will show various phases of
Capitol’s operation, including at
Due
least one recording session.
to union regulations, there will be
no sound on that portion of the

I

film.

|

and may also set up a new com
pany in Germany. ^

Cohen’s Talent Trek
Paul Cohen, Decca Records’
country &' western chief, has hit
the road for an extensive tune and
talent search over the next two or
three months.
He’ll tour Tennessee, Texas and
the Coast areas.

be cut.

About 20 albums

Hollywood, July 27.
Capitol Records’ homeoffice and
studios here have been selected
by the National Assn, of Manufacturers as the site for the next in
the oragnization’s series of telefilms

Paris for policy confabs with Big

Rushes Deal

For 12-Inch Pop Sets

.

Columbia Records

.

She alleges

;

:

MGM

Col Preps Buildup

tomime," “Pierrot" and “Apparition,” without permission and have
not been any royalties on the wax-

company

concert tern we conceive for this fall and
division topper for the past year, the future must enhance our cataand to Bill Polk, former Chi man- log value and increase credits to
ager for Willard Alexander’s office. our writers and Ourselves."

Moines,

ON DISK JOCK SERVICE

singer has cut “Wanted" for Capitol Records’ subsidiary here and
the tune is now at the top of the
British hit parade.

Feist

THERE
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY*.
fGOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT
f CRAZY ’BOUT YOU, BABY

8

Operation;

.

PUBLISHER
Hill

HEY

7

Of

rangements, No coin lost, but he
had to fake his way through the
few days.
Meanwhile, he
.first
cabled Dick Gabbe in N. Y. and the
management firm of Gabbe, Lutz &
Heller had new arrangements prepared and shipped out.
Martino came to England six
months ago for a six-week stand
and has been extending the trek

tunes’

the

California.
Bock, in San Francisco following
the recording of the Santa Cruz

!

Happy Wanderer

.

(Cat)

27.

reluctance of the
American Federation of Musicians
to okay recording of live jazz concerts, Pacific Jazz chief Dick Bock
has just cut three concerts by the
Chet Baker Quartet in Northern
Despite

Capri

'

ist

deal

Shoemaker

Isle of

••

record the session for possible subsequent release of the work of such
men as harpist Eddie Druzinsky,
drummer Nick Fatool and guitar-

prospect

retired from

.

arrived at under a statistical systepi comprising each of the three major sates outlets* enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

In the past, recorders have been
turned on at concerts at the Shrine
Auditorium and other places and
platteries have later edited down
Under
the material they desired.
rulings, disk firms
the old
then paid the' personnel involved
for the material used.
Now, the recording firms must
pay the usual recording scale of
$41.25 per man from the first moment the recorders begin to turn.
The payment applies whether the
firm eventually Uses the material
Under that setup,
or discards it.
a plattery could record a few hours
of music involving a few dozen mu-

Columbia had expected

who

Reichman ascribes the decline

ity.

(25).

Reich man, vet

Joe

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

ar<»

scheduled

for the overhaul frorii 10-inch to
12-inch. Latter size platter will be
priced at $3.95 while the 10-inch
disk sells for $3. The new albums
are being readied for late August
release.

Alan Logan to
;

MGM

MGM

Records added pianist
Alan Logan to its roster last week
via the purchase of two masters,
Initial platter, due on the market
»Aug. 13, is a coupling of "Corsican
Dance" and “The Carioca.” Logan
has been accompanist for several
dod vocalists.

j
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j
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A1 Romero

TOMCAT M AM BO
ST. LOUIS

FIESTA TROPICAL

BLUES MAM BO

MAM BO

IN

BRASS

20 /47-5820

20/ 47-5823

Noro Morales

SWEET SUE— JUST YOU

Tony Martinez
ICAN

YOU TOO, YOU TOO?

HOLLYWOOD MAMBO

20/ 47-6821

20/47-5824

t-

a Smash “sleeper” hit

Tito Rodriguez

ADEt-E

(Me

lo

VAUGHN MONROE

Dijo Adela)
4

EL BAION — Baion Marhbo
20/47-6822

THEY WERE DOIN’ THE MAMBO
MISTER SANDMAN
20/ 47-5767

RCA Vi CTOR
FIRST

IN

RECORDED

MUSIC

HIS
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Wednesday July

28, 1954

HETA1L SHEET BEST SELLERS
JOHNNY HODGES BAND

,

and Fred Etzel on drums. Their
emphasis
throughout
on
is
smooth,
music with
danceable
enough frills to set it off, but always with emphasis on the melody
and the rhythm.
Correa carries a big book of
numbers and can come up with
most anything from dinner music

(6)

Black Hawk, San Francisco
There is no denying that Johnny
Hodges is one of the masters of
the alto sax. However, this present unit is by all odds the weakest
he has had since he left Duke
Islington some four years ago and
it suffers from an almost total lack
of showmanship.

to

show tunes

novelties,

of the leader to

emcee

He does

own program.

his

as

ac.

Victor Wrapping

*

in

productions.

hard on

Diskery already has
the average customer who doesn’t lined up three
legituners as well
dig jazz the most.
as the Old Vic’s production of “A
Strictly for listening, however;
the band socks out a good variety Midsummer Night’s Dream,” Latof rocking blues, including many ter show, which is being sponsored
old Ellington, and Hodges standby S. Hurok, stars Moira- Shearer,
ards, and varies this with a series
of ballads featuring each of the Robert Helpmann and Stanley Holit is

1

1

2

2

3

3

X
O
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and Publisher

Things Mean a Lot (Feist)..
•Coins in the Fountain (Robbins)
•Hernando’s Hideaway (Frank)

•My Friend

2

3

10

4

7

(Paxton)

13

•Chapel in Moonlight (Shapiro-B).

6

•Hey There (Frank).
•High and the Mighty (Witmark)..
•Magic Tango (Chappell)
•Really Love Me (Duchess) ......
*1 Understand (Jubilee)
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tGoodnight, Sweetheart (Arc).
•Wanted (Witmark)
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loway. It’ll also include the Felix
men in turn.
Intermission, pianist Buddy Mot- Mendelssohn score. Show opens at
singer handles his chores, well in- the Metropolitan Opera House,
terspersing jazz tunes with show N. Y.. Sept. 21, for a limited run.
ballads in a light, pleasing fashion.
In the legituner field, Victor has
Rafe.
tagged “The Boy Friehd,” “Silk
Stockings” and “Fanny.” Diskery
ERI£ CORREA OftCH (5)
has invested $25,000 in “StockHotel Muehlcbach, Kansas City
ings.”
for
which Cole Porter,
Making a change in the musical penned the score, and $125,000 in
group in its fancy room, the Cafe "Fanny,” the Harold
Rome musiPicardy, Hotel Muehlebach has
cal.
Both “Boy Friend” and
turned to Eric Correa, a former
“Stockings”
are
being
produced
by
favorite in town but new to this
Cy Feuer and Ernest H. Martin.
spot. It’s been five years since Cor“Fanny”
is
being
produced
by
rea held the stand at the Hotel
Beilerive, and he is welcome back Joshua Logan and David Merrick.
as evidenced by lively biz in the “Boy Friend,” a British import,
has a score by Sandy Wilson.
Picardy.
A vet among today’s bandleaders, Correa is a master of the key-

u

A

£

•Happy Wanderer (Fox) .........
•Little Shoemaker (Bourne) .....
ISh-Boom (H&R)

4

up original cast album
on the incoming Broadway

rights

a bit

Up

lining

This may be
visual presentation.
died-in-the-wool
the
okay
for

Hodges fan but

C
S'

This Last
wk.
wk.

6

is

T3

o

7

Victor

w
3

s

co

BMI

National
Rating

setting a hot pace

RCA

t

to
a>

to

Original Cast Sets

the numbers
and the band merely plays, soloists
and ensemble, with no thought to

ASCAP

§
c3
ft

hit

to

of

now even announce

3
-9
Q

music

•

Lotsa Legiters For

not

retail sheet

best sellers based on reports
obtained front leading stores in
cities
12
and showing comparative sales rating for this
and last week.

Opening night in this hipsters paraders, with a prominent score
hideaway found a receptive audi- of Latins featured in every set.
ence ready to give a heavy mitt to Here and there a group vocal is
How- chimed in, but pretty much the
everything the group did.
ever, the band suffers from con- crew sticks to good music and
siderable weakness in the rhythm plenty of it.
Quin,
section, thus detracting from the
possibilities inherent in Hodges'
trombonist Lawrence Brown aiid
trumpeter Harold Baker.
A strong hypo to this crew
would be a little effort on the part

a
a
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More

Suits

Are

Filed

For

Murray
Murray

Ritter’s

40 Anni

Hoily wood, July 27.
Ritter’s 40th anniver-

Cocoanut Grove Sets

Copyright Violations sary as a songplugger will be
Koury, James, Martin
ASCAP publishers, Chap- marked next month at the Friars
Los Angeles, July 27.
and Bourne Music, have filed Club with a musical version of the
Three bands will take the CocoaIllinois
Federal Court Friars Roastmaster Dinners, titled
In
nut Grove through a five-month
against V&H Recreation in Breese, “This Is Your Knife.”
period, starting Aug. 25,
for performing their copy111.,
Affair will be conducted by
Tunes West Coast writers with L. Wolfe
rights without a license.
Ambassador Hotel’s room has set
involved.
“If
I
Didn’t Gilbert as chairman of the com- Rex Koury, former ABC house band
are
Care" (Chappell) and “Careless” mittee which includes Harry Ruby, batoneer, to open Aug. 25 upon de(Bourne).
Mack Gordon, Jimmy McHugh and parture of the current Nat Brandwynne, for the longest booking
In a similar suit, Shapiro-Bern- Leo Robin.
span at the hostelry in a considerstein.
Harms and Joy Music
able period. He’ll stay 13 weeks.
launched an action against Gerard’s
Koury will be followed Nov. 21 by
Restaurant in Albany in N. Y. VICTOR'S
STANCE IN Harry
James, who’ll play four
Federal Court. Suit also involved
and will be succeeded
infringements on the plaintiffs’
board and is backed by Bruce
RUSHING ‘DAMNATION’ weeks,
Christmas
copyrights.
In
both
actions,
miniEve by Freddy Martin,
Yantis on violin. Wes Westerfield
RCA Victor recently conducted a whose seven week span ends
mum statutory damages of $250
on reeds, Chris Gaa on string bass
SEPT. TV
per infringement are being asked successful experiment in longhair Feb. 17.
merchandising at the Berkshire
Ralph Flanagan’s orch will be on for by the publishers.
Festival at Tangle wood, in Lenox,
the road for a one-niter swing
Mass. In conjunction with the
THE SOCK NOVELTY!
through the midwest until Sept. 6,
opening Saturday night’s (10) Berwhen he returns to New York for
lioz program, the diskery advanced
Capitol
TVvo

pell
suit

•

HEP

FLANAGAN ON ROAD

IIU

.

SHOW

SONG FROM

1

Can’t Believe

That You’re
by

the fall bow of his ABC-TV video
show and a stand at the Hotel New
Yorker,
In the past couple of
months, Flanagan has gone into
percentage 18 out of 43 dates.
Flanagan’s recent run-in with
the Ventnor, N. J., cops during his
stand there also hasn’t hurt his
pulling power. Flanagan was'fined
$50 for walking nude on the beach
and publicity over the arrest has
helped the band’s b.o. in subse-

In

JIMMY McHUGH

Love With

and

Me

CLARENCE GASKILL

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
Ok /$U 7fta. jo z

its

techniques, including a special pro-

envelope which slip4 into
album cover and keeps the
itself dustfree and in mint

tective

the

quent dates.

“^tcozNed

record

condition.

Dare Kapp

Highlights of the sales program
include a preview of the new “Kenton Presents” jazz series and a
pumber of new pop album ideas
sparked by such sellers as Frank
Sinatra, Jackie Gleason and Betty
Huttoni
Capitol also revealed that in the
kidisk field more emphasis will be
placed upon the “Music Appreciation” and “Learning Is Fun” series.
Dealers participating in the “Fall
Anticipation Program,” the plattery added, will receive a number
of merchandise aids, including brochures encouraging and instructing
in the installation of self-service
stores and the staging of a hi-fi

to Publish

‘Patterson’ Legit Score
Dave Kapp will publish the songs
from the upcoming legiter “Mrs.
Patterson.”

Play, which will star
Kitt, features six songs
by James Shelton.

Eartha

penned
Kapp, w'ho operates a diskery
under his own name as well as a
publishing firm, Garland Music,
recently cut Shelton in an album
of his

M.

A

WITMARK

own tunes

A

Boy,

which

& SONS

goes

August,
SvrVSvw

w

t

is

tagged,

“A

Lamplight,”
into

being

Girl,

Show,

rehearsal

late

produced

by

Leonard Sillman.

6how.

BIGGEST HIT

The

release of" “The

Damnation

fast

two 12-inch

New

Love
Johnny
I

V

-y

Johnny

$11.90.

Benida Builds

Names
Benida Records

New

I.IIIUR

MUSIC CORPORATION

for Fall Push
is

prepping for

a big fall push with the pacting of
new talent for pop rhythm
blues,
Latino and album releases. For the
pop field. Dewey Bergman, label’s

RICARDEL

&

proxy, inked
and crooner
Sugar Tones,
joined Benida

>'

0

platters, retails for

His Violin

and

thrush Dori Brooks
Ricki
vocal

Denell.

SHERATON

CARLTON

HOTEL

week, will kick
r&b department.
packaged goods division,
last

Washington

off diskery’s

For its
Benida is putting the finishing
touches on a speciaf Christmas
album with the Macy Singers.
Vocal chorus is a 40-voice group
of R. H, Macy, N.Y. department
store employees.

ORCHESTRA
Currently

The

combo which

D. C.

Personal Dlreotlon
W. A. BURNHAM, Jr
Imperial Artist Corn
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y

becoming AMERICA'S BIGGEST HIT

CARA MIA

Thrilling

of

Continued from page 107
Faust,” as recorded by Charles
be able to -obtain others upon re- Munch and the Boston Symphony,
turning worn copies.
The serv- to tie in with Munch’s performance
ice will be. available on all Capitol of the same work with the BSO at
album releases except the full- Tanglewood.
An Albany dealer set up a stand
length Cetra operas.
in the park and sold 140 copies of
Label also plans several imthe Berlioz work. Album, containprovements in album packaging
ing

1486

&
45-1486

Jl.

'.

(

backed with “How, When Or Where"

Voice of

DAVID WHITFIELD
with beautiful accompaniment

by

MANTOVANI

His Orchestra

and Chorus

JoWON
RECORDS

3

—

^
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1954
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Rest British Sheet Sellers

Stuff-Husk

(Week ending July 17)
London, July 20.
Cara Mia
.Robbins
Things Mean a Lot, .Robbins
Happy Wanderer
Bosworth
Little Shoemaker
Bourne
Secret Love. Harms-Connelly
Wanted .... Harms-Connelly
Friends, Neighbors
.Heine
Heart of My Heart. F.D.&H.
Idle Gossip .........
Bron
I Get So Lonely. .... .Maddox
.

Ben Bloom;
is

* youthful veteran whose lore of music biz anecdote

is

•

Hence his recollection that the late StanMurphy and Egbert Van Aistyne, who were pals of Sidney Sorter

invariably authoriativb.

ley

.

.

America’s great short story, writer with coining
(O Henry), credit
the term “Tin Pan Alley,” must be given some credence, Abel Green
“Show Biz: Vaude to Video,” credited a yesterin
Jr.,
Laurie
Joe
and

Monroe H. Rosenfeld (who

teryear N. Y. Telgraph columnist,
wrote lyrics), for coining the term.

.
.

.

also

And still another legend mentions
Mike Bernard, the pioneer “ragtime” pianist at Tony Pastor's vaudery
to
the
brownstone-front
repaired
row of music pubwho
St.,
on 14th
28th Street,, west of 6th Ave., in the early
lishers in New York’s
windows
open
wide
would
the
rehearse
before going to
with
a m. and,
recalls that the florists around 28th St.
sieep in the daytime. Bloom
think
“nobody
can
with
complained
all
that
music” (to
frequently
florists’ district).
this day it’s a wholesale
the
O.
Henry
on
aspect,
Bloom
importantly,
has
long
been on
More
the prowl for songs he is said to have turned out with, the same facility
and
peddled
wrote
his
short
stories
Porter
for
or “any
$10
as when
other drinking money.” None has shown up yet.

going

.

.

New York

,

.

.

.

.i.

Coins in Fountain ...... Feist
Young at Heart. .... .Victoria
.

fell

Second 12
Never Land,

.

Someone Else’s Roses Fields
Cross Over Bridge New World
Don’t Laugh At Me. .... Toff
The Book

Mellin

.

Sterling

Kassner
Macmelodies
.

Story of Tina,

Make Love

.

.

.

Me .....

to

Jilted

.

.

Morris
Sterling

is

.

JAZZ FOAMING HIGH

all

.

MILWAUKEE SPOTS

seven-year

with

deal
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:.

.

.

.

Lionel

Hampton

.

.

10-day

begins a

.

MGM

MGM

pery, unveiled Nellie Lutcher and
new policy on July 24.

MGM

Marti Stevens,
Records’ thrush currently appearing at the
Colony Restaurant, London, has been tagged by Gregory .Ratoff for

A

the daughter of Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew’s prexy.

Tokyo, July

a Fillmore street gospel
quartet which he is sponsoring. Police said he was charging 75c ad-

ly with

mission and had no license to run
a public dance.

sulting.

purchases to the vet names.

6

.

.

annual

.

7-15

5?li

Ave.

PL

V-

<1

600

203

No.

Wabash

9

Sumel

A.

in a

and Tex Beneke
week later
.

Blvd.

Official

in

which he’s just been commisa second lieutenant

sioned

.

.

.

Bob Arlen band, working out

of
the Joey Sims office, skedded for
Saturday night dances at Oakmont
Country Club for remainder of the
Billy Catizone,. consummer
ductor of the Nixon Theatre house
orch, playing for Givic Light Opera
out door shows at Pitt Stadium.
.

.

.

Riding with a flock of bestsellers
in the pop and country markets
currently, Decca Records is skipits usual single release sched-

ping

.

.

Put
Nix on 45s

Philadelphia, July 27.

The Philadelphia Radio

&

Tele-

KYW

TOMMY MARA
sings

WGAU

WCAU-TV, WDAS, WFIL and
WFIL-TV, WFLN, WHAT, WIP,
WJMJ, WPEN and WTEL.

Rhythm

&

I

27.

MGM

blues distributors in

area will continue; to service
on 78 rpm as most r&b shows are
still not equipped to play 45s.
In the pop field, almost all sta-

now

playing 45s.
outlet, stated it

pop market

KNBC.

local

has adopted
45 technical equipment and "applauds” the decision by manufacturers to standardize at .45 rmp.
KNBC will complete its transition
to 45 on all programs of recorded
music at the earliest possible date
that “the required 45 rpm records
are in hand,” the station added.

RIDIN'
11775

K 11775

this

NBC

ROUGH

NEED

SOMEONE

78

$an Francisco, July

are

-Selling: Records!

,

.

Philly Stations

tions effective in the

America's ^Fastest

.

Jacobs, saxman with Artie Arnell
band, leaving soon for Air Force,

to such

R&B Labels Stay On
Hollywood
861

him

Werner, organist, into the
Cove for a run after long stay at
..."Dick
Oliver’s on Route 51
Edie

its

Pres.

Chicago

follows

an extent in tho past
that RCA Victor has notidistributors around the
country that anyone found supplying' 78 rpm platters to the deejays
would lose his franchise.

fied

and

I

,

Release With Hit Sked
ball,

operation.”
broadcasting
Meirber stations include

JOE GLASER,

Danceland Aug.

week

good

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

.

.

one-nighter at West View Park’s

A

all except two Westinghouse stations,
and WPTZ.
In resolution passed by PARTB,
members agreed to continue “practice, long-sanctioned by custom, of
selecting 33, 45 or 78 rpm records,
whichever is considered best for

DECCA. VICTOR. CORAL RECORDINGS

York

Marie
enter-

Decca Skipping Week’s

charity junket of the music publishers contact personnel, takes
place at the Dorchester Oct. 28
Billy Daniels, accompanied by
.

.

now

new Park-Schenley Restaurant
Ralph Marterie orch booked for a

London
The Tin Pan Alley

.

,

Frank Blandi’s

The speed struggle has developed

includes

Chester, Pa., Sept. 7-20

PREVIEW, Chicago, Sept. 22 thru Oct. 10
SCALER'S, Milwaukee, Oct. 11-31

New

taining nightly at

vision Broadcasters Assn, lined up
solidly against the introduction of
the 45 rpm disk jockey service, giving official status to widespread
squawks of local deejays.
Surprise factor of PARTB resolution
was that action was unanimous. Association is made up of nine radio
stations and two tv stations, indies
as well as network outlets, and

HERBIE FIELDS
Sept.

at Arlington
Moss, pianist-composer,
his orch

78 biscuit.

,

America's Most Exciting Musician

RANCHO,

Pittsburgh
Phil Cavezza, longtime bandleader at Arlington. Lodge, in the
Greensburg Hospital for check-up
and until the doctor gives him an
okay, Four Buddies will fill in for

Continued from page 107

waxings of the “No Return”
theme with cut-throat pricing re-

*L

EL

—

S

Monte

tyro disker can’t get himself heard
unless he, or the tune’s publisher,
supplies the station with a “hot”

also hot after the platters of the
tune. All four went on sale recent-

and his orchestra
SURF CLUB, Wildwood, N.J., June 25 thru

International Sporting Club,
Carlo, for five weeks.

leases on 78 but are confining their

20.

Although neither picture has
San Francisco, July 27.
A squad of 30 San Francisco cops been yet released in Japan, record
companies
are in a hot sales race
•broke up a teenage dance sponsored by Rockin’ Lucky Rylander, on the theme songs from “Three
Fountain” and “River
Coins
A
In
KSAN rhythm and blues disk jockey, in a Fillmore street dance hall of No Return.” Four top companies
are
vying
to get in the music
here last weekend.
Police were called after a traffic shops first with “Fountain.”
block, caused by the congregation
Japan Victor has obtained the
of
bobbysoxers, had developed. Dinah Shore version but has not
•Rylander said he was running the yet put it on sale. Nippon Columdance to buy uniforms for The Em- bia, King Records and Teichiku are
eralds,

poned ... Edmundo Ros left with
his orch this week to open at the

India Labels

—

Japan Diskers Vying
For U.S. JFilm Themes

Unlicensed Dance Date

—

.

.

a nitery sequence Jn his upcoming pic, “My Kingdom For
Woman.”
She’ll warble “The Song From Moulin Rouge” in the scene.
Miss

Cops Rock Jock For

.

.

for adults.

is

.

.

Malcolm Lockyer Orch, recorded
four titles for Mercury in London, ule for week of Aug. 9. Move is'bdThe Pub, only recently reopened, prior to planing back to New York ing made to permit the factories to
American and catch up with back orders on curboasted Page Cavanaugh la$t week last Sunday (25)
and is looking ahead to Pee Wee British singing stars who are to rent merchandise.
with
the BBC
guest
broadcast
Hunt on Aug. 16. Otherwise MilDecca now has two disks by
waukee still maintains three deluxe Show Band include Guy Mitchell, Kitty Kallen, “Little Things Mean
Martino,
Frankie
Laine, Percy
AI
rooms, the Tic Toe with a threeFaith, Dickie Valentine, Lita Roza A Lot” and “Chapel In the Moonact show and Fazio’s and the Towne
and Vera Lynn . . Howard Keel light,” and the Four Aces’s “Three
Room with one act each.
opens his first British variety tour Coins In The Fountain” among the
on Sept. 6. His dates include Glas- topsellers.

New York U. has scheduled a course for the fall semester aimed
at musicians and vocalists working in the radio-television medium.
Roger Bowman, former announcer, will lecture on such problems as
acoustics, copyright clearance, continuity, opera for ty, jingles, etc.
Course is being given in the university’s division of general education

Stevens

stay at the Riptide Club, Wildwood,
Bob Dawes, forN.J., Aug. 6
mer road manager for the Billy
May orch, now personally managing the new- Chico O’Farrill mambo hand
Nellie Lutcher at the
26th Club, Milwaukee, until Aug. 1.
.

.

Crooner Bob Anthony

.

Man With Banjo
.Mellin
D’dw’d Stage Harms-Connelly

out on its promotion' for the soundtrack
album of the Metro pic, “Seven Brides for Seven Brothers.” Diskery
more
100 screenings- around the country
arranged
than
IN
already has
for dealers and disk jockeys and beginning next week five of the
Milwaukee, July 27.
pic
will
the
tour
country
the
for
guest
from
shots
with
the
“brides”
Neon lights are multiplying in
platter spinners. The starlets on the plugging road will be Ruth Lee,
the City of Beer, as the nitery
Betty Carr, Virginia Gibson, Julie Newmeyer and Norma Doggett.
scene is reviving with the accent
on jazz. Name dixieland orchs and
Records is going in for Italian glamour on its latest Extended
talent are usurping strippers
vaude
Diskery has coupled the soundtrack slice from the pic
Play album.
and neighborhood musicians in a
Mangano,
With
Silvana
Eleanora
with
Rossi-Drago’s cut of
“Anna,”
wave
at the smaller spots, and some
“Malasierra” from the pic, “Hell Raiders of the Deep.”
is
which had been shuttered have
playing up the sex lure of the Italian beauties by showcasing them on
££lit and now are jumping..
the album cover; both in semi-undress.
The Three Dolls, formerly Toot’s,
A windfall of $1,000, from an anonymous contributor, plus addi- where local dixie bands held forth,
currently
is sporting the Muggsy
donations
by
Greenwich
Village (N. Y.) merchants has
tional smaller
assured the initial chamber music concert being planned by thp Wash- Spanier unit. Scaler’s New Yorker,
had featured
which
previously
ington Square Assn, for outdoor presentation in the Square.
The
preem is skedded for Aug. 6: Alexander Schneider will conduct the local jazz groups, now has Conte
once astripCondoli.
And
Club
26,
first concert.

Records

.

a

Fred
Music Corp. of America
Lowery and Leroy Holmes, who
Records
were teamed up by
r
for its cut of ‘The High and the
Mighty,” worked together in the
Vincent Lopez band about 20 years
ago ... Betty Madigan opens at
the Casino Royal, Washington, Aug.
9
Harvey Gelier, Joy Music
contactman, on a plugging trek
Bernie
through New England
Wayne managing thrushes. Rita
Hayes atid Leigh Roberts
Bob
Manning into the Olympia TheaThe
tre, Miami Beach, Aug. 4
Woodside Sisters "open at the
Moose Club, Erie, Pa., for one week
Karen
starting
10
Aug.
Chandler set for a guest shot on
Guy Lombardo’s tv film series.
Buddy Basch handling disk promotion for Dolores Hawkins

MGM

.

Changing Partners
Such a Night

mingham

.

.Keith Prowse

.

.

.

pacted

Edinburgh, Liverpool, BirProposed variety tour
of Britain by Mel Torme, scheduled for September, has been postgow,

Jerry Crocker, disk jockey on
KLBS, Houston, is sticking to a
41V6-hour air schedule despite
crutches.
on
hobbling
around
Crocker was leaving a clinic after
having received treatment on a had
elbow and stepped off a curb on to
a rock, breaking his ‘ankle as he

.

.

Tune, which hit the market
The “Bunny Hop” keeps multiplying.
about three years ago via Ray Anthony’s Capitol Records slice, has
Anthony’s disk
steadily built into a .campus caper and a top seller.
has racked up a 500,000 sale and it's still going while the sheet copies
have passed the 150,000 mark. In addition, 12,000 orchestrations have
been sold. Both sheets and orchestrations are being peddled on a nonThere’s now a “Bunny Hbp Mambo” and “Bunny,
returnable basis.
Hop Polka” on the market. Anthony’s firm, Moonlight Music, publishes.

MGM

,

78
45

RPM
RPM

M GM RECORDS
THE GREATEST
701
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PITT’S BALMER TO

NEW OMAHA

EMA Breach

In Effort to Heal

Town

Mich.

to Unvefl

2,250-Seater Civic

New

Aud

HEAD

CffY AUD.

w. k.

Ini

sports arid theatrical biz,

week* was named the

first

man-

ager of Omaha’s “new. City Auditorium. He was hired from a field
of nearly 50, at $10,000 per year

Unit

Balmer managed the Pittsburgh
Arena (for sports) for three years,
was assistant manager of "Ice
encourage Capades” two years and managed

Afuateimlil Star Night
Minneapolis, July 23.
Vera Ellen, Carlos Thompson,
Cedric
Sisters
(3),
Fontane
Adams, George Grim, Hank Ketcham, Maj. Charles E. Yaeger,
Arthur N. Allen's Border Collie
Sheep Dogs, Schiek Cafe Singing
Sextet,
Minneapolis Barbershop.
Atomic
Singing Quartets
(72),
Bombs Quartet, Visiting Beauty

ed here on Aug. 15 to
bigger and better cultural events the J. P. Harris Theatre in Pittsburgh for two years. He was in the
in this city. Edifice has ample
insurance biz prior tb accepting the
stage _ productions,
for
facilities
Omaha post.
conventions, concerts, small cirNew building will be ready this
tions. If no agreement is reached
winter.
Capacity,
shows.
trade
and
cuses,
by early Septembr,. the EMA membe
can
normally
2,250,
which
is
on
places
bers will resume their,
Queens
increased to *3,000 with folding
the union's unfair list.

EMA

AGVA

came

to a

up

setting

head When
its

AGVA

was

Maazel Sr.

basic agree-

That Son

action.

Curious part of the Chi agency
was that while agencies
working with the union
couldn't deal with the unfair percenters, the Chi EMA members

situation
still

were able to get all the top talent
they needed by use of dummy Tavern
agents.

Biggest stumbling block during
the negotiations prior to the breakoff was the $1 per-night per-performer charge on accident insurance. How ever, in a pre-negotiation
agreement, union conceded that
they would get the same break as
other groups in the charge. This
means that AGVA will give them
a 40c rate, since other groups are
being charged the lower amount.
Irving conferred two days with
the agents and then left for a trip
to the Coast AGVA office.

in

Show

Biz

On

Is Established

Pittsburgh, July 27.
Lincoln Maazel, former concert
singer who gave it up for teaching
some years ago and also to devote
his energies to his son, Lorin
Maazel, a child maestro at the age.
of six and now an adult conducting
in Europe, is embarking on a
career of his own here as a nitery
vocalist. Maazel is breaking in his
act on weekend dates at cafes in
this area and has. already been
booked for returns at William Penn

the union, the Artists Representatives Assn., parent organization of
the Chi EMA, had to sever its connection with that group, thus paving the way for the union’s unfair

and

Twin

Coaches

on

strength of debut showings at those

.'.

.

spots.

At the same time, Maazal, who
has taken on Gene Landy, local
boy, as his personal manager, is
working on a couple of tv ideas
and has already auditioned in New
York for the William Morris Office for a possible Broadway show
in the fall. He has a brother, Marvin Maazel, .a concert pianist, who
is
now touring Holland. Young
Lorin Maazel was: a protege of the
late Vladimir Bakaleinikoff, for
years musical advisor and assistant
conductor of Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra, and made his debut as
a maetsro with the Pitt Symphony
while in kneepants and later was

|

LEGIONNAIRES’ HYPO TO

S.F. NITERY BIZ first violinist with the organization.
He has been in Europe for the
San Francisco, July 27.

SAGGING

{

j

;

1

About 15.000 Legionnaires hit past
San Francisco last weekend for a
four-day state convention and provided a much-needed hypo to the
sagging nightclub business.
This convention city, which normally booms during the summertime, has been lagging during July
with only a few backslappers congregating in the city and those
bivouacs numbered only a few. of
the usual horde of summer convenThe National Retail
tioneers.
Credit Assn, only brought 1.000 to
town in mid-July, and the National
Furniture Exchange and United
Air Lines Hostesses alumni accounted for less than 3,000. Thus
the influx of Legionnaires was
Nightclubs,
doubly appreciated.
bars and hotels reported capacity
business as the convention got

Saranac Lake
27.

Saranac Lake Summer Theatre
announced bookings for balance of
season

"of

off to

a

and

Old

nine weeks. Company got
sock start with “Arsenic
Lace” and “Voice of

Turtle.”

William Hartnett, of the Canadian Famous Players staff in Ottawa. hit the jackpot with his first

’

clinic report which
one daily meal in

;

and ambulatory

;

;

upped him for
main messhall

floor;

also limited

visiting.

Joseph Shambaugh, film distrib-

(

utor of Cincinnati, ended rigid oband rated surgery. FolloWing major operation he is back
at the Will Rogers recuperating.

sejrvation
;

underway.

year.

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y„ July

,

Members of Ottawa (Canada)
IATSE Local No. 95 held outing in
downtown colony

after a bedside
with William Hartnett.
Vivian “Hunter” Longest, showCostello Unit as Single girl who was with Ziegfeld’s “Rio
Rita,” in from Fort Lauderdale,
For the first time in the history Fla. as a
new guest here and enof the Copacabana, N. Y., a pack- joying
a needed rest.
Operator
age has been bought.
Lou Dukay, who worked with
Jules Podell has bought a Diosa Dave Seed and Harry Martin,
moCostello unit
starting
Aug. 26 tored in for a two-week vacation
which will be used as a single act. here; took time out to visit Happy
Georgie Kaye will headline the Benway.
Thomas Trant, manager of Illingshow.
Included in the unit are flamenco ton Theatre (Goodman & Harrison
dancers Roberto & Alicia, singer Circuit*. Chicago, registered as
guest for rest period,
Don Reynolds and the Caballeros, new
Edith Gurba, cashier of Lane
a dance team that works 'with Miss Theatre,
Philadelphia, elated over
Costello. Native drummers are also steady progress
which her husin the layout.
band, John Gurba, is making. Ditto

Copa Buys 1st Package;

visit

:

I

.

j

j

i

i

i

Kenneth (IATSE) Flint

Tico Topper to Tour

Mambo

PTkge

Billy Shaw will book with Mercury Artists lining up talent.
..

of

Pitts-

burgh.

Minnesota

Tiie squabble between the American Guild of Variety Artists arid
American Federation of Musicians’
Canadian locals, hitherto regarded
as a strictly north-of-the-border

argument, last week spread to th«
international office of the AFM.
Fight, since last' week, Is now regarded as having the official backing of the
international.

AFM

Last week (20) a letter was received by all booking offices from
Walter Murdoch,, bead of the Canadian section pf the AFM, telling
them that booking AGVA acts in
Canada might lead to suspension

Folk of their

AFM

franchises. However,

the letter was postmarked Newark,

where the
tional

AFM

office’s,

the open

has

its

Interna-

Consequently,

it’s

Murdoch

lias

now construed

that
backing of

AFM chieftain

James C. Petrillo and the squabble
no longer a local matter In the

is

AFM.

•

> So far, agencies are not acdon Bowen. At Municipal Stadium, knowledging the letter nor con-

Minneapolis, July 23,
Seattle, July 27.

’54; $1-$1.50.

Supplanting two of the Aquatennial’s previous less popular indoor
shows, this tremendous gala onenight shindig under the stars, conceived by the Minneapolis StarTribune Newspapers, made a high-

Jack Benhy show netted a smashing *$69,650 for the two- week engagement at the 1,400-seat Metropolitan Theatre here. The second
week's net of $35,150 even topped
the first week's fine $34,500, a
tribute to the drawing power of
Benny, since most similar attractions only play four or five days

ly auspicious debut. If the enthusi-

asm, displayed by the huge 14,000
people turnout is a criterion, it
should take its place among the an-

senting to it. As a matter of fact,
agents belonging to the Artists
Representatives Assn, are doing
nothing about the matter until
Aug. 1, when ARA counsel Jack
Katz returns from vacation. In the
meantime, agents are continuing to
,

send acts into Canada.
One booker stated that he is impelled to continue booking, inasmuch as the spot he represents has
a contract with the AFM running
until the end of the year. Others
say that they have contracual commitments With spots which must
be kept.
AGVA has taken no action sines
Murdock's letter.

Seattle, with Broadway shows nual local summer mardi gras’, nuonly doing one week. Benny was merous established successful atthe first attraction to play a two- tractions and win repeated favor
week engagement in Seattle In every year.
The slambang layout provided an
many years. Great business was
done despite the first warm; sunny enormous amount of boffo bargain
entertainment
for the small admisweather in rain-drenched Seattle
sion. Dressed up With superb showin many a month.
manship,
it held spectacle, drama,
Canada Theatres Hit
Benny took in $236,797 for his
thrills,
laughs
and
Hollywood
Toronto, July 27.
four-city tour, garnering $104,875
names,
for two hours and 40 minLatest
development of the feud
in Dallas, $33,472 in Portland, and
utes of nearly solid enjoyment.
between AGVA and AFM has now
$28,800 in. Vancouver. The comeMuch credit goes to Cedric extended to the legitimate theatre
dian leaves Seattle today by car
in Canada.
Several deals were
for a two-week golfing vacation in Adams and George Grim,
and
KSTP tv and radio personali- dropped after a letter which has
Oregon and at Lake Tahoe, and
ties, and their emcee jobs. Adams
will return to Hollywood in the
just come out urider signature of
and Grim, who also are Star and
middle of August to begin prepara- Tribune columnists, had the show Walter Murdoch, Canadian head of
tions of his fall CBS radio and
the AFM, in which he has warned
always rolling on all cylinders.
television programs.
all agents that if* they book any
Included were the emcees’ interThe Will Mastin Trio, starting esting,
in Canada he will ask
interviewing of AGVA acts
Sammy Davis Jr., and Gisele many ofhumorous
to
the luminaries; a dance, the national board of AFM
Mackenzie were featured in Ben- dramatic reading and comedy busi- cancel their franchise in Canada
ny’s show.
ness with Adams by lovely Vera- and if AGVA acts play with nonmusicians they will be
Ellen; four songs by another of union
Metro’s
up-and-coming contract placed on the unfair list, this placplayers, Carlos ^Thompson, whose ing Canada out of bounds for all
contribution was especially out- AGVA acts.
standing; warbling of their new reThough Murdoch is a member of
cording hit, “Happy Days and the Toronto tent of Variety Clubs
Lonely Nights,” by the Fontane and one 'of., Its' staunchest supporSisters; a most unusual act, a reters, this has meant cancellation
markable exhibition of sheep and
engagements sponsored
geese herding by Arthur W. Allen’s of several
Cleveland. July 27.
with net
border, collie dogs; singing sextets, by the Toronto tent,
Heavy slump in Cleveland’s
to
have gone to. Variety
proceeds
a 90-voice choir comprising comnitery business, skidding further
bined Minnesota barbershop quar- Village, the residential training
than any previous summer rec- tets, and a comedy
vocalizing school operated in Toronto for
ords, is hitting Hotel Hollenden’s group.
Among these
crippled children.
Vogue Room the hardest. Business
There were sessions before the are Val Parnell’s London “Paldropped so much since the horse- mike with Murray
,Warmouth, new ladium Varieties,” currently at the
racing season opened that Robert U. of Minnesota football
coach, arid Desert Inn, Las Vegas, which was
Joyce, hotel manager, plans to Maj. Charles Yaeger, jet pilot; to have featured Richard Hearne,
drop floor shows as Nwell as dance spontaneous and unrehearsed com- and tour Toronto,* Montreal, Hammusic for seven weeks starting edy when Hank Ketcham, creator ilton, Ottawa and Lorid.cn, Ont.
Aug, 4.
of ^'Dennis, the Menace” comic
Ernest M. I^awley, manager of
Scarcity
of
conventions
and strip, cavorted with a half-dozen the Royal Alexandra Theatre here,
visiting firemen has been felt by smallfry winners of a "Dennis” and handling' the booking of tha
all the major clubs here.
What contest; folk and square dancing by Parnell show for the Variety Club,
dented the Vogue Room hardest, 150 gayly costumed couples; parad- had also completed plans to bring
ing by a dozen combined bands;
is fact that most of its steadiest
clowns’ hijinks. a tcrpsichorean of- over another British variety show
heavy-spenders are horse-crazy. So fering by an army
Tessie
of tots, and fire- headed by Norman Evans,
much so that instead of nightclub- works.
O’Shea, and Alex Findlay, this for
bing, they are spending all their
of
tour
The 16 gorgeous visiting queens a coast-to-coast Canadian
time (and shekels) watching night and
This, too, has been
the 40 1955 Aquatennial Queen 12 weeks.
races at Thistledown, Randall and candidates
edict
were paraded before the cancelled on the Murdoch
new Grandview tracks.
stands in open convertibles before Ditto two one-nigh ters that were
being negotiated by Rawley for
After checking the painful situ- being grouped on the stage.
appearances of package
ation, Joyce ironically gagged that
It’s a safe wager that those who benefit
the only way to combat the gallop- attended .this initial show will be shows slated for the Maple Leaf
separately
here
and
ing nags was to install a miniature back again next year and their Gardens
race track in his own hotel. As an word-of-mouth
will
bring even starring Donald O’Connor and
Judy Garland. Also means the
emergency measure he gave two more spectators.
Rees.
shuttering of the Casino, only
weeks' notice to George Duffy’s
vaude house in Canada, or its going
orch and intends to discontinue eninto films only on Labor Day when
tertainment following the current Gastel Concentrates
one, featuring Ving Merlin’s violin
contracts expire. .Ditto, discoriCole
quartet and the Del Rubio Triplets.
tinuance of acts in Toronto niteries.
Hollywood, July 27.
Carlos Gastel has reorganized
his personal management organi- BUFF.
ST.
SETS
in

.

WCCO

.

.

.

On

CYR

Management

CASINO TO REOPEN

OAKLAND

zation and will henceforth devote
all his time to client Nat (King)

MARK WITH 16-DAY 42G

WITH DANIELS TOPPING

Buffalo, July 27.
Cole', whom he has handled for 12
San Francisco, July 27.
The Town Casino, operated by
Cyr closed a 16-day years.
Gastel recently amicably
Harry Wallens;,
Harry
Altman
and
used his three-month stand at the El Rey Theatre in Oak- terminated agreements with
Nellie
observation period to advantage; land last night (Tues.)
will reopen for the season Sept. 11.
after break- Lutcher and Mel Torme.
he rated mild exercise with pic- ing the alltime
First
show,
nine days, will
run
to
house record with
“Cole’s activities are so wideture privileges.
be toplined by Rilly Daniels and
an estimated gross of $42,000, ac- spread,” Gastel declared,
Jack Kelley, manager of the
“that to will include Sld Krofft and possibly
cording to owner Pete DeCinenzie do them justice
requires most of Nanci -Crompton. Paul Winchell
Majestic Theatre, Perth Amboy,
Stripper played to full houses my time. I plan to concentrate on
N.J., ended his observation period
has been set for the subsequent
l?y rating a second trip to the gen- every night and on weekends cus- his
affairs as well as my own
show, starting Sept. 20.
eral hospital for surgery. His first tomers were lined up before the Bradshaw Music Co.”
Town Casino is one oi the
operation was successful in the 800-Capacity house by lp.m.
$1.
In addition, Gastel will continue heaviest buyers of- top talent in the
progress comeback.
Cyr was in on a flat $4,500 per in an advisory capacity
only
for
east and generally goes on for
Write to those who are 111,
week.
June Christy and June Hutton.
weekly changes of bills.

William O. Stamps, designer and

•painter

in Fall Miami,

The mambo kick continues to
mushroom. Now George Goldner,
Tico Records topper, is lining -up
a concert package of Latin names
for a fail tour.
Already set for
the trek are The Mambo -Aces.
Machito, Joe Loco and Carlos
Ramirez.

(16),

Minnesota 40
(300),
Massed
Candidates,
12
Bands, Aqua Jesters ( 50); produced by Minneapolis Star-Tribune
Newspapers Charities in cooperaAssn.;
Aquatennial
with
tion
staged and directed by Robert
Weed, Otto A. Silha and Ruth
Gali; written by Bradley G. Morisort; musical backgrounds by Gor-

Own as Nitery Singer, Now

ments mandatory if performances
were to be properly protected in
event of an accident. The EMA
members refused to sign and as a
result of its refusal to work with

.

Queen

Used temporarily last May during Tulip Time, house was filled to
capacity for a Parade of Barber
Shop Quartets.

system

insurance

which made minimum

•

Dancers

,

Jack Irving, union's national ad- bleachers,
ministrative secretary* is representing the union on the negotiations.
Crux of the situation Will be
minimum basic agreements. For
many years, the Chi agents have
been operating without any contracts with the union. Situation

Renew

salary.

Holland, Mich., July 27.
civic center is being unveil-

had been otl the
The
union’s unfair list for more than a
conven-,
year. At the recent
tion In Montreal the union voted to
permit dealings with the Chi members of this groiip pending negotiazations.

1954

Omaha, July 27.
John R. Balmer, of Pittsburgh,
last

Chicago, July 27. Talks between the Entertainment
Managers Assn, of Chicago and
American Guild of Variety Artists
are currently being held here. Both
are attempting to reach an agreement which will patch up a longstanding feud between the organi.

2ft,

(Wometco

Theatres),

Lili

St.

Fla.,

I

—

!

PTsasmt

Wednegflayyjqly

Bows

VAVBEVIIXE

115

in Portland, Ore.

Portland,' Ore., July 27.

The Latin Quarter Supper Club
opened recently as the town’s
newest nitery. Located in the
basement of the Nortonia Hotel in

Anticipated bonanzas in arena*

materlallied
haven't
year in many cities. Many,
as selftowns which built, arenas
operations

*

this

Minneapolis, July 27.
Minneapolis Tribune columWill. Jones came forth
with a. suggestion for Al
Sheehan’s “ Aqua Follies”:
The beach
scene
from

and revenue-producing
have bean forced tq put

amortizing
ventures,

more taxpayer
buildings

JU

in

^ome

money

CahY Stage/ It!
.

nist

Into these

order to keep them

“Here

municipalities, there's
the city will ‘have

jn
possibility that

give up operations along this
and either close entirely, or
which they J
out theni to uses for.
r
weren’t intended, such as warebouses, for example; Some towns
these
structo
rent
may be forced
tures to outsiders on a straight qr
percentage rental basis.
Cause of the down heat in arena

-to

Eternity.”

"'*

to

line,

‘

ine or Did ft Fizzle?
Chicago, July 27.
Promoter Bud Arvey, who took
out ohe of the most expensive
Chicago, July 27,
promotions in the history of show
Windy City strippers are getbusiness for three onc^niters last
ting an assist from the police
week, either hit a $50,000 profit
department in knocking off
or lost a wad; according to varying
the competition from their
estimates. General Artists Corp. f
celluloid sisters-in-arms. City
which booked the bulk of the
talent and the bands, estimated
coppers last week launched a
series of raids on the State
that the Chi entrepreneur got off
St. peepshow arcades which
the $300,000 nut on the second
have been featuring nudie
night (Saturday) in Chicago, and
flicks at 25c a peek.
his Cleveland takings, on Sunday
(25), represented his profit.
Raids have resulted in the
Others say that the package,
pinch of one arcade operator
“Star Night,” floppolaed,
with
with Police Commission Tim
grosses
estimated
at
$258,000,
O’Connor promising more of
representing $92,000 in Detroit,
the same.
$136,000 in Chicago and $30,000 in
Cleveland. GAG spokesmen claim
$120,000 in Detroit; nearly $200,000 in Chicago, and $50,000 in
Cleveland. At none of the three
ballparks where the show played
was there a sellout. Prices ranged
up tq $4.50 for the four-hour show.
Arvey, however, stated that he
made money on the promotion. He
said the profit wasn’t big, but he
Reading, Pa., July 27.
Plans for the 1954 Reading Fair didn’t figure on making a mint the
are jelling.
John S. Giles, fair first time around. He says the pro-

Unfair Undress

the site of the old Press Club, spot
has been decked out in Latin Quarter decor and will have a floor
show policy. Location is slightly
off the neon trail, but seats about
250, has an elevated stage and
bandstand, plus a bar.
'Paul Blanchard, formerly of the
Dancing Blanchards and colleague
of Lou Walters; Jerry Pingeree,
restaurant
man; Rod Louden,
KPOJ disk jockey; here and Don
Ruse, advertising exec, are the four
new owners, Preem show has
“Fun for Your Money,” with
Danny Daniels, Paul
Rosalie
Vincent, and George Arnold Orch.
Amato’s Supper Club is the only
other club in the area having floor
shows.
.George Amato has Hilo
Hattie current, Arthur Lee Simpkins in next, Minsky Follies for
the end of August, and Sophie
Tucker in for two frames in September.

.

&

Hollywood. JiPv

operation in some
lack of local employment, Michigan and Ohio cities which have

situations is the

'27.

Harry Richman will return to
the saloon circuit next fall with a
new act written by Jay Livingston
and Ray Evans and staged by
Charlie O’Curran. This is the combination that created the Betty
Hutton nitery act.
Richman has made spasmodic
nitery appearances in the last few
lain.
years,
but has never indicated any
In some instances, where cities
the serious intention to resume his
or counties control the arena,
career
on a regular basis. Plans
Jobs
fault lies in the management.
become for the new act grew out of his rein these showshops 'have
cent
appearance,
as emcee only at
political plums. Many of the politithe Beachcomber in Miami Beach
cos know little of show business
on
the
with
bill
Sophie Tucker
less
or sports promotion, and even
and Miss Hutton. On the final
of arena operation.
night
stand,
in response to
of the
Bad Designing
In some of the municipally built insistent ringside demand, Richstructures, the basic designs do man tossed together a few tunes
not permit many kinds of shows for a songalog, accompanying himself on a portable piano. The stint
to be booked. One recently built
arena almost had a circus booked tore down the house and Livingsfor a few days, and then discovered ton and Evans promptly cornered
hadn’t built doOrs big Richman and talked him into
it
that
enough for trucks or circus Wagons agreeing to go back to work on a
steady basis if they would provide
through.
go
to
Again, there’s a struggle to get the act,
Tunesmiths currently are creatmoney-making attractions. In virtually all cases, there -has to be ing “Satins and Spurs,” spectacular
with Max Liebman will prosports
that
So
planning
overall
events .can be moved to permit a duce for NBC-TV with Miss Hutton
Once this is out of the
starred.
ipany
In
in.
come
to
show
full-week
cases, there’s no provision to move way, they’ll go to work on the
Richman
act in earnest.
thus
booked
and
previously
events
many moneymaking propositions
wayside.
by
the
go
have to
bad slumps aren’t buying too many
arena attractions. Many New Engremoval
land cities, because of the
similarly
of many industries, are
feeling the loss of revenue. In
many cases television is- the vil.

-

'

.

The basic fault in many cities
in the fact that the areng is
too large for the town to support.
Size of the town doesn’t warrant
the seating capacity or type of
half that was built. Consequently,
there’s little chance of a payoff
lies

even under the best circumstances.
Of course, there are still a lot
of moneymakers in arenas, especially in towns which have built up a
backlog of shows and sports events.
For example, virtually every Canadian city of any dimension has a
profitable arena. In the tJ.S. there
are quite a few cities which are
still

underseated id that respect.

HEAVY ARTILLERY

FOR

N.Y.’S

COPA

With the approaching fall seathe Copacabana, N. Y., will
bring up some, heavy name artilson,

Latest to be booked is Nat
(King) Cole, who’s slated for Oct.
28 following a six-week run of Joe
E, Lewis, who kicks off fall activity
lery.

Sept.

16.

Bringing in of top names will
present a problem for Copa operator Jules Podell in booking of the
upstairs lounge which, of late, has
been doing a terrific late business
by virtue of the fact that the performers from the downstairs main
room move up for the 2 a.m. show.
Podell has been setting a lot of
singing acts for the main room because they can be easily absorbed
uito the pattern of the upstairs
Jounge.
However, Cole will not
work the lounge.

^le

,

Copa lounge has been doing

biggest late business in New
*ork since Podell started the late
repeat of the .downstairs acts.
tlic

Cisco Kid to Ride

HILTON CHAIN SET FOR

SHAMROCK TAKEOVER
Chicago, July 27.
The Hilton chain is negotiating
for the takeover of the five-yearold
Shamrock Hotel, Houston,

&

rs

month and continuing
imough August. They opened July
this

f,

J

V nder auspices of Tom Packs at
uianapolis and continue on single
ands until they hit the State Fair
ai Indianaoplis,
starting Sept. 2.
uJZ™ 8 w ?re lined up by the Wil-

Tn
s

ham Morris Agency.

showed up.
Arvey admitted that some proAttractions announced to date
motional mistakes were made, but
are Jack Kochman’s Hell Drivers'
those were the errors that would
for the opening afternoon and Joie
be made by amateurs in the busiChitwood and his auto thrill show
ness. His own estimates coincided
on Monday and Saturday afterwith those of GAC toppers. No
noons; Grand Circuit horse racing
complete
accounting
has
been
from Tuesday through Friday afmade/he added.
ternoons, and auto races the closArvey paid some of the highest
ing Sunday afternoon.
prices in history for talent. For
Attractions for the grandstand exarhple, Perry Como was given
have not been announced, but an $30,000 for the three
nights.
open-air revue with top stage acts Others on the bill were Nat (King)
will be presented nightly from Cole, Julius LaRosa, Patti Page,
The Sarah Vaughan, Roy Hamilton,
Sunday through Saturday.
Reading Fair beauty contest, which Charlie Applewhite, Four Lads,
is now open to contestants from all Orioles, Jill Corey,
Bobby Brands,
over the country, will be held Sat- Leo De Lyon, Homer & Jethro,
preliminary Ray
with
night,
urday
Charles Singers and
the
Last orchestras of Ray Anthony, Ralph
judging during the week.
year the fair dropped the bigname Marterie, Archie Bleyer and Mitch
policy, but no indication has been Ayres.
given on this year’s plans.
The takes were considerably
Giles stated that all concession under
expectations,
with the
space had been sold out completely. biggest
disappointment
coming
nights.

Atlantic City, July 27,

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
broke every record for nightclub
as team ended a
10-day stand at Paul (Skinny)
D’Amato’s 500 Club Sunday night
The dinner and 1 a.m. shows
(25).
were virtual sellouts every night
during the 10 days, as was the
third show offered early Saturday
and Sunday mornings.
Police had to bar all parking in

work hereabouts,

,

the block where the club is located
because crowds; angling for' a gander at the team, blocked the sidewalks, spread out into the street,
and filled the pavement opposite
the bistro.

j

D’Amato got a $6 minimum plus
a $2 admittance fee for his dinner
show, and a $5 minimum plus $2
admittance for the late show, given

twice on Saturday and Sunday
Capacity of the club is
by Texas oilman nights.
Glenn McCarthy. Deal is said to 700. Estimated net take on the run
be near finalization. Current owner was in excess of $100,000.
of the inn^the Equitable Life AsLewis had a tough time of it durbuilt

originally

acquired
Society,
surance
the
hospice about two years ago to
secure a loan of $34,000,000 obtained
by McCarthy. Purchase
price is said to be around $20,000,000, a price which would virtually
assure return to McCarthy of his
original investment,
or only a
slight loss.
The 18-story hotel has been a
consistent buyer of name talent.
Spot opened in 1949 with one of
the most elaborate parties in hotel
history. Inn, at that time, was
probably the most publicized in
the country. It has 1,004 rooms
and a theatre and swimming pool
on its 15-acre plot. Presently, the

Hilton chain owns and/or operates
18 hotels, including some of the
top luxury inns, such as the Waldorf-Astoria and Plaza, both N.Y.

WESTERN SHOW YANKED
IN L A. AFTER 3 DAYS

ing the final nights, with doctors
prescribing for a stomach ailment.

Boys set another record, too.
They got more free space in local
papers than any other performers.
Starting out with the premiere, of
their picture, “Living It Up,” at
the Boardwalk Warner, there were
few days that they didn’t hit front
Premiere was
or other pages.
played up by editor Stanley Fink
of the Atlantic City Press with all
stops pulled. Comics got nice interview story with picture later in
week, plus pictures nearly every
day.

Sauter Confabbing With
Col.

,

Coray on-GI Shows
Washington, July 27.

James Sauter, president

Camp

Shows, conferred
with
Washington
in
Jerome B. Coray, who
in

rarily

charge

of

of

last
Lt.
is

the

USO-

A

I

j

tempo-

Armed

Forces Professional Entertainment
Division, while Col. Joseph Goetz
is on sick leave.
Col. Goetz is expected to enter
Walter Reade Hospital, Washington, for surgery Aug. 11.

Perry Quits Glaser
Lou Perry has resigned from the
Joe
department of
nightclub
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp.
Perry has been with the office for
several years.
Prior to that he was an indie percenter, entering agency ranks following a period as an organizer for
Guild of Variety
the’ American
Artists.

you figure it out,” Helm said the
house paid a full weeks salary for
but
show,
Williams
and the
wouldn’t disclose the amount. Bell
Sisters shared billing on the layout, which had a decidedly western flavor.
Helm took time out to moan that
the vaude booking had been an efto find a new, profitable
policy since “they just can’t seem
to make enough good pictures to
take care of the theatres. Maybe
there are just too many theatres.”
fort

Paul (Skinny) D’Amato has been
forced to shutter the 500 Club until July
31, when Betty Hutton
Boniface, following a terri-

Darvas

gross scored by the 10-day ap-

week pearance
Col,

pair of

.

ON FOLLOWUP VOID

fic

of

Dean Martin

&

27.

Warner

reissues, “Dallas” and “Crimson Pirate,” were
rushed into the breach at the
downtown United Artists Theatre

500 CLUB SHUTTERS

opens.

from Cleveland:
Many warned
Arvey that Sunday night in that
town could lead to a disastrous
undertaking, since very few entertainment enterprises pay off on the

Sabbath.
In all cases, much exploitation
came through the diskjockeys, who
plugged the bash via records and
announcements. Newspaper space
was similarly heavy.
Some of the blame for the Clevewhen the management yanked
Tex Williams and a 22-person land fiasco was placed on the fact
vaude unit Sunday night (25) after the disk jockey promotions in the
three days of a scheduled week’s past had previously drained off a
stand. Manager Bob Helm said the lot of the money that might have
troupe, which opened Friday (23),
(Continued on page 118)
was pulled “for various reasons

Hollywood, July

,

Atlantic City, July 27.

One-Niter Circuit
Carrillo fit Duncan Renaldo
Cisco Kid
Pancho”) will be
going out on a series
of one-night1

president, said this is the first motion was on a solid footing in
year tickets will be offered at re- Chicago and Detroit, and decried
duced rates to business and indus- the fact that he selected the wrong
trial groups.
A plan for clubs to night in Cleveland, a town which
make money was also announced had been burned by phony diskpromotion in the past
for the annual fair, which starts jockey
advertised
stars
never
Sept. 12 for seven days and six where

Jerry

& Julia

Solidly Till

Lewis, couldn’t find anyone of sufficiently potent calibre to come in
for the single week.

Booked
Next June

FITZGERALD ABSENCE

STARTS AUSSIE HASSLE
Sydney, July

27.

Ella

Fitzgerald, booked at the
to open last Thursday (22), failed to make an appearance having gotten. off the plane at

Sydney Stadium

Honolulu and not continuing the
journey.
Story hinted by Norman Graiiz,
Miss Fitzgerad’s personal manager,
was that the singer end her accompanist were victims of racial
discrimination, However, Pan-Am
denied such assertions.
Rest of the concert comprised
Artie Shaw, Jerry Colonna and
Buddy Rich. Shaw scored the
heaviest,
getting
a
tremendous
ovation here. Concert was under
the auspices of^ Benny Rees and

Chicago, July 27.
Darvas &. Julia, Hungarian aerodaneers who are one of the highest
D’Amato felt that he needed a priced, acts of their kind currentsensational name for the seven ly on the boards, are now solidly
days, since anyone of lesser stature booked through June, 1955.
Lee Gordon.
Following current Palmer House
would not only result in a losing
The Gale Agency, this week teleweek, but would also give Miss date, team embarks on Aug. 13 for
Hutton a dead room to start in. three weeks on the borscht circuit, phoned to Miss Fitzgerald in AusHowever, with the closing gim- following directly with a week at tralia regarding the incident. Miss
Through Fitzgerald stated that at her armick, D’Amato can not only pub- Sacr&mento State Fair.
licise the fact that the staff needs a month of October. D&J hold forth rival in Hawaii, she was told by
Montreal,
in
Casino
Bellevue
at
line officials that, they had received
shenanigans
rest after the
that made a shambles of the town, and in November and December no reservation for her on the reguthe
on
is
Cuba
Brazil.
they
tour
lar flight and only available space
but at the same time he can whip
up interest in the new show with itinerary for first three months of was on the tourist flight. She reFeband
January
fused these accommodations and
next year, with
a big reopening.
From arrived in Australia three days
ruary spent in Havana.
later than the rest of the troupe.
South
March ahead, team will tour
Connie Boswell signed for the America until Jurie when it re- It was also said that the Aussie
promoters will sue the airline for
startRoyal,
Washington,
Desert
Casino
turns for a repeat date at
damages.
Inn, Las Vegas.
ing today (Wed.).
!
1

.
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REVIEWS

rifalle, London
inside Nevada over the California
€opAcftbu«9 H. Y;
London, July 21.
state line which runs across the
Al Bernie, Dolores Hawkins, Del- Cal-Neva stage, has never been in
Larson, Bryan Johnson,
Juliana
ta Rhythm Boys (5), Bob Warren
shape. He seems in no hurry
& Kathy Collin, Ramona Lang it finer
to depart and when he does, there’s
(8),
Jack Purcell, Copa Girls
’argument. The audience realizes
Michael Durso Orch, Frank Marti no
it could- hardly ask -for more.
minior
cover
Samba Band; no
r
0;» ph i in™ and Nick
two-week vacation in this spot
A
mum.
before he began work evidently Demuth; lyrics, Johnson. Minimum
his long $2 50 '
for
condition
him
in
put
This smart eastslde N. Y. spot
stint. He works six songs before
usually relaxes its heavyweight
Pi^sllfi formerly tne
the rr
Princes
nces
The Pigaiie,
even says "Hello." These run
name policy during the summer he
from Restaurant, and renamed by. 'Dr..
shortchanging the whole gamut of his career

^

nas nine to ao as emcee, ana

months, but without
the customers. With Al Bernie in
the headline slot, the current 90minute layout gets under the wire
with the comic's fast finish saving
a rather faltering start. Other production ingredients are in the
usual topflight Copa groove.
Bernie has played this spot before and knows how to slant his
routine for its clientele. He doesn't

.

bowl 'em over but manages to set
up an almost continuous obbligato
of chuckles for his routine. Bernie
has an excellent script, starting
with his opening bird calls and
closing with his sock mimicry of
Churchill and McCarthy as the
verbal props for a gag. His cracks
about pocketbooks, tv commercials,
Hollywood and sundry other subjects, including a hoked-up autobiography, are all handled adroitly
for a big sendoff. He doesn’t set
them shrieking, but he leaves ’em

"That's

Dolores

Hawkins

is

a

S ^aytaT^-

"Jezebel"

Desire" to

End

nltery, with the best-looking
gals in town. Gero has also grabbed
maestro Woolf Phillips from the
London Palladium, an attraction in
a 1 2-piece orche^
himself to lead
c
^
tra here
r.iUona
jjuliana
Besides the headlining
n«
, _
WA
T.Arcnn
lines Sai
alsft
inn
Sara
includes^
cast also
Larson,
a

this Vacation-engagement.)

!

Donn Arden line Kicks off the
show and Georgie Tapps’ quintet

j

.

i

heats the place with its “Blues in
the Night" number. Tapps works
his dancers up gradually to a fran-

j

;

j

finale.

tic

/

The twb guys

i

arid two
off some

•

i

1

d RrvaJl Toh^on a
arms routine, which look good.
g
P ’by
Climax of the Tapps terps is a fuve who Siould be snapped up
vivid "Bolero." This follows an- i wes Vnd manLemenf on the
can
he
lookout
other Arden number.
Matty IVfalneck relieves the danc-

I

tehSS?

ing

spell
briefly,
couple of his own

:

[

Goody"
Stars."

conducting
tunes,

...

and

“Stairway

a

“Goody

c.'

!

i

moment.

i

I

j

I

;

Baby.”
In the show’s opening spot, the
Delta Rhythm Boys turn up with
a wholly disappointing songalog.
This quartet, with a piano accompanist. fails to generate any sparks
even when they work over a
spiritual like “Dry Bones.” Their
versions of the recent and current
bestsellers, including “Young At
Heart” and “Wanted,” are strictly
routine and their workover of the
classic “Ole Man River” is completely conventional. The quartet
has some awkward choreographic
routines that could well be dropped
or completely revamped. Herm.

ral-Seva* Lake Talioe
Lake Tahoe, New, July 21.
Frankie Laine, Georgie Tapps
Dancers (5), Donn Arden Dancers
(8),
Matty Malneck Orch, No
cover, §2

minimum.

;

duu
bail-

the

1

-

:

’

,

cover weeknights, $2 Saturdays

“T-T
V
u n , as
what. this show is billed
but what ends up drawing
top hands from the crowd and
providing the- most excitement is
comedy.
Although no name is billed on
the show except Sennes’, the most
pre-opening space was grabbed by
Dorothy Arnold, ex-wife of Joe DiMaggio, bacause of the local angle.
She was married to’ Di-Mag. at the
churclv in_ the neighborhood of her
current stand. Miss Arnold, who
^ featured in two spots in the
show, is a -shapely blonde, a sexylopkinggaLwho displaysa goqdfigu^e and gets sex across to the auclien ce. However, as a singer she
doesn’t make it, with an off-pitch
voice and mumbled lyrics. Her two
numbers. “I Fought Every Inch of
the Way
and "ZiP.’' from “ Pal
are merely exctTses to got
her onstage.
.
,
u
The six hoofers
and
six showgirls
do a variety of routines concerned
W1 t h Mmsk.v College and at one
n ru b through a^yariation of
PPi
e
Sex

i

:

:

;

Can.”

Charles Gentes is a personable
looking singer with a big voice,
which is neatly modulated into a
stint of Gallic standards. Phrasing
and delivery are fine, blit numbers
add no personalized aspect to this
.

in
in

Paul Toscano handles a fine
dle and is ably

backed by

1

!

fid-

comMosk.

!

!

CONSECUTIVE WEEKS
AT THE BOWERY

W1

!the

)

featu ed
^
song-dance-emcee spots—
/„

L

-

and provide inviting dansapation.
Lary,

’

*

.

.

ballet-toe spins. Tony Lopez and
bis orch set up the showbacks ably
liis

^

r

.

77TT

,

.

’

ls

;
11

ft
in

...

.

is

Lake Tahoe

,

Mother on the letters in Mlllsk y” which results in some unneces sary bawdiness.
First hit act of the show is a
rapidfire juggler, Lottie Brunn,
whose fast-paced act with pins,
balls, balloons, etc., earns her a big
mitt from the crowd which, on
(Continued on page 118)
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SUSAN BROOKS

5

•

w®
ara ^maSnriU^lrorightlv
£f

Sprightly show, when cut from
Cai-Vaila,
its 80 minutes for tightening purLake Tahoe, Nev., July 21.
poses, this should do okay at the
Joiii James, Marty Allen & Mitch
turnstiles, as Frances Faye, Phil
Foster and Ralph Curtis take the DeWood, Ike Carpenter Orch . No
spotlight for contrasting turns that cover, $2 minimum.
add up to nice entertainment.
Miss Faye socks over her Capitol . Joby Lewis is sticking to his
recordings in good style with her. f 0I ula of record personalities as
during the short threepiano accomps running neck and a
neck with her pipes. Surrounded by pionth season. Joni James
in
the
middle and height of the
Jack Costanza on bongos and three
members of the Al Jahns orch, her summer boom and will do capacity
sesh is tuneful, torrid and at times blz ^ or ^ie two-week frame,

i

HELD OVER

the

A

i

M&.

hit show
S.
London Coliseum
Pene
Rege.
nege.

next U.

Phil Foster, Ralph Curtis,
Barney Rawlings, Buddy King’s
Ladies (10), Al Jahns Orch (lli;
no cover or minimum.

stan~a

his

DYNAMIC
ACROBATIC
DANCER

fwrihpr
October.
_

;

Frankie Laine, standing two feet bo.

at

ch0 res which he handles in highly
capable manner. Marilyn High_
Tliundcruird. Eas Y ogas
tower departs from the group pat.terns to purvey a palm-rousing solo
Las Vegas, July 22.
V'rnnri>si
Wmie (with Jack
.Tcirk.
Cnwhirh Highlights
Ivif»hli<»ht 5 hpv
aHpnfnpcc at
at
Faye
Co- which
Frances
her adeptness

.

act.

the

bedded

:

.

sellin fi»

-

to join in

ns

San Francisco, July 21.
Frank Rennes
oennes mmsuy
Minsky routes
Follies
^ tranu
Gary Nottingham Dr ch (7). $1

'

crowd

“

Italian Village, Frisco

>

ality and gets the
easily.

*

•

p

j

.

Campbell, a bit lusty pn
the mike, continues as emcee ancl
singer with the line of gals, Earl
Lindsay Dancers are back after
several months, replacing eight
Dan Arden Dancers, arid are popular with the regulars.
\.KoU.
-Koll.

Blow, Gabriel, Blow.” All this to
which fully comr
pleasing response
_
pensates for her last appearance at
the Embassy Club in the summer
Gypsy Markoff shows her troup- of 19?v3, where she barely got by.
er aspects in her accordion stint. Gal has poise, personality and
Unable to carry her heavy instru- looks rarely met with_ in English
ment more thari 10 minutes, due to
stnnmns comedy spot in okay lashion.
e e
yS
An
her plane accident injuries re- attne
?;!f, »^i^
h pi^
also helps.
amiable guy with a drawling, easy
ceived several years ago, she took
Harry Morris, talent spotter for ddiverv and manner, he garners
to
give
up singing
her a one num- the Colony, who books mostly
a goodly portion of laughs with
ber respite for a rest and then goes
American attractions, is anxious
back into the squeeze-box harness. for her to play his spot. Gero, who mixture of familiar and toDical
She segues through a pleasant, has her for two. weeks .with options gags Some of his fresh stuff is
incisive- with more of same he'd
varied rep of bits in Turkish, Rouhas already asked her to stay an-lfl n(j himself working more of the
manian and Russian, and then into other four weeks.
better rooms
a
U;S. medley, plus acceptable
'
lookare
Prince Littlers scouts
Qr.,
11
chirping. She has a good person^"
ing her over for the lead in “Can1

;

;

a

*

srs
Dean

s.

,

:

;

«“•

walkon, she grabs attention and
holds them throughout a tightlyrou ti n ed, smartly-balanced stint,
As pert and attractive as the young
star of' nearly two decades ago; she
belts across her compote of old
dicks with which she is associated,
piussed by new times, in the standup, fluid delivery that bespeaks her
background in musicomedy, pix
and vaude.
standout are the medley of picStandouts
hits topped by version of “Eadie
Was A Lady," and new number
titled after her book, “I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” which she recently reCOrded. It’s a potent ballad which
she sells solidly. Winds -with walkoff '“Don’t Forget Me” theme to big
mitting that would noriiially call
__
encores, Wisely,
f or
sho eschews
the return to leave the tablers
buzzing,—another illustration of the
inhere-nt
showmanship displayed
throughout.
Charlie Carlisle holds down the

.

*

.
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male section, “Miss Lorelie Bro\vn”
and “Young at Heart.” Closing
number is revival meeting number,

[

_

•

satirical

offering greatly appealing to

J.

;

the. entire

edy number, “Woman,’’ a

-

A.

•;

-

.

i

aa

.

Serenade,
“Spanish
with gals in bullfighting attire, and
Miss Larson as top attraction.
With Walter Eiger at the piano,
Miss Larson opens quietly with
On" to good response.
“The Heat Is On”
Then proceeds to “If You Love Me
Really,” “C’est Magnifique," a com-

j

|

done by

a

Miami

company,

I

j

a

Outstanding scenes are the

ors* Hornpipe,”
j

;

.

o
houi, with not
an
^

m*, over
.

C'asanova, Paris
songstress with a good chassis ancl \
Paris, July 13.
but one who hasn't yet
Gypsy Markoff , Charles Gentes,
her talents into an individual
style. A rhythm & blues songstress Paul Toscano Orch (7); minimum,
for Columbia’s Okeh label, she $4.
scores most strongly on the snappier tunes ’-such as "Hernando’s
Casanova is the least Russo-style
Hideaway,”
with
self-accomping of all the fiddle joints, and is
castanets, “I’d Do Most Anything,” now owned by a French group. It
[
a straight, r&b item, and “Anything still has the lush atmosphere, but
Can Happen Mambo." Her effee- the[ orch is attuned to play all
tiveness on slow ballads, such as types of music. Show headlines
“The Nearness of You,” is con- Gypsy Markoff, U.S. chanter-acsiderably reduced and she loses cordionist, and has a reasonable $4
the crovVd. She gets them back.; minimum for drinks, with chamhowever, with a fine rendition of pagne for four going at $10. Biz is
the Jolson standard, “Rockabye My okay.
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to
the
Mark..
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some time at Greater Cincinnati’s
the Black
Vm m
A
mbBottom and _Charleston,
V
a a
aa aa * aa T*,, 1-adiil
a
The Al Jahns crew is a solid- xnu aqe cafe. Entertainment value also
Roh.
Bob.
0
gica j fac jor j n supp rt.
rates high.
Versatile Les Charlivels keep up
a jet
paee for 25 minutes
Jet pace
minute, and have
Ctab,
Miami, July 24.
extended their wares since headLiman Roth, Chartie Carlisle, lininir here previously
Finisheri
sh 6d
Selma Marlowe Dancers (6), Ted n#>rff. rtY prc A,
Performers, the three short ,brothLawrie, Marilyn Hightower, Tony.
ers
lose
nary
a
second
in
an
amaz.Xopez Orch; $2.50-53.50 ben.
ing routine of singing, tap, aero
Win.
and ballet terps arid playing a flock
It’s
been a year since Lillian of instruments.
Bobby' Sargent, a personable
Roth Played this mainland club
a win nit im a
rtviiti
tn KaaI* «in4L
Ll.< _
—
run record aIi
marking
up ^ iIah
then ma
ong
chap, is.
back with ultra-blue
pat* or tbe Jack Goldman bistro and ter. Does okay takeoffs of a racere*v
sparking
the
uiv
viu*v
time
opui
oaiuc
same
horse
xikjx
at Mit;
ai
oc
the
bookie
uuuaicjiiiu
and
vx
of Groucho
U&UUU 1 U MBTX.
Marx.
i. n*. t
..u
.
«:
en t ry into the better cafe circuit Rafael and the Parisieijne Models
beg off after a socko eight minutes.
along the comeback trail The 12 months’ work in the big- Novelty offering has Rafael, diminger spots evidences itself in the utive and. natty as a Frenchman,
_
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g

young

pipes,
jelled

,

.

with Tapps bring
unusual tricks, such as a locked

gals
j

:

satisfied.

My

and “Lucky Old. Sun."
prop
Laine has stopped referring to years ago^nas been a paying
his late accompanist, Carl Fischer^ osition since the change of manand now introduces Al Lerner agement, as it should be. Spot has
briefly and with humor. (Fischer’s
the biggest floorshow of any West
family accompanied the Laine’s for

^

Jt»ua-

yCmmtom *** Morihnt for

-.

•

NewW*

son** «re 4div«K4jrtth A»Un*.{J»ey*«l2r HID*,
"Stay A* Swtet Ai You Are" *nd
Newport, Ky.. Juj^Eo.
Les Chartivels (3), Bobby Sar*
“There’s No Tomorrow" emerge as

.

.

™

I

I

tumultuous in the familiar Faye
pattern. This time around there’s a
format to the act, a systematic
order of song and patter contrived
to bring out the best of Miss Faye
and it garners a solid response
from boite habitues.

!

j

;

The

;

gal,

j

act is a click as fhe hefty
sporting a man’s butch hair-

vocalizes “The Man I Love”
in rhythmic style, From her “No
Reservations allium there’s Gershwins Summertime,” bleated loud
and clear, wjth the timing and

i cut,

Salisbury Btach, Mass.
!

phrasing
ribald

July 31st

GALE

Miss James still makes a pretty
strong pitch with her disclicks, but
has included many more songs for
this year's trip to the resort area,
She gives herself delightful relief
with such things as “Gypsy in My
Soul” and “That’s the Glory of
Love.” This sort of tune is a pleasant surprise for her devotees and
she rates fine response,
Hits, of course, are immediately
recognized in opening bars. Miss
James has considerably subdued
an attempt to look completely
swallowed-up in the emotiori and
mood of her sones Plaved down

laudably handled. The
unconventional, warbler is at her
best in “I’m Drunk With as

OPENING

GERRI

it

is

now

"DANCING
PERSONALITY"
Currently

"PANAMA
HATTIE"
St,

Louis

Municipal

Optra
Pert.

Mgt,

DAVID l. SHAPIRO
1776 Broadway
Cl 5-5368

“s morefiStevaM?

Love” and “Bewitched, Bothered Conversation has beencuttnopv:
V
r
ce Pt for one excursion of the ringwilf
ard n^
will i^verhp
never be he
heard
on -a radio stJ- side handing out mepo Tt*c qti
tion. “More Lovin' Than I’ll Ever
right and offe^a Si^rilri!}'
per^ od
'Get From You” and others sparkle of8 exchanges
with nftroftl
to make the act a topic for Lappy
!
Marty Allen and Mitch
talk.
DeWood,

!

Third Return Engagement
Bookad for a

,
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5-WEEK ENGAGEMENT
LOU BOOTH'S

I

Wildwood, N.
«
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chorus line in this show,
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which
ft? C rS Ved
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11 towardfhe l^V^h .t
fin?
ft
1 1 sav
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send them off in good
shape,
ne^' blts ar® .f 1,0 !11 current
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S
Liberace
but
fhp,v
61
pragnot*’ still gets their
ft. /
ra t in g- This has DeWood ase ® ar a t°r while Allen goes
;{?
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through
the. action. Of course, as
th ®. naiT3tion speeds up, things
be^c 0I “ e
involved,
Orchster
Ike
Carpenter
makes
,
Miss James’ arrangements sound

BOSTON
the

-

Foster returns with loke^ mn<;tlv
familiar and in keeping. with- his
[character as Brooklyn’s Ambassador to the U.S, A. He times his 20minute stint with an alarm clock
and when it rings he ceases fire,
even if he’s in the middle of a
story. The clever comic puts over
his bit as the Dodger fan at Ebbets Field for big yocks. Foster’s
particular school of comedy has
many students and his- delivery
!

J.

i

OPENING
Sopfomber 6th

CASINO ROYAL

‘

Washington, O. C.

GORDON

BROS.: LOU BOOTH, LEE ZEIGER
Management: BERT JONAS,
CO 5-0800^-0807
1650 Broadway, Now York
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HOTEL AVERY
The

Home of Shaw Folk
1 Washington Sti.

Avery

—

’

him honors in his class-.
A- surprise act for an opener is
returnee Curtis, a young .singer.
who runs the gamut from Tony
Martins style to an authentic
tenor. Hi£ vQve .has- authority* and [record-perfect.
rates

.
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in Inffdlf Stop; fl* the

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL
An Apartment

for the price of a

Complete Cooking
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REMARKS TAKEN FROM THE BROADCAST AFTER THE OPENING PERFORMANCE
BOB HOPE

THE ANNOUNCER
“One

“Well, I Just loved
seen anything greater.

and I have never
Val Parnell has the

MACK MILLER

it

cream of them all, and these are the
acts I have ever seen."

the rrestest shows ever presented Iji Las Vegas and the most distinguished first night audience seen here for
many a day.”
of

(Famous American Publicity Man)
“The greatest show I have ever seen, and

finest
I

WILBUR CLARK

have been around a long time.

JOHNNIE RAY

ELEANOR HOLM

LOIJELLA PARSONS

what
Be-

first lady of the Press)
excellent show, and Val Parnell's
friends will be very proud of him and his
show at the Desert Inn/*

“An

received with such excitement."
*
•

»

.

JIMMY MCHUGH
,

Was wonderful

show was. exciting.*’

—

the whole

DANNY KAYE

ALLARD ROEN
cabled

VAL

FARM

Las Vegas—

,/‘ s *W show -last
« Just Wonderful."

*

VAL PARNELL

July 2lst—
having your
Palladium Varieties at Desert Inn.
Look forward
Business Is great.
to having you back with us in 1955.
“It

Is

wonderful

revue

M,

it

I

wonderful— the

star)

greatest Eng-

have ever seen."

FRANK SENNES
(

(General Manager of the Desert Inn)
“I certainly was very pleased,.and I want
to thank Val Parnell and all the group. It
Is a really great show and I'm glad I have
it booked for six weeks."

"am

cabled

“W'asn't
lish

ALLARD ROEN

(The well-known American Songwfiter )
“I thought It

(The great sicimmhtg

(America’s

show

is

4

t

M I was
completely thrilled, I knew
to expect, as I know -most of the acts.
lieve me, it was wonderful to see a

This

fabulous."

(Proprietor of the Desert Inn)
“Wonderful! This show Is really great."

Proprietor of the
,i

Moulin Rouge,
Los Angeles)

“A great show and I think it will do wonderful busines at the Desert inn."
»

»

PANCHO

(Maitre d’ Hotel of

th'e

Desert Inn Restaurant) said after the

first

show:

“I wish the room was twice as big. We won't have an empty
table for- the run of the slx.weekSt The whole town will be wanting
to see this .fabulous show." '
.

r

pUmber, an unusual thin!. which
gets plenty of interest a* docs
c
"Answer Me My Love," "Lover"
Star
AiLri'oi
r
of
Steele s Smart Affairs
Larrv
gtill climaxes the session and np
el Sc
with
'5?
attempt is made to follow this. sssss CobthnsH froRM y»i« its =°2;
rh
Chisolm, Merdis.Thomas.Lon By aU
a llout
t effort
...
beau Fontaine, Estelle Price, Str
®J‘
U _ gone .to this show. Some of the
There’s
fine baching for Miss artists lost their fre^h ^lustre
Sterling Bough,
Lionel Beckels
by
Lee with pick Hazard keyboarding^- previous appearances on the jockey
Bill Rded, Miller & Gibson; Barbara
Johnny MenVelasco Beige Beauts 121 Jimmy Bob Whitlock at bass,
promotions.
at
Biinker
Larry
bongos.
dozza
on
Tyler Band (10); admission $1.85,
drums and Almeida on guitar. The
tZakMda
*0
U.
weekends *2
$d.5
Cleveland Clinkers
Lee var ^ty of music’ has never
Cleveland, July 27.
been heard in the Riverside before
of
edition
t
arrv
Steele’s
eighth
ewuuu
eignm
oieeie
s
Ltarry
.mav
niv« the
iho way
wav for
-foi* more
mnw
"Star Night" troupe
Arvey’s
pAve
Bud
and
may
Affalis” transDlanted this
biz
laid a mess of clinkers, closing a
venr^from^Chib' Harlem into Club of the same since its apparent
w be “‘>ac‘ty three-city tour here Sunday (25).
‘l
The Marquis Family can shake It drew an anemic estimated
Qf Ms previoUs presentations.
The four attendance of 14,000 bobbysoxers
it features lavishly costumed pro- a laugh out of anyone.
Auction numbers /made more effec- monks outdo themselves acting and disk fans, who turned out for
u stro b e a fast stepping human. The tricks and aero are the multi-starred show and were
tive wit
the 78,800-callne featured singers, comics and standout, but the clincher is always virtually lost ..in
dancers who give the payees a solid the expression and actions of the pacity grandstands. Arvey blew
hour-and-a-half black-and-tan show, monkeys themselves.
his cork, over the flop, screaming
Starlets get a workout at both that Cleveland was a poor show
Spot this year features Olivette
Miller & Bert Gibson in a skit with ends of the Marquis act. They do town.
He claimed it didn’t ap"
Miss Miller again proving her abil- a waltz set, with Don Nelson sing- preciate "good talent" and threatity as a swing harpist-singer and ing, and then a mambo, "I Left ened to bypass it on his 1955 tour.
Costuming is
Gibson doing a nice dancing rou- My Hat in Haiti.
Drama, critjcs on. Cleveland
Mark.
a for Two,” ‘‘I’ve Got You lavish and colorful,
““*• “Tea
papers blasted hack at the Chicago
\J skin" a nd "Old Black
producer, saying the bust was due
Magic" are neatly done with harp
Gatineau, Ottawa
to his own lack of showmanship
accompaniment by Miss Miller,
Ottawa, July 23.
Finale finds her singing “Me and
Felo & Bruno, D’Arco & Gee, and ignorance of local theatrical
dressed
Gibson,
My Shadow’- with
Gene Griffin, Lindsay, Sapphire habit.s, Arvey picked the wrong
reported
«» copy of her evening gown. and Dancers
(6), Harm Pozy Orch nlgiht for' the. play-date,
wearing wig to match her hairdo, (g);'$l admission
Omar Ranney, Scripps-Howard
trailing as her shadow to mittings
Press drama editor, pointing out
of payees
i n their last appearance at the that Sunday always has been conMabel Scott repeats successes of Gatineau Club two* years ago, sidered a notoriously poor day for
past f ew years as buxomsongstress Latin pair Felo & Bruno used stage attractions here.
Veteran
WQWS them with {ast and slow bits plenty 0f mu ggi ng and terpirig
" to showmen avoid it like poison.
pai uuiianvu. spark their two-piano stint. Now
wii “ auuicuvc
au dience participation
suii,c wIth
some

riak JPWJinWf
Paradise.
Him

A. C,
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Night Club Revqes
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Continued from pace 11*

‘

w

,

of spelling, pronouncing and writing words backopening night, was almost a sellout. wards. Much of the time goes to
Larry Allen, first of three solid the comedy spiel, which he decomic interludes, is a glib-talking, livers in rolling southern accent.
crewcut youngster reminiscent of The
backward word gimmicks
Jerry Lewis, with a last patter serve as a tricky fillip' to wind
style and a sharp sense of humor. things, and also prove to have
,
He rapidly gets the crowd with him heavy
P
and rides the laughs for a socko ty embellished by
bv the professors
beneact
and
a
strong
He
is
exit.
ad libbing.
,
fits by coming on after some pargets usual strong backBill
ticularly dull productions by the
ing from the Tony DiPardo orch.

Italian Village, Frisco
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Blues.”

Chisolm are a clever
comics, former wQrking
in front of stage for
part of the show. Patter is fast and
scores solidly with those out front.
Merdis Thomas scores nicely,
’

opening
with
medley number
“Looking for a Song About a Man”
and closing with "Tenderly.” Well-

San
received routine brings in bit of
Gogi Grant, Floyd & Marianna, operatic singing featuring bits
Heckscher Orch (12); $2 from
Butterfly” and carbons of
cover.
greats, including Fannie Brice.
•

Lionel

Sir

Petite
-----

songstress
—

brunet

i

Beckels

&

Estelle

Gogi Price
a
do uivuvimobiv
uv
modernistic uam,^|
dance, their
vuvu
i

.

weak opening at almost nude bodies silver coated,
the Fairmont, due to the midsum- as {jj e c n m ax of a production nummer slump and the fact that she is ber, "Dancing in Another World,”
still a relative unknown on this which b| ings in the line for one of
circuit.
the best numbers from the Current
The gal has unusually atavistic "Affairs.” Girls are attired in long
with over- flowing gowns enhanced by effecstyle for a youngster
tones of the singers of past years, tive use of strobe. Their number
She is a good looker, comes on brings Price & Beckels out for
gowned simply and intelligently, their modernistic bit.
Numbei
and manages to appeal almost im- Scores heavily
mediately to the older heads. Her
Lon Bibeau Fontaine's dancing
from
with Barbara Velasco in supporting
act, which runs the gamut
“Young At Heart” to "Lord, You role in Mambo City number again
Made the Night Too Long,” is well- brings to fore fast dancing of the
live, another top bit.
paced.
Here again
off to

.

^

—

Cares,” and "Blow Gabriel,
a

Jim Edmondson (Prof. Backwards* combines a comedy mono|

Unfortunately, although she has colorful costuming and dancing
a great set of pipes with an appeal- agility of Fontaine score
Affairs
opens brightly with
ing quality of sound. Miss Grant
distracts from it throughout by Centennial theme, girls emerging
.gestures which almost pantomine attired as bathing beauties while
boys appear in white bathing
the lyrics of the songs.
r u n 't
fo
dicing bit
’

JAY

’

MARSHALL

Floyd & Marianna, young mod- f. T h rl.
£
There s Nothing
Wrong With
fpam (qpp Npw Arttji
d
Show Business that a Good Show
abright charmingand unusVo "’ t Cure ’” an original by Steele,
ual opening act which garners a )

#»rn

offer
1

JUST

-

^ir^inrn ihehJse.

MARRIED

and concentrate on the

88s,

for a dull stanza, particu
larly since they spend their 20
minutes in heavy, loud keyboard-

Ernie

Grant got

Ranney accused the producer of
putting on a quickie promotion
show with little finesse and not
much imaginatlqp. He commented
that It "looked like something that
ing. Duo would be wise to rein- had been thrown together in a
state some action or at least insert cornpatch,"
one or two soft, moody tunes to
Glenn C. Pullen, Plain Dealer
break up the twin-grand stretch,
Session opens with “Malaguena" Reviewer, also cracked down on
Arvey' in saying that the huge
and includes "Rhapsody In Blue,
baseball stadium was the worst
"Cumana” and others.
Held over are clicko comics place in the world for "Star Night,”
D’Arco & Gee, and smooth-piped with its intimate acts. Local marchanter Gene Griffin, who solos, ket has been oversaturated by
emcees and chirps -with the smart similar shows* sponsored by CleveLindsay Sapphire line, which holds land disk jockeys dominating* this
over a trio of fine production num- field, he said. Too many appearbers. Bunny Dixon, lounge pianist- ances by same stars had cut down
canary, does a floor number with their boxoffice. pull here, said the
Griffin and the LS dancers. Harry critic, rapping the revue for being
Pozy band is solid behind show repetitious and lacking variety.
and for dancing.
Gorm.
Arvey shot the works on promotion gimmicks, disk jockey plugs
Chaudiere,
and heavy advertising budget.
Ottawa, July 23*
High-pressure tricks couldn’t get
Flamingoes
Roger Ray,
(5),
Fernando & Gerry, Jimmy Garrett the affair going, any more than his
desperate last-minute stunt of
Orch (8); $1 admission.
offering 20,000 unreserved seats in
Comic Roger Ray is the Chau- bleachers for $1.50 per.
diere Club’s bright spot this week
If the revue had been staged
Ray
serves his smooth humor soft- here Friday or Saturday with a
quietly from a leaning •posi- $2.50 top, it might have become a
Jv
bar
a
sellout) in the opinion of Vet showv,
?
ah an<*y prop because
when men.
a
“
shutieties miss he can
alwa ys
la
th
th ng (whl h
e
? ?, i. L ,
S .£
,
COMEDY MATERIAL
on W^bofsteVous
^Unt^I
For All Branches of Theatricals
Msclicko
of i tv announCer
announce'
doing a °,
a
gin^
ln ^JSmmercia^
c ommercia1
The Flamingoes, five colored
THE OX/eiNM SHOW-BIZ 646 UU
boys who sell more rhythm than
(Tho Sorvlco of tho STARS)
tunes work so much nervous conFil'd 13 Files $6.00-All 35 i*suo» $25
Singly; $1.05 por icrlpt.
tinuous action into their session
that they give the effect of confu• 3 Bks. PARODIES, por book.. $10 o
sion and disorganization. Trimming
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$25 O

tion

from table

Francisco, July 20.

40-minute show.
Miss Wilson is in good form, offering a wide variety of pop songs
presented with proper pacing. She
does "Three Coins,” a medley from
"King and I,” "Most Unusual Day,”
her off to

the

&

r.ewis

pa
? jr

1

Hotel Fairmont, Frisco.

:

Blow.” which gets
rousing hand.

’

j

u

is

Rafe.

*

It’s been a long time since Professor Backwards made a stand in
the deluxe Eddy restaurant, and
he scores currently. Eileen Wilson
is new to Eddys’, although she is
known in the area from personals
in recent years. It’s a good combo
for the patrons who find good singing and plenty of comedy in the

"Who

instrument

his

of

Night is Saturday Night,” given
witll innumerable verses while payees keep time with mitts and woodfor this purhammers provided
“
F
pose

played with show\yise savvy.

Kansas City, July 23.
Eileen
Backwards,
Professor
Wilson, Tony DiPardo Orch ( 8
$1 cover.
.

clarinetists

"Birth

into

“Bia^smith Boogie" and “Every making

,

of

.

|

,

modern

'

,

Vet hurley comic? Maxie Furman
breaks up the show with his Paris
Facing, San Francisco
maid skit, complete with spurting
water and the rolling eyes. His
San Francisco, July 15,
basic humor gets off to a slow start
Buddy De Franco Quartet (4);
but as soon as the audience digs
no minimum.
cover,
no
„him, he scores. This sketch is one
inline**
of the show’s highlights, a socko bit
c cocktaillounge
This Market St.
packed with yocks.
is making a bid to reenter the field
The Happy Jesters, a break-it-up s a i
ltS CUr
song trio seen for the first time on ?ing. De
nersonable
a
Franco
0 \StSiPr
this circuit, tear apart a series of youngster ™th
an”« on
nta!
from
ranging
hit parade tunes
Lh
U
t
the mike, is a
“Just Because" to “Heart of My strong style on t hp rl'*9rin*'t 'and
_
_ up.
_
Heart." -They Specialize in slap- a'-good jaa group backing
him
,
stick. in hokey burlesquing of lyrics
Running through their own arand rhythm and emerge as the top
tunes
Opening-night rangements of standard jazz
act in the show.
selection of pretty Jjaiiaas,
audience was reluctant to let them and a
which hit the quieter moods to
go, particular applause being given
w itn
perfection, the group sc °r e
to Chuck Cornell, a rubberfaced,
f
..weHMjs
* stringbean comic Who
leads the the younger element „as
walk-in
normal
the
with
imterrific
a
trio, These guys have
Sonny Clark, a “ 1 V yv i “
pact on an unhep audience ,aiid Pianist
o
seyerai
jazz man, is featured
easily steal the whole show,
bers n<?
u
rnr
Only bit of real Minsky sex is «Vi"\
ro
double
White, who is almost a
supplied by— shake-dancer Illona the late Dave Tough, taKes on
Adams, who has a trim figure, a a couple of ear -Dr e aRing
just barely legal costume and a
so os but otherwise .Provides a
pair of hips guaranteed to shake up
solidly swinging foundation for tne
blood pressures in thC baldhead •group. De Franco is a.star.amo
g
Rafe.
set.
and his com,

:

Ottawa

.

“d

.

S

^uThis

FUN-MASTER

'

.

t0

ch^rul^mpTo^e

provide the^sual adept accomp°ani-

8

exotiS^apdn^of E^eYy^ToJrez
ma^JndtemL 0ffer VoStin^ma
ment throughout and Heckscher
Paradise, owned and ODerated by terial in a seven-minute session.
doubles as emcee effectively.
Ben Alten and Cliff Williams with Jimmy Garrett band showbacks
Rafe.
Jac ".^ ou :hiei:’n as manager, is air- and plays for dancing.
Gorm.

MARK LEDDY
LEON

Top

9

s9

San Diego

San Diego, July

23.

conditioned with 650 seating capacity. Offers two shows nightly
and three on weekends, plus a
breakfast show Sunday mornings

BILLY

James Martin, pianist, arranged
Transition from girl-next-door much
of the original music comtype of band singer— with Law- Dosed
by Steele, who also wrote
rence Welk— to sophisticated song Iyncs
Walk,
stylist ’is nearing the payoff stage
for Roberta Linn. Coast tv fave
Riverside,
now combines wholesome and sexy
Reno, July 22.
qualities but must discover her
_
Peggy Lee, Marquis Family,
own individuality.
nwerside Starlets with Don NelNicely-rounded brunet is an onU C
pitch singer with a flair for comedy T^r> to i!//S‘ rd 0rch wit}} Bett V
Joyce, $2 minimum, second show.
and sentiment. Light touch is displayed in spoof job on “Hernando’s
Peggy Lee Is an unusual song
Hideaway,” and two versions of stylist
who
"By Jingo,” in Roaring ’20s style brow room.goes over in this highThe customers may
and pseudo-bop. Sentiment gets a not
understand her offbeat manner,
good reception in medley of oldies but
they like her. She opens with
topped by "Melancholy Baby”, and
Bewitched,
Bothered and Be"Darktown Strutters Ball.” She’s wildered,”
with a frantic, driving
an appealing singer who eschews
background, then switches to an
the synthetic glamour in favor of
intimate purr on "Paradise," waitstraight songselling.
ing sometimes for a
The Cheerleaders (Ray Bailey, period before she nervewracking
sighs another
’

Currently

ROOM

Reno

Sheraton Hole'
York

New

,

THE

KIRBY STONE

Tom

Roddy,

Dave O’Hearn, Pat

Laird, Mary Lou Lyons), with their
collegiate appearance, are classy
quintet in looks and song. Without
resorting to tricks or hokum, unit
presents a flrstrate visual act, impeccably staged.

FOUR
TVs ZING

ZANG ZANIES
WILLIAM MORRIS
A|«ney
I

1

200

W.

54th

St.,

GLASON

Now York It— Dopt. V

Clrelo 7-1130

CHOIR SET

ST. CECILIA

F0R

ton. $1 cover.

Mgt.i

.

'

NEWMAN

Robert Linn, Cheerleaders (5),
Billy Britt Orch, Peggy Lou Dut-

MERMAID

• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., 00 bk...$25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 o
CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300.-Worth ovar a thousand
No C.O.D.'s

HOW TO MASTER THE

G

1116

1

‘

Mgt:

;

,

SS ^

SgSB

,

,

1TS F1RST U-S-

TOUR

Rome, July
The

20.

Cecilia Choir has been
signed for a 10-week tour of the
United States and Canada by Sol
Hurok. The Italian government has
an "indirect” interest in the tour,
according to Hurok, who was here,
as a cultural exchange between the
two countries. Overseas trip, first
for the choir,,is slated to start Oct.
9 1955.
St.

While ^ ere H ur<Jk also, set preParations for his presentation of
“
Ai da," Ferraniaeolor version of
The opera shot locally with Sofia
Loren, Lois Maxwell and a large
cast, in the U.S. Unusual deal was
negotiated with IFE (Italian Film
Export), which releases the pic under the Sol Hurok banner, with a
consequent prestige approach.
’

,

.

THE CARNEVALES
(RALPH AND MARY)

line.

From

here, for three or four
numbers, things get more understandable for the trade. "Love Me
Leave Me" isn’t so gone;
Manana” has many established
friends; and "Johnny Guitar" gets
Billy Britt’s house crew fills the a
special
guitar
treatment by
bill for showbacking and dancing Lorendo
Almeida,
Effect
here
and beauteous Peggy Lou Dutton spotlights guitar, then Miss Lee’s
face for nice mood. "Gypsy With
does nicely as band vocalist.
the Fire ip His Shoes/’ is a new
Don

Stolz’s

3d

Ice

Tuner

Hold Ovor for a 2nd Weak

Vienna, July 20.

Vienna

ice revue,

"Wish What-

ever Your Heart Desires," just returned from a successful tour in

North Africa.
Meanwhile, Robert Stolz finished
the score for the third ice revue,

"Rendezvous in
UvlU preem Sept,

Vienna,"
lv :

which

ELMWOOD HOTEL
WINDSOR. ONTARIO
Dir,:

Jimmii Husson Agency
St.. New York

119 W. 57th

ufadneadfty*

’

Wy

WSi"

H* V«

HOUSE REVIEWS

PTSkfEff

Steiriway for the stint and batoiis
3f|usl« H*!l>
the band.
r ati
ir
Leon LeonWotf Nanci
^f
^
Cronto .. The Gaylords, also slam across
onutch Treat/' with
some of their pop disk tunes. Trio
Roberto
De
Griswold,
Larry
adds plenty of comedy to give the
Murphy,
Vasconcellos; Marilyn
Corps act a good change of pace. But
In Timotichj Hal Norman,
Ronaldi Is the center of attraction
chore
Sande,
Margaret
7?
(
and handles his two partners well.
de Dnliet
JSler) Glee Club (Raymond Lads score for 25 minutes to beg
Ralph Hunter * as?

119

beat; Singers, comics, Instrument:
Palace, N. Y.
Graysons (2 ) , Bob }Vhalen. Ben-. alists and dancers pour out their
ny
Int’l Legit
croft (2), Gehrig & Weismul- specialized talents .with plenty of
ler, Sibyl Bowan , Helene Vernon verve and volume, and for an added
Continued, from pat* 2
Trio, Bud Harris tc Mantan More- novelty the square dance Is done
land, Novellos (2), Jo Lombardi in phosphorescence to dazzling ef- Paris. It also gave several theatres
House Orch; “Silver Lode n (RKO) fect, Geetars are wired for disreviewed in Variety May 12, *54. tance and at times the bedlam extra playing time, and held a
created drowns out the* other in- more comprehensive theatre list
Zge director,
off.
Rate the Palace card this sesh struments and whoever may be open to visitors at a time when
( Russell Mark
*nriate) Rockettes
Youthful maestro Jerry Fielding as okay hot weather fare. It’s a wailing.
choreographer) ; settings, unfolds some ace arrangements
most legit jtakes its summer hiatus
of standard layout with a proper
costumes,
Williams floors an aggregation of
James Stewart Morcom;
Eugene standard tunes as well as some blending pf comedy, dance ,and 22 and that includes the stringers. and makes! for the road.
ifank Spencer; lighting ,
outstanding production numbers. aero to please the vaude diehards.
dimusical
Paige,
Featured
on the party line are the
The Sarah Bernhardt Theatre,
Braun' Raymond.
He works plenty hard with the And for an added fillip there’s, vet Bell Sisters,
who harmonize pleas- under aegis of A. M. Julien, was
“Seven Brides, for Seven stick for good listening
rector
Results. comedienne
in
”
reviewed
Sibyl
Bowan, who antly with their jump style. Like
( MG)
Brothers
Musicmakers
look
and
great
are
main seat of the fest and'
the
wraps it all up into a tidy package. almost everyone else on the show
Variety June 2, 54.
for
well-disciplined
sock
band
It’s been Some time since Miss they plug their records, and as if housed all the visiting players, Vawork.
Fielding
also does a nifty Bowan headlined here but she still
reengagements went from
rious
Hall
Music
to
prove
they’re somebodies in
The Radio City
job of handling the emcee chores.
mains one of the -phenomena of Longstemmed beauty Peggy Bar- knows her way. with a Palace show biz they use special material three to six days. Three most suche.
crowd,
gone
Her
repertoire
hasn't
impresof
and
sing
plays were the Italo Verspot
cessful
about
themselves.
Jymme
This
Show biz.
nett comes on for one tune. Orb- sions via voice and garb is slick Shore,, all
in a good many
of 11, is a talented sion of Edmond Rostand’s “Cyrano
low six figures
filling, blonde fronts the band well. stuff and surefire
for building yock youngstef* with a song and looks, De Bergerac," the Cyril Cusack Co.
sleet, snow, rain
with
even
vears
The full 75 minutes of music is and mitt approval. Femme pours like a comer. Nancy Wible and-her
shop is the
rendition of J. M. Synge’s “Playand dog pix. This show
spectacle any- tied together for an interesting a lot of energy into the turn but dummy, Candy, would do better boy of The Western World” and
foremost purveyor of
sesh and moves at a snappy pace. it’s not wasted. She opens mildly With better material. Williams has
here
off
paymg
Berthold Brechta’s East German
vvherejind it’s been
tdgether
Layout
was
by
put
the
with a Carmen Miranda takeoff but been around on the tubes long
late Gus Van
Theatre rep of his “Mutter CourSince the days of the
Glaser office.
Feve.
everything after that.
from a enough to warrant only the pass- age,” with runnersup the West
this spot Joe
Schmus, who helped put
bedpan
nurse
to
Eleanor
ing
mention
Roosevelt,
that he keeps the show
with
on a paying basis.
with Bea Lillie thrown in for good moving at a brisk clip and inter- German Schiller Theatre
The Hall’s biggest asset, aside
measure—is sure and effective.
poses an occasional song and quip “The Castle” by Franz Kafka,
Miami, July, 23.
is ;its
name,
institutional
T.S.
Sherek’s
production
Henry
of
its
from
Almost as amazing as her vocal to help along such funsters as Shug
Gus Van, Beachcombers & NatIt
spectacles.'
ability to put on
her quickchange Fisher. Homer Garrett and his Y- Eliot’s “The Confidential Clerk,”
alie
is
(4), Rico Turchetti, Danny caricatures
seems to be one of the more profit- Drayson, Winnie Holder Dancers gimmick in view of the aud. With Knot Twirlers handle the choreo Israel’s Habimah Theatre rendiable forms of the entertainment (6),
Les Rhode House Orch; a piece of dress material and an ( “we don’t allow that here” ) Jim- tion of “Le Golem” and a sleeper
business. As a matter of fact, it’s “Overland Pacific ” (UA).
altered hairdo, she takes on a new mie Widener does the wailing and in Yugoslavia’s “Uncle Maroje.”
paying off on land and sea around
character. Miss Bowan breaks the Dickie Phillips saws on the fiddle Denmark’s rendition of the French
New York. The spectacle at the
Lineup
this week is laugh-rhythm towards the end of like he’s sawing down the old pine classic, "Le Cid,” was also appreshowcased
Marine Stadium at Jones Beach is a smooth-playing bill that contains her stint with an expert carbon tree.
ciated.
also hitting sizeable takes.
enough plus elements to make for of a silent screen star trying to
On the screen is “Down Laredo
Fest is the brainchild of Juiien
....
In the current show, the Hall healthy boxoffice lure.
land a small part in the films Way, and Rex Allen, the star, will
an(j was conceived in a record time
most
of
its
makes use of one
Vet Gus Van heads up the con- today. It’s a poignant bit and does
11
kand t0 glve the hands a 0 f two months prior to commenceunique stage facilities. Nowhere tingent, setting lip his nostalgic as well for her as the yock inter- l^orJi
nana
Helm.
m ent June 10. The City of Paris
else in the variety house is ‘the song-trip
down the years and ludes.
allotted $60,000 and the fest paid
stage able to transport .an entire working the vein for all values.
The Graysons are an adagio duo
all expenses, except travel, for all
symphony orchestra from the pit Mixes the oldies, the dialectics who serve as a fine teeoff turn.
the foreign troupes. However, all
to the rear of the stage. The. Hall and then gets them to join in a Mixed couple gets
a lot of speefi
receipts were turned over to the
does it with its versatile stage,' and Community songfest that leaves a into twirls and balances and does
Continued from pace 1
companies. Young French troupes
the customers never fail to be warm mood.
it so that it all looks easy. They’re
amazed at the process.
The Beachcombers mark up a followed by Bob Whalen’s songalog. fectiveness of our information pro- received subsidies for mounting
plays, and others, ’coming from the
The current display is in the high score on the mitt-meter with He’s of the Irish tenor School and grams with respect
to the prompt
provinces,
were given
Hollandish vein. Labeled “Dutch their harmonics. Blendings are art- shows up best on “The Loveliest
theatre
development of techniques, metlv
Treat,” the new pasjiche is a fine fully arranged with shadings and Night Of The Year” and the inspace. This will become a yearly
ods,
and
programs
for
greatly exmixture of spectacle and variety fluid movements adding to overall evitable “Danny Boy.” His closer,
affair. Next year, management, inpanded and far niore effective opr
turns that is a likeable combina- imoact. Three guys and eyefilling “Happy Wanderer,” is a bit too
tends creating an International
erations in this vital area
of
tion. The Dutch theme provides an gal work out stint in showmanly weak for a good getoff.
Dramatic Cup for the outstanding
appropriate Delft Blue windmill fashion with choice of the better
Benny Meroff’s comedy antics foreign policy through the use of theatrical orese’ntViin 'There““!!ill
foreign
telecommunications..
topper, are showcased in the trey.
to
their
setting reminiscent of a lot of pot- pops
leading
He
j
Se*
Wooden shoes and flowing “Hawaiian War Chant.”
tery.
Creation of the Commission was outstanding theatrical companies
works alone at the start with some
skirts and pantaloons add to the
Danny Drayson, missing from vintage patter that sounds good prompted by the President’s State an d offerings wilf be scouted and
picturesqueness of the current ses- these parts for a couple of years, as he delivers. A shapely femme of the Union message to Congress
invited beforehand. It is hoped
sion.
returns with his standard package aide ‘Kathleen McLaughlin) comes last year which included a recomthat the U.S., Russia, China and
The opening number by the of eccentric hoofery and falls. He’s on midway for a strin-type routine mendation to make more effective Japan will be among those present
with
raising
adroit
at
the
laughs
as he toots a flock of w«ird instru- all activities related to internaCorps de Ballet is a little Out of the
nex t year.'
usual line of this group. There’s his loose legged routines, ambling ments. She later acts as his patter tional information.”
...
.
.
Fest committee also hopes to
off to hearty returns. He also takes foil but her briefie garb and attrac_
..
little of the classical that usually
Congressional
action
on
the
bill.
good
chore
for
a
c nt down the list next year to -a
tive stems makes chatter super- _
abounds in the work of this organ- on the emcee
Chairman Alexander Wiley
R-.j top
fluous. However, Meroff manages
10, and assured of a return enization.
Instead it’s a sprightly score in that department.
Rico Turchetti works his guitar to make it all a pleasant fun sesh. Wis.) of the Senate Foreign Rela- g a g emen t are Italy, East and West
terp, simply designed and easily
absorbed.
Marilyn Murphy and and assortment of electronic-at- '* Gehrig. & Weissmuller, a re- turns Committee told the Senate Germany, England, Ireland and
very Yugoslavia. Fest was disappointed
Milan Timotich do the vocals ex- tachments to. rising enthusiasim. freshing boy and girl dance duo, ^.rida y <2 ’„ w dl ..cont^jkut e
?,
to the attainment of hy average display of young Gallic
cellently, with Hal Norman, -backed He plucks plenty of music out of are slotted in the fourth position. significantly
by the Glee Club, entering the the instrument with offbeat tonal They’re attractive youngsters who international tv.
troupes, and next year will have
step with style.
to
scene later. Norman does “Und effects to add novelty to a satisfy- know how
“Through the miracle of re- special shows mounted for the fest
Against
the
of gional and possibly global transmitmelodic
line
Too Late Shmart” in a pleasing ing turn.
plus the best of the state-subsiddancers,
reguWinnie
Hoveler
“Laura,”
they
go
through
some
manner, but the words seem lost
tal of films and ‘live’ pictures,” ized houses.
in this spot. An unexplained item lar returnees, offer up their dis- interpretive capers and then segue
and into a flash country-styled hoedown said Wiley, “into .homes, offices,
precision-patterns
Most overwhelming show was
in this bright sequence is the. clos- ciplined
factories, farms and public squares
solidly when they entice that has plenty of pep and exu
East German presentation of
ing number, “The Lord’s Prayer.” wind
throughout the world, mankind is Berthold Brecht's “Mutter Courpatrons on stage for a melange of be r ance.
It just didn’t fit in this kind of seg.r
The Helene Vernon Trio, batting offered a golden opportunity of
ment. However, Nanci Crompton terping. Les Rhode and house orch
by the Berliner Ensemble
did.
She’s probably the fastest set up the backgrounds in authen- sixth, follows Miss Bowan. This is pnlinuted hoiizons. It is an °PP°r- group, presenting the actress Helen
Lary.
another adagio-type turn but it tumty to help improve standards We |gel. First-night ovation lasted
spinner in the business. Her pirou- tic style.
education
Helene of living to stimulate
holds . up
well.
Petite
ettes and slight touches of straight
20 minutes as a tribute to the perVernon is assisted by two stalwarts and culture—-to improve trade, .to j ection 0 f theatre and plying,' as
terping make for an appreciative
Tivoli.
Uvho whip her around the air as if increase understanding and to ( b j s vas ( allegoric fresco of man
hand here.
Sydney, July 20.
Allan Jones, Harry Jacobson, she was a medicine ball. Some spread the truth concerning the
The comedy is by Larry Grisd it , { in (he be st
d
p|
epic battle of the forces of the traditions 0 f theatre,
Barbour, Margaret Brown, breathtaking stuff here.
wold. Griswold, previously seen at Roy
Negro comics Bud Harris & free world against Communist die,
the now stageshowless Roxy, has Kerry Vaughn, Myrons (2), Chad^ ne o£ fhe fest s drawbacks,
,
”
^
of
the
Mantan
Moreland
come
in
ud
Julian
tatorship
a good line of chatter interspersed ells (2), BoUna Max Blake,
....
course, was the language problem,
Marilyn Smith, Albert next-to-closing niche. Their patter -While there Is a multitude
by tricks on the diving board and Somers,
Pf
, th
c jx lhrS wi „ g u P their
ma
has been tried and tested over the
a trampoline. It’s a solid turn with Fisher Orch.
technical problems to be overcome
years but their vet savvy helps ’em
bands at trying t0 understahd and
many visual gimmicks and hits a
in realrang the po entiahties of
rey i ew the welter of
iy
David N. Martin, Tivoli loop top- get away with it. Their gabfest is world television Wiley added, as adcquate
4
solid response.
with
some
crooning,
interlarded
with
u
tosaed at them in tbe pe .
Other major outside act is Rob- per, looks to have a smash hit
diflanguage
financial
as
and
well
one of the hoofing and keyboarding. It’s
weeks A more cornj 3 of Mvcn
erto De Vasconcellos, who^hows a “Knights of Laughter.”
is- clear
it
nevertheless
this keyer. p’easant outing if not taken too ficulties.
text ou , |in
ihe
polished routine on a highschool best revues staged in
that with ingenuity, with enteiMartin made a quick deal with se r iouslv.
would have helped raa ttegs.
horse. The broken steps, rhythmic
£
The Novellos close shop with a prise, with diligence^ there IS not Another innovation, brought in at
put the singer
patterns by the nag and intricate Allan Jones and
-canwhich
problems
these
of
nifty
balancing
capers.
Man,
one
some
days after his
the Comedie Des Champs Elysees
maneuvers on the hoof fall on an top of the bill two
arrival in Sydney. Jones scored a woman and dog* split honors oh riot be and will not be overcome Theatre this year, using wireless
appreciative audience.
solid hit on his debut (14) and such assorted tricks as climbing successfully.”
earphones to get the text while
The Rockettes
complete the had a Dacked house yelling for up and down an unsupDorted
the play was going on in one’s own
Dutch theme with a good precision
more. Singer won them quickly ladder, trapeze twists and fast
lingo would also help matters.
routine.
They provide a bright with “A Song in Mv Heart.” “Love juggling.
Small hand held receivers might
closer to the proceedings.
Jo Lombardi cuts the show with
Vidpix
Is Here to Stay,” “Pianoroll Blues,”
well give crix and patrons the
The Music Hall symph furnishes “Make
Gros.
“The Donkey his usual care.
Believe.”
a vivid opener with
Continued from pag® 1
proper lingo without losing the
a collection of Serenade’’ number which zoomed
Strauss themes.
original tones and delivery. All this
Raymond Paige him to popularity— begging off with
distribute the items in a manner
United Artists, U. A.
takes deserved
is being taken into consideration
plaudits on his a couple of additiSnal pop tunes.
batoning.
Los Angeles, July 23.
most beneficial to him.
by fest prexies Julien and- Claude
Jose.
Jones worked at top pressure for
Tex Williams, Bell Sisters, Nancy
He should prove a
Another must is never to take Planson.
30 minutes.
Wible & Candy. Shug Fisher,
good b.o. draw here.
if
a
sponexample,
For
free ticups.
Harry Jacobson, BBC pianist and Jymme Shore Homer Gap-ett &
T
show syndiPortland, Ore., July 22.
longtime associated with Florence Y-Knot Tioirlers ( 8 ) Jimmie Wide- sor has an adventure
n Cornell with Jerry Carr; Desmond, goes over big, closing ner, Warren Penniman, George cated nationally, it’s considered as
r>,
Phily/ylords (3).. Jerry Fielding Orch
Dickie
Morgan,
Bamby.
Bob
the. first half with v a nifty routine
idea to tie up with a
Continued from page 2
Peggy Barnett ; “Paid of classical and pop numbers. lips; “Down Laredo Way” (Rep). a good
T
To Kill (L ippert).
branded luggage concern, such as
Kerry Vaughn, goodlooking U.S.
east
the
Beyond Broadway to,
Oshkosh. However, should a de- all eternity. They are a weak colfemme, scores nicely as show’s
^ 0n Cornell package hit the emcee. Gal makes quite an eyefull lies L.A.’s richest payroll sector partment store want to buy the laborator, a nymphomaniac and a
Maurice Chevalier in
ds °[ the 3,400-seat Paramount
and more rooftop antennas than program, it may nix the sale be- lesbian.
for. the payees.
JSS
" ™ a bang
Had
Filles”
(“I
yesterday (21), and
cause it is the local outlet for a “J’Avais Sept
Comedy is strictly British, with any other section of town. Televithatplays an old
Daughters”),
S
shows
Seven
their
stations
slant,
sion
Again,
y f0r
“Zip
concern.
in
£ul1
here
bag
week Qn 9 Roy Barbour, seen
rival travel
?
viirlc f*i
vaude-Wm
Tex
young
off
his
policy before
filling Goes a Million,” working smoothly away for this fiscal reason.
whv should Oshkosh buy a show roue who passes
and down the Coast. in quick sketches Comedian gels Williams and his. band of enter- when it can get free plugs and girl friends as his daughters,
tainers are tv favorits on the east
Dick Newton did so well plenty of laffs.
tieins. The same;, in addition, there are the more
United space merely by
he Louis Armstrong unit
Margaret Brown, U.S. dancer, side and Bob Helm of the
reason bolds true for not taking offbeat romantico aspects of other
la a ontlls ago
that he booked socks over with a well-planned Artists Theatre must have figured
from a manufac- days. Many noble courtesans apthi?
l
merchandise
free
his
tter outfit, and from all routine. The Chadwells, acrobats, that if any stage attraction at
inlLHpear again with Marline Carol as
the old record will fall. work swiftly to top returns, and the normal filmery will route traffic to turcr.
streetwalker, “Nana,”
waddies
his
and
Tex
e
So far, business of tele premi- Emile Zola
to be the pride Myrons, balancers, are over to the toll gate,
flf'h°«7u l
as “Madanie Du. Barry^;
are worth the gamble.
tpeuagers apd adults. Guy solid applause.
urns is still in its infancy. Business and also
hs«' °»o
La Belle Oilcio
as
Felix
square
Maria
the
icionados
of
af
n y
the
tremendous
For
to
sel,ing power and
hasn’t developed
Producer Raltori James has done
Monhold«f h
customers from the time a tiptop job and never lets the dance, hoedo.wn arid sundry other levels because filmmakers and Ludmilla Tchenna as Lola
ho kw
,h e spotlight till he begs show flag from overture to the exit divertissements, this is their prime sponsors haven’t yet learned all tez”; and Dawn Addams as L^uy
oFf5n
come
LeComteDeBiaexpert
as
they
minu,tes later. One good bit march. Ronnie Hay has given his rut. They’re as
in
the benefits and pitfalls of the De Winter
ha<
also recrecal ng for a size 12 gal eye-pleasing ballet several smartly- in this form of corral capers and
premkim business, they’re going gelone.” Sacha Guitry
from-ff
J!
audience to come onstage paced routines, and the costumes everything Hint passes his emceebatch ofj-he naughty ludie
it’s expected to be abates a
whiio w
but
slowly,
he smgs
ing for the show’s one hour, 20
12.*' His air- set a high standard for revu° h ^re.
Napoleon.
pic
epic
his
in
before long. ^
tan».
.
Ser, Jerry
minutes is high on the country fullscaje operation
P : ck
Carr, takes over the
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JULY
Numerals

with

in connectiftn

Terry Moore
Alan King

28

Hank Henry
The Appleton*
Eve Marley
Sparky Kaye

or spllf week
Letter in parentheses indicates circuit. (I) Independent; IL) Loaw; (M) Moss
(p) Paramount; (R) RKO; (8) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W) Warner

2 to

fill

Chicago
Dlosa

(R)

Palace.

Co

2 to All

MIAMI.
.

Mombo Aces

& La Pierre
Edwards Bros
Mac A Lorraine
3 Guys A Doll

28

Olympia. (P>
Kirby Stone 4
Garcias

MELBOURNE

Choral Group

Pipers

Maxwells
O'Hagan & Stead
Rudi Grasl

Dancing Boys
Dancing Girls

Johnny ‘'Rubber-

3

Frank Cook A J
Guus Brox A M

Montmartre
Benny Moore

Cabaret

NEW YORK
Basin

Girls

Nudes
Dancing Boys
BaUet

Th«a

Capital

(T)

22

Vienna Boys Choir

Hippodrome (I) 24
Danny O'Dea
Cohrad Vince
Franklyns

Goya 3'
Bob A

R Rema
Momo Beams Girls
BIRMINGHAM

Jan Harding
Al Sjaw
Burke A Kovac
Accordionaire*
Blandish
10 Beauties

Empire (M) 24
Starlets

Hippodrome. <M) 24 Teddy Johnson
Pea Carr
Al Martino

A

J Bentley
Iris Sadler
Tommy Dale
Walter Nlblo *

Albert Sturm

Owen McGlveney

Brian

Benny

Hill

/Finch

Bill

East

Ham

Lucienne
Bob A Astor
Elianc A Rodolphe
Kathryn Moore

24

(1)

Metropolitan
Carroll Levis
Violet Pretty

Anne

Tommy

26

«

Cairoli

Knics Animals
August Natsch
3 Craddocks

A

Vivian

Billy

R Horses

Knics

Co

Gautier

Harold

Came

M

George Ruzsa
Eagles

7

Betty

2 R.assos

Jimmy Scott
G Pavillion
Terry Thomas

Driver
Angelos
George Martin

P

10 Boer Barrel
Little Jimmy

W

(I)

24

David Whitfield

Moray

Stella

Freddie Frinton
3 Najas
Cycling Brockways

F Langford Co
Herbart Walton
Sonnie Willis
12 Holidaymakers
(I)

Reggie Dennis

Dargle 4
Cingalee

Hippodrome

(M)

Woods A
24

MaX Bygraves

Hippodrome
Bonn

Nitwits

Isey

Michael

Virginia
Shirlev

NEWCASTLE
'

.

.

Empire (M) 24
Cotton Ore

Billy

Valettos

.

Rolf Hansen
Our Girls
Alan Rowe
Hippodrome (S) 26 A Berge Co
Joe Church
Harry Worth
Eddie Cordon A M Shipway. Twins
Peggy Desmond
NORTHAMPTON
Aisin Disgor Co
New (D 24
2 Sterlings
Wilton Family
Fred Atkins
Angelina
CARDIFF
Atnar A Alana
.

New Theatre

G H

Morris

Ken

(S)

26

Paris Lovelies

NORWICH

Elliott

A

Cowley

Hippodrome

(I)

Denise Vane
Dick Montague

Frith

Olga Varona
Wlast
RAC
CHISWICK

Penny Lee

DeCastro Sis

-

24

Bob Snyder Ore

Statler Hotel
Celeste Holm

.

Skinnay Ennis Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

I

Wanani

Beachcomber
Martha Raye

Sandra

Charlie

Carlisle

Ted Lawrie

Five O'C.ock
Belle Barth
Dick Hall

Don Ostro Ore

Jackson

Leon A Eddie's
De Fee
Lynn Star
Rose Ann
Rita Marlow
Charlotte Waters

Dogs

Brazlllanos

CHELSEA
Palace

(I)

Jimmy Mac
Bagoidi Bros

24

Bow A Darnel
Al Koran

Syd

Amoy

Plgalle

A

seems

Anne Barnett

:

Lois

DI

Lido

Hotel

'iony i\,yne

Sammy Walsh

David Evans
Cyclo Bros

Martin and Maio
Freddy Calo Ore

Nlrva

Mandy Campo Ore

Johnny Silvers Ore
Roney Plaza
Johnny Pineapple
Hawaian Rev
Vagabonds
"Stars

On

Ice"

Mary June Lawson
Johnny Flanagan
A Reed

Forrest

Two Adams A Eve
Jimmy Shaw
Bea Lumlen
Calypso Eddie
Frank Linale Ore

L'Olympia, Paris

....

A pair of whitefaced, hickdressed comics, go through a slow
motion acro-balancjng stint that
works up chuckles in its precision
4

and deadpan masking of

solid acro-

batics. Uncanny slow style does
nothing to make this lag as they
twist and turn in speeded-up, film
fashion to make this expert stint
a fine entry for US. revues,
niteries or other vauders. They are
in for big applause here. Mosk.

Chromed Pennies
Continued from pas*

1

.

added

FLOYD & MARIANNA

and ability zicato.” Each number is queued to
employed on a temporary a familiar melody including a couple from recent pop. hits, “Kiss of
of exceptional nature.”
Protests against the permit were Fire” and. “Song of the Moulin
telephoned to the Immigration Rouge.” They have effective acroService by several Hollywood ac- batic bits and work to a good cli
tors.
One of them admitted that max. Marianna, a standout looker,
Rubirosa definitely is a person- of is displayed effectively in peasant

work

skirt
blouse with Floyd, crew
and ability cut, inand
Apache shirt and trousers.
employed on a temporary work of They get a strong mitt
for every
an exceptional nature,” But, he turn.
Rafe.
added, the “temporary work of an
exceptional nature” had nothing to
FRANKLIN
Sc ASTRID
do with film acting.

merit

Adagio.
12 Mins.
Bellevne Casino, Montreal
Franklin & Astrid offer standard
adagio and balancing routines with
a polish that makes them a cihch

Continued from page 2
ciations with groups which later, to
their dismay, were listed as Red
Fronts.
Estabrook’s
statements

were challenged by Ed Gibbon,
publisher of an anti-Communist
pamphlet, who was told to give
evidence under oath if he had any
information of importance. Estabrook said if committee wanted to
get Reds out of “Screen Writers
Guild, start with employers because once they (writers) are hired
they are in Guild automatically.”
Witnesses appeared at own request
to clear their names.
beard today (Tues.).

More

will

Greene was

By

that time, the hapless theatreowner

15 Mins.

being

Chide Commitlee

to their weight.

to turn in all of his pennies.

Dance

permit can be granted to a person instrumental standard, “Jazz Piz

“distinguished

very pennies, as change and had
them drop 'em in what he called
the “Wagner” bottle. He also asked
other exhibs to^ join the fun, but
they didn’t go for the idea.

like nothing more than a
One day, Greene got a visit from
time killer for present bill and
hurts impact of previous talent Treasury Secret Service agents.
show.
that, under a 1761
Team is ideal for vaude-type They told him
rooms and variety tv productions. law, it was illegal to tamper with
Newt
.
the coin since chrome-plating them

cf “distinguished merit

Mario

Saxony Hotol
Hightower
Tony Lopez Ore
Billy Gilbert
Selma Marlowe Line Beachcomber (5)
Woody Woodbury
Tano A Dee

Press Lovelies

NOTTINGHAM

Litico

Marilyn

Michels
Alec Pleon

Empire (M) 24

Place
E.

£“ban Sugar Girls
N.oveiites (3)
Hilda
George DeWitt
Condos A Brandow FanstO Curbqllo Otc
Sans Soucl Hot#.
Len Dawson Ore
Joel Grey
Clover Club
Sacasas Ore
Lillian Roth
Ann Herman Dcrs

Benny Lee
Robin Richmond
Ken Wilson
Grahem Bros

24

„ Nautilus Hotel
Fran Warren
Eddie Snyder
Antone A Ina
Sid Stanley Ore

Beth Challis
Gina Valfenta
Ethdl Davis
Fred Thompson

La Vie En Rose
Pat Morrissey
Tommy Miles Ore

(S>

(3)

Barbettes (5)
Gina Gcnardl
Fluff Charlton

Dick A Raymond
Baron Gaye A B
3 Georginas

Empire

point to the fact that the fair business will be as. stable as ever.

B Minevitch H R
Tony Gentry. Circus

Harvey Bell

Wheelers
Les Traverses

Meltones
Danny O'Dare

all

Palmer House
Dorothy Shay
Darvas A Julia.
Charlie Fisk Ore

Tucker

Bar of Music
Bill Jordan
Hal Fisher.

Billy Thorburn
2 Pirates.

Vgrnon
Hepburn

BRISTOL
Empire (I) 24
Manners
Gayc A Van
Jill

Miles

Jack Watson
4 Ramblers

Tux Co

Sophie

26

(S)

Di GitanoS
D Hild Dcrs
D LaSalle Ore

Princess Orclia
Lord Carlton
Lady Trinidad
D’Lacy Quartet
Blue Note
Louis Armstrong

Clro's

Jarrett

A Swinson
MANCHESTER

Authors

Joyce Golding
K Feather
Nelson Bros

ard and better-known talent of
kinds.

,

Odette Myrtil
Dick Hazard Ore
Biltmote Hotol
Weire Bros (3)
Allan A Ashton
Bob Douglas
Hal Derwin Ore

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 26
Roza
_
Denis Bros A J
Max Bacon
Arthur Hanes

Lita

Enl Darhay
Fisher Girls
BRIGHTON

Vanguard

j

Angel
S^m Manning
Whalebone Willie
Lady Jamaica

15 Mins.

.

1

Garelas
4 Kelroys
Joan A Ernest

Ladd West

Dowscy

Leslie

26

(S)

Alan Alan
Tom Jacobsen Co
Mikowskis

24

Solcil
Elliotts

Musical

Cordell

A

LEICESTER

Sam Rogers

Jack Haig
Mary Harkness
Eric Williams
Patricia

Guest

Gold

Denvers

.

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome

Clifford

Palace

Orchid
Sanders

(2)

Comedy-Aero

.

Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco
Floyd & Marianna are a husband
and, wife team of modem dancers
Velma Middleton
with a fresh approach certain to
Rubirosa
score effectively on the hotel and
LOS ANGELES
top nitery circuit where their
Continued from, page 1
,L—
youth, spirit and out-of-the-ordi
Ambassador Hotol Dick Stabile Ore
Los
the script called for him to portray nary choreography will contrast,
Chavales
de Bobby Ramos Ore
Espana
Charley Foy's
in to their benefit, with the older,
bigtime
western
gambler
back
a
N Brand wynne Ore Dave Barry
the 1880s, before Rubirosa was standard acts.
Ann McCormack
B«nd Box
Both are well groomed, lithe and
J Black Ore
Billy Gray
born.
Leo Diamond
Mocambo
As a foreigner, in this country on personable. Their dances range
Dorothy Claire
Eartha Kitt
from a satirical pantomine of
Nicco A Barba
a visitor’s visa, he asked for a work
Paul Hebert Ore
“When I Take My Sugar to Tea”
Larry Green Trio
Moulin Rouge
permit under a clause in Immigra- to a lively modern, non-classical
Chiqulta & Johnson
Bar of Music
tion rules wnich provides that a ballet turn on Leroy Anderson’s
Rudy Cardenas
Dwight Fiske

PetrofTs

3

.

.

Dale A Mullen
Joe Furst
Piute Pete
Rachel Ellen
Waldorf-Astoria
Perez Prado Ore
Mischai Borr Ore
Village

THE MAXWELLS

PRYDE & DAY

1

Talking comedy acts, at one
time considered taboo for fair
Chez Pare*
are
work,
now being used widely
Ann
Sothern
A
Escorts (5)
on many programs.
Shecky Green
Bookers
anticipate
the forthcomSid Krofft
B Farnon Ore
ing season will maintain the level
Rodriquez Rhumba
of
'previous
years.
Talent
budgets
Edgewafer Beach
Marguerite Piazza
are about the same and indications

Blue

Emoire '**' 76
Kossmaycr Lee Youngsters
Archie Lewis
Connor A Drake

Douglas

Margy Duncan

‘

R Kerpays Duo

LEEDS

Rainses

4

Linda Lombard

Paula Stewart
Carol Ohraart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchi to Ore

Robert Clary
C Williams Trio

Blac»

Dorothy Reid A
Jimmy Kidd A J

Faltini

BarnUm

Dr Arthur Ellen
Stan Wilson

Mooney A King
Mongadors

2 Cherks

:

Village Barn
Vickie Barry
Joel ShaW Ore

Old Roumanian

Felicia

Russell

Roger

Tassl

Ave

Fifth

1

his material to please a less Sophis-

Juggling, unicycle
switches result. Part of the scarci- 18 Mins.
Casino, Montreal
Bellevue
ty will be taken, care of by imports
The combined juggling talents
from Europe of acts and. faces new
of Pryde & Day make a cincheroo
to American audiences. The bookoffering for Harry Holmok’s lavish
ers say that they will be able to get Bellevue Casino revue. With Pryde
a sizable portion of eligible acts opening and carrying act for greatinto the U. S. by the time the fair er part of 18-minute stint, the paseason starts late August, to. pro- trons are treated to a solid exhibivide a sufficient number of turns. tion of Indian club tossing and
The McCarran-Walters Immigra- juggling well out of the average
tion Act, while slowing up the im- slot,
Duo are just short Of medium
ports, has made early application
necessary and therefore prelimi- height. Femme half of act -is a
nary investigations may be com- looker and makes good foil for the
minor comedies between routines.
pleted in time for visas to be
Payoff with Pryde riding a unicycle
granted by the start of the fair sea- wildly around the floor while jugson.
gling the clubs picks up hefty reIn keeping with the new concept ception from payees,
.
of entertainment, fair committees
General pacing is fine and the
will also, make up for the void left introduction of gal into performby the vacating of many thrill acts ance near closing is a good break
by switching to standard turns. and boosts overall effect A patter
Many committees approving book- session 'at end of act with male tellers’ submissions will select stand- ing a series of beaten-up gags

CHICAGO

Harry Dawson
Karen Greer

Paul

Inn
Mitchell

Sadie Banks
Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Anuila Ore
Hotel Astor

To

Jovgr

Continued from page

Norene Tate
B Harlowe Ore
Three Flames
Copacawana
Versailles
Al Bernie
'Nice To See You'
Dolores Hawkins
Fay DeWItt
Delta Rhythm Boys Don Liberto
Ramona Lang
Lou Nelson
M Durso f'-c
Dorothy Keller
Frank Marti Ore
Patti Ross

Steve Kisley Ore
Dee Drummond
frank Sonell

Co
Clifford Stanton
Stevil Sis
Ruddy Bolly Co
Vera Cody Co
Eddie Arnold
Walthon A D
Rpf A Julian
HACKNEY
Morgan A Manning
Empire (S) 26
Roy Lester
Tower Circus (I) 24 David Nixon

C

Bernard Bros
Szonys
Jane Morgan
7 Ashtons
Ralph Young
Piroska
Art Wnner. Ore

Sammy Kaye Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Eld A Wilma Leary

GLASGOW

Len Marten
Ray Alan A S

Ziegler

Jimmie Daniels
Mae Barnes
Charlotte Rae

Hazel Webster

Guy Mitchell
Hayden A Day

Webster Booth

Hotal Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
tatln Quarter .

A

caught.

Delaine

New Booking

Ted Weems Ore

Bart

Harold Fonvllle

(I)

Ore.
Statlar

Hotal

A C

'

Hotol Roosavalt

Bob Downey

Empire (M) 24

Corps de Ballet
20 Tiller Girls
Palace (I) 24

Joan Bishop

Trude Adams

No.

Mazurs
Barry Took

Norman

Monte

Lenny Herman

Calvin Ponder
Stan Freeman

Ruby Hill
Ray Hartley

Opera House d) 24 Wonder Wheelers
Bunty St Clare
Jimmy Edwards
Dave A Maureen
Tony Hancock
Hargreaves A R
Joan Turner
Bassi 3

Blue Angel
Jonathan Winteir
Martha Davis

Cedronc

GRANADA

Valcnto

Milt Herth Trio

Drift

Watren A J
Andro

AD
BLACKPOOL

.

.dez

Wong

Sonia Caleepo
Sheraton Alonso Ballet

Pk

Benny Goodman

Jimmy Komack

PARK

FINSBURY

Hotel

St

Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio
Leo De Lyon
Bon Soir

BRITAIN
ASTON

Montaner

Matamoros T ..a
Nancy A Renny

CITY

Duke

Show

Harry Jacobs
Myrons
Margaret Brown
Mike Joe A Coco
Bouna

J

Rita

Leopoldo Fen.

Chino

Sonya Corbeau
Bert

Boy Barbour

-.

Bills

when

Hey Helen Morgan medley, with ticated audience. His “do it yourher own arrangements of “My Bill” self' bit and his foreign car and
Mario Lopez
Marta A Alexander and “Can’t Help Lovin’ 'That Man,” modern architecture takeoffs, ate
Paulina Alvarez
evidences a lot of disciplined funny in any setting. As he stands
Bertica A Rolando
“Enjoy now he should be„a natural for the
Orlando de la Rosa sotto voce in her voice.
Kiko Gonsalves
Yourself” opener and her later smarter New York or Chicago
A Romeu Orq
“Pizza Pie,” in shout-style Italian boites, especially those with a
Senen Suarez Orq
dialect (written specially for help by sophisticated slant as Blue Angel
Rafe.
Harry Brent) and “Cumanchero” and Le Ruban Bleu.
McStay.
round it out.
Rene

.

Mimi Cal

Joy Horsburgh
Dorothy Hall

24

<T>

S de Espana Orq
Celia Cruz

.

G A Guedes

Vaughan
Kramer

Bernice
Renita

SYDNEY
Tivoli

Washington

.

.

Nelson A C
Norman. Vaughan

Adorables

San Francisco

Patio

.

Dinah

Lisa Kirk

G

Lane

Judd.

1,

-

Chevalier .Pros

David Sterle
David Hamilton

,

30 Mins.

..

Mai's Thea (T) 24
Daresco
Charly Wood Co

face" Craig
Edith Crocker Co
Ron Parry
Gloria Dawn
Frank Cleary

Last Prontiof

Herb Shriner

Jose Moreno Co
Chris Sands
24 Freddie Harris Co

•

Max Blake

Girl

.

Edie

David

John Bluthal

Sparks

Dagenham

The Hungry

.

Tony Fontane
Julian Somers
Kerry Vaughn

24

(T)

*

Mae West

Comic

22 Mins.
-Hotel Barclay, Toronto

Breaking in a new act here at
Although this young £, A. comic
which she gets away fronj her for- did an overlong turn the night the
mer romantic song-styling, Marion show was caught, the audience ate

Thunderblrd
Frances FayePhil Foster
Ralph Curtis

Sahara

MORT SAHL

Songs

.

AUSTRALIA
Tivoli

De Haven

Gloria

Desert Inn
Palladium Revue

MARION POWERS

•

Bob Karl
Roy Benson

Buck Warren. Co
Warren Latona

Jimmie Cavanaugh

,

Judy Johnson

Ross

PORTSMOUTH

;

Th«a Royal <M)
BevcHey Sis

Crew Cuts

Ore
30

Bobby Collins

30

Costello

.

.

Powers has switched to a singing it up and he could have stayed on
comedienne that is lustily unusual longer. Working' in an open shirt
and should see her swiftly going and a cashmere sweater, The ultiplaces. Now spurning the shoul- mate in casualness, Sahl turns on
RENO
SWANSEA
Skylons
Empire (M) 24
der-length curls and the feminine a facile 'mind to comment on the
Clayton A Ward
Rayries A Osborne
Riverside
Stateljno
frills of romantic girl singers, Miss local,
national and international
Reg Russell A S
Gary Miller
Peggy Lee
Morecambe A Wise Mary Prlestman
Powers emerges as a 'bosomy scene, everyday quirks Of society
Ted Lewis Rev
Marquis^ Family
Maurice French Co Bonar Colleano
brunet, with a Julius Caesar hair- and the news-of-the-day. He works
Mapes
Riverside Starlets
Courtneys
G Grossetto A G
Bill Clifford Ore
cut, and her black velvet gown ac- with no props but the morning
R jA Lenny Kent
Tommy Fields
Don PhUllpe A M
LAKE TAHOE
Lill St Cyr
SHEFFIELD
centing her physical attributed. paper, leans heavily on political
Johnson Lark
Cal-Neva
D Arden Dancers
Emplrs (M) 24
Manning A Lea
Away from sweet-girl ballads. Miss barbs with a liberal tinge, and is
Harold Stern
3 Henrys
Eddie Fitzpatrick
Tara Summers
WOLVERHAMPTON
Powers has hit on the device of overstrong on working in psychiore
Alma Cogan
Don Arden Dancers
Mayfair*
Hlppedrem* (I) 24
doing a series of songs identified atric terminology in his patter. His
Ore
Malneck
New.
Matty
Golden
Michael Bentine
George Beck
with male singers. Thus, In One act scores heavily hr a sophistiHackford A Doyle
Cal-yada
Four Tunes
Bob Gray
M Mitchell Ore
Yonely
Nat Colesongalog, she does a lusty strut cated bistro like this one where he
Shirley
Jolly A Co
Bud A Coco
Ike Carpenter Ore
Tonk Girls
style of Harry Riehman’s “Puttin’ has been adopted by the avante
Bobby Wright A M
Stateline
Golden Girls
YORK
on the Ritz ,” Bertny Fields’ “Mel- garde social and artistic set.
Ted. Lewis
SUNDERLAND
Will Osborne ore
Empire (I) 24
Empire (Ml 24
Ted Lune
ancholy Baby” and a rousing verHis mind is basically so hip to
Josef Locke
Valerie Joy
HAVANA
sion of Jolsori’s “Rockabye Baby,” the frailities of modern civilization
Renee Symott
Tony Vaughan
all* to a terrific customer ovation that, he should be able to broaden
Troplcana

CHICAGO
(P>

Sands
Sam LevensSn
France* Langford
El Rancho Vega*
Joe E Lewis

Willard

Bill

Freddie Bamberger S A Paul Kaye
Walt Petz
Frances Duncan
Joan Mann
Joe King

CITY Eddie White

NEW YORK

Music Hall (I) 29
Corps de Ballet
Marilyn Murphy
Milan Tlmotlch
Larry Griswold
Glee Club
Rockettcs
Synri

full

Cortex

Luxor Gall Gall
Golden Nugget
Bonnie Baker

9

Silver Slipper
Sally Rand

below Indicate bpenlna day of show

bills

whether

El

Flamingo

act for any visual medium. Much
of appearance and freshness of
team is due to femme half who is
attractive, of good figure and an
effortless performer.
-

had only 12,000 pennies
Suddenly

left.

'realizing his

*

predica-

ment, he offered two regular pennies for each chrome-plated one.
That’s where the neighborhood
kids with their chemistry sets got
into the act. “Fake” chrome pennies started turning up in massive
numbers, forcing Greene to run a
trailer addressed to “Fathers of
Junior Couwterfeiters.”
“We beg you to assert your parental authority on the chemistry
genius in your family,” the trailer
read in part. i4 Pul-e-e-ze tell your
boys to stop producing synthetic
chpme - plated penhies. This is
against the. law, besides being a
source of great annoyance to us,”
It ended up by exhorting fathers
to “Show Mom how firm you can
be!”

Gradually, the chrome - plated
coins started flowing back to the
theatre!

And

that’s

where Greene

made another mistake. Instead of
ordered—dumping the pennies into sacks and lugging them
down to the Bureau of Internal

—as

Revenue, he had them “stripped”
(de-cWromed). Once again, the Government men frowned. And the
unhappy Greene became even.unhappier.

About that time, too, the press
began to take a solicitous interest
in his stunt.

Life shot a lot of pic-

tures and the wire services hounded him for statements. Greene’s
brainchild was bearing the wrong
kind of dividends.
As Of this moment, He has returned to the Government 24,000
pennies and neighborhood mer-

Couple make entrance in flashy
white Spanish costumes with sequined sombreros and girl in long
white skirt. Costume gives way to
a brief outfit displaying neat gams
and then duo go into balancing sessions.
Mild attempts at comedy chants are pitching in to help him
between offerings need sharpening round up the rest. The 24,000, infor more definite effect but preci- cidentally, include 1,400 pennies
sion and smoothness
movements overcome

be fault

and

garner
from customers.

of

overall

this

okay

which Greene had lent to

slight •the “It’s

mitting Treasury

Newt.

and

all.

CBS

News To Me” show
is

getting those,

'or
'

’

chrome

Wednesday, Inly
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Rob Chi Strawhat
Chicago, July 27.

Ballet

81G in 16 D.C.; Other Barns

Washington/ July 27.
that brings no
It’s an ill drought
currently scorchgood, and the one
h**s proven
ing most of the nation
boon to the summer's open air
a

•
entertainment.
Proof of this is the ‘$81,000 gross
York’s
Ballet
New
by
up
racked
Theatre for its 16 performances
Barthe last two weeks at Carter
ron Amphitheatre, at a $3 top, in-

cluding tax.
In the first 40 days of ' operathe
tion under the Feld Bros.,
•

only
had
one
bowl
outdoor
performance washed out. There
sprinkles
have been occasional
which didn’t faze the faithful
and, on Sunday night (July 18), the
out.
Ballet was almost washed
However, an audience- of 3,500 refused to leave and the -perform-

John Mason Brown,

pump him later about what
was Cooking.
“Don’t tell anyone,” Brown
answered, “but I'm trying to
persuade Freedley and the
Shuberts to star me in a touring
revival
of
‘Naughty
Marietta.’ ”

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, which is
acquiring the screen rights to “The
Tender Trap” in a pre-production
deal, is also instituting a new policy
by backing the Broadway

presentation. Studio is investing
$20,000 in the Clinton Wilder venture on the regular limited partner
basis.

Ironic twist to the deal is that
Wilder was reluctant to accept a
pre-production sale of the film
rights,
and only did so after
Metro's eastern play representa-

With Metro’s $20,000 slice of the
investment for the production,
plus the $6,000 share put up by
Phillips, another $15,000 advanced
by, a syndicate of Phillips’ friends
in' the legit manager-producer field
and $7,500 taken by -actor Tom
Ewell, the financing of the $75,000
project is almost two-thirds com-

New

scandal.”

York’s
License

Commissioner Edward T. McCaf- pleted.
frey

revealed

that

Investigation

When “Trap” opens Oct. 10 at
the Longacre, N.Y., it will immediately get $27,000 as its share of
the film sale down payment (less
agent’s commission and negotiator’s fee). It also gets the show’s
40% share of an amount equal to
10%. of the weekly gross up to the

Commissioner
Peter
Campbell
Brown is probing the situation, and
invited anyone who has evidence
to submit it to him.
This newest ticket uproar started when the Citizens* Union, quoting Howard S. Cullman, chairman
of the N. Y. Port Authority and a
legit
investor and- theatreowner,
demanded that Mayor Robert F.
Wagner fire McCaffrey. Cullman
accused the License Commissioner
of permitting ticket scalping
and
claimed that McCaffrey had boast-

$150,000 ceiling.

Michael Gordon is to stage the
comedy, with scenery by Paul Morrison and Robert Preston reportedly set as male, lead.

denied

Dallas, July 27.

Margo Jones will preem “Seaa comedy by William

Change,”

statement that the Citizens Case; at Theatre ’54 for three
fUnion outburst was “typical hot weeks, Aug. 10-29, as the fourth
weather
stuff—strictly
summer new script in her new 15-week
stock.”
summer season. Play concerns two
Cullman released to the press girls on a seven-day cruise.
the following day carbon
Muriel Kirkland is currently
copies of
iwo_ letters from him to Samuel guest starring in “A Dash of Bitbmoleff, attorney for the Citi- ters,” by Reginald Denham and
zens Union.
They contained fol- Conrad Sutton Smith, at the local
U
sta * emen t? on tlfe situation arena theatre. Play runs through
and i?
listed several recommended re- Aug. 8.
orms, including
transferring ticket
control from theatreoymers
to pro- Teahouse,’ ‘S.P.,’ ‘King’
ucers, limiting the
number of
1 ° u se
seats” held out by manageHonolulu Schedule
r
makingt down-front seats
Honolulu, July 27.
ayaiiabic
at
regular
boxoffice
“Teahouse of the August Moon,”
eS
e ^ *nation of tie-ins “South Pacific,” and “King and I”
vL!?
ea e QWners and ticket are among productions scheduled
brokers*
for the; ’54-’55 season by Honolulu’s
In Broadway
circles, the letters amateur Community Theatre.
flr
Dr. Campton Bell, new director,
as the latest dig in a
psmlpai ^ n Cullman
has been carry- is due from the mainland in Sepin^
agains t the Shuberts, who tember to direct six of the seven
1*
approximately half of the plays which also will include
tr es * n New York and are “Payment
Deferred,”
“My 3
info!
i ^
tercsted
in various other theatri- Angels”
and “Remarkable Mr.

u

i.

.,

On

,

’

^ ^

m

^

K®

i

,

cal enterprises.

on

Musicals bearing the stamp
of one or both of the songwriting
duo are getting extensive production in both regular road houses
and strawhat theatres this summer.
ties.

The

,

ing.

Japan and Korea sometime this
or winter. She told Variety
that the Far East tour, including
Australia, depends on how long the
show runs in its London engagement this year.
On her first trip to the Far East,
the British comedienne is accompanied by her manager, John Huck.
From Japan she will go to Hong
Major upheaval in summer theaKong, Bangkok, Colombo, Bombay tre precentage deals may develop
and Delhi. In Colombo she will from a move last week by memvisit the grave of her son, Sir bers of Actors Equity.
Although
Robert Peel, wHo was killed there performers appearing on share-offall

•

R & H

output,

besides

“Carousel,” which is having an extended run at the Center, includes
“Oklahoma,”
“South
Pacific,”
“The King and I” and “Allegro.”
“Carousel” is also being offered
in some of the larger outdoor
theatres, while “Oklahoma” is getting heavy play from the tent outlets and from some of the bigger
barn operations.
“Allegro,” although not as hot as the other
R & H works, is getting occasional
productions on the barn circuit.
“Pacific” and "King” are currently on tour, with latter recently
winding up an eight-week Los An-

geles engagement at the Philharmonic Auditorium with $437,200 in
the
till.
Musical
moved from
there to Opera House, San Francisco, where it has drawn wallopcheck ing grosses in its first two weeks.

when the naval vessel on the-net deals are entitled to
“Pacific,” Currently in its 11th
which he was serving was bombed. management books, few actors
working the strawhat circuit do so. week at the National Theatre,
In many cases, they apparently Washington, has had a satisfactory
It exits there Aug.
aren’t aware of the checking pro- summer run.
Greek Theatregoing
14, and goes to Toronto.
viso.
Rodgers is. also currently repreFormal complaint requesting that
Done the Hard
But
sented on the silo trail by two tourin 1942

Way

Equity attach the bond posted with
ing packages.
They are Howard
the union by Gail Hillson, operator
Hoyt’s “Pal Joey” and Gus SchirCities Playhouse,
mer
From Syracuse,”
Jr.’s
“Boys
News of
Y., has been filed
Theatre’s July 11 production of by Constance Bennett, Marrian in which he collaborated with the
In addition,
late
Lorenz
Hart.
Euripides’ “Hippolytus” at the an- Walters and Tom Poston.
Move
cient theatre of Epidavros, comes stemmed from their appearance at, both tuners are also being offered
tent and
by
local
productions
as
from.C. D. Martin and his actress- the barn the week of July 12 in
wife, Virginia Dyer (she appeared the touring package of “Sabrina al fresco operations.
sent out
“Joey,”
incidentally
was
on Broadway with Helen Hayes in Fair.” Deal made by the performin
“Harriet”. prior to -her marriage; ers and Miss Hilsson called for. a as a strawhat package by Hoyt
prior
its Broadway reto
1951,
Martin is a civilian employed by salary, plus a percentage over the
vival during the ’52-’53 season.
the U. S. Army in Greece).
theatre’s break-even point.
Summer before last. Hoyt also
The Martins report that they
Trio are disputing Miss Hillson’s packaged another Rodgers & Hart
arose in their Athenian suburb at claim that the house had to talce collaboration, “On Your Toes,”
6:30 a m. the day of the perform- in around $7,800 On the package which George Abbott (and Rodgers
ance, in order to catch a tourist to break even. They claim that the as unbilled co-producer) will rebus which left the capital at 8:30 house’s actual nut on the show vive on Broadway this fall.
Per
a.m. The bus stopped enroute for was only $4,200. An Equity ruling usual, Hammerstein is also getting
lunch, swimming and sightseeing, last week to the effect that Miss hefty representation in tents and
since the entire event was spon« Hillson must prove her break- al fresco outlets via “Show Boat.”
sored by. the Greek. National Tour- even point prompted the trio to
Besides this current domestic acist
Organization, in conjunction file their complaint.
Matter is tivity,
foreign
productions
of
with the Greek Touring Club.
slated to go to arbitration if Miss R & H musicals are plentiful, while
Proper preparations had not Hillson declines to open her books Rodgers is additionally in evidence
been made along the way to care for inspection.
in London with a production of
for the enormous crowds converg“Joey.”
ing upon Epidavros, and service
Besides the forthcoming producat the cafes and snack bars was
tion of “Toes,” Rodgers is workpoor.
ing with Hammerstein on v“Pipe
Dream,” adapted from a story by
FT.
The Martins reached the openJohn Steinbeck.
Also, the longair amphitheatre about 6:30 p.m.,
Fort Wayne, Ind., July 27.
delayed
filmization of “Oklahoma”
finding nearly all the audience of
Wawasee Playhouse, a tent thea12,000 already in their places in tre near here, was ripped to shreds is currently in the rehearsal stage
the 14,000-seat bowl. To the orig- last Tuesday (20) by a windstorm and. a bus-and-truck tour of that
inal stage, a platform had been that jwept the city. The mishap musical is set to go out next fall
added in the well; of the playing- occurred during a showing of aimed at hitting territories hitherto
area.
This fore-stage supported "Affairs of State.” Patrons exited untouched by touring companies.
only three props: two pedestals the tent, which eventually was
(for the "goddesses”), and a couch swept to the ground and carried
for Phaedra.
away by the wind.
Show was
At sunset, an actress portraying moved into the 110-seat Crow’s
Aphrodite, opened the perform- Nest barn where it reopened Friance, delivering the prolog in sil- day (23).
houette against the western sky.
Extra performances were given
Then Hippolytus (Alekos Alexan- Saturday midnight (24) and last
drakis, who, incidentally, received night (Mon.).
excellent reviews for his performThe Ensemble may be breaking
ance), and his compatriots ran to
up. Leo Kerz and Harry Horner,
the stage from the surrounding Negro ‘Moon’ on Coast
who were associated with Joseph
hills.
Kramm in the formation of the
The Martins state that the
Non-Royalty Basis projected New York repertory
chorus was excellent, blending
company, have withdrawn, Kerz
Hollywood, July 27.
singing and speaking roles and apsays. Kramm, however, asserts that
By arrangements with author F. the withdrawal of Kerz and Horner
pearing in traditional dance patHerbert,
the Ebony Show- is not yet definite.
Hugh
terns.
Musical background was
supplied by A hidden orchestra. case Theatre will present an allRepertory outfit announced to
After the play, which ended Negro production of “Moon Is open Oct. 15 at the Bijou Theatre,
about 10 p.m.,» the Martins re- Blue,” beginning Aug. 9 on a non- N. Y., with Eugene O'Neill’s “A
turned by bus to Athens, stopping royalty basis. Deal for the produc- Moon for the Misbegotten.” Campnroute for dinner. (Again poor tion was arranged by the legit paign to finance the venture is confounder-director,
Nick tinuing, Kerz claims.
service, and overcrowded condi- group’s
tions), They reached
Athens at. Stewart, currently working in the
version
“Carmen
Jones”
film
of
3:45 a.m., and their home at about
5 o’clock in the morning. However, being produced by Otto Preminthey declared they are anxious to ger. original stager of "Moon.”
Maximilian Slater, who directed
do it again in August when their
VIII’ PIC
guests will be Mr. and Mrs. Harvey the national companies of the
London, July 27.
Smith of New Haven. Smith is show and aided in the film version,
A legituncr based on the film,
lighting instructor at Yale Drama will stage the production.
“The Private Life of Henry VIII”
School.
is in the works. Rights to piece
Levin Signs Pact
have been acquired from AlexFT.
EXEC SHIFT
Composer-conductor Sylvan Lev- ander Korda by Sandy Wilson and
in inked ah exclusive writer’s pact Vida Hope, who’ll direct the offerFort Wayne, Ind., July 27.
C.
Lester Webber has been with Symphony House Music last ing.
named business manager of the week. Deal was made by Paul SieNone of the music for the show
Civic Theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind., gel, Symphony House prexy.
has been written yet, but Wilson
Levin, who was music director will undertake that chore after he
replacing Louis J. Culp, resigned.
Latter will continue as business and conductor of the Mutual net- returns from New York in October
manager and vice-president of the work for many years, currently is following the opening of the BroadFort Wayne Light Opera Festival, conducting the summer opera sea-, way production of his tuner, “The
Boy Friend,” current London click.
son at Wallingsford, Conn.
Inc.

Worth

to the Martins of the Triple
tlie
Greek National Binghamton, N.
It

1

|

WIND STORM FLATTENS
WAYNE SHOW TENT

As 2 Heads Quit

MARGO TO TEST ‘CHANGE’
AT THEATRE ’54, DALLAS

everything, the. Mayor refused to
get embroiled in the controversy
and Jesse Moss, attorney for the
N. Y. Ticket Brokers
Assn., issued

.

represented

i

ed of obtaining blocks of tickets for

Broadway hits.
McCaffrey indignantly

Tokyo, July 20.
Beatrice Lillie arrived here yesterday (19) on a three-day visit,
part of a leisurely return trip to
England after closing her u. S.
road tour in “An Evening With
Beatrice Lillie.”
Lady Peel revealed plans to bring the show to

.

000. That’s similar to the studio’s
pre-production purchase of the
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
rights, including the ceiling price.

“ticket

route to Hawaii after recently
leaving the cast of “Caine
Mutiny Court Martial” on
Broadway, stopped off to see
the touring company performance of the show at the United
Theatre here, and had dinner
at Fisherman’s Wharf and lost
$400 worth of camera equipment to a sneak thief.
As the Government recently
reported, higher food prices
are forcing up the cost of liv;

v

not

Broadway at the moment, except
for a-. New York City Center revival of "Carousel,” Richard Rodgers and Osqar Hammerstein 2nd,
are still mopping up legit royal-

Ban Francisco, July 27.
Henry Fonda, in town en.

Sidney Phillips, was at some
pains to explain ttie advantages of
‘Bandwagon’ $7,200, Bucks
such a setup. Phillips was already
New Hope, Pa., July 27.
“Aboard the Bandwagon,” play- a backed of the show, with a $6,000
ing to standees at all performances, investment.
took in a hefty gross of over $7,200
Metro’s buy of the Max Shulat
the Bucks County Playhouse man-Robert Paul Smith comedy
here last week. Revue, comprised calls for a $75,000 down-payment,
of
excerpts
from five Arthur plus an amount equal to 10% of
the gross for any profitable week’s
(Continued on Page 123)
operation. With a ceiling of $150,-

latest

B way, Still Clean Up
Although

associ-

ate editor and drama critic of
the Saturday Review, lunched
at Sardi’s, N.Y., one day last
week twith producer Vinton
Freedley and theatre operatorproducer John Shubert. Since
luncheon confabs at the theatrical eatery often indicate a
legit project in the making,
one of \ the critic-lecturer’s
Broadway friends tried to

tive,

Despite the verbal and journalistangible

Revival on
Expensive Dinner

The Jose Greco Spanish dance
troupe opens next Thursday night
(29> for 10 performances. This ‘Will
be followed Aug. 9 by the musical,

tic fuss last week, little
result is expected from

Phil Tyrrell in nearby Evergreen

Park, was burglarized over the
weekend with a loss of $2,000.
Robbers bypassed over' $12,000
in checks.

That’s Casting

ance finally, starred at 9:50, after
had stopped.

through the wickets, a virtual carbon copy of the third week’s biz.
Brian Donlevy opens tomorrow
night (Wed.) in b fortnight stand
in “Country Girl,” with the stock
cast of Player’s Inc., in supporting
roles. Then Margaret Phillips will
return for two weeks of G. B.
Shaw’s ‘‘Heartbreak House.”

R.&H., Dawn to Only a Pop-Price

.

the rain

“Golden Apple,” from New York.
Latter show will play a $3.50 top
at the amphitheatre/ highest of the
season. Other shows have been offered at $2.50 and $3 top.
Fourth and final week of Margaret Phillips in ‘‘Venus Observed”
at Olney Theatre, nearby Marypulled $5,200
land strawhatter,

Drury Lane Theatre, strawhatter
operated by Tony Di Santis and

Pennypacker.”

On

OF ‘HENRY

'

WAYNE

1

f

.

)

Wednesday,

Aboard

Bandwagon

tlie
Hope,

New
Michael

of

Don

Walker-Howard Hoyt production of revue
two acts, hy Howard Dietz and Arthur
Schwartz. Stars Roddy McDowall. Ethel
Smith, Jerome Cowan; Cc/Hums Margaret
Banks, Earl BurroW9. Betty Colby. Pe^ei
Coniew, Louise Hoff* R«*y Maflort> Annette Warren, Ladv Washington, Raid
Winslow. Tommy Wonder. Bandwagon
Trio. Staged by Mervyn Nelson; settings,

seems

1

in

:

Broderick Hackett; lighting, Le.nnd
H. Watson; choreography, Tommy WonNew
der. At Bucks County Playhouse.
Hope, Pa., July 19. *54: $3.75, top.
Other cast members: John Cunningham,

W.

.

bigtmfie purpose

pretty vague, “Magic add Music*
is an extremely pleasant innovation that should click wherever
there are special audiences.
hymn to
rueful
Bernstein’s
Suburbia actually seems , better
suited to tire theatre than*to the
concert hall. Its dubious music
values save for a novel vocal
rythm trio, were directed last year

Pa., July 20,

pregentation

Ellin

Though any

plectic as the leader of the local
military whose mock invasion instigates Sir Timothy’s masquerade.
John Whiting is a highly literate
playwright; The Chekhovian approach, however, is fraught with
as the two-dimensional
pitfalls,
nuali tv of his women and the flata love
in vp. interest
interest reveai.
reveal
the
ness of iv,
He creates good comedy and eX"
of the
*»*** "•>
oresses knowingly
nnowiiiBiy some
presses
deeper-, speculations of man. inis
is a difficult mixture fpr one P-ay
and he is lu^ky to havf retained a
®
modicum Of unity,'
.
mil
formerly or
of ANTA.‘
BlHier, formerly
Bill Hnilpr
sympathy
has directed with much
and no little skill, nostalgically
fashioning an era-if gaiety and

in

.

performances at
initial
U., and at Tanglewood

its

Brandeis
and on NBC-TV.

_

.

Edward Applegate, Bill Keyes, Don GarIn the theatre, where it can be
Marty Eassmart. Robert Kocsls,
son,
Jcre Mc- interpolated by singing actors of
Jeanne Willriev. Penny F:*n
Joan Thompson, Lynn Strelzln, the talents Of Alice Ghostley and
Call,
Benson, Roda
Anne V/lldernnn.
pointed
its
Eastham,
Richard
Snyder, Richard Marr. »
satires are much more completely
From the way the opening night displayed. Here two pianos peraudience sat on its hands after the form the score that was played by
at
strings
Symphony
sketches and songs in this ram- Boston
shackle review, “Aboard the Band- Tanglewood. along with a small
in
in
lost
well
seems
Little
very
combine.
.iazz
wagon” won’t even do
get the economy.
its two weeks here, let alone
aside
composerAmerican
gifted
Setting
The
fall.
this
to Broadway
the skimpy and confused opening, conductor has made expert use of
ft
the s 'ow has little in its favor ex- a vo al trio to Greek chorus the
cept the personal ta’ents of some humdrum marriage of Dinah and
Sam, who live in a Scarsdale departicipants.
the piece
It’s a dated, nostalgic excursion ve’opm mt. (The title of
back through five different Dietz refers to a dreary film the wife
surprises,
are
If
there
no
Bandseen.)
(The
has
shows
Schwartz
and
wagon.” “Inside US. A./ “Flying the lyrics neatly summarize these
’•
the Devil” and familiarities, augmented at this
Colors.” “3etween thf»
“At Home Abroad”) each of which time by the knowing performmay have had merit once. How- nnces of Miss Ghostley and EasteveV, since each represented a par- ham.
Miss Craw.ord evokes a certain
ticulur period, the present melange
becomes not a period p ece but as amount of wizardry in summoning
Ghostley from the night clubs
Miss
a piece out of five periods.
‘Aboard the Bandwagon” has to play the drab Westchester'
wife. Known chiefly from
County
situno-'onger-funny
dated humor,
songs that although the cabarets and for lie r singular
at 0”s and
New Faces/ Miss
pleasantly nostalgic, are simply un- success in
unsuspected
discloses
rcleated revivals without the old Ghostley
Under the circuit!" vocsl skill ss Dincih And wfiims the
fixcitcu'cnt.
Dickinson,
with
.sympathy.
role,
very
do
cast,
stances, some of the
who w as Ezio Pinza s busy underwell
Outstanding individual is dancer study in South Pacific, is right
ha
Peter Conlow /whose theatricalism as tne- commuting husband and
bounces over the footlights. A’so ^inss especially ^in^ a ^wonderful
.

manor

exterior
credible.

Boy

0

by ‘fh^aufhorfseufng. Channing smith,
At Sharon (Conn.) Playhouse. July 20, '54;
Slater**.

Tommy
Ellis

illustrious

understanding, attempting wrongly

;

-

i

‘

of

weak

i

sketches.

’

Annette Warren,

•

couple of

a

0?
^'
There

loc

whose dry drawling delivery

ff

save

The Vnging

is

gymnasium

|

... Fred
tt-oH

-,

talk that

Saidy,

“Lonely

to find it in a young actress who is
his father’s paramour. The school
personnel first try to shield the
boy from shock of discovery, and.
later try to save him, but bring
disaster upon themselves.

(

a

father,

actor

Boy” has a number of solid scenes,
The boy reaches out for love and

•

in

’.

out packs a respectable wallop.
Dealing with the timid son of an

,

set

channhv? smith
Robert Burr

’.

“Tea and Sympathy.” The resemblance goes no further, however,
and Judson Philips’ new play
stands on its owl feet’, so the try-

..

;

111

V.

“Lonely Boy” treats of an outof-touch lad in a boy’s boarding
school, inviting comparison with

:

’

Men?
.'.
.

Mason

i

|

0r a
‘.*Bradf o rd DmSan
Doris, Belack

’

Blount

Superintendent

’

comedienne Louise mono ogue

*.*

Sandra Graves’

1

is

Beniamin Carroll
Robert Jordan

.

Blount

a I>akln
H°adii y

1

oresnve
impres

Geor.

laOiaefly
Sharon, Conn., July 23.

I

5

S

Sharon Playhouse production of play

I

.

garden ana
are' sturdy and

Hugh Hardy

charm.

The 13
aim to convert
Betty Colby and Ray Mason is in pelf
.Clocks into a full-length musical
the old tradition but eminently
Its drolleries about a frozen duke.
le
Pa
Fhhp ’«smith and Terome Cowan his princess-niece and a minstrel
m?' prince are archly antic and offered
b
half-hour upon the televirf«.n£>rO a
ticioate' in the puzzled delivery
_: _
tmiov
amn^ints
n
ar#*
pnnallv amusin*,
1 11 ey a
slon
equaiii
!i®
afflicting the rest of the cast, sughere and provide a fitting curtain
gesting lack of confidence in the
special
humor
Thurber’s
raiser.
of
performance
The
material.
be
denied,
and Mark
cannot
Roddy McDowall (co-starred with Bucci’s score is sprightly if not too

Fireflies firm direction and* that’s where
Lost
‘•‘The 49th Star/ was Weakest on
Dallas, July 15.
Boundup Theatre production, of com- the premiere/ Some ot the prinery-drama in two acts, by wumm cipals haven’t fully defined their
Saroyan. Features Mary Louise Waldon,.
Lu| U Belle i, n j am tn.. Directed by M«u- (Characterizations and. there are too
and off stage
Alevy; settings, William Armer: many people to gdt
rice
technical director,. Chris Hampton; orlgl- tb permit quick scene-changes.
nal mU3 i c, Alfred P. McKenzie. At Scott
ft’s a clever, topical* tropical
Dallas. July 15, '54; $i.5Q.
MaximlUan Rockhome .... Morton Rogers show, filled (maybe too filled) with
win ifred ^eltycreW. Mary ‘Loqise*Wa?don lilting Island-style melodies and
Theodore Wallace the basic plot is intriguing. Show
Oliver Pettycrew;
.. Lulu Belle BeiHamin
Clara Bonafus
reaches pefiik in spectacle dance
Alexander Bonafus.... ^Earnest Wallace
...... CharlH»,Mae Davis. and chorus numbers, especially in
Bonafus
William Goodson an
Sibbald Fanchcr
impressive scene reenacting
court ritual of latter days of KingLee Stanley Smith dom of Hawaii.
Tim Fancher
Modern dancers score in JoseThis preera of William Saroyan’s phine Taylor’s numbers, especially
unpublished 1950 script launches in the' Chinese oabaret /nightmare”
a summer festival of the play- number. Lead male dancer, inciwright's works by the one-year-old dentally, is a Navy officer.
Roundup Theatre, local Negro resiPhil Bolton tops leads as the
dent* group." O^utfit will stale three crusty,
crochety
Senator,
Jack
more of the author’s plays in Au- Fischbeck, manager of the Royal
g us t and September, with Maurice Hawaiian Hotel, brings the right
Alevy directing.
note of casual dignity to the rple
\ TwO-aCt/play is No. 15 in Saro- of Governor.* Trouper Ida Naone
yan:s catalog and one of five writ- (who first toured the Mainland in
ten around 1950- Title Comes from 1922 with the Aldrich Imperial
Ryusui YoShida’s “A lost child Players) is admirable, as the elderly
yet vivacious Hawaiian who helps
cries, but still he catches fireflies.’
break the Senator’s prejudices.
hi:
AleW has craftily
craftilv drawn upon
UDOn his
Alevy
characters and extracts from each Winona Beamer brings warmth to
simplicity and naturalness in speak- thg role of young Princess but Ed
with Saroyan Kennedy, as the junior Congresslaced
lines
ing
philosophy, and tinted with lmagi- man, is somewhat miscast, although
his singing highlights the show.
nation.
Chalk this up as more, possibly
youngsters,
follows
play
jflx
three pairs of brothers and sisters* much more, than the initial musiwho meet in 1901 at the birthday cal comedy foray it is for Mogoon.
party of one. Each is given mature “The 49th Star” conceivably could
thoughts, uttered aloud, in wishes shoot higher into pro brackets.
Walt.
for the future. In 11 scenes follow*
ing, the children grow up and meet
the problems of various ages as
they grow older to the play’s 1948
ending. Fireflies pinpoint a backOff-B’way Show
drop at the opening, with one boy
thrilled by them. Play ends wjth
his grandson catching them,
Chair
No character is made to age in
(ORIGINALS ONLY, N.Y.)
looks as the play progressed, but

m

.

.

j

father

j

irlkth

.

|

-

'

Smith and Cowan) seldom rises well sung.
above the level of undergraduate
although his youthful

theatricals,

charm helps carry him

Doul

Penny

along.

.

for a Song
I

Princeton, N;J. July 14
Notable are dancer Earl BurUniversily Players production of com
rows and singer Lady Washington, edy jn two acts by John Whiting Directed
with outdated roles as joyous Har- by Bill Butler: setting, Hugh Hardy. At
f

.

Murray

“darkies,” but who managed
to override this handicap by effort

lem

12,

Theatre,

Princeton,

talent.

HunVpage .....Thomas

j

I

,

!

during which the chorus simulates
enjoyment while Ethel
Smith
plays very fast on an electric or”^ 3 ’ 6
0
’
‘“‘t The intimacy
poorlv ftresented"*
r “ s T h eatre
All' in all. “Aboard the Band- Sf“f
,
it
Umvdsity
_

..

(
!

.

Princeton's
helpful to the
1
Players production of
w a«ron” inaicates
indicates that
nnstaleia
wagon
thaj
tnaf nostalgia
John whiting's new play, “Penny
alone is not enough on which to
For A Song.” An odd mixture of
build a show, whether for the
farce-fantasy,
the
high-spirited
sticks or the stem. It’s an error
moments would go in a large
all around.
Ward.
house, but the fragility and sentiment which pervade the play are
Magic*
Music*
matters for delicate communication.
Westport, Conn., July 26.
Lawrenfe Lan*ner. Armlna Marshall
and John C. Wilson presentation of , On a summer day in 1804 Sir
Cheryl Cx-awford production of dual-bill, Timothy
Bellboys
attempts
to’
includin'? “Trouble in Tahiti.” composed
thwart a false invasion of England
by Leonard Bernstein, and “The 13
by impersonating Napoleon BonaClocks.'’ bv James Thurber. “Trouble in
Tahiti,” directed by David Brooks, fea- parte,
His family and friends returins Alice Ghostley, Richard Ehstham.
fuse to <be aroused to a sense of
/"The 13 Clocks.” adapted by Fred Sadoff,
with music by Mark Bucci and lyrics by danger, calmly living their quiet
',

of

is

|

1

r

|

and

Thurber and BUcci; featuring Constance
Brigham, Fred Sadoff. Martin Balsam,
Alice Ghostley; directed by Sadoff: settines for both Productions. Marvin Reiss;

costumes, Richard Hill: musical director.
Lockren Johnson. At the Westport (Conn.)
Country PNvhouse. July 2S-3L *54.
TROUBLE IN TAHITI
Dinah
/
Alice Ghostley
Sam
Richard •East’mm
Trio
Constance Brigham. Clive Bill,
David Williams
•

•

.

.

THE

Prince
Princess

Golux

Duke
Hark
Hagga
.

13

CLQCKS

Fred Sadoff
Constnnce Brigham
Martin Balsam

.

.

Gene

S-ilcs

Janice Mars
Alice Ghostley
Clive Dill, .David Williams,
Eleanor Edle. Patricia Panero,
Ruth Shapiro
.

Townspeople

day.

Philip Minor’s performance
of
_
Sir Timothy is somewhat of a tour
f rtrro ac
3S ne plays With complete
r
belief the farce in which he has
involved himself. His inadvertent
descent of a well in a balloon,
dressed as the little Corsican, is
stage trickery at its funniest.
To overstress this aspect of the
charade, however, is td distort its
significance. Sir Timothy’s friend,
Hallam Matthews, played with exemplary dignity by George Petrarca, expresses sOme of life’s futilities as Well as its dreams. Lamprett and Hester Bellboys, done by
.

,

1

•

.

The adventurous Cheryl Craw- Charles Robinson and Barbara
is once more exploring new Wersba, pass an Ordinary day, sat-

ford

Never

hidebound pro-* isfied that picnics and the rip'/
ducer, she has gone to the televi- pair of .shoes are eternal realities
sion and music festival to come up greater than the possibility of, 30,with a delightful summer bill she. 000 Freifchmen emerging from the
calls “Magic and Music.”
Channel.
fields.

a

-

.

•

The

Off-Broadway’s bu s i e s t playhouse, Originals Only, is doing
“The Chair,” a collaboration of
Saroyan's® streamline/ script* Is Tom Hill, the organization’s probeautifully Worded, and retains his ducer, and Donald Stuart, its pres111
ident. Group tried out the script -in
ie S
character" *49 under the title of. “Dream
^bv t h e ^leading
8
Sitfmnifln^vnn
Maximilian. You cant be lost f House,” Hill then being billed as
*
you’re not looking for somebody sole author.
you
The play makes an impassioned
Mary Louise Waldon easily han- outcry against possessive mother
,ji es
a verbose role in a simple, love, exploiting its theme in hardnatural style that sparks the en- hitting fashion.
Helena Price’s
1

v!. ;

Le^ard'S^sTo"

5

rJlh/mood ^rl^a'pparenl
in "ISp

S

standout, his closing scene with
the boy being especially affecting/
Norma Burton’s tough chore is
Notplaying the. housemother.
standing the role, she makes credible the zealous affection that leads
her to unintended homicide. The ^ re cas j
Theodore Wallace is
actress is a knotty problem for phasing as her
serious-minded
Dons Belack, the author having brot her. while Lulu Belle Benjaplanted her as a kindly girl, then
j n an(j Earnest Wallace add slick
portrait
of
a
the
acid
switching to
portrayals as a brother-lister team.
’
hUSSy,
Morton Rogers scores as MaxiBenjamin Carroll, Bradford Dill- milian. while Lera Hollie adds a
man, Channing Smith and Robert competent chore as his sister,
Burr complete the cast, Burr’s Others in the cast retain the simpolice lieutenant being particularly pie style that bolsters Saroyan’s
smooth. Smith also designed the lines.

m

William Armer’s settings employ
a simple black curtain, against
is producer at
Sharon, so in directing his own whidh he uses door, window and
play he’s tripling. His character lattice cutouts to good effect,
study is valid until he resorts to Lighting is excellent, and the cusmelodramatic device for insuffi- tomary Saroyan use of original
ciently prepared climax. Although music, on solo piano, abets the
Lonely Boy” shows its author as simplicity of the production.
Bark.
an effective scenewright, it would
require much work to be rendv for.
Geor.
The 49th Star
town,
Honolulu, July 15.

two sets.
Author Philips

..

'

,

1

.

Whedon

PhUip Minor
Mario Siletti
Charles Robinson
Barbara Wersha
Leila Barry
George Pctrarca
Edward Sterne
Ronild Harper
Johnathon Watkins
James Garson
George SePncourt ...Charles H, Schultz
Joseph Brotherhood
Thomas Rimer
James Giddy
Gerry Raibourn
Rufus p, 8s<>a
wniiam Pierce

!

particularly
unfortunate
part of the show' is a long number

July

Nancy Shannon

I

Ohe

;

*54;

Williim

Rain Winslow dances Pippin
well and pianist Arthur Warren. s 3rmuerBree-%eUboy3
assisted by a drummer and a bass Lamprett ^-iiboys
fiddle, manage to back up the Hester Be .joys ..
P-°r cas ® ellboi 3
music fairly well.
Hallam Matthews

and

N.J.,

,

J

v

Actually, she has seized a sucA servant, Humpage, patiently
cessful television novelty by James played by Thomas Whedon, spends
Thurber, “The 13 Clocks,” which the day in a tree reporting on
has been organized for the stage trivia. Leila Barry is graceful as
by Fred Sadoff and Mark BuCci. Dorcas Bellboys, who falls in love
This is mated with “Trouble in with a blinded veteran (Ronald
Tahiti,” a new work by Leonard Harper). Breeze, a manservant, is
Bernstein that has had little expo- slyly acted by Mario Siletti and
sure since its premiere last year. Charles H. Schultz is stuffily apo-

,
1

Civic Light Opera Assn, of Honolulu
producUon of musical comedy In two
acts by Eaton Magoon Jr. Directed by
Lloyd Stone; production manager, Henry
Lee: music and chorus directed by Alvina
KauUll: choreography, Josephine Taylor
(modern) and Winona Beamer (ancient
Hawaiian
dances);
costumes.
Richard
Goodwin. At DUlingham, Honolulu; $2.20
‘

Current London Shows
London, July 20.
(Figures denote premiere dates)
After the Ball, Globe (6-10-54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
Angels In Love, Savoy (2-11-34).
Both Ends Meet, Apollo (6-9-54).
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53'.
Cockles A Champagne, Saville (5-28-54),
Dark Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).

Day By Tho Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53)
Folles Bergero, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
Guys and Dolls, Colliseum (5-28-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
I

Am

a Camera,

New

(3-12-54).

Intimacy At 8:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Joyce Grenfell, Fortune (6-2-34).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53)
Love Match, Vlct Palace (11-10-53).
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-54).
Moon Is Blue, Vaudeville (3-5-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas (11-25-32).
Never Too Late> Strand (6-3-34).
Pal Joey, Princes (3-31-54).
Reluctant Heroes, Whitehall (9-12-50).
Teahouse Aug. Moon. Her Maj. <4-22-54)
Wo Must Kill Toni, minster (6-29-54).
Wedding in Parts, Hipp. (4-3-54>.
witness Prosecution, w. Gard. do-28-53).
You'll Bf Lucky, Adeiphi (2-25-54), '

W

scheduled openings
Salome

it

prostitute, st. Mart. (7-20-54).
"(

Meet

a* Body!r*buke York 7 -21 - 54 ).
Murder- Story, Cambridge (7-22-54).
Wooden Dish, Phoenix (7-27-54>,

Your Entertainment, Lindsey
Duenna, Westminster

(7-27-34).

(7-28-54).

Relations Apart, Gdrrick (8-3-54).
Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-34).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Vienna Blood, Stoll (8-16-34).

CLOSED LAST WEEK

'

Citizen’s fifth
years.

Nadel, theatre editor

train

in

2 Yz

played with inner torment by
Reynolds, while John

is

Reynaldo

Murphee

is deferential as father
and Hal Oakley shouts ana pouts
as the spoiled brother.
Elios Belfi gives a convincing
performance of “The Chair’s” wartime buddy who devotes himself to

friend’s salvation. Aided by
Lawrence Clark’s VA. doctor, and
Tanya Winslow as a houseguest, he

his

responsible for the paralytic’s
step on recovery road. Lola
Shiflet is a long-suffering maid,
has to serve the mother
whisky' under the guise of sherry,
is

first

Mae
who

and Mary Campbell does an

USO

ex-

girl.

Play

crowded with heavy situation. The authors have created
drama aplenty and if they hadn’t
is.

overloaded with some irrelevant
ideas they’d have, a tolerably tight
Program doesn’t give credits
Eaton Magoon Jr., Isle composer- for direction and setting, but the
author, comes into his own with a staging is forceful and the livingclick musical comedy about mod- room looks real enough to step
ern Hawaii that is a strong bet for into.
Geor.
'

Hollywood. (Sam Katzman, Columbia producer, reportedly is thinking of buying book and music as a
Frank Sinatra starring vehicle.)
Magoon’s 20 songs score nicely.
Some are of the moon- June commercial Hawaiiana type and others
verge on the symphonic. Unique

Scheduled B’way Openings
.

ing).

is fact that at least four of
in the
Da cf year
Vpar ior
fnr suDSianuai
cnhcfanrial cal*
past
sale anH
ana
disk jockey play in the Islands.
Plot revolves about a stodgy
S.
Senator who heads a Senate Investigating Committee and comes
to Honolulu fully opposed, to making Hawaii the 49th state. But a
young Congressman is' strongly
pro-statehood, partly because he
owns a big flag company that
would make up millions of new
U.S. flags with 49 stars, and partly
because he falls in love with an

Home Is the
All Summer
Boy

Friend, Royale (9-3.0),
Peter Pan, W. Garden (9-30).
Reclining Nude, Lyceum (10-7).
On Your Toes, 46th St. (10-11
Tender Trap, Lorigacre (10-11).
Fragile Fox, Belasco (10-12).
Ensemble (rep)„ Bijou (10-15).
.

Champagne Complex

(10-27).
(10-27).
(10-28).
Fantoy, Majestic (11-3).
Quadrille, Coronet (11-3).
Festival (11-10).
t

Flowering Peach
Rainmaker, Cort

it has Broadway possia moot point. Tempo
to be sped up considfor one thing, but the

Tonight Saniarcand, National

is

would have

eight hula dancers, plus principals.
this size calls for close,

t

Heto, Booth (9*22).
Long, Coronet (9-

23)

U

Troupe of

(re-

1

them have been recorded

—

Theatre 'indicated if set
Imperial (8-23)

opening).
Fifth Season, Cort (9-5) (reopen-

twist

bilities

(

Almanac,

Whether

Will, Garrick (6-17-34).

show

end bars the chamber doors to
hubby because he once came home
drunk and amorous. The ill son

script.

music allowing for some careful
of the Columbus Citizen, in New weeding-out-rwould hold up.
York the last three days to line up
It’s an ambitious offering, utilizshows for his N. Y. Theatre Party ing a 35-volce chorus, 19-piece orin October (9-15). This will be the chestra,
nine
modern dancers,
S.

domineering Minerva Blake is not
an attractive mother. She rejoices
in her afflicted $on’s paralysis, lets
another son * share her. bedroom,

top.

erably,

Norman

‘

.

Isle gal.

Edmte, Arts (7-13-54).
Now Revue/Phoenix (7-6-34).

Whore There's

^

•

,

,

1

.

-/-'aaSS^SSt

anHhiiinan
performance as the headmaster is.

i

.

.

,

i

28, 1954

A

Robert Jordan Is believably
adolescent as the son.lhis credulity
and ultimate dismay being nicely

I

Jrily

(early Nov.)
Untitled Sidney Kingsley Play.

Broadhurst (mid.Nov.).

Hot Hock
..

(11-22).

Sandhog, Phoenix ( 1 1-23).
Black-eyed Susan (Late Nov.).
House of Flowers (12-15).
Desperate Hours (12-29).
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-29),

MS*

Wednesday* Jifr

LEGITIMATE
Hazel’ $36,400, Dallas,

123

ring; ‘Apple’ 14G,

Dry Spell Great For B.O.
Dallas, July 27.
“Hazel Flagg,” third show of
boxoffice of the State Fair Musicals’ 13th summer
917-seater.
At the. Lee Falk- season, tallied a fair- $36,400 gross
operated Marblehead Summer The- for its second week through Sunatre, “Song of Norway,’*, with cast day (25) matinee. First week drew
topped by Lucille Manners, wound $35,500. Entire, fortnight’s showing
with a neat $7,000. ' Both silos was during the city’s record-breaking heat wave, with 20 consecutive
operate with a $3 top.
days of 100-degrees and “above
weather. Closing* matinee had an
all-time record ill degrees. Don
‘Bittersweet’ 16V£G,Hyannls
16VfcG, Hyannis

Continue ft from P*fe 121,

musicals,
second weefc of

Dietz

<;phwartz-Howard
currently in its
A fortnight’s run.
is

the

$8,300 into
.

here^ tuner
Following stand
to the Grist Mill Playhouse,
Andover, N.J., for a week's run
beginning Monday (2).

moves

’

‘Carousel’ $23,200,

,

‘Waltz’ $10, 2W),‘King’ 9G, ‘Men’ $7,708

— ——

—

—

’

;

;

Summer

b. o.

recession

is

in full

56G, Pitt Stadium;
Best. GrOSS in 3 Yejirs

‘Okla.’

‘Stalag* $7,000*. Spa
_
Ameche, Pat Crowley, Gene Lockwaiting for the traditional rebound
S a r a toga Spgs., N.Y., July 27
Hyannis, Mass.,
Mass , July 2J.
27.
hart and Benay Venuta were
"Stalag .17 grossed oyer */,ouu
Pittsburgh, July 27.
expected to take effect in mid-Au*
Noelj coward’s
Coward’s “Bittersweet”
a
starred.
e
k
,ast
“Oklahoma” was the smash of gust,
chalked
chalked^^up^e
near-capacity
"4apad“
up
the
biz
at
tte
bte
HtotoSon*,
Fourth summer staging, “Naughty the season at Pitt Stadium, last
V»v in_
in 4«hn
Slhn Humtikgton^s
straight play
Cape Cod Melody Tent here
.n entries suffered
hera last Marietta,” opened last night (Mon,)
elg l
week - Musical pulled in.
la around
around for a two-week run. Patrice Mun-r week. Under-the-stars presentation di P s la§t week from the previous
iop week.
rneaire. Top
In. °Summek
Summer Theatre*
of the Rodeen: and Hammerstein
scatt Spa
_
$16,500,
capac sel, Jini Hawthorne and Howard
receipts at one show
j 16|500i about $1,500
$ li50 o under capacI e?eat $56
000 fo? session with
a drew
dr
$
Only time tuner played to Morris top the cast in the Victor musical
" comedy
melodrama teatoed ity,
to b elt take .f the ?asf °thr«
empty seats all week
«
weaker plays managed to keep
week' was Friday Herbert revival.
years. Show got a break, too, in the
night (23).
Productions at the
the
an™
favorable weather. Rainstorm Tuesgrosses
1,200-seater
l*200-seater play a seven-performday night (20) cleared just before
for this week’s
sale
3
dV
”
ance
w
Wqek.
ek
Heading
the
“Bitter“
^
performance time, which might generally ran over. $1,000.
/ft?nn nf
Tennv Kissed Me
P r0d
sweet” cast were Virginia Oswald
have cost boxoffice a couple of
"Estimates for Last Week
5„5v
is renorted
and Glenn Burris. Ernest Sarri.
grand, but all the other evenings
..
_
n /n
You Were
is
fair
^
JCoraedy,),
cino is
i5 stage director and Julius
were warm, clear and practically
dnb
; Week S
CD
(Comedy
-Orama), R (Revue),
next
RiiHpI is musical
rrmaipal HipAhtiip
at the
ilia
sellouts.
Rudel
director at
.

N

.

S

22

-

MSn
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^
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Wows Mich. Barn
Kalamazoo, July 27.
current at Jack
Ragotzy’s Barn Theatre at Augusta,
Mich., near here, has been playing

Musi(Musical Comedy )
Cast was headed by Harry Stockwell, Gloria Hamilton, Albert Ci- ca * Druma), O (Opera), OP (Opbelli, Jr., Patricia Englund, Dave eretta). v
Mallen, Florence Dunlap, Jerry
Other parenthetic designations reMann, Walter Donahue, Maggi Nelr fer, respectively, to weeks played,
,

tent.

‘Fourposter*

“Foorposter,”

away business, the biggest

to turn

boxoffice hit in theatre’s nine year

Betty Ebert aiid John
history.
Newton are featured in the Jan de
comedy,
two - character
Hartog
which was scheduled for last Week
but has been held over this week,
added performances next
with

Bennett’s $8,300 N.H. Mark
Lacohia, N.H., July 27.
Constance Bennett, playing the
title part in “Sabrina Fair,” set a
new non-musical house record last
week at the Lakes Region PlayStar
house, Laconia - Gilford.
grossed over $8,300 against a po-

of $9,000. She’S
taking off this week, but brings the
Samuel Taylor comedy to the Clinton (Conn.) Playhouse next week.
Ethel Waters in “Mamba’s
*.
Sunday and Monday (1-2).
Incoming calls for the theatre for Daughters” is current at the Lakes
r
“Fourposter” tickets have been Region.
tying up the local (independent)
‘Miles’ So-So, Reading, Pa.
telephone company’s entire system.
Reading, Pa., July 27.
“Miles to Heaven,” with Charles
‘Front Page* 13G, Philly
Korwin, for a possible run on
Philadelphia, July 27.
Broadway in the fall, played to
“Front Page,” sixth offering of
only fair business in its tryout last
the Playhouse in the Park third
week at Deer Lake Theatre near
summer season in West Fairmount here. The show, presented by JoPark, grossed very close to $13,000 seph W. Kapfer and Leonard SolThat was about $500 oway- and directed by Arthur J.
last week.
ahead of “Boy Meets Girl,” previ- Beckhard, is due for some rewrite,
ous week's show, but not quite Soloway says.
eciual to “Affairs of State’-’ and
“The Country Girl” with Betty
“Happy Birthday,” this year’s two Field and John Beal, opened last
loo grossers.
night (Mon.) for one week. Jeffrey
Weather breaks were better than Lynn and Elaine Stritch in “Goodthe preceding week and the pres- bye Again” are set for next week.
The Berks Players racked up
ence of the state American Legion
convention didn’t seem to affect biz their most successful show of the
Only season with “Gigi” last week at
at the tent theatre at all.
capacity

tential

‘King’ 94G, S.F.

serious weaknesses continue to be
the two matinees and “Front Paige”
showed some' improvement there.
Current offering is “The Little
Hut,” starring Barbara Bel Geddes.

—

Green

A

Hills Theatre here.

of 1,608 persons attended
gross of almost $2,500.

Town

booms
of

Tom Helmore had

prin-

cipal roles in

laugh-sprinkled work.
Current week has a break-in by
Cheryl Crawford of a double music
bill
comprising Leonard Bernslein’s one-act opera, “Trouble in
Tahiti,”
and an adaptation of
James Thurber’s “13 Clocks.” Re“Libel,”

starring

due next week.

,

Farl Py

•

!

•

.

Ritchard).

New

.

i

week

despite a continued heat wave. All houses re-

lively clip last

house, record, $53,200. Previous high, $50,000, held
by Danny Kaye playing at $4.80
top.
Picnic, Geary (4th wk) ($3.85;
1,550) (Ralph Meeker). Under $13,600 (previous week, $16,500).

$50,160).

1.361,

ported,, operating profits, although

Oyer

^^5,800 (previous week, $47,300).
-Carousel, City Center <MD) (8th
^,099; S46,000).0v er
*
Estimates for Last Week
eo^’onn
-T
- ,
.
„
T
0 , $23,200 (previous week, $23,100).
Lady’s
Not
Burning,
Ivar
(2d
for
..
V
....
.
,
GoWen
Aoplc,
Ah^n (MC) 14th
wk) (400; $3.30). Up to profitable

some were

No new

of a fractional nature.
arrivals this week.

1

.

,

i

’

|

$3,300 and extended through Aug.

i

Just under $14,000 (previous week,
$ 2 °. S0 °>; doses Aug. 7.
King «f Hearts, Lyceum (C)
wk (4,407; $3.60).
Porgy aiid Bess, Philharmonic (17th wk; 130; $5.75-$4.60; 995;
Aud (2d wk) <2,670; $4.80). Up to $23,389) (Donald Cook, Jackie
$63,900 including tax which the Cooper). Just under $9,Q00 tprevious week, $10,600).
show retains.
Seven Year Itch, Biltmore (4th
Kismet, Ziegfeld (O) (34th wk;
Chicago, July 27.
wk) (1,636; $3.85). Steady at $15,- 268; $6.90; 1,528; $57,900) (Alfred
Drake). Just under $53,000 (previLoop legit biz was aided last 400.
That’s Lif^. LaS Palmas (4th wk» ous week, $54,900).
week by cooler weather and up0)
ff slig htl y l
beat tourist traffic. Attendance iA
9
Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller (C)
n
Civic Play- (32nd wk
Yiddisher Dragnet,
was uneven, however.
2 62; $5.75-$4.60; 920;
h U 6,
Estimates for This Week
2 tProfitably with $3,200 for the S23.248) (Lloyd Bridges) Over $7,yqq (previous week, $7,500),
Time Out for Ginger, Harris initial frame.
_
Pajama Game, St. Louis (MC)
(28th wk) ($4.15; '1,000) (Melvyn
(11th wk; 84; $6.90; 1,571; $51,717)
Douglas). Nearly $9,700 (previous
(John
Raitt, Janis Page, Eddie Foy,
week, $9,100).
‘Okla.’ $34,300, a Record,
Jr ) Almost $51,700 again.
•
1
it* i j
Wonderful Town, Shubert (3d
Fair
Melody
Toronto’s
Sabrina Fair, Royale (C) 36th
wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Chanwk; 285; $4.60; 1,172- $24,000). AlToronto, July 27.
ning).
Over $37,300 (previous
tw0 ^ ers previous
week, $34,900.
Leighton Brill production of miDS
we £K
,7 U
“Oklahoma” grossed a smash $34,f
.
_ 14
< o
^
300 last week to set a house record (88th wk 701; $5.75.$ 4 6
0; 1,063;
(IN ENGLISH)
for the four years of Melody Fair’s $24,000) (Torn Ewell). Almost $15,theatre-in-the-round setup, With 300 (previous week, $15,600).
d W'™ Arena Gardens’ maskedK.C.
$52,000,
SoIid Gold Cadnlac Music Box
off, 5,300 seats scaled at $2.50 top, (CI
(3gth wk 30 i ; $6!75-$4.60; 1,Kansas City„ July 27.
a , , e ell0uts saw
077: $27,811). Just under $15,200
f' J5 i
ol pa ee
“Carmen,” in an English lan' th
over
623
w
lu
?'
(previous week, $18,300).
f}
.?
,
,
*
the
Bizet
guage adaptation of
_
for the two Saturday eve,
_
6,000
..
Tes and Sympathy, „
Barrymore
nine (24) perioimances,
classic, grossed a respectable $52,- ning
rcc
performances aiso
also a rec(D) (43rd wk; 341 $5^75^4 60r> 1(.
000 last week at the' Starlight Op- 0
$28,300)
(Joan
Fontaine). Al1060;
era here. It was the first straight
Piece could easily have been m ost $18,100 (previous week, $18,opera to be presented at the al held over for another fortnight but
400)
fresco spot and was well received.
th® incoming
Teahouse of the August Moon,
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” is
Fiman s Rainbow.
B eek (Cl (41st wk; 328; $5.75-$4.60;
current, with film actress Penny
1,214; $31,681) (David Wayne, John
Singleton as star and Betty O’Neil,
again- hoId "
Donald Bun\ Eric Brotherson,

g

’$37JO, Chi;

^

’

j

N. Y. City Ballet, Greek Theatre

Got $34,000.

(3d

;

v^i

Anita Loos* new musical, “The
Great Caress,” has been purchased
by Grant Gaither for contemplated
production next spring. Composer
and lyricist haven’t been set
Laurence Olivier and his wife
Vivien Leigh are currently vaca.

Mews

Theatre production of “Major Barbara.”

Green.wich

John

“A Sea

Gregg’s.

.

Shell.”
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Jerome
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.
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Producer Gertrude Macy’s young
adopted son, whom she took to
visit his home in France this summer, is being kept there permar
nently by his actual parents
Howard Teichmann, co-author with
George S. Kaufman of “Solid Gold
Cadillac,” is motoring to Cape. Cod
this week and next for his first

.

-

.

.

.

tioning at Lake Garda, in Northern
Italy ... Lloyd Gough has replaced
Edwin Gordon in the off-Broadway

.

.

.

-

.

Mary Finney and Morley Meredith ‘Prince’

..

Granger, starring in a legit musical for production by
drawing a line Carl Eastman and Jean Barrere.

Tame 12LG,

|

as leads. * It’s expected to gross
about $48,000, which is okay.

.

.

.

Heart,”

ik/ Q0n

FtiryV

|

Chodorov and Joseph
Fields, music by Frederick Lpewe
Boston, JUly 27.
“A
X1
and lyrics by Harold Romeoiz at the Boston
Slimmer The- House Is Not a Home,” Polly Adcked up nicely last week ler’s bestseller, is being adapted* as
?i
‘Hasty’ $8,300, Boston

h «sty
H

I

Legit Bits

.

‘

mm

j

.

.

.

;

vacation in 16 years.
Gabriel Katzka hopes to produce
Tallu $15,200, Ivorytown
a musical version of “Boy Meets
Ivorytown, Conn., July 27.
Girl” during the 1955-56 seaspn,
Tallulah
Bankhead in “Dear
selected a cortlposer or
Charles” ^drew a smash $15,200 at but hasn’t
Robert Fryer and Lawlyricist
Ivorytown PlayhouSiHast week,
Carr, producers of “By the
setting a new record for the 25- rence
are dickering for
Sea,”
Beautiful
year-old bam.. Comedy played to
rights to the film, “Casacapacity biz, with a large number the stage,
idea of having it
the
with
blanca,”
°f turnaways.
Burgess
as a musical
Previous weak’s production of adapted
Lawrence may
Bea
Meredith
and
Oklahoma” pulled $11,000, estabmusical
Day,”
a
“Dancin’
ushing a new high at the theatre produce
edition of Paul Vincent CarrbH’s
tor a musical.
_
k
“Saints and Sinners,” with book by

.

,

.

j

.

is

—

_

\|L

a

Walk?” Producer-director William
Irene M. Selznick is currently,
Miles has done many of the late
in London orbing talent for her
p’ay wright’s scripts. Howard lived
scheduled Broadway production of
in nearby Tyringham and his son,
Enid Bagnold’s “Chalk Garden”
Walter, is assistant flack at the lo- Theatre Guild play agenda for the
cal playhouse.
season, its. 35th, includes Walter
Macken’s “Home is the Hero,”
‘Reunion' $12,400, Westport
opening Sept. 22 at the Booth,
Westport, Conn., July 27.
N. Y.; Guy Bolton’s adaptation of
Justin
Sturm’s new comedy, the Henry James novel, “Child of
“Reunion ’54” was well received Fortune,” Albert Husson’s “Pavein tryout at Country Playhouse ment of Heaven”; Norman Brooks’
Harvest”; Noel Colast week and grossed a sturdy “Manhattan
Jess
and
“Quadrille,”
$12,400. Lee Bowman, Haila Stod- ward’s

of

W

f-

*

-

element.
This week Gay# Jordon and William Roerick are featured in Sidney Howard’s “Madam, Will You

Emery,

of performances through
Saturday, top prices, numf seats, capacity gross and

ber

;

•

Stockbridge, Mass., July 27.
“Ghost Train,” the A1 WoodsArch Selwyn oldie with Rex O’Malley and Mary Jackson featured,
polled a satisfactory. $5,300 in the
Berkshire
Playhouse here last
week. Comedy-meller held great
interest for the younger customers,
with sound effects an important'

vival

number

i

Train’ $5,300, Stockbridge

dard and

27.

is

legit

.week

total

for

San Francisco, July

son, George Lawrence and Barbara
Louis.
Wish You Were Here is
current, with virtually^ the entire

n
W
still having its hottest
Shefia Bond*°^ui vklelainef Jack
ment tax, but grosses are net. i.e.,
in years. Opening last Cassidy and Patricia Marand.
“Pete* Pan,” starring
Season has two more shows to exclusive of tax.
Mary Martin and Cyril Ritchard, go, “Student Prince,” with Brian
Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
drew frontpage publicity, with a Sullivan, and Jeanette MacDonald (C) 16th wk; 123; $4.60; 1,160; $28,- a II
«r
i
_._i
star-studded preem Monday (19). in tm'ii
000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty Carl“Bittersweet.”
Estimates for Last Week
isle). Just under $10,200 (previous
week, $11,000).
Caine Mutiny Court Martial, CW
1 I A4 i* iaa v
A
United Nations (3d wk) ($4.40; 1,- Ifjtli
By the Beautiful Sea, Majestic
A •
yljlll I
147) (Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,
(MC) <16th Wk; 124; $6.90; 1,510;
J)1 J«4VU«
Util
*vvj
Steve Brodie). Solid $24,600 (previ$58,000) (Shirley Booth). Nearly
ous week, $24,700).
$26,300 (previous week, $27,400).
King and I, Opera House (2d Wk)
Caine. Mutiny Court Martial, PlyDAUivir
(4.75;
3,252)
( Y u 1
B rynner ,
mouth (D) (27th wk; 212; $5.75JiII#l.riu!l
vv
N'Wjv
Patricia Morison). Soared to $94,$4.60; 1,062; $33,500) (Lloyd. Nolan,
-OJ
800 (previous week, $82,000).
John Hodiak, Barry Sullivan). Went
T
T
an
Peter Pan, Curran (1st wk)
Los Angeles, July.
27.
clean again, holding at almost $33,_
.
.,
Legit business continued at a -jqo
($5.50; 1,758) (Mary Martin, Cyril
:

•

-

^
MD(

•

Jeanette MacDonald 40G
In /Bittersweet/ LVille

Cleve.iK^^te

Cleveland, July 27.
proro '
Musicarnival’s in-the-round P
Prince”
“Student
of
duction
grossed a mild $12,500 here last
week at a $3.50 top. Lukewarm notices and the recent showing of
Metro’ss film version of the venerMetro

WOR^T
n vIlJI

MANY YFARS
MA111
lEAIiJ
July 27.

with the record
rppnrd heat wave conennwith
could

save

Musk e tee rs”

business
last

for

week

“Three

in the

Mu-

Theatre Assn’s alfresco
Forest Park. Revival,
play house
seven - night stand
a
playing
through Sunday (25), grossed about
$36,000. the worst stanza in many
seaS ons. Attendance was about 43,000. Cast included William Johh-

nicipal
H

l

nC

m

son, Gail Manners and Rosemary
Kuhlmann.

First local outdoor presentation
0 f “Panama Hattie” opend last
night (Mon.), before an audience x>f
8,000 and an estimated gross of $6,500. Mary McCarly haS lead role,
art
with Lew P a ke,
Sj 11|tt ana
A.JJ
Jld
{j
Bullett
Nick
Danny Scholl,

.

14.

CT

I •
f
ijla L.y

tinuing,
e not even favorable reviews

,

Aug.

IW
111

St. Louis,

Louisville, July 27.
“Bittersweet” grossed $40,000 last
°P e/ettau app? r«rf!y hUn t u™
week at the Iroquois Amphitheatre Lillian Murphy
and William Boehm
here, breaking the 16-year record sang the leads, with Boehm doubfor the Al Fresco spot. Previous lmg as stager.
mark of $34,750 was set by “Kiss
“Fiman’s Rainbow is this week s
Me, Kate” two years ago. Patrons bill*
were seated in the drained pool in
front of the orchestra and. there
<D.
were standees at mpst performraciilC yddfOWf
ances.
Washington, July 27.
Excellent reviews, a standout
“South Pacific,” whose grosses
performance by Jeanette MacDonrecently at the
ebbing
been
have
ald and fine cast, and strong wordshowed
here,
of-mouth drew the top biz. Robert National Theatre
comeback last week, its
Shafer, tenor, sang the male lead signs of a
to $22,300.
rebounding
10th,
by
and registered in bdth vocal and
Business is expected to pick ud
dramatic effort. Louise Kirtland
and Rose Inghram were featured. at this end of the long run, with
“Boys From Syracuse,” fourth in those who have failed to see it getthe six week Aeries, opened last ting tickets before the local windup

night (Mon.).
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Paris Gnfont

9

simple, but effective set.. Performances are of high calibr,e throughout, with top honors carried away
title role,
investigating government official, by Heinz V/oester in the
and other roles are competently .Ernst Ginsberg as the warrior’s
Parker
handled. Piece is well directed by stern companion and Erwin
as a both amusing and pathetic
Clem.
Frank Shelley.
poet, one of play’s most vivid char-

f»4

Paris, July 20.

MUty Goldin
two acts

presentation of revue in
by Jean Gtvais and

(30 scenes)

by Givols, Hem^e; new
music by Goldin; choreography and costumes, Luska; sets, Pcllegry; musical
rangements, Marguerite Loegrps. With
Nlta Jlaya LesteRy.Rcne Novan, Yosh'ko.
Maurice Vamby, Georges Chauvler. Marcel Arnal, Leo Smith, Claude Gregory,
Jean-Claude Rameau, Simone Alt ', vone
Brcor. Monique Clarence, Paris Beauties
(12). At Theatre Cnpucincs, Paris; $3 top.
Hemere.

Staged

Mitty Goldin has pump?d his
perennial summer show hack onto
the boards of his Theatre Capucines and has come up with a fair
hot-weather offering. New version
retains nine of its proven numbers,
and adds a new batch, plus new
topliners and a more svelte choral
group to make this the top girl
revue among the second string
group. It looks to do a neat biz
with enough skits, nudity and pioduction to make for a tourist-eye
view of Gay Paree. \
New headliners are music hall
veterans and Nita Haya and Lestelly give out with an earthy flair
for a ballad or a production number that sparks their comeons into
the top bits here. Whether it is ?s
a pair of clandestine lovers in various epochs or as a lowdown apache
duo they make for showmanship.
Sketches ard numbers rent by and
choreography is acceptable, costumes and decors okay, and general production and interp level
above average.
Among those noticed are Yoshiko. a tremulous-voiced Japanese
singer; Huguette Duval, a bouncy
turn - of - the - century
soubrette;
Irene Breor, a saucy chantoosy;
Simone Alex, an earthy comedienne; Arlette Patrick, a bouncy
bundle of sexiness, and Claude.
Gregory, the dancer. Music is a
potpourri of oldies, and this show
will probably have its usual pood

acters.

(Alvaro, Quite a Pirate)

MONTREAL FESTIVAL TO

Rome, July

15.
Teatio Slslina presentation of Errepl
(Remigio .Paone) production pf revue fn
two art 9 by Garinci and Giovnnnlnl.
Stars Hcnato Ra.rccl; features Tina de
Mola, Peters Sisters, Flora Medinl. Bluebell Girls (12). Directed by authors. At
Teatro. Sistinu, Rome; $2.50 top.
.

As with their last-year musical,

.

j

Louis Adopts

I

Show

varied, colorful and wellpaced through act one, then overlong and slowish. As usual with

shows, one hour could be
trimmed to advantage of all concerned. Rascel works hard—he’s in
almost every scene, carrying the
effectively

registers

-

.

Donadieu

cockney relatives
Devonshire farm-

descend on a
house which they expect to inherit
from their deceased uncle. There
is no will and the nephew and two
nieces, next of kin, each plan dif-

New drama by Austrian playwright Fritz Hochwaelder, Swissdomiciled author of "The Strong
Are Lonely,” again treats problems
of religion, human conscience and
ferent ways of disposing of the suppression
of personal feelings
dilapidated property. The nephew, for the good of
p “cause” with tact
who for years has longed for a dignity and unmistakable
dramatic
country life, is determined to carry talent.
However, despite play’s
on and improve the farm; his sis- qualities,
it
appears
doubtful
ters and brother-in-law, all out)
whether "Donadieu” might share £
for a quick sale, wrangle over their
happier fate in the U. s: than its
rights and prospects. In the end
predecessor, being heavy-bandied
the will turns up, and the selfat times, and not always convincetfacing housekeeper proves to be
ing.
the sole beneficiary- She makes
The story is laid in 17th Centurj
no bones about luring the wouldFrance. A Protestant nobleman
be farmer into her matrimonial
whose
wife was tortured and killed
net, a suggestion at which he shies,
by a Catholic warrior, has been
But eventually succumbs.
waiting six years for revenge, when
Marjorie Rhodes is excellent as fate brings .the same warrior bach
the

matter-of-fact
housekeeper to his castle. However, he is carryw-liile Leslie Dwyer gives
a good ing a royal message giving grace
characterization of the town spar- to the so-far-pursued Protestants,
row yearning for the hedgerows. but which is instantly annulled
if
Bui Owen gets most of the laughs any harm is done to the bearer.
as the spiv brother-in-law. Pat For the benefit
of his brethren-in|

Sandys

and

Edward

Woodward

bring a budding love interest to
leaven the turmoil. Betty Owen
and Doris Yorke give first rate
portrayals of the quarrelsome, sisters, Charles Lepper makes the
most of his brief appearance as an

Donadieu. finally
his long-sought revenge.

faith,

renounces

Play’s structure is uneven, with
several passages definitely lagging.
Others build up to genuine dramatic intensity. Special credit is
due
Leonolri T.inHfhorcr fnr his

St. Louis, July 27.
A pay-as-you-go Playgoers plan
has been inaugurated by Paul
Beisman, manager of the midtown
American Theatre, for the 1945-55
legit season opening Sept. 20 with

the form
of a charge account policy, similar
to that used in department stores,
etc., and is the first time such an
idea has been used for local legit.

"King and

I.”

Hypo

is in

Gimmick has proved

109th

Week as

Sportin' Life

“PORGY AND BESS”
Currently July 12 to Aug . 7

PHILHARMONIC AUDITORIUM
Los Angeles
Mgt.: BILL MITTLER, 1619 Brooijway,

New

York
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Country

would have occurred anyway. The
Playhouse. Clarence, N. Y. (3-8).
Open House, by Daniel Durning film opened at a strong $42,000,
and Jo Barrett Ethan Allen Play- dropped to $31,000, then $23,000
and this week was still holding up
ers, Brandon, Vt. (27-31).
Out of This Wilderness, by at $19,000.
Joseph F. Inghami Outdoor Theatre, Selingsgrove, Pa. (28, 29. 31).
No Effect on B’way
Put Them All Together, by
New York showing of the film,
Theodore Hirsch" and Jeanette
"The
Caine Mutiny,” has apparentSomerset (Mass.) PlayPatton
ly had no* effect On attendance at
house (26-31).
Sudden Alarm,, by Gene O’Don- the original production of the legit
Ann Playhouse, "Caine Mutiny Court Martial,” at
nell
Cape
the Plymouth, N„ Y. With receipts
Gloucester, Mass. (26-31).
Summer Day, by Reginald Law- for the picture good but not up to
rence—Lakeside Summer Theatre, expectations, the stage version has
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. (3-8).
continued to play to the legal
13 Clocks, by Janies Thurber, limit of standees at all performand Trouble in Tahiti, by Leonard ances, with little shrinkage of the
Bernstein— estport Conn.) Coun- advance sale.

effective

in

—

—

W

—

’54),

Ads for the screen adaptation
have stressed that it contains the
“complete” story by Herman Woiik.
Only change in the ad dopy for
the legiter since the opening of
the film has been the insertion of
a line reading, "in person” above
the names of Ncostars Lloyd Nolan,
John' Hodiak and Barry Sullivan,

.

B’way

Boost

5SS

.

.

.

as

.

pugilistrhero,

and

‘

top is understood to be
Georgiann planned for the revival
of "On

Johnson, featured femme player at
the Playhouse in "Boy Meets Girl”
and "Front Page,” will co-star with
John Baragrey in "Sabrina”
.
Julius Bing will appear in "Stalag
17” next week at the Bucks County
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.
.

Two

Granite State Barns
Manchester,' N. H., July 27.

Your Toes,”

at

the

46th "Street,

N.Y., with a premium of about $8
the
special
orchestra-divan
seats in the front rows. For "Silk
Stockings,” due late in December
at the Imperial, N.Y., the top will
probably also be $7.50.

•for

After prices had declined from
the $6 and thereabouts top of the

Two more barns have opened in
New Hampshire. The Hutchinson
Summer Theatre, in Raymond,

most musicals in the late
1930s and early 1940s had a $4
top, plus tax. Then the top went

started with “For Love or Money.”
In Whitefield, the Chase Barn
Playhouse launched Its eighth season with "You iand I ” by Philip

to $5. and,

Barry.

I
|
f
[
j.

Current Road Shows

—

.

|
I

.

Waltz Down the Aisle, musical,
Ellen Parker, who has a lead role by Edward Eager
Lambertville
in the "Girl on the Via Flaminia” (N, J.) Music Circus (27-1),
at the Norwich (Conn.) Summer
White Sheep of the Family, by
Theatre this week, will appear at Ian Hay and L./du Garde Peach
the barn next week in “My 3 An- Monomoy Theatre, Chatham. Mass.
gels,” starring Victor Jfory
(28-31) (Reviewed in Variety, July
Ensemble Theatre, new strawhat 7, ’54).
group in Charlotte, N. C., made
its bow July 19 at Queens College’s
al fresco theatre with a four-perPrice
formance run of Robert Ardfey’s
“Thunder Rock.” William W. SnyContinued from page, 1
der is production consultant for
Vagabond Players, the b.o. increases of the last couple
the theatre
.
.
in their second season of tent the- of seasons, the price of tickets for
atre productions at Flat Rock, N.C., musical shows is still almost exare offering a 10-week play series actly the same as it was 25 years
under the direction of Anita Gran- ago. During that time, it’s noted,
nis.
the price of a loaf of bread has
Songwriter Harry Nemo house- soared from 5c to 24c. In the same
guesting with Monte Proser at New period, theatrical costs have risen
Hope, Pa., while they collab on a proportionally with the general
new musical, "The Happy Way,” price index.
skedded for fall production with
Although no b.o. scales for fall
an all-Negro cast . . Barney Biro musical shows have
been anwill direct "Stalag 17,” starring
nounced, the tendency .reportedly
Murray Hamilton, which begins a is
to jack up the price of all seats.
week’s run at the Bucks County
Thus, for "Fanny,” the Joshua LoPlayhouse, New Hope, Pa., Aug.
9
Arthur Sicrom has exited as gan-S. N. Behrman-Harold Rome
director at the Somerset (Mass.) musical due the first week in November at the Majestic, N.Y.* the
Playhouse.
Illness of Kim Stanley, who was tentative plan is to charge $7,50
slated to play femme leads at for the .orchestra, $6,25 for the
Philly’s Playhouse-in-the-Park in mezzanine and comparable hikes
"Golden Boy” next week and "Sa- for the rest of the house. At the
brina Fair” two weeks later, has scale, the capacity gross for the
necessitated' replacements. Olive week would be over $60,000, exDeerlng will play in "Golden Boy,” cluding tax.
which has her husband, Leo Penn,
Similar
.

j

(

—

Barn Notes

I

j

—

other towns.
Members of the Playgoers of St.
Louis will be permitted to purtry Playhouse (26-3-11; Somerset
chase the same seats for each prev
(Mass.) Playhouse (2-7) (Reviewed
sentation and Will be billed regu- in Variety this week).
larly. The plan eliminates, visits
This Property Is Condemned, by
to the b.o., telephone Calls, tele- Tennessee
MuWilliams Fogg
grams and similar time-consumers. seum, Cambridge, Mass. (28-31).
Beisman is convinced that those
Triumph of Honor, by Alexandro
who use the new plan will pay Scarlatti
White Barn Theatre,
promptly and he anticipates no Westport, Conn. (7-8).
Walk Talk, revue—Lakewood
looses during the season.
Playhouse, Barnesville, Pa. (2-7)
(Reviewed in Variety, July 21,

.

CAB CALLOWAY

6

—

local

plot— and

;

Hope,. Pa; (26-31); Grist Mill playhouse* Andover, N. J. (2-7) (Reviewed in Variety this week).
Automobile Man, by Calder WilSan Francisco, July 27.
lingham—Bucks County Playhouse,
j
With the "Caine Mutiny Court
New Hope, Pa. (2-7).
Brothers, opera by George Martial” ending its three-week run
U. of Denver Theatre at the United
Antheil
Nations (formerly
(28).
and' the "The Caine
Carolina Charcoal. musical, by Alcazar)
Lamar Stringfield Forest Amphi- Mutiny” film &oing into its fourth
week at the St, Francis, the factor
theatre, Asheville, N, C. (29-31).
Desire Is a Season, by Joseph of the two versions playing oppoStockdale Barn Theatre, Augusta, site each other seems to have had i
only a plus effect on boxoffice.
Mich, (3-9).
Here Is the News, by Norman
Earl Long, manager
Husid—-White Barn Theatre, West- Francis, reports that of the St
the simulport, Conn. (31-1).
taneous
appearence of both adaptaColumbus Circle, by R. G. Dare tions
has
made
the
town
"Caine
—Hunterdon Hills Playhouse, JutMutiny” conscious. Long placed
land, N. J. (3-8).
an
ad
in
the
United
Melville—
Nations
Alan
Charles,
by
proDear
Sacandaga Park (N. Y.) Summer gram for the stage edition saying
Theatre-by-the- "Now See the Whole Story at the
Theatre (26-31);
Sea, Matunuck, R. I. (2-7) (Re- St. Francis,”
viewed in Variety, July 14, ’54).
Randolph Hale, manager of the
Great Magician, by Lawrence United Nations,
the only
Carra—Mill Playhouse, Haminon- reaction as far as says
he could deter- *
ton, N. J, (27-31) (Reviewer in
mine
at the legiter was that a few
i
Variety, Nov. 28,. ’51).
customers say that after seeing the
Here 'We Come Gathering, by
picture
they
Wanted
to
attend
the.
Philip King—Mountain Park Caplay. Hale had a blowup of the
sino,- Holyoke* M'ass. (26-31) (ReEd Sullivan column plugging the
viewed in Variety, Aug, 12 ’53).
Thomas stage version placed in the lobby.
by
Magic 'Morning,
"There was really no traceable
Phipps and Russell Medcraft
Ivy Tower Playhouse, Spring Lake, way of comparison,” he says.
N. J. (2-7).
The stage version did strong
Moulin Rouge, by Pierre La business the first two
and
Mure Strand, Wilmington (28-31). then tapered off, but thisweeks
Is normal
My. Heart Don’t Say So, by G. F. for
legits here and presumably

Reidenbaugh

is

Whore

of

Montreal, July 27.
Highlight of the 19th Montreal
Festival, opening Aug. 3, will be a
series of Moliere plays presented
by Le Theatre Du Nouveau Monde.
The ’54 Festival will be the longest in Festival history extending
six weeks to Sept. 13 at Hermitage
grounds here:

"Attanasio Cavallo Vanesio;” likewise a Renato Rascel starrer and
season topper, authors Garinei and
Glovannini have this year come up
elewell-written,
with another
During the first five nights of
gantly-produced show. It Shapes as
the group will offer
Festival,
a likely repeater to last year's b.o.
Moliere’s "Dbn Juan,” “L’AVare,”
winner. Authors, likewise are setForce Sagnarelle”
Manage
"Le
ting what for local revue /theatre
Jalousie du Barbouille.”
is
still a new pattern in giving and "La
offerings will inFestival
Other
line,
plot,
usual
their show a strong
rcvuCs here avoiding such compli- clude Montreal Repertory Theatre
in Shaw’s "Saint Joan,” chamber
cations.
Comedian Rascel plays the timid music concerts, folklore dancing
pirate captain whose quest for a and Arthur Honegger’s "Le Roi.
second half to his treasure map David” symphonic psalm.
Paul
leads him through varied adven- Gouin* prexy of the Montreal Festures at sea and in port. His crew tival, Inc., and arts counsellor to
mutinies, and action segues on isle the government of the province is
of Martinique, where he lands in again in chai'ge.
quest of the gal who holds part two
of the map. Varied isle adventures
end just before, plot falls apart at
seams in a finale which has little
or nothing to do with the original. St.

throughout. His up-to-date comic
sense and nonsense, his ali-rourtd
summer run.
talent as” thesp and terper, plus
Mask.
vocal and musical contribs all add
up to good entertainment and a
Thcro’s a Will welhheld audience. He’s probably
tops in his field here today.
London, July 5.
Jack Payne and Will Hammer producTina De Mola returns to the
tion of new comedy in three acts by
in this revue after a
R. F. Deldeificld. Directed by Frank local boards
Shelley. At Carrick Theatre. London; few years’ absence, adding sight
$2.23 top.
and sound values to a pleasing perAnnie Yco
Marjorie Rhodes sonality. Peters Sisters are by now
Alfie Brew-er
Leslie Dwyer local
faves in’ the begoff class and
Fred Slater
Bill Owen
every turn. Further
Amy Slater
Doris Yorkc register at
Maud Hodf.e
Betty Owen strong contrib is turned in by Flora
June Hodge
Pat Sandys
Lawyer Arscott .......
Derek Tansley' Medini, who plays Rascel’s secret
Ralph Stokes
...... Edward Woodward flame, following the pirate as his
Cagey Narracott
Sidney Monckton cabin-boy. Bluebell line of 12 BritMafeking Brewer .......
Erik Chitty
Mr. Cpgent
Charles Lepper ish lookers, now standard equipment in Rascel’s shows, add their
There is scant hope that this rus- w.k. brand of precision terping to
show’s advantage. Their mafnbo
tic comedy will repeat the earlier number is one of show’s standouts.
phenomenal success of the author's
Hawk.
RAF comedy, "Worm’s Eye View.”
It is mildly amusing on wellworn
lines, featuring two comedians best
Zurich, July 5.
known to British film audiences.
Schauspielhaus production of drama In
There is little to catch the eye of three
acts by Fritz Hochwaelder. Directed
the present-day: choosey theatre- by Leopold Lindtberg; set, Teo Otto; techgoer. It would be improved by the nical direction, Ferdinand Lange; lighting Walter Gross. At
Schauspielhaus,
cutting of some earthy vulgarisms Zurich,
with Heinz Woester, Anneliese
more in pantomime tradition; as Bctschart, Herman Wlach, Gustav Knuth,
Erwin Parker, Ernst Ginsberg, Walter
is. it is below West End standards
Richter, Traute Carlsen, Friedrich Carland would be no good for the U.S. mayr.

A bunch

<

OFFER MOLIERE PLAYS

.

‘

Meza.

Alvaro Pitottosto
iSrsaro e

(July 26-Aug, 8)

Aboard the Bandwagon, tevu^
Bucks County Playhouse, New

1920’s,

the last couple of
seasons, to $6. That’s pretty much
the prevailing level now, plus the
10% Federal tax ahd recentlyimposed 5% New York City jevy.
In

(July 26 -August 7)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Paul
Douglas, v Wendell Corey,
Steve Brodie) Alcazar, S. F. (2628); Opera House, Central City,
-

;

—

Col. (30-7).

King and

,

'

.

1

(Yul Brynner, Patricia
Morisoy) War Memorial,
Aud., S. F. (26-31); Opera House,
S.

F.

I

—

f;

!•

l

(2-7).
[

Peter Pan (Mary Martin) (tryout)
—Curran, S. F. (26-7) (Reviewed
in Variety, July 21, ’54).
Picnic (Ralph Meeker) Geary,
S. F. (26-31); Aud; Portland (3-5);

!’

t

—

j

f

Temple, Tacoma (6-7).
Porgy & Bess Philharmonic
.

—

:

Aud., L. A. (26-7).
Seven Year Itch tEddie Bracken)
Biltmore, L.A. (26-31); Geary,

j

—

j

S.F. (2-7).

South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb
(Tilton)—Nattional, Wash. (26-7).
Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—Harris, Chi (26-7).
Wonderful Town (Carol Channlng)—Shubert, Chi (26-7X

ADVANCE AGENTS

COMPANY MANAGERS
Wo havo been sorvlng theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
the oldest, most reliable end experienced transfer company on the
West Coast!
• Railroad privileges for handling
shows and theatrical luggage.
• Complete warehouse

facilities
:

• Authorised
to transfer
U. S

;

in California.

C quipped

and haul anywhere

)

.;

in

t

• RATES

ON

REQUEST

I

Atlantic Transfer

Company

GEORGE CONANT
1100 East. 5th

Street.

Los Angeles 13, Calif.

MUtual 8121 or OXford 9-4764
i?

uiiiun
^

wood would make. Maybe the solution is for an Italian company to
come here,- make it and sell it to
us as well as themselves. At least

^

^ ^ ^ ^

.
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SCULLY’S

SCRAPBOOK

this would represent a switch from ii
4
the cycle of pix both nations have
had
to take from Hollywood since
for Prentice-Hall publication in
Mi l t By Frank Scully
Not Se ‘Ciaflie®^’ Sales
ScuL
®i Con-* October. It brings it up to the “Quo Vadis."
Urth Harrisoii. publisher
Desert Springs,
..Mial
the bimonthly “expose” middle of the 1920s, indicating
,
nt
Anybody who has watched Lady Luck over a long' period of time
/ Whiting’s Tome Misses
i&ms!a 06% sellout of the there may be a sequel. '
which
Frank M- Whiting’s “An Intro- knows she never reigns but what she bores, She never does things
Bob Hope’s Satevepost autpbiog,
ninTpnt (September) issue
Srder of 1,600,000, "This Is On Me,” as told to Pete duction to the ‘'Theatre” (Harper; by halves. Either she throws favors your way one alter another or
had a Peak Print
newsstand sale. Now, says Martin, ha’s been retitled, "Have $6), is marred by the fact that the she gives you one briishoff after another.
ill bi it
apply for <ABC Tux, Will Travel,” for its book author introduces such unlikely
It is therefore with no sense of personal pride that I .report I have
Harrison, he will
..vTy^rshio He avers this makes publication, by Simon & Schuster. people as Kathryn. Cornell, Fred- run into a second hot exclusive in almost as many weeks. Not zeal,
sellout the
Arthur Marx’s bi6g of "Grou- erigo Lorca, Adelaid Neilson, and just luck.
Confidential’s unusual
of any peri- chol” is siibcaptioned, "A Son’s- a couple of gents who, apparently,
The' first exclusive concerned the first meeting recently between
No 2 newsstand sale
Eye-View of His Life,” which S&S may be MeyerhQld or Mejejrhold— Walt Disney and Max Fleischer, animated cartoon tycoons, in all
ocl
Stanislavski or Stanislavsky. The
j£m-ison benefits largely from is ’bringing out in November.
their- years in show biz.
extraordinary Winchell plug, both
Fred Allen has assembled some Writer, a professor of speech and
My second exclusive concerns the first roadshow ever to perform
niiVimnar and radio-tv, because of his brighter radio
program theatre arts at the U. of Minnesota, at. Desert Springs in its history. As president; of the resort’s chamber
fmny of the “expose" targets scripts for publication by Atlantic and the house of Harper, upholding of commerce I admit I had an inside track on this exclusive,. but any
own
negacolumnist's
these
deflections,
cannot
expect
narallel the
Press (Little, Brown) in November,
alert reporter could fiave pulled a Pearson and beaten me to it.
bjects.
tive^views on the su
under the title of "From Year to their weighty tome to be regarded
Up to now, Desert Springs, an unthriving slope' on the Mojave
seriously as a reference work.
Year.” The humorist will include
Desert, has been passed up by everything except rattlers, centipedes*
samples of "Town Hall News,” When authors pontificate from
Dick Winslow to Newsweek
pedagogical
heights,
the
|fScorpions, black widows, lizards, tarantulas, flying ants and stink bugs.
upon
"art
resigned
has
Winslow
"The People You Didn’t- Expect
Richard
and craft” of the stage, it behooves No flea-bitten one-ring circus has even stopped there long enough
from the RCA public relations to Meet” and "Allen’s" Alley.” He'll such scriveners and their publishto take on water,
science editor of discourse on the stories -behind
staff to become
ers to respect readers and reThe Memphis of the Mojave
_
these program formats, along with
Newsweek.
with a modicum of care
Though Hollywood is only 80 miles away, we have never had a
RCA press veeptie Orrm-E. Dun- his pet* peeves in Hollywood and searchers
in the preparation of their texts.
sneakview for the simple reason that there is not a projection booth
laD Jr originally took Winslow off show business, and his two great
Prof.
Whiting’s
book,
other
in
staff
within 25 miles of the place. Even medicine shows, one-man rodeos
the N. Y. Herald Tribune
loves; New York and New Eng- respects; is serviceable,
if not inand writhing chili-pickers have passed us up.
where he was the science expert. land. He’s a Bostonian.
spired. Copious footnotes cue his
A few weeks ago while I was training a pair of fieldglasses on
"Memoirs of Elsa Maxwell,” as sources to standard works on actserialized in
abridged form i©
Mt. Whitney, 200 miles away, I was startled by a voice at my side.
Mary Pickford’s Valentine
ing, directing and stage history.
Doubleday plans a Feb. 14 pub- Woman’s Hom.e Companion, will be Like most workers in tributary the- “Pardon me, pardner,” the man said, “my name is J. Stuart Campbell.”
published in book form as “RSVP: atre, the professor leans- heavily
“Cattle or sheep?” I asked.
lication next year of Mary PickMaxwell’s Own Story” in Oc- upon academic activities in the
“Sheep,” he said. “I teach dramatic arts at San Bernardino College.”
ford's "This Is My Life," her auto- Elsa
tober.
in
serialized
first
was
“Hams from sheep, eh? That’s a twist.”
drama, and professionals will find
biog which
Jacqueline ^Cochran (Mrs. Floyd the book slowly paced. In fairness,
“I saw you have a nice barn down the draw* I didn’t notice any
Woman’s Home Companion. The
keyed Odium) has done her memoirs un- it must be reported that Whiting horses, though.”
St. Valentine’s Day tieup is
"America’s Sweetheart" der the title of "The Stars At presents an “introduction," as his
the
to
“No,” I said, “they draw flies.”
slogan which identified the yester- Noon” for Atlantic Monthly Press title suggests, hence the profes“People do, too, but I am more interested in that barn of yours.”
(Little, Brown), due in October.
sional is not necessarily his princiyear film star in her heyday.
“Beautiful lines,” I said. “Did you ever read a book ‘Five Acres
Westinghouse is now giving its pal concern.
Rook was ghosted by Louis
and Independence?' Here I have 10 acres, so you can see what way
shill
favorite
billing
in
World-Teletop
recipe
a
N.
the
of
Sections
Y.
on
technical
aspects
Biancolli,
I’m
heading.”
gram & Sun music ‘critic who also book entitled "The Betty Furness-’ the theatre—playhouse architec“Getting back to that barn, we’d like to stage a show there.”
did the Mary Garden (Simon & Westinghouse Cookbook,” which is ture, scenic design, and lighting
kind? Cooch, magip lantern, freaks?”
“What
and Kirsten Flagstad for September publication via S&S. are especially well handled from
Schuster)
“A play. A legitimate play. An old Broadway smash success. ‘Over
a beginner’s point of view. There
(Putnam) biogs, besides several
”
21
concert.
’That
and
Was
No
With
opera
Typewriter
are
fine
illustrations.
many
works on
“You mean Ruth Gordon’s play? You’re going to play that with
“The Wonderful Writing Ma- greater care in. preparation, this
chine,” new monograph on type- volume might stand with merit be- college kids as your cast?”
Betty Scheyer’s ‘Playwright’
“No, I mix 'em up. I use college kids for the young parts and
by Bruce Bliven, Jr., side Bert Gruver’s “Stage Man“So You Want To Be A Play- writers
an excellent mature actors for the older parts. In San Berdoo I direct both the
wright’’ is a sprightly, slender vol- {Random House; $3,95), contains ager’s -Handbook,”
H&rper production, which is college group imd the community players.”
ume by Betty Scheyer (Exposition unexpected show biz angle.
Author mentions the fact that Dlueged on the jacket of Whiting's
“There Vs no stage,” I said.
Press; $3). It deals with her exDown.
"vaudeville comedians tome.
periences while a play of hers, by 1915,
“We don’t need a stage. We play it. in the round. I’ve been snooping
“Private Affairs," was being pro- could no longer get away with
around. I noticed you have electric lights, running water and a nice
(‘I saw
CHATTER
duced in Hollywood last year. She jokes about typewriters.
cement floor to that bam. I noticed too, that in that chapel you have
has directed in little theatres you and your queen walking down
Bob Sylvester’s “The Big Boodle” about fifty chairs. How many people are there in Desert Springs?"
around L. A. for years, her first Main Street last night.’ ‘phi that mysterioso off the Random House
“Well,” I said, warming up, “you’re talking to the chamber of combeing “Lady Windermere’s Fan” was not my queen, that was my presses.
merce. We have 75 paid-up members. The rest are deadheads. Maybe
for the Coronado St. theatre about typewriter!).” (Stenogs were called
Thesper Cyril Cusack had poem, 195 souls in all. No heels. Under 5,000, I understand, the percentage
Scul.
20 years ago.
‘typewriters’
many years). “Resting,” published by Irish Times of heels drops to 1%. So we can’t have more than one or two at
for
Author reports, however, that as recently. It’s an accolade for poets most. But I don’t think we have 50 people who would turn out to
u
late as 1911, troupers got laughs, in Ireland.
Prolific Weisinger
pallbearers carrying a dying art through a barn.”
W. Manchester, managing seeHeyour
P.
Mort Weisinger, freelance mag "or at least a snicker, With; ‘Wanna
said he’d like to try it anyway. “We couldn’t get less laughs
News,
due in N.Y.
editor
of
Dance
writer who is also story editor of see something? Well, all you have
time if we had staged it in Forest Lawn cemetery."
than
the
last
National Comics (Superman) pub- to do is hit the key next to Z and Friday (30) after 10 weeks abroad
v Orange Juice As A Bonus, Eh?
” in Scandinavia and England.
lications, has returned from Coast you can see the X raise. X-rays!’
David Dortort has been com“What’s your admission price?”
where he and producer Whitney
Cute cut in tome shows Gus Ed“We figure to charge 60c and 90c and toss in a shot of orange juice
Ellsworth set story lines for newest wards’ "Six. Blonde Typewriters," missioned to write a novel based
series of 26 "Superman" tv pix. a terp act that “tapped out type- on “The Number One,” bullfight between the acts for free.”
Ellsworth will start shooting these writer rhythm accompaniments for picture to be made in Mexico.
“You' really must love directing plays,” I said. “Don’t you know
Variety mugg Maxwell Sweeney the real money is in- the refreshments? I once produced a play in
in October with urgent considera- songs and dances." Oddly, no mention being-given to making at least tion is made in text of many out- back from quickie to Paris and Hollywood.
It was Father Dunne’s pitch for racial equality called
part of the series in color. Ells- standing plays and movies that London to record French and Brit- ‘Trial by Fire.’ It had done well in New York and Chicago. My kids
worth is likewise producer of "The have used the typewriter as an ish film toppers for Radio Eireann’s got a piece of the coke concession. I lost $860 on the run and they
American,"
historical
suspense obligatory prop-— not to mention Film magazine.
made $38 on soft drinks.”
Better Living Family Club Inc,
series of videoers starring William the fact that most 20th century
“We’d rather give it away,” he said. For a Scot he sounded crazy.
Lundigan.
prizewinning scripts were original- chartered to conduct business of
Weisinger has major articles in ly typed, as opposed to' being done publishing books, with office in "The last time we played, we told the atidience jthe second act wouldn’t
go
on tilPall the orange juice was sold. The cast had to go out and
of
capital
stock
Brooklyn anch with
both July and August issues of in longhand.
Samuel J. buy up half, of it to make bui* ultimatum stick. So now we figure
Coronet and will be represented in
Lin Yutang gets space in Bliv 200 shares, no par.
Moskowit,
225 Broadway, N.Y., we’d get more goodwill if we gave it away.”
early issues of This Week,
en’s book for his invention of the
“What goodwill?” I wanted to know. “We just haven’t got anything
filing attorney.
first workable Chinese typewriter,
Samuel S. Vaughn, with Double- except a trading post, a garage and a postoffice. We had a desert
Herbert’s ‘Kissed’
which prints 5,000 characters but
syndicate department as as- grill but it’s not open now. It had five owners in two years.”
Playwright-scenarist
F.
Hugh is no larger than an ordinary ma day’s
“By the way,” he said, “could we have some ice cubes for iced
Herbert continues his study of the chine. Author also reports in some sistant to Bill Berger, manager of
adolescent female in his new novel, detail Mark Twain’s various adven- that department, named trade ad- tea? We need that in the second act.”
Miss Marcia
vertising manager.
"I’d Rather Be Kissed" (Random tures. with
“You need a refrigerator, too. as I remember in the play.”
typewriters.
Down
Lontz replaces Vaughn with DouHouse; $2.95). Using the 1‘diary"
“We carry an old icebox. That will do."
bleday Syndicate.
technique to explore the psyche
“There’s no telephone here,” I warned him. "No doorbell either.
Beaverbrook Switch
Thesper Nigel Fitzgerald, who
of his young
heroine, Dolores,
Reported in London last week writes thrillers in spare time, has You’ll look pretty silly running a half-mile down to the trading post
Herbert has .produced a typical that Lord
when
the stage directions demand that your players telephone. Seems
Beaverbrook has given had his latest, “The Rosy Pastor,”
comedy of "growing up,” which
away his controlling majority in banned by the Irish Censorship to me there was a lot of phoning in the play.”
makes delightful midsummer ham“We have a phone and a dry battery for the bell,” he replied,
Beaverbrook Newspapers when a Board with 51 others on grounds
mock-reading.
block of shares was transferred to that they contain matter consid- rather patronizingly, I thought.
It should surprise no one in show
the Beaverbrook Foundation, of ered “indecent or obscene.”
“Say, you’re big league!”
biz if Dolores,
her family, her which he is chairman.
Tom O’Malley and Bob Cuniff
The FounThe Centipede Circuit Really Rolling
i riends,
and her cocked spaniel dation is a
ForeTV
Guide
(both
ex-TV
and
charity
established
as
a
turn up on Broadway or across the
He smiled and as far as he was concerned the deal was closed.
British Empire Education
cast, Chi) now doing a five-a-week
wide screen when days
All I hoped was that my insurance covered these traveling troupers
grdw aid the work for Empire Trust to tv newspaper column being syndistudents.
shorter,
of the Centipede Circuit, As for accidents that happen to peasants
Down.
Control of the sheet group, cated to 14 papers. Called “Chanwhich publishes the Daily and Sun- nel One,” it’s strictly of a fan na- who trip on chairs, cables and other people’s feet, I could only pray
Sundry Anthologies
day Express, Evening Standard and ture with gossip, etc. Kicked off I was judgment-proof.
them putting everything in order. They really knew
I watched
Pan American Airways, utilizing Glasgow Evening Citizen, will re- Monday (26).
its owh network of offices in 84 main in the family,
-George Frazier’s pungent piece their business. Most of the cast pitched in. The kid playing the
however. Ancountries and Colonies, in collabo- nual returns showed the principal on “Cafe Society” in current Coro- recently commissioned second lieutenant was named Geoffrey Lewis.
ration with Simon & Schuster, will shareholders at Jan 1 last as Lord net a hep inside on the breed, as A student at the college, he was 18. It was his first part and he played
publish. “New Horizons," a 'guide Beaverbrook,
375,000;
Control only a confirmed nitery hound it extremely well.
to world travel.
The gal who really stole the show, however, was a Cleopatra type
Nominees Ltd., 464,000, and Max could appraise this kind of savvy
Another anthology, under the Aitken, son of Lord Beaverbrook, insight and inside stuff can't be named Mary Zacharias. A college junior, she was playing the novelist
auspices of Fortune, will be “100 323,000 shares.
done with the normal article “re- wife- -of Max Wharton, the 40-year-old editor who was practicing to
stones °f Business Success,”, also
search” approach.
become a second lieutenant. I_. cpuldn’t believe she was under 30.
v
o&S.
Irving Settel, who edited Te*eGhost, Go Check Four Shroud
j found out later she was 26, a "gal. of Greek piarentage and born
_ Same ptfb Will also issue “A
So much has been ghosted about u S10iu«^*Ve
in Bridgeport, Conn. If Skouras doesn’t grab her and make her a
i?
th!J
Treasury of the World's Great the confessions
re
l
an
b0
of former FBI men
prisoner of Zanuck, Greek Solidarity is deader than Sophocles, Eu^H^ e
^whn'c thp
Speeches " selected and edited by that it is a relief
to find one who
Basil Zaharolt.
Houston Peterson, beginning with does his own
(ABC TV net Friday lvenh,1s) ripides, Aristophanes and
composing
and
that
Altogether it was a surprisingly good production. The gross was
Moses proclaiming the 10 Com- as a serious
has another book “Tod TV Shows
novelist. Louis Cochbarn was for free, as was the cast,
as
the
Ditto
the
net,
$32.75.
He
October.
foments
in
and ending over 400 ran has written several good ones of the Year” due
II ;
Alter the show the director thanked the audience and said it was
Pages later with Pres.
Eisen- and his latest, “Row’s End” (Little teaches television at Pace College
had a house that got all the laughs
they
hower. s
towns
time
10
the
first
in
publishes
historic
House
Hastings
N.
Y.
Inaugural Ad- Brown; $3.50), has a lusty theme,
ss
'and gave as good as they got.
In between are some of dealing
:,!®
with sharecroppers who “Top TV Shows.”
military
V^e finest oratorical excerpts of were fun when dollar
Little Mo!
on
Sweeney,
Whadeeyano?
Bob
Pvt.
cotton was
Julius Caesar, Martin Luther, PatA dozen of us walked over to the ranch’s studio, which the girls
king and devils when the depres- leave from the Frances E., Kaye
H*nry,
Robespierre,
flacker, is now on the in the cast had used for a dressing room.
Karl sion drove cotton down to
Broadway
a giveir Winston Churchill and
staff of Pacific Stars & Stripes in
a ml*- j*
While we were fanning, in walked Moreen Scully, aged four, ox
away.
Stevenson. The anthologist
Joan,
wife,
Sweeney’s
Cochran certainly knows his na- Tokyo,
“Little Mo,” we call her, the youngest of the Scully Circus. Don't
P f SOr ° f Phi osophy at
joined her
tive Mississippi. He has been living formerly with NBC,
li U tg e™
tell
me legit has no influence any longer. Having seen the negligee
u.
around Hollywood for several years husband (22) to be with him for routine in “Over 21,” Little Mo proceeded to strip herself nude. Then
jiis year of service. Incidentally,
and shows the Jim Tully influence
Wholly oblivious to her public, she
covering the Ginza she put on a. fetching nightie.
is
More Show Biz Biogs
out.
in his work, but it is Mississippi Sweeney
then climbed aboard a cot, closed her eyes and promptly^ passed
0 1S Ari«strong
riitery and film beat for Stripes
has
finally
gotfor all that. This is the sort of stoV ls
Everybody watched fascinated. It was the smash performance ol
feature ed, Variety Tokyo mugg
autobiog, “Satchmo (My ry Europeans say
they
I le r
wish
Hollypantomime.
the evening, all done in
I*1 New
Dick Larsh.
Orleans)" in shape
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Broadway

London

Toit,

Amparo Rlvellas, Spanish acJoy Nichols bftck from her AusMontague, News of Day tress, shared the limelight With
tralian and U.S. trips.
assistant editor; to Egypt on biz.
Swanson on the first birthGloria
Patricia Medina, film actress, day
BBC-TV news service last week
of the Castellaiia Jlilton, at
off to London last week on the presS party, both’ cutting the huge substituted films for still pictures,
Mauretania.
Lonsdale left less
Frederick
super*
cake. Sonja Henie here to
than $6,000 in his estate in Britain.
Flack Frances E. Kaye sailed on vise her ice show..
John
is replacing Peter
the United States Saturday (24)
Dyer
Theatres are doing good business
W.

BeufSur Le

her niteiy here, the

“Sierra Maldita” to Paramount for worldwide distrlb,
their

Marc

P.'

AUegret

huddling

Hedy

Lamarr here, and stye may star in
Allegret's next pic, “Lady Chat*
terly's’

Lover,”

-

•

.

Helen Partello, U. S. starlet,
testing for a lead role in new Henri

'

.

Decoin

.

here.

Roy Howland back from La J<fiia

‘W

to prep

the Deck^r^efro*
Arwin Productions, /lnc„ is new
A
tag for Martin Melch'er Produc-

Tuer”

Marcel Carne winding up flew tions.
pic, “L'Air De Paris,” with Jean
Walter Lanz and Mrs, Lanrleave
Gabin and Arletty. Next Rim will
on six-week trip through Europe
be “Barrage” (“Dam”).
Aug. 20.
Summer season bringing in a
Robert Francis and-May Wynn
flock of reissues, among them
from bally trip on “Caine
“Kind Hearts And Coronets,” in
5 Sii hJ1v
“t
'u" (M-G) and “The River”
Lili

•

.

.

:

Universal Consolidated Oil Co.

(UA).

in
Larry Adler ittordinc 'to."**harmonica hit here, “Grisbi Biles.” -f
•* t> 0 „
Adler heads back to England but mmUft f
or ^niiU’les ^Ceived wh?n
returns to head the Alhambra bill SSfflL
camera boom ran over his feet.
in September.
Harold Jovien resigned from

,

-

.

Fortunia replacing Yvonne Mesnard as head nude at Folies
Bergere. Miss Mesnard heads for
the U. S. to star in Lou Walters’,
new Latin Quarter show.
Philippe
Clay,, young linger
here, into his first pic, “De QuOi
Je Me Mele?” (“What Am I Mixed
Up In?”), which Jacques Pinateau

•

MCA

form

to

his

own compahy

for

packaging radio-tv shows and rep
.

talent.

Leo Gorcey wrenched his right
knee during filming of final scene
of “Bowery to Bagdad”; now on
crutches.

Vera-Ellen and Carlos Thompson returned from attending the
by Boris Minneapolis Annual Civi Aquatennial and Star Night.
Vjan.
Pedro
Armendariz
recovered
from jaw. injuries received when
Fire Island
thrown from horse on RKO’s “The
Conqueror” location.
By Mike Gross
Janet
Leigh . returned . fibm
Fred Alleh’s guests column Ini
will direct

from

a script

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Woolcott Gibbs’ gazette, The Fire
islander set
isianaer,
Set in upper
uDoer ana
and lower and „dance rehearsals at Columbia
My sister Eileen.”
£
I

m

|

case.

Joel Grey auditioning; the Ocean
Beach sun before taking off for
Miami and a stand at the Sans

:

—

Cape Cod
Gotham. Monday (26) on the Queen
Mary. Also arriving were actress
By Earl J. Dias
Constance Carpenter and tv pack-,
Singer Libby Holman at Dennis
ager Bernard Prockter.
for her “Blues and Ballads.”
Vincent Y. Bowditch’^ Barn

A.

(“Ripe For falling”).

Frederick Knott’s “Perfect Wymer as press Officer for Electric
Crime” still is running at the Sc Musical Industries Ltd.
Alex Guinness’ next film will be
Maria Guerrero. Pix doing nice
biz include. “El Beso de Judas” “Madame Will You Walk?” Peter
bfz scene.
(The Kiss of Judas), still drawing Glenvifle will direct the .pic.
Yehudi Menuhin, concert violin- although now in neighborhood
Tommy Trlnder back in town
ist, and Dr. Lee De Forest, radio houses.
after two years> in Australia, where
pioneer, sailed for Europe last
Lola Flores has finished her he went originally on six-month
week on the Nieuw Amsterdam.
Spanish pic, “Morena Clara,” with tour.
Barry Weiss, EKO Theatres dis- Fernando Fernan Gomez. Miss
Edmund Hockrldge, currently
trict manager, in for homeoffice Flores is preparing a return to the starring in “Guys and Dolls,-’ behuddles, Be covers the mifldleweat theatre next October and many ginning new. radio series, “I Hear
area, taking in. Iowa, Nebraska, look forward to this event as it Music,” next Monday (2).
Minnesota and Colorado.
has been three years since she has
Lupino Lane took over Arthur
The Dance Masters of America, appeared, on the boards;
Askey’s role in “The Love Match”
organization for instructors pf all
Gloria Swanson planed to Barce- ^t the Victoria Palace this week
forms of dance, holding its annual lona for a three-day visit and to during latter’s absence for film
east coast convention, July 26 to appear at a benefit for orphans, making.
Aug. 6, at Hotel Roosevelt.
accompanied by Spanish
stars
David Kingsley, managing direcGeorge Jessel returns to N. Y. Sylvia Morgan, Laly Del Amo, tor of National Film Finance Corp.,
tomorrow (Thurs.) from a month- Peter Damon, Ramsay Ames. While took over chairmanship of Group
in
He
Barcelona
Europe.
she
called
on
Raqpel
of
tour
long eight-city
3 following resignation of Sir Miarrives with daughter Jefilyn. at Meller; they had met in New York chael Balcon.
years ago.
Idlewild, en route from London.
Wilfred Pickles given judgment
Tony Muto (20th-Fox) and Mrs. with costs last week in an action
Hernando Courtright, whose Bev
hills Hotel is no “Hernando’s Hide- Muto here at the Hilton. He is brought/ by producer Dap Fish, alaway.” due at the Hotel Ambassa- here to make a documentary on leging Pickles had broken a con*
dor Aug. 7-8 eh route to the Bur- Spain in color and widescreen. tract to appear in a film about
gundy wine country, and then into This should help “That Lady,” fea- classical music.
Claude Langdon to be spotlightthe Moselle and Rhine on similar ture pic being made here, also for
20th-Fox distribution in the U. S. ed in “Close-Up of an Impresario”
vintage samplings.
Cy
Bartlett, producer of latter pic- on BBC radio Aug. 4. Others apSin&
Saints
Circus
and
Lambs
ture, and Terence Young, director, pearing in the program include
ners humorist Les Kramer’s “1954
having trouble with bad weather. Belita, Henry Sherek, Gus Kuhn,
cultural, scientific and 2d class
Angel Peralta, famous Rejoneador, Freddie Mills, Max Wall and Lou
postcard
tour” mass-productioned
appears in film. Cast of pic in- Preager.
of his travels will probably be cludes
Olivia de Havilland, Franand Emeric
Michael Powell
wits
biz
show
other
by
“adapted”
coise Rosay, Gilbert Roland, Paul Pressburger are to lens Raymond
real funny style.
Scofield and Tony Dawson.
Massey’s play, “The Hanging
been
ap?
Vivian B^ine, who’s
Judge,” which Powell produced
pearing in the London production
and directed in 1952. Eric Portof “Guys and Dolls,” returned to
man inked for role created by
for a five-week stay in Europe.
Tommy Kinsman, British, orch
leader, due in New York Aug. 31
for an o.o. of the radio-tv-music

“Bonnes

pic,

Vienna
By Emit W. Maass

Souci.

Franz

Kreuzberger, 70, wellAmong the bungalow monikers:
waltz composer, died.
“Traumatic Inn,” “Psycottage” and known
Paula
Wessely
Film Go. acquired
the
multi-plugged
“Hernando’s “The Way Back” for
its next proHideaway.”

Godfrey Tearle.

duction.

Henry Sherek is readying his
George (RCA Victor) Mareks cut
Wiesbaden factory installed modnew comedy, “All For Mary,” by their weekend short to plane from ern revolving stage in new State
Kay Bannerman and Harold here to Idlewild to the Coast on Opera building.
Brooke. Cast includes David Tom- diskery biz.
Underground rolling stairway to
linson, Betty Paul, Michael ShepLegit producer Herman Levin opera will be ready when house
ley, Kathleen Harrison and Ferdy

Stages Theatre, Nantucket, offerexpects to be booked solid as a Opens Nov. 5, 1955.
ing Maxwell Anderson’s
“High
Mayne. Play, which is having a weekend guest for the summer of
Tor.”
Karl Boehm elected chief of
Gleason
pre-London tryqout at coastal re- ’55 within the next couple of State Opera concert orchestra after
Bosley
Crowther,
Y.
Times
N.
makFolk singer Earl Robinson
film critic, vacationing with his sorts, is directed by Jack Williams. weeks.
death of Clemens Krauss.
ing local appearances.
family at Chilmark, Martha’s Vine“Polenblut” (“Polish Blood”), by
Henry White, Biow exec, feted
Maxine Andrews here briefly, yard.
with a champagne breakfast Sat- Oskar Nedbal, slated as first operAtlantic City
confirmed , split in the trio.
Fay Bainter and William Prince
urday when he” got back to the ctta premiere in Volksopera.
Capitol Records execs in town at the Somerset Playhouse (Mass.)
By Joe W. Walker
Werner Richard Hymann writing
Island after becoming the father
Harlem Globetrotters scheduled of twin girls the night before.
Sunday for the fall “Prevue Party.” to preem new play, “Put Them All
the music for Mundus Film’s next
Dorothy Shay, opens Sept. 28 at Together.”
to appear at Bader Field, Aug. 6.
Tunesmiths Richard Lewine and
Gordon H. Argo, producer at Concrete Stadium .there can seat Albert
Fairmont Hotel in place of Doror C
e
Hague sharing the keyboard
J ?n Tnha*fn
f£
Orleans Arena Theatre, deserting 6 000
thy Dandridge..
in an old showtune challenge at
qfran « pic, On the Blue Danube. »»
Georgia
Gibbs
and
Henny Toil
Strauss
Pino’.
...iii.
nT»D
Morton Downey and Edward Ar- his front-office for a week to play
Ted
shindig with CBS Radio
Youngman into Steel pier vaude- veep Fine’s
Raimund Theatre, only operetta
nold in town on way to the Bohe- the lead in “Harvey.”
Lester Gottlieb crooning the
Lillian Heilman, Leonard Bern- ville. Billy May in Marine ballhouse here, will open with
mian Club encampment.
vintage lyrics.
stein
room.
and
John
Latouche
Emmerich
on
Kalman’s
“Countess
Clef distributor, Melody Sales
Nikolaidi,
Martha’s Vineyard to work a musiElena
Met opera
Maritza” in September,
(A1 Bramy and Tony Valerio), hostVentcal
soprano,
suburban
version
signed
for
of
Voltaire’s
“Candide.”
for
party
ed dee jays at cocktail
Omaha
Among
City
Summer
Musical
Festival
the guests at John Cecil nor
Buddy De Franco.
By Glenn Trump
Holm’s birthday party at N. Chat- Aug. 3.
Berlin
Crawford. Neb., Rodeo averaged
ham for his wife were Dr. Harlan
Harry M. Fagan, high school
By Hans Hoehn
Hatcher, president of U. of Michi- principal,
general chairman of nearly 2,800 paid for each perEric
Pommer
celebrated
his
gan; Monomoy Theatre producer third annual sustaining fund cam- formance.
Minneapolis
65th birthday, He’s currently an
i
n
„
.
Mary B. Winslow, actress June paign of Atlantic City Symphony
Funti starlet
Betty Garr week- independent film producer in West
By Les Rees
Lockhart, comedian Iggie Wolfing- Assn.
ended
here
to
plug
upcoming
Radisson
Hotel
Germany.
Lanny Ross into
ton and Dennis press^gent Bill
Harding and Moss Revue, “High Seven Bndes.
Following the return of the old
Flame Room.
Time,” featuring Chanin Hale,
Cornell.
New grandstand increasing seat- UFA name to current use, the old
Old Log “strawhatter” offering
Robbie Harrid, Neil Kenyon and ing capacity by
1,000 being erected Tbbis name is also to be revived,
“The Bishop Misbehaves.”
George Pattas into Shelburne’s for Burwell, Neb.,
Rodeo, Aug. probably for a film studio.
Boardwalk Lounge.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre preM-24.
.Victor Vicas will direct a film
Portland, Ore.
senting “The Curious Savage.”
Abe
Slusky
installed
the first yTerusion T of Zuckmayer’s ^Herr
Silva-Telles
Woody Herman and the third
pianist
Brazilian
U
€ber
Leben Und Tod” here
outdoor
roller skating rink in this
Westport, Conn.
here for Northrop Auditorium Herd set for week of Aug. 3 at
area at his Playland Park last September. Maria Schell and Iv^n
Jantzen Beach Ballroom.
concert.
.
By Humphrey Doulens
Desny will star.
Week.
.
“Fun Fob Your Money” continTalura into Persian Palms* with
Eva LeGallienne to the Coast.
Barnes & Carruthers’ “OlymDic
P ix Previewed at trade
Buddy Heller, Ann Lee, Jean ues for a second stanza at the
The John Herseys to Nova Scotia. Circus” slated for Playland Park sbows in Berlin during 1954’s first
newly-opened Latin Quarter SupIdelle and Jane Ruby.
John Wohlforth of Angel Rec- Stadium here Aug. 7 after a string six months, 104 were of American
8
Al Sheehan’s “Aqua Follies” per Club.
ords here.
origin, 56 were German, while 30
of fair dates.
Don Cornell, The Gaylords, and
finished 16-performance run here
John Emery starring in revival
Drou^it conations forced Loup “S’*. {™,m France
before departing, for Seattle date, Jerry Fielding orch did a week at of “Libel” at Country Playhouse Valley Fair
„ the most
08-15
is currently
at Ord, Neb
to
curthe
business
Paramount
initial
stanza
Boff
(21-28) on vaude
week of Aug. 2.
ta lked “*bout German film project.
tail program to Aug. 23-25
Joie
caused Star Playhouse to hold over film policy.
Lillian and Dorothy Gish back Chitwood thrill
FlI
n
s
being
directed
by Paul May
show is featured
J i
Dwight
“Play’s the Thing” for second
Long,
producer
of to N.Y. for tele commitments after
Ak-Sar-Ben’s family show Juiv and deals with German postwar*
“Tanga-Tika” here for week to set six-week holiday here.
week.
arm y barrack life. (08-15 is the
26-28, booked
Dorothy Lewis iceshow started up promotion with Guild manager
Ruth Steinkraus, new disk joc- eluded the by Ernie Young in- German army pistol).
Triskas,
Paramount
summer run and chirper Marie Marty Foster.
key on WICC • at Bridgeport, in Bears, Martells
& Mignon/ Jewell
Shaw opened in front room at StarHilo Hattie and her Hawaiian “Music for a Sunday Evening.”
and Charlie Poplin, Johnny Swaylight club.
Revue held for third week' at
Arthur Jay Levy back to Chicago pole,
Washington
Three
Ascesedas,
Joe
Group of local business leaders Amato’s Supper Club, Arthur Lee next week representing “Time Out
Lemkes chimps, the Cyclettes,
By Florence S. Lowe
Informed that proposed $5,000,000 Simpkins to follow.
for Ginger,” after vacation here.
Montes de Oca and the Three
Ann
stadium would produce annual
Southern
in for a Casino
Ralph Meeker in “Picnic” set
Jean Dalrymple heading benefit Marvels.
Royal nitery stint.
gross revenue of $316,850 if major for the Auditorium for three days performance
for
Connecticut’s
The Arthur Godfrey Foundation
league baseball franchise is ob- .starting Aug. 3. “King And I” is Shakespeare Festival Theatre Aug
renewed its annual Air Fellowship
tained and annual attendance aver- inked for a Week the latter part of 29.
Grant to American University for
ages of 750,000 per over eight-year Aug.
Mrs. Raymond Massey, Cheryl
fourth
period.
consecutive year.
By
Hal
Crawford,
V. Cohen
Lenore Tobin, Jose
George A. Crouch, Sam Galanty
Robert Monet topping at Copa
Quintero, John C. Wilson, Ben
j
Washer, Elaine Carrington and bill this week; Leo DeLyon comes a ,nd Albert W. Lewltt named corllAlThlAn of Vorfafir
nviMii a1
chairmen
Variety PlnVitfl
Club's annual
Theresa Helburn at opening of ii! MOIldfly ^2)
Madrid
Dancer Marilyn Fields okav at S°lf tournament and dinner-dance.
“Magic and Music” at Country
By Jerry Gaghan
_
s
6mi-final
Presbyterian
judgings
for “Miss
By Lois Wilson
Hospital after emer- „ r
Clara Ward and gospel singing Playhouse July 26.
Washington” in the* “Miss Amer-'
gency appendectomy.
Sylvia Morgan readying her next troupe back after successful
stand
a
“Ice Cycles” will rehearse
contest are being held at
film; actress is the only woman in Nassau, Bahamas.
1955 Jc
Garter
edition for three weeks here at
film producer in Spain.
Barron Amphitheatre; staNewly renovated
Paris
Note,
tion
Don Luis Aguilar, one of the with Carmen McCraeBlue
Gardens next month.
handles contest localand Mat
By Gene Moskowitz
heads of the Mexican film indus- Matthews featured* staged
TedOkon appointed biz manager
reopen- (28. Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)
try, here with wife Sylvia.
ing July 26.
Mayville
director
for
Joseph P.
W. jE. Knox, president of WestGeorge Litto, Temple University Reisman here Kennedy and Phil Catholic Tfieatre Guild.
on holiday.
inghouse International
Clr s Sai ts arid Sinners holdElectric, graduate, and Pianist Marty NaP
S4 ^
Perdita Chandler, U. S. warbler,
honored with the "Order of Isabel
ea
c lai
collabed
on tune called off to Madrid for nitery date.
and .. KZTy, local independent* joined
,^i ?v
Dicni? a S0 th Par Aug.
?
by Franco.
P
“My Heart Goes M-M-M.”
14.
the CBS net.
Jean
Gabin
will
star
Tim
L
;
5
in the new
Ramsay Ames has signed conMarian Anderson will be guest Jean Renoir film,
Saxo "
Woody Herman outfit set for
“French
Canbonkert
tract with producer Iquino to make
W
t
^
Julius
r at the launching of a new can.”
LaRosa at „
New
Golden in August. •
PP
VnoMnT
two films “La Pecadora” (The $700,000 recreation center
V
r Ce Lab r Day
Riverside
Hotel is adding three
named
Bill
Marshall makes his first pic
pift<;hnr
ih S
Q
?,
Sinner) and “Persecucion en. la in honor of the
b g
on y S Wllllam stories to the new addition.
South
Ciudad” (Persecution in the City). born singer, Friday Philadelphia- here opposite his wife, Micheline qtf/nii r« !L M / ?^ lfljti week’s
Reno,. with four net stations and
afternoon (30). Presle, in “Les Impures.”
Columbia will distrib.
Lee Guber, owner of
Pobin Nood Dell in an independent FM, may get anXavier Cugat and his 45-man P
Peter Damon and Maruja As- vous Cafe (shuttered for Rendezoth er Independent "soon.
summer), band here for eight shows- at the
«
„ . Garter
querino readying for “Cancha Bas- taking post-graduate
qualiLili St. Cyr, who used to be the
work
at Uni- Alhambra Musichall July 23-28.
n fP
n e,Bob
ca,’ story about famous jai-Iai versity of
n
Michigan, Ann Arbor,
ol
“Girl of the. Hour” at Lawtons,
Mary Lou Williams feting Billy
k l los
I
f
players. Producers of this film sold Mich., during
*
in “ rst near here, shortly after the war,
layoff.
Eckstein on his 39th birthday at round
of match play.
stars at the Skyroom.
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Toots Shor,

survlved by his wife

is

and three brothers.

:
X

•

I

Hitler period), died July 15 in
Lingen, West tlermany. Born as
Hetman Nielebock, he composed
numerous Nazi songs and marches.

and every interviewer In the
few weeks has been trying to
,

CHARLES

H..

NOBLE

Charles Hollister Noble,
mer. publicity director, for

LEONARD

«nard Goldstein, 31, film pro-

t

•

July 23.

m

fil

flails in

'

section.

reaction to Marilyn
parries these ques-,
tions by Insisting that she hasn’t

I

EFFIE 'SHANNON
vet legit acFffie shannon, 87,
E
a;*ri Tulv 24 in Bay ShQre,
S
re
stage debut
her
making
}
i After

'

*

CBS

1ft
Cornelius S, Hltxert, 71, longHollywood, was found dead July time member of IATSE, Local No.
CLAY MQRGAN
20 in his home at Shermani Oaks, 6, died in St. Louis July 15 after
Clayland Tild.eii Morgan. 60, Cal. Police called It suicide. His he was stricken with heat exhauspublicist, died July 26 in New wife said he had been, through sev- tion. He was last employed at the
York. He had ‘flacked for the eral surgical operations and was American. Theatre, St. Louis.
French Line, NBQ and Air France. afraid of Cancbr.
Shortly after World War I, he
Edward "E4” Andrews, 64,
Following his departure from
joined the publicity {jfenartrhehf; of
CBS, Noble was associated with orchestra' leader, died July 24 in
the French Line' in New York, reArlington, Mass., following a heart
Doubleday
Publishing Co.
maining there as director of proattack. A. violinist, he is survived
motion and advertising until 1936.
by wife, two sons and two daughARISTIDES DE' LEON
Morgan left the French Line to
Aristides de Leon; 50, actor; ters.
become assistant to the president died July 23 in New York. He apof NBC/a position he retained unMother,-/dl, of Art Gross, operapeared’ in a number of Broadway
til 1949,
For a time he. operated productions, including "Squaring tions manager of Guild Films, died
his own public relations firm and:
the Circle” in. 1935. He also was July 15 in New York. Survived by
in 1950 became director of public
seen in "Colonel Satan," "Adam husband and two other sons, Sid
relations for the French Institute.
Had Two Sons,” "Nona,” "Keeper and Elliott, both publicists,
The following year he was appoint- of the Keys,” "The Hook-up,”
ed director of public relations for "Hallow’een/’ "Tovarieh,” and in
Charles F. Prickett, 54, execuAir France.
/
tive vice president and general
"Foreigners.”
His mother survives.
More recently de Leon had acted manager of the Pasadena Community Playhouse, died July 25 in
in films, radio and television.

seen Miss Monroe.
Press the point that the latter is
touted as another Mae West, and
the original shrugs "If you want
*

’

L

t0

marry a ballplayer when
you can have thb whole team?"
Take It Easy, Boys
She doesn’t say' so, but there’s

more than a lurking suspicion that
La West regards this excursion
into the nitery field as a chance
to acquaint her audience with her
proclivities. She * also passes on a
little advice, like "Take it easy,
boys, and last a long, long time."
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NELLIE CALLAHAN

Los Angeles.

Callahan, 80, vet stage
performer, died July' 24 in Sayville, L. L, N. Y. She appeared in
such shows as "Old Kentucky” and
S
"The Lost Paradise” at the turn
of the century and ’was a member
of the Gerard Ave, Stock Co. in
ShanMis$
in
which
plays
Among
Philadelphia and the Davidson Co.
’‘Years of
non Ss seen included
in Milwaukee.
Nellie

.

REV. STEWART MACLENNAN

The Rev. Dr. Stewart P. Mac69, pastor emeritus of the
First Presbyterian Church of Hollywood,. died July 26 in Santa
Monica, Cal., after a heart attack.
-After serving as v pastor of the Hollywood church for 19 years, he retired in 1940 to devote full time to
Discretion," "Heartbreak ‘House,’
the making religious films.
Miss
Callahan
had
1928
In
Stoops
"$he
"Widower’s Houses”
role of Jo McMullin in “Bottled,”
Wife, four sons and a daughter
To Conquer," "Trelawney” of- the a comedy by Anne Collins, and
’’
survive.
"Sher.
‘‘The Fatal Alibi
Wells
Herproduced
by
Alice
Timoney,
of
lock Holmes/’ "The Daughters
man Gantvoort at the Booth TheJEAN ROGER-DUCASSE
Men “The Thief/’ "The Learned atre. She also worked in vaudeville
Jean Jules Amable Roger-Du"PolLadies.’’ "The Thunderbolt/^
with the late. Tom' Wise and Wil- casse, 81, French composer, died
lyanna" and "Under Orders/' One liam H.
Turner, and in radio with July 20. of a heart ailment in Borin 1942
'.
of her last appearances was
Al Jolson.
deaux, France. He studied .at the
in "Arsenic and Old Lace.”
Paris Conservatoire and in 1902
and
1915
in*
'
Her husband died,
received the second Prix de Rome.
her sister, Nona Shannon, an ac.Lambert Murphy, 69, former opRoger-Ducasse was composer of
tress. died in 1 950.
era and concert tenor, died July chamber music and a number of
24 In Hancock, N. H. One of the suites. In 1931 his four-act comic
RICHARD S.
earliest recording artists, he ' had opera, "Cantegril,” ‘was produced
Richard S. Rauh; 60, Pittsburgh sung With the Metropolitan Opera at the Opera-Comique.
civic leader and leading*;factor in Co. from 1911 to 1915. During that
commucity’s
of
the
development
period he also became one of the
H.
nity theatre, the Playhouse, as first Victor recording artists.
Edwin H. Lockhart, 87, former
well as the Pittsburgh Symphony
singer and voice instructor,
opera
MUrphy'
devote
left
the
Met
to
Orchestra, died of & heart attack
July 24 in Prince’s Bay, S.I.
He his time to concerts and in later died
July. 17 in Lakewood, N. J*
years taught voice. His singing and Operator of a voice studio at his
was vacationing with his family at
teaching
career
ended
-in the early home in New Dorp, S.I., he at one
the nearby shore resort of Beach
’40s when he underwent a throat time sang as a bass-baritone in
Haven.
opera companies with Enrico Caroperation.
Rauh’s 'interest in the theatre
Wife,, two sisters and a brother uso. He became a singing instrucdated back to his high school days survive,
tor in 1909.
when he was a close friend of playWife, a brother and a sister sur"
wright George S. Kaufman, a Pitt
vive.
„
V
native.
At that time'they worked
Henry Randel, 58, metropolitan
together in putting .on snows for New York district sales manager
ALFRED
Lennan,

.

.

.
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LAMBERT MURPHY

:

'

RAUH

EDWIN

LOCKHART

HENRY RANDEL

WTAM

A

C

WHDH

WLAW

I

WOKO

mond Curtis. These outlets were
James Ed (Smilin’ Ed) McConrated for years among the nation’s, nell, 62, radio-tv performer, was
most profitable small stations..
found dead July 24 in the cabin of
Smith came to Albany in 1931 his cruiser in Newport Beach, Cal,
when he moved his outlet in Beareport from the coroner’s office
con to the capital and
changed its noted he had probably died of a
call letters to WOKO.
Later he ac- heart attack.
quired an interest in WABY,
McConnell had been airing a
which
originally was located “in
Hudson kiddie show on radio for 32 years.
Falls N. Y.
He retired from the His programs for radio and tv
broadcasting field after
was were taped and filmed. A backlog
sold in 1947
of them will continue to b e used.
A native of Peekskill, he is surWife, a son and a daughter surS Wife ’ 8 So
? 8nd 8 vive.
daughter.

A

WOKO
,

1

.

AXEL H. REED
Axel H. Reed, 51, recently named
general manager of Des Moines*

gathered news for station^

Sf

KOMO,

*

WALTER JOSEF
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Performance last Arts.
Oxford Theatre/
Kauffman, who was a
sin

of

New York

"With anybody else," she says,
wouldn’t have made any differBut 10 minutes later, everyWilliam De Haas, 49, business
manager for film players, died of body in Denver was repeating that
a cerebral hemorrhage July 19 in Mae West had called downstairs
Hollywood. One of his clients 1 was and said ‘I. want a boy— a big,
Linda Darnell.
boy’."
Hedda Hooper was in to see her
Henry McCarthy, 73, retired the other night for a laugh-packed
screen writer and director,, died interview. In the course of disJuly 19 in Hollywood; Two brothers cussion, they were recalling the
survive.
actors who
had portrayed the
"it

ence..

Wife- of Leroy
tionist at the

Glover,

Louis, died July 15
after a long illness.

that

in

leading roles in

projec-

Pageant Theatre,

MARRIAGES
Martha

L.

Woodbury

Herms Niels, 66, former German
first, couthe
(during
restaurateur Reichsmusikfuehrer
4

Mae

West’s films.

"You had Cary Grant, too. didn’t
you?" queried Miss Hopper.
“Twice, dear," retorted Miss
West softly, “had him twice." *
Another interview attempt almost ended in disaster before it
began. MiSs West Was in the midst

St.
city

to Richard

of a fbshion sitting when the doorbell rang. She pried herself away
slightly formal group of
people and went^to the door to
confront Lloyd Shearer of Parade

from a

.

magazine.

was a hot day and Shearer
attired in Bermuda trunks. He
also loaded down with camera
equipment, flashbulbs,, etc.
It

was
was

Miss West surveyed the burdened
figure and her gaze traveled down
the naked knees protruding beneath the hemline of the shorts.
She shot a panicky look at the forHodges, Georgetown, Tex., July 20. mal group in the living room and
Bride is a tv actress; he’s on the reached a quick decision..

KNXT, Los

Angeles,

to-

"Take

production

staff.

ordered,

Ilyana A. Yankwich to Myron
A. Lanin, Los Angeles, July 17.
Bride is the daughter of Federal
Judge Leon R. Yankwich; he’s head
of the Howard Lanin Agency. New
York.
Barbara Ann Finnigan to William L. Schupp, Albany, July 17.
Bride is an actress.
Frances Ireland and Jay Marshall, New York, July 25. He’s a
cafe and video performer.

room.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Tattersall,
son, Pittsburgh, July 16. Father’s
a musician.
Mr. and Mrs. Syd Magidson, son,
Pittsburgh, July 14. Father and
mother are the nitery dance team
Ames.
of Sydney

&

‘Mr. arid Mrs. Jim Geibel, daughPittsburgh, July 10. Father
operates outdoor theatres around
ter,

Lu Ann Simms

New

your equipment," she
"and get into the bed-

to Loring Buzzell.
July 24. Bride is a

York,
singer on Arthur’s Godfrey’s tv
show; he’s a music publisher.
Edward R. Kingsley to Lee
Goode, Trenton, N.J.. July 27. He’s

Butler, Pa.

Mr. and Mrs. William Pflaumm,
Mother’s

son, Pittsburgh, July 11.

Mary Lou Taylor, of
Hanna booking service, on Pitt’s
the former

Mai West

However, he take the Des Moines berth and was N.Y.
His wife and daughter survive.
back tage work
the scheduled to assume his new $10,ear?v i 9
Sno»
^
09s when
he
became a 000-per-year- post on July 1.
victim n f a
Hirsh Pearlman, 74, retired mustr etcar accident,
Reed was president of the InterA|pl
t
e a n er
Managers’ sician, hied July 22 in Washington
Auditorium
l w as a. stagehand national
ivith u?Q i+
»vh<
of
a heart ailment. For years he
eade
Theatres since Assn.
the p!!K iftort,
was a violinist with the pit orch of
920 s had an extensive
backing
also
Capitol Theatre and
Und
the
n th® theatre of
KAUFFMAN
DAVID
yeS-vnear 11
xi
® Worhed at Tony
David (Dewey) Kauffman, pro- played with other orchestras in
Pastm^
xt
Yo
k
in At- D.C, He left no known survivors.
cafe
Fort
Pitt
with
toured
prietor
of
the
William If
^
shows
as a prop- lantic City, N. J., died July 18 of a
ertv
Cecil G. E. Sawler, onetime
Coburn's Minstrels heart attack in that city. At varia$ 3
a
enter an d was a stagehand ous times he owned several other member of the Boston Philharon hn!-P
b
esque circuits. The last night clubs in the resort including monic orchestra, died in Exeter,
stag P
L
s
w he handled was a the Club Madrid and the old Beaux N. H„ July 13.
Baiiet 5?
4

!

Mont., a foreign film importer-distrib. She Film Row.
was in RCA Victor's Red Seal Dept.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kapp, son.
for They honeymoon in Venice,
formerly
worked
Block
New Rochelle, July 2; Father is
Hearst papers in Seattle and San
son of Dave Kapp, record company
Francisco.
exec.
Mr. and Mrs, Robert Leon, son,
RITA POST
Burbank, Cal., July 20. Father is a
Rita Post, 80, former vaude
sound
recorder for RCA Victor.
Continued from page 2
performer and widow of Toni Post,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Druzinsky,
actor and onetime exec of Ameri- "I just did it the way I’d want it son. Hollywood, July 21. Father is
can Federation pf Radio Artists, done. Money has been no object.” harpist with the Sauter-Finegan
died July 21 in Chicago. She and
It shouldn’t be. She’s got it all, orchestra.
her husband performed as Gibson or close to it by now. Miss West
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Finley, sop t
& Post in vaudeville.
Father is
professes not to know offhand how Hollywood, July 23.
Survived by a son.
pinch but (always a fierce pride Coast radio and television deejay

Civic

at

tu?n if' the
4u
century.
,

tm-nJr
d

.

Victor Morris, 56, veteran member of IATSE, Local No. 6, died
in St. Louis July 12 after a year’s
illness. His wife, a son and three
daughters survive.

KGEZ, Kalispell,
and KPOA. Honolulu.

'

W

IlS

Ovide Larochelle, 71, trombonist
more than 50 years with the
Rochester City Band and Hanson's
'American Band in Rochester, N.H.,
died July 16 in that city. V
for

Her material, carefully selected
sharpened by the Westian
touch, belies her constant claim
that most of her best fid libs have
actually been innocuous lines until
taken, out of context; Once, she recalls, ^he was in a -hurry to leave a
Denver hotel and was worried
about the size of the two trunks
that had to be carted downstairs.
•She picked lip the telephone and
called the bell captain.
and

Seattle;

Walter Josef, 64, German-born
theatre new $5*250,000 Veterans Memorial
and died in Pldfnfield, N. J„ Auditorium, died of a heart ailment concert pianist and composer, died
,
Believed to be in his 80’s, July 21 in Rochester, Minn. H? had July 22 in Lake Placid, N. Y. A
tp
hls eareer as a “top resigned as manager of the Mayo native of Berlin, he had given ren
in acrobat ic units
the
Auditorium in Rochester to citals abroad and at Carnegia Hall,

an ^

•

'

schools and other organi- for Paramount, died of a heart ailzations.
ment July 25 in N. Y. He had been
In subsequent years Rauh be- with Par since 1916- when he joined
came founder, president, board the Washington branch as a saleschairman and trustee of the Play- man. He moved to the district post
house.
In addition, he and his in 1947.
Some years ago. Rapdel invented
mother were guiding spirits as far
back as 1926 in forming the Pitts- the Stub Rod Control, which autoburgh Symphony/Society. He had matically files that portion of ad- tion’s Dixieland unit.
Surviving are his wife and two
served as the organization’s secre- mission tickets retained by the thetary for the last 27 years.
atre in the sequence of purchase. sons.
Surviving are his wife, Helen This is now in wide use.
P.
OAKES
JOSEPH
Wayne Rauh, one of the Playson and sister survive.
Joseph P. Oakes, 58, onetime
-house's top actresses; a 14-year-old
^
stations'
program
director
of
son. and a sister.
S. FAYETTE
ARTLEDGE
in Boston, died
end
S. Fayette Cartledge, 45, syndicated community paper columnist, July 29 in Manchester, N. H. For
HAROLD E SMITH
Harold E. Smith, 62, radio pion- died July 20 at his home in Acad- years an exec of the Nashua Broadeer. died July. 23 in Albany, N. Y., emy Gardens, Pa, A partner in As- casting Co., he was also active in
after a long illness.
At one time sociated Features Syndicate from the Advertising Club of Boston and
he owned stations in Albany, New^ 1932 until he established his own the Mferrimac Advertising Club.
Surviving are two sons, two
burgh. Peekskill, Poughkeepsie and publicity agency five years ago, he
Beacon, all in New York, hi recent formerly handled the announcing daughters, two sisters and a broyears, however, he had not been an and radio programs for summer ther.,.
active broadcaster.
wrestling shows at Hunt’s Pier,
RUDOLPH BLOCK
Smith, who once played' violin Wildwood, N.J.
and was an orchestra director at ' Surviving are his wife and two
Rudolph Block, 59, longtime
’
the old Hippodrome Theatre, N.Y., sons.
radio news correspondent in WashJong operated
ington, D. C., died July 22 in that
and WABY,
Albany, in partnership with Raylong illness. He
city
a
after
james e, McConnell

LOUPE’ ALEXANDER

*
.

A. Kurth, Sandwich, N.H., recently.
He’s a retired army bandleader and
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